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PREFATORY :N0TICE

The Translator must once more remind his readers that he is not responsible for the opinions

of his author. There will be found in the present volume, as in the last, passages (in his judg-

ment) either erroneous or of erroneous tendency : such, for instance, as the germs of specula-

tion about the intermediate state which are to be detected in the exposition of Luke xvi., and

the sacramental theories deduced from the third and sixth chapters of John. It is suflicient to

say that the author is a Lutheran divine, and vindicates on all occasions the higher ecclesias-

tical views of his communion ; but this does not, in the Translator's judgment, impair the

value of the work, as a whole, to the thoughtful and catholic reader who keeps that fact always

in view.

For himself he may add, that wliile it would have been much mere satisfactory to his own

mind to send forth his labors without any such caution, the profound study of our Lord's

words which such a translation requires aud assists, has been to him a blessing for which he is

deeply thankful.
,

Hull, 1856.





PEEFACE TO THE GOSPEL OF JOH:^.

I Nn-w advance with my readers, in this volume, which is issued in a second edition, to the

exposition of the most profound, sublime, and distinctive dixcmirses of the Lord Jesus, as they

have been preserved for us by his Spirit in this " the only true, and gracious fundamental Gos-
pel." The Lord is my witness, and I take comfort in once more repeating it, that in entering

this innermost sanctuary, at the threshold of which we paused in awe, 1 am conscious of a

deep and becoming dread in the presence of him who speaks, which throws its restraint upon all

that I write concerning his words. The Lord also knows that the seemingly unmeasured
severity with which 1 am constrained tft oppose many in this age, springs from a conscientious

and lowly subjection to him, who himself must alone vindicate his own words.
It is, indeed, a lofty design, to expound the Gospel of that Evangelist who, initiatissimnsmente ei

(enacissimns vctborum Chridi, has the special prerogative of enshrining in Scripture all that the

Logos made flesh, the Onlv-begotten of the Father, testified to the world concerning the mys-
teries of his person and redeeming work ; as well as all that he finally poured out of the depths
of his own heart into the amazed hearts of his first disciples, for the future interpretation of

the Spirit of truth when he should bring his words to their remembrance. In a manner dif-

ferent from the synoptical Gospels, the word itself in this passes out of the original letter into

spirit, and is so raised and glorified that the word suffers, and lives before our eyes. In a

measure beyond theirs, the presentation, according to the Apostle's mind, and the immediate
outgoing of the Lord's own Spirit, are blended together ; in this Gospel, indeed, they melt per-

fectly into one. Whosoever is of the truth must every where feel the breath of the Lord, who
is the Spirit, and hear his voice crying—Thus have I spoken, thus I speak ; and with all such
this has its full force.* We have not merely (as De Wette says) " certain discourses of Jesus,

which beam forth more than an earthly brilliance," but from beginning to end it is the heavenly
light of the testimony of Jesus to himself, pure and unsullied as the Spirit's influence through
mortal mediation could give it. He who shall fix his thought upon that special miracle of in-

spiration, by which John in his old age was enabled to present so luminous and objective and
living an exhibition of his dramatic Gospel, will more and more unlearn and reject the indis-

crimmate use of the expression " Johannean representation." On this account one would be
rather inclined to read with attentive mind only for himself, and to beseech every other in the
words

—

Tolle, lege! Yet the dispensation o<" Christ's kingdom requires that they be expounded
in human words by one man to another, so that the gifts of the Spirit in all may be mutually
furthered and completed.

But v/here shall such exposition of such a word begin, and where shall it end ; especially in

a time like this, and amid theology such as that which now surrounds us ? How shall we win
an entrance for the Spirit's testimony into the minds of men such as we for the most part now
find them, in their cloudy confusion, or in their contemptuous self-defences? All things in the
Lord's word are spoken to the conscience in order to faith, piercing and convincing in order to

life; but the guides of our schools, and not only they but those whom they have indoctrinated
and spoiled, resent it with indignity if the expositor speaks in the spirit of the words which h<

expounds. What they want is a mere grammatical, historical exposition which sliall avoid ah
interference with themselves, and leave their own hearts alone. One must preserve, forsooth,

the decent gravity of the teaching tone ; and carefully eschew all " preaching," while every word
that he handles is preaching most mightily and loud ! Again, these words are in themselves
80 pregnant, prolound, inexhaustible, and mystically deep, that the beams of the light of the
world create in our sight, and to our blinded eyes, only the light of the moon, and we have to

wait for the eagle eye of John's final church beloro the full light of the sun will shine. Many
readers, however, for whom we would gladly write, do not understand this, ami will only be
contented with such sure results as are perfectly plain and evident to themselves, with such a
translation of the marvellous words in their own ordinary speech as leaves no difliculty behind.
We must give one single meaning to every single word, to be measured by the narrow

* Not, by any means, that in this Gosppl Jolm has superseded Clirist ; no lonaer a di.sciplo but
founding a sect of his own

; coiii^ Ijfyoud the Christ of wliom lie writes (Lange, Lcheu Jcii. i. 101).

But Christ bears witness to himself throuizh John, and gives to liis servant the pen of a niarvelloui
writer and the power to sink deep iu'.o his Lord's word, and work, and life, and person, and heart.

V



vi PKEFACE TO THE GOSPEL OF JOHN.

standard of common reasoning, though the all-comprehending Logos is speaking with all the

fulness and profundity of his meaning. The poor expositor, aiming with as much precision

and plainness as possible to indicate the rich contents of one brief saying, finds himself invol-

untarily drawn out into a manifold amplitude of thoughts and words : but this offends our age
;

the day of modest folios upon the sacred text is long gone by, and the impatience of the pres-

ent day must have every thing swiftly adapted to pocket use. Books are so much multiplied

that there is no time to read, to study any one in particular. Every author speaks into the

tumult of the market-place ; and loses the attention of that better class which he would address,

because even these innocently think it their duty to expand the range of their knowledge,
rather than explore its depths. Once more, the plain sayings which issue from the lips of Eter-

nal Wisdom contain the answer to all the questionings of speculation, the province of which is

essentially only to question ; they contain all the treasures of that Theosophy which is conver-

aant with the mysteries of God the Father and Christ. But even the best speculation of our
day is, with few exceptions, deeply tinctured with pantheistic, deistic, or rather spiritualistic in-

fusion
; entertains a kind of horror vacui (scilicet p!eni) for all that is mystic and theosophic

;

and is thereby rendered quite unsusceptible to the true perception of the innermost realities of

the words of Christ in John. In all these cases we cannot fail to give offence at first, rather than
a.ssistance : we must not only be prepared for this in many instances, but, however desirous

that it were otherwise, must make it our purpose and aim.

Feeling, as I did, that in dealing with this Gospel the method and style must necessarily b©
somewhat different from that which v/as appropriate to the more obviously intelligible first

Evangelists, I long wavered, in the first edition, between two plans. I must either decline, to

a greater extent than was thought proper in the former volume,* all reference tx) ancient and
modern expositors, and thus allow the word itself to evolve its own independent meaning, and
exert its own unqualified influence upon the whole being of the reader in the words of expo-
sition ; or, yielding to necessity, must enter more fully than formerly into current exegetical

systems, and conduct my own with still more reference to the names and words of other men.
It will be found that I have decided on the latter course, though it has been with much per-

sonal reluctance ; deeply conscious, withal, how feeble has been my endeavor to realize the

ideal of an exposition of the Gospel of John, such as it floats before my mind; an expo-

sition which should objectively exhibit its contents and unfold them with the highest artistic

arrangement and language. I may hope that I thus conciliate that class of readers which
would throw aside an exposition of John similar to my ILhraerbrief, as being mere "harmon-
izing;"! yet it is equally my desire th^t that other class of practical people, unversed in the

learning of the schools, whom it is my special desire to keep in view, may not find too mucli

extraneous matter.

JMeanwhile, I can still conscientiously avow, after seven years, that I have to the best of my
ability taken the Lord himself as my pattern. We see him, especially in this Gospel, conde-

scending to contend with the most alienated opponents, but yet elevated above all the strife of

controversy; ma'ntaining the truth, and pursuing his inferences with the most imperturbable

and absolute utterance of his own d^n'iv, dnijv. He who cannot in some degree imitate that

model, under the sanction of the Lord's name and commission, had better refrain from employ-

ing his pen upon those words which John has delivered en uaprvfjiai t7; jttaprvpiay (from

testimony to testimony). If there are any who cannot tolerate this witnessing positiveness in

the exposition of the divine testimony, who think the controversies of man about the words of

the Son of God, however perverse, less presumptuous than the boldness of that believing ap-

prehension which sinks deep into their meaning— I can only say that I write not for them ; for,

being emancipated by the grace of God from bondage to a proud and contentious school theol-

OQ:y, my only ambition is to be a listening disciple, and speaking witness, of my one and only

Master.

I mav venture to make some remarks upon the position which my own insignificant person

occupies in the books of others ; constrained to do so by its anomalous character. Indeed, the

exposition of John which I now send forth seems to require the accompaniment of an open and

explicit avowal of my relation to that theology of the schools, and theological science of the

learned, wi(,h which the longer I study it the less I can agree. I utter this as my frank confes-

sion, partly of what I believe, or rather what in believing I know
;
partly, of the distressing

observations which I cannot but make of my contemporaries. As to the former, it abides firm

in the sight of God, in the light and life of his Spirit : as to the latter, how gladly should I

think myself deceived !

I hope to have already shown that I neither fanatically despise, nor wilfully neglect, scientific

and learned investigation ; that I do industriously seek out, and frankly accept, whatever truth

is discerned and uttered by others ; and that I am very far removed from a bigoted limitation

to the narrow range of my own vision, or a foolish cont;einpt for external auxiliary apparatus.

* The second edition, however, even of the former volume, li s extended this kind of reference, in

order 'o prepare a uniforinity of cliaracier in the work ns a w!io e.

f
To this day, they decline to receive my Mcbriierbrief as a commentary.



PREFACE TO THE GOSPEL OF JOHN. tK

No one, not enjoying the leisure of academical life, could reasonably be expected to have don©
more than 1 have done in readincr, stu<lying, comparing, and collecting.* It only remains for

me to protest, once for all, that my opinion never was what Dr. Dorner.f with a pie-conceived

distrust, seems to suppose; and 1 do honestly admit that " renuente philologia in Scriptura S.

nil audendum."t But while I do so, I must in two brief positions give my estimate of a cer-

tain "science," which lords it so despotically just now in the domain of theology.

First : Science, as science, does not bring salvation, any more than man can be justified and
regenerate ihrongii mere learning. But, to save themselves, and if they are true divines to

nave others, must ever be the fundamental matter, even for divines, being themselves but sin-

ful men. This is the standard by which I value science: as far ai it subserves that end, I

esteem pn I n.se it; and by this standard I condemn it, when useless or hurtful.

Secondly Science does not create faith, hut faith creates science.^ This thesis which belongs to

the easeuiiai preparation for a naOedpa Xptdrov, must not be disputed about, though it may
be opposed. If there be found one who can in earnest do the latter, to him the true Church of

believers and saints in all ages cries, as he approaches the threshold

—

'Aysajfierpr/roi jtirf

eiCirco!

By the grace of God, and through a confirmed faith in the holy Scripture—a faith which,
when 1 began to write in 1824, was as fixL-d in its principle as it has ever since been—1 am
altogether free from those shackles which too great a fear of their fellows has imposed upon
most of the learned, permitting them only to proceed in the track which the contemporaneous
Areopagus of science prescribes and sanctions

||
I have a thousand times observed, during

my continuous study, and have deeply deplored, how often the most learned and acute of them
fall into the commission of the greatest " follies in Israel," simply from their deferring to their

own or others' fallible authority, instead of bowing down their hearts and consciences before

the sole word of God
;
and this has perpetually strengthened my determination to renounce all

learning and teaching but that which proceeds £« nidrecoi c/5 Tti'dny (from faith to faith). I
had rather ke<'p silence altogether, excepting in my pulpit and ministry, than fall in with the
practice of the learned, which still, though perhaps more latently, predominates—that of sub-

jecting faith in the word to the conclusions of science.

I cannot prevail upon myself to exhibit ostentatiously, and at the expense of usefulness, any
such "learned material" as I may have, and by which, doubtless, the "operation behind the
scene is belter brought to perfection." I would rather use it with all industry, in paying at-

tention to books which, within the schools, may be scarcely or not at all noticed. For it is, in-

deed, the great error of many theologians, and an error which heavily avenges itself, to read
and regard every thing theological merely ex professo, shutting themselves up from the testi-

* Since ttien other writings liave proved, and with some effect, that I may be tru'^ted even among
the scientitic and learned, ihougli my aim is to represent ani sustain a much higl;er cause llian
theirs.

•f In the treatise Dc oratione Chrifti eschalolngica, p. 85, a very comproliensive tract, though it does
not acknowledge the heimeiieuLical principle ot a lypical perspective in all piopliecy.

I The protest thus formerly uiven miy still siaiid on account of many others. What was declared
in the lii-st edition, vol. i. to be "so riKoronsly philoloijical," meant only "incorrectly inferred," since
the philolo -icd argunvMit w.is condiicie I by the he!]) of bihlica! i)h)aseolo2y. la opposition to him I
le.me'l p ....logical i\\e useless rptere:ice to p>-(,f-inr, GrecJi m cases tc/iere the Scripture hns impressed its oicn
pecuiiar utamp upon the tcords. Even if Dorner, hotter versed in profane lileiaiure than 1 am, should
be al);e to ostahlish ihe contested translation of ysytd hy classical authorities, yet 1 maintain that I

have decisively, and in a m inner m(,ie conformably to the passage, established it from the Scrip/urai
nn to be a aeneration continuously propasitinsi iis-lf. (In the .second eciition I strive to make this
quite clear ) I had asserted, that tho i>ib!ical sisniHcation, and the etymon of the Greek verb, conld
not bn at var ance, wlieii I said—" A meaniniz wliifh, in(le])endently of this, may properly belons to
yeyetr." Dr. Umbreit in his oiherwise tavor.ible iv\ iew (if my " Psalms " {Stud. u. Krit. IHoU, p. 555),
blames nie tor " not seldom, against my own will, violatins the laws of iirammatio-historical interpre-
tation.'' But if examples hail be^-n adducod, it would probably have appeared that the seneral ac-
ceptation cl what is gramnmico-historical in i\w domnm of the /i/Wi?, itself needs amendment; that
there \.\\c arammitico-hi.storical e.xpoMtion must necess i ily be.-ome a s[)iritual-syinl)olical, and thus
a'jain a niysuco-iypic.l; aiui tiiat thus only we ar.ive at ihe genuine sjiiiitual-grammar of the Holy
S.oinl. 1 may l)e allowed to refer to t:ie deve opment of my hernnMieutical principles in Tholuck's
/.//'. Atizeijer, IS.'JG. No. o7-G0. My critics hrive lieen free eiuiusli to condemn me, but I have seen
no evidence of errors, either plidoo<Tical or historical, in ihi.s department. Even De Wette, in his
severe i>olpinical attack upon ww {Udnr die erbindiche Erk.druiifj dcr Fsnlmeu), has not underla!ken to
aileae against me any errors in the criticism of the langiiase.

() Tnis means miicli more than B icon's aiiho.ism of religion beina the aroma which jjre.servcs sci-
ence. The asscriion of I'biersch agrees wiih ii—that times when ihe fervor of religious testimony
fails are {jenerady m uked by a decline of theological erudition. But our position gol^s *ven luither
liian this.

II
Thus many divines lake d.fTerent forms in their revised works, just as science Ls chaiiTji'' around

Hum. ° °
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mony which comes from any other faculty than their own, however harmonious and co-operant

it may be.

With regard to the unbelievers of this age, I regard it as my vocation, without dictating to

others their duties, 'to set forth a positive exhibition of the spiritual and believing apprehension of

Holy Writ. There lies, in ray opinion, much more apologetic and vindicating power in this

spiritual interpretation, than in the diffident criticism which is ever seeking to find a ground-

less "standing-point;" and which, with its godless, heathenish exegesis, stands no where but

is always falling deeeper, just denying the faith which it professes to maintain. As regards the

orthodoxy of this age, I feel myself called to be the exponent of the essential unity and integrity

of believing exposition, in which the ypacpj) and yeypcxTtrai (Scripture and " it is written")

remains ever firm.* It is with great pain of mind that, after seeking long, I find scarcely any of

this; hence it is my sad lot to find myself in opposition to both sides, the orthodox as well as

the other. But what remains for me to do ? I confess it to be the one necessity of my life,

and he would be mv true comforter who should, by the judgment and testimony of truth, re-

lease rae from it. But I cannot, out of regard to my contemporaries, take any other ground
than that which I occupy in God's sight ; and that I cannot, I humbly say—Thank God.

I say what I have to say without any desire to conciliate respect, or win praise for my own
poor self: on the contrary, desiring from my very heart such controversy as would be profitable

both to my cause and myself, I never sang for academical laurels ; the melody would have been
but poor for that.J Customary compliments are easily dispensed with, when one aims at

nothing of the kind for himself; it seems as unsuitable for the books as for the pulpits, of " the

ministers of the word of God." The author of a certain book closes a preface which begins and
continues with the emphatic I, by assuring us, " that he would not place himself in opposition

to any man whom he could not respectfully shake by the hand, though an enemy;" but such
gentle controversy in the domain of God's saving truth has no charm for me. Preserving my
sole reverence for the highest, my courtesy is sucli as is taught in his supreme court ; and
with regard to other men, it consists in this—to state my acceptance of their views with all

simplicity of speech, or to oppose and rebuke them by name, as cause is given for the one or

the other.

As regards that latest criticism of the Gospels—which in the preface of the first volume I

termed criticism run mad, and know no better name—such as myself need not meddle with it,

more especially as it finds answer enough in other quarters. It flatters itself, in its arrogance,^

that it has undermined to its very fall the Gospel of John, a book which has, beyond almost
every other in the world, or even in Scripture, the double seal of external and internal authentica-

tion ; and because I have passed it by unregarded, the little contribution which I have offered

meets the reprisal of contempt. For my own part, I have so.mething better to do than to en-

gage in the task assigned to others, and which trtiey are discharging—the task, namely, of deal-

ing with those whose infatuation would reduce the Lord of glory, on whose breast John lay, to

a legendary myth born of the mists of a later time ; his words the mere historical and symbol-
ical substratum of Gnostic systems. Oh that those, however, who do meet these adversaries,

would meet them always in the authority of that truth, which is like the sun in heaven, and in

the full assurance of that faith which dictated the postscript

—

Oi^toS k6Tiv 6 fxaBijTy)^ 6

* To awaken attention to what the title of Bengel's Gnomon (containing in itself more than many
an entire commentary) expresses ; the " simplicitas, profunditas, concinnitas, salubritas sensimm
coeleslium." Note well iheprofunditasiomeU to the simplicitas, and similarly, insiead of the praeiical

the salubritas. Finally, the condition is pre-supposed, to derive all this ex natica vcrborum vi.

\ On that side, where it should first of all be sou<:ht for, we find it not, but ecclesiastical authority
introduced in spite of a boasted bt^wins; to tlie auihority of God's word; and thus in the strongest
manner are the principles of the evangelical Church denied.

\ This expression was forced from me by one of my critics, who, with evidently good intention,

uttered his cnptatio bcncvolentice by wishing me "such a mark of acknowledsment." Considering the
tendency of my uniform hostility to the mere leariiing of the schools, evidenced uniformly from the
time of tlie preface to the first issue of my Andcutungai, this was, to say the least, inappropriate, and
essentially uncourteous. I have every respect lor that truly honorable dignity (the highest in evan-
gelical Christendom), which formerly through its pressure upon the conscience [jvovoked to hostility

of the Reformers against the triple crown. But the possessors of this dignity will admit that it does
not weish so heavily now, but it is supported with the old Erasmian propriety. But seeing that it is

distributed generally in deference to position and place, and attached promiscuously to every high
office in the Church as a mere badge of honor; seeing that it is too often prostituted, as many de-
plore with mj'self, upon objects m.)st unworthy (an example of which, instar omnium, the " nffenthe-
olo::ie " of a truly [irolane jjhilologist, who could not, indeed, read the word' Hard ditoHaXvxpiy,
reminds us of); it may ce.ise to be an impardonable thing that those who are running the race,

whieh all should run, with their eyes fixed upon a higher f5paf5sLOv, should attach no importance,
eitht-r tor tiiemselves or others, to a mark of honor so doubtful, except in its own appropriate sphere,
I thus wrote formerly

; ar.d although shortly afterwards constrained to receive myself this badge of
honor, it may stand as the permanent expression of my mind,

^ Ililgenff.ld has since raised this to its highest pitch.
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ftapTvpatv itEpt Tovraoy, xai ypdiffa? ravra- xai ol'Sauev, urt aXT/Oiji h6riv r) paprvpia
avToC. Would that these bold champions would anxiously take care lest they themselves be
guilty of construing the word too " scientiiically," and lest they yield to the temptation of

meeting their adversaries on common ground!*
Those who believe and see show too much sympathy with the herd of the blind. Not

thoroughly rejoicing themselves in the self-evidencing light, and not industriously availing

themselves of their own privilege, thev seek to bring them to see by mere " scientific disquisi-

tion," whereas the only method of helping them is to utter from the heart and experience the

rudiments of instruction which are laid down in Heb. vi. 1. Tliis is a heavy drag to the pros-

perous progress of an orthodox theology, and a penetrating insight into the meaning of Scrip-

ture. For as th-^re is no knowledge which is indifferent as regards faith and unbelief, so there

is no merely scientific method of leading the obstinately unbelieving to faith. It were a happy
hour for them if, instead of books of scientific polemics for tlieir benefit, the preacher of repent-

ance would apply his remedy. But there are evil ones whose case should be met otherwise
even than by the pre/.chiug of repentance. A time will come when, if our books survive, it

will appear utterly incomprehensible that ChridUia learned men of this age could deal so mildly,

tamely, and respectfully with the children of tiilan, provided they were only clothed in the gar-

ments of learning, instead of rending their slight rags and casting them into the grinning faces

of such as mock their Lonl-t
It is no part of /ny vocation to contend about the authenticity and authority of that word,

which has ever, in all ages since it was written, most mightily sustained its own claims in the

congregation of believers, through the Holy Spirit. Its "inspiration" is to me a truth and a
reality, in which i live, and from which I speak, according to 2 Cor. iv. 13. Though not con-

scious of being naturally unsystematic, and in tlie fundamental matters of faith especially being
devoted to unity and simplicity; yet I do think that the necessities of this age are better sub-
served by an exegesis which exhibits the living spirit in the word, than by newly-devised
systems and formularies. Were I to enter upon the latter, the word " inspiration " itself,

which must be used for preliminary explanation, would not hold its ground. Tlieu must the

marvellous mystery of the y/jacp.-'/ §eo7Ci'F.v6roi (inspired Scripture) be explored, which, with
its infinite variety of degree, and perfectly harmonious organism, must be sought in the central

midst of Scripture itself and its own self-evidencing testimony ; in a manner very different from
that to which the schools have been wont.J Tlie time does not seem come for ine or for others

to construct such a new and sufficing system of inspiration, which would be like a new confes-

sion rising out of that spiritual interpretation of the holy word which has been ripened and
confirmed by long experience. The faith which is to be pre-supposed, and which rightly appeals

to the substance of the old creeds, may suffice to establish the Scripture as such in the belief:

to perceive the full meaning of that word, and embrace the idea of Scripture m all its compre-
hensiveness, is not the beginning or a condition to be pre-established, it is the last result and
precious fruit of its living appropriation to our own souls. The other method presents us, like

most systematic theology in general, the curious conclusions of human impatience : we must be

content with negation and defence for a while; we take simply these two negative positions,

that the true theory of inspiration neither abstracts and separates " the inspiration of Scripture

from the inspiration of the life" in the Talmudical manner (as Lange says) ; nor does it create

a m'ere inspiration of persons and official life out of a specific inspiration of ticrijiture. I have
not neglected, in fine, to give here and there explanations which indicate the true way, and
strive to pursue it.^

The review already mentioned|| says that " the subjective Christian life and thinking of the

* So Thiersch still does—the first edition said. Luihardt hiuisell lays iiiraself somewhat open to

my comiilaini, and I m ly use to liim iiis own words: " If a luaii stuml)les at the great realty itself,

tliiM'o is an end of (iiscussion ; lor tiiese great universal views aie diainetncally o|)posc 1." Evoii tins

8 lying would sound better, if r.'lieved of i's lesii'iied loni'— If a man stumbles at llie per.son of Clirist,

llieii do laitli ami unholief come into direct, confLct.

•f-
Suidi facile antagonists force one to think of the variously told legend of lli;^ liennit who would

coiiv.Tt the devil. To .say the least, the fundamaatal prineiple of that extreme anxiety for ;.dju.st!ng

and iiegolirtting with such men, is a deep flenial of that gre.it and awlul contrast which ihe last julg-

nieiit will briiiii out forever. Anton Giinther utters it: •' C;iiistiainty is only one great lact, wliich

cries from heaven "
( Farschule zitr npik. Theol I. 84).

\. To that ot GauxHcn also, wiio.se forced and violent defence of Tiieopneustia ])rovoke-; opposition,

williout any true insight into the thing itself. It is not nec^ssiry lor i-lie actual renders of my wril-

iriizs thai 1 sliouiil rp|)e.it a r.'(|u 'st wliich has l)eeu mide QUewUnre {Dealx/^k. Zitm-lir. 1801), thai, I

m.ay tun be <;(»iitninde 1 with him, or Such views confounded with nine. But there are some iiieio

^>reiaco rc.iders, lor whom I m:iy mention it here.

(jTo a coirespondenl. who r;*(|uesto(l it, I gave a more full reference to pissatics in my works, bear-

;ng upon this pi/mt : Anc/fi/duii^en, "2 Samuel, p. 4.32—18") ; Kerytik. () 80 ; Psalnicn, Einleituiig
;
Words

if Jesus, at Luke xxiv. 27 ; Do- W>ise ein Kong p. 8 ;
Jcsmns, ]). v.-.xv ii.

II
I.i T>io'itr/ca Lift. A»'.eiacr, 184t, No. C^-TO to the expre.ssions of which this i)ietace particularly

retcrs, because it eouiaius the most express cliaracteristics of that scliool theology which protests
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flnthor, and of the extant Church of the awakened, is the primary factor" of ray exposition
I^ow I enter my protest, first against the merely extant Church as coupled with the strange and
almost pietislic addition of the " aioakened," and then especially against the prlmanj factor. This

last is no other than the exegetical development of the meaning from the word itself, into which
it is my object to sink deep with my readers. If any man does not find this " genetic" develop-

ment of the spirit in the book as a whole (allowing for the admitted errors which the personal

pre-judgment of every uninspired man may occasion), I cannot forbear from expressing my fear

that the fault is in his own eye, or the spectacles with which he reads.* As far as regards his
" suhjeriive," let me ask whether any one has ever discovered the art of altogether going out of

I himself; and whether this high-sounding declamation about unprejudicedness, freedom from
bias, objectivity and so forth, is not often merely the lamentation over its own emptiness, of a
subject which is entirely shut up to the object, and has nothing in itself at all. Does not the

best-aimed method of teaching, which would most go out of itself, and is most univ rsally sus-

ceptible to every thing external, necessarily impart only that which the subject possesses in its

own knowledge and experience? Just as, and in as far a%, we have the wo. J dwelling in us

(John V. 38), are we able to understand it ourselves, and expound it to others. The expositor

who cannot comprehend this limitation might as well lose all idea that he remains a distinct

and individual personality. Now it is to indicate this that the name is set down upon the title

with " expounded by " before it, and not " revealed through " as in the case of Swedenborg.
But as repects the Church, I would ask my beloved critic, both as a fellow-believer in Christ,

and as the representative of a not unorthodox theology, whether he would seriously desire that

his theology or exegesis should be fundamentally independent of the Church of the believers of

all times ? This more or less manifest separation of the schools from the Church, we (for I may
here confidently say we) hold as a most deplorable mischief of the pseudo-scientific tendency

;

inasmuch as many a precious gift of the Spirit in the body of Christ is lost to it through the

limits of what is to be received as true interpretation being so cramped and restricted. They
cannot, or they will not, acknowledge the living tradition of the understanding ami interpretation

of God's Word in the Charch of the spiritually taught, the stream of which flows down from the

beginning to our own times, but the existence of which seems to have been unknown to Ernesti

in his chapter de interj)retibus eorumque usu, and has not been taken much account of since.

There are those whose knowledge of any thing is knowledge only when they have it in a book,

or rather when they find it in the book of some learned man. But this is simply narrow-
mindedness, for the domain of true science is every where, and there especially where the object

it would understand is livingly exhibited. And has not the Word of God from the beginning
lived more in the Church than in theschools? Is there not a vast fund of spiritual knowledge
and perception among the orthodox intelligent laity of the present day, beyond the region of

book-learning, which would be found to be wonderfully harmonious in its results, falling back
upon the deep fundamental principles of life and of spirit? It is because this is not acknow-
ledged that we find expositions and principles of exposition, which are universally accepted and
admitted among the orthodox laity, quoted with nannnlltis luhct by even the best and most
learned, or as the very noticeable and remarkable view of a certain N. N. Then it happens,

as with the reviewer alluded to, who marvels greatly (without weighing my deduction from
scriptural usage, and the context of the place) that I should have returned to the exploded view
which makes ysysd, Matt. xxiv. 34, the race or people of the Jews; while just at the same
time Dr. Corner re-establishes this very view upon fundamental philological principles, and
asserts it as " proved. "t Is it a great injustice, then, on our part, if, without paying too mu-h
respect to the " exploded " on the right, and the " proved" on the left, we seek for light in thb

word itself first, and then go to the exegetical tradition of believers generally? Be it that this

or the other point is given up in the schools (such, for example, as the personal rel'erence of

the seed of the woman or the Shiloh to Christ, Solomon's aathorship of the Ecclesiastes. the

ancient composition of the book of Job, the application of Psa. xxii. and other similar subjects

in the Did Testament), this would have but little weight. The spiritual perception which the

Holy Spirit imparts, and which renders the Church's orthodoxy very much independent of the

professors' chairs, grows continually Irom age to age, and is a perpetual offence to the schools.

All true faith will also become knowledge; although as faith it depends not on knowledge, and
yields not to it. Did not the first, and most ancient theology of Christianity, stand to the

original apostolical faith of the ChurchJ such as it existed in the eccles astical pra'-dicUio, in

ngaiiist ni'^, as I |>.'()te.si, ai^a iisl it. No personal opposition to the critic as such will be discovered
;

but a geueial defence c led fortli liy a particular occasion.

• Ye- there arj miiiy, hdI, meisur ng accoi-ilini to the common stanlird, who think they flu 1 in

my work a strict and rigorous development ot the s[)int of the Scripture.

t We (in 1 him also, on his pa t, s,tying to otlieis of the learned
—

'' Miror, nnn r.usos esse, tradit'om

rcceiitiorum hxViS apert.i froiite coniiadicjro." He even expl liiis how it is tli.xt 'his " error IK)^:,l•a

aB:.<te iipuil Tlieologos, noii philoloijos frequenlissiiuus " is passed on from one to another in an accu-

mulating traililioii.

X It rp<:anle<l new systems of dogmi and doctrine, when they were not repelled as heretic.!, only

as Ti'ji' Tj/i ^.HH\j/ijiai juv6riH})v ipjiiT/yevdai napaSoSiv.
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timilar relations as afterwards scholasticism to the Catliolic faith of the Church? And is not
this, when righ'ly understooJ, the true relation of the living object to the thought and investi-
gation spent upon it?*

Wk'it mi/8 tlie Word? is the question of the expositor. But that of course means—What
says it tame? And then follows as a necessary corr.'ctive of a narrow subji'Ciivity—What
does it say to me, in common with the wliole Cliurch, of which I atn but a member''' What
has it said to that Church through all ages? Though this mav point to the path of history,
yet the goal of that path is no other than this—What does the Word say thus specially to the
Church, as it now is, to Vie Miecei-s of my ay^., to whom I would e.xpound it, not as a teacher
standing above and independent of them, but as a ministering member of their company?!
Then should we have the consciousness of the present Church, so far as it may be rightly dis-
cerned by the subjective expositor according to fundamental historical principles, as the second-
ary factor of exposition added to the primary matter of the Word itself. I have a better right
to call this " genetico-historical," than others what they so term. IIow doe^i the Word speak
through me frun the Church to the Church? That is my exegetical principle, and relying upon
that I hope still, as I am thankful I have heretofore, to administer some help to the ministers
and preachf-rs of the Word, who ofteu find so little expo-<ition which they can turn to profit in

the most learned and critical commentaries, so much which speaks its own condemnation in its

iwivpllcnhilUy to the jndpit.

From this principle follows of necessity the " fonn selected" with its " peculiar and specific

hybrid character." The ancients, as we well know, gave their exegesis, for the most part, the
same foriu, combining contemplation with profit; if it now appears to be a mongrel style, this

must be the result of the unhappy separation between the chair and the pulpit. It is with de-
sign and on principlej that I have abaudoned the unhortatory and barren mothod of the school,

which so carefully g lards against every warm and heartfelt word. In the treatment of the liv-
ing Word of Goi this can never be other than a m)st unnatural and unseemly method, even in

the works whicli are most pre-emiuently learned. Is it not bai enough, brethren, that speca-
latists and dealers in antiquity should lead their reaiers such round-about ways on barren
heaths—shall we divines also imitate their example?^
A truly theological interpreter should, in my conviction, bo as rigorous as possible in hearing

hia wUnens to what God's grace has taught him. With that, he should also be as large-hearted
and sympathizing to all sincere seekers as the love which his faith teaches him requires ; he
should have an answer ready for every thing that is vovysxaoi written or spoken. But, as his

principle \3 cr X ff e v oj y Ik dytxTt);! (speaking the truth in love), he should oppose the error
of by far the most, not merely by settin.^ mind against mind, but by detecting the sources of

that error; he should affectionately denounce or sharply rebuke, since his God hath instructed

him,
II
those sins of the heart which too often lie at the root of the errors of the head. This

was the method of the Lord himself and his Apostles—and was their method unscientific?

That style of theological writing whicli declines to do this, through consciousness of lacking the
StaHfjKSii Ttysuitaroji^ (discerning of spirits), or the Hou3i(x (power) requisite for it, may
fall, amid the rude contrasts of this age, into the danger of threshing with much emphatic
noise mere empty straw, and of drawing water in the sieve of the Danaides.

With very sincere respect for Dr, Uilmann,^ I cannot but think that his expressions in the

matter of Fisher's scandal (Stud. u. Kri'. 1815, iii. 666) are very significant—" In this case it is

not so much a question of freedom of thought, as of scientific and (icademicnl decorum, of dignity,

and moral feeling in the domain of science, that is concerned." He shows alterwards that his

meaning was not objectionable, and that he did not suppose that Fisher might have said lohat

^he did, with any dignity of moral sentiment ; but I may take occasion, for my own paTt, to ask
whether our academical decorum is justified in pre-supposing or expecting any moral feeling in

a case in which it could not jossiljly exist. It might indeed be strictly decorous to try to cleave

* So, for exam;)le, the Missionary Churcli understands a missionary text, or pastors apply consol-

ing prom'ses, etc.

—

viWxch mif/ht possibly be demons rated to be incorrect, l)ut their application has
the first prejudice in its favor, against the schools which are removed from common lite and expe-
rience.

t To expmini the word to tmhelievers, that is, to atlempt to brin;! them to a full understanding and
ackriowh'i|ani?iit of it before the true criiicism which sits in judginpiU upon itself has paved ;ho way,
is no belter than a labor of Sisyphus, to which the liali-belii'vmg condemn themselves in their own
folly.

\ This explanation, Uiough already given, the critic who condemns me tikes care to withholii from
th' public.

^ It is rather our aim " to expound the Scripture in such a manner that every hearer or reader may
feel conviii'cd, that this applies to himsflf iil<n—mutaio nomine historia (not here fabula) do te narra-

tur " (Baidoi-, Firninita cngnttionis, pt. ii. j). 15).

II
S'e Isa. xxviii. 26; but in ihe ori^iial, or the corrected translation.

^ H* iiave us, for example, iliat iuest.mable saying—" Thj academical teacher has not merely
heads before him, but perlect m u."
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the thick hearia of those who cling to their stupidity with rough wedges. I think, indeed, tiiat

it is quite dignified and fitting, even in the department of scientific teaching, when the L )rd'9

teachers have not mere heads alone before them, always to speak nut of a full and parnest con-
viction and feeling to the convictions and feelings of others. This has been thought in me tha
presumption of a " parognetic schoolmaster-tone" (it might, at least, have been "preacher-
tone ")

; but I am profoundly convinced that this, in the heart's emotion from which it springs,
is far less presumptuous than the school-mas^^r-to/i^ of the learned republic, which I have
avoided, and others have found wanting in me. If any over-sensitive reader should be ofl'ended,

because I occasionally address him in personal application as a reader of my exposition, or
rather as a hearer of the word expounded

; and cannot bear the honorable and respectful
" second person," which is, indeed, the classical formula docendi in academical use : I can say
no more than that I deplore from my heart all such prudery, and must on that account all the

more earnestly assault it by direct application.

There are plenty of books, in which matters are handled in a very dignified, scientific, and
fundamental way, as it is termed, and with many names and quotations and exact " investiga-

tion " introduced and discussed; bnt the reader who is truly investigating the deep ra-aning,

and does not admit the pre-suppositions of their science, is no wiser than before, unless he caa
meekly repose upon the assurance—Dr. N. N, has thus and <A?/s decided. In opposition to this

so common superficial manifoldness and distraction, I take as my motto, and beg my readers to

take, what Hamann* says—" One eye closed, if we would see piercingly, with simplicift/, that ia

using an eye which is directed to him who is ever the great reward of that simplicity." It is

not in my power to give universally self-evident results, for the collective sharp-sighted ones on
the right and on the left. It is in the power of no man—but I have not from tlie beginning

thought of or attempted it. If I speak with confident boldness from my own conviction, let

him contradict still more boldly, whom I do not convince. As to the " purely critical investi-

gations," which are open to every man, a Bauer as well as a Bengel, a Baurf equally with a
Hengstenberg—but there are many intermediate gradations—I only admit and respect them in

the purely indifferent ^j;fe?7tis. But these are elsewhere amply provided for; the hewers of

wood and drawers of water in the sanctuary are much more numerous than the priests, even

such as, out of mere pleasure in such service, busy themselves with wood that cannot be burned,

and water that cannot be used, from which therefore the sanctuary can derive no advantage.

When the Externa are brought into their true relations with the Internis, as in sound theology

they must be, then does " criticism" determine either for faith or unbelief I regard it as a

work of highest necessity, or at least of most beneficial complementary value in this age, rather

to labor for this separation than to conceal and soften away its necessity.

Alter these explanations, as sincere a-s they are explicit, I may ask my dear readers belonging

to that most numerous class of the learned which I have described, either to reject me alto-

gether, if they can answer that to their consciences, J or, instead of condemning me for exclu-

siveness and lack of fundamental sympathy with the position of others, to enter graciously

themselves into the every where manifest principle of my book. I may, with all modesty, beg

to deprecate for myself the measuring with their measure, the same against which I protest.

But I must heartily greet all other readers whom the Lord may bring to me from among the

•well-instructed of the Church, and pray them to receive the gift which I present according to

my best ability, and to extract from it all that the Spirit of the Lord shall authenticate

as' truth for their instruction and life. To him, the King of truth, whose great words I have

dared to expound, and whose lightest sentence outweighs all the books of men, be it commended
—to bless that which is true, but to forgive and render harmless its human defects.

It will be found that I have diligently investigated what has appeared in the interval of the
,

two editions, and have otherwise added much. I have only done this, however, so far as it

coincided with my plan, which did not include treatises on the genuineness, plan, peculiarities,

or systems of this Gospel, by such men as Kostlin, Frommann, Eeuss, and Schweizer. How
ever' ready to do so, I have found but little to retract or correct, very much rather to maintain

and defend.

Only the first part of Luthardt's most excellent work had appeared before the manuscript

passed from my hands, a loss which the postscript will in some measure repair.

* His writings by Roth, vol. i. p. 344.

t His distinction from the former exhibits, according to Seidel's Zeitgedichien, only the rioht and

left of the polished and the rough—" Linke nennt sich schlechtweg, Bauer, Rechte vornelnn Bauf

ohn'E."

:|: For example, my book on the Words of the Lord Jesus has no existence for Meyer and Bruck-

ner
J
there is no such expositor as Stier.
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It has been found necessary, on account of its disproportionate bulk, to divide the last

volume of the fir>t edition of this work. The question may be asked, why I have not rather

retrenched and curtailed it ; and my reply is, that I did not think myself justitied in dealing

thus with a book which already belongs to the public, and has been blessed lo the public good ;

that the words of the Passion and the Resurrection demand the most careful and elaborate

treatment, being of all our Lord's discourses the most weighty, the most profound, and the

most unlimited in their consequences—and, moreover, that they involve more than ordinary

exposition of the historical narrative with which they are so wonderfully interwoven. As to

the most diffuse of the treatises contained in these volumes—those on baptism and the Lord's

Supper—the necessity of our own times has required that they should rather be enlarged than

compressed.
May the Lord open for this exposition of his word, based upon a penetrating contemplation

of his life, a still more extended path of usefulness and blessing! May it especially bo the

means of convincing many that " the abstract principle of an authoritative iScripture," even
without the strict obligations of Confessions, can offer something positive enough for a genu-

ine faith in Christ ; and of proving to others that even a " more rigorous idea of inspiration
"

naay be consistently and intelligently carried out into the details of interpretation, to the satis-

faciion of every reasonable mind.
We have lately heard many protests against both these things, with direct reference to thia

book. As to my work, it must continue to defend itself and assert its ovvn claims ; but I may
be permitted, bv way of preface, to say a few words in reply more especially to the review of

Weizsacker in Reuler's liejxrtorium (March, 185-1). I am thankful to this generally friertdly

critic for giving me this opportunity ; and cannot deny that I feel more sympathy with his

scientific treedom than with the ecclesiastical narrowness of my former critic Miinchmeyer

—

whose exhortations to submit myself to his so-called church were utterly lost upon me, but
whose objections and misunderstandings have been referred to, wherever expedient, in this

second edition. Weizsacker also adopts a lundainental position quite different from mine ; and
the consequence is much misapprehension and much stricture and condemnation which I must
altogether repudiate. Not that I refuse to submit to correction : God knows how gladly I

would learn from any one who should convince my judgment. My critic's review very closely and
carefully pursues the first four volumes of the work ; but I cannot of course trouble the pub-
lic with specific reply to all his individual criticisms. After all, when each has said all that
he has to say, the rieader must judge and decide. As to the charge, which, with all its severity,

is urged with brotherly kindness, that my book occasionally deals in sweeping condemnation
of those who are otherwise minded, I can only say that every man has a right to use his liter-

ary prerogative according to his conviction ; and certainly my critic has unsparingly used hi»

in regard to my unworthy self. Let us take care to avoid such smooth courtliness as would
imperil the sharp expression of our honest convictions. On the other hand, let us beware of
being needlessly oflended by every sharp expressions of contrary judgment. My book will be
found, however, to abound in conciliatory words which prove that, while I wage vehement
warfare against every thing that opposes my convictions, my blame is directed only against un-
belief, hall-belief, and the human element which violates my understanding of the divine
Word : moreover, that I do not make faith in this word and the person of Christ uncondition-
ally dependent upon individual apprehension of individual truths, but recognize it every where
as the laith of the heart, whatever form or direction it may take.

The remarks which I purpose to make upon Weizsacker's criticism may be advantageously
limited to the four main points which lie at the foundation of all his objections and censures:
to wit, that there is contradiction in my fundamental principles themselves—that I touch the
Bubordinate historical problem unskilfully—that my harmonistic system is unscientific and
forced—that, finally, the exegesis is far fn^m giving the true and unprejudiced meaning.
The objection that there are contradictions, still unromoved, in my theory and system, is one

to which every system in theology as well as in philosophy is exposed at the hands of every
other system. The perpetual conflict of my exegesis with that of the predominant school has
given me abundant incentive thoroughly to test my fundamental principles, in order to find
out what might be wanting to their unity and consistency ; but the most conscientious revision
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of the work for this second edition has detected nothing in them fundamentally contradictory.

On the contrary, I have become more livingly conscious of the internal truth and harmony of

my views; while only in a few places it has seemed prudent to render the expression a little

plainer, and less open to misunderstanding. Would that the critic above-named had pointed
out to me what those contradictions are, with the same diffuseness which he expended upon
individual questions of exegesis! I seek that information in vain throughout his review, and
am therefore referred to the " orthodox theology" of the Universities, which bis criticism rests

upon as a pre-supposed and unquestioned foundation.

The question of historical criticism and harmony comes next; but it is primarily in my
" tolerably rigid, though not mechanical idea of inspiration" that I am challenged to admit my
self-contradiction. That my idea of inspiration—to use these words in passing, although it is

not properly speaking mine—contradicts "the methods not only oi mod modern critics, but of

the apologists also," is neither to be denied nor altered by me ; the question is whether, as I

have many times asserted and proved, these methods themselves are not to be charged with
vagueness and inconsistency, if not with an utter want of any theory of inspiration whatever.
Do I understand it to be a fundamental contradiction in me, that I would join the newer theo-

logy, against the old orthodoxy, in giving its full right to the human side, while the divine is

not forgotten and denied? My critic can scarcely mean this, for he himself reckons " the per-

vading reference of the word to the divine-hiiman person of Jesus" among the " excellencies"

of the work. Yes, verily, the inspired word also claims to be divine-human in its character.

To carry through this supreme fundamental principle consistently, without ever giving undue
preponderance to the divine or the human element, is the great problem of our limited know-
ledge and skill. It is a problem never to be fully solved ; I aim at it every where, but think
that neither myself nor any other expositor has ever fully reached it yet. But the principle in

itself is no self-contradiction ; it is the sole mediating principle of all contradictions.

The Excursus on Inspiration (on Matt. xxii. 34-46), " is so indistinct and contradictory that

however anxious one may be to find a firm and definite principle, he must entirely fail." This
" rough judgment" I must assent to, without the opportunity of defending myselt against any
more specific argument; so that I might justly reply that the indistinctness is chargeable to

the critic's eye, and the want of firm and definite principle is only in l-ie relation of my theory
to his system or no-system. 1 have only further to declare that! cannot express myself more
clearly and precisely than I have done, there and elsewhere, upon the great miracle of inspira-

tion which our Lord's immoveable yeypaitrai, "it is written," ascribes to the sacred Scriptures

and every part of them. I have looked every where for specific refutation of my contradictions,

but'meet only vague and general censures. Yet not absolutely so, for Weizsack?r gives me at

least one specific hint :
" The expression ev Ttyevjuan (in the Spirit) would rather support the

opposite conclusion, than that there is an inspiration distinguished from revelalion." But here

I can only utter my simple protest, which rests upon plain and definite grounds; for here there

is an essential difference of " views." As if h" nysvuan—to abide by the text in hand—were
connected as an epithet with the person of David, and did not belong rather to HaXsl, to the

word and e^wpression of the Psalm; just as in Mark xii. 36 it belongs to tiitev, and in Peter
the <p£p6ju£yoi belongs to the i\d\r/6ay, they spake as they were moved, and as in Luke xx.

42 the "book of Psalms " takes the place of " in Spirit." As if we must form to ourselves the

airy notion of a nvEvna of personal recelatio for the writers of the old Scriptures, whose entire

personality, however, certainly did not live and walk and speak every word in the Spirit—in-

stead of understanding the expression, sanctioned by Jesus, to apply to tiie Script^cre and not

to the persons, according to the uncontested meaning of vH\iT[ ni"13 (in the Holy Spirit) as held

in common by the Pharisees and our Lord. This was so plainly stated in the Excursus that I

can do no more than repeat it. My New-Testament exegesis is derived from the Old, Testament

;

my theory of inspiration rests upon that orthodox Judaism which was confirmed and established

by our Lord and his Apostles. That theology, on the other hand, which my critic repre-

sents, seeks its principle independently of this strict connection, without any respect to this

Old-Testament school of instruction for the New Testament; as long, therefore, as it declines

to hold by the ypa<p7J (Scripture), which originated there, it will never be able to free itself from
its necessary opposition to the miracle of inspiration as testified by Christ.

There is another hint given to me, but in the same tone of dogmatic counter-assertion. As
respects the type specifically, I am taught that " I should not have entered the lists for the un-
known in itsell', but for the transformation of the literal idea of the type into a conscious and
designed typical form of speaking." This expression certainly gives me no model of clearness

;

for I am altogether in embarrassment how to understand it. My whole theory maintains most
einjjliatically the conscious design of typical sayings; but it is the consciousness and design of

the inspiring Spirit, and not always of the human writer: only thus can I reconcile the gram-
matical and historical sense of many passages with the prophetic meaning disclosed in them by
the New Testament. That, without any necessity for transformation, is my notion of a ty})e,

which IS therefore distinguished from a prophecy in the stricter sense. When the critic speaks

of a " use " of the Old Testament in the New, and of a "freer use of the prophetic word by
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Jesns himself," and terms the " authentic interpretation of Old-Testament passages" by Christ

and his Apostles an "extreme view "—it is plain that he is in utter contradiction to my prin-

ciple, and no less opposed, I believe, to Christ and his Apostles. True consistency must alwcya

be extreme—mine, therefore, has nothing to fear. Where can there be found any other key
which shall worthily and consistently open all these " uses" of the Old Testament in the New,
but that rigorous doctrine of inspiration, which in the conscious and designed words of the

Holy Spirit recognizes finally all type to be prophecy, and all prophecy to be typically

mediateil ?

The critic charges me with " moi>t forcal exposition of Old-Testament passages and sections

of the prophets; " he terms the typical exposition of the eschatological discourse of our Lord
" a psychological and christological impossibility, which contradicts itself at every step ;

" bat

these are dogmatic assertions from his oicii point of view simply, and the only reply is a recom-

mendation to a thoroughly penetrating study of the Old Testament. But when it is alleged

again.«t me that I represent the Lord as ascribing to the Old Testament the full doctrine of ira-

morlality, it is merely a misunderstanding of my words ; for it is expressly stated at tiie pass-

age in dispute, that the faith in a future life, which was necessarily involved in a faith in the

living God, comes forward but seldom, and " never as a doctrine."

Tiie critic almost lamenU " that the exe<;etical task was not the only one which the book aimed

to accomplish and that it should intrude so much into the histwical prMem ! " This briefer

objection may be met by a briefer reply. It may be put in the self-answering question—Can a

real exposition of the words of our Lord be imagined, which should leave out the historical

problem, that is, not enter into the exposition and arrangement of the life and works of the

Lord? Is there such a thing possible as a separation of the words from the narrative? The
one almost every where illustrates the other; it sometimes happens that the word is to be

understood only' as the luminous centre of an entire transaction, and the transaction again

only to be perfectly understood by the help of the won!—of this, the remainder of our work

will give continual and decisive e.'camples. Consequently, that a book such as mine should
" aspire to give at the same time tiie materials lor an evangelical harmony, as well as for a life

of Jesus," is qnite consistent with propriety ; for the rightly understood discoursen of Jesus are

themselves by far the largest and most distinctive portion of these materials, without the

thorough consideration of which, criticism, with all its apparatus of learning, is in continual

danger of going astray. As to my furnishing these materials for the life of Jesus "by the

way," and therefore unsatisfactorily, my readers must decide ; but I confess that I cannot

understand the assertion. The critic bewails the labor of gathering from " scattered, occasional

remarks" (what else could they be, occurring upon these several passages?) my views upon

this and that part of evangelical history—but it should be remembered that the title is not
" the Life ot Jesus" but his " Discourses." The nature of the case required that these remarks,

aiming to adjust the words to the narrative, should be fragmentary and occasional. To deal

with occurrences as they are brought forward by the Lord's discourses, is certainly the only

order that an exposition of these discourses could adopt; he who writes the life of Jesus must

of course order and combine events differently. Would to God that this was never done pre-

maturely, without having first considered those scattered data in the place assigned to tliem in

the text of the Gospels, and in the light of the discourses with which they are inseparably con-

nected. I could wish that whoever may u.*e this book as furnishing materials to tliat end,

would not seek simply t/ie anUior's " views " or " fundamental principles," but observe carelully

the data themselves which, by his aid, have been pointed out and demonstrated. If, then, a

different view suggests itself—which, unhappily, often occurs in spite of clear and concrete

data, through the influence of pre-conceived principles—the reader is free, of course, to deal in

his own way with what the author furnishes according to the light of his own best understanding.

This leads to the dissatisfaction of Weizsacker specifically with my Iltrmony. First, it is

not true that in this department of my labor I am guided by an altogether difTerent canon

from that of inspiration, namely, the IiisCoricaL No; both canons in thair unity are my guide,

the inspiration canon having, indeed, the first authority, inasmuch as the historical must not

contradict that—my tenacity on this point is reproached even by the reviewer himself. The
pre-eminent place which is accorded to Matihew, Luke yielding to him, if ne3d be, as being a

reporter at one remove, is rightly understood ; but what are the arguments brought againf:.t

this? They are brought from the new theology, and alleged without proof—though my book

every wherf contends earnestly, perhaps too earnestly, against that theology, by diligent ar-

gument. My error is not " pieierence " for Matthew ; all I do is to represent, as a wi'iieas

against 'modern criticism, the immovable fact that " Matthew is actually an Apostle and eye-

witness, while Luke w a witness only in the second degree." In tiiis case, also, it was no more

than right that the protest should have been more specific than a mere statement of the hos-

tile attitude m which Island to current views. Here it is impossible for me to admit the

blank declaration that—according to a very miserable iilea of inspiration, not mine—" Inspi-

ration, as regards any thing in the Gospels, can assuredly have no other meaning than this, that the

historical truth of what is recorded is secured by it." i, no
;

it must, in order that this may
be the case m the fullest sense, certainly also secure the full truth of the words recorded as be-
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longing to the matter recorded ;
conseqwnthj, neither the essential matter of these discourses,

nor as" far as they are essential their verbal expressions, can have been transposed, clianged,

worked up, or arranged by any " tradition." The transposition of the verba ipsmmia is every

where the confirming and illtn-trntive work of the Holy Spirit hiroself. Consequently we can admit

no grouping'of discourses gathered from various places, when the historically sure Matthew
Biraplv records that "He opened his mouth" on this mountain; and, again, that "it came to

pass when Jesus made an end of these words," etc. All this I have so often and so clearly said,

that I can only repeat my own words.

To follow this out into its application to my individual expositions and analytical arrange-

ment would be inappropriate here. But on the general question, I may remark that I do ad-

mit, not as under constraint but consciously and freely, the principle that a constituent element

of the text may, in certain few cases, have been erroneously placed in the position it occupies.

When the critic charges me with " fighting on behalf of a harmonist idol," he proves that he

has neglected to read all that I have said upon the subject. For he would have found it often

and strongly maintained, that the order of time is not regarded by the Evangelists as the first

point ; that it is impossible for us to construct a perfect harmony; and that I present my own
as no more than an attempt, which may be compared to advantage with others. I fight not for

this or any view of mine, as such ; but for the fundamental principle that there is a fixed limit

where the sacred letter of historically-recording Scripture commands all arbitrary license to pause,

and rejects all harmonistic systems which would transgress it.

I find it very difficult, on the fourth and last point, which is however in reality the first and
most important, to avoid expatiating in anti-criticism and exegetical disquisition. My re-

spected critic declares it to be a doubtful question whether my explanation of the discourses

themselves, with all frank admission of its excellencies, satisfies its design and furthers an "un-
prejudiced and true understanding" of the Lord's words. Now, this is what I have aimed at

with a sincere intention, and I could have wished that at least to be conceded to me. Of course

I can give only my apprehension of the word, and must leave every one to form his own. This

is answer enough ; but I may be permitted—not so much for my critic, as for the benefit of

some of my readers—to add a few brief remarks. My inmost consciousness acquits me of the

charge—strange charge for one whose emancipation from all authority is so strongly condemned
by others—that I never, or but little, deviate "from the older traditional exposition and view
of Scripture." I know of no absolute authority but the Scripture itself, as far as I can under-

stand it ; the traditional interpretation, old or new, has no fetters for me, save where the tradi-

tion of my exegesis approves itself to my mind. Even where that exegesis seems to be at one
v/ith the old tradition, a close inspection will very Irequently at least delect something different

and new. Have I not, on the other hand, every where received, acknowledged, and worked in,

the new and most recent exposition, as far as I could honestly do so? I may be bold enough
to assert that there is scarcely another exegete now living who with equally unprejudiced all-

sidedness connects the old with the new. From all " painful seeking out of a deep meaning"
I feel myself perfectly absolved—if by this is meant a human and arbitrary pursuit of it, and
not that commanded spsvyar to which the finding is promised. If as respects many, this

deeper penetration "sacrifices clearness" (yet only sometimes, and not throughont?) there are

others who desire and cordially welcome the depth of exposition ; and who know that in divine

truth, consequently in the divine word too, there are some things which cannot be so " clearly
"

as others pi'esented to every one. As to the old and persistent complaint of the mingling of

exegesis and application, I must vindicate this right for myself as a practical expositor, whose
aim is to be helpful to the preacher, too often left unaided by other expositions ; especially as

my critic admits that the scientific element is not wanting. After admitting that I have some
perception of " the living character of the word, with the depth and riches of its references to

the lite"—it is scarcely ingenuous to cavil about the uncertain boundary between exposition

and application. Where the word itself leads the thoughtful meditation from some single

utterance into the "general system of dogmatics'' (and how often is this the case!) let it not be
charged upon the expositor as a fault that he does the same, and traces the connection between
the individual saying and the whole body of truth. He has scriptural justification for this;

and no other interpretation of the word is at once scientific and theological. If there should be
found, as is alleged, any such vacillation of exposition as hinders the simplicity of interpretation

in any particular passage, I must crave excuse for it. It has been my desire rather to give too

much than too little; though this is not of such frequent occurrence as the critic maintains.

My '• allegorizing "—which has been set down as " triflmg " by those who have no organ for it

—springs not from any constraint put upon me by my adherence to old tradition ; nor does my
" assumption of a manifold meaning in the word." This last principle was first commended to

me hy a reverend master of Scripture, who has brought to it much that is new ; but my subse-
quent study of Holy Writ combined with the older tradition to confirm me in this fundamental
piinoiple of hermeneutical science. If W^eizsacker is at one with me in the "admission of an
infinite meaning" in the divine word, he must certainly be brought to the conclusion that this

infinite meaning can be unfolded and won only by seeking what is too often called the manifold
s^euse of the word, but what should be termed iis fulness ofimeaning.
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Thus 1 once more avow the poaition which I still continue to hold in relation to the objec-
tions of that theology with which I can have no sympathy. May this avowal, demanded of
me on the issue of a second edition of the present work, commend itself to my readers of
whatever bias ! But may the Lord, in whose presence we all learn and commit our errors, give
03 his .Spirit, who guided his people by degrees into all truth, and by that truth overcomes one
after another his people's errors ! He guides us into this truth by the path of life, if we walk in
his word and bear witness out of its fulness for his kingdom—not by the path of study alone;
not by the path of science separated from the life, in which the schools too often walk, and too
many, :jVi3! engaged in the offices of the Church, walk with them*

Deut. XVIII. 18, 19.

•"^'71 • *^.?^*'^ "^t^'^^ "^ ^\}"H 'l'^-
""'^^ "'?'^

'^^^r^.
'^^^? °n'n« 3-}i50 Onjj B^pK N'3;

John xxii. 8.

'Ort Tci pt^juara a SsSoaKcxi juoi SeSoana avroli' xai avroi eXa/Jov, nai syycoday
aXrjQai ort rtapd 6ov i^f/XQoVy xai ircidrevday on 6v fit dne^TEtXai.
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POSTSCRIPT.

DiTRiNG the publication of the first edition of this work on the Words of Jesns, Lange's
Leben Jem was making its simultaneous appearance ; and consequently we had only the oppor-

tunity of an alternate transitory glance at each others pages. During the issue of the second

edition, the same unfortunate coincidence has occurred in the case of Luthardt's work on the

Gospel of John. Keference lias been made to this book no further than to the end of the fourth

chapter, for the press could not wait for the issue of the second volume. Had it been otherwise,

Luthardt's name would have often been quoted among other representatives of exegetical

views ; and many an observation commented on which cannot now be referred to in detail.

Such views of his as seem most pressingly to demand mention may be alluded to in the way of

postscript. Luthardt has copiously referred to my Reden Jem, and has thereby laid me under
obligation ; but there are many instances in which I cannot yield to his authority, or admit his

corrections. It is needless to inflict upon the reader the whole collective points of difference

between us in the section from chap. v. to chap. x. ; nor shall I enter into the discussion of

such points as his different arrangement of a wnole theme (as p. 25, 33), or his modification

of details (such as p. 19, oi dnovdavrs?—p. 75, mockingly—p. 82, did toito—p. 85, irony

or question—p. 107, ra Ka'r&j—p. 158, 159, those who see). But the following points I must
be permitted to dilate upon, on account of the intrinsic importance of his work itself, as well as

for the sake of the completeness of my own.
That the prosecution of my contemplation, upon chap. v. 19, 20, into the mysterium Tnnita-

ti» shoitld be condemned (p. 12), as passing beyond the immediate meaning of the text and its

exegetical design, results from the fundamental difference between my relation to the Word
and that of Luthardt as representing systematic university theology. Whatever the sacred

Word speaks to our thoughtful meditation abidingly exercised upon it, and to our "systematic

theological thinking" quickened by its influence— I include within the range of pure exposi-

tion, as developing the principles and exhibiting the kernel of the Word of God, or in scrip-

tural language as opening the Scripture. Nor can I submit to sacrifice the background of

deeper meaning which unfolds speculative truth, to the system of historical herraeneutics, in any
such manner as that which Hofmann has brought into vogue. As to this question, we cannot

admit that in John's Gospel the doctripe concerning the Father and the Son is to be confined

within the rigorous bounds of the mere historical relation and significance of these terms in the

scheme of salvation, and that no legitimate exposition can go beyond. If it is »aid that tha

Son is " the man who came forth from God, and is come into the world "—we maintain, on the

other hand, that he is God also proceeding, and who hath proceeded forth from God, who hath

become man, and is come into the world—as is most expressly declared in chap. xvi. 28, xvii. 5.

Luthardt's refusal to admit " an eternal going forth within the being of God," springs from the

arbitrariness of a restricted and prejudiced devotion to a system. Just as certdinly as the eco-

nomical Trinity must be developed in theology, all that is spoken concerning it must rest upon

the deeper foundation of the immanent Trinity ; we are therefore necessarily referred to thh
innermost application of the term, and required to make it prominent.

Elsewhere, as at p. 15 (touching the xpisii, chap. v. 22), the question of the maintenance c'

a full and deep meaning beyond the limits of the immediate and obvious meaning, is again di? •

cussed. For myself, I am firmly convinced that an " arbitary limitation " may be allege*

against the narrow school exegesis with at least as much propriety as an " arbitrary extension

'

may be alleged against me. I am further persuaded that, as time rolh on, and the injuriouf

influence of our past and present merely human school-commentators deo-lines, as decline it

does and will, very many of the new race of school theologians, rejoicing in a living faith, will

«come to take a supreme delight in exploring the depth and fulness of the Words of God.

Before deciding that the havjLid'C,Eiv, chap. v. 28 (p. 23), betokened a merely unbelieving

wonder, and not a state of mind suddenly affected for good, I would suggest that in ver. 28 our

Lord continues his words with a somewhat more trusting and elevated apprehension on thor

part of his hearers. Stiff-necked unbelief is not represented throughout this Gospel as always

and every where confronting our Saviour and his discourse as Luthardt says. He is perfectly

right in this general view, but too strenuous in carrying it into the detail; for we peroeivo

occasionally the beginnings of faith, and fitful tendencies to listen attentively, which our Lord's
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words excife ; and these mast be carefully observed and estimated if we would understand this
Gospel arislit.

Al p. 27 there is a misunderstanding as if Bengel and myself referred the article in 6 Xvxyoi
(chap. V. 35), immediately to Ecclus. xlviii. 1. Bengel says merely—" Innuit praedicta in V.
T. de Johanna "—and that is my meaning, with which Luthardt also agrees, "the light which
should go before me." The reference to the passage as showing the fixed proverbial represen-
tation of the character of Ellas is another point ; but that we have Xajanai and not A-u^ko?
results from the Holy Spirit's principle of not carefully giving apocryphal quotations in their
lilerality.*

In referring chap. v. 37 still to the testimony of the worh, and thereby introducing that of

the icwd first in ver. 38, I am regarded (p. 30) as only making the matter more obscure. But
I confidently point to the parallelism between the fiEnapTvpTjKE and the previous £6qohe of ver.

36. The Lord does not place the witness of the works as " mediate " over against that of the
" most ramediate" testimony itself of the Father (long present since the manifestation of the
Son); and to this statement I must adhere. Then follows in the second clause of ver. 37 the
transition, giving the grounds of the unbelief in the works, to the testimony of the word ; as
it comes forward first, ver. 38, in tov Xvyov avrov.

There is a misunderstanding also in p. 32, upon chap. v. 39, inasmuch as I concur with
Luthiirdt in saying that the Lord educes the truth whidi still clung lo the proud delusion of

the Jews in their blind and formal dependence on Holy Scripture. If ray entire remarks had
been carefully noted, I should not have been classed with Hilgenfeld against Hofmann, with
whom in the second edition I have stated my perfect concurrence.

In chap. V. 42, I must insist (against p. 34) that the love of God in them, as the life, ver. 40,

is primarily the love which God sheds in us. This seems to me alone appropriate, much more
60 certainly than " the due love to the God of Israel," which was wanting to them as " not
Israelites indeed." The Lord's words penetrate every where in this connection into the in-

most, most mystical principles; and love to God is only found wanting as the influence and
result of Ooil't own love.

The deep-thinking reader must decide whether (according to p. 38) the definition " writ-

ings " in chap. v. 47 for the word and testimony of Moses as opposed to the v)ord$ of Jesus, is

a matter of perfect indifference.

I cannot concede that in chap. vi. 51 (p. 59) the weight of manuscripts preponderates for

the omission of ijy ^yoa Sod6co (which I will give), against internal criticism. The declaration
that this future giving has no reference whatever to the death of Christ, arbitrarily contradicts
the fundamental spirit and principle of the whole discourse (which already in ver. 27 points to

no other than that in the 6(k^(}£t.

The plain testimony of the text, chap. vi. 64, against the "partaking of unbelievers," is

weakened (p. 61), in a manner as subtle as that of Kahnis ; an "apparent, unconditional, and
ineffectual influence of the eating and drinking" is spoken of: but I must lament over t'lis

Lutheran prejudice, which hinders so many excellent men from reading the words in their sim-
plicity. It is a strange refupje to fly to, that "the possible cases of exception are not to be
taken account of;" this will not cause us to " lay down the weapons of our war against the
Lutheran doctrine "—that is, will not constrain us to give up the plain words of Scripture for

ecclesiastical dogmatics.

I never asserted that the seeking of the Jews, chap. vii. 11, was only hostile (p. 78), but con-
necting it with ver. 1, remarked upon it as primarily hostile, and discerned in it the transition
to a general inquiry after the usual guest at the feast.

In chap. vii. 23 (p. 84) I am not contented with the contrast to the whole man which is

found in " the specific aspect of the body as the agent of propagation ;" and I must hold, with
Bengel and Olshausen, that not only must oXoy avOposTtoy (man whole) refer to body and
toul, but that in circumcision there was a promising sign and seal of spiritual soundness.

I cannot understand why Luthardt, p. 89, takes no notice of my many reasons against the
common fvcposition of chap. vii. 37, 38; but must all the more urgently bespeak attention to
them aj:ain.

Tiie view of chap. viii. 25, given in p. 110, 111, which reads on and translates that, does not
ealisfy me, and indeed is almost incomprehensible.
On p. 114, 115, I must observe, that those who reply in chap viii. 33 must be the noWoi

addressed before with i>£i5 ,• and that I cannot by any means think the continuation in ver.
37 " impossible," since those who fall back from the beginning of faith might again be included
in the turha promuicua.

Similarly, tlie remark upon chap. viii. 33 (p. 117), that the Jews had interpreted the word
truth (which they did not overlook) as the " true relation to God," is harsh and constrained.
How would this accord with the knowing of the truth?
The protest against my exposition of chap. viii. 44 (p. 124) springs from a misunderstand-

• My defence of the Apocrypha enters more fully upon this.
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ing; since the truth must in both cases be " the objective truth of God," when it is said tliat

the 'devil was not in it, or it was not in him. How the latter is only the " ethical being," I can-

not understand. It is with this as with the " love of God " previously ; but here Satan's not

abiding in the truth of God is rather the reason werefore it aid not abide in him.

We7nust still maintain (against p. 142-144) that in chap. ix. 4 Jesus speaks of a night for

himself, in which he can no longer work as before ; this is plainly expressed in the words, and

not an'addilion of ours, for the " I must work " and " no man can work " plainly correspond.

Thus the mere limitation to day or night " for the world " has the plain text opposed to it;

and would not satisfy the "for," which, although not spoken, is plainly to be understood.

We will not contend about the more direct meaning of the porter, chap. x. 3, as referred to

p. 163. It is a matter of personal feeling whether he will adhere strictly to the abstract idea

m these similitudes (here the opening), or strive to find a deeper allusion; but I must protest

against the assertion that no man has a right to the latter course.

As to the Ttfio £Mov, " before me," chap. x. 8, Besser has assented to my exposition ; it must

therefore be "conceivable." What is there inconceivable in the premature rushing in before

the right door is scught and found? That Christ speaks, between the door of ver. 7 and the

door of ver. 9, of his own person as the door, appears obvious; for, we cannot suppose him to

have intermediately dropped the figure. The view taken by Luthardt, p. 167, 168—placing
Christ after themselves, preferring their own persons to him—appears to us to depart from the

whole simile. On account of this alone, not to mention other reasons, it cannot be received.

We must leave it to every accurate reader to determine, whether the dpndC,8ty of chap. x.

28 (p. 186) can refer only to spiritual powers which imperil the inner life, and not rather to

force from without, as here exhibited in specie of the wicked shepherds, and with allusion to

chap. ix. 34, 35.

As to the rejection, p. 187, of my trinitarian dogmatics in the interpretation of chap. x. 30,

I must refer to what has been already said. I have asserted, and still assert, against Hofmann,
that the qualified and lower formula of ver. 38 is not strictly one with that ey ed/iev.

That, finally, in ver. 35, the Xoyo? rov Se.ov must primarily mean the siTta of the Psalm
(resting again upon earlier utterances), I did certainly assert ; not, however, as intending it to

refer to the address contained in the Psalm (p. 192), but to that which was quoted in this

eiTia, and exhibited in it as an earlier Xoyoi—Ye are Gods.

Peov. XXX. 3-6.

D'i?-nv *p vjana mi-eiDX "p n^i n'pi^n^b ^p : yix C'chp ny-ri noan ^nnpjj i6\

Ninijo' nam* ini^x niP5<"^? IV1K\ '? iJS'C'^^npi io'^rnp H'T'?^^"^? °'P^? '^ nb^i^2

ij^2}p:) '!\2 n';iV-\^ v-)2y'?y ^p)ri-b^ 1)2 D'prh

John hi. 10, 11.

2il £t d SiSadnaXoi toi ^Idpai'/X, xai ravra ov yiycodx&i?; ^A/xijy, dmiv Xsydo doi, c

oi'SajLtsr, XaXoijusv, nai u iapdnai-iEV ^afizvpovjuay nai ti}v juaprvpiay ij^f^v ov

Xa^ifioirtTe.
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When (be Apostle Panl, 1 Cor. xv. 8, places the appearance of^ risen and exalted Jesus to

himnfl/in direct continuation with the earlier appearances of the forty days—without making
express mention of the ascension—it might appear that he recognizes no distinction between
the time before, and the time after, that event ; and the meaning which he intended to convey
is undoubtedly this, that the same person who, from the moment of his resurrection, had be-

gun to enter into his glory, after his suffering and death, had appeared and said to him

—

I am
this Jesus. Still more striking, and equally important in its bearing, is the fact that Ananias,
in Acts xxii. 14, 15, places the seeing and iiearing to which Paul was chosen, on a level with
that seeing and hearing which (according to chap. i. 21, 22) was the qualitication of one who
should be a " witness to all men of that which he had seen and heard"—that is, of an Apostle.

The Lord's life of humiliation and his life of glory are here really embraced in one comprehen-
sive glance ; hence, Ananias used the same expression, " the Just One," which Stephen used in

chap. vii. 52. All this emphatically teaches us that the transaction with the Apostle Paul
must be classed among those manifestations of our Lord which, notwithstanding the interven-

ing glorificalion in heaven, were bodily manifestations. Jesus airpeared to him (Acts ix. 17,

xxvi. 16) as to those who saw him before the ascension ; although, on the other hand, Paul for-

gets not, before Agrippa (chap. xxvi. 19), to lay stress upon the heavenly vision.

This last passage teaches us further that the ascension, as the final consummating point of

the exaltation of Jesus, must, notwithstandmg all this, maintain its place. We denounce the
blasphemy of those who, with Brennecke, of melancholy memory, faole that Christ lived upon
eartli twenty-seven years after liis crucifi.xion, planning all kinds of appearances to his dis-

ciples : as well as the theory of Kinkel, which has found too much favor with the learned, that

there was no real ascension alter the resurrection. The different manner in which the Lord
appeared and spoke, after his visible ascension, of itself establishes the distinction most firmly;

apart from the authentic narrative ot ttiat event, and the subsequent doctrine founded upon it.

J'or, although Paul, according to his essentially correct system, ordinarily gives prominence
only to the resurrection (with its enfolded results) as the definite point of transition between

the humiliation and exaltation of Christ—even as the Church kept Easter first, and only after-

wards added the lestival of the Ascension—yet the same Apostle speaks abundantly of the Re-

deemer's session at the right hand of God in heaven (Eph. i. 20, etc., iv. 10; comp. Heb. iv.

14, viii. 1, ix. 24), in the same manner as Peter does, 1 Pet. iii. 22.

We have, therefore, scriptural ground for literally understanding, as the Church has ever be-

lieved and confessed, both the " 1 am not yet ascended " and the " I ascend" of the risen Lord
himself (John xx. 17), and the " he is ascended " of his witnesses ; consequently, we are jus-

tified in saying that, as the discourses of the risen Jesus were still uttered upon eartli, the

words of the exalted Jesus are distinctively viordafrom heaven. "The discourses of the Lord
Jesus," taken in their strict univer.^ality, were not closed with the last sayings of the ascending

Christ (Acts i. 8, 9) ; and the supplement which was promised at the close of our larger expo-

sition must now introduce the essentially last words.

Were they absolutely the last? It may be said, in another sense, that the Lord has never
ceased to speak to his people, and never will cease to speak to them ; that is, by the JMy Qhost.

But, with the same propriety as the Lord himself and the entire New Testament make the dis-

tinction, we may distinguish between the recorded sayings of tiie personal Jesus, speaking

from heaven, anil his internal revelation by the Spirit. It is a different matter, and one that

falis not within the range of the task which we propose, that we find the Spirit speaking to

Plulip on the way to Gaza, Acts viii. 29, as the same Spirit caught lum away in ver, 39; and
that the Spirit speaks to Peter, chap. x. 19 (xi. 12), even as the angel to Cornelius. With these

We must class also the forbidding of the Spirit (and, according to the more correct reading, of

the S{)irito/ i/f«/«),chap xvi. 6, 7,* which may have been by an audible word heard internally ;

but Luke expressly distinguishes the speaking of the Spirit from the personal announcements
of the Lord, whether speaking in broad day or in night visions. In chap. xiii. 1, 2, where the

• In chap, xviii. 5, " Spirit" is a lalse reading for " Word."

xxiu,
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prophets of the New Testament are spoken of, he passes over into the general expression, " the
Holy Spirit," to indicate this indirect, mediated, and continuous intercourse with his people.

Thus the "words of the Lord Jesus from heaven"—so far as the Scripture records them

—

retain and exhibit their distinctive peculiarity in this, that the glorified bodily personality of

the God-man is manifested, or gives itself expression, with the voice of the individual / This
on the one hand, is s^iW just as in the forty days, in as far as the personal fellowship, suspended,
in the rule, is renewed in the exception ; on the other hand, there is a great difference, inas-

much as the familiarity which still existed during those days, as they were in some sense linked

with his former life upon earth, has utterly ceased, and can never return, even on the occa-

sions of his deepest condescension. But still the unbroken unity and indentity of his person,

of that person which had sunk into the depths of shame and death, is preserved—I am Jesm
of Nazareth (Acts xxii. 8)—I was dead (Rev. i. 18) ;

just as at an earlier period he who was going
to his death could say—Glorify me with the glory which I had with thee before the world was.

These manifestations and self-announcements, these direct woi-ds and utterances of the en-
throned Lord, could not indeed have been utterly wanting upon earth in this final term of trans-

ition : they were his superabundant confirmation of his promise and pledge concerning his

disciples' not seeing and yet believing, their not seeing and yet possessing him. They were the

final assurances with which trom heaven he greeted earth, and sealed his farewell word upon
the Mount of Olives. "Behold, I am with you always, even unto the end of the world."

What if nothing of this kind had transpired, and been recorded, since his departure ? It is

true that the pentecostal believers in their first vigor needed no such testimony to corroborate
their growing experience that the Lord was with them ; they assuredly neither sought nor ex-

Eected any such evidence. But Israel, perishing in unbelief, and persecuting the Church, might
e expected to receive such a supernumerary self-testimony of the persecuted ; though in the

nature of the case, only in the person of a man who had been one of themselves, who testified

to them what he had seen, and confirmed that testimony through the whole of life. Further,
all the world, and even the enfeebled and secularized Christendom of the future, needed such a
final fulfillment—given as the pledge of its last fulfillment—of the word which had been spoken
before the tribunal of man, " Hereafter ye shall see the Son of Man sitting on the right hand
of power, and coming in the clouds of heaven." But this could take place only through the

indirect mediation of others ; thus, at the commencement of these personal annunciations of

the exalted Lord, Stephen testified before them of his seeing the Sou of Man in heaven ; and
Saul soon afterwards of his having both seen and heard the Lord.

Spinoza is said to have declared that if he could admit the fact of the resurrection of Lazarus,
be would demolish his system and become a Christian. Wherefore could he not believe the
Apostle Paul, and the testimony of his whole apostolical life, to the personal manifestations of

the Son of God? It may be observed, generally, that the revelations and words of the Lord
Jesus, after his ascension, have not received their fitting tribute of attention from the scientific

theology even of the orthodox. For example, in Hase's excellent book, "The Liie of the Glori-

fied Redeemer in Heaven, according to his own Words," there is no place given to his own nai/-

ings after the ascension ; although such words as Acts xxvi. 16-18, xviii. 9, 10, and especially

Rev. i. 17, etc., xxi. 5, are most mighty testimonies, and confirm, in their collective force) most
emphatically the witness of the forty days, " It is I myself." It might almost seem that in

the.se times the immediate truth and reality of the records which contain the announcements
of Jesus from heaven were themselves regarded with some degree of suspicion.

But the scriptural testimonies concerning them, standing in their sublime simplicity in the
miust of other plain historical narratives, demand the most absolute faith ; more especially as

they exhibit to us that gradual transition to purely spiritual revelation which proves itself

to our understanding as what might )iave been expected. For, although it is probable that
not all the " signs " and " infallible proofs " have been placed on record (John xx. 30 ; Acts i. 3)
although the Lord may frequently, especially in the earlier time, have spoken to his disciples

"in vision," and Paul speaks expressly of other revelations (most plainly in 1 Cor. xi. 23;
comp. 2 Cor. xii. 1, and already in Acts xxvi. 16)—yet that which the Scripture does record,

appears to us to mark out the definite process by which the revelations of our Lord were
gradually withdrawn into the internal domain of the Spirit.

In the first actual utterance of his words from heaven (after Stephen had beheld him looking
do^rn), he is both seen and heard in his perfect bodily personality ; in broad day, with a mani-
festation which appealed to the sense, not of Paul alone, but of those also who accompanied
him. He seems to say—as it were, ignoring the ascension, but in reality giving it its right ex-
planation—" I can appear whenever and wherever I will ; I have not in such a sense gone into
•heaven that heaven has received and shut me in " (according to a false rendering of Acts iii.

21). Concurrently, there is the more mediate and less direct word to Ananias in vision (Acts
ix. 10). The succeeding "appearances" to Paul (Acts xxvi. 16—where we may more exactly
translate, " which I will cause thee to see of myself"*—have no longer the manner of his first

* The construction is an unusual one: cav re 6q}(}tj6ouai dot, de quibus libi porro appartbo, " that

which (or in which) I will appear to thee, will be seeu of thea."
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appearance, in which Saul beholds him plainly and awfully in the broad daylij^ht of life. We
Ti':u\ \n Acts xxii. 17, tliat the Apostle was in a trance while praying, and thus beheld tiie Lord
wlio spake to Iiim. So with Peter (chap. x. 13), where the voice of him whom he addresses iis

Lord, was most probably (indeed, we naturally pre-suppose it) the voice of Ood, tiiat is, ot the
Son ; comp. ver. 28. Soot. a."ter, we find that to Paul also the Lord spoke in a vision hij night,

chaps, xviii. 9, xxiii. IJ, although in the second passage it is added, "The Lord do<kl by him."
All these expressions are carefully adjusted by the Spirit's inspiration, through the instrumen-
tality of the careful investigation of the historian, Luke. We see that in the period of tl e

Acts of the Apostles there is always something personal in the appearance and speaking of tiie

Lord, though wilh a gradually increasing mediateneas, and decreasing directness. These wonts
ot our Lord Jesus from heaven—that is, in the apostolical narrative—we have already, for the

most part, expounded ia "The Discourses of tne Apostles,"* and must therefore take the
liberty of repeating more or less literally what has been there said, though with such modifica-
tions as our present scope and object require.

Passing over the epistles, the glorified bodily exhibition of the Son of Man appears once
more to return, and still more fully and majestically, at the end of the New Testament to John,
Rev. i. 11, etc. This is, in a certain sense, the case; yet it is also in contrast with the first

manifestation to Paul, inasmuch as John was in the Spirit when he heard the Lord's voice and
saw his visions, but Saul was most assuredly not "in the Spirit" near Damascus. Yet that

which is heard in the Spirit is not, on that account, the less actual; only through such a

medium was it possible to look into the depths of heaven, and hear the words of the Lord
from the throne.

Between the Acts of the Apostles and the Revelation of John, we find once the definite ex-
pression, " The Lord, after I tiad supplicated him, said unto me" (2 Cor. xii. 9). We receive

this literally as it stands ; and regard it as a sufficient example of many instances in which Mie

Lord may have spoken to his people in words of comfort and exhortation, audible in the Spirit.

We by no means deny that the same takes place in the present day ; on the contrary, it is our
confident assurance that it does.

Finally, as regards the Revelation of St. John, after the first most personal and emphatically

impressive appearance of the Living One, who was dead and now liveth for evermore, the style

of the vision passes over into the language of figure and symbol, corresponding, indeed, but not

directly so, to realities. The voices of the angels, of the elders, of the living creatures, of the

martyrs and overcomers, of the saved, of all creatures, are all assuredly a succession of reve-

lations and sayings of the Lord himself, mediated by the prophetic Spirit ; but this belongs to a

mysterious domain, on the borders of which our humble little work pauses in silence. But we
must assert an exception for those revelations which occur on the shadowy threshold, and whicli

directly continue the solemn character of personal manifestation stamped upon the first ap-

pearance of the Lord in this book. We shall, therefore, expound the seven epistles of chaps,

li. and iii., in which the Lord, who comes upon the scene in chap, i., speaks on without inter-

ruption, uttering, with his lofty /, to the churches throughout, what he commands his servant

to torite to them. Then we shall consider that brief word of the same original voice, chap. x. 1.

And, finally, the most sublime conclusion of all the Lord's sayings, the word from the throne,

chap. xxi. 5-8; from which the passages of chap. xxii. are essentially distinguished, notwith-

standing the " I Jesus," ver. 16. Here the Lord enters as the speaker, after the figurative

manner of the ancient prophetical Scriptures, to which this last prophetical book, with its New-
Testament contents, returns.

We remark that the only words recorded as spoken from heaven were addressed to the three

great Apostles, Paul, Peter, and John : the only exception being the words spoken to Ananias,

and recorded for the sake of Paul. Peter retreats most into the background, with his single

"voice;" Paul receives the most direct and impressive manifestations; but John is favored

with the profoundest and most far-reaching utterances which tlie Lord, who is the Spirit, had to

eay to the churches, and is still ever saying to them by his servant, the bosom-disciple.

* Or, Anieutungmfur gliubij/et Schriftverddndniu, dritte und vierte Sanunlwig.
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THE GOSPEL OE JOHN.

CONVERSATION WITH NICODEMUS : THE NEW BIRTH ; THE GIFT OF THE'
ONLY-BEGOTTEN SON; BELIEVING AND COMING TO THE LIGHT.

(John hi. 3-21.)

He who was in the beginning, and who from

the beginning waa to come ; concerning whom
the preacher in the wilderness, baptizing only

with water, yet announcing the Spirit, testified

that he was preferred before him, because he

was before him—he has now at length come.

The true Light, which should lighten every

man, and which in Israel his own inheritance

had been already coming into the world, has

now appeared in human personality; dwelling

in a tabernacle like our own, as the life which
had been from the beginning. The Word was
made Jleih: the Lord whom they sought, and
the Messenger of the Covenant whom they de-

lighted in, had come to his temple and to his

own. He whom they knew not had appeared
among them ; he whom they had not appre-

hended, either in prophecy or fulfillment; whom
they bad not discerned either in Micah and
Isaiah, or in Bethlehem and Nazareth ; their

Messiah, whom they would rather have hailed

in the likeness of a Gideon or a Samson. But
the strong man came in the form of human
weakness, to wage a very different war from
that against Midianites and Philistines. John
stood and cried, concerning the lowly Naza-
rene : Behold, this is He ! Behold the Lan}h of
Oodl
To those who listened to him, the Lord him-

self gave his own invitation, Come and seel and
they came and saw ; John, who now bears wit-

ness to the glory of the Only-begotten, being
the first of all, and with him Andrew, coming
before his brother. That other, the son of Jo-
na, then comes ; is instantly penetrated by the
Lord's eye, and receives that new name which
both gave him warning, and expressed his dig-

nity. Jesus himself then calleth Philip, who
again removes the offence of Nathanael in Naz-
areth by repeating. Come and seel From that
time they began to come io him ; and all who
either came as Israelites indeed, or became
such under the piercing and pervading light of

his countenance, faw thenceforth the glory
which surrounded the Son of God, the King ()f

Israel, .saw the heaven opened, and the angels
of God ascending and dtscending upon the Son
of Man.
Heaven had once been opened at the Jordan :

the Spirit had descended like a dove upon the

spotless Lamb, and without ascending again.

The angels had once ministered to the Son of

Man, who in obedience conquered Satan, for

our sakes declining to contend with him as the
Son of God. Now began a series of heaven-
openings and angel- ministries ; not as literal

and express as those two calm beginning won-
ders

;
but signs and wonders still, which mani-

fested forth his glory, and declared to every
guileless observer—This is the house of God
and the very gate of heaven ! The kingdom of
God is at hand, is come

!

It was not in festal solemnity at Jerusalem,
but in the quiet Galilean wedding company
that the fird sign was given. He who was
supposed to be Joseph's Son, but who was
to be no longer the son of Mary in the
full sense in which he had been such, man-
ifested forth his glory when his hour was come,
and with such attractive grace that his new
disciples clung to him with growing confidence.

It was the glory of one who was not come to

curse but to bless ; whose purpose was to bap-
tize with the spirit of power, and thus refresh
his discii>les with the new wine of everlasting
grace. What could he desire more than that it

should already flow, although the right hour
was as yet far from being come when the fruit

of the vine should be drunk new in the king-
dom of God?
• The glory which was full of grace was now,
as ever, full of truth and righteomness ; the kind-
ness and love of God our Saviour, while it

brings salvation, fails not to correct and rebuke
all ungodliness. The wicked works of the
Rulers in Israel arc not to be tolerated, even ac-
cording to the saying of the Master of the
feast in Cana. He who was to baptize with
fire had also his fan to purge his floor ; and if

the salutary fire of the Holy Spirit was repel-
led as an olfence, it must turn to an unquench-
able consuming flame. At the passover in the
temple at Jerusalem, when his hour v/as once
more come, he showed by his first act of author-
ity, accompanied by a marvellous word, that he
nad come for the purification of the sons of
Levi. He then publicly manifested forth the
majesty of his holiness, just as in the quiet
circle at Cana he had manifested forth the holi-

ness or condescending love of his majesty.
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Alas ! they brought not to their Lord their

offerings in righteousness ; for they had trans-

formed the Father's house into a house of mer-

chandise, and the house of praver for all na-

tions into a den of thieves. Therefore, as a

true zealot, he used the scourge of small cords,

drove them out and overthrew the tables

—

Take these things 7ieru:e ! calling God, now in the

hearing of the Jews, as he had done eighteen

years before in the presence of his parents, his

Father ! But the Jews at Jerusalem were not

like the disciples at the Jordan ; they lost the

word which he spoke in their resentment of the

act which he performed, and desired to have a

sign shown to them. Therefore he who well

knew the words which his disciples remembered,
themselves already forecasting their meaning
while they compared him whom they had found

with the Scriptures concerning him ; he who
not only knew them but comprehended their

depth and uttermost meaning, that the pure

zeal of God's house must consume him among
his brethren to whom he was a stranger, and
his mother's children to whom he was an alien,

in order that the new and living temple might
rise to life out of his own death ; he gave them
that sign of signs, which has been, is, and ever

will be the seal of all former revelations, till

the new temple has risen in all the proportions

in which John beheld it. But they could not

understand, because they would not, that mys-
terious word which pointed from the shadow to

the substance ; in their stiff-necked resentment

they would neither humbly receive it then, nor

reflect upon it afterwards ; they gave a petu-

lent and perverse answer to the mild reouke
of the patient Lord ; and, not daring to lay

hands on him, they left him with the con-

temptuous words of their own wilful offence.

But Jesus tarried longer at the feast, and
performed, as the men of this generation de-

sired, more than one miracle ; so that many
who beheld believed on his name. But their

faith was, for the most part, not a recipient

faith, which discerned in the miracles the glory

of his grace and truth, not sucli as would give

them power to become the sons of God ; but a

Jewish, Galilean faith, living on signs. There-

fore did Jesus put no faith in their faith ; there-

fore he did not entrust himself, and the myste-

ries of his person, temple, and kingdom, to all

those who were disposed to entrust themselves

for a season to his guidance as a teacher sent

from God. For he knew them all, and the

guile which was in them, just as he had known
Kathanael in whom there was none ; he need-

ed not that any should testify concerning indi-

vidual man, because he knew what was in man
generally. He who was appealed to after his

ascension as knowing all hearts, already in his

humiliation knew, in the pure and perfect wis-

dom of the Son of Man, the evil imaginations

•which lodged in the treacherous and deceitful

hearts of the sons of men. He desired more
than that faith in his name which might assume
it as a merely useless badge ; the trust he sought
for was such as would bring soundness to the

diseased, salvation and blessedness to the sin-

ner. For he came not to be ministered unto,

but to minister.

But he likewise discerned and watched for

the most concealed spark of the glimmering
flax in the heart of man ; not only not to

quench it, but by the modulated breath of his

Spirit, blowing according to the wisdom of his

love, to fan it into the glowing flame which
consumes all evil. As, on the one hand, there-

fore, he did not commit himself to many who
might appear to others possessed of all the es-

sentials of faith, knowing the evil thoughts of

their hearts ; so, on the other hand, he com-
mitted himself, and the mysteries of his king-

dom, to many in whom faith and unbelief were
so strangely blended as to bafHe the judgment
of any merely human skill, because he dis-

cerned amid the ashes in their hearts that faint

glimmer which needed only the penetrating

breath of the Spirit to enkindle it. As he thus
knew not only what was in man, but what had
been and should be again in human nature,

with the process of God's method to secure it

;

all men who came there were alike to this Mas-
ter of masters, to this Teacher who had come
down fi'om heaven, and was more than any
mortal teacher. All were on the same level to

him ; Jews and Galileans ; Pharisees of the

high council, who understood the testimony of

their Scripture sufficiently to come to him, if

they would ; and Samaritan women, praying on
their fathers' mountain, drinking of their fath-

ers' well, without knowing the God to whom
they prayed, and without knowing; the gift

which Gud and not their laiher Jacob had
given, or how far that gift extended, and to

what higher satisfaction it directed the spiritual

thirst of man. For the Son of man gave every
man his due ; and knew how to reveal hiiuself

to every spirit according to its capacit) and
need.

Such is the central thread of the pr/ound
and suggestive connection, which John takes

up and carries on when he says, ch. iii. 1---" But
there was « man of the Pharisees, Nif.odemus
by name, a ruler of the Jews : the sanui came to

Jesus by night." The well-disposed reader will

not only have tolerated and appreciated the
preceding introduction as a fit commencement
of another volume ; but will also allow us to

extend it still further by such rerr,arks upon
the person and words of Nicodernus as are

absolutely necessary for the exposition of the

very first words which the Lord addressed to

him. We must be permitted to treat this con-

versation with Nicodernus, at the outset, with
more fulness of detail than what follows, as

being a kind of programme to the discourses

of Jesus in his evayysXtov 7tvEvi.iaTiK6vy

or spiritual Gospel, this esoteric mount-sermon,
night-sermon rather, of the fourth Evangelist.

He who was now come knew what was in

man ; knowing what was in the men to whom
he came, he knew what was in them who came
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to him. There now came one such man to hira ;*

concerning whom we should not find it easy to

form an opinion, just because we cannot gen-

erally detect the fundamental character common
to all men, under the special characteristics

that he may assume. Now this was obviously

a man of a particular characteristic : he was
of the Pharinces; of that same proud sect,

sanctimonious in good works and high science,

from which, being the chief section of the

council, came those who were sent with a ques-

tion to the Baptist (ch. i. 24). He was of the

Pharisees, from whom the Lord, soon after his

first appearance, withdrew (ch. iv. 1); whom,
with the Sadducees, the Baptist, when he only

saw them coming, had called a generation of

vipets, classing the hypocrites with the free-

thinkers ; the corrupt trees, which became such

and bore the fruit of eternal death, because they

would not discern the good fruit of the good
tree; whom the mild and gentle Lord more
than once denounced by the same name which
his severe forerunner had applied to them : of

the Pharisees—against whose leaven the dis-

ciples of Christ v.'ere at the very first warned,
and over whom he at the last pronounced
those seven woes, followed by an eighth, which
corresponded with the seven benedictions, like-

wise followed by an eighth, which were pro-

nounced upon the poor in spirit, and made
them the salt and the li^ht of the world. Such
was tlie party to which this man belonged.

Yet this does not give us absolute information

concerning him, for it is only fair to ask the

question—Were all the Pharisees rich ? Does
•any particular order, however definitely mark-
ed out by its characteristics, preserve its iden-

tity in all its individuals? We know, indeed,

what not merely the pride of the Jews, but the

voice of Jesus himself, pronounced concerning

the publicans and sinners, classing them with

the heatlien (Matt, xviii. 17); and yet we
find a publican going down from the temple
iustified (Luke xviii. 14) ; a chief of the pub-
licans coming down with joy to receive him
who came to seek that which was lost, and
incapable of positive deceit (Luke xix. 6, 8,

10) ;
yea Matthew himself, who left the seat

of custom and became an Apostle. So also

was there among the Pharisees a Saul, who,
though a persecutor, scorner, and injurious, did

all igitorantly in unbelief, with a kind of con-

science before God in his sin, directly opposed

* For Kueli is the significant connection of this

av'iojTtoi, "man," with ver. 25 in the preceding

chapter; it dooH not stand, as Klee observes, after

tJie filil, rash fasliion, in the place of dvyft rii,

[;•«{<. It is obvious, moreever, that an individual i.s

brought forward out of the collective idea of man-
kinil, and that this idea of the iiuUvidnal is not to

be lo.st siyht of. Yet the emphasis is on the idea

of man, thou;:!! Luthardt jiroundlessly oppose.s m«
in this. I cannot think that the transition from
people in general to the acipiisition of this one

in particular, is the main clement of jirogress

here; simply because Nicodemus himself is the

representative of many.

to the impious wickedness of others of his
class (Acts xxiii. 1)—hence we find that to him
the manifestation of the Rejected One was
enough to secure him speedy and great mercy.
Between the honest Pharisee Saul, and the rich
" whited walls " as Annas or Caiaphas, how
many degrees of diflference intervened ! At
what point in them stands the man here named
Nicodemus?* We know not until we read
further : the name Nicodemus of itself tells us
nothing ; and the P/uirisee only indicates it as
in the highest degree probable that he did not
come to Jesus (according to Driiseke) " with an
unprejudiced spirit," but that he was in some
degree influenced by the common prejudices
and errors of his class; that he was not free

from the general error of regarding the exter-
nal rather than the internal ; further, that he
was involved in the obscurity of theological
theory ; and shared in the general contempt of
the common people. For all this seems to be
intimated by John ; although Ave mi^ht be led
to presume, from the connection of his hints,

that in this case there came from among the
Pharisees, a man, simply considered as such,
into the presence of Jesus.

The superadded title of honor, apx<*>y tcSv
'lovSaicoy, " a ruler of the Jews," does not give

us any more specific information. It does not
here stand generally as in Luke xii. 58 ; nor is

it scil. 6vvayooyiji, "of the synagogue," as in

Matt. ix. 18 ; compare Luke viii. 41 ; but it

designates a member of the Sanhedrin as in

Luke xxiv. 20; Acts iii. 17, iv. 8 (John vii. 26,

48), for in ch. vii. 50, he is speaking in the

midst of them. But when we reflect upon the

exasperation of the rulers in consequence of

our Lord's rigorous condemnation of their reg-

ulations in the temple, we can-not but feel our
wonder increased, and understand the empha-
sis of the expression : This man, Pharisee and
ruler as he was ! came to J esus (or according

to another reading, npoi avtov). Finally, we
have some light upon his person and char-

acter ; and first of all, favorable. Thus he
could not have been of the worst, or even the

worse kind of Pharisees ; for he comes to the

bold, mysterious young Ptabbi who had cleansed

the house of his Father, and had declared his

purpose to erect upon the temple destroyed by
the rulers of Israel a new and better temple;

* A Nicodemus, son of Gorion, distinctively

named Bonai, appears in the Talmud, an assessor

of the high council, one of the three richest men
in Jerusalem (comp. John xix. 39), and who was

still living at the destruction of the city, being

also a discijjle of Jesus. Sanhedr. fol. xliii. 1

;

Aboth Ilab. Nathan, cap. 6 ; tract. Gittin, fol. Ivi.

1, etc. (see at large in Sepp, ii. 200). It is re-

markable that Nonniis calls Nicodemus noXvXrfioi

di'i'ni. With all this, however, the afie does not

auree. Il has been needlessly sought to make the

name a translation of Dy^3, or a Giaicism for

DTpJj and the like. Giotius referred to the Greek

names which for a long time had been used among
the Jews.
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and who said and did other marvellous things.

It would not have been unreasonable if he had
wished to call this doubtful Rabbi ol lofty pre-

tension before himself; but it was to his praise

that he voluntarily came to him, and not for

the value of any official inquiry, not for the

sake of criminating him by his own words (the

entire narrative disclaims this), but seeking on
his own account, as an individual, that in-

struction which he is desirous to hear. The
circumstance that he came hy night* is in favor
of this. It is obviously rather a gracious
token ol deep desire, than a blameable evidence
of human fear ; at least if we contemplate this

man, in relation to his colleagues, with such
gentle judgment as becomes ourselves. Her-
der is not wrong when he says that it is un-
reasonable, as the circumstances were, that we
should impute to him fear as a charge ; and G.

Miiller observes that the honorable though
timid man came with a sincere and conscien-
tious spirit to Jesus; which timidity, again,
Olshausen too elaborately justifies when he at-

tributes it to a probable softness of constitu-
tion. We have already seen, from our Lord's
first gracious reception, that a sincere desire

lay in the depth of his heart ; we would,
therefore, be on our guard against reckoning it

as a fault that he did not as entirely and in-

stantly throw away the prejudice of his error
against a Nazarene as another Galilean would
have done. Especially would we forbear to
speak of him as a despicable time server;!
who thought that if nothing came of his in-

terview with this personage he would not be
compromised with the world. For his word
and act alike show his true estimate of this

worker of miracles ; nay, the confiding bold-
ness shown in coming by night itself has some
touch of the confidence of faith. But Hezel's
remark, on the other hand, is unjustifiable,

that "it would have been simple and impru-
dent to have gone to Jesus by day, thus need-
lessly hazarding reputation and all. Jesus had
indeed wrought miracles, but the question was
as to the inner nature of his doctrine, and
Nicodemus was right in "privately investigating

that." This is no gentle judgment, but a
warped and crooked idea, itself coming in the
dark.J Nicodemus is neither a time-server,
nor a blameless seeker. It is not to be denied
that some slight evil attaches to the coming by
night, as is ever the case in matters pertaining
to light ; and a visit to a teacher come from
God was certainly no business of darkness and
night. Without referring to our Lord's inti-

* The express words oi the Evaiigeiisi reiute
the fanciful notion of Tischendoi-ff in his " Nico-
demus," that he half-fortuitously and undesignedly
found himself at the house of Jesus, on his way
over the Mount of Olives.

f So Eichhorn ternied him.

X Still worse is what Bahrdt puts into our Lord's
own mouth :

" No apology ! I object to no man's
concealment of his better views, while he is un-
able to perceive the evident and preponderating
adroatagc in them."

mation on this subject when Nicodemus de-
parted, we may notice that the Evangelist
twice afterwards refers to his visit by night as

dictated by fear (compare Judges vi. 27), and
in contrast with his subsequent confession.

When, by uttering his modest question
"whether our law judgeth 'a man' before it

heareth him," he drew upon himself the mock-
ing imputation of being a Galilean, John de-

scribes him as 6 tX^av vvhtoS, "he that came
by night" (chap. vii. 50); thereby intimating
that such a testimony to the " only begotten
Son " was still too diffident and too obscure,

too much akin to the disciple's denial, " I know
not the man." But the reproach is rolled away,
when, drawn to and by him who was lifted up,

Nicodemus comes over to the Galilean, and in

company with that other who was a disciple

of Jesus, but secretlyf&rfear of the Jews, makes
his open confession of allegiance to his King

:

he is then described as o eXQojv vvHToi to
7tp(^rov, who came by night at first (chap,
xix. 39).* Hence it is also to be learned that
it less becomes the learned and the rulers than
others to come by night, and then, fundamen-
tally instructed, to put such timid questions
about " the man." However, if one is yet only
in the night, the coming to the light cannot be
wrong.

All this, neverthe^.ess, gives us a very in-

definite view of the true character of Nicode-
mus : but his first words of introduction and
the course of the conversation will disclose the
rest. The silent brevity of the Evangelist
purposely deters us from seeing, at the first, a
full description of his character. The Word,
of God generally, and each of the Gospels in

particular, declines for good reasons to delineate

to us perfectly the subordinate personages. In
the life of Jesus, all besides himself appear
only in the light which is reflected upon them
by him, his words, or his acts. His word

—

and his act is also his word, even as his word
is his act—aims to speak to tis in this day, and
exerts its influence upon us : and therefore,

food is not over-much ministered to our fatal

"historical meaning," which sets aside that
truth, and would only give heed to the ancient
narratives as such. We, sirs, we are each of us

* This variation in the progressive reference to
Nicodemus decides us to reject the reading which
would insert, as Luthardt does, an obscure
TtpoTspov in the former passage. We hold with
Baumgarten-Crusius that "the coming by night is

a standing predicate of Nicodemus in this Gospel.
The repetitim of it implies a contrast with his

former fear
; hence, according to sound criticism,

a npwror siaxiAs in the second passage." Schleier-
macher denies the fear, as there had yet been no
expressed sentence either for or against Jesus, and
supposes that Nicodemus chose the late hour in
order to secure an undisturbed and solitary in-
terview. But this is a thoroughly characteristic
notion of its author. We very much doubt, finally,

whether the Hirschb. Bibel, and many before it, are
right in maintaining that Jesus already spent his
nights outside the city (as chap. viii. 1, 2; Luke
xxi. 37), and that this is intimated in Jolm ii. 24.
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a Nicodemus, just as far'as the Lord's word to

him suits ourselves ;
just as we are the Samar-

itan woman, the nobleman, the impotent man
at Bethesda, and so on. Only in proportion as

we discern, through the application of his

words, the Nicodemus whom they aim at in

ourselves, shall be understood to any useful

purpose wliat passed with this master in Israel.

That is a miserable science which loses self in

the thought of him, and forgets (to quote

Richter's Haiubihel) " that what Jesus says to

this Nicodemus, he is saying (o most of our

theologians." Not only do the Evangelists set

forth all important persons—and such, more or

less, are all of whom the Spirit deems worthy

of mention—as symbolical representatives,

spokesmen, and leaders of their own spiritual

class ; but Jesus further discerned in every

individual the type of his kind, and so ordered

every one of his eternal words, that they should

be adapted, not to the casual peculiarities of

the individual before him, but to the essential

characteristics which would perpetually recur

in endless examples. To discern this is ex-

position; to fail in the personal acceptance into

the soul of what is thus set forth is—the vice

of science falsely so-called. This, with much
else, John had hinted at when he said—He
knew what was in man.

Yet we read, finally, in ver. 2, with what
words the Nicodemus ofour history approached
the Lord : they are the same with which many
to this day approach him. JiaUn! This in-

troductory salutation has more than the ordi-

nary meaning, and seems to import something

of acknowledgment and approximation. He
knows not how fittingly to introduce himself

to this mysterious One, but chooses, without
hesitation, nay with full sincerity, this honor-

able title, without waiting for the approval of

the faculty. To have followed up this title,

however, by any expansion of it, or by any
mere comphmentary greetings, would have been

altogether too circuitous for an unbidden guest

at night ; he must, therefore, introduce himself

immediately, and state his purpose. Thus he

proceeds

—

Weknoio, oidanev.* To whom does

the we refer, in the second sentence, in which,
coming alone, he seems to connect others with

himself?! Much might be said and speculated

about this, did not the know betray. " We
know " is throughout the Gospels the current,

proverbial, and characteristic formula of the

Pharisees, the pre-eminently wise in Israel.

The people, from whom indeed, they withheld
the key of knowledge, knew nothing of the

law ! (chap. vii. 49). This proud oi'Sa/nEv was

* Tlie conjectural readiiifr oti^a jiie'y, has uo
fomidation, and ha.s long been rojecte<l.

f Bauni^artcn-Crusius (like Lijjlitfoot before

liini) disputes of it by regarding the ])lural as

merely the expression of determinate conviction,

as in chap x.\i. 24, and 1 John iii. 2, v. 20.

But even in these places one does not speak for

himself alone ; and in the i)resent cliaptcr, verses

7, 11, 12, in which Jesus uses ye and we, give a

diflerent view.

thrice thrust in the face of the blind man,
who, however, learned how to give it back vig-

orously enough (chap. ix. 24, 29, 31). The lit-

tle word was taken up by the people, following

the fashion of their superiors : the parents of

the blind man think this the best way to de-

fend themselves against the wise men (chap. ix.

20) ; and the inhabitants of the city, while they

speak of their rulers, use naturally the same
expression (chap. vii. 27). Yet we here have

(he Pliarisce, even after he has honored another

by the name of Rabbi. But what is themean-
ing of the word in this present case? When
the Pharisees said—We know, it signified—We
Pharisees know ; when the rulers said it, it sig-

nified—Werulers know. What significance does

this give to the expression here ! T\\efird ruler

and "Pharisee that comes to the Rabbi who
had risen in Jerusalem for instruction and

reformation, makes his confession in the name
of the whole order and jurisdiction to which he

belongs—AVe know that thou art come to us

sent with the authority of God ; we, the ap-

pointed guardians of the temple with whose
office thou didst so boldly interfere, the guar-

dians of the prophetic institutions, whose right

it was to ask of every man whom God has sent

to Israel—Who art thou? Verily Nicodemus
spoke the truth : they did all know it, at least

in the same sense as that in which the Gentiles

knew that there was one God (Rom. i. 21);

that is, they might have perceived it, if they

would, signified plainly in his works. The
first commanding word which he had spoken,

when in the temple he put forth his authority

with the full dignity of perfect right, so keenly

penetrated their consciences ; and the word
which followed it shed forth, notwithstanding

its obscurity, such convincing beams, that they

dared not actively oppose him any longer, but

could only endeavor to evade his meaning.

The miracles also which were performed imme-
diately afterwards were as incontrovertible

tokens to the rulership of Israel, long unac-

customed to such things, as to the curious com-
mon people. They therefore did know, what
one of their number here confessed; had it

been otherwise they might have already aveng-

ed their insulted official dignity upon the young
Galilean, who must have answered their judi-

cial summons. But instead of this a ruler

comes by night, who has resolved upon uttering

this ul'danty as the confession, so to speak, of

the conscience of his order. The others were so

little disposed' to such confession, were so much
occupied in endeavoring to confirm their own
arguments against it, that Nicodemus alone

ventured to come secretly to Jesus. Sofaras

(his goes he said (as Luthardt remarks) more

than was strictly warranted by truth. He
knew, however, that he was the only one whose

conscience was constrained to feel the divine

claims of Jesus; and therefore he could speak

as he did, thus generally. But he was not

more probably the only one who dared to utter

his conviction, who was willing to hiow and

avow him? We miglit have thought of
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Joseph (Luke xxiii. 51), but John notes his

secrecy and fear in a yet more decided manner,
when hefirst came at the burial (chap. xix. 38).

The officers, moreover, are reminded, when they

failed to lay hold on him who spake so miglitily,

that not one of the rulers had believed on him
(chap. vii. 48). We can scarcely think that

Nicodemus spoke in the name of many more
who were inclined to faith; for he would not

have used this we know in common with the

mass of people who confessed his claims. After

the crucifixion, the followers of Jesus very
gradually revealed their confident we to a

stransrer who won their confidence (Luke xxiv.

21, 22) ; but at this time it had not reached a

point of self-consciousness which would permit
its being used to Jesus himself. The we of

Nicodemus finds its only imaginable and deep
foundation in his official relation, and in the

feeling of his order. He thus modestly inti-

mates his own rank, and dignity, and title ; but
also, half from custom, half from design re-

treats behind a community, to which he would
be disposed still to belong, even at the moment
when he is taking the first step out of their

conventional track. The learned member of

the faculty, and of the order does not imme-
diately shake himself loose of the proud we
from which his own I is fast emerging, not
even at the moment when he is making an ad-
mission with which his order has no sympathy.
Even now that he has come to learn and pay
homage, there is still the tone of recognition—
something savoring of favor and protection

from the high court, one of whom Nicodemus
feels and represents himself to be.

We know ! That was the lofty word of the
learned. But Nicodemus comes not to Jesus in

the spirit of explicit sincerity, as Nathanael did,

who, though he comes with a question, has made
up his mind upon the matter; he comes with a
good intention indeed, yet on the other hand re-

treats under the cover of others with whom he is

linked, and consequently exposes himself to the

anomaly of accosting the Skbbi, not in the lan-

guage of a learner, but of a master, and in

language undecided and hollow, which his next
words directly contradict. We would do him
no injustice when we ask

—

What it is that he
knows in common with those who know. "On
(xTto Oeov eXijXvScci, "That thou art come
from God. " This would appear to intimate

more than the simple meanmg of Eabbi with
which he commenced, though its emphasis has
not been sufficiently estimated in exegesis.

To come—signified, in the first place, to appear
publicly in some official character, or for some
great work, as the Lord had just done. The
same Lord speaks thus (chap. x. 8) concerning

all who had come before him as shepherds ; and
thus no very great significance was m the word
itself, since every Rabbi who had gone through
his probation was said to come into his office,

and appear to Israel. But to come/rom Qod—
that had a known and acknowledged and solemn
meaning ; a formula which must not be pressed

down to mere equality with artedraX/nevoi

napd Beov, "sent from God " (chap. i. 6). It

could not have referred to the mere authentica-
tion of this mission according to divine ordi-

nance in Israel, for an aparent violation of that

ordinance had just been seen. The expression
txTTd ^eov, "from God," must have signified,

when used by any Israelite, and more especially

by Nicodemus, at least a man of God, sent from
on high to the people with the authority of a
prophet over kings, priests, and rulers. But he
does not use the estaolished form of speech

—

sent

of God, but, comefrom Got, which was the form
of words exclusively dedicated, through the
whole of prophetic Scripture, to that One, who
teas to corned' It is only once used with refer-

ence to one other, him who prepared the way
for the messenger of the covenant, the greatest

of the prophets, and the only one concerning
whom other prophets spake. (See Matt. xi. 3, 9,

10, 14, 18, 19.) Now this one had come, an-
nouncing himself as the forerunner of the Lord
who was at hand. If a second came after him,
who could he be but that One whom the two
great utterances in the temple had already al-

most disclosed to Nicodemus.
The more thoroughly we understand how

closely this acknowledgment approximated to

the fundamental meaning of the ov ro5 £(jri,

" This is he, " on the very border of plainly

avowing it, the more sensibly alive shall we be
to the remarkable and sudden descent of his con-
tradict'ory words, when he utters the strange
StdddxaXoi, " a teacher." I can only attribute

it to a lack of living familiarity wiih biblical

language, that no expositor, as far as my know-
ledge goes, has hitherto discerned and clearly

pointed out this. It is like coming down from
the elevation of the boldest faith to the most
feeble sophistry ; it is the most cautious retrac-

tion, as it were, after the most public avowal
of a testimony. Here also we most decidedly

detect in Nicodemus something that is ever
useless and baneful. He thinks that he has
said too much, and he has indeed said too much

;

yea, he can but say too much, let him end his

sentence how he may, because he began it with
that wrong word—We hiow. Mark this, ye
who boast that ye know! Had he set out by
declaring

—

We Iclieve (ch. ii. 11 23), or, as that

would not have suited the we, by simply say-

ing—/believe, or am disposed to believe, how
much better would this have been, because
more true, and more lowly ! But now his

Professor-saying

—

oiSaftsv, on and Seov
IXt/XvOai, " We know that thou art come from

God," recoils upon himself as soon as it is ut-

* It is inexplicable tliat nearly all expositors

forget this here. Schleiennacher, however {Hoini-

lien iiber Ev. Joh.), expresses it simply, " He who
was promised by all the prophets." My reviewer,

Munchmeyer, forgets that I do not lay the stress

upon the mere kXTjXvOivai (though this is not

used concerning the prophets in so pregnant a

sense), but upon the whole phrase and Qeov
£X7}Xv0a?. Assuredly the word l^eXvOei^at, 1

John iv. 1, is used in another meaning, and mth
a reference inappropriate to our passage.
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tcrecl in all its dignity ; for lie is'now speaking in

the presence of one whose eye penetrates his

heart, and before whom he is conscious of a feel-

ing of perturbation entirely new. True as was
his oi6afiey, " we know, " as the expression of

bis own, and others' conscience ; now when it

springs from his lips as a personal avowal, he
turns quite round ! No, he cannot go so far at

this first tentative visit; he finds it necessary to

warp, and soften his words, to accommodate
them to the narrow idea of the schools

—

iXi'/Xv-

Qai StSddHcxXoi, " art atcachcr come." This
is an altogether unisraclitish and unscriptural

idea oind cxprrsvion—"a teacher come from God"
—standing here alone in the whole Bible, as it

came to the lips of the master in Israel when
he was suddenly retracting his open avowal.
The prophets may indeed be sometimes termed
teachers in subordinate respects, but we never
find this terra used as the main designation of

one who was sent from God ; for God sends not
any one in an extraordinary manner merely to

teach, but to foretell, to bear witness, to pro-

phesy, to rebuke, to console. When the pro-
phets began to cease, Israel had only teachers,

as Ezra is first so called (Ezra vii. 11). But
the Scribes and learned men in the time of

Christ were not so foolish as our Christians are

DOW, who know nothing but a teaching Mes-
siah ; they expected a kingdom, a new order of

things, divine miracles and gifts of the Spirit.

Nicodemus, however, by this unhappy perver-

sion, unwittingly betrayed himself and his fel-

lows, by showing how much they would have
to depend upon new knowledge even in the

kingdom of the Messiah.
Now, therefore, as his introductory words fell

into so Pharisaical a tone, he must continue in

the same, and append to his strangely-extorted
oi6a/.iEv an orderly and fit reason for it, which
may solve, if possible, the anomaly, in the collo-

cation of " come from God " and " teacher." It

is with this object that he adds so formally the
otherwise trite conclusion : For no nuin can do
these miracles that thou doest, except

—

God he

with him! it sounds almost as if he would jus-

tify his previous admission to some one who
should follow and content it. How stiff and
pedantic does the veteran Scribe appear in

comparison with Nathanael, and the full utter-

ance of the latter's heart—Rabbi, thou art the
Sun of God! We may supply his meaning
thus : I had almost said too much—but thus
much is my steadfast conviction, that thou art

a " divine teacher, " as I have ample grounds
for thinking so. (Judeii dvvarai, "no man
can "—here he speaks more positively, and with
a tone of general assertion, which admits no
dispute, lie goes on first with zocvra—these

things, such niiracles of healing, testifying in

such abundance, and with such dignity, as
thou not only hast done, but art still doing in

daily succession (chap. iv. 45, xv. 24). Such
was the correct parpharase of Nonnus

—

rdia
navra nuXvrpona Sav/jara (ail these vari-

ous miracle.s). But although this working of

miracles of itself placed hira who wrought

them above all ordinary prophets, he proceeds
to add that impotent and almost empty conclu-
sion

—

iciy tit) {/ 6 Seoi fier avrov, " except
God be with him" This tur avrov is far

from being the 6 Ttaryp iv i/itoi, "the Father
in me," of chap. xiv. 10, 11. It is true that
Peter begins his preaching (Acts x. 38) with
some such humble and preparatory word adapt-
ed to the commencement of faith in his hearers,
and was justified in doing so in their case, even
as the similar conclusion which the common
understanding of the people drew from miracles
as a proof of coming from God (John ix. 16, 33)
was right; but Nicodemus has not here their

justification. His /<£ra\ " with, " is actually
the correction of the and Seov IXy'fXvOa?,

"art come from God," which he had before

uttered, and seemed to him better to harmonize
with SiSddxaXo?, "teacher;" but what he
says is essentially no more than what might
have been said of every devout Israelite, and
consequently his public words are altogether

inappropriate to this great worker of miracles.

It is (as Langesays) " the unconscious contra-

diction between the pathos of his first avowal,
and the expression of reflection and fear, which
played it false."

The address of Nicodemus, therefore, has
two parts, the turning-point being the ungen-
uine and too cautious retraction. The outset

was sincere and praiseworthy, an avowal of

the insurmountable conviction and secret pre-

sentiment of his own mind and of the minds
of his fellows. But he did not set out with

the right word, he did not declare himself as

believing, or desirous to believe, as marking or

suspecting the truth, but brought into the pres-

ence of him who came from God his knowledge

as if issued from the seat of the Scribes; he
further kept hitnself, the man, too much in the

background, making too prominent the ofiicial

and dignified «>e; and thus, while the utterance

of his avowal, extorted from his hidden pre-

sentiments, skirted the very edge of the name
Messiah, it fell back and deplorably sank
from this height to the level of the strange

diSocdHaXoi—a teacher—who doetli such won-
derful miracles that they themselves prove
God to be with him, simply, that is, with him
who canie from God.* In him we have the

representative of all the men of knowledge,

who have almost unlearned the necessity of a

faith which springs from the heart; and even

when the force of conviction has pierced their

inmost soul, the utterance of their avov.'al

must be disfigured and cramped by fearful

reference to its various relations; who, instead

of yielding themselves up as children and
disciples to the influence of the truth, anx-

iously and apologetically give the reasons why
they have come to the resolution of admitting

* Zeller (^Bcuggener Mwiafsblalt, 1849, iii.) nieii-

tion.s the peasant boy in Saxony who, on being

asked it lie had learned anything about Je.sus at

scliool, replied, "0 yes! " What tbeul "That he
was a good teacher of the i)eople."
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it to he truth* Finally it deserves to be noted,

that while Nicodemus by so confident a testi-

mony asserts himself to be able to convince all

his colleagues, he yet dares only to avow that

testimony by night.

The answer which H. Lossel gives to his

own question, whether Christ had ever to do
with a nationalist, is on the whole correct

:

" Assuredly he had in his dealings with the

Scribes and Pharisees generally; but we will

pretermit them, as being wholly turned away
from the principle of faith, and fix our eyes

upon one only, who acknowledged Jesus—we
mean Nicodemus. His avowal is the same as

that of our Rationalists, and if we follow the

conversation between him and our Lord, we
sliall find the entire character of the ruler

delineated." We must, however, complete
this by saying that he was inclined to believe,

more inclined than he himself knows and says

;

that he is by no means a " friend of light," a
non lucendo, but that he was as honorable and
sincere as an aged Pharisee and Rationalist

could well be. He does come actually to God
in his soul's strivings, when he seeks out him
who had come from God. " The old man's
humble greeting desires only imtruction, but
the earnest desire of his soul for life is plainly

manifest " (Lange). Or as Freseniusf we may
apply the text to expound the difference

between awakening and conversion, acknow-
ledging the awakening in the case of Nicode-
mus, although he before had slept like all

unconverted men
;
just as the greater part of

the Jews then slept, and, in addition to that,

the deep and double sleep of a Scribe, and a
Pharisee and a ruler.

Tlie Lord, the true Saviour, who has come
from God to be more than a teacher, now
pierces the secret soul of the man who stands
before him, seizes his spirit vibrating between
humble sincerity and proud fear, and exhibits

to him his entire ignorance of that one thing
which is needful. He places him, by one
mighty though gentle word of his Spirit, in

the position and posture of mind in which he
should have come at first.

Verse 3. Expositors are accustomed to ask,

if the Lord's single answer was a reply to the
previous words. The saying concerning the
new birth introduces something entii-ely new,
and would seem to have a novel, hard, and re-

pulsive sound to the guest who had just labo-

riously achieved his introductory speech. Is

it piobable that the Evangelist has omitted
any thing, such as a more specific question of

* Driiseke, in his sermons on Jesus and Nicode-
mus (Liineburg, 1828), did his best to exhibit the
" A'ollisbesicger " as worthy of praise and imita-
tion in his contempt for the world, but was oon-
.strained to say more than he intended in those
significant words—"Nicodemus looks at Jesus,
but his regards are also in anotlier quarter."

•j His select Jlciliffe Jlcdcn ilber die Son-und-Festtags-
Evavgeiien have been newly edited by Dr. J. Fr.
$on Meyer (Frankf., Bronner, 1845).

Nicodemus, or any preparatory sayings of the
Lord, or, as Klee thinks, " all the observations
and rejoinders by which the discourse had
reached the present critical point of its evolu-
tion?" We deny this entirely. For we must
firmly maintain in reply to the needless ques-
tion as to the source whence John, who was
not present, derived this conversation, that he
received this important chapter, as he received
his whole Gospel, from the Holy Spirit; and con-
sequently that we cannot suppose him to have
omitted any thing essential to the clear under-
standing of its contents. To such a conversa-
tion as this the introduction and the starting

points are pre-eminently essential ; as, in

general, are the process and connection of the
thoughts and sentiments. Though we must
admit that we have, in the evangelical records

of our Lord's discourses, extracts only of their

fundamental contents, without the individual
words in detail

;
yet in those important conver-

sations in which every word and every answer
is of moment, this principle must only in a very
slight degree be admitted. This is especially

true of John, who gives such conversations in

their finished lifelike form, as we see beauti-
fully exemplified in his fourth chapter. The
aitEHpi^rj xai eimv, " answered and said," is

here, if any where, a literal reality. But again :

Did Jesus interrupt the speaker, who intended

to proceed and ask further questions? The
answer does indeed critically meet his words,

and attach itself to his expressions with all the

force of antithetical rejoinder. " Thou art a
teacher

"

—then / say unto thee. " No man can

do these miracles that thou doest, except God be
with him"

—

No man can see the kingdom of

God except he be born again. But we must
regai'd the former sentence as finished before the

rejoinder is spoken : the Redeemer cannot be

supposed to have ever interrupted the meanest
person in the midst of his words ; and there

was both divine and human propriety in not

breaking in suddenly upon the address of

Nicodemus at this time. If any account must
be given of the apparent abruptness of the

answer, there would be more truth in sup-
posing that Nicodemus paused in confusion

before his words were finished. In fact, the

want of harmony between the question and its

answer, lies not so much in the inappi'opriate-

ness of the latter as in the defectiveness of the

former. What was the real object of Nicode-
mus in thus coming by night? He has not
clearly explained, and would have found it very
hard to answer the Lord's riZf/reii, "What
seekest thou?" if he Lord's kindness had not
refrained from uttering it.

The simple man is glad that he is extricated
from the embarassment of the first failure. His
perplexity heightens before the gracious but
solemn eye of the Light of the world which
tries his heart ; and he beholds with abashed
contemplation the great worker of miracles-, in

whom he involuntarily discerns more than a
teacher with whom God is. He silently stands
before the presence of him whom he has
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sovtght, and his whole aspect utters the expla-
nation and conclusion of his first words

—

" Tliis is wherefore I have come to thee, that I

might hear, and learn, and inquire and seek:

show me thyself, and the kingdom of God, whose
king I could fain regard thee to be." This man
of the Pharisees stood before the Saviour of men,
somewhat as that man of Macedonia stood be-

fore Paul, and cried to him from his inner soul,

which the Lord penetrated through tlie veil

of his words and secretly replied to—Teach
me ! help me ! What could bo said to him
but the fundamental words which would teach

the true and only help for the soul of man, and
the meaning of which would dawn upon the

newly-awakened desire to learn them? It is

not doctrine bid life that is concerned here (as Ebel
of Konigsberg expounds the text)—I bring
not new doctrine only, but will make new men
—wholly and essentially new men; and this is

the first sentence in the divine catechism.

Luther—" My doctrine is not of doing, and of

leaving undone, but of being and becomirirf; so

that it is notanew work to bedonc, but just the
being new created ; not the living otherwise
before the being new born." Then and only
then wilt thou see, and experience, and realize

all that is now beyond thy possible know-
ledge. Oh that the followers and ministers of the

Saviour pursued ever the same course in their

dealing with such souls, and would always
thus direct their unconscious longings to its

true object, and trace them to their right

source

!

Nicodemus, indeed, knew but little better

than that Macedonian people whose represent-

ative appealed to Paul, what his real need
was, and what he should ask of the Lord.
What is yet lading to met This question,

which no longer sprang from the mere Scribe,

had firmer hold of his Juart than his conscious-

ness could reveal to him. Which is the right

way into the kingdom of God? or, How may
I enter into it? Such questions came not

to his lips. As a Jew, a Pharisee, and
a ruler, it was already a settled point that,

whenever that kingdom should appear, he
must, by essential prerogative, belong to it.

Thus it would appear that his design was to

put some deep questions as to the cliaracter of

that kingdom, now apparently so near, and
concerning the relation of Jesus himself to it;

those heavenly things, in short, which therefore

the Lord mentions in ver' 12. It was not that he
came to investigate tiie doctrine of Jesus, wheth-
er it was in conformity with his miracles; yet

as fur as he came to investigate, his purpose

was to inform his mind. His desire, as lar as

he was conscious of it himself, may be expressed

in the two unuttered questions—Art tliou

in truth, he whom I had ahnost acknow-
ledged thee to be ? and—What, then, will

take place at the opening of this new king-

dom? Deep in his heart, however—and this

is liie great point—there lies another bet-

ter d'.'sire. He is already kindled, and touch-

ed by the influence of the Spirit; this secret

impulse gave him no rest at night, but sent
him to the Lord, and it was this first germ of
the new birth which he regarded when he
spoke so suddenly and so plainly concerning
it. It was with him, as with many of his kind :

the heart sees further than the head, the inner
man better than its outer utterance; he comes
with some measure of humility, else he would
not have come at all, but that humility is un-
happily veiled in the appearance of pride; his

deepest desire is towards spiritual influence, but
it is misapprehended by himself, and degenerates
into carnality. The Searcher of hearts discerns

all this, and beholds his secret susceptibility.

He will attract yet more entirely this secret

yearning, and at the same time overturn the
hurtful impediment of knowledge ; he there-

fore directs one word to his head and heart alike,

the paradox of which stimulates every thought
and feeling in both, and which is to be the start-

ing-point of further discourse.* All further cir-

cuitous bye-phrases are at an end, and the poor
sinner is brought, with all his half-proud em-
barrassment, directly to the great matter for the
sake of which he had been unconsciously led to

Christ by the Spirit. Not a word is spoken of the

impropriet}' of occupying the night which closed

a day weary with good works ; it was at least

late evening, the time of sleep. Jesus was not

only ready, even at night, for all who might
seek him ; but himself sought the lost, wher-
ever they were to be found, even at the time of

mid-day repose, as afterwards at Sichar. This,

not being mentioned in tlie Scripture, the ex-

positor has nothing to do with it ; save that the

confidential, nocturnal hour would have been

yet another argument for hastening, without

any delay, to the great and fundamental subject.

Nicodemus appeared before Jesus with an "ac-

knowledgment which evidently had somewhat
complimentary in it," paying him honor and
respect which did not, however, spring from

the right source. Jesus therefore diverted him
to the consideration of himself. " Say nothing

now of me and my being sent from God, but

think of thyself Thou thinkest that thou know-
est much, and shalt learn n.ore from me: now
1 will tell thee what before all things, thou

must understand, if thou wouldst know who I

am, and what thou hast to expect from me.

First must thy own need be known ; then will

* LOssel speaks rather one-sidedly, and too

much in that Pietistic tone wliich he elsewhere

rebukes—" Does he not here cut off suddenly,

and ex abrupto, the i)oor threads of reason, as if

Nicodemus iiad never yet he^uii to sjiin arijzht 1

Does he appeal liere to the licad, or to tlie heart

;

to the rea.son, or to faith 1 To the heart, beloved,

for we see in Nicodemus {u-hose rcnsoti im)uc<iia(fl;f

stood xl ill) tliat the reason derives notiiinu IVoiii tin-

faith." Not so, my beloved, for we see in ail iIk-

Lord's diseour.se iiothin<,' hut rational tll<)tl^llls

and the heart tan only derive its iiiliue;i(<> tlimiiiili

the rea.soii placed in its ritilit |
o;ilioii. We preici

to say with Driiseke—The Lord fiave him such

matter of thmknig and tuiestu/nf oti, as liis whole

rharisee-life had never given h.m before.
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it profit thee to Lear of a helper and redeemer.

Thou wouhlst begin at the omega, I will begin

at the alpha, and thus teach thee the whole

alphabet of my doctrine in that one word lorn

again." This'is taught, first, in hard and mys-

terious figure, in order to humble to the posi-

tion of a learner the master in Israel, who un-

derstood not this, though as a man he needed it

:

the discourse afterwards rises by degrees to a

less figurative, simpler, more intelligible meth-

od of teaching.

Word answers to word, so that there ^is no

room for any omission. The d^^vy d^trjv,

" vcrilv, vcrilv," of him who came from God
overpowers at once the oi'Sa/nsv, " we know,"
of the master in Israel. Oh, that in our day
the wise would let the Amen of the true and
faithful Witness overpower them ! /, the

teacher come from God, as thou hast confessed.

Oh that all who call him their Teacher would
becjme attentive learners, when he begins to

speak ! I say viUo thee, who didst enter with
thy emphatic ire, yet disposed to hear me
rather than others : I discern thy integrity

despite evil appearances ; I will answer tJiine

inner man, which utters a better question than
thy lips ; I will confide to thee the best in-

struction which I have for thee. This is indeed,

at the outset, a most solemn word. Thus does
the Lord draw him out from behind his rce,

while he speaks out his own // and places him
immediately and at once among all mankind,
without distinction

—

edv MV rz?, "except a
[anp] man."
We have now reached the fundamental word

of this wonderful discourse, yswjfjrj drcoOsj'jf,
" be born again." But this dvco^sv, the verbal

ambiguity of which St. Chrysostom left unde-
cided, makes us pause to ask whether we are

to iuit^rpret it "again" with Luther, or "from
above" with the greater part of modern expos-
itors. A.'e see in it, and we may say this at

once, a snare for interpreters, such as is often

found in Scripture ; and for our own part we
hold with Luther that this is the catechetical

word in the church's elementary instruction

upon regeneration.^ "AvooOev miglit indeed be
ecjuivalent to ovpavuOev, " from heaven," as

in verse 31 of this same chapter, in chap, xix,

11, 23, of the same Gospel, and similarly again
in James i. 17, iii. 15, 17; Matt, xxvii. 51;
Mark xv. 38. This would appear, indeed, to

suit the connection, especially verse 2. In
that case the " born from above " would, in

addition to the other references already men-
tioned, contain an answer to ihe " come from
God;" signitying that not only must every
teacher in his kingdom, but every man who
would enter or see it, be of God. In this case,

moreover, as the "enter into" of verse 5
would illustrate the "see" of verse 3, so also

would the " of the Spirit " e.xplain the " from

* Many congregations, however, read in the
Zurich tran.slation—" von ohon herab " (from
above). But De Wette did nut venture to utter
" von neuem " (again).

above." For the Son of Man does, indeed,

bring down from heaven the Spirit of regen-

eration (verses 13, 31, 34). This interpreta-

tion, also, would make prominent a thought
which in itself is of great importance—tliat

we cannot of ourselves, by our own knowledge
and will, press into the kingdom of God

; but

that this kingdom comes dmon to its, through a

heavenly new birth by the Spirit of God.

Hence Origen, Cyril, Theophylact unlerstood

it ovpavober; Erasmus rendered it es^qtemis

:

and even Bengel declares in favor of tins,

supposing that Nicodemus had lost sight of

the dycoOcy, in fixing his wondering thoughts

exclusively upon the yevv/fSy. Liicke relies

much upon John's phraseology, in which the

being born of God occurs, but not regeneration
;

Baumgarten-Crusius thinks that the connec-

tion of the conversLition decides for it ; Lange
determines for the ovpayoSsy; and even Otto

von Gerlach abandons Luther's exposition as

the church has confirmed it.* But we do not;

for it is obvious in verse 4 how Nicodemus
understood our Lord, and there we find merely
yEpcov wv and dsurspov, "when he is old,"

and "again." This, however, would not be
decisive, if it could be supposed that Isicode-

mus misunderstood them. Now if our Lord
used the direct expression "from alore," Een-
gel's idea of its being overlooked by Nicode-
mus would be out of tke question ; he would
assuredly have been first obliged to ask con-

cerning this drooStv or oipai'o^ev, and
could not have thought of entering, being old,

his mother's womb—which is only the express-

ive " demio " made more strongly emphatic. If

the Lord used an ambiguous word like

avoo^EVy the misunderstanding might have
arisen which was corrected in verse 5. But
then the Lord must have spoken in the Greek
tongue, for in the Hebrew or Aramaic there
does not exist, as Grotius forcibly showed, any
such ambiguous expression ; but in a conver-
sation with a member of the Sanhedrim at

Jerusalem, the Greek language is not to be
thought of. Lampe's " nonveramnile" says too

little, for the amhigva tax is, in the case of our
Lord's language, simply imj^ossible. In spite

of all this the Lutheran Boss will not translate

with Luther; but among many other things
which he properly maintains, he will not make
avco^ev a Shibboleth.

This is our main reason for accepting the ren-
dering of the ancient version, such as the Yulg.
renatus denuo, the Syriac ^'''"I'n rg (in which

Baumgarten Crusius finds, without any reason,

* On the other hand, Kleuker affirms—" from
the beginning ; " and Neander is not induced by
Lucke's reasoning to prefer "from above." Lu-
thardt, too, justifies the reasons—whicli I liave

here developed. Ililgenfeld, adhering to his bii th

"from above," distorts the sense, understanding
nothing of the being born agai>i ; and lie fooli.^li!y

explains the condition to be that man must anew
belong to the pneumatischcn Maischcn-(/(S(],lttJi1

(spiritual human race).
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a third), and in the same way the Copt., Arab.,

with Nonnus, etc. But w ly did John clioose

the ambi.t^'iious arm^e; to express denuo, if

he only designed to coi.v -y ^C apXV^\ ndXiv,

or 5£i)rcpo»' (again) ? Because the avayEv-
vad^cxi or regeneration of hiter Christian

usage (1 I'eter i. 3, 23 ; comn. na\iyyevE6ia,
Titus 111. 5) could not have been ripprnpriately

put into our Lord's mouth; and nd^^iv* and
SEvrSfjoy do not express with sufScient em-
phasis the meaning oi ayojSeyy "from the

beginning ' (Luke i. 3; Acts xxvi. 5), or alto-

gether aiuio (Beza: derechef) , on \\\\\c\\ account

Gal. iv. 9, and Ecclus. xix. 6, unite the words
itdXiy dywBEy, returning back to the drot-

XEioti or elements. Further, it rnight be

asked why the Saviour, if, as we said above,

he would "make his expression correspond to the

aTTo 5f()u","frora God "of the inquirer, did not

sav plainly tx Seou, of God, or the equivalent

of the Greek oipaydSev. Others may find, but

we cannot, the idea of being born of God

developed in this whole conversation ; the sub-

sequent conversation does not expound the

birth from on high, but enforces the truth and

realitv of another birth, after the analogy of the

first physical birth, that is (verse 6-8) of being

lorn ugmn. John's phraseology, upon which

Lange lavs such stress, furnishes no other

instance of this, simply as the f« SeovyEy-
vd6Sai,ov being born of God, does not recur in

our Lord's words. This latter belonged to the

ajmlolknl development of Christian language
;

but the being born acain or anew was a phrase

already extant among the Jews, to which tfi^

Jjord litre attached hk men word in order to le

umlerstood ly the Phuri«ee. It is well known
that at the baptism of proselytes (see such

passages as Psa. Ixxxvii. 4-6) a new birth

into the family of Abraham was spoken of;

that the converts were regarded as new crea-

creatures (ncnn rni3), as new-born babes

(comp. 1 Peter ii. 2) ; and that even repent-

ance was generally compared to the beingagain

born as children.f With this the expression

in verse 5, i| idaroiy " of water," well accords
;

reminding of baptism and repentance, but

quite irrelevant to ovpavoSsy from heaven.

Thus the apparent grounds for the opposite

Titus iii. 5, in connection with dvaHaivoodii,
doe-s n«t refer to tlie first birth of Adam from God,

as Koiiig {Memehwerdung, p. 24, 43) strangely

maintains, liiaune {Stud. u. Krit. 1847, ii.) refers

to tlie ndXty yiredBai of the Septuagint, Job
xiv. 14, altiiough without necessity in a word
which was very familiar in profane literature. All

the more oV)jpctionable is it that he will exjtlain

the ixyco^Ey of John iii. 35 by the ek ^tuv, 1

John iii. —i)rohahly witliout having seen the

rea-xons wliich I allege as opposing this.

—a penitent man niu.Nt l)e like one to-day uev/-

born (tr. (Jibborim, fol. xix. col. 3.) Thus we
have here the ^lErdyoia, whicli is so rtniaikably

wanting in the whole Gospel of Jolin, apprehended

in its full results, in a rabbinical expression.

view are invalidated, and we must regard this

place simply as parallel with the saying to the

unhumbled disciples in Matt, xviii. 3. In

this latter passage the correlative idea of

conversion to new life may be more prominent

;

in the passage which we now consider the

essential principle of that external change is

more expressly pointed out. The hirth is a

figure ; nay more, the physical birth is only the

tvpe of that more essential birth which is unto

the life of the Spirit. Mere change of life

suffices not, nor any mere change of thought;

for the perfected /itcrdvotay or repentance, must
spring from a new and mysterious principium,

or starting point.* This cannot otherwise be

stated ; the necessary ordinance of nature in

reference to human birth, as appointed after

the fall (Gen. iii. 16) is shown to have a

prophetic reference to the new birth of the

sinner. As no man can behold the light of the

living without being thus born, so can no man
see spiritually in the kingdom of God without

this new birth. It is impossible in the nature

of things. The Lord says not mmj, but opposes

to the " no man can " of Nicodemus another

"can" yet more emphatic and sure. The
mystery and marvel of its origination, both in

the case of the natural and the spiritual birth

is lost in the first creating fiat of the omnipo-

tent God. That origination is in agony and

sore travail, as chap. xvi. 21 describes it ; there

may be "gentle new births as there are easy

births," yet is there the struggle of life with

death. The new life is only born at first, in

order to continuous growth; but the germ of

all increase is given at the birth. Many other

relations and analogies might be traced, of

which, however Nicodemus understood but lit-

tle at first. Enough that the divine Teacher

gave him the most solemn assurance that every

?«a« must experience this new birth,even thougli

he be a master in Israel ; and in verse 7 this

most absolute necessity is impressed especially

on him, and on such learned in Scripture as he.

In the term kingdom of God the Lord lays

hold of the Jew, by the fundamental idea of his

national expectation and hope. This expression
" not current elsewhere in John " (it occurs in

a different relation, chap, xviii. oG), indicates

that the Evangelist is giving here the Lord'a

own discourse, as it was adapted to the present

hearer, without modellinu^ it according to the

writer's own style of writing. The prophets

had predicted this kingdom, the ort:;odox

doctrine had shaped its idea into expression,

the Baptist had announced its coming and

nearness; but it was for the Spirit alone to

open the new eye to understand the jScui), " of

God," in its connection with the misunderstood

(iadiXEia or " kingdom," The seeing is the re-

sult of the being or existing ; the child must first

* If our Lord, by being born again, means only

reformation of life, instead of making any new
discovery, he has only thrown a great deal of

obscurity ou what before was plain and obvious

(Wesley).
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be born in order to see. For Nicodemus it sig-

nified—Thou canst not form a right idea of this

kingdom, or appropriate and understand it

when it is taught to thee, until thou becomest

an altogether new man, essentially, and from
within.* The answer to his well-devised ques-

tion is this—In these things a living perception

and experience alone avail ; without tliat I

stand before thee, and thou seest me not, I may
speak to thee and thou wilt not understand.

Thou askest—How and when cometh the

kingdom of God? Whereas it is already nigh

thee; yea, withoutthy knowledge it is already

begun in the principle of thy eager question.

f

Thus thou canst not worthily acknowledge me
as the King—even shouldst thou call me yet

more distinctively the Messiah, the Son of

God—while thou interpretest those words ac-

cording to the carnal reason of thy people and
thy order, according to the system which a

perverted misunderstanding of the prophecies

has formed. Thou knewest not what thou
saidst at thy first coming. Thou canst not see

and comprehend those greater signs and won-
ders which the Saviour performs in the souls of

sinners, until thin£ own soul, through entering

the element of repentance in order to faith, has
learned what thy need of such a Saviour is,

and what that restored kingdom of God over

men is, which is opposed to the Jewish notion of

a worldly dominion. Without the early begin-

nings of a renewal of the nature, there can be
no intelligent perception, and still less can

there be any saving and renewing faith ; that

first repentance which responds to the com-
mand juetavosire, "Repent," contains the

influences of the Spirit which are in order to

the new birth. None can experience divine

things by mere learning and knowledge of

themselves. " The kingdem of God is nothing
into which a man can think, or study, or read,

or hear, or talk, or discuss himself ; man can
only experience his way into the kingdom of

God " (BrdseJce). To see the kingdom of God,
is a phrase which includes all from the first

perception and experience of the beginnings
of that kingdom up to the lull participation

of the blessedness of eternal life. It is there-

fore fundamentally equivalent to the entering

* I must maintain this distinction between iSelv,
and eidEX^eiv in verse 5, though perfectly aware
that ideiv in scriptural language signifies to expe-
rience, or attain to. But it is not without reason

that they are distingushed here ; and the seeing is

placed first, in order to show its dependence upon
experience, and to justify the Lord's words. Lu-
thardt's critical remark, that this style of opposi-

tion was used because Nicodemus had supposed
that he saw the beginning of the kingdom in the

miracles, leads, as far as it is correct, to the same
conclusion as my exposition.

\ Such a. presupposition, that the kingdom of God
is actually near, and already begun, must be re-

garded as involved in our Lord's answer to the

question which might be asked, how one may
or may not be able to see. TescheudorfTs para-

phrase excellently supplies this.

in of verse 5 ; to have a right idea of it, and to

participate in it, are one and the same thing.

There is no such thing as "seeing the kingdom
of God at a distance," as Braune energetically

says. That which was typically exhibited to

the patriarch Jacob, when God revealed to him
in a dream that influence of his heavenly
might, which descending upon earth to bless,

and guide, and guard his own, makes earth
again the house of God and the gate of heaven,
was no other than the kingdom of God then
shown to him (Wisd. x. 10) ; and as Jacob at-

tained to it, in the lesser degree of the Old Tes-

tament, when in wrestling prayer he became
Israel, so also must we all in the full consum-
mation of the New Testament experience it.

But Nicodemus at the time understands not
all this. He seizes only the paradox of

another birth thus unexpectedly thrown in his

way. Without calling to his mind what upon
this subject he must have heard, or read, or

hioicn; without giving himself time to con-

sider that this word was not so severe as it

seemed, since to le lorn could not be required

of any one as a command, but must rather be
promised and bestowed as a gift ; Jie h'eaJcs out

at once into the unadvised utterance of the first

impression made upon his mind—as in verse 4.

He must reconcile his thoughts to something
which his experience through life had never
brought to his mind before ; and he finds him-
self very unapt. No man ever thus spoke to

him before, such things had never entered his

mind, either as a disciple in his youth, or as a
master in his age. He had come joyfully and
confidently that night, with the consciousness

in his soul that he was coming to the light,

and with more sincerity than his reverend

fellows ; doubtless he anticipated with eager-

ness the answers, and disclosures, which he

should receive from the marvellous One. If

his own unabsolved conscience somewhat dis-

turbed his joy on entering, yet might he ex-

pect to be praised for his avowal; and if he
did not give pleasure by his visit to him who
was come from God, yet he might assume that

the only ruler who paid him honor would
receive some slight honor in return. But now
the wonderful One by the answer to his very

first words heightens nis perplexity, and repels

him with such a strange and embarrassing

word. He thinks that he has both learned and
taught much concerning the kingdom of God

;

and now, without any respect of his person

and dignity, he is told that he has no eye

wherewith to see this kingdom, until he is

born again, and begins to live anew. He
might have entered into the general meaning
of the expression, if his thoughts and feelings

had been tending that way. For he was not

ignorant of many sayings of the Scribes, and
of the Scripture, which might have aided him.

The discourses of the prophets, which he him-

self had not always literally understood
;
yea,

the entire system "of the teaching of the day,

so full of figure, parable, and proverb, should

have saved him from the danger of so entirely
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m'lsapprehetiding the mysterious figure of the

Divine Teacher. He does indeed mark, in

some c-liuht degree, whither the words tend

;

but he does not spend a second thought upon
this, so entirely is his nature excited, and so

entirely has he lost his presence of mind.*
Hence he commits the same error, though in a

lighter degree, as his colleagues shortly before

in the temple ; he will not understand, and
takes ofT'^nce at the letter of the unwonted
words. He acts .«omewhat like the Samaritan
woman afterwards when the living water was
offered to her ; and like the people, still later,

when the bread of God, sent down from
heaven, was set before them. The learned

man does not go beyond the unlearned, in his

dealing with spiritual discourse concerning
those heavenly things, which are designed to

become earthly things also, and have become
such already for our need. He actually falls

behind them. For that woman did say—Sir,

giv€ me this water; and the multitude did say
—Lord, evermore give us this bread ; but this

learned man does not call him Lord, and when
his learning fails him he does not humbly ask,

but erects himself in his ignorance, and begins
to di<<pute—How can this be ! Is such a thing
as this possible! Thus did the masters in

Israel deal with the profound contents of the
Old Testament, and oeheld not in them the

kingdom of God. So deal still the successors

to their wisdom in our day, and ask in their

folly concerning the open testimony of the

New Testament to the mysteries of the king-
dom of God—What do these things mean ?

Even the convinced Nicodemirses among them
cannot deliver themselves at first from the

delusion ; cannot free themselves from the
" fond bias of the learned to dispute " (as

Zeller calls it), till God in his grace gives them
better views.

Thus we can neither say that Nicodemus did

not understand the Lord, nor merely that he
would not understand him. Both are involved
together, and as in his first words he was
unable to give utterance, clearly and fully, to

his inmost thoughts, so in his second saying
we have not his sincerest feeling. He per-
ceives something, but not enough to fix his

mind upon ; a certain offence at his unflatter-

ing reception adds to his confusion and per-
{)lcxity. In order to say something, he utters
lastily what first comes to bis lips; what
seems to him the surest expression he can
use, but is, in effect, the most foolish and
unbecoming answer which he could give;

he childishly asks—How can a man be born
when he is old?

His offence betrays itself, with involuntary
natural feeling, in the repealed Svvarat,
"can," which the Lord had given him back,

and which, after the fashion of disputants, he

* Bcn^el also, "Animosiu.s objicit." Ebel yet
stron:^»T, "Who does nf)t detect tlie injured ruler,

expecting tliiat an acknowledgment of the Nazarene
would meet with a different return 1

"

once more retorts. This was not the way to
speak to a teacher come from God. He saw
clearly that the Lord's Xeyoo dot, "I sav vnto
thee," aimed at himself; but he does not bring
his own /out of the general mass, as the Lord
had designed. The question would have run
much better and more simply—How can / be
born again ? and that might have brought him
to a cUurer consciousness, and a more collected
comprehension of the Lord's meaning. But
he falls into the predominant habit, of the
Scribes, who made the most concrete matter
abstract, as long as they could ; and he con-
ceals his conviction of the personal reference
to himself under the clause yepojv wv, that is,

when a man is so old as I am. It must be
remembered that yepoav is more than merely
adult, and refers to the advanced age of Nico-
demus.* But as soon as he has uttered this
first sentence, it happens as it happened before

;

he is not satisfied with it, and it must be
amended. In the former case, he had said too
much and must qualify ; in this the objection
is not strong enough, and he must strengthen,
if he would sustain it. For to the simple
question—How can a man be born when he is

old? a most obvious answer was at hand, which
must have been whispered to his conscience;
just as many other objections to truth have
only to be uttered, and their groundlessness is

immediately felt by the objector. That simple
answer was—The words have a figurative
signification, and none other is possible. But
though Nicodemus must have taken shame to
himself that he had put the question, yet he
will not confess to himself, still less to Jesus,
that he had understood it in any degree aright;
he is disposed to proceed with a kind of contra-
diction, and improves, as he thinks, but in

reality renders more offensive his first words.
He hangs petulently upon the letter, throws
into his words the faintest tinge possible of
irony, in allusion; to the sacred rmZy of the
Divine Teacher, and goes on with his stronger
protest—Can he enter the second time into his

mother's womb, and thus, according to thy ex-
press word, le horn? While he thus seems to

take the Lord's words on their absurd side, he
only makes himself pitiable, and feels this as
he proceeds to his second question. The
avco^ev, "again," which the Lord had used,
and which made prominent the idea of a
new beginning, thus serving to explain the
yevvT}§^, "be born," was something quite
different from the substituted mere Sevzepov,
once more, a second time altogether over again
like the first. But Nicodemus is not thor-

oughly in earnest with his saying about
entering a second time into his mother's womb

;

his second sentence, like the first, wavers un-
decidedly between its two clauses; he does
not altogether say what he would, nor does he

* Not including, however (as Lam[>e does), a
inoralis indeccntia, that an old man .should hfgin

quite anew; for so much as this Nicodemus did not

yet understand.
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speak out what he would say, but his whole
address savors of the fear, and the obliquity,

of coming by night.* This psychological ap-

prehension of his state of mind alone saves us
from the two extremes of interpretation—on
the one hand, that of supposing Nicodemus
obtuse enough actually to understand our
Lord's woi-ds literally, and on the other, that
of attributing so lofty a conception of the
Lord's meaning, that he could liimself con-
fidently continue that figurative language.
Schleiermacher (and after him, Baumgarten-
Crusius) is an example of the latter, and rep-

resents Nicodemus as sufRciently clear in his

views to say boldly :
" How shall the kingdom

of God become established among men, if those
who shall see it must renounce their whole
past life, and put on a life altogether new?
For this is hard to man, when he is old," etc.

To express this more plainly—How can such a
fundamental change upon the fully formed
thought and character of a man, as may be
likened to another birth, be possible? How,
for example, can it be predicated of an old
man, such as I am, that he should begin all

again, as a little child? That would be as
little possible, iLsing thy figure still, as for me to
enter once more into my mother's womb.
Ebrard, though he perceived the confusion of
thought in this, has not precisely hit the mark
when he says, " In such cases one involuntarily
speaks as if adopting the obvious literal

meaning of the words, and showing that this

will not suit, uses it as an indirect illustration

of the deeper meaning." All these enforced
expositions rest their measure of truth simply
upon the fundamental darkness of the man's
inner mind ; he utters words of objection
which are not carefully pondered, and they fall

back upon his own heart. We should inter-
pret the whole with knowledge of human life,

and some penetration into the phenomena of
man's soul ; and we shall thus better under-
stand not this only, but many similarly graphic
records of man's sayings in Scripture. Such
Nicodemus questions are those which are so
plentiful in our days—Am I then only a
miserable sinner? Must God's Spirit alone
work within me? Is not this happiness and
joy blameless ? and so on

; questions which
are answered in the feeling of those who put
them, as soon as they are uttered.

Thus, then, Nicodemus has put all ?iis ques-
tions. He has first made prominent, as after-

wards in ver. 9, the proud, *and curious Ilmc of

all those whose boast is to know, and to seek
to know

—

IIoiD can a man be born ? There is,

however, something modest in the curiosity, for

the Tto)?, " how," pre-supposes the possibility of

an explanatory ouroj?, so. But, in his sec-

ond question, his much more high-minded word
Svvarat stands alone, without any qualifica-

tion

—

Can he enter a second time? He will

* Even Driiseke, " As is the wont of lofty igno-

rance, which tcotild not lie, but cannot do otherwise
than lie, because it mistakes itself."

thus in his blindness see the possibility of a
thing which he shows to be impossible, before

he will admit it as a reality.

Verse 5- The Lord foresaw, and designedly
extracted from him, all these words. He leaves

unnoticed the ^r&Js and the dvvarai, but once
more asserts what he had said, with an ap-
pended explanation. He knows well how to

answer every man in the most intelligible and
profitable manner. He takes Nicodemus'
question in a different sense from that in which
he seemed to mean it, and goes straight in his

simple dignity to the man's inner soul. For
he knew full well that " the questioner was
better than his question," and that, however
much it resembled it, the question was not one
of haughty repulsion—" If we have to wait till

people are born anew, the kingdom of God ap-
pears to be a hopeless thing !

" He does not
condemn, therefore, the apparently proud re-

coil, because he sees that the questioner is

already self-condemned; he rather lays firmer

hold upon his soul, for he knows that, under
the semblance of recoiling, it has actually

drawn nearer to himself. Just so we shall

find in the case of the Samaritan woman, that

he draws her more effectually to himself, the

more apparently she seems to be alienated

from him. In his meekness and patience he
does not impute to Nicodemus his unreasona-
bleness, perversion, and folly; he repeats his

repelled but tenacious Verily, which he, the
Eternal Truth, must so often repeat to erring

men. We see the same profound condescension
and forbearance in his third answer, ver. 11

;

each of the three instances being pointed by
the deeply-significant Xeyoo dot, " I say unto
thee."

The objection of Nicodemus unconsciously
confirmed what Jesus had said ; the experience

of the natural man attests that the old stem
cannot be bent, the matured nature cannot be

reversed ; and this is simply re-stated. But
instead of the general avco^ty, " again," of

the beginning, against which Nicodemus' con-

tradicting SeuTspov, "a second time," had
stumbled, an explanation is now added—t?
vdaTo? xai TtvevMocro?, "of water and of the
Spirit." To the insight and apprehension of the
ff (a?, or " how," this explanation might, on the
one hand, appear dark, while it, on the other,

clearly and expressly indicates that the
yEvyj]^-g, or "be born," refers to a spiritual
birth of the inner man through the power of
God's Spirit. The repeated Xiyoo 6oi signi-

fies, at the same time with regard to this—
Hear rightly what I have already said, and
what my meaning was ; couldst thou not,

or wouldst thou not, take note of it ?

If the word had been merely in 7tv£v/.ia-

ro?, spiritually or by the Spirit, that is, of
God, it would have appeared both for Nicode-
mus and for us much more plain, as coinciding
with many Old-Testament sayings concerning
the converting, yea, new-creating operations,

of the Divine Spirit upon men. But the water
preceding seems to introduce a new obscurity.
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It only seems to do so, however. The whole
course of the colloquy, as we have understood
it hitherto, must have prepared us to observe

that Jesus no longer intends to make it diffi-

cult for Nicodemus to understand his words
;

but that, after having provoked him to out-

ward contradiction and inward discernment, by
his just darkly veiled saying, he will now ren-

der his meaning plainer and utter the second
^Amjv, "Verily," as didddxaXoy avSpcx St-
Sd dxcov, ( teaching a teacher), according to

Nonnus. We must reject, therefore, in seeking

the Ji?-d and frbnnry meaning, all those far-

fetched interpretations of the water which could

never have entered the mind of Nicodemus

—

guch as an inward birth of repentance ; or a

first negative stage in the new birth related to

the second and positive process, as the water
which cleanses is related to the invigorating,

life-giving Spirit ; or some supernal water,

that is, fundamental element, of the new crea-

ture. The Lord first of all mentions this wa-
ter as conveying to Nicodemus himself an idea

which would aid his understanding, or (accord-

ing to Driiseke) as being "a sign in the times,

with which the new birth was just then closely

connected," pointing; obviously and immediate-

ly to the baptism. If the idea of the nac In'rth

referred, as we remarked on ver. 3, to the

phrase used concerning proselytes who were
baptized, what was more obviously to be

thought of than that baptism with which John
had so solemnly baptized all Israel for the^"i«^-

dom of God ? The Evangelist also, in his first

epistfe (vers. 6, 8), designates Christian baptism

bv the same simple word vSoop, " water." But
it is not the sacrament of the New Testament
which is here immediately intended, since the

baptism presently afterwards mentioned (ver.

22, chap. iv. 1, 2) was only a continuation of the

preparatory typical baptism of John. When
ne heai'd oi' being born again of renter for the

kingdom of God, it should have flashed upon
the mind of Nicodemus with as much clearness

as if spoken—Didst thou not then think of him
who came in the wilderness, my forerunner ?

Nicodemus must have been abashed that he

should have forgotten the import of what had
occurred, and that he should in his confusion,

have put so irrational a question after it had
been so publicly testified that the Jews must
become new men, even as they required it of

the Gentiles, when they baptized them into

Jews.* It is highly probable, yea certain, that

Nicodemus had thought little of the Baptist

who wrought no miracles, and had acted as in

Luke vii. oO. This disregard the Lord exhib-

ited as a neglect of a divine ordinance to

which even the Messiah iiimself had been sub-

ject. In fact, if 'Nicodemus had, with such
earnestness as his was, confes.sed his sins and
been liaptized in the wilderness, he would have

For all considerate critici.sni must admit that

some rite of washing corresponding with tlie later

bai)tisni of proselytes was aheady extant when
Joiui ajjpeared, or otherwise John'.i baptism would
lose its most significant point of connection.

been better jtrqwi-ed to come to Jesus now. In
this we find a universal intimation fortheNic-
odemuses of all times and of all religious views,
that they should not think it enough to come
to the workers of miracles; that they should
not, becau.se they are rulers or Scribe.?, reject

any teaching which is appointed of God for

their salvation, any humbling external usage,
the meaning of which commends itself to tne
conscience as truth.

But this of itself is far from exhausting the
depth of our Lord's meaning in this word, for

all his divine sayings reach beyond their first

application to those who heard them, having
tne future church in view. Especially is this the
case with those frd testimonies, which broke
forth from the long-restrained fulness of his
soul, and to which this utterance, spoken in
personal collision with a representative of the
best and most instructed Judaism of that age,
manifestly belongs. In the addition nai tzvev-
jiuxroi, ' and of the Spirit," there lies a pro-
phetic reference to that baptism which was
afterwards elevated, as the fulfillment of its

type, into the initiatory sacrament, the dis-

tinctive introduction into his kingdom ; and
which inMarkxvi. 16 is so solemnly established

as the external condition of salvation. Nonnus
only follows the well-founded tradition of the
most ancient exposition, when he says that
Jesu.s pre-announced to Nicodemus /ja7iri6/:ia-

Toi kv^Eov alyXi/v (the inspired lustre of

baptism). Moreover, let the Baptist's intimation
be recalled (chap. i. 33), and let it be marked
how the Lord unites the two things, water and
spirit, which in that discourse had been put in

contrast. Ye must be born again in a bajitism

which is not merely with water, external and
typical, but which through the Spirit inwardly
and essentially purifies and renews ; in a bap-
tism of the Holy Spirit which I, the greater

than he, will soon introduce, as it was predicted.

(Herder : the baptism of John is not enough).
We may resolve the juxtaposition thus

—

Of water which brings the Spirit ; or—Of
the Spirit, which is _the true water. In
any cuse there is no sv dici. Svolv (fiendiu'

(^!/'<)* ^'Jt the external and internal baptism
have both their legitimate place, and Mey-
er's note runs with entire correctness—" Jesus

speaks here concerning a spiritual baptism, as

in chap. vi. concerning a spiritual supper
; in

both places, however, with reference to their

visible auxiliary means," though we would sub-

stitute for this last expression conditions and
instruments.t The Lord even places the water

* Lucke says rightly coneeiniiis; this ancient

view, wliich erroiieou.sly appealed to Mult. iii. 11,

that we may now regard it as done away—tliat is,

so far as it a.ssumes to give the first and only

meaning. Else we nnist be cautious liow we
reject the fiuidaniental truths lying in many vx-

I)ositions which authenticate themselves at last by

a deep accordance in the central meaning.

•) Ililgenfeld finds the Lord's Sui)[)er and bap-

tism very decidedly introduced in Jolm's Gospel,

but his grounds are very peculiar. His remark,
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first, so that Wesley's inversion is incorrect

—

Unless he experience an inward change through

the Holy Ghost, and is then also baptized. Nor
should we with Calvin (by ev Std dvoiv again)

make the water a spiritual and internal bap-

tism. The word is as fully sacramental as that

of Titus iii. 5, Xovrpov 7taXtyyey£6ia?,

"washing of regeneration," which involves and

includes Christian baptism.

Having thus surely defined the first meaning
ofthe words forNicodemus himself, we may then,

but not till then, seek to discover those deeper

references for all futurity, which are the vTtovota

(hidden sense) of this most solemn utterance,

but which we were compelled to decline, when
they prematurely obtruded themselves upon
our attention. Very many false expositions de-

rive their error from their one-sideness, either

hastily extracting the deeper meaning without

heeding the intervention of the external, or

carelessly neglecting the deeper meaning in

undue regard to the external element. The
water haptwn is itself a symbol or word of high

significance, which in the " water" tells us of

something more than water, and it is to indi-

cate this that we find here and elsewhere vSoop

instead of ftaTtv 161.1a.. Wherefore, then, is the

water prescribed? Because as the water of

baptism it is designed to signify that living

water which is the gift of God—thus making
the two discourses in chaps, iii. and iv. parallel

—that water which is itself the Holy Spirit

according to chap. vii. 38, 39, or rather the

symbol and instrument of the infusion of his

high influence. In the passage just quoted, as

in the entire Jewish ceremonial to which it is

attached, we are referred to a long series of

Old-Testament sayings, among which Psa.

xxiii. 2, xlii. 2. 3, Ixv. 10 (Cant, iv 15) ; Isa.

xii. 3, xliii. 20, xliv. 3. Iv. 1 ; Jer. xvii. K,
may be especially consulted, and compared
with Rev. xxi. 6, xxii. 17.

Further, the operation of the Divine Spirit

in the regeneration of man is first of all a
'purifying energy in connection with the expia-

tion of guilt (Eph. V. 26; John xv. 3), the
condition and foundation of which, on our part,

is repentance ; hence the baptism of John was
no mere empty ceremony, but for the penitent
an actual half or initatory baptism. This pen-
itence, again, as it is a believing appropriation
of the itx>rd that bringeth mercy, may be regard-

ed as an external baptism, which may be liken-

ed to the baptism of water.* But the vivifying

energy of the word penetrates the soul as the

perfect bath of regeneration and renewal, of

however, upon our text is quite correct : Tliese

words are so definitely referred to baptism in the
citations of Justin and the Pseudo-Clementine
writings, that it requires some boldness to aver, as
Neander does, that the mention of water is only
something subordinate, to impress by a symbol
the power of the Spirit.

* The word is a baptism ; hence Luther cor-

rectly gives his comprehensive interpretation of
our text—"Preaching and baptism, and the Holy
Spirit connected with them."

quickening and invigoration—as the figurative

bath of water acts in the lower life ; and this is

the true ground of all sanctification in order to

such good works as are wrought in God. Both
stages of the washing away of the former life

(Acts xxii. 16), the death and destruction of

the old man, and the attainmant of a new breath

of life, are expressed in the mysterious formula

water and spirit; just as we find them both ex-

pressly according to their order in Ezek. xxxvi.

25-27, the only prophecy of New-Testment
baptism, comp. Heb. x. 12. But finally, it is

here as in all the figurative language of the

divine economy ; the final fulfillment is perform-

ed and latent in the first rudiments, and in

baptism the final glorifying regeneration of the

body in the resurrection is foreshadowed. The
word and symbol of water prophesy of some-
thing which, both for the individual and the

whole renewed earth, is analogous to the first

period of creation (2 Peter iii. 5) ; for there are

yet waters above, that is, elements, corporeities

of a higher kind (see Gen. i. 7 ; Psa. cxiv. 3,

cxlviii. 4).* Let him who has even the slight-

est idea of the correspondence and typical

relation of the two worlds, the higher reflect-

ed in the lower, the future reflected in the

present ; let him who has any realizing idea of

the ^n^^DJ niNliJ (" I am fearfully and wonder-

fully made") of Psa. cxxxix. 14-16, discreetly

consider the Seiov (divine) in the (pvdtHov
(natural) of physical oirth. For that actually

takes place i| vSaro? xai TCvev^aroi (of wa-
ter and spirit): the fruit, already in the mo-
ment of conception created of water and spirit

(as Gen. i. 2) through the conjunction of the
aura seminalis with the receptive fluid, is after-

wards nourished in wa^er (liquor amnii), attain-

ing to full life and breath when it finally enters

the air of this world.f So the earth is for the
body of death, for the embryo souls which have
not yet reached their full development, the

mother-womb of us all (Job i. 21 ; Psa. cxxxix

15), while for the new men properly so called

there remains the city above (Gal. iv. 26)

—

and thus there is so far a literal devrepov
£idEXSeiVy or " entering a second time.

"

But let us leave all this, and fix our thoughts
on that which is obvious and clear. The man,
and much more the child, can scarcely hope to
understand the physical mysteries of his birth

;

let us therefore give our attention the more earn-
estly to the solemn conclusion ov Sv vazai
eideXBeiy eii ri'jv fiadiXeiav zov ^eov, "can-
not enter into the kingdom of God. " We

* Andreas Wagner's Gcschichte der Uruclt lias

done justice to tliis biblical Neptunism, in op-
I»osition to the Plutonian geology whicli Goethe
never would tolerate. Comp. Ilothe's Mink, i. 142,
concerning the primary fluids.

f Against Nasse's theory, that it is the first

respiration which informs with hfe, Ennenioser
maintains a preparatory breatliing of the foetus,

and quotes as proof the position of Geoftrey St.

Hilaire that in the liquor amnii there is present a
respirable gas. (See Ennenioser, Uberden Vrsprung
und das JFesen der menscJUichen Sede, 2d ed. p. 72.)
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have already had occasion to observe that the

Lord thus makes ^(SciK, "see," and eidEXSsiy,

"enter," coincide and illustrate one another.

There is no such thing as attaining to a prelim-

inary critical inspection and knowledge of the

kingdom of heaven from without, a tlieoretical

acquaintance with the domain of the Spirit by
chart without travelling in it; the coming indeed

in a certain sense must precede the seeing

(chap. i. 39, 46). Mark this, ye premature in-

vestigators of revelation ! Ye can only see

whea ye have come and entered in ; and how
many a Nicodemus is only beginning to come,

nor will understand until he has come efTectu-

ally. This rests upon a truth which is funda-

mentally pre-supposed, though many find it hard

to recieve it, that man, according to his first

and natural birth, is essentially outside the new
element of the /iadi\eia rov Seuv and of the

nvev/iia; that there is in him an inborn char-

acter opposed to the kingdom of God, and thus
that an entrance into it is possible to him only
through the merging of the old birth into one
entirely new. It is concerning the fundamental
necessity which lies at the foundation of this

ov Svvarat, "cannot," with its redoubled,
'Afij'fv, "Verily," that the Lord goes on to

speak, when he places the flesh in sharp con-
trast with the spirit.

Verse 6. That which is born of the flesh is

flesh. Tliis simple declaration, which should
have been quite intelligible to the Scribes of

Israel, introduces anew, and convincing element
of clearness into the dark discourse. Oh that all

our modern scribes, who have the New Testa-
ment added to the Old, could learn from their

united teaching, and from their own essential in-

most experience, the meaning of that little

word 6(xp£,, "flesh !" He only who knows what
that means will be preserved from taking offence

at the 8e2 yEvvrf^ijvat avoo^EVy " imut be
born again." The Saviour, speaking to one who
was a son of the Old Testament, takes advan-
tage once more of a reference to that preparatory
revelation

;
just as he had previously taken for

granted the existing idea of an expected king-

dom of God, and of an operation of God's Spirit

in connection with that ordinance of baptism
for the washing of sin which already existed by
scriptural warrant in Israel, but had recieved

through John the confirmation of express divine
sanction, and as he had further taken up the
very words which were used in regard to the
becoming a new man. Let us then place our-

selves with the master in Israel under the old

economy in order to understand this new word
of our Lord.

Th^Jint occurrence of words in Scripture has
its peculiar significance, as we have often said

and demonstrated. When God beheld in Adam
created good by his hand that first thing wliich

was not good, a deadening sleep (the prelude

to his future death) fell upon him, the woman
was taken out of his siue, and the Jlexh was
closed up instead thereof, so that the man also

said, " this is now flesh of my flesh, and we

shall be one flesh ;" and since that flrst mvste-
rious occurrence of the word, the expression
has ever borne in it the accessory idea of
weakness, unfitness for the condition of perfect
self-contained strength and manhood, and in

addition to that, for the most part, of sinful

lusting and contradiction against the holy law
of the Creator. A second time we find it used
in the equally mysterious account of another
and peculiar progeny of sin {hamartigenle, a.s

Nitzsch says), the mixture of the sons of God
with the daughters of men—men a.vejlesh, my
Spirit therefore can no more rule and control in

them. From this time wc learn that all fl^'sh

had corrupted his wav, and even after the flood

we find that still VliySO yi_ DnNH 2h IV''. (the

imaginations of the heart of man were evil from
his youth); from his youth, that is from his

very birth. The passage most decisive in the
Prophets for the interpretation of the word is

Isa. xxxi. 3 with its two-fold contrast. Hu-
man nature is not simply morally weak, but
bestially corrupt through inherited and accus-
tomed sin ; when the Spirit of the Lord blows
upon it in revelation and judgment, all

flesh withers like the grass, and its glory like

the flower of grass (Isa. xl. 6, 7). If all

flesh is ever again to know and rejoice in the
salvation of God, and to receive the Lord as a
Saviour and liedeemer, it must be bv the ful-

fillment of Joel's prophecy, chap. ii'i. 1 ; the
Spirit from on high must not merely rebuke
from without by law and commandment, but
inwardly renew, and make clean, and rectify,

what was radically wrong; that Spirit must be
given to men and tranform them into other
men with other hearts (Ezek.xxxvi. 26, 27).
David, in Psa. li. is conscious of all this, and
and pours forth accordingly his earnest desires.

May not the Lord be regarded as having refer-

red Nicodemus to Scriptures like those with
which he should have been familiar? But
how hard the avowal

—

oidajuEy art ddpS
e6hev (we know that we are flesh)! To
yEyEvvrji-iEvoVy "that which is born," with
its definite article expressing the widest uni-
versality, makes it plain that man as such, and
every man is intended ; but it comes home to

the mind and conscience of Nicodemus with all

the force of a keen personal question—Dost
thou not know, thou man of the Pharisees, that
thou art flesh in common with other men, and
what that imports ?* It is not ndi 6 yEysv-
vTf/itEvo'), "every one that is born," as after-

wards (veise 8), but more emphatically and
definitely in the neuter; and thus is asserted

that most important and incontrovertible

principle, which holds good also in the higher
and lower orders of the creature, and in all

nature, that every thing born is in its true

* Lam])e cites a passage from Kiuii»ide.s, Elrctr.

act 2, wliere the word involves such an avowa!

—

ai 6e 6aftH£i, ai hEyai qjf)Eycjy dycxX/iar
dyopdi ti6iy. IJul this in its connection, and
in the heatlien point of view, siguilies something
very dilleient.
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quality just what its source and original is—
from fiesh only flesh can come, and from Spirit

only spirit ; from the earth only the earthly,

and from heaven the heavenly ; from corrupted

man only corrupt humanity, and from the

holy God alone that which is holy and meet
for his kingdom. (Compare the Baptist's

word afterwards, verse 3i.) Nay, it is yet

stronger : that which yEyEvvi^fiEvov, is

"born," is altogether^A, flesh once more like

that from which it is born, and not merely

flcsliiy—although this, when it occurs, is to be

understood like the former. Further, it is a

reply to the foolish objection of Nicoderaus

—

even if a man could be born of his mother's

womb a second time, what would he be but the

iiSim& Jiesli again? Without the Spirit, thy new
life would be just like the former over again.

There are two births, ami theformer is oidy one of
them; the second is strictly another distinct

and opposite birth. Thus does the Lord teach

the man in the Scribe, whose foolish wisdom
had unlearned or neglected the simplest ele-

ments of scriptural instruction concerning the

simplest facts of humanity, and more especially

their practical application to himself, explain-

ing to him by degrees the great mystery of a

new birth of the Spirit, concerning which every

master in Israel should have already known
enough to enable him fully to understand the

rest when it was set before him more plainly.

He illustrates the idea of a new Urth by the

simUitiuI-e of the former ; but the birth of the

spirit by contrast with it.

The neuter here embraces, as Bengel strik-

ingly observes, " ipsa prima stamina vitte
"

(the' very first stamina of life), (Luke i. 35.)

J'hat which is born of the flesh is in the very

first beginnings of its existence, on that very

account, nothing but flesh, even before it has

become the man tcho is born : it is born in guilt,

conceived in sin, moxi»\ flesh, "fashioned to be

flesh in the time often months, being compacted
in blood of the seed of man, and the pleasure

that came with sleep" (Wisd. vii. 2). For
there is no king that bad any other beginning

of birth (Ibid, verse 5), nor any Scribe or ruler;

the first voice which he utters is crying, as all

others do, in testimony that another evil thing

has come into creation. The impersonal neu-

ter points to these hidden beginnings (to which

the Evangelist had referred in his antithesis,

chap. i. 13), just as they are indicated in Luke
i. 35, and Matt. i. 20. But pointing forwards

also it inexorably includes every personality of

man, all that is born of woman by the will of

man, and the entu'e man just as he is born, so

that there is nothing in him which does not lie

under the decree—This is flesh born of flesh !

The spird in us, inasmuch as it originates from

God, may in a sense be exempt ; but (contrary

to the denial of Hegelianism) even this is not,

so far as it is now lorn into the flesh. There-

fore it is infected through and through with

selfishness and vanity, disobedience and pride.

All that which a certain class in the present

day vauut aa " the spirit" does indeed belong

to i\\Qformer portion of the sentence in con-
tradistinction to the Spirit of Go<l, from whom
alone regeneration comes. " All -that man
purposes as of his own will, and performs by his

own power, can but hinder and interrupt the

new birth." All the love of the natural human
spirit is now selfishness or caprice ; all its

strength, skill, and power are simply impo-
tence as regards the one object of its return to

God ; all its science and wisdom mere folly and
blindness in things which are divine and heav-
enly. Let no one condemn this as a hard
saying and inflexible dogmatic; it is the solemn,

clear and merciful testimony of the only-be-

gotten Son of God, who was born in our flesh

and condescends to our infirmity ; who was
himself without sin, and therefore most keenly

perceived, most sharply resented, and most
fundamentally revealed the sin which existed

in humanity, related to himself and confided

to him. Yea, inasmuch as he is not speaking

only of sin, but of infirmity also, when in a

scriptural sense he opposes the spirit *o the

flesh, he has within himself experience thereof,

bearing by participation with us the fruit and
consequence of our sin in his flesh, but over-

coming it by the Eternal Spirit. He is not
indeed one horn ot the flesh, and therefore in

verse 7 can only say vju-di, " you :" he de-

scended indeed into human nature from heaven
as the Son of Itlan, through the operation of

the Holy Spirit in Mary his mother ; and ac-

cording to his higher nature is ever not only in

the kingdom of heaven, but in heaven itself

(verse 13). But not the less on that account
is he an actual Son of Man and man, inasmuch
as he is at the same time in the flesh, in our
flesh, into which he had come (1 John iv. 2;
Rom. viii. 3). Thus he has given us to know in

the days of his flesh (Heb. v. 7) his weak-
ness in his obedience, the recoiling of his flesh

from the agony of a voluntary performance of

the Spirit's will (Matt. xxvi. 41). See hero

the most mighty and efl'ectual demonstration

of the all-comprehending truth of the position—That which is born of the flesh is flesh ; thus
much, no less than all that is in every one of

us ; thus much, something at least in the Holy
One born of the Holy Spirit. So much did he
contract from the flesh, at least as its passive

resistance to the Spirit. What can ye say, ye
false masters, against this avowal and acknow-
ledgment of the Holy One, which is also con-
firmed throughout the whole history of his

passion ; against such personal testimony fi-om

him who has joined himself to us as much as

our redemption required, and therefore the
more solemnly speaks whiat he knows, and
testifies what he has not only beheld with
eyes of divinity in us, but has also for our
sake seen and experienced in himself. The
mystery of original sin is so plainly revealed
that, as Luther says, " du es an deiner Nase
greifen kannst," you see it plainly in your own
face ; so plain, indeed, that something, in some
sense, connected with it, adheres even to the
sinless Holy One of God, something, however,
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for which theology, anxious lo escape error,

ha? found no name.
But in your case not merely is the flesh weak,

but the spirit is not willing; the /of the inner

man is cnrnal, sold under sin. Would you

denv tln.*i as it unconscious of it? Is it not

undeniably true that yovr experience, in all the

conllict of the law of your mind, acknowledg-

ing; the goodness of the divine law, with the

law in vour members, invariably forces on you

the conclusion

—

We are but flesh and blood,

and all that is of flesh and blood in us, must
ever fail of the inheritance of the kingdom of

God. There must be another experience through

a new birth, in order that you may be able to

add—But that which is born of the Spirit, is

gpirit. Not, assuredly, such spirit as that

which so terms itself, not that which the " flesh

of this age" is perpetually proclaiming as

such.

Verse 7. Nicodemus kept silence a while,

" sunk in thought "—a pause which we could

desire for many of our readers. The //?/

$avjiid6^?, "Marvel not," with which he is

immediately addressed, indicates that Nicode-

nius sinks into aAfoni.<<hment before the grad-

ually dawning light of the Lord's words, so

that he remains without a ready answer. The
gracious Lord, who hastens nothing, allows

him a short space for this wholesome sentiment,

before he with affectionate blame recalls him
from it. He penetrates him with the search-

ing inquiry—Is it not true, that it is so? Is

it not true in thine own case? Touched as he

is, he cannot answer. Yes, but his earlier spirit

of contradiction is quite cast down. He ma7'-

telx at the marvellous word, which begins to

disclose, to hint more impressive si^ns than

tho.se by which he had discerned, as he

thought, one come from God. He is in a fair

way to do what until the moment when he

came to Jesus he had neglected, and what the

whole design of the divine words aim at—to

turn his knowledge inwardly upon himnelf, not

merely to avow wliat he with others knew con-

cerning another, but what is in his own soul

because it is in man generally, as the Lord
knew it without human testimony. He is in

the way to become conscious of that awful dis-

tance between the condition of fallen nature

and the requirements of divine truth and
righteousness to which all his past dealing with

Scripture, and his own conscience, should have
already led his mind ; and he is very near to

the perception thit no man can, and why no
man can, stand accepted before God without

an absolute and fundamental change. But
even nov/ that his heart is beginning to guide

his umlerstanding, that ren*on, which had never
penetrated or understood thene things as yet,

interposes its hindrance. He must even yet

mnrtd, though now in silent and thoughtful

astonishment, before it had broken forth in

foolish and precipitate words. (The Lord's

word does not refer to that saying in verse 4,

which was rather a 6Havf)aXi^e6^ai, or "be-

ing offended," than a ^avud^ttv, or " marvel-

ling.") His subsequent question already
springs to his lips—Ilow can these things be?
but gives place to the other—Are these things

so? Have I, then, all my life long known and
yet not known this fundamental conr-ornment?

The Lord anticipates him, however ; helps for-

ward the secret movements of his spirit to-

wards the full light of convincing truth, and
by this fiy) ^av^iddr/'i seems to say to him

—

Receive this testimony with confidence, for it

is true ; listen only to the voice of the Spirit

who speaketh in my voice, and not to the

thoughts of thy own foolish mind. Think not

that strange concerning which my word hath
ticice bfen— Verily, verily, I say unto thee.

But gninsay no longer, and wonder not that /,

to whom thou camesti for divine instruction,

hari mid to thee, without any distinction or ex-

ception of person, what I now for tJie third time

declare, and, as I trust, not in vain

—

Te mnat

be born again. All ye who are born of flesh,

not I who am come from heaven, and am born
of the Spirit

;
ye Jews and men of Israel not

less than others, as John did rightly baptize

you for the new creation of the kingdom of

heaven; ye rulers also, who utter your
oi'SanEv, " We know," so confidently, though
your knowledge is only fleshly of the flesh, so

long as it discerns not itself, and seeks not in

self-knowledge to find the Spirit. Gainsay it

no longer, and wonder not that I have, as it

were, confronted thee again and again with
tdv /.n'l rzS

—

ov Svvarat, "Except a man—he
cannot;" receive it, for it has all the absolute

force of unconditional del, " must." Truly the

mystery of which I speak is for tomuJei' and
astoimhment, and he who does not thus be";in

will never apprehend it aright ; but this

amazement of thine is not of the right kind,

lor thou art marvelling that thou dost not

understand and didst never till now know of

this mystery, instead of marvelling at the

great mystery itse'f thus brought near to thee

If thou canst not yet comprehend it, y^t re-

ceive it as the voice of truth ; for there are

many things in the world which thou hearest,

and "hast no doubt about, yet understandest

not their secret principles : as, for example,

what now follows.

Verse 8. Up to this point the Lord had
designedly thrown a stumbling-block in the

way of Nicodemus' understanding, in order to

humble him by his own fooli.sh words, and make
him susceptible to further discourse, while his

last answer was, to that end, the more pene-

trating and convincing for his hrart and con-

science. Now that his conscience became
conscious, and only his reason marvels at the

mystery uncomprehendcd, it is time to admin-

ister some further help to his apprehension of

its meaning. This is ever the most efrcciual

method of preaching the mysteries of truth to

those who are susceptible, and in spite of all

appearances such did the Lord discover Nico-

demus to be. But the Teacher from God does

not enter upon any attempt to demonstrate

the nature of light to the capacity of blind-
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Tiess ; he does not speak as if he either could

or would explain to demonstration for the

thoughts of flesh, the whence and wither and

how of the Spirit's influence, and satisfy the

question trembling upon his lips

—

Hmo can

these things be? For everyone who knows

any thing of divine truth might reasonably

ask—And how could this be done ? The point

of the Lord's answer consists in its convincing

Nicodemns that, as there were many things

immediately around him which he knew and

understood not, he could not reasonably mar-

vel that some things incomprehensible pertain-

ing to higher matters were presented to his

mind. Even natural reason can perceive thus

much, that it is not absolutely necessary for

the acceptance in faith of the testimony con-

cerning the mysteries of the kingdom of

heaven, that those mysteries themselves

should be penetrated ; that the incoraprehensi-

bleness of the truth and evidence of any thing

is no disparagement of it in matters of higher

experience as well as in lower ; that in all

experience generally the perceiving and hearing

and accepting upon faith is ever essential ; and

that consequently it is in the highest degree

irnitional to doubt, hesitate, and deny, when a

higher experience is in question, simply be-

cause the manner and process are not under-

stood. Thus must we through reason die to

reason, even as through the law we die to the

law (Gal. ii. 19). Thus we discover that faith

alone is rational and intelligible, that it is the

true science and erudition to learn and be

taught, and that the reason which vaunts itself

so much is most perfectly unreasonable.

When that long-tried sufferer, who, sore

troubled in the land of counsel, murmured at

his trials because he could not discern God's

counsel in them, Zophar vainly reminded him

—

Canst thou by searching find out God? canst

thou find out the Almighty unto perfection ? It

is as high as heaven; what canst thou do?
deeper than hell ; ichat canst thou hiow ? The
measure thereof is longer than the earth, and

broader than the sea. If he cut off, and

shut up, or gather together, tlien who can

hinder him? For he knoweth vain men
(Nlt^'TlD): he seeth wickedness also ; and will

he not consider it ? For vain man icould le wise

(acts as if he had true understanding, which
however he first has to seek, 22^'_ 3'33 C'''X

—

though man he lorn (so dead and so blind to

spiritual things) lilie a wild ass's colt. When the

Lord answers'out of the whirlwind, making his

appearance as the Prasses disputationis (um-
piie), and puts a termination to the jMlosophi-

cal 2>rolcg<ymena to the book of Moses in this

porch of the sanctuary,* his words run in the

* This is the significance of the Book of Job in

the Canon, as Moses must have obtained and com-
posed it in the wilderness. The time will come
when ihis will be understood, and such fundamen-
tal wisdom of original revelation will cease to be
ascribed, as it is now by some of the best, to a

later poet in Israel. Oh that the Lord would give

same strain—Who is this that darkenefh coun-

sel by words without knowledge? Gird up thy

loins like a man (if thou wouldst as one op-

pose me)—for I will demand of thee, and an-ficer

thou me ! Where wast thou when I laid the

foundations of the earth ? Declare, if than hast

understanding ! Knowest thou ? Hast
thou perceived ? Canst thou ?

Declare thou, knowest thou all this? In all

these the tempted man who fruitlessly disputes

about the mystery of his afflictions—for such

is Job in the most universal sense—hears ques-

tions uttered to him from the lower creation
;

questions not merely concerning the founda-

tions of the earth, the depths of the sea, the

path of the light, and the place of darkness,

but also concerning snow and hail, rain and
dew, thunder and lightning, down to the dust

growing into hardness, and the clods cleaving

fast together—those most familiar objects in

his path, which are as much mysteries to him
as the bands of Orion and the sweet influ-

ences of Pleiades ; concerning the lion and the

young ravens, the wild goats, the unicorns, the

peacocks, the behemoth and leviathan— all as

incomprehensible to him in the lower symbols
as their antitypes in the world of spirit. See

here the true use of natural history and geology

as the modest proptedeutics of the revelation

of God, very different from that a la Ballen-

stadt. Then from the creation referring to the

Creator, it proceeds

—

Who hath put wisdom in

the inward parts? or who hath given under-

standing to the heart? (chap, xxxviii. 36). Ge-
senius, indeed, in his Lexicon which anticipates

exigesis, rationalistically perverts this
—

" Quia
renibus ttiis indidit Aaftcsapientium " (.who has

put this wisdom into thy reins) ? The nlnu

ai-e rather the reins and mysteries of nature in

general, in which we suspect the wisdom which
we cannot recognize without the Creator's

interpretation: ^13C>* is the idea manifest in

the niriDj or the comprehensive form of the

cpaivo^iEvov,^ the distinguishing nj''3 of

which he can only exhibit who inlaid that into

it. In short, Job is cast down by the exhibition

of the incomprehensille things ichich are even in

the loicer creation, and is constrained to answer
—Behold I am vile ; what shall I answer thee?

I will lay my hand upon my mouth Once
have I spoken ; but I will not answer ; yea,

twice, but I will proceed no further. / l-now

me time and strength before I go to my grave, to

express my living apprehension of the meaning of

this book of Job ! But this I must leave to

others.

* This Jerome, after the Rabbins, makes into

a cock. Michaelis and Cocceius find in it the Sa-

maritan ^13Dj octdus.

•j- This is somewhat suspected in the noiHiXriHT}

kitidry'ifJT] of the otherwise strange Septuagint.

Oetinget interpreted—Who hath inlaid the wisdom
of the sensus communis in the innermost mystery 1

But understand " the mysteries of the material

world." Comp. Auberlen, p. 70, 150,
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thou const do evfrij thing, and that no thought
(howfver wonderful) cnn be withholden from

thee (n?3ip"!l?3p "lya't^^). Therefore have I

uttered tliat I understood not; things too

wonderful for me, which I knew not. / Jmve

hfard of thcc hy the hearing of the ear ; hut now
mine ei/e seeth thee. Wherefore I abhor myself

(as it becomes sinful man before God), and re-

pent in the dust and ashes (of my impotence and
mortality ; ^nonjj give myself to bewail it by

that fternvota which is ever in itself the only

kev to right understanding).

Just as Jehovah speaks there, the only-be-

eottcn Son speaks here to the contradicting

doubter—The SeT, " must," which thou hast

heard remains firm : wouldst thou understand
it altogether and beforehand ? wouldst thou
know the whence and the whither of the Spirit;

and yet thou knowest not the origin and the

end of the common wind ? wlierefore dost thou
not marvel concerning the air which breathes

around thee, and of which thou livcst? The
Lord derives not his example from the stars,

nor from the multitude of earthly things around;

but he takes that most obvious and most imme-
diate thing, the air or breath without which
we live not from our earliest birth, which sur-

rounds us always, pentrating our bodily frame
without ceasing ;* and points to the mystery
of the free motion of this earthly air, assuredly

one of the most remarkable mysteries of lower

nature. This, too, is a more striking example,
inasmuch as almost every language has used,

in unconscious truth, the air in motion, or wind
as the symbol and figure of that Spiiil of whom
our Lord is here speaking. Thus the word
iryeiijiia leads us to its lower signification,

which again refers back to the higher. The
Spirit washes and purifies like water, as we
saw above ; it further invigorates and vivifies,

as the breath of vital air keeps alive the body
from the instant of its birth (aydipvqii, Acts

iii. 20). Hence at the day of Pentecost wind
is the representative of the Spirit's influence.

and in the Old Testament a wind of the Lord
and the Spirit of the Lord are convertible

terms (1 Kuigs xviii. 12, conip. Acts viii. 39),

as in the beginning when he brooded over
chaos. Now because the Greek nyevna and
the Hebrew nn alike signify both wind and

spirit, and the Lord seems designedly to use

tlie ambiguous word, it lias been thought by
many tlial he means ordy the Spirit, and they

translate
—

" Der Geist geistet," the Spirit

breathes his influence, where he will. But
this premature interpretation lets go here, as

in the v6a)p, " water," of ver. 5, the middle
term wliich was designed tq aid Nicodemus'
understanding. It is evident from the nature

of the case, and the process of the whole con-

versation, as it is obvious from the words
which follow, that the Lord uses a real com-
parison in this ourco?—i'olike the " spirit" or

icind of nature which thou hearest, is (the
Spirit concerning whom I speak, and therefore

also) every one that is born of the Spirit. The
identity of the word for both, in consequence
of which the mention of wind was a continua-

tion of the discourse on the Spirit, makes the

comparison all the more striking ; t)ut it cannot
be reproduced in translation excepting throusrh

a paraphrase—The natural spirit, that is, the

wind, breathes or blows also in such a manner
that thou canst not understand it.*

It is needless to ask if a night-wind was
audible at the moment, for the comparison is

sufficiently express without that bi th in the

word and in the matter. It is more important;

to observe that nyev/na is properly only
the more gentle motion of the air, not the
aye/xoi or stronger gale ; though this distinc-

tion also escapes in translation. (Luther's

translation " sein Sausen," instead of " seine

Stimme," is not to the purpose, rather dam-
aging to the sense, even without reference to

the ambiguous (pcoyrj as applied to the Spirit.)

Yet the blowing is to such a degree that it

is not merc\yfelt on the hand or face, but the

sound of its gentle murmur is heard (1 Kings
xix. 12, njil niDD'n h)p)-

" The Holy Spirit also

begins his influence with the gentlest whis-

pers."!

But now for the question as to the meaning
of what follows—Thou canst not tell whence
the wind cometh and whither it goeth. (Uov
is equivalent to rtoT, as always in New Tes-

tament.) It might have been replied, with

more than Nicodemus' hardness of appre-

hension—It comes from the north quarter

and goeth to the south, as the weathercock?

every where tell us. But inasmuch as there

is a ^£^.tt, " listeth," in this nye'iv, as well as

and besides the not-hnoitn nu^sy xai noi', it

might on the other hand have been thought

that the Spirit only was signified. We must
endeavor to understand the true emphasis of

the word hiow, and those other little word*

whence and whither, as the Lord uttered them, or

at least intended them to be understood. How
often does the proud physical science of the

children of men imagine to itself that it Inowt

something concerning the q>aiyonivo}'i (phe-

nomena), to which it has only given a name,

though only their most external influences and

their most obvious manifestations arc; seen.

But science Jcnow^ and vnderstajuln nothing of

the internal connections and secret principles

of things. It i.s one thing to say without hes-

itation—It comes from the north or the south
;

and another to comprehend the tch-ence of its

coming, that is, in what place it originated,

* So far Driiseke's reference to re.tpiration is not

utterly a mi.sapprcliension. With enual propriety

might the douliting question have been just—-How
can a man be born generally 7 Yea, how can

anything live ?

* riyEVfioc occurs only in Ileb. i. 7, in the .sense

of wind; and nyeiv, here asssociated with it,

nowhere else.

fNonnus says excellently

—

cryx'^^'^^l "5fi

(pojy/ji T/Epi'^i ^EodLvia fid^i|iov duovtii.
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and from what causes it is precisely what it is.

No meteorologist can understand the derivation

of wind ard weather, however confident his

f)redictions may be ; he miy guess and speak
lis guesses as if it were his knowledge, but

such knowledge is in reality too high. God
alone knoweth who hath made the weight for the

toiivls, and weighed the waters by measure (Job
xxviii. 25) : Whatsoever the Lord pleased,

that did he in heaven and inearth, in the seas,

and in all deep places. He causeth the vapors
to ascend from the ends of the earth (ascending

upon our horizon) ; he maketh lightnings for

the rain (causeth the electricity to send down
its influence) ; he bringeth tlie wind out of
his treasures (Psa. cxxxv. 7; Jer. x. 13). The
original and proper genesis, the true nilisiD ot

anj'^ thing in nature, we understand not any
where or in any thing; as it is said further

—

Hath the rain a father? or who hath begotten
the drops of dew? out of whose womb came
the ice? and the hoary frost of heaven, who
hath gendered it ? (Job xjycviii. 28, 29). These
sayings of Scripture, or rather of the Lord in

Scripture, express not the limited physical
knowledge of the then inspiration of the
Spirit, but spring from eternal wisdom, which
would cast down much of our modern physics
into the dust, if it were only heard and acknow-
ledged. The " treasures of God," out of which
he bringeth the winds, and not the mythologi-
cal basis of the cave of yEolus ; but the cave
of yEolus and many a like mythus showed
itself in its humble presentiment of the ^av/ua-
6t6v and ^ciov (wonderful and divine) to be
essentially much wiser than the speculations
and schemes of our Christian physics.

There is in the wind especially a distinctive

and fundamental mystery of nature: we speak
of it as im,ved or moving, the air in motion ; but
what the principle of that motion i.s, and
whence it originates elementally, we know not.

The wind is, more properly speaking, the
mover and exciter itself, s^iri^tts commotor et

rector, power without matter ; it is, as it were,
the spirit of nature itself;* or one of its most
eminent messengers, or the bearer (cherub) of
the high commissions of the divine power
(Psa. civ. 4). The wind is " in and of itself the
mighty breath of God," and although we liken,

following scriptural example, any thing that is

iale and naught to the wind, yet does the
stormy tempest tear up mountains and break
in pieces rocks, which no element can do

—

such a wpight hath the Lord made for the
winds, and such power lies latent in them."t

* Comp. q^vdii, generation, birth, nature, with
(pvoj,fuo in its fundamental meanings, (pv6a,

f Comp. Von Meyer's Blatter fur hohere Wahr-
hcit, vii. 43, 67, 90. Further, what Beck throws
out {Bib!. Sedeniehre, p. 27-29) concerning the
element of spirit which breathes through the phy-
sical world as wind, the motion of air as the first

and last influence of physical life. Kahnis says
truly—" The wind is the natural symbol of the

The Scripture gives us some hints to be pon-
dered concerning the quickening wind, in the
chariot of God seen by Ezekiel, chaps, i. and x.

But all its mighty powers are connected by the
same principle with its faintest movements,
only just audible and scarcely otherwise to be
perceived ; and the same Lord whose voice is

neard in hurricanes and earthquakes announces
his presence also in the faintest whispers of the
breeze. The air, as the substratum of the wind
and on the very verge of matter imponderable,
is itself full of mystery, being the sustenence,

in some sense, of animal and even vegetable
life. The motion of this air or its blowing is

the most express symbol of the free impulse of

concea'ed poicer (and is not that the proper idea

of nvEvna 1); and whenever we come injcontact

with that, our knowledge is at an end. The
wind bloweth (as the Spirit breathes) where it

wills ; that is, of course, where God wills origi-

nally, for he bids it come and go, and it is his

purpose that it subserves in heaven and upon
earth. Finally, since we cannot comprehend
the whence so as to interpose our own will, and
interfere with the assigned course of natural
manifestation ; still less can we understand and
control the xohither, the end and aim of the free

impulse, so as to bond it to our own views.

(We may use the wind for our mills, and
organs, and sails ; we may, indeed, artificially,

regulate it, but we cannot turn it in the direc-

tion we wish.) The wind which listeth is free,

unmanageable, working mightily in its influ-

ence, and in all incomprehensible. For in all

things the whence is only to be understood from
the whither, the end from the original, life and
death only from birth. When the Preacher is

warning against over-anxious and subtle in-

quiry about things which admit of no certainty,

and says—He that observeth the wind shall

not sow ; and he that regardeth the clouds
shall not reap (that is, he who is over-anxious
beforehand as to its being favorable) ; he adds
with a strict connection in the thought—As
thou knowest not what is the way of the spirit

(or the wind), nor how the bones do grow in

the womb of her that is with child ; even so thou
knowest not the works of God who maketh all

(Eccles. xi. 4, 5). We can scarcely think that

in those words to the Scribe the Lord refers to

these words. We are free to find such allusions

elsewhere ; but here the same Spirit is merely
coinciding in similar words with his former
meaning. Assuredly we can no more under-
stand any birth, or our own, than we can the
Urth of the wind ; and thus the individual man
and the whole human race remains, in its begin-

ning and end, a concealed and impenetrable
mystery.*

Holy Spirit, not only in mere language, but ac-

cording to nature.

* " Man, the crown of creation, is himself (that

is, now in his degradation) the greatest riddle of

creation. He stands upon an islet between two
eternities, upon a bright point between two nights

which have neither beginning nor end, and knows
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Kf-n-ntr made some advance towarda our

L.->rd's mrcvTiing in mentioning the mystery of

the wind to Nicodemus, let us now proceed to

the further application of the similitude, and
interpretation of the example—as our Lord
anticipated it from the beginnincr. It was not

merely Hitrex TrpodQ^TToTtojj'iiif (by personifica-

tion) that the Lord ascribed a will to the wind
as the spirit of nature, but because this sem-
blance of indeitendent will is actually the

impress and expression of the divine, creating

will of the Holy Spirit. The Sjiirit ftrw/// sessen-

tially where he will (1 Cor. xii. 11), and wehear
his roicc, which second expi\>ssion is therefore

expressly selected. Nicodemus then indeed

heard the voict; of the Spirit which in the words
of Jesus so mightily and keenly appealed to

him ; and the Lord's saying, thus mingling
figure and interpretation together, pointed his

thoughts that way. For the question is here

of perceiving or hearing, feeling and experienc-

ing the power and influence which is undoubt-
edly present and excited upon the soul. The
1ve4ir'uiij is, as it wer-', the lowest degree of

feeling, through the vibration of sound, from a

distance ; and every toke is in some sense a

blowing of spirit upon my.self. Where a voice

is heard, there must something breathe and
make the sound ; and thus the Spirit of God is

recognized and perceived by his voice. Faith

comelh £| ayoj/?, " by hearing" (Rom. X. 17),

and that not the external voice of words
necessarily or alone, but, at the same time
and sometimes only, the internal hearing of

an inward voice. The close of the sentence

has a very deep and manifold reference

—

So
is every one that is born of the Spirit, that

is—Thus is it with the Spirit; consequently,

thus does it proceed witli the being born;
consequently, further, with that which is born,

which according to ver. 6 is itself spirit again.

Our Lord assuredly, first of all, means himself

(using a condescending ex])ression, which
ranks hiin as originally and first born of the

Spirit among those who are born again)—him-
.?elf, whose voice Nicodemus is now hearing,

and his present testimony, which the hearer
now begins to feel in its power as a testimony
of the iSjiirit, now indeed begins rightly to ?iear.

This may grate upon our ears, accustomed to

other usage in defining our Lord's person, and
we iilay very properly wish to avoid thus
speaking of him as ranked among those born
of the Spirit ; but when we realize the circum-
stance-i of the moment and place ourselves
in them, we shall be constrained to ob-
serve the obvious naturalness and necessity of

our Lord's thus speaking of himself. We found
in ver. 6 that he there in some sense referred

to his own person ; and in ver. 11 it will be
made evident, by the opposed we, that he had
spoken of himself in ver. 8 as born of the
Spirit. Nicodemus had indeed asserted that
he knew the Lord to have come from God,

not whence he cumes nor whither he goes" (J. G.
Muller).

when he had onlv scrn the miracles ; but now
he also hears the words, out of which the

Spirit breathes upon him, blowing he knows
not rightly whence or whither—for he was far

from yet understanding the "from heaven" and
" to heaven" which were afterwa.ds in ver. 13
set before him.
But we may not suppose that the Redeemer

spoke only of himself when he said

—

Ttdi 6
yeyEyyTff.t£yo?, " every oiw that is born." He,
indeed, is the only Son of Man who is of the

Sjjirit, from his mother's womb, so that he
never needed ndXiv or 8F.vTF.f}ov yev7}f}i)vai,

any new birth (apart from that Umgeburt, that

birth out of death which he underwent forns
upon the cross); but every one who believeth on
him and receiveth his Spirit, becomes like him
in his humanity, restored into that condition in

which Jesus was from the beginning as the

first-born of many brethren. Our Lord's ex-

pression thus contains an assurance «f the

highest moment, which defends us alike against

the supernaturalist dogmatic of Reinhard, and
the candid avowal of Jilichaelis ;* attesting to us
that the Spirit's influence and witness to him-
.self is given in ap]iropriate voice, which in its

kind is aiuUhle, and not only to those who are

themselves born of the Spirit, but precoptible

also to those who are imtr, or in contact with
them. Thus we may confidently declare and
appeal to every man

—

dnovEii, " thou hear-

est," just as the Lord does to Nicodemus ; for

where the Spirit wilieth to blow (and that is,

in fine, every where), there he bloweth verily

and in truth I
" The Spirit and his influence

must be discernible as divine, not only to the

possessor, but to those who are round him.
The opposite opinion is fanatical, and leads to

enthusiasm" (Ptenninger in the JiejK-rtorium

fur denkende Bibelverehrcr, ii. 1, 135). We say
more plainly, it is heretical, predestinarian,

and detroys all general invitation. Bengel
expresses it very beautifully

—
" Homo, in quo

spiritus spirat, e spiritu res-jiirat" (the man in

whom the Spirit breathes, respires of the

Spirit). Round about the place where the

Spirit is are the tokens of his breath, just

as every one feels the wind upon his person,

and according to its strength and his own
keenness of observation, its voice is also heard.

The assurance of 2 Cor. iv. 2 holds good for-

ever; especially in the case of opposers, who
resist in unrighteousness the spiritual truth

which attacks them, and to some of whom it

was plainly said
—

" We are his witnesses of

these things
;
and no ix nKso the Holy Gliod, whom

ye will te found to fight against as Beofia xot,

not hearkening to us, and to God, whose wit-

nesses we are (.'Vets v. 32, 39). Where the

Spirit thus announces himself, he manifests the

freedom and power of his authority and will,

being a.i^ ccriOiinh- percejttihle to our observation,

as i/iscrutable to our understanding, ^lan,

• Dof/matilc, p. 92 :
" I honestly confess that I

never received any such testimony of the Holy
SpiriU"
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instead of hypocritically, foolishly, and petn-
lantly inquirincr into the possibility of such
influence, should hear and attend, and yield

himself up to its experience, not thwarting, but
co-operating with the work of God upon his

aoul ; more than this he cannot do towards his

being begotten and born of Ood'a own will

(James i. 18), which is the final ground of the
new birth. So runs it—Let every man be
swift to hear, when the Spirit breathes !

So is it with every one that is born of the
Spirit, and thus it is with the mediation of

every one so born between the Spirit and other
men. But marvellously manifold, and utterl}'

inexplicable to us are the diversified voices,

testimonies, instrumentalities and methods,
inward and outward, by which the Spirit finds

his way to the heart of man, seizing this man
in one way, and that man in another, defying
all investigation and question, and reducing
all over-curious subtilty, as well as all rash
opposition, to silence before the great truth

—

TO nvEvixa onov SeXei tcvsI, "the wind [or

spirit] bloweth where it listeth." Much might
here be said concerning all the methods of the

divine grace in the conversion of man, and all

his ways in effecting man's regeneration, as we
have them dealt with, though only in faint

echoes of the thunder of his power, in the

books of Reiz, Tersteegen, Schubert, Kanne,
and so forth. So also of that which imme-
diately follows—the free process of the spiritual

life, by reason of which (as DrJiseke says) " the

physiognomies of the new birth are as diversi-

fied as those of the natural man." We must
except, however, and keep inviolate, the essen-

tial unity of the one Spirit. The Spirit comes
front God, and will come to tis: when we begin
to understand that, and to breathe in the new
life, to see the new light, then are we already

born. Yet the original whence of this life in

free grace, and the whither unto eternal life,

remain forever a mystery hid in God.
The struggling Nicodemus is now at least

half conquered and convinced : he ventures no
longer to deny and contest as at the beginning

;

he repels no longer the voice of the Divine
Teacher speaking every moment more audibly

to his understanding and to his heart ; he be-

comes more and more conscious of the light

and life ot the Spirit in him who speaks, of his

aulhority from above, and of his divine power
over himself He begins to see a great and
new light, he begins to experience a mighty
and new life. " Though he does not yet ap-

prehend Christ's word, Christ's word appre-

hends him" (Lange). There is in him a cei--

tain inclination to submit himself to this great

del, " must," to yield his mind to further

instruction and influence; he almost possesses

what had been proifered to him. But the

inveterate habit is strung, he is unaccustomed
to admit truth simply into his heart and con-
science ; he still supposes that the great matter
must be one of hiotcing, and fixes his mind
upon uiuleristanding the how. The actual long-
ing of his heart, id consequently masked in his

thought and words ; taking the form of his
ancient head-religion, or (salv4 veniA, yo
learned !) colored by the tincture of his learn-
ing. Thus he thinks—"Could I but under-
stand the matter, and the means which lead to
it

!

" Accordingly it is this to which he next
unhappily gives expression

—

How can thiss

things he? The abashed ypaj.ifxarEv'^, or
Scribe, is now almost thrust out of his ciiair,

but cannot, however, with all his voluntary
submission to the TtvEvna, or Spirit, abstain
altogether from bringing lorward once more
his TTcJs and his bvvarat, his " how " and his

"can:" but it is no longer uttered in the
spirit of contradiction, it has no longer in it

any magisterial opposition to the Teacher sent
from God. It is rather the lingering, departing
scruple of doubt

—

Ho^o might this le possible f

He does not go so far as to make prominent
his personal / of open confession and prayer

:

that would have been too hard for the ruler

and Scribe. He does not say—How can these

things be to me? Tell me, and help me
further! He does, however, give up that first

proud we, and the sincere internal sentiment
of his abstract and theoretical question is a
concrete and practical prayer.

Every natural man is in a certain sense like

this resisting and inconsistently acting man.
In the case of all of us, even when we are

entirely sincere, there comes forward the secret

impression in the soul (which is graciously

pardoned by the Lord, because being what we
are, it is natural and necessary to us) that

something new, inexplicable and unheard of, is

to take place upon it. The old nature asks like

the old Sarah, who, half in the joy of faith

that she will have a son, laughs at the strange

and marvellous promise

—

Shall I of a surety

(DJpx ^IXn) bear a child (or be 6w7i again),

which am old ! The mildest form of this en-

counter of doubt, in connection with perfect

faith, is the virgin language of the handmaid
of the Lord, the woi'd of Mary—How shall

this be (ttoJ? £6rai rovro), seeing I know not
a man ?*

Nicodemus does not speak with such entire

submission, and yet he submits. " I know
not how this may come to pass, which thou re-

quirest of me, or rather dost promise to me :" in

this confession he is altogether right. But
thou hwwest full icell : speak, Lord, thy servant

heareth : this is v.'hat his soul struggles to say.

He has apprehended this much, that the
avooQev yeinidifvat, or new birth, can be no
dsvtepuv £i6eX0£iy eii ri]v xoiXiav zyi jti?^-

rpui, or a literal rebirth, but must proceed in
nvevnaroi, "of the Spirit:" he therelore

says now, having caught the sense of our Lord's

last exposition

—

ravra yavaobcxi, " these things

be." How can such things as these, with all

their adjuncts, be accimiplished—the Spirit

moving upon, and speaking to us, our hearing

*" Nonnulli repreliendunt omnem qiia?stioiiom,

quse fit per qmmodo ? at Maria ipsa qutesivit, Quo-

vwdo ?" (Beza).
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and receiving, and then tlie dislincfive being

Lorn again as tlic result? Some have thought

that Nicodemus is here once more confused and

lost, knows not what to say, or how to answer,

and therefore, not master of his own thoughts,

simply repeats what he had ohjected before.

But this repetition, in its significantly varied

form, is not so incongruous and merely super-

ficial as it might seem ; it most aptly and ex-

pressly exhibits the internal feeling and posture

of his mind. He now " lets alone the great

matter of the new birth, which, though not

understood, he yet accepts in faith ; it is only

about the how of its accomplishment that he

seeks to be informed" (Lutiiardt). Hence it

is better to say, that he nmo earnestly inquirat

instead of opposing, that he is now intent upon
hearing the voice of the Spirit, and that he

from this moment does actually hoar the great

testimony concerning that Son of Man, who,
being the only-begotten Son of God, brings

down and bestows life upon the world. From
this moment he says nothing more, but has sunk
into a disciple who has found his true teacher.

Therefore the Saviour now graciously advances
in his communication of truth : he once more
solemnly, and in conclusion, brings to the mind
of this master in Israel, now become a learner,

his own not guiltless ignorance, in order that he
may then proceed to utter out of the fulness of

his divine knowledge such further testimonies,

both of earthly and heavenly things, as his

docile scholar may to his own profit receive.

Verse 10. Tavra, " these tilings," responds
directly to the ravra of Nicodemus' question,

which is the last rejoinder of this closely-con-

nected colloquy. " Thou knmeest not tliese things
"

follows up. first of all, for his instruction the

sincere confession to which he had now been
finally brought, and whicii makes reparation
for the oi'djcuey, " we know," of his first intro-

duction. Thus it means—Dost thou admit
that thou knowest not eith<;r the ho.v or ihe
what of that influence which the Spirit of God
in us can and mngt exert, any more th;m whence
the wind cometh or whither it gocth ? Dost
th u then at length voluntarily declare—

1

know not ; asking lor thine instruction, with-
out any furt er contradiction? But this
recognition of his present mode.«ty, approaching
as it does a tone of commeivlation, is connected
also with a gentle reproof, which is evident in

the reference to bis first confident entrance, and
is expressed n the addition—Art thou the
mmterm Israel, and knowest not these things?
The article being prefixed obviously intimales—Thou who in tins character, 6 6idd6KaXoi,
didst come into mv presence (Erasmus: "Ille
magister "), thou who as a wise Si^d6Ha\oi
didst confront the difidCHaXoi dn6 Beov,
" teacher from God," with thy ready oi'Sanev,
" We know," as if thou wouldst represent, or

couldst instruct, all thy fellows ; thou who
didst then oppose me wi.h thy jt&Js dvvarai,
" How can," of contradiction, wh'ch afterwards

sank down into the 7f&35 dvyarai of humble
Uiquiry. We cannot fail to perceive a certain

tinge of irony in this answer, though unmin-
gled with the slighest bitterness of severity

:

it is a graciou- and benignant correction, which
by the em])hatic thou {6v ti) seizes and holds

fast the already convicted spir t of the man.
We may leave it questionable whether the

fiifidCHaXoZ contained any allusion to the
title which Nicodemus had first given to the
Lord, though the reciprocal and interwoven
references of all the various expressions in this

conversation render it highly probable. " Didst
thou de5ire at first, even while calling me a
teacher to be the teacher of the two, abruptly
correcting my Verily, verily—and hast thou
now come to the consciousness of thine own
ignorance, admitting me to be the only
teacher?''*

But there is, further, not merely a recalling of

the dignity which had been assumed, but a re-

cognition, also, of the position and office • hich

Nicodemus really held.f Jesus terms Nicode-
mus Toy SidddnaXov, the teacher, "for the
sake of contrast," as Winer well says ; of con-

trast, that is, with Jesus himself, a:-d with his

own ignorance ; at the same time including
the universal contrast in whick the order of

which Nicodemus is the representative stands
with the Saviour. Scliniieder also (in the
Prograinmfiir Pforta, on Gal. lii. 19, 20) rightly

remarks, " Hie a Jesu non Nicodemum solum,
sed omne Pharisosorura et ^dfjxoyrcjv genus
spectari" (Here the wordof Jesus has reference

not merely to Nicodemus, but to the whole
class of Phiirisees and rulers). It is not there-

lore simply urged against him as an objection,

thou earnest as (tnou wouldst have represented

thyself) and (in this sense) thou wast; but it

makes the admission, thou art, and on that ac-

count his official designation stands in full

—

tov
'Idpar/X, " of Israel." Nicodemus, as an in-

structed minister among God's people, as one
appointed to be a learned teacher of others,

might have known and ought to have knowa
something of these matters. All the masters in

Israel like himself might and should—not,

indeed, have understood and fully penetratra-

ted, for no man can do this, but—have known,
in another signification of this word, that of

which the Lord was now speaking ; they should
have had some knowledge of that which is the

radical need of human nature—a change and

*" Tm-o great doctors meet in this Gospel, the

one from Jerusalem, tlie other from heaven" (Val.

Ilarberger).

f But not, as Scholl and Baumgarten-Crusius
derive from it, a reference to any sj>ecial title (tlie

D3n in the high council or the like) which Nico-

demus might have borne in the synagogue, the

Sanhedrim, or among the people. This is as un-

founded in itself, as it would be beneath the dig-

nity of Jesus on this occasion. It is equally un-
necessary to refer to any peculiar celebrity of Nico-

denm-'j' person in the current e.stimation of the

I)eople, to wit, " ille doctor, cujus tarn Celebris est

opinio ;" as Mplancthnn is termed the doctor of

Germany. JuLu vii. 52 scarcely accords with this.
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new birth of man through the renewing power
of the grace of God. Tiie Lord now passes over
to this other meaning of ihe word " know," in

order to instill into the mind of Nicodemns the

conviction that such entire ignorance in a man
like himself must involve him in blame, since

it could not but have proceeded from previous

and censurable neglect. It is all well that

thou hast not understood the Twin, and art

brought to confess as much ; but that thou

sliouldst have till this day known nothing of

the what, as now appears from thy words,

Cometh of evil, and is thine own sore fault.

The new birth is not only possible and a reali-

ty, hut for you that are born of the flesh it js

absolutdy neceasary ; and this ye should all, if
ye Imoto yourselves, have well known, especially

ye who are taught of God and teachers of the

people. Thus the ravza, "these things,"

which the Lord gives back, has a special and
distinctive emphasis, as the Lutheran " das"
(that) aptly expresses it—this fundamental
matter, this essential doctrine. For nothing
comes home to us more closely than this ; the

knowledge that we are flesh sits as close to ns

as our flesh itself; to this yv(3^i deavrov
(know thyself) no theology or testimony of

heavenly things is directly necessary ; it is

nothinc more than a part of correct anthropol-

ogv. He who has only in addition the .know-
ledge of the law of God, arrives at the position

of Rnm. vii. Even he who teaches another

doctrine than ours must, when he gives in-

struction in mere natural morality, admit the

conviction of radical evil, of the impotence of

man, and the requirement of divine help.

But here is a master in Israel, the people

prepared through (he law and the promise for

the grace of the Spirit. It was only through

severe conflict with God and man in sorrow and
repentance that Jacob, who had sinfully and
precipitately invaded the blessins, attained to

his new name and his new nature ; and this had
been from the beginning typically presignified

in the name of Israel. But the master in this

Israel knows nothing of the fundamental signi-

ficance of Israel's call, and providential guidance,

and destiny: the guide knows not the way him-
self. Did not the curse of the law point back
at the very first to a betbre-promised blessing;

did not the first word uttered upon Sinai appeal

to an internal redemption already eflTected?

Did not Moses at the close of the lawgiving

indicate the end of the law, the word which was
nigh to the mouth and to the heart, the word
concerning the new creation through faith, the

true circumcision of the h^art ? (Deut. xxx. 6-14,

corap. Rom. x. 4-8
; Jer. iv. 4). Was not that

itself the promise of the new covenant, in which
the Spirit was to come into man's heart? (Jer.

xxxi. 33; Ezek. xi. 19, xviii. 31, xxxvi. 27, 28).

Was not the entire prophetic Scripture pervad-

ed by a perpetual reference to this great bless-

ing, pointed to by a consecutive series of inti-

mations which the veil of the letter could scarce-

ly hide from the open eyes of willing hearts?

Yea, the cew birth had already been plainly

spoken of: and not only for the Gentiles (Psa.

Ixxxvii. 4-6); for Ephraim also is rebuked, as an
unwise son, for remaining solong in the mother's
womb (see Hos. xiii. 13, according to the cor-

rect translation). All these passages, however,
the plainer as well as the more obscure, were
not understood by the masters in Israel of that
time, because they understood not the Scrip-

tures in general, neither the law and to what
end it was given, nor the promise and what it

involved. Israelknew not the signification of

that circumcision of which he boasted
;
just as

now the baptized know not the meaning of

their baptism. The guides and leaders of the

people, the orthodox Pharisees, knew not the
Scriptures nor the power of God, any more than

the unbelieving heretics : hence the oft-repeated

protests—Have ye not read? How is it writ-

ten—? What meaneth this—? If ye knew—

!

Go ye and learn— ! Thus also the word which
the Lord now speaks to Nicodemus is no other

than one of the accustomed proverbial expres-

sions of the Scribes, used by them in their blind

contentions,* and one which the Lord gives back
in its most significant and truest sense—Is

your wisdom so foolish, tliat it has forgotten

and overlooked what is of fundamental impor-
tance? Is it possible that &em?/se ye are mas-

ters, and in knowing and teaching have unlearn-

ed the art of learning, that ye manifest such
ignorance? So, indeed, alas ! it was. In this

also was Nicodemus the representative of all

the teachers of Israel, in whose name he came
before Jesus, and to this the article before 8i8d-
dnaXoi points our attention.!

Oh that the school wisdom of the present day
were less ignorant than it is upon this same
fundamental doctrine! Oh that there were not
so much necessity as there is for the Lord to

repeat his cry—Art thou a preacher in the

congregation of Christains, a doctor and pro-

fessor of theology, the trainer of future preach-
ers, and knowest not these things! Of a truth

every candidate for confirmation might know
and should know more concerning them than
the former masters of Israel. But if many of

our present masters know them not, the ordi-

narii as well as the extraordinarii (to say noth-
ing of the young licentiates), the ordainers as

well as the ordained, it is not lor us to dt.-spise

and set them aside, any more than our Lord
did in the case of either Nicodemus or Caiaphas;

but we would especially impress upon the at-

tention of all those true Nicoilemuses who may
be found in their ranks, what the Lord from
heaven proceeded on this occiision to say.

* See the Talmudical formula Mhlrash Mis/ile, 9,

2; Hedarim, i'ol. 49, 2; and esi)ecially what Lucko
after Lightftwt and Wetstein quotes I'rom tho

Echah llabbathi, fob C6, 2.

f According to Beza, Christ had elected Nicode-

mus to this conversation ( and drawn him to tliat

end —" ut ex iis qusB respondit Pharisseus, intelli-

gerent discipuh, quain corruptusessetecclesise Ju-
daicae status, quam crassa ignorautia laboiarent

etiam in specie bapieiitissimi."
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Verse 11. H^re we have the third Aurjy,
aurjy, Xeya^ 6oi, " Verily, Verily, I say unto

(hee, " from the mouth of the true and taithful

witness; and this indicates the tliird intsruc-

tion. tiie third great answer to the question

•;\'hich had now become a question indeed, pro-

weding from an humble man. The tirst had
been an anticipatory assertion to Nicodemus
of a general kind on his first entrance; the sec-

ond had confuted his objection by a direct

explanation; (his third nrnncer emhracc» all that

folloics to the close. Until now the Lord had
been speaking concerning the Spirit of God, of

whom every man must be born in order to en-

ter his kingdom, and of the absolute necessity

of this new birth ; but now the discourse pro-

ceeds to the Son of God, who, as the Son of

Man, brings the Spirit from heaven, and by a
profoundly mysterious lifting tip, procures the

communication of that Spirit; and so, finally,

the Father becomes the subject, whose sponta-

neous love to the world sent this life-giving

and saving grace of regeneration among men.
Up to this point, the need had been dwelt upon,
now comes the sati^action of that need ;

del,
" must," had been insisted on against all ttcJ?

dOrarat, "how can," and now the free offer of

what this Suvarai involves, is made to every
one that believeth ; but interuiedintely , and as a

neces.^ary transition, comes in a reference to the

Mediator of such supcrabounding grace in the

person of the Only-begotten, who came down to

fallen man's estate, and under the necessity of

another solemn dei was lifted up a sacrifice for

us. The first part makes prominent the mys-
tery of that new birth which is necemtry to ev. ry

man ; in the second is pointed out the mystery
of that death pf the heavenly Son of lilan upon

ilie cross, through which our full regeneration

becomes possil)le ; in the third, finally, the sim-

ple mystery of that faith in the crucified is

openly declared, through which that regenera-

tion is perfected in its actual effects in tlie light

and life of God. Thus does the sacn-d discourse

a'dvance from that which is most difficult and
obscure (which nevertheless appeals to our rr.ost

direct need, and consequently seizes our inmost
feeling, conscience, and consciousness) to that

which is most easy and obvious; it descends from
the rigorous exclusion and condemnation oi all

flesh to the gracious invitation and benediction

of all wlu) lielieve. It is in this view the proper
counterpart of the Sermon on the Mount, which
conversely proceeds from the general invitation

of all the poor into the kingdom of heaven, to

the descri[)tion of the strait gate of regeneration,

and severe threatening of judicial exclusion.

The order of the sermon is adapted to the mass
of disciples, and indeed of all who are true

hearers among the multitude of the people,

inasmuch us the beginning of spiritual poverty
m.sy be pre-supposed in them, and there is no
master-prejudice or darkness in them which
requires to be previously cast down ; but in

the ca.se of this ruler, the scanty portion of

whose humble f)Overty of spirit, impelling him
to come, waa overlaid when li£ /uui come by the

pride of Ins knowledge, it behoved that sever-

ity should first be exhibited, and the awful
closing of that door be announced, which should
afterwards be graciously thrown open to his

humilitv.

The Lord's purpose being now to speak of

his own person, he immediately follows the
terily by ice, which, however, is proved by the

entire context, and by its strict connection

with Xsyco 6oi, " I say unto thee," to refer

solely to himself. It had previously run—

A

man—ye—thou—every one. But as the sup-

ply of the great need of humanity is now to be
pointed out, it is thought fit to sum up and
confirm once more the testimony concerning

this need, in order that the discourse may then

rise from that which is already an earthly cer-

tain matter to the heavenly Son of Man in ver.

12. ^O ol'Saiuy XaXov/iiEv, h. t A., " We
speak that we do know," etc., holds good first

of all concerning that which had been spoken
and testified hy Jesus in the previous part of

this di-course concerning the new birth.

Whom could he then design to associate

with himself in this plural of the first person?

Luther did not shrink from explaining it—

I

with John the Baptist and all my prophets ; the

Ilirschberger Bihel—'We, the sent of God, among
whom thou numberest me, especially the Baptist,

inasmuch as he also announced the new oirth

through baptism as a part of God's counsel.

So also most modern expositors ; even Von
Gerlach has it—John the Baptist and I. Cer-

tainly the Lord had referrecl to his testimony

in Israel by the expression " water " in vor. 5,

and might therefore have appropriately said

—

Ye receive not our testimony, ye do not submit
either to the typical and preparatory water

of the forerunner, or the self-evidencing and
mighty spirit of him for whom John only pre-

pai'ed the way. This reproof would then be

only the more explicit declaration of what hat(

been before hinted at ; for Nicodemus was
there implicitly reproached in some sen.~e for

not receiving the testimony ot John. But this

exposition loses all its speciousness and likeli-

hood when we examine the pa.ssage more nar-

rowly ; it will appear unimaginable that the

Lord iVom heaven should include himself with

his own messengers in one common wc, and

more especially in opposition to others. We
have already intimated our conviction (upon

Mark ix. 40) thi't our Lord never did, and
never could, use this ice in external relations.

Such a conjunction of himself with an earthly

man, as here it is asserted with John the

Baptist, would be without parallel in all the

discourses of Jesus ; indeed, it is absolutely

impossible to accept it if we solemnly ponder

the first clause of the sentence which follows.

Did John speak what he hail inown, in the sense

in which the Lord did ; that is, did John testify

what he had seen? He spoke indeed with the

expectation of faith concerning him tch) was to

come, just a? all the prophets of the Old Testa-

ment, to whom he yet belonged, had done;

he prophesied, indeed, of him whom he had
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not yet seen and known, till he eauo the Spirit

descend, and was then enabled, strictly speak-

ing, to hear witness (John i. 31-34:). The em-
phasis of the words which our Lord here uses

leads us to a knowledge from higher experience,

and it is assumed as an axiom that by experi-

ence alone can any thing generally be truly

known, taught, and testified.* But that expe-

rience which is here concerned, is the perfect and
distinct experience which the Spirit gives, and
which, before Jesus came, no man had ever

received in its fulness ; that seeing of the king-

dom of God which, according to ver. 3, is in

our case one and the same with entering into

it. Hence arose the obscurity of all earlier tes-

timonies concerning the new birth in compari-

son with this present witness. Is not the least

in the kingdom of heaven, who seeth in it that

which all the prophets and righteous men did

not see, greater than John, that greatest prophet

who stood at its threshold? It is altogether

out of harmony with all this that John should

be represented as speaking and testifying what
be saw and knew, even as the Lord himself

did. Neither are the words of John himself, as

they are recorded by the Evangelist in the

same chapter, in keeping with such a notion

;

his saying, perfectly in accordance as it is in

other respects with the Lord's, must be taken
as an appendage and explanatory supplement.
There we find John declaring expressly Avhat

is written in ver. 27. The things of which the

Lord says here koopccHaiiiEv, " we have seen,"

are indeed Jirst of all the kniyEia, " earthly

things," already testified ; but these must be
regarded partly (as will be shown hereafter) as

connected already with the inovpyioiiy or
" heavenly things," and not to be apprehended
by afly mere earthly experience ; and, further,

the whole sentence refers by anticipation to

the heavenly things which he <»k kv rep

ovpayca, "who is in heaven," seeth and
hath seen (ver. 13). It is impossible for any
man with unbiassed mind to deny this con-
nection of ver. 13 with ver. 11. The Bap-
tist again declares expressly what we read in

vers. 31, 32 ; and hence Liicke (with whom
Briickner agrees) thinks it much more natural
to take the plural as rhetorically (?) used for

the singular, just as perhaps (merely perhaps?
Christ, ver. 32, in opposition to the Baptist,

indeed, in another (?) relation, is characterized

as one who pre-eminently testifies of heavenly

* Baumgarten-Crusius by a strange refinement
so ap[)lies this as to reject altogether the reference
of ol'Sa/iify and ioopocxa/nsv to Christ; since

Christ in other passages is said to have seen only
the inovpdi'ia, while here the kniyeia are

spoken of. He apprehends this last correctly in

part, and sees that it is Christ who speaks in

XcxXovi-iEv and jiiapTvpovuev ; but he intro-

duces a complication in the passage of two sub-
jects—That which man (men generally) know and
can see I teach—in common with all who proclaim
the divine kingdom. This is a view of the passage
which this generally keen expositor may well be
left to maintain alone.

things, what Tie hath seen and heard. Yes verily,

there must ever be an express distinction be-

tween the mere speaking (teaching) of all earth-

ly men—albeit in a relative sense we may and
must speak of the testimony of the prophets

sent of God, and that most essential witness of

the only one who speaketh of divine and hu-
man things from that immeiiiate sight and
knowledge of them Avhich was eternally natural

to him. This fdaprvpEiVy or testmiony, which
the Lord here arrogates to himself, is manifestly

the same with his 'A/ur'/v, duvv, Xeyoo 6oi,
" Verily, verily I say unto you," to which the

niiT DNJ, " thus saith the" Lord," of all the

prophets never attained. But he who receiveth

this one witness—the Baptist further says

—

setteth his seal to it that God is true ; for he
whom God hath sent (in this pre-eminent
sense) speaJceth the words of God (immediately
and as no other can), vers. 33, 34. Thus we
may presume that the inclusion of John in the

reference of the words of Jesus is refused by
John himself. But still less could the ancient

prophets be included, for though they from
afar pointed prophetically to the regeneration,

they never could have borne witness to it as

being in the fullest sense a matter of experience

to themselves.

The most universal acceptation of the we, as

merely viewed in its connection wculd mani-
festly require, however— TV<^ that are horn of ths

Spirit. Accordingly we who are believers in

Christ may iy>w, inasmuch as Christ is in us,

meekly adopt the same words, and proclaim
this we in opposition to the world without;
but at the time lohen they icere spolcen there were
none who had yet believed in oider to the new
birth, none who were altogether born of the
Spirit save Jesus only.* Further let all that

precedes and all that follows be considered,

in which the Lord continually utters his own
personal and independent testimony— I have
told you, I tell you (ver. 12 ) ; no man but he
that came down, the Son of Man (ver. 13).

Let chap. i. 18 be also compared with chap. vi.

46, V. 40. "O oiScxnEv Xa\ovi.t£y, ^oci uso)-

pctuajiiEy f4aprvpovj.i£v, " We speak that we
do know, and testify that we have seen"—what
an announcement and superscription is this

for all the future discourses of Jesus !

But why then, if he only speaks of himself,
does he yet speak in the plural ? Liicke's mere
" rhetorical" cannot certamlj' .satisfy us ; e.g.
as Paul often uses the plural in speaking o/

himself. We think that it may be partly ex-

* Wesley's comment—" I and all that believe
in me "—is prematuie, if meant for exegesis and
not for a merely practical and edifying application.
Similarly Lange is more poetical than expository
when he s::.ys

—
" A whole world of future believers

in iiis breast." But Sepp's is the most marvellous
perversion, who says in his so-called scientific
criticism of the Gospels, that John mingles here
his own reflection with the sayings of Christ, using
the ice concerning himself and all believers
{Lcben Chritti, vii. 253).
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plained by considering that he alone, until this

time, represents the one part or class of humanity

in his own person ; that he is the only one who
liveth in tlie Spirit, who said. ver. 7, to all others

del r/za?, "ye must," which you in vers. 11, 12

is again used in contradistinction.
_
But it must

also be remembered that his oiSa).tev^ " we
know" (and this is its specific emphasis), is

directly opposed, and in the same terms, to

the oiSattev of Nicodemus, verse 2. How
could thiJi have been overlooked in a discourse

which is full of simple antagonistic sayings!

Tlie Lord does not speak rhetorically, but he

does speak proverbially, as if he had said—I al-

so will utter mv" we know," and with a pro-

priety very different from yours! Thus there

IS in it some tinge of irony against all, whether
of that day or this, whom Nicodemus repre-

sents.* His word runs—Thou art the teacher,

and with all thy profession of" we know," know-
est thou not tiiese things f Verily, I say unto

thee—We are the true teacher, as thou hast used

the word without knowing its real significance;

mine is the true we, and thine must retire be-

fore it; ye "know" and ye "speak" much,
which ye have nevertheless never se/^n (chap.

V. 37, 38 ; Col. ii. 18), and just on that account

your knowledge is unsound. We, however,

pro/ess not merely " to speak of something wliich

we know " (this is the meaning of the former

sentence, its /.leicoCii); but there is a superadd-

ed earnestness, and the foundation of this is

shown; there is an dny^, "verily," in the
Xeyo) dot—We testil}', that which \\f have
seen; and my dur'jVy which involves a tcethat

brings every other into subjection, can never
be repelled in any such way as thou thoughest
at first, ver. 4. This sacred and supreme au-
Viority our Lord asserts for his own wor<l, against

all who proclaim iheir knmcMge, while he n^es

their own formula in holy irony; and would
that we could fasten it with nails upon the

hearts and consciences of all the Nicodemuses
among them, so that it should pierce them as

oft as they fall into their vain reasonings and
proud as.«ertions I But this can only be done
by the Spirit for them who hear him. This
reflection leads us finally to an vndcrmeaning
of the v>€, which is perfectly natural, and by
no means to be peremptorily rejected ; a mean-
ing which of course could not be immediately
obvious to Nicodemus, but which yields itself

to subsequent reflection- and that is (with
Bengel)—I and the Spirit.f This liarmonizes

* For among us also there are many masters
who speak for long hou a of things wliich they

do not know, and testily of th'ngs wl ich they
liave never seen (so Zeller in the heiigg. Monatshl.).

\ Driiseke ventures to maintain that not only

Jesus might, but must in this saying have had the

Father in liis tliousht, who testified for him ; and
tlie Spirit, who should testify of him. More
rightly this last should be—whf> bare witness in

liim. We cnnnot understand ihejeewj' concerning

the Fnther ; but concerning the Spird^ comp. John
xvi. 13.

well with what has preceded—Thou hearest
(even now) the voice of the Spirit.— it is indeed
an explanation of it. The apostles said—We
are his witnesses of these thir.L's, and so is

also the Holy Spirit (Acts v. 32). The Lord
himself, moreover, speaks similarly of his own
and the Father's testimony (John v. 32-37,
viii. 17, 18). In the latter pass«ige, particu-

larly, " I and the Father" is almost parallel

with " I and the Spirit ;
" save that here this

is condensed into the We, just as in John xiv.

23 we find such a We actually used concerning
the Father and the Son. In this discourse to

Nicodemus, which may be classed among the

most profound and pregnant of all the dis-

courses of Jesus, and which is, moreover, ar-

ranged, as we have remarked, according to the

three hypostases, we may safely recognize an
intimation of the personality of the Holy
Spirit. But this lies only in the mystical

background ; we may by no means put a
stumliling-block in the way of the learned by
superficially and mechanically interpreting

—

We, that is, the whole Trinity ; W^e, which we
are one in me.*
"And ye receive not our witness!" This

present tense rejects any reference besides the

time immediately present. The Lord strength-

ens the mighty emphasis of his testimony by
this complaint.\ This charge is the never-end-
ing compassionate kunentation of eternal truth

itself, that the lie will not acknowledge its

truth ; the sorrow of the living Spirit, because
the dead and the deaf hear his voice, and yet

will not hear it ; the supplication of the Only-
begotten who has descended among sinners,

that they would not turn away their ears from
his divine-human words to their eternal de--

struction. " And ye "%—thus does the Lord
place Nicodemus once more, after he had
singled him out with a most distinctive thou,

in verse 10, in the fellowship of his contempo-
raries ; for even his question in verse 9 was
far from being a full reception of the wifne^.

Let it not appear strange to us that the Lord
should seem in any degree to repel him who
had now come near, and require yet more from
him who was now so much iiumbhnl ; it is with

the utmost graciousness that he does this, in

order to win him over entirely, and his counte-

nance and tone of voice could not have been
repulsive. We might even presume that here,

as well as before and after verses 10 and 12, a
quention is to be understood—Can it be that ye

So nevertheless Alford, entirely misconceiving

i^ quotes my opinion.

I Sepp perceives here a most evident anticipa-

tion of his own reflecting displeasure, which the

FjvangeUst in his old age with " almost feminine

lamentation " may have interwoven with the words
of Jesus. We say again—Will such a critic charge
the Protestants with tJieir trespasses 1

\ This does not (as Olshausen interprets) inti-

mate that the discourse suddenly passes over to

others who wore present—probably his compan-
ions.
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receive not even yet our witness? The mean-
ing of the words is assuredly that of a question

;

it is, as it were, a request urged upon one who
stood procrastinating at the door—Enter in !

Wliy standest thou without? Receive my
testimony ! Else can I say no more—and

shall I not then pass on from the eai'thly to

the heavenl^» things? Wilt thou, indeed, not

believe?* It is evident that verse 12, under

the guise of repulsion, has this encouraging

and attracting sense; for the Lord, in verse

13, actually begins to speak of heavenly things,

and thus manifestly presumes upon faith in the

hearer.

Verse 12. Believe ! This new and great

word, which now takes the place of " know,"

was prepared for by the middle-term. " recep-

tion of the witness," and in part explained by

it also, though the perfection of faith embraces

much more than this beginning.f Is it not in

the highest and only sense rational to receive

the witness of one who speaketh that which

he knoweth, and testifieth that which he hath

seen, because he is come from God, as we our-

selves are constrained to "know " and acknow-
ledge by the evidence of his works ; to receive

the witness of such a Son of Man, who places

himself in opposition to all other men with

equal gracioasness and dignity, speaking to us

words'of the Spirit in which we hear a new
voice speaking to our inmost being, confirming

and fulfilling all former anticipation, knowledge

or testimony of men; to admit and appreciate

the witness of Jesus concerning the salvation

provided of God for our fallen human nature,

and to listen as discipl.es to this great Teaclier, no

longer basely repelling his patiently reiterated

xxm}y, did7]v, " verily, verily," by our infatu-

ated 7Cu)i Suvarai, " how can? " Is not such

faith a becoming acceptance and appropriation

of the gift of God, while all unbelieving contra-

diction is mere unreasonableness, andajl falling

back upon our own oida/.tEy, tovt edri ovh
oi'danEy, ov yivo66Hoi.iEv (we know, that is,

we do not know, we do not understand) a lie,

or a wilful bankruptcy of our understanding?

Alas, that it were only the detriment of the

understanding, and not, as it is, the condemna-
tion and ruin of the whole man !

The Lord goes on to speak further upon that

unbelief in regard to things obvious and close

at hand, by means of which the poor, compla-

cent men, who trusted in their knowledge,

barred themselves from the perception of
" higher truth;" and in doing so, he now dis-

tinguishes between the eTttysta and the tTtov-

pd via. He does not say indefinitely (according

to Luther's translation) "about earthly and
about heavenly things," but he declares that

he will S])eaJr,, that is, give utterance to, testify,

teach tJi^ heavenly things, just as he had
already spoken tJie earthly things. In both
cases, therefore, the things which are signified

by this rd ["the"] must be distinct in their sev-

eral connections ; as well afterwards as before

(It is not yij'iva or yifia., as Origen remarked,

but titiyEia, d toI? eiti yiji en dtaTpi/Jov6iv
dvQpoJToti Sward vndplai te xai voijOij-

vai.) Of what has the Lord, then, been speak-

ing, concerning which he says einov, " I said ?"

Of the n£W Idrth of the Spirit, and thence imme-
diately of the Holy Spirit and his wonderful

influence. Does this then belong to earthly

things ? The doubt concerning this had led

many to refer the words only to the fnraliolical

manner of speaking about it,* to the similitudes

of birth and of the wind ; an interpretation

which is by no means conformable to the full

discourse. For the earthly things themselves

are spoken just as the heavenly are. Jesus

does not speak indeed of eating and drinking,

of gold and wealth, of politics and commerce;
his discourse refers not to such " earthly things,"

but to tJie earthly in and amid the heavenh/. Is

not the neio birth something earthly in a relative

sense, inasmuch as it immediately concerns

man upon earth, is an experience which he mint
pass though in this his lower state, and the in-

telligence respecting it near and intelligible to

him through the urgent and continual impulse

of his need ? In this we discern a sublime

paradox that the Lord now describes as an
ETtiysioVy and places among the initial lessons

of his doctrine, that which had been heforehe

came the ultimate, high, and dimly-seen end
of all scriptural testimonies! For now he is

come, the Son of Man from heaven, the

first-born of the Spirit in human nature ; and
the Spirit now speaks as he had not spoken
before—more penetratingly, with ampler reve-

lation ; more convincingly, with more abundant
promise and gift. The new birth is, indeed, at

the same time, an titovpdviov (as Origen

further remarks: see in Klee), inasmuch as it

came from heaven as the gift of God to man
;

* Jh so far the subsequent words of the Baptist

are not quite parallel, though their phraseology is

tlie same, when he sets over against the hyperbole

—All men come to him (ve-se 26), the lamentation

of his zealous sorrow—And no man receiveth his

testimony (verse 32).

f Hence it is at least inexact, even altogether

incorrect, to hold with B. Jacobi {Stud u. Krit.,

1835,1.) that "the Tti6T£v6ai\S2i.\afiElv tt)v na-
pzvpiav." Let it be observed how the Lord im-

mediately goes on from this first stage of the

meaning to that of which it is the condition, but

contains much more than it

—

Tfidrsvetv eti av-
t6 V, verse 15,

* Chrysostom quoted by Klee

—

Td Ss ETtiysta
EvravOa rivEi jliev TtEpt zov dvE/tiov (pa6tv
£ipf/60ai, TOVT EdTiy eI xai vTtoSEiyjiia dno
Twv IniyEicsav dSooHa.

\ Not, as Hegel thought, that the ETtiysta were
the doctrines well known in the Jewish religion,

which had already come down, as it were, IVoni

heaven to earth ; while the ETtovpdvia are such

as Jesus brought with him from heaven direct.

Nor, with Lange, that the former were the truths

already upon earth, naturalized (?) in the Jewi.sh

community. For we see very plainly that the

drcaBEV yEvyr/f)?jvatinits simple expression is

something which the Saviour has brought new
from heaven.
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but tTio tnincr itself, and the doctrine respecting

it, con^titiilc bat tlie tirst step of tlie ladder ot

heaven, which everm a'e stretches higher and
higher towards heavenly things. The act itself

takes phice in mn-'jine cadi (on the border of

heaven), as the beginning and foundation of

religion upon earth ; the doctrine concerning it

seizes our conscience as a tirst and elementary

truth, has its simditude in our former birth

according to the Hesh, in the motion of the

vrind and f'e living breath of all physical

nature. This is the true sense of what was
before quoted ; in connection with which we
have only farther to remark that according to

the Lord's word there is a ntdrevfiv^ or " be-

lievers," required even for the iTTi'ysia, or

earthly things." Is it not by a certain faith

that I apprehend my own physical birth, and
my own living and breathing afterwards? Is

not every thing in the region of the lowest and
most common—strictly speaking earthly—ex-

perience, based ultimately upon the reception of

a testimony concerning things in their ttoBev
and 7T0V, thpir whence and their ichetlwr, utterly

inexplicable? , As thus the earthly here points

to the heavenly, the most natural thing to

God's highest wonders in creation ; so again the

first thing in heavenly doctrine and gift by
the analogy of similitude as well as because
responding to our urgent need, sinks down to us
as a true tniyaiov.
The Lord appears, in his conclusion a minori

ad majux, to have Wisdom ix. 16 in view, where
Tci Inlyiji, "the things upon earth," and rd
6i iy oifjavoli, "the things in heaven," are
just in the same way opposed to each other

; but
here the application of a statement which has
its obvious and humbling meaning for every
eincere inquirer in all cases, has a much deeper
sense; it here contains nothing humbling or
repelling, but contains an earnest solicitation

to {\\a.i fa ifh, to which are ^/i<>?i promised further
heavenly communications. For conversely he
who has received and experienced the firstWill

be further willing and atile to advance, in
ni6TECDi f/s Ttinrtv, from faith to faith, to
higher things. The hmmdy things have ].• n-,

according to the deep and ample comprehension
of the expre.-.sion, a very wide and very various
eignification : first of all, referring to that which
Nicodemus expected on his first coming, but
further, and pre-eminently, to that which the
Lord, in a manner far boyond his anticipation,
lias to say to him and will say. I'he question
Ttoii TCi6T£vCETf., "Ilow shall ye believe?"
certainly points to «/cA communications, prema-
ture and thiM-cfore impossible, as the blind pre-
sumption of the confident Scribes would desire
to receive; in entire ignorance that a man can
know nothing until he has learned to believe,
and that much even then is for ever bevond
his faith. Can the Lord give us to see those
mysteries of the kingdom of heaven, or of
heaven itself, which he hath seen and heard* in

*In connoction with this Voss {Sata otogie,'m

Rudalb. and Guerikes ZdiscL, 1801, iv. 711), refera

the bosom of the Fatlicr, before we have en-
tered in through the right gate of regeneration,
and thus through faith have obtained witli our
new life a new eye to receive its light? Even
then, is it possible for us to anprehond anv
thing heavenly in liuman thought and human
words, otherwise than in the similitude of the
earthly Uiings? Are there not still remaining
things a /Jf>f/ra, ynutterabkjor which the lan-
gua'^e which is limited to earth lias no terms,
and which could only be uttered in lingua ange-
lorumf This is the ultimate refereuLe of the
far-reaching word of Jesus in this sharp con-
trast

;
not that he means, however, at fust, the

things afjprjra (concerning which himself, and
the whole Scripture, is silent) ; but as the Son
of Man speaking to the children of men he puts
the possible case fdv sirtoj v/.ilv, "if I tell

you ;" the edv, " if," being as much within
the bounds of actual possibility as the st, "if,"
had been just before. It is not therefore involv-
ed that "he was not disposed to communicate
the divine doctrine ;" for he immediately makes
a transition through the xai, "and," of the
following verse, in which heaven is thrice men-
tioned, to the utterance of the heavenly
things.* In order to the perfect witness con-
cerning the new birth, such a witness as should
attain the Saviour's aim, there waS necessary
the further testimony concerning his heavenly
person, through which alone that gift comes to
us. Hence he is constrained to unfold this
again in chap. vi. 51-62 to the contradicting
and contentious people

;
just as now, in order

to win Nicode;i:us, he passed over to the same
doctrine.

Jesus, in his two-fold nature as the Son of
Man and the Son of God, l-nows and has s<:cn

both the earthly and the heavenly things,
whether as they follow one another here, or "as

they both already coincide in the doctrine
which he now first brings down from heaven
to earth; and thus knowing them by his own
true discernment and experience, he can and
will sjtcak concerning them. What remains for

man when he begins and goes on thus to tes-
tify? Believe. Receive his testimony : first of
all his testimony concerning tiie flesh and its

corruption, whicli indectl scarcely needs " faith
"

in the slightest sense ; then the promise of that
possible renewal; and then with faith most
properly so called (c/? aurov, verse 15), the
word concerning him, through whom this re-

newal comes. This progressive faith must ever
be the condition of all true, practical and theo-

to things such as are nipntinned in Luko x. 18; hut
he was thus constrained to maintain that amoii''
the tTtovpdyia was to be placed the vanquisiiing
of the devil. Something Hke tliis lias been dis-

cerned as the must hidden intimation of verse 14
below, but there the I.eavcnhj Son of Man is the
only subject.

* Lutlier also: " Here he begins to speak of hi^h
heaveuly matters." Lampe :

" Ula re«ni coeltnuni
mysteria (luae Jesus in seciuentibus proponeie vo-
lebat, de cu;Ie&t. bua origiue," etc.
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retical knowledce of tlie Icinfjdom of God, and
man's entrance into it. He to whom it is not
yet a matter of faith that having been born of

the flesh he must and may be born of the

Spirit, will be unable to acknowledge and
receive Jesus as come from heaven to that end

;

and, again, he alone who believes Jesus on the

assurance of his own word and testimony, will

yield himself to be brought to regeneration.

For both pass reciprocally one into the other,

and are strictly united in fact, as they are in

this discourse to Nicodcmus.* The German
translation, which gives it—How would ye be-
lieve, if I did tell you? does not strictly cor-

respond with our Lord's meaning; it rather

misplaces the sense, since the Lord only in-

tends to say

—

Wilt thou then believe me yet
further? tliou givest me but slight encourage-
ment to proceed, and yet (verse l-'-i) 1 will and
I must forthwith utter to thee an knovpavtov,
or " heavenly thing." This is the mystery of

the heavenly origin, dignity, and authority of

the Son of Man proposed to faith, with the

continuation of the wondrous redemption ac-

complished by him upon the cross. Without
faith in this there is no regeneration.

Verse 13. The declaration to be believed
embraces verses 13-15. The new birth which
is necessary for all men upon earth, and which
is possible through the Spirit from heaven,
becomes actual only through faith in the Son
of Man, who unites heaven and earth, who
came from heaven, is in heaven, and goes back
to heaven again; a faith which obtains a new
life for him who possesses it. The Cca/; aioovioi,
"eternal life," is here at the commencement
emphatically "the new life of God in human-
ity." The ascending up into heaven, of which
this ver.se speaks, is obviously a general ex-
pression for the fetching or bringing down from
above: no man, independently of Christ, can
obtain and appropriate to himself this Spirit

and this life. The first preliminary knowledge

of divine things, as man's folly without com-
munion with the life and spirit of God labors

after it, must be wrested from heaven with
such Promethean or Titanic efforts (see the
passage in Bar. iii. 29-31, which refers to Job
xxvii. and Deut. xxx. at once). But this

apocryphal illustration of holy sayings is super-
ficial in comparison with the marvellous word
of Solomon's prophetic wisdom, which accords
precisely with our text, and in which the
rroverbs unite with the Psalms in heralding
the Son (Frov. xxx. 4). Thougii in this passage
reference seems only to be made to the bring-
ing down of the knowledge D'C'iTp njni T\}22n

("wisdom and knowledge of the holy") men-
tioned in verse 3, yet the prophetic word points

* Dijiseke says very beautifully, " He who will

not be ieve it, lee him experience it :
" and then he

adds immediately, " But what uo I say 1 will not
believe it? and nevertheless experience iti No,
that cannot be. I must retract. If thou hast not
a will to be. ieve, the capacity to experience is also

of necessity wanting to thee."

to the condition as well as to the consequence
of this knowledce, the possession of a new
living power: Who taketh the wind in his

hands? Who bindeth the water in a garment?
We are convinced, indeed, that the strictest

connection subsists between this word of

Solomon and our Lord's discourse to Nicode-

mus: the ypacprj, or "Scripture," had laid

down the former as npo'iSovda, or " forsceing,"

so that the Lord might now make his appeal

to it. We can scarcely call it an allusion, it is

rather almost an interpretative quot/itian, when
he speaks here to the Scribe of a San of Man,
and (afterwards, verse 16) of a Son of God,

who thus bringeth down the Spirit and the

water of regeneration. The Spirit in Solomon
signified, indeed, by the n^"i (" wind ") the true

wind or spirit of life, which none else can
gather into his hand and power (Prov. xxvii.

16), into his D''Jpn ("fists") that he may

thence distribute it; and by the tenter which.

should be bound into a garment (Isa. xl. 12)
he signified no other than that above men-
tioned essential water of the regeneration

which is the covering of our inward naked-
ness. The mysterious and sublime question
which is then asked—What is his Son's name?
is incontestably the only passage in the Old
Testament where we read, without any point

of connection with mortal tyjie, of an equal
eternal and almighty Son of God, who estab-

lisheth the ends of the earth : Psa. ii. 12, with
its absolute -\3. (" Son") and the ^Din"^3 'TJ'N

12 (" Blessed are all they that put their trust

in him") which becomes God alone, is the only

other near approach to it. To this most sol-

emn saying, which in its original place also

casts down the presumption of ignorance by
uttering the mystery of all mysteries,* the

Lord undoubtedly refers the Scribe, according

to the connection of his whole discourse con-

cerning the water, the wind, and the Spirit

;

and this the Scribe would most probably per-

ceive.

None of all the saints had hitherto possessed

this knowledge, this life, as the Son now brings

them both in one. OvSeii dva(iE(ir)K£y eH
Tov ovpavuv, "no [one] hath ascended up to

heaven," that is, no man, no mortal ; for the

discourse is now of men ; the angels had as-

cended and descended upon and m the service

of the Son of Man from the tane of Bethel,

and from the beginning upon the children of

men (John i. 51). 'AyafJe/dr/uev, "hath as-

cended," stands thus indeed aoristicaUy, since

from the fact declared that no man had ascend-

ed,t it might be assumed that no man ever

can or will by his own power. Besides this

that othei' passage of Scripture may be com-

* Cora[)are the exposition in Die FoUtik der

We sheit, which I have since publ.shed (Barmen,
1850).

f Thus not even Moses, as the Jewish fable on
Deut. xxx. 12 (then probably already extant)

says.
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pared, which the Lord at the same time refers

to and exphuns—nc'OjJ'n 1J^*nbj;'_ '•p, " Who
shall go up for U3 to heaven?" (Deut. xxx. 12;
interpreted of Christ in Rom. x. 6-8). But on
that very account, because this aorist passes
out of the preterite into the future, and be-
cause the lollowing sentence by its si /.a},

"but," asserts that of the heavenly Son of

Man which the former by its ovdaii had
denied of all mortals besides,* an unbiassed
and penetrating critic like Liicke should have
hesitated to say that " i\\e, perfect tense and the
entire connection make it iinpossihU that we
should join with the old expositors in referring
this to t!ie ascension of Jesus after his resur-
rection." We can still less understand how
Olshausen also, and Tholuck, could reject that
interpretation

; for if the second number of the
sentence does say that the Son of Man is no
such mere son ofman as others are, who should
need to go up first and yet could not, but as
one who, having descended, yet remained ever
in heaven still; it was in close connection with
this that he who had comedown should go back
again where he was before. Let us take chap,
vi. 62 (where again the TrvEujucx l^oJOTtoiovv,

verse 63, is the immediate fruit of his ascension),

in conjunction with this saying, and we shall

observe how remarkably the GJospel of John,
while it does not historically record the Lord's
ascension, yet has noted down the prophetic
testimonies of it which fell from his lips. Fur-
ther, in what but this consists the connection
of the v4'<^'J>}>'ai, " be lilted up," of verse 14
with these preceding words, that it indicates

the marvellous way of his ascei:sion through
the death of the cross by the emphatic ourooi,
"so?" Thus the second Ailam, bearing human
nature in himself, representing and renewing it

in his own f)erson ; tne Son of Man (see chap. i.

51, and all that we have before remarked upon
this expression) testifies to himself as one xa-
TafiditH Tou ovfjavov, " that came down from
heaven" (aTtd Seou apxuf-isyoi, "come from
God," in the highest sense), concerning whom
alone may be said with perfect truth and in no
" seeming " sense, what Socinus here maintains
according to his own view—" Qualis descensus,
tali.'* etiam asconsus " (as was his descent, so
also his ascent). '\:\m pei-somd Son of Man, in

wiiom the dvafj£ji-t]HEv must be fulfilled as
certainly as the xaraficii, is something very
dilferent from that abstract and general idea
which Ebrard finds in our text

—-Thus it is

only the mind which is derived from heaven,
and is therefore heavenly, that is, capable ot

ascending to heaven."
The majestic 6 a>v ky rco ovpavtS, "which

is in heaven," is, finally, of deep significance
;

attributed as it is by our Lord to his whole
life in the flesh between the Havafiaivtiv and

*This i.s spoken ri^hily of all men, in the menn-
ins; wliich il i.ert' Ins.

_
For wlint befell Enoch and

Elijah was not tlie dt'd /ja6i?, ov ascomiMi, of a
Bun of man, out of his own, ami at llie same time
God's power, but an dydXijipii, or oaMmption.

avafiaivttVy the descent and the ascent. Can
we regard with Ben eel, who quotes chap ix
25,^xix. 38: Luke xxiv. 44 ; 2 Cor. viii. 9, this
o <:^Vy " which is," merely as standing for Zi
j/v, w/iowas? We should not regard it, in that
case, as involving what some have termed an
idle and inexplicable tautology ; but the otiw
7/y TO itpoTEfiov, "where he was belore,"
would, as in chap. vi. 62, receive from it an
additional emphasis, the ascending which was
to all others impossible being to him only a
natural return to his home. A deeper feeling
of the emphasis, however, leads us to recognize,
with many other expositors, an actual a)y, " is,"

in this place : the last sentence seems thus to
elevate the meaning to a climax ; and further,

the idea which it involves of aJurnienli/ man (1
Cor. XV. 47-50), one who unites in his own two-
fold nature into one person God and man, and
thus makes up the otherwise insuperable breach,
is perfectly suitable to the profound connection
of the whole discourse. Whether the indication

of this central thought in the passage, accord-
ing to which the outgoing of the ^au) alooyio'i,

or " eternal life," from the person of tlie

heavenly Son of Man (verses 15, 16), would be
explained just as in chap. v. 25, 26, is a mere
" perplexing assertion," as Hofmann (Schriflbe-

weis, 1. 116) thinks, we leave to the reader's
calm consideration.* Upon chap. i. 18, also

even Winer does not hesitate to translate wy
as a continuous present; there as here this

alone gives the true foundation of the dis-

course. God brings heaven with him wherev-r
he comes ; the essential Son of God equallv so :

he remains in heaven " even in his condition of
humiliation, through heavenly society (chap. i.

51), and inward communion with the Father."
Such a constant continuance is very much more
than that Socmian raptus in coiliis, which the
dyLx/Je/Jrfxty has been made to signify. This
Son of Man is not only in the kingdom of

heaven, but he is already of his own being in

heaven itself If now through him our con-
versation may be said to be also in heaven,
what must have been the full meaning of this

word in relation to him whose fellowship with
the Father was never suspended 1 Yet we
must be on our guard, on the other hand,
against making this expression a reason for

denying, or even qualifying the w£';'&j(J/S and
xpuipii (emptying and hiding) by which the
Lord was really ly dapni, " in the flesh," and
that consummate glorification which first

awaited him at his ascension. The grasping
at once all these wonderful antitheses in

the person of Christ is the deep problem of

our intellect, a problem which cannot be
solved below by the profoundest theosophv,
least of all by the human philosophizing thcol-

* Yet Luiharrtt rep -ats the same i)role.st alter

Ilofmann. Wliat we mean is critically intimated in

Nonnus

—

ei ^t?) St'6Ha\oi ovro<:, o, aOaydrt/y
Ho jnopcpijy ovpavoOey Hcxre/iaiyty d?}Ofa
dapHi 6 V y a n r aj y dyOpr-J ttov /uu voi viu?,
ui aiSrepoeyn /.leXaOpcp ndpioy ovdai
i'^oj*', aiajytoi aiQspa vaiat.
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ogy. While we are permitted Immbly to inves-

tigate tins mystery, let us never forget or

weaken the iovceofthaimdreveiv eiiavrov,

"Miedng in him," of which alone the Lord

row goes on to speak. To Mieve is to accept

him who has come down, so that he may enter

into us ; to hang upon him, to yield ourselves

up to be drawn and to be filled by him, to be-

come one with him. as he is one with the Father.

Though no man of himself has ever like him
gone up to heaven, yet all who are his through

faith shall with him, and after him, enter into

the kingdom of heaven, into heaven itself.

Pause, ye fourth-part, half, and three-fourths

orthodox of the present age, before this first

public and complete testimony of Jesus con-

cerning his own person, in order that every

thing lacking may be added to your faith; fall

down before him and worship. Observe atten-

tively how, and for what reason, he thus testi-

fies of himself, not for his own sake but for

ours ; only declaring to us the eTtovpavtov,

or "-heavenly," in order that the Iniysiov,

or " earthly," of the new birth might become
possible to us. He who aiv ev rcj ovpai'^,
" is in heaven," and at the same time truly

Sv ev da/jHi, "is in the flesh," as one who
had come into our flesh ; a son of man and
thus a Son of God become of this earth ; in

whose person, consequently, all tnovpavia
become tniyEia for us; this Jesus, who here

speaks, possesses indeed the Spirit in the pro-

fcundost rtSuroK (shrine) of his Godhead as it

regards himself, but /or xis he must himself

first obtain that Spirit, that is, by the glorifica-

tion and spiritual izaf ion of Ma flesh make the

Spirit communicable for all flesh. This takes

place through his own neio birth in the death of
tlie cross (as we are constrained by analogy,
iv 6/iioiojuart, to speak); it is there that he
makes first the full descent to us, thus experi-

encing a glorification, in which we may be
lifted up together with him. " The Son of Man
who is heaven, passed into the heavens ac-

cording to the divinity of his nature, but the

earthly Son of Man must even, as Moses had
pretypified in the serpent, be thus lifted up."

Thus, and not otherwise, do the man of flesh

and the man of Spirit, which have been in con-
tradistinction from ver. 6 downwards, pefectly

coincide. The Spirit of God in the humanity
of Jesus killed and made alive, and thus new-
born, becomes water (or matter, tincture) of

life, which may proceed from him to us. Let
it be observed how this brings out by antici-

pation the profound meaning of the ovoo?,
" so," in the following verse, a meaning
which indicates the essential correspondence
between the type and the antitype, the real

reierence in the figure of the serpent to the

person of Christ.*

Verses 14, 15. To this belong the beauti-

ful words of Kahnis :
" The Holy Spirit is the

* Compare, if you have means, what we said

f ur-and-twenty years aso, in the Andeutungenfiir
g'oilh. Schrfverst. ii. 72-77, concerning the conversa-

tioa wi:h Nicodemus.

substance of the new kingdom. But, while

Christ lives upon earth, he is not fully poured
out. He is only present in Christ. Christ is

the life. Therefore Christ must die, in order

that the principle of life, released from his per-

son, to which it is attached, may develope its

energies around." The dialectics of Jesus in

his conversation with Nicodemus, are the dia-

lectics of the whole Gospel. Jesus resolves the

kingdom of God, the essential matter of his

doctrine, into Spirit and life, but the condition of

this, again, is faith in his person, who is the

life ; and thus the gravitating point of the Gospel

is the person of Christ. With equal correctness,

BaumgartenCrusius says that from this point

the discourse proceeds unbroken in its refer-

ence to that for which ver. 13 had paved the

way, the person of Christ ; his icorlc having pre-

viously been the subject. We would add to

this that hitherto the transition has been from
the person of the man needing regeneration

and coming to Jesus, to the matter of regene-

ration itself; and this again leads back the

discourse to the person of that Son of Man,
through whom regeneration comes to us. Yet
more explicitly : the discourse now begins to

deal with Vaecenlral mystery of the kingdom of

God, that being who, between heaven and
earth, earthly-heavenly, mediates between
both, that is, with redemption through the death

of Christ. But of this the Lord cannot and will

not speak expressly and openly, for many
reasons which are generally given ; if the dis-

ciples could not at the close bear to bear of his

death, and could not conceive in their hearts

the idea of the cross when he spoke a word
concerning it, how could he now suppose Nico-
demus capable so early of understanding it ?

Yet he does not leave Nicodemus without an
intimation which is given to him, as being a
Scribe, and in order to assist his comprehension
through the medium of Scripture. We have
found a reference before to Deut. xxx. 12 and
Prov. xxx. 4, as two most clear and undoubted
explanatory passages ; but now, on the other
hand, the Lord refers to one of the most ob-

scure of the types ; one, however, which Moses
in the most remarkable and striking manner
exhibited to the people of Israel.* That Moses,
in whose writings the Pharasees and Scribes

found so much which they understood not, pro-

phetically pretypified in this act something of

high import; and the Lord by his interpreta-

tion gives us one more assurance that there is

a systematic typology which has a sure found-
ation. For this xaOooi, "as," like the (Zinep,
" as," of Matt. xii. 40, and all similar words in

the mouth of the Lord or his Apostles, does

not indicate a mere capricious resemblance or

comparison, but furnishes an actual interpre-

tation and solution of Scripture. We pause
not to prove this over again here, but only
thi-ow it out by way of anticipation as the

foundation of the subsequent Sel, " must."

* Ben^el : " E^t hsec prima, qase a Dominc facta

legitur, Moses mentio."
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The words of this ntlerance are in the high-

est df'gree simple and clear, but the matter

itseli which they declare is so much the more
deep and inscrutable, as it is the central

mystery of the kingdom of God, and of holy

Scripture : all dogmatic theology is involved

in the right apprehension of the saying

—

Lifted vip as the serpent in the wilderness.

Thus much we must observe at the outset with

unbiassed minds, that the continuous ««/',

" even," of this verse is equivalent to an ex-

planatory namely : only the one heavenly Son
of Man ascendeth into heaven, and even he

only by such a lifting up. For it assuredly

admits "of no doubt that the vipcc'^ijyai, " he

lifted up," in its most obvious meaning thus

connects itself with the preceding words, anv
more than that it then carries its meaning much
deeper and further. To apprehend this, how-
ever, we must first carry our researches into

anotlier field, and go back to the history, the

KaQwf, " as," referring to which becomes the

substratum of a marvellous and pregnant
ourojs, " so,"

In the fortieth year of Israel's wanderings
in the desert, when "the possession long-deferred

was abuut to be entered on, the Lord gave the

people victory over the first Canaanite king
who opposed their progress. But they mur-
mured still even to the last, and repeated the

ancient cry of repining for which their fathers

had died—Wherefore have ye brought us up
out of E(j:ypt to die in the wilderness ; us, the

children of our fathers, to whom it was
promised that we at least should live and pos-

sess the good land? V.'e see that Moses does

not lead this poor unbelieving people further
;

he does not bring them to the goal. Cliastise-

ment is incessantly renewed as their sin takes

new forms, increasing in its rigor as their sin

increai^es. The Lord has a large store 6f instru-

ments with which to inflict it. On this occa-

sion he sends poisonous serpents with burning
bite, such as, according to both ancient and
modern accounts, infest the Arabian desert

;

though that which was there " an ordinary
occurrence of nature, is now elevated into

souK'thing extraordinary and frightful." A new
anguish of death falls upon them through their

sin ; the tents of Israel are filled with the

stricken and dying; new confessions are made

—

We have sinned ; and Moses is again appealed
to for his intercession. Then does mercy once
more manifest itself lor their health, but
through the medium of a sign, the like of

wiiicli had never been known belore. Our
Lord's silence upon the subject is a strong
assurance that Moses by GckI'h command lifted

up the serpent. He pre-supposes this as well

known ; but it is not without design that he
mentions MoHJt, to who.se revelations and
teaching he would point the master in Israel,

Moses who was the minister of the law and of

wrath, but also the announcer and prophet of

the coming salvation. He points his attention

again to a Sau//a«5roV, or miracle, concerning
which, however, thus much had already come

to be acknowledged, that it was in its time a

6vf.tlio\ov, a symbol, of the aoorr/pia, or sal-

vation, which according to Wi.<d. xvi. G, 7, the

Lord God alone could give to his people.

Should we, then, limit ourselves to this gen-

eral reference and application of the sign ?

The nature of a nymlioL forbids that we should

do so; for the external and present element in

it alwavs involves an interpretation and ap-

plication to something beyond \i\ the future;

and true biblical science must learn to discern

whither all the symbols of the Old Testament

tend as types. Even the Cabbalistic interju-e-

tations had brought the brazen serpent into

connection with tiie Messiah ; but we have

here the express testimony upon the subject

of that Messiah himself come in the tlesh.

Certain it is, at tlie outset, that inS D't^

UyhVi "P»it it upon a pole" (Num. xxi. 8),

does not express so much as Dj!? (for a signal)

or nixf' (for a sign) ; the DJ was a pole, and

indeed no less than a standard ('comp. Jahn,

ArcMologie, II. ii., 465, and Jarchi on Num.
xxi. who explains it by N3't31'D, ivrtim) ;

the

article which is added' in the repetition of the

phrase (DSiT^jy ^nip'P^I, "and he set it upon

[the] pole," verse 9) giving us plainly to un-

derstand that this was not a standard now for

the first time prepared, but the already ex-

isting central main standard of Israel which

may be presumed to have been in tlic midst

of the camp. This, however, does not exclude,

but rather involves the idea that the serpent

similarly was a sign to be looked at, as every

standard is; and here it was evidently a most

significant sign, since God appoints nothing

arbitrarily and without a deep meaning. Hence
there is immediately to be discerned, when we
look away irom or more narrowly into the

external circumstance, a 6vnfioXoy (symbol),

or as the Vulgate somewhat inilefinitcly,

though not inaccurately has it—jvto signa.

(For DJ and niX are of themselves and inde-

pendently related, compare Num. xxvi. 10.)

The serpent was lifted up upon the DJ or en-

sign, and itself was a D3> in order that all Israel

might look with faith upon it for the promised

healing. This is the first point, but in the

thing which God set up to be looked at, thero

lay a prophetic signification, and that is the

second. The view which is now so generally

and fondly held,* wars against the whole

cliaracter of the Old Testament, against all

Scripture, against the principle of all our

Lord's and his Spirit's interfiretations in the

* Schleiermacher :
" Tlius lifted uj), that is,

iienerally exliiliit^'d to nifii as a savmg sign."

El)rard: "Cluist is exhibit' d by God to men as a

Saviour, in the same manner as tlie b az n serpent

was exhibited for the people's healing." Hi»l'm:inn

:

" Just so has the Saviour of the world b en

publicly set forth, that man might beiiold liia

bulferings and ids death."
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New Testaraent; the view, namely, which re-

fuses to allow any deeper truth m the type,

but insists that the tertium comparationis is

merely the most general and external matter,
the suspension or open exhibition. (Comp.
Isa. x-i. 10, concerning the Messiah : dj!* HDJ?

D^sy, "stand for an ensign of the people.")

In this manner men weaken and etherialize

this great and solemn though difficult saying,
and call it " holding fast the most spiritual

sense of the figure," while we contend that the
whole body of this shadow, so to speak, its

outline and figure too must correspond to the
substance in Christ. It may well be that
Nicodemus at first thought only of a "coming
manifestation of the Messiah's dignity ;

"* but
that was only the first dawn of intelligence

;

both to him and to us the Lord's word had in-

finitely more to say. Nor will Luthardt's op-
position turn us away from a profounder appre-
hension ; and we are convinced that there are

multitudes of believing inquirers into Scripture
who will lose in due time the residue of their

opposition to such mysticism as this.

The article of itself rdv ocpiv, "^A^ serpent"
—too seldom observed—points not merely
back to the well-known history, but stands in

a close parallelism with rdv viov vov dvQpoj-
nov, " the Son of Man," so that (as Jacobi
says) the Lord assuredly must intend to indi-

cate "not only an analogy in the vipondii, or
lifting up, but an analogy also in the otpz?, or

serpent." The veteran Hiller of Wiirtembergf
urged, with the utmost simplicity and point,

that the two subj-cts for which one and the
same predicate stands are by that circumstance
placed in close correspondence, as in the case

of all similar explanations of types; conse-
quently the serpent is most assuredly as much
a type of the person of Christ, as the paschal
lamb, the rock, Jonas, and so forth. The
meaning is no other than this—The serpent
represents me, it is myself. He who looked at

it lived—he who believed on him—are ex-
pressions which perfectly coincide. Israel

perishing in the wilderness is a type of hu-
manity in its misery, and this belongs to the
setting of the figure; but the brass seems
merely the indiflerent material, one kind of

which must be chosen, and certainly does not
(as Fikenscher thinks) precisely intimate its

indestructible continuance. As regards the
relation which must then be traced between
the Hebr. J^'PIJ (nachash, "serpent") and ntf'nj

{nechofhefh, "brass"), (to which Num. xxi. 9

sign ficantly points), we freely confess that it

is beyond our comprehension ;J and we must

* Annnonius: ru vTpov6Qat, ijucpan) nai
IrCLOijiiov yiyvedOai.

f He defended his interp-eta'ion against Dr.

Ilutli of Eilangen in a special treatise (_Stultg.

1759).

^ For such combinations, as Kanne (Chnsius im
a. T. ii. 122-128) inifiutes to us, go beyond the
boun s of rational investigition.

merely suggest the correspondence which has
been traced in biblical symbolism between
brass and the false gold of corrupted earthly
humanity.*

Menken, in his well-known treatise, which,
with all its dogmatic bias, is always acute,

takes his stand upon the first impression and
apprehension of the Israelites, and makes
prominent the paradox as itself suggesting its

interpretation, though he arbitrarily assumes
too much for the stand-point of the Old Testa-
ment. It cannot even be proved that the Qj

had been a banner of Jehovah, of the Messen-
ger of the Messiah, and in this we agree with
Jacobi. But the choice of any figure generally!
was itself sufficiently remarkable, and especially
the choice of the serpent figure ; while the
exhibition of this paradoxical sign of healing
just at the end of the wandering and on the
very border of the promised land, at a critical

and significant turning point of their history
(which, as far as we know, has not been ob-
served upon by any), furnishes a new element
for the expectation of a profound meaning.
The Israelites might not form any images after

their own mind, either of the gods or of their

own God, for purposes of worship ; still less

magical figures for protection and help after

the manner of the heathen
;
yea, they might

not devise to themselves even common symbols
of instruction, such as those with which the
ancient world abounded. Nevertheless God
reserved to himself the right to give them sym-
bols for their whole symbolical and typical

dispensation, and this was one of them. Israel

well understood, in opposition to all supersti-

tious error,J that the cure came not Sid to
Becopovjiieyov (through the object looked
upon), but from God, t6v ticxvtoov 6oavi/pa,
TOY pu(^u£voy EH TtocvToi xaxov , " the Sav-
iour of all. the deliverer out of every evil " (as

the Book of \Vis<;lom says) ; God had already v
the beginning of their wanderings, testified-

I am the Loixi that healeth thee (Exod. xv
26). But it is asserted that the " apparent
contradiction between the sign of healing and
the healing itself" was opposed to their faith.

Hiller: " It was against all the convictions of

the people that God should exhibit to his pure
people as a sign of their healing an iinclean

animal in their pure encampment, where the

tabernacle of God was." Gossner :
" The

Israelites might have thought—Why should
we gaze upon the serpent, the fearful and. hate-

* Thus wrote to m? the late Von Meyer: "A
symbol of the eaithly and human, consequently
of the human nature of the Redeemer, as £o!d is

the .'ymbol of i.e divine." Cnmp. heren])on

Bahr's conjectures on the Si/mbol k dcs mosaischen

Kult. i. 285.

t From this Jus in Martyr also ac^ainst Tryi^ho
sets out, in tlie 6Uth chapter which ti eats of tliis.

X "Dei mos non est, sed diaboli po:iu^, se obli-

gare pacto ad signum et. rem ex ernani, lit es
extant ex opcre opcraio ipse operetur mirabilia"

(Cocceii bl ini. Mosii, (^106i).
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fill animal? What can this do but make
lis wor.?e. We cannot endure this." It was
indeed, more than unclean and hateful gener-

ally; it was just such a serpent as those

poisonous onps, throucch whose uites they were

perishing. This was tlien their first and most
obvious thought, not immediately that of the

devil, as Menken prematurely maintains:
" From Genesis to Eevelation the serpent is

the symbol of Satan through the whole Bible."

Is there no exception to this, is there no man-
ifold application of this symbol in other cases?

We must, however, admit that there lay in the

divine intention an undertone of reference to

the serpent in paradise which the people might
afterwards understand, as they knew by tradi-

tion, independently of Moses' narrative, the

serpent's Iiistorj'; the serpents sent for pun-
ishment looked back to the original of sin, they

were a revelation of the sin in its corresponding
chastisement, and pointed to the primordia of

the evil which had now broken forth with such
malijnity. The application of the serpent as

the "symbol of the healing art," as wiih

^sculapius and among the Egyptians (for

winch Winer decides), can have no place

among the Israelites, whose symbols and types

form a system exclusive, compact, and one in

itself. Thus the serpent symbol assuredly
stands in one great series of references, in

harmony with the first essential bite of the

serpent, with sin and its poison, with Satan
and with death.

This, then, being admitted, and even stoutly

maintained, there arises on all sides a sjjirit of

contradiction which argues \ipon that very
ground that the st/vibolof Satan* cannot by any
possibility be made into a figure of the Saviour
at tlie same time. Here Menhen and Kern,
Lucke and Sack, with many others, are at one,

and we have Hofmann finally dicrdlog in his

often too jieremptory and unguarded manner,
that " the comparison between the Son of Man
and the brazen serpent is altogether inadmissi-
ble ; since the former is in the likeness of those
who are to be healed, the latter, on the contrary,
is the similitude of those which caused the
malady."t We simply, however, appeal with
Hdler to the fact that, according to all the
rules of language, the Lord does incontroverti-
bly thus connect together r6v 6(piy, "the
serpent," and ruy vloy tou drOfjooTtov, " the
Sun of Man ;"J we appeal to the simple feeling

* This Vitriiirra sees in tlie brazen seri)ent, fol-

lowiiir; tlie procMent of others (e. nr. Fr. 13ur-

niaim),aii(l keenly and eaniestly defending his view.

I In wliat foligws, "Since the ser[)ent of brass
was incaiiai)!e of .siiflTeiin^T^ being witliont life,"

lie foriiels in the lieat of ar^nineiit that a fiijure

never lias the life of the tiling re])rosented, and
yet as a iiguie iepresen;s the thinjr it.sdf.

I Hence Eiuhyinius simply recognizes as well
this reference as the included alluNion to Satan:
ixsi' fiev, tTtsi 81 utpeco? j) fj}icc(irj, fit ucpFW;
xai 7/ ^Fpansia' ivrnv^ia Sii, enF.i 81 dv-
(jpwnov 6 3a varo'i FiOyjXhf.v fI^ royMdcSjuor,
61 dvOpooTtov xai ?/ ^w?/ TTcxpFyEyato.

of a thousand readers who would be very
hardly persuaded that only one predicate is

here attached to two quite diverse subjects,

and that only tlie inp^^Ji/vcxt, a " being lifted

up," is referred to in the o^rro?, "so." We
must learn to estimate rightly the character of

a scriptural type ; that within the circle of on©
fundamental idea it admits a wide comprehen-
sion of significance: so that symbolical language
is not to be closely and logically pressed, but
apprehended in its depth and amplitude,

with a certain indefiniteness pervading all its

precision. He who v.'ill not, or cannot un-
derstand this, will never be a sound interpre-

ter of the types.

Hence we set out with its widest comprehen-
sion, and say with Jacobi* first of all

—"As
the serpent was from the beginning a type of

sin, which poisons the heart of man, so the

serpent lifted up was to the t^qo^Iq an humbling
sign of their tramgression," a, representation of

their guilt in connection with the remedy, and
in order to it. We ask'—Is it not so in the

cross of the Son of Man? Further, o. figure of

the evil brings its cure; and is it not so in the

cross? Deeper still: "the poison itself was
cured through the poison being changed into

its remedy ; "f and is it not so on the cross?
" As then the remedy of God so profoundly
abased itself as to operate in the form of the

poisonous animal, so does the Eternal Remedy
now condescend to ransom the world in the

form of the deepest curse of the wor'd, the

Crucified."J Al Ithis is sound and true, but
has not yet reached the central point of the

type, which cannot consist solely in such
abstractions and generalities, but in the cowrete

pei'sonnlity of him who is shadowed and typified.

All the wonderful influences of this most won-
derful paradox must have their root in the

person of him who thus, hanging on the cross,

became the healing of humanity. He becomes
such as the Son of Man according to his own
simple and significant declaration, that is,

tv 6/JoioJ^ari dapHoi d/iiapri'a?, "in the

likeness of sinful flesh" (Rom. viii. 3), in the

form oi our sin, and death, and curse; for men
too are called in Scripture serpents, and a gen-
eration of vipers. Chrysostom, and afterwards

Bengel, said justly—As this serpent without
poison, is Christ the Man without sin, but
made sin for us, that we might ourai?, "so,"

be healed ; surrendered to tlealh and Satan
that he might ovrooi overcome iiatnn and death.

This is the marvellous mystery of the brazen

serpent ; and thus most accurately, perfectly,

ana plainly does the type correspond with the

antitype. "That the serpent at the same tim^

reminds us of that which had seduced men,
strengthens the idea of the representation ; it is

the symbol of the sin, which takes the place o(

the sin itself" (Von Gerlach on Num. xxi.).

" The serpent stispenckd signified that the power

In his post'iumous sermons, i. 251.

t Von Meyer, lil.fiir hbh.Wahrh. ii. 103.

\ Lange, Lebcn Jesu, ii. 603.
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of the serpent poison was overcome " (Tho-
luck). The more obviously is' this (rue if it

was the standard of war and victory upon
which the symbol, turned into healing, was
hung. The serpent, that is, the sin which
broke forth through it upon humanity, its bite

and poison, is overcome and done away, not
indeed as Menken, Hasenkamp, CoUenbusch,
and IrvinGj, with error ever deepening into the

most perilous heresy, will have it, as if in the

body of Jesus the original sin of all humanity
was concentrated ; for it is still no more than
an ojuoiaj/^iay or " likeness," but it is as truly

as it is wonderfully done away by means of

this crucifixion of the old man in effigie, ihrongh
contemp'ating which new life springs up within
him. Finally, it is in fact as if Satan himself
hung upon the cross, the original, hereditary

enemy being overcome, and held up to scorn

and derision, and open show (see Col. ii. 15).

All this m its comprehensiveness lies in this

voluranious type, which furnishes the second

great promise after the Protevangelium in

paradise, being a continuation and exposition

of that ; and all finds its fulfillment in the
person of the Crucified. He who thinks this

too ample and manifold forgets that all the

diverging radii are one in the centre ; the brazen
serpent can no more be successfully expounded
otherwise, than the mystery of the cross can
be folded into one partial and restricted

dogma.
OvTooi, " so," that is, by a marvellous and

yet most actual, divine paradox, sin is taken
away, even while it appears to break out, and
exhibit itself in the most awful forms ; thus
death is put to death by a dying one (Augus-
tine: "Appenditur mors ut nihil valeat mors");
thus is Satan overcome, even while he is

exhibiting himself to the world for the last

time as its conquerer and possessor, but only
in the form of a vain image of terror ; this

is the reality of its Lord and destroyer. Thus
only comes healing to humanity sick of sin and
unto death; oure jiidXayuoc. liozccvt) ovte^

"neither herb nor mollifying plaster" (Wisd.
xvi. 12), could afford help here, no herb grows
in reritm natura to avert otherwise this death,

nor any other mollifying unguent in all the

pharmacy of heaven and earth for this sore.

But the Son of Man in his boundless conde-
scension to our low estate opens through the

cross a new way to \iQa,y&n for himself, and for
us with him.

The vipovdOai, " being lifted up," of Christ,

once more must be regarded as referring, through
its connection with the foregoing, to his ascen-

sion ; comp. chaps, viii. 28, xii. 32, 33. But just as

in those other passages, there is here a compre-
hensive allusion to that crcifixion which was an-
alogous to the suspension of the serpent. "In
any case the Evangelist every where by this re-

presentation shows that he thought of the death

of Christ, and of no glorification without this,"

is the admission even of Baumgarten-Crusius.
But we are all well assured that the Apostle's

apprehension and interpretation of the words

of Jesus must accord with the exact meaning
in which he uttered them. " I go not back to

heaven except by death," this is the plain in-

timation of our Lord, capable of being under-

stood as well by Nicodemus here as by the

Jews in the other passages, through the current

phraseology for crucifixion ;* in this ca-e,

indeed, made still more obvious by the lifting

up of the serpent. The cross was not, however,
" a manner of his death in itself indifferent

;"

rather it was highly significant, and in many
respects, which we need not now repeat in par-

ticular, Christ knew of his cross from the be-

ginning, as we here see, and indicates here, a?

elsewhere, by this marvellous discourse con-

cerning his vi/^ovdOat, that great and pro-

found truth which is thus expressed in Chris-

tian phraseology

—

Crux scala cosli (the cross is

the ladder to heaven). Here also, as else-

where, he immediately subjoins to his saying

concerning his heavenly dignity, another
which refers to his preparatory sufferings

—

Yea, there is before me an exaltation, but " it

will take the form of the deepest abasement"
(Jacobi). Would not Nicodemus in his after

meditation be reminded in Isa. liii. of the

preceding nxp nSJ) Hl^i) DnS " he shall be

exalted, and extolled, and be very high, (Isa.

Hi. 13), which is immediately, as by a ovroji,

followed by the abasement ?

The mysterious and absolute Se7, " must,"

which the Lord already utters long before Matt,

xvi. 21, and to which his sSsi, "it behoved,"

after the resurrection (Luke xxiv. 26), has

only to look back, is here as well as in other

related passages based upon the cited Scripture,

though Liicke as vainly as arbitrarily denies

it ; it consequently indicates the type of

the serpent as the prediction of the divine

counsel, and is altogether equivalent to a tva
nXtjpooB^ ifypacp?!, " that the Scripture might
be fulfilled." The Scripture here, however, is

only indeed the testimony, convincing to

Israel, of that everlasting counsel of Ood, which
again rests (in connection with the full freedom
of redeeming love, ver. 16) upon the necessity

in the nature of the case, that rendered such a
salvation necessary ; that is to say, and this

alone comes here into prominence, on the part

of man, who can only thus be remedially

restored to spirit and life, to a new birth ; for

the second del is at the same time not merely
a parallel, but a consequence and develop-

ment, of that first SeI vfidi, " ye must," in

ver. 7. Any thing like arhitrarin^ss in the

divine will and act is not to be thought of in

relation to these words. As the ground of the

necessitj^ that a heavenly Son of Man inmt for

us, that is, in the fellowship of our nature as

its representative, re-open heaven by the

* Syr. {^S'pTjthe cross, Chald.P|pT) to hang, Ezra

vi. 11 ; comp. Targ. Esth. ix. 13. The amphihoUa

in our Lord's use of the word has its remarkable
preparation in the typical narrative of Joseph,

Gen. xl. 13, 19.
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energies of his cwn life and spirit, lies in the
impotence of our flesh ; so, further, the reason

that even this sinless Son of Man can be exalt-

ed only throush the cross, on which he is made
sin, lies manifestly in that flesh which he in

onoicoua. has taken from us, in order thus to

enter into spiritual relation with our race. We
must not therefore shrink from regarding,

though in rigorous conformity with our sacred

text, the death of Jesus upon the cross as a

birth also in analogy with our own new birth

eff.'cted throu'.:h it : that is, indeed, as i\\Qfull

hirUi, niui tnaniftstatioti of his miraculous per-

son, of that two-fold mediatorial nature which
already existed in his first birth. Ecery son

of man must go through the cross. A dying
precedes the now birth, and the dying of Ckmt
must first have «p actual fellowship with that

death which i."^ necessary to us, in order tliat

it may become 'ife to us through our fellowship

with him. Thif< mysterious doctrine of redemp-
tion is incont»-<jvertibly found in the testimony
to Nicodemvs. nor need we shrink from repeat-

ing our early remarks upon this subject.
" The Lord says nothing to Nicodemus about
disobedience and compensation gemu formali

juridicv, but he speaks of the fl(^sh, and of the re-

gaining of life iensu essaitiali phydco. He speaks

of they//(Cof the only-begotten Son. lifted up by
the cross as the Son of Man, in order that we
by faith in him might be capable of having
life ; for giving and having are, in ver. 16,

most strictly connected together. He says

nothino; of a righteomuens which required his

death, out utters that great word concerning
the hte of God which gave himself to man ; as

it regards righteousness and judgment, he only

says that the light reproves the darkness, and
that he who hateth the light, after its full

manifestation in the world, falls still under
condemnation. Finally and especially, he says

nothing about the necessity of opening t/ie

haiuh ofetern/il love by his own death, which
those hands themselves inflicted ; but the

whole di.'scourse points to this, that the hand of
faith, which is all that is lelt to man, must be
opened again to receive and to embrace eternal

life. For, from the beginning of his words he
lays the foundation of his teaching here, not
upon an innMlity of God, but upon the inability

of num." We would now, however, more fullv

than we did then, acknowledge the strict

necessity of admitting, and of constantly pre-
sunpo.'img, the otiver side of the question, the
\\iA\ yiJttire of God in connection with mch love
(the (jvroai, ver. 16).* Meanwhile the
Lord's example should always be followed by

* Tli'iof r<- asain it is incorrect t'<8ay: " Potrrat

enini siiin ulio ailveiiUi (Jhristi (sine cruce) solum-
inoilo loiiui /^f'/jet solvere K«raVj«>', sod spoctaii-

(luni est (juid hnrnin'tiu- sa utile, iie((iie quid sit to
dvvixToi' roC j5fou '" (as Gel])k ' in ROhr cite.s

lioMi Aiiiai as. Oiat. 3 contra Aiinn.it, ed. Col.

i. -l-'i;)). For til.' C'roator cannot b:* rcaided as

workiiij; otlioiwisi- tliaii in CKriospoiidoiico with (lie

nature ul' the cieaure} but he lios vuiuiitarily

us in bearing our testimony in his service;
that is, when we would win the souls of Nicode-
muses, we should not overwhelm them with elab-
orate systems of satisfaction, which go straight
to the mysteries of the highest heavens, but
should rise with them thitherward, as the
Lord here does, from earth and from man him-
self; we should not direct their thoughts
instantly and precipitately to the adytum fori,

divini, but first of all to the adytum naturm
humancB. >

Even in regard to this testimony, notwith-
standing its laying hold upon our awakened
sense of need, it is of essential necessity that
we believe. Our Lord, however, in his ndi 6
Ttidreuoov £ii aurov, "whosoever believeth
in him," speaks not of that faith which first

receives the word spoken, and which is only a
commencement and introduction, but of that
fuli .surrender of the soul to the jiermi and
operation of tlic apprehended Redeemer set forth
which further proceeds from it. This is the
first eti avTov in the lips of Jesus, though the.

Evangelist has given it before, chap. i. 12, ii..

11, 23. It signifies more than holding a thing
true, more aLso than believing a man and what
he says, bocau.se he says it; it is perfectly

parallel with the Old Testament nin^2 pONil
mn^2 riDni (believe in the Lord, and trust m.
the Lord), and vindicates again to this cruci-

fied Son of Man his divine honor and dignity;
comp. chap. v. 23, xiv. 1. This faith can and
will only have place, the Jjord designs to !?ay,

when 1 am lifted up, and am exhibited to faith

as the Crucified, and through the sutfering of

death crowned with glory and honor (John xii.

23, 32). It is a faith in the Crucified as such,

not merely quoiqm (although) but parce/^ue

(because). It is analogous to the beholding of

the serpent in the wilderness; for it is first on
the cross, and only on the cross, that the crown
of glory shines forth in the midst of the crown
of thorns ; and in Pilate's superscription is

heard the voice of God—This is my Son, a
Prince, and a Saviour ! It is the trust in need
of those who are tormenled with the bite of

the serpents, and lying in the agonies of death,

which now contemplates the sign ; without
any vain reasoning—How may this be? But
on that account it is immediately experienced

that it isso. " The encampment of Israel, with
its serpents and corpses, was a figure of the

world" (Richter's ILn/Kbihel). Yet more, as

Von Gerlach beautifully expounds on the Old
Testament: "With every new wound there

came ever new healing ; through looking at the

brazen serpent it is not said that the fiery

serpents wore immediately destroyed, but that

their bite was rendered harmless. Here also

lies a typical meaning." That is, the tempta-
tions and the conflicts of sin continue among
the regenerate, and their help is found in con-

tinually repairing to the cross. The spiritual

bound liinisolf, in the act of creation, to the laws
wliicli are iiiwn)iii»lit into the creature's oxialeuca

in all liis subsequont relations with iU
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Israelitea are atill, even after many victories,

weary in the way and tired of their manna

;

they must, therefore, still feel for their disci-

pline the bite of the evil serpents, from which
that lifted up upon the standard can alone

Bave them.

Thus it is not by one instantaneous trans-

ition, but gradually, that all who believe on
him do not perish in that death which is the

wages of their sin, and into which the flesh,

the old man, has fallen. That which in type
was recovery and preservation for temporal
life (he shall live. Num. xxi. 8), is here ex-

alted into Zoo?} aicDvioi, "everlasting life."

This is again the first mention of that deep
word of promise, which is assumed from the

Old Testament ; but what is fehere postponed,

(Dan. xii. 2) till after the resurrection, is here

Drought nigh and becomes a present i'zf'j or
" having ;" here,* as every where, it signifies the

immediate beginning of the new life of God's
Spirit in the soul, in the new birth through
faith. The diflficult now becomes easy, impos-
sible possible; every man. who in entire confi-

dence of faith receives this new life coming to

him from the Crucified, is saved from eternal

death: that fearful antithesis which, as the

kernel of the aVoAT/raz, " perish," is hinted

at in silence.

Right gladly would we now read on without
interruption, following the scriptural discourse

as it unfolds itself before our eyes ; but criti-

cism stands in our path, and throws before us
i'ls little impediment, which we must first re-

move. What follows is no longer, forsooth,

the discourse of Jesus, but the continued addi-

tion of the Evangelist. "The colloquy with
Nicodemus breaks oif at this point; the night
conversation with this significant reference to

the future was suspended," writes Jacobi, as

if the matter were conclusively settled. A
strange break this, an ungracious dismissal of

the poor scholar, with that "crux mterpretum
mundi " resounding in his ears. Either some
external occurrence occasioned this interrup-

tion, and then the Evangelist would have re-

corded it ; or the Lord actually here ceased,

and Nicodemus was constrained to go, in which
case it would have been so said, instead of the

discourse being apparently continued with
yap, "for," once and again repeated. This too

is in a connection where "no boundary marks
are found."f That great and wonderful saying
in verse 16, the most sublime and simple ex-

pression of the eternal mystery of redemption
which the Scriptures contain, the " Bibel in

Kleinen" (Bible in miniature), as Luther calls

it, I which the adoring gratitude of Christendom

* Jul. Muller: "In t!ie midst of time, the pos-

session of eternal life is offered thee."

f For that xdp evidently shows the commence-
ment of an explanatory appendage of the writer,

as Neander thinks, is palpably opposed to the

common sense of every unprejudiced mind.

I So the negroes in South Africa cf me and ask
ihr the book which contains the beautilul words

—

"Bo God loved the world."

ever has received and ever does receive from
the lips of Christ, is now stolen from his mouth
and appropriated to his disciple. The acute
but ambig-ous Erasmus was the originator of

this piece of criticism, which he introduce.'*

with a modest " viJeri poterant verba Evange-
list?g;" but now the modems, following th(j

captious Rosenmiiller, have come to maintain
it without any reservation. Even the excel-

lent Fikenscher, in his practical expo-^ition,

feels himself constrained to repeat it with an
unhappy deference to probability, and Kling
(Stud. If: Krit. 1836, i.) refers to it as a recog-

nized view. Olshausen concisely and without
any scruple declares that the Apostle appends
here to the Lord's discourse a warning designed

especially for the disciples of John. Liicke,

however, is bold enough to admit that the

more ancient view is "not altogether without
foundation," and would mediate by explaining

that the hand of the narrator is more visible

henceforward than before in enlarging and de-

veloping the Lord's words.* Baumgarten-
Crusius, an unprejudiced authority, first to our
great satisfaction contradicted this: he says,

what no honest reader can deny, that " there

follow now no such detailed explanations of

what had been said as John might indeed have
given, but new, progressive, and conclusive truths.

The conversation would break off too abruptly

at this point, while verse 21 gives a harmoni-
ous conclusion." Rightl}' spoken. Luthardt
has at last effectually overturned the view
which was becoming predominant. We there-

fore are the more determined to hold fast

our former exposition of the question. But
what, then, were the grounds for closing the

colloquy with Nicodemus at ver. 15, for which
so many respectable exposilore challenged so

much respect? Let us hear them.

The application to Nicodemus, and the indi-

vidual element in the conversation, are said

almost entirely to disappear from ver. 16 on-

wards. While we put the best construction on
this modest "almost," we are bold enough to

deny the entire statement. The dialogue /brm
certainly ceases, for the very natural reason

that Nicodemus no longer protests or questions,

but has become a listening disciple. Being
such, can we suppose that the ]\Iaster wou'd
not give him furtiier instruction ? What he
says in vers. 16, 17 is so entirely directed to

the Pharisaical Jewish individuality and ex-

clusiveness, as to be perfectly adapted and
necessary to this Pharisee; and then vers. 18-

21 are warning and quickening appeals to the

conscience, than which nothing could have
been better adapted to bring to a full decision

the man who was inclined to believe and yet

kept back by some restraint; as our exposition

will show, tracin<j those appeals down to their

* Yet worse De A\ette: "The Evangelist, alter

hav ng before, especially verses 18-15, put his oum
words info (he mouth of Jesus, leleases himself t-n-

tirely trom verse 16 onwards." For ber^ it is d s-

ho: orably avowed that he wrote down h s own
words as the words of Jesus. Procul oste profani!
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significant conclusion—Only come thou to the

liglit, thou visitor ol the ni,i;ht season ! There
is much reason to suppose that there were
other rejoinders, as John only gives an epitome
of the whole ; but inasmuch as Nicodemus'
further words were no longer strictly character-

istic, and not, in the sense of his former words.

generally typical and symbolical, but more in-

dividual, John omits them, his object being to

record the Saviour's testimony, and not to give

a complete account of the conduct of Nicode-
mus. Finally, it may be supposed more than
probable thai some words passed, not immedi-
ately connected with the great subject, on his

departure; but that they also for the same
reason are left out, and every Nicodemus who
now reads is left to the undisturbed impression
of the concluding words.

Further, the past tense, used as it is after

ver. 19 concerning the xpidii, or "condemna-
tion" (in i)yaitt}6ay and 7]v), is thought to

be unsuitable to this early period of our Lord's
manifestation. Oihers object in addition to

the edooHey, "gave," of ver. 16. But what
pettiness is this, to deny to our Lord Jesus
•what is abundantly seen in ail the prophets,

the liberty of speaking prospectively and com-
prehensively as he here does ! Was he not as

inwardly conscious of all this, as of his being

in the future lifted up ? Was he not under the

necessity, after he had carried forward his

thought to the caiulemnation which threatened

and awaited unbelief, to go back to the cause

of that condemnation as a thing accomplished?
Was it not so at that very tinie among the

f)eople and Scribes of Jerusalem ? Does he not

limself turn back to the present in vers. 20.

21? Why is it not argued from the aycx/ie-

(irjHEv, "ascended," of ver. 13 that the Evan-
gelist only could have said that too ?

Further, and this is Liicke's first objection,

this second part of the discourse bears marks
of John's peculiar phraseology, especially the

fiovoyeyjfiy "only-begotten," which is dis-

tinctly his. But -it may be asked, with all

deference—How come we to be so certainly

acquainted with the boundaries between the

phraseology of Jesus and his disciple, as to be
able to use it as an argument against the most
evident marks of a connected discourse ? Why
may we not conversely argue—Jesus himself

u.«es here according to John's account, the word
fxoyoyeyTfi, and therelore it is not absolutely

f)eculiar to John ? Assuredly it must be al-

owed that the disciple's* entire phraseology
and vocabulary would take its fashion from
his Master's, just as is the case with well-in-

structed pupils of our own day; how much of

transition from one to the other, and how much
common to both in their expressions, must
there necessarily have been, thus defying all

attempts to define the peculiar language either

of Master or disciple ! I think, indeed, using

*John, however, as L.ithardt remarks, has only

used the word nuyoyfyni twice in the Gwsjiel (:.

14, 18), and oncti iu Lis Epistle (^iv. ii).

my own privilege of being in turn the a<?sail-

ant, that such a remarkable term a^^noyuyevrfi
would never have been used by the disciple

without his Master's precedent. Moreover, the

word is here, as we shall see, used with some
allusion to the oiiering of Isaac.

Finallv, it is said that the Evancelist dxe-

icliere gives examples of the same practice, that

of appending his own comment to the word of

another ; many indeed declare that he often

does this, and call it his " customary manner; "

just as they speak of Matthew's custom of

joining together sundry and diverse discourses.

We ask
—

^XVhere 1 and Tholock answers, " We
have three instances, chaps, i. 16, iii. 16 and iii.

31." To begin with the last, it is merely imagined

by the expositors; as is the second, thoug i the

great Bengel in this instance is among them.

If we were commenting upon the entire Gospel

and not upon the discourses of our Lord only,

we would prove in detail that chap. iii. 31-o6
must be regarded as the continuous testimony

of the Baptist, nay, that vers. 39 and 31 are

essentially connected together. As to this we
must be uerm.itted to set our assertion against

their assertion, reserving a few words in de-

fence of it for another occasion. We do not

deny that the Evangelist and the Baptist spoke

chap. i. 16, as the yue'ii TrdyreiXia fio^ev^

"all we have received," incontrovertibly

proves; but that is altogether another case.

First, it is the Baptist's and not the Saviour's

word which precedes; and then it is in the

prologue where EcaatjelLits generally ttpenlc ; or

rather he is citing in ver. 15 alone a sentence

from the Baptist's mouth which he takes up

into his narrative, using the general /'aprupf'j
" witnesseth," afterwards beginning anew the

historical record in ver. 19 with a new scene.

This would be the only case of the kind, though

it is not strictly of the same kind. We know
also a fourth place, which, hov>ever, will admit

of no collation with this in the third Chapter.

It is chap. xii. 41-50, where the Evangelist

sums up in conclusion utterances of Je-us

earlier clelivered ; but they were actually earlier

utterances, and it is so recorded. J
No, as the double ydfj, " for" (vers. 16 and

17), renders it in the highest degree grammat-
ically hard to make here a demarcation bet ween

the words of Jesus and the words of the Evan-

gelist, so we can further appeal from learning

to the simple readers, and ask them if they do

not read on to ver. 21 as the continued words

of our Lord himself. Would John, being

about to say that Jesus went from Jerusalem

int.) the land of Judaea, thus previously inter-

polate his own refiections ? No Apostle, least

of all John, would be bold enough thus to

incorporate his own words with the words of

* Tlie tnuisition from what was said to Petei- to

the instruct.on for the O'aiatians, which we admit

to be gradual in Gal. ii., is compared by Tholuck

with our Qnse {Gliiithwin-dig . p. 335); but the in-

stances are (luite distinct, as it is only an uipostle

who is speaking, and the taine who writes the

cpitUc.
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the Lord without explanation, and th' s confuse
j

the reading congregation of believers in all
i

future times. John is extremely scrupulous in

his communication bf our Lord's discourses,
|

and often on that account distinguishes the

,

Lord's proper words irom his oirn comments;]
he does not represent the Lord as saying all

!

that he in his Gospel teaches concerning him :

j

for instance, that by him the world was made,
|

and so forth. This is acl^nowledged by Baum-
i

garten-Crusius, who further says that " il al-

1

most appears as if lie took more than ordinaiy

care in his portion, not to give any thing other

than the strict original."

Let the reader now call to mind what we
preliminarily indicated upon ver. 11, as to the

connection of the whole discourse down to

ver. 21. Assuredly the Lord's testimony would
have been left imperfect and uncompleted, if

broken off at ver. 15. Can we suppose that he
would have stopped short at this obscure word
without carrying on his reference, according to

his wont, from himself the Son of Man, to the

Father? Would he not here also introduce

himself as the Son of God, as at chap. ii. 16, in

that word which had been his first utterance

in Nicodemus' hearing ? Would Ooil, as his

Father, be unreferred to further than in the ex-

pression " kingdom of God," though he owed
to Nicodemus the true explanation of his
" come from God?" Would he not refer back
what Moses did to the counsel of God, and that

duertis verbis? Must he not declare himself

to be the Son of God, when faith in him as lifted

up involves most assuredly no less than

—

This is the Son of God ?* Would he abruptly

break off, without following this hard and
severe discourse (Jacobi : '"Till now he had
spoken, as it were, in tongues") by a simply
attracting and warning appeal to faith, as on
every other similar occasion ? Would he not

go on, after all his preparation, to enlarge

his word for the whole world, and at the same
time, tell the representative of Israel what he
had to say to the people and the Scribes in

common.
Most assuredly there is the plearest connec-

tion and the most essential unity of purpose in

the entire discourse. The apparent close passes

into the " For," which is anew beginning of the

overflowing words, leading to his last and best

revelations. First, there is the comprehension
of all that had gone before in its ultimate prin-

ciple, t/ie everlasting love of the Fatlier to the

world. "After the dawn, in which there remain-

ed much obscurity, the clear, bright sun arises"

—so comments the Berleiiburga- Bibel on ver 16.

We give now the plan of tiie whole, from this

central point looking backwards and forwards.

Richter: "The For of ver. 16 shows, what
every ch Id must feel, tliat the Lord is still speak-

ing. Christ rises in h.s discourse from the Holy
Spirit to the Son. Would be pass by the Fadier?

Assuredly not." Alas! we afterwards find tiie

groundless assertion that "the Evangelist begins

to speak in vers. 19-21."

keeping in mind the tri-vnity nf the whole
.•subject as the Church has conceived it, which
has appointed the two halves of the one L'reat

text as the Gospels for Whitsunday and Trini-'

ty Sunday.
The whole might be summed up in the

following statement : God gives up his onlv-
bcgotten Son, as the Son of Man for the worid,

to death (upon the cross), in order that nvcry
one who believeth in him may have power to

enter into the kingdom of heaven through the

Spirit of regeneration (water of the new lile)

obtained by that death, and imparted througli

its virtue.

L A hirth of the Spirit from above is necesstirij

for the entrance of the man, who is flesh born
of flesh, into the kingdom of God.

1. This assertion itself, which immediately
meets the inquirer as he enters.

a. In its most general expression

—

Born
again, ver. 3.

1). The explanation of this in defence

against the objection ; and first, exphi-

nation of the entire statement—of

water, and of the Spirit, ver. 5; then,

of the two main ideas, hirth and Spirit,

through similitude and contrast with
physical birth, ver. 6 (leading to the
ground of that necessity).

2. The mainfenaiwe of tiiis assertion, as an
absolute testimony.

a. In its most general expression—Mar-
vel not! ver. 7.

b. For free, certain, thoueh inexplicable

as its symbol in physical nature, is the

Spirit himself, and every one that is

born of him, ver. S. (that is immedi-
ately I, myself, with my present testi-

mony-^transition to the second part).

IT. This eternal life (or the Spirit of regener-

ation from God) mtist be obtained for all be-

lievers, by the Son of Man come down from

heaven and ascending up to heaven, through a
" lifting up " (a paradoxical death of shame
which yet lifts vp towards heaven, an exhibi-

tion and glorification upon the cross).

1. Introductory reqKirement of faith—it must
be received on the testimony of the Spirit

whose influence is felt.

a. The (earthly) need in human nature

tor a new birth, whicli a master in

Israel should have known, ver. 10;
and which is testified by the true
" Teacher come Irom God," by him
who has come . from heaven, ver. 11.

T). But also the (heavenly) mystery insep-

arable therefrom, concerning the per-

son of this pre-eminent " Son of Man,"
ver. 12.

2. The declaration itself to he ieVivered :

a. Only this one heavenly Son of Man
has the new life of God in humanity.
Ko other (son of man) brings it down;-

but he that came down from heaven

—

has it already for himself, inasmuch as

he is still in heaven, ver. 13 ;
but he

must become capallo o[ imparling iL la
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others, ns having come do'.vn to earth,

through his own death and ascension

to heaven, ver. 14.

h. Then all who believe receive it from

iiim, ver. 15.

III. This is the superaboonding gift of the

F<itlicr'» love to all the world, I'rom which only

preticvering unbelief excludes it.-elf.

1. It is a gift of the universal love of God
only conditit>ned by faith.

a. God so li/veth the irurhl, that he gives

hisonhj-hgotteti Son (that is, this Son of

JIan) for the life of every one that

believeth, ver. 16; consequently the

•whole world (if the whole world be-

lieved) should not be condemned, but

should be saved.

h. The decision and judgment stands in

our believing or not believing in the

name of the !::^on of God, vtr. 18.

2. But owrj'aith in Jiitn irlio has come must
consist in our coming to this light, and thus

by deeds ot sincerity laying the founda-

tion for a new manifesta{ion of the works
of God.

A. The light is come into the world;

B. But there is a distinction made
among men, since

a. The unbelieving come not to the

tight, because men generally by
nature love rather the darkness of

their deeds, ver. 19; and he who
thus persists in sin, haleth and
fleeth from the light, ver. 20.

J. They who believe, on the contrary,

perform in their coming the only

work of faith possible to them, and
thus attain to the works of God,
ver. 21. This is the concluding
word which comprehends under one
the gentle beginnings of faith, and
the lofty consummation of the new
hirth.

Verse 16. Clod loved, because he is God,
from eternity; such is his nature and his

essence : this utterance of our Lord is already

equivalent to that equally deep and beautiful

saying, which was reserved for his Apostle

—

Ood is love. "It is nothing wonderful that God
loves. The light shines, for to shine is its

nature. The fire burns, for to burn is its

nature" (H. Miiller). God loved, in the most
general sense, the world before it was created,

for only in love and for love he created it.

Since it has e.xisted, his love has upheld it

;

what othf-rvvise would have become of it ? The
love of God appears and proves itself in all

that is not God. Thus speak we with perfect

knowledge ; but thousands delu>le themselves
concerning it, and do not penetrate to the great

mystery of th/it love which is spoken of in this

saving, a saying quite new, and based upon
other than the general and common ground.
In this i.s manifest the love of God. the Apostle
repeats (1 John iv. 9), as if otherwise and
belore it had been revealed in nothing. Tlie

tcorld, ray xodjuoyf not the universe or the

creation generally, but or av^pa)Troi, mm
(verse 19), lying in wickedness, tlie lost world

of sinners, which in its sin and darkne.«s hates

God, as appeared when his express image and
likeness was manilest. and experiinced—The
world hatcth me ! When that begins to be

understood, the wonder arises anew, and can

never cease, in the contemplation of the

XPJ/<JToT7/i XLxi cpiXai'OfjGJTiia, excellence and
philanthropy ("kindness and love," Tit. iii. 4),

of the love ot God to sinners and enemies

(Rom. V. 8, 10). From this no man is ex-

cluded, but there is consolation and assurance

even for the vilest of those who appertain to

this evil world; for wo (J// oS can never signify

a companv of the elect (according to Lainpe

the univirsitns electorum). What love is that

which avails to bring together again God and
men ! Love gives—God gave the greatest

imaginable giit, himself in the Son of his

bosom. Love takes pity in order to .salvation

—God does his part, 'lya dooS?) o xodjuoi, that

the world may be saved. Love surrenders

itself, stoops, enters into the woe and pain of

others, when their help demands it—the Son
of God as the Son of Man devotes himself to

bear man's sin and curse. For such is the con-

nection of this ovTcoi, "so," with verse 14 : it

continues it and gives its reason, and thus

both furnish an overwhelming and ever-recur-

ring answer to the nooi Ovyarat, " how can,"

of all questioners.

Certain it is, though often overlooked, that

on that very account this ovTcoi does not in-

dicate simplv the astonishing, immeasurable
greatness of that love ; as if it were—w mnrh!
•'The Gospel does not only establish the posi-

tion that God loved the world, but lays down
the way and manner in which he loved it."*

Only in the Son, and his sacrifice ; not in any
other way than that: for the divine love, with

all its compassion, can never be sundered from

that justice which reveals, judges, and right-

eously takes away sin. The cjfJre, "as to,"

also, which here occurs alone in John, has

hence a most impressive emphasis. When it

is not rationistically slurred over, but admitted

and confessed, as it here and in the whole Gos-

pel is plainly declared, that the love of God
itself could and would save man only through

the sel'-saciifice of his Son; then, on the other

hand, it becomes plain, that here, as in the

whole Gospel, bve is set forth as the ultimate,

everlasting ground of all, and consequently

that, in the ordinal y sense of the old dogmatic,

we should not speak of any "reconciliation of
God." They who stiflly rest upon that notion,

hesitate not to comment thus: "To perceive

the depth and breadth of this expression, let it

he reversed—So God abhorred the ruined world,

that it needed the; surrender of his only-be-

gotten Son—!"t But our inmost feeling re-

* Remark of a friend in J. G. Miiller, Vom
Glaiihen dcr Chri/stni, p. 431. OvTcoi in 1 Jolin

iv. 11, also, is not merely—.^o much !

f Otto Von Gerlach on our passage.
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volts against this inversion, and although the

inverted sentence may admit of a sound inter-

pretation, yet it is most significant that the

Lord did not and could not use such language.

The entire Scripture knows nothing of the

typus doctrinal which would make anger or ab-

horrence prominent over love.* In this giving

uj) it is God himself who loves, gives and
reconciles.

He who was before designated as the Son of

Man who came down from heaven, is now also

appropriately named the Son of God; and this

expression would direct the thought of Nico-

demus to chap. ii. 16, and then to the prophetic

word. In addition, he is the Only-hegotten

(Heb. *l^n% Gen. xxii. 2); for the Lord refers

to a prophetic type, the offering of Isaac, of

which this form of expression would have re-

minded almost any Israelite, especially one of

their Scribes. The Septuagint expresses only

the dyaiirjToi, Moved: but here stands as in

Hcb. xi. 17, literally and significantly according

to the Hehrew, Moyoysvvi.f Thus all holds

well together, and it is made clear that

eScoHsy, "gave," cannot possibly intimate a

simple gift. Of course it rests upon the gen-

eral fundamentalidea of giving, which is also

found in napedcoHEv, "delivered up" (Rom.
viii. 32, where ot;« £^f /(J«ro, "spared not,"

incontrovertibly points to Isaac's oflering) ; so

that there must be included in it the sense of

;f«pi(j£ra?, shall bestow ("give"). Here is

the foundation, too, for the i>£zv toDrjv

aiwviov , " have everlasting life;" {and Christ

is from the beginning, as sent into the world

(verse 17), the <5cjp£a tov ^eov, "Gift of God,"

as he terms himself to the woman of Samaria.

But to deny (as Hofmann does, Schriftheiceis. i.

197) the transition into TtapsSooxev,
'J
de-

livered up," and reduce, as many do, this tScD-

HEv, to a mere dnedrEiXEv, "sent," contradicts

the entire connection in which verse 16 announ-

ces it by ycip, "for," as explaining the vipoo-

6ti, " lifting up." It is, indeed, more than the

mere echo of the vipooOi/v at , or " being lifted

up," which Jacobi admits. Baumgarten-

Crusius, who recognizes the allusion to Abra-

ham's history, approaches more nearly to the

truth when he refers to other expressions of

Christ himself, such as chap. vi. 51 ; Matt. xx.

28 ; Luke xxii. 19 ; and he says—" With or

without additional words the tieing given and

giving one's self relers to death, in almost every

language. It is to be offered, to offer one's

sell?' He means, of course, when a living

person is spoken of, and tlien he is undoubtedly

right. Let it be observed, further, that this

edoohfv, " gs^ve," stands absolutely; there is

* Tlio question arises (as Munchmeyer says^

—

wlu'thtT even ecclesiastical dogmatic] theology

knows any thing of this ti/pus doctrince. That is

indeed the question.

f As regards the discussion and explanation of

this type, I may refer to orthodox expositors

generally, and to my exposition of the Epistle to

tlie Hebrews.

no T^ Kud/.icp, "to the world," after it. Lu-
thardt would insert it ; but we cannot help

laying emphasis upon its omission. Even
viewed as a gift, it is an inestimable boon
which the world cares not to receive; but God
gives it in his immeasurable love lor the

world's good, whether it be accepted or—re-

jected and trampled under foot.

The gracious repetition of the following

clause—zVa ndi 6 Ttidrevajv, x. r. A., " that

whosoever believeth," etc.—is designed to

afford the most encouraging assurance possible,

as a counterpoise to the sternness and severity

of what had preceded. Eii avtov, "in him,"
also thus derives an additional emphasis. Be-
fore : Whosoever believeth on him thus lifted

up, the type of a curse, for blessing ; now,
more than that: He that believeth on him
who was given up to this by the love of God.
Tot verba, tot j>ondera (as many weighty senti-

ments as there are words), may be said of this

inexpressible and inexhaustible word, beyond
all others ; a word, which the children of

Christ's flock having once learned never after-

wards forget ; which is for ever evincing its

power to comfort the believer through life down
to the article of death. But the lulness of its

consolation lies in the absolute universality of

the love it testifies ; in that one only condition

of believing, by which, though we can never
comprehend the great truth, we yet may appre-

hend it to the joy of our souls. The founda-

tion of all is the everlasting love of God to-

wards the world ; the aim and end of all is

eternal life derived from God, and consumma-
ted in him ; the means connecting these is

faith only. Then be not terrified at the pre-

established necessity of the new birth in order

to entering the kingdom of God ; it is made
easy by faith. But on the other hand, make
not too light of this faith ; for it is the instru-

ment of a new birth, and must receive a divine

principle, and issue in the holy practice of a
divine life.

Verse 17. "The divine aim of love corres-

ponds with its divine principle and ground."

God's will is not to judge, that is, to hand over

to deserved perdition, but to preserve, to save,

to bless through his Son, even the whole world

of mankind. It is for the enforcement and
confirmation of the paradox

—

God loved the

icorkl, that there now follows this negative

and positive repetition. The positive, and
corrective ov yap 'iva xpiyi;), " for not to

condemn," was necessarily associated with tva
dojOi} 6 xodjuoi, "that the world might be

saved," for the sake of Nicoderaus ; inas-

much as the Pharisaical Jewish doctrine and
phraseology understood by xoduoi only the

idolatrous, reprobate, rejected world of heathen-

ism. In order to annihilat'^' this idea the Lord
leaves Israel (of whose dignity and calling,

however, the Lord had before given something
out of Scripture for the correction of his hearer's

knowledge) unmentioned, and involved in the

common x66idoi; yea, he does this still more
emphatically by descending to the simple.
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common expression aif£(STti\e, "sent," appro-

pnating a term hitlierto limited to Israel, to

the whole world of mankind. Here, a.s in Rom.
iii. 9, 7rtJor)Tia6nniOa yap 'lovSatovi re

xai "EXAy/yai Tcdyrai I'xp, d^apziav sivai',

"for we have before proved both Jews and
Gentiles that they are under sin," even as in

ver. 6 all distinction was abolished between
them. Judgment was indeed expected at the

first coming of the Messiah ; but the Pharisees

hoped to stand so secure, that they should only

behold with tiieir eyes the punishment of the

heathens, and tiie glorification of Israel. It

was indeed, as Ebrard says, the presumptuous
spirit of the Pharisees " to de»ire not to be

saved, but to be judged." How significant was
this continuation of the discourse to Kicode-
mus ; how calculated to take the veil from his

eyes, that he might see the whole breadth and
amplitude of the coming retlemption of the

uorld ! Yet men will say, that the reference

to him now ceases, and that the colloquy with
him here ends !

The Mfjiyeir, "condemn," as the opposite

of the (JojCfir, "save," through love, the

dealing with man according to strict right and
giving him over to ancj\eta, or " perishing,"

remained in the power and justice of God ; he
might have sent the Judge instead of the

Saviour, as the ov yap, " for not," presup-
poses. But will not then the Son actually,

according to his own testimony elsewhere, also

judge the world? To meet this, a qualification

IS sometimes inserted in the exposition—" not

to begin his kingdom with judgment, but with
the proffer of general grace," or that he was not
thUjird time sent for judgment. So we find it

inserted by Nonnus

—

'iva xpiveiE npocoiov—
before the time. But this is ruinous to the

universal, unconditional meaning of this dzE-
dreiXev. The Lord is not to be aent a

second time : this expression is never used of

his coming to judgment, for the Son is sent

as a servant, not in the majesty of the Father.*

The iVa, " that," denotes that one denign of

God in the gift and sacrifice of his Son, his sole

and constant design, that all, if possible, should

be saved; as is abundantly attested by the

equally universal '" therefore am 1 come " {e. g.,

Luke ix. 56; Matt, xviii. 11, 14). The tyoj
ov xpivcD, " I judge not," of Juhn xii. 47, ex-

tends forward to the final day of judgment.
"What tiie Lord says in apparent opposition to

this in John ix. 39, is quite otherwise to be
explained ; the renull which follows and was
foreseen is quite another matter. These pas-

sages are the normal ex.imples of the various

use of "iya in the subsequent Scripture. It is

now still further developed that the judgment
springs not from the first gracious design of

God's love, but proceeds from the self-condem-

nation of unbelief.

Verse 18. 'i'^at immeasurable thought

—

* Hence even Acts iii. 20 should not be inter-

pret (1 ot tlie sccoud coming. Bee my licdcn der

Aposlcl, i. 'Jl.

that the world might be saved—however cer-
tainly the divine counsel provided for it in re-

demption as possible, is never, alas ! reduced
to reality. Christ died even for the lost, that
they mght not and need not lidce //tv/i lost

;

but the world, that is, its far greater portion,

which must therefore retain its exclusive
name in contradistinction to the new Israel,

will not be saved <5^ avrov, " through liini,"

which words tiierefore rmohatically stand last.

The Micoing alone condiiionates and decides

all. Again and again this believing is de-

manded instead ot Nicodemus' " we know."
The Lord's present word at the- beginning
corresponds with his words at the end (Mark
xvi. IG)

;
just as it corre.sponds with the closing

words of the Baptist's testimony in ver. 3G of

this same chapter. O Jtidrevooi' uv npiverai,
" he thatbelievethisnot condemned ;" compaic
the development and estiablishmciit of this

afterwards in chap. v. 24. " But as redemp-
tion does not reject the believing heathens, so

also the judgment does not spare the unbeliev-

ing Jew" (Lange). We cannot perceive in this

ilSt) xexptvai, "is condemned alreatly," a
mild and gentle expression, which contrasts

with the terrible one in ver. 3G, as if not the

positive, permanent aTrstOslv, or disbelief

•' believeth not," so much as the first exclu-

sion is spoken of.* It is as severe and rigor-

ous as it can be; and shows, with ver. 19 lollow-

ing, that the Lord is here di.'-^closing and exhib-

iting the final cutting off in its first ]irinciples.

The gentleness of it lies in this, that the Lord
would not condemn ; but so much the more
awful IS the judgment of the self-condemned.

The xEHpirai, " is condemned," becomes, as it

were, Hithpael in its sense; he has condemned,

and cast himself out, since he despises the

method of salvation (ver. 14). "Oct is not

merely therefore, on that uccovnt, but in tlidt he

believes not. lie luUh not believed, is said in the

solemn perfect tense; "he hath chosen, de-

cided against himself" (Lange). The condem-
nation " is not an external act ; it is rather a

work that proceeds from a man's self, from

within " (Baumgarten-Crusius). The hardness

of unbelief is already condemnation, judgment

drawn upon themselves bv those wlio believe

not (comp. 2 Thess. ii. ll, 12). It is not

without significance that it is repeated here

—

£iS rcl ofui-ia rov novoyEvovi vtuv, "in the

name of the only-b.gotten Son," for it is pre-

ciselv against this name of the Son of God,

crucified' as the Son of Man, that unbelief

stumbles. This is infinitely more than what
Nicodemu.? began with, ver. 2 ;

it is not the

hearing a:id learning the Teacher's words that

will snifhce, but the appropriation of the

person and work of the Kedeenier, in (he

believing acknowledgment of his divine dignity

and redeeming might.

Now may a new question arise—Is this poo-

* So Liicke in the /?;•*< edition ; hut ihis, and the

whole contest with Knapp, he has struck out sub-

bmiuentiy.
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sible? God sends, gives up in love, and ex-

hibits to the world his only-begotten Son; and

are there such as believe not, and lay not hold

upon him ? Yea, verily, alas ! There are only

too many who exhibit, to all that see the

kingdom of God in the world with open eyes,

the proofs of a present condemnation, no longer

concealed in their own consciences. In the

wilderness of old nearly all believed, because

their bodily life was concerned; here, where
the salvation of the soul is at stake, lew only

believe. So manifest is it, and so has it ever

been, since the light of God shone into the

world, and the darkness comprehended it not.

Verse 19. It is not merely a condemna-
tion, but the condemnation which is now
spoken of. Avtrj 8s idrtv, " and that is,"

—thus does it proceed ; this is the " ground
nature, and evidence of condemnation." Cer-

tainly, as we remarked before, such separa-

tion and distinction of characters began al-

ready plainly to exhibit itself, so that Jesus
referring to what already was taking place,

prophetically beheld its whole process down
to the end. Why came not all the rulers, as

Nicodemus came, to the miracle-working
Son of the Father, that they might at least

propose their questions to him, and ascertain

Ills character? AVhy did not all the people
hang upon his words, from the time of his

manifestation to them ? Kpi6ii, "condemna-
tion," like -Kpinay "judgment," chap. ix. 39,

must be conceived according to its fundamental
signfication of separation and decision, which are

necessarily involved in every act of judgment
aud condemnation ; but we cannot agree with
Liicke, that ver. 21 may also be embraced here
under the double idea of this xpidii, for it

stands in too close connection with the previous
Hftivrj, xpivETai, xeHpiTai, " condemn," to

allow this. Thus it only refers to one side of

the separation ; the separation ./>w?i life of the
lost, who thus exclude and shut themselves
out. The life, ver. 16, is at the same time, and
at first, the light of men ; it comes at first into

the dead, dark world to reveal its darkness, ex-

hibiting the true condition of things in sin, and
also the plan and counsel of God's salvation(see

afterwards chap. viii. 12-26). (The Lord was
speaking in the night season, and the light of

his word was now beginning to penetrate the

darkness which Nicodemus brought with him.)
" We can have no manner of doubt that here
also the Redeemer speaks of himself," says

Sclileiermacher, though even in preaching there

was no need to say that. 'EXf/XvOsv, "is

come," evidently returns back to the first

i\}}XvOai, " art come," ver. 2, and graciously

admits the truth now of that diSadnaXoi,
" teacher," which was then so discordantly

added. Most assuredly, whether in teaching

or bearing witness, it is the first office and
work of him who has come to shed the light

of truth into the darkness : but even in this

first testimony the light must be the light of

life, the Teacher must announce himself as the

Iledeemer ; and only he who accepts and in-

wardly receives this sees the light. Nicodemus
conversely at first desired me?-e light and teach-

ing he/ore life ; but the Spirit of life blew upon
him in words quite new to him, and gave him
eflfectual answer to all his nooi, " how," by the

twice- repeated ourca?, " so." Hence the as-

surance repeated now, when he could much
better understand it—I am such a light as

this, a teachej- unto life, whose testimony is,

Believe and live anew ! Had not many like

him heard this testimony—if not all the world,

yet enough for the foundation of his general

conclusion that thus it would be to the end?
(Let the previous—Ye receive not our testi-

mony—be recalled to mind.)

Men— the explanation of the xod^io?,
" v/orld," expressing a slight antithesis with the
one who is more than aJ'^pwTro?, or " man,"
while it points at the same time to the natural
corruption of these men. For these oi av-
^pooTtot ever constitute so decidedly the great
majority of mankind, that it is spoken in the
form of absolute generality—like men gene-
rally, according to their human nature (except
in the few exceptions which are accessible to

the entrance of the superhuman, divine light

which worketh faith), all who have continu-
ed mere men and acted as such, who have
thus loved darkness and thus opposed them-
selves to the light which was never alto-

gether absent from the world, even in the
ages before that light had fully and prop-
erly come among men. It is to us at least

perfectly clear that this is what the Lord
would intimate, when he joins the strong
rjydnrjCav, "loved," in the retrospect with
the universal Oi avSpcoTtoi; he exhibits the
unbelief which he himself met with as only the
continuation and consequence of all former
unbelief in Israel and in the world ; nor need
we any better defence of the much-contested
past tense, than the new answer which (his gives

to all objection. The exposition which begins
with Ttai yd p, " for every one," vers. 20, 21,

has its current truth in all ages, for the dark
world hath never been, and nowhere is, with-
out a (pcai, or " light," which prepares for the
manifestation of Christ.

But how must we understand the striking

and unexpected qualification of /WaAAoi', "rath-

er 1 " Men havebeen very prompt with their so-

lution, after the manner of Rosenmiiller—"Hie
oppositionis est, non comparationis"* (Here it

is a term of opposition not of comparison) ; an
assertion which the language would admit, but
not the matter itself. BengeTs keener insight

saw the truth—" Comparatio non plane impro-
pria. Aambilitas lucis eos perculit, sed obha;-

serunt in amore tenebrarum" (A comparison
plainly not improper. The pleasantness of the

light struck them, but they shrunk back in

the love of the darkness; comp. John v. 35,

and the similar comparison, chap. xii. 43).

The result is, indeed, that they love potius the

* Origen also compared cpiXfjdovoi )idWov
7/, 2 Tim. iii. 4.
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darkness, instead of that lipht which is alone

worthy of love, and so far tiie ^dXXuy retains

* sharp tone of mournful and complain-
ing irony

;
yet thi.s very guilt and pt-rver-

eion pre-suppose3 that the light previ-

ously proves itself to them as worthy of

their love, that it at least has enlightened

and aflected them {cpcori^ei, chap. i. 9). This
is the meaning of Bengel's aptly cnosen jierculit.

The liyht every where enforces, at the first

moment of its shining, a minimum of love ; to

stifle this, to restrain this truth in unrighteous-
ness is the inmost, and first guilt of voluntary
unbelief, which thus consciously (hence 7)8rf

Mcxfjircxi) makes an evil choice. (Cynll

:

npoHpiyovTEi.) Yetmore, for the r/^^txTtr/dav,

" loved." impressively refers to the t/xaTrr/dsy

of ver. 16 ; the light of God in the Only-bceotten
reveals to us a compassionate love which has
no parallel, but it avails not to enkindle man's
love in return, not even to induce their

acceptance of it; man will not submit to be
loved, and render the passive return of an ap-

propriation of the unspeakable gift. "This is

the awful perversion which sin effects in man's
nature ; it induces him to hate the light, and
to love the darkness."* Thus this perverted

and unnatural love for the darkness, which,

however, to corrupted man has become natural,

though only according to 2 Cor. iv. 4 to be
explained by a co-operating counterworking
of Satan, makes all the might and energy of the

eternal love of God in Christ impotent and of

no eflect.

What then is this darkness, which accom-
plishes so fearful a work as the obscuration

and repulsion of the light of God? Not a
mere ignorance, any more than the light is a

mere doctrine or " communication of percep-

tions." No man, since Satan's delusion first

betrayed human curiosity, ever prefers stated

ignorance to the enlightenment of his mind.
It is sin, the noytjfioVy or evil thing, come
into man from the noytjpo?, or evil one, but

which has now established itself in him, and
developes itself into one great complex whole
of fpya TtovT/pd, or e\i[ deeds. Ihis is llie

meaning of the last clause, as introductory to

•what follows. In these epyuii, or "deeds,"
however, as in the Tfpdddaiy, or " doing," and
rcotetv, or "working," afterwards, we are not
60 much to think of the external act as such,
but of the inmost and most essential deeds of
the man's inner being, which are afterwards
outwardly embodied. The deeds are here con-
cerned, t/iey are the ground of decision ; and
the Lord sets this forth to the learned Scribe,
intimating to him that there is a secret love
for the darkness which consists in rejecting
that truth, and vainly tarrying in mere dead
theory. Faith or vnMief is an act, comes
irom the acting of the soul and leads to it

again ; this is the last lesson which is given to

Isicodemus and to us all at the close of this

impressive testimony.

Oetinger in bis Evatu^eiien'rredglen.

Verse 20. Every attentive reader and
hearer of our Lord's words must clearly per-
ceive tliat here, at the close of his discourse,

the <piXvXa npaddriy, or "doing evil," and
the noiFiy ri/y dh/^etay, or "doing the
truth," must have a meaning which corres-
Donds to the xpi'dii between faith and unbelief.

They cannot signity respectively, as indepen-
dently of this connection they "might signify,

the latter the walk of the regenerate in truth,

the former the living in wickedness and sin

simply considered. For how then could any
distinction take place, so that not all the evil-

doers persisted in their hatred of the light?
Let us endeavor to mark how this distinction

is efTectcd, and observe its process. It has ap-
[)eared to us that simple readers of our common
translation have rightly thus caught the mean-
ing: Every one that doeth evil, especially, that
is, the utmost evil work which consists in

loving rather the darkness of his sinful deeds,
in desiring, maintaining, and persisting in that
darkness. But how is this found in (pavXa
Ttpdddojy, "that doeth evil?" First of all,

let the distinction, which is lar from meaning-
less, between npdddojy, c(minittirig (^" doeth,"
ver. 20), now and noioSy {"doing," verse 21),
afterwards, be observed ; upon which Bengel
says, "Malitia est irrequieta, est quiddam o/>«t-

omtH quam Veritas; hinc verbis diversis notan-
tur "

( Malice is redless ; it is indeed more Miori-
ous than truth : hence they are denoted bv differ-

ent words, as in chap. v. 29). This pa-sage,
indeed, is certainly of great imporlance for the
illustration of this word to Nicodemus, there,
as it were, repeated. But unresting activity
in evil is not of itself the critical point of de-
cision, it is rather a sign of its being already
eflected; itpaddeiv originally implies the car-
rying on or pursuing any matter, and always
points to a certain devotion and subjection to
the work carried on. Thus it is he who per-
sistently practices evil, who has given himself
up to it, who is bent on continuing in it (comp.
the remarkable ipydrai r?/? ddixiai, " work-
ers of iniquity," Luke xiii. 27, and our note
upon it). Then q^avXa gives yet more inten-
sity to the meaning, and indicates the icorth-

lessness and conternptiMe/iess of the deeds which
are chosen and delighted in, in opposition to
the profl'ered treasures of the love of God, of
eternal life. Rieger has excellently said

—

" Although the deeds which fill up their time
may not, in all instances, have a gross and
vicious appearance, they are nevertheless (pcxv-
Aa, foul, contemptible, useless, and without
value as regards any results 'permanent in eternity."

There further lies in the e last words another
distinction, which Alford has very emphatically
and well pointed out (supplementing and com-
pleting the meaning whici I had, however, in-
dicated)

; viz., tliat npdddEiv is more the
habit of action, without fruit and rrsult, Trotelv,

on the contrary, is the true doing of good,
goodfruit, good that remains. He who npa ddet,
has nothing but liis itpdyna, lie that tcoibi

has his wouma—he has abiding fruit ; his works
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dofoUmc Mm. Yet the thought thus expressed
requires some modification, inasmuch as the
(pavXa also have their effect upon the final

judgment*
In the process of this preserving commerce

with the worthlessness of sin and ungodliness
there is developed an opposition to the good
and the true, which having been latently pres-
ent, indeed, from the beginning, ripens into an
actual hatred oiihQ light shining into the dark-
ness, a hatred which already betrays and ex-
hibits itself in the avoidance of physical light.

For it can scarcely be denied that this latter

allusion is included, according to the proverbial
reference to wickedness shunning the light
which is found among all nations, as well as
in Holy Scripture. This proverbial allusion to

the notorious desire of evil-doers to withdraw
from the external light, in order to illustrate

the internal abhorrence of the true light which
that symbolizes, leads us to the very point of

conviction in our Lord's words. Let the pas-
sages collated by Grotius and Lampef be
consulted, and the double meaning of 1 Thess.
V. 7 be compared, as well as Job xxiv. 16

("liXiy"l'^Ni)j in ver. 13 yet more profoundly

"liK'niiOS vn). " In every sense of the word

wickedness hates and avoids the light " (Baum-
garten-Crusius).

This proverbial and general transitional
Faying is now follmced by the declaration which
discloses its full meaning—He therefore cometh
not to t/ie light, in the highest and most proper
sense, that is, in this case pre-eminently, cometh
not to me, who have come a light into the
^yorld. Thus even after the appearance of this
light there is essentially necessary on our part
a voluntary responsive turning to it ; and even
if the coming to the light is only regarded as
standing before it, and not flying from it, yet
this itself infers an act of the will in coming.
Thus believing on him who is come proved itself

to be a coming before him and to his light,

although on the other hand, the drawing of
the Father from above is efficient in such com-
ing (John vi. 44), and must ever be pre-sup-
posed. How can faith be a thing and work of
unthinking and unconsidering blindness, as is

* The subtle allusion to the <p(»?, which Liicke
(1st ed. p. 606) was disposed to find in the etymon
of cpaCXoi, seems to be somewhat unintelligible.

For in this etj^mon {qtaXoi, q>aXuif from qidoo;
qtaiycD, equivalent to pale, wan, lanp'uishing)

there is, indeed, something originally related to

light, something good ; hence, also, (paijXoi cor-

responds witli (XTtXovi, and Wahl rightly observes
that this word like scldecht has passed from a
good to an evil sense. But the phra'-eology of
the New Testament knows only its bad mean-
ing

—

vHis, as is shown in the three other passages
in which it occurs, John v. 29 ; Titus ii. 8 ; James
iii. 16.

f Among the most striking parallels, is that of
Eurip. IphifT. in Taurus, v. 1066, KXsTtrcSy yap
»/ vvB, rrji Se dXr/Oeia? to qiwi ; and Seneca
£p. 122j " Gravis malse conscientias lux est,"

perversely said in fear or in scorn, when it is in
reality nothing but the submitting to be en-
lightened into full and clear self-consciousness?
But this is just what the lovers of darkness do
not desire. "Iva lur/ sXeyx^tf ^<^ Sfiya avrovl
lest their life and actions should be revealed
and convicted of being cpavXov, and reproved
with a wholesome and gracious judgment,
different, however, from the previous xpivaiv.
The word answers, indeed, to the subsequent
cpavepcoOff, " may be made manifest" (compare
Ephes. v. 11-13). The evil man discerns, by
means of the indwelling 6v/iicpTj/ui tw ipuriy

"I consent unto the light" (Rom. vii. 16),
which is excited against his will, that such a
revelation and reproof threaten him, that in

this light even his " good works" and excellent

traits will be exhibited as merely (pavXa, that
he will be required to retract and renounce his

opera omnia ; and discerning this practical con-
sequence to impend, he prefers to remain in

doubting unbelief, and busily endeavors to de-
fend himself against faith by disingenuous
theoretical arguments. Let it be noted how
here our Lord directs and justifies us in adopt-
ing the same plan with the unbelieving learned
of our day ; confidently to urge against their

consciences, for their profit, that unbelief which,

they impose upon themselves.

But what is the precise reference here to

Nicodemus? We must allow, first of all, that
he came actually to Jesus, that is, to the light,

undir the impulse of a desire to know ihe
truth. We may consequently give him his

portion, as Rieger's New Testament does, in

the later words ; the Lord reckons his act as

done in God. Nevertheless it is not " marvel-
lous " that in these words of ver. 20 a reproving
allusion to his coming ly night should have
been discerned. Herder scornfully cries out—"Petty application ! contradicts itself and has
no foundation in the Scripture. Nicodemus
sought the light itself in the darkness." For
when we observe that the Evangelist, as was
mentioned at the outset, twice subsequently
alluded to the vvKvoiy "by night," with a
tone of censure, we may reasonably suppose
that he learned to do so from his Master. If,

further, the allusion in /Jidsiv to <p(2i, " hateth
the light," was based, as cannot be denied, upon
the actual exhibition of the shunning of exter-

nal light among evil-doers, we cannot but per-

ceive some monitory force in it for this timid
night guest. We hold, therefore, with the
Evangelist and ihe tradition of the Church,
that some blame is here imputed to the coming
by night ; and agree with Ebrard that " the
necessity of decision was at the same time
hinted at in our Lord's allusion, a decision

which would not shrink from the light (of

day)." We are glad also that Lange acknow-
ledges this, and thus speaks upon vers. 20, 21

:

" This conclusion is purposely framed to be the

last word, with which Jesus dismissed Nicode-
mus. If we might suppose that Jesus came
with him to the door of the house, and spoke
these words to him under the dark canopy of
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the heavens, what force of impressive warning

does tliis dismissal assume ! " Also afterwards :

*" For the Lord gent.y reproves his coming by
night, and seems solemnly to warn him hence-

forward to come to hira in the broad light of

day." Assuredly (to speak with Dniseke) the

great exhortation was given to him for his le-

tlection on the way

—

Do thou tJw truth ! But
wherefore were the previous words uttered to

such as Nicodemus was? One may answer: To
arm and fortify him against the offence of the

cross, against the hatred of the world, against

the predominant and ruling unbelief of the age
;

and we must necessarily admit, for it is clear

as day in his coming by night, that Nicodemus
was not a bold and resolute conqueror of the

world. For what purpose did he seek light in

ihe darkness ? Because, forsooth, something of

that m6eiy, or "hating," still adhered to

him, because he was still involved more or less

in the xod^.to';, or " world," and his coming was
not altogether a pure coming in light to the

light. " He apparently placed himself by his

coming in the night too much in the fellowship

of those who prefer the darkness for their

deeds." The Lord first blames this self-contra-

diction of his procedure, which was more than
merely apparent, and then proceeds to en-

courage and animate him in the following

words.

Verse 21. The word of dismissal, however,
hastens so quickly to its close, that this last

verse contains many things which are merely
hinted at, and interwoven together. The dis-

course presses briefly and concisely forwards to

the goal of a faith which finds its consumma-
tion in act; and gives, as it were, a mystery to

Nicodemus' reflection, the solution of which
must bo found in his own conscience and in his

future life. Have not then all av^pooTtoi,
or "men," as such, epya noviipd, or "evil
deeds," and nothing else to present ; are there
any who in a state of nature do good deeds?
It 13, indet'd, p re-supposed, as we have just said,

that he who cometh in faith must abide the
conviction and reproof of all his past works :

hence we do not find it here ex opjmsito 6 Se

Tfotooy dyaSd or rd dya^d, to dyaBuy,
" he that doelh good works," or " good things,"
or "good." But it is n}y dy?f 3 eiay, " ihc
truth." This, again, cannot indicate that "walk-
ing in the truth," which, as the fulfillment of the
law, is the high prerogative of the regenerate
and sanctified only

; for the Lord is spcakingof
that first faitii which is the condition thereto.
7o lb) tJiti truth, in so far as it is here one with
coming to tlie light, or rather the internal princi-
ple of that coining, the true act in this critical

and decisive doing, can be no other than the
first great work of sincerity which is followed
by all other good works, and is the only one
which remains in our own power. As before
the (pocvXa which gives its character to the
7rpd6dcjy was placed first, so now with signi-
ficant meaning the notojv precedes, which
shows the invigorated man voluntarily placing
himself in the piesenco of the liglit. For

Tfotetv " points not so much like TtpdvTEiv to
the deed and work, but to the moral tone and
condition of the entire spirit " (Liicke). The
man who comes in honest sincerity preceives

and contesses, so soon as that truth humbles and
reproves him, that the trtith is a new and an-
other life, that it is not to be learned and rea-

soned about, but to be lived and done ; he him-
self wouldfain do it by the guidance of the light,

and thus deciding for the truth against himself

he doeth the truth as far as in him lies, and it

is to be carefully observed that this his act is

no other than his coming out of his previous

darkness to the light. What can then befall

him, but that which the opposite character
hates, which he, however, acknowledges, desires,

and seeks as wholesome and salutary to his

soul—the conviction and reproval of his evil

works? If we thus naturally understand this

second parallel lya, " that," we discern an-
other remarkable variation in the expression.
What to the former was a dreaded tXeyx^ijyat,
or " being reproved," is to the latter a more
gracious (payepoo^TJyai, or " being made man-
ifest." Is it not better for me, he thinks, to

stand before God, manifest in the light of his

truth, as I really am? Further, in the former
case the dpyoc, " deeds," came first, which the
evil man desired to keep in concealment ; but
inthejatter case_ there is a striking change, it

is avr ov rd epya, " his deeds," since the
sincere man desires to expose and yield up to

view himself and thus proves himself, on his

side, as a sincere confcamr of his sin, who finds

grace from God.* Behold me, a miserulile
sinner! is his language ; but the response with
which he is already greeted is—Mercy and
grace to thee in thy sincerity ! Then are all

his previous evil epya transformed into confessed

and forgiven sins.

At this critical turning point the Lord
adjoins a final sentence which with impressive
and appropriat; conciseness interweaves the
consequence of this transition from the darkness
to light with that transition itself.f The
acknowledgment and confession was tlie first

work done in God, and all others that ensue
flow from that. To do works in God, must be
equivalent to the being born again, born of
Gijd. That cannot be merely, as Munch meyer
maintains against me, the preparatory in zov
3euv Eivai, or " being of God," of chap. viii.

47, or *'«. r7/J aAT/Sf/a?,^ "of the truth," of

chap, xviii. o7.| To have epya ly 2eco eipya-
6jx£va, "deeds wrought in God," is the great

* Bengcl's "Qui se non pudefactnm iri novit,"
is somewhat premature: the "novit" must in any
case be understood in a very unconscious sen.se.

f MUnclimeyer " cannot understand " my ex-
position, .'iiniply because lie is not accu tomed to
appreciate tlio prol'ouud con .;ensation of meaning
in such discour.sos.

^ Or merely according to God's will, works well-
pleasinjj to him, as Nonnus presses down the
meanini;

—

rdnep noir/6s Seou rereXedutya
fiovXy.
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and glorious end, to wliich the first itotsiv tjjk

aXf/bEiay, " doing the truth," in submitting

to reproof and confessing sin, preparatorily

leads. Hence the on, " that," is comprehen-

sive and stops not short of this meaning.
(Compare the connection and progress in John's

first Epistle from chap. i. 5 to chap. ii. 10.)

What is here condensed and briefly intimated,

is there expanded ; and with a prospective

reference to the great day of God, when the

children of light, walking in the truth, shall be

made manifest. What then are the stages of

faith according to the testimony of Jesus to

Nicodemus? First, there is the ceasing to

marvel, then an acceptance of the testimony,

then the coming to tlie light to be reproved

and convicted by it, this, however, being at

the same time a nidrEvEiv eH avr ov, or
" believing in him" (as lifted up to be beheld),

and a consequent receiving of life ; and in all

this a doing, first of this great work of sincerity,

then of the further works wrought in God.
" With this farewell word Jesus dismissed Nic-

odemus that he might behold him again in

light" (Lange).
Thus " the master in Israel had learned more

in one night than Judas in three years." Seed

had fallen into his heart which time must b*
left to fructify, " that it might take root down-
wards and bear fruit upwards." For a con-

siderable time yet he remained a fearful be-

liever, without making his open avowal, as we
see in chap. xii. 42. The Evangelise is silent

as to his departure, and his subsequent internal

development. " It speaks for the simplicity

and historic truthfulness of our Evangelist,

that he adds nothing more, and even leaves

untold the immediate result which the dis-

course had" (Baumgarten-Crusius). Then
question thou not about this, but as far as

thou art thyself this Nicodemus, take home the

word of Jesus to thy heart ! Believe, come to

the Truth I Ask no longer—How may these

things be ? but let tliembe in thine own experi-

ence 1 For it is not revealed how the sunbeam
penetrates the plant, and how light and life

come down upon thee from above ; the new-
born thing in thee thrives gradually as is the

case with growth of all kinds ; and finally thy

living and acting in God will gloriously become

manifest, as in the consummation of all the

divine works, whether of nature or of the

Spirit.

CONVERSATION WITH THE WOMAN OP SAMARIA: THE WATER OP LIFE;
WORSHIP IN SPIRIT AND IN TRUTH • THE MESSIAH COME.

(John iv. 7-26.)

Immediately after his prologue, the Evan-
gelist gave, first of all, the testimony of John
the Baptist; then followed the commencement
of the revelation of Jesus on the reception of

his first disciples ; then the manifestation of

his glory in its grace at Cana, and in its se-

verity of truth at Jerusalem, in supplementing
contrast. He next introduces two testimonies of
Jesus concerning himself, similarly connected

together, in which he made himself known to

two very diff"erent persons—Nicodemus and
the woman of Samaria. The introduction to

these is found in chap. ii. 23-25, by way of

antithesis ; Jesus did not commit himself to

those there mentioned (verse 24), but to others

he did, as he knew what was in them : to Nic-

odemus, a ruler of Jerusalem, the only one of

his class till now; to the Samaritan Avoman,

who had many like herself.

Before, however, the counterpart to Nicode-

mus is entered upon, the Evangelist inserts a

supplementary illustration of the relation of

Jesus to the Baptist, in & final testimony of the.

latter, which remarkably accords with the tes-

timonv given to Nicodemus.* The literal ex-

* We prefer this distribution to Luthardt's three-

fold arrangement (i. 271 '. The scheme which he
has drawn out at such length does not exclude
other views of the order of the discourse.

pressions may in individual cases have been
here and there departed from,* but as a whole
we have the authentic words of the Baptist

from the 27th verse to the end of the chapter.

As Jesus, before his redeeming death, was a
prophet for himself, so did he connect his own
ministry with the function of the Baptist

which closed all prophecy ; but he baptized

only through his disciples, the least in the

kingdom of heaven being greater than the

greatest without. Thus did the preparation

for Jesus, and his actual coming, continue to

run side by side, even after he had actually

come. The Baptist's position was acknow-
ledged by Jesus himself, and gives a key to

the history of his church. Generally speaking,

chaps, ii.—v. of John's Gospel contain the

record of the transition time, in which Jesus in

conjunction with John, in part baptizes, in

part already bears witness like him. He does
not as yet preach ; that began only when John
retii-ed.

* We should not, however, presume to translate

back again from the Evangelist's into the Baptist's

manner of speaking, as Ebrard does, p. cob.

Comp., in opposition, Luthardt, i. 173, etc., who
sees, with myself, only a faint trace of the sub-

jectivity of the Evangelist in the expressiott given

to the Baptist's thoughts.
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What follows verse 31 in the third chapter

is clearly a continuation of the former dis-

course. The Baptist testified in the first part

— 1, who must decrease, have, as man, my
measure and degree. In the second, he con-

tinues—But he, as the Son of God, receives

every thing without measure, ^/Ars nothing from
heaven, is himself come down from above

!

Thus It was very necessary, not only that John
should send away men from himself, but that

he should strongly affirm the digniiy of him
who had beeu misunderstood, and point to

him. He now knew full well all that he wit-

nessed : he knew him as the Lmib, and as the

Bridegrooin* and, indeed, since the revelation

at the baptism, as the Son of GcmI, chap. i. 34.

What he adds, verses 34-36, was received at

that revelation, to which the dsSo/neyoy,
"given," of verse 27 already alluded. The
"phraseology" to which the learned have so

many objections, is first that of the Sjdrit and
liie matter itself, and only thus th« Evange-
list's. The tiames of Christ significantly ad-

vance in dignity, in contrast with the aVOpcj-
iro5, "man," with which the wh le began: in

verse 8 u Xpidrui, " the Christ," but still a

man, to whom God giveth the Spirit ; in verse

2y, the yvti(pioi, " bridegroom," who will unite

himself with us; in verse 31, the avcjOEy,
Ih tov ov/javov kpxofitvoi, "that cometh
from above," " from heaven," and in ver. 34, uv
(XTtenreiXsy 6 ScoS, " wliom God hath sent,"

in an eminent and special sense, down from
and out from himself; then in verse 35,

the Son of God. He who receives this testi-

mony sets to his seal that God is true; as he
himself receives the seal and assurance of this,

8') is he a seal also to others (2 Cor. iii. 2, 3).

The Baptist, and every one who with him
stood without, could not give the epistle and
seal of the Spirit: it was for them to appeal
to another—He will bring it ! All the proph-
ets spoke upon earth with their expectant eyes
fixed upon heaven ; he that believeth on him
who came down from heaven, hath the wit-
ness of God in himself, as ihe seal of the
lulfillment of all, and can consequently give
testimony to otucrs from this inward ex-
perience (comp. 1 Cor. ix. 2). The Son indeed
tpeakcth iy ufxoiojjjart, "in the likeness," of

men and prophets (verse 34), but his XaXelv,
or "speaking, alone is, at t e same time, a
perfect //aprupjEiV, or " witnessing," in the
Highest sense._ He does not speak merely tn
Tvu ov/jayuv, Ik tov Seov, " froiii heaven,"
"from God," but rd /jt/naza rov '^eov , "the
words of God ;

" that is, the Son speaketh all

the words which the Godhead hath for us

(chap. i. 18)1 Thus hath the Father given

Lutliardt's combination—" B.iplistaj verba in

niemorlam nobis revocant nuptias Caneiises " (/>c

Compos, p. 27)—we must set aside; esfiecially as

the Bai)ti8t cerUinly had Scriptural authority for

his representation.

\ The same was sitjnified of old in Dent, xviii.

18, l'» ; in the pre-emineut sense of a linal, most
special fulOllmcuU

all things into his hand, w^ho is ever ^navc<-)

ndyrooy, "above all" (this being neuter in

verse 31. as the concrete idea of ovparoi,
011*3). In that the Father giveth his beloved

Son to us, he gives his fatherly love for fli©

Son also to us. Christ is the redeeming arm
of God's power, but also the bestowing hand
of God's Jove; he is himself both gift and
Giver to f'Uth. Hefice faith or unbelief to-

wards him decides for life or death. It is with
this final word of promif<e and word of terror

from the Old Testament, that .John, as Lange
says (iii. 578), closf^s his prophetic function of

bearing testimony to Christ.

The Lord now gives the same tesiimonv to

the unlearned woman at Sychar, which he had
given to the master in Israel ; the same to the
ignorant schismatic and sinner, as to the sancti-

fied Pharisee. The object of his testimony is

to reveal himself as the gift of God (or the

medium and giver of that gift). The great

theme i.s

—

the gift of God, chap. iii. 16. Mora
particularly the true gift of God is this, that I,

as the Messiah now come, give to all who ask
it the true water of life, in order to bring in the

time of the worship ©f the Father in spirit and
in truth.

The conversation divides itself into two main
parts: one more general, and one more partic-

ular. The more general portion is preparatory

ami figurative ; the vwre special '\9, Xhi^n drawn
out in detail and in plain expressions. Tiie

former sets out with the paradoxical and awak-
ening testimony

—

Thei-e is a water of life ; and
this is the true gift of God through me. We
must observe here the point of connection, and
the transition. The connection is with the

present, earthly gift of God, the water which
supplies the figure, ver. 7. (First turning

point: the woman becomes attentive to iho

speaker, and enters into conversation with

him.) Then follows the transition to the tnio

or spiritual gift of God ; the same in its source,

contrasted in its worth ; not without allusion

to the end of the whole colloquy

—

He Jiinuclf

who was npeaking ! (Second turning point : the

woman does not understand, and opposes.)

Then follows a. j}l(tin designation, though as yet

in figurative, preparatory words, of the spiritual

'

gift ; and its wortii is shown by the permanenco

of satisfaction which it gives, vers. 13, 14.

There is first another antithesi.s—He who
drinketh this water shall never thirst; then

comes the plain declaration

—

Springing vp into

everlasting life I (Third turning point: the

woman begins to iinderstand, but her notion

being obscure, she can only speak evasively.

The Lord now commences the second part of

his discourse ; speaks plainly to her and without

figure, though only pursuing into detail what
the former part had prepiired lor. Salvation

Cometh to sinners by me, the Messiah of the

Jews, whose design is to establish the universal

worship of the Father in spirit and in truth.

Here, again, there is first the evidence of her

own need, which ia brought home personally
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to her conscience, and admits no evasion ; and

then the most plain and ample exhibition and

offer of the gift of God. The woman is at once

apprehended, by the bringing to her conscience

of her present sin, ver. 16. (Fourth turning

point : she is more keenly smitten, and already

makes a half confession.) Her confession is

with gracious severity dwelt upon, and the sin

of the whole life made m3,nift;st to her by its

last sin, ver. 17, 18. (Fifth turning point:

she silently confesses; discerns, finally, the

Prophet ; and then, after her own manner, asks

concerning true worship.) Now, finally, comes
the explicit and full offer. First, as necessa-

rily opposing the error of the questioner—the

one great end of the great future now begin-

ning, ver. 21, and the original point of differ-

ence in the present relations of .Jews and Sa-

maritans, ver. 22. Hereupon is indicated and
offered us the gift of Jesus

—

the Spirit given in

order to the true worship of the Father

—

this

is the water of life : the Messiah (the Son of the

Father, though the Samaritan woman knew
not this as yet), who brings and imparts that

Spirit, is

—

myself ! The necessity wherefore
only such are the true worshippei's whom the

Father seeketh to worship him, ver. 23. Its

ground in the nature of Qocl, with at the same
time an intimation that that Spirit can be a

giftfrom God alone, ver. 24. (The sixth critical

moment in the colloquy: the woman thinks
now of the promised Giver and Mediator of

this gift—almost regards Jesus as being he.)

The Lord then concludes with a seventh say-

ing, turning back to the first : Now recognize

the gift of God, know who it is that speaketh
with thee, that thou mayest make thy petition

to him

—

''Eyo) tUn, I am He ! ver. 15.*

Before we enter upon the detailed exposition
of this most marvellous conversation,f thus
preparatorily sketched, we must glance upon

* In tlie first collection of my Andeutuncjen I

showed liow in this most distinct historical repre-
sention tlie ])rocess ot conversion in many souls is

reflected; and may repeat it from a work now laid

.
aside. First, tliere is imparted an obscure, indefi-
nite, and general knowledge of the need of sus-
tenance for tlie soul. This is at first a figure, in
the beT;inning not understood

; Ihf n we are con-
strained to mark it well, but will not. God comes
closer and more keenly witii the discovery of per-
sonal sin : then follows the lialt-denial, yet half-
submission to the authority of God's omniscience;
and, finally, repentance. Now comes the inquiry
for the true service of God, confused as we are
concerning it by the tradition of vain " worship^'
from our fathers. Then follows the right appre-
hension of the worship in sprit and in truth, with
earnest desire nfter him who brings tlie light and
power required in order to ofi'er it. He now
places liimself op'^nly before us, the pitcher of
earthly ]> easiire is left standing, and we go at
once !o magnify the great Giver to our 1 rethren.

t How many such colhi.iuies may h^ve occurred
in the life of Jesus, which are not written down !

its scene, as the Evangelist, vers. 1-6, exhibits

it to us. After the parenthesis of John's
words, he takes up the thread of ver. 26 again.

He himself terms Jesus tlie Lord (here for the

first time, when he is retreating before the
Pharisees!) and then irrtroduces, with the
names Jesus and John, what the Pharisees had
heard. The more gracious of these two was
the more attractive to the people ; and, besides

this, John with constant earnestness directed

all to him: hence naturally the concourse
around him, in which, however, according to

chap. iii. -32, there was but little true faith

exhibited. To the Pharisees, on the contrary,

the legal John was more acceptable or more
tolerable: their enmity began to rage against

the Lord, who penetrates, and perceives it

without being informed concerning it in any
human way. (The eyvoo rises somewhat
above the 7iHov6av.) In connection with the

baptizing, the Evangelist interposes the impor-
tant circumstance that Jesus did not him-
self baptize*—and this, as being a manifold
presumption of the common people, provoked
the Pharisees still more. Suffice it that the

Lord, avoiding these Pharisees, left Judnsa,

and turned towards the chosen and predicted

.sphere of his main activity, towards the

more susceptible Galilee. He went naturally

by the shortest way, for it would have been
a sanction of Pharisaism in him to have
avoided the Samaritans, which only the most
bigoted Jews were in the habit of doing.

But John adds an eSe?, " must needs," which
has still deeper significance : not that it re-

fers to any special circumstances constrain-

ing him (such as the presence of Herod in

Persea ?) ; or any extraordinary ha^te on his

part (with which ver. 40 afterwards does not
accord)—for Jesus was under no constraint at
all in going the way which he might purpose

;

nor is it a mere geographical note that Samaria
lay between, for such a degree of information

might assuredly be presumed in his readers—
what then does it signify? We think that it

means rather he should than hi must ; (hat is, it

was an inward call, it was according to the
counsel of God, that this preparatory salvation

should now take place in Samaria. The other

interpretation, viz., that he could not do other

* Not because he could not baptize into him-
.self, for this was not as yet a bapti.sm ino his

name. And not tiirectly for the renson which
Von Ger ach suggests—lo render impossible any
uture self-exaltaLion over others on account of
lieing baptized by the Lord. But rather, as

Schleiermacher siys, becau'^e much baptizing
would have withdrawn him from that high work
of ])renching in which the disc pies could not have
been his rei)resentativcs. Sacrament is still less

t'lan the word (comp. 1 Cor. i. 17; Acts x. 48)

—

especially this pieparatoiy baptism of repen'ance.
At the s mie t me he laid t e deep foundation for

the recognition of the services of others as valid

nnde." his commission (as llieger remark-i): arid

as Bengel says) he caused his disciples to bejin
their ministry first as deacons.
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than lake tlie directest road on this occasion, is

inharmonious, because it rest.s on the assunip-

t oil tiiat Jpsus would have otlir-rwise avoided

t?amaria. This no Galilean would be anxious

to do, and no Jew indeed under ordinary cir-

cumstances, as we have said before. Whether
this inward voice was ccnnected with any
internal, conscious impulse of Christ's will, is

another question ; and Luthardt may have

some ground for saying that the expression

excludes any thing like a designed visitation of

Samaria, in order to exert his energy there. It

is enough that the Evangelist uses this sSei of

divine providence, in a manner which must
awaken attention and thought, in order to

introduce his narrative of that memorable
circumstance which took place in the passage

through Samaria, and which was a prophetic

allusion to the second transitional stage of

evangelical pi'eaching—the preaching to Sama-
ria, as it is impressively aniiouuced in Acts

i. 8.

The Lord now came into the neighborhood
of a city (either c^5 is prope; or rtoXti, accord-

ing Grotius, is equivalent to cipitadi tcrritorium)

:

that one, namely, which in the time of Alex-

ander the Great had become :he capital Sychar
(^ISvxttp or ^ixdp, according to the correct

reading, though Jerome would correct it to

2ivx£/i} Acts vii. 16). That Shechem is meant
Avhich was in the neighborhood of Mount
Gerizim, Josh. xx. 7, Judg. ix. 7. We can

scarcely regard it as merely a Greek termination,

but very probably an opprobrious change intro-

duced by Jewish scorn.* This phrasealogy

was not simply " harmlessly retained" by John
;

still le.«s (as Hengstenberg thinks) now lirst

introduced by him ; but it was an intentional

intimation ot the relation and position of things

between Judaea and Samaria, designed for in-

telligent readers, like other such premonitory
hints which we shall find. Ther topography is

given Avith the i:nmediate object of laying the

loundation for the woman's saying in ver. 12,

but the mention of Jacob's well was enough
for that; the notice of the x^pi^^} or field,

which Jacob gave to Josepjh as a portion before

his brethren (Gen. xlviii. 22, comp. xxxiii. 19
and Josh. xxiv. 32) should, as we think, awak-

* On account of their idolatry, after "ipvs Hab.

i'. 18, which in Sir. 1. 27 (28) may liave been in

view. Or it may have been from "^^ly, drunken,

taken from I.^^a. xxviii. 1. The reference of Hufr,

which Wieselcr, Lange, and Sepp sanc.ion, to "13iD

f>r "IDmD burying place, is more far-fe'ched, since

thflre cou'd be no desire to chans^e the name of a
jilace with a memorial and liallowinG; intention.

Lulhirdfs view, however, who regards it with

II U2 as a place distinguished from Sich^m, ap-

j)ears to bo altogetlier doubtful. We will say

n tiling of Uougol's rpff^renc ^ from II IIoi-'h Onn-

mns xcon to "l^ti^, reward (spoil of victory, Gen. xlviii.

22), to which the Lord is afterwards supposed to

allude iu verse iJG.

en yet further thoughts, such as John and pro-
bably also our Saviour himself would entertain
in the stillness of this locality. So Plenninger
{Jiul. Bri/'fe) puts into the mouth of the disci-

ples, and the allusion in all its force applies to

the Lord himself—" Joseph obtained a better

resting place tiian his brothers were disposed
to give him." In connection with this one
may reflect further upon the typical significance

of Joseph. John assuredly designs to fix our
thoughts upon the holiness of tlie place,* and
to remind us of the former consecration of a
scene now so dishonored : Sicliem was the

very first place of which Abraham gained pos-

session (Gen. xii. 6), and it was further conse-

crated by an altar which Jacob raised, see Gen.
xxxiii. 18-20. Jacob's well {nrjyy}^ equiv. to

cppeap ver. 11, but not a mere cistern) is, lastly,

a pleasing figure or type of such ancient conse-

cration, from the remembrance and bles.-ingof

which may again be drawn edification. It was
a quarter of an hour south from the city, is still

called by the Arabs Bir-Jacob, and by the Chris-

tans th/i well of the Sanuiritan worruin. Thus (as

Banmgarten-Crusius, referring to Lightfoot, and
other expositors, perceive) Gen. xlix. 22 had a
distant allusion, and with a symbolical mean-
ing Deut. xxxiii. 28 a yet more direct allusion,

to this Jacob's well in the good portion of

Joseph.

Jesus now, weary with this wandering, sat

thus by or upon the well (comp. Exod. ii. 15,

titl TOO (psaToi). (The urajj, " thus," though
omitted by the Syriac, is not phnie otiosum et

U'ativam, but to be taken as an emphatic ana-
phora of the participle «£xon:za«&5. Erasmus
lias it

—

" jii^iT;ri?{cDiy ut gestus exprimat hom-
inis lassi, vel sic nemp\ quia fatigatus." The illa-

tive anaph-ora may, indeed, as Fritzsche objects,

put an enclitic otjrcoi before the temp. fin. ; but
as certainly may it have a stronger signification

in this, and in the two places of the Acts.)

We need not, therefore, be content with that

other exposition,—" 7'hus, without any further

ado, upon the first seat that he found " ( Euthym.
and Chrysos. «7rAcjS ncxi &>; Irvxe, Grot, "in-
curiose, ut se locus obtulerat")—which would
indicate the atvipov of Christ, his humility and
lowliness in lower things.f The wearinesn which
is expressly mentioned, has more importance to

the context, being closely connected with the

intimation that it was noon. We cannot turn

this sixth hour, with Pi,cttig, into early morn-
ing (after a night's travelling) ; nor with

pjbrard into evening: for the whole hypothesis

of the Roman measurement of the day, as used

by John, is quite repugnant to our views. J Tho
time of the year permitted travelling till to-

wards noon, for it was at the end of December.
Why the woman (whom Neander makes a
" poor woman," we know not why) came just

* Nonniis has well seized this—tS TtuTiir

apXi^'V^-

\ Bcrlenb. Bib.: " Ilcut zu Tage milssen die

Herren fahren."

I See Lucke, p, 580, and Lango, p. 473.
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lit that critical time to the well, is an idle ques-
tion wliich might have endless answers : but the

question, as applied to the Lord is full of signifi-

cance. Hedoesnot go himself into the town, for

the time was not yet come for him to offend the

Jews by such free intercourse with Samaritans ;

and he would be quite alone, also, and rest

awhile. It was mid-day ; therefore he is

weary ; therefore the disciples go for bread

;

and there is no reason to apprehend any con-

course near the well at that hour. There
comes, however, a Samaritan woman (2aiLia-

petai does not signify the town itself, so much
as the land mentioned in ver. 4; and thus the

description is equivalent to ^aixapEiTti, ver.

9j ; and as he was prepared for Nicodemus in

the dark night, so is he now prepared to dis-

turb his mid-day rest ; see afterwards ver. 34.

In this particular, also, the two narratives are

counterparts. As soon as a soul to be won
comes near him, his thrist becomes the oppor-

tunity for calling the wanderer to himself.

The woman does not observe or greet him, be-

ing in fear of the contemptuous regards, per-

haps the mockery, of this Jew ;* but the Lord
is not deterred by her external expression

;
he

begins immediately that conversation with this

common woman, which has been so useful to

the salvation of multitudes.

Verse 7. As this whole narrative is a com-

plete example of missionary wisdom, so in par-

ticular is this commencement, which not ob-

viously but surely, leads to the desired end.

He who lives in the Spirit of Christ should

never be at a loss for some point of introduc-

tion, should ever know how m simple brevity

to hit the right mark. The woman mio;ht

have naturally thought—This traveller desires

^o drink, water Avould be welcome to him ;
but

she was no accommodating Rebekah, at least

towards Jews. She draws water quietly for

herself. After she has drawn,! the Lord asks

her to give him to drink ; thus naturally, un-

ostentatiously, does he begin his words to her,

expressing his own most natural and human
feelings, for he was sitting at noon-tide on the

well very weary and thirs'ty- But by this very

means he has approximated to the human
sympathies of this Samaritan woman ; he has

obviated her prejudice and mistrust, and

awakened her attention. A request (and the

Lord did speak the language of request, as the

aireli afterwards testifies) always appeals to

the existing good-will of the person requested

;

we despise not him whose service we ask.

This is the external sense of the word ; it, ho\v-

ever, contains figurative and awakening anti-

* Lightfoot and Witsius in the dekaphylon, and

Sepp also, ii. 450, give examples of similar cun-

versations of Jews passing through Samaria.

} Nonnus forgets not to insert this. It is not

BO written, but it cannot be supposed that the

Lord would otherwise have so abruptly put the

question. He addresses the woman who had
a^readt/eoine, whom he had attentively observed and
watclied for a while—not just as she was coming.

theses—Here is water, a.s the gift of God, and
I liave a better gift for thee ! The Lord ad-

dresses this woman specially in contrasts. By
this he at once applies to her a test, as when
(Gen. xxiv, 45) one was similarly to be in-

vited out of Nahor's family to Abraham. For
it is to be understood that the Lord's design
goes further from the very beginning; that,

seeing this soul presenting herself at so apt. a
time ibr private conversation, he immediately
laid his plan to secure it. In human weak-
ness he IS athirst, but he is far irom being
confined to that consideration ; he yields, even
when thus oppressed, to the longing to do liia

Father's work. This slight word is thus no
less than the truest utterance of his own
spiritual desire—Refresh my soul's love, thou
poor sinner; I am seeking thee, be found of

me !

The Evangelist tells us parenthetically that
the disciples had gone away; and thus explaina

how it was that the Lord asked for his own
refreshment, and the reason, generally, of his

holding this intercourse with the woman.*
Schleiermacher's observation here is strangely
out of place: " We cannot suppose that they
would leave him altogether alone; doubtless

one or other of the disciples was with him."
This is a strange method of reading what is so

plainly writfpn. The astonished woman re-

cognized the Jew, rather by his clothing (after

the manner of the Rabbles), than by his softer

dialect; which would scarcely have betrayed
itself in so few words.f Such intercourse as

the necessary purchase of food in travelling

was expressly excepted from the general pro-

hibition ;% but to ash to drink, and then to

drink out of her pitcher, surpassed this limit,

and approached very near to the forbidden

<yvyxpo^<3^<^h or " having dealings." The art-

less woman, whose thoughts are already upon
her lips, puts the question which follows, not

merely out of curiosity (according to Nonnus),
but from the slight feeling of elevation whicii

such a woman—not held in very high honor
in the town—would naturally have on being

thus humbly accosted by a stranger, and a Jew.
Though Lange's words, " Her national feeling

is flattered by being thus appealed to for help,"

* Not, however, signityingthat/Afy would other-

wise have drawn for liim : certainly not "that they

had taken the ayrXjjjua with them." If we
did think about their baggage at all, we should

not suppose that ihey would carry it hither and
thither. The disciples were not so forgetful of

their Master's earthly need : if they had had this

ayr\?//ua{jid:6oy eA-nvdrrfpa, Nonn.)he would
have asked them.

\ If the Samaritans, like the Ephraimiles of o'd

fJudg. xii. 6 ', were still distinguished by lack of

the sibilant in their pronunciation, the words

which were probably spoken J^J ^J^ptTH or >p 'JH

ninKv would have been enough.

X If Jesus had sent the disciples into the town,

contrary to custom, in order to break down preju*

dice, why did he not go himself 1
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mav be too strorif;, yet we cannot but ac;ree

With Liicke and Klee that there is something

of proud or capricious bantering in her answer,

which seems, instead of bestowing the favor,

to protest against it. Her curiosity must first

know why he, contrary to Jewish custom, nut

8uch a re«|uest to her; she defers till he lias

explained tliat. (Thus Luthardt excellently.)

Klee adds :
" If the good-natured woman had

not been somewhat satirical in her disposition,

she would have granted a thirsty man the

water wliich he longed for at once ; but she

must at all costs gratify her humorsome spirit ;"

j

instead, that is, of doing what was so naturally

to be expected, and reaching out the pitcher .

to the traveller (Nonnus

—

^eitjioy vdmp, hos-
'

Sitalis aqua). The Lord, who penetrated her

isposition, foresaw this. Wondering, as she >

did, what manner of Jew he could be, he had
yet more astonishment in store for her. The

'

water is untouched, however, at least till the

end of the conversation, when the pitcher

remains behind; he thinks not of that, does ,

not say—Let me drink first—but goes on to
|

ansicer her.

Verse 10. The Lord's words hasten, with-
\

out any pause, to the mystery of the spiritual

gift which he offers. The critical point of

exposition here is to ascertain what is n.ow

meant by the gift of God ; but expositors will

never satisfactorily deal with it, while they

refuse to admit the essential and natural /«/-

r\e»» of meaning which this wonderful word
suggests. It is therefore unwise and injudi-

cious to say, as even some of the best of them
do, that the Lord's own person cannot be
meant, because this is referred to afterwards

in the xai rii Idrtv, "and who it is." More
properly, the Lord advances and dcvelopes
the deep and comprehensive meaning of this

first word, step by step, up to the vSooft ^cav,

"living water." That gift is, first of all, the
water itself which was asked for refreshment:
and this water is seized by divine wisdom,
and made a similitude and point of connection
for the discourse of higher blessings. This has
been strangely overlooked by most expositors,
With the exception, however, of Pfenninger,
who interprets the Lord

—

"This water ia the
gift of God to all who thirst." The words

• convey a slight reproach that she should for

a moment have denied to him a gift of God
which was intonded for him and for all; hut
its immediate etfect would be to rai.se her
thoughts out of the n.arrow and customary
circle, to the contemplation of God as the
giver of every thing needful for bodily life. It

13 the same point of connection as in Acts xiv.

17. Man receives his bread and rain and
earthly good of every kind as the "gift of
God ;" but he does not think of it as such, till it

is brought solemnly and impressively before
his thoughts.

It is, therefore, primarily this water which
is the gift of God ; but the woman must ac-
knowledge it as such, that is, understand it

elill further in its Unutatum, ver. 13, and its

true significnnre, ver. 14. Discerning God's

love in such gifts, we should be led in tliankful

upliftinf; of our hearts to seek his higher salva-

tion. We should be deeply sensible both of

what these earthly gifts can supply, and wiiat

they cannot ; should be led to expect that the

gracious Giver of these may also have supplies

for the soul's necessity, and thus come to re-

gard all perishable good as being but a simili-

tude and type of something higher. He who
does not thus ri.se from the gift to the Qioer, dis-

cerns not the gift itself, knows not wherefore it

was given. Coming and going to draw water,

reflect upon the deeper thirst of thy sjjirit '*

Wherefore, indeed, do we thus eat and drink?

Simply that we may live awhile in constant

alternation of desire and its transient gratifica-

tion? Again, what is the design of thin life,

which God by meat and drink is constantly

renewing, and what should be its aim ? To
know A/?», who giveth all things; and whose
will is to give himself to the soul which sprang

from him, and in its deepest principle thirsts

for him again. ' Then we might have expected

his words to continue—" And who that God
is, whom thou ignorantly worshippest, what
his will is, and what thou mightest receive from

him." But instead of this, the Son of Man who
was speaking to her most impressively and
significantly puts himself in the place of the

great, unacknowledged Giver! 'I'his, then, is

the second stage in his meaning

—

And who it is.

She may well have already perceived that this

person, who expressed his need in so uncus-

tomary and illegal a manner, was no ordinary
'/ouiSaZoS or ayOpoanoi, Jew or man, and
thus have heard the answer to her own ques-

tion. But still further, thirdly : That saith to

thee, give me to drink ! Let it be noted here how
the Lord in his dignity elevates her expression
aireli^ "asked," into Xeyoo dot, " I say unto
the' ;" in order to put the airsiv more appro-
priately into her own lips. It already anticipates

liis subsequent 6 A.a/l(yK cjor, "that speak unto
thee," ver. 2G. It seems to signify—Who hath
Vf't more both to give and to say to thee.

Thus then the gift of God is properly enough
made to signify this " opportunity of hearing,

and deriving good from Jesus ;" but this is

neither the tirst nor the last meaning, as the

fdojHsv av 6oi, " would have given to thee,"

altaclied to the Soprd , "gift," evidently shows.

Jesus has not merely si me what to say, but some-
what thereby and therein to give ; and empha-
tically becau.se lie himself is the gift of all gifts

for us. This innermost point of the meaning
is well seized Ijy Brandt's SchuUehrer^i'dtel—
" What God's will is to give thee now," but it

fails to say

—

through vie! Hadst thou before

known what I will now tell thee, thou wouidst
have anticipated my asking {r/rjjda'i, Vulg.,

fomitan petmses, Winer, ^-13)—and he, who is

now a petitioner to thee, and whose request

* " Man is full o^ liunger and tliir.st: in this is

the element of his heaven, and also of his hell
"

(^Uieger.)
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thou mistrnstest and dost hesitate to grant,

tmrild have given thee liming water! Here then
is, in conclusion, the full meaning of the gift

of God ; comprehending in one the two say-

ings of the Lord, vers. 5 and 16, in his con-

versation with Nicodemus. Let the designed
d.ouMe meaning of this word, as used by our
Saviour, be observed : he knows, for it is in-

deed, his design, that she who hears him Avill

understand his words according to the ordinary
usage of D^>n D'p for spring water (Gen. xxvi.

19 ; Lev. xiv. 5 ; Cant. iv. 15). His meaning
is that which in the prophets is often expressed
by this figure : but he cannot appeal to tnem in

speaking to a Samaritan ; he aims therefore to

excite her desire by an enigmatical word, which
itself is afterwards to be explained. He com-
pletes all, and renders his testimony applicable

to all future times, by laying down the condi-

tion of prayer in order to his gift. By the

supposition that she would have asked, if she

had known, he graciously softens the reproach
of her ignorance. It is in infinite love tliat he
expresses his desii'e to make himself known
(Luke xix. 42).

But she knows not nor understands as yet.

Her second rejoinder, which seems to have a

more diffuse character, bubbling up more in the

style of women's talk at the well, as exhibited

1 Sam. ix. 12, 13, carries on the former thus :

How should I, a- Samaritan, ask from thee, a

Jew, water which could be better than that
which our own Jacob's well gives us? Her
words are incomparably ^picturesque in their

echo of his. The first impression of the mar-
vellous stranger, and his mysterious words,
extorted from her the Kvpie, " Sir," which
was more than the ^lovSaloi wv, " who art a

Jew," with which her suspicion had previously

,
measured him, and seemed to flow immediately
out of his own rzS h6riv, " who it is." For
though that word might have been the ordi-

nary appellation of any dignified stranger, and
used modestly eyen to one unknown (chap.

XX. 15), yet this woman had been by no
means so complaisant, her first word to the
supposed "Jew" was the bare and simple dv,
" thou." Now, however, in the imconscious

depths of her feeling there is doubtless some
presentiment which corresponds with what
Euthymius rather too hastily infers

—

vojuidadtX
jiieyav eivai rtva (deeming him to be some
groat one). But instead of proceeding onwards
from this impression, and improving upon it,

she sinks back into the ordinary level of mere
common remark again : she does not follow it

up by saying

—

Ku pie xaXooi sinai, ovk uida,
dyayyF.XXe /.tot ("Lord, thou saidst well, I

know not, tell me"). She looks fixedly at this

Hvpioi, and with increased boldness alleges

to him the folly, and, as it appears to her, im-
possibility of his promise. (The stages of her
thoughts as they progress, are marked by the
anomalous xai after olts.) Thou hast no-
thing to draw with, as I have*—indeed, it was

by reason of this that he had first asked water
of her,- afterwards speaking of some other
water. But this other—it must be water, and
therefore she adds—And the well is deep :* Thou
canst not penetrate to the spring below ; if

thou meanest water different from mine, it

being immediately fresh from the deep foun-
tain ; whence then hast thou that "lirintr

water'' (mark the double article) so as that

thou woiddst have given it to me, as thou say-

est? Or dost thou reter to some better well,

ignorantly holding this for a mere cistern ?

This leads to what now follows, the proud vin-

dication of Jacob's well ; so that the whole of

what she says appears more and more, especi-

ally at the last, zealously and warmly spoken.
Thus only can we rightly apprehend her

rejoinder. It is impossible to ascribe, with
Schleiermacher, any spiritual apprehension of

the subject to the woman as yet. This actually

misleads him in his preaching to interpret as

if the woman only wondered, in the Old-Testa-
ment sense, at the fact that the better water
which Jesus brought was attainable without
trouble and without any direct instrumen-
tality, and only through prayer ! This makes
a very beautiful application, but fails to hit

the exact meaning of the words. The woman,
does not suspect as yet (as Klee also thinks) that

water essentially different was signified in the
promise ; the increasing contradiction of ver.

12 IS quite inconsistent with such a thought.
Dost thou throw scorn upon us Samaritans

and our Jacob's well ? Hast thou joined thy-

self to me as a Jew to reproach and mock only ?

Lange speaks strongly his idea, "It probably
was essential to the orthodoxy of the Samari-
tans, that the water of this well should be

better than that of all other springs." Cer-

tainly it is not without something of contra-

dicting pride that she assumes a right, equal
to that of the Jews, to say

—

Our father Ja-
cob ; indeed, here where he dwelt, a yet

stricter right.f The Samaritans, called by the'

Lord himself, Luke 18, xvii. dXXoyevEti,
or "foreigners" (if not aAAo'^JuAor, Acts x.

28), and designated by Josephus aXXoeOvEli,
claimed nevertheless (according to Joseph.

Ant. ix. 14. xi. 8) to have sprung especially

from Joseph—hence she says gave ns, because

he gave this x^P^'ov, or " plot," to Joseph.

(Robinson: He dug the well, though there

* It was not tlie common public well of the

city, which was at some distance, hence tliere was
no mechanical provision fi^r drawing the water.

It was only honored a" Jacob's well—and tho

woman did not necessarily come from the city

direct. So Robinson.

* According to recent travellers, it is 'one hun-
dred and five feet deep, with only five feet of

water now in it. Moreover, there wore many
springs round Mount Gerizim, the holj'^ mount of

the Samaritans, besides ths—according to the

popular saying three hundred and sixty-five.

f Lange : She claims the father Jacob so

strictly for the Samaritans, as almost to deny him
to the Jews.
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n-ere other springs in the neiahbcrhood, in

ordpr to show his proprietorship.) This al-

ready explains the eSooHey, unusual con-

cerning a well, but it also contains something
like an antithesis to the previous "gift of

God," though vaguely, as was necessary in such

speaking. As soon as the customary language
concerning the gift of God is used earnestly,

and further instruction begins to be founded
npon it, the protest is uttered and the dis-

course is lowered to subordinate givers. Our
father Jacob was a skilful shepherd and agri-

culturist, and knew well the valueof good water.

His well has ever given wholesome water, and
sufficient for man and beast. He himself was
contented with it—and his children and his

atttle* Marvellous simplicity which provokes
the question—Can such water, then, be the

sufQcing, adequate gift of God for men? Here
is reflected the wretched contentedness of the

natural man, who takes offence at the offer of

any thing better, and " resents it as if he lacked

nothing" (Berlenh. Bill.). Let this

—

Art thou

better* be compared with that other in chap.

viii. 53. Let it be further applied to the evi-

dence of similar complacency in derived advan-
tages from ancestry, which is every where so

common.t Finally, let it be borne in mind
that the dulness and lack of comprehension in

this poor Stimariian tcoman, is by far less guilty

than the same blindness of understanding in

the rulers of Israel.

Verse 13. Tlie Lord does not blame and
reprove in return : he wisely and graciously

does not commit himself to any discussion of

the interjected question uri 6v /.lEi'oov at, art

thou greater, " to any comparison of his own
person with the patiiarch Jacob's dignity ;

"%

Dut he adheres closely to the matter itself, and
continues to impress the claims of the great

gift ordered to man's need. The second ques-

tion concerning the person rested upon the

first as to what kind ot water it could be ; that

again was founded upon a total lack of compre-
hension, and the Lord reveals this in order to

give her full explanation. He embraces the

whole of the woman's hasty and enforced
thoughts in one, seizing and firmly holding
her mind, which already began to discern the

difference, almost amounting to a contrast, be-

(-)p{^unra, Vulg. pecora, fiimilarly Syr. and
Nonniis. The interpretation "dome.stics" admits
of no clear demonstration ; for the general alumni
Bee L!unj)€ alter Majus, but this indefinite gen-
erality does not suit the woman's language, as
Lanipe himself thinks. On the other haixl, it does
seem to be a falling off in her iofly language, to

descend from father Jacob's sacred person to his

cattle.

\ Hiller in Lrhrn Jrm : Yet Samaria remained
no more ihan Samaria, though Jacob dwelt, and
Josejih \\a.n buried, there. VVliat avails it to liave

the mere relics of saints 7

X Yet Lamjx*, without any true jiropriety says

of what follows—Demoustrat, be revera majorem

tween the one water and the other, .nnd had
been constrained to apply the marvelling
ito^Ev, "whence," to this marvellous other
water. Ju-t so did the Lord desire to lead
onward her thoughts, and therefore savs em-
phatically first

—

This water which is also for

the cattle, this water does not satisfy vou men!
Whosoever drinketh of (his water shall thirst

again—this is the most simple and certain

experience, which every man admits, without
reflecting upon that which is latently confessed
with it. This first sentence already hints at

the following, and prepares the way for the
full and absolute contrast. For this common
experience assuredly gives its intimation, and
bears its witness, that this water is in reality

only the water of death, that is, that it cannot
avail to hinder death and after it an eternal

thirst or famishing. This the Lord expressly
declares afterwards in connection with the
manna, v.-hich could never be the true bread
of ?{/e, chap. vi. 49, 58. The word which the
Lord here utters to the woman of Samaria is a
very apt superscription for the well—and for

every other place which the people frequent to

draw from, every other merely human fchool,

with all its fulness of application. For the
Lord, in speaking thus concerning the water,

only regards it as a symbol and similitude of

every human satisfaction of every human need
both in body and soul—else would the contrast,

which the Lord continues to expand, fail of

being all comprehensive. Human language
generally has adopted thirst as the common
expres.sion for desire of every kind—hence we
find it in Holy Writ, e. g., Prov. v. 15, ix. 17.

All cariial pleasure, such as this woman lived

in ; all that fleshly and unfruitful knowledge
which so many men pursue; all delights and
all enjoyments which the earth, this world may
offer, can satisfy our thirst with a brief and
transitory gratification alone, such as only in

reality increases the thirst-sickness which it

professes to allay.*

Verse 14. Oar Lord's word here has nothing
to do with the Rabbinical phrase, " to drink
water out of any man's well," that is, to be his

disciple
;
but it does coincide fundamentally

with all those references to a heavenly and real

water to which we alluded on chap. iii. 5. The
water which the Lord gives, is spirit and life

;

yet apprehended under a material form, for the

exhibition of which we may refer to chap. vii.

37, 38. No earthly well supplies this, no father

Jacob or father Luther, no doctor or professor

—but the Lord, who again offers it at the close

of Scripture, Rev. xxii. 17, graciously promises
it here by a repeated Sajdm, " I shall give," a
future tense which involves, however, the

before-imposed condition of prayer. "US S' av
Ttir)—not merely who drinks thereof a little,

but a continual, earnest, full and thorough

Lanij>e quotes a Jewish proverb to that end :

iSOV fl'pi' Qv)^ nni**', TlJ'X ^3, "all that drink

from these add to their thirst."
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drinking is signified. (Hence Wesley says

rightly—Provided be continiie to drink there-

of) It is to such drinking that the supera-

bounding promise is given, of never thirsting

again forever; comp. chap. vi. 35. It is in

tlTe highest degree probable that the Lord's

thoughts refer—though not in the woman's ap-

prehension—to an apocryphral utterance of

the Son of Sirach in chap, xxiv., vej-. 19 of

which (in Von Meyer, ver. 21, Lutlier, ver. 25)

is echoed in Matt. xi. 28. In ver. 21 of that

chapter (Von Meyer, ver. 23; Luther, 28, 29),

wisdom promises

—

oi lOioyrs^i ju^ ernteivd-
6ov6i, xai oi TCivovTsi ue art dt^jf6ov6iv

,

" they that eat me shall still hunger, and they

that drink me shall still thirst ;
" but that has

its truths in the more imperfect expression and

meaning of the Old Testament, which the Lord

very significantly intensifies and reverses.

For what the Old Testament exhibits and

points to in the distance, for the inexhaustible

excitement of an unceasing seeking and en-

deavor, becomes now in the present fulfill-

ment of the new covenant, an immediate satis-

faction, pouring already into time the satisfac-

tion of eternity.* But he only is forever

satisfied, who has perfectly and to the end

drunk of this water. That water is near and

at hand, it is with the man and in himself, but

the drawing and drinking must nevertheless

still continue. " Ubi sitis recurrit, hominis

non aquae delectus " (where thirst returns it is

the fault of the man, not of the water)—says

Bengel very beautifully. For it must ever be

remembered that we ourselves are not the

spring, but the gift of God within us. We
must add that this thirst is not a painful, un-

easy .impulse, but the serene and contented

receiving from grace to grace. So that the

most direct and literal meaning of ov i-irj Sirpv-

(3}7 is—He shall never more thirst for earthly

water, shall never know the delusive vicissitudes

of apparent satisfaction ; but has attained and
enjoys, though in progressive degrees, the un-
exhausted and full satisfaction ot the true life.

If the emphasis be laid upon sii tov aicSva,

it runs—He shall one day thirst no more for-

ever.

Thus has the Lord clearly explained how he
will have the figurative vSoap ZooVy or "living

water," understood, comp. Psa. xxxvi. 10; Jer.

ii. 13, xvii. 13. Water, which produces and
imparts" eternal life ! But we may doubt
whether in this figurative discourse, which in

its relations must not be too strictly interpre-

ted, he designed to distinguish (as Luthardt
thinks) the ^ootj, or life, as a property and en-

ergy from the independent, substantial -vdcop,

or water itself: we may perceive this distinc-

tion in the words, but it could scarcely be
intended by the Lord on such an occasion

for such a hearer. Spiritual life out of God
who is spirit, is a Ttrjyrf, or fountain, in the
most distinctive sense, in contrast with which

all the fountains of earth are no better than
(ppearay or wells : the true ifpring water is

only that which is spiritual, and which becomes
itself a permanent y(>Mft<«i7i. The strearfling

forth of spiritual lii'e from believers towards
others is not liere immediately sjjoJcen of: the

emphasis lies in the fact that he who drinks has
truly the spring iv savrcS, "in himself."
" I'd cop dXXon Ev oVy"^ water tipringing it])," in

itself, isCfwK, "living" in i\\fijirst meaniiis; of the

figure, according to Hesych. dsi peovi/ l5XvZ,ovy

that is, not drying up, but as a permanent foun-

tain springing orbubbhngup (with a verbum
amcemim, as Bengel says, without Latinism) ;

the addition of £^'S Z^-^rjv aiooviov, " into ever-

lasting life," first of all strengthens the pre-

vious Sii TOV aioova (altogether perennial, and
never more drying up), and then opens up the

second, the most internal meaning of the word
?&>»', "living," that is, ^cooTtoiovr , quickening

(Nonnus: cpvdi^oov vdoap). "The word lifi

is one by which man's conscience mav ever be
convinced " [Berlenh. Bib.). All the fountains ot

worldly pleasure and worldly wisdom, however
vigorously and joyously they may spring, flow

only in this life, in this transitory and mortal
life, and thirst in death must inevitably ensue.

Oh that men would take note in time of the

manifest signs of approaching failure in the

sources of their joy, before the end comes when
to tJiem the great cistern will be broken, and
they shall find out to their own bitter sorrow
that they have only been swallowing its

draughts unto eternal woe ! But he who has
received in himself the living fountain shall

enter with it into the fulness of eternal life,

into that boundless ocean, from which is de-

rived and to which returns the spring within
his soul. Thus it is not merely (as Luthardt
thinks, comparing chap. vi. 27) f/5 C<»'/'' ocioi-

viov as a spring which flows towards eternal

life, and finally leads to its bestowment, but
that life is in it—the eternal flows back to the

eternal again.

He who would discern nothing more in the

next rejoinder of the woman than an inconsid-

erate desire to put an end to a matter which
becomes more and more incomprehensible to

her,* does her great injustice, and can scarcely

harmonize with such a notion her subsequent
undoubted conversion. How stands it then?
She has either attained now a spiritual appre-

hension of the Lord's meaning, or she has so

much misunderstood it as to suppose him to

mean a miraculous, and as it were, magical
water for physical thirst. Let us investigate

this dilemma. In the former case two things

are possible. If she had altogether urvl^rslood

him, then she must be considered as either

entering into the Lord's figurative meaning,
and using similarly -figurative language ; on
which supposition her words i-irj^E fpyM;.iai

* See upon this Ullmann in the Siud. u. Krit.

1828, iv. p. 791.

* J. G. MUller ( Vom Glauhe't der Vhrtstcn, i. 1.'j6)

gives the climax of this: "The wonin cannot

comprehend the matter at all, and answers petu-

lantly : she seems o have been but little disposed

to know the true meanlns of hia words."
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ivOciSe avrXeff, " neither come hither to

draw." would signify—That I may no more
foolishly and vainly seek my satisfaction in

earthlv'things. But this seems to us evidently

Iiei/ond her capacity at that time. Then the

new reference to her sin in verse 16 would be

unnccessarv. and even incomprehensible. Or

she spoke the latter stranee words because she

would feirjn hernelf not to have understood,

fallinc; however into a strange contradiction in

her words. But this is not admissible, for it

opposes the artless character of all her sayings

(ver. 17 is onlv a half-untruth, a timid half-

confession). There remains the second suppo-

sition of an entire misapprehension, as if the

Lord possessed some supernatural water which
would forever quench all bodily thirst. But
we think this also quite inadmissible, for the

Lord had already spoken o{ eternal life, and she

has a consciousness of his meaning which ap-

pears presently to be deeply stirred. Hence
we cannot escape from the solution which
ascribes to her the same internal po.=ition of

mind which was detected in the objection of

Nicodemus, chap. iii. 4 : she does not clearly

know what she says or would say; she wavers
between the dawning apprehension of the

higher meaning, and the clinging of her mind
to the lower. Just, in the same way, we think,

the natural man commonly acts in similar

circumstances, when the testimony concerning

spiritual blessings is brought home to his con-

science. TovTOTo vdcop, "this water," testi-

lies that she had apprehended the difference

between this water and the ordinary water
which any avrX7]^a, or bucket, might any-
where draw ; howevi r dull of understanding
she had t'cen when the Lord first spoke, his

second saying had effectually opened her ears.

Thus she now asks—doi uot, "give me"—as

the Lord had desired. But as to the addition

concerning not coming thither again to draw?
In tliis we perceive an intermixture of the

former mind, which cannot yet detach itself

from the earthly and visible : behind it there
lurls, though witI;out any conscious dissimula-

tion on her part, an imperfect apprehension
which is not yet perfectly accessible to the
Lord's influence

; and her words are strictly

parallel with that e.qually strange request for

the bread in eating which man should not die,

chap. vi. 3-1. There is much well-meant aspi-

ration for spiritual comfort, vea, much applica-
tion disa-tis terbis for " the Holy Spirit " among
Christian men, which very little differs from
this

; he who offers it often knows as little

what it imports as this woman, havincj only a
vague and carnal notion of an indefinite and
mysterious good, as it is well expressed by the
lierlnh. Bibel—" If Thou canst set me free

from all the harassing conditions of this life,

BO that I have no longer to labor and toil, it

will content me well." Yea, verily, they would
be glad enough to have such bread and such
water without trouble, and without the uneasi-

ness of recurring desire ; but they do not truly

know what is signified by tho words, and bow

the intended blessings are to bp made theirs.

Schweizer is riglit in saying that there is a
glimmering of doubt in the paradoxical conclu-

sion of her words, and we can scarcely deny
the faint appearance of something akin to it

like irony:* but we must protest against any
imputation of frivolity or iMintering as snch.f

All this is past with her. She would fain ap-

prehend the Lord's meaning, but she cannot;

nence she diverges into gross misapprehension,
falls back into carnal ideas and expectations,

just as the natural man ever does wlien begin-

ning in his own way to understand the promise

of evangelical gifts and grace. This divergence,

however ingeniously it expresses itself, takes

place without any design and calculation.

The first gracious presentation of the Gospel
which only offers a positive comfort and salva-

tion, finds no fit place in the heart of man until

the conviction of sin is produced. Yet it is not

in vain that the promise leads the way, for it

loosens and softens the ground of the heart,

and prevents the gracious severity which fol-

lows from being proudly repelled.

Verse 16. The remark of Grotius upon
this passage—Non satis decorum est, nupts
bencficium conferre marito inconscio (it is not
altogether becoming to bestow a benefit upon
the wife without her husband's knowledge/)

—

of course refers to the apparent connection
which these abrupt words might be thought to

have with the previous remark : he does not
intend to deny the obvious and only design of

our Lord to penetrate by them into the secret

and sinful life of the woman. Every sincere

reader and expositor has been contented with
this view from the beginning; no other has

ever been sought. Baumgarten-Cru.'ius with
his objectivity, which is often laudable enough,
while he gives us to understand that he does

not lay much stress upon the minute historical

accuracy of these accounts, yet appeals to a
simple I'eeiing shared by all, when he says, " It

is evident that, according to the Evangelist's

design, tliis (poivTjdov ruv ardpa 6ov (" call

thy husband") must be regarded as a con-

cealed question put to the woman." So, indeed,

it is evident ; but it is also evident that such
as the Evangelist exLibits was the Lord's

design. J Bretschneider has been very severe

* Lampe : Sarcasticum quid subesse v.^eiur

—

which he tlien expounds,—Ad minimum tmtnre

voluit audacida, quouiodo Jesus pnustita petitioiiis

coiiditiono promissuum executioni datuius e.s.set.

According to Nonnus, wlio.se apt and .striking

thou<;lits must not bo overlooked in his tumid
diction, the woman s|)eaks as ayHv\v^ir/Tii con-

cerning the promised /Jtorrj^ioy vdMfj in oppo-
sition to the common (if(ii7ji.iEvov vSc.jfj.

f Luthaidt discerns such a tone in her re(]uest,

as if slie would then tliink her.'-elf well prov dnd
for; it may appear in the form of her words,

which conceal nothing that is in her heart, even
the most secret thing: but if so it must bo as-

sumed with design, lor in her heart there is now
no tr fling.

^ Ku'hymiu*

—

7tpo?7Coiovuevoi on XPV ''^'

Kilyoy Hoiyo9y7/6at ravr^ rov Soopuv.
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upon this "disguised qneslion ;" we cannot,

however, perceive in such a human, and as it

were ironical, turn to the conversation, any
the slightest disparagement of the Lord's dig-

nity ; but we do perceive much that is quite

inharmonious in every other view of the train

of thought which would regard hiin as intend-

ing in simple earnest to have the husband
called. He has already broken through the

Jewish and Rabbinical rules for conversation

with women, and continues to break through
them by calmly pursuing his colloquy with
this woman without her husband. What
Lange has lately advanced concerning the

crisis having occurred, which would require

the presence of the presumed husband, is in

the highest degree forced and unnatural.
" Now first she has shown herself inclined to

become a disciple of Jesus, and to enter into a

nearer relation with him"—but this is a strange

interpretation of verse 15. " It is according

to the highest and most scrupulous sense of

social propriety, that just at this crisis the

woman should call her husband "—and Lange
finds force in this, notwithstanding his pre-

supposing the Lord's knowledge of the relation

in which this " husband " stood. But then

rises the much more harsh necessity of assum-
ing that the Lord for a single moment acknow-
ledged him as her true htaiband: he would
then have spoken with less propriety than the

woman herself.* Apart from the inappropri-

ateness of applying such human proprieties to

our Saviour m his redeeming work, so dissonant

from his sacred freedom, and dignity, and
purity ; we must assume that the Son of God
in the flesh would act as God has ever acted,

teaching and converting to himself women
without any constrained reference to their hus-

bands. Such decorum as would not permit
this, is in the highest degree opposed to his

higher and divine propriety.f If it is sup-

posed that the Lord did in reality bid her

Bummon her husband, we must be driven to

the notion which Liicke, appealing to some of

the fathers, openly espouses—that the woman's
answer first awakened his prophetical gift, and
came unexpected to himself. But this, as Lange
felt, is most unsuitable, and not to be thought
of; it would be a most erroneous supposition

after such long and testing spiritual intercourse

* This objection is not refuted bj' Lange's reply

(iii. 581 >. His example from tho minors b?inj:

made Roman Catnolics without the knowledge
and consent of their parents is not to the point,

inasmuch as a woman in matters of ecclesiastical

and sp ritual right is not under the authority of a
husband, a^ a minor. Ko evangelical preacher
would first seek tie concurrence of her husband,
before the conversion of the wife.

f The limits which propriety draws, on account
of our liabi ity to temptation, if any such are

worth considering, have no plac3 here. This
flashes upon us immediately when we read Hezel's

coarse and bold remark—"Um ihr auch die

schwache Vermuthung, als babe er auf sie a'.s

frau Absichten, zu benehmen."

with this woman. We shall in vain look iu

the Go<pels for any similar example of mis
take : he may indeed be regarded as not knowing
some things external, and inquiring concerning
them (as Mark v. 30); but it wa; utterly

impossible that he should think any thing to

stand dilTerently from the reality, or that he
should strangely presume the woman to have
a husband when she had none, as it was not
necessary that she should be supposed to be
married at all. This too in the midst of the

most vital communion with her penetrated
soul: for we find in general that his prophetic

glance through the spirits of men, and all the

circumstances of their life, is not first excited

by critical and abrupt conjunctures, but goes
parallel and is one with the spiritual conviction
which he works in them. Thus he has pro-
gressively been seizing upon the conscience,

and piercing the spirit of this woman, from
the very beginning; and Ave cannot tolerate

the thought that he could err at this point in

any thing concerning her life. When the time
has come to detect and reveal it, he knows
every thing full well.

As regards the ability of the pure Son of

Man, in whom dwells the word and light of

God, to penetrate, independently of the divine
omniscience, the secrets of the human heart,

especially in the case of humanity standing in

his presence, we have often already expressed
our views : on this point we almost entirely

agree with Lange, apart from his strange, ma-
terializing notion that the woman exhibited to

the Lord traces which he could decipher of the
individual influence of each of the five hus-
bands upon her spirit, just as the circle^ of the

tree betray its age to the forester ! Enough
that the Lord knov.'s—and from this point he
proceeds anew—that the woman has now no
proper husband. Under the appearance, as-

sumed for a moment only at the furthest, that
he knows not this, and would for propriety's

sake have the husband present,! he connects
in a striking manner his tXOe IvOoide, " come
hither," with her jur/de epxoafiai ivOdds,
" neither come hither," and seemed to say, as

she might have understood him—" Now must
thou first truly come hither, to me, to draw the

water of life; but in order to that go at once,

as thou wert until now, and come back other
than thou wert

—

h'ing toith thee thy sin, that we
may then proceed to speak further together !

"

Just so does he ensure to her her request, and
opens a free path to her endless satisfaction

* Pelt also takes exception (in Renter's Heper'.o-

rium, 1849, Jan. p. 82) to these wood-marks—and
Lange defends himself i.gain in the Fref..ce to his

Uoffinat k.

f No more than this. For he might have uttered

the word with such a look and tone as to convict

tl e woman at once, and this is to us more proba-

ble. There lay also in the bakground of this

0!-tensible requ'st a requirement, which would
echo afterwards from it in the woman's ears, to

call also hii lover to the mercy of Christ.
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even w. ile he is reproving and drawing her to

a full confession. How graciously does he dis-

pense with the long "preaching of condema-

tion." and yet how directly does he seize and

disclose her guilt !
" He lays his linger on the

wound, but with as tender a touch as if he

feared to aggravate her woe "(BtrUnb. B b.).

Verses l7, 18. " Husband "—no one else

probably had ever tlius designated to herself

nim with whom she now lived.* So that she

contradicts it ; not however with a bold de-

nial, but with a smitten conscience, suddenly

and unexpectedly awakened. Her rcyoinder

slowly echoes and emphasises this aySpa, half

in the tone of confession, as if she had said—" I

hnte indeed some one, but not as a hu.^iand."

We are not only required by the psychological

view of the wlio'e so to interpret it, but we
presently find that the Lord (certainly not

contrary to the truth) so interprets it. Indeed

he goes further; he only gently intimates and

with the slightest possible irony, by the Jirxt

xaXcoi, " truly," in connection with which
the ambiguous avSpa is placed first, that he

perceives the hesitating falseness of her half

confession
; but he then instantly proceeds, and

thereby gives us an example for all similar

cases, to draw out afTectionutely into the light

the inward .self-condemnation which lay con-

cealed in her diffident words, and accejils the

half-acknowledgment as if it lacked nothing.

Hence the two-fold xaXooi ainai, dX?/Oi:i

el'ptfHai, thon sayest well, truly, although rovro
in tiie second case has.in it something of re])roof

— nils time thou hast told the truth,t thou

hast not always. With this there was associ-

ated that most gracious look, which plainly

told her that his design was not that of simple

and continual condemnation of her ofl'ence, and
which encouraged liei;to the further question-

ins of vers. 19, 20. J
But now as to the Jive hvfibands—what is !

£heir relation to the history, and w!.at do they

rgnify? They are mentioned first of all for

the sake of bringing them into plain con'rad

with him who was not her husband. But then

the number Jite (not merely several or many
already) would show her that the penetrating

eye of the Searcher of hearts reached to all the

sjiecidlties of her past manner of lite, and all the

detail of her sins: I know thee and every thing

connected with thee, all that thy commerce
with these five husbands involves—God know-
eth the whole ! For that the question is here

of manifold guilt on her own side, is made very
pbin by her own word and open confession

—

eiTiE HOI nd yra u6a in oirjCa, " he told me

* Yet the Lord so spake, using on'y for the mo-
ment the ca'ele.s.s language of sinners, in order to

lier conclenination ; and verse 18 si.flicieiitly vindi-

cates his meaning.

f Pioppiiy— 7'A « word as a truth, for rovro is

obj -ct, and aXf/fJei pred cate.

X ^^*' fX^'^f wliicii is only taken from her fx^t
IS goundles-ly pressed to mean that she held liiin

to herself, as it were, throrgh unltiidled desire !

Bee the note in Lauipe from rseudu-Alhauasius.

all things that ever I did," vcr. 39. Even if

the men had all died by their special mi.sfor-

tune, we could not avoid impuling evil to a
widow so often re-married. But this is the

least probable sujiposition among all ti at may
be made ;* it is likely that many methods of

dissolving the nuptial bond had concurred here
;

in any case there is indicated an immo>lerate

passion in this woman which could not be ex-

tinguished by anv repetition of separation or

widowhood. " Thou hast Tuid five husbands
already ; thou wilt know my meaning, I will

speak no further of that—although thuu seest

that I know all—how thou hast loosed thyself

from the one, and bound thyself to the other!"

W' think immediately "through divorce,

death, impropriety " (Meyer's note)—other and
worse suppositions are indeed jjosaiUe ; not

merely that one or another coyld not perma-

nently remain with her, that she gave just

cause for divorce, or was guilty of living in con-

nection with more than one, and so on. P'or

the remark is not unimportant, that while

according to the Jewish law a woman might,

without any personal fault (ajjart from the

continual re-marriage) be put away by five

consecutive despostic husbands, the Samaritans

did not entertain the Pharisaic extension of

the Mosiac law of divorce; as wo find it ex-

pressly laid down in the Tract. Kiddushim in

relation to the " Cuthites."f

Thus, after one lightning glance through her

whole life which lighted up to her all its evil,

the Lord seizes the sinner's conscience by her

last, then existing, and current sin; laying

hold upon it as the crown and consummation of

all former sins. So far had she gone, that

after five marriages she could live in carnal

intercourse altogether without marriage. (For

even if the ovk in ovk i6zi 6ov dyt'p might

be made to stand for nondum,X there yet remains

in ex^'^ the guilty anticipation of intercourse.)

But ovH dyj/fj itself is strongly condemnatory
;

and the 6ov which precedes might even be

* Chrysostom"s strange notion (in P-alm xiii.)

that she had lived with the five in similar illicit,

intercourse, is altogether out of the question, since

the Lord opi)()ses the five, externally at least

lawful husbands, to the sixth.

t We unhesitatingly protest, with Lilcke and
Langc, resting uj)on ih" h;st<jrical .^^impliciiy and
truth of the whole narrative, ;. gainst the a le.ori-

cal reference to the five-fold idolatry ol Samaria,

and its present half-wor^llip of Jehovah (so that

the wi man becomes a repicseniative of her land,

as Sepj) asserts again of the adulteress in Jerusa-

lem, John viii.)—an allegorical reference wh ch

Hengstenberg first broached, and which Bauer and
Strauss have made a bad use of. There is notliing

allegorical here (although both Origen and .Angus-

tine have mystified the nunil>cr five", no Jewish
proverb concerning the Samaritans reierred lo tiio

woman, but a sim|)le concurrence of circumstan-

ces without any thing peculiarly rcmarka!)!e in

themselves.

X Witthof, Opmc. the first treatise De uiuteri

Samurilana, tcxto vtro dcapousata.
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regarded as signifying—He is not thine, but

another's husband ! It does, however, and

this is all we can say, distinguish this poor

woman from a rfopv?; vulgivnga or common
strumpi^t; she adhered to one man, as if he

were her husband. But the connection is that

of the flesh, and there does not enter into it

any love of the soul; for wnen converted she

avoids at first this companion of her sin, and

says nothing, ver. 28, to this " husband " whom
the Lord's word, ver. 16, had thus associated

wj(h her.*

We have already intimated how it came to

pass that she could abruptly change the theme,

and proceed to further questioning. Most
expositors discern here nothing more than an

insusceptible, yea, even recalcitrating repulsion

and evcmm, of "the subject. According to J. G.

Miiller it is with woman's dexterity and cun-

ning that she passes from the shameful subject

to a politico-theological discussion ; but this

would indicate too much wickedness, and then

her first words, " Sir, I perceive that thou art

a prophet " would involve such a degree of

hardness of heart, and capricious thoughtless-

ness, as is quite at variance with the result

of the whole colloquy. But we do not find, in

the most modified sense, any thing Yik^ diversion

or evasion.^ Supposing her to be the subject

of an impulse of true repentance—and wo can-

not suppose it otherwise after such a piercing

revelation—she could not have voluntarily and

deliberately broken off the matter at that very

point. If she had, as we believe, already ut-

tered a half-confession, why should we be loth

to admit that she designs to complete it now ?

She herself indicates to us afterwards, ver. 29,

the mighty force of this critical moment as hav-

ing awakened her to faith. The strong ^aco-

pa>, " I perceive," which she declares, is proof

sufficient of the earnestness with which she be-

held in this Jew, whom she had never before

seen, but who nevertheless knew so well her

own, a Samaritan's, life and family history, and

who had spoken such marvellous words to her,

a man of God, a prophet; but who could trifle

immediately with a prophet thus solemnly

acknowledged, who could put petulant contro-

versial questions to such a one, or harshly lay

before him sudden " scruples of conscience?"

Consequently we must regard her question

about the true place of prayer, as equally earnest

with her declaration that she perceived Jesus

to be a prophet. To Nathanael the Lord dis-

* Hence Pfenninger has improperly interwoven

this.

f Ebrard : " Profoundly ashamed, and brought

to a piercing sense of sin, she is disposed, in the

natural whirl of her thouahts, to break off the

present sub.iect." Hase :
" She seeks by her ques-

tion as to the religious differences between Sama-

ria and Judah, to divert his penetrating inquisition

iu'to the abhorred relations of her life." Braune :

" She at once, with jjteat tact, diverted the conver-

sation from lierself, and turned it to the question

of," etc. De Wette :
" For she would, with the

customary skill of woman, avoid an unpleasant

disauisitioD."

closed his secret prayer, to this woman her sin.

Without having recourse to any supposition

of designed evasion, we may take it lor grant-

ed that her thoughts, after no slic'ht pause

during which the Lord's wonderful word would
exert its operation upon her soul, would revert

to the person of him who had spoken ; for from

the first rz'S i6riv (" who it is"), this must have
been the leading idea of her mind, influencing

all others.—Who and what is this man?
" Yea, Lord, I am a sinful woman," is the sol-

emn undertone of the avowal that Jesus was a
prophet; and that she does not utter it outright,

is " perfectly in harmony with the character of

such a woman." It is confession enough that

she does not contradict, especially in matters
upon which sTrnme would instantly arise to set

a seal upon her lips. The whole previous con-

versation warrants her confidence that the

Lord's design is not her utter condemnation,
but that he will help her to the attainment of

eternal life ; and she equally well knew that it

was not his purpose then to push the examina-
tion and inculpation further. What, then, is

his imediate design? To bring her back to

God, to transform her from a sinner to a true

worshipper of God. This being so, reverence

and the beginning obedience of faith would
almost compel her to turn the subject whither
her words actually led it. But it arises direct-

ly and spontaneously from her heart. " The
question with her is confession of sin and for-

giveness" (Luthardt). The uncertainty of her

soul as to the vain conversation of the past,

and as to her hereditary religion (ver. 12), is

the first fruit of her contrition and repentance

—

and well for those who have only come so far

as to ask with such earnestness as this womnn
now shows ! Now she begins in very deed to

thirst for the water of life. How often had she

gone, thoughtlessly content, to the mountain of

her lathers, joining in their Ttpo6Hvvf.i:v, or

worship, notwithstanding all her sins, just as

she drank of their well—but this is past, all

over at a single stroke. She marks the true

difference. She is very far from encountering

him again with—Art thou greater than our
fathers? She begins to discern in this Jewish
prophet an argument of the truth lying on the

side of the Jews ; their cause is justified in iiim,

and she is constrained to yield. Till now, her
npooHvvElv , as she still speaks, had been a

neuter verb without an accusative case; she

knew not, nor reflected, what or who was con-

cerned in it (o ovH oi'Sars, ver. 22)—but now
she begins to perceive that it signified the

drawing water from the fountain of God, the

Holy Spirit. There is something of her an-

cient ignorance, indeed (and here lies the invol-

untary diversion), in the inquiry as to the place;

she asks about the external wh£re instead of the

internal how: yet is she in this partly justified,

as the Lord's subsequent declarations show;
since in the first coming of salvation, all de-

pends upon whence it comes, in what chosen

and sanctified place his holy waters may by us

be drawn.
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This nunmiain is Germm, concerning wliicli

we can give only a few brief remarks—copiou-*

learned disquisition may be found elsewlierc.

The son of llie iiigh priest. Joiada (Ncli. xiii.

28), whom Joseplius calls Manasseh, ajid whom
Keheniiah had chased from him because of his

marriage with a strange woman, was received

into tlie protection of Sanballat, his faUier-m-

law, the Persian deputy over Samaria, who
also built for him in contempt of the Jews a

temple upon this mountain (2 Mace. vi. 2).

Alexander the Great (according to Josephus,

though the statement and the chronology are

contested) gave permission, ty a decree and
its confirmation, for the establishment of a

hi"li-priesthood in connection with it. When
John Hyrcanus afterwards destroyed this

temple, the Samaritans still regarded the moun-
tain with veneration as the place of sacrifice

and prayer in opposition to the claims of Jeru-

salem ; and the most embittered enmity con-

tinued ever after between them and the Jews.

In tlie passage of Moses, Deut. xxvii. 4, the

one read Ebal, and the other Gerizim, and
alleged mutually against each other falsifica-

tion ; it is now sufficiently plain that the Sa-

maritans were guilty of the corruption. They
further appealed to the most ancient places of

the patriarch's sojourn lying in their country,

as we have above seen. This latter fact

the woman seems here to have in view in

speaking of the fathers—Our fathers, that is

our ctrmmoii ancestors, Abraham and Jacob,

worshipped on this mountian; although this

does not seem to be exclusively intended ; the

expression pas.ses over into the more general

signification—The ancients whom we follow.

" And ye (already something of a frank confi-

dence toward the Jewish prophet) maintain,

on the contrary (as it appears to my people,

without foundation, against the custom of the

fathers.) that in Jerusalem is the place* or-

dained—which of the two is right, and where
shall I from this time.turn? This is the ques-

tion which he designs to put, but John does

not expressly mention it: either for brevity,

because it was self-understood, or more pio-

bably because the woman herself left it un-
finished ; being suddenly silent before the

Lord's countenance, penetrated by a profounder
feeling, and stirred by returning shame—^just

at the moment when she was about to relapse

into a more superfical tone—to a deeper ques-

tion than that concerning the place. The
Lord gave her time to say all that she baid to

say, before he gave her hia far-reaching and
sublime reply.

Verse 21. New and tumultuous thoughts

* Toitoi, DlpOri) the term used in the law, con-

cerning the unity of tho place to be chosen for

the serv ce ot God, Deut. xii. 5. No place was
deteiTniii (I there by name, and tlie Samaritans
adhered only to the I'eritali u<'h. But (hat there
muut \)c a (U'linite pla'-e was t;iken for gi anted by
]ews and S..iuarilanti alike, ou Old-Testameut
priuc pies.

began now to rise in the mind of this woman,
excited as she was by the impulses of that good
thing which how possessed her mind and soul.

This was tiie question which she now prepared

to propose, or whicli stirred in her heart: As-
suredlv the Jews, who have the prophets, must
be right in their Jerusalem, but must I there-

fore go over to them ? Can I only thus obtain

help? In the midst of these unexpressed

prtsentiments the Lord now apprehends her

secret thought, and enchains her mind by hia

next words. First of all, he graciouslv re-

s|ionds to her confidential "ye" by his " BcUtve

me!" the only time recorded as thus falling

from his lips. This condescending form of

speech, however, here occupies the place of his

" Verily I say unto thee!" since no prophet

had ever thus introduced his utterances. It

i.-; not—Believe w-s, that we worship in the right

place ! Oh no ; the " Prophet" at once passes

far beyond this, in a revelation for which this

poor Samaritan woman was more susceptible

than any one in Judea. The time cometh, or

the hour, or the days—the customary formula

of prophetic announcement, which in John's

Gospel we often find recurring in the Lord's

mouth. Neither in this mountain, 7ior at Jeru-

salem ; that is, obviously, the same as if he had
said

—

Bath in one and the other. For it is only

the exclusiveness which is revoked, so that the

Sal TTpodHWEiy or duty of worship shall no
longer be bound to any particular roTtoi, or

spot. What an instructive contrast to that

exacting zeal for the yet standing and yet

acknowledged house of the Father, which the

disciples might have expected, most assuredly

in Samaria, when the question should arise!

The Lord has indeed in view the great, and
equally free prediction of Mai. i. 11 (DipO"?33),

after which his word, proceeding from Gerizim

and Jerusalem, stretches out to embrace the

whole earth. Ye shall worship—that is, not

merely the Samaritans,* but all mankind is

before his view, all people after the exclusive-

ness of an external election is withdrawn.

Thus does he break down the contention of

the woman's ye and tee, while he reconciles

them in passing far beyond them both. Every
one must feel that he could not intercommuni-

catively say

—

We Jews and Samaritans to-

gether, we of the human race ; but it is necessary

to press this again and again against all Pia-

tionalism, and ask how it comes to jiass that

he never thus spake, but every where when
speaking of man's relation to God, maintained

his own dignified distinction from all human-
ity. The same unity and separation of his

own person lies also in that great word, quite

new to the Samaritan woman

—

too narfii,

"the Father." He is the true Father, not

* Briicke:-, the resj)ectable, though in many in-

stances not very penetrating, editor ot i e Wette,

maintains this against liauingarten-Crusius, as if

tlie Lord liero esjiecially predicted the conversion

of the Samaritans! IJui the comprehcusivo
" ueither—uur " clearly decides against hiiu.
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father Jacob, ver- 12, or the fathers, ver. 20.

(This taciUi opjiodtio Calvin also remarked.)

Here for tlie lirst time the general expression

is well-nigh equivalent to my Father ;
but it

then passes over into the wider meaning, which

is developed in ver. 23.

Verse 22. When, and not until, the Lord's

far-sweeping glance has gone forward to the

demolition of the partition walls of a prepara-

tory dispensation, there follows that assertion

of the priority of the Jews, with which evej-y

other but he would have rigorously begun.

We must supply for the connection an inter-

polated and retrospective truly or althaitgh

;

since it is his intention to obviate all misun-

derstanding by giving the true decision upon

the contested question. He cannot disguise it

from the Samaritans, that they are Samaritans

and living in the error of their own self-chosen

deception, and that their worship of God rests

upon no sure foundation in the divine choice

and appointment. The npo^HvvEltE o olx
oi'SazE, " ye worship ye know not what"

—

inverted, alas ! in Luther's translation—may
indeed rightly be termed a mos loquendi plarie

singykiris, and has given great trouble to ex-

positors. Since the Lord retains this expression

as used in the woman's saying, in order to

elevate it to its right meaning, he at first car-

ries her indefinite npodHWEiv without an

object a little further in the mere dative rep

Ttarpi (twice, again in ver. 23), until he finally

introduces the only correct and conformable

manner of speaking m the twice-repeated

avTov of vers. 23, 24 (comp. Matt. iv. 10).

Are we then to take o ovk oiSare as the ob-

ject of their prayer? As the neuter does not

seem suitable for this, many have been disposed

to understand it more generally : either as re-

ferring to the worship itself—Ye worship as

ignorant, since ye do not understand what the

significance and meaning ol this your worshij) is

(aftcZ exercise yourselves, therefore, in what ye

know not) ; or as instead of «a&' o, in a man-
ner, and with circumstances, which show that

ye do not understand the right hoic and where.

Wedo not think that this is a sufficient explan-

ation of the paradoxical formula, which assured-

ly refers to the significant want of an object in

the woman's words, and aims convincingly to

detect this to her apprehension. The neuter

then signifies to her that the living reference

to a personal God, and the well-grounded con-

sciousness of his acceptance, was wanting to

their worship; and that, indeed, because they

had failed, in their self-chosen place and cere-

monial of prayer, to stand in the obedience

of his hitherto uttered will. It is then said

the more plainly concerning the Jews

—

oy
oi'Sa/ii£y, wlioin we know, but only as continuing

the previous foi'mula by way of contrast.* The

* Luthardt gives the meaning othprwise, and
perhaps better. " The neuter is used here of

God. not because the Samaritans, in oontradis-

tinction to the J^'ws, knew not God in and of him-

self
J
bat they knew not what matt may liope from

Lord here most impressively draws the char-

acter of every form of departure from the ap-
pointment and institution of God, which was
pretypified in this Samaritan worship ; of every
sincf.'-existing lapse of the church through
t(}E^.oOpi^6K£ia, or will loorship. It is the ob-
scuration of all clear perception, of all sure

consciousness concerning the way and man-
ner which God himself has shown and com-
manded, whence there must practically follow

tiie ever-increasing darkness and emptiness
of so-called worship; for the real blessing of

the living God is withdrawn in punishment
from the self-imagined mountain of blessing to

which these self-willed worshippers pertina-

ciously repair. All heathenism itself is on a
parallel with this apostate Samaritanism. But,
again, this extends, as does the gentle word
which immediately follows (reminding us of

ver. 10), to the individual who is involved in

such apostasy as a sort of excuse, in as far as

the TCpo(5HvyElv, or worship, which yet remains
in him intends and seeks, in the sincerity of a
sense of need, the true God. (Hence in Acts
xvii. 23, the ayvoovvvEi, and in ver. 30 the

ayvoia winked at.)

Previously, when contemplating the New-
Testament futurity, the Ptedeemer, who as the
Son come in the flesh, revealeth the Father,

necessarily preserved the distinction between
himself and mankind, and could only say Ye ;

but now when he speaks as sprung from the
Jews, as their representative, maintaining their

rights, and fulfilling the promises made to the

chosen Israel, it is befitting that he should say
We. All this is explained and consummated
in the last ^Eyoo eIi.ii, I am he, ver. 26. It is

not appropriate (with Semler and Henke), to

regard this I'lUEii, we, asembracing the Lord
and his disciples, being the only present true

worshippers; for the position laid down imme-
diately afterwards in proof mentions the Jacs.

*S'wA a special collocation of himself and his

disciples would be unseemly, while the avowal
retained its deep truth as it regards the peo-

ple of God, from whom he sprang, and whose
essential heart he himself only was. Let it be
observed here, how the Lord, who well knew
how to reprove and correct the apostasy and
blindness of Israel when standing in their

midst, nevertheless to those without makes
himself their representative, so for as thej''

were the elect people of God, and entrusted

with the treasures of his revelation. In this

o oiSa/UEy, that tee know, the Lord acknow-
ledges all the truth of the orthodox doctrine

which might lie in any Pharisaic oiSa/uEy.

Having then the genuine prophetic word, from
which every one who would mighthave learned

and known the truth ; and their temple having
been really consecrated by the glory of God,

having been in truth the Father's house dur-

ing all the ages of preparation ; so much great-

er was their guilt in going no further than an

him, namely, that he is a God of aalvatio , a God
of redemption,"
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empty, blind, and proud " saj'ing, that this is

the place" in enmity to all Samaritans and
Gentiles.

The ort, for, which follows is assuredly,

as Baumgarten-Crusius rightly remarks, not

simply a consequence (therefore can the Mes-
siah onlv come from among these who know
aright, who abde in the true sphere ol revela-

tion), but the cau«e of their better knowledge.
Siilcation, here an abundantly pregnant expres-

sion, equivalt^nt to the salvation of God among
the prophets (let the appeal of the dying Jacob
be brought to mind. Gen. xlix. 18, which in the

deepest sense refers back to ver. 10) ;
thus it

is, even as the Samaritans ai'terwards, ver. 42,

rightly ti-rm him 6 6Gor?}f3, tlie manifestation

of the promised Messiah, who testified of him-
self even as the prophets had done, that he

would bring in the powers of the Father's uni-

versal wor.ship. I'his is the nrulerstnnding ])oi>it

of the Old Testament in which the Samaritans
were wanting, for they held not the prophecy
which came alter Moses. Only those who have

Motes aiul the prophets attain unto it ; they only

know the true foundation of worship, the aim
and the spirit of the service of God. The idea

itself, to which the Lord here gives utterance,

is already tound most clearly and simply ex-

pressed in Psa. ex. 2, 1. 2; Isa. ii. 3. Oh that

all to whom in our day the offence of Judaism
is almost, as it was to Celsus and Julian, be-

come the offence of the cro.ss, would humbly
hearken to this one great Jew, who, while so

spiritually asserting the worship of all nations

in spirit and in truth, yet steadfastly maintains
the divine appointment of this Jewish people,

as tiie issuing point of this salvation for the

entire world!* Would thev but learn to bow
down before this in zaiv 'lovdcxicov Idrir,
" is of the Jews," which the great /ad, imme-
diately proceeding from the divine counsel, and
incontrovertibly fulfilled for now eighteen hun-
dred years, attests if This Idrii' in the pro>s-

ent, announced to the Samaritan woman the

then beginning commencement ; in order to

obviate ihe urav LVJrf, " whcvaha conieth,"

of ver. 25, and to prepare the way for the im-

mediately following nai vvv idriy, "and

A.fter this careful distinction be-

s^f the Jews and the Samari-
ver, was nothing " transi-

^icr an essential point), the

discourse goes back to ver. 21, more plainly

Dieffenbach and Schulthess, indeed.would have
the entire ver. 22 to be an into po'ation wiicli

distutljs the eoniiection—this, however, is nothing
l)ut the niiscliievous folly of a so-called crit cisiii.

liahrdt has delivered himse f from tlie obnoxious
verse in anotlirr fa.shion, ai d tlius e.xpoumls

—

Ve
Jews know noir, that Goil is the Father, s.nce Pro-

vidence has brought it, to 1 ght by me!

+ God's will is so firmly fixed to assert liis elec-

tion of the fatlier-, that yet once again in th^ coni-

ins futurity the full salvati< n of the G'ntiles will

proceed from the Jews. Rom. xi. 12, 15 ; Zech.
viii. 23.

expounds the " neither—nor," and tnms, with
the revelation of the coming, or rather already
come, salvation, to the true worship of the

future age. Thou, a woman of Samaria, i>eedest

not to go to Jerusalem, for behold the new time
is opening through me, with whom thou now
speakest. The open vision does sut morrly
extend Avider and further, but pierces ever

deeper also ; the veil of shadows falls away, the

sanctuary and reality of the New Covenant i^

opened. The true people of God are gathen-d

from all nations; those, namely, who are the

dXTfOivui TtpodHvyerai, the true and genuine
worshippers ; according to the requirement of

the word, now first finding its complete mean-
ing, the i'^a^A^r-worshippers, for such is the

character in which the Faiher will be sought by
those who are Ttpodnvyovrai avr 6 v, " wor-

shipping him." This repeated cxvrov must re-

ceive the strongest emphasis, as it now take.s

the place of the indefinite " what ;

" and tlieii

it is that real and consummate worship which
receives its perfect expression in the closing

words of ver. 24, where all is included that

was lacking in ver. 20. TSnavpi—«oto des-

ignates the common Father of these npod-
Hvyrjrai, equally near to all who worship

him, in the freedom of his spirit ami of his

truth
; but this is something very different from

the rationalistic " universal Father" of Nature,

and without any qualification. That Go'l i.s

onr Father, rests here, as in the whole New
Testament, upon a pre-supposed new birth

through foith in him whose Father God is in

the only proper and essential sense. Thus
before Christ came, faith in him as coming,

faith obscure in its perception, but the samii in

heartfelt experience, and exciting the yearning

for a future fully revealed salvation, v/as the

kernel and spirit of all genuine worship ; in

proportion as this was found in any sincere

worshipper, was his worship that of nyeCucx
Hai dXyjOeia, spirit and truth, the anticipating

presentiment, if not the full knowledge, of the

Fatlier. When tlie Son now comes and reveals

the Tiame of the Father, all who are sincere fall

down—sooner or later—before him, to receive

out of his newly-opened fulness. All others

show by their unbelief that they are not, and

never were 7tpo6Hvyjftai, or real worship-

pers.

Ill spirit and in truth! In order to seize the

meaning, in any approximate sense, of this

amazing and inexhaustible exprcs ion,* which

admits not of easy paraphrase in any dry form

of words, we must of course set out with the

antithesis to the Samaritan, and even Jewish
TCpodHvysiy, or "worship," in any one partic-

ular ruTioi, or spot, which is first of all indi-

cated. That TtpodHvys'ty considered of God as

having a limited dwelling place (but see, on

the other hand, at the consecration of tho

S > little understood by some of the fat'.ers,

that thoy did not even retain the nn tu of t!e

whole, hut gave fv nyF.vi.iari to the Jews, iv
dXj;Oeia to the Samaritaos.
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temple, 1 Kings viii. 27, and in the prophets
also, Isa. Jxvi. 1, 2), and, according to the
iuadatnental meaning of the word itself, was
limited to a mere niinn't^n, a bowing down,

prostration, and offering of certain ceremonies.
Consequently ev iri'Evjuart, "in spirit," is,

first of a,\\,iiiternalbj ; see the Prayer of Manas-
ses, ver. 11. But the two-fold expression must
not be resolved with Storr by a cV Sid 8voir
(hfndiadya) into kv Ttyev/uart dXr^Sivw, in a
true spirit, that is, ev dXr^Snv^ Hcxpdia in a true

heart (Heb. x. 22), according to whicli it would
amount after all to no more than the Mosaic
ty oX^TTJ KapSia dov, with all thy heart. But
at the very first the profounder idea arises

—

that the worship must be offered in the inner
being of man's God-related spirit ; comp. Rom. i.

9. And from thatfollows the ev dXtf^Eia, " in

truth," which in itself is deeply significant.

He only who approaches God in his inmost
being, and from his inmost spirit offers him
acknowledgment, prayer, supplication, praise,

and thanksgiving, worships liim sincerely and
in truth (dXr/Bsvoi, has already hinted at this

—see Psa. cxlv. 18, nOS3, Sept. ev dA.?/5£ia

for which Luther has translated correctly with

earnesUiess). Ft it is only in the spirit that

there can be the earnestness and the truth of a

being corresponsive with the Supreme. At
this stage of our comprehension we may safely

paraphrase the formula by nvEvuariKcai uai
dXifhwi, imoardly and sincerely ; and this gives

as a necessary protest against every system of

m^res^oZ, or custom, and the tpsCSoi, or falsity,

which invariably lurks in it. This is manifest-

ly here, at ver. 23, the first and most obvious
meaning ;* a wider and deeper one will be
opened up in the repetition at ver. 24, which
gives the foundation and reason of tlie whole.

Such does the Father seek to worship him.
To translate, however, this ^ijrEl (with Lu-
ther's "icill haben"), as if it simply meant that

God requires, and according to his essential

nature will tolerate no other worship than
this—is too definitely to anticipate the words
that follow._ It does, indeed, involve a prepa-

ratory transition to the final del, " must," of

ver. 24 ; but here there is evident reference to

a direct, and self-manifesting search, after such
worshippers, and our German Bible lets slip a

point of critical moment m not literally pre-

serving the expression of this. For the nai
(preferred to yelp) obviously points to that

meaning, constraining us to put the question

—

Who then seeks as well as the Father f\ Who

* Lampe cites the st ikingly ana'ogous words
of the heathen Cato :

" Si Dens est animus, nobis

ut carmina dicunt, hie tibl prreci]»ue sit puri\ mente
colendus " ('.f God is mind, as the poets tell us, he
is especially to be worshippped by thee with a pu:e
mind).

f My critic Mtlnchmeyer thinks it more simple

to undTstand that the Father seeks, require * us to

do this—as if xai were to be constiued with

^tjTEi. But then the two words would be more

but he that is now speaking, and who thus
gently announces himself to her as the Sent of
God, yea, as the Son of this Father in the essen-
tial equality of nature and of operation? The
whole conversation had, indeed, more and more
powerfully excited the conviction in the soul
of the woman—This marvellous man, this man
of God, this prophet is seeking iiu, is seizing my
inmost conscience and heart/w Ood ! To this

conviction the Lord now attaches his word

—

Even as I in the name oi tlie Father, first mine,

and then through me thy Father also, am seek-
ing thee now.* But what the great God seeks

first and foremost among men—Samaritans
even, tcorshijiinng after their manner, and Jews
going up to worship at Jerusalem— is but
seldom and not at once to be found ; and this

is the further significance of his impressive
saying: "The dXifjivoi Ttpodnvvr/rai, or true

worshippers, are at the present time but few
;

they must be sought out and brought to lighli

and collected. Tliis great work of God begins
now through me, and will go on gloriously in the
days which have now begun : though even now
the few whom he has found are far from being
all."

Verse 24. Now, finally, comes, thus pre-

pared for, the last and conclusive word, in

which irvEvua uai dXtjOEia are seized in their

yet profounder meaning, and placed upon their

deep foundation. Such words and such sen-
tences as this are never to be understood in

their ample significance by that exegesis which
refuses to recognize tlie progressive unfolding of
tlieirfulness of ineaning , but insists upon always
restricting the same expression to the same
unalterable formula. It was assumed in the for-

mer passage, as the foundation of the Lord's de-

claration, i\\dii TtvEvi-ia yap E6Ttv 6 dvOpo)-
Tt oi, "man too is a spirit;" hence, if man will

pray dXrj^iwi, or truly, it can only be by his

praying kv TtvEVfian avrov, "in his spir-

it.'" But now the Lord's meaning reaches

higher when he utters his sublime UveChlic
6 3£d5,f " God\s a spirit,"—before the absolute

emphasis of which the ydp, " for," Avhich our
thoughts would supply, disappears and is lost.

From that great position there arises a strict

and preremptory Sel, " must," which is set

over against that external one in ver. 20.

Herder says very aptly on this passsage

—

" According to his own nature, the nature of

closely connected ; in the text the nai, preceding

as it does, has evidently a peculiar enifihasis

[equivalent to "yes, indeed, for."— Am. En].

* Roos, wlio indeed translates, " Not onlv I, buJ

the Father also," adds too strongly, " ^Villiout

doubt the Samaritan woman felt, while he was
speaking, that he who spoke was equal with the

Father." Yet there is somtthinir of tiuth in this

so far as concerns the intei'iirelation on the pari

of our Lord, wlio thus confidently speaks of the

Father.

f The Lord, with this design in view, could not

have sone on to say (as Roos well reminds us)—
The Father is spirit.
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prayer, and Ihe nature of humanity, God can

only have spiritual worshippers, and Job. von

Mailer as well
—"Without the shadows of

ceremunv. without hypocriiical observance of

merely external things ; a connection is estab-

lished in worship analogovis to their reciprocal

nature."*

in chap, iii 8 the most general and material

fundamental idea of nvevna, " spirit," was

set out with, but now we have its most profound

and final meaning at the opposite extreme, the

kevslune of all its other significations. In

Acicermann's TiibtVe (Stiulien u. Kritikcn, 1839.

iv.) tlus;r»'Cr/Ka<> Seds is strangely absent alter

nvtvita Seuv, although tbe author very ex-

haustively di.*cusses tlie whole in his treatise.

On tiiis point we do well to begin with the

negative side; God is an ddaJjuctTov and
akiufjtpnv, without body or form, as was ex-

pressly declared by the prohibition of images

iM Israel, in opposition to all the gross idolatry

of heathens generally, and all the refined idol-

atry of their philosophers. Hence no mere
external npodHVveiy, or "worship," as was
said before, can correspond with his nature,

and be acceptable to him. But what is the

positive meaning of this the profoundest word
in human language, qnrit, when it is used to

express the nature of God? Invisibility (the

consequence of incorporeity), omnipresence

(th;it IS, again, only illimilableness), even eter-

nity (that is, the negation of time), like unity and
unchangeableuess, are themselves only nega-

tions and abstractions, and can carry us no

further than the notorious nothing and void

of a certain philosophy. In all our cognitions

of faith we must set o\iifrom ournehes, from our
own God-derived and God-related nature; and
hence we protest against Ackermann's axiom

—

'* Novi i.s an anthropological, itvEvf.ia a

cosmical idea; that is, in the former is ruling

intdlifjence, in the latter energy." Rather we
think (llnnigh there is this much truth in it,

that it makes the energy of Z</e come before and
in the intellect), that it is nevertheless an nii-

throjJoUMjicdl idea, inasmuch as no idea of God
is possible to us, which does not take its rise

in ourselves his creatures and similitude. As-
suredly our Lord's itvevf-ia 6 ^edS is more
than Cicero's "mens soluta et libera," than
Seneca's "mens universi," or even "totius
ratio "— for all else that language means by
ni'fvfioc is"" here comprehendi-d, by way of
simiiitude, arcording to it» full completenemi in

imcH.f We may simply say, for catechumens,
tnal the German expression "cmGeist

—

a spir-

it," does not befit the idea, but is rather mis-

* In the lemaiks of his brotlier Joh. Geor. at the
close of his Jilu/ce i,» die Lild, communicated by
K iclihofei-.

+ Lutz says con-ectly {Bibl. Logmatk, p. 4."))

first
—

" We innst proceed from man in defitiiiiii

the nature of God ''—Init lie presses and restricts

(p. 46) tliis lallier critically as regards Trvevfta,
and leckfMis tliis also anions customary anthropo-
nuirphisnis. The ca:>e in not thus.

leading ; inasmuch as, taken in it? plain sense, it

would class God among spirits, just as we say

—a man, an angel, an animal. Thus it ia

otherwise than as creatures are spirits that we
are to understand it*—God is, in his single, in-

comparable being, absolute, perfect, the only

pure Spirit, that is, energy, life, understanding

will, and activity.f iCnergy, the impul.se which

can move another object from a principle in

itself, is the lowest and most general analogon

in nature, and points already to an original

almightiness ; it then manifests itself still

higher in organic nature as life ; as underdand-

ing life in man, to whom, therefore, is ascribed

»l>irit in a limited sense ; life conscious of the

Wit' and the not me ; and from this result the will

and the action. Thus God is in the highest

sense Vmng in and of himself; the principle of

all otlierUfe, unlimited in knowledge and unre-

stricted in will, to which all limited analogies

point. It is only by contemplat ng our own
spirit (Eccies. xii. 1) that we can in any degree

discern what it means—God is altogether and
only pure Spirit.J

Now for the consequence from all this.

* Compare the early work ascribed to Novatian,

de Trinitate in Kahnis, Lehrevom heil. Giisl, i. 307.

f We liave eiven tlie ijrad ition in our cate-

ch sm, Quest. Hil (in the shorter Lcitfadin, Quest.

34).

I R. Rotlie in the beginning of his Tlieohg.

Ethi h s Scripturaliy shown how, in the idea
" spirit," the absolute self-demonstration and self-

sufficiency of God finds its highest expression,

and thus that our nvev/ita 6 Seoi is only the

nearest explication of that first ground-formula
of all speculation n^riii It'N n\'7S} lom what Iain.

But we prefer, instead of the lonely methods of

speculation, to advance upwards by the idea of
'• being, energy, life, perception," with reference

to the corresponding stages in the universe which
images God forth (existence, matter, organism,

/); and, far from all obscurity of absolute

thouiht and conception concerning God's being,

to remain humbly content with the < onsciousness

of our dependence upon created imaues in all our
percei>tion and definition of God. To this Jesus

l)oints by his nvEv/ta (as Moses in the l)eginning

hy his D^ri^X nTl> Spirit of God), that fundamen-

tal and wonderful word of human language,

which emb: aces in one the first perception of an
invisible, incomprehensible, and yet ener.izing

presence which yet clings to iinterial ideas, and
the absolute feeling of a God which is in the

ground of our own beinji. God breathes upon
us, as generally in all uatura rrca'a the na'ura creans

demonstrates its enerjiy (the orf'rfzoS dvyai-iii

xai 3F.ujrt/i, invisible power and Godhead), and
then the most internal self-consciousness in our
own soul is also only a breath of God himself. In

this nyFiimx tlifie is thus the absolute suhstan-

ti.ility (corporeiy) which bcs at the f()un(lati<m of

all cosmical reality, as the abso ute ideality which
is postulated in all thinking. This nvEui^ta em-
l/races actually " beintr, nature, and j)ersoiiality,"

and that with an idrir independently of, above
and beiore all i/eVeru of creation; so that we
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Those who really are npo^Hwovvrzi av-
T 6v can worship him in a manner worthy of

himself only when they acknowledge and per-

ceive him to be Spirit. By this we are driven
in to the centre of our being.where his omnipres-
ent energy, nearness, and influence, are felt and
experienced. He dwelleth in us, who live and
move and have our being in him, even in our
fallen nature; full and perfect worship can
consist alone in recovering this truth, in the
abolition of that sin which opposes it and
estranges the soul from the life of God, in

reinstating the indwelling of God in us, so

that our own Ttvev/ua shall only know itself

and live in the Ttvev/nart Sev'. Augustine
has incomparably expressed this, so that no
expositor should omit to quote his words

:

" ioras ieramus, intro niissi sumus. Intus age
totum. Et si forte quosris aliquem locum
altum, aliquem locum sanctua:, inlus exhibe te

templum l)eo. In templo vis orare, in te ora.

Sed prius esto templum Dei, quia ille in templo
suo exaudiet orantem (We had gone without;
we are sent within. Drive thy whole self

inward
; and if by chance thou seekest any deep,

any sacred place, show thyself within a temple
to God. Dost thou wish to pray in the temple,
pray in thyself. But first be the temple of God,
because he in his temple will hear whoever
prays). This is the holiest of all, here must
the veil be rent.

The spiriluality of God was assuredly the
fundamental principle of the Old-Testament
revelation, the ground truth which not seldom
has direct expression (comp. upon this Hof-
mann, Schriftbewels, i. 66 ft'.); but this truth
earnestly maintained against heathenism is yet
hound up with externality, and in some sense
concealed ; not until the veil was done away was
it revealed in all its immediate fulness and
simplicity. Neander's words, written in the
spirit of Augustine's, no less forcibly and with
equally classic precision expressing the spirit

of the entire Scripture, are as follows

—

" Mnn
is not born as a temple of God, nor can he make
AmscZ/'one, but can only be restored to that
eminence hj the Sjnrit, whom the Son of God com-
municales to his soul." * Luthardt also most
truly says :

" Spirit, this objective, real element,
in which the praying man moves, is described
as new; consequently it is not the human spirit

of itself, the divine in man, but the Spirit
which proceeded first from Jesus." Thus does
the Lord here finally refer to that need, to
which he in the beginning promised his gift-;

and the Ttvev/ia, Spint, in wi]ich alone we

have no hing to do with that abhorred and iiic m-
pre cnsible pliantom to which the "uuiversal
sj)irit' of Ilegcl has been lik.nied.

* The sam3 Neander says again: "We must
have recoT;nized the personal God as Sjjirit, as h.^

has revealed himself in Christ, and have entered
into the fellowsh.p of Christ's all-pervading rever-

ence of God in spirit and in truih, in order to be
able to wor.ship h.m aright" {Deutsche Z-iisch. 1850,

p. 2iJo). This is, indeed, not so clear and ex-
pressive as the above extiact.

should, and in v/hich alone we can, prav, stands
in the same opposition to our 6dpS, or " flesh,"

as in chap. iii. A new birth is required, of

God the Spirit ; only as his children can we
worship the Father kv ityEviicxri dyico, in

the Holy Sidrit (Jude. ver. 20; Eph. vi. 17,

18) As the o SfoS dydnT] tdziv, "God is

love" (the correlative of the Lord's words to

the Samaritan woman), pre-supposes thaj; loving
can proceed and have its beginning only from
him, not from ourselves ; even so can the Spirit

which makes the truth of our worship come to

us only from God. Thus the beginning and
the end of the conversation with Nicodemus
are here combined once more. God again
communicates himself to men sunken through
sin into flesh ; because he is Spirit, he can do
this, and because he is love, he will. " If they
are spirit born of the Spirit, then do they the
truth ; and hence they can worship their God
in spirit and in truth" (Von Gerlach).

See then, how philosophy, with its empty,
lying babbling about spirit, must submit to be
put to shame before the truth as the Spirit of

God imparts it; see it here plainly revealed
that humanity must have a Son of God in

heaven, if humanity would return to God
again ! The simple and edifying Gossner says :

" Let men spiritualize their theology a hundred
fold, let them refine their religion to the high-
est point, and put away every shadow of an
image of God, let their worship be conceived
as ever so intensely spiritual ; after all there is

no spirit to be dei-ived from human nature, and
in all the most spiritual, service of God all

would remain flesh notwithstanding. The
only means of obtaining that Spirit was—God
became flesh, and whosoever is united to him,
becomes with him one Spirit." Yea, verily;

without the gift of a new life, which now in

the fulness of time he who was made flesh hath
brought to us—he who not only testifies of

the Spirit, but proposes to bestow him—this

cheerless 6e7, "must," will ever stand for the
repulsion and despair of all TtpoCKvvr^vai,
" worshippers," who will never find, either in

their own independent thinking, or by going to

any Ger;zim or even Jerusalem, that dA.7)(Jeia

oinpodHWElv (true worship) which will real-

ize all their longing aspirations or fulfill all the

promises made to man. The Nicodemuses
tarry without, like the women of Samaria, until

he who has come to unite both in one, shall

open to th«m the door, and remove the veil.*

His gift to us is Spirit for the re-awakening
of our spirit; not merely in order to the
dXr/Qeia of our worship— it is also itself at

* So also our speculatives remain without and
wori-hip, instead of the true 6 cjv, v/hom their

thinking cannot find out, only an ov, o ovh
oidixoi ; an imi^ersonal "das Gott "—as Jacobi
says, and Jul. Miiller quotes him; an original

principle, into which they sink and lose them-
selves, and beLome nothing, instead of abirling for

ever in his presence, worsliipping before his face.

Oh that they would humble themselves to the way
marked out—Salvation is of t/ie Jews!
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the same time the dXjjOsta, the reality of our
worship 01 the Father. The iy dXT/Osiqc, "in

truth," in connection with ir ffKCii/ian, "in
spirit," referred in the deepest sense to the

spirit in us as connected with the soul ; for the

spirit is one with the soul, and pervades it

throughout ; that constitutes the truth of the

whole man in his act. (" Spirit and truth are

as much as spirit and sense ;
they are only dis-

tinguished by internal notes," Oetinger's Wor-
terh.) We thus reach the deep and full con-

trast wilh all that was before and independent
of Christ, all that appertained to the old

economy, and all that belonged to heathenism,
in worship; that is, preserving the dichotomy
of the expression, with all that is merely rite

as well as all that in the rite is Ujpe* JJvEvna
is opposed to the external, sensible, bodily rite

;

the dXr/Oeia of fulfillment to the prophetic,

preparatory type which stimulates anticipation

of the reality and dimly points forward to it.

(Comp. John i. 17.) Liickc's antithesis

—

Iv
dapxi Hai 6Kia (in flesh and shadow) meets
the case precisely; since every restricted and
limited service of God in the Old Testament,
apart from the kernel of spirit performed
within it,t falls back in its externality and
transitoriness into ddpS. (Upon this let the

Epistle to the Hebrews be well studied, and
compare Phil. iii. 3 with our text.) And won-
derfully does the theme yet further change its

application : the fleshly and bodily form ap-

pears as the empty shadow, and that which is

spirit becomes the true dc^jna, or liody, ot that

shadow.
For it is to be understood that the service of

God does not, through its spirituality and
inwardness, reject all externality, all material,

bodily presentation of worship, and transform

the New Testament congregation into a meeting
of Quakers, where spirits wait for the Spirit,

or into that worse than Quakerism, where the

influences of the Spirit are never oven uttered

at all. " The very nature of man imperatively
demands that in all this (lie loJi/ should be
used," says Roos. What is still more em-
phatic—let us once more impress it upon our
minds—it is he who was made flesh that pos-
sesses and imparls the Spirit. From him, and
in him is reproduced for the Spirit in the Church
the sanctified body of worship, filled with the
truth, in which the creating Spirit, according
to his nature, ever strives to invest himself,

and clothe his operation. He alone v.-ho bows
the knees of his heart, will first bow the knees
of his body also aright; and this will penetrate
every thing extcrijal, so that all shall show
itself to be, in deed and in truth, a colore, a

*NonnuR: ovxert ^vdnSi rf,^;?'^, with sig-

nificance, and further: ^i^n/Xt'/y nXeoyrei
aAe6f'o5 einova fivOuv.

f 'All fonsible worship, even that which God
himself has appointed, is but ty|)ical, and only

reaches its full truth and meaning in spiritual

worship; without this it h no otlier than false"

(Vou (ierlacli).

irpodxvvElv of the creature. While the sol-
emn words of our Lord, with their rebuking,
exhorting, promising Ssl, ever remain a stand-
ing corrective of the tendency, which we find
even in the New Testament, to reduce worship
to the ipEvSoi (falsehood) of a mere sBoi (cus-
tom).
Thus this superabundantly mystical state-

ment

—

nreviua 6 ^eoi, " God is a Spirit,"

(which Fichte declared to be aJtojether useless

as a positive dogma, for the definition of t ic

nature of God), was not uttered to the woman
of Samaria, with any design to direct her spec-
ulative perception

; yet it secures even to the
speculatives the true and deep foundation for

their principles, inasmuch as the conscience
and awakening spirit of every man who seeks
his God, and would worship him aright, cannot
be considered as being independent of his

immediately living and practical understanding.
The latter may securely be attributed to the
former. For the Father seeketh rot)? npod-
HvvovvTai avrovy that is, all who worship
him, as roiovrovi; and is able, if they yield

to be found, to make them such. Let us
observe here the hints constantly thrown out,

to attract, and guide, and secure the Samari-
tan's soul . W^oman, believe me—the hour cometh

—it/wjc is—i\\&F(tlherm heaven (whose fallen

child everv man instinctively feels himself to

be) even he scel-eth thee ! In effect he had
found her. Allured onwards from that first

Hvpts, "Sir," further and further, towards and
into the mystery of the person of Jesus—how
can we now regard her, when she refers again
to the Messiah, as desiring to elude and escape

from him, the Prophet, who had announced
the Father to her soul ? We therefore regard

Tier last word, which paves the immediate way
tor Christ's, notwithstanding its apparent di-

gression and evasion, as no other than the

most gently expressed question of her sponta-

neous presentiment

—

Art thou th£ Messiah thy-

self f

Her oiSa, " I know," involuntarily returns

back to that first ei'^iszi, " if thou knewost,"
which it almost echoes; thus giving to the

whole a rounded conclusion. She now produces

and exhibits all that she, in common with the

Samaritans, knew of religious things—the best

that she had ; that which had lain unseen and
unused now awakes to life. " His words had
quickened the miserable germ of Samaritan

Messiah-hope into life" (Langc). It is as if

she had said, '" Lord, I understand not fully

that which thou now sayest; but thou speak-

est of a future which is dawning, when a letter

and more immediate knowledge of God will be

vouchsafed, in order to the true worship of

God: this 1 as a Samaritan can comprehend,

* Neander :
" In uttering this sublime truth to

an uneducated woman of an ignorant people,

Christ overttirns tlie aristocracy of cult.ire, and
the one-sided intellectualism of ihe an<;ieiit world.

It is from life that the highest must spring, and for

all meu alike."
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for we also -with you expect the Messiah." (For

her ijidlv is now as comprehensive as in ver.

21 ; thus much has she already learned.) Her
epxsrai, " cometh," which has a future in its

signification, seizes the Lord's epxsrai; in add-

ing the orav eXOp, " when he cometh," which

points to a near futurity, she gives involuntary

expression to the influence of the Lord's xai

vvv fdriv, "and now is." All things—that

great far-reaching truth to which thou directest

me, and all that I need in order to my appre-

hension of it—will the Messiah when he is come

tell us; just as thou now tellest me, and as

thou almost appearest to me to be one who can

tell me all things (Matt. vii. 29). This last

lies in the background of her presentiment,

and she cannot yet rise high enough to give it

expression ; she seems rather to " take refuge

in delay from the stern necessity of an all-

comprehending decision ;
" but this final pro-

crastinating evasion is almost without the

slightest tincture of earnest evil. It is with

her, generally speaking, as it was with Nico-

demus ; the folly of the past will not allow the

present right meaning to betray itself, but

draws over it a veil worse than the reality.

Thus we are to understand the dyayyeXel,
" will tell," which she obtrudes instead of say-

ing as she ou2;ht

—

S ood st yjiiy nveva xai
d\T/BEiav, tt)v Sojpedv tov Seov (he will

give us spirit and truth, the gift of God).

Most assuredly she is not now for the first

time passing over to the Jewish expectation of

a Messiah, and admitting that she now believ-

ed in that which he and the Jews hoped for

and taught; in that case the otSa, "I know,"
would be inappropriate and untrue, she would
have used mdrevoo, " I believe," instead of

it; in that case the Lord could not have
reckoned upon her ability to understand the

daorrjpia, or salvation ; ver. 22, and ver. 42
would be quite incomprehensible. We know
nothing certain concerning the Messiah idea of

the Samaritans in the time of Jesus (this his-

tory shows us very plainly that they possessed

it in some way); but we may assume that

with their pretensions to be the people of God,
and with the Jews so near them, they would
less and less restrict themselves to the revela-

tions of their Pentateuch. With the same con-

fused mixing up of truths here and there ap-
propriated (which had been their fundamental
character from the beginning), they would lay

claim now to the Messiah, even as their fore-

fathers did to the temple structure—his name
and presentation generally were derived by
them from the Jews, and then, if they wished
to find any such warrant, they would inlay it

into the promises of Moses. It is to be ob-
served that the woman herself uses the expres-
sion 3l866iai, Messias, which the Evangelist
translates Xptdtoi, Christ; and does not, as

Sepp very arbitrarily thinks, speak of the mere
Samaritan Restorer (3nnn), m which it was

John who discerned the Jewish Messiah. As
among the Jews the notion of the Prophet—as

1 Mace. iv. 46, xiv. 41 rightly interpreted

show*—sometimes took precedence of that of

the king, so that the people could use such

language as we find in John vi. 14, vii. 40

(comp. Matt. xvi. 14). so we find it quite na-

tural here that the Samaritan woman also at a

time when she is speaking of her own future

apprehension of the truth, should make promi-

nent this dyayyeWeiv itcivra, telling all

things, m the character of him who was waited

for.f

Verse 26. We know no reason whatever
for supposing (as Bengel does) that the Lord
hastened his revelation to the woman, before

the arrival of the disciples ; for the avowal of

the men, ver. 42, was public enough, and the

Lord could not have been very anxiousiy so-

licitous to conceal his eyoj f^inx, " I am he,"

and to prevent their hearing him from liis own
lips. We read in the erti rovoj, "upon this,"

ver. 27, first of all, thus much, that the disci-

ples had already actually come at the d se of the

conversation ; and not merely that the period of

his being alone with the woman extended so

long. We must accept, on the other hand,
Bt-ngel's other word, in the Harmony :

" His first

saying had a very general tone—Give me to

drink! And the seventh was—lam Chrid!"
Nothing was more natural than that he should

not now keep back, one instant longer, this

declaration. (The predicate must by a Hebra-
ism be included in the el^i, as in the Hebrew
conversely niH 'JS already contains the verb

substantive in the 'JN.) I that speaTc unto thee—
thus does the Lord confirm with great condescen-

sion her expectation of the dyocyyeWeiv, or

"telling," which in itself was quite correct: Thou
hast well apprehended that I was engaged in

one work of the Messiah. J This loving, devot-

ed seeking of a well-nigh found soul, impels the

Lord forward to the utterance of this open
declaration " which he thus almost for the first

time promulges to a poor, sin-laden woman"
(Lange, ii. 1, 234). That which he forbade his

disciples in a later time to declare, he now

* See Bergquist

—

An idea M ssuc in Apoc. V. T.

sit chvia (Lunda;, 1826), p. 30, 31.

f The later, much-contested notions of the Sa-

marilans about the Messiah, can have no value in

connection with our history : they are decisive,

however (as Gesenius maintained at last, see
Bauragarten-Crusius) for the long continuance of

such a tradition. And Deut. xviii. 15 must neces-

sarily have made the notion of the prophet in the

Mes-iah prom nent to the Samaritans. Luthardt,

opposing my view, thinks this-very uncertain ; but
I am convinced that just as the Samaritans lightly

esteemed all other i)rophets, so their acknowle.ig-

ment of Moses would all the more impress upon
them the expec aiion of the Prophet in the highest

and fullest sense. Compare my remarks on Matt,

xxii. 31, 32.

X But if she could only discern the first work,
the prophetic office of the Messiah, we can go
further, and reflect—Yes, verily, he is the f.^r^yTf"

. TTJi Tov ^eov the Xoyoi of the iiyev/ia.
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publishes without any prudential restraini, fo'-

he cannot deny ami withhold himself fr?'.i h;T.

There is >onie" truth in the ...moa reni:ul;

that there as no' so much danger ot hi.-, being

proclaimed king in Samaria, and therefore not

80 much necessity for obviating the enmity of

his foes ; but it ouglit not to be forgotten tliat

the scandal of the report, which indeed was
laid hold of in theend—that he had proclaimed

himself Messiah in Sychar ! might have been

productive of much toori^ consequences. Suffice

it, that the Lord now takes counsel of nothing

but the simplicity of his love; he is intent

only upon ifrawing the folds round a humi^.a

soul (hat lie Ikc^ secured, so that he may not
lose it again

—

A><k now and take tlie living'

water, expectation is needed no more ! Re-
markable contrast! The dignity of his Messi:

aliship, which he does not proclaim in Jerusa-

lem, lie contidentially discloses to this poor

Samaritan woman at the well. Most affecting,

earnest and prelude of tiiat fast-approachiug

time of grace, in which he would cry to all.

people upon earth

—

Bclu/ld me! Jklujld me!.

(Isa. Ixv. 1).

ENIGMATICAL WORDS TO THE APOSTLES: THE HIGHER FOOD; THE SOWER'S
LABOR FOR THE REAPERS SENT FORTH, AND THEIR JOY TOGETHER.

(John iv. 32-38.)

The disciples, who not till afterwards learned

to estimate our Lord's freedom in attracting

and recognizing the oppressed female sex,

marvel greatly now at his confidential inter-

course—first, with a womin alone at a public

well, contrary to all Rabbinical propriety;*

then, with a Samaritan woman ; and finally, in

a conversation altogether spiritual. Did they

hear and understand the last word and rejoin-

der concerning the Mtmah? (how impressively

must this word alone have fallen upon their

ears !) I think m)t ; their minds being pre-

occupied with thoughts of food, they hear not

distinctly pt once; the fact of the woman being

with the Lord had altogether confused their

apprehension of the charact r of the conver-

sation. Otherwise John would not have rep-

resented the general fiivd yvvaiHui XaXeii^,

"talking with [a] woman," as the ground ol

their surprise, and that they refrain from ask-

ing the unknown subject of the conversation.

The lyoj eijuh " I am he," of itself might have
told them more, but they go not beyond the

mere XaXe'ty, sjyeaJc (" talk "), as if they had
caught just the Icuit 6 XaXojy (Sot, " that speaks
unto thee " (which clause in the original con-

cludes the sentence). f But their accustomed
reverence keeps back their curious questioning
concerning the unaccustomed sight—What
seekest thou of this woman ? What talkest thou
with her? (Grotius : Quid ab eaposcutf Cibura
an potum ?) This is their first thought ; but
then rises their still more wondering reference

to the XaXeiy ; for his words had seemed to

* Ne nTiiltipHces colloqiium cum ffjininA

—

Tract Eruhiii., fol. 5.3, 2. Ne ci)llu(niatnr (|ui.s eiiin

freniina in jilatoA, iino ne cuni propria quidem
uxore

—

Ytma, fol. 204, 2.

\ K(xi f.7ci rovraj notei this critical moment,
liciice the Peshito ha.s—P^DD 13% wliile hetvas

rpcftkinij. The Lord did not l)icak off abru|)tly

because of the disciples, but the disciples did not
hear any tiling intelligently.

them the close of a longer and more inward
conversation—Or dost thou teach her aught?
Bauragaten-Crusius, having ^//r?;(;zS, chap, iii;

25, in his mind, connects //er' avrffi with
Z'/reli also, and apprehends that they were
thinking of some possible dispute upon the

national question ; but in that case XaXeuv
would certainly not have been in the second
member of the sentence; indeed, the idea of

the disciples' thinking of a Jewish dispute with
the best of Samaritan women, is in itself hard
to conceive. It is better to say with Wesley,
though in that there is an improbability, that

no man asked tJi^ icomun what she would have
with the Lord at first, nor tlie Lord what he
thereupon said to her. For the woman goes

immediately away, when the disciples had been
there but a very short time. The last word of

the Lord did not induce her to depart, rather

did it cause her to stand still in amazement.;
but now the confidential solitude is disturbed,

the Jewish countenances are upon her, and she

is thrown off the balance of her gentle self-

possession. Her hasty departure is at first a
flight ; and then afterwards follows the narra-

tion of all ; not, indeed, designed when she

left, but occasioned by her meeting with others.

We cannot, however, positively say with G,

Miiller, that " she forgets in her joy the object

for which she had come ;

" but this at least we
may say, that her leaving the waterpot, in the

fervent impulse of her S|)irit moved by the

Spirit, is somewhat analogous to our Lord's

own forgetting to eat. She thus commits the

apparent folly of undertaking the task of com-
ing and drawing, complained of before, for

nothing, tirarrely, as Richter's Ilauiitihel says,

as a sign tiiat she was coming again ; for that

would require in her to have matured her

plan at once, and in the first confusion of her

timidity. Least of all did she reckon that the

Lord and his disciples might drink the water

drawn therein when she had gone. All this

is unreal ; but it is (juite natural to suppose
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that in her natural and remarkable frank-

ness of manner she would go to the first and
bsest- men in the city, with invitations and
solicitations telling them of that man, who
declared himself to be the Christ. Come, see!

That is her first word, as in chap. i. 39, 46.

The well-known sinner needed not to specify

to the people more particularly* the ndvra
od a E7toir/da oi her past life. " All that 2/^

know—a stranger Jew without the city has
told me all that ever I did ! (For her conscience

had heard all things disclosea in the disclosure

of one.) Come, see; that is, search into it,

test, and experience, and h^a7- like myself,

whether this man be like other men, whether
he be not what he declares himself to be—the

Messiah !
" The spiritual impulse which could

induce this notorious woman to make so honest

ft confession (in which, as ever, the command-
ing power of her testimony, ver. 39, lay), and the

wonderful paradox that the Messiah should
announce himself here in Gerizira (which no
Samaritan could sincerely expect), both concur-

red in impelling the people to follow snch a wo-
man to see such a mar.—a man who could tell

them all their sins, and yet make them so happy
as they already see this woman to be. At an un-

seasonable hour, many probably hurrying from
their mid-day meal, they go out and in no
pniall numbers {noXXoi, ver. 36). The woman
has not provoked their contradiction by too

bold an assertion, but with all her emotion has

only summoned them to see for themselves;

only intimating that he himself had told her

all this, and that she was constrained to believe.

It is doing her great injustice to make this an
example—as Braune does, pointing his con-

demnation against it—of a false way to faith,

as if she required the judgment of her fellow-

citizens to confirm her si/pposiiion. Oh no,

there is no more supposition in her ca^e, she

knows that the Messian is com^. It is, on the one
band, a gratuitous requirement that she should
instantly betake herself to the company of the

women who followed Jesus ; and, on the other,

it is equally incorrect to say (with Braune on
ver. 42), that "she herself appears to have
been no longer troubled about Jesus in Si-

chem !
" Oh no, the ^svrs, ver. 29, means to

say—Come ye with me out of the city to him !

She herself assuredly comes again with the peo-

ple, vers. 30, 40 : to think otherwise is unna-
tural, disturbs the whole narrative, the fruit of

which is just the winning of the woman, and
then through her means of the others also.

Scarcely has she r-^ceived a small measure her-

self, when, like a female apostle, she begins to

invite others also, publishing lier own shame
before all the people to the honor of the Lord !

Here, as in all New-Testament preaching, the

great essential point is his pers in—he is Christ,

the Saviour

!

* Very properly says Schleiermacher :
" We see

m what good estimation she was held by the men
of the city from this, that they immediately went
out at a simple word of hers."

In the meanwhile a very unseasonable inter-

jection of the disciples, offering their earthly
bread, gave occasion to the Lord for a second
conversation with them ; which, as it perfectly

suits his plan, the Evangelist cannot pass over.

As he subjoined, previously, to the conversation
with Nicodemus, an "explanatory appendix on
the relation of Jesus to the Baptist," so here a
parallel offers itself on the relation of Jesv» to his

disciples. Thus is the Lord most significantly

placed, at the commencement of the Gospel,

between his forerunner and his Apostles

;

according to a plan and purpose which the

sacred narrator follows only in obedience to tho
development of the history itself, and spring-

ing directly from the facts which he related.*

Verse 32. Though it said of the Lord him-
self only that he rejected food, we may suppose
that neither did he drink of the waterpot left

there ; hunger and thirst had gone from him ;

and the body of the second Adam lived and was
nourished by the refreshing of the Spirit in the

performance of the will of God. But the dis-

ciples, to whom the buying in a Samaritan city

had been of itself distasteful, see with ever-

increasins astonishment his neglect of the pro-

vision which they had brought. " Master, eat

thou—if only that we also may eat ! Art thou
then not hungry, like ourselves?" His sublime
answer is ordered with deep precision ;

since

he does not unconditionallv repel the thought
of this kind of eating (the time for it also came
afterwards), but for the present, by his digni-

fied 'E^ go, " I," and a general ex^^ "have,''

discovers to them that he in this matter was
altogether different from them, possessed of

different feelings, and under different relations.

His words sound marvellously like those of the

angel in the Apocrypha, Tob. xii. 19—yet they

are not uttered witli the same meaning, but
with a designed and e.tciting tone of mystery,

which would prepare the way for a further dis-

closure. As in the case of the Samaritan wo-
man, he provokes their attention by figure and
striking contrast. "^Hv vi.ieK ovk oi'Sars,

" that ye know not of," contains in it no blame

;

it does not reproach them because generally

they knew nothing or had experienced nothing

of that spiritual sustenance which al?o invigor-

ates the body (for that would not have been

the truth); nor does it impute to them tho

fault of not thinking upon it in his case, for how
could they have attributed such influence to

spiritual intercourse of the subject of which
they had known nothing? But it is graciously

spoken, like the former si ySet?, "if thou
knewest," and means—"A'\ that ye knew
what sustains me now, that ye knew my meat,

for then would ye also forget the bread ! Now,
since ye know it not, I will tell you what it is."

(Properly speaking, fipoaoii is rather the pre-

sent nourishment for the time being : and

* We adhere to this, without being led astray by
Lu'hardt's contradiction, who denies to the deeply

significant conversation wi h the discipies any
thing like an " independent signification.''
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fSpaua the/oorf itself, the means of that nour-

ishment.) As the following words of our Lord
pointj from the beginnings of God's work in the

Bouls of men to its consummation ; as it is the

glance which he now throws into the harvest

following the seed-time—the ground-thoudit
of the following discourse—that satisfies liis

Boul with joy, we must attribute to the ovk
oi'Sare an undertone of meaning which the

SchuUehrerbibel of Brandt has well expressed

—

" This great end and aim was not yet recog-

nized even by those who should be instruments

in effecting it." Not sensual and fleshly-

minded men generally are opposed to the Lord's

*Ey(o, " I," in this vneli, "ye," but rather

these laborers in the harvest themselves who
were already called and sent, but knew so little

of the joy of seed-time and harvest rejoicing in

hope, that he must now reveal it to their

minds.

Verse 34. His transition to this takes its

rise from his own person, but he immediately
connects with that the work also, in which they
themselves should be his ministers and co-

operators. The natural man must first receive

the gift, the power, the food of the Spirit, in

order to do the divine will ; the Son of God in

humanity ha« already in doing it the energy
which goes forth in new and continuous works.

For he alone can say in the fullest sense what
in Psa. xl. 9, 10 was prophesied concerning him.*
His daily bread is, that the will of God should

be done, his kingdom come, his name be hal-

lowed. The repeated interlocution of the dis-

ciples—which, though they only venture to

Bpeak one to another, does not escape him

—

hangs still upon this, that if he had had food
(as if he had not said ^X^t "have," only),

there must have been some one, even if it were
an angel,t who brought it to him, hungry as

he assuredly was—and it is to meet this that he
proceeds to speak plainly. Olshausen remarks
that the iVa, " that," cannot, in this passage,

be taken rcAixoJs ; but we agree with Lucke in

the critical distinction which he draws. "The
sentence with orx would say, that Jesus found
his BUotentation in this, in actually doing the
will of God ; the 'iva includes the yet more
subtle thought, that his sustentation consisied

even in the endeavor to be ever doing the will

of God." Nevertheless we would seize the idea

* The new man in Christ Jesus participates

through the new birth in this posses-ion and in-

vigor.itioii of the Spirit, and that according to the
mea-sure ot faith ; to this point fonvard all cele-

brations of spiritual satisfaction in the Old Testa-
ment, and of a joy which is ii sensible to luinger
and thirst. But in the application of the text to

ourselves, we ought not to 'orget the so e pre og-
ative which is arrogated for Christ's own person
in vers. 32 and 34. This Steinmeyer's Prcdir/t in

tiie iSeitrdge ziiin Schnftrer»t<ituimsii, \. 180—whicli

with all it-s beauty, contains much that is artificial

—seems to us to do.

+ For it was in the highest dejjree improhable
that an Ini^ytiioi o vr'jp out of the city (as Non-
Bus says) had brought him food.

better by another word than the ordinary " en-

deavor." The fundamental thought is the joy
which is experienced in doing with prospect

of constantly doing, the looking forward from
the beginning and at every step to the conMim-

matioii of all labor: it is from this deep feeling

that the 'iva, jMinting onwards, flows ; and the

Evangelist's fine feeling of its force retained

it.* The preaching of the word was, in the

Lord's first meaning, the will of the Father
(Mark i. 38)—but from this time onwards his

glance goes further
; for to regard the " noisly

Mid reXetoCy as standing together without
any express significance," is a very false expo-
sition. We cannot so easily exhaust the pro-

found contemplation and intuition which are

contained in such large and pregnant words as

these. As in chap. xvii. 4 the redeeming
death is included in the work by a sublime pro-

lepsis, so here the meaning stretches still fur-

ther, inasmuch as the seed-time is here viewed
as preparatory to the full and complete harvest
at thedi.<tant end. We almost always find in the

words of our Lord Jesus that the consciousness
of what is to follow pervades his reference to

that which is passing. He now terms his

meat what he will presently term his joy, a joy
which he will participate with his reapers ; for

he himself, in his work of seeking, ana calling,

and sowing the seed, the_first principles of the
living word, already anticipates and rejoices in

the joy of the future.f He thereby gives also

an answer to the suppressed question of the

disciples as to what he was saying to the wo-
man—What other than that for which I am
sent of the Father ? Thus he inspires them with
boldness to put further questions in the future
about this definition of his work, and to expect
to share it with him. Thus, finally, he places

himself before them as a type and pattern of
the true missionary zeal, which always and
every where is engaged upon that which will

speed on the great work towards its glorious

maturity.

Verse 35. Luther's, " saget ihr nicht selbbt?"

(say ye not yourselves? ) disturbs the sense,

since the words do not simply involve a com-
parison, but a contrast also. The Lord has be-

tbre his eyes the X'^P^'^* or fields, between the

well and the city ; and this gives him the com-
parison, prepared for by TE\Etoo6a3, " finish,"

between the work of God and tliat husbandnj
which requires the seed-time first before the

harvest can be reaped. Besides this, the ordi-

nary exposition from antiquity downward has

* Munchmeyer rejects this remark of mine,
with allusion to the Winer philology; but he does
not seem to understand it, and not seldom do
subtilti^8 and fine shades of meaning elude his

perception.

f The Berlenb. Jiibd is this time much too limited

and narrow in its interpretation—" This then now
is my meat, that I inlc-rrupt not the work of God
in the soul of the SaniariUm woman by my eating,

for slie will instantly return. My natural eating
must give i>Iace, tiil I am rend;/ for it. This great
matter must be waited for and compUt,.d."
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assumed that the Samaritans were seen flock-

ing towards the Lord ; Ebrard allows this to

be "not impossible;" but to us the yueralt;,

" meanwliile," seems to indicate too short a

time, and John does not connect ver. 40 imme-
diately with the conversation, but seems to

imply an interval during which the meal was
partaken of at the well. We think* tliat the

dimples see merely the fields recently sown, and

far from being yet white unto the harvest ; but

the Lord's clear view goes beyond, and sees in

anticipation the people whom the woman would

bring with her. Then would the requirement
—Lift up your eyes, become another mysterious

enigma, which would soon find its solution in

his words. " Behold, I say unto you, I have

now been sowing the word, and already behold

a sudden harvest upspringing and ready

—

Should not this be my meat and my joy ?"

We may regard the four months' waiting time

as very probably a provej'bird expression, and

that because of the Xsyers, " say ye," which

introduces it; for in ver. 37 we have another

Xoyoi, or saying, quoted, and its correctness

this time, and, as it were, in contradistinction,

approved of. Proverbs generally are to be

taken with a free interpretation, and the mean-
ing of this proverb indicates the utmost possi-

ble shortening of the time, as it is used for the

encouragement of the waiting sower. Only so

much longer! The Lord goes beyond the

proverb in the same direction, but with a dif-

ferent application. " Ye are accustomed to

say

—

in any case only so long ; but I assure you
that the harvest in this instance (of that seed

of mine to which I refer) will instantly follow,

as an encouraging type and earnest to you."

It necessarily follows also from the unqualified

en, " yet," and r^^Vy " already,"! that it must
have been the actual seed-time, that is, accord-

ing to our chronology, the beginning of Janu-

ary before theharvestnf the winter-seed in May.
(Not, as Bengel thinks, that the Lord was
speaking in Nisan, before the second or main
harvest, absolutely so called.) Now the di.sci-

ples saw no harvest-field ; they said and they

thought assuredly—There must at least be four

montlis yet ! But the Lord sets before them a

mystery and an enigma, and thereby would

teacli them to lift up aright the eyes of t.ieir

faith. J

* So De Wette with great propriety :
" We must

not assume, with Chrysosiom and ahnost all ex-

positors, that Jesus pointed to the Samaritans as

they hastened towards him. The harvest was not

so very obviously near as this ; but in the hope of

prophetic contemplation."

f On t e position of ySrf at the close of verse

So, see Lucke.

if If this chronology must be given up as im-

possible (as Munchmeyer contends^, then this

ntiftthesis of the spiritual" harvesi, and the harvest

not yet near in the fields, as the essential o^v/ioo-

pov , would be disturbpd. The longer continu-

ance in Judea which I have assumed (see the tables

in Vol. i.), is justified thicughout the whole har-

mony.

That the pre-supposed saying of the disciples-'^

already referred to the sowing of the word, aa •

Schleiermacher, and Hezel before him, thought,

appears to us altogether out of the question.

The disciples had not apprehended that one
word, verse 34, with such clearness and large-

ness of view, as to be capable of thinking

—

" But it will be long yet before any result will

be seen from this day's announcement of the

kingdom of God, or at least before any harvest

will spring up among these Samaritan citi-

zens ! " All this was far from their eyes of

sense, and therefore the Lord, when he bids

them look in another meaning, raises them to

a higher and spiritual contemplation. He alone

sees in anticipation the harvest, not only the

present typical and restricted one, but that

great and universal harvest which he contem-
plated in it, and which was now drawing near;

that harvest, of the final consummation of

which Psa. Ixxii. 16 prophesies, where it stands

thick upon the tops of all mountains, and the

people of all cities flourish like grass of the

earth ; when apostate Samaria shall be brought
back, and the salvation which goeth forth from
Jerusalem shall return back to the same re-

newed Jerusalem ; when in the rich plenitude

of the blessing poured forth, the ploughman
shall overtake the reaper, and the treader of

grapes him that soweth seed, seed-time and
harvest being blended in one (Amos ix. 13).

It is his purpose to teach them " how great- a
difference there is between the eye of faith and
the eye of common experience " in the great

husbandry of God ; to make them partakers

of the joy of his hope, if they can only em-
brace it, for their consolation in their future

apostleship. So far it is as if he had said, for

their suhsequent understanding, in prophetic

words—probably an allusion to Isa. xlix. 18,

Ix. 4—" Look upon the lands, into which ye
will be sent forth ; could ye but behold them,
as I do, with the right eyes, ye would see that

they are already white unto the harvest"
{Berlenh. Bib.). We also should receive the
same words and apply them to all cases in

which the proverb is applicable. They will

teach us, on the one hand, to wait humbly and
patiently; but they will teach us, on the other,

to keep the joy of harvest in our view in the

midst of the toil of sowing, for our invigora-

tion and refreshment, that so we may be able

to regard every exception of swiftly-ripening

blessing as a promise and a type of full suc-

cess.

Verse 36. "The second figure, to which the

former paved the way, is at length altogether

released from the present, and pursued as a
pregnant similitude applicable to the whole,

period of man's labor in the kingdom of God.

The Lord now looks beyond this preliminary

and scanty harvest in Sichar, and contemplates

in futurity all his harvest-men yet to come,

whose representatives he beholds in these

Apostles, and to whom he promises jr>j/. Baum-
garten-Crusius thinks that the three verses

36-38 should, strictly speaking, have fuUowtd
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each other in an inverted order; and as far

as regards mere logical sequence he is right.

But the profound, prophetic words with yet

higher propriety reverse the natural order ; in

order to go backward stop \>y step and deeper

and deeper into the fundanuntp.l principle of

the whole matter. The tirst great idea is the

reward of the laborer; that is, obviously, not

the meting out of recompense for work done
in the ordinary sense, but the reaping itself is

the reward appropriate to the previous sowing.

Therefore he who himself has sown (and in the

figure from which the Lord's words take their

rise this is ordinarily the case) does not reckon

it a toil to gather in his recompense. But
in the second clause the words reach further,

and indicate that he is ncnri speaking only of

the reapers in God's field. Thei-e it is far from
true that every one who reaps has also sown

;

there he who reaps is not always the sower
himself Yet he who reaps receiteth as such
what comes to his hand as prepared by divine

grace, not having himself made or procured it,

and that is his first rejoicing. But then the

higher joy is in his discerning the glorious de-

sign and destination of this precious fruit—he
gathereth fruit, into the kingdom and church
of Christ, unto eternal life, for that great con-

summation of God's great mercy to man, the

fellowship of his redeemed and glorified! For
we cannot think the meaning to be—He labors

and reaps nnto his own salvation ; the si?, " unto,"

in connection with the dvydy^iy, "gathering,"
is too significant for this. In the fruit gather-

ing of this world the produce is nourishment
unto a npn 6Hoci (30^^,0)7] (temporal life); in

gathering souls it is unto the true, eternal life*

The perception and assurance of this is thus the

reward of the laborer, his meat and his jov
(so that we may regard the xai before 6vvd-
yei to be, as it were, a vav exegeticum) : even
in this he receiveth his wacres. This is the

answer to Peter's question. Matt. xix. 27 ; and
a pregnant remembrancer in the spirit of the

Apostles, 2 Tim. ii. 6. Oh that all our co-

operation with the Lord's great Mork could
bring us this rejoicing ! It is this which is the

greatest joy, that we are nat gathering fruit

Jbr ourselves, but as ministers tor the heaven
of the one great Lord of the harvest. It is

this—as the Lord therefore proceeds to say

—

which unites the sower and the reaper in one
common joy, all selfi-sh contention being by
this extinguished. " When we reflect that
neither did the sower sow in his own land, nor
the reaper reap his own field, but that the field

is the Lord's"—we add, and the issue pure
blessedness with him—"then all strife is de-
stroyed " (Gossner). Thus must it be through
the whole period of our labor, in which endless
•owing and reaping alternate; both kinds of

laborers already rejoice together, for they are^

but one in efliVxt ; he who sows anticipates in un-*

selfish hope the joy of the reaper who will follow,

• For this is llie meanins, and not here simply

—

"inlu the garner ut' eternal life."

he who reaps responds back to the sower's joy
—for all serve the one Lonl, and all that they
do is only his. What rejoicing will that be
when after the Pentecost feast of the tirst fruits

(which the Lord had before his mind, as well

in the figure as in his own meaning), the great

Feast of Tabernacles shall follow witli the abun-
dant and consuramate gathering together of t ho
completed harvest! (Exod. xxxiv. 22). Then
will many a church be the joy and crown of

rejoicingof many an Apostle (2 The.ss. ii. 19)—

'

but all only the participated joy of tlie Ijord^

who himself in reality sowed the whole. It is to

this last thought that the Lord now turns : for in

the.se words, the thoughts of which are so mar-
vellously and profoundly interwoven—as they
broke forth from the deep fulness of his ever-

widening contemplation—he discloses progres-

sively some new meaning in each saying as he
utters it. "Rejoice together, however, toith me,

the Sower, ye my reapers ; and forget ye also

to eat

!

Verses 37, 38. " For in this husbandry, the

fruit of which is unto eternal life, and of which,

as ye now mark, I speak, a second proverb is

true, even as the former was untrue and inap-

plicable." We retain most confidently the
reading <5 aA;;Oi»'o?, " true," and think, with
Bengel, Winer, Meyer, Baumgarten-Crusius,
that idri'v, " is," is the only predicate

—

Here

holds good, and that in the loftiest and only
sense of its deep truth, the common saying,

which (as Olshausen well adds) " is true, in-

deed, in many other relations." Hie locum
habet vox ilia vera (here that true word has

place). The form of speech is precisely parallel

with that of 2 Pet. ii. 22, dviufjefi7;xe ro riji

a. X 7j o V i Ttapoinioc<i, "it is happened ac-

cording to the true proverb." Liicke's objection

does not affect the question ; for it miorht pos-

sibly be that dXtjOivoi was used for aAO^? (see

afterwards on chap. vii. 28) ; and if it is sought

to apply John's ordinary meaning of the word
in other cases, the sense would then be very

emphatic : "This word, which proves its truth

in the various distribution of the labor of

seed-time and harvest, maintains its truth in

relation to mine and Tny Father's kingdom
in the highest and only proper sense, and it is

therefore a genuine and time proverb, a simili-

tude which penetrates to the very deptli of

truth, as all proverbs should do, but as they

ofttimes do not." ^
What follows nmo gives us an explanation of

this its highest meaning, that in which the

Lord now uses it.* All is already involved in

the djtedreiXaC'L sent")—"Thus shall

it be in yourfuture apistolical offuc, correspond-

ing with your present calling." For the disci-

* Tliis is said without prejudice to applicxtions

of oilipr kinds, for every figure may bear various

applicat'oii.><. Thus we find the sowiiiii of man
spoken of 1 ("or. iii. 7* 8, ix. 11. So in Matt. ix. 37,

38, the Apostles are Inhnrerx ; and in Alat". xiii. 37,

.3'.), harvest and reaper* have quite another signifi-

cation.
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Dies had little or nothing to do directly with
|
roqnire. as Olshausen vighWy say?, xair/^eti

the harvest in Siohar ;
their Master was, so to

gpoak, preparatorily, both sower and reaper.*

" / have sent yon, as the Father hath sent me,"

yer. 34—that is, neither a mere prophetic

future, nor an indefinite aorist (I send you).

They were already actually called, and appoint-

ed to be, his future messengers ;
and they

assuredly understood this well, although the

name ditodzoXoi, or Apostles (which here be-

gins, as it were, to announce itself), had not

been expressly given to them. But the goal

of the.r mission lay in the future; and the

Lord here tells them so, adding—" In this con-

sists your a-7ro(JroA7/, that ye enter U' on the

harvest after the preparatory word, the labor

distinctively and pre-eminently, has been al-

ready done.

That is a great and profound word. It

may probably contain an allusion to Josh. xxiv.

13 (Alford confidently maintains) ; but more

certainly a general typological reference to the

New-Testament field of grace, as a land not

sown of itself. Yea, it might be said even to

the Apostles, as the first laborers, " Lift up

your eyes and lift up your hands—ye are al-

ready in the midst of a joyful harvest, instead

of mourning over the sad toil of sowing for a far

distant harvest." Who, in that case, are the

aXXoL, " others," who had labored and sown

before? The common exposition among the

ancients, which has been represented by Gro-

tius and Bengel. and defended by Lange,t

makes answer:' The Old Testament is here to

be regarded as the seed ; the New Testament,

on the other hand, as the harvest. Many

—

such as Klee (and earlier Lanipe) and Luth-

ardt—are disposed even to class Jesus him-

self and the Baptist with the old prophets :

this, which is thought to be the best view, is in

reality the worst. We maintain with Baum-
garten-Crusius, that to regard Moses and the

prophets as sowers, worild derange ami dhjoint

t/ie lolvole saying! We may add that it is

fundamentally and radically incorrect ; for, the

relation of the preparatory Old-Testament dis-

pensation to the grace ami gift of Christ reveal-

ed in the last days, is essentially different from

that between seed and fruit. j That would

* Sclileiermacher shows a lack of deep insight

into tlie wide meaning of tliis pioplietic word, when
he tliinks it necessary to assume that the Apostles

were thus ap])ointed to strengtlien and confirm

the beginning faith of the Samaritnns, and to take

an active i)art in securing the faitli whicli had

been pxcit'd in Sicliar. Hezel imagines that the

Lo! (I imposed upon the A|)ostles the task of brij)-

iiziiiii the Smnarilmis! But thebaptismcannothave
any plnce here, for tli s would have been prema-

ture y to i>lace Samaiia on a level with Israel.

I Ingeniously exi>anded thus: John, who had
li iiied up anew the hope of Messiah in Samaria,

niiiiiil have this consolation in his imprisonment;

for that divine seed sown in Samaria, the sower of

which no inan knew, which seemed to be lost and
di'ad, now su<Uleiily springs up.

^ I cannot retract tuis, notwithstanding Luth-

Ei6EX7fXvOa/itev (and we have entered)—and

we instantly resent the impropriety of such

words put into our Lord's lips. But Olshau-

sen's escape from the difficulty by making
Christ the Lord ol the harvest, and not included

either with sowers or reapers, is still less tol-

erable. Is he not to be classed among them
who utters his 'Eyoo, " I," here with s cli em-
phasis, who had just been speaking of his own
Epyov, " work," and who elsewhere exhibits

himself as pre-eminently the Sower? Ever since

I first read the Scriptures with opened eyes, and
without ever having consulted any commen-
tary, I have found Christ alone in the Sower of

this passage ; and I now find that such men as

Herder, Tholuck, Liicke, Baumgarten-Crusius
agree with me. The aAAoi, " others," is used

simply to pursue the proverb (with the

same humble concealment of the kyoo which

we often find in connection with its strong-

est and most impressive prominence in reali-

ty) ; the contrast is set forth in the plural,

just as for the same reason 6 ^EpiZ,a)v, ver. 37,

is in the singular. In the application, however,

there is but one sower, the others all reaped ;

for it is he only who sends them all, and ap-

points them them their labor. Previously in

ver. 36 the various sowers and reapers are

embraced in one in the kingdom of God, but

that is only the first application to what had
preceded ; the same relation is now interpret-

ed more profoundly, though such progressive

deepening of the same figure Lange very un-

justly terms a medley of various figures.

Christ himself and alone is in truth not only

the Sower, but also the feed which yieldeth

much fruit, the glorious mrn of wheat, chap. xii.

24—to which passage Tholuck very properly

refers, and Schleiermacher also, led to it prob-

ably by the passion-season in which he was
preaching. As the Lord had already included

in rfAcittJ^cj, "finish," ver. 34, a prospective

glance at his coming potion, the decisive

crisis of his work ; so now it is of deep signifi-

cance that it is even this agony of prepara-

tory labor—the bloody seed-time of the future

great harvest—that is the object of his anti-

cipating j>y. Schleiermacher says correctly :

" We may say, not only that he icas sown, but,

as he voluntarily gave up his life, that he did

himself sow himself; and of him only, in the

fullest sense of the word, we may say that he
sowed." How otherwise would the final conmm-
mation be his own, if all that we can do had not

sprung from his perfect sacrifice of himself?

ardt's express o])position, and must once more put

it to him whether the general notion of "preparation"

can possibly square with the profound conception

here given of seed sown for harvest. Even Sepp,

though he does not forget to press the text into

the service of his Catholicism
—

" The Mosaic econ-

omy is here represented as the school of Christian-

ity, so that its pries; s are now merged in the pr csts

of the new covenant"—still abolishes his own expo-

sition by his avowal—" yet that on\Y prepared tkt

soil, but Christ hmself was the sower"
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Yes, he alone had the great l(thyr to achieve

—

the essential, and iintransferrable, and un-
matched labor. Kunoi, " labor," and e'pyov,

"work," are closely connected together in this

discourse, as end and beginning—as they often

are. Here we have the preparatory work by
way of eminence, before which every other

similar n-lation vanishes away. The more pro-

foundly we carry back our investigations into

the history of the spread of the Christian

Church, the more certainly are we convinced of

a preparatory foundation of grace upon which
every work has 'oeen built, and which alone
has rendered it possible to be accomplished ;

and the ultimate foundation of all this grace is

the one great gift of grace which Christ has
sown in humanity. Here too there is another
and final antithesis in the figure: it would
teem to be true conversely that it is ourselves
who would have the labor of sowing, but
assuredly there must have been fruit, harvest
recompense of the Lord's great sowing, in order
that Apostles might be able to sow : the

simplest prayer of a child—Thy kingdom come !

is no less than the production of his Spirit.

From the time that his work was accomplished,
there has been nothing but increase of the joy

;

they have joyed before him according to the
joy in harvest, and as men rejoice when they
divide the spoil, Isa. ix. 3. All this will mani-
festly come to an end at the great rcpicinff to-

gether in eternal life. Before this transcendent
sense of the words, which embraces in the

Apostles all future reapers, and extends over
the whole period of the kingdom of God into

the depths of eternity, that restricted applica-

tion of them almost disappears—however true

itself—which refers the prophecy to Snmnria,
and that later and richer harvest in Acts viii.

Let us now glance over thr whole, and dis-

pose it in order. The subject of the testimony
hf^e uttered is the true gift of Christ to those

whom he sends forlh, or the Ifditir of the sower
for his after- reapers, who will tinally rejoice.

together with him. This is pursued by two
Ji(jureH (meat—seed and harvest), and through
three antithexe.i.

First: Christ's vieat s\s the sower, sjiringing

from the food which had been offered him, and
which he instantly turns to a figure. This

leads to the enigmatical, and awakening con-

tra t or antHliem of ver. 32. Then the e.'^plana-

tion, ver. 34, which thus paves the way for

what follows : This meat is my joy, to sow for

an eternal harvest—now the word, hereafter

my life itself Rejoice ye (my companions in

this work) with me.

Secondly : the joy of thoso whom he sends

with hinisfdf, as tlie joy of the reapers with the

sower: with the wider glance over the fiflds,

which present an image as v;ell as an antilhe is

of the great reality. Transitional starting

point, which has the immediate present, the com-
ing Samaritans, only in the foreground : Lift

up your eyes aright, it is other than it seems !

ver. 35. Then the solution of the mystery in

that universal glance over the whole futurity

visible to his eye : So shall evcri/ reaper one
day rejoice with the sower, ver. 36—and that

holds good in the highest sense between me
and you, vers 37, 38 (third antithesis with the

sowing labor of his sent Ajtostles, which though
it is real labor, yet turns into no other than the

joy of harvest).

THE TV/0 SAYINGS TO THE NOBLEMAN : THE DESIRE FOR SIGNS AND WON-
DERS BLAMED ; ASSURANCE, NEVERTHELESS, OF THE MIRACLE WROUGHT.

(John iv. 48, 50.)

The section of the Gospel which begins at

chap. ii. 23, finds its appropriate general close

when the faith of the Samaritans is exhibited

as an example of ir\i& faith, \n contrast with

that of those who believed at Jerusalem on ac-

count of the miracles, This brings out a point

of view in which Nicodemus (chap. iii. 2) and

the Samaritan woman are opposed one to the

other. The preparatory faith on the testimony

of another* is somewhat nobler an<l more spirit-

ual, it leads immediately to the Lord himsidf

;

hence John, iv. 39, anticipates eU ultov ^ as the

result, and describes emphatically the iiaprv-
pc?K, or testimony, of the woman, just as in

chap. i. 7, 15. These put faith in a sinful woman,
the Jews believe not even the Baptist ! That
faith in the word of man as such (first, ver. 39,

* St. Aiiiiusiiiie very justly laid claim tf> .John

iv. 30, 42, on behalf of iubtructiou ixoa\autlu/rtty.

Ad^'o?, but then recurring as AaAra, before
the Xoyoi avroxj, vers. 41, 42) could onlv
exist for the interim ; and in 1 Kings x. 7
we find a certain wholesome impulse of unbelief
derived from it.* The first fruit of it was the
coming to Jesus himself, to whom the testimony
pointed ; then follows, in the case of these sin-

cere Samaritans (who appear, like guileless

* Thus mucli is true of the di.stinctioii between
XaXici. and \6yoi. But Brauno cert inly goes
too far when lie understands the former as a word
of (lepreciatioii, as if the woman's words were
described as talk without conneclioi'.niere £;<> sip!

For they confess themselves to linve hrliertd her
words, which is very dillerent from <lisreix!ii(l.

The woman "disappears from the eviin^elical

liistory," but on'y as all other subordinate jne-
snns disajjpcar. Her conversion is not thereby
denied.
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Nathanael, Tsrealites indeed) the true experi-

mentdl faith in tlie Saviour of ih^ icmid. Tliis

obiect of faith they did not so much derive

ji-om their bool-a of Moses (Gen. xlix. 10,

according to Gntius), as from the words of

Jf-sus to iheniselves which are not recorded.

Tlie addiiion u Xpidroi, " the Christ," is to be

rejected fmm the text, according to Lachmann
and Tischendorff : the Samaritans did not utter

this word at- once, although the woman's testi-

mony had included it. The Lord himself had
given them his own grea'erand deeper iya^

e.i\n, I am he, reserving, however, the actual

name of Messiah.

Another, and a new section follows in the

Gospel, extending to the close of the sixth

chapter. Jesus as the Son, who is equal with

tlie Father, is himself life, and gives life to all

who believe on him. This is testified by
three miracles, and their accompanying dis-

courses. In connection with the fii'st (and

building immediately npoa tne foundation

alreadv laid) the mere desire of seeing won-
ders, in opposition to the heartfelt impulse

of need, and missing the real purpose of the

sigiu whch flows from that sense of need, is

strongly condemned. In relation to the second

miracle, the Lord himself interprets the miracle

as a sign, announces the spiritual quiclceiung

influence of the Son in the unity and likeness

of the Father, and refers to the testimony of his

iDorls to this in • unison with other testimonies

in themselves amply sufficient to faith. With
the third miracle, finally, the seeking of mere
wonders (misunderstood signs) is sharply con-

trasted with the inward need of man' s heart, and

its satisfaction in Christ ; testified in "the decla-

ration that he is the bread of life, which the

Fath-r gives to the world from heaven.*

Thus much we may at least premise for this

general glance, which will shed its confirming

light upon the exposition of the individual dis-

courses. Jesus came once more out of Judea,

v/here he had performed the miracles at the

feast, into Galiee, where he had changed the

water into wine at Cana. The Galileans who
had s^een what, scarcely a year ag^i, he had done,

receive him with hospitality and with some sort

of faith : this gives the point of view in which

the Evangelist places what follows, the con-

trast, namely, between the Galilean faith

through miracle' and the Samr.ritau faith of

the heart. In Cana, where' the Lord probably

visited the wedded pair, he might be supposed

to gather the harvest of the seed sown, but it

is a ?ery limited one. There comes to him a man,

who painfully represents to him the Galilean

generally, and in addition to that, the man of

eminence, the Herodian. BadiXucoi, "noble-

man," in the most common signification and its

usage in Josephus, is a royal official (Syr.

Vi^h'O "iny). in all probability of Herod who
wa« ^[y\(?i\Da.<5iX£vi,'king.* He has a son, pro-

bably his only heir (Bengel—"as the article

seems to infer"), whose malady, according to all

appearance unto death, drives him to the mir-

acle-worker whose presence in Cana had come
to his ea: s. This is assuredly a germ of faith,

though a very unsatisfactory one; and now we
perceive how the wisdom and the love of our

Lord aid this man to the attainment of a true

and per.''ect faith. We read two words address-

ed to him : first, the jn'eparatory word ofinstruC'

tion, on account of which John records the in-

cident; then ihe accomplishing miraculous word
ofporcer.

Verse 48. The Lord now, as ever, responded

to the inward disposition of mind which he
instantly penetrated; and, as often happened,

under the appearance of severity, in reality

made the applicant susceptible of much better

things than he came to desire. We need not

estimate Von Gerlach's question whether the

Lord was not now justified, after a longer

manifestation of his power, in seeking and re-

quiring a purer faith as the fruit of the signs

which he had wrought ; for, however applica-

ble this might be in general, it would scarcely

apply to this courtier, who must be supposed

toTiave been a stranger to our Lord's wonder-

ful w^orks. The most immediate ground of his

reply must be sought, as his words indicate, in

the "sad perception he had of the difference

between these Jews, especially Galileans, and
the Samaritans from whom he had just come.f

To these latter the one dr/^telor, or sign, of the

word of a prophet disclosing the secrets of their

heart and life had been enough ; but in Galilee

there must be ziftara, or wonders, also. I

freely concede to my recent critic Miinchmeyer
thatthe miracle is not to be despised, and that

there is a relative necessity for it in order to our

faith, since the Lord acknowledged this by
working the miracle. But I cannot admit, as

he contends, that there is an absolute necessity
;

for, the Lord himself spoke elsewhere (chap. x.

38, xiv. 11) of a higher order of faith which
rests not upon the demonstration of miracles,

and gave the preference to that. I do think,

indeed, that the word to the woman which so

marvellously unlocked the secrets other heart,

was also a miracle—but it was no rspa?. The
conjunction of dTjjiisia xai rsfiara, which in

John is only found here, and in Matthew and
Mark only once (Matt. xxiv. 24 ; Mark xiii.

22; and in both cases very noteworthily of the

deceivers)^ is in the same sense to be under-

* We do not give up this self-justify ng arrange-

ment < n account of Luthardl's, accoid'iiji to which
clia]i. iv. sliould (^lose the first sreat section, and

our canyiiig on tlie last narrative to tlie foUowiiig

ani)ears an errire niFapprehension—but we will

not earnestly dispute al- :.>\it this.

* The " regulus" of the Vulg. which dof^s not

pre-suppose, but has occasioned, the le.iding

lja6iXi6Hoi, appears to mean a royal jvince. Wl.y

Nonnus has lOvvcov drparji/v iu his para-

phrase, does not appear.

t Pfenninger invents the circumstance of some
sick having been healed at Sycliar, but very

unnecessarily, and in express contradiction to the

enumeration in ver. 54.

:j: Luthardt mentions this against Schweizer'a
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itood as we find from Dent. xiii. 1 downwards
in MKinv passages of the Old Testann'nt niXand
nSiO '"ornbined yet signifiianlly distinguish-

ed : it is hire and not in profane writers that

the u?acre is to be sought and explained. We
must refer, as Gesenius properly says, nSiO to

the external side of the wonder—"splendide,

pulchre factum, portentum." The distinction

wliicli Klee cites from Origen very aptly hits

the point : repai being the extraordinary

manifestation in itself, hut dr/jiiet or pointing to

its internal significance ; with which it well con-

sists that things not in themselves miraculous

may by the word of God become wjfHs. We
are'astonishedat repara and marvel only, but

when the wonder becomes a sign Ave believe.

Yet this believing as the result of seeing is an

impure and undesirable faith, instead of which

the Lord every where desired the faith of the

sinner as s{)ringing from heartfelt need, and

resting on his word without the necessity of

miracles. This is the profound truth which

the saying now uttered discloses, a saying

which of Itself and alone indicates the true

meaning and the right position of the miracle.

That the man who receives this word is a Jew,

follows ne'essarily from the ye in which he is

classed and included. Ye Jews generally, ye

Galileans in particular, thou and all ihy fel-

lows, and more than this as Rieger preaches

—

" Ye men of the world," or with Oetinger

—

" ye courtiers and politicians !

" The Jews
require a sign (1 Cor. i. 22), as we see that

they did at Jerusalem (chap. ii. 18) : and a

Condemnation of this seeking after miracles is

evidently the general and primary starting

point of our Lord's word (m Nonnus nvOoi
rfjiEdifUosv) ; nor can we succeed in evading
this, though the more direct application to the

ca.se of this fiadiXiHoi penetrates deeper. Eb-
rard says that "Jesus did 7iot condemn his

desiring a sign, but only that he did not believe

on himself before he came to the point of being

constrained to aslt it;" yet we must be per-

mitted to say instead of not and only— tt-at

Jesus Tiat w^cr«;/7/ condemned the former, but

also the latter in addition. For where else

would be the included reference to the others;

who must be the Galileans as opjiosed to the

Samaritans? Indeed the Lord does not at

first concede to the slight and need-enforced
faith with which the man sought the last phv-
Bician and demanded a sign, the character of

faith at all; for he says

—

ov f.ij') m6rF.v6tiTF.,
"ye will nof [at all] believe." There is some-
thing like this in the nobleman's meaning

—

" If thou restorest my son to health, then will

I believe in thee!" Thus without a sign he
would not. Nay, even when they saw si'jns

and wondcs, even then the Jews b'elieved not,

chap. xii. 37. Hence Schleiermacher keenly

remarks that the Lord took care not positively

to say. contrary to experience—" Siens and
wonders will draw you to faith." We note

the progress of the sense thus—" Unless ye
have signs, and even iromlers, and even these to

be seen by yourselves." For there are other

signs than wonders, and other wonders than
visible. Thus this word in the beginning is

similar to that final word to Thomas, chap.

XX. 29.

It confuses these plain Avords, unnecessarily

to understand the word as blaming this man's
supposition of a necessity on the Lord's part

to come down in person in order to the healing

of his son.* Mary and Martha even thought;

that if the Lord had been there, he would have
helped

; and Jesus wondered at and celebrated

the peculiar faith of the centurion. Matt. viii.

8. We cannot therefore suppose that he
blamed what he afterwards yielded to ; for ho
goes down as requested. A " rebuke of the
unbelief which distrusted his healing at a dis-

tance,"! cannot bo reconciled with the Lord's
benignity, which never too soon required too

much. It is quite another thing to interpret

the thought, not actually expressed in the
words but lying at their foundation—And if

tho't, in particular, hadst not been driven by
need to seek the last aid, which might po.ssibly

be granted, from me, the worker of miracles,

even thou wouldst hardly have asked it of me !

We may take it for granted that this man re-

quired tliis earnest saying; that with all his

right feeling he took it ill, not that he found
the Lord so disposed to look back upon the

conduct of the Samaritans, but that knowing
his heart so well, he should, notwithstanding,
not suppress these words. Lange's view is

altogether too harsh—" He certainly could
not place himself at the command of great
rulers, who might suppose that in tlieir m cesi-ily

they a»M emjiloy him as a wonderful healer, with-
out declaring themselves in his favor and sub-
mitting to his influence." For such folly as

this could hardly have entered the mind of

any man ; and if that had been the thought of

this ruler, he would have been repelled with
" Man, who made me your wonder-working
physician ?" whereas the Lord can presently

kindle the spark of his faith into a clear flame
for all his laiuily. Lange's other remark is

better, and has its value for many similar inci-

dents in the evangelical record, that the Lord
opposes to the precipitate excitement and haste
of the man his own supreme self-po.ssession

and tranquillity. Compare, on this point. Matt,
viii. 26, where he first replies to the cry for

hclj) by words of tranquil instruction.

the folly forever cease—which even

criticism ot the ..n.johannean " expression. Vie.

a id. that repirirtr rrpara a r)nft, never occurs in

tlie whole o: ilie (ji)>i><''s, an I only ,n the isew
l\&tum. ul at Acts ii. I'j as a c^uutaiiou.

?li) b'

Let

'

* PftMininser : "Unless I stnnd before you, to

pert'iMiii siuns and wonders before your very eyes!"
So Liilher in his sermon: "His fa th does not
ro leh so far as to beheve that Jesus could give
healiig, not present."'

f S iler :
" Udcr die B.uu cicr/.swiird" {Ti.atcn

Jesu, p. 42).
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Sepp stigmatizes as " Protestant "—of attempt-

ing to make this liistory and tliat of Matt,
viii. 5-13 onl}' two several accounts of the same
circumstance. If that centurion of Capernaum
was strong in faith, this nobleman's faith is so

weak that the Lord at first speaks of him as

having none at all. But he does not forth-

with extinguish the glimmering flax (see Lu-
ther's translation of Isa. xlii. 4) ; he rather

unveils and condemns his unbelief in such a

manner as to provoke him to a more enei'getic

and striving faith. He has not denied abso-
lutely the signs and wonders for its help ; he
purposes only to tranquillize and humble the

petitioner, to aid him to a proper consciousness

of his position, and then to lead him, by the
ample and astounding help of his power, to a

higher and nobler faith. It might seem that

at first his words did not find access to his

heart; lor the nobleman continues to urge his

impatient petition, concealing tiiis time unbe-
lief and doubt ; it must be as he thinks, Jesus
must be a physician on the spot, e'se his child

dies* But the influence of his word had seized

upon the centre of his soul ; not only will it

recur m due time, but it gives him at once an
impression of the serene, heart-testing, essen-

tially heart-seeking might and majesty of the
great worker of miracles, very ditterent from
that scanty measure of hope and trust which
he had brought with him. The Lord's second
word would scarcely have been responded to

by faith had it been the first, but now the way
is prepared for its effects.

Verse 50. We cannot concur with Schleier-

macher, that the Lord would not go down with
the nobleman according to his wish, simply
because it was contrary to his present plan,

and he would not be diverted from by it

such a request. His plan was no other than
to be always ready to succor and to save,

wherever and withersoever he was desired;

many a time did he give up his present pur-
pose when a simple petition intervened. It is

not in himself but in the petitioner that we are
to seek the reason of his thus and not otherwise
responding to his prayer for healing. Lange
assumes, contrary to the evident truth of the
narrative and the analogy of all other such
sayings of our Lord, a critical pause between
the TtopEvov, " go," and the 6 v'ioi 6ov Cj7,

"thy son liveth ;

" so that the word falls into

two words, the first of which plunges the man
into the abyss of reflection—He rejects me, he

* But it is a good token that he does not take
ill the severe answer, does not make a petulant
reply.

will not come down and help me! Oh no, the
Lord has no other thought tlian to grint his

desire. He does, indeed, make his word cor-

respond with the two-fold cry of the nobleman,
but only that he may miglitily stimulate and
raise him to higher faith. Qo thy W(iy— I come
not down, that is not needed ! Thy son Uvefh

—not dies, as thou in thine anxiety did'st

think ! I know this better than thou ! The
Lord repeats the word of Elijah, 1 Kings xvii.

23, but without the behold of the then present
and visible accomplishment. Not in the im-
perative, Ze< /um i/«e.' for he meekly conceals

his own might, as if it might be interpreted

—

Thou deceivest thyself, I know that he will

recover. (Against this assumption, however,
the Evangelist protests in the whole record
down to ver. 54.) Nor in the future

—

lie will

live—for that might, on the one hand, have
sounded too much like deferring the assurance
of the boon, and on the other might have
incUued too much in the promise for the fu-

ture.

The result attests the wisdom, love, and
power of the Lord. That the son at home is

healed in the self-same hour in which the great

word Cj7 is spoken at Cana is the lighter thing

;

the greater takes precedence, that the faith is

secured before the miracle is wrought; the

greatest of all, which crowns the whole, is the

faith, in the last and fullest sense of the word,

which but seldom is produced by any experi-

ence of miracles. J The man believed thetcord,

it is said now as in ver. 41. The same word(
which the Lord had spoken meet him from the

lips of his servants, assuring him of their

accomplishment, and before the servants sus-

pect the cause. The believing man asks

another question, though he does not doubt,

and only that he might enjoy all the more the

assured reality—It was the self-same hour of

yesterday. t A mere fulfillment of his request

according to his own meaning and will would
scarcely have made this man a disciple; but

now and in the Lord's way he and all his fam-

ily with him are healed of their sins.

* It is in order to pursue tue process of unbelief

overcome to its final point, that the Evangelist

narrates all this so carefully ; while Strauss only

sees an anxiety to adjust the time " in order to

establish the miracle."

\ This yesterday is not an indication of the de'ay

of a night in returning, but of the great speed of

Lis going thither, since he had time enough left

on the same day lor part of tha journey back.

That x^^'= is s^'*^ merely after sun-dov;^a (though

Bruckner admit it) we cannot possibly consent lo.



THE THREE SAYINGS TO THE IMPOTENT MAN AT BETHESDA: AWAKENING,
HELP, WARNING.

(John v. 6, 8, 14.)

The unmeless feast w.is that of Purim, as we
have bofore asserted our conviction;* the visit

to the Purim festival on our Lord's part spninij

from the same principle as the visit to the pool

of Bethesda. that is, must be understood by
reference to the same disposition of our Lord's

mind. We are convinced that if Hengstenberg
had gone as deeply into the entire problem of

the evangelical harmony as he has into the

seventy weeks, he would not have so stoutly

opposed the general consent of critics in favor

of this being the feast of Purim. Wieseler

shows very eovincingly how contradictory it

is to the established usage of the Evangelist in

indicating the festivals, to understand the

PaasDver hero ;t we add, moreover, that we cannot

see how the Evangelist, after naming this

indefinite kopri) (for it remains at least uncer-

tain whether the certainly [?] spurious article

before it may be found in the rcov which follows),

could immediately again in chap. vi. 4 mention
the foUowimj Passover. It was the enmity
which was excited against him in the days of

the Purim that induced our Lord not to remain
in Jerusalem until Passover But this omis-

sion of even one Passover shows us already

that we must not regard the Lord's attendance

upon the feasts in the external and legal point

ot view, and as part of the "fulfilling of all

righteousness." He felt himself under the

constraint of pure love at some time to parti-

cipate in every feast and festival of the Jeiolsh

]>eojjle ; and it is more tlian probable that the

Pentecost was not left altogether unregarded.

Hence we cliu very well understand in grtueral

—iiowever "strange" it m;«iy appear to Lu-
thardt— t)ul^ be should once (not by way of

yrefmua) give his presence even to this least,

* The entire investigation is out i)f place here.

Mo t or th» ancienH ilioiifrht il, the P.Mit •co>t

—

Cyril., riiry.s. I'hutiyni
,
Theoj)liy . Tiien E'a>ni.,

("a'v , UL/^a J] n^i'i, etc. lien, as'-unied a second
Pacover, loilowed by Luther and nrmy, e-^pecial y
Si-al gf*'". will) nioie reecnlly Suskiiid, Paulns,

Tlmluck, nai;m'::artrn-Ciusii;.'«, Ilen2^teiibe.-g. Not
to 111" rion o'.iiP!' snj)i)0.sil!ons the Pur ni has been

decid'^d lor ly Kciipli-r Po'avius, L luy, Hu^
'^moi- lat'-ly Lu'kei, Olshansen, Ang-^r, Wine:-,

Vi'ie.sele;-, Kbrard, !<ang'". I', is out of the (lue.stion,

however, to .oave the feast undecided.

\ Yet Noinder d")V»iids tliis " most an'-ient

view' on t';e jirouiKlx th.it seem a fir t <ii;li

teinhle. a-'.d he mystic 1 and confu.sed Sjpp
niainlaius it with great, CDnfnleiico,

(81)

which Baumgarten-Crusius rather loo unscru-
pulou.sly stigmatizes as "crude in its idea and
celebration." The position of the book of Es-
ther in the canon warrants us in recognizing a
fundamental element of good in its original

foundation, notwithstanding all the coarseness

which gradually crept into its subsequent
celebration. In attending this feast our Lord
did not manifest any peculiar " respect and
recognition" of the revengeful and extravagant
spirit which animated it, but merely a frank
kindness for every thing that concerned the

Jewish people as such. Yea, even the debauch-
ed manner in which these days of excess were
spent,* contrary as it was to his affectionate

feeling, would dispose him once as least in his

mercy, for compassionate intercession and bless-

ing, to visit this melancholy caricature of a
holy festivity.! Finally, it was nowhere to

be altogether avoided, and in Jerusalem first

might it be connected with its original and true

foundation. It was regarded as a "festival of

the poor ;" hence it is quite in keeping that the

Lord especially seeks out the place of the afflict-

ed during the days of the feast; and we may
safely say, in a typical reference, different from
that according to which Hengstenberg (follow-

ing Apollinarius of old) interprets the thirty

and e;ght years of the impotent man like the

five husbands of the Samaritan woman, that his

visit to the Purim festival, and his visit to the

pool of Bethesda, are strictly connected together.

Comp. Eslh. ix. 22.

We will not, moreover, as W3 are hastening

to the words of our Lord, permit ourselves to

be led into any diffuse investigations as to the

pool itself, and its attendant angel. Tlie tdri,

"is" (as Liicke has rightly acknowledged,

comp. also Guerickc's Einleit.), gives no sure

ground for supposing tiiat this Gospel was
written Irfofe the destruction of Jerusalem;

aUhouffh it stands strikingly enough between

two preterites, contrasting with the xarefJai-

vev, " went down," and yet seeming to say

—

* We must not, however, attach too nnich

weight, in fhnt ago, to the saying of the Talmud,
iliat people wi'ie to d ink till tlifv could net dis-

tiiigu sh any longer bitwocn ihe pn )^"',X anil

^DllD "ijllS (13uxi. Sijnng. cliap. 29, p. 55',).

>

f If not a'so the lofty opinion of the .1 avs con-

cern'ns this feast, which was afterwards thus

exjjres ed—The Torah nnd the Mefjilleh of Esthei

a.one w.ll not be abolished by the Messiah.
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The pool is still there, but the angel comes no

more* It does not affect the question, whether

\ve supply after npofiatiK^, "sheep
—

" (not

reckoning the various readings), according to

Neliemiah ffi'A^, gate, or dyopd, market,

TtXaveia, dreet, ;i;a5/3a, p?rtce; the omission of

TtvXri, however, seems harsh, and we perfer to

assume a market or open place, always con-

nected with the sheep-gate. But the addition

of the ang I v/e cannot permit ourselves to give

up, without far better proo-fs than any yet

brought forward.t "This angel and his opera-

tion, which is altogether unscriptural, becarise

not induced by any particular occasion, but

fitful and capricious, we are happily rid of," says

even Ebrard rejoicingly ; but we are disposed

rather to rejoice in a scriptural recognition of

the profound doctrine of the influence and instru-

mentality of angels, fitful or not, in nature; a

doctrine which Hofmann recently (Schriftbeweis,

i. 283 if.) admits, with reference to tins pas-

sage. We have only to refer, in order to vin-

dicate the scripturalness of our text, to the

word of Elihu in the ancient book of Job, chap,

xxxvi. 32 (see Von Meyer's correction, and also

his Bilildeutitngen, p. 76, 77), as well as to the

angels of the waters. Rev. xvi. 5. J A becoming
reverence for Scripture will never admit that

John wrote simply in conformity with the

popular faith ; this remarkable declaration seems
rather to be an incidental disclosure of that

great mystery, hidden from the people—the

high power of the Son of God over the powers
and energies of God's ministers in nature,

themselves relatively miraculous (in Nonnus :

dyyeXiHLxi Swdueii). A right discernment
would probably, in many cases, speak even now
of a true genius of the healing waters, to which
multitudes resort, which could be detected by
no chemical analysis. | It is remarkable, too,

that tl,k water healed diseases of ev.ry kind, yet.

* The t6Ti scarcely indicates (as Lanoe thinks)

a mucli later period, when Jerusalem was in pa; t

restored again.

f The Syriac, Latin, ^tliiopic, an I Arabic ver-

sions have it; simlar y the lathers, such as Ter-
tullian, Ambrose, Chry^ostom, Cyr.l, Augustine,
and even Lichniann holds it firm. Not only does
ver. 7 absolutely require the u'Ao/c addition :"l>ut it

alone makes the whole intell gihle. DMVette's
rea ous for its genu neness ag.tinst many other-
wise respected opponents, Bruckner confirm ' and
strengthens ; al hough, alas ! he on'y nmkes the
Evangelist defer to a popular op uiou.

:j: Luthardt's protest {Ev. Joh. i. p. 13, 14) 's de-
cis.ve ot noth'ng

; for he only contends, through
misapprehension, against the opinion (not main-
tained ly nie tint all individual impulses and
ea rsies ot na ure are connected with angels.

(\ This is rot, however, me e " pers(>nified energy
of na ure," as Murtensen's iW//j)ff</^h s it; against
whose doctrine of angels we must be more on our
guani than his criiic Sci.oberlein seems to be,

who de.ds out his praise with only slight qualifi-

cation, [[t is difhcult, however, to see how the
above position of the author can be guarded
agdiiisL isupeistitious abuse.

—

A.m. Ed.J

again, only in the case of those who first stepped

in at the very crisis of its dabbling forth

;

similarly the xard Kaipov, "at a [certain]

season," by no means indicates any thing peri-

odical, and which might surely be anticipated

—else why the long lying and waiting of the

sick ? Thus there are strong and plain indica-

tions, in that part of the text which is uncon-
tested, of something uncommon and profoundly

mysterious.

The helping mercy of Christ, that working
which like the Father's is incessant, is limited

to no particular time. This Healer had visited

the " house of mercy " in pure compassion ; but
no man appeals to hira for aid, the report of

him had not penetrated to this neglected place

of mercy, or no one there yet knew his per-

son. Yet the All-merciful cannot go away with-

out leaving some witness of his power and of his

love. Whom then does he choose out among so

many ? There are some who think that the
mystery of election is here shadowed forth ; we
only see that the most miserable and helpless

is the selected one. He was a man (this ex-

pression, since chap. ii. 25, we find specific in

John) who had passed thirty years in sickness;

though he had not lain there so long. Jesus hnew
this as soon as he saw him lie. Though John
leaves the thirty and eight years (as Luke,
chap. xiii. 16, the eighteen) indefinite in the
simple itoXvv ifST]Xp6voVf yet, on the other
hand (as in chap. vi. 15), he also connects the
indefinite yvoiii so closely with i\\Qi<5(i6v as to

leave no room for any information or detail of

the period in the interval. It cannot be that
he " came to know," even if we dispense with
the addition cxvzoi {himself) or ev kavzia
(in himself) which Liicke thinks necessary.

For there were none others present, at this

feast-time, than those who cared for their sick

;

the o^AoS, multitude, ver. 13, had been called

together by the rumor of the healing. Now,
every sick man would have cried out for himself,

or his friend for him; but this particular help-

less one had to mourn that nobody cared for him.
But he himself could not have yet told his own
tale to Jesus; for John gives lis specifically the
beginningoi the conversation. The unprejudiced
reader can find no place for information given
to the Lord between these iSaiy, yvov ?, Xeyei,
seeing, knowing, saith, all compacted together in

one. The Evangelist further connects this

yi^ovi so closely with the following Xeyet,
that we cannot but interpret it—Although he
knew th t, he put a strange question ; for he
knew something more which afterwards be-

came manifest ; he perceived in his spirit his

whole history, and the secret disposition of thr
man's mind.
We have now three words addressed to hira

by the Lord—the preparatory word which
arouses his soul, ver. 6 : the word of his mighty
power, ver. 8; the ensuing word of exhortation,

ver. 14, in which the Lord at the same time
revealed himself as the worker of miracies on
the Sdbbath day against whom the Jews had
protested.
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VerS96. All whoarehere are waiting intenlly

and Ion iiigly for their healing. Yet the Lord

ad>lresses to "the man a quf-stion such as never

had Lieen heard in this place before. It could

not be spoken in mockery, and therefore must

have been understood at first in its more ob-

vious sense, afterwards disclosing its deeper

meaning. We take the word according to the

progressive stages of its meaning in his inten-

tion, just as we must ever do in such prr-gnant

and condensed words of our Lord. First, in

the ordinary sense of the appeal—Wouldst thou

not be, art thou not here with an earnest de-

sire to be, made whole, thou unhappy man ?

So far it is simply analogous with all tnose

wondrous introauctory words by which the

Lord brings to consciousness the Sf^nse of need,

and awakens faith by giving the presentiment

of cure. But in connection with this, whatever

the frivolity of folly may say against it, there is

the aim to give beforehand all its importance

to his help ; for Jesus, in all healing whether of

soul or body, must make his men pertion prom-
inent, for his own honor as.well as for man's

salvation. But liere was a man, who in an

especial manner needed to be arou.sed; and in

his ease, the three emphasized words which

follow, profoundly studied, acquire a specific

meaning. First-^Tr//< thou in very deed?

For, although we may not agree with Lange,

wlio characteristically says that "the man bore

in his very ai^ped the stamp of a feeble will, of

entire self-abandonment and prostration of

mind," vet we must think that such was his

character as penetrated by our Lord's glance.

Hence Schleiermacher (Ilomilien ilher Joh. p.

32-3), sharply reproves him for having remained

80 long inert, instead of wholesomely using

what little strength yetremaind tohirn ; which
reminds us of the famous beggar of Woolston
and Paulus.to whom the Lord in anger restored

his le.s. We do not think that it is intended

to be intimated that our Lord rebuked his

hopeless lying and waiting
;
yet he was a slug-

gi.sli and dull-minded man (Richter—the ojipo-

site of that quick-witted one, chap, ix.), wlio,

though he has in ver. 11 for once an appropri-

ate w'otA in his own defence, yet afterwards,

ver. 15, aeals in a manner half well-meaning,

half thankles-). T.ius it is with emphasis

—

Wil!- thou? And that now? Hast thou always
willed it? TUy will was concerned in thy
l)t?coming thus, tliou hast hng atoned for that

—hast thou now honestly done all thn thou

coultst f That might also mean—Hast thou

Bought hflp in penitpnt pfayer to God, who
pivelh this water? The answer seems to ap-

prehend it all in an external sense, but it shows
that tiie stinijof conviction has been planted.*

If we go further, and emphasize the second

word

—

wlinle, then does it mcttken in the man,
even if understood of bodily healing, a deep

sense of the full idea of what a restoration

* We are quite at one with Steinmeyer« excel-

lent sermon on ' Wdt thou be made whole 1" at

lea^t in it^i bubsUnce.

from so long standing a calamity must be,; and
thus the point of the question would be (though
his dull mind might not apprehend it)—Hast
thou courage, confidence, and hope enough to

admit that thou mayest be actually once more
a sound man? yea, strong faith in order to

that help which is now not far from thee?

Finally, we may be sure that the Lord hiniMe'f

would also silently think of that spiritual

soundness which was alone worthy of the name;
and might well therefore be supposed to em-
phasize also the last word yevedOai, " be nvule,"

(not /afJOrtrJ, just as his final word closes the

whole, ver. 14, pointedly referring to this.

The man, sunk into abject, despondent resig-

nation to his fate, is somewhit. stimulated by
the question : but " his answer does not amount
to a categorical desire to be cured" (Lanaie).

Yea, not even to an expreaion of his presenti-

ment—Wilt thou then help me, by waiting

here, and bearing me in, or m what other way ?

But he merely excises hiimdf, and that with

complaints ajjainst his neighbors, which though
apparently not wanting in right, are passed

over by the Lord without any confirmation

(Steinmeyer). With depressed resignation he
seems to say—Alas I with me it is all one, I

can not be made whole. Everyone here thinks

only of himself or of his sick charge, but, wretch
that I am, I havt no man, who will without
special friendship, and for naught but love and
charity, take pity upon me!*
Verse 8. It is upon this utter helplessness

of prostration, in the faint expression of which
we can assume no more than a minimum of

responding faith, that the thunder-cry of divine

power suddenly bursts in from the mouth of

Jesus—a glorious type and prelude of that

great saying, afterwards uttered—The dead

shall hear the voice of the Son of Gol and
live ! As in Matt. ix. 6, the arising and taking

up of the bed is commanded—as an evidence to

himself and to others of perfect cure, as a sym-
bolical expression of victory over sickness

(of which a show is thus made, as Psa. xli. 4,

nasn ^3^t^•p^^), and at the eame time, in

this case as well as in that other, to inti-

mate the propriety of not all at once forget-

ting, in the midst of the highest joy, the

beil up in which he had so long lain, and on
which he had endured so much sorrow. Thus
the Lord in this case suppresses the !e"ping

which, inapjiropriate here, was quite in place

at Acts iii. 8, Then, and only thus, is he to

walk ; ever mindful of his bed, that he be no
more cast down upon it. We feel that in each

of these three words there is a new element of

secret exhortation ; indeed without forcing the

sense we may see the three words, addressed to

him at the first, reflected in these now spoken.

Rise.—corresponds with the first arousing of

* Toscheiidorff very hiappropriately imagines

tliat hf was !• allied and avoided by all on account

of IliP notorious puiiislmieiit of his sin i And witli

still je'-s i>r.>l>al)ility he ])iits into li's mouth the

sobbing outcry—" ALs, 1 justly sutler !"
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his will, ver. 6. Tale up 1liy he 7—is the index
and expression of the present healing ; and
walk already points forward to that exhorta-
tion, for the time to come, which we find in

ver. 14.

The Lord commandeth and it is done. But
another consequence of the miracle appears
among the ill-disposed Jews who, though they
see the sign, yet will not believe. The lovSal-
oi,

'J
Jews " (in John, as is well known, either

oi apxovTEi, " the rulers," simply, or some-
thing similar), reflect upon the man that was
healed the violat'on of the Sabbath; upon the
man, however, who had been most w.nderfitlly
enabled to rise up from a bed of long sickness,
as he himself ajid all the people attest—else

would they have more sharply rebuked him
than by the simple ovk /^i-6ri dot, " it is not
lawful for the:' ;

" upon the man who had been
healed by Jesus, as these reprovers world easily

suppose—else would they very probably not
have reproved him at all. For prophets and
vrorkers of miracles had from the beginning
possessed a recognized command over the Sab-
bath. Now although the healed man might
not know the precise ordinances which pre-
scribed their immnnity, he replies to the unex-
pected objection and counter-command as if, in

the high impulse given to his whole being, his

understanding had seized it, and refers to a
prophet's authority as a matter of course. " He
that viade me wh.le (not who healed me—but
who as the further result of his mighty word
made me a sound man again), the same said

unto me, and with the same command—Take
up thy bed and walk ! This was the mighty
word which made me whole ; thus he com-
manded me to rise vp ; and should I continue
to lie there? Should I not h-^arken to such a
worker of wonders and witness to his work ?

Is not that without further ado account enough
of it?" The Jews feel how incontrovertible

the plain answer is, they desist from any fur-

ther reflection upon the healed man, and pro-
ceed to turn their attack upon the original

cause of this wrong. They assume to be quite
unfamiliar with his person, speaking of him as

p dyO/jQJTtoi, " the man," whereas it was per-

fectly well known to every one that no man
but Jesus of Nazareth performed such wonder-
ful works. They malignantly leave out the
main point when they omit to say—What man
is that which made thee whole? They knew
very well who it was, but the healed man knew
not; for as the oX'^oi, or multitude, accumulat-
ed on occasion of the cure, the Lord withdrew
himself; the man was at the first moment b,.isy

about himself and his bed, so that his helper

did not meet his eye. None of those who stood

around would say that it was Jesus^ as Tes-
chendorff this time well observes.

Verse 14, The Lord understands all this,

and will not now withdraw from the accusa-

tion ; it was for the sake of this public ac-

knowledgment of his epydZsdOiu, or working,
as Wi jl as for a retro.?pective exhortation to the

man himself, that he uttered his third word.

He findeth him in the temple, a circumstance
which might indicate that the man's mind was
turned to God in gratitude

;
yet this feeling

was not rooted firmly enough, it needed to be
encouraged. Roos remarks very pertinently
that Jesus could not further reveal himself to
the healed man, inasmuch as he perceived in
him none of that capacity and fitness for it

which he discerned in the blind m^n ; he there-
fore only gave him " the general exhortation "

which we read. We may observe, however,
that this exhortation, when deeply studied,
has nothing "general" in it. The first word
of it, " Behold," does not simply run as in the
German, siehe du ! hdk to it ! so that a warning
would be sounded in the midst of his new hap-
piness—in that sense we find other terms used,
such as ofjoc, d/jare, ^XeTcera. But the i'Ss

here employed points first, in the sense of a
graciously confirming nsn, to the healing which

he had experienced ; but then it passes over
presently into a warning, which is spoken
with a three-fold progression of profound sym-
bolical, and far-re'aching meaning. Thou art

physically " made whole " through great mercy,
even as through earlier sinning it was thy will

to be sick ; sin no more, lest, in relapsing into

bodily infirmity, a tcorse thing come unto thee,

that is, first of all, the sharper, bitterer experi-

ence which a severer punishment of heavier
guilt would entail upon thee, after having
tasted the blessedness of health. The second
punishment might be harder than even the
first to bear. This is the first meaning, to

which, however, we cannot be content to restrict

it, any more than the man who heard the
words afterwards did. " See, this is soundness
of body which thou now dost so joyiully expe-
rience ; thy sickness came from thy sinning, it

is sin that makes sick, it is itself the worse

siclcness of ths soul. Guard thee against that;

that would be a much worse thing, even if thy
body remained sound, especially the relapse

into sin after so much discipline and grace !

That would be much worse than thirty and
eight years' bodily suffering, which, indeed,

thou cunst not again undergo." Tlius we ar-

rive at the last meaning, which makes the

whole say, with its commencement included, a
symbolical word lor every saved and converted
sinner—like that to the adulteress, chap. viii.

11. It graciously recognizes the man's thanji-

fulness towards God, which prompted him to

go to the temple, as a spiritual cure, and con-

firms him in it ; but by that critical x^^pov ti,

"a worse thing" (comp. Matt. xii. 45), it points

to the frightful relapse which must here be

cautiously guarded against. Further, observe

these two things—That the Lord knows the

man'siife of sin before the sad thirty and eight

years began ; and also the gcntl lamentation

in the /ny/xeri, "no more" (not f/?} not Xiv,

devTspov), over his continuance in "sin"
throucrlinut his long sickness ;* thus showing

* Nut as Teschendortf prem .turnly interprets the

Lord's meaning—What fruit these thiity-eigh*

years might have borne

!
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that now HrKt, in his unmerited physical carp,

is his 6unl mmU whole. (Th^^n mi^ht it have

been more appropriately s&iJ to tiiis sick man

— See, in and by this sickness thou hast been
made whole.)

TESTIMONY TO THE JEWS: CONCEENING THE OPERATION OF TITE SON, IN
UNITY OF THE FATHER. IN QUICKENING AND IN JUDGMENT; THE
PUNISHMENT OF UNBELIEF IN THE FATHER'S TESTIMONY; APPEAL
TO THE SCRIPTURES AND MOSES.

(JoHjT V. 17, 19-47.)

In verses 15, 16 we see the harmlessness of

a weak mind, and the malice of self-willed

wickedness, set one against the other. For it

is a marvel to us how Schleiermachercan make
his pointing; out Jesus to the Jews an evidence

of the man's " hardness of heart and utter re-

probation of mind." We cannot even agree

with tiie Berknb. BiM in tiiinking it a very
" su.^picious circbmstance " that the man, in-

stead of cleaving to his benefactor, goes

straightway to the Jews to curry favor with

them. We rather think it cjuite in harmony
with his character, as exhibited in the whole
narrative, that he thus exhibits a combination
of good intention and weakness of mind. The
d7Ci;X0ev, " departed," intimates some slight

disapprobation of the inappropriateness and
inconsiderateness of the act, out nothing more.
It is evident from his indirect saying, tiiat his

intention was not to denounce Jesus : it is not
—He that commanded me to take up my bed is

Jesus ; but—He tliat made metclioU. He thus
holds fast to his first justification, ver. 11, but
does not observe, in his short-sightedness,

the symptoms of lurking enmity whicli threat-

ened his benefactor; he now, as in his first

answer to Jesus, has only himself and his own
justification in view—Now they must settle it

with this Jesus ! As soon as he openly declares
what the questioners knew very well already,
the enmity already existing in tlieir hearts
bursts out in an actual dtaoxEtv, or persecu-
tion. It comes in, as the issue and aim of the
whole introductory historical narration, and as
the preface to ihe subspquent great testimony
of Jesus—Therefore did the Jews persecute
Jesus, and sought to slay him, because he had
done t/icjte thingH on the' Sabbath day.* The
ravra, " these things," with the did vroro,
" tlierefore," are set down by the Evangelist
not without ironical allusion to the folly and
audacity of the Jews in merging this most emi-
nent and notorious miracle mto a mere noiElv
iv 6alifi,{TM, " doing on the Sabbatli " (com-
pare the Tovro in Acts iv, 7). But this only

* Roos thinks tliat they were disposed to deal
HPiitly Willi the liealed niaii, because of his nibe-
cilily of si>irit ; lnu tliat is too strong an expression

;

foi- lie had juolilied himself in Lis way with much
intelligence.

brings into more glorious relief the sublime
wisdom and long-sufl!"ering love of our Lord,
which does not instantly chastise their per-

verseness, but entering into thfir objection

repays their malignity with words of supera-
bounding grace, unfolding to them all that
they needed to know in order to their salva-
tion (ver. 34), though he full well knows that
they will not yield to him, and that they will

not believe. May we assume here any pre-
vious questioning of Jesus, or any thing like a
judicial inquiry? Jjange supposes some offi-

cial forms, with a probable summons before tlie

les.ser Sanhediim: and appeals to the i5///riS

d7te6rdXKarEy " ye sent," ver. 33, which how-
ever is not decisive, for it miglit be said of the
members of the Sanhedrim in their private
capacity. We agree with Liicke that what
follows does not by any means favor the sup-
position that Jesus was standing before a tribu-
nal. The StcuHEiv, " persecute," even if in the
Greek it occurs in n forensic sense, would be
here, when connected with the ndXXov Z,rjTSi-y

aitoHTElvai, " sought the more to slay," but a
strange expression to designate a judicial pro-
cedure : and, moreover, the Lord would scarce-
ly, in the presence of the official rulers, have
spoken in a style which omitted all recognition
of their oflice, witli so much direct attack upon
their consciences and rebuke to their hearts as
individuals simply. Assuredly ho stood and
spoke here statu amfeft.noiiishc'l'ove ihe coristiiuted

authorities and representativesof the Jews, but
nothing more. Finally, we do not even think
it necessary to assume that these 'luvSiXtot,

"Jews," opened the conversation bvanv direct

challenge ; that they urged their questions and
complaints by referring to the rest of the Fa-
ther himself on the Sabbath. If any thing of
this kind had preceded, which would explain
the first clause of ver. 17, John would not
have omitted to mention it; according to our
conviction the drcEHpiyazo, " answered, ' only
records an anticqidtorj/ commencement of the
attack on the part of Jesus.*

Verse 17. Tliis word at one stroke lays

* See on Matt. xii. Whethe- this alienation of
Sabbath-brt'uking was the first which h;id occur-
le'l, cannot be absolutely settled, but it is scarcely
probable.
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bare the inmost heart of the question at issue,

or to speak with Neander, "grasps the very

roots of the error." Verj' far now, as ever,

from opposing the Sabbath as an institution,

or giving the slightest hint of an approaching

abrogation of it, the Lord rather penetrates

and clearly exhibits the true, scriptural idea of

the Sabbath, in opposition to the blind ex-

ternality of the Jewish interpretation; that,

namely, which could give rise to the conten-

tion between the schools of Hillel and Sham-
mai—as to whether the sick might be comfort-

ed on the Sabbath ! He goes up at once to

the foundation of the Sabbath, and the prin-

ciple of it in God's rest after creation, as given

by Moses in the beginning of the Scripture
;

but he is very far from correcting, much more
from contradicting, this Mosaic word—as some
short-sighted expositors have thought. We
know with what respect he ever quoted and
expounded the holy words given at the begin-

ning of things—see for example Matt. xix. 4.

But he corrects that childish misaoprehension
which could imagine inactivity ni God, and
thence adhere so rigidly and stiffly to entire in-

activity in the Sabbath of man, of which God's
Sabbath was the exemplar. The designedly

chosen expression epydZ^dOat, " worli," un-
doubtedly, first of all indicates " id quod sab-

bato vetitum" (what is forbidden on the

Sabbath) ; but only, that is, what the Jews had
falsely forbidden, and therefore charged against

Jesus, by no means what God had expressly for-

bidden to Israel. The first fundamental thought
is rather a protest against the folly which
would absolutely exclude all ipydZedOai, all

activity or energy, from the Sabbath. We must
at the outset make a three-fold distinction, if

we would penetrate the Lord's word thorough-

ly : first, the Jewish Sabbath proper, which as

a portion of the types and shadows of the inter-

mediate ritual law, must cease ; secondly, the

Sabbath of the decalogue, which with the deca-

louge itself retains all its inviolability for all

mankind, and only in Christianity can find its

full perfection as an external ordinance work-
ing from within outwardly ; finally, the ]>ara-

disiacal Sabbath of man before the fall, which
was most directly related to the archetypal

rest of God, although appointed by the Creator

in conlbrmity with man's nature even there, as

a needfitl alternation of the inward with the

outward, and of rest with labor. The first and
second the Lord leaves untouched, for their.-

own domain and time: he only slightly con-

nects his words even with the third, in order

to rise immediately to that Salibath of Ood
which began with the end of creation, and from
then eaoi apzi, " hitherto," has continued, in

order to vindicate for it and with tJie Son's right

for himself, an unbroken epya^sdOai, or work-
ing. For here utterly disappears all the anti-

thesis of work and lestival which held good in

creature life, whether under the labor-curse of

sin or in the time of grace ; here the Father
keepeth his Sabbath by his very energy in all

his works—generally in conversation, and after

the fall in saving and restoring. The re?t of

God is no mere inactivity; but. to speak in the

fashion of the Jews (and thus to demonstrate
their error by their own wArds). he himself

breaks continuaWy his great Sabbath. Bengel

:

Si non operatur, iibi esset ipsum sabbatum?
(If he did not work, where would be the Sab-
bath?) Braune : If God had rested as the

Jews rested on the Sabbath—no sun would
have shone, no flowers would have bloomed,
all creation would have languished, and the

universe be n dissolved. He '• imparts to

nature her invigorating forces," as Herder ex-

presses it; causes the rain to fall and fruit to

grow, yea, even the waters of Bethesda to bub-
ble forth on the Sabbath, so that no Jew might
have been held unrighteous in descending for

cure, yea, even would have wailed for it, on
the Sabbath day. This is true with more im-
mediate reference to the present case—ht> doeth
good and maketh sound, else must the sick man
whom God's help, sought or experienced on the

Sabbath, has healed, tarry upon his sick couch
still. In addition to all that we have already
embraced, there arises the* great thought
which, though not expressed and only indi-

cated, brings out the profoundest contrast with
the Jewish misconception, that this working of
God does not by any means break or disturb

the divine rest.* The incontrovertible prin-

ciple is thus established for our Sabbath, for

the Jewish in some sense, but much more for

the Christian, that a mere ovh tpydZ^oOai, or

cessation of work can never be the ri.eaning

and design of the institution ; but—as every
copy must harmonize with its exemplar—that

the Sabbath is ordained for ^\\ kinds of work
that man can do in imitation of God. For this

is the goal to which the saints must aspire, to

enjoy in God the ceaseless rest of worshipping
festivity, and to do in God the unresting work
of goodness—like the four living creatures

around the throne, in Rev. iv. 8. The main
point, however, to which the Lord's words
hasten, through all these meanings, in the first

clause, is this alone—that he marks himselfowi
as the Sonirora the rest of mankind, who, rela-

tively speaking, must yet rest; and with a
transcendent and unshared right arrogates to

himself alone for the present the deep, full truth

of the Sabbath rest, that sublime unity of a
festal labor in God, which, while it trans-

figures and glorififS, abolishes the Sabbath.
This is the dudrSaXoy, or " ofTence," of his

words, too high for their Jewish mmd, but
which they must hear—My Father, and I also!

* Thus much is true. But the favorite fornuilaof
phiUsopluj, that "creation and preservat'ou cannot
be separated in God," folli winor which Bruch. for

example (*b' ((ft?, u. Knt. 1848, iii. 5CG), interprets

the Lord's woids to mean that Gud s creation 1- an
eternal work, is fahe, tor in that case the rest of
God from and in his wo ks, of which Heb. iv. 10
so ])rofo>.ndly speaks, would liave no reality. Il

is not a mere an hropotiiorphism, but cur great

da/3/Jari6/u6i is a copy of the divine.
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with equal ricrlit, in the Fame manner, unrest-

inc:!y doincc the works of Cmd in the world
(chan. ix. 3. 4^. TeschondorfTwell says: "Can
tlie Sabbatli hf better sanctified than in doing
tlie works of God? and is it not proof of its

beinia work of God. tliat the healed man took
up liis bt'd and walked?" Because this work
already gave its testimony, sicn, and proof, the
Lord couM, though in the mildest form, ad-
minister reproof to his opponents; and then
preserving silence concerning it, pass on to

simple (tasertioH and maintenance of the truth.
' Do ye not see that I work even as the Fa-
ther, that the Father in me hath wroa<:ht this

work, and therefore that I am tli^ Son?" Thus
does he perseveringly connect his own great
testimony with the conviction which was al-

ready wrought, and only opposed through u;i-

bclief—This man Je*u« callelh God his Father,
he is the expected Messiah, the Son of God
come among men ! By this he once more lays

down the thema of the discourse which he now
enters upon, as of all his testimonies concern-
ing his own person; if they yielded to this

n a y (a, " and /," as flowing from the Ttarrip

IJov, "mi/ Father," th^re would be no more
contention about breaking the Sabbath, but
the question would \k^ thwrown salvation, and
all would be won. The Father and the Son in

personal distinction, but in indivisible unity of

nature—is th*^ theme that runs through the
whole of the discourse thus occasioned by their

enmity, and the whole is but the continuation
and expansion of tho first s^ntencp. "The Fa-
tlier remaineth Father, and the Son his Son

;

each maintains his dignity," but at the same
time—The working and the honor of the Fa-
ther and of the Son are but oiie, even as the
Father ^nd the Son are one.

The Jews—darkened as were their minds

—

understood this luminous word full well; infi-

nitely better, indeed, than a certain philosophy
of our own day which is for ever in vain
Bpelling out the mystery, or rather throwing
disguises over it, anil has never yet discoverd w'lo

JcH'ut wiH* They take their narefjcx I'd i a v,

"his [own] Father" fin the personal, incommu-
nicable and unshared sense, as in Rom. viii. ,32)

from his Ttarijp // ov, " my Father," their i6ov
ToobEw, "equal with God," rightly enough from
his Hayoa,^ "and I." But now comes in their
telJ'-ioUU'il and perverse umnwlerntaivliiii ; for

they bogin with 'fkfyF., "said." but instead of
continuuig with Xeyoaf, mying, they go on to
Ray noiajyy " viaklng"—and it is in this word
that the pith of their contradiction is to be
pought. For, as the Lord spts out Irom the
assumed testimony to the trutii of his Xiyeiv,

* In this ilieoloay we d<» not class the orthodox
Seriptn.i'- nt rj)r(?:atii>n n( Hiil'rnaiiii. alihouirh in
" 8)11 of Go I," and i'6)y rco i>^&- in this place,
we would tain tin>l vlmv iiiu h more tlian he admits
'Scl,r,fthnrris\.. 10'.

f In this \\\p Lord did by no means vtereli/
" c aim for himself au equal tight over tlie Sab-
oalli."

so they set out from that axiom which their

unbelief is bent upon holding fiist

—

that he 7eas

oiiJy man (chap. x. 33); and under this deter-
mined prejudice every thing that he says rises

or is perverted into a presumptive blasphemv,
of which stoning was the due penalty. The
vindication of himself was to them incompara-
bly worse than the original offence, the Xvfiv
TO Cdfifiarov, or breaking the Sabbath.*
They place in tlie kavvov, " himself," a crea-
ted man in full antithesis with God ; they
pass over altogether the v i 6 ?, " Son," which
spruno; out of the zarvp, " Father ;" they re-

.^ard the z"<jo»' rqj Beco, "equal with God," if

I may so speak, in a Swedenborgian sens6, ag
it were a Bem-homo ; and elevate the plain
Xeyetv, "saying," into a horrible and blas-
phemous TtoiEli' kavToVf "making himself."
We must^ leave it undecided whether the
l^vrovv aitoHTF.Xvat, "sought to slay," only
indicates the rising of thoir murderous\lesires,
or whether with Te-schendorff we should supply
some outcry—" Stone him ! stone him I

" We
prefer the former supposition; since in the
latter case the Evangelist would not have
omitted to mention it, as the taking up of
stones in chaps, viii. 59 and x. 3L Aniid such
opposition and misunderstanding, the Lord
proceeds to make his first word the text of a
continuous discourse, which, if not immediately
depending upon it, yet certainly followed im-
mediately upon it as its deveIoi)ment ; and it

is a marvellous circumstance " that the Lord
could go through so long a discourse, which
would hardly be tolerated in the consistorial
courts of our day."t Pfenninger makes his
Nathanael relate that " all, eviTand good, were
constrained to listen to him, and let him go on
uninterrupted. Yet they were so fiUed'with
malice as to make us fear that they would not
suffer him to say a word." That most vener-
able father in Christ, Lispector Zeller,t calls

this discourse " a testimony of Jesus to liimself
which is without parallel in the evangelical
history," and then croes on to bear his own
testimony thus :

" That which Jesus knew in
his most internal divine self-consciousness, and
uttered thus out of his perfect knowledge, we
must receive in our hearts and let riprn there

into the ever-increasing light and power of a
living apprehension

; not by any developments
of the ideas which our own understandings may
elaborate, but by receiving the living impres-
sions produced by a believing perception of the
full harmony between the testimony of God
in Scripture and the whole personality of
Jesus; thus arriving at the great mystery of

* Bur we must not say that then " they let go
the first charge (|niekly enough"—for dial would
ini[)ly their acknuwied nieiit of the justification
given.

f As the'Tirrlc h. lHhd remarks.

\ Mimatsbiitt von Itiuijijrn, 1844, in which Num-
bers 11 and 12 expound thewiiole discourse. Would
thai our thedloirj.ui- aave more heed to the exjjo-
ttilioos of ttiis Monatsblait

!
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blessedness-—Grod manifest in the flesh." We
take these noble words of a theologian, who,

tsliough belonging to no academical order, is yet

taught of God, as the norm and limit of our

humble exposition. We rejoice that at least in

a certain degree the time is come for unbiassed

hearing and reading of the sayings of our Lord,

even in scientific theology, and that we are

tree in some degree from rationalistic and dog-

matic tormenting of words alone. Yet there

is misunderstanding enough left ; and it is our

endeavor to remove this, and to lead hmrts and
comciences to experience, through right under-

standing, the living E^ov6ia, or power, of the

testimony which lies before us. We seek

nothing more ; for, who could think of exhaust-

ing a chapter like this, which gives us the

whole true dogmatic concerning the person of

Christ, the full plan of salvation for every indi-

vidual soul, as well as the entire history of the

world and the Church down to the last day, the

confirming aggregate of all the testimonies of

the Father to the Son in Avork, and word, and
Scripture, the fundamental and radical exposure
and conviction of all unbelief?

Verse 19. The Son who worketh in the

unity of the Father, this Son of Man who be-

fore our eyes testifies of himself as the Son of
Ood, doeth generally (m a continual Sabbath)
no other than the works of Go I. Many signs like

this last had he exhibited to them, as and be-

cause the Father had shown and given them to

Mm. " But these preliminary signs are slight

in comparison v/ith those greater works, which
should and will indeed excite your wonder."
This is the commencement of his words, pro-

voking them to a wholesome marvelling and
belief, arousing their hearts and understandings
by a most exciting, yet clear and serene, dec-
laration. But he allows no time for question-
ing; his answer prevents their thoughts, and
overwhelms all comparatives in one great
superlative. " Do ye ask what are the greater
works ? They are those two greatest works of

God, .stri;tly connected together for mankind,
and which you look for in the Messiah

—

Resur-
rection and Jiulgmentl otherwise, indeed, than
your expectation thinks, each of them heralding:

itself beforehand in bodily resurrection, bn^
essentially and pre-eminenJy preparing its

way in spiritual quickenings— for the raising

of the dead even now goes on, and with it the
judgment* Finally, at the end of the days, the
re-urrection and the judgment of the human
race by my voice, that voice which ye should
now listen to in faith, in order now to receive
life ace irding to ?«7/ sayings which even now in

mercy judge your M/iftt'/iVr' in me." Tiiis is the
geiwral outline of the former p:irt of the dis-

|

course, which is defensive in its immediate, and
most mighty maintenance and assertion

; until

in ver. 32, taking a new commencement, it

expressly appeals to the tedimonies which his

words had received and should receive.

With all his loftiness of assertion—which,
designed to excite Mstoni.shment, alas ! would
only be an additional ojfenee to the unbelievers

—the humble Son of Man softens the indispen-

sable testimony as much as it was possible and
right to do. He does not set out by laying

down, undisguisedly, and at the outset, t, at

most decisive ev kd/uEv, " we are one," with
which he is constrained to close his words in

chap. X. ; but he gives such a turn to this in-

troductory testimony to his own unity and
equality with the Father, as to make promi-
nent first the most easily intelligible side of the

relation, that which was strictly analogous with
mere human doing of the works of God—the

perfect subordination of the Son, who carries on
and continues that which was given, or shown
to him, of the Father. The contradiction of

these sinners—which he must contradict—had
represented the essential nature and the highest

climax of presumptuous sin to be—the desire

to make itself equal with God ; and he now in

strict opposition to that himself exhibits com-
plete obedience. He thus distinctly connects his

words with all that was correct in the Jewish
teaching—" that the Messiah would do nothing
of his own will, but every thing simply accord-

ing to the will of God."* But that it is only
as the Son that he can do this, was concealed
from their darkened understanding, or perverted
by it ; therefore he must explicitly add this dec-

laration ; thus he adheres with his " Verily,

verily," to the great word

—

the Son ! He never
retracts that ; but as far as they have been
able to understand it, he makes it a founda-
tion ; from it he deduces all that he has further

to say. To do any ihm^ ofhimself, in the sense
in which the Jews meant it, who even charged
him with making himself equal with God,
would indeed have been sin and blasphemy.
" In this self We?, the stmg and venom (of their

allegation) ; and it is this which he gathers out
and rejects "—as the Berlenh. Bib. says. For
he comes not to them in his own name, but the

Father's Tver. 43). He speaketh not a lie, of

his own (cliap. viii. 44), but the truth of God

—

otherwise he can not speak or act.

This is a most mighty o v dvrarat,
" cainwt" (to which afterwards, ver. 44, the
Ttcoi dvva6BE v/.iEl<i corresponds), as it hero
stands at the head before " the Son." Exposi-
tors vainly and needlessly perplex themselves
—whether orthodox or heterodox—with trifling

discussions upon the plain truth of this expres-
sion. Assuredly the meaning is first—The
Son can do nothing independently, presump-
tuously, sinfully, in the manner of sinful men
who have fallen from God, because and in that
he will nvt,\)eciinse hi v.'illas that of a pensonai
man is entirely subject to the will of thn
Father who sent him, as we find in verse 30.

But the words instantly demand another appli-

cation : and, sinking deeper we are constrained
to admit that this moral impossibility, so to

speak, has its root only in a natural, essentia.)

impossibility; and the expression is so far the.

true interpretation of that name of the Messiah
which the Jewish doctrine did not thus disc rn

* Majus, T/ieol. Jud. p. 130.
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—the Son. For eveiT creature can as creature

pf-rvert its freedom into independence against

God ; even in tlie casp of the anpels who abode
faithful, and whose fidelity is confirmed, apos-

tasy is possible and imaginable under one
as|)ect; but the Eternal Son standing in unity

of being with the Father, even now that he is

become man, cannot as the Son sin, break the

Sabliath, arrogate to himself any thing unright-

eously ; he can only do such works of power
and love, as shall constrain every one to confess

—he could not do these things if God were not

in him !* What he doeth, that he seeth the

Father do, by his perfect, most inwardly-con-

templative knowledge of him and of his divine

action
;
just as in some sense analogously sinful

man may in some slight sense see what the

Father doeth in the world, in nature, and in

history ; may behold the inces.sant works of

God in quickening, healing, helping, blessing,

as also in judging and casting away. The con-

cluding clause of the verse declares the same
thing positively which had been declared nega-
tively; it is not, however, on that account
tautological, but the ycipy " for," indicates it

as the givund of his reply to their contradic-

tion, relerring to the Saobath work which they
had just seen—" Is it not so, have I then done
any thing different from what the Father
doeth ? An dq) eavrov, ' of myself,' in your
sense is impossible to me; my humanity, in

•which I place myself

—

xdyoa—on an equality

with the Father (yet only as Son, the express

image of the archetypal Father) is not an indi-

vidualized humanity, having in it an inde-

pendent self—therefore lie adliei'es to the
o//oi<»5 Ttoiit (doeth liketcm). That was
my meaning in my lormer words—ver. 17

—

and that is the truth." Their opposition had
seized and exhibited the head of tlie offence in

the narepa i'Si o v, "his [own] Father," and
the Lord in his considerate condescension
omits this one expression now at the first, in-

stead of pressing it further, as he might have
done and afterwards did, even to the full fV
i6/i£y, " we are one;" he accommodates him-
fiolt to their point of understanding, without

» Ttie other side of the question, that the Son
of Midi A^ sHch eo'ilti in the niture of ihinsis sin

(se.i my llibrutrbricf, 1. p. 51), may liave its own
v.iid cation ; but as that is not ilie point here, wc
ne«»d not (filter into the d.scussicn of it. The anal-

ogous rt-lalioii in Itie regenerate (1 John iii. 9), is

a i)n»ljlera wliich baffles <uir fall conii)rehension :

it IS a mytery tluit. on the one Iiand, while we
daily sin, ilie iiiipu.^sibil ty of sin in the eh. Id of
Ctid is a-M'rt<>d and yet tliat the possibility of sin

in the Sun of Man should be m liiitaiued. At a
critical nn'inent ike this in John v. the Lord
FjK'alis, with porfpct correctness, of an im:iffinable

n(p hxvrou which is at the same time declared
iiiip»>s.siliie; not howovfr si)eakin.' witii aw "indis-
tinct and on;'-s dcd eference to the human, " but
witii perfect precision (see De Wettf, 4th cd.).

In Goih-eniane, asrain, there rise out of liis fibscu-

lalou the rejected and resistr-d wi tyw ^iXo),
r/ iyM SfAw, ro b/-,\f/)i'x u ov, with a luaivel-

lous potiuveneyat.ve real.ty.

surrendering the full truth, in the softened
o/uoioo?, liketcise, " which might be perverted,

:>s the Arians have perverted it, taking it

merely for resemblance, in their down-hill course"
(Berlenb. Bib.). But the whole of the subse-

quent discourse takes care of the truth, and
shows us how plainly that full unity and
equality of nature must be understood as un-
derlying this expression. So it is also a retro-

grade and false restriction to understand here

the ov6£r, iccv fit) n

—

d yap dv, ravra as

merely meaning

—

Only that which the Father
doeth, not all that the Father doeth. For if

the former only is expressed by his condescend-
ing design, yet, in the unity of this testimony
with all the rest, the latter must also be in-

cluded. Listen to the next words, and in ver.

20 this rejected it d v r a, all, is plainly heard,

just in the spirit of the prologue : Ttoivra 81

auTov eye'yero, Hatx^^^pi^ a v r ov ovSe
iv, " all things were made by him, and with-

out him wan not any thing."

Verse 20. Stroke follows stroke, so that

no Arian, whose ears are disposed to hear, can
deny the Athanasian confession of our Lord.
The present It ot El, " doelh," which in the pre-

vious verse connected itself with the individual

works, such as that which had then taken
place, now becomes the present of the divine

eternity, in which all, all the works of God
from the creation to the judgment are exhib-
ited at once., In this lies a grand transition

to absolute universality, from which then natu-
rally follow the premised uetXova rovraov,
" greater things than these." That the Eternal
Father halh an Eternal Son, to whom he show-
eth all his works, gives him to do them, and
through whom he doeth them, has its founda-
tion in love, for love is the essence of God. The
common exposition only passes rapidly- over
the middle term, with Bengel's "qui amat nil

celat" (who loves conceals nothing); but to us
it seems more proper to pause upon this

equally simple and inexhaustible o Ttarrjp

cfjiXel* Toy vioy, "the Father loveth the

Son," which is once more announced with ydp,
" for ;" and to dwell on it profoundly, until we
Iiave discerned in it the utmost mysteria trmita-

Hh. The Berlenh, Bilxil hei-e once more puts to

shame our modern most learned commentaries,

for it does not pass by this depth of meaning.
" God cannot possibly be an unfruitful and soli-

tary unity, because God is love. Even if we
had not been created by God, God would still

be a Fnllver ; this name depends not upon the

creature, but flows out of the eternal love of

God. In the divine essence there is a Father;

so theie must be a Son ; so must there also be

* On the other hand, nyand in chap. iii. 35,

whicii iieiice is also a various reading here. It is

hard to saj' wiietlier the two express, ons in Jf)hn

are to be distimiuislied. The Greeks hideed dis-

tiiisuiMhed them, similarly as amare and diligfrc in

tlie Latin ; but the Hellenists do not appear to

liave preserved the distinction. Yet the Sjriao

has here the more inward Dm.
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love* and a fe1lo^vship. The Father hath
nothing alone and for himself but that he is

Father; but he could not be that, were there
not a Son. As the Son doeth no'hing without the

Father, no more is the Father secret to the Son, or

keepeth back au<;ht from him, but he showeth
him all thingn that himself doeth."t Yes, this

is here the inmost kernel of the word : passing
far beyond the possible compreliensionof itsfirs;

hearers, and giving a testimony o f he Church of

all futurity—an essortially supplementing cor-

relative to that first word concerning the love
of God to the world, chap. iii. 16. Whom did the
Father love before, and independently of, the

world ? Himself in the Son, through wnom and
in whom alone his entire q^iXelv, or love, as

all his noiElv, or doing, flows forth. This helps
us to the profound meaning of the humanly-
spoken SEtxvvEiv, or "showing;" which we
must not understand as if the Father had ever
previously performed a work of himself alone,

which he then set before the Son, completely
done, for imitation. Such a view draws the ex-

pression downwards
; instead of going up with

it, as its condescension to our need designed, to

the heights of its meaning. The showing of

what he doeth is manifestly the giving over io

him to do ; an essential participation, by which
the Father doeth nothing alone, but all things

by the Son ; a revealing in the act. Assuredly,
according to human ideas dsiHyvaiv ma}' be
equivalent to didadxsiv, or teaching (as the

Lord himself, in chap. viii. 28, speaks in a yet

more accommodated se^se, with regard to his

XaXti'y)—hence it corresponds in 1 Sam. xii- 23
(Sept.) to the Hebrew min: and the teaching

of antiquity, wiser and profounder than our
modern, may have introduced the learner to

the mysteries by symbols, and the gradual un-
veiling of hidden things ;| but all this aff6rds

but a weak analogy with the mutually corres-

ponding seeing of ithe Son and showing of the
leather, that uninterrupted fellowship of recip-

rocal contemplation which the incarnated Son
coming from the eternal bosom of the Father
has brought with him, and of which he now
speaks. AH the works of God were, before their

coming into act in time, existing as eternal

ideas ; but as they took place in time, the Son

of Man truly sets them successively, as they are

progressively shown to him in, and in order to,

their being done
;
yet always by that same con-

templation as the Eternal Son, and as the Son
of Man which is in heaven. Philo platonizes,

upon the unpenetrated ground of the Cabala,

* Yr. Ton Baader says :
" The idea of love is

that of the triad, that of uniting distii.ction and
distinguishing unit."

I We pressingly recommend the exposition of

the speculative portion of Jolm's Gospel by a Ger-

man my.stical theologian ot the fourteenth cen-

tury, edited hy Engleiiardt (Neustadt, 1839). See,

for example, in pp. 19 and 20, just what is said

above.

X So Schwarz, in his Jahrhnch (July, 1835), re-

marked on Lucke's commentary, at this passage.

concrning the Logos: jmunnfrnvo? to rt-v

TtaTfjoi, o6r)X)i Tt/jd? TTafjaSsiyjiiara ci/jxt-
TVTta rd eHEivov /JXettej (lopresenting, in

imitation of the Father's acts, whatever char-
acters he sees according to his original mod<^ls),
but this is far from reaching to the sublime
depth of that simple cpyXErv xai Sethvijeiv,
loving and showing, of which the Logos incar-

nate himself speaks. Here there is less room
for speculative interpretation than for pene-
trating contemplation : it we thus reverently

contemplate this truth it may be shmcn vo us
also. " Ye shall see greater things than those
which I have already done"—thus does the
Lord speak to the Jews, as to the first disciples,

chap. i. 50. For the Father gives and shows to

his Son ever greater and greater things, even to

the ftiU consummation of those two great' st

works of God—the final quickening and the
judgment, which all must most assuredlv see
at last. We are free to admit some truth in

the view which Schleiermacher does not omit to

bring prominently forward, that there may be
reference in the.se words, first of all. to the ever-

increasing insight of the Son of Man into the
future development of his work, or rather the
future unfolding and manifestation of his own
person ;* but we shall feel it necessary to mod-
ify this, if we remember that foresight of the
future greater things, that pr-o-pective view of

his whole work wliich Jesus had from the be-
ginning, and which is testified in this saying
itself. In the whole working of Jesus before and
after his ascension there is manifestly a con-
tinual upward progression ; so that according
to Acts i. 1, all that was accomplished in the

flesh and upon earth was but the beginning

with reference to the new commencement at
Pentecost.

We must carefully mark, preparatorily to the
whole discourse, that in accordance with tlio

depth and fulness of meaning which we find in

ver. 20, £ py a, " works," here passes far beyond
the narrow notion of mere 6?f/-i£ia xai zEftara,
" signs and wonders," spoken of in iv. 28. The
miracles, in their more restricted sense, are

only the beginning and symbol of his proper
works ; it is not merely of the former that iho

Lord speaks, but his iva vjusii SavnocZ^TSf
" that ye may wonder," extends onwards to the

horror of these condemned at the last day,

and the transport of those raised to eternal life ;

in these first sentences all is gradually summed
up and announced, that is to be pursued into

detail in the subsequent discourse. Again, how-
ever, we may apply the words, their sense being

so comprehensive, to the miracles themselves ;

and then, without making the 5Vrt, " that,"

to be echatic, they seem to say : This is the first

aim 01 the miracles, to excite in those who be-

* For " the work of .lesus is the unfolding of

his person." We cannot be too earnest in carry-

ing along with ths lundam ntal axiom of Christ-

o'ogy ( by Ebrard, A'icndm. i. 203, so strongly main-

tained), the tact that the inexhaustible conse*

quences systematically unfold themae.vea.
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hc^ld tliem a wliolesome marvelling, so that

proceeiliiig from them to the still greater which

are to come it may "further be said

—

l-iv

^LXvmx^erF. TovTOf "marvel not at tlm,"

vcr :2S Comp. cliap. vii. 21 ; Acts iii. 12.

Verse 21. If, as is quite right, we hold fast

the connection of these words with the event

which had just occurred, with the zavra,
" tliese thin'js," proceeding from which the

nei'ova, "greater things," are pointed to,

then we have the very simple meaning at

once—Not merelv the healing of the sick, but
the raising of the dead. When we go a verse

further, and find the yulgment immediately fol-

lowing, it appears plain that both these regalia

Dei are in tlieirmost universal comprehensive-
ness attributed to the Son. (God was called,

in the beginning, the Judge of all the earth,

Gen. xviii. 25. comp. Psa. cv. 7 ; and James, iv.

12, refers to him alone all-saving and destroy-

ing. So, too, he alone can kill and make alive

—

see, e. g., Deut. xxxii. 39 ; 1 Sam. ii. G ; 2 Kings
V. 7.) It is almost amusing, however, to find

the best commentators inierloping—Greater

\iov\iS,f<>r exnmi>le of the resurrection and judg-

ment. For these two works are not the greatent

simply, but they are in fact, though but few

observe it, the inclusive sumnmry of all divine

working. There is absolutely no work of God
which is not either a producing, sustaining,

restoring, quickening* or a deciding, rejecting,

destroying judgment; and the goal of all these

works is the full manifestation of their great

result at t^ e last day. The duali.'jm corresponds
immediately to omnipotence and omniscience

;

and then, more profoundly still, to love whicli

works in omnipotence, and to right which
omnisciently tests and decides the stateof every
tiling. This is indisputably true

; and so far

the word of Jesus concerning I^gjotcoifIi', or
" quickening," includes in its principle allquick-

ening ener.'y in nature and humanity, and, in-

deed", in the whole world. But to expound it

of this pre-eminently is manifestly incorrect ; for,

the meaning which the word wouhl suggest
first to tho.se who heard it must be the Jird
meaning. Proceeding from individual raisings

of the dead (according to our harmony the
daughter of Jairus, and the widow's son at

Naiii, h.ad both experienced this already, and
hence it is not ^a)onoir}6Et, will quicken), and
promising more and more public examples (as
jn the case of Lazarus), the Lord's word em-
braces here in one the bodily and t!ie spiritual

sense, in order that he may afterwards, vers.

25 and 2S, .separate them, and dwell upon each
of them individually. 'n\Q'^coonoit'iy, "quick-
en," after lyeiiiEiy, " raise," is only a pro-
gression in tlie significant expression ; it is not
that tiie former is negative (" to scare away
death !

"), and the latter positive
; for the quick-

ening from death manifestly includes already
the impartafion of lite.

"The f<i>iritnid energy of the Son, as quick-

* Even 111" creation fills under the same cate-
gory, according to Rom. iv. 17.

ing, life-imparting, and life-sustaining." or

rather life-restoring, becomes a special s abject

of discourse first at ver. 2-1 ; it is so closely

wrapped up in our present passage that the

Jews, who expected in their Messiah the Raiser

of the dead, would and could evidently think

of the physical miracle alone. But it is not

correct to assign, with Lange, a three-fold pro-

gression to the discourse on this subject ; re-

garding this at first as referring only to t:ie "mi-
racuhus energy of Christ during his sojourn upon
earth upon individual cases"*—so that he
preliminarily " quickens only some whom he
chooses out, in restoring to them their sound-
ness :" then afterwards that he quickens many
by his preached Gospel ; and finally all men.
For Tovi vexpovi, "the dead," stands here

at the very beginning : and taking into account

the full and absolute tone of the lyeipsiy
rot!?, venpui" raise the dead," as it primarily

fell on the ears of those who heard it, we cannot
put upon the following ov ? B e \ et, " whom
he tcill," any thing like an electing or restricting

meaning. Rather has it a designed cvtensiveness

of meaning, oppo.sing (as Liicke says) all Jew-
ish exclusiveness—Not merely Israel, but Gen-
tiles throughout all the world. But the most
simple sense which the words bear is, to our
feeling, that of a strong intimation that the
Son, like the Father, in his own independent
power, quickens by a will which can never fail

of its purpose.! Becnuse he will, and if he will,

he also can ; and this, asserted at first with
such an emphatic generality, admits of a mani-
fold application and refererice. It distinguishes

those isolated quickenings of the dead which
individual prophets obtained from God in

wrestling prayer, from the spontaneous and
immediate

—

I say unto thee, arise! Come forth!

which we find in the resurrections of the Son.

We must understand his ovi BsXei, " whom he
will," and oKov SeAsi, where he will, in rela-

tion to all his miraculous acts and woi'king

generally, in the same sense as that in which
he so speaks concerning the Spirit, chap. iii. 8.

He thereby majestically intimates to us, as far

as he is speaking of the bodily dead, that as

regarded his power, it were a light thing to him
to awaken all th.e dead instead of a ny one in-

dividual—if his wisdom could have willed it

in harmony wit'.i his Father's will. Finally,

he thereby tells us

—

ii ice may give a prospec-
tive application to the spiritually dead—that

he seeks indeed the savation and life of all, but
that he wilts only the life of those who believe

on him, according to the sacred right and the
fundamental nature of the case. This is the

* So above with a refinement of generality : As
the Father exerts a nianifoid, end'css enemy in

givins; life to llio d*n(l throughout tlie world,
for examjile, By the fountain of Bothesda, so is

it also the Son's delight to quicken and diffuse life

every where.

f BeiigftI : Niinqnnm ejus voluntatem destituit
effectus (Never has his will failed of effoct). This
is also predicted of God (Psa. cxv. 3 ; Dau iv. ^2).
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only limitation which is to be found in the

expression ; it is not, however, the restriction

of absolute decree—but with him as with the

Father. All that he wills he can, but he can-

not will every thing. Here we find the transi-

tion to judging, and the connection between
quickening and judgment *

Verse 22. For it ia assuredly in the xpioti,

"judgment," as the ;Ka/o, " for," shows, that

we are to find the ground and the explanation

of the ovi ^eXei, " whom he will." If, on the

other hand, the visible quickenings of the dead

as signs of the power and dignity of the Son of

Man gave proof that he was appointed to be

Judge of the quick and dead, and therefore that

he might truly testify this of him.self; so, on

the other hand, more profoundly understood , this

proof approves itself as a pointing to the judg-

ment which has already taken place in the

quickening itself Only let us apprehend both

these pregnant ideas of the divine working in

their entire fulness and depth, as they are

intended to be understood here, and a=i is in-

dicated in the rr/y Tc/iidiy it a 6 a v," all ]u.dg-

ment," which introduces the latter of them.

That is not merely the final judgment at the

end of the world, which is emphasized after-

wards in ver. 27, but the entire deciding,

separating, and excluding process which, as the

preparation for the great winding up, goes on

an, and in connection with, the beginnings of

the process of quickening. The 7ipi6ii, or

judgment, is not merely (according to Ebrard)

the withholding of life (least of all in the pre-

destinarian sense) ;
.nor is it merely (according

to Schleiermacher) the distinguishing between

the earlier and the later, the selection of what
shall now be quickened from what shall be

progressively quickened down to the itacvrei,

" all," of ver. 28 ; but it is, at the same time,

no other than the merciful judgment of the

Spirit, in order to the cutting oflf of sin, which

cannot be pretermitted even to believers for

their salvation's sake. When in ver. 24 the

more restricted idea of spiritual quickening

comes forward, then, as the contrast, the xf>i6ii

also is referred, in a more restricted sense, to

condemnation and exclusion from life.

It is almost self-evident, further, that in this

compressed discourse, which is not unfolded

in a stricly logical form, the Lord does not

design to say that the Father judgeth no man
absolutely. He is continuing his forrner man-
ner of speech, and following up his former

words—" Even as he imTnediately quickeneth no

man; but loth, as all his works, only through

the Son." Thus we may translate oi!<3£'—bo

also not, or, Even not. But it is wisely and

designedly so expressed, since it might be said

* If we were, with many, to lay emphasis upon

the connection of ovi BeXei with 11,00 oitoiE7v

alone, and not with £;Kfi'p£z J', there might be found

aprofund rrulh in such a position of the word. B iit

this only holds good in the deeper meaning of

l^oooTtoiEiv ; and it does not e.xclude the tact,

that even then the Lord raised from bod.ly death

whom he would, and because he would.

that the Father quickeneth the Son according

to his humanity, Ijut judgeth him in no sense

at all. He hatli conxnutted to the Son all judg-

ment, that is (with Calvin), the entire work, the

riding and ordering of liis kingdom (so tlial in

this sense even the raising and quickening are

included in it), its whole prerogative and power
—which expression now fills up the meaning
of the previous " showing," and probably con-

tains an allusion to Psa. Ixxii. 1-4.

Verse 23. What is the end and aim of this

committal to the Son—which indeed involves

no retirement on the part of the Father, but ia

the most essential manifestation of himself in

his own express image and likeness ? The
honor oi the Father in the Son. As the world
was first created that the glory rf the Eternal

Son might be shown forth in it, so is the same
end contemplated in the entire redemption oi

fallen man. The xa-Sci?, "as," taken alone,

does not, indeed, constrain us to interpret this

of a strict equality of divine honor—any more
than the tGriy "is," in the institution of the

Lord's Supper proves its mystery—but it is

most evident throughout the whole discnurse,

from its beginning to its end, that it speaks of

nothing less. If the Father doeLh nothing

without the Son, if the Son worla^ in all things

even as the Father, then it follows in essential

fitness that equality of honor must be the con-

sequence of equality of working, yea, that unity

of honor must be the consequence of unity of

working.* This is the very meaning of the

next clause ; which goes on to add that the

honor of the Son, severed from the honor of

the Father, is not to be thought of, just as if it

should say—For the Father will and can no
otherwise be honored. Pl'enninger says that

this " holds good even of those who are sent by
a king with lull credentials;" but this, though

well intended, demands infinitely too little, lor

here there is more than the mission of a rep-

resentative for a limited time. Baumgarten-
Crusius lets his Rationalism appear in that most

arbitrary saying—"But the honor of the Son is

not the honor paid to Vi?. person, but to his re-

lation and. work ;" we who believe know, how-
ever, and not only we but the Rationalists

themselves know it well enough in their secret

conscience, that there is no relation and work
of Jesus apart from his person. He has said it

and he will make it good ; he will so reign and

rule that all shall hnally be constrained to

honor him as Lord, even those who till then

have refused that honor—either as the Lord

who raiseth to eternal life, or as the Jurlge who
doometh to everlasting damnation. Even in

the earlier Old-Testament dispensation it was
cared for and so ordered, that no one could

conscientiously worship a God and Father of

the world, without acknowledging him in the

Jehovah, the God of Israel, consequently also

in Christ, the fulfillment of the old covenant,

* Reference has been rishty made to Hos. iii. 5,

where the term of div ne honor ^ni is used both

of the Loid their God, and of David their king.
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the Son of the Father. The question is not

here of those who knew him not: the t-n)

.Ttticov Toy vioy, "he that honoreth not he

Son," is only he who denies hix honor to him
who is #<7ii to him, as the manifested and at-

tested Son. Sincere heathen unconscioush'

honor the Son, whose light faintly shines into

their darkness ; Christians who oppose theintielves

to the living God, to him who testifies himself

Rs the Father of Jesus Christ, undermine the

testimony of the Son concerning himself and

the Father by taking awav the Old Testament,

and yet would retain the Father still—like the

modern Jews who have stolen that from us
;

but the progressive error of such doctrines of

lies has been but too often made manifest, as is

described in 1 John ii. 23 ; 2 John 9.* " They
began by opposing Jehovah, and end with the

$y»teme(tela nature " (Joh. von Mullcr). Neither
do they succeed, finally, who, like Herder former-

ly, would separate the Eternal Son, idealistic-

ally viewed, from Jesus the Son of Man ;
against

which Klouker has well written :
" We cannot

Bee how it is possible to bestow upon Jesus

Christ the Son of God, an honor which should
not and may not be bestowed upon him as the

Son of Man; since in truth neither this Son
of Man apart from the Son of God, nor the

Son of God apart from the Son of Man, has to

us any subsistence." We shall in the process

of the discourse which we now enter upon find

superabundant assurance of the inseparable

unity cf the Son of God and the Son of Man.
Jesus the Son of Man is no saint, to whom,
we, like good Catholics, offer an invocatopy

worship, distinguished from prayer : but God
is manifest in the flesh which his Eternal Son
assumed, and the same God who will not give

his honor to another, nor his praise to graven
images (Isa. xliii. 8), has, in fact and indeed, in

giving all his works over as the Father to the

Son given to him all his honor likewise—and he
will require it ! He will make the enemies of

his Son his footstool

!

Verse 24. In this second " Verily, verily,

I say unto you "—out of which a third im-
mediately afterwards springs—begins the

strengthening confirmation of the lofty asser-

tions to which the Son had given utterance,

and the clear exhibition of the grounds upon
which they rested. From ver. SO onwards the

testimony for the conviction of unftelief is made
prominent; but novr & demoratration is Fpecif-

ically promised in order to attract faith, the

ex})erimental evidence to be enjoved internallv

now and externally hereafter. He who by faith

gives honor to the Son, and so to the Father in

the Son, experiences in thefvll sense, to his own
salvation, the two greatest, all-comprehending

and distinctive works of the Son : the dead live

in the full moaning of the word, having even
now eternal life ; and they come not into the

* Tliis is what Orison {de princ. 1, £, 10) ex-

pressed, and it is the only possible trinitarian

tpecidnt re knowledge of God—Pater nou potf st

e»s>e quia si tilius non sit.

judgment of condemnation, hut ever st.ind bo-

lore \\\e judgment of the Son of M(tn, in the full

meaning of that word ; that is, under the judg-

ment of his mercy and grace.

Here could not have been substituted—He
that beholdeth mv works. For although tho

works of Christ, Matt. xi. 2, 5, even after the

term of his manifestation in the fl- sh, are ever

more and more wonderfully exhibited in the

history of the world and of the Church ;
and

although once afterwards, chap. vi. 40, the see-

ing o{ the Son stands for the recognition and
acknowledgment of his personal dignity, it is

nevertheless true that with respect to the uni-

versal experience of believers IVoin age to age,

the hearing of his wm\l is the great test and
condition. All the Avords which he spake, and
which he has been pleased to transmit to us ia

such a manner that in reading we may hear

them, and much more in Icearing may read

them, are one great word; and every inili-

vidual word which I truly accept may be to my
faith an introduction to the whole fulne.^s of

his teaching. The d kov £i v, '^ hearing,"

receives from the appended 7ri6rEvF.iy, "he-

lieving," the pregnant sense of a genuine hear-

ing in the obedience of faith—and such also is

the meaning of oi aKoodayrei, " they that

hear," in ver. 25. " In this hearing begins

man's agency in his awakening (that is, sus-

ceptibility for awakening impression), in faith

it ends," says Fikenscher half truly ;
for as

regards its ending with faith, it must never be

forgotten that the faith which matures into

finished fidelity never reaches its end below.*

But it is observable that our Lord does not

use here the customary Ttidrevooy eii i//f',

•' believe on me," but instead thereof rca

Tte/Lii-'ayri /tie, "on him that sent me." This

is not to be merely resolved into—He who be-

lieveth that I am sent of the Father (chap,

xvi. 27, 28, xvii. 8), in my mission, in God as

having sent me—but it once more brings into

high prominence the complete oneness between

the Father and the Son, just as his final words

to the Jews declare it, chap. xii. 44—He that

believeth in me, believeth not on me (as a

man, independent of and another than God),

but on the Father and me. Finally, it is in

the utmost condescension that the Father him-

self, to be believed in Christ, is placed in the

dative, just as a man might be worthy to be

believed; for this is the majesty at once and

the grace of the testimony of God, that it is

victoriously convincing, and yet ranks itself

onlv as if it v/ere the highest 'of human testi-

monies. See and mark attentively in relation

to this, 1 John v. 9, 10. Here also, as in that

chapter, vers. 11-13, follows the assured inward

witness confirming and sealing the faith which

is put forth ; the mighty power of God in the

I

* We say this with all honor to the word of the

I Apostle, 2 Tim. iv. 7 (which, however, p'a-iiily

deprnds on ver. C. and is not for our iniita'ii>)i);

tlie truth remains as wu have set it lortli on Luke
xviii. 8.
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bestowment of a new life ; whicli is itself a

resurrection (Eph. i. 19, 20), yea, the true and

complete resurrection of man dead in sins;

-wh reas, without this internal principle and

beginning of life, the bodily resurrection itself

will but reveal and consummate the work of

death. The f'xf iJ' ^ooijv aiaiviov, " have eter-

nal life," without the article, already ap-

proaches the idea of ver. 26.

But what shall we say of the not coming into

judgment? We have already in a preparatory

way of explanation given our acceptation of the

word. We might by various philological means

extract its meaning, not, however, without

leaving some kind of xpidii, or judgment,

remaining even for believers. Many have laid

stress upon the epx^d'Jai di, " come into,"

with allusion to the prayer against temptation :

he conies not so deeply into condemnation as

to remain in it, and no more to come out. This

is the most artificial method, and quite in-

consistent with the analogy of Scripture and

scriptural language. For the whole expression

is ordered with reference to human notions, as

referring to the coming before a tribunal where

first the decision is made between right and

wrong. Thus Deut xxv. 1 (TtpodeXOaxjiv eii

K/3.), Job. ix. 32, (e'AOojfisv 6f.ioOvnaS6y). If

it be said that we shall all stand iefore the

judgment-seat for the revelation of our charac-

ter (2 Cor. V. 10), but that this is not coming

into judgment, since the decision is not then

first judicially made, but the ancient absolution

only confirmed and rendered final ; then we
can only reply that the phraseology here is

directly opposed to this sense, and that the

same might be said of the damned, since the

condemnation already passed upon their un-

belief, chap. iii. 18, is no more than confirmed

and consummated. We would express the

meaning thus :
" He cometh not any more, any

further, into ant/ other judgment than that mer-
ciful judgment of the word and the Spirit upon
his sin, under which he has already placed

himself in hearing and believing the truth,

ver. 30. That is quite in harmony with the

matter itself; and, thus exhibited, we may
found upon it the simple assumption that the

Lord noio as in chap. iii. 17, 1,8 takes xpidti

from the comprehensive idea of it given in ver.

22, and uses it in a more restricted sense

(Erasmus :
" in condemnationem "). This more

resti'icted sense of the same phrase occurs

throughout the earlier Scripture passages which
speak of the being brought to judgment, with

guilt pre-supposed and doom assured ; for

instance in L22!^p3 Niiri"!?}* " enter not into

judgment " (Psa. cxliii. 2 {ju}} side'XO^i), ^X'3\

" will bring thee," Eccl. xi. 9, although in Eccl.

xii. 14 it passes over into the more general

signification again. Thus the words coincide

most impressively with the expexegesis which
follows: Because he hath life through believing

he cometh naturally no more into that that con-

demnation of death, in which he lay, and from

which he hath been drawn forth.* The present

EpX^rai, " cometh " (which Nonnus has di-

luted into icerai, shall come, with its fulness

of prom.ise and encouragement, is followed by
the ampler jj-ETafiefirjuEv, " ha'h passed,"

which must not be perverted into the future

trnns'et of the Vulgate, but is no less than the

full and pregnant perfect, as we find it again in

1 John iii. 14. It is the transition to the

Mai vvv idTt, " and now is," of the following

verse, and SavaroS, "death," obviously means
(ex vi o]ip siti) iha.i inward, spiritual death of

the sinful soul, which is the true death in death,

and without which the mere physical dying
were no death at all, chap. xi. 25, 26. When
the one decisive step has been taken in faith, and
the great transition effected (that step, how-
ever, as the Berlenh. Bib. remarks, \?,r\oi a. leaf),

all the rest follows surely, with the resurrection

of life.f These i^iEzafjEftr/HOTEi, or those that
" have passed," are the true "Hebrews"—and
this allusion to the mystical meaning of ^"i3y

(passer over, i.e., Hebrew), we would rather

accept with the child-like " triflers," whom the

Lord condescends often thus to " trifle " with,

than the " allusio ad typum hujus rei, i.e.,

pascha" (allusion to the type of this circum-

stance, i. e., the Passover), which Grotius after

Augustine maintains, or even Lampe's refer-

ence to the ")3y (passing) between the two
pieces in the 0^13 DID (solemn ratifying sac-

rifice).

Verse 25. Every believer at least, who looks

at the connection with what has preceded,

must—having himself passed from death unto
life—apply a spiritual signification to these

words also, and without hesitation regard them
as describing an internal resurrection. But the

expressions here used being so similar to those

of vers. 28, 29, expositors have been much
divided upon this point ; and their divisions

have made the exposition of this chapter one of

the most fruitful in warnings that the history

of exegesis furnishes. Men have rushed to

both extremes with needless contention, simply

because they will not understand the comhina-

tion of the eternal and external in the teaching

of the Holy Spirit : and it is hard to say which

is the more arbitrary, to understand in ver. 25

only a bodily resurrection, or in vers. 28, 29,

only the previous spiritual quickening of all

believers. The latter seems the worse, but the

former is bad enough. Assuredly, in ver. 21,

the Lord had spoken to the Jews with such plain

reference to their Messiah-expectation, that

they could not otherwise than understand him
of a bodily resurrection; but how can we sup-

pose that he would speak continuallv of the

external, without having in his t ought the

* Wesley thinks it nece.';saiy to add—Unless he

make shipwreck of the faith. But this is needless

liere, since in nidrEvmv the perseverance of

faith unto the end is pre-supposed.

f Not " vivificatio fldem antecedit " (!), but " ipse

fides est tran&itio, i. e, acceptio vivificationi .•'
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iTilernal which lies At. its foun(hxtion. ami
which in evr-rytliinj; fxternal is eitlier shadowed
forth or plainly revc-led ; .11. d how can wp
suppose that he would not lead his hearers in

that direct ion? Even theSpirit in the prophets

applies it thus (we find it so use I in Isa. xxxix.

18. XXXV. 5, 6, Ixi. 1, 2);* in Ezek. xxxvii. the

resurrection of Israel has this application ; and
surely the Lord himself would still more distinct-

ly bring it into prominence. Again, as we cnn-

not accept the great symbolical pledge in Ezek.

xxxvii. as figuring something actual by some-
thing unreal, and which could not be literally

possible; but must recrard it as pointing to that

real resurrection which is openly announced in

Isa. xxvi. 19, and Dan. xii. 2 ; so shall we find

it here. The real and external resurrection is

not simply mpposed in this most open testimony,

but is further expressly announced in the sub-
sequent declaration of vers. 28, 29.

" Yea, verily, I am he whom ye wait for, the

Son of (iod, the Raiser of the dead—thus
begins the Lord anew with his third Amen,
Amen—but I have told you before, and now
tell you ajtain.that this quickening of the dead
by the voice of my word begins now in the

souls of believers ; and tliat is the true resur-

rection oi life, without which there can be none
in any future time." We cannot understand
how blshausen can make good his assertion

that "the formula £/3;)f£rn:z Spa xai vvv idriv
cannot be used concerning spiritual resurrec-

tion, for this is supposed to be already effected

and present ;
" it is as if he had never read the

strictly analogous word of chap. iv. 23. Yet
all the quickening, and all the life of a few who
believed in Jesus at that time, was indeed only
the faint beginning, it was indeed the germ
which had not yet sprouted of that full power
of life which only came at Pentecost and still

comes for all the dead in the world, Jews and
Gentiles alike (Eph. ii. 1 ; Psa. cxv. 8). The
article in oi vExpoi, " the dead," attaches itself

immediately to the previous rov Saydrov,
" [the] death ;" indeed all the expressions hero
are significantly chosen differently from ver. 28.

There is even some meaning in the fact t!,at

here it is the voice 0/ tJie Son of God which is

made emphatically prominent, while there in

connection with this it is the voice of the Son
of Man appearing for final judgment ; for it is

only faith that can now discern the voice of the
Son of God who calleth. But more important,
and indeed decisive, is the «« z oi dxovdav-
rei,"and tliey that hear," \\h\o\\ is added:
for this brings out that actual limitation and
election whicli|wa.^ dimly expressed in ov'^OsXei,
" whom he will," that election, which depends
upon faith (almost as if it had been said instead—oi BeXovre?, comp. ver. 40). To under-
stand this as a mere corroborating repetition—
And as, even as soon as, they hear, thev shall

all livef—is altogether inappropriate. Baum-

* It could not be otherwise, compare our obser-
vations upon Matt. xi.

f Grotius : El ilii, simul atque audierint, viveiit,

garter-Crusius remarks here very acutely and
correctly that it is not xai rtHovuayrei, ami
hedring. the (trfick. intervening takes out a
certain number of those who h<nir, those namelv
who heiir aright; so that the anovF.iy, " hear,"

has a dilTereut meaning in the two clauses

—

the voice is heard by all, some among them
accept and yield to its call. 27</vwas prepared
for by dhovcoy xai TTi6rEva>y " hear and
believe," ver. 24, and in cliap. x. 26, 27, we find

the same same saying in the same sense. The
ndyre?, "all."o*' ver. 28 afterwards is some-
thing very different from this. That the \6yo?,
" word," is now called a (pmvn, " voice," is not
the least bar to our understanding the pas.«age

of a spiritual resurrection, although Olshauseu
strangely maintains that it should he: for

(pooy?} is essentially distinguished from /lb;'o?,

and is here, as ver. 29 shows, no other than
the creating voice which calls the dead to life.

Does not <poayj'} belong necessarily to the figure

so-called (rather most absolute reality), accord-

ing to which the quickening of believers is

termed a resurrection ? Is not the Lord's word
at least, when he calls us into life, an awakening
voice, the cry of oninipotentcreation to theinner

man, lying in his death? (Eph. v. 14). Ols-

hausen artificially supplies

—

oi dxoiJdavTei,
scil. Toy Xuyoy, tho.se who earlier in their

life-time luul lizard, and thus are prepared and
capable of recognizing the tpoayy'i; and in har-

mony with this interpretation understands the

xai vvy Idnv, with many others, of a ^fird

resurrection of believers already beginning when
Christ appeared, and since secretly uoing on.

But however true and harmonious with Scrip-

ture this first resurrection may be, the Lord h
not speaking now publicly of such a mystery

;

a mystery so essentially dififerent from the

expected resurrection of Israel in the Messiah's

reign : he cannot be supposed to have had
allusion to that, and his hearers could not havo
.so und rstood his reign. The first resurrection

includes, on the one hand, according to Matt,
xxvii. 52, some who had never heard the word
of Christ in life; and, on the other hand, not

all who were his believing people. But the

expressions here used are inapplicable in either

case. Finally, we cannot admit any reference

in these words to those preliminary, individual

resurrections, which took place as signs of the

time that was coming. Ver. 21 did in some
degree connect itself with them, and the
ffaVrfS, "all," of ver. 28 points back to them
again byway of contrast; but here between
the two the oi vF.xpoi, " the dead," stands
prominently first—not individual de;id, surely,

nut all who were constrained outwardly to hear
the voice, though only a few wouhi nglitly and
inwardly hear. The Lord njiperdu in ih\i^ /teitrinj

and willing which are followed by the ititernal

experimental evidence of the true resurrectiuu
;

ne quis rudientes a non audientibus putet dis-

tingui ! Or as others : So suddenly do the d-^ad

arise, that (]uickeno(l in the twinkling of an eye,

they may be said to hear the voicL.' I
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and he further ealk in order to produce them
;

and this is the lernel of his whole testimony

—

He that hath ears to licar, Ipt him hear! All who
suffer themselves to hear the awakening voice,

shall live: this future now takinc^ the place of

the ex^^^> "having," and Msrafiefir^K^yai,
" having passed," is a necessary complement

of the sense, since the life received by believers

at the outset is to go on progressively even to

the consummate ^t}6ovrat, " shall live," of the

bodily resurrection also unto life—which is not

to be" excluded here as the ultimate goal. But
what this ^taj;, " life," in its grmaul andprind-

ple really is, we learn from the following verse,

which is strictly connected with this: the li!e

in God and from God communicated by the

Son.

VersS 23. With God is the fountain of life,

C'n lipp, Psa. xxxvi. 10; Jer. ii. 13. He

hath life iv savrca, "in himself," and d(p

iavrov, " of himself." This his Ascitas. Avto-
ovdi'a (self-existence), which is necessarily

implied in the idea of God, is not so much
asserted here as pre-supposed in the aldTfep,

" as," in order to tell us, that he communicates

this his life through the Son, who like the

Father is the independent fountain of life for

ns. Not as if we were obliged to translate

simply

—

Zf^vv, that is, the vivifying power,

though the clause tends also to that in its con-

nection. It would not be proper here, as in

the following sentence, to say

—

tBovdi'av Zcof/?

eSaoKS (he gave the power of life), for the life

of God is in itself already a vivifying power

(iB,ov6ia Z.oioyove'iv, as Theophylact says),

and it should be carefully emphasized that the

Son like the Father hath life fv kavrco, is him-

self the life (chap. i. 4, xi. 52; 1 John v. 20).

Notwithstiinding, he hath not as the Son life

aq> davTov, " ofhimself," like the Father, but

from the Father ; this trinitarian relation cul

intra is an immovable boundary ot definition

in the well-measured words. 'O vioi is here

as every where the Son of God and the Son of

Man in the inseparable unity of both natures,

and the eSodhs, "gave," resolves itself into a

two-fold sense : it applies to the Eternal Son

before time was, and he thereby most expressly

declares himself to be the firs'bm'n before every

creature, inasmuch as the creature can have life

only iv Beco, in God; and as respects the

Son of Man it is a yet more proper giving, as

we find in Matt, xxviii. 18, but that was only

rendered possible by his being the Son of God.

The solution of the apparent contradiction be-

tween sdcDKey, "gave," and fJ' faf rcj, "in

himself," is to be sought in the incomprehensi-

ble mystery of the Father and the Son :
we

shall not pause, however, to dwell upon that,

but proceed with the discourse, which now
passes over to our humanity, and speaks words

pertaining to man's salvation.

Verse 27. In this verse is finally summed
up all that the Lord might say concerning the

two great works of God, quickening and judg-

ing, in the strict oneness of their two-fold char-

acter. The words are simple and plain for the

tirst investigation of a rightly-disposed mind

;

but they involve the wholp unfathomable depth

of the connection and relation between those

two divine works from the creation to the final

judgment, as they proceed ever in and by the

Son. Their entire consummation alone will

bring us to an adequate knowledge of their true

harmony; now we can only study them in a

very rudimentary way. Christ gives life as the

Eternal Son of God, and he was Irom the begin-

ning of things the principle and source of life to

all creatures; but be j'ulgeth as the Son of Mm,
that is the end of God's dealings with fallen

man upon the earth. It is clear from the

antithesis with ver. 26, that this most strikingly

significant on vioi avOpainov t6rt,* "hecaune

he is the Son of Man." without any article is

designed to make emphatic his humanity.
Allowing that the expression may contain a
reference to Dan. vii. 13, 14, we must assume
that there also t^»3K 13, Son of Man, is used with

especial relation to his mediatorial oneness with

humanity, and there is no reason for under-
standing here—" because he is the Messiah."

This, in such a connection would be a meaning-
less addition, instead of that very deep thought
which is in the expression, though short-sighted

expositors to often pass it over. Von Meyer's

note deserves respectful considera' ion : "Because

man should be judged by his fellow, by the

most gracious and the meekest man, by man
who hath borne the sins of mankind, and can

have compassion upon his brethren—so that it

is mercy itself which judgeth." This is, verily,

the judgment of the Son of Man! He has

himself fought, if not with sin in himself, yet

with the sin of the world, and conquered ; he

knows by the experienceof his own infirmity in

the flesh, the precise boundary line betAveen

that which is inseparable from humanity and
sinless, and that which is truly guilt; he has

exercised the most perfect compassion toward

his brethren, the members of his own body,

betbre the judgment and in order to turn away
its sentence ; and when the last judgment comes

he will consummate that mercy in his believing

people, by that final forgiveness without which
even then not one of them could stand. He
will then be a merciful and gracious Judge to

his own, toward all whom he can recognize in

that character. But he to whom this normal

and central man, in whom all the history of man-
kind is representativeli/ summed vp, can then

judicially say—" I know thee not, because thou

wouldst never know me," will be with that

purest justice "which love will still and ever

retain, condemned.-f A Son of Man the Judge

* On t);e incorrect reference of th s to verse 28,

see Lucke, p. 61, 62, and Lampe ad h. 2. Conip.

also Biiickner on De Wette at this i)assaq;e, wlio

allows force to the omission of the article, but

Ihen forgets it in a weak and superficial inter-

pretation.

f Being himself the principle of Ife ,n liir

manity, he can in tlie most perfect niniuiPt

distinguish between men who are quickened to
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of all tlio world, as God ! This is the offence

of blinded mnid- ; but the Lord's words go forth

to prevent it— Rejoice ye rather that the Father
hath committed to W\9iion as the Son of Man the

rudiment of you all!

This utterance reaches forward even to the

great day wiien the xpi'diy itoiElv^ "executing
judgment," will be finally accomplislied ; but
ver. 30 will toach us that, if we would then

stand before tins Son of Man with acceptance,

we must submit ourselves to his merciful judg-

ment even now in this present time. All who
believe, hearing now his voice, knowing in

their own experience that the Son of God
giveth eternal life, and that the Son of Man
compassionately judgeth—"I condemn thee

not ;" and both combine in the beginning to

give assurance which the glorious future will

conitirm: "A very different doom awaits the

unbeliever!

"

Verses 28, 29. " Then did the Jews marvel at

this unheard-of doctrine, and even the Scribes

and Pharisees appeared to be carried away by the

overpowering current of his words, Ibrgettino;

for awhile their hatred and their scorn, and
standing in amazanent" (Teschendorll). But
he seizes upon ihcir astonishment, and goes on
to utter that sublime and serene /a/ Saf//a'Ccrf,
" Marvel not," which was yet more wonderful

than what he had ?aid before. T'oiTro, " at this,"

naturally means what liad just been said

—

Marvel not at this merely, rather believe, and
thus experience unto salvation how I, the Son,

as Son of Man, judge, and give from God the

life of God : lor every man who abides till that

day in xtnliclieving amazement, who hath been

otiended in me, will tlien l>e constrained to expe-

rience that 1 liave testified the truth. Few
am)ng you now hear my voice aright; but
then shall all, those too who have been long in

ihf \v 'jncccx (whatsoever and wheresoever their

graves uiiUiiown to man may be), be com-

jitlled to hear it. And then shall be the final

and eternal decision, when ail come fi.rf.h arid

are revealed. Then shall there be to believers

a judgment also unto life, to unbelievers a new
li.'e unto judgment. The unbelievers shall be
amikineil, but not to the life of the Son of God

;

j'uhjeil, but not with that merciful judgment of

the Son of Man which had been oil'ored in vain
before. And then shall there be the voice

iieanl—Come forth ! as it was prophetically

iieard at the grave of Lazarus. The Lord re-

fers almost literally to Dan. xii. 2 ; but he ex-
tends, in ncxvTti, "all," what there more
immediately points by D'31, " many," to a first

resurrection into a universality of final resur-

le'Lion. {^Vot txva6ccx6ii eiooT/i compare also

L\ya6ra6ii eii ^oo>/y, 2 Mace. vii. 14.) It is

indeed true that he mentions the lo'^rh first ol

all as judicial signs of faith or unbelief, and .so

far tlio.se who have done good are those who
have persisted in faith and in the new life

einiial lite, and tlioso who a-e fallen into

(lealli. So LaiiKO very trn'y, but not snHicieiuly

—llie idea nf judgment wlileli it iiiciicates bein^ '

loo rebliicied. I

thereby received
; those who have done evil are

those who have persisted in unbelief or relapsed
into it. But as the Lord himself, in Matt. xxv.
(see our exposition) leaches us, and so also the

rest of the Scripture, that there will be soma
who had never learned to know the name and
person of the Lord Jesus (although they experi-

ence<l in themselves the distinctive energy of

the Logos), we are led to a profounder consid-

eration of the reason why the Lord here, as in

Rev. XX. 12, 13, mentions works instead of

faith or unbelief.* If those who had been par-
takers of a first resurrection already enjoyed
the restoration also of physical life, so, on the
other hand, the heathens, mercifully accepted,

receive by the first immediate voice of the Lord
which they now hear, the full life of the inner

man: the resurrection itself is their regeneration,

just as to those who will be found alive and not

come forth from their graves, their change will

be a resurrection. Thus does the sacred word,
even where it is not speaking directly of these

and such like mysteries, yet leave rocm for

them, if we collect together in one all tliat is

afterwards said. Thus it may be understood
how, in this special sense, the resurrection i,3

to many a resurrection o/Z//e—to convict and
put to shame those to whom life was once
offered in vain, and to whom the resurrection

is now of damnation alone. Against S.hleier-

macher's trifling remark (we cannot, in the
face of the solemn Scripture, find any better
word for it) that there cannot be a resurrection
into eternal death, since all condition of unbe--
lief must pass away forever, and that the res-

urrection, as the great severance, is not yet the
full accomplishment of all God's will, every
man, however much he may desire an Apoca-
lastasis, whether as eternally proceeding, or as

accomplished at the last day, may find tlie refu-

tation in j\Litt. xxv. 46, and the cuiTent of
the whole Scripture. The Lord does indeed
mean (in opjmito) a resurrection of dea'h, but
he docs not expressly so term it, partly because
such an oximuron would savor too much of
the bitterness of contempt in the lips of him
whose love is now bent only on winning all,

and is therefore withheld
;
partly because in the

whole circle of the ideas of this discourse life

and ji/dgment are uniformly antithetical.!

Verse 30. Here begins the second part
of this discourse. After the Lord has, consist-

* Tliat is, we are not here to undorstand too
litera ly a consciously developed faith or unbelief
in his person ! My critic, Muiichnicyer, who terms
this position a fiilse one, has entirely misunderstood
mo, for I do not l>y any means deny the value of
works considered only as a ji oof of t e inte:nal

state. That, nevertheless, the performance of
good works "is dependent u])on taitli in the 11 •-

deem<*r," even wlieie liis word has no' bee i
)•-

ceived. Schleierma: her has rightly perceive;], how-
ever ollieiwise erroneous his view of the last

judgment may be (p. 3(J1), 3G1 of liis llomtiicn uhrr
Jiihiinncs).

f So also the .Tews distinguish between riMn

aiid T\'C'\'0'^t sec Buxt. Lex. Ualh. p. 74.j.
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enlly wilh Lis own dignity, vimUcated himself,

though by only stronger and stronger assertion

of liis divine works, he now proceeds, in a cer-

tain sense, to give evidence. It is not so much,
however, evidence, as a repvofof tlieir unbelief

appended to it. their unbelief being condemned
by the collected body of witnesses m their pro-

gression and unity
;
just as the self-evidencing

works were previously held forth for their con-

demnation, which thus themselves in reality

coincide with the testimonies. For in divine

things there is for man no other evidence for

conviction than this £Xe}^xoi npay^iccTODv

(conviction of deeds) for the opening of the

eye of faith. We shall see that the several

testimonies to which the Lord appeals are es-

teemed by him to be but one connected testi-

mony of tlie Father, and that in conjunction

with his own sef-testimony

.

We see this at once wlien our Lord, at the

outset of the proving part of his discourse (as

it is improperly called), only repeats Va\?, first

assertion at ver. 19. We may exhibit the ar-

rangement of thought thus : as he has hitherto

defended the first matter of accusation, the

ravra itoielv ev da/3f3drai, "doing these

things on the Sabbath," the iusiv ro 6d.fi/ia-

Tov, " breaking the Sabbath," his £ ft y <x Z £ -

6Q ai, " working," and that only by the

XeyEiVy" saying," which is repeated against

the second greater accusation, that he was the

Son of 'God—so be now defends this Xiysiv,

or " saying," itself specifically, in still continu-

ing- it, "now however placing 7us \6yoi, or word,

in'con junction with every Hoy o<i, "word," of

the Father, which the Jews had already receiv-

ed (ver. 3S). He has hit.ierto spoken of the

Son, the Son of Man standing before them, in

the third person (with the exception of ver. 24.

in connection with that most central Xiyo)

v(iTi') • he now begins and continues to give

full prominence to the first person oi his Xdyoo,
" and L" Thus he repeats, first of all, in ver.

30, the declaration from winch he set out in

ver. 19. But this second o u S e v," nothing,"

now more distinctly embraces all that has pre-

ceded, from the Sabbath-work which they liad

blamed to the judgment of the last day; he

i-etires back again, as it were appeasingly after

the great declaration of vers. 28, 29, to the po-

sition of subordination to the Father, and con-

nects directly his noio proceeding words and
judgment with his final judicial utterances.

As I do nothing of myself, so also I speak

nothing of myself—that is the progress of the

thought. Eut he terms his speaking to the

world ?i judging, in immediate conjunction with

the final judgment ]n?,t mentioned (comp. after-

wards chap. viii. 25, 26) ; and thereby declares

two things, contirmatory of our previous ex-

position of the comprehensive and frequent

yp/Gii, or "judgment"—not only that the

judgment of unbelievers already begins in his

spoken word (chap. xii. 48), but also that be-

lievers are similarly required to submit their

sins to the present jud'^rment of his merciful

word. Before it was—What I see, I do ;
now

it is—As I JieffT, I judge and speak. That is

—I hear of the Father, consequently always
aright; consequently ray judgment is always
right, always just, yea, it is the only unerring

sure judgment of divine truth, which is reveal-

ed in my person to mankind. Let it be re-

membered that in Isa. xi. 3, 4, this judging in

righteousness is exhibited as the first great

official work of the future Messiah. It is there

negatively declared that he shall not see and
hear after the manner of men,* and that is one
and the same with this positive assertion that he
hears rightly from the Father. And here rises

to us, when we view it more generally, another
twofold distinction :

" If I judge you, your sin,

your unbelief, the pride of vour hearts (as then
was to be the case), I judge you justly ; if I

arrogate to myself the authority for this, that

1 am the Son, the Saviour, and Judge of man-
kind, I d'^ not unjustly appropriate any thing

to myself. For the Father himself in me
commands me, in my inmost being to declare

to all the world that lam He." This is in sub-
lime analogy with the humble appeal of the

Apostles to what the Lord and his Spirit had
shown and testified to them, Acts iv. 19, 20.

Comp. John viii. 55.

This might have been enough. But the
Lord condescends to us yet more deeply and
graciously, when he goes on to add

—

Because I
seek not mine own will, but the will of him who liath

sent me(7Carfto?, " Father," is probably not the

right reading). This sinlessness, this pure
i'reedoin from self, this living, moving, and
having his being in the love God (vers. 41, 42)
as the fulfilling of the law, may and should be
seen from without by the world ; these are his

epyocy or " works," in the highest sense of the

word, wherein, through the unity of his entire

sacred action and life, all his individual won-
derful works attest their divinity. As he did

no sin, so was there no deceit found in his

mouth—this is the gr at conclusion which he
sets before us here, as in chap. viii. 46 ; though
the Rationalists down to our own day have
never understood it. He .asserts here, as in

chap. viii. 28, 29, his perfect sinlessness, and
appeals to that as evidence, that in this insepa-

rable unity of his whole person, as he stands

before us judging all alike, all his miracles are

attested to be divine works, and the sum of his

declarations concerning himself and us, Si-

xaiov, just, and dXtfjeZ, true. For d/xapzia
as sin and as error is essentially one. Sin is

the acting from self, error and lie are the speak-

ing from self, in opposition to God ; and as the

Son with perfect 6yUoO£'A?/(jzS (unit}' of will)

* Since the most upright judge, not l)cing om-
niscent, can oalj' judge according to wha" he heary

and sees in tlie most unprejudiced manner possi-

ble. The hearing \s placed distinctively before t!ie

HftiyEiv xar oipiv {Johnvh.'li^m TtpoGoonoXri-

ipia (which does not beflt blind justice). The
Lord, however, needs not first to question and
examine men, for he hath heard all before of the

Father.
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veJcetTi nothing but the Father's will, that is,

only lives for its fulfillment (a condescen.ling

expression ih antithesis with ourselves)—how
cou.d he speak any other than the pure truth

of God?*
Verse 31. Teschendorff here intersects a

contradiction as if the discourse was inteirupted—" Thou bearest witness of thyself (of what
value is that?)" and there is nothing inappro-

priate in the supposition. It is possible,

though not probable, that the testimony which
the Evangelist gives as one was occasionally

interrupted, and thus broken up into parts ; it

is not probable, for the Evangelist elsewhere is

accustomed to insert the interrupting rejoin-

ders. It is too universally recognized that

within the circle of fallible and selfish humanity
a man's own testimony in his own affairs is of

no avail, to render any resort to the Talmud
or other learned source necessary. But Tlio-

luck quotes the Rabbinical ^3 ^y ;pX3 DTX pX

iCVy (no man is to be believed with reference

to himself)—Liicke, with others, Pomponius
J)e testihts—" NuUus idoneus testis in re sua

intelligitur " (No one is understood to be a com-

petent witness in his own case), in connection

with wliicli the notes to a certain song invol-

untarily occur to my mind.f Such an allega-

tion against his testimony the Lord might

have answered in two ways : by vindicating

his true and holy self in distinction from self

as applied to us (as chap. viii. 14); or, as here,

by speaking more accommodatingly, and in the

spirit of the allegation
—

" If I, in tlie seiue

ill which ye underdand it, testified of myself,

then would my testimony be indeed unworthy

of credit. But such a solitary 'E;'oj, '/,' is,

as I have said, in my case impontiiJjle." This is

the imm£diate result of taking vers. 19 and 30

together, as those who heard must have felt.

Verse 32. But another! It is a melan-

choly exhibition of the superficiality of much
of the exposition both of ancient and modern
times, that this most sublime 'AXXo?, Anotlter,

in which the Lord distinguishes himself from

the Father without prejudice to their essential

oneness, just as ii chap. xiv. 16 he distin-

gr.ished the Holy Spirit, has been so generally

misapprehended. Assuredly the discourse does

not in thi-j disjointed w ly introduce something

quite new, the explanation of which we are to

seek in the sequel, but it keeps still its relu--

tion to what had been said before, with a

de.-iign to confirm it ; and from what had pre-

ceded it must necessarily follow that this

aAAoS must be the txcZvoS, lie, of ver. 19, now
sot in opposition to the hypothetical false

'Eyui,I. Another in the distinction of per-

sons, and yet not another as he who ever

worketh and testifielh in the Son himself; just

as the vini dy'JpMTtov, Hon of Man, is ever

one with the Eter;ial Son of God. How could

the Son, indeed, after all tl-.at he had testified

and declared concerning himself, receive wit-

ness from another, from an actual 7nan, ver. 3-1 ?

As regards the formula aAAoJ i6viv, " there

M another," we may compare those strictly

similar in chap. viii. 50, 54, and so also ver. 18

of the same cliapter. The present 6 jitaprv-

p(^y, and ^nx/jcvpEi, " witnesseth," of itself

forbids us to interpret it of the Baptist, who is

introduced in ver. 35 with ?/»',* " was." In
the Hcxi otS a," and I know," appears once

more the self-consciousness of him who alone

had heard and seen the Father, the stamp of

which in word and work of itself exhibits this

testimony of the Father TCspi avro.v, " of him,"

as also a testimony di avruv, through him.

He who is repelled by the supposition that

Hal oi^a, on aXrfOffi idriv ?'/ mxprvpia au-
Tovy " and I know that his witness is true,"

are the words of the Son in relation to the

Father, should compare chap. iii. 33, vii. 28, viii.

26, 55, before he decides to reject it. God is the

true God emphatically, the Son, in wliom he is,

liveth, and beareth witness, knowclh him to

be such immediately—and in a manner quite

different from man's knowledge that God cannot

lie.

Verse 33. the Jews as voiOfjoi rat? txHoali

(dull of hearing) might indeed, as they would

understand the iyoay" i," of an individual man
like themselves, so also pervert this aAAo?,

"another," into another man in the ordinary

sense, and consequently, as he was most likely

to occur to their minds, understand it of John

the Baptist. The Lord had foreseen this, and

he would by it awaken their conscience, for the

testimony of John was also a true testimony

of the Father; afterwards making that lead the

way to a higher and more immediate testi-

mony. Thus TeschendortTs interpolation is

once more not amiss—" Ah, thou meanest

John the Baptist, who, they say, testified con-

cerning thee !
" The Lord hereupon answers

not simply—I mean not him; but—" Not him

as a man, and not him alone." For we must

now assert, what almost all expositors fail to

discern, that all which follows is no more than

a development of the previous declaration—

7/ jitaprvpia, yv o Ttazj)p naftvvpEl itepi

tuov, " the witness which the Fatlier witness-

eth of me ;" tbat is, that the Lord now points

out the three testimonies, the Bupdd's, that of

the works, and that of S:ripture, as one con-

sistent and concerted testimony of God. Here

there is a most significantly developed grada-

tion. When the Father would send forth his

Son, he gave his testimony by the forereunner

whom he sent ; whose finger pointed to Jesus,

concentrated ia itself, and finally closed, the

entire Old-Testament reference to Christ as

* Wimmer also, in the Shul. und Krit. 1845, i.

118, thus rightly understands the passage.

\ Wa>uhbcc\er Bote, thu'd part, at the beginning.

* It is woll known, linvever. tliat, Clirya., Tlieo-

l)hyl., Eulliyin., Noiinus (who lias a'AAo? dvr^p),

Erasmus, etc., uiKlt^rstind it of the Bapiist: Gru-

lins called it fac lliiiuiin(!)—while men like Hess

echo it, and De WeLte and Bauiugarteu-Crusim

defend it.
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contained in the preaching of repentance in the

law, and in the announcement of the kingdom
in the prophets. But this ttstimony appealed

for its own value to the mighty demon-stration

of the Fulfiller who came after him who gave it.

Now testifies in tlie middle place the Father
himself (ver. 37); that is, he testifies most
directly by the works of the Son, who for us

utters his voice and reveals his shape, as it

never else was seen or hoard ; thus the word of

John is essentially confirmed by Christ, and
the word of the last prophet, as well as of all

who preceded him, becomes a. liffiociorEpoi Xo-
yoz, "more sure word,'' forour f^o/tifv, holding
(" having "), through the coming of him whose
coming was foretold (2 Pet i. 19). Finally, the
entire Old-Testament Scriptures (to which the

new and apostolical were added to this end)
become illustrated in this light, and glorified

into the third and la'?t testimonj'^, to which alone,

even after the manifestation and works of the

Son, unbelief can be referred through all the
ages of time. Not as if it could be in itself a
greater witness besides and above the Son him-
self; but for our conviction—and thus accord-
ing to the essential idea oJ the word—the
orignally given and abiding testimony of the
ancient Scriptures is actually the greatest. For,

it is only in the riglit understanding of them,
in the comparison of him who stands before us
quickening and judging us and the world,
with him oy eypa-4)e Moovdi}? xai oi npoq)?}-

Tai, "of whom Moses and the prophets did

write" (chap. i. 46), that the works of the

Son become understood and appreciated, so

that our tvpi)Kai.iEv, " we nave found,"

may follow.* Such is the progression of the

three witnesses, according to which vers. 33
and 38 appear to be no other than a reprov-
ing reference and appeal

—

"Ye sent unto John,
and yet believed him not

—

Ye see and hear
me, and in me the Father, but ye believe
not ;" but then in ver. 39 arises the exhortation
and direction—" Now search into the ScrijJtures

better than you have heretofore done, and with
this one declaration alone can I dismiss you !

"

Thus much preparatorily upon the wide-spread
CDntroversy between the indicative and the im-
perative in this passage.

In this second part the reproving v/iei?,
"ye," taken from the Af'/ca vixlv, "I say
unto you" is placed in sharply defined anti-

thesis with the ^T'&J, " I," for the judicial de-

tection of their unbelief. " Ye manifested, and
indeed possessed, when John came, the begin-
ning of faith ; and acknowledgment of the

solemn truth of his plain words—though he
wrought no miraclef—was extorted from you."

* This is thf reasc! v/hy Sch'eiermacher, reject-

ing the O'd Testament, can never find anywhere
the true Christ.

f
" God did not give John rn'racles to work, in

order that no man misht say, ' John wronEtht mir-
icles as well as he! IIow can we decide?' The
Jews would have had more difficulty in di.s-

t nguishing between Christ and John—it would

We know with what convincing power our
Loi-d elsewhere laid this fact upon their con-

sciences—see our exposition of Matt. xii.

" Even ye Pharisees desired to hear him, as did

Heiod when he was in prison
;
ye sent unto him

with a certain measure of confidence in him, to

ask that man if he was himself the Messiah.

But when his answer came that poinded to me,
it was not according to your mind, because ye
loould not come to me ; and then was the unbe-
lief of your hearts made manifest. He bare wit-

ness to the <ni/A(Groti us : "modeste dictum, non
wu'Ai"), that is, heconfes-edand denied not (clian.

i. 20), he humbly declared what was the truth,

that he was not the Messiah, and pointed to

me, coming after him." Thus the Lord, on the
other side, confirms and approves the word
of his minister and forerunner, responding
with hyd) eini, " I am He," to his oJroS edrz,
" This is He." The Lord is not here reminding
the members of that mission to John of any
single testimony, personally pointing out Jesus,

which they had suppressed because ot the peo-
ple (as Lange thinks) ; it is not of any other
record not preserved that he here speaks, but
of that testimony which we read in John, and
which they had indeed suppressed before him-
self and the people alike, by not believing it.

Verse 34. The correct reading is undoubt-
edly dyOpaJTtov, "man," and this singular of

itself points to the true sense in which alone we
can understand oiu' Saviour as setting aside the

ordained testimony of him who witnessed of

Christ that all men through him might believe,

chap. i. 7. Now, on the one hand, Joiin cannot
really, as the higher authority, first testify of

Jesus, since John himself is first approved by
all things that he spake of this man being found
to be true (chap. x. 41)—yet, on the other
hand, he was sent of God as the greatest pro-

phet, and consequently his witness was as

certainl}' the voice and word of God from
heaven, as the voices at Jordan and Mount
Tabor. Our Lord's meaning must be interpret-

ed as an accommodation to their unbelieving
want of understanding. H' they held himself

to be a mere man, they denied the nian of God
in John ; and, in the pure Rationalistic style,

might suppose that their mutual appeals were
the result of a concerted and secret plan. It is

against this that the word so keenly protests

—

" 7, the Son of God, receive not the testimony
(with the article

—

the testimony, necessarv to

me as in ver. 31 I admitted to you) from John
as from a man ;"* for—and now we quote
Zeller—" where is the ambassador of Caesar or

kinsr, who, instead of seeking his authentica-

ever have been a cause of confu.sion to them"
{Berlcnb. Jiihc ).

* AanfjdvEiv is, 'ndeod, here not merely—to
allow the validity, to accept (as in chap. iii. 11,

32), but to appropriate, seek out, allege, urge as
evidence; standing ))ara le! with ^jjteIv in verse44.
But the expression "^rT.tjB <7< " is too strotig, (or

here as in ver. 41 we can only assign with pro-

priety the setter meaning to our Lord.
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tion directly from hia own sovereign himself,

would appeal to the testimony of tlie serretan/

to hi* emh(t.w/ ?" " If it were merely Imnian testi-

mony—thuugli ve think so— I wonhl either not

mention it at all. or absolutely reject it ; but I

do mention it, and I do refer to it ; consequent-

ly ye perceive that I appeal to it as the testi-

mony of Go I, who also hath sent this man."
T/)y fiaprvpiav, " the witness," does not £;o

back trenorallv to ver. 31, as we have already

said (Bruckner

—

tcMch I needed)—but hangs
directly upon ver. 32, and includes, as we
pointed out, the words of the Baptist also under
the testimony of the F.Uher. The Lord begins

anew to teach here that which hrael should

long ago have known, and which the appeal

afterwards to Scripture as the final tpstimony

emphatically decides—that divine testimonies

are given throusrh men. As he now saith this

that they might be saved, so also hath God the

Father from age to age for our salvation's sake

condesceiulin.'ly given his word to man by the

instrumentalitv of man. First at the con-

clusion, ver. 36, do we perceive prominence
given to r?/i' juaprvpiav, "the witness ;" thus

expressing the contrast between the testimony
immediately given by the Father and that given
mediately through John tiie Baptist.

Verse 35. Tiie }}y, " was,"* indicates that

John's course was now fulfilled, that he was in

prison, if not actually put to death. But the

article which must not be pretermitted in 6

Xix^o^y " [the] light"(properly candleor lamp),

has a large signification as an attestation for

John ; more i
articularly in this two-fold sense.

It places him in opposition to the true ^&i?,
" Light" (itself), as a human instrument, a

light being kindled in him for his own age
;

but it also points him out as the expected fore-

runner, who was to come, the Elias before the

Messiah. AVith this coincides the expression

used concerning him, and whic h is almost
literally that of Ecclus. xlviii. 1 concerning
Elias :

—

a.f£6n] TtpocpTJzJji wS Kvp, nai 6
\uyoi avroC cji Xaftirdi ixaiEro, "a prophet
arose like fire, and his word burned like a

lamp." Now, whether the Lord consciously

and designedly referred to the v>'ords of Sirach's

son (and we have most undeniable proofs of

such allnsicms to apocryphal passages in his

discourse.-;), or whetlier this was a current pro-

verb concerning Elias in those days, docs not
affect the question at all; the thing remains
the same, the reference is perfectly plain and
obvious. We must, however, inquire into the

meaning oi xnio/ifyoi xai crat'yojy, " buVning
and shining," which arc certainly not tautolog-

ical. Tiie }(au60ai, " burn." is obviously, as in

Ecclus., intended of that fiery zeal which was
the essential spirit of Elias (Luke i. 17, ix. 55)

;

and tiiat m a two-fold contrast : first, with the

* Bengel, who assigns a later date to the em-
ba.«sy, strives to show that 'he nv places the Bap-
tist in ttie past, because the .Jews wo e weary of

him, and he hinisflf a're.idy obscured by the

greater light o' Jesus.

peaceful and mild beaming of li.ght and truth

in Christ; and then with the childish f ly

—

afterwards ailuded t;

—

wh.cii desired onlv to

take pleasure in the light, without being con-
sumed by the zeal. But the Lord indicites a
yet deeper meaning by the cilloc;it;on of the
two words: that man generaliv.even a p-ophet
(as the Apostles, Luke xii. 35). can only givo
light by burning, like a lighted candle—until

he is burnt out, and his mission upon earth
ceases. 1'hus did the Baptist burn

—

briglitly,

but rapidly—he was upon the scene only 5r/j'>S

aopccy, " for a season." God had placed him,
as St. Augustine says, upon the candlestick,

"that men might, by his candle, seek the day"
—but even this accommodation to their infirm-

ity was in vain, and was the occasion of a fear-

ful perversion. A man like th^s preacher of

repentance was not sent to be rejoiced in, but
for the awakening of At-rr^ xccrd SetJK, "godly
sorrow ;" they, however, played with liiin as

children play w.th the light tliat comes into the
room

; they know not yet the use of the light,

and only take pleasure in its lustre, without
using it to light them to duty and earnest em-
ployment. Although this implies an acknow-
ledgment enforced from them that in bin', there
was fpGj?, " light," the truth, yet it was no
more to them (as Luther's translation aptly
expresses it) than a mere schcln, or brightness,

which led them to stream into the desert with-
out any spirit of obedience to the truth, without
any actual repentance or faith, and stand or sit

before him like their fathers before Ezekiel, see

Ezek. xxxiii. 30-33. The first viteii, " ye,"

had made prominent the actual representatives
and rulers of Israel; but the second one in-

cludes more especially the mass of the common
people; and this word is at the same time a
proof (in opposition to Langc's above-mentioned
remark) that the Lord was speaking publicly
here, and not before any tribunal. He could
not have thus spoken before the greater or lesser

Sanhedrim ; but if he was comprehending to-

gether both rulers and people, he might impute
to each party, as in vers. 33 and 35, what the
other had done. Just as in J^Iatt. xvii. 12 he
imputes by oila ?}0t'X7/6ay, "whatsoever they
listed," even Herod's act to the entire people,

see vol. i. p. 320. The j'/OeXr/dare, " ve were
willing," is the language of sharp reproof and
irony, and discloses preparatorily the secret

principle of evil in their will, as it fully comes
nut in the ou Sf'Af rf, " ye will not," of ver.

40. Whatsoever thci/ either will or will not, is

alike contrary to the testimonies of God. Tho
light shincth upon them in vain, and no fire

from heaven can set them on fire. Lange and
Bengel (and Cyril and Chrysostom of old) refer

the TCpoi (Zpcxy, "for a season," to the peoples
will (ne voluntas quidem vestra fuit diulurna),

but we hesitate to acce])t this : for we do nok
read that the people had abandoned John the

Baptist before his retirement, nor is it probable;
and the capriciousness of individual runners to

and fro—of whom there were manv, doubtlr.ss,

who only paid heed to him zpui ajpocy—still
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less s its a disconrse so general as this. We
think the thoiieht more striking, the declara-

tion more convincing, if we take it thus : As
long as this light burned and shone, ye were
there to look at it—but now that he is gone,

where is th'' frnit of repentance towards God,

and of faith towards me ? If we ask, finally,

what was the dyaWiadOi/ycxt, " rej icing," in

John which the Lord allows the people to have

felt, the answer is obvious : They rejoiced to

hear that the kingdom of heaven was at hand
and the Messiah come ; everything else they

passed over, and painted the Messiah to their

own imaginations as they would desire to have

him.

Verse 36. We have already shown in what
sense HE 0^0), "greater," is to be understood,

and ha\e now only to remark that it gives us

to see the principle of the order of these three

testimonies ; and hence that the testimony ot

the Scriptures must be relatively the greated.

For we can think of no other than a mere rela-

tive sense for us, when we narrowly examine

the subject. Just as the works of the Son are

in their foundation all alike great as the works

of God, the first faint commencement of judging

and quickening in the human heart being a

power of God equally with the last things of

the last great day, while yet for our Sau-
txd^eiy, or marvelling, they are developed as

ever increasing /usiZova, greater and greater

things are spoken of; so, while all true testi-

monies of God are equally great in themselves,

they penetrate our unbelief with a gradation of

energy—at first more and more , direct and

immediate, the strongest evidence is finally

reached by falling back upon the written me-
dium again. Christ as the Son needed no

longer the light of John, and then finally the

?rophetic apostolic word (once more to cite 2

'et. i. 19) shone with the brightest lustre of all,

upon the dark places of unbelief. 7*017 'Iced y-

vov, "that of John," instead of rrji naprvpiai
Tov Ucodvvov, the testimony of John (Vulg.
" Johanne"—Erasm. " testimonio Johannis "),

is a breviloquence which, though the philologist

Winer counts it of no significance, has in it

here somethmg emphatic ; for not merely is

the Lord's tyoo, " I," but the Father himself,

thereby put in clear antithesis with the aVOpcj-

jro?, " man"—although tJiis man, so to speak,

was himself absolutely nothing but a witness

and a testimony.

We have made it already sufRciently plain

to our readers that the works to which the Lord

here appeals, cannot possibly* be merely signs

and wonders in the narrow sense. The offence

which the older orthodoxy has given to Ration-

alism through laying too great stress upon the

evidence of miracles, must be cancelled by a

deeper insight. Let the first part of this dis-

course be rightly understood, which, treating

of the epyoii, or works, regards them only as

the exciting, teaching symbols of his inward

* Yet Olshausen and Storr, Flalt and Kuinol.

believe this.

operation : even the /ueytdra, " the greatest,"

and edxccra, " k,st," at the last day being only

the final ext«rrnal manifestation of an internal

resurrection and of an internal condemnation.

Let it be observed that in ver. 24 he most dis-

tinctively points to the evidence of the experi-

ence of the inner man, and in ver. 30 only

appeals to the holiness of his own life. Let
the words spoken at the close of the Lord's

public life, John xii. 37, be well understood in

their analogy with Psa. xcv. 9; and it will

be seen that the wonders displayed before the

eyes avail not unless the ears of the dead hear

tile voice of the great awakening call. We do

not indeed by this disparage the miracles; they

stand among his works, as in the Lord's mean-
ing here, so also in such passages as Matt. xi.

5, 21, 23. Acts ii. 22 gives them their full

importance : b.ut when the Lord speaks in John
of his works, as here and chap, x, 36-38, xiv.

10-12, he regards the miracles only in their

connection with his entire holy life and his

whole faithful testimony (so Lampe—" totus

operum ejus nexus"), independently of which

connection the greatest portents both in Scrip-

ture and tl:e nature of the case are regarded as

valueless. " Li Christ, whose entire operation,

in teaching and acting, consisted in the con-

stant exhibitions of an immanent, ever-present

divinity, all activity is coincident with miracle :

hence John savs simplv epya" (Beck, J^Jinki-

tung, p. 189).^" With this view alone will 5V«
TiX(.ioi)6oo avTd, '' that I may finish them,"

harmonize, spoken with the same fulness of

meaning as in chap. iv. 3-4 and xvii. 4.* All

his epyoc, or " works," are one great tpyov, or
" work," which proceeds onwards towards its

consummation before our eyes in individual

tpyoii. The Father hath given them to him
that he may <lo them, but at the same time it is

the Father who doeth them in him (ch. xvi. 10),

and thus mth the Father, since his coming and

work, ever borne witnes-i to him ; there is no

other more immediate self, no other exhibition

of the Father than in the Son and his works—

•

that is, his whole life and act, including his

word, and in the peculiar light of that his own
word, brightly shining and clearly speaking to

all. This is our anticipatory exposition of the

following verse.

Verses 37, 38. There are not wanting, in-

deed, expositors (they may bo seen in Lampe)
who interpolate here a fourth testimony, to

which the ^ts/iiaprvpt/HS, "hath borne wit-

ness," referred—namely, the voice from heaven

which bore witness to the Son at his baptism

in the Jordan. We can only say that, on the

one hand, the testimony, as pertaining only to

the Son himself, could not be appropriately

numbered among the testimonies for others

who should, through it, believe: and, further,

as it onlv became known through the words of

* For the ex])laiiation of this in the ScIinUehrn--

hihel of Brandt is very flat—'' That T should flo all

that is appointed to me, even on the Sabbath,

whether ye will or not."
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the Baptist,* it is already included in the first

of our three testimonies. We cannot by any

means understand how the Lord could lay the

6trun:.,'er emphasis upon a transaction so mys-

terious as tliai which was seen and heard only

bv John and himself—alter he had been ap-

pealing to the wonderful works which had been

mandV-sted to the world. And though in that

testiinunv the voice of the Father was heard,

yet was not his sluipe seen ; consequently we
cannot think that the Lord, in speaking here

to lhe-!e Jews, would incorporate in his words

his own secret reflections upon that mysterious

assurance which he had himself received from

the Father—as in chap. i. 51 we discerned such

a secret reference in his words to the first dis-

ciples. It remains, that he is still speaking of

the testimony of the works, that of the whole

personal work of Jesus; but now, precisely as

at Vf-r. 35, the blindness and deafness of the

unbelieving Jews as it respects this testimony

is most significantly and impressively de-

scribed.

f

Lange, following many of the fathers, t here

discovers an antithesis between ftenapTifjifxe,
" hath borne witness," and mxiirvpsl, " bear

witne.ss," as if between the Old Testament and

the New, and consequently supposes that the

reference to the entire Old-Testament Scrip-

tures (" the Father doth not now begin his tes-

timony concerning me") begins already here

in ver. 37 ; but in opposition to this we have

only to remark that the ^^napzpvptjxF. is

strictly parallel with the ejUone, " hath given."

Nor are we to regard it directly as meaning
" the immediate divine teslimony in the inmost

soul of believers," although the Lord pi'esently

afterwards goes on to lay bare the truth, that

withijut this all other testimony wouM ever be

inetiectual. He is most assuredly speaking

here beforehand of an ol/jecUoe testimony of the

Father, and his meaning is—As I have already

done many works, and spoken many words, in

these the most immediate testimony of the

Father hath been lomj with yjn, but ye have not

yet heard or seen any thing of it I And tchij ?

* Since now no one believes tiiat it took place
" in freijuenli jtopuli coiifluxu."

\ Zeller in the Mouatsblatt arran<Tes tlio wit-

nesses in another manner, appaipritly VPiy iiijiMi-

ious, anil wilii a typical app;ic:ition of the revela-

tion at tlie baptism to the Faiher's diawiijr to the

Son: (l)t;ie testimDiiy of hin works, whicli the

Father hath aivj-nhiin; C2) tiie test mony of the

imni^diaie voice of the Fa lier, by which lie call-

elh those who hear to iii.s Son—Hear him ! and

(3) the tfsiinioiiy nt' Smpture. But the tostimony

of the Baptist is here very im|>roiiprly omi ted
;

this was iiiKuan and divine, just as the propli -lie

Scripture is; and «e may reasonably ask where
the s/irrpe of the Father is in this intorpiotation,

«ince it cannot of course be referred to the form of

the dove.

^ Cyiil, Th'^ophyl. Nonnus also makes jirom-

iiieiit the ])roiilii'iical Scriplure: cp'jfyyone roii

6ToiidTFi)()i i^F.f)y XcuSdccjy Sr.\' ipcirciv inxp-

rv/ju/f CwoutjaK d n ui fi aii;) nope tfd/lru?.

This is the right point in which to find the

transition to tlie preparatory testimony of the

OUl Te»tAiiiuiiit—Bccduxc ye have not received and
appropriated t/uU in faith, ye remain deaf and
blin<i to me ! This thought is fully confirmed

by ver. 47. But why does the Lord speak

here thus of the voic^ and the n/uqe of God ?

This expression is, first of all, based upon the

revelations of God in olden time, in which he

either iijH}l:e to the prophets, or ajqMire-l to

them—such must have been the immediate
impression which it would make upon Jewish

ears. EiSoi a v r ov koopdxare we are not to

regard as merely " beheld a sight of him," but

in the full meaning of Num. xii. 8 (nS"l?i and

nin^nj^?3n, Sept., kv el'Sst, rtfv Su^av XV-

piov eide), as essentially and proper as the voice

from Sinai, in connection with which there was
no form visible to the jictjjile ; so that the two
expressions taken togetlier embrace the law

and the prophets, as they were already united

in the person of Moses. If we ask further,

in Avhat sense he could allege against the

Jews that they had not heard and seen God
like the fathers, Moses and the prophets, we
are driven to a deeper interpretation by the

lj'tn(.ilox of these designedly myst'M'ious words

—

words which, like many others which our Lord
uttered, were intended to arouse the conscience

by baflling the understanding. First of all he
Would say to lliem :

" Ye are not such as the

believing men who received the former revela-

tions, they would not and could not have bepii

vouchsafed to yon ;"•*• an then further : "For,
altiiough ye have these voices and appearances

of God in the Si'>ij>(>ire as having been alTorded

also for yoii, yet ye have never understood thein,

never heard them or seen them aright." For
all external revelation of God avails nothing
unle.s9 it is met by the susceptible hearing and
seeing of man. If, flna'lv, we meditate pro-

foundly upon this mnrvellous woi-d, we find

another vadirt-tne of meaning in them. It is

quite right to say that the Lord docs not here

deny, but rather afirm, the reality of the cpoovrj,

"voice," and of the etfin<i, "shape," of God
(else would the entire Old Testament be con-

tradicted)
;
yet we must remember further,

that he is spe:ikiiig properly of the v nee and
f(jrm of the nixrijp aTvov,"hifi Father,"

and he finally does actually deny by the strik-

ing TtooitoTE, "at any time," that such ever

did, or could ever exist for men, indrpcnden'lyof

himself. Let chap. vi. 46 also be taken into the

account—a parallel so exact that we must
necessarilv interpret our passage accordinoj to

its analo'.'v, a^ well as that of tlie prologue (chap.

i. 18), He who appeared, and he who spoke in

the old cov nant, was never the Father him-
self, but alwavs tlie sor'-same Elernal Son who
at last appeared in the tlesli. This is an axiom,

firmlv established for all orthodox exposition of

* By this did. he inc dentally iIhk ijn their fa-

fabies about the ^ip n3 ^ See aftcrward.s on chap.

X i. 28.
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Scripture. Tlius the saying of our Lord is so

ordered that he does not declare with an inde-

finite generahty—" Ye know not God in any

manner, have not seen him or heard him"
(Klee), but—Ye have neither understood gen-

erally all the former voices and revelations which

have been transmitted to you ; nor do ye now
know that in all of them the same Son was heard

and seen who now standeth in your midst.

tlUne would ye, and must ye know and under-

stand me, whose word and whose person is now
the final (pcovi} of the Father, and his only pos-

sible ti^oZ. The Father speaketh himself with

you, shows himself to you in me, as he never

did before ; but ye have ears and hear not, eyes

have ye, and see not (Deut. xxix. 4).

Why, finally, is this, and wherein does it lie?

The last clause gives the solution. The wortl

of the Father (now comprising both, for even

his form would only sixak to us) ye have not

dwelling in you, or rather abidimi ; it bath never

laid hold upon you, and found firm lodgment in

your hearts [xooslv ey vf-uv, chap. viii. o7).

This Xoyoi avTov, Tov narpoi, "his word,

that of the Father," is assuredly not an inde-

pendently existing other first revelation in the

conscience (against this usage of Xoyoi in 01s-

hausen, Lucke rightly protests) ;
but it is that

one word of the Father, ever tending from above

and from without to the inner being of man,

ever seeking a lodgment in his heart, the pro-

foundest and most essential reality of which can

be actually no other than the eternal Aoyoi,
Logos, of John's prologue. But that is not now
speculatively introduced oy our Lord : he rather

refers by this ?i.6yoi to that which he after-

wards more directly designates as rdi ypacpa ?,

" the Scriptures ;" here marking the transition

to the third and last testimony, the at least

externally abiding form. Ye have the word of

God—that is, not the Father's immediate word,

but as mediated by me from the beginning in

every voice and manifestation

—

in your books;

but ye have it only externally, and are like the

deafand blind (Isa. xxix. 11,12, 18); it has

never laid hold upon your inmost souls. For
ye show this, it is made manifest by this (a on
for did as aTtoSEiKTixoy, so in Luke vii. 47),

that ye believe not on him, whom the Father

hath now sent, speaking in him more loudly,

and appearing more plainly, than ever before.*

Yea, ye do not even believe rovtcS, " him "

—

in the dative—as a prophet, who testifieth of

God as his Father, and thus of himself. Learn

here, that in order to man's believing the testi-

mony of Jesus, a preparation is previously

required—among the covanant people of God
through the Scriptures, among the heathen

(though they are left out of the question in this

discourse to the Jews) through something analo-

gous at least. But when this is wanting, and

* Miinchmeyer teaches me that grammatically

OTt never oou d stiiid for dio. I know very well

that tonnally it could not, but in its mea' ing it

miorht; that is as diu aTtoSeiHrixor—which on

that account I expressly inserted above.

neither are the works of the Son seen nor his

words heard, what remains but to refer back

unbelief to the Scriptures, which are in their

totality the wynZ that fully corresponds to the

revelation of God in the flesh ?

Verse 39. We read in Bengel—Brentius

inagni judicii interpretes esse ait, qui indiciui-

vum statuant (Brenz says that those are inter-

preters of great judgment who make out an
indicative [in epsvrdrs, "search] ;" let me be

permitted to add

—

majoris vero aio, qui tamen
imperativum (but I say they are oi greater, who
insist upon the imperative). For to lake unex-
amined ancient traditii'n or ecclesiastical trans-

lation is no magnum judicium ; but to find our
way back to the right, in spite of a specious

learned criticism, is something more thun t]\%i

criticism, it is a higher potentiality into which
criticism must raise itself. The Peshito trans-

lates it in the imperative 1^3 ; so did Chrys ,

Angus., TheophyL, Euthym., accept the word,
and generally most of the ancients, with Calvin,

Beza, and Wetstein ; so also does Olshausen,
with Paulus, and Baumgarten-Crusius. Lange
also, to my satisfaction, seemed to lean that way—" Hence he exhorts them, to go and study the

ancient Scriptures more proloundly ;" though,
alas ! in his third volume, p. 59S, he returns to

a contrary decision for the indicative. I myself,

in the first edition of the former part of this

work, followed in his track, until I came to

study the passage more closely in John himself.

It does not affect the matter at all that the

formula after aTCEddAHcxTS, " ye sent," runs
between the simple indicatives, nor that art

8oheIve " because ye think," and ov B£^.f^£,
" ve will not," follow these words—when the

subject and its connection of thought demand
something different. And we have already pre-

uared the way for the conviction that the whole

context, taken m its completeness, demands
the change. If the testimony of the Scriptures

is actualty the last and greatest, and if on thai

account the Lord now first refers to them ; if,

as we have seen, the unbelief of the Jews
towards Jesus was fundamentally based upon

their misunderstanding of those Scriptures,

what could be more proper than the change

and progression of the discourse into an impera-

tive? We cannot but, expect from him who
now speaks zVa (5ooOa)6i, " that they might be

saved," that he would not dismiss them with

nothing but reproaches, rather that he would
send them away Avith exhortation and hope.

It is to us as if ho should say—Ye sent in vain

to John, who sent you back to me ; I myself

stand before you, but ye know me not ; I nain

tlurefore send you Incl; and refer you to your own
Scriptures again ! Did he not often do the

same, requiring them to go and to read and learn

how it was written?* Would thev not^ be

constrained (as Hofmann, Schrtfthewds, \. 568,

affirms) now first to investigate the Scripture.^

* See it excellently shown that tlmuinh Chvi.st

alone the Old Testament becoine.s truly Sinpture,

in Pctersms vond. Krche, i. 182.
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as Ihey never had before, in order to find him

of wLoin tiiev testifv—actually to ])osscss in

them that which tht-y thought tliey pos-

s>essed ?

Now let us po on to examine the word
Ipsvvdvy " search," itself. k;ome one, whose
name we have not noted, utters this warning:
" Cuveant sibi jiivenesab emjihasi, quam multi,

parum Gi-rece docti, in hoc verbo invenisse

eibi visi sunt" (Let young men beware of the

emphmiH which inanv, little skilled in Greek,

have imagined they iliscover in this word), and
Deyling rei:kons this " invenisse" (discovery)

among the " emphasibns fictin
" {Jiditious cm-

phases). Now we would not go with others to

the opposite extreme (following Chrys., comp.
Prov. 11. 4), and call it a " thoroughly mining"
word

; yet it is clear enough to all Greece dorth

that the expression refers to an investigation

of the grounds and internal part of things, that

it is opposed to the superficial, and that it must
here consequently refer to the m'ELna, or

ppirit. and not to the ypd/.i/ita^ or letter, of the

ypacpai, or Scriptures. We ask—Could there

be imputed to the unbelieving and blind Jews in

any admissible sense of the term an epEvvdv
Toci ypag)d?j or searching of the Scriptures.*

Tholuck after Cyril imposes a rebuking sense

upon the word as if directed against their

(tHpifteia, or nice investigatoin, in the mere
letter, and TeschendorfT follows in the same
track—" Ye grovel in the Scripiures; " but this

is contrary to the Greek usage,! and the latter

is obligeii, though involuntarily, to add his

much loo stringent imperative, when he con-

tinues—" Seek only with honest minds, for it is

this which testifies of me!" Similarly Goss-

ner shifts round: "But if we would rightly

apply this text in our day, we must turn it

into a positive command ; that which was said

to the Jews as a rebuke, must become to us a

/jrecepf of the Saviour." We find in these words
a most decisive and important principle, which
we shall not shrink from making still more
emphatic. If in the practical exegesis for the

Church of God thou canst not avoid adopting,

or admitting, the value of, any traditional and
also obvious interpretation of Scripture, be

very confident that such and no other is the

mind of ttie Spirit in the word. Does the Lord
Bpeak only in these words of John to the Jews
of that day, or is he not speaking to us, and to

all ages? Is it not in the highest possible de-

gree probable, to speak guardedly, that he
himself in the beginning, and afterwards the

* Th<* Jler'.enb. liibel says—" Th"y were not so

much investigators as rumniajior.s and leavers of

the Scrii)li!re." Ttie true t'lT was wanting to

tlieir D't:'"npt their D'ipn were very far Iroin

the true ipri-

\ All the places in the New TeKtameiit. havn the

word in a good sense—se« es[)ecially 1 Pet. i. 11
;

Rom. viii. 27 ; 1 C'or. i. 10, and the tpF.rv7i6ov

nai t'if of John vii. 52. So also the iiepl. for

\yzr\ and^pn. I" a bad seuse itcanuot be found

iu Gieek literatere. -

Holy Spirit in the Evangelists, had in his eyo
his future congicgatiun ? Now is it not a
truth which proves its certainty always and to

this day, that the Scripture remains the last

testimony to which unbelief may be nferred,

even as it was that which manifestly confri'

buted to the p-.-rfecting of the faith of the first

disciples? Let it be observed that the lili^ii

One in Luke xxiv. excited their faith towards
his resurrection by means of Closes and tho

prophets, before he revealed himself to the

eyes of his disciples ; and then, after he had
revealed himself to their eyes, opened their

spiritual eyes fully to und<>rstand those Scrip-

tures? Let it be remembered that very many
Jews who heard and saw the living Lord in tho

rtesh to no purpose were afterwards convinced

by the Apostles' appeal to the ancient Scrip-

tures. Thus let men learn to place these in

their right place, even in that in which Christ

here places them. Nor should we hesitate to

go further and say, that although he at first,

and for his then present hearers, could have
intended only the Old Testament, he, with pro-

phetic prevision, included for his future Church
the New-Testament writings afterwards to be

written, in which alone his voice should ev<^r

be heard, and his form ever be seen. It is

probable that he united in his meaning that

nin"' Ipp hv^V^*^"^^, "Seek ye out of the book

of the Lord," of Isa. xxxiv. 16 (quite missed

by the Sept.) with Psa. xl. 8 ; but most assur-

edly he utters here a word for all futurity ;
the

loud impemtive meaning will never cease to

hold good in its exhortation—" Seek and inves-

tigate, not merely in your hearts, in your un-

derstanding, but in the abiding written word
of God. Without this woid there is no intelli-

gent faith, no blessing in the worship of God,

no power in the sacraments, no Holy Spirit in

the Church. Without Scripture there is no
Church and no people of God.* The way to me,
the first coming as welt as the constant and
progressive communion with me, is only

through these Scriptures, this originally given

word." This is the fundamental principle of

the great reformation which now seeks to point

the souls of men to Christ himself.

But here we must necessarily remember the

warning which these words enforce, by the

example of the blinded Jews against a false,

self-willed, unbelieving, and proud dealing with

the mere letter ; and the frightful delusion

that without the true Ipsvvdy, or search, into

its spiritual contents, in their mere dead letter

—to luive Ife If Look, what the Jews have now

* That is, taking all h story into the account.

For though in the l)en;inn ng (according to tho

well-known saying of Irena-us) barbarians with(uit

paper and uik had the doctrine of the Si>irit written

upon their hearts—yet t'lis did not obviate tho

necessity of sending even to them the Ilo'y Scrip-

tures. And as little does tlie dogma of a Scrij)-

lure-inter|tret!ng Church follow from it (MOliler's

Symholik, ^ 38).

f Certainly bO when it is said with the Jewish
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left them in their synacroeues—the chests with

the Torah instead of the living Christ for whom
Moses would have prepared their minds, and

rU their Talmudical mystical folly! not to

mention the fearful analogy of the tabernacle

in the Romanist mass.

Hamann savs very properly :
" The Jewish

(Tfnnion, that they hadin their Scriptures eternal

life, was probably as prejiidicial as it was favor-

able to their duty of examining them ;
and this

(the examination) is assuredly to be recom-^

mended to all ignorant or thoughtless Theists
"

(iv. 260). But we must add to this, that most

assuredly the Jewish supposition, which led to

a high estimate of the Scriptures, is greatly to

be preferred to that contempt of the written

word which has utterly lost the one and only

way marked out for inquiry. Israel, possess-

ing still the Old Testament, will enter into the

kingdom, when the despisers of Scripture in the

final unbelief of Christendom will be judged

and condemned. It is sufficiently clear that

this doHSiv, or " thinking," of the Jews, that

they already had in the po'sscssion of the Scrip-

tures and in their manner of studying them,

eternal life, is rejected and condemned by the

Lord as a presumptuous delusion against all

knowledge and conscience ; but he himself

extracts the deep truth upon which that error

was grafted, and clearly exhibits it^ when he

connects the denouncing clause by orz, " for,"

with his own ipevvLxrs, and then gives his

own correction by the conceding xai, "and."

For it thus reads—Although ye most improperly

think that ye have already in the Scriptures lile,

yet I assure vou that they testify most certain-

ly of me. i^az, "and"—which is the iindis-

cerned truth in their imagining—the Scriptures

will lead to the Messiah ; and /w/n.Ae .'* Let

us carefully observe the unconditional warrant

and confirmation which the r a ? ;'pa<pa'?,
" the Scri2>tnres," gives to the existing Jewish

canon. And further let us note the em-
phatic EHEivaL Eidtv ai l^iapTvpuv6ai,
" theyarethey that testify," which recognizes the

contribution of every individual ypaqyi}, or

Scripture, to the great Avhole—it is not merely

fiapTvpovdiy " they testify." " From the first

book of Moses down to the last chapter of Mal-
achi, the whole, yea, almost every page, is full

proverb :
" He who acquires the words of the Imv.

obtains the life of the luture world." In strict

O])position to tliis, our Lord places himself as the
living Redeemer.

* Thus the uti, which is so distincfvely set

against the imperative, does tot belong to the first

clause so much as to the second, or rather to all

together. Here is tlie simple solution—in the
right understanding of the whole passage—of that
tico-suled position the of Evangelist with regard to
the 01<1 Testament, to which Hi'genfeld {Ev. Joh.

!>. 213) refers when he says that their notions of
the old Scriptures was in one sense false, inasmuch
as they contained not life; in another true, inas-

much as they contained testimonies to the Aoyoi.
r'ompare also Luthardt's remarks against Schwei-
7er {Bv. Joh. i. 6).

of testimonies concerning; that mysterioTJS per-

son, who is there the word of J fliovah, the speak-

ing and appearing Jehovah, who as the word of

Jehovah speaks, and as the face of Jehovah
appears, and who in the fulness of time exhibits

himself as God manifest in the flesh, the same
of Avhom the Apostle writes

—

llie life was
manifested." Thus expresses Zeller the inmost

heart of our Lord's word; for although the
" testifying of him " embraces also all the more
mediate allusions and references to the future

Fulfilier, yet the sublime expression Ttspi f/iou,

"of me," when taken in connection with ver.

37, cannot mean less than, /, the Son—no God
or Father being besides me and without me

—

am the God of whom the Scriptures testify.

The testimony of Scripture is also a self-testi-

mony of Christ, the witness in all witnesses.

Verse 40. But from the beginning ye would
not come to the living and true God, hence ye
have not hitherto found either the Fa her or me
in the Scriptures, and yonr reading and learn-

ing have not been a true investigation of their

kernel, but a mere traffic with the shell ; hence
ye want no such Mediator and Redeemer as he
to whom the whole Scriptures direct you, there-

fore it is that ye perceive not the gathering
together of all the single rays of the past into

the brightness of my glory, the consentient

reference of all former lights to the full light and
life which are now come, the concert and con-
summation of all past words of God in the
words of my mouth. I should have been to

you the gladly accepted realization of a long
and fervent wailing, and

—

I am against you f

Nay, although I now utter a mighty and still

awakening testimony, and cry in your hearing
and in your hearts; yet ye^cill not come to me,
because and even as ye would not come from
the beginning to the God and Lord to whom the
Scriptures in their spiritual ground always bore
testimony. Ye would have life, ye imagine
to yourselves that ye have it, but ye turn
away with abhorrence from the thought of

coining to me in order to receive it in truth, not-

withstanding all my appeals to the weary and
heavy laden, notwithstanding my loud cries to

the dead, and your hearts have only responded
to the Yea and Amen of all the combined testi-

monies of God by a fearful and horrible iVo/

These are indeed words of sharp condemnation
as issuing from the lips which otherwise poured
forth so much mercy ; let us not, however,
merely mourn over the entirely unbelieving to
whom they entirely apply, but receive also

their application to ourselves, as much or as
littleas they concern our unbelief-infected faith

in the Scriptures and in Christ. How often do
some of us read ourselves into the Scriptures

and read ourselves out of th ^-n again ; how
easily are we unconsciously led to seek in them
for something other than Christ, thinking it

Christ all the while, supposing that we are daily

and hourly coming to him ! We ?A/nZ; indeed that
we have come to him, and that we possess Ann ,*

but where is, and how exhibits itself, the Ufa
which in that case we should have? Many of
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my readers must panlon me, for the sake of

many otiicrs, that I sometimes find it impos-
sible to expound without preaching.

VerS3S 41, 42. Third part of the whole. Af-

ter the Continuous promisincr and threatening
iisserdon, vers. 19-29, came the reproving appeal

i

to the Father's testimony concerning his Son,

in whom they believed not; now finally follows

a teaming based upon the principle and results

of unhtluf, a real warning to others—and even
to these unbelievers themselves as far as they
might be awakened—though couched in the

form of most rigorous reproof. There stands it

before us in all its shame—Unbelief in the
mighty Son of God and merciiul Son of Man,
unbelief is the truth of God as uttered in all his

words, in i\\clore of God as exhibited in every
gesture and every voice. Ye tcill not come to

me ! Thus mourns his love, rebuking with
truth which penetrated the secret principle of

their unbelief; love hoping yet to win some of

them to himself, until the time comes when
there will only remain the lamentation—But ye

would not I

But that secret principle is not yet sufficiently

detected. Once more and again a wherefore.

Whereiora tco'ihl they not then corne to him?
Because his selfless holiness contradicts their

inmost nature, and forces upon their consciences

a judgment to which they refuse to subject

themselves. It was the humility of Jesus, in

which the Father alone is seen to work and
his testimony alone allowed to be heard, which
repels their secret minds estranged utterlv from

the love of God. His humility begins the third

time like vers. 19 and 30, bul it now brings out
what was said in ver. 34 as a summary of all

the previous appeal to testir^ony

—

Ircceiie

not honorfrom men ! Jolcc, "honor," instead

o\ napTvpia, "witness," however, advances a
step further, in order to set over against it the
XEvoSu^ia i" vain glory ") of this man. That
which they find wanting in the Messiah, des-
pite all the glory of the Only-begotten shining
from his person, was the "glorious manifesta-
tion" which would command the acknowledg-
ment of men—that external exhibition of
majesty which alone they could regard and
appreciate as Aonor and glory. But they wilfully

refuse to perceive that this contempt of mch
honor was not only precisely in harmony with
his divine dignity, but also essential to his hu-
man holiness: so that this humility itself,

through which he assigns to the Father all wit-

ness and all honor, becomes the summary evi-

dence and testimony of his own true honor and
dignity. Where is there a sinful man, who
otherwise than through the grace of Christ, can
utter these words afterhim.withoutbeing belied

by his conscience or his conduct?
This declaration is so obviously connected

with the preceding, that we may regard it as

an additional assurance of what had already
been said : the testimony of the whole Scripture

which gives him his honor and cries " This is

he ! Go ye to him ! " even as John's voice and

finger-sign had done, is not a human testimo-
ny. Whosoever had in any age testified of
him and pointed to him, the least as well as
the greatest of the prophets, must have pre-
viously received his own testimony and his

Father's through him, that so it might be truly
a divine testimony. Quite different is that ac-

knowledgment, complacency, and fame which
come from men as natural and sinful men ; that
honor of the world which sinners only give to

sinners, the proud to those who are still prouder
than themselves. It is of this that he speaks,

who sees through it all, and that with great
gentleness instead of rejecting it with abhor-
rence : ov XajLt/idvco, " I receive not," such is

not for me, I may not, I cannot receive that!
J'his Xan(ia.vEiv, is generally understood in a
stronger sense (just like that of ver. 44), as if

it signified an eager desire and seeking after it

which our Lord repudiated ; but it were below
the dignity of the Lord simply to deny that

;

and the word has here, as in ver. 34, with
reference tohim a softer sense, and the meaning
is—I cannot receive it, even if it were given
me, which, however, as long as I deny not my-
self, is impossible. Yea, they would at one
tin;e have clamorously proclaimed him their

king; but as soon as he began to rule over
them in truth and in righteousness, the cross

and the crown of thorns were prepared for him
instead, because their desire and his are per-

fectly opposite. This Satan knew not, when
he offered to him all the kingdoms of the world
and the glory of them ; but he then at the very
outset rejected them all. But, once more, this

doia Ttmftn di'OftwTtcovy "honor [glory] froni

men," is something very different from that
Ti/tdv, "honor," which in ver. 23 he demands
from all men, and which he finally must re-

ceive : this latter he di sires for the honor of the
Father, and for himself in the Father's name
(ver. 43), as well as for our salvation, ver. 34.

He who avows such a disposition in himself,

on that very account has long known and pen-
etrated the hearts of these sinners, among
whom he now stands. That they sought and
received empty honor from men, from one
another, he had already asserted in the former
clause, the emphasis of which was— I, not lin:e

you ! Thence he goes deeper at once into their

principles, and shows them their utter lack of

that which, and not the honor of men, should
be man's highest good and most desired honor.

Thelote of God—which now takes the place of

Hfe, ver. 40 ; not in.medintely love towards God,
but (according to the deep meaning of this

word in the Scripture, in Paul as well as in

John) the love of God flowing towards us, to

which our love responds in return. It was not
said in ver. 20—the Son loveth the Father ; but
as in the Son the love of the Father dwelleth
and liveth, so it dwelleth and Vivelhnot in these

men estranged from God, and by persistent un-
belief established in their enmity against God.
Because they, accnrding to ver. 37, had never
seen and known God aright, they know and
they possess nothing of his love; that is th»
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reason wliy they scelc not in return of love his

honor alone, ver. 44 ^

Verses 43, 44. Now comes the conviction,

showing them how this fundamental evil in

their hearts exhibits itself in the rejection of

him, who is himself the revealed love of God.
Jesas coming in the name of the Father is dis-

owned and rejected ; another like themselves,
is received, though to their own condemnation.
Proceeding from this, and with emphatic com-
prehensiveness, the principle and reason of their

conduct is further pointed to—How can ye do
otherwise? How can ye—receive me? This
conclusion flows so simply from all that had
gone before, that no explanation is needed, only
its enforcement upon the conscience. In the
iXTjXvOay " I am come," the Lord once more
proclaims himself with the most customary and
easily intelligible expression as the ipxoM^^oi,
"He that should come" (chap. iii. 2), promised
throughout the Scriptures; after whom. if they
receive him not, no other can come (Matt. xi.

3). If he does nevertheless speak of another,

he must of course mean a false Messiah and
Saviour, a deceiver and destroyer. But the
Lord does not seem to speak hypothetically

—

" There might indeed come one instead of me,
whom ye would receive, as according to your
mind ;

" rather the A^^ecJOe, "ye will receive,"

passes over into actual prediction. Yet this

prediction was not fully and essentially accom-
plished in the false prophets, who were only
the prelude, for they did indeed prophesy in the
name of the Lord the deceit of their own heart
(Jer. xiv. 14) ; nor in the subsequent sixty-four
false Messiahs (whom Schuldt enumerates), for

even these came in the name of Christ (Matt.
XXIV. 5), not openly in their own name, and
borrowed from truth the mask of their wicked-
ness. The other in the singular, of whom the
Lord here prophesies with reference to the
entire wicked world adumbrated in wicked
Israel, is finally antichrist with his open and
avowed denial of God and of Christ, with his

most daring /, before which all the proud will

humbly bow down, because they will find them-
selves again in him, and honor him as their

true God. As the Father reveals himself in

Christ, so will Satan manifest himself in him
(who is the lather of these Jews, chap. viii. 38),
and give him all his work and witness, his own
honor as the prince of this world ; and the
wicked will yield themselves to him, because
through unbelief they have already fallen into

his nature, and fitly b°long to him. Tims this

aXXoi, " another," is the sharp antitheses of

* We may, indeed, in a certain sense say that if

any one had (which, however, can never be true

absohitdy of any natural man) the love of God in

himself, there would be no necessity of any ex-

ternal testimony; because generally no necessity

of any ^GJCf^Sai through the dootTJfJ rov h66-
fiov. NeverUieless Bengel is not right in saying

this is the "causa, cur debeant remi ti ad homi-

ties;" for by that he misapprehends the testimony

of Scripture as if a human testimony, which in fact

it is not, even in a relative sense.

that one in ver. 32. Thus will the world finaTly

judge and condemn itself, before it is utterly

judged and condemned by God (2 Thess. ii. 9,

What then is tliat preparatory principle in

their hearts which ever more and more unin-
terruptedlv will work onwards to that dire

result ? The Lord mentions it here »nce more,

and it is the same with which the Evangelist

closes the history of the first great stage of

unbelief, chap. xii. 43. Pride, the root of all

sin, Satanic pride which dares to oppose God,

is the great obstacle of faith in Christ; and
makes that faith, as long as it is present and
rules, impossible. Faith or unbelief is the alter-

native which decides the salvation of men, biit

these are rooted in a moral state of the heart

(as the saying now is) ; and this our Lord tes-

tifies much in the same manner as at chap. iii.

19-2L Unbelief makes its objection and ap-

peal down to our day, but that must not hinder

us from stopping its mouth by throwing ks
guilt on its own head, from maintaining tho

testimony of pure truth which our Lord him-
self hath here given us, and from answering
the alleged—I can not believe ! by—Alas ! no,

but only because thou tci't not ! Thus TCoji

dvva60e v/^eii, " how can ye," here follows

close upon ov BeXsre, " ye will not." Men
approve of all the propositionsof those menders
of the world who come in their own names

;

but they elude and retire before the word of

him who is the only restorer of the human
heart, and wliieh aho invites their test. They
yield to the obligation which their lack of un-
derstanding entails, and follow the guidance

of critics without end ; but their hearts and
consciences repel the «,jz'(???, or "judgment,"
of the Son of God. Instead of honoring liim

with the honor which is due to the merciful

Father in him from all the objects of his mercy,

they seek themaehes to be and to be called some-
thing; and pitiable as is the sin and the delu-

sion, thev seelc and receive most willingly ftom

others, whom in their cold, loveless, and self-

seeking hearts they respect not at all, the ex-*

pressions of supposed deserved honor. There

IS a deep irony in Ttapd oiXXyXcov, "of one

another," whicli should be profoundly studied

in relation to the deception and the begjarli-

ness of all honor among men; a poor sinner

receives praise from others, a iiar rejoices to

have his lie confirmed by another! A learned

man (but not from God) hears himself with

great complacency cited by others as a famous

and honorable doctor ; although both parties

hold the truth of the Socratic ignorance in un-

righteousness, as their consciences well know.
For even in this craving for human honor there

lies a secret confession of poverty and of shame

:

if thou knewest in truth thy own value, of

what importance would be the voices and pro-

clamations of men? But ye lu t after* the

vain appearance and the lie ; how can ye give

* AafifidvEiv has a stronger meaning than in

ver. 34

—

capture.
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)t« honor (o the truth of God and h come only
lelierefsf* As to the honor which conieth from
the only God, the true God before whom every
creature must bow—ye have no mind, no will

for that ! For your J is your only God ; and
therefore, though you know it not, that other,

the anti-God in his own name. Let us observe
here the antithesis which is intimated between
the novo? Seoi, "God only," to whom alone all

honor belongs, and who returneth honor to his

true worshippers, and Satan wiio seeks only

himself to be honored ; and further, the express

testimony given to the oneness of the Father and
the Son, to obviate all misunderstanding, for it

is not afTected by the circumstance tiiat the

Son here uses aAAo?, "another," and ixEiro?,
" him," concerning the Father ; and finally, the

distant exhibition of the true good as being the
Jiaiior of God, which, despised of men, is alter-

wards, chap. xii. 26, most gloriously promised
by the Lord as the portion of all his own.

Versa 45- There remains to the unbelievers,

who scorn this honor, the everlasting infamy
of condemna ion, the assured conneqnence of un-
belief, proceeding from itself, since it wills

nothing else ; but the judgment is the utter-

ance of justice over the despisers of mercy.

Christ as the Son of Man is not come to judge
the world, but to save the wor/d; he judgeth
in mercy for the.sake of conferring forgiveness,

wherever his judgment may avail ; he prayeth
down to the last for all who, overcome by the
persevering grace of his long-suffering, come to

God through him, that he may save their souls.

His office and v;ork is now and to the end
that of mediation and intercri^sion ; when this is

Christ's protest ; but ther§ is something more
in their meaning. Hemcan-i, taking what had
preceded into the account :

" Think me not an
excited preacher of punishment; imagine not

that I am like yourselves, that in your sense I

seek my honor from you, and, th refore, com-
plain of you because you have denied it to me 1*

I say unto you, on the contrary (Oh that ye
would understand it!): Not even as the Son,
lohich I am, having all requisite might and
authority, do I complain of you to the Father ;

nor wilL i ever, as part of my office, accuse you."
Nor is there need of this—the gentleness of

those words now turns to necessary severity

—

"For your accuser is ready, he is the same Moses
who spcaketh to you before me what God had
spoken to him for all sinners; Moses, whose
faithful disciples ye proclaim yourselves to be,

and whom ye oppose to myself chap. ix. 28,
29. The same Moses, in whom you have placed
your idle /.ope." The 7;A;rz «£;'«;, "trustin?,"
is here obviously a rather external idea of falsa

confidence without true TttGrsvEiVy " believ-

ing," as it is said immediately afterwards
;
just

the same as the iTtavocTraveCOai tgj voficp,

"resting in the law," of Rom. ii. 17. Jiloses

accuses them in a two-fold manner ; in the name
of the law which they do not keep (chap. vii.

19) ; and even in that accusation, which, indeed,

goes out against all sinners, might be supposed
to be nullified by atonement, ili still remains in

the case of these Jews, and with deeper severity,

in that, secondly, they would not suffer them-
selves to be led by the same Moses to Christ.

It is not right to say at once that Moses is

here set for the Scriptures generally;! for.

exhausted he will judge. Yet even then—for
I

although in a wider development of meaning
the future of this verse extends so far—it is I

all that the Lord lieresavs would hold good ot'

not the Mediator of grace who will be an
accu-^er. Satan bears this name elsewhere, as
we know

; but that right o" Satan to his own
for the fellowship of damnation, which will

finally be admitted even by God, rests upon
the justice of God, whose expression is the
laio in opposition to the rejected grace. It

is this to which the Lord refers here ; he
refers to it, however, not in the abstract,
but by Moses its representative, because that
•was most appropriate on the present occasion,
and because he would make prominent the
fact that that same Moses was a witness of the
Saviour and of salvation. By this means he
would allow them no escape from the convic-
tion that even their accuser had in vain pointed
them to the source of absolution; and that
nothing remained but accusation since they
would not have it otherwise.
"The justification of Christ himself has now

passed into a discourse of condemnation di-

rected against his judges. He whom they had
brought before their tribunal, stands before
thera almost as an accuser." Lancre has well
expressed this reference of the closing words of

the entire Scriptures already referred to, yet it is

not without reason that Muses, at once the law-
giver and the prophet, is made prominent: for

the Lord's words require a personal accuser and
testimony against them, and thus, in this last

climax of his discourse, the contrast is most
keenly and impressively exhibited between
theirperverted delusion and the truth which had
been with them from the beginning, but which
they had obstinately rejected. Compare the
Song of Moses in Dcut. xxxi., wherein he pre-
dicts the unbelief of the people; and which was
to be placed along with the entire book of the
law in the side of the ark of the covenant,
for a tcitness against ihcm; see vers. 21-2G of

that chapter. We find it, moreover, as the
Talmudical formula in quoting his writing.?,

13 n'n3'^ ni"a i:n'3i'2—" I^Ioscs llames, coa-

dcmns us, for it is thus written in him

"

{Uebarim Jiabba, sect. 1 fol. 213. col. 2). Oh
that they had indeed received his condemnation,
and not perversely handled his words, rofusin'^

to receive their coavicLioa into their consciences.

• For th^ Inf. aor. irtdrevdat Indicates this

factum of a be^iniiins fai:h, exhibiting itself by I

receiving Icitimor y, I

* So Bruno Cauer and his fraternity slander th«
" Johannean Christus."

f So Von Gerlacli. in the introduction to this dU-
course of JciUi, p. 300.
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but superstitionsly founding upon their letter

the hope of eternal life !* The same we may
say of the ethics deduced by human reason,

which are but a confused and corrupted ab-

stract of the law of God, even of the " morals "

of a certam class in the present day which
makes them their Moses in opposition to Christ

—They will accuse you, inasmuch as ye do not in

thought and act so live as to stand even their

test, for tlwi would even these have led you to

Christ.

Versss 4G, 47. Although this is a continua-

tion of the concluding words, an explanation of

the great parodox just tittered, yet does this

last tcor.l also include one more reference to the

profoundest reason of their unbelief (ver. 42),

and to that most important testimony for faith,

ver. 39. The weightiest circumstance in all the

Scripture testimonies to Christ, the essential

pajdagogical principle in all the preparatory

discipline for his coming, was this, that (he laio

as such waken* the sense of need and the desire

for grace ; for without this influence of the law
the pj'omise which went before, accompanied,
and followed the giving of the commandments,
could not be embraced, as the Israelites sadly

testified. Consequently the last reason of un-

belief is

—

the want of true and sincere suljection

to the Idw.

Ye helifve not Mo cs—what a paradox for these

Jews ! Yet it is unanswerably true, true in a
sense which disclosed their innermost guilt, as

soon as they admitted the piercing words into

their consciences. Their not believing in Christ

is the 'proof, for true faith in Moses mast neces-

sarily be followed by faith also in Christ.f

They lelictcd him not in his account of the cre-

ation and the fall; for, had they received those

great facts as truth, they would as sinful men
have sought the living God, as Enoch and
Noah had done. They believed him not in his

narratives of the patriarchs and their faith
;

else would they have walked in the steps of the

faith of Abraham. They believed him not in

the sacred, heart-piercing severity of the law,

which he handed down ; or they \vould never

Lave gone about to establish their pharisaical

self-righteousness. They believed him not,

finally, in his institution of economical dispen-

sation, wherein the priests and offerings were de-

signed to bring their sins constantly to remem-
brance, and all the types and shadows of which
pointed ever to a future fulfillraent in the great

reality ; for, if they had, th-y would have been

made already by Moses, what John the Bap-
tist long afterwards endeavored to make
them, a people prepared for the Lord, and

* As the proverb before mentionei in Tirlce A-
hoih runs—i^2n D^iy ^.>ri sh Hiip nnin nnn i^ nji;?

—and in Synopais Zohar (cited in G?rman by D5pke,

p. 27)—" lie who diligently studies the law in this

life, will not come into judgment in the next,"

f Erasmu'^, Lanr. Valla, Glassius have earnestly

followed Prif^cian in maintaining, aga'nst the Vulg.,

that here and e'sewhere (chap. viii. 10, Matt. si.

23, etc.) av is not forsiian.

r ady, like Simeon, to embrace his sahatioa
with joy. The same fulness and universality

of meaning may be found, by deep investi-

gation, in the assertion which is brought
forward again from ver. 39—Moses wrote of

me; Moses the first (Rom. x. 19) out of

whose writings all the others were afterwards

developed, upon which they were all built, and
without which they could never be under-
stood. Let our Old-Testament theologians

remember this, and apply their epevvay,
"searching" (not that pseudo-critical inquiry
which deals with the shell), first of all to the

Pentateuch itself* Moses v/rote of Christ not
only in the single predictions of the seed of the

woman, the blessing of Abraham, the Shiloh,

the Prophet to come—nor only when (as some
one dreams) he gives the tokens of a prophet

;

but, as Bengel expresses it in his grand, laconic

style

—

nusquam non (nowhere not), through-

out and in every thing which he wrote, in the

same profound sense as that in which the entire

extant Scripture testifies of Christ, leads and
impels men's minds to him. This is assuredly

the Lord's ultimate meaning ;t though for his

first hearers his obvious meaning was—The
Lawgiver himself, that is, his law, if ye dealt

earnestly with it, might and should have pro-

phesied to you concerning me, and have pre-

pared your penitent hearts, hoping for God's
love, to welcome me.
Thus the '•'solemn and alarming note of

interrogation " (to use Zeller's expression) with
which our Lord concludes this discourse, is

strictly analogous to that which was put to

Nicodemus, chap. iii. 12: Moses preaches th3

necessity, awakens the sense of need oircgemr-
atim; and how can he who has rejected that

believe the testimony of the Saviour? But he
appends something remarkable and peculiar to

this by setting yfjajuMo^ta, "writings," and
ft})/iiara, "words," in opposition one to another
—for even to the last there is a manifold variety

of references and applications accumulating and
pouring forth in his words. (So ypdn^iocray
for ypacpai yet further strengthens the con-
trast.) For although the living word uttered
face to face is in itself more than any Avriting

which may become a dead letter, yet it is in

* Moses did actually write it (if not with all its

glosses and supplements) ; and Baunigavten-Cru-
siu5 in vain attempts to invalidate this testimony
of our Lord aganst all pseudo-criticism by ihe
already refuted argument that Moses is put here
for Scripture generally. Neander authorizes Ihe
hypothesis of a " negafve and fonnal accommo-
dation," according to which our Lord " adopted
the ritling cpiuion as to the authorship of these

book!'," and yet says nothing to confirm it ; but
this is not in accordance with our theology geu-

erally, or our Christology in particular.

f Luthavdt rightly : Not this or thnt individual

word alone, but all the writings of Moses. As Mo-
ses is the representative of the Old Testament, the

Lord's word may be extended so far as to imply
that ho himself was the substantial contents of

all the Old-Tes.ament Scripture.
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the nature of distrustful man ratlior to believe

the original, firmly settled writings wiiioh have
been handed down through ages : therefore it is

that the divine " accomodation " has given us

holy Scripture in general; therefore also it is,

that though Christ himself could write down
nothing, his word has been reproduced for us

in a ypd^iuct.* The question is not here

about the respect which the Jtwshove to Moses,

and their dependence upon the writtn word
(as De Wette says)—or as to their having been
likely to put more faith in the writings than in

words (as V^ou Gorlach)—but Ciirist recognizes

here the universal requirement of authentic

documents which God has already satisfied, anil

will yet further satisfy, He reproves them, as

it were in passing, because this pa:dagog cal

condescension of the divine testimony had been
rendered vain by their perverseness ; while at

the same time he gives expression to his pro-

found consciousness, that even after those most

mighty icnhfilled with the Spirit had been f.xlling

from his lips, they would ha for men such as th y
were—no more than /hjuara, "words." Even
yet more marvellous is the hunjility with which,
after such a testimony to himself, he places his

own words in a certain sense belvio the writings

of Moses. This he does however only in a cer-

tain sense; for on the other hand it bespeaks
his sublime dignity, that he only speaks, and
would not and will not v/ritef—indeed more
generally the relation of the New Testament to

the Old IS here already intimated. Every thing

legal and preparatory is belter established, as

it respects us, in writmg or in the Ict'.er. But
the Gospel could atfird enicv t!ie human spirit

only as a living word; the New Testament

J'/ja/'/iara, or " writings" are forever in an
impress-ive sense no other than fjt'/jnata, or
" words ;" their letter as such can never hold the

eame place as the letter of Moses and the pro-
phetical books.

The discourse leaves its final sentence unex-
pressed, but it involuntarily rises to our thought:

And if ye, radically unbelieving from the oulset,

with your wills aversa believe not these my
words, how would you believe, if I u'ere to l.cap

miracle on miracle, every new wonder surpass-
ing the last in confirmation of my words,
instead of stdl speaking to you? The lord of

the Son, as was said in vcr. ol, is most distinct-

ively that which avails for the quickening r.f

the dead ; the Father hath no agency beyond
that fur Israel or the .vorld. Oh let us Idicvs

his words, as ihey are now wriLien down for

our good

!

Many of our readers will not be displeased if

* IIo who believeth not theso ypc<nua6i,
would no more believe, would even less believe, if

Iho Lord I imself were to ai)i)ear again, and speak
his own words, and perform li'.s own works, as then.

f This is hero incidcntnlbf declared ; but essen-

tially tho words convey an intimation both that he
liimself woul I not wii:e immediately (which Ilato

calls "an incidental matter!"), and yet that Lo
would liavo his words committed to writaic

we analyze the whole exposition, and arrange
it systematically

; those who dislike such
methodizing, or think it unnecissary, may pass
it over.

Jesus l>cnrs witiuss to himself with a lofty dig-

nity, in whicli is at the same timeex|->res:?ed liis

humility before the Father, and his love to

mankind: he himself testifies to his divinity

of operation as the Son in the unity of the Father;

as shown in quickening and jud nrent lieing

put into his hands. The great position of ver.

17, involving in itself all that was afterwards

developed, is laid down with the foresight thati

explanation would be required by his hearers.

Then follows with ver. 19 the testimony which
obviates and replies to all misunderstanding
and opposition, lulling into three divisions : a
vindication of himself which corrects their error,

passing into a continuous assertion of his claims

(vers. 19-29) ; a reproving reference to the ex-

tant teUhnomcs of the Father, which they had
not believed (vers. 30-40) ; a warning in re-

spect to the ground and consequence of this

unhelief

The first part gives us :

1. The continuous corrective asserti'n in

itself: The Son doeth {now) only tho

works which have been shown and
given to him of tho Father (ver. 19)^
fori\\Q Father showoth him (dl things,

and yet greater things (ver. 20)—even
the two greatest, the lirit and last, all-

comprehending works, quickening and
judgment (vers. 21, 22)—in order that

the Father's honor may rest upon tho

Son (ver. 23).

2. A more direct development of this in M/i-

firmalion ; which already passes over

into the evidence for it, inasmuch as it

promises the experimental proof, now
internal, and in future external. Yer.

21 stands at the head as the fundamenlal

position, and this is then pursued inio

detail—
A. For those who now Iclicvc : Already tho

dead live through tho Son of God
(vers. 25, 2G), through him to whom
as the Son of Man judgment is given

(ver. 27), that is. for them the judg-

ment of loercy ; but also

B. For those who lelicr:3 not, in contrast

with them, in the future. Tho last,

completo distinction and separatioa

between consummate life and tlie con-

demnation which remains (ver. 2S-G0).

The secondpart embraces :

1. The general appeal to the testimony of tho

Father, attached to the previous asser-

tion now repeated (vers. 30-32).

2. Tlie particular exhibition of that testimony

in its progressive order

—

A. Tho Father testified, first of all. by

_
Juhn, who is not to be regarded as

' man, but as sent from God for their

salvation, though he was met by un-

belief only (vers. 33-35).

B. The FuthcrVuHiicZ/leslities with agreaUr
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witness, that is, nio'^t immediately

anc^ essentially, by ihe icorls of the

Son, which themselves confirm the

word of John ; but these works are

not met by the hearing or seeing of

those who had never from the be^^in-

ning received tue word—of all preced-

ing testimonies vers. (36-38).

In this is the transition to the third witness.

C. The Father testifies, further, by that

continuous testimony ot Scrijiture, the

greatest witness for man (through

which alon3 the works of the Son can

be fully apprehended and understood).

It only remains to point them to this

witness, while it is confirmed, and the

principle of unbelief in it detected,

which is the aversion of the will (vers.

39, 40).

Thus the way is paved to the third part, in

which :

1. The ground of unbelief is exhibited in its

expression—the rejection of Jesus (and

the predicted acceptance of another)

(vers. 41-44).

2. li& conseqxunce, the judgment and condem-
nation springing from itself must be
held up to their view (ver. 45).

3. Once more the Lord returns to the first

and, inasmuch as it lays the foundation

for all that follows, the most important

witness of Scripture—Moses pre-eminent-

ly, both as lawgiver and prophet (ver.

46); and to the deepest jjrincijjle of un-

belief—want of sincere submission to

the law (in a trusting acceptance of the

promise which ever accompanied it)

(ver. 47).

TESTIMONY TO THE PEOPLE AFTER THE MIRACULOUS FEEDING: JESUS
HATH THE BREAD OF LIFE; THE EATING AND DRINKING OF HIS
FLESH AND HIS BLOOD.

(John vi. 26-68.

We have already expounded the historical

introduction to this, and the words which were

spoken in connection with the narrative, when
treating the synoptical account in Matt. xiv.

We are not willing to engage in a minute

investigation of the transition, vers. 22-24, to

the discourse in which our Lord gave his in-

struction to the people who sought him after

the miracle ; for the account of the Evangelist

is plain enough upon the main point. We
hold to the reading ISoSv, " saw," and under-

stand it with an emphasis—when the people

were convinced by the^^evidence of their eyes
;

and regard ore ovr sifiev, " when they tl.ere-

fore saw," as resuming it after the parenthesis

of ver. 23. The entire narration with its pro-

lixity (according to Baumgarten-Crusius, much
in the tone of the people who speak in it) bears

upon it the unmistakeable stamp of the most
rigid historical truth; and this should help to

justify the iollowing discourse, so mercilessly

debated over by our modern frivolous criticism.

It is not that the Evangelist is in any sense

unskilful in recording externals ; but he de-

signedly adopts this ordinary method of relat-

ing his story, in order to give the firm histori-

cal framework (completed in ver- 59) to the
" hard saying " thus spoken to such a people.

His expressions are proper Greek, if we take

the terms as they would be understood from

the pf^ople's point of view : They saw that there

7md been no other ship there, and doubtless

learned that Jesus had not gone across in the

same wilh the disciples. It was not till the

next morning that the other boats came for

their transit.

Wherefore did these people now seeJc out the
Lord, and who were they distinctively ? Cer-
tainly no' the satiated five thousand in mass,
for a fleet would have been requisite for their

transport;* but, according to the plain lim-
itation in 6 £ (JrT^WGJ?, " which stood," that
portion only of the whole who would not sub-
mit to the ditoXvEiv, or dismissal, Matt, xiv,

23, but still clung to the repelling bread-king.
Grotius : Qui substiterat in loco iacti miraculi
(who had remained where the miracle was
done). Lange: The people which held out on
the other side of the sea. Yet not so strongly
defined as he would imply—" only the fringe

of the great family at the feeding,t the most
elevated and importunate of the Chiliasts."

Rather do we gather from ver. 30 that in their

fruitless search " the first excitement which,
after their abundant supply of food, would take
him and make him a king, had cooled down,
and they were now only curious to know how
and when he had crossed the sea "(Brandt,
ISchidl^^hrerh.). They found him on the other
side, that is to say, already in the svnagogue

;

* What has latelj' been said, e.g., by Sepp (iii.

16), of tlie multitude of ships which trathcked en
the sea of Galilee, may be true enough; yet iheje

thousands were not likely to find such a fleet

ready for them on the instant.

j- As regards this Lmge needs, for his strange

interpret:.tion of the " miraculous frame of mind,"
a more spiritual frame tht^n we find ; and no
less than an assembly at an evening meal at

Cana. But this is contradicted by the sovernor
of the feast there

; and here by this same select

company itself.
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for, from the first moment the colloquy cjoes on
uninterruptedly, and it is highly artificial to

interpolate at vers. 41-43 a tran.sition to the

synagogue. In the irore, ''where," of the

question a 7ro5?, " how," must be understood,

for the land journey round the margin of the

lake would have been far too long for so short

a time, especially in the night: and tiiis comes
forward still more emphatically in the coSe
yeyoya?, "when camest thou hither" (since

when art tlum here?). Thus does their sensual

curiosity and lust of marvels seek into that

miracle which had been secretly exhibited only
to the disciples, but the Lord in his wisdom
and dignity leaves their question unanswered
(it was not for this people that he had gone
over tlie sea) ; instead thereof he himself givps

them the answer to a counter-question which
he might have put, and which would have been
mucii more appropriate and ust^ful had he put
it—Wherefore seek ye me? He points their

attention to the sign of the bread which they
had eaten, and explains it— I myself am the

bread of life! In this fundamental idea the

three great testimonies, chaps, iii.-vii., perfectly

coincide with the present ; but the progression

appears in this, that now he who in his own
person was the bread of Lfe come down from
heaven, and present among them, points never-
theless to a future (conditioned by his death)
when first he would ivaly give himself; and, at

the same time, in this, that now the suscepti-

bility which must meet his offers, the hunger-
ing and thirsting sense of need in the heart.

comes most prominently and strongly forward
as a great condition. In chap. v. the discourse

was chiejiy addressed to the rulers and leaders

of the people; now his v/ords are pointed
directly and expressly to the peo/de themselves.

Hence the character of this discourse coincides

rather with chap. iv. than with chap. iii. But
there is, moreover, a great difference in the
progression of this present discourse. In tl\^

case of the more guiitle.ssly ignorant Samaritan
woman the Lord aicakem the sense of need ir

her heart: and his testimony dwells rather
upon the fact that he can give unter wliicli will

satisfy the inmost longing of the human desire.

Here, however, he directly and with reason re-

hukes from the very beginning the want of true
desire; and dogmatically represents himself as

the bread come down from heaven, in words
which penetrate even to the deepest mvsteries
of the communication of his incarnate life. In
all these relative differences we have pure
witnesses to the historic truth of these dis-

courses ;* the Evangelist, discerning the process
of the Lord's leaching, and the process of the
mind of the Spirit in it, has given them promi-

* We have already given our vIpw.s. in th'' gen-

oral preface upon the treatni"n which RtuIi has
given to this chapter; a tiealise written in a nmst
ma veilous style of orthodox, , i)()lo2;pLi(; critic'sin.

It would lead to wearisome prolixity if wwere
to attempt to unweave his liyper-artificial confu-

bion ahuut xXna .simple history and di.scour.se.

nence as an essential abstract of the testimony
of Jesus to himself.

Verse 26. By his 'A/jtjv, di.a)v, "verily,
verily," the reproving Searcher of hearts gives
assurance at the very outset that he knows them
far better than they are willing to know them-
selves. The Evangelist had rightly repre.sented

th« seeing of the miracles—according to the su-
perficial phraseology and meaning of men—as

the cause of their following and attaching them-
selves to Jesus ; but the Lord's word now
penetrates more deeply into the matter : he
gives its right emphasis to the "signs," as in

chapter iv. 48 he had given it to the "seeing."

"Ye have seen, yea, even eaten, but ye have
not understood the significance of the miracle,

so as to derive from it the knowledge of me,
and thus truly seeh, in order to believe on me, ver.

29." Even that apTTrt'Cj^zj', " taking by force,"

to make him a king was truly no evidence of

faith, and such coming to him as the Lord
requires; rather was it at the root a presumpt-
uous and selfish aim—to make the divin* sub-
servient to the ends of their own earthly d sire,

resting upon a state of central iirit)elief\\\ his true

majesty. Yet the Lord doe^ not say oti eI'Sets

dr^'iEiov, " ye saw n miracle," but speaks in the

plural; not merely meaning in addition the
liealing of the diseased mentioned in ver. 2, but
every thing generally that had been done, or

had transpired, in connection with his work, as

in ver. cG. For these men the bread was not a
sign ; but the sign was only

—

breful ! The
former signs were already forgotten

; this last,

by reason of the material utility which won
their hearts, had not yet gone out of mind.
The Lord rebukes them that the eating and
being filled, in the most common sense, was the
only thing of which they were capable ; and
says at the same time (against Lange) that

they had yesterday ea^en his miraculous bread
in no better and higher disposition of mind. " I

know well, that that was according to your
mind; and that ye seek me now if peradven-
lure I may continue it!" They were like

our modern men of industry, utililarinns, as

Lange himself so far well calls them, and as

Grotius had already said—" in ipso miraculo
utilitatem tantuni hujus vita? spectabant " (in

the miracle itself they only looked at utility

for this life). It is then before such a people

that the Lord penetrates so deeply into the
mysteries of truth, and pours out those deep
le.ssons over the interpretation of which even
orthodox divines so often stumble and fall;

even then most deeply falling when their mis-
understanding or hyper-orthodoxy grows most
zealous m /;<?)<;?' of the mysteries tiiemselves?

Assuredly, but is not so much the result of a
previous plan of his own that the Lord thus
speaks to such hearers, as that he is conslrain-

ed by their ever-deepening contradiction to go
on with his deepening mysteries; until he utters

those hard sayings which bring about a silting

even in the narrower circle of his own disciples.

He begns in a sufliciently conciliatory manner
to speak of faith in himself who will give the
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true bread ; they then object to him the manna I ically for the first clause, from which it then

of Moses, and lie may not retract or retreat, must

give up his truth to the contradiction of sin-

ners (even as himself to their hands), and not

shrink to vindicate himself as the true bread

from heaven. To this also belongs simply that

word concerning his ,^A., ver. 31, which he still

hesitatingly surrenders to them ; and when
they striveamong themselves over that saying,

he pronounces his judgments upon their proud

minds, but yet in all humility and tenderness

—for he gives them the most gracious disclo-

sures, apparently only in vindication of himself,

or as ?/ extorted from his humble and gracious

truthfulness, concerning that sacred mvstery

which was afterwards to be sealed and con-

firmed to his friends and disciples in the sacra-

ment of the last supper. How could the Lord

do otherwise than continue thus to yield up
himself and his truth? His love could never

let the most perverse questioner go away un-

answered; and, on the other hand, his wisdom
foreknew to what purpose and use the despised

words of his mouth in the synagogue of Caper-

naum would be put by the Father in the future

history of Christianity.

Olshausfn speaks, in his wonted manner, al-

together too humbly and flatly concerning the

Lord of glory; "That he might hope to be ahh,

by disclosing the full truth, to stimulate within

them the germ of higher attainments; or

should they remain impracticable, or should

they become contentious, it would doubtless

be his tcish to repel them, and oblige them to

go away !" There is, however, some truth in

this, when more becomingly expressed. But
much more will arise hereafter to be considered,

when we ask the question whether the "eating

the flesh of the Son of Mun and the drinking

his blood," is to be classed among the most in-

tense, and highly-wrought figures of speech, or

as the

—

plain exjiresmn of a great truth tchich

must not even thus early he kept hack from the

workl.

Verse 27. The reproach which was spoken

in the indicative, as laying bare their secret

hearts, is followed by the horatory imperative

(which gives us another example, confirmatory

of chap. V. 39). In that most general expres-

sion (ift<S6ii, "meat," is the transition first

made to a spiritual meaning; but there imme-
diatelv rises, as the case of this people required,

the contrast between the two senses in all its

strictness. The food of the body perisheth or

passeth away—in the use of it in man himself,

since the greatest part of it must again, as

dead excrement, be rejected (Col. ii. 22 ; Matt.

XV. 17) ;
consequently there is nothing in it

limng or abiding ; and if not used, it perisheth

by corru] tion, etc. But how can that which

itself perisheth, preserve the equally perishable

and mortal bodily lile of man from the power

of death, ami give a ^cor] alcavioi, " everlast-

ing bfe?" This passage must be understood

just as 1 Cor. vi. 13. The epyci:^f.6Qat, "la-

bor," which is here chosen to correspond with

^rjzElVy " seek," is first of all intended emphat-

passes over to the second. Its meaning is

originally to gain by labor, to get or acquire by
diligence*(see Luke xix. 16 ; 2 John 8), and in

1 Cor. ix. 6 it stands absolutely, to work for

bread. Thence the derivative meaning

—

to

make a business of, to engage in any thing as a
calling, mainly, that is, for the sustentation of

life (as in Rev. xviii. 17, rtjv S<xXad6av, 1

Cor. ix 13, Ta iepd; so ^yD with 2 in Isa.

xliv. 12). But neither of these meanings suits

the word here ; the former certainly has no ap-

plication to the earthly bread of this people,

who would prefer to receive it without labor

from the hand of Christ; and as it respects the

heavenly bread, that is promised in dojdei,
" will give." (Thus De Wette's translation,

erwirkei, is altogether false.) The word here

passes over into the general idea not merely of

jirocuri g, getting for themselves (Prov. xxi. 6

fjya, Theodotion), but—of seeking to get, troub-

ling themselves about, making that an anxious

concern. Yet must it not be reduced to a mere
(ppovriZeiv, or thinking of (as Euthymius
explains it) ; for it retains the idea of a weari-

some effort on the part of man, a ttoieIv, or

doi7^g, and labor in order that it might be given,

which applies al-o to the eternal food.* Schlei-

ermacher very appropriately obviates the mis-

understanding of ipydlisdOat njy fipa)6iv

Tip' f.iEvov6av,"\ohox for that meat which

remaineth," to which Luther's translation

might lead, by saying "that they on the pre-

ceding day had not themselves labored for the

perishable food; it was now their great care

and concern to get into their power and appro-

priate him from whom they had received it."

Thus the Lord's meaning is : Be quite as earnest-

ly eager to get for yourselves the true bread,

make that your main business ;t yea, seek me,

hold me fast, but not as a bread-king, rather

as the feeder of your souls ! Thus does he lay

hold upon the minds of this people by this signi-

ficant mi idle term (Be Wette—" A word careful-

ly chosen in order to the development of the

discourse ") ; though they afterwards might re-

sent the reproof which had been administered

in his use of it and say (as Pfenninger makes
them say)

—
" What are we to mind in this

world, it not our firead ?
"

His first address has, however, three divis-

ions : the reproach ; the exhortation which

springs from it ; the promise, which shows them
the right method of the desired ipynZfdOat,

in the believing, earnestly-anxious coming to

* Steinmeyev's homiletical exposition, on the

other hand, is very artificial, accordins to which

the use which we on our part make of the bread

wh ch is ffireii, m;^y be understood as a work!

Th s must be in working up, digestim the food
;

but how does the language liere used a ree with

iti

f That the strong fxr)—orA/la does not literally

forbid the working for daily bread, is clear of itself.

Yet Epiphan. Ihvr. 80) had to do with people who
so perverted the Lords word.
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him who hath that better thing which is need-

ful for them, to him who was marked out by

what he yesterdav gave tliem as the Giver of

the true "gift. It is clear that ?;»'," which,"

does not refer to the ^a>t}y, " life" (as has b^en

supposed), but to the /^/j(i)(j/»', " meat." The
future Sajdet, "shall give," points indeed in

tlie Lord's secret thought to that future of ver.

61 in which he will first fully give himself by

bis death to be the life of the world ; but now he

f;enerallv invites those who hear him, to eati of

us bread, as Wisdom does in the Proverbs of Sol-

omon, chap. ix. 5.* For while he names him-

self the Son of Man, he yet at the same lime

calls G(xl his Futfur ; this is the meaning of

6 Sfo5 as following after, the emphasis thus

being—It I speak of the Father as my Father,

hear it aright that he is God ! The Go<l from

whom ye receive all good things, from whom ye

sliould be eager to receive all good things, is my
Father, who hath sent me, the Son of Man now
standing in your presence, to give life to the

world.* 2cpf3ayi^eiy, mil (rather errone-

ously in the German Bible " versiegeln," to

seal up), that is, to confirm, approve, must have
been at that tmie a customary and well-under-

stood e.vpression, as we here and at chap. iii. 33
observe. The Father hath marked out Jesus

(as it were stamped); or authenticated and
warranted him by the the teativwny of loorh

(chap. v. 35). This, however, is here as there

not be understood raerfly of the mirnclea, but

of the stamp of ditinitii which was impressed
upon his whole life and working; comp. chap.

X. 3(3, Jiyia6E,X "hath sanctified."

Although the people do not fuily understand
the words of Jesus, yet those words were plain

enough to make them observe at least whither
they pointed. Those who answer him are not
necessarily, as has been said, the better portion

of the multitude ; the Evangelist assuredly
always lays hold of those expressions of the

individual speakers which most aptly represent

the sentiments of the entire mass. But what
do they mean by the tpyuii tov 3foiJ, " works
of God," which they so markedly substitute ?

There are expositors, though not much to be
thought of, who nn-et from very different sides

in one common and vory strange interpretation.

Not merely does Stolz translate
—

" What can
we do, to work that which God alone should
work?" but even Hess and Pfenningor have
understood it very much the same, and Schlei-

So the Jpwisli plu-ase had the bread of doc-

trhie ; anil llie llal>b riical e.\e2esis of sucii pas-

sasps as I>a. ii . 1 poiirs tliat way. Ciirisl indeed
lulcud'd nnicli more Irom the very beginning.

+ Tills view is more natn-al than that which
makes TKXTiffj and SfoS in connection with one
aiiolher, Maud lor tlie designing ol uilling and bemg
nblc.

X The Lord hears on his breast tlie hisli-priest's

seal—nin^? tTTp. Thus does tlie fundamental

truth of that ancient, but generally rejected expo-
f-iliun, which traced here the ;j'a/3aKr7//'j rtji

vxo6rd(Sea}i, tind^ its justification.

ermacher is persuaded that he must thus un-
derstand the wonls: "They admit that it is a
work of God to give the imperishable bread,
and ask him how lie could attribute to tliem the
doing of that which God only could do; and
what he could expect them to do, in order to

accomplish a task which belonged only to God !"

wlfich exposition, accepted by Mever, Herder
also received, though with a mocking turn

—

" How are we to do this ? This we leave to God."
Schmieder also accedes to this view, though
he somewhat modifies it when he paraphrases,
" How are we to procure the means of nourish-
ment for our souls, which God only can pre-
jMire f "* Yet we cannot agree with this inter-

pretation ; and though most learned commenta-
tors pass it over entirely, we think itof great mo-
ment to the meaning of the answer which the
Lord connects with their question, to pay atten-
tion to it and show its untenablcness. Every
thmg, when we narrowly look into it, is against
this view. They must then have misunderstood
the ipydZ^dOai, " labor," as signifying to pro-

cure or create, which could not well be possible

in connection with the bread in the desert;
they rather by ri 7toia5/u£y, " what shall we
do," indicate a better understanding than
that the Lord had warned against what they
could not have done. On the other hand,
they must have discerned the spiritual mean-
ing of the /Spojcji?, " meat," and its divine
origination, far better than we are at lib-

erty to suppose. Indeed, the whole saving
so interpreted would have been altogether too
keen and ingenious for this people. Finallv,

if such had been their meaning, they must nat-
urally have adopted the Lord's own word, and
as he had spoken in the singular they must
have continued with to epyov, " the wnvk."
Assuredly, the spy ac, "works," from the lips

of the Jews must be interpreted simply ac-
cording to the general phraseology of the time,

as referring to those "works" with which
they were continually busy in the exercise of

their devotion, in the endeavor after their own
righteousness, Ttius it is manifestly the gen-

ificns lieneplaciti (gemt'ive of the person satis-

fied), as it is termed, which follows (Psa. li. 19:
Jer. xlviii. 10; 1 Cor. xv. 58). f It is very
characteristic that they pass over the promise
altogether, and fasten on the requirement: they
understand thus much, that the Lord requires
from them a diligent labor after righteousness,

and express themselves consequently in the
way which was familiar to them—What dost
thou require from us with thy IpynlledOcxi f

Whatare we to^fe then? But we doubt whether
(as Lucke thinks) they mean actually and
[iroperly the works of the Itiw. Lange meets
the case better who says, " They now would
see in hirn a lawgiver"—instead, that is, of a
Saviour bringing grace, they expect iVom him
new commandments. This alone is conform-

* Zcugniss von Christo in Pred% ten, p. 257.

f Nonnus 8pi>eiuls quite rightly ^eoTEpitei
SedjJoJ.
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able with all that follows, particularly their

setting up Moses in opposition ; and only thus
can we understand the answer of our Lord,
which has been so often confused and per-

verted.*

Verse 29. We may confidently regard it as

a misunderstanding and a misuse of this say-

ing, to make it prove that God works faith in

us. The Lord has been requiring from man an
ipydl^EdOai, or working, and such an interpre-
tation is remote therefore from his meaning ; nor
would it be an answer to their question even
//"that had so intended to! epya rov ^eov, " the
v.'orks of God." Even the arch-predestinarian
Lampe cannot avoid perceiving that epyov
Tov Seov, " work of God," is intended in the

sense of their question. It is very significant

that our Lord opposes a singularf to their

plural; and faith to their works as the one,

h'mfoundation-work, from which all works well-

pleasing to God must proceed (in its deepest
sense quite in harmony with Rom. iii. 27, 28) :

he replies to their ri Ttoiaojuer, " What shall

we do?" by Uidrevere, "Believe!" just as

his Apostle afterwards does. Schleiermacher :

" I do not know that there can be found even
in the writings of the Apostle a passage which
more plainly and expressly teaches us that the

whole imperishable life of man's soul proceeds
from faith in Clirist, and that nothing but this

faith lies at its foundation ; a faith, from 'which

proceeds every other good thing acceptable to God."

Yes, verily, this is the evangelical answer to

all legal questioning. But faith is itself called

a work, and that not catachrestically in defer-

ence to the question concerning works; it is

itself no other than " the true, God-appointed
work, the substance of the first commandment,
it is a law in obedience."J (Comp. James i. 25,

noiTjrvi epyov [not apyooy], and kv rjj noir}-

dsi avrov.)
To those who imagine that the Lord, by

implication, would pass over to the genitivus

causcB (causal genitive) also at the same time,

we can onlv say that whatever truth there is

in that (Eph. i." 19 ; Col. li. 12; Phil. i. 6, etc.)

belongs not to this passage ; for this meaning
the expression would be too strong, and the
saying would be here in the whole Scripture a
ocTta- XeyonEvov (expression occurring but
once)—that our faith is the work of God in us !

In Eph. ii. 8 salvation is the gift, but faith the

instrument of its reception on the part of man
;

accordin2 to 1 John iii. 23 it is the command-
ment of God to us that we believe, and no other

* It will not do to detect, as Lutliardt does, in

the epya rov Ssov as spoken bj' Jcivs, the deep
meaning r,f TTotelv ttjv d/hjOsiav, chap. iii. 21.

f The ^isnilicance of this distinction Lutliardt

shou'd not: have denied {Stud. u. Knt. 18-32, ii.).

\ Ni;/.ch :
" D'e Gesnmmterscheinung dea Anti-

nonii.'-nnis," Sud. n. Knt. 1840, i. C9. Lange :

" Faith is a Avoik of mnii from Cod, i.i and throii2;h

God, and for God; and thorotore it is as w?l] God's
work as it is ike hii/Iust,frcciit iiotk of man'' {J.cben

JcsH, iii. tlO.i).

can be the design of tva ntdrEvdr^re, " that ye
believe," in this passage. At most might itbfe

said, as Hess cautiously puts it
—" that which

God worketh in you can be accomplished only
through your believing," or—" God is for that
ahvays providing and working, and ye should
enter into his purpose by a rec'procal ipyd^
Z,E6Qai.^^ This latter view might be in some
sense justified by the 'iva, " that," if stress is

laid upon it (to that end God worketh, that);
but it does not respond to the question. The
former scarcely can be reconciled with tovvo
edri, "this is." Turning from all this, let us
rather remark in this saying the theme of the
whole discourse, as it connects believing and
eating; not, indeed, identifying them, but
plainly declaring that he only who believes will
be willing and able to eat of that meat which is

unto everlasting life. If we ask after our
TtoiEiv iva, "do, that"—it is absolutely no
other than believing, coming, receiving. Ii we
ask (which the Jews, however, on this occa?ion
did 7iot) after the work of God in us, then we say
that in another sense this is his spyov, to feed

our souls with ChrL-st, and on Christ, his Son.
However perverse and to be condemned were

the meaning and spirit of these contradicters

in the rejoinder which now follows, yet it was
so ordered under divine guidance t.hat their

folly should be the foundation upon which the
Lord would raise a testimony thus extorted

from him by the false representatives and ad-

herents of the Old Testament. We may sa}^,

indeed, that these Jews themselves gave to

Je-us the most appropriate subject which the

occasion required ; inasmuch as he now, as

ojyposed to Moses, can so much the more plainly

and convincingly testify of that bread of life

for the world which, from this time forward,

was present among them—and in the form of

simple reply and vindication of himself.
" Dost thou assert thyself to be sent of God

after and above Moses—how canst tliou prove
that, what sign s^ owest thou ? " Here do these

people show themselves to be either no better

than those Pharisees who elsewhere desired the

sign from heaven, after having seen so many
signs ; and we regard this as quite natural and
consistent with the narrative. It is quite un-
necessary and incorrect to refer this to oth rs,

and not those who yesterday would make him
a king, if so he might be made further sub-

servient to their purposes.* The entire account
has nothing to do with any others, from ver. 26
downwards. The Lord has now excited them,
given them offence, and pointed them to that

better thing which they desired not; they
remain wavering for a while, vibrating between
better and worse impulses, until, finally, un-
belief keeps the field. If. in ver. 28, there was
something responsive to our Lord's words.

* So Neander :
" Thus others came forward

;

for it is prirt of John's manner not to distinguish

individuals closely in his narrations, but to group
them hi masses." Cut this cannot, thus abso-

lutely and without qual.fication, be maintained.
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that has now passed away, and in vpvs. 30, 31,

they go to the opposite extreme. We cannot,

with many (Ebrard last of all), discover here a

continuation, according to which a r<;^M<;«< under-

lay the question
—

" Oice us then that better,

everlasting bread; give us this nign Jirst, then

will we believe"

—

fov this would be perversely

to invert his requirement that they stiould first

believe. No, that does not come till ver. 34.

Still less may their sayinc; be explained with

Lange—" they confide in him that he might take

them under his care, even as !Mose3 had their

fathers, but they are not willing to expect any
thing less from him than they received from

Moses ; he mud continue in the same path and
proci/lefor tliem fully ami entirely." Such confi-

dence and such expectation would amount to

the very Ttidreveiy avrco, or belief in him,

which they declined ; but it is the boldness of

unbelief which sneaks here most strongly in the

ipyd^r}, "work," of unbelief, which, having
seen much, will see more, and which here gives

back his own word to the Lord with a clumsy
perversion—" What are the works of God which
thou workest, to constrain us to accept from

thee thy doctrine and laws, to guide us in our

works? We «ce not the sealing of which thou

speakest, in any thing that has taken place

vet !
"* The new sign most be from heaven,

but naturally enough something good for them
on earth—nothing else does this people desii'e

;

and as t!ie matter in question is bread and feed-

ing, the manna given by ]Moses in tlie wilder-

ness comes aptly to their minds. Should he,

then, have given them manna too? Signs heaped

upon signs, one approving the other, give no

evidence to the unbelief which is of the heart;

as had long ago been seen in their father.^.

The more God thus gratifies their love for

wonders, the more insatiably will they desire to

see more.
We have here a normal passago for the dis-

tinction between niCcEvEiv eii, "believe in

[to]," and the mere nioreveiv nyi, "heWeve
one." It was the former v.Mich the Lord de-

sired, but they will not even concede to him the

latter. " If we are to attach ourselves to thee

as another Moses, or to place thee even above

him, and devote ourselves entirely to thee ac-

cording to thy word—then perform somi^ sign

as great as, or greater than those of Moses."

This, from the point of view of their /utrdnesn

of heart, is not an altogether stupid require-

ment, but the true philosophy which, in its op-

j)Osition to the revelation of God, is never

wanting to unbelicf.j We may imagine how

* The Berlenb. Bib. rijhtly thus—" So dull and

«o audacious is man ! " BrUcknrT opposes this

emphasis, and says that the 6v which would jus-

tify it is wanting ; l)nt, there is no force in this, as

the antithesis is jil tin enonjih in tiie connection,

and the 6u of the former clause passes on to the

second.

f Kleuker {Brirfe iiher Herder, p. 74) reminds us

Tory aptly of Meridelssolni's reiiuiroment, that

the law of Mosea should be abolished in as em-

highly the Jews thought of the manna, the

^elov Kcxi Tt.'xpaSo^uv fipcSna (divine and
extraordinary food) acceding to Joscphus, the

Savuccrovpyui) usvoy uai repdnuv fpyov
(miraculous and signal work) according to

Philo, when we find that Abcn Ezra calls it the

greatest of the miracles of Closes, and read in

the thoughtful book of Wisdom so romantic a

diatribe upon it, chap. xvi. 20, 21. (Nonnus
too ho-s ncivva 7CoXvK\77'idrov,renoicned rnan-

Tin.) " Our fathers did ent manna in tho

desert, so many hundreds of thousands so many
long years daily"

—

agaimt that fact the food

given by Jesus seems to them very insignifi-

cant, and especially when it was taken into

account that that bread of Moses came from
heaven! For this glorification of their Moses
they have even a text of Scripture, they think

themselves quite justified and impregnable. It

is found (yet here f k and q)ayElv are added

to strengthen it) literally in Psa. Ixxviii. 24,

with which may be compared Exod. xvi. 4, 15,

and Psa. cv. 40. But these presumptuous
quoters of Scripture forget, alas ! or have never

readand known, that this very Psa. Ixxviii. is full

of keen condemnation of their fathers' unbelief,

and that the manna is' there only coupled with

the quails, in which their lust ate death. Even
now they were acting no better with regard

to the miraculous bread of Jesus than tiieir

fathers had done, who were not contented with

the manna, but wanted fle.sh also, yea, longed

after their common bread and water again

(Num. xxi. 5). Their fathers had indeed be-

lieved Moses, before the manna was given, when
he led them out of Egypt; but, after the manna
was given, they believed him not. These wise

ones know not what they say ; and have only

come to utter these words because the bread

of life offered to them had thrown back their

thoughts upon eating again

—

Eq)ayov and cpa-

yslv is the limit of their ideas.

Verses 32. 33. Instead of such correction of

their error, and reproof of their perverseness,

as would have been alnmdantly at his diposal,

if the Lord had been inclined fruitlessly to dis-

pute with them, he is contented with a calm and

gentle denial that the manna was tlie bread

from heaven, and a renewed offer of the bread

which he himself brought. His'yi/<v»', a/'?/>',

" Verilv, verily," is opposed in the fulness of

dignity' to their unintelligent quotation of the

yeypafius'yoy, or thing written. His decla-

ration contains a three-fold antithesis—It was

not Moses who gave it you then ; it was not

that essential Iread which I refer to; because

not from hcaten. The last contrast is that

which comes into strong prominence ; the sec-

ond is only suggestively hinted in that; but

the third must first claim our notice. For tho

Jews had not mentioned their Moses, but tho

emphatic 6v ,
" thou," shows that they intended

him ; and hence as the Lord well knew, their

cited eSaoHEv, " gave," was referred to Moses,

phatic and glorious a manner as that in which it

was given.
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though in the Psalm, and in every passage of

the Pentateuch, the sending down of manna
and every gift is always attributed only to God:
see, e. g., Exod. xvi. 15. But this first oppos-
ing thought is immediately dismissed ; and the
emphasis falls now upon t6v aptov, " that

[lit. the] bread," not simply of itself according

to Erasmus " ilium panem " (that bread) ; but
as connected with tn rov ov pavov, "from
heaven," we must understand it as denying that

that bread way from heaven in the higher
and true sense, as the following verse shows.
Moreover, we shall not take much time in prov-

ing to our readers that our Lord is very far

from contradicting the testimony of the Old
Testament, and from confirming the notion, now
alas ! so prevalent, that the manna was altogeth-

er earthly in its origin.* If the manna had
actually been no more than a natural product
of the earth marvellously increased every day
(" the sap of the Arabian plant," says even
Tholuck), there would have been no meaning
in its beirg laid np in the ark of the covenant.
But the entire history, and especially the cited

passage in the Psalm, maintains the contrary.

As the substitute for the first fruit of the earth

it is called there D'J2ti''P'l, " corn of heaven ;"

and in Psa. cv. 40 D^Dt^ Dn^, " bread of heaven,"

which Aben-Ezra rightly interprets of the

firraamental heaven—n^v "l'"lX2 '3 (for it was

produced in the aether). But the parallel

D^"l'as anS " angels' food," points certainly,

as the ancients interpreted, to the angels ; not,
that is, as if it was food common to men and
angels, but, as this corn greio in heaven and not
upon earth, so it was prepared by the service of

the strong ministering spirits of God, and thus
angel-bread, not bread of the baker. (Comp.
Wisd. xvi. 20, eroi/tiov aprov aVoTrra' roj?.f

)

It was truly a U)r2f2 H^nn nnV' (new Jezirah

in the heavens), as R. Bechai says ; although
this heaven of the firmament and the angels is

not the heaven of the Father, from which
the Son brings down the true bread, which
endureth unto everlasting life. But the manna
stank through the disobedience of the children
of Israel, and preserved them not from dying in

their sins
;
just as the miraculous food of Jesus

had only satisfied the unbelievers as common
food.

But why does the Lord in his answer say
"you," instead of "your fathers?" First of
all, because his declaration embraces that anti-
thesis itself; but there is something more pro-
found indicated thereby, which it imports us to

understand, though the Jews when they heard
it first were not likely to understand it aright.
The Lord must necessarily in the deep workings

* Bahrdt could thus maliciously read it : Ye
good people, that which ye have said does indeed
demand attestation. What if I asserted that that
manna which the Jehovah of Moses (not my Fath-
er) gave, was not from heaven at all 1

I See further in our comment on Psa. Ixxviii.

of his mind speak with a wide reach and ful-

ness of meaning; Aw thought on this oc^^asion

does not limit itself to the manna, but his
design is to tell these contradicting disciples of
Moses, whether they could seize his meaning or
not: " Your Moses, in giving manna to the
fathers, and generally in giving you the law,
and all that it was in his power to give, neither
gave you bread, nor any living poicer, nor any
new remedy from heaven agaimt death, tlie

wages of sin." Therefore he makes prominent
the name of Moses first, and places the dsSooxey
vfitv, "gave you," and the Siocj^iv v jui v,

"giveth you" in sitch simple and comprehensive
contrast. We can scarcely doubt that some
who retained this saying in their mind«, and
pondered it well, would afterwards find this

meaning in it.

The true bread from heaven is a bread of

Go'l, the Father
; pre-eminently bread tchich

Cometh down from heaven, and in a much higher
sense than that in which it is said of the typical

and unreal bread that, when the dew fell, the

manna came down upon it (Num. xi. 9 Ti%

Sept. xazefiatvE), This parallel in contrast

shows of itself that the descriptive adjective

o xara/jaivcjy, " that coraeth down," belongs

to apro?, " bread ;" and that we must not

(with Von Gerlach and Olshausen, who opposes

Liicke on this point) make it the subject of the

proposition : Hd is the bread of God, who cometh
down from heaven, that is to say, myself.

That does indeed lie in the background of the

subject, but does not yet shape itself into

words ; for it is in ver. 35 that the new, great

utterance begins

—

syao eiui, " 1 am " (see

also in ver. 38 the xccraliEliriHa, and in ver.

41 the Kara/3d?, which then the Jews rightly

deduce from our present Hara/Jaivcoy)
; and

further in the Lord's words, vers. 50, 51, the

significant distinction by which the xarafiai-
vGOv is attached to the aproi as descriptive,

and to himself the xarafJd?—all finally in

ver. 58 coinciding and terminating in the

xarafidi alone.

We cannot, indeed, strictly affirm it as being
nowhere else said that the Lord " is ever coming
down" from heaven, but that he hath once for

all come down. He says xaraliE/itixa, "I
came down," but never what has no meaning

—

eyoo Harafiaivoo, " I come down."* But the
middle term xara^aircjv (coming down)
hangs on to the typical element in the manna,
according to which the Harafiaiveir ever con-
tinuing was certainly prefigurative. The ful-

fillment of the type, however, in the ndvva
dXjjOiyoy, or true manna, goes beyond the
type in every relation and point of view

—

Christ giveth life, does not merely sustain the
temporal life for a season, but brings anew
eternal life; and furthermore he giveth it to
the whole world, not to the one race in the
wilderness.! That word was most assuredly

* Comp. Hofmann, Schriftbeweis, i. 118.

t Here and in chap. xvi. 31 the world designates
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Bpolien concern in 2: himsflf as iha dajryproi'

K06H0V, or Saviour of the world; so that he

might well proceed, when the Jews lingered

upon his giving {Sa>6ii, ver. 27). to say to

them—" Do ye not understand in wiiat sense I

speak this? "1 myself am tliat bread ! I myself,

standing before von, am the greatest sign from

heaven, the wonder of all wonders: he who
believeth me, and believeth on me, will inicanl y
cxjiericnce that it is so." Thus there is once

more the appealing and urging reference to that

one and alone suHicing evidence of e.Kperience.

But where the craving of the heart's necessity

is nol found, unbelief can behold the works of

God and yet ask for more, demand evermore
new signs, understanding not those which have
been already abundantly given, either the old

or the new.
Thus was it wiih these Jews, who well

knew what they did not want, but not what
they did require, in this their demand. The
word which they now interjected, ver. 34, is

quite rightly placed in ju.xtapositicm with the

sitnilar one of the Samaritan woman, chap. iv.

15 ; though there was probably much less ol

the impulse of faith in their " Lord, evermore
give us this bread " than in her " Sir, give me
this water." There is drawn from them just

so much apprehension and recognition of what
the Lord had spoken, that they remain in em-
barrassment, desirous of saying something and
not knowing what else to say. We cannot,

however, detect in their words any evil-minded

mockery—"Thou dost pro.nnse great things, but

if we take thee at thy word, thou wouldst be

fain to let alone giving us that bread"*—for

the xvptEy " Lord." of itself (more than (jafifii,

ver. 25) opposes that notion ; and in that case

the Searcher of hearts would not have entered

into further collo(juy with them, at least such

as we afterwards find. But still less is it a
" childlike expression ;

" although the Evan-
gelist thus symbolically sets it before us, that

toe may, with full purpose and earnestness of

heart, pray in such terms for that which they

lightly and with perplexed minds demanded.
Verses 35, 36. 'J lie Lord, who maintained

throughont the whole of this conversation the

utmost forb'-arance of condescension, now
.speaks to them a word which at once gives

them a full explanation in answer to their re-

quest, just as if it had been earnestly intended,

and yet withholds not the assurance that he
well knows their unbelief. As in chap. v. 30
he made the transition from the indirect form
of speech to the iyut, "1," so he does also here

;

for, from this point we find no less than thirty-

five times this iyoo, or nuv, noi, /xe (/or

lielievers (c. fj.,
areording to Flacius). But life is

n-ady for all. More iliiin that is not said, except
tlial all the world, if believing and eating, miglit

receive life.

* Lanifie cites some of the fathers for this view,

wliicli Dauingarten-Cru-iiis shows to be a mistake.

Calvin, however, did so interpret it, and others

after liim.

me). They hold fost their nii^understood giv-

ing, but he can only give to those who believe

on him; he therefore proceeils—" Yea, verily,

I would gladly give it to you, but in order to

that ye must first recognize that I personally

ain that bread which cometh, or rather has

come,/raHi /teopen, this bread 0/ Ooil lor the life

of the world, this bread of life." Here we per-

ceive a three-fold gradation in the expression,

the significant deepening of which we may
profitably pomler. In ^oj;;?, "of life," is emi
braced the two ideas that he is, and hath life,

in himself; and that he giveth it in and from

himself (<?rjK, ver. 51, and ^uot'/y 5i(5oii?, verS;

33, 54). Bread is the universal food, nourish-

ment, sustentation of life generally. We have
already shown, upon chap. iv. 14, in what
sense the promise of no more hungering and
thirsting holds good. The TtoJTtors, " ever,"

responds in gracious corroboration to theirrra-i'-

rore, "evermore;" yet when he in speaking

of bread, includes another figure and refes to

thirst, it is not an empty tautology, but found-

ed upon more than one important principle.*

For, first of all, hungering and thirsting em-
brace, as a phrase (as Rev. vii. 16, after Isa.

xlix. 10), all the individual needs and all the

unsatisfied desires of man. in their complex and
manifold variety. And then it is not without

significance that the manna in Exod. xvii. is

said only to satisfy the hunger of the people^

and not the thirst which immediately was ex-

cited after eating the bread from heaven ; for

thus we understand that this true bread from

heaven far surpasses every preparatory and
typical supply of man's need. Finally, we ac-

knowledge, for our own part, that the Lord
seems to us to have already in his secret

thought that meaning of " eating and drinking
^

wliich, in immediate connection with his owii

body and blood, he is constrained afterwards to

dilate upon more fully. But that in the wliol^

it is only a spiritual satisfaction and supply of

need that is intended, is manifest from the im-
position oifaith as the sole condition. Accord-

ing to ver. 30 they promised their faith when
they should see ; to that he now proceeds to

attach his words, but meeisthem by an allusion

to the true seeing, which diflered from theirs.

The first x-ori (" also ") is an eUi (although),

but the koopauavE, "have seen," does not

simply mean—Ye have seen signs (he disclaims

this in relation to them in ver. 21)); for the///,

"me," is cerlainly the right reading. "Ye
have often and long enough ."^een mz/.s*?//" (which

is more than my indiviilual miracles) ; the light

of my life and work, the light of my whole

inanil'estalion hath shone upon you, and yet

have ye not rightly seen, ye do not truly be-

lieve!" This he had said to them in effect,

vers. 26 and 29—though Alford improperly

* Whether, as Brauno thinks, there is a d^-

sigiied reference here to tlie similar conversation

witli tlie woman of Samaria, we must leave unde-
cided : the word must have its own a))propriat«

meaning here in connection with tite hungering.
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regards this allusion as far-fetched. Any
more distant reference to what other hearers had
heard (as chap. v. 37, 38), is quite inappropri-
ate ; and so is any " flaw in the narrative"
which (as Liicke says) would entail on the
Evangelist the opprobrium of connecting to-
gether as one discourse sayings uttered at dif-

ferent times.

Verses 37, 38. The most immediate connec-
tion of these words with the preceding is to be
^ught in this, that the Lord, as in chap, v.,

proceeds to disclose the secret ground of their

not believing, their disobedient resistance to
the drawing of the Father; exhibiting this,

however, in the most gracious manner, and
appending to the reproof a new and most be-
nignant promise for every one who yet might
belieive and come to him. We may also pene-
trate deeper and say with entire propriety, at
the same time, that the Lord is consoling his
ovirn spirit in the Father's presence by the re-

flection that with all the unbelief which pre-
vailed there could not and would not fail to be
some given unto him : he encourages his own
apul to wait for every individual who might
come to him. Yea, w.3 may further say—so
widely and luminously do these general ex-
pressions throw their beams around—that he
IS speaking in a disclaiming tone at the same
time :

" 1 receive only what comes to me, as
the gift of the Father; ^/^^i?;- trustless depend-
ence upon me, springing from the desire of

bread, your interested and carnal seeking, avails
not with me !

"

The neuttr itar {enery thing, "all "), preced-
ing as it does, is of great significance. In
its extent of meaning it refers back to the
K66fioi, or " world," of ver. 33 ; but more
specifically embraces (as in chap. xvii. 2, comp.
also 1 John v. 4) the whole body of those who
come to the Son as one integral whole in itself,

so contej;n plated and foreseen
; and, at the same

time, maintains a deep universal principle
which underlies the character of each individ-
ual of the chosen, and makes all one—so far

concurring with chap. iii. 6. The Saviour of
the world—who, according to his humanity,
must pour out, like Isaiah his type, his appeals
and invitations to a stiff-necked people, with
unwearied labors which might almost seem to

be experimented "in vain"—has yet as the
Son, who is never independent of the Father,
at the same time the clearest and most serene
contemplation of, or insight rather into, that
problem, the hardest of all to our tiieory

and practice, of the mysterious InXoyi'i, or
"election." He beho'.d's even here already,
with unveiled countenance, the eternal coun-
sel, even to its utmost goal in the salvation of

the ends of the earth (Isa. xlix. 3-6); but now
iC conformity with his xevQo6iZ, or humilia-
tion, he beholds it, as it were, in the spirit of

faith and obedience. In general he has a fixed
knowledge tliat all must and wiU come to him
which the Father giveth to him ; but as it re-

spects the individluals he receives each as he
comes as a new, and as it were, uuloreseen gift,

the slight earnest and first-fruits of his labor
and toil. The fact that diSco^t, "giveth," is

used, and not dsdooKs, " hath giver? "'(diflTerent-

ly from chap. xvii. which regards all from the
point of view of the consummation of all), of
itself secures us, if we rightly understand it,

against any predestinarian perversion of the
meaning. This giving, when viewed apart from
the divine knowledge of all his Avorks from tbD
foundation of the world, embraces a work which
even before the Father is ever progressively
going on to its consummation through indi-
vidual instances one after another. If we take
into account all other testimonies to the lov«
of God and his willingness to save all the world
it will be perceived that he who giveth his Son
to all, wills also to give all to the Son ; so that
we are to understand here—all that he can
give. This is confirmed past all doubt bv the
declaration which follows in ver. 44 ; for the
giving and the drawing of the Father are one,
as is shown once more in ver. 65. (Comp.
chap. xvii. 6, 9, 11.) " He giveth them over to

the charge of the Redeemer " is saying too little,

for this expresses only the result of this pre-
venting grace ; to this also belongs all the pge-

dagogic preparation to that end, and indeed
the latter is more especially signified. The
voluntary coming, at the same time, to the Son
in faith (hence the fnt. i'i^F.i), is now at the first

the fruit of the old covenant gathered in ; but
the Son receiveth everyone so won, and so
given to him, with joy.* T6v apxoiuvov,
" that Cometh," now places the individual who
at any time comes more strongly and concrete-

ly over against the 7ra>', "all ;" and, in the
promise of not casting out, there lies a most
gracious and affecting liiotcs—How should I

otherwise than take him to my arms, and hear
him rejoicingly on myshoulder3? Tholuck and
Liicke refer this to the elsewhere mentioned
exclusion from his kingdom, but this seems to

us scarcely to suit the present deeper circle of

ideas ; nor does the expression include any re-

ference to that absolute y)reservation of the soul

so received, of which ver. 39—as also chap. x.

28—first speaks. The Lord's meaning exhib-

its here simply the assurance that if. in the

midst of so much unbelief, there comes here

and there one, the right one, given to him of

the Father, he will assuredly not reject or cast

him away—" even if he comes ever so creep-

ingly " (as the Btirlenh. Bihel says). Thus do
we rightly hold fast that meaning of tiie word
which the Holy Spirit has impressed upon the

souls of so many .'rom age to age for their i'liil

assurance in coming to Ciirist. As the Lord
prospectively comforts all who should come, and
tiirov.'s open the door wide to their coming, so

also, as we before said, he encourages himself

to this persevering readiness to receive them
all. Sehleiermaclier says gracefully and well

:

"He utters this word" himself, that, h'wever
long men may neglect it, however long it may

* Nonnus adds; a'AAa vocj ^aipovrt SeSe-
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be that they see and hear, and yet believe him
not, when they do finally come, he cannot, and

will not, and nui?t not cast them away."

For how should he not receive what comes to

him as given of the Father? This is the cor-

roboration of the thought which the following

words vet more expressly aflord. As to the

general" statement of ver.'SS vn itself, compare

chaps, iv. 34, v. 30. As to its relation to the

context here, ver. 39 must be considered in

connection with it. Pfenninger says—" How
should I cast any one out, when for the very pur-

pose of receiving him I came down from heaven"

—that is, of receiving, preserving, and guiding

to glory all who are thus given to me. " Not

mine ow% will—for my personal human will is

merged into the divine will of the Father ;
the

love of God is in me, an impartial and universal

love ; it is not in me* to receive or reject arbi-

trarily, or to make any difference between

those who come. I discern in the coming of

every man, and even in the slightest advances

towards it, the being given me of the Father."

Verses 39, 40. The will of the Father, tae

counsel of his redeeming grace through his Son,

embracing all that are to be saved, and there-

fore actually are saved, is now openly declared

and firmly'attested; in ver. 39 as regards its

final goal'; and in ver. 40 as regards, once

more, the present beginning towards that glori-

ous consummation. We would prefer, with

Griesbach, Knapp. and Lachmann, the reading

yap., " for," instead of the repetition of de,

"and," in ver. 40; and Tcarpo? jitov, " my
Father," must stand for 7t£jitil>ayroi ^s, "that

sent me," the ffar/aoS, " Father," being omit-

ted in ver. 39. All and every one that is given

is, to the Son as to the Father, a precious and

beloved possession to be kept most diligently

;

therefore will he, according to the will of the

Father, bestow the most faithful care and solici-

tude that he lose nothing and not one, chap,

xvii. 12, xviii. 9. If we should be disposed to

tindersland aTtXedco here—" I will not destroy

(but take care of, heal and save ")—that would
be indeed a strengthening of the previous litotes

lUt) Ih^ocXoo £^00, " I will not cast you out," but
its tone would be too harsh to be suitable here,

and we cannot consent to that interpretation.

(The word as used in Luke ix. 56 is something
very different, being addressed particularly to

the di.sciples.) But to translate it
—

" I will not
permit tnem to perish or be lost" ('chap. x. 28),
embraces too much, and weakens the t nder
pathos of the thought hitherto expre.9sed, which
nas been simply this—that the lost sheep now
found, and led back by the drawing of the
Father to the good Shepherd, are Aw own, and
that he could not, nor would, hue them again,

for his own .sake and his Father's. Thus the

ftTf^ aTCoXeda), " I will not lose," corresponds
strictly with the de'^cone, " hath given," and is

the proper expression for the sense of tpvXdd-
6etv, "keep," comp. xii. 25.

* Richtf r's Hmtih hH : Christ liatli no arbitrary,

electiug human will.

But the will of the Father is itself con-

ditioned hy faith ; and the ground, beginning,

and distinctive test of faith lie? in the true

hearing, as it is said elsewhere, or, as it is said

here with the same meaning, in the true seeing,

recognizing, understanding, and accepting the

Son. It is clear enough that Ssojpojv (Syr.

ii'^^h Ntni) signifies much more now than the

fruitless liaving seen of ver. 36. It is itself the

beginning of believing, but is not on that
account one and the same with it; just as

further the receiving and enjoying of eternal

life is only the consequence and fruit of believ-

ing. Let us carefully distinguish those three

critical points—the germ, and the fruit, of the
nidvEvtiv or heZiecing, in the centre ; in order
that we may have a key to the right under-
standing of the entire discourse, and not super-

ficially attach every thing which the Lord says
to simple "believing," without any further

qualification. Certainly to cast our glance for-

wards for a moment, heliering in vers. 40 and 51
stands quite parallel with eating and drinking,

the same promise being attached to both of

e'x^iy ^ojtjy aiGJytoy, '• have eternal life ;" but
the eating is not on that account the same
thing with believing, nor conversely—but the

Mkving mikes the soul capable of and ready for the

eating. Puoos said mo.st perl inently and clearly

:

"He who Cometh to him in taith will no more
suffer hunger or thirst. Wherefore? Because
the faith which comes is a faith which enjoys, or
because something to eat and to drink is given
to him who comes. This eating and drinking
is just something which faith has to do, if it

will obtain satisfaction or the enjoymr nt of

eternal life." We say once more wliat was .=;aid

on chap. iii. in connection with the new birth-
Think not too lightly of faith, it must lead (o

and become the eating of Christ ! But think
not too hardly of this eating, it takes place
through simple faith ! Or otherwise—Believ-
ing rsour ipyd^^EdOat and noielv, our icorking

and d^ing, to which the food which God gives is

apportioned. Augustine's celebrated expression
(on ver. 29 above) Ore^le et maiiducasti (believe,

and thou hast eaten !) does not properl)^ enough
oppose the "parare denies et ventrein " (pre-
pare the teeth and the stomach) ; but, if rigor-

ously taken, would set aside the sacrament in

itself, if not found in John vi. as a napF.pyoy
(side work). We would say instead—Crede
et mnndueabis (believe and thou slialt cat)

;

this alone is strictly true !*

Let us go back, however, to the text, as far

as we have yet explored it. The raising up
at the last day,t twice emphatically afTirmed,

points out to us the final goal of salvation and

* Calv'n comes near to this when he protests
asainst other expositors—Illis manducatio est
fides, mihi e.\ tide jK)tius coiise(iui videtur.

f The kenn-Higlited Baumgarten-Crusius, like He-
zel, makes this lo b^ the new Me.ssianic lime gen-
erally

; lleu.sj no less than the last day of every
believer.
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preserving power, after tlie attainment of which

there is no more danger of perishing, or losing

again that eternal life which is now, the body
also being raised, consummate. The promise

is in it^ true meaning similar to that which is

uttered in chap. xi. 25—He shall live though he

(apparently again) die! Even death shall not

prevail against him !

" In the interview with

the woman of Samaria, Jesus did not proceed

beyond the representation of himself as spirit-

ual, living water, which refreshes and sustains

the sold ; here he already intimates that he is

"about to go further, and to desciibe himself as

tlie Restorer and Transformer of the entire man,
even of the body " (Olshausen). We add,

even as he already went so far in chap. vi.

;

and would entreat every intelligent reader to

take this as the first key to the understanding

of the whole of the subsequent discourse con-

cerning the Lord's fieah and M ocl. He who
does not recognize the ahnfieil corporeity of th"

resurrection as the goal of all God's dealings

with the children of men delivered from the

bondage of death—he wl.o does not see that in

order to the victory of grace over sin, the

restitutio integrum of fallen man, something
would be eternally wanting if bodily death was
not also vanquished, so that the dyd6ra6ii,
or resurrection, alone consummates the P,g,jt}, or

life—and further that this restoration can come
to us only through the bod}/ of the second

Adam, the man from heaven, first glorified—he
who does not apprehend all this, will never
understand either the Lord's Supper itself, or

the testimony which the Lord here gives of its

deep foundation and principle.

Inasmuch as dvacirydco, "»I will raise up,"

forms the antithesis of aTcoXidco, " I will lose,"

it includes, what indeed lies essentially in the

word itself, the idea of a full presentation. If

any oae, however, would therefore say—" the
dvadryjda) does not me.an I will raise them up

from the decul, but tciU present them as saved,

witaout any diminution or loss "*—that would
be to err from the plain meaning of the word,
and tiie constant phraseology of Scripture. We
may not however despise, in such a case, the
" zugleich " (at the same time) of Meyer's note,

ofl'ensive as it is to many of our school divines
;

we may contemplate the pregnant fulness of

meaning without instituting foolish contrasts;

and in the present instance agree withLiicke's

exposition—" Will present them fully in the

glory of the resurrection."

Let us learn, further, to observe how neces-

sarily and naturally the words of God, when
put into human language, assume various

meanings in various I'elations. In chap. v. 29
an (x.yd6TLx6ii is predicated also of the evil; but
we saw there that this is only asserted in their

case by a kind of irony, since it is rather the

consummation of their death into eternal.

Here, on the other hand, the pure idea of a

true resurrection unto fully restored life exhibits

* Kleuker in the treatise, Johannes, Petrm und
Paulua als Christologcn (Riga, 1785 j, p. 107.

itself in the ayddradi?, jnst as in chap. xi. 25;

,

and it would be exceedingly wrong on that ac-

count, either to deny to the wicked that other

resurrection in its kind in this word, or to de-

duce from it that all will finally be saved, sincft

all will finally be raised up, and that the Lord
intends here to assert this.*

Verses 41, 42. The Lord might now, hu-,

manly speaking, have closed his testimony with"

these words, if a yet more far-reaching and stim-_

ulating continuation of it had not been enforced

from him. Though we might humanly say,

with the same propriety, that he had cleariy,

foreseen this influence of his words and tha'

turn which they would give to the people's

thoughts. The oi 'lovSaloi, " the Jews," now
first occurring has unnecessarily caused much
hesitation to expositors : simple readers will im-
mediately understand that the same persons are'

referred to who have been sneaking before.

Lampe was prepared with his " facile raihi per-

suadeo" for the opinion that another"detach-
ment had left iheox^oi, or " multitude," be-
fore referred to ; and Lange accepts this with
the qualification that a specific "judaizing or

pharisaic party " among the people is now in-'

dicated as having come forward. But what
necessity is there for this ? It seems to us in

every case an artificial resource, and to be con-
tradicted here by the fact that John reckons
the Galileans also in mass with the Jewish peo-

ple opposing Jesus ; see also later, chap. x. 19,

24. As their icithers murmured in old time,so
do t/iese Jews murmur now.f Their oljjectioi*.

is not taken so muca against his calling him-
self the bread of life in and of itself, but agninst

the Hcxra/dixiycoy ex rov oi pcxi'ov, " coming
down from heaven," asserted in conection with
it, w ich in ver. 38 had been magnified into
Harcx/Jt'/Jr/Ha, or have come down.

,
Not now

affected by any Jewish or Galilean notions

about the Messiah generally, which indeed are

involved in chap. vii. 27 but not in this pas-

sage, they have to do only with his asserted

Hazaliefirjua ; they understand this, and quite

rightly, of a mysterious origination of his hu-
manity, diflTerent from ordinary generation

—

* Thus two very different men, one of them,
however, scarcely in exegetical earnest. Sch!eier-

macher :
" What else can we infer from these

words but that lie h.ith given all men to the Son
;

>ince if only some are raised up, tlie Fatlier would
iiOu have given liim all, or if the Father had not
given him a'l, all would rot then be raised up."
Job. von Miiller brings the same from verse 37:
" Ye will finally all come to me, for the Father
hath given me all, and therefore hath given m^*

you. Ver. 38—I would draw now even you to me,
but that is not in the Father's plan as yet, your
hour is not yet come." This is to forget the
whole of the remaining Scripture in consideriig
our passage, and to interpret even that capri-

eiously. For how is it said in verse 37 that the
Father hath given all to him 1

\ Baur and Hilgenfeld go very much too far

when they say that ^lovSaloi in this Evangeliat ia

just synonymous with—enemies of Christl >
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.is (his being far more true and profound in

their apprehension than many of our recent di-

vines.* Against this tliey object a ready and
dogmatic oi'6auey, "we know," without reflect-

ing, however, thai it was with them as with those

others, ch;»p. vii. 42, in their erroneous conclu-

sion based upon the birth of Christ in Bethle-
hem—the nv)torious fact, a.s they thought it,

that he waa only a man born in the ordinary
manner, whose dead father and still surviving
mother they knew. Ilefti avrov, " a.t him"
(or " it "), was regarded by Nonnus as in the

masculine, and so also by Lampe ; De Wette,
Bengel, and the lierknh. Bib. translate—They
murmured concerning him. This appears to us

correct, and seems to suit well the reduplicated
ouroS, " this man," afterwards, though the
nspi rovTov, "at it," of verse 61 makes us
hesitate.

Verse 43, 44. The Lord does not answer
this TTw?, " how," by any such explanatory

response as would be appropriate only to an
existing faith ; he no more enters into the

mystery of his descent froto heaven now, than

he had before solved the mystery of his coming
over the water from the o'her side. Could we
suppose him to have surrendered up to such

minds his great truth, and said—Ye err, be-

loved people, I was conceived in the womb of

Mary my mother, through the power of the

Holy Ghost?—No, his wisdom knoweth better

how to speak to unbelievers so as at once to

indicate his own dignity, and administer in-

struction to them. First of all, he endeavors to

mitigate their murmuring by the fii) yoyyv-
C«rc, " murmur not," which exhorts them to a

reflecting tranijuillity ; for no man is ever drawn
of the Father to him in such a murmuring frame

of mind. He then repeats with a more definite

development—first, the last great thought
which had been uttered, veru. 37-40, and then

from ver. 48 onwards, his earlier assertion

concerning himself as the true bread from
heaven in vers. 32-35.

For the giving of the Father he now, pene-

trating deeper, substitutes a drawing ; an ex-

pression which is as profound in its grasp as

6 " As Ions as the ffroun I of faith in him, and
the ground of hope is souglit in any thing exter-

nal, in the manner in which his earthly life began,
or ill any extpriial circumstances in which he dif-

fered from other men, so lonsjarewe not n the right

way to believe." This assertion of Schleiermaclier

is half true, but only hilf, for as something exter-

nal the miraculous birth of Christ is not the ground
of laiili : it is not, moreover, any thins; external at

all, and its truth follows from faitli in h m. Not
m'rely— 'the true and livin<; faith will say to

itself, it is just so as it is written in our holy books,

Imt It might have been otherw.se" (?)—but better

with Nii/.scl;

—

"f;om the d -epest ground of the

testimony that he came forth from the Father, and
genially from tailh in the Saviour as the only-

begotten and as the archly pe, there emanates an

especial authority and credit for the original Chris-

tian narratives which direcily confirm his mirac-

ulous couceptiou."

it is simple to be understood, but which has
no strict parallel in earlier phraseology. Meyei
explains the word much too superficially, when
with a laudable intention to make it j)Uun he
says, "like a father drawing or leading his

child to the physician or the teacher." That
would be "adducere," as TertuUian renders it

(adv. Prd-veam), or the oSr^yetv of Chryso^t.

(which he on another occasion exchanges for

the flat and yet more vague /3ov5c/a) ; but
eXnijeiv expresses something more inwardly
operative, as ver. 45 presently shows. (We
may compare in the Old Testament Cant. i. 4,

'JSb'O, Hos. xi. 35. D3L*'DN, Jer. xxxi. 3, where

the Sontuagint have e'lXHvdoe de, although in

this orainarily cited passage such an exposition
of the Hebrew text is uncertain.* At a further

distance comes the later Rabbinical phrase-
ology, which distinguishes those who come
voluntarily, from an internal impulse, as tractos,

D'lTia D'Sa : see Buxtorf Lex. sub. 113, pag.

484, where we find the false interpretation scil.

a se ipsii ; rather should it be drawn, by God
himself, Af>odah Sarah, 24, 1. Comp. also Winer,
Realwbrterb. sub. voce Proselyten. Yet these
may serve in some degree for the explanation of

the obvious expression.) The Father draw-
eih to the Son : this is now said especially for

Israel concerning the Old Testament itaida-

yooyia eii Xpidrov, as a schoolmaster unto
Christ; even as afterwards the exalted Son
himself draweth all men in all the world, even
the Greeks and heathens, to himself, chap xii.

32.f Yet may we not, in relation to this

drawing of the Father (the analogy of which,
indeed, may be traced outside Israel), say with
Ebrad, " by means of the law through tlie

Holy Spirit;" but it is the essential Fatherly

attraction of love which is meant, the attraction

and invitation of mercy umUr all discipline and
preparation, for which sense Hos. xi. and Jer.

xxxi. are pertinently to be quoted. J Indeed, tins

* We doubt, liowever, whether absolutely a se,

as Baumgarten-C usius tliinks. Gesenius without
further ado ranks this Ipn ll'npp'D under me

formula TDPI ^t'D> so that the suffix would be
re.solved inio tibi- Thus II. D. Kimchi expounds
—"•TDn T|!) TS^V!^'' t-he Chald., however, has with

eriual propriety of grammatical form |i3n' n'"12T,

PDC3» which is just parallel with IIos. xi.—and

we must leave the mxtter undecided.

\ There is a certain drawing of the Father to tlie

Son, even in the ca.se of the heathen world, and
natural humanity

;
yot ever to be regarded as only

the work of grac. To use this PXi)rnssion with

regard to the longings and susce])tibilities yd in-

herent in onr fallen natiue (as Beck does, Slud. u.

Krit. 1847, ii. t^.j5\ is justifiable to our mind.

\ In his slate of abasement, the Sou doih not

yet say

—

I draw, because he liath not yet the full

authority for that, being ever in subordination to

the Father in this. Hence .should we poor mortals

arrogate to ourselves nothing before tlie (jod-man,

but deal kindly with all who are coming. See

Meyer, Bl. fur'hbhcre Wahrheit, v. 382.
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idea of the TIK'ID in relation to the proselytes is

attested and confirmed by the place in Maimon-
ides adduced by Lampe, in which the teach-

ers are said to deal mildly at tirst and only to

(Zrawj—D>3n-] ji^n nana (with favorable and

gentle words).

This much is certain, without any learned in-

vestigation, and it is to our experience as man-
ifest as it is mysterious, according to the Lord's

testimony—" that if a man longs after God, it

comes not from himself, but it is the Father's

drawing in Jesus Christ his Son " (Jacob

Boehme). The awakening of this longing to

draw nigh is not in its deepest principle so

much the effect of the terrors of the law, as of

the distant influence of eternal love working in

them : these are the cords and bands by which

God seizeth upon men and bringeth them to

himself. Luther's words, quoted by so many
expositors, " The drawing is not like that of the

executioner, who draws the thief up the ladder

to the gallows ; but it is a gracious allurement,

such as that of the man whom every body loves,

and to whom every body willingly goes," may
be supplemented by the equally quaint lan-

guage of the Berlenb. Bibel: " He that draweth

not as a man draweth to the block !"

Verse 45. As the Jews had previously

brought forward a ysypauM^^ov, or Scrip-

ture, for their manna, so now does the Lord,

though late, yet not without reference thereto,

bring forward a similar one for that drawing of

the Father to which he had alluded, from the

Prophets. The general iv Toli Ttpoqty'ftaii,

" in the Prophets," might indeed be taken for

the customary form of citation, as in Acts xiii.

40, vii. 42 ; Mark i. 2 ;
or, on the other hand,

it may refer to that most pertinent classical

passage, Isa. liv. 13, in connection with others

related to it (such as Jer. xxxi, 33, 34, to

•which even Schleiermacher would specially

refer it) ; but we think also, that the Lord sig-

nificantly thus spoke because he would collate,

as it were, and place in juxtaposition the prom-
issory part of the Old Testament in thepropJiets

Mviih Moses of whom mention had been already

made. (Fikenscher, with regard to this, has

the original remark, that " in the second por-

tion of the Old Testament, which treats of the

divine promise, God hath revealed his merciful

•will towards those who seek salvation, and who
have already given heed to the voice of the

law.")

This drawing, as it is altogether divine on

the part of him who draweth, so it is "alto-

gether spiritual on the part of him who is

drawn " (Von Meyer). It is an inward teach-

ing of God—an inward teaching, consequently

not merely that preparation and external

guidance which comes through the outward
call to the fellowship of his people, and the

possession of his word ; a teachunj, consequently

it does not consist simply in dim feelings of

dependence and superficial conviction, but in

hunnledge. It is deserving of thoughtful remark
that our Lord, for his own secret consolation as

he stands confronting unbelieving Israel, selects

the words appropriate to the present occasion

from that prophetic chapter which, following

the description of the ]\Iessiah's passion and
rejection, comforts him with a glorious prospect

of the great congregation of many children

which should be born to his Church in the last

times (let the fifty-third and fifty-fourth chap-

ters of Isaiah be read in their contrasting con-

nection). But that which there appears as the

goal ol consummation, is interpreied now, with

strict propriety as on the part of God, concern-
• ig the deep-laid beginnings from which that

consummation is to grow.* The free applica-

tion of those words on the present occasion

dispenses with the 7|''J3j
" ihy children," •which

in Isa. liv. 13 suited the connection, but retains

the ndvrsi, " all," in a yet moi-e universal sense.

JtSaxToi ^Eov, as the Sept. also interprets

these (comp. ^eoSldaxroi., 1 Thess. iv. 9),

corresponds with the Heb. niiT' '"liois, which

signifies these tcell-tavght scholars, furnished

with perfect knowledge
; yet at the same time

points to the way which leads to that result,

the way of obedient hearing and willingness to

be taught, see Isa. 1., 4, 5. Now, since God
hath from the beginning aimed at winning
such D^'i1l3p> and since the more proper fulfill-

ment of that prophecy, the preparing of a new
Church in Christ Vtginneth more specifically

in the time of Christ, the Lord may well give

the words such an application as he here doea

—afibrding us a most instructive example of

his method of using Scrioture, which brings

into prominence its most internal and spiritual

meaning, tliat which is of universal force, and

passing by its more particular reference. The
docti a Deo of Erasmus is more correct than the

docibdes Dei of the Vulg.
;
yet this latter un-

usual expression brings out thepre-supposition

which lies in diSanroi of that voluntary learn-

ing and hearing which the Lord proceeds to

develope and enforce. This cc^iovEir uai f.iav-

OdvEiv (the learning being ever essential and
practical, or an ea'jterience) is the complete ex-

planation of 8i8ddHE6^ai. Be only a docddlii

Dei, and thou wilt assuredly come to be a

dodus a Deo .'f

We may further take the jra/Tf?, "all,"

which the Lord makes so prominent, in the

sense of Von Meyer's note—"And the promise
is truly universal, so that no man can excuse
himself." Miinchmeyer's animadversion (upon
the first edition) is, however, so far right as,

neither in the prophetic passage, nor in the

connection of our Saviour's discourse, is the

* " The subject here is the divine voice of man,
preceding fa th, to lead thorn to faith in Christ as

a Saviour " (Neander).

f Pfenninser's conceit is very pleasant (in the

Jiidischcn Jincfen, etc.) of the Httle boy who comes
in among the mm murers against the Lord ; and,

hearing how beautifully he taught, hoped when he
grew older to m derstand it all, and himself to re-

ceive the bread of eternal lile.
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absolute universality of this call and teaching

the immediate subject ; but neither can the alt

(as he insists) be interpreted with the predes-

tinarian tin<:e as merely—"all, who actually

will hecome his disciples." For thoae trho hear

and thoie who learn are manifestly in this case a

narrower circle

—

Not all whom the Father

teacheth accept his teaching. And thus as the

Son, accordincj to chap. xii. 32, draweth all

men ; so certainly doth the Father also, indeed,

draw every man in his time, with manifold de-

grees and in various manners. Thus, conse-

quently, the universal promise remains as an

intimated fact, on account of whici the Lord
adduces the quotation with an extended appli-

cation. It is not promised that all will learn

and accept the teachincr; and hence it remains
certain, since immediately afterwards the mat-
ter is made to rest with o'lr accejitance oi it, that
" this passage should abolish all predcstinarian

meaning in the previous k\KvE6^Jai." The
commencement—The Father draweth ; the

middle point of calling and separation—^lan

yields to be drav/n, heareth and learneth ; the

end of this economy of the Father—He who is

drawn cometh unto Christ. Tliis coming pre-sup-

poses indeed a drawing of the Fatlier, but also

the hearing and learning. Now it is the Lord's

design to say that it is this latter wliich is in

the decision of man ; and therefore he exhorts

them to come, and therefore he dissuades them
from an unbelieving holding hack. Were it

generally otherwise, how could then the Lord
always and every where crj'—Come ye, hear,

learn of me! and that in the midst of such men
as these Jews ? Again, if the Father doth actu-

ally on his part draw and teach all these Jews,

of whom so few actually became nin^ ''I.IQ^'

" taught of the Lord"—how should he not gen-

erally draw all men ?*

Verses 46, 47. Bat now a further expla-

nation lollows, in order to obviate any misun-
derstanding as to a separation between the

Father and the Son ; and in order that all who
might attain to see the manifested Son may
nevertheless be referred immediately to the

Father as well ; this leading back in \'er. 47 to

the first and fundamental assertion of vers. 35
and 40. Understand me not, says the Lord, as

\{ any man could ever have heard and seen the

Father, unless it were through the mediation
of me, the Son ; and that having thus the Fa-
ther he Cometh to me as to another. Here
again are the same trinitarian fundamental
ideas, which are only found fault with by the

dogged misapprehension of speculation which
goes beyond tlie word of Scripture, but which
as profoundly as clearly pervade the entire

Gospel of John. Here have we also proof, as

* My critic IMUnchmoyer in h's animadvers'ons

has iioi entered into the depth of the connect'on

of thou'ilit as pointed at here (and which in the

first edition was only briefly hinted at for ready

minds). Tliis, ttien, is an example, that the diff'use-

re'JS of wliicli ninny complain is yet very necessaiy

for many of my readerg.

testified by the univers.al r?'?, "any man," that

we rightly expounded chap. v. 37 a-? declaring

that no man hath ever immediately seen the

Father, in the sense in which the Son alone

hath seen him. (Not even Moses, as Cyril re-

marks.) The see ng is used interchangeably

for the hearing, because it is the more internal

idea; and it is here substituted b'^c^use in the

same sense no man hath ever heard the Father,

or learned any thing from him, independently

of the Son who is the mediator of all revela-

tion (Matt. xi. 27).

Verses 48-51. As we have already said,

the Lord npeats, in order to cast down all their

murmuring by his mild benignity, his first

great assertion— I am the bread of life ; as the

foundation upon which he will then proceed

(in the middle, ver. 51, >iai 6 aproi, x. r. A.)

to append another great word, as to the lime

and manner in which he will feed the world
with himself, give himself to the world. Not
my word, not my doctrine, not any thing of

mine, but I myself am that bread, in my
heaven-originated humanity (begotten of the

Holy Oho^t) which hath in it the life of God
—nothing but this. Tour Fathers—not as the

Apostles afterwards say

—

our fathers, in com-
mon ; the Lord could not possibly have said

this latter, though in his human nature descend-

ed from those same fathers. There is at the

same time a reproving allusion in the word

—

Your unbelieving fathers whose genuine chil-

dren, alas ! ye prove your.elves tobe(^Iatt.

xxiii. 31, 32). They did eat the manna in the

wilderness, as it is written in Exod. xvi. 32, and
ye yourselves have said; though without re-

iflecting that that never brought them out of
the wilderness. And are dead—this has a
simple and gentle tone, but in the Lord's lips

it means much more than when said by the

Jews themselves, chap. viii. 52, 53. Through-
out the entire discourse he never speaks merely

of bodily death, which indeed none of his own
were exempted from, and not even himself.

He reminds them that those fathers, not enter-

ing the promised land, died in the wiltlerness

and in their sins (chap. viii. 24; 1 Cor. x. 3-5).

The manna saved them not from that—see on
the same Psa. Ixxviii., to which the Jews had
appealed, especially vers. 31, 33. Aga n. since

bodily dpath is at the same time included in

this aTreOavot', "are dead," it follows in vers.

50, 51 that the removal of that too is promised

through the dyadra6i^, "raising up." Ovto?
i6riv, " This is," ver. 50, is now fully one with

the tyoo eini, "I am,*-' which precedes and fol-

lows it; and thus responds to that, niroi,

"this," of the murmurers, ver. 42. 'OnpToi,
6 ^djy, "the living bread," is afterwards ex-

plained, ver. 57, in its profoundest meaning;
here however it has the direct meanincr— I my-
self am the living bread, that is, a iivinf], per-

sonal bread, a living (in the life of God) and
life-imparting mmi, who may therefore ti'uly be

called such. 77ti.<i is the proper and essential

transition to the great statement which now
follows.
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Verse 51. Thrice had it been said— I am
myseil' the bread! and now it is added, with a

change—The bread that I will give! obvious-
ly because he could not be the bread, if he could
not give himself, or something else of himself, to

eat. Therefore he now distinguishes, from
himself who is the bread, tTie bread which Iw will

give. And what should we expect to find here ?

First, he saith—I give ; then—I am myself
bread; now if he again proceeds to speak of

giving, what but himself can he give? Again,
however, because indeed his spiritual person, his

most essential I and self, may not be eaten im-
mediately and directly, the solution of the great

mystery how a living man may become brea."

for other men ^requires a means and prepared
vessel which shall be the more definite channel
of this most wonderful impartation.* Just as

he stood in the presence of these Jews at

Capernaum, he could not give himself to them
to eat—and yet he has hitherto preserved a
careful distinction of ideas, between the hearing
of his word, the believing on him, and the eat-

ing and drinking of his food. An exposition

which should be perfectly unprejudiced and
simple-minded, and which received these clear

words (containing purely human ideas, whose
reference to his person is the only Sav-
fiadrov, or wonderful thing, in them) as

hearers and readers from the time they were
spoken till now must have been almost univer-

sally compelled to rece ve them—such an
exposition would now wait for something dis-

tinctive to follow, and not that blank tautol-

ogy, insufferable at this critical point in the

discourse, which would be involved in the

interpretation—And the bread, that is, which
I will give, is no other than my person and
manifestation, once more myself!
But what other than this insufTn-able tau-

tology is involved in the far-famed and much
loved exposition of the spiritualists who, re-

coiling here from the Jlesh of Jesus, adopt an
exposition which first started from the ever-

critical gnosis of the Alexandrians?! "The
bread is the entire living manifestation of the

Logos in the flesh, consecrated to the salvation

of the world"—may seem to be something
different and more to the point, but it is not

in reality so; for, the Lord's 'Exai, " 1," had
already signified no other than his divine-

human personality and presence, consequently

all that is contained in his manifestation in the

flesh. I This is very obviously seen in Ebrard's

* Kahnis :
" A life to be communicated requires

a medium of communication. Bread is for others

only when, to use the Scripture expression, it is

hroken for them. Thus he who is bread, mnstffive

bread."

f For. what Ignatius, with a free and wide spir-

itual application, said of tlie words '' flesh and
blood of Christ," which are, indeed, also sym-
bolical (Corner, I]ntinckiiingsgeschiclite, i. 159), can
scarcely be called exegesis ; it was n'it intended

to be so, and indeed latently recognized the real

sense.

\. Klee's aim is good, but he hits the point un-

remark—"The totality of the person of Christ
the whole Christ, is to be to us what the bread
is to the body!" For we may put another
question—How may this be ? How does the
giving enter into this? and if we are referred to
the "believing" which, in us and because we
believe his plain word, desires still the pro-
mised eating, this is only to lead us round and
round the pastureless and unsatisfying heath
of speculation, and to dispatch us with a vague
Crede et manducasti in a very different sense
from that which St. Augustine could have
intended. Regarding the Lord's words in their
integrity from beginning to end, and contem-
plating the mass of such emptying and enfee-

bling exposition, in which the plain words
which he speaks are turned into mere figures

revolving round a nebulous nothing, we are
compelled to exclaim—This is a hard exegesis,

who can hear it?-

For, 7) 6cif)£, fiov is not—My person, my
power and influence, my spirit, yea, not even
my body, but absolutely no other than what it

says—My ficsh. Further, the idn'v, " is," in

connection with it is explanatory ; it forms the
transition from the Jigia-ative expression apro?-,

" bread," to the expression prop)cr ; just as we
find it said in the parable—The enexy is

the devil; or. The harvest is the end of the

world. The Lord never explained—any more
than any reasonable man among ourselves—

a

figurative saying by a new figure. Let the

whole discourse, moreover, be examined in its

progression ; first, the general /ipoJcJi;, " meat,"

derived from the occasion ; then the (vproS,

"bread," which already promises a real, con-

crete signification ; now that interpretation in

ddp^, "flesh ;" and finally the most concrete

and material 6npl nai autcx, " flesh and blood."

So that there is not here, as Schulz animad-
verts, a sudden and unexpected leap in the

sense ; but only the express mention of that

which had been perfectly prepared for, and in-

tended throughout.

We leave Scheibel's altogether over-curious

investigations as to the presence or absence of

skilfully, when he say.s
—"From this purely spir-

itual and ideal eating and reception of hm, he

now passes to another eating and reception, to the

true and actual reception of his borly in us." For
this is not anotlvr eating distinguished from tlie

former, nor had the Lord been S])eakin2 of a purely

spiritual and ideal eating at all : neither the Sa-

viour nor the Scripture generally knows any thing

of this.

* Peterson says {yon d. Kirche, i. 171), that the

Lord is the bread of life " because he us aifsolule

religion in person is for humanity its true sub-

stance" (comp. p. 219); and this is not bully said,

but this spirituil internalizing mut i ot take away
the reality of the " bread ' which is the " flesh "

—

this Peterson would not do (comp. p. 222). Here

let Thiersch speak—" The necessity of recognizing

a mystery in the Lord's Sujiper has become appa-

rent to many of our recent theologians from a clear

apprehension of the Lord's words in Jolin : all

attempts to establish an unreal and spiritualist
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the article in (Japl* to rest upon their own
foundation; thev are not necessarily involved

in the establishment of the assured truth, that

the flesh oi Jckhs is, through tiie sanctity of his

birth and of his being, with all its onoiooita,

or sameness, in relation to our own, essentially

distinguished from it. We certainly have after-

wards y) (Sdp$ simply (as in ver. 63), but when

the Lord says now—v (5<tp| ftov, it must be

understood in the sense of that corporeity united

with sinless holiness, thoroughly penetrated

and filled with divine life, which is to be con-

ceived of in the 6 Xoyoi 6ap- tyevETo, " the

word was made flesh," of the prologue (chap. i.

1^). Thus it is actually a "special human
nature which the Lord here ascribes to himself,

and promises for man's sustenance."! He does

not say—I will give my nqnrit to be yonr bread

of life ; but it is as "afterwards explained in

ver. 63

—

My ftedi is spirit and life. He does,

not, however, say as yet 6 c3 /ti a fi ov, " my
My," as aiterwards at "the supper ; for the pur-

pose that his flesh, as it was before death, was
to become a body extended into innumerable

members in the Church, was only to be medi-

ated and accomplished through his death and

resurrection ; he here means simply and clearly

that human corporeity, in which he stood before

his hearers, pointing at the same time to a

future giving of his body, or its preparation

for being made the bread of the world.

It is acknowledged by most expositors that

py tyw 6ciJ6a),X " which I will give," speaks of

death and nothing else. Even llezel could not

regard it otherwi.se, though he trifles upon it:

his dfath was the slaying of an animal body
;

animals are slaughtered for food, hence the oc-

casion ibr {hejigure. It is not to our t iste. But
it is truly oriental !

" This author then comes
back Irom the historical and actual slaughter

of the paschal lamb to the oriental figure in

our paschal supper, and at last with truly occi-

dental abstraction interpret-i: "He who eateth

my ocJy, that is tasteth and relisheth. doth not

misunderstand my whole lile-history, with all

e.xp'.anation must be wrecked ujx)!! this discour.se"

{^]'orlf.<>u)>(jen iiber Kath. u. Prot. 2 1 ed. ii. 1^52).

* The veneratle old Gl.iss ns admitted : Diibia

et iiiliiina sicpe esse, {\\\x ex arlicu.ontm ompliasi
desinmiiitm- argumenta jtro artun is Jidii coinj)r()-

baiKbs. And : Kx cmiosa et mimu< ncce^.saria ar-

liciili consideiatione falsai hypotheses et errores

facile oriii elinvehi possunt.

f Sclieiliel in his hirger woik on the Lord's
Siipp.T, p. 201.

X AI1I10U2I1 Ihis clause is wrntinn; in tlie Vu';!.

anil oilier Vers, a'ld Codd., a;.d is rejected by
Lachniaiiii and Tiscliendorf, yet it is undoubtedly
Cenuiiie. LUcke admits thai it must ho sui>plied

from llie fir-t ($6)<Jr.) wliith is undisputed, l>nt ilie

tiiioit formula a|)pears to u; alto^cihcr inharnio-
rious and -trance. Ne nder, too, regar !s it as
Teiy l!ar.>h and nnliki» Jolins i)hiasoo;()<Ty, and
»ay> Vf :y properly that its omiss on would be oc-

ca-<iotied liy tlie 6v tyw 6(t)6oa innnedjately (ire-

ceilv.a;. Even De Wtite jterce'.ves thnt the e.vclud-

eii Words aie indispensable t."> the sense.

and each of its events, even the most paradox-

ical, re<j(irdiug them from the right point of view—
he to whom tlie whole series of my iates upon
earth is matter of delight and nourishment."

No, such exegesis as this has no relish for ua

even as such ; lar less has the food which it

thus offers the nourishment for which our

hearts, hungry for life, longing for spiritual life

and refreshment, cry out. But we ask once

more—Is that which our spiritualists ofTer us

in their prejudiced exegesis essentially dillerent,

in its ground, from the poor theory of the

savorless Hezel ? Can then the " manifest-

ation of Christ as the Son of Man in flosh and
blood " be matter of nourishment to our souls

without any thing further ; and better and more
essentially so after his death than before, in

spite of our absolute conviction that the con-

trary must be the case ?

Schleiermaclier, indeed, tells us that " the

divine and heavenly in tlie Redeemer could not

otherwise be communicated to us than through

his having taken flesh and blood and become
man ; in hi^ human life and influence and doc-

trine w'e must discern the divine and receive it

into ourselves." But that goes no further than

the incarnation, and does not include the mys-
tery of its consummation in the death of the

cross: if the Lord had spoken of that, and if

that had been enough, he would have said

—

My flesh, which I have assumed, instead of

—

My flesh, which I will give. Schulz is com-
placent enough to add: " To eat his flesh and
drink his blood, means to make ourselves par-

ticipants of his blessed manifestations as tlie

Son of Man with flesh and blood, a?id of the

benefit of his sacrifice of his own lite." But in

our text there is no room for this and, the

latter alone is the thing in point. The question

now involved is the communication itself; and,

in using (Ja /-J?, "flesh," in relation to it, the

Lord can evidently not mean simply the accept-

ance of the benefit of his death. For he does

n/>t sjteak of a it 16 r ev Etv, or believing, in the

Sovvai, or giving, but of the cpayflv of that

6dfi\y or eating that flesh which is given, and
which only in and after his death proves itself

to be in the fullest sense living and life-giving;

and further, he so speaVs as to show that he is

ex[)laining the previous figure by language

which is now unfigurative. " Thus the flesh

now becomes bread. The flesh has to do with
the obtaining for us, the bread with our enjoy-

ment and appropriation" (lier.'enb. Bd> ). Liicke

is partly riylit when he says that " the giving

up of his flesh is the condition and appointed
manner of the true and full enjoyment of

Christ." For the promised giring embraces in

one word two ideas—He will so give it to

death, that it may afterwards be given for the

life of the world. Yet it is only half-true, for

there is a fundamental point which cannot be
reasoned away, which men's blinded eyes and
pusillanimous faith shrink irom in dread. ])lainly

as it is written <lown, viz.—that this sacrificed

fii^sh is itself the only and true o'ject of partici-

pation. Life is given to us through his appro-
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priated death, and the vehicle of that gift is

aA7;Go55, or actually, his 6d p=, xai aiucx., his

flesh and blood, become for us Tivev/ua xai
^ooij^ or spirit and life.

There, as he stood before the eyes of the

people, of the disciples, of the Apostles, he had
the words of eternal life ; as the best among
them felt, even though they understood it not:

he performed the works of divine Omnipotence.
But willi all his works and words, with all the

believing of those who believed in him, he
came not yet into their souls ; so that even the

Apostles could only avow, standing as yet

"without, and as it were over against him, Thou
hast words of eternal life ! These words could

not yet become to them the bread of life, any
more than we now can receive, merit/ through

the word, as only word, that same life which is

the implanted germ of the resurrection at the

Last day. But after he had given up his flesh

to death, he received it again glorified and
Spirit-penetrated, and in this he giveth us life.

The excellent Lange, who, alas ! has fallen into

the toils of the spiritualism of our,penlous

time, speaks in a very strange way for a Chris-

tian man :
" The world as a whole eats, absorbs,

Christ ; draws him into its life of death ; but
therein/ his life-giving flesh, identical with

spirit, his energizing quickening being, is com-
municated to the world, and gives it back its

life." Not so : not a single word is here said

of the world's receiving Christ into itself; and,

to a Christian apprehension of what the world

is and what Christ is, this is a horrendum dlctu

(dire utterance). Honce it is only— I'jTfp

rfji Tov Hoduov ^ooTJi, "for the life of the

world," not (i? ^007} v, unto life. Vers. 53-58

speak of him who truly eateth Christ, and is

nourished by him.*
It is as if* the contention of the Jews, ver. 52,

stood in the Gospel as a prelude and type of

the warfare of commentators over this dis-

course. Their endless variety of interpreta-

tions betrays the same confusion. Yet it is

with pain we must confess that the Jews bet-

ter apprehended the subject of the problem

than our volatilizing expositors. What the

whole company of these worse Nicodemuses

contend about with their Ttooi Svvarat, " how
can it be," is the incontestable and plain Sov-

vai t?}v ddpKa, giving his Jlesh.-f They

f Lanse's answer to my observations (Lcben Jcs't,

iii. 6l'i) does not induce me, unprejud ced as I am
and full of resjiect for him, to relraet them. He
appeals to the fact tliat, according to ver. 33, life

is given to the wo Id y1), but this must be very

cautiously understood, for ihe vTtep, ''for" (on

behalf of), of ver. 51 bvinns in the appropriate in-

terpretation of ver. 33 ; and in no case, we must
maintain, f!o?s the world as a whole absorb and
consume Christ. This is an expression which,

as being altogether improper and misleading, I

must denounce.

* The objectors characteristically omit the

n:i;roiJ (wh ch is only introduced as a false read-

ing), since they thiiik not of the specific difference

of his flesh.

add their <pay eIv, eating, and with a right

a prehension
; for the Lord immediately con-

firms and takes it up

—

^<i^ f^V cptxynri, " ex-

cept ye eat "* He makes no reply to the 7r&?,

" how," and therefore we should not seek one
;

certainly we should not contend, replying with

imaginations of our own to the ttgJ?, over

the mystery of our eating unto eternal

life. But the more we contend, the more
plainly and stringently does he assure us

that he means no other than what he has lit-

erally said, and what he goes on still more lit-

erally to say. Are we then to eat the flesh

of man ? was the question of a Capernatical

misunderstanding, which overlooked the future

tense of the saying, and all that might be in-

volved in that. Has then Christ even still his

flesh for us to eat ? This is the question and
contention of our Christians now, notwithstand-
ing he has instituted for them the last supper.

Here stands his answer for a testimony—He
who believeth, and cometh and eateth, in and
out of the sacrament, will become inwardly

conscious of its truth. Dost thou as a Chris-

tian assume its truth, but without being able

with entire and absolute simplicity to bov be-

fore the word ; dost thou, with a pure intention

to make it more intelligible and apprehensible,

seek to remove as much as posssble what is

offensive to thy reason in the <)dpt, (as vumij

must then have done else there would hava
been a much more general and unanimous mur-

* " The Jews thought that Jesus spoke of an
actual partaking of his body, and Jesus does nor

sive them to understand by a single syllable that

they thought wrong : he ma ntains and repeats it.

He makes mention also of his blood, so that we can

all the less doul-t that he intended to be under-
stood in the litc-ral sense " (Klee). Consequ?ntly
Jesus spoke in no such sense as tint which Ebrard
understands (i. 79 ', who thinks that " the Lord by
a kind of oxymoron entered in o the very words of

the ofiponents, and assured them that he ceitainly

would give them his flesh to eat, that i^-, in a spir-

itual sense," or, in other words, not actualy his

Jiesh. Nor as De AVette conceives, who regards the

carnal lansuage of the Jews as being taken up , nd
intensified by him, " through 2, love ofparadox pecu-

liar to him in John !" All such Siiifts anl turns

deal falsely with the text and pervert the mean-

ivg of Jesus, to ,use the mildest words. E ven Schul-

thess, who on his own authority has ctvuck out the

second clause of ver. 51 as foreign to John's style

and inconceivable (and, in order to undermine
the whole efi'ectually, with equal arbitraine.-s de-

clared the words riv—Sa)6ei down to u Seoi
to be patch d in)—this same Schulthpss adm'ts that
" if Jesus actually said all that is here written, it

was no chicanery on the part of the Jews, but they

took the words in the only sense which they could hear,

even if there were another meaning in them." What
need have we of further witnesses 1 For that a
Schulthess should strike out what d d not suit him
is just as marvellous as that the Jews shou'd only

in chicanery deduce from hyoo ehii 6 aproi their

Sovvai Ti)v 6d pua cpaye/v .' ("Is it food,

then must he give himself to feed. And what else

is there in him to eat but his^esh ?").
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muring)—then be sure that the Lord is patient

with (hee, and w'll continue to utter his plain

word until thou dost understand it, or until,

even with a lack of perfect apprehension, thou
dost experience its inmost truth in spite of thy

understanding. For the contention about it is

better than the niurmuring; though there are

cases in which murmuring and contradiction

might be bettor, because more sincere, than
disputation out o{ a murmuring heart.

Verse 53. Their unintelligent striving, with
which indeed much murmuring may have been
mi.\ed up, enforces from the Lord his final

affirmation
; in which he pursues his tf^stimony

to the utmost bounds of what he conld reveal

to them, thougii retaining throughout the form
of testimony still. His sacred dignity does

not permit him here to enter so far into the

6v'7fri/6i'i, or questioning, as he afterwards
in his condescension did (as this Gospel at-

tests) : let us take notice of this distinction,

and follow his example. Let us on our part
take great care how we give good reasons to

those who dispute
;
yet never over-stepping

those limits, where mysteries demand only
faith, and ail ndxedOai, or "striving," as well

as all yoyyvZ.F.it', or "murmuring," can do
no more ilian hinder the soul from hearing and
learning the Father or the Son. Let us not,

when we reach that limit, qualify and dilute

the interpretation of the Lord's word, in order

to make it plausible to human understanding;
but imitate the Lord in this history, and give

out our exposition as simply a testimony ap-
pealing to the avroi eq)a (himself said so),

of our Master, which should put an end to

every dispute.

He who refuses to eat and to drink, will not
live, or will not be able t5 mnintnin life. Ju'^t

so, does the Lord now say. Ye can have or ob-

tain, without tkat nourishment of which I

speak, no life in yourselves. Thus speaks he to

living men, standing before him, whom he thus
declares to be, according to their nature, spirit-

ually dead ; and the ^m;/ ev £ nr f r oi S, " life

in themselves," is their life in its higher element
and power, the internal and real life of the

Spirit of God. " By being certified of our ut-

most danger of death must we be brought unto
faith. But this way pleases these inquisitive

Jews as little as it pleased their forefathers
"

(Rieger). Moreover, it is obvious that our
Lord does not in this so rigidly worded utter-

ance deny the beginnings of divine life in man,
before the nourishment of his flesh and blood
became possible

_
to them; but he mention.s

now the S;corfy e'xetr, "having life," in that

entire fulness of meaning which involves the

consummation at the final resurrection: in

order to this, he solemnly testifies, the fellow-

ship of his divine and living corporeity (glo-

rified in death) is necessary. For full assur-

ance that he means nothing else than the life

dwelling in his flesh, ami through it communi-
cated to us, not the flesh as flesh, nor yet the

nvEvna ocicnviov, " eternal Spirit," of his

divinity in itself (Heb. ix. 14), but iJiat in

union with his human corporeity, he now fur-

ther connects with it the hlood, in which is tho

life (Lev. xvii. 11). But what a new ofl"ence is

this to Jewish ears ! since, from the time of

Noah, and more expressly after the promul-
gation of the Levitical law (see again Lev.
xvii.), the partaking of the blood w.ts an abomi-
nation forbidden under the penalty of entire

excision. Thus this is not simply a " strength-

ening" of the " figure," but a very strong and
newly iterated declaration that in and with
himself «;i altogether new thiiif/ f^hould come;
that he would provide for the world apachnl
Hacrificial meal, in which the entire old covenant
should be surpassed and abolish d. At tho

same time the definite separation and juxta-
position of Jlcsh and blod* speaks in the most
significant manner of that death of which ver.

51 testified, since only a perfect death entirely

separates the flesh and olood.f The Peshito

uses every where here 1J3 for <Scip^, but this

is essentially inexact, since it is not a cadaver

which is spoken of here ; it describes simply the

flesh as having passed through death, and been
emptied of the blood. The concomitantia of tho

body and blood is not true of the Lord's sup-

per, any more than of Jesus himself as gone up
into the heavens, as we may learn from Ileb.

xii. 24.t
Thus we find our way to the answer to the

last question—How receive we and partake of

the flesh of Christ given to us through death?
"What is this enting ^.\\i\ drinking ri{ \;\\\c\\ i\w

Lord here at length speaks? Ilmo it takes

place cannot be told independently of expteri-

ence ; and we poor mortals, who wi'.h ali our
philosophy and physiological researches have
never penetrated the lower mystery of our
earthly nourishment, may ]->erfectly rest in that,

if we only know by inward consciousness that

we have received life. But w/k(< is it? It is

eating and drinking ; who can better state it,

or more clearly define it ? We repeat that this

eating and drinking is n t one and the sam-j

with believing. Zwingli's reason may ever so

flatly maintain that Christ speaks of a kind of

profitable enjoyment of his flesh and blood in

icluch nothini corporeal Jlnds jilace,^, but he says

The latier is therefore to be driodc ; not, as tho

prohibiting law speaks, to b" eaten with iho fle.sh.

f It is as if it were also said—Wliicli I will joour

out for the life of the world.

\ That is, if an express word of Scripture is de-

manded, and allowed tob^valil. Otherwise tho

severance of the blood from the risen find glorified

body is of itself a .simple and ne'-ehsary conse-

qufnce. " Flesh and bdod," in tho connection

whic 1 tho pt^rvasive circulation efrccts, is an idea

aj)propi itc only to the present mental coiidi ion

of corporeity.

() In the celebrated letter to Albor :
" Vnlt

Chri-tus, n'si carnem ejus ednmu'*, id r.il nisi rrcdn-

mns mortem eum pro nobis ob isse et sangniiinia

pffadisse, vil;\ nos carituros. Tunc ediiur corpus
ojus, cum pro nobis creditur coesum. F des ergo

e t, ncu mauducatio, de qua C. ri ,tas hie loqui-

tur."
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• Tiotliing in his opposition to iheAMTJv, A/jrj^,

" verily, verily," of onr Lord, more than that

• he has" not understood it, and indeed lias not

heard it aright. Of still less account is that

dangerous idealizing of the plain word, evap-

oratinfr its meaning, and resolving Christ into

the world, which, alas! we find in the pages of

Lange. " When man apprehends ilie world in

its ideality, in the true relations of its beine,

and thus in its highest relation, that is, in its

relation to Christ, it irlll ahead ti in a smfie be-

come io him thehodyand blood of Christ, and there

he will enjoy the nourishment for his true life.

But more mcntiaUy he partakes of the body

and blood of Christ, when the whole person-

ality of Jp'^us, all the acts of his life (even the

most paradoxical, B/Jc-n^!/r Jlezel antea), especial-

ly his death, become to him the pure, spiritu-

allv quickening food of his essential nature.

Jji/t then finally he enjoys the body and blood

of Christ in a distinctive sense, when the word

concerning the life and death of Christ becomes

to him one with the thus consecrated element

of real life-nourishment itself. As long as a

man partakes not tiie body and blood of Christ,

that is, does not live, move, breathe in the

real-ideal relations of the world to Christ and
through Christ to God, must his hunger after

life (not his death?) continue, notwithstanding

all earthly nourishment, and his thirst for lif

remain unassuaged, notwithstanding all earthly

cups. It is manifest that Jesus has here de-

picted in a i^ymholic/d form the eternnl ideal com-

vvtnion wliicli begins with the beginning of the

Christian's life of faith," etc., etc. No ; it is only

manifest that the protest which was lifted up in

K"nmmacher's Pahnhldttern against Lange's

fa''iii7 away from the Scriptural Christ, if not

founded on altogether sound principles and
misunderstanding much that was true, was yet

on the whole correct and necessary, and that

Kling's apology (in the Jlheinisclien Monat-
schrift) is altogether too complacent. For here

we have the ?i66fio?, or " world," becoming
Christ, not an ty6dpxco6i<;, or incarnation, of

the Xoyoi ,• as if the Lord had said—Unless
all your eating and drinking is an eating and
drinking of me ; or—As ye have in you the

hungering after life, that is, already life itself,

so must ye also know and experience that I

myself am every where and in all things its

appropriate rourishmentj It is quite char-

acteristic that we find here the Imly always
substituted for the Jlenh—a view altogether

unwarranted; and e<:{\\a.\\y perverting M~\iX pro-

faning is that view by which the most holy
communion table of the Loi-d is changed into

a table served at all places and for the whole
world, at which in every enjoyment the " eter-

nal ideal communion" is celebrated, with the

world opened up to us bv Ciirist and glorified

in and by him.* He who shall thoughtfully

* Literally w" find in Lan.ge afterwards :
" The

entrance into ;lie Chnstolouical world, in which all

Eensual experience l)fC(>nies an en'oyment of the

body and blotd of Chr.bt." Oi,ce more—" Ad

ponder all this, will perceive in such words the

last extreme of that exposition which recoils

from the actual flesh and blood of Christ, and
will fly back with a far greater abhorrence to

the simple letter of the word of Christ.

But we are now pressed by the question

which has excited the contention of ages—Does
the Lord here speak of the hereafter-instituied

Supper or not? It is with the utmost modesty
that we would oppose high, even the highest

authorities, of holy men and ecclesiastical con-

fessions ; but we feel ourselves constrained and
warranted once more to stand in opposition, with
all the earnest em])hasis of a conviction which
has *iever stood altogether alone in the true

Church of all ages. The fathers of the Church
began very early to spiritualize the meaning
here

;
Luthur and Calvin were at one in this,

that the discourse did not treat of the sacra-

ment ; the Foi-mida Concordia; makes it a testing

article that John vi. only meant a " spiritvalii

manducatio;"* Storr " willingly concedes that

John vi. says nothing of the sacramental ordi-

nance ;" and in general most were agreed in

this, till these later days when opinion has
begun to turn. Liicke quietly says, that " the
historical relations of the discourse, as well as

the entire connection and expression of the

thoughts, forbid eve.y reference to the Supper,
whether mediate or immediate "—and certainly

this is saying too much. Baumgarten-Crusius,
the same :

" There can be no doubt left upon
the point, that this discourse contains no allu-

sion to the the Eucharist." Lange, after his

manner, says :
" This discourse cannot speak

specifically of the Lord's Supper, because it i&

treating of the entire Christological relation of

the world, out of which Christ at his death de-

duced and made prominent the institution of

the sacrament (which in symbolical precision

represents that great full truth, and typifies

the ideal participation of his life). Or the sa-

ci-ament is only spoken of in a similar way to

that in which the intitution of baptivn maybe
re/erred io in the history of the flood." This is a
melancholy corroboration of Avhat Dav. Schulz
so presumptuously says—" John thinks of the
Supper in its right place "—which, in the case

of John, can scarcelj' be thought of a prioi'i.

On tt'e other side Lampe is obliged to con-
fess : ''Negari neqnit, Patruni maxinuun ninnertnn

nostrum locum de sacramental! manducatione
intellexisse" {It cannot be denied tlmt t/ui greater

numl/er of the fathers understood this passage
of the sacramental eating). As Iloman Catho-

gratification of lite becomes a liappy consciousness
of incarnate being." This would have a more ap-
propriate place in Leop. Schefer's Laienbrnner;
oven thouoli the Cathari had said it before, whom
Rothe {Ethik, ii. 463) justifies.

* " Dunlox igitur cit mandncitio carnis Christi.

Una suiritnalis, de qwk praciptic Christus, in Evan-
gehsta .Johanna capite sexto agit, qu£e non alio

mode, quam spiritn el fide in pradicatioic et mcdi-
tatione Bravgehi tit" (£d. Rechenb. p. 743 i. Yet
one niignt find refuge here in some qualifying and
better interpretation forced upcu the prcecipue.
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lies have here and ihere been found to deny it

in opposition to their church, so also have there

even been Lutherans earnest in acknowledging

and maintaining the reference of this chapter

to the sacrament.* Bengel, with whom we
almo.-t entirely agree, declares himself in very

measured torms : "Jesus framed his words so

ekillully, that immediately at the time, and at

all times subsequently, tliey would indeed ap-

ply in their strict literal sense to the spiritual

enjoyment of himself; and yet that afterwards

the same words should by consequence be ap-

propriate to express the most august mystery

of the holy Supper when that should be insti-

t uted. For, lie applied to the holy Supper the thing

itself irJtich is sti forth in (his discmtri^." The
arch-Lutheran Scheibel does not hold in this

matter with father Luther (which in his work
he discreetly passes over), and must stand as

a heretic before the Formula Conavdiee. He
i* not ashamed, in company with Knapp, to

appeal to such men as Bretschneider (Proba-

hilia, p. 86-90), and Schott {Epit. theol. dogm.

ed. 2. p. 142), as unprejudiced witnesses for the

application to the Euciiarist. In the Lut/ieran

Zeitsrhrift (1847, iv.) Osier, amonji others, has

maintained the truth against Luther and
almost all Lutherans, though with many
strange things mixed up with !iis defence. Even
the recent work of Kahnis is unprejudiced

enough, at least in general, to admit what will

not bear denial. t Calvin, we may add, couM not

avoid commencing the chapter to which wp
have already alluded with the admission of

Bjme kind reference
—

" Ecclesia3 suas sacra-

mentum dedit, spirituale cpulum scilicet, vhi se

Ciiristus vivificum esse panem testatur";}: (lie

gave to his Church the sacrament as a spiritual

feast, trt tf/t/r/t Christ testifies that he is the life-

giving bread). How is it then ? What must
we say to a simple Christian who involunta-

rily thinks, when he reads tins chapter, of the

Lord's Supper, in ord^r to bring to bear upon
him the opposition of theological wisdom

;

which ti/piiscuKtrincB is it that we must select

to extract and remove the embodying element

from this " spiritual participation," out of all

the various methods of stating the subject,

from those of Clemens Alex, and Origen, down
to the " excellent >^chulz " or the ingenious and
poetic Lange ? We think we would say to him,

that there have always been theologians whose

* Calvin. Insiit. iv. 17, 4: " Nam quod se panem
vitas nuncnp:'.vit, non earn a sacrameiito sumpsit

fifipellationrni, uf quidnm jtrrvfrse intcrprcta' iur."

Tliese qui '.am are probably Luilicrans, even al that

time.

t See the h'story of exposition on this subject

lea short sLetch by Kahnis, p. 115-118.

+ The Reformed may make ns cood use of this

" uli," as liie Lutherans of the " prwcipne " of the

Fonniild Concniaia;. In another place Calvin says,

upon John vi.
—" N.hil hie dicitur, quod i on in

8 era cneii.a fia\ireiur ac ve;e prajsietur fidelihus"

(Nntiiiii2 IS here said that 1« not lijuved in the

holy Supper and llius li uly afforded lo beiieversj.

wisdom ha? been one and the same with tha

simple intelligence of the Church. " God'i
words alone throw the true light upon God's
works"—this utterance of Has^enkamp is jus*"

as true when inverted—God's works also throw
the true light upon his words.* This two-foKl

canon ha.? a most perfect application lo the re-

lation between John vi. and the institution of

the Supper, under two aspects—the sacrament
is to be understood according to this word, and
this word is to be explained by the sacrament.

When the Lord, being about to give his llesh

for the life of the world, appointed his body
and blood to be eaten and drunk in Ihe future

—must he not have thought of what had been

said at Canernaum, and have reminded his dis-

ciples of it likewise? Was not this institu-

tion a fulfillment of that previous discourse?

Were hoih icithord any connection ? We think

it impossible to affirm this. Can we suppose

that Christ, when he was speaking at Caper-

naum, did not at all think of the future sacra-

ment? We regard that as equally impossible

and unimaginable. Bengel :
" And of so grf^at

moment is this sacrament, that it may readily

be thought that Jesus, as he foretold the

treachery of Judas at ver. 71, and his own death

in this verse, so also foretold, one year before,

the institution of the holy Supper, conrcrning

which, he most surehj tlwight tcithin himself tehild

speaking these words; and with this object, in

order that the disciples might afterward re-

member his prediction. Tli' whole of these

words concerning his flesh and blood have in

view the passion of Jesus Christ, and along

with it the holy Supper. Hence arises the

separate mention of the fieah and of ihe hlo<>d so

invariably." Yea, verily, to this also belongs

what is said in the sixth verse of the sanni

chapter—" He himself well knew what he

would do."

Almost all the lines of opposition to this

truth meet in one great misunderstanding, that

the Lord is supposed here to be speaking

only and crclasively of the afterwards instituted

sacramental participation in bread and wine;

now this we declare as firmly as any to be en-

tirely untrue, and such an exaggeration of our

meaning involves a grave offence in our oppo-

nents.! ^^'e niav sav at first with entire cor-

rectness—The Lord's Supper points back to

this discourse as its foundation ; and then must
also see that this discourse points prospectively

to the Lord's Supper. The Jews had, like

their fathers, miraculous food in the wilder-

ness, but thev ate it only as common bread, on

account of their unbelief; the Lord antici-

patingly grants to our faith the assurance that

lo us even a morsel of common bread and a

• As we a'so said before ia our Andeutimyen fur
glailh. HiJirt/triTsl. p. 83.

t So, for pxanip'e, Banm<iaiten-Ciu<;ius speaks

of the v>\v coutemled a ainst. as if it m ide Je>us

s-jy—He wlio sh .11 not i)ariiikR of the Sup]) T to

be institu.ed, eic, etc. liut .h'a is I;>,i' Ironi our
meaning.
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few drops of tne fruit of the vine shall become
his flesh and his blood.

Nothing is more simple than the old obser-

vation, that the Evangelist John, who has his-

torically recorded neither the appointment of

baptism nor the institution of the Lord's Sup-
per, has exhibited to us instead, how the Lord
in chap. iii. prophetically spoke of the essen-

tial nature of Christian baptism, and here in

chap. vi. of the sacrament of the Lord's Sup-
per.* Von Gerlach admits this :

" As baptism
IS the sacrament of re,Greneration of water and
of the Spirit, so the holy Supper is the sacra-

ment of this quickening and renewal through
the flesh and blood of Christ, and therefore

stands in the same relation to this discourse

that baptism does to the conversation with
Nxodemus." But this is saying very much
and quite enough, for Jesus " speaks, however,
in both places (although of spiritual baptism
and of the spiritual Supper), yet loith reference

to iJieir visible instrumentalUks " (Von Meyer on
chap. iii. 5). Delitzch also has lately avowed
(Beicht vnd Communionbuch, p. 32) two posi-

tions to be impregnable, that this discourse is

not to be taken as figurative, and that it is re-

lated to the sacrament of the Lord's Supper
just as John iii. 5 is to the institution of bap-
tism.

Thus, indeed, the Lord is here not mereh/

speaking of an external eating and drinMng
exhibited and sealed through a symbol ele-

vated into a sacrament. " The circumstance
that the Lord speaks freely of the participation

of his body and of his blood before he had in-

stituted the last Supper, shows that bread
and wine are not invariably or indispensa-
bly necessary in order to eat and to drink
him, or to be born again into a new crea-
ture through the impartation of his pervad-
ing incarnate nature, "f Thus the institution

of the sacrament itself is not meant ; in which
we must, to avoid falling into heathenish
Ruperstition, absolutely distinguish between
the external and the internal, with all their

unity. " The external participation signifies

the internal, but, in signifying it, effects it also"
(Von Meyer). Thence follows what he said

elsewhere—" Is then this external participation

absolutely necessary to this effect of being
united to Christ, so that we become partakers
of his glorified humanity? The entire sixth

* Lucke postulates that John must afterwards

have narrated the instituiion of the Supper if his

readers were to under.^tand this chapter on tliis

supposition ; but lie forgets entirely that his read-

ers alrendy enjoyed the Lord's Sujjper when tliey

obtained liis Gospel. De Wette thinks that Jolin s

not mentionins the institution of the sacriiment

m;>kes it improhaUe that he refers to it in chap, vi.;

but. the very contrary is tiue.

' In tiie admirable qiiest'ons and answers on the

sacrament, Von Meyer's Blatter f. h. If'/ihrheit, iii.

185. AVith th's we may compaie v. 126, x. 120,

xi. 221 in order to be lundameiilally instiucted in

all that pertains to the ^ubject, or at lea.st to be
stimulated to obtain i>uch instruction.

chapter of John opposes such a notion, as well

as the true life which we discern to be enjoved
by people who from erroneous principles reject,

altogether the external sacrament, only being
the more eager on that account for the internal

eating and drinking of Jesus Christ." Else
they would have been right who gave the sa-

crament to little children that they m'^ht not
remain utterly without life; but the Lord
would not have been right here and in Rev. iii.

20, where he in distinctive contrast with the

external speaks of an internal supper, en;oyed
in the heart of the believer opened to his en-

trance, and uses also language derived fi'ora

the institution of the former.* We will now
set over against the three-fold method of enjoy-

ment which Lange gave us, another three-fold

method, but thus : Man has already a prepar-

atory fellowship in the bread of God, not indeed

through Christ in the tcorld, but by a participa-

tion in the body of the Church, in which the

energies and influences of Christ are now work-
ing; then, consummating this, he becoT.es

personally a partaker of Christ when he re-

ceives him in faith, and through faith by the

Holy Spiriff(without earthly medium) receives

his flesh and blood ; finally, the sacrament is

the sealing of this participation in critical and
concentrated assurance and reality, helping

many to its first enjoyment and strengthening

all therein. For here we may confidently agree

with Petrus ^Martyr, rightly understood : " Nor
must we think that there is any difference be-

tween the spiritual manducation of John vi.

and that which our Lord instituted afterwards

in the holy Supper, save that a symlol -was

added in the sacrament to the doctrine and
j/romise which had before been given."f

The Lord, in sum—with the intention of af-

terwards establishing the great truth in an

external saci'ament for our weak fait i—speaks

here beforehand of the essential, inward spirit-

ital Supper, of the essential res sacramcnti ; so

that we have already " the.final leading back

of the sacramental participation " to an actu-

ally present, essential eating and drinking, to

which Melancthon rather than Luther attach-

ed himself (Nitzsch, Urkvndenbuch der Union,

p. 51). This epithet " spiritual " (i. e., unsa-

cramental), however, Avhich may well be ad-

mitted for the sake of the above contrast, we
must not understand of a " spirittialis fruitio or

manducatio " in the strictest sense as opposed
to corporeity, since other than in the sacrament
there yet remains the actual <3dpl v.al ait-ia,

"flesh and blood," which we receive; conse-

quently there is an eating and drinking which

the mouth of the inner man effects. Vhat
other than this might be " the ideaoi the Sup-

' Thus when Kahn's {Ahendni. p. 125) says .hat

a recept on of the body and blood ol our Lord
independently of the sacrameut has no other

Scripture tlian this to rest upon, he lor^o.s E.£V.

iii. 20.

r Piaiik, Gcschiclde dc» pi-oi^st. Lckhe^riffs, t

2. 18.
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per"—which mnny admit here? Consequently

the wonhof institution are to he undcrf-too I accord-

ing to Jolin ti.; and as Luther rejects tiiis be-

cause his exaggerated doctrine of the eating

and drinking even of unbelievers is overturned
on this view by the whole of the passage, vers.

64-57, v/e have only on that very account to

protest tlie more strongly, with the Lord's

plain word in our favor, against Luther's doc-

trine.* Not as the Magdeburgers in their dis-

pute rever.^ed it, and would explain theob?cure
words in John by the plain words of institu-

tion.! In such a dilemma is the whole sacra-

mental dispute found. But we on the other
fide hold fast to this, that the discourse of

Christ here is (o be applied to the sacrament
;

and against the interpretation which would
forbid this we protect, as against one which
invalidates anu i^estroys its essential spirit

and meaning. " Is it possible," cries Nitzsch
(Urhindenb. p. 57) with incontrovertible force,
" for a man so snyerficially to explain flesh and
blood in John vi. as Luther does, and then to

understand body and blood so profoundly as

he does, when he interprets the sacramentV'J
Let us ask, finally, and returning from our

own time and its contentions to the Jews who
were then listening, whether these latter would
not be likely to think of something akin to

what afterwards was made prominent in the
Lord's Supper. Pfenninger's declaration that
" neither Jew nor Gentile could have under-
stood that," is altogether incorrect as far at

least as the Jews are concerned. They could
as Jews better understand the real eatins: and

the Passover season, ver. 4, though without
specifically enough deducing the consequence,*
that at such a time the reference to the pas-
chal lamb must have U^en very obvious as
well to those who were hearing as to him who
spoke. Moreover, we find again in chap. vii.

37 just such a point of connection for the dis-

course in the ihoughts appropriate to the feast.

We heartily agree with Kling {ibid. p. 148)
when he replies to the sophistical question

—

" How could Jesus propose such a subject in

this place and to such hearers?" by the counter-
question—" How could John presume to place
his own thoughts, however conformable to
truth, in his Lord's lips?" We say with him
from our very heart—If the Evangelist has so
arranged the discourses of Jesus in inappropri-
ate situations without historical truth, " tnen
his Gospel becomes a mere romance (poetry
and truth out of the life of Jesus, inextricably
interwoven), and it loses that character of
//ar/3rv/3/a, or testimony, which its author so
expressly vindicates for it."

Verse 54. According to Calvin, these words
render it indubitably certain that—"perperam
de coena exponi totum hunc locum" (this

whole passaen is wrongly explained of the sa-

crament). With this we cannot by anv means
agree

;
but, on the other hand, it is indubitably

certain to us that an eating of the flesh, and a
drinking of the blood of Christ on the part of
unbelievers and reprobates, has been corruptly
fastened on the mnnducatio oralis (eatin^' with
the mouth), and introduced improperly into
the notion of the sacrament.f Not merely this

drinking of a sacrificed flesh and blood ihan I utterance of our Lord, but the entire New Tes-
they could have understood the ideal partaking
of our speculatists ; that is, if they had not been
blinded bv their offence against his human
person. The 800600 vndp, "I will give for,"

spoke in well-known terms of a sin-ofTering

and atonement, for which the Lord wouliJ
ofTer himself. But their contradicting and pre-

judiced will caused them to pass over that;
and, instead of sympathizing with the eating
of that flesh as bread, whicA the connecting
middle-term of the sacrificial meal should have
rendered easy, they precipitately took ofTence

at the simple Sovvai rnv Ccipxa cpayeiv,
"give his flesh to eat." KWn';:, (Stud. u. Kril.

1839, i. 147) has very pertinently referred to

tament, shows us that an actual participation
of the body and blood of our Lord, as not
springing from and not leading to faith, is an
unimagmable nothing, the assertion of which,
however, on the part of the Lutheran.?, was
the cause of all this unhappy sfri:e.

The Lord nov; in these last five verses leads
back his discourse, which has gone so far and
so deeply into the plain reality of the subject,

to this general commencement concerning the
bread of heaven : I am hread^ food, nourishment
in the fullest and truest sens? ; man may and
must partake of me, eat and drink mvself (vers.
54-56)—then I give to the eater life, that life

which I have from ths Father, ver. 57—conse-
quently this is the true bread fromhcavcn vi\uQ\i

* Yea, a-surcdiy " every man who received the abolishes death, ver 58. Q. E. D.
bo'ly and blood of Chr st, vould, according to Tpc^yeiv, instead of (pay Ely, is certainly

even if it introduces no distinction ot meaning,
yet a strengthening of the expression, as Lanee

Christ's words, roc ivo eternal lite "—con-sequ^ntly
the unwortliy cannot receive his l)odv and blood.
Kahnis in v.-iin endeavors to invalidate ths con.se-

qiience by liis obscure words about the idea of ike

iiuppcr,a.iH\ thus about wlial ihe t5Ui)per was sup-
posed to eff.'ct Cp. 121).

t Plank, Gcschichte dcs Lehrlcfjrijfs, p. 01.

X [In short and nio.e exactly, while our Lord in

this discourse does not (iirecily allud-^ to tlio sa-

crament (since it as yet liad no cxistenc;-). lie

nevertheless, specificaily refers to tlie e-'^sential

prittriple i. e. a spiritual j)art:c'.p-ilion in the nieriLs

admits (though condemning nimself), when he

* As Lindner does {I.chre v. Abeitdm. p. 42), and
Knapp {Ulaubeuslchrc, ii. 476).

t [The autlior does not seem to be aware that bo
has liero quietly sliilted liis own irronnd, and con-
ce iel the very point against which he contends in

the preceding pages. None but extreme formal-
ists doubt that our Lo'd is speaking <,f \\w lhin(f

of his .saciitice), wh eh that in.stitutioii embodies! s'g'.ified by the ex:ernal symbol af.crwards insli-

and commemorates.

—

Am. Ld.J tuled.

—

Am. Ed.J
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says, " Thus truly and properly to eat." On
the other hand we are unable to perceive how
(as Tholuck thinks) the words vpooyEtv and
7iiv£tv, un'ess tfietj are (ropes, should prove too

much and lead to the Catholic doctrine. For
laying as;de the actual mastication v.'ith the

bodily mouth, there is the fervent and eager

reception into ourselves of the invisible, spiritual-

corporeal flesh and blood of Christ, which as-

suredly is an actual eating and drinking on the

part of the essential man who liveth not

by bread alone. Moreover, there cannot be
brought forward a single parallel in which our

Lord, especially when opposing prejudice and
misunderstanding, has so peremptorily and
pertinaciously pushed a mere figure to its ut-

termost extreme. If in the Old Testament the

typical character of Solomon's Song (to take
the strongest example) delineates and paints

out the individualities of the figure, we must
consider that as something quite foreign from
our present theme, and not to be drawn into

analogy with it. For there the word starts

from the present realities of earthly things, to

which the prophetic and longing spirit attaches

the reflection of spiritual things ; but in the

New Testament the internal truth of reality

comes first, and only borrows the garment of

figure so far as is necessary for the assistance

of the apprehension. We protest again and
again against all reference to " figurative style

of speaking" in considering these words of our
Lord. We think it quite unworthy both of

him and of his sayings to allege that " all this

heaped up and repeated imager}' will teach no
more, after all, than a spiritual union with
him."* So when Luther speaks of an " embel-
lished discourse," Ave lose our respect in a con-

viction of his prejudice. Or when Hess re-

gards the Lord " as now first giving to his

figure its perfect round and finish," we cannot
but think that he is pointing it with repulsive

angles, if\i was no more than a mere figure. It

sounds pompously enough when Lange says

:

" The truth, in opposing such a tone of mind
on the part of the captious and perverted crit-

ics of h:s words, who will not understand them,

adopts the strongest and proudest expression,

in order to bring the process of hopeless recip-

rocal excitement to a pure conclusion ; the

mystery conceals itself hehre those who scorn it,

while it confronts them in the richest array of
symbolic language, and thus sunders itself en-

tirely from them." But we must protest—Oh
no! far be it from us to allow this. Such a

proud self-assertion is not to be thought of;

there is, indeed, a mystery here, but not a

mystery which shrouds itself in concealment,

rather is it as plainly disclosed as human lan-

guage, which cannot but speak of internal pro-

cesses in figures derived from the external, will

permit. Here is no symbolism, no gorgeous

array of imagery, but an inexpressibly humble
offering up of the sacred truth enforced from

* So J. von Mviller, who even says

;

union," establishing this from ver. 83.

Moral

him who speaks. Does not the Lord even now
in the holy Supper give up with equal lowli-
ness his flesh and blood to the rude hands of
unbelief, just as he then gave up, as a type of
this, the word which pre-announced it?

, Verse 65. The true reading is certainly
aXyjaaoi;, " indeed," Vulg. vere, although the
merely diplomatic criticism of Lachmann de-
cides for dXTfOyi, " true."* Liicke has shown
that the connection would require al^/Ooj?,

and that dXyjOrji, if genuine, must be taken
in the same sense, that is, with the meaning
which, in chap. xv. 1, iv. 23, i. 9, xvii. 3, is

expressed by dXr;0iy6?. Its interpretation is

not sensu propria or literally, but more ihan that,

inasmuch as every thing external is rather the
shadow and figure of the essential and only true

relations and things. In this sense the flesh

and blood of Christ are truly eaten and drunk,
Christ is the true bread, corn of wheat, vine

—

the trr.e foundation, as the true light, the true
door, the essential way—the true and real fore-

runner, shepherd, bishop, physician, master,
witness, etc., etc. Therefore, awav from the
presence of this aXTjQai with all your ideali-

ties and enfeebling abstractions in the place of

^fxadi? and Ttodii (meat and drink), q>ay£'iy

a.nd nij^Eiv, and even of (ja pi/ they pretend
to explain the truth of the words of Jesus, but
they only confuse and abate and mar their

meaning. " The Lord was not accustomed
elsewhere to speak in this corporeal style

;

when he spoke of spiritual things he had spir-

itual words for their conveyance. So when
he spoke figuratively he took care that the

figure should never contain more than the re-

ality intended: figure with him is truth, just

as his name is truth. If he would be under-

stood of a spiritual receiving simply, why did

he not use the ordinary expressions which are

plain and strong enough elsewhere, and why
did he not let the matter rest with—bread of

life? Wherefore did he go on to speak of flesh,

and even of blood ? In the word bread there

was figure enough for the illustration of his

meaning; i\\e words JUsh and blood, could give

no illustration as a figure. And as he well

knew how much the Jews and his own dis-

ciples were likely to stumble at his words,

would not his wisdom and his love as a teacher

demand that he should obviate all misunder-

standing by the, further declaration

—

As ye eat

flesh and eat bread, thereby receiving them as

food into yourselves, so should ye receive me
into your hearts? But he rebufTs all the

doubts of the Jews by uttering the words yet

more strongly and distinctly, and leaves ihem
no option but to understand that they must
eat his flesh and drink his blood. Yea, he says

expressly—My flesh is truly food, my blood is

truly drink—and that in a sense which is ex-

pressly in contrast with figurative and unreai."-\

Yes, verily, just as Lange sets out by saying

—

* Compare against this, Scheibel, Das Abetid'

mahl, p. 212-215.

t Kapflf, Communionhuch, p. 74, 75.
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Ihonpli he seems not to be aware what a con-
cfemnation he prospectively passes upon his

own subsequent aostractions—" He uttered

the truth so con-Tcttly, so distinctively, that he
was with his flesh and blood thf^ essential bread
of li!'e for the world," etc. Christ sublimely
Epeaks, beyond all contradiction, of a true and
actual partakincr, which must be, as corjwreaUy

understood as his glorified flpsh and bloofl mus'
be, and of course in no other sense. But on
that account not of a partaking with the

mouth, as Kahnis asserts, so that the fulfill-

ment of these words can only be found in the

sacrament, and the participation of his flesh

must be limited to that of the holy Supper (p.

123, 126). For exegesis leaves the question
untouched, whether with the bodi!y mouth or

only with the spiritual mouth of the inner man
the glorified corporeity of Christ may be, can
be enjoyed : that is only a speculative dog-
matic, theosophical qustion, for the answer of

which we must (as Nitzsch says) " enter deeper
into the corporeity of Clirist generally, into

the idea of a spiritual, glorified body," than
the doctrine of the Church, on either side, has
hitherto (lone.

Vftrs?s 56, 57. The former words signified—" Thus, my flesh and blood being meat and
drink, I am no other than a personal, living

bread; according to the general figurative ex-

pression which your reference to the manna at

first occasioned me to use in reply." The Lord
now turns to the transitional assurance—"Such
partaking of mj'self communicates life to tliose

who partake, through my inbeing in them, that

life which 1 through the Father have in myself."

Comp. chap. xv. <i, xvii. 3, v. 26. The did,
"by," with Accus. (Y n\g. propter) stands here

as generally, and it is so acknowledged by
Winer, as the caattn effkiem, the instrumental
means; and for this change of the case in re-

gard to the often interchangeable ideas of "on
account of " and " through or by," Winer cites

suflacient examples from the classics.* We find
almost the same thing in the Kew Testament,
John iv. 41, 42, xv. 3; Heb. v. 14 (but not
Mark ii. 4). Tpajycov /uf:, " eateth me," instead
of T7}y 6dpHa uov, my Jie:h, comprehends
both in one, in order to prepare for the return
to apToZ, " bread."! But it is far from tena-
ble that (according to Bruckner's note to De
Wette) our Lord drops the irislv to ahta,
"drink my blood," as only having been occa-
sioned by the accidental circumstance of ver.

52. Oh no; it was with deep earnestness
and rigid meaning, without any inducement
thereto from without, that he spoke of flesh

nndliood as the interpretation of " bread ;" and
it is only because he is returning back to this

original expression that he now speaks only of

eating, the drinking being obviouslv included.

Verse 48 closes calmly and propitiatingly

with a simple repetition and summary of the

whole discourse. The Lord has five times said

—My fli sh ; four times, in addition to that. My
blood ; nine times before this has he spoken of

bread, and now twice more; and, for the seventh

time fn the whole discourse, as coming from
heaven. Ovroi edrty n^pans, with conclusive

emphasis—This and of such kind is the hrcnd

of which I have spoken; and the ov MaOcai
resolves itself thus—" Not a hread from heaven

in the manner in wliich ye spoke of it, when I

was constrained to add nai ciTreOavov, find are

dealt." The appended rd /.lavva, " the man-
na," is the result of some gloss which aims too

accurately to sum up the whole; it weakens
the emphasis of what was designedly spoken
without it. In regard to this bread there is no
such thing q,% having eaten and are dad; but
for every one who eateth there is an unlimited

^?}6 E r at Eli Tov aioova, " shall live forever,"

commencing with the first eating, and going

on for ever ; thus returning to vers. 47-50, and
ver. 32.

APPEAL TO THE OFFENDED DISCIPLES FOR TEST AND DECISION: THE AS-
CENSION OF THE SON OF MAN; SPIRIT AND LIFE.

(John vi. 61-65.)

This soparation between the false and the

true disciples through the p'Mic testimony

which Jesus bor*^ to ihe mysteries of his person.

and its impartation for life, is not simply in

the sclieme of the Evangelist a result of this

great discourse of our Lord; but his plan, as

exact and deep-laid as it is natural, makes it

a general conrbition of its first sertion. Between
the people and tlie twelve we find, since chap.

iv. 1 (otherwise than in ciiap. ii. 2), a class of

ftaOf/r.ri in the widest sense—dependents, fol-

lowers. Among these there would naturally

be many who v. uuld be more than ever offended

and repelled by our Lord's words, traversing as

they did every notion they had ever held. But

* " A meditation of life which takes place

through tlie Father in sn^h a nrinner as to make
Chris" live by the Fathers will, becm-e he has the

Father in himself as the ground of lite " (Beck,

Christ!. Lehrwisxonchnft, i. 4(jO). But I confess

that I do not nndeistand what this means (comp.

p. 518). Sch»lth'>sa persists in interpreting— I live

for his sale, avrov ^u^d^cov—as if this w.is com-
patible witii that idea of living which enters inlo

th s whole discourse.

t The Rabbinical n'B'D >3S> ^ which fcttcke
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the Lord, who knew and had foreseen their

murraurings, utters to tliem especially, and not,

as we might imagine the scene, to all the peo-

ple, a laat word designed for their utmost possible

instruction, and to bring them to a fyll decision.

{"irst comes the introductory question joining

issue with their thoughts, which detects to them

their offeme—" I know it well ;" but this is put

into the form of a question which points to

something deeper and beyond. Then comes

imm.ediately in ver. 62 a position (deeply to be

pondered) which forms the transition from this

to the removal, if possible, of the offence, and

t» their further instruction. But the most
significant, and properly fundamental statement

for their instruction is contained in ver. 63

;

and that not laid down as a general ground-

principle merely, but with express application to

the contested and offending words which had just

been spoken. (This again is to be carefully,

noted at the outset.) Finally, the repielling de-

tection of their unbelief closes all—of that un-

belief which was the real ground of their

offence ; and the word uttered iovfull and entire

decision, vers. 64, 65. The principle of stum-
bling is unbelief, but the ground of unbelief is

resistance to the Father's drawing.
Therz's dvrarat (xhoveiv, "wy^o can hear,"

is the crisis, or worst result, especially in scho-

lastic discussion, of the TtGoi Siivarat, ''how

can," which at first only contends about
possible interpretation. In this connection

duArfpoi, " hard," is not simply

—

unin'elligible ;

nor is the anoveiv, " hear," added to it, sim-

ply

—

to understand, to grasp. But the discourse

becomes to them, just because they only too icell

understood its literally spoken conclusion, and
can hope for no Maschal for its interpretation,

a contradictory, insufferable, hard, and as it

were indigestible morsel : a Messiah, who gives

himself to death—in order then to give his

flesh and blood to be eaten and drunk !* On
that account avrov, "it," is not to be referred

to \6yoi, "saj'ing" (as in chap. viii. 43), for

then would dnoueiv be rather intelligeo-e ; but

—Who can longer listen to him, and remain

with him as a ^aOTjTr'ji ? The true parallel is

after Lighttoot refers, is not jiertinent here, a<!

B lumsai ten-Crusius remarks, for it is interchange-

able with—ea in?, enjoying, partaking of the bless-

ings of the Messianic age.

* Lilcke has illustrated this meaning of dfiXr^-

p6<i, by Old-Testament passages, such as Gen.

xlii. 7. XX'. 11. Prov. xv. 1, by the contrat in

Enrp. with naXdauoi, and especially the "dnra

vox" of Cicero. L.tmpe had already siven more
copious citations, Prov. xviii. 23 ; Deut. 1. 17 ;

1

Kings xii. 13; Isa. viii. 12; and especially in the

New Testament, Jude 15 according to whch the

expression " non tam ab-urditatem qnam tmpjeia-

tem d^sionat." The interpretation wh ch Chrys.

and Euthym. sn])port by dv6iTapddEKroi, by

no means exhausts tlie meanins ; nor can we at-

tach any va ue lo Sep[)'s notion that the .Jews

spoke at'terthe later usage of Rabbnical disputa-

tiou (see Buxt. Lex. s. v. riw'p, the whole article).

chap. X. 20, and so Nonnns regards it here.*
OuToi 6 Xoyoi, "this saying," embraces the
whole discourse in the synagogue, which the

Evangelist has just described as a Sidd6xEiv,
or teaching ; but the offence seizes upon its

final and keenest climax. What so mightily

offends these disciples, is not so much, or not

alone (as Schleiermacher thinks), that the Lord
had so presumptuously placed himself in a re-

gion above the gifts and wonders of Moses and
the Old Testament ; nor is it merely (as Lange)
that he spoke of himself as nara^di eh tov
ovpavov, " having come down from heaven;"
nor tnerely (according to Liicke and Ebrard, as

Hase, too, af&rms) that he had spoken of his

impending death in defiance of all their notions

of the Messiah. For we saw in ver. 52 that it

was the dovvai tpayEtv, "give to eat"

which echoed finally in their ears with offence,

though the Souvat sii Bdvarov, or given for

death, had previously been heard. The offence

did not rest upon " this pre-eminently, that

he had declared himself to have come down
from heaven" (as Hess concisely says), bat
specifically upon his words concerning the

flesh and the blood. But here again not, with
Von Gerlach, " because they did not apprehend
the sjnritual sense of his words, but stumbled
precisely at that ;" for it is a presumption as

gratuitous as groundless to think that they
should have so marvellously .spiritualised tlie

interpretation as our modern expositors ; and
then it would be quite unintelligible why the

Lord should first say to them—The flesh pro-

fiteth nothing ! Thus it is almost, though not

entirely, as Augustine says upon Psa. xcviii.

:

"Acceperunt enim stulte et carnaliter illud

cogitaverunt, putantes quod praacisurus esset

Dominus particulas quasdam de corpore suo et

daturus illis" (for they received it foolishlj%

and regarded it carnally, thinking that the

Lord would cut off certain parts of his body,

and give these to them). They well under-
stood the literal meaning of his words ;t and
that appeared to them so unintelligent and
unpalatable that the}^—to speak gently

—

"thought that they could fasten upon him a
charge of fanatici.«m." This must be firmly

established in order to the understanding of

the ToCro, " this," in our Lord's question, and
of the whole discourse which then follows.

Verses 61, QZ. " Doth this offend yon, fhat

ye must dAi/Ow-:, indeed, in order to have life,

eat my flesh and drink my blood?" He well

knew that it would be so with them, and never-

theless spoke precisely as he did. Just as, on
many other occasions, he repelled individuals

who ha-tily approached him by words of rigid

test, so also here it was his purpose, now, and
yet more when they afterwanis gave him oc-

casion, to place them under "strict review " and

* Kai rii dxovsiv avrov qjOEyyo)is%'oto

6vvy6Erai.

t Thus not as Pfenninger snperficinry s»y-^
" A hard snyine, for he attached it to eternal l.fo,

and no man can tell to what."
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Bift the whole company of these his professed

disciples. We say with Lange, that " it is by
this tendency* that the wnole character of these

and similar discourses of our Lord is to be ex-

plained"—Uading, however, to a yet fuller ex-

planation. The words which now follow we
must con.scquontly accept in a different sense

from that of most of our recent expositors. It

is clear that an unexpressed proposition must
be supplied before lay ovy, if tJieti ("[what]
and il"), in the second question, but the gen-

eral and indefinite What will ye say {ri ^eiezE

of Nonnus, or ri ifjelre of Euthyraius)does not

help the matter; since the same question again

recurs, as to how that is intended. There are

only two suppositions possible : either the Lord
would say—^\Vill ye not then lyuich more, and
then first really be ofTended? or—Will not

your offence be then removed, will ye not then
better understand my words?
The former finds more general acceptation ;

Olshausen, like Tholuck, holds to it without
giving any solid reason, Liicke supports it by
what he thinks good grounds, and Schleiernia-

cher completes it
—"Then will ye be altogether

in error concerning me." Baumgarten-Crusius
gives the most emphatic expression to this in-

terpretation—" If ye now, here in mj' presence,

adhere to your old delusion, how entirely with •

out counsel and strength will ye be when I am
gone away? " But we must declare this view
to be most unconditionally false ; because it

sets out with the assumption, first, that the

Lord refers in his dvafiaivEiv, "ascend,"
merely to his departure in death, and then

that the offence did not concern the eating and
drinking his flesh and blood. If it concerned

—allowing it for a moment—the death of the

Messiah, then would the Lord's word here be
almod a meaningless tautology (as Meyer, De
W^ette, Ebrard, have it)—Doth it offend you
that I must die ? W^hat will ye .say when that

actually comes to pass ?t But although we do
not deny that " in a certain sense death was
the external side of his glorification, the return

to his Father was the glorifying reality of his

death," yet we cannot but see that the Lord
now, in order to the removal of their stumbling-
block, refers only ioOm other glorifying aspect

or consequence of his going away. In ver. 51,

he spoke in connection with the giving of

his flesh, properly of dying an mch, and he

could not without further explanation speak
of that same death a~ an ascension to heaven
where he was before. The offence which com-
mentators take against the bodily and visible

ascension to i.eaven which is here pointed to.

J

has for its root, alas ! a profound unbelief in

the necessary actuality of this occurrence,

which, together with his miraculous birth

itself, would be firmly established in the minds
of all who have a right understanding of the

entire earthly history of the Logos made flesh,

even independently of the sacred narratives

that record them. It is impossible that John
should have, or present, in his Gospel a " view

or point of contemplation," which should con-

tradict the conviction of the Church in what
took place just in the manner which Mark or

Luke relate. In the case of the ascension it

is as in the case of baptism and the Lord's

Supper—he assumes and takes for granted the

historical fact; and instead of narrating it, he

records utterances of our Lord which predict

and bear testimony of it (besides this place, in

chap. iii. 13, and xx. 17 ; thus this is not " the

only mention of the ascension on our Lord's

own part"). The plainest and most obvious

meaning of our Lord's words can be no other

than that which afterwards came to pass in

accurate correspondence with them. If any
one thinks it out of harmony with truth that

the disciples are represented as seeing in the

future tlie return and final entrance of the

Lord into heaven—an objection which is not

met by Lampe's observation that there were

probably some there who would see even that

—we reply that 2E(apelv is to be understood

of a certain assurance, such as the testimony of

the Apostles and the Holy Spirit sent from

heaven actually gave to them all, and which
was equivalent to the evidence of their having

themselves seen, Acts ii. 33. Kling (Stud. u.

Krit.) defends this most triumphantly, by the

striking parallel
—"that ear Beoopf/re is no

more to be literally understood of a beholding

the dyafiaivEiy, than the oxpE6B£ of Matt.

xxvi. 64 is to be taken literally."

But now, finally, for the main point in which

we find the perfect decision of the question.

Our inmost conviction assures us that our

Lord must here have designed to say some-

thing which would remove difficulty and ;<to-

pitiate, and to dismiss these departed disciples

with some ray of hope for the future ;
it must

have been his aim, as we said before, as far as

possible to attempt their instruction.* Now
it is quite contradictory to this ground-tone

of our Saviour's present discourse to regard

him as announcing that they should receive

still greater oflence in time to come ; that

would have been indeed a 6M\rjp6TEpo<i X6-

yoi (harder saying). We cannot see (with

Kling) that the ovy, tkrefure, which often

merely takes up and continues what precedes,

decisively opposes the supplemented sense to

which we rel'er ; and the less so, as it was assur-

* That is, in connection with the constraint

whicii gave it strength.

t II seems, moreov.^r. artificial to jiress the an-

tithesis—Ve ae already ofl-hded V)y the Xoyoi
concerning dpath, but ye sliall actually see and
find it tnu*, SfcifjEiy.

* Th'.s. men are even bold enough to Bay, con-

tradicts the character of John s view.

* With this even Ltlcke agrees :
" That Jesns

said nothing to remove their ortence, but what
would have a tendency to increase it, is scarcely

imaginable." He then finds it removed in ver. 63,

after being increased ; but we c.iiinot iHid'^rstand

ver. 63 itself without tiie tran.sition in ver. 62 con-

cerning the ffiorificatioti of his corportity.
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edly the general interpretation of the older

Church, which accepted the ovv, though with

a less rigorous meaning. Sulfice it, that the

Lord signifies and promises here a future re-

moval of the offence, a subsequent better know-
ledge, when his present earthly manifestation

should be finally withdrawn, as in chap. viii.

28.* There, however, the allusion is only gen-

eral ; here there is special application to the

ascension which takes him up as the Son of

Man, that is, even his flesh and blood, in the

likeness of common flesh and blood, being in

itself without spirit and life—for this was the

subject treated of here. He thus mentions
what might be understood of itself from the

preceding £h tov ovpavov xarafiefirfxa, " I

came down from heaven," and for the sake of

comforting both himself and them, that they
would after that be able better to understand
the TtGoi dvyarai of ver. 52. For—and this

must be carefully noted—he speaks not as dis-

missing those who were insincere only, whose
return was not to be expected, but rather to

that better class of which many afterwards be-

lieved ; and ior these he could not have intended

to say

—

rovro vjudi ov TtoXXco judWov dnav-
SaXidst (will not this offend you much more?) ;f

If the sense may not be put so forcibly as

Chemnitz does :
" Qui enim potest suam car-

nem contra carnis naturam ccelestem facere,

idem etiara eam cibum horainum vivificum

etficere potest" (For he who can make his flesh

celestial, contrary to the nature of flesh, can

also make it life-giving food of men); yet at

least we may say—Then will ye find my words
concerning the eating of my flesh not so hard

as ye do now. Ver. 62 continues in the same
tone of reproving question as ver. 61, but it

gives also a doctrinal statement as a key to the

right understanding.

What kind of a lesson then is this? We do
not add much to our apprehension of it by sup-

plying—Will not then the ofl'ence be weak-
ened ? For this supplement is obviously to be

understood according to one of two opposite

views. Grotius represents the one :
" Nam

corpore procul in ccelum amoto, nulla spes erit

ejus manducandi Kara ycvptoXe^iav " (For

my body having been removed far mmy into

heaven, there will be no opportunity of eating

it in a literal sense). But our whole exposi-

tion has tended to overturn this view, with

which we shall again have to do in treating

ujion ver. 63. We therefore apply it to the

other view, and expand it thus : Then will it be

disclosed to you that, and in what way, ray

human corporeity, become heavenly and glori-

fied, may be given to be eaten and to be

drunk.

* For this also Kahnis decides (with Calvin,

Grotius, Lampe now in this case), and with ap-

peal to Stier.

t Lampe adduce"? tM< reason, when he says:

In priori sensu {f/nnnto masis) verba hsBC nonnisi

spuviis. in posteriori an ad hue") etiam veris discip-

ixlis Christi oyjponi poterant, undo hunc potissimura

amplectimur.

Does any one think that this is not yet
plain enough, and feel a necessity that Jesus
should expressly say—" How, if I shall insti-

tu e the Supper, in which my flesh and my
blood will be oflfered under the emblems of
bread and wine "—we can only say that this is

most marvellous folly. For Jesus has not, as
we have said before, spoken only, or even pre-
eminently, of a sacramental participation of
him ; he afterwards gave his own sacrament
as a holy thing, the express description of which
in the hearing of these unbelievers would have
been a profanation as inappropriate as it would
have been useless and confounding. Even the
little company of his faithful ones understood and
truly received the sacrament only after his as-

cension ; and to obviate even in them every
false notion of his nature, the Lord must fnlly

establish and* plainly declare the great truth
which we shall now approach.

Verse 63. Baumgarten-Crusius, an expos-
itor against whose view of the entire discourse

we are compelled most decidedly to protest,

remarks nevertheless very properly—" Even the

first clause (rd TCvsvua—oi'5fV) is not design-

ed to lay down a general proposition, but has
definite reference to the present time and the

subject in hand." But when we understand
this aright, how much follows from it ! The
universal incontrovertible axiom, which is laid

down as fundamental, is conveyed in the great

and widely-applicable utterance—It is the

Sjnrit, who, or properly which, ffiveth life or

quickeneth. Lie who has understood the

Lord's words to Nicodemus and the woman of

Samaria, will also understand this saying, which
now is, as it were, drawn out and brought for-

ward from the central heart of those discourses.

Life,m that higher -meaning in which the Lord
promises and brings it to us, has its original

sea.t in S}>>rit ; and in the highest sense it is

only the Spirit, which proceeds from God whose
nature is spirit, and which comes to us through
the Son, that can mnlcenlive our dead spirits.

Thus far the fundamental thought is perfectly

the same with that which the Apostle Paul
afterwards so often utters : but in this case

there is placed in antithesis to the Ttysv/iict

something very different from the yf)cii.tf.i(x,

" letter," of 2 Cor. iii. 6 ; and in this we per-

ceive a modification of the general axiom to

stiit its special application to the thing intended

here. Here the antithesis is 77 6dp%—and
what is that? It cannot mean the general

idea of the natural corruption of humanity, all

that is born of the flesh, and is itself flesh, or

man's carnal condition of sin and death (al-

though this from Gen. vi. 3 down to Rom. viii.

2, 3, and through the entire Scriptures, forma

the common antithesis to ifvsvua): for ovH
(^(p£Xsi ouSf'j', " profiteth nothing," intends

to say Tfpo? TO Z,a>onoiEiv, with resjtect to lit'e-

§ivin<j* and the reference must be 3omethin»

which can quicken the dapninovi, or fleshly.

* So Tertullian rthoush with a wrong api)re-

hensioa of the whole)—Ad vivificandum sc.licet.
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"We are not aware, however, that any one has I remarkable to observe, in connection with this,

ever sought to establish the application ot this I how much violence is done to the words ia

antithesis, without further qualification, to our

{)resent [lassage. But there have been manv who
lave declared themjelves in favor of another

very inapplicable notion of the contrast, which
we shall not be long occupied in refuting. They
understand in daipi the carnal, externally lite-

ral meaning of the words ;* but none of them has

ever attempied to prove that either irvevfia or

6af/9? simply could bear such a meaning as this

antithesis assigns to each. But inasmuch as a
carnal or spiritual meaning of a discourse may
at the same time be taken as a carnal or spir-

itual comprehension of it. or cajxicity of under-

gfanding it, this view passes over into another,

which IS fitly expressed by the T6 6apHiHo5i—
nyevjLiariHoSi voetv of Euthymius ; and they

who hold it talk in various ways of the eartlily-

prejudiced, unspiritual minds of the disciples,

of their carnal notions ; as for exemple, Klee
speaks of their " fleshlv and prejudiced accepta-

tion of his words." This, however, altogether

overlooks the plain fact that simply and neces-

sarily ex vio]y))Ositi the Lord is not speaking of

what mi^iht be useless to the understanding and
acceptance of his words, of what would never
be at>le to discover their truth,! but of what
could not quicken or give life ; not to press the

argument that then ovh axpeXei ovdev, " pro-

fiteth nothing," would be saying too little for

the misunderstanding, peversion, and offence

which, according to this view, the ddp^, or
" flesh," produces. It is of course true that it

was the carnal mind and apprehension of the

disciples which only thought of the flesh when
the Lord's words fell on their oars; this was a

consequence involved in his words or was pre-

supposed in them, but this could not possibly

be the Immediate and essential meaning of his

expression, for it says nothing about the flesh

whicly should understand, but of that which was
undtAtood. Jesus graciously brings into full

promwience the fundamental truth which lay

under uheir misunderstanding and offence, in

order t^onfirm it in the light of the preceding
great decWition concerning the Ttytvjua Cta-

offoiouV, o^s<juickening Spirit, and thus to say

—If I had inbs^ded the word which I spoke
in this sense, ye whuld have^been right in re-

pelling me with yothr ri Q^(p£X?}det y'/judi ?}

<Ja/3; (what will the Mesh profit us?); but in

Vus /itnse J inteml&l it not.

Every view which Tefuses to entertain this

immediate reference of y) doifj-, "the fig.

to that(J«A^,YJ(i5 Xoroi nrpi Tjfi 6aj}^<r<{\va.u\

saying concerning tue flesli^jj^-wtrfof harmony
with the subject anoH-brttiscourse ; an^ it is_ /

order to invalidate their meaning.* Nothing is

more simply sure in this contrast between
TCyfv/iia and ddfj^ as in relation to ths prom-
ised ^00 oTt oi ti V ^oT " quickening," through a
(Sd p ^ tohe eaten, than what the oft-misappre-

hended Calvin in his unbiassed and acute words
expresses

—"Caro, si aspiritu separetur"((lp.sh,

if it be separated from spirit)
;
just as Augus-

tine had also said
—"Accedat spiritus ad carnem,,

et prodestplurimum" (the spirit is added to the

flesh, and profits very much)
;
and Bengel

very clearly
—"Caro mera nihil prodest, qua-

lem scilicet Judsei putabant esse carnem illam;

de qua loquebatur Jesus, cf. 2 Cor. v. 16. Lo-
quitur sut) conditione, eatjue impossibili, «i f<ola

caro efset, uti etiam loquitur v. 38 de sua volun-

t.ate "t (The mere flesh profiteth nothing, that

is, euch flesh as the Jews thought that to be of

which Jesus Avas speaking. He is speaking

7fnd.er a condition, and that an impossible one,

(/ thejiesh were alone, as also he speaKs of his own
will in ver. 38); flesh in itstlf as flesh, which
should have no spirit, as ye understood it.J

That can, indeed, most assuredly give no life of

God to those who are dead in sins, since itself

in a lower sense is only living through an in-

dwelling Ttvevfxa-l But we have already

unconditionally denied that our Lord could

here speak thus of his own flesh ; so that we
might dare to add, e. g., with Grotius—ne mea
quidem (not even mine); or assert boldly with
iSchulthess that Jesus in so speaking included

his own flesh, yea, had it capecially in view ; or

say superficially with Fikensclier—" In my
flesh itself your salvation does not lie, but in

the spiritual enjoyment of my flesh." For if the

flesh is to be spiritually eaten, yet that which is

to be eaten is a spiritualist.
Thus it was pure lolly in Zwingli to use this

V ddp^ (^cpEXel ovStv, "the flesh profileth

nothing," lor his continual, tenacious motto
against the mystical reality in the sacrament,

and to defend himself against the oLijection by
saying—"CaroChristi omnino plurimum, immo
immensum prodest, sed ut diximus, cassa non
am'tesa. Ca:!.sa nos servavit a caede, sed ainbesa

penitus nihil prodest" (The flesh of Christ ia of

very great, nay, immense benefit; yet, as we
have said, when slain, not eaten. Biain, it has

saved us from slaughter ; but eaten, it profits

* Terfu lian : Tlie sengus camcuin, a:;aonst the

tp'ritufilt.1 ; ]\isl so .\ugu.st., Onrys., Tlieoi)!^;^^ e'c.

Wesley too—The spirituil meaning of these worus
—the bare, carnal, literal meaning.

f Ko th°i Brr'.enb. li bet 'his time .so grossly miss-

es ihe lueanins—" Tiie tlesh isdf no avail for true

trpomtion, a .spirit mii.st be tiiere. Jivery carua!

mauiier of tieatiuy thj subject."

We may be excused from cnterins polemically

into the great mass of contradictory opinion.s.

f So w.th equal correctness l>etbro
—

•' Non e.st

sermi) hoc loco de tarne corrupta, de <jua nemo
dubitat, quin nihil prosit."

X This corresponds literally with the r ?/ k
6 d p K a ver. .'32, w thout the avzoii which here
makes the great diU'eronce.

^ This, whhvmrfht iouch at the lower analogy,

Beza would impi()i>orly make the only .-oii.se of
this deeji word :

" Vo.s sfiisus ipse docet, ne ham
quidem ritam annnalcm mannrea came—utpote qua
aliunde, nempa ad h/tntnis spiritu, corput r vjkuntt
proficiscatur."
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us nothing within). Against which, Lampe
(who, however, otherwise only deals with the

discourse in a dogmatically prejudiced and en-

feebling way) has well observed—" Sed ita ite-

rutn pro una ellipsi duplex statuenda erit.

Non solum enim tum carnem in genere norai-

nans siuim intelligit, verum etiam non simpli-

citer camera suam, qed manducationem carnis

Kuos inutilem declarat" (But thus again for one

ellipsis we shall have two ; for while mention-

ingjiesh in general, he not only means his own,

but' also not simply his flesh, but he declares

the eating of his flesh to be useless). It is

very much to be deplored that in our own day

theologians follow in the steps of Zwingli ; as,

for example, Schenkel (against Alban Stolz,

Gesetzeskirche uml Olauhemkirche, p. 26), who
professes to find in Cyril his own position, con-

cerning the Cafernaite error that the substance

of Christ was to be bodily eaten, not clearly un-

derstanding his TCyEvuartHGoi {" spiritually ")

and (ja/3«o^a:;'za (" flesh-eating"). We say

with the Hirschlterger Bibel (which indeed after-

wards holds only to the " carnal method and

spirit")—" It cannot be thought, without as-

cribing to the Lord a contradiction of his own
previous words, that in saying the flesh, not by
any means mt/ flesh, he could have meant to

utter any thing which might be applied in any

measure to his own flesh, after he had again

said that his own most sacred flesh should be

the true life-giving food for man." We refer to

Scheibel's often quoted work, who, in page 174,

with well-grounded and holy zeal asks—" Is

it the body of Jesus that profiteth nothing?"*

Luther found it hard to defend himself against

Zwingli, because he had concealed from him-

self the true meaning of the entire chapter.

At first he incautiously assented—" It may be

very true that even the flesh of Christ profited

nothing, but yet it is in the Supper, where as

being without the Spirit, it truly nrofiteth

nothmg." He then retracted this admission,

and maintamed confidently afterwards that in

this passage the flesh of Christ was not referred

to, falling back upon the exposition which we
have rejected, of a " carnal interpretation."

Finally, he called it one of the flattest blas-

phemies, that Zwingli and CEcolampadius

should dare to maintain the flesh_ of Christ

to be of no profit, eaten carnally, j'M as if it

were mere empty Jlesh, in which no divinity wiis.'\

In this last he was altogether right, for, as Bu-

genhagen rnce expressed himself in a letter to

H( ss
—" If Christ had in these words spoken

of his own flesh, he would have denied hmiself,

for he had said shortly before that his flesh

should be the life of the world."

P.ank, indeed, thinks this rather an ingenious

evasion.

t In the Tischreden (Forstemann, i. 74) we find

in the strongest manner—God's flesh. On another

occa:<ion. and without perceiving how far it would

carry him, his exposition makes Christ say—"J/y

flesh and blood hath the power and force which

God hath, it makes diviae, and will fill you w.th

God."

From this right apprehension of the second

clause a peculiar light is shed back upon the

first, so that the declaration " Id quod spiritua

est, vivifi.^ans est" should, properly speaking,

be inverted for the application here

—

That

which quickeneth, thus my flesh concerning

which I have asserted this, is TtvEv/iia. not

mera caro. My flesh hath and giveth Spirit [

This almost coincides with Storr's expression—" My higher, heavenly, and divine nature,

not the human flesh in itself; but thM penetrates

this through—even unto its words." Yet. this

last interpretation of the following part of the

verse, to which we are now led, we must en-

tirely reject.

The spiritualism which would escape from
the Lord's flesh, has found plentiful help in

this statement ; it now rushes with impetuous
confidence to the next, altogether forgetting

that in this concluding clause there must lie

an immediate application of what is there said

to the woi'ds which hat given the offence. It con-

trives so to generalize and etherealize the Lord's

most decisive declaration, as to find in it a

most manifest confirmation of the " spiritual

sense " and " spiritual participation " which it

had set out with. But the Lord does not say,

as Grotius reads, ityevnartHa idrt (are spirit-

ual) ; or

—

7ry£vuocriH(aiX£y6/iiF.va(s]:>inins.\]y

spoken), as Schulthess expresses it—The words
which I have spoken are of a spiritual mean-
ing, of anagogical, mystical interpretation; but
he says something very different.

What then are the pT/fiara, "words,"
which he here means? It is very impor-

tant for understanding this that the XeXoi-
XrjKay " I have spoken," is established by
pretty general consent as the right reading, and
not AaAoJ, " I speak." Thus it is not the

words of the Lord, or his doctrine, his testi-

mony generally, as in chap. iii. 34, v. 47, xiv.

10, XV. 7, xvii. 8. A meaning may indeed be

extracted from the XeXaXtjua such as this

—

" The words which I have so long, so often,

and so much spoken to you already;"* but,

taking into account the entire development of

the connection, according to which the Lord is

aiming to give as much explanation as possible

to take away their oflTence, and at the same
time to show the reason why he had not np len

otherwise than he did, this XEXdXrjxa, espe-

cially with the viiuv, " to you," can only be re-

garded as referring to the object of their offence

(the Tovro with which he began). The Lord
never said before his glorification—Receive ye

the Spirit through my words ; chap. vii. 39

utters an earnest protest against this. Thus
he could not have here intended—" Ye receive

this Spirit, in order to partaking of my flesh in

the right manuer, out of my words, which

* Thus Lanse, according 1o wliom our Lord
makes liis future operation clear through his 'pera-

l on in thepaH ; so that it meant

—

Thtis have I lo g
begun already to feed you with my flesh and blood.

Against all this we have only to insinuate our

earnest note of interrogation.
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themselves are spirit and life " (Von Gerlach). 1 then would he truly not have been the per-

In tne highest degree treacherous, as regards sonal wisdom, and his words would not have

the opposite fundamental scriptural view, is ! itwi spirit and life." IIow does it rejoice one

the remark of Liicke
—" Death took away the of us to be able to speak, with almost absi^lute

6a.p\, or flesh, of the Redeemer; but there re- agreement, in the words of an academical theo-

mained to them his Ttvev/iia, or Spirit, that
j

logian ! But that joy is a little disturbed,

which was essential." No, verily, it remained
\
when Kling's subsequent interpretation for-

tcith them not; but came to them, even as he

had promised, first after his glorification. Does

this in any way quarrel with John's point of

contemplation ? With rather more caution

does Baumgarten-Crusius express himself,

when he makes it mean— "' For the present the

most spiritual thing to which they could be re-

ferred, was his presence in his words; for in-

deed in tfiem they might already have the

bids my concurrence :
" The words which

had spoken, were pure spirit and life ; divine

in their kind and in their original, and living

words throughout."

For my own part I am exegetically bound to

maintain that the Lord specially signilies by
Toc fjt'iida-a, " the words," the great words
ddp5 xoci aifta, " f.esh and blood." Liicke

insists that if that distinctive former language

Spirit for whom they hoped, and the life which
j

was now intended, ravrix zd pv^ara (tlio.se

he had promised to them." words) should have been used, as in chaj). viii-

We are assuredly very far from detracting
|
20, x. 2L But, in these parallel passage's, tlie

from the profound truth and meaning of Peter's
j

subject referred to was something immediately

conie.ssion in ver. 68, or from denying the living preceding ; now, some interval and interruption

Eower of the Spirit-words of Jesus ; note that ! had transpired, so that ravra would scarcely

e has gone up to his glory, we ourselves
i
be in keeping, but a XaXaXi/xa v^iv, that is,

maintain in the strongest manner tl at the
j

" What I spoke to you in my last sayings just

words which come from bini to us with the before," would be precisely appropriate,* Scliei-

Holy Spirit, and which are accompanied and bel :
" It is Jiermeneutica sui ipdus (explanato-

filleci by his influence, however we may hear
|
ry of himself) and of the preceding saying

—

them or read them on paper, bring to us (in The words which I have spoken are to be

the unity of his flesh and blood) spirit and
j

understood of him who is spirit and life."f In

life.* But tliat the words of Jesus as such
j

order to this it is not absolutely necessary,

could have been, before the obtaining and out- i with Bengel, to press ptjjuara into D^'lS'lj " '"f*

pouring of the Holy Spirit, actually
f
"'^"i

-erbis comprehensjc : " vet the Idri^ twice re-
itoiovvr a, or quickening we mu.st decline

^^^^^ with emphasis, and speciallv correspond-
to admit; moreover, we most inflexibly deny :

{^ -^ ^^^^^ ^^^^ -^ ^ continuous e-iposdion, just
that any thing more than this was the meaning

^^-^^^^ ^^.^^ ^ ^^^^^^
.

^^^:^^^ ^,„^ -^r/,,^ ,.^,.; 51
of Ins words concerning 6df3^ ^oci anta. "flesh

g^ ^^^^, ,^_,' ^^ ^g ^^^^ nvtvua i6ri,
and blood, and that he here gives his explana- ^^^. ^^ ^-^^. ^^^ ^ ^ , .^^^ jf ^ j..^

tion ot these words.t 1 hen would every thing
, ^^^^^ j^ ^^.j^^ ^^ quicken, it is as a vessel of the

itvevna; my blood a vehiculum of the <5<»7- +
come back to his doctrine and teachi.g again,

through which or in which the Spirit could ex-

ert his energy; and ddp^ xai alia would be
j

no more i\ia.n—Ji(ju)-es. " I confess "—says the

mild Kling. with dignity opposing Lucke
—

'

" that I was altogether astounded at seeing
'

such an expositor consentins to this view of

Bengel makes a critical distinction that he

saj'9 not XaXoj—" Jam enim aversi eraiit."

Moreover, that here tlie qiwliii;/ XaXew stands

instead of Ae/'f/K, does not contradict wliat is

the profounci discourse of the'Redeemer. How
I

said later upon chap. viii. 25. Even in ciiap. viii. 28

inappropriately and perversely must Jesus ' 't stands raura A«M(a. Here in chap. vi. the loim

then have expressed himself in vers. 51. 53- 1

«f the expre.ssion is so intended

56 I Is he himse/f, who oflers himself as living '

otlierwise have I spoken

bread, identical with the contents of Ins own
utterance concerning his person? Is his flesh

and blood, which men must receive into them-
Felves in order to obtain eternal life, no other

than his doctrine? If Jesus had so spoken,

* Basil. M. adv. Eunom. libr. V. wrote with con-

verse iru'li

—

^Eov Xoyoio vioi, pi'iua Si viov
TO nytvfja.

\ Yet some, e. g., Petersen (i. 102), so expound
them. Steffens lias put it most strongly, with an
otherwise good intention (JFie tchuieier ein Lu-
theraner WKrde, etc. — ' His wor.ls arc himself, are

spirit an I l.fe." But we cannot allow even these

more tolf>ralile n|)plieation8 to stand as exr>2:cvs,

such, for instance, as Pfeiinin^er'.s well- ntended—
" Yf^a, his words are God's words, Spirit and
quickenins; power (alreatly) are in them

;
yea,

much mote than that, himtcif, his wliole being."

ilius and not

Thus wluMi Kahnis ( F.

Ab fidin. p. 122) rejects my expositioti tliat it re-

f'ei\s to tlie contents of tlie last-sjioken \voi<ls. on

the ground of the " universal chaiac er of 'he dec-

laration," we can only confidently nsk—Wiiere is

th.s univeis il character 1 We read the opp<isite,

t The highly respectabl' Enslish coninientat:>r

Alford say.s of my int-ipretatioii
—

" It seems to

me beyond qu stion the right mt^anins."

^ Tlia' is also very difTerent from the converse
—" The tine body of Christ is t'lus all which tni y
served as the veil and the ii stiunient of his

Spirit." Raiher would we maiiitiin tliai all which

now brings to us the Spirit and life of Christ ]>ar-

ticip:ites in the outpour iigs and iiillueiH'es of his

every where jjiesent flesh and blood. Kveii Bret-

KC iiieider has discerned the exe^etiial triUh Iroiii

h s jioint of view, when he says in his J'ro/itibiliir—
" Corpus hoc, in n^ upectatitm noii hal)el v ni viv'-

ficanteiu, sed nveviua, Xoyoi nvev/dartKoi
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Thia is said, on the one hand, for an abiding

protest against evei"y carnal and grovelling

misunderstanding which would cling to the

6dp£,; but on the other, it will bv no means
abate in the very least the true, though
heavenly, corporeity of him who is gone up
with flesh and blood. Indeed he who can say
(like Schulthess, V. Ahendm. p. 57)

—"The true

body of Christ is related to the body which
was crucified and buried, as the true bread
which he declared himself to be, is to perishable

food," must refuse to hear and read what he
himself has said

—

'^ly fiesh is this true bread !

He can have no clear idea of what the flesh of

Christ is, because either he is wanting in faith

in the incarnation of the Logos, or does not

perceive clearly its consequences. The great

result is the receiving from Christ's corporeity

his flesh and Nood; not merely imperishableness,

but much more than that.

Where, then, may the flesh and blood of

Christ have remained ? What did they be-

come? Did he to that end rise again bodily

—

to give back his corporeity as "perishable" to

the dust, to be resolved into nothing? Thus
Dav. Schulz applies even to the flesh of Chi'ist

(known to have risen, and to have been taken
up into heaven), what 1 Pot. i. 24, predicts of

7id6a ddpB,,* " all flesh." What meant it

cum eo conjunctas hanc vm communicat cum eo.

2dpB, ergo sola si comederetur, nemini daret vi-

tam ; sed 6dp% cum ccelesli spiritu conjuucta id

efficit."

* We have sr>oken in our exposition of the
Epistle to tlie Het-rews, chapter i. 308, of the
quesfon what became of the p-nred out blood of
Christ, though in a manner v.^iy offensive to our
modern theology. We cannot abate this offence
now, and least of all as it confronts us in the
strange criticism of Miinchmeyer, who blames my
opposition to the Lutheran doctrine, while he h m-
self understands John vi. very imecclesiasticallj'

as meaning solely a sao-amental participation, and
who would do well to study my other writings be-
fore he attacks one of them with an entire mis-
understanding. Ilis protest aga'nst ray doctrine
concerning the blood ventures to affirm, in p'ain
opposition to the Lutheran doctrine of the Sup-
per, and the words of institut'on themselves, that
—Ihe blcod which tvas shed (which j'et we drink)
is as utterly lost as the wood of the cross ! We
say nothinjT of the entire ignorance of all Christ-

olosical anthropology which lies at the bottom of
such protests as these. We will now in this second
edition condense for our readers who may not
possess tlie work on the Hebrews, what we have
advanced there, on chapter ix. 13, 14. " Now
arises a bold, yet obvious question—Whither went
that blooJ of the God-man when it was shed, that
b'ood containing in itself bodily and really the
spiritual energy o; all quickening out of the life

of Christ"? The Lord's spilt blood, one may sup-
po e, could not actual'y and bodily come into the
holiest oi' all, AVhere did it Ihe'n remain, and
whit became of it] we ask with all soemnity.
Might this sacred blood be lost, absorbed, and
como to not" ing in the soil of Gethseman? and
Golgotha ] Far be it from us to think so ! that

then that the Son of Man ahould come again?
The .s^lf-sarae person, which formerly was the
Son of Man, now as a bodiless spirit—and yet
to appear, and be seen when Le comes ? What
are we to do with passages such as Phil. iii. 21;
Col. ii. 9 ? If we entertain such ethereal, spirit-

ualizing notions of the ascension of Christ, aa

would make the plain account of his actual,

bodily, visible presence at the end a mere Do-

contradicts the assured truth of a resurrection

and glorification of all the corporei.y of the God-
man, which once taken upon him was never to be
laid aside. If the Father keepeth all the bones of
his Holy One, so that not one of them should bo
broken in the true Paschal Lamb (Psa. xxxiv.

20; John xix. 36); if also the ^esA of the Holy
One of God lay in the grave secure f om corrup-
tion and waiting for new life and spiritualization

(Psa. xvL 9, 10) ; should the blood be lost and
perish 1 Far be it, we say once more. (We may
add now—With us the blood is mere element of
physical, mortal life, but the blood in his case was
also penetrated and prevaded by the nysvjua
aioDViov.) The treatment of this subject by
earlier theologians may have been conducted in a
very irreverent manner, repulsive even to the faith-

ful, but there is a profound truth and light at its

foundation. It is plain, at the outset, that the
blood of Christ, as j)ertaining to his humanity,
shared in his glorification, since it is present and
communicable, in the sacrament. But if you ask
further—Are the outpourings of the blood of

Christ, from the first drops in his bloody sweat to

the final stream from his side, which indeed the
Omnipotence of God could keep in permanent
being, just as a similar power works in the resur-

rection of every human bodj'—restored to his

body again, or do they exist independently of it 1

The word of the Risen Saviour is the first answer,

when he said to his disciples—Handle me and
see, for a spirit hath not flesh and bones, as ye see

mo have (Luke xxiv. 39). The Lord did not
say, nor could he fay—flesh and llood : for as an-
other Scripture reveals to us, flesh and blood in

that union and combination which be'ongs to this

lower, earthly, mortal life of the body, cannot in-

herit the kincdom of God, nor thus enter in:o in-

corruption (1 Cor. xv. 50). Did then the ascen-

sion unite tlie blood, collected in the meanwhile
below, and preserved, with the hitherto bloodless

resurrection bodyl For the same reason wo
answer, No. AVhat need we ask, when the distinc-

tive and decisive answer is plainly given in the
holy sacrament 1 His glorified flesh, which row
is c died his body of itself, and his shed b'.ood, both
in conjunction one with the other, and indejien-

dendy one of the other, still sundered as they had
bee.i separated at the cross, the ofFeied up body
and the poured out blood are given us by the'Lord
to be eaten and drunk. Does not this give us to

understand why, after John vi. and ths institution

of the Supper, the New Testament speaks so dis-

tinctively of the blood of Christ 1 Moreover, let

us read in the Epistle to the Hebrews, what is

written in chapter xii. 22-24. In connection with
the enumerated realities—Ye are come to Mount
Zion, to the ci y of God, to the multitude of thou-
sands of miffc s, to the congrega ion of the first-

born, to the Judge and God of all, to th'^ spirits of

perfected saints, to Jesus the Mediator of the New
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cetic representation or myth,* then we wcnld
do better to consider with the German Catho-

lics (styled in my first edition

—

the late ; but

that was some time since) whether we had not

better give up altojether the festival of the

Ascension (as an article in one of their synodal

organs then directed). The Scripture, how-
ever, tells us that the Imihj humanity of the

e6x<x.roi l-lSa/.t, or "last Adam," is made and

is become tii rtvev^a ^aonotovy, or " quick-

eninjr Spirit" (1 Cor. xv. 45). AVhat the Lord

told Nicodemus, and what he afterwards spoke

at Capernaum, form together mutually com-

plemeiitins; truths. He brings down form
through bis going up, spirit and life (chap. iii.

13)—but he hath already the Spirit in himself,

though veiled in the flesh, and confined in its

out-beaming power. According to Acts ii. 33

he did not then first receive on high the Holy
Ghost from the Father, but freedom and power
to pour out upon i« the fulfillment of his pro-

miM. For in John vii. 39 the glorification of

Covenant—and then we read at the close, in con-

nection with and after the person of the glorilied

Saviour himself—af.er the holy seven-number yet

another and last reali;y

—

aid to the blood of sprink-

ling, which speaketh better than that of Abel.

Then must this most holy blood exist as s^eparate

in heaven." Let it be observed how the si^^-called

" Johannean Christ" rnd the so-called " author of

the Epistle to the Hebrews " coincide, and let us

learn to apprehend the whole New Testament as

one ypaq>j) w.th a systematic connection. To
acknowledge the authority of llie a'.re.idy it'^^elt

apoca'yptic Epistle to the Ileijrews, and to submit

to be led by it onwards to its rfAfzcIr;/? (chap,

vi. 1), is both the result and tho test of a true un-

derstinding of Scripture, just as tlie Apocalypse
itself is. Compare what Beck has snid, almost in

accord with ourselves, conc-^rnina tlie blood of

Christ {Lehrivissatschnft, p. 22G-229, in the note).

He, however, protests against Bengel and the

"separated existence of the blood in heaven."

For my own part I did not derive this doctrine

from Bengel, nor from Oetinger (who holds it ful-

ly, see in Auberlcn p. 272-276), but from the

Scriptures alone—not one word of which cai be

broken, however paradoxical they may appear

—

nor from Materialism, as Lango insinuates fiii.

C14\ This latter thinks that I need no more dis-

turb myself about the shed blood of Christ than

about the sweat or the tears—but where then is

the Scriptual " glory of the Logos as th^i life of

all things 1
' Holy 'VYr'.t surely sp'^aks differently

of the blood and of the tears. [Our anthor seems
to have been led into this futile d squisition by
his extreme notions, evident througliout, ihis whole
discussion, respecting the pliysical blond of the

Redeemer, which betray a species of mystical

consubstantiation.

—

Am. Ed.]

* AVo may say (he same of those representa-

t'ors which will allow LUike o say, " The thought
of the glorified fle-h of Christ, seems to me to be

qute str.irge to John even afier the restirrect on ;"

as if he did nit reco d the finder in ihe print of

the n mIs, and, at the .';am'^ time, Iho coming
throu'jh the closed doors. Was not that imlend a

beginning of the glorification 1 not yet, assuredly,

the pcrlect gloriQcatiou.

his 6ci.p%, or flesh, in order to the streaming
forth of the water of life.;'>wn his liody (as wo
sh dl c::pound on ver. 3S there), mi-st be taken
in connection with the o Ao^^os CdpS iytverOf
" the Word was made fle.sh," of his birth.

A Capornaile x/jrcorpccyia (eating of flesh)

and aiuaroTtoaia (drinking of Llood) cannot
assuredly be the question here. Calvin pene-

trates with considerable clearness into tho
mystery, when we find him once saying : "Car-
ncm Christi sine uUis ambagibus fatemur c.?so

vivificum, quia eadem ilia caro vitam in nos

spirat—nam ex abscondito Deitatis fonte in

Christi carnem mirabiliter inf sa est vita, nt

inde ad 7ios flueret " (The flesh of Christ v.-o

frankly confess to be life-giving, because that

same flesh breathes life into us ; for life v.-as

wonderfully infused into the flesh of Christ

from the hidden fountain of Deity, that it might

thence ftoic to vn). Quite right, but this inda

fiua'e is not quite enough, it does not amount
to the eating, of which the Lord spoke. Wo
must most absolutely decide that in the glori-

fied. Christ first we are to discern the xorvcoyia.

uaiivcsCii 6apHUi xai ff^fu/^aro? (commun-
ion and unity of flesh and spirit), of which
IrenfEus speaks in relation to the sacrament.*

We may, with D. Schulz, admit a 6a^/i(x itvsv'

HixriHoy (spitual body), but protest against a
Gape, Tt V e v/i artxi'/ (spiritual fiesh) ; for,

as Olshausen pertinently says, " It docs not

appear what there could be pneumatic in the

6oSf.ia ; but just the ddp$ itself" Thus thf^ro

is the most perfect commanicatio idiomafum now
(although not previously in the condition of

h£vgj6iS); thus also "the rfjected u'nquifas

corporis (namely, that which, as ever possible

to the Lord's will, comes into fact in his

Church) as it is almost literally declared in such

passages ns Eph. iv. 10; Col. ii. 9; not indeed

that absolute.and simply imnossible thing of

exaggerated Lutheranism. To these depths

point, and of these mysteries testifies the word
which we have now expounded—mysteries

which shall be, when the Son of !Man, remain-

ing as the Son of Man. shall go back again to

heaven where before his becoming man he was.

The idri, " are," of this saying is partly pro-

phetic, as it refers to the meaning and contents

of the words which wero spoken for futurity
;

and it has also a well-grounded truth in the

concealed mystery of his divine life for tho

moment in which he uttered it.

Verses C4. 65. These words are nnt so

.strictly connected with the preceding as Kling

thinks, who would on that account change the

punctuation; but the second part of the dis-

course follows here. The detected offence was
first set aside, as lar as it might be, by instruc-

tion, explanation, and reference to the future ;

but now, ns is fit, the offence itself, or rather

its disclosed principle, unbelief in tho Teacher

come from heaven, is reproved and corrected.

* Indeed this is true in a yet stronger sense in

the f/!nri/led Chv'ifit, than thnt in wliich Ignatius as-

cribed it to the person of the God-man generally.
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JI(r3 first would we refer, after this entire pro-

cess of thought, the carnal apprehension which
some have sought to discover in 6d.f>i, " flesh."

The Lord has previously been placing the ob-
ject of their misunderstanding in the clearest

possible light; but now he predicts, in addition,

that as the disciples through their own deep
guilt have not understood Iiini yet (have not
rcrnarlced the itvevjua of that ddpi which
should P,GD07toisiy\ so they will not for the

same reason understand and accept the ex-

planation which he has just given. " But L

may say what I will, my strongest /<apru/3£rK,

or testimony, and plainest Sz^a^^ezr, or teach-

incr, finds no entrance where it finds no faith."

'E| zjucoy TtvEi, "some of you," although
there were rroA/loi',* " many," is the mild utter-

ance of our Lord ; which confirms what we just

said, that he directed his Avords not merely to

those who v/ere entirely departing from him.
The £ip7]}cavixiv,2havesaidtoyou,s\io\i.\&i&3,ch.

ns that the quite parallel XEXdXipioc vjiuy, I
Jiate spolcen to you, is just in the same way to be

understood—the Lord refers, both in the one and
in the other, to his own precious words. But
liere the unlv has a yet narrower application

—

Even to you ray disciples and not merely to the
mass of the peoole have I spoken and addressed
these words. Even your hitherto IXOeiv Ttpoi

fiE (coming to me) and nspiKareiv fcET e/uov

(walking with me) was not the right and
actual coming, without the obedience of faith

responding to the drawing of the Father, with-
out the hearing of trust in order to learn.

The parenthetical observation of the Evan-

gelist points at the close of this section to its

beginning, ^with which he closes the whole;
hence 1$ apxr}?, " from the beginning," refers

not simply to ijiitum hujus seimonis t^inpus, as

the cepx'} with relation to the future indicated
in ver. 62, but it must be understood as in chap,

ii. 2-1, 25—From the beginning of his dealing
with each he knew their character. At the
same time the Evangelist goes forward pre-

paratorily and transitionally to the follow-

ing record; for, he adds to the rzVe? of the
disciples generally, an allusion to the tiS

from among the twelve in particular. The
e16lv oi HTJ 7ti6tEvovTEZ, there are some that

ielieve not, of the former describes what was
now passing in the present ; while the i6riv 6
TtapaScodojy, tliere is one that shall letray, of

the latter points to the future as now present

to the Lord.*
The immediate result proved the truth of

these last words. The many turned away tx
TovTov, that is, from this critical moment
they also externally turned away, as they had
never been inwardly turned towards him ;

and
returned not back (so long at least as the Lord
was thus surrounded by following disciples

—

for no more is to be found in the expression

than that) ; but were of the same mind till the

ascension of the Son of Man. That there were
among them such as fell away from the begin-

ning of faith is very possible ; though it is

almost denied hy the fij) tti6vEvovT£S, "that
believe not." of our Lord, and the ovketi juet

avrov TtEpiEndzovy, "walked no more with
him," of the Evangelist.

APPEAL TO THE TWELVE : WILL YE ALSO? ONE OF YOU IS—!

(John vi. 67, 70.)

The false discipl^^, found, alas ! even in the

narrowest circle of the tu:elve,j and patiently

borne with by Jesus, goes not away indeed,

but even through his hypocritical remaining
becomes a Sid/ioXoi, or " devil "—yet shall he
not remain unwarned and unexhorted; the Lord
reveals him to himself without revealing him,

just as far as it was wholesome and fitting.

The first, teding question was itself uttered

pre-eminently on account of this Judas, though
it evoked a blessed confession of their faith

from the others ; hence no commendation here

responds to it (as in Matt. xvi. 17), but only

a second question, which scarcely retains its

warning tone to the lost one, but only detects

• Rocs has it olherwise : Not a'l who murmured
were thus unbe.iovin<i; manij disc:p'es murmured,
but only some of them believed i.ot. That niiaht

pnss, if fas Pioos himself mentions) the first

ffoA/loi did not come back in ver. 66.

^ In tb's designation, it must be rema'lied,

John speaks as taking it for gran.ed.

him, and as a warning to his fellow-Apostles,

as as one among thim.

Verse 67. According to strict rule the niy

in this question should indicate—Ye will not

then go away?| The rule, however, is not
quite so rigorous, as even Winer admits; and
we might accept the question thus, conform-
ably with our Lord's meaning—Will ye, too,

or any one among you ? This certainly must
have been the undertone to Judas, even if we
conceive the tone and sense of the question
to have been quite negative—expecting neither

yes or no. In putting this inexpressibly affect-

ing question to his chosen twelve the Lord was
not, indeed, in his inmost soul indifferent ; but
he did with design and self-repression propose

* No:, as Tholuck says, " That Judas might liora

his tone of mind become his betrayer."

f Hence many understand it, and we find this

in De Wette, unaltered by Bruckner, as if it also

imi)l.cd, ' I hope not!" Thus it is expounded aa

a question of '• sorrow seeking consolat.oa."
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it caralv as an actual que>ix:n, awaiting their

replv. 'This must then, as now, have h^m felt,

though not perceptible in the few words them-

selves. It cannot be the Lord's will that any

one should ever turn away from him, and these

twelve he had in a special manner chosen. The

decision, neverthele?."?. he ever and in every

case leaves to the will of man. That was the

principle and reason of the withdrawal of the

other discip'.ns; thus plainly announced in

order that we may beware of attributing to the

drawing of the Father any tiling like compul-

sion, or of supposing in the lack of the Father's

gift any thing like a decree of reprobation. It

IS altogether inconsistent with our Saviour's

dignitv, especially in connection with this

chapter, to understand in the question an ap-

peal of sorrow, demanding consolation—Ye,

my own twelve, will not forsake me too? Ra-

ther does the Lord speak thus to his Apostles

—If it be your will, too, then leave me, ye are

free to do so, I restrain you not—^just as God
spoke in former times to Israel by Joshua,

Josh. xxiv. 15. But it is not less true that

such an appeal to their own free-will is the

mightiest possible appeal to their hearts.

Peter instantly replies in the name of the

others ; as he thinks, in the name of all. lie

first seizes on the going away, and strengthens

the idea, so strange to him, in his iXTteXev-

dujusOa, " shall we go." " Very sure it is that

we cannot counsel or help ourselves ; to whom.

then, can we go, as our master and guide ?

The Baptist is no longer with us—are wo
then to go back to the Rabbis again ?

"

The very thought of this was sore afHiction

to \\m. No, ws remain thy disciples I He
apprehends what the Lord had said in vor. G3,

with the same general half-iiiterpretation in

which so many remain at the present time,

and which has its truth in hearts like Peter's,

though the Lord intended it in another sense.

Yet Peter's words mean something different,

and indeed more just, than if he had said—Thv
words are spirit and are life. He uses them with
tlie genitive of their contents

—

Tli^y sjyealc f^j'

eternal life, they jw<wij.s6 it to us; thus much
is clear to us with all their obscurity : and be-

cause our desire is set xijwn that, and not upon
bread or any thing else, we remain with thee.*

His confession ri-ses higher in the following

words, since he knows tluis much, and has just

heard it repealed, ihiii faith iiihui oicn person is

the essential matter in the Lord's words. But
he subjoins to his 7tEZt6rf.vHnnF.y, " we have
believed," the iyyconaj^iev, " wo have known,"
also, since his faith is matter of clear conscious-
ness ; since he knows in whom he believes, and
wherefore. The order may be Ibund reversed
elsewhere (as chap. x. 3S ; 1 John iv. 16) ; but

Peter designs here to testify that through a

preparatory belief and reception of his words,

even those which were full of mystery, they

had attained to the height of their present

knowledge of Christ. (Comp. chap. iv. 42 )

For this was the main point in the contrast

between them and those others, and this was
the first element of separation. If the Text.

Rec. were correct, the confession of Christ here

uttered by Peter would go beyond those others

in chap. i. 49, iv. 42, xi. 27, and be quite paral-

lel with Matt. xvi. 16, and Thomas' words alone

in chap. xx. 28 of John's Gospel would go be-

yond th m; we should then trace in the con-

nection a very manifest emphasis upon the

Tov Beov tov Za5 y t o i, "of the living God,"

with significant allusion to the Lord's pre-

vious words in ver. 57.* Not merely is this

latter addition, however, spurious, but most

probably 6 Xfjidroi, 6 vioi, "the Christ,

the Son," also; at least critics are_ almost

unanimous in preferring c ayioi rot Seov,
" the Holy One of God." We cannot, indeed,

regard this latter as perfectly suitable in this

place, where the sum and result of our Lord's

words is given; and we notice that neither

Bengel nor Knapp decides for d yt o S ;t but
we must abstain from the difficult attempt
either to justify this aytoi by internal argu-

ment (which is not unnecessary, notwithstand-
ing the result of all mere criticism, as long as

probable various readings are on the other side),

or to defend the propriety of rejecting it as in

itself impossible. Our object is espcci illy to

unfold the words of Jesus.

Verse 70. This heart-piercing question of

the Redeemer, which proceeded from the deep-
est mystery of the will of his love in its con-

descending strife with the evil will of sinners,

appertains, with all its tone of human gentle-

ness and soft complaint, to the most severe and
rigorous utterances of his lips. Its warning
severity and force are surpassed only by its

own intenser repetition at the last Supper

—

One of you will betray mo I When Peter utters

his impetuous and well-meaning tec, the Lord
points to a fearful exception from it; and that

in the way of qxtcstion, just as if the eleven

might and should have known that all was hot

right and se ure in their own circle. In fact

they mig'.it have suspected it, at least, just as

clearly as the Lord saw it, if they had them-
selves been altogether pure, and sincere, and
deeply-grounded in the truth. For that many

I

a hypocritical evil-door conceals himself from
I our detection, is the ell'ect of human weakness
in ourselves: but this infirmity is even in our

I case closely bound up with our sin, oven though
it be no sin itself; even while it imposes upon

I
us the obligation of charitably thinking the

* IIo who thus jiurposes and tlins rennins, w 11 ]

* Not, however, as Grofiiis supposed—Thou art

CO fiinlior than to the vnrd.t of ilio Lord : lie w.ll I
the Son of Oo 1, and not, as the people said, Iho

enter into actual fellowsliij) with him. It i.s I

son of Joseph!

matter of grief to n^ sometimes wlion we '. oar it
|

t Not Hepgel, lhouc;h he rejects the P,wyTn'i;
boasted, uitli more than e.xesetiml error, t..at iho but lie thinks tint the vioi apily corresponds
Words of Jcbua u.e pu:e spiiil and Irijili. -

|
with nar/joi nov of vor. 65.
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best of every one, until liis iniquity become
known to us. The Holy One of God could not

be deceived by any sinner whatever ; his heart-

searching inquisition into the secret soul of

man needed no miraculous intervention of di-

vine Omniscience, but only the pure gaze of

his single eye. The fact, therefore, that the

Apostles could have among them an undetect-

ed Judas, points of itself to the common sinful

humanit}^ inherent in them all ; and the Lord's

troubled words are a common warning to the

whole circle, since in a certain sense he imputes
the sin of one to the whole brotherhood, and
reckons for it with them all. No other than
this is the meaning of that awful, and still

more piercing repetition of the words in the

final, most confidential circle of love—One of
yon! It is as if the Lord should now say

—

" Be ye all careful and humble, believers

though ye are ! It is not enough to have be-

lieved, and to have known ; not enough to

have remained with me when others departed.

The betrayer and destroyer insinuates himself

into the narrowest circle, and most immediate
fellowship with my person."

But the morft piercing and mysterious words
of all are his direct utterance, s^poken after that

which we have just mentioned had led the way
to it in their silent comment—Even my elecion

is not enough ! It is very obvious that this

exAeyecOat has a difl'erent meaning from the

same word in chap. xiii. 18, where Judas is

specially indicated as not chosen ; but we should
greatly mistake if on that account we should
here understand only the external calling and
election of the Apostleship. The Son knows, like

the Father, nothing of a mere external election

unaccompanied by the earnest reality of love,

which designs to save and accomplish all the

purposes of a spiritual calling. This distinct-

ive will of his own, which manifested itself in

the choice of Judas, the Lord mournfully sets

over against the self-procured .fall of the one,

the personal guilt of which that choice aggra-
vated : what else does the connection indicate

which binds the two sentences in one question ?

Is there not even among you twelve, all ot

whom I have alike chosen, one, whom I that

know must now tell you who know not, whose
sin is only made worse by its opposition to my
grace? Consequently—and this is the special

purport of the question—Is there not a most
critical and fearlul danger connected with the

keeping of the heart of man ? Had I not
cause to put the question to you all

—

Will ye
also go away ?

Ah! if Judas had but chosen to gol This
Question mercifully points to him the way of

eparture, in which he would at least have
been honest in his sin, like the prodigal in the

parable, and with the same hope of an eventual
return. But the hypocrisy of presumption,
pride, and covetousness, which induced him to

remain because he was one of the twelve, was
a snare to him in which he became fast in-

volved. It is shown, nevertheless, m him, as

the most palpable example of human ruin and

fall yet known in history, that there is in the

divine love, without prejudice to its prescience,

an election oi the lost. Tiiat the Lord can use,

and does use the self-same word here and again

in chap. xiii. 18 in such different meanings, ex-

hibits to us the two aspects of a mystery, the

dogmatic or speculative investigation of which
does not belong to strict exegesis.* In protest

against an invalidating interpretation of this

tB,e?LEBid)dtjVf "I have chosen," we have only

to put in juxtaposition with it chap. xvii. 12,

in which this same lost Judas is at the same
time enumerated among those who were given

ly the Father.

Finally, what is the signification of Sid/3oXoS

here ? Does the Lord actually term Judas a
devil (as we read in Luther's Bible with the

Vulg., as the Peshito has it N3DD, as even
Stolz was obliged to translate it, and Seiler,

with the qualification—He has devilish dis-

positions) ; or are they right, who resolve the

words into the general sense of a secret traduccr

and adversary ?-\ Euthymius gives this latter

as a second interpretation in connection with

the first, £vi/3ov\oS ; and the later exposi-

tors, as we might have expected, give it the

preference. Neander, with a most enfeebling

exposition, paraphrases, " He had chosen them,

drawn them to himself, he says, and yet one of

them had become possessed with the heart of

an enemy." It is, indeed, certain that as jub*

in the Heb. admits of this more general signi-

fication, did/3oXo? is the prevalent Sept. trans-

lation of it, and that this Greek word is further

used as the rendering of nv and nniV in E^th.

v'i. 4, viii. 1. (Comp. 1 Mace. i. So, did/3oXo?

novT}f>6^, parallel with eveSpoi.) But the

usage of the Greek Testament ii another

question. The lexicographers must attach

to the expression the additional idea of a

proper opponent {admrsarius) ; for, the cal-

umniator of other passages, is not altogether

suitable here. We are ourselves of opinion

that even those passages, as a whole, are

to be understood not without reference to the

devil. In any case Eph. iv. 27 and 1 Tim. iii.

6 must be excepted ; there Satan proper is

signified. In 1 Tim. iii. 11
; 2 Tim. lii. o; Tit.

ii. 3, the general Greek signification comes, in-

deed, into the foreground; though not without

allusion, assuredly, to the arch -slanderer, who
has ever been so designated in the current

language of Christians.j John, finally, in his

writings (and s ress is laid upon this in other

cases) uses the word didfioXoi only for Satan.

But Olshausen thinks this a decisive reason for

translating it otherwise here, since the word is

always used for " the devil," and never for " a

* The mystery lies yet further back, even ia

Satan, who in the very cr='ation was chosen.

f In a senie, therelore, synonymous with u Tta-

paSoodoov.

X Even in the passage of Maccabees before al-

lu ed to the same thing is already found: sea

Von Meyer's corrected translation.
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devil."* I think otherwise. The passage

must be regarded, in any case, as a anrafi

Xeyonevov (solitary expression), contrary to

John's usage, and that ol' the New Te-tament
generally

; whether the distinctive opponent
be described with W&h], adret-mrius ; or with
Schottgen, ?u»no diahoU nmilis. If the Lord,

|

not using the Greek, in all probability said
j

Satan, he did not mean what we should desig-

nate as "a devil" (^Sainoov, 8cxi^6vioy,\

hence John did not thus render his word) ; but
.as parallel with such Old-Testament passages

'

as 2 Sam. xix. 22. He seemed to have called

Peter Satan on one occasion ; but we have
given another interpretation of that passage.
What a difference, at all events, between
Peter' sj lapse into an instrument or minister
of Satan against Christ, one solitary, unde-
signed instance, caused by the weakness of

fleih and lluod, and this attribution of a per-

sonal, persistent SidfioXoi Idrt, "is a devil."

John, who only once has 6 darayai, " Satan "

(chap. xiii. 27), reserved this most personal ex-

pression tor that consummation of the indwell-

ing and influence of Satan in Judas; the

word, according to Greek usage, would here
have involved too unqualified, and absolute an
identification.! As we understand our Lord's
thoughts, he does not mean mere'y what other-
wise would be Tinyov or vioi 6iafJ6Xov,
child of tlie devil (for that would be too slight

and general for application to Judas, who was
the fjuide and head of those who took Jesus),

nor does he simply place him in parallel with
any individual daiucoy or Saiiiovioy^ demon,
but—One among you is tlie Satan or devil in

reiation to me, that is, his elect instrument, one

wlio has fallen, through a devilish spirit, into

the ministry, and as it were, the representation

of the devil. How could this be better ex-

pressed in Greek (by John or by Jesus himself)
than by this Std/ioXoi, which, while hinting
strongly at the article, yet naturally leaves it

out ?t This is the only interpretation which
satisfies our feeling in a passage where emotion
is pressed to its extremest point ; to think of a

mere adversary without reference to Satan ap-
pears to us insulT'^rably bald. Liicke insists

that "his relation to Jesus is much more sig-

nificantly indicated, than the character and
cause of the evil in him ;" we cannot but think,

however, that Jo'Aare in the connection equally
demanded in the exposition, and that both
therefore are designed in their deepest unity

• But the same Ol.shausen, in his last volnme
en 2 'fhes». ii. 8, returns to this matter, and .says

that Ju'las was among the (li.scip!es, wlnt the devil

is among the children of God. Thus Joim xvii.

12 wa.s too much for liini, and caused hiiu to for-

get iiis own exposition.

+ For 6arayai is a personal name, but Smfio-
AoS at the same time a de.^iyiiation of the ollice

or spirit of that i)ers()n.

X For yiyfzai or }6r{ tint rli Sta fjoXnr or

daravdy would be, on the other hand, not per-

loHol enough.

by Std^oXo?. No other than Satanic counter-
influence, that is, an influence to which tho
heart had given place, could l.ave first neutral-
ized and then entirely overcome the grace of
Christ ministered to one who had been chosen
to be an Apostle; and then, again, one who,
as such, had yielded himself up to Satan, could
not be otherwise than the most immediate in-

strument and representative of Satan inrelatien

to Christ; and we think that the truth which
lies in Liicke's requirement as to the relation

of Judas to Christ in 8i<x(ioXo', comes out
with its strongest force in our view of the pas-
sage.* Only thus do we see the harmony be-

tween this first word of our Lord, which al-

ready penetrates the depths of the fulfillment

of the fearful prophecy in Psa. cix., with the

later expressions of the Apostles derived from
this in John xiii 27; Luke xxii. 3, with tho
Lord's own saying, Luke xxii. 31 (Simon, Si-

mon, Satan hath desired you all '), with tho
typical relation of Judas to Antichrist which
is intimated in the parallel of Jolin xvii. 12,

and 2 Thess. ii. 3. If we were to admit that
the specific development of the sin, and its ac-
tual exhibition, in the ddivering him up to his

enemies, came only before the Lord's actual
contemplation with the approach of the time ;t

yet even then we must maintain, and the moro
emphatically on that account, that the Holy
One of God must thus early have most pro-
foundly and searchingly pierced the hiclden

secret of Judas, the impending and already un-
rising Satanitij of this man.X Not merely (as

Neander says) that " the disposition which
made him afterwards a traitor, betrayed itself

to him in its germ ;" but that he contemplated
beforehand in the germ and beginning the full

consummation of the evil. Thus was this

Judas daily and hourly before his eyes, a silent

temptation—and in a very different sense from
that in which Peter was so for a moment—to

fall from the patience and enduring love of his

appointed suffering for sin, by casting him out
of his presence and judging him at once, where-
as he was come to save and seek out with for-

giving mercy that which was lost. This also

our Lord acknowledges and bewails in that

fearful f| v/iiajy eti SidfJoXo?, "one of you is

a devil," the profundity of which we connot
deem exhausted by any exposition of a mero
insidiator or adcersarius.

* Thus it might be translated, though not ad-

visable in the peojile's Bit)le

—

Is drvil ; to be com-
plete! by—In my siglit, and in relation to me.

f As LUcko sucipests, the Lord himself does not
here term Judas naiia8c66ooy, but it is the re-

flection of the Evangelist ex tventu.

\ Wo discover here that there is such a tiling

possible to iiiimanity, even as tlier? is a divimttf

possible (thou2h not in the sense of tlie Giaser 3

I principles of cduc-ation). Judas him elf, inderd,

was not yet "altogether satanized" (:is Boss in his

^

Snntanologie rightly remarks), for he was niovei

I by a liii.il remorse: but it is sayin:i too much,
1 though even Luther declares it, that man may



TO HIS UNBELIEVING BEETHREN : MY TIME AND MY WAY ARE NOT
YOURS.

(John vii. 6-8.)

An observation of Oetinger upon this place

is as simple as it is profound, and must not be

lost sight of in 'any attempt to discern the sys-

tem of John's Gospel: "I assuredly believe

that John wrote the first ten chapters of his

Gospel with reference to his three fundamental

points— 1. of word, 2. of life, and ^. of light."*

Nothing is more evident than that chaps, i.-iii.,

following the prologue, continue tlie idea of

testimony, which turns now from the Baptist

altogether to Christ, see chap. iii. 11, 32. The
stages of this trichotomy, however, pass na-

turally one into the other. 'O Aeyoov dot,
" that saith to thee," chap. iv. 10, \aXdjv dot,
" that speak unto thee," ver. 26, as the answer
to the woman's dvayyeXsl vi.uv Tcdvra,
" will tell us all things," place distinctively be-

fore our eyes the A oy o?, or word (chap. i. 18,
iHSivo? t^Tjyr'idaTo), and chap. v. then com-
pletes the idea of his witness to himself: yet
these chapters iv. and v. pass over, as we have
seen, into the second idea—in him is life. This
again is superabundantly brouglit out in the
sixth cho.pter, where not only the words of the

Eternal Speaker discourse of eternal life, but
the ddpt,, or ''

flesh," of the Incarnate One is

announced as TtvEvjua xai ^od?}, " spirit and
life." But Oetinger overlooks what we have
just hinted, when he says : "Chaps, vi. and vii.

refer to the Vfe, as is evident in every verse

;

chaps, viii., ix., and x., passing then manifestly

to the light." For chap. vii. forms already, as

before, the transition from life to light; and
tliat by bringing into prominence the suffi-

ciently prepared-for requirement o'i faith in him
who manifests himself to the world—manifests

himself, however, now, his frll vipoodii and
cpaviipoDdii (exaltation and manifestation) be-

ing yet in the future, in a manner which the

darkness of the world cannot apprehend, oJs ir
xpvTtrc^, " as it were in secret," ver. 10. Let
ciiap. vii. 33, 34 be compared with chap. xii.

never become dev'l. Tlie re])entance of Judas
was lis last ot humanity, soon afierwards the devil

in liiu; was consummated by his daring self-mur-

der.

* See Oetinser's Sdhsthiogropltie ( edited by
Ilnniberger, Stu;tg. 1845, p. 52: and compare
Aul)^i-len, Die I'licosoplne Oct vgers, p. 409, as also

Oetinser's Thcnlogic nrich dcr Idee des Lcbcns (edited

l>y IIanibern;er\ p. 106. The characteristic and
bold assertion of Eaumgarten-Crusius, " that the

]>rolo2ue is noipclioed in the Gospel itself" (i. 368)

mist be entirely reversed. The prologue is no
oilier Oian a pie-intimation ol the contents of the

whole Gospel.

(148)

39, as throughout all the stages of the entire

Gospel, to the future consummate glorification

of Jesus.

In the whole of chaps, vii., viii., ix., x. Jesus
(as the light of the world, chap. viii. 12) bears a
testimony more and more definite to himself,

that he was sent from God his Father into the
world for its salvation, and that he himself was
one in dignity with the Father who sent him

;

bearing this testimony byword and deed dur-
ing the Feasts of Tabernacles and of the Dedica-
tion at Jerusalem, that is, in the very midst of

his enemies, who could not lay hands on him
before his hour was come. As his discourse

proceeds at the Feast of Tabernacles, faith or
unbelief in him as the Christ becomes more and
more sharply defined. Upon a following day,
and occasioned by the^ circumstance of the
adulteress which put the Pharisees especially

to shame, a second discourse is appended to

that of chap, vii., in which he defends his wit-

ness to himself in all the depth and fulness of

its meaning, and most severely condemns his

enemies' sin and unbelief. The result of this

light shining in the darkness is—the attempt
to stone him (chap. viii. 59). Finally, chaps,

ix. and x. give together the last great testi-

mony of Jesus to himself as thelighf, in which
only they who are blind see, those who see be-

coming blind ; a testimony of wm'd which hangs
upon that incontrovertible though rejected

testimony of deed, in the healing of the man
born blind.

This main section of the Gospel thus viewed
—a section to which Luthardt, in harmony
with his plan also, gives the title of " conflict

with unbelief"—is introduced by the record of

the desire on the part of his unielieving and
vain brethren that he should 'prtniaturely and
in tlicir way show himself to the world, with his

reply to them in word and act. We would
have the profound harmony and fitness of this

circumstance in tiiis place deeply pondered by
those wlio understand the principle of true
criticism, which is that the n.ore plainly in

any historical tcriting a plan of the matter is

evidei.t, the more certair-ly is that writing
legitimated as true history. Now where should
we expect this principle to operate in its fullest

degree, but in the history of our Lord, which
is throughout in its every incident full of signi-

ficance, pervaded by a typical reference, and in

its continuous course most jjerlectly "real-
ideal ?

"

It will be seen by a reference to our tabular
harmony in the former volume, in what way
we arrange the Galilean incidents and dis-
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cnursea \:\nch John passes over, and that we
do not, with many, identify this feast journey

of our Evangelist" with that of Luke ix. 51.

We find in the intimation here given of a per-

sistent and increasing enmity directed acrainst

him, a hint tor tlie interpretation of all that

fellows. He himself clearly knew from the be-

ginning his time, and goAl, and cour.«e; but

—

" none else can comprehend him, no man can

apprehend hia hour, neither his brethren, nor

the people." We have elsewhere asserted our
view, and cannot now of course re-open the

question, that these brethren are—contrary to

all Catholic tradition, and much Protestant criti-

cism—no other than brothers, sons of Mary,
being always found in her company; that is,

her sons born afterwards to her who continued
in a not unblessed marriage with Joseph.* We
must not. however, leave this subject without
most earnestly protesting against Lange's re-

cent view that the brethren who here appear
as unbelievers were even ApoMles. In John ii.

12 these same brethren are with their mother,
and, as here, distinguished from the (Usciplr.t.

Lange endeavors to invalidate the simple and
p'ain words of the Evangelist

—

"Neither did

nis brethren believe in him " (which are them-
selves the strongest argument against the signi-

fication " cousins," since one such CvyyEVTJi or

dretpioi was an Apostle), by asserting that

they are only to be " unbelieving in a higher

sense;"! Ij^t this we find it impossible to ad-

mit with anv regard to the context. For the

* The immature treatise in the first collection

of my Andeutioigen—wr tten in my twenty-third

year—has been condense. i in my A'tdcfuvg dcs

Briefs Jiula (Berlin, W. Hertz, 1350), and tlie argu-

ment still more strongly eiil'orced that they were
tlie sons of Mary. We regard tliis result as es-

tab'.i>lied, r fter so many dissertat'ons, especially

those of Blom, Wieseler, and Schaff. The latte.'

alone has done my treatise the honor to refer to

it, alihousli he (y). 8 of his essay on James) has

not noticed the jiostscript in which I corrected the

error in cornecticn witli the /.ietcc of Hegesijipus.

Whetlier James was one of these brethren, does

not affect the matter ; though 1 have not yet teen
convinced of the contrary. Thiersch still agroe.>

wiih the Greek church tliat tliey were brethren of

Joseph's former marriage (as Is'onnus, John vii. 3,

without scruple intt>ri)olates vhi Ua}6i'/q>); but
in opposition to this I li.ive only to repeat my for-

mer words, that it is less disparagement to tlie di-

vine dignity of the wliole ])roceduie to assume the

subsequent fruitfiilness—required, too, on other

grounds—of the marriage j)lanned r.nd confiinied

of God between Joseph and iMny, than to regard

the holy virgin as e-poused to a widower with

sons and daugliters.

\ Dr. Knhn also, who m.ainta'ns the argument
ngainst their being literal brpthren, attributes to

the iTiGrfvny of our passage onlv a " sjipcial

nense" {Jalnh. filr Throl. u. ChriitL Philns. \HZ\,

iii). Lange has al owed h mself more recently to

speak of a tiansitionally exj)ressp(l imbeiief, and
of an obscuration of mind and feeling, but most
obviou ly in opposition to the ])la.n tenor of the

text [Lclen Jtsu, iii. 5ti7, 091, 610).

unbelief of the brethren so perfectlv stanjps
their words, and, more than that, the Lord's
answer so sharply repels them, placing himself
in direct 0}>)wsition to them, and classing them,
.so clearly with the world, that we cannot un-
derstand how any one—duly weighing tiie lat-

ter fact especially—can think of Apostles in this

case. Assuredly, if faith may be asserted of a
mere conviction or sentiment of the intellect

(though John never so represents it), then
were these brethren not absolutely unbelievers,
for they pre-suppose in Jesus the power of rav-
ra TtoiEiv, "doing these things," and of (pavs-
povv f.avTov, "showing himself," and onlv
wish to impel him to a publ'c declaration of him-
self. But inasmuch af5 they—whether disciples

or not—would make all depend upon an external

exhibition to the world, and a brilliant success

among men, without any trust of the heart,

without any apprehension of the true, the

divine in him, and without any respect for

the sufficient demonstration he had already

eiven, they place themselves on a level with
Gamaliel, at least, as unbelievers. When, not
without an admixture of taunt, they challenge

him to make public proof of his claims, their

unbelief may fairly be denominated unfriendly

and even hostile. The words which we find in

the typical prophecy, Psa. Ixix. 8, correspond
with wonderful exactness to the relation be-

tween Jesus and these brethren—" I am become
a stranger unto my brethren, and an alien unto
my mother's chiklren."

Jesus had not gone up to Jerusalem, either

at the Passover or at the Pentecost; Galilee

was the scene of his labor, Capernaum his

Jerusalem : so now he makes no preparation to

go up to the Feast of Tabernacles. They cannot
understand this, any more than the whole
course of his general conduct. So they speak
to him in their ancient familiar and confident

tone—that to which they had been accustomed
in their family dwelling—" Now, brother, if

thoM art actually the Messiah (we wait to

know more about this, that we may understand
the honor which will thence ensue to U3\ be at

length in good earnest, and show thyself!"

The impatience of their vanity impels them to

utter the challenge in a manner somewhat
taunting, the tone of which cannot fail to be

caught by every unprejudiced mind (not, how-
ever, mod.ingly,&9, Klee much too strongly as-

serts). Their boldness already breaks out in the

unqualified imperative

—

ftsra fJt/Oi ivrevOFv,
" Depart hence :" in such a style none assuredly

would have ventured to speak to him, but
those who had grown up with him and had
been accustomed to use it. (It is altogether

unimaginable that this could have taken piano

in the circle of his Apostles; the saying of Peter,

Matt. xvi. 22, admits of no comparison, and we
should be ashamed to waste words upon it.)

" Let thi/ disciples (among whom toe do not yet

reckon ourselves) oehold the works which thou

doest"— they mean especially the followers

whom our Lord had won in JudfBa, and even
Jerusalem, whom he should take care of in order
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that liis interest might advance, and independ-
ently 01 \Thom they esteemed his Galilean

followers of slight account. Their words, how-
ever, assume at the same time that even these

Galilem dependents would not be contented

with his Galilean exhibition, unless he could

legitimate his pretensions with becoming dig-

nity in the great capital. Their ideas of the

Messiah had made the Nazarene brothers of

this presumptive Messiah so full of the lofty

Jewish feeling, that they despise their own
Galilee in this EvrevOev, "hence," witk some-
thing of the same spirit in which the rulers

afterwards spoke, ver. 52.

In ver. 4 ri, " any thing," before itotei,

" doeth," has a certain emphasis ; it does not
Jiere refer to any slight matter, but such things

as their brother contemplated and purposed to

do: this, however, lies in the subject itself, and
it is not necessary that we should resort to any
special signification of the Greek ri in connec-
tion with EX£^^> ^i^cci, notEiv. The nai,

"and," is certainly not a Hebraism (as Grotius

has it) for IC'Xj wfio; but as a neverlhekss it ex-

presses their sense of the self-contradiction in

which the conduct of Jesus seemed to them to

be involved—purposing and willing to do some
great thing, and yet keeping his person in the

background, instead of going boldly forwai-d to

the critical scene of accomplishment. A polit-

ical meaning these brethren do not seem to

have, but they express honestly the first and
most obvious principle upon which this vain
world acts—He who will be any thing must
go forward openly and boldly to dare it. With
siKh a measure do they mete him. The xai
av T 6 i, " and he himself," although its mean-
ing is otherwise obvious enough, we do not

regard with Liickeas merely idemque, indicating

the self-contradiction in the strongest manner

;

but we agree with Kling and Baumgarten-Cru-
sius that there is also an opposition intended

between the questionable ri noiEiv and the

personci appearance necessary in order to it.
* It

thus fully corresponds with the (pavepcadov

d e avr 6v, " show thyself," in which the pith

of the whole finally lies. The ei, " if," has

obviously, as we have before observed, an
undertone in it of derision, or if that be too

strong, of hesitating doubt. For we cannot

apprehend ratjra noisli, " thou doest these

things," to mean—Is that t'ay design ; wilt thou

be the light of the world ? but they designate

by this expression (as Liicke rightly says),

"his then present operation in Galilee," the

same which they have already disparagingly

referred to as iv x/}V7tr(3 noiEiv, and now
again still more strongly doubt of and question

by this eL Thus it is not

—

Since thou doest

such things (epya, ver. 3), or camt do such

things;* but

—

If what we hear concerning thy

* Grotius : " TIoteTv hie potestatem perpetuam
faciendi signiflcat. Si potes, inquiunt, et ubi et

quot'es vis talia facere."

miracles be actually true.* In this contrast Iv
TtapiJ7]6icc, "openly," answers plainly enough
to ty HpVTtrcp, "in secret;" and it is quite

unnecessary to adduce the Rabbinical usage
which, retaining the Greek word, employed it

in the sense of celehrity. The words here in con-

nection with avTui, go beyond the ordinary
idea, and express tbe sense of the speakers

to be, as Hezel puts it, "play a public part,"

show thyself unrestrainedly, place thyself

boldly forward (not -simply as yet ^tacprmi-
^EdOax.). This is the mistaken prejudice which
pre-occupies their minds; they apprehend the

Messiah's work after a worldly fashion, and
would precipitate it in the spirit of Isa. v. 19,
for the same world which, according to chap,

iii. 20, hatetb the light in the best sense, seeks

it in another and worse sense wit;; ignorant

hardihood, and lays the utmost stress upon
puUiciiy. Kling remarks, with as much point

as truth, that the brethren use the expression
Tco xodjjcp, "to the world," with a certain

"appropriation of the language of the disciples ;"

though this appropriation is at the same time

ironical and blind. Hence the Lord must at

once proceed to open their eyes that they may
know what the world properly is, and what is

his relation to it.

His answer is just as gentle as we might
have expected it would be to his own peculiar

brethren ; but it is also just as severe as such

presistent unbelief among those so near hitn

demanded. The gentleness consists in this,

that he not only meekly accepts the direction

to depart, but condescends to justify himself by
giving them information of his reasons ; the

severity further appears, in that he does this

only by placing his own manner of acting and
theirs in direct and irreconcilable contrast.

They will not be his naOrjrai, or disciples; he

therefore classes them with the world of which
they had ignorantly spoken. My time is other

than yours; that is, at the same time, my man-
ner of acting, my whole relations. We see in the

navTOTE, "always," of the contrast that tho

Lord proceeds from the first sense of the ap^pro-

priate, appointed time of departure for the feast,

to a more general and absolute sense of tho

wor^ xaipoi, "time." His brethren, like all

men of the world, as long as they remain such,

have, alas! no higher reference, no higher guid-

ance, no great restriction in their noiEiv^

^rjTEtv (doing and seeking) ; and therefore all

that may be understood by xaipui in relation to

their acts, is utterly indifferent to them : they

ma.yalways do what their heart listeth in its folly,

the folly wherewith they imagine to themselves

that they may make their own time. But
when, on the other hand, the Lord speaks of

his own time, he refers to that high divine

t So we apprehend in Nonnus : " Ei rdSs
fjE^Eii TioiHiXa Bav^ara." The Evangelist

John thus pre-supposes in this ravra, that .Tesus

had wrought many wonderful Tvvrks in GaiUeef

which he has not recorded.
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appo'.ntment and guidiince which beforehand

disposed of every single circumstance, for the

sake of the great, final object of his life. Just

as in chap. ii. 4, he passed, in a similar express-

ion, from the immediate and obvious matter

before him, to the great futurity, so is it here.

Indeed, in the present instance the reference is

more C'Ttain and moi*e distinct, inasmuch as

his brethren have desiired his departure to the

feast as the means of bringing nearer the object

of his life. We may say in a certain sense with

Bengel, that in ver. 6 he is speaking more
directly of the feast, and in ver. 8 proceeds to

refer it to his sufferings and death : tliis requires

qualification, however, inasmuch as the first

already passed over into the second. What is

it that the brethren wish? That he should

show himself to the world. Now in Ihcir

sense he came not for this; th> world ns

such neither did nor would know and acknow-
ledge him even to the end (see chap. xiv. 17,

21, 22). In order, however, that he may not
utterly repel them, but as far as possible give

them instruction, he mysteriously attaches his

words to theirs, substituting, however, his own
sense, the only correct one, of the public exhibi-

tion which they demanded—and according to

that meaning his death in his manifestation.

His enemies may not lay hands upon him until

his Fathrr wills (see presently chap. vii. 30)

—

b\it he also for himself may not and will not re-

ceive the greeting of his followers consequent
upon his public, tumultuous entrance into

Jerusalem; he will not receive their hosannas
as Messiah, and deliver himself into the power of

liis enemies, until his Father should say to him,

"The hour is come!" Consequently his time fur

public procession to the feaat, and his hour of

passion, which here comcide, were not yet

come; though the brethren in another sense

imagined that the time had come for his entrance

on his glory and honor. In the .second clause

we should at first have expected only—But
your time, that is, the time which you falsely

suppose to be mine. Instead of this, the Lord
proceeds at once to a perfect separation between
himself and them, as a matter that would be

understood of it.self. They excluded them-
selves from the circle of discipleship, partly in

irony and partly by pledging their homage
when liis claims should be authenticated ; but
he repels them from him with the deep sorrow
of earnest truth—We have nothing now in

common! The expression eroi^toi, "ready,"

f)arallel \w'\ih ndfjsdrti", " is come," is trans-

ated rightly by Meyer

—

vorhanden, present,

now.* Nothing hinders or limits you ; for

you have not to measure your steps after the

counsel of God, and in opposition to an angry
ami persecuting world.

if It was in tlieir desire to become celebrated

with their brollier, his immediate intimation

must have overturned all their Ibolibh spec-

* Bengel, on the contrarj', " fitted for you," and
Stol/,, "ai)])oiiitod j' but these are aheady involved

in ilic xaifjui.

I

ulations: "From me, as mv disciples, j'e have

I

nothing to expect but the hatred of the

I world : that is the law and the rule of my
I

kingdom. Ye spake of the worhl ; and meant
;
by that the whole multitude of the people with

(
their rulers : but I sav unto you that ye yet

; know not what the world is, though ye belong

!
to it, and are also its fast friends." It is a

I word of keen condemnation, when the Lord

I

savs to any one—"The world canruH hate you,

I it leaves you in peace as you leave it;" and it

was with the deepest grief of heart that he telt

I

himself constrained thus to speak to his own
brethren after the flesh. When, on the other

hand, he described himself as hated of the

world, and gave as a reason of it his testimony

against its evil works, he told them directly,

tiiourrh plainly enough, irh/tt it was that he
sought, tchat he designed to do, and that (as

Fikenscher says) "faith in him had nothing to

do with the world's notoriety and consideration."

Thus he speaks as the lifjht \\h\c\\ was hated of

the world (chap. iii. 20), as he whose aim was not

so much to come to thi' light himself,as to shed

his own light upon the world for its revelation,

to give his testimony as graciously, and yet as

prudently as might be, until the hour should

come when he should for the first time and
finally succumb to its hatred.

The concluding verse, as a well-founded

consequence, gives them back for their Msra-
fitfJiy " Depart," his'2>e/5 dvdfhfTE, " Go ye
up." The f.rd ravr?^y, "this," may not be
genuine, but that is of little significance; the
various reading ovno), "not yet," for ovHy
"not," is more important. The former stands

in Lachmann's text, ..ut it can be scarcely re-

garded as the true reading ; it would not have
been easily substituted bv ovx, whereas it

was very natural to qualify the difficult and
harsh ouh, by changing it for ovnoo. When
Porphyry from this passage brought against

the Lord the imputation, if not of false-

hood yet of incoiistaatia, he undoubtedly did

not read ovnco. Nor is this latter so suit-

able to the words, which, with designed in-

definiteness, ?v=^>t'i the bretliren and send thera

on their way alone, as to the following ointca

nenXifpootai, "is not yet fully come," which
gives a reawn for his oi;« dvafiaivoo, " I go
not up." This ovKainEnXjifjMTai does not,

as it were, intimate (according to Lange) that

he will presently follow ; lor in the prudent
design of the Lord his brethren were not to

know this, that they migh£ not herald his

coming and excite expectation. But the
ntitXtifjaorai rather points, according to the

Lord's usual language, more strongly than
before to the i^nac in which ho speaks of his

prescribed time and hour, and its coming. It

is altogether another thing, and quite consistent

with it, that the Lord in his own mind intended

iiis ovK lor ovXQj; which it has been unskilfully

sought to imitate by substituting this read-

ing, or by the addition of vvy, now thus obvi-

ating every api)earanco of untruthfulness in bia

words. But tliis appearance does not exist in
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them, if we only allow the Lord to speak as a

man with the prudence with which we may
and must ourselves often speak in such circum-

stances.* For the brethren it was perfectly

true, that he was not now going to set forth with
them, and, therefore, not in the way they desir-

ed; what he designed to do afterwards was a

matter for his own thoughts alone. His word
would have been untruthful then only if he
had used, instead of the observable avajiaivw,
" I go up," the future dva/STJdcj^ " I will go

up." Such mental reservation as this is una-
voidable, if we would speak to the world wisely,

according to Solomon's rule, Prov. xxix. IL
It is an idle and unbecoming subtilty, to which

the ancients, and Bengel, and now again Lange
resort, which would make a great distinction

between the declaration
—

" I go not with you
upon the festal journey," and—"I shall not

during the feast go to Jerusalem." For it is

not true, that his going up might have been
regarded as subsequent to the feast, just as

the Greeks might go ; his secret going up was
after all, as the Evangelist himself says m ver.

10, an dva/iaivEiv eii ti}v ioprrjv tuvttjv,

or going up to this ieast ; and the more obvi-

ously so, as he afterwards, in ver. 37, on the

great day of the feast, utters his testimony

with express allusion to the customs of the

feast.*

Enough, that he would not on this occasion

go more q)av£pw<^, openly, in the procession,

that is, not in the company of his unbelieving

and vain brethren; buthe wentup coi kv Mpvn-
TGJ, "as it were in secret," by which John af-

firms the conduct blamed by the brethren to be

the wise procedure of his counsel; and the &>?

(a, rather strengtJieningth&n qualifying addition)

intimates—that be had the appearance as if he

were acttially one who in distrust of his work
must withdraAv his own person from observa-

tion. The Gospel will in due time abundantly

explain the paradox of this temporary incognito

of the Lord of glory and the King of truth.

Whether, moreover, the twelve, whom we find

in chap. ix. 2 surrounding him as ever, went

up with him in secrecy, is a question which

we may a.sk without any certain answer ;
it

might indeed have been that at this time he

sent them also forward before him, and that

this fact is contained also in the ov <payep(2i.

AT THE FEAST OF TABERNACLES; FIRST GREAT CONVERSATION V/ITH THE
JEWS: MY DOCTRINE IS FROM GOD; CIRCUMCISION AND HEALING ON
THE SABBATH ; YE KNOW WHENCE I AM.

(John VII. 16-29.)

Thus must we take together three discourses

of our Lord at the Feast of the Tabernacles,

which, proceeding through interruptions, form

one connected conversation, the^first great collo-

quy with the Jews in the temple, both rulers

and people. He therein testifies, induced on

each point by some special circumstance, the

divine origin of his words and of his icoi-ks;

appeals, in order to excite faith in the former,

to that witness of inward experience which will

be afforded to every one who wills to do the

will of God, as well as to the external evidence

which was to be found in his humility ; defends

the propriety in particular of his last Sabbath

miracle by analogy drawn from the law ; de-

mands a right judgment; reproves the unbe-

lievers while he detects to them their wicked

plots and their judicial ignorance of God. All

this is clear confirmation of what he had before

said to his brethren concerning his own witness

and the world's hatred.

They seek him, generally, at the feast in Jeru-

salem (as chap.^xi. 56)—though with very

various spirit, for all minds are excited, whether

* " There is only one p^ssaste which ha^ ever

been adduced as even seeming to attr.bate untruth

to our Saviour—John vii. 8. But an untruth can-

not be detected here in any sense (even if ovh is

the right reading)," Eothe, EtJnk., iii. 575.

for him or against him. Among the common
people there yet lingers at least some doubt,

but the rulers are decided, and have decreed

against him. Hence there is no more than a
secret murmuring, for no one ventures to speak
openly and freely in his favor. The 'lovSaloi,
" Jews," ver. 13, might have been the inhabit-

ants of Judasa, ver. 1, or the Jewish people
generally as in ver. 2 ; Ave should then have to

make the distinction afterwards between the
people in general specially intended in ver. 12,

and the rulers in particular, ver. 13. Yet cer-

tainly the Galilean followers of our Lord, who
have come to the Jeast, are included in the
ox^ot, "multitudes;" and after the phraseology
of the entire chapter we should more correctly

regard the'Iov6aiovi as the leaders and rulers

of the people, the dpxovrsZ, " rulers," ver. 26,

as first in ver. 1, and again in ver. 13. Their
Sr/rslv, " seeking," is consequently an obvi-

ously unfriendly search, as in ver. 1; though
we must not press it so far as Hezel does

—

" They commanded him to be sought out, and
sent spies to take him, in order that they might

* Another view (as we find it lately reproduced
in Sepp) thus explains it—that he did not at first

actual.y purpose to go, but that he afterwards sub-

dued his own inchnation in ordfr to do his Father's

will. This, nevenheless, is not iiiimated.
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place him in durance." For the public inquiry,

IIov l6riv kneivoi ; " Where is he?" seems

to indicate something different from this. By
this expression the Evangelist, having set out

with the malicious question of the enemies,

patses over to the more general inquiry and

curiosity concerning the accustomed chief

stranger at the feast. Thus the following

verse is not to be regarded with Lampe as " an

effect of this inquiry," but as a continued

description of the state of things in the me-
tropolis, that no man, enemy or friend, remain-

ed indifferent, every one thought of him.

Every one knew without mentioning his name,

who this ixEiyoi, " he," was, and all mi.?s him,

and feel his absence. Euthynius took the word
to be a scornful one (as in Matt, xxvii 63),

epoken Sid to iii6oi (through hatred); we
cannot go so far, but think that, whether
in scorn or in pretence, the enemies themselves

spoke in lofty terms concerning him—Where is

the celebrated man, the great prophet abid-

ing?*
This simple question issuing from his ene-

mies, awakens into expression the doubis which
existed concerning him, among the common
people; comp. cliap. ix. 16, x. 19-21. His
friends only venture to utter, indefinitely

and timidly enough, their slightly defensive

dya^ioi, "a good man," which we do not

interpret, with Baumgarten-Crusius—A be-

nevolent, friendly, well-wisher of the people

;

but with Von Gerlach, following the Uinhbei-ger

Bibel—An honorable and true man.f This

was saying but little in itself, yet as a protest

against the charges brought against him, it was
much. Listening hypocrites, speaking well of

Jesus, in order to sound his disposition, are not

to be thought of among the ox^oii, and after

the parallels which we have referred to. The
accusers betray by their t6v o^Aok that they

speak as taking the position of the rulers, and
speaking on their side. Tha^ speak openly

enough, and the tollowing clause does not in-

tend to signify that all speech about him,

whether for or against, was only a yoy-
yv6noi, " murmuring," for we only can be

said to speak nafifjTjCia, " openly," as it re-

gards the unsuppressed feelings of the heart.

Ji'or him no man ventured to speak openly for

tear of men ; and Schleiermacher preaches well

upon this text against the "most culpable

weakness and guilt ol the people around him
in our Lord's days." The people who were at-

tached to him feared the Jews (comp. chap ix.

22) ; even as his enemies again feared the peo-

ple when they would carry into execution their

^TfTEiv dnoKTElvai, "seeking to kill him,"

Matt. xxi. 46.

* So Lampe quotes Gualther :
" Non tara con-

teratim, quam invidiose. Ubi tandem latet ille

magnilicus suiirum v rlulum ostentator 1 Cur uon
nunc prodit in publicum 1

"

t There is no question that it may mean this.

Yet in Neh. vii. 2, which ha.** been relurred to, the

SepL read dXifjr'ii for nCX K'^N.

Into the midst of this mutually restrained

^rjTEiv xai yoyyvZetv, "seeking and mur-
muring," our Lord suddenly and unexpectedly
entered, as fearless as prudent. Ti/i ktwriji

f.iE6ov6}}i, "in the miditof the feast" (Vulg.

with precision, diefeato inediante), does not ne-

cessarily mean ihe fourth day of the festal

week, but, generally, during the interval be-

tween the high festivities of the first and the

last day. The sudden and unexpected appear-

ance, manifesting the utmost contidonce in

them, gave him for a while the protection of

tiie surrounding people ; for he wisely chose

the time of his working, neither precipitately

involving himself in danger, nor holding back

with undignified caut.on. Fikenscher imagines

that his appearance had something of a miracu-

lous cbaracter, considering the shortness of the

time since his later departure from Galilee ;
but

this we leave altogether undecided. Suffice it,

that he appeared in the temple, and took his

place in one of the side rooms appointed for

the purpose, and began as usual to Uath ; that

is, on tliis occasion and at first, without any
direct personal witness, but, as it were, with

the general design of expounding the Scripture.

The Jews marvelled, which must ever be the

first influence when he speaks. This ^avud-
Z,Eiv does not imply, as Lange and many others

have imposed their meaning upon it, that they

contested his right openly to teach, and charged

him with presumption before the people ;* that

would have been expressed in a very different

way. Certainly we must not suppose, further,

with Lampe, that this was the first time of his

entering the temple. No, even these Jews are

constrained to bear involuntray testimony to

his wisdom, though they afterwards, like those

at Nazarcih, give it an invidious turn, by their

malicious question as to icheiice he obtained it;

while their conclusion in reality destroys their

premises, and the true answer is contained in

the question itself. " The supposition that

man can learn only from man " is not merely,

as some one has said, a " Galilean folly," but a

Jewish one also, as we here find, and it is, in-

deed, the common prejudice of the learned.

" How is it then tliat ye good people have

never known, that there are many things

which a man must not have learned, in order

to know them otherwise than it they had been

learned?" (Kleuker). Learning, is, accord-

ing to the signification which it bears here,

and which it ordinarily bears, that of human
schools and the customary discipline by studies

and promotion, such as were common even in

those times.t That Jesus had undergone no

such scholastic discipline, and that this was
generally known and admitted is a very impor-

tant testimony, or " biographical datum." How,

* Neander :
" Not being trained he was not jus-

tified in undertaking jmb.ic instruction." BrUck-

ner :
" A new method of stirring up enmity a<|a nst

Jesus, his qualification to instruct being impeach-

ed."

\ Nonnus quite correctly: i'dnovt rexyV'
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and in what Avay, the Son had indeed learned, is

not a question upon which we can now enter.

Luther's translation
—

" Wie kann dieser die

Schrit't?" (How knoweth this man the Scrip-

ture?) ha?, been needlessly corrected. Liicke

thinks, and Lange confidently follows him, that

ypd nncxra, " letters," without ie/jd " sacred,"

could sipniiy only letters or literature, learning,

as in Acts xxvi. 24. Others regard this as set-

tled by the absence of the article, which, how-
ever, determines nothing. Beneel in his Ger-

man New Testament has it
—

" How is this a
learned man, having never yet learned ? " Fik-

enscher, too, feels constrained to translate

—

"The sciences," like the Vulg. literas. If, how-
ever, the nE/itafijjxooi, " having learned," might
seem to include a reference to this more general

sense, it yet remains quite certain that among
the Jews learning in general and Scriptural

learning were one and the same (Acts xxvi.

says nothing against this, see ver. 22)—the

Lord had certainly not given in the temple any
"specimens of erudition," but a most surpris-

ing and simply profound understanding of

Scripture: and, finally, the Evangelist himself,

chap. v. 47, uses ypa /n^ara for the writings

of Moses. Consequently Luther may be quite

right, in company with the Peshito, which has

translated it by N12D (the Book). The son

of Sirach likewise knew no other dotpiia, wis-

dom or science, than that of a ypanjuarsv?,
" scribe," and desired for its cultivation leisure

from every other avocation, the freedom from

business in order to exercise himself continu-

allv, meaning such exercise as nd? Tenrajy

(every workman) applies to his own craft,

Ecclus. xxxviii. 24-27. This is, indeed, the

human rule and requirement for every one of

us
;
yet there are exceptions to it even among

ourselves, and it is a mischievous prejudice,

which has been too much fostered by the mo-
nopolizing learned, that learning is essentially

necessary for such a believing comprehension
of the word of God as suffices to obtain the

kingdom of heaven. Ag unsi this the Lord's

word now testifies, inasmuch as he not only

refers back his own doctrine to the revelation

of the Father (which, indeed, was for him in

another sense the school of human learning),

but also at the same time indicates to every

sincere follower the internal, practical way to

the only true apprehension of the same doc-

trine.

Verse 15. What our Lord elsewhere terms
his words, his word, or testimony, he tlm once

designates by the expression SiSaxv, " doc-

trine;" taking occasion to do this, in order that

he may thus meekly place himself on a level

with all other SidddHovrei and didddnaXot,
j

or teachers, when diScxxy is spoken of accord-

ing to its contents, and system, and method.
When in the well-known passages of the synop-
tics, which, indeed, are not strictly analogous

or parallel with this in John, we find astonish-

ment excited bv his dtSax?} (Mat. vii. 28, xxii.

33; Mark i. 22", 27, xi. 18; Luke iv. 32) ; when

(John xviii. 19) Annas inquires concerning th«

didaxv ot Jesus ; and the disciples, Matt. xvi.

12, are warned to beware of the otSaxv of the

Pharisees—the word is to be taken in the same
sense according to which the Lord's teaching

is placed among the manifold doctrinal systems

I

and 8i8a6KaXiai, Matt. xv. 9, of the day.

; Thus he enters into the midst of Vaa teachers

I

and says

—

rf i/HT/ didaxv. But in the same
! breath .he places his doctrine in direct antithe-

I

sis to all that might be called ivraXjuaziX or

\ ^scjpi/naro: dyOpcoTZcoy, injunctions cr theo-

rems of men, by saying

—

ovu ednv k).n'i, " is

not mine." We may say that this paradox not
only exhibits to us the origin, but has reference

to the sniistance of his teaching, its most essen-

tial and specific subject and theme. For now
that Ttidrii, faith, has become again a yyoooi?,

knowledge, and Christianity a system of doc-

trine, it cannot be too emphatically or too per-

sistently inculcated that the Lord Jesus teaches

7M new thing in the world ; he neither gives to

the heathen philosophers new theorems as such,

nor to the Jewisn Scripture-wisdom altogether

new precepts, promises, and revelations. The
new in his doctrine, that which indeed makes
all new, consists in this, that he testifies him-
self to be in his own pemon i\\e fuljilhnent of the
entire Old Testament, and his lingdom to be the

realization of all right knowledge and true de-

sire in the whole world.* From the first ap-

peal to the old law of love made new in him,
to the predictions of the last things, in which
he only seals and confirms and closes the an-
cient prophecies ; and through the entire circle

of that revelation of human and divine things

with which he responds to the seeking, ques-
tioning speculation of the heathens, big with
the word and notion, but never bringing forth

the thing and the reality—every where and
throughout all there is the one great, I am He!
Thus far his doctrine is one with himself, and
the acceptation of that is one with the
ntdTEvEiVy or believing in this, in his eyoj
sij,tt (chap. viii. 24). As in chap. viii. 26, 28
he says before the Jews, and as in chap xiv. 24
he says before the disciples, so he says now
here—That which 1 speak, and teach, and tes-

tify, I speak under the commission, and by the

authority of the Father wlio hath sent ms. He
is indeed as the speaker no other than that
great Pro}>het promised in Deut. xviii., but only
again as the only-begotten of the Father, to

whom alone thjs ^\ ords of God are given in an
essential, pre-eminent, and exclusive sense:
hence all other prophets and speakers in the
name of God were only imperfect types and
forerunners of this true Prophet. If the Jews
had never considered and applied in this case

what held good with regard to the old prophets
—Who is his father or his master? (1 Sam.
X. 12, comp. Amos vii. 14, 15), but desired only
a juarOd ysiv, or learning, after a human man-

* Dietlein, in his writings against the school of
Baur, maintains and developes this most excel-

lently
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ner, then is the Lord's answer most abundantly
decisive : So little is mtf doctrine derived from
human instruction, and learned humanly by
myself, that it is not in any sense according to

your notions the product of my own study, in-

vestigation, or thought—but no other than
the revelation to my mind of him whosendeth
me to speak to you, and himself speaketh in

me and by me.

Verse 17. He who is of God, hears and un-
derstands the words of God ; he who is of the

truth, discerns and accepts all that the per-

sonal Truth liim^elf brings to man, and speaks
as the fulfillment and realization of all those

truths which v.'ere extant among men before

his final testimony came. For this no such
learning is necessary as can be acquired only
within the limits of the school, or Ly the hard
discipline of study ; the Father revealeth it to

the babes who are willing to learn of his Son,

to learn for the direction of their life and
for their righteousness as sinners before God.
What was lone ago expressed by Sirach's son
(Ecclus. xxi. i2)—He that keepeth the law of

the Lord, getteth the understanding thereof
(o <pv\(x66cov vonov xocraxpaTsZ tov kvvo-
rmaroi aurou, xai 6vvTeXcia rod qxjfiov
HVfiiov 6oq>ia), accordmg to the ancient

word in Job xxviii. 28—finds in this utter-

ance of Jesus its full and most distinctive

expression. Here the Lord protests against

the itpcDTov ipEvSoi (primal falsity) of all

learning, gnosis, philosophy, speculation of pre-

sumptuous and blind men ; and assures us

that there is no such thing, nor can be, as

pure thouglit, no such investigation as is inde-

pendent of the heart's disposition and the will's

direction, at least in regard to his doctrine,

and the things which pertain to the will and
revelation of God. He sets out with that

position which Schiller once so scornfully re-

pelled as " ins Gewissen schieben "—
" the lay-

ing it all on the conscience," and admits no
other evidence than that a ponterion, springing

from an inward moral experience, where alone

is the " veritatis cum pietate vinculum " (link

between truth and piety). It is the tcW, of

man which is concerned , there lies the lack

and the hindrance : faith, and progressive

knowledge in believing, is also an act, spring-

ing from the sincere willing to do the divine

will ; unbelief and the ignorance which follows

it, is a crime to be reckoned against those who
love and who work a lie. Oh that this cate-

chumen word could pervade even our orthodox
theological science, so that our yufiuaO^KcircJ,

or savans, might first come to that true ypci^-
fiara ci'Seyai, or knowledge of letters, which
coincides with the " hermeneutics of the IS'ew-

Testament writers" as taught by Jesus, and
then arrive at the true " teaching with au-
thority " for others ! The Lord does not say
as the end of his testimony—Ye hao' not un-
derstood me, or apprehended my nif^aning; but
•— Ye tpou/d not I Here, however, the iar rii

be\rff " If any man will," is at one with the

SeXi/jna ToO ^suCi, " wiil of God," a sure, and

I

inexhaustibly increasing yvc6(SF.rai, "shall

I

know," is promised.
But what is this will of God, which the Lord

!
assumes to be already known to every one to

j

whom he proposes his own ihdriM ? Tliere

I

must indeed be a manifest criterion for this re-

j

commended criticism of divine rovolation. The
doctrine of Christ does not present itself to t!io

world and the human heart unprepared for

and unmediated. His own saying incontro-
vertibly attests that he does not demand a
blind submission to it as an absolute napd'
So^oy (paradox) and 3a.v^a (wonder)—true
knowledge never could come in this way.
Thus when the old dogmatic finds in it at once
only the promised internal testimony of the
Holy Spirit,* and then in a strange circle which
must always be a stnmbling-block to all who
are upright and intelligent, makes the know-
ledge of the truth of Jesus dependent upon the
doing of his doctrine—it is evidently erroneous,
inasmuch as it just overlooks the mediating
instrument, to which our Lord's word here
especially refers. The "will of God" is here

certainly not (as in chap. vi. 40) the law of
faith (thus Lampe concisely) ; the doing of his
will is by no means the vnaxoij ni6rea)i, or
" obedience of faith :

" when the dxoj}, or sound,
has gone forth

—

ITidrsverE, " Believe !
" For

then the Lord would only say—He who only
believes, will believe. A "believing in experi-
ment," which wretched Pietists (worse in this
than honorable Rationalists) impute to the
people, means nothing; to experiment upon it

is a wickedness which tempts God, and destroys
the sense of truth in us. Thus we never may
pray in experiment whether it will avail, never
may follow him on experiment whether he will

prove himself our guide. The Lord's word
knows nothing of all this. But he lays hold
of an established fundamental principle to

which he makes his appeal, proceeding from
which every sincere person will and mustcom?
to the believing knowledge that the doctrine
of Christ is from God, and then afterwards go
very much further. The old and venerable M.
Fr. Roos of Wurtemberg hits the point well
and simply—" No man is so ignorant in reli-

gion, as to know nothing of the truth ; and no
man is so disquieted by religious doubts, as
not to perceive something which he must feel

to be the revealed will of God. Now Christ
says, if any man will do his will asfar as he al-

i-emly discerns it, he shall know," etc. {Chridl.

* So Ebrard incautiously writes, " But they
should fi:st seek to ilo what he xoi/s." Theremin
also (Al>endstun(fe», last ed. p. 392) discerns here
the mystical " testimony of inime<liate intuition."

Neander. confiiniins; Scliott and LiUke, maintains
acainbt this—The wiil of God cannot here be un-
derstood as the will of fJod now first manifested in

Christ, hut only tlie will of God as far as the
Pharisees iiiisht even in their position have already
known it; tlius the willinsness to do that w.ll is

the suhjcntive jjoiiit of union in every man gener-
ally to which the obj jclive evidence and conviction
attaches iis&li.
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Qlauhenslehre, p. 7. 8). This -will of God is

manifestly revealed "in the law and the pro-

phets, and in our own conscience," as Von
GerJach comprehensively remarks. For Israel

this is done in the law, to which therefore in

the clo=est connection ver. 19 refers, and in the

prophets' preaching of repentance and faith

which rests upon the law. But also for all

heathen there remains a consciousness of God,
which maintains its inviolable place in the

practical conscience as a SiHaicojua rov ^eov,
or "justification of God" (Rom. i. 32).* This
is enough ; for the doing of his will is from be-
ginning to end the great and immovable essen-

tial in coming to God and in the living

knowledge of his name through fellowship with
him. " He who deals with his religion as a
science merely, which he may indeed under-
stand, but will not practise (just as many are
learned in geometry, yet never measure a field),

v/ill never come to God aright " (Roos).
Once more, the one great desideratum of

humanity is the actual performance, the per-

fect fulfilling of the law ; and this the grace
and truth of Christ alone can bring within the
range of possibility to man. Yet the Lord
does not say

—

If' any man do. " It is not of

doing itself that the Lord first speaks, but only
of willing ; if this is pure and simple, there
follows (through the strength of Christ) the
ability to perform" (Albertini). But the re-

sult in the case of all who hunger and thirst

after the righteousness of a known or unknown
God is that they first embrace with joy the
words of Christ concerning justification through
grace by faith, he becomes their consolation and
gives their conscience rest ; then follows in the
accompanying new birth the reception of his

strength, v/hich confers upon the icilling the
perfect and absolute doing. I'his is the testi-

mony that Christ's doctrine is of God which is

alone possible to every one at the beginning
;

and this increases with increasing holiness in

ever - progressing internal experience which

E
roves its true divinity. The Lord speaks
ere, as the words run, more of the leginning

of faith. Richter's Haudiibel says excellently :

" Ver. 17 is the least degree of, and the way to

the testimony of the Holy Spirit, not this itself

in its fulness." We add—He v/lio will do, will

learn to believe; he who deals earnestly with
the law first, will gladly embrace and fully un-
derstand the Gospel. But then when the doc-

trine is discerned and acknowledged to be of

God, its whole fulness is entered into and ex-

plored ; then results, as the Lord says to his

disciples, chap. viii. 31, 32, the following of

Christ, the participation ot his cross and res-

urrection, the doing the whole truth in works,
performed through Christ from and in God.

Verse 18. "Or whether I speak of myself."

To this opposing hypothesis the Lord appends
that other demonstration, which we denomi-

* Chrysostom : 'Edv ri? Epa6tr)i -^ rov fiiov

nar diJEzyv. That is better than Grotius: Quam
cunque voaintatem sibi revelatam.

nated above the external evidence afforded by
his lowliness. But what is the relation between
this and the internal experimental evidence which
discerns through the inward feeling of need
that what he offers is the true nourishment of

the soul? In a certain sense both are united
and their force is blended, for here his person
and his doctrine are one : the doctrine makes on
every sincere soul, which would honestly and
willingly be taught to do God's v/ill, the im-
pression of an oflered righteousness ; while the

person legitimates himself as trustworthy and
true in all his testimonies and promises. Nev-:
theless the former is to be pre-supposed in

order to the latter; for only he who is himself
sufficiently sincere to be willing to do the will

of God, will in his own humility be able to

apprehend the lowliness of the Son whom the
Father hath sent. Thus the evidence is quite

rie;htly made to proceed from the internal spirit

of every man who is to be convinced ; and
only in ihe susceptible does it proceed from
without inwardly. Deceivers impute to the

Lord deceit, the presumptuous presumption

;

but the sincere, who will admit the influence

of his truth into their souls, discern at once in

the divine and pure humility of this enforcer

of truth, so utterly free from every taint of

human vanity, the ineffaceable and incontro-

vertible seal of certainty. Thus we may say

that the Lord goes on in ver. 18 to explain tho

process of the "shall know" i:i the honest

heart: he who in imcard seeking and longing

is ready to know and to do the will of God, and
he alone, will be externally convinced by the hu-
mility of the meek and lowly One ; because he
will be able to recognize in that the pure seek-

ing of God's glory. Moreover, the Lord in

these words only calls to their minds and
adapts to the present occasion, what he had
said at the Feast of Purim, chap. v. 41-44

;

and we may therefore refer to our exposition

at that place. The former clause—that he who
speaketh (teacheth)of his own, assuredly must
therein seek his own glory, is undoubtedly true,

as is constantly attested by all rightly under-
stood and deeply investigated experience; con-

sequently, the second, v/hich is the converse and
antithesis of the former, must also be true. It

may be, and it has been said, that this propo-

sition is not capable of universal application,

and the Lord designed only to refer to it him-
self, as ver. 16 and chap. v. seem to demon-'
strate. It is supposed, apart from him, to be

conceivable that a man in a lesser sense sent

and commissioned of God, that is, a prophet, a
teacher, might with fundamental sincerity seek

the honor of God, and yet err and be untrue
through human infirmity. This is assuredly

true, but the Lord is not here speaking in any
relative sense : but lays down a simple antithe-

sis, which declares that no error is from God,
but must be a man's own. Thus it remains an
abiding truth that anamartesia (sinlessness), in

knowing and willing, in doctrine and life, is one
and inseparable ; consequently it is only to bo
found absolutely in that one Holy One whom
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the Fath(»r hath sanctified and sent into the

world ; and it can be predicated even of Apostles

and Proi»het3 only within the limits, and meas-

ure of their mission. Even they were not in

their whole life free from error, because they

were not free from sinfulness ; only in their of-

ficial function as discharged orally or in writing

may this be predicated of them. Every erny-

is in its very nature presumptuous and self-

seeking ; as the dictum of Jerome defines it in its

higiiest degree
—

" Omnis hsereticus est animal

ploriiE" (every heretic is an animal of glory).

Yet even in the case of Apostles and Prophets

the sanctity of their personal life is no distinc-

tive (Uowever co-operating) criterion and evi-

dence for the truth of their doctrine ; but the

concert of that with the complex whole of the

revealed word of God and the testimony of the

accompanying; Holy Spirit is such. Thus,

though the Lord is laying down a position

which is really of universal application, it is

obvious that in the very nature of the case he

himself can alone sustain perfectly the test of

this most rigorous criterion. Who besides him
could dare to stand forward and give warranty

for his whole life down to its minutest detail

—

Behold me and learn of me, lor 1 am meek and
lowly of heart? lie only is absolutely free

from taint as " seeking the glory of him who
sent him," and therefore d\7/0}}i, " true," be-

cause no occasion, or possibility of deceit exists

for him. Only in and upon him is there no
dSixiccy or "unrighteousness;" not^ merely,

that is, his cause is righteous—but d^ixia is

the comprehensive idea of sin (in will, in aim,

ill deed) and error in knowledge ; with the full

meaning (,( duapTicx in cli. viii. 46.

Verse 19. Tiie expositors who would make
this the beginning of a new discourse, have
most assuredly failed to discern the full mean-
ing of all that has gone before. Now follov/s a

reference e.c o;)2>o2to in illustration of what has
been just said. Jesus understands and teaches

the word of God, expounds the holy Scriptures

with a faithfulness of truth that must convince
and overcome every man by its first influence,

because he lives in the most entire and selfless

obedience to the Father ; but what kind of stu-

dents of the law and expositors of Scripture
must they be who wonder at his words and can
moreover contradict them? They know and
study the law, they glory in it as pre-eminently
given to themselves—yet they will not keep
the law ! Therefore they can only speak about
it, surround it with their subtilties, and make
it the object of disputation ; their impure minds
cannot lay hold of its inmost truth, because
they are ever seeking refuge from its keen
meaning in subterfuge and by-paths of error.

The law was to Israel tlie first and most imme-
diate portion of the will of God, ver. 17. Those
further words again go hack to chap. v. 45-47,
and are to be understood according to the fun-
damental meaning which we there endeavored
to disclose. It is well known that once in

seven years the whole law was road tiefore the

people at the Feast of Tabernacles, Dent. xxxi.

1
10-13. This alone is enough to establish a

1 specific reference in our Lord's words to the
i festal solemnity ; whether, as Bengel thinks,

[

this public reading occurred at the present
feast, we must leave to the chronologists to de-

! termine, if they can.* The Lord says

—

Moses

j

gave you the law ; not God by Mosos, simply
I because the former was the manner of speaking
among the Israelites, and because the holy

Scripture itself significantly so speaks, for ex-

ample in Deut. xxxiii. 4. When he goes on to

j
charge the whole people represented before him

!
at the feast, in this universal way—"None of

I
you keepeth the law," we must understand the

}

law and the keeping of the law in a general

1 sense, and not limit it to the specific example
i which follows. Just so Stephen afterwards in

the spirit of Jesus charges the self-same people

(Acts vii. 53) with not fulfilling the law which
they had rsceived, inasmuch as thoy did not
penitently acknowledge its requirements, but

! nypocritically in the name of the law rejected

I

that Gospel for which it was the design of the
I law to discipline and prepare them ; and just

as there Stephen couples with this their shed-

I

ding the blood of the righteous (his own fore-

j

runners), so the Lord himself now speaks:

I
Why go ye about to kill me ? He who thinks of a

I

trespass on their part against that single pre-

I

cept—Thou shalt not kill! is far from rightly

1 under.standing his meaning. By the rejection,

;
hatred, and final crucifixion of Jesus, Israel d:d

j

indeed break both tables of the law, deny to

I

God his honor, hate their brother in hatred to

]
God, instead of loving him in the love of God

i (chap. V. 42) ; and thus they utterly refused tohe

I

loved themselves. Their enmity against the holy
I and just One, ripemng into murder, is no other

!
than the final and consummate outbreak of

I

their opposition to the truth which he testified

j

to them, and of their hatred of the will of God,

I

or of that law as the living exhibition of which
! he stood in their presence. Let the emphasis

I

of the little word r/, " wh}'," so keenly pene-

; trating their consciences and rovtaling the

j

ground of their contradiction, be moreover ob-

! served

—

ri or diari me ^tjzEize dnoHTEiyai,

I

M^'hcrefore am I, in my truth, lowIine.ss, and

I
sanctity, so hateful to you violators of the law ?

j
Wherefore but because ye will persist in refus-

I

ing to do five will oj God f

[

So boldly and yet so simply does the Lord
;

speak, with such majesty of meekness does he
oondemn, that the heavy inculpation maybe
regarded as at the same time the lamentation

and request of his love—Let it be no Ipngor so

with you, act ye not thus. He brings out into

light what was crouching in the darkness, and
lays bare to them the secret impulses of their

iniquity. A renewed contradiction on the part

of the jieople gives occasion to his second dis-

course, wherein, after having been speaking of

* Sopp (iii. 50) has even calculafod, in his way
ihat during the courso of our Lord'.s j)ublic loach-

ing, tiie entire canon of the law was ivad Ihrougli

in the synagogues.
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his (lo"trine, he justifies the works, that is, the

miracles which confirmed it, out of their own
hiw, and in the very matter concerning which
they tiad made the law a pretext against him.

The Sabbath-healing at the former feast fur-

nished an obvious and appropriate example, for

its offence was yet remembered and still exert-

ed its influence. He had blended them alto-

gether as unbelieving and disobedient, not

keeping the law, and yet not urged by their

consciousness of sin to faith in him ; and it was
not without perfect right that he ascribed to

this people in common a murderous spirit and
intention, already revealing to them what would
come of their enmity, and what presently after-

wai-ds was its actual result. There was in them
an internal principle of enmity Avhich their

leaders might work upon ; else the whole body
of the people could never have been transported

so far as to utter their " Crucify him !" against

the Righteous One, their benefactor, the worker
of miracles, the great witness to the truth. But
for the present the greater part of this people,

especially the Galilean visitors at the feast

(see, for the distinction, ver. 25 afterwards),

Were neither privy to the ambushes of the

rulers, nor were t'-ey altogether conscious of the

full extent of their own enmity to Jesus ; hence

they protest wildly against what seems to them
an insane accusation, and show by that same
boistcrousness of what they themselves might
be capable. Speaking with dogmatic precision,

this Saijiiovioy ex^''''> "having a devil," is

something different from /nai'yedOcxt, "being
mad " (for which distinction and the transition

from one meaning to the other, we may refer

to Matt. X. 20) ;
yet then, as now, such impet-

uous expressions of scorn in the mouth of the

people (chap. viii. 48 introduces another ele-

ment in addition) might easily become synomy-
mous, and lose their preciseness of significa-

tion.* Thus Jesus has here the same measure
dealt to him as the Baptist at last had, accord-

ing to Matt. xi. 18. It is not in harmony with

the simple record of the Evangelist to suppose

that they were the same ensnaring opponents

who thus directed the thoughts of the people
;

since he describes their words as the immediate
and impetuous answer which they made to the

Lord's words. Equally irrelevant is the para-

phrase, " that he was tormented by a demon
oi disturbed mind ; 2, fixed idea which had mas-
tered him and made him believe that his life

was in dang r," or that " a qnrit of viorhil de-

jection had put this fear into him."t This no-

* The Greek Sai)iioycty, rmanire, gives no evi-

dence on this question, scarcejy containing an

analogy which would be suitable in relation to

Jews.

t Thus Lanae, who adds further—" The frivol-

ous people in tiie crowd easily jumped to the con-

clusion th;it Je.sus was a morbid disturber of their

peace, coming to interrupt the joy of iheir festiv-

ity." But we niu.st be on our guard against these

poetical incursions upon the letter of the historical

text.

tion may be regarded either aa the result of a
modernizing tendency, or as in harmony with
that older view of Scripture which is found in

1 Sam. xvi. 14, xviii. 10 ; but it will not har-

monize with the dat/uoyioy ex^ty of the time

of Christ,

Verse 21- The Lord does not retort their

contumely, but answers their violence by an
elucidation, all the more serene, of what he had
deliberately and solemnly said ; turning, now
as ever, their interruption to the advantage of

his continuous apologetic testimony. It was a

notorious fact that the unforgotten miracle at

the pool of Bethesda had occasioned an unabat-

ing ^avt.ici^^Eiy, a wondering excitement which
was generally associated with a condemnation
of his Sabbath-breaking ; it is to this that he
now appeals, and speaks to the contradicting peo-

ple of no less than their x^^'^y, or anger, ver.

23.* Klee and Baumgarten-Crusius understand
this "marvelling " quite rightly as a "being
offended ;" but it must rot be overlooked, how
prudently the Lord begins with the lightest and
most gentle expression, (But we cannot hold

with Teschendorf—Ye loondered all of you at

the first, till some came and imposed upon it

the crime of Sabbath-breaking ! for it stands

in the present

—

Sav/uocZ^TE.) The Lord says
sy Epyoy, one icorlc ; what then is the antithesis

of this? Some take it to be the many much
more glaring violations of the Sabbath on the

part of the people, in comparison with which
they s'.^ppose that our Lord apologetically

terms his own violation a very slight and iso-

lated case.f But, on the one hand, such an
even momentary and hypothetical admi=>on
(quite different from chap, xviii. 23. or Matt,
xii. 27 with if) is quite beneath our Lord's dig-

nity; and, on the other, we see that it is not

his design to charge the people with manifold

breaches of the Sabbath ; he rather concedes

in ver. 23 their punctilious exactness in its ob-

servance. In the subsequent words of chap.

X. 32 we have the tr..e antithesis, and his

meaning is—All my other many good works
lose their value in your estimation and are for-

gotten, as soon as one of them becomes an of-

ience. Thus the sy kTtoitj6a involves a cer-

tain irony, but of the gentlest kind—" Be it so,

I have only committed this one breach, and
now let me speak of that."

Verses 22, 23. He so speaks of it as to make
it the occasion of introducing a new and surpris-

ing analogy out of the law, to illustrate the

collision between obligatory acts of benevo-

* It is contrary to the strict connection of the
whole in John's account, to assume (with 01.^hau-

sen) that another similar intervening occurrence is

liere re!erred to.

f Fikenscher says—" Ye should be reasonable,

an 1 if I have committed an error (!), ye should not
condemn me on account of one only : for where is

the man who has never transgressed the law, and
how o'ten have j^e done it yourselves 1 Ho'.v lit-

tle does your own sinful record wonder at Sabbatli

desecration."
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Wnce in tlie healing and prescrvafion of human
life, and the external, ri;,'oi-uus ob.-iervunce of

the letter of the Sabbatli ;
justifying, as he fro

quentlv docs, iiis own exaltation of tlie one

over the otlier. The Sid rovro, " therefore,"

is by most of the ancients (Eiithvm. like the

Vulg., and similarly Nonnus, ou xaftty) re-

ferred to what follows ; but even in lliat case it

should not be placed in the middle of the sen-

tence (as in Luther's translation), for then it has

no meaning:* tlie meaning must be supplied

(Winer, \ 7, 3)—Therefore Tcnow ye, therefore I

say unto you. (It was reserved for Glassius

to say that Sid rovro often, like p?, means
attainen! ) This, however, seems to us forced ,and

we prefer the construction (like Meyer's, " Ye
all wonder daroh, on that account") which
connects the words with Savnal^re, in com-

j

mon with most of the moderns.! Liicke ad-
[

duces proof from profane writers that ^av-
j

fid^Eiv, " marvel," though seldom, yet some-
times, occurs with Sid (not, indeed, in the i

Sept., but in Mark vi. 6 ; ilev. xvii. 7, we find
j

it) ; and Baumgarten-Crusius nmarks that the
j

fV, " one," is made more strongly prominent
|

through the Sid rovro.X It is at least asimi-

lar construction which we have in John's
xccipfiy Sid, "rejoice because of," chap. iii.

29. But more difficult and more important

is the decision of the true meaning of the

entire discourse concerning circumcision on
the Sabbath ; a matter which is far more con-

fused than cleared up in most of our commen-
taries.

First of all, much, indeed almost every thing,

depends upon the view which is taken of the

inw^rjected ovx on, " not because." We can-

not imagine that our Lord could mean thereby
" an urvlervalitiitlon of circumcision, as a mere
legal form, 7ud introduced by Moses, but through
tradition of the fathern."^ The sacred sign of

the covenant of promise given before the law
was holy as such even to our Lord for his age

;

and he cannot speak of that as a mere " tratli-

tion " of the fathers, which God had himself
appointed to Abraham. || Tlius in Acts vii. 8

" A t'oril, indei^fl, sees '• an appro])riate[|es^^ of

meanins in ver. 22 with the Std rovro, which it

has not without it : Mcses on iliin nccowt jjiive you
circumcision not because it is of Moses, li\it of the

fathers, ». e., it is no part of the \aw of Moses, prop-

erly so called, but was adopted by Mo.ses and there-

by becomes part of hi.s law." But, tu rov Alajv-
Ciooi would not then bo repeated by iiaiup—for

thi> m'nifeslly uvWcaion pnicnthesis. [" The repe-

tition of tH r. AIojl;. E'Sr. does not n«»cossarily

\mply a j)arpritheis : John constantly uses the.^e

formal roi)et;tion8 : this in answer to S.ier."—Al-

ford.]

f lieza. Oriesbach, Knapp, Lnchmann, Liicke,

Klee, B.-Crus;u», etc., and Theophylact among the

anc;ent-i.

\ This answers Alfoid's objection, wliich de-

mands St avro for the construction with ^av-
l^d^sre.

V) Thu.i Baumgarten-Crusius, and Hezol before

him.

II
Uence Ilezel a>ore cautiously ai least

—"from

this covenant stands significantly before and
above the succeeding law. As to the question
why Jesus did not mention Abraham, liut the
fathers, Lanipe has aln-ady said : '"To us it

is most befitting, that Jesus should not place

man in opposition to man, Moses to Abra-
ham, as if Abraham's authority was superior to

that of Moses. He rather compares the ^Mosaic

and the pntriarchnl economies. Not persons,

but the prerogative of dispen.sations, is con-
cerned." Does the parenthesis, then, rather

express the precise opposite—Moses gave unto
you circumcision, as establishing more firmly

an ancient and holy law ? Not so, as Kling
insists against Lucke ; the observation is in-

tended neither to elevate nor degrade circumcis-

ion, but only to correct the inexact form of

expression which followed the popular usage.

But such punctiliousness we can scarcely re-

concile with the Lord's dignity, not even when
" speaking with people who had been impressed
by his knowledge ol ypdufxara {Ittten)."* If

tne more exact expression had no meaning of

its own, the Lord would not have attached so

much value to it as to append it. But a new
difficulty arises, when we consider the question
of circumcision being placed above the Sab-
bath as an older ordinance ;t for Luther's in-

considerate marginal gloss is altogether vague—' Keeping the Sabbath is a law of Moses,
circumcision is a law of the fathers, and they
come into collision with one another." if

Moses had taken circumcision into his law as

an ordinance derived from the fathers, he had
also incorporated the Sabbath from a still older

original, even from Paradise. How thon does

circumcision take precedence of the Sabbath ?

It was indeed older than Moses, but the Sab-
bath was older still; the latter is thus placed

above the earlier? The solution of the whole
appi ars to be this—that the Lord is not here

speaking immediately oi the paradisiacal, patri-

archal Sabbath, but of the Mosaic, that is, of

the Sabbath as a total cessation from all work
rigorously established in the law, and fenced
with its strict sanctions. So says Grotius cor-

rectly : "Ciicumcisio est antiquior rigido otio

Sabbat i per Moseii imperato." Now first wo
understand the Lord's words to say—that even

this Mosaic riDX^»"^3 nt;'J?n"6^i5, "thou shalt

not do any work," on which hi.s opponents
laid stress, could not possibly have been in-

tended by Moses in so rigidly exclusive a
meaning, for Moses could not contradict him-
self. Therefore it runs

—

Mosts gave unto you

father Abraham, ns a hereditnry custom (appointed

for him, indeed, by God in his timo)."

» Not that they doubted, but they wondered at

it as a thing proved.

f Bcnj;el :
" By this clause the dignity of cir-

cumcision is exalted, in respect to the Subbalh,

thm which it is older, and of which it is therefore

entitled to take precedence," Lango sp-aks with

similar want of exactitude of a precedency of cir«

cumciaiou over the Sabbath fe:>tival.
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circumcision, that is, he adopted without scru-

ple the command given by God lo the fathers

" oa ike eighth day" (Gen. xvii. 12; Lev. xii.

3) ; the same Moses who imposed upon the

Sabbath (also in existence from the beginning)

its new strictness. Consequently ye see that

circumcision as ordained of God before the

law is quite in harmony with the renewed,

albeit externally more rigorous Sabbath law

;

coivseqiiently, that your present rigor is un-

grounded, and places you in contradiction with

yourselves and your own habitual fulfillment

of the law in the article of circumcision. Did

God forget the Sabbath, when he spoke to

Abraham of the immovable eighth day ? Or
did Moses scruple at all on that point? In

this vif / the Lord's words proceed simply

enough : nai ev 6afJfddtGi) Tteptrs/uverE, that

is, " Thvs in your practice the Sabbath and cir-

cumcision go on harmoniously together.* Ye
neither think nor say any thing about a viola-

tion of the law in this matter ; but in your
habitual practice ye take care that the whole
law of Moses, which in itself is one, including

the precept of circumcision on the eighth day,

should be kept inviolate : that the StMath pre-

cept is not tliereby broken is self-emdent from the

same Moses." Thus it is evident how unneces-

sary and incorrect is the forced translation of

'iva HI] XvOy which we find in Bengel (and
then in Semler, Paulus, Kuinol)— " Ita ut non
Bolvatur, salva lege;" as also in the Bibles of

Seller, Van Ess, AUioli—" Without violating or

transgressing it."

Thus far, it seems to me, all is clear. But
now for the conclusion amvwri ad mojus, or the

contrast between the circumcision of the av-
QpoaitoZ and the making whole of the 6X o i

ayOpojTCoi—how is this intended by our Lord ?

At the first glance there are but two antitheses

which present themselves—between the heal-

ing and the wounding, and then between the

entire making whole and the only partial

wounding or healing. As regards the former,

which Kling adopts and would connect with

the latter, our unbiassed judgment, with all re-

spect for the excellent Kling's general remarks
on John, must protest against it; for no man
shall persuade us that Jesus in a public festival

discourse would regard circumcision, contrary

to all theocratical propriety, " only in its ex-

ternal form and operation." Our inmost sen-

timent revolts against this ; for it is in vain

that we seek any where in Scripture for a pas-

Rage (apart from the maternal complaint of

Zipporah, Exod iv. 25 ; which is capable, how-
ever, of an altogether different interpretation)

that brings into view the wounding and pain-

ful side of the Ttepiro/n?}, or circumcision. No;

! the circumcising of a man is here in the meaning
of our Lord an act of benevolence, a deed of

love, as we discern in the very word Xa ix (id-
V Et V, " receive." We are therefore referred

to the other contrast, since the oAo? (entire,
" every whit") cannot possibly be meaningless

in the text. Is then the '6\ov avOpwnor {a

or the whole man, the latter being doubtless

intended as furnishing an example for the gen-

eral position) to be taken as the opposite of the

EV ^sXoi (a single member) which was cut off,

as Tholuck, Hess, AViner, and others think?*

We protest once more against this, and this

time with Kling, for that would be too exter-

nal, Rabbinical, and petty a manner of speaking

with respect to the sacred act " which did not

purify one member only, but consecrated the

whole man." Are we then to give up all no-

tion of a contrast, and regard it merely with
Von Gerlach as a juxtaposition of the two Sab-

bath works in their equal significance for the

healing of the entire man ?t This will not
help us, for why then was the oXov added only

in the second instance, and not in the first? I

see no alternative left but to accept the inter-

pretation which Bengel and Olshausen repre-

sent, though it has been much controverted

—

that the Lord now speaks in addition of the

well-kno\vn and striking conversion of the healed

sinner; emphatically including this result (in-

tended in all his dealings) in his " every whit
whole" (chap. v. 11, 15). This altogether har-

monizes with our exposition of chap. v. 6 and

14. J Thus it is—The whole essential man,
body and soul ! This must ever be the ulti-

mate aim of all the good deeds of the Saviour
;

and it is quite worthy of him, and quite appro-

priate to the general theme, that he should
point to this his high end and aim in connec-

tion with that one miracle in which it had been
attained. He thereby says, moreover, what
would otherwise be wanting to their most per-

fect judgment of the matter (oi) Kar' otpiv,

ver. 24) : Is it of no moment to j'^ou that a
soul has attained salvation before your eyes
through my good deed ; do y*3 not appreciate

the making whole of the entire man—that
highest end to which the law, circumcision, the

Sabbath, and all the institutions of G d, for-

ever tend, as the design to which they forever

point ?

On the contrast that still remains with the
preparatory circumcision, which certainly re-

ferred also to the healing of the ioul, Bengel
speaks so excellently that we will transcribe

* The corrected translation should m?nd this.

Luther's " noch oder dennoch beschneidet ihr

"

(never ^luicss ye circumcise)—confuses the whole,

HS if there were a contradiction with what pre-

ceded. In the Hebrew New Testament (London,

revised by Reichardt) it stands quite correc ly

* Circumcisio, quae est in uno ex 248 raembris
hominis, pelht sabbatum; quanto magis totum
corpus hominis {Tanchuma, p. 244, a),

f Similarly Brandt's SchuUehrerhibel :
" His heal-

mz was at least as important a work as the cir-

cumcision of a child."

^ This is not too subtle a meaning for the appre-
ciation of the Jews (as Alford objects), but would
be quite intelligible. Nor can we give up our con-
viction, that according to chap. v. 14, the full con-
versioQ of the healed man is intimated.
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his observations in full :
" It is not the whole

body of the man, which is set in opposition to

the part circumcised ; for a consequence, in the

case of an admission, does not proceed from
less to greater, in this way : It is lawful to cir-

cumcise a part, therefore it is lawful to cure
the whole body. But it is the whole man,
body and soul, chap. v. 14, whose healing is a

benefit much greater, and, so much more be-
coming the Sabbath and sanctioned by the law,

than the external act of circumcision regarded
b\' itself, or indeed circumcision, even tJiough it

tihould be regarded as a mcramenl. For circum-
cision is a means; healing of the soul is an
end." We take the latter of these suppositions,
for we have already rejected the " external act

regarded by itself." We do not say altogether
with Olshausen (thouijjh not denying its rela-

tive truth), that circumcision related, like

every thing in the Old Testament, only to the
<5a/>|, or flesh. Still less can we concur with
Baumgarten-Crusius, contrary to that profound
estimate of the Old Testament which we must
ever assume in our Lord's words, in under-
standing it to mean—Ye circumcise that the
law might not be abolished, in the external

interest of a mere form !* For our Lord nei-

ther thinks nor speaks in this disparaging way,
of the v6no<;, "law," and nepizouv, "circum-
cision." His meaning is—Thecircumcision im-
parts to the child (here, too, a preliminary
allusion—not ft oAoS avOpomtoi) the revision

of the grace of God which make him whole
;

the typical sign and promissory seal of future

salvation, of that healing of the whole man in

body and soul to which the foreskin stand.s

opposed ai the sign of our inherited sin and
depravity; but what I have done and effected

by so doirg, is the realization and fulfillment

of the typical sacrament. This may probably
have been Augustine's meaning in his contrast

of the fi/jnaculnm salat'S and salus itself.t

We have but little to say, after establishing
this true and elevated meaning, concerning the
external seeming violation of the Sabbath by
Kork in each case. There may be some truth
and force in what is urged as to this point

—

that while Josus' healing was effected by a

single word alone,J the w;iole work of circum-
cision, especially including the binding up and
precautionary measures for healing, was at-

tended with considerable labor. The Rabbini-
cal rule, which is generally quoted incorrectly,

runs thus: na^j'H DX nnin insi?D~n rh^o (CiV-

cumcision, with its cure, forms an excoption to

the Sabbat.h). But with Lange and Klee (fol-

lowing Cyril) to refer the nuikmg whole to that
(if it 13 prrmi.ssible to care for the healing of a

circumcisod person)—is altogother a pervrr-

• Ebrarl ajiproxiinates tliis wIumi lie n^ake^s the
contrast

—

ritunl obsrrvnnce and good deeds.

t B -C'-iiius does not quote specifically, and we
cannot rrfer to ti:e passage.

X Tb'i Lord's lowliness did not allow him to say
exp>-ev-s!y—I sjjoke one word only, Ilise and be
wlio:^!

i sion, since the discourse is simply concerning
Tteftire/iiyeiv, or circumcising, and 7tEptTo/uf/y
\a^i/idvEty, or receiving circumcision.

Finally, we must decidedlv reject the notion
which Lange, referring to Winer's Worteihtich,

admits—that Jesus here also contemplates the
primitive purport of circumcision in its bodilv
medical use apart from its typical design, theii

drawing a parallel between it and his " making
whole." No scriptural theologian will yield to

Ilezel's assertion, that the Jirst and imimiliate

design of circumcision was medicinal. Even
Michaelis, whose Momiaches Itacht is usually

quoted here, says at the outset most pertinently

that its fird design, and that which God most
expressly explained, was to be a sign of the

covenant ; and only afterwards does he diffi-

dently intimate the possibility of a subordinate
medical end, independent of this symbolical
purpose. So Lange indeed goes on to say

—

" The higher signification did not exclude the

lower aim to make sanitary provision for the
people's good." Let him think of it a-5 he will

!

The opinion of the Jews, as Philo shows, went
to the sam'? point, though at most they only
regarded it as a subordinate meaning of the di-

vine purpose—and even then with less refer-

ence to physical purity than to the require-

ments of fruitfulness. These allusions, how-
ever, are so far removed from the obvious de-

sign of a discourse which is strictly popular,

and which is merely adducing analogy from the

plain fundamental principles of the law, that

I
we hesitate not to deny them altogether. Our

' own exposition, which is, we hope, more in har-

mony with the dignity of our Lord, and more
theocratical in its tone, will be found sufHcient.

Verse 24. This simple sentence scarcely

needs a word. Kar oipiv, "according to the
appearance," is, as Wetstein has shown, good
Greek ; and it mny corrospond with the Heb.
D''J3^ and D'J3 Nb'J. We incline to prefer the

latter (in the place of ;;'y nX"i^^), since the

words refer not merely to the appearance of the

thing condemned, but (and this marks i\\Q pro-

gress of the appended thought) to the hated
per^n in whom it is condemned. It cannot,

indeed, be proved that oipii may thus simply
stand for npocScoTtoy. In any case the Lord
refers to such passages as Deut. i. 16, 17 (where
TtpodaoTfov is found)—then Isa*. xi. 3 (where
Hard Tr}y So^ay is read)—finally Zech. vii. 9,

xpiya Sinaioy xpiyErF.. The article in r})y

Sinaicxy xpidiy, " [the] righteous judgment,"*
expresses very plainly such a comprehensive
reference to the precept of their neglected youo?,
or law, which commanded in vain a righteous
judgment.

The third discourse of our Lord, following the

* Braune makes the refined remark that proba-
bly Nico Inniu-* afterwards, ver. 51, refe.rpd to this

word, wliicli he had heard and laid up in his

heart.
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others in continuous progression, was occa-
sioned by another interruption and colloquy
of the people among themselves ; emboldened
by his public appearance and testimony, they
raise more undisguiscdly and more sincerely
than in their previous yoyyv6i.t6i, or mur-
muring, the great question wliether he teas the

Chrkt or not. Since, however, no really right
motive impels them to this, but he is con-
strained rather to declare that they both Icnoro him
and whence he is ; he must continue to utter
his testimony against their perverse rejection
of his divine mission as the result of that un-
belief which judged "according to appearance."
The people previously had refused to allow

that any one was seeking to kill him, and those
who spoke might not have known the fact

;

but now, when he has brought to their mind.s
the much condemned Sabbath miracle, certain
inhabitants of Jerusalem bethink themselves

—

Yea, this is he whom our rulers have since that
time been plotting against I (We perceive that
Jesus was far from being known personally to
all; many beheld and heard him for the first

time in this feast. ) His bold and fearless public
speaking in the temple, which no man dared to
prevent even by the protest of a XsyEir', or
"saying " aught, certainly not by any interven-
tion ot force, extorted from this people the bold
question—whether he were actually the Mes-
siah I This sounds at first more than the pre-

,

vious timid attribution of dyaOo?, "a good
man," but it is nevertheless a lower tribute,
and bespeaks a less worthy feeling as its source.
For they are under a wretched restraint ; their
own knowledge is made dependent upon the
question whether the ntlers in very deed knew
and acknowledged him. Miserable people,
bound down to this slavish subjection; how
far are they from that independent conviction
which the Saviour had promised to everv sin-

cere soul
! How strangely in contrast with his

yv(i36eTai, "shall know"," ver. 17, is the in-

quiry

—

t-iTjitoTE dXii^Qoi syvoDdav, " Do they
know indeed?" still worse—no sooner have
they put forth their very bold, and almost iron-
ical question, than they are abashed at their

own temerity, and would atone for their curi-

osity by retractation. They will be guided in

all things by their rulers ; and give their own
judgment in submissive conformity. They
change their note—"Yet how could' this be"?

The Christ when he appears will come in mys-
tery, and his origin be unknown ; but weknow
all about this man, his origin, father and moth-
er." Thus we see that their seeming previous
ignorance of Jesus, who in ver. 25 is first re-

called to their minds in connection with the re-

cent miracle, was not the pure truth : they
know this man, whom they so slightingly treat

in his presence with ovroi and rovrov, "this
man," in their way very well ; and this must
come to light yet more and more. The whole
proceedings betray nothing but insincerity on
their part, and the utter want of all keen and
penetrating earnestness of spirit. As inhabi-

tants of Jerusalem, who hang upon the lips ofj

tiieir rulers, they have the watchword ready—
oi'Sauev, "we know;" as proud dwellers in
the capital the}^ look down with supreme con-
tempt upon his Galilean origin (comp. ver. 52);
yea, they have, over and above, a little con-
fused semblance of learning to bring to light.

It is probable—for the positive tcoOsv eSrivy
"whence he is," in their antithesis almost inti-

mates as much—that they know by name
father and mother, as those in Capernaum did,
chap. vi. 42 ; but they think they know the
birth-place, and suspect nothing about Bethle-
hem

; see afterwards vers. 41, 42. Suffice it

that whatever they know, tends only to con-
firm the unbelief of their hearts. Their half-
knowledge on both sides, both as to this Jesus
and tiieir expected Messiah, like all half-know-
ledge, does nothing but confuse and lead them
astray. We have, as Liicke rightly observed,
no perfect and trustworthy account of the opin-
ions of the learned in that age. and still less of
the popular notions, concerning the Messiah

;

it is therefore a hopeless task to attempt to

illuminate by Rabbinical erudition what must
be left in obscurity. We see, indeed, that many
afterwards admit the Galilean to be the Mes-
siah, while the chief men, again, in direct con-
tradiction to 2 Kings xiv. 25, and Nah. i. 1,

know nothing of a prophet rising in Galilee, nor
think of the Messiah in connection with Jsa. ix.

1, 2.* Thus much seems to be clear, that they
have a certain indefinite, distorted notion of the
higher, miraculous origin of the Messiah ; and
they oppose this to the notorious human origin,

as they suppose, of Jesus.

In general this chapter exhibits to us a
strange mixture of contradictory demands,
opinions, expectations, frames of mind, and ten-

dencies
;
the desire to know without any accom-

panying intelligence, secret hate and secret

fear, in strange counterpoise and conflict, agi-

tating the minds of all. But in the midst of

all he stands who is the light of the world, ut-

tering his luminious words, with an answer,
ever new yet ever the same, for the contradic-
tion of all. Thus it is now for the third time.

Verse 28. With profound sorrow in his

inmost heart, but yet for the truth's sake with
unavoidable irony, he concedes to them their

miserable oidcx/tiEv, " wc know ;" he, however,
as meekly as perseveringly, repeats the unwea-
ried otda, "I know," of his own testimony,
that he is from the Father. Their colloquy
concerning himself in his presence has become
so tumultuous that he is constrained, contrary
to his wont, to gain a hearing by crying aloud
in the midst of the multitude; but the Evan-
gelist carefully appends his own diSccdxoov,

"as he taught," in order that we might not
misinterpret this HpdZ^iy as the unseemly
utterance of injured feeling or passionate zeal.

Many would regard the first clause as a qxiea-

tion ; that so the iron}' may be obviated, which

* It is taught even in the Sohar, that Messiah
the King will manifest himself in Galilee (m Gen.
fol. 74, col. 8 ; and in Exod. fol. 3, col. 3).
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Richter regards as beneath the dignity of

Christ * But our exposition has detected and

iustified so much that is ironical, namely, such

passages as Matt, xxiii. 31, that we tind no need

of any such evasion, even if it did, as it does

tot, harmonize with the nd^i at the com-

mencement. Nor can we any more understand

the dirict sentence as an actual admission that

they were rightly acquainted even with his

human origin"^ and in a certain sense knew him

and liis itu'jtv^ " whence " (as Liicke, Von
Gerlach, Richter, and others think), for in chap,

viii. 14, 19, he speaks quite otherwise, fiuch

a concession in iiis question, condescending to

their fal^e point of view, appears to us much
more unbecoming than the mournful and la-

mentincr irony which Flaccius and Calvin, with

man}- others, have discerned in the words

—

Yea, ve know me, and from whence I am If

On" the following clause, which contains

other tlioughts amply illustrated already, there

arises onlv one question—whether the aXr]-

Otvoi (truthful, "true") be on this occasion

equivaie!it to the dXtjOri^, "true," of ver. 18,

or whether we must adhere to its general

meaning in John's phraseobgy. Grotius un-
derstood it to mean—It is my true essential

Father, who hath sent me, an idea contained in

the no'Jey, "whence;" but no one will defend

such an interpretation. Tholuck : He is a
real and essential God, not the imaginary God
of your thoughts. Similarly Brandt : The true,

living, and hidden God. Olshausen thinks that

here the nXtfOiro? 5c6?, as he essentially is,

is opposed to the imperfect, notional know-
ledge of him which the Jews hud. Liicke and
Lange interpret it—My true nenrJer. But all

this appears to us too artificial, not jwptdar
enough for this simple testimony to the people

;

and we would suggest, as a philological re-

finement, whether then the article should not
have preceded. Comparing chap. viii. 26, xix.

35 ; Rev. iii. 7, 14, xix. 11, we hesitate not to

translate, with Erasmus

—

terax ; for which
many from the most ancient times till now have
declared themselves (Cyril, Chrysost., Euthym.,
Theopliyl.,and among us Lampe, Baumgarten-
Crusius, etc.). Kling very soundly developes
the thought, that as it is deceitfulness winch
would be contrasted in the arbitrary and pre-
Bumptuous dit euavrov, " of myself," conse-
quently the antithesis would require a mission

* Benffel as«ures us—" Ironia nunquam usum
invenias Dominum "

(?).

\ Glassius unhesitatingly places this passage in
Ills chapter of irony.

from one who was true. But this truth arro-

gated for God is not to be understood in the

sense of Nonnus' addition

—

E'lVExa icoj.nii'i'i;

or, as Cocceius and others interpret it, of the

fulfillment of the promises through the mission

of Christ, for this is quite foreign to the present

subject. What follows shows us the right

method—Because they know not the true God,
know not his truth, or him in and according to

his truth, therefore they also know not him
whom thi.s true God had sent. Thus we have
the same testimony which constantly recurs in

various forms—He only who knows and ac-

knowledges God in his already revealed t-ruth,

either will or can believe in Christ. Quite

parallel with this is chap. viii. 54, 55 once
more. Thus the token of the Messiah which
they insisted upon holds true, but also it is

proved in their own case, and in a very dif-

terent sense from theirs.

Verse 29. This is the strongest, most simple,

and concentrated closing testimony of the

whole discourse; coinciiling with that of vers.

16, 17. It is of little significance whether or

not Ssy "but," is genuine ; though without it

the expression would be still more direct and

Eositive, and its most direct assurance would
e entirely safe from every contradiction. Be-

I

fore this oiSa, " I know," of the divine-human
I
self-consciousness of Jesus, all the confused

I

conflict concerning it which agitates th ;i Christ-

ian world now, as the Jewish then, must melt

I

away. But his knowledge of God involves a

j

two-fold consciousness—which in this verse, as

: every where, we should be careful not to over-
' look or lightly pass over—his knowledge ac-

cording to his eternal Sonship of a pre-existent

eiyat napd Sevv, "being with God" (chap

viii. 58), and his knowledge of his being sent

into the world as man, of his being come from

the Father or from heaven. The former is a
necessary pre-supposition lor the latter, which
is unimaginable without it. Hence here the

nap avTov eijiit,
" I am froin him," clearly

responds first to tlie ndue oidare, " ye both

know me ;" and then the nd^^etyoi Ms dne-
6rei\ev, "and he hath sent me," to the ic6-

£v tijji'^ " whence I am."*

* Herr>, then we have the correction and supi)Iy

of De Welte's deficiency, who cou'd conteniedly

declare, on ver. 28, tliat the Lord did not ascribie

to h niself in opi)osition to tliem, a supernafural

on^t'w, but only a "rfi'n'wr mission." What Apostle

or prophet, with " divine mission," could ever say
—1 am of God 1



FURTHER WARNING TO THE UNBELIEVERS—YET A LITTLE WHILE AM
WITH YOU!

(John vii. 33, 34.)

The Evangelist paints by strong though
delicate touches the historical progress of the

enmity which was excited against the Lord

;

he does not forget the human procedure in his

contemplation of the hour and power of the

divine counsel ; and he delineates the back-

ground of Christ's person and word with the

pencil of a master, uniting art and nature, the

most suggestive composition of the whole being

blended with the plainest truthfulness of de-

tail. In any other treatise than this of ours

much might be written upon this subject which
would tend to re-assure many in their confi-

dence that the historiography of the Ploly

Spirit is a great truth, and the criticism of its

modern enemies only a lie. Yet, in simply
adhering to the words of Jesus, we are vindi-

cating most strenuously the Gospel itself; since

even here they shine forth as beams of light

upon the dark background.

Ye hww not God! Yet- he hath sent me to

you ! This simple and elevated declaration

exerts a two-fold influence : some would have
laid hold upon him at once, if their daring had
been equal to their will; many, on the other

hand, begin to entertain something like faith

in his plain and boldly repeated assurance.

These latter reply to the objection, which had
been urged in ver. 27, by a bold question ; the

weakness and imperfection of their faith, how-
ever, is exhibited—not so much by its avowal
in the form only of question, as by its depen-

dence (so contrary to the method prescribed in

ver. 17) upon miracles, and these as valued by
their number. At this point it is announced to

the Pharisees, the ruling party in the council,

by their spies, how matters are going in the

temple, and what a tone of mind and feeling

the bold words of Jesus had excited among the

people. It is improbable that just at this

festival time they were holding a sitting in the

nrsn T)'3\y'?j or room Gazith; we should rather

suppose that they met by concert in reference

to this express occasion. Suffice it that the

first official mandate is now sent forth against

him ; officers are sent to take him in the tem-
ple. But the Lord goes tranquilly on to speak
yet once and again, until his hour has come.

The seventh chapter now sets before us speci-

fically tico more discourses, in which he warns
the unbelieving against a neglect of the day of

grace, invites believers to come and receive out

of his fulness, which then will be opened up and
stream forth in all its abundance, when his

enemies shall imagine that they have put him
away forever. In both discourses he speaks

(164)

of the same, ever more nearly approaching,
catastrophe of his da^dZ£6Qai, or glorification.

The avroi?, "unto them," of ver. 33 is rightly

to be rejected, but even if it remained it would
not imply that what follows was spoken to the
officers sent, but that the Lord spoke further

to the mixed multitude composed of enemies
and friends, yet with special reference to his

enemies, and with regard to that purpose which
was not concealed from his knowledge.

Verse 33. The Lord has an accurate know-
ledge of his own time, and therefore speaks thus
definitely

—

ert jliih/duv xpo'^ovy "yet a little

while." He attaches his words as he proceeds
to the former tov Tte/mpavrd jus, "him that

sent me;" but now adds the vnayeiv (depart,

"go"), upon which Grotius pertinently remarks—
" Pvenunciaturus legationem, quasi "dicat, Vi-

dete quomodo tractandus sit vobis legatus

"

(Being about to renounce his embassy, as if

he says, See how the Ambassador is about to

treated by you !). I will render account unto
God of the result of my embassage to you his

rebels I meanwhile, in connection with the

warning against rejection and neglect which is

here so prominent, there is manifest the same
supplicating exhortation rather to believe,

which is expressly added in chap. xii. 35, 36;
while in chap. viii. 21 the full declaration recurs

with yet more rigorous warning. McO' vi.icov

Eiiui, "am I with you," speaks yet of offered

mercy within the limits of the unexpired day
of grace. They would and they will remove
him out of the way, put him to death—but
they will only thereby send him back to the

Father from whom he came ; rather it is he
himself who will freely and voluntarily go when
his hour is come.

Verse 34. He now goes on to say—Just then,

when ye shall think that ye have put me away
and destroyed me from your midst, will ye
first begin to seek me, but then in vain. It is

not as if he would intimate that when they
might think they had seized him, he would elude
them. Can the ^J^retv, " seek," which he
here predicts, be the same malicious and crafty

^)]rEiv with which they now lay in wait for

his life? (So Origen thought, and Grotius, with
others among the moderns—Your enmity will

then touch me no more.) Most assuredly not,

for that is so obviously to be understood of

itself, that he needed not to say it; the Lord
makes reference not to his own salvation and
security against those men, but to their oion

rejected and mocked salvation, as a comparison
with chap. viii. 21 manifestly shows. Olshausen
rightly remarks, against their inappropriate
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view, tint the ovx fvpv6fT£, " xq shall not I

find ine," must correspond with tho ;/f5' I'^tdiy

fiut; and tli;it the distinctive <?/;r7/cJf rf //£,

"ye sliall seek m^," of chap. xiii. 33 leaves no
doubt of the good sense in wliich the ^?/rEiy

here is to be understood, as meaning to seek

and long after with ardent desire. If, with

Liicke. we regarded the whole saying as a

mere formula of ampli6oation applied by John
himself, in which the ^t/relv is without any
specific meaning,* our exposition would be

simple enough ; but we very much doubt the

propriety of assuming any such diflfe'-ence be-

tween the essential utterances of our Lord and
the Evangelist's style of reporting them. The
right interpretation, as acknowledged by Tho-
luck in his later edition, and before him repre-

sented by Luther and Lampe, is very obvious
and plain to the truly practical understanding;
hence the annotated Bibles {Btrkn., Hirchb.,

Brandt, Von Gerlach, Richter) are all agreed

upon it. Ye shall seek me, that is, as 1 truly

am, and would now be to you, a Messiah, a

Saviour Iroin .«in and misery—but after mv
rejection ye shall find none.j Luke xvii. 22, 23
is strictly parallel. The fundamental idea is

also the "same with that of Prov. i. 21-28. If

unbelief despises and neglects the time of olTered

mercy, there follows in righteous judgment the

period of its hardening, in which strictly speak-
ing it can no longer seeh in a right sense, but,

bereft of faith and light, grasps aimlessly noth-

ing ; and it is this perverse, never finding,

hardening, and ineffectual seeking of the Jews,
continuing to this day, that our Lord here

predicts. This is not merely " its prophetic

undertone," as Lange thinks, but the most
essential meaning of this word, besides which
it has no other. Isa. viii. 21, 22, finds in this

its consummate fulfillment; compare Amos
viii. 11, 12.

In the following clause an equal emphasis
must be laid upon the ou SvyaoOe, " ye can-

not," which testifies in general that man can-

not by his own power penetrate whither Christ

leads his believing people, into heaven where
the Father is. This holds good in a milder
sense of the disciples themslves tarrying be-

hind for a while, chap. xiii. 33-36
; on the other

hand, however, our Lord promises to his ser-

vants and followers at the end—Where I am,
there shall they al.='o be, chap. xii. 26. Thus we
have in a new parallel and in a new connection

the oTtov fliii iyci, "where I am," of this

passage, which is thus—and this has its force

—

* So De Wett<» :
" After the Hebrew mariner the

seeking here means on'y tlie not fiiidini, the

mere tact of not being pre.sent ; with all your
seeking ye uoidd not find ine." Grotius :

" Si me
qua;ratis, noii c()nii)arebo."

f Rauh :
" Because they wouM continue to seek

in that Mes.siah what he could never b ^ to them :"

quite conccf, npart from tiie strange connection

which he wmild estab ish betwoen liiis discourse

and the wihdrawal after tie miraculuu-j Icediiig

{Beuhche Zeilschrifl, 1830, p. 27'J).

the standing expression of our Lord. Thus we
must not be led astray by the circumstance
that in chap. viii. 21 and chap. xiii. 33 Znov
vTrdyco, "whither I go" (depart), takes its

place; for this gives another application only
to the words, coinciding with the idea which
is here also previously expressed by a preltni-

nary rind yu). We may not therefore read ft/n,

go, here in this one place, contrary to the usage
of the entire New Testament;* but adhere
with the Syr., Vulg., and Luther to the siui,
" am," in connection with which we woull
with Euthym. supply tore, " then."I Where
I then am, where I nhall h; after my departure,

which through your rejection will be to you an
entire and absolute going away—ye shall not
be able to come, with all your half-penitent,

half-persistently perverted seeking and endea-
vor. Has not this been fulfilled in Israel even
to the present day ? Yet not only in Israel,

but in all who pass by and neglect the Lord'.s

word in chap. xiv. 6
;
yea, even to the faitiiful

who have found and possess him in their hearts,

it remains true, that they also must wait upon
the earth until he shall come and fetch them
home where he himself is.

Pfenninger repre,sents his excellent Zepho-
nias as writing to Severus concerning the dis-

courses of this chapter thus :
" Thou seest what

eternal contradictions are here—or, I would
say, seem to be here. Now the people will

make him their king, and he eludes them and
departs from them. Now he declares himself to

be the Messiah, and to have come down from
heaven; then again he represents himself as

suddenly going away. Now they are laying
snares tor his life, and he removes himself as

one afraid ; then he puts forth in the temple,

and in the very neighborhood of the council-

chamber of his foes, the boldest preten-iions,

knows himself to be in jeopardy yet remains
standing there, no man daring to lay hands on
him. Ah ! who shall solve all these mysteries
to me, Severus ? " This is a good represen-

tation of the state of things preceding his

So^d'^edOat, or "being glorified." But when
after the Ido^ddOr/ the solution of the mystery
is missed by so many who behold it, what shall

we say of their unbelief? What shall we say

to that criticism, which takes offence at and
scorns the " Johannean Christ," even as his

* So in some MSS., whicli Schfttfsen's Lrz. ac-

cop's ; as Nonnus, translatiiif; ('x^fufjcj ; as Theo-
phyl. expresses it, thouuh prt)l)al>ly in an inexact

quotation ; and as tlie Ethiop., Copt., nnd Arab,

versions read. II. Stephnn., Casaul).. Ludov. do
Dieii, and lieza jirefer this reading also; and,

finally, IJensel hiins"lf decides for it, on account

of the {)arallel vndycc, adducing two j)assajies

from the Sept. and .some from chis.siral authors to

establish the prosaic i)ropr;cty of fT/a-

I That is, supply it in exposition ; in wlrch,
nevertheless, as the Lord then spoke, the em-
I)hasis of the essential present is significant

(which Alford erroneously regards mo an for-

getting).
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enemies did then? Let us mark, however, with

reverence, how sublimely elevated this Christ,

•with all his " contradictions," stands before us

for the contemplation of all who truly believe

on him

!

Among the Jews of that time, as John re-

cords, all else was absorbed in bitter mockery,

for they had no apprehension whatever of a
" going to the Father." Whither then will his

journey be, that we should not reach him?
They tl.ink perversely of their Z,7]teiv, or "seek-

ing," as his enemies, and say in their hearts (as

Te'schendorf paraphrases)—In Palestine there

are no ways not open to us ! but—will he go

mio other lands? For it is evident that flmx
and not people is here intended, as the resi-

dence of their people was the great point in all

their notions of geography ; and the expression

Sta6 It o pd tg5v 'EXXvvoay, or Dispersion

of the Greeks ("dispersed among the Gen-

tiles"),* isnotthesame with the <Sracf;rapcVr£S,

or dispersed, individuals themselves. Those

who (like Ilezel) interpret the words simply

—

To the dispersed Jews, or even to the Gentiles-

take away their critical point and force.! Their

mockery takes this turn at once : Will he, since

his pretensions succeed not with us, carry them

to the Gentiles (Syr. NpiPl^, impios) ? Thither

we should not follow him, indeed !J It must
remain matter of doubt whether they speak

thus as having marked his promises even to

! the heathen ; thus much is certain, that the

I
Evangelist gives us this saying as an uncon-

I

scions prediction of these Jews, in which they

i

are forced to utter their own condemnation,
[j

INVITATION TO BELIEVERS; PROMISE OF THE STREAMS OF LIVING
WATER.

(John vii. G7, 38.)

Verse 14 began with the middle of the feast,

and the connection is clear down to ver. 31.

About ver. 32 we may go on to a following day,

but not yet the la.st, of the feast. The officers

(whose return ver. 45 may retrospectively refer

to a former day, but po;sibly may not) have
not laid hands on the Lord—some had mocked
against him, others had murmured for him, and
there it rested. The Lord now on the last and
most festal day of the feast pronounces his

great promise—obscure to those who heard it;

and the notification of the particular feast-day

gives us an unmistakable intimation that, be-

sides the Sa'ipttire which was appealed to, there

was in his words a reference to the customs of

the feast which might lead to a correct under-

standing of their meaning. Else why was this

definite statement of the time inserted? This

was sufficient for Jewish readers ; and as re-

gards futurity it pleased the Holy Spirit to

leave something for Christian investigation.

That investigation has almost universally de-

termined that our Lord spoke thus strikingly

of the streams of living water, because a sym-
bolical ceremonial of pouring out water be-

longed to the Feast of Tabernacles, and had just

preceded his words. We have, moreover, the

entire tract Succa in the Babylonish Talmud
expressly devoted to this feast, and Dachs and
Cramer have profusely illustrated it from Rab-
binical materials.

The Feast of Tabernacles had degenerated in

the lapse of time into a tumultuous harvest-

rejoicing which closed the feasts of the year in

carnal merriment after the solemn day of atone-

ment ; its symbolical meaning had been fanci-

fully carried out, and overlaid with many cus-

toms which destroyed its true intention. This
•weat so far that heathen, such as Plutarch

!
{SymiJosiac. lib. iv. qusest. 5, with a marvellous

\ array of evidence; compare, however, the con-

I

tradiction in Tacitus, Hist. lib. v. cap. 5) could

I

discern in this ^vft6ocpopia and xpavrjpocpo'
' pia. of the Jews a Bacchic festivity. Tiie

i

Ji:/3ar77po(po/3za (cup-bearing), of Plutarch gives

j at any rate a sure testimony concerning the

I custom of that time, as reported by the Rabbies

j

and called by them nnNV^i'n rT'a riTOt^ (Joy

I of the drawing water), and concerning which
they said : He who has not seen this i-ejoicing,

\ has never seen yet what tr:e joy is. For, on
I each of the seven days, early after the morning

I

sacrifice, a priest drew water with a golden

!
pitcher from the fountain of Siloah at the foot

I
of Mount Zion.f This was borne in pompous

* So Salmas. rightly perceived ; and the Peshjto

has '3.

f It is altogether erroneous to understand the
Hellenists in both places, as Meyer and B.-Crusius

j
do (after Calv., Sca'ig., Lightf., Hammond), for

I

they are n'n'er termed "iJ/lA^rc 5. In the New
I Testament 'KWrfVEi are invariably the Gentiles

I

as opposed to the Jews.

j
X Ver. 36 then only means—Or if we do not thus

I understand him aright, what does he say or mean

I

in liis unintelligible words 1

I \ Neander thinks it a point worthy of note, that

I

the Jewish heresy-hunters begin to foresee, from

j

many of Christ's intimations, that his teaching

I

might become universal.

II
Rauh :

" We cannot but hear now, as in the

1 similar unconsciously prophetic word of Caiaphas,

I

even in the midst of their malicious mockery, a
truth which annihilates the mockers themselves."

^ According to Jerome on Isaiah, not of Mount
Moriah ; see Winer iu reply to Von Raumer.
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procession and jubilant music* Ihrough the

water-gate into tlie temple, and poured out

on the western side of the altar of burnt-offer-

w^. There was no wine mixed with it (as

Lundius and others say); but wine and water

unmi.xed and in separate silver vessels accom-

panied. Nor was "' part of it drunk," as Hess
without any genuine audiority asserts, but the

water was poured into a pipe conduit whicli

carried it below out of the n:ountain a^ain.

Spencer (/^d lA'jtj. lli>>r.iit. iv. 2) and Lakemacher
{Ohm. pkil. 1, p. IS), derive this usage with

very great improbability from the heathen liba-

tions; for we find as early as 1 Sam. vii. 6,

comp. 2 Sam. xxiii. 16. somelhino; of the same
kind, and points of union with Old-Testament

symbolism generally are not wanting in this

matter.

WJiether this n2SVj>, or drawing of water,

took place on the eighth day, as Lnndius and
others say, is, to say the least, doubtful ; see

Liickein his commentary. We find it, indeed,

mentioned in the tract Hiicca, though only as the

unallowed and solitary opinion of Rabbi Juda
Hakkadosh, that it was done every day of the

eight. The eighth day was originally oniy a kind

of after-feast, as the last feast day of tiic year.

According to Num. xxi::. 12-38, the number
of the sacrifices dimiiiished gradually through

the seven feast-days from tnirteen to seven

bullocks, making altogether seventy ; and on

tb.e eighth an additional bullock was oll'ered.

Yet on this day, also, there should bo an

mvi't " solemn assembly," which much-con-

tested word is interpreted by the Sept. cso Siov,

by the Vulg. coUecta, by Luther, Vi-rsammbing

;

Jun. and Tremellius, and Michaelis (f^uppl)
interdictum {hcil. laboris); but the Rabbis ex-
plain it as the end of the feast, or (mvy,

coli'Mtio, detentio) as the holding on of the

expiring feast, and detention of those who cel-

ebrated it.t This la.st harmonizes with the

assertion of Gescnius, and with the interpreta-

tion, to us most probable, Ttavr/yvpii (mass
meeting). It is, however, certain, that in

process of time the eighth day attained a dis-

tinctive and pre-eminent significance. It was
said that the seventy bullocks were offered for

the seventy nations of the earth (a traditional

hint of the prophetical symbolism of the Feast
of Tabernacles, not to be despised) ; but now
on the eighth day the Lord invited his own
2)eople lif)-(tel to special and confidential joy.

On which day was it th, ' Christ spoke the

words now before us, or which does John sig-

nify by the i<S arrj ?}jU€/ja rp /^fya'A^, "last

day of the feast ? " The ancients^ decide for the

seventh, which was called N3T N3y2>in, Hos-

* rience Nonnns spenks of xopo6tn? koprij.

t Abarhancl : imS D3 n"'^*J'n'3 T\ych ^yiT^,
^'.''T] ! see Lux'orf, Syn. c:i'> 21.

i Buxiorf, Lightloot, Cocceius, Vitringa, jun.,

Rjland, etc.

hanna Rabba, on account of the Iltilld seven
times sung ; and on which, according to the fable

of the Rabbis, God determined how much rain

should fall during the year. Butof late nearly all

critics, following Lampc, decide for the eighth.

We prefer the latter view, though very little is

affected by it, and certainty is not attainable.

Yet we adopt this conclusion, not because of

what is said in ver. 53, that every man went
unto his own house, and consequently no longer

to the tabernacles ; for this verse, or at least

the day referred to in it, is itself very uncertain,

since ver. 45 may introduce a subsequent
event ; but because John cannot be regarded
as speaking with legal exactness in the word
copr;;, " feast," in which he rather embraces
popularly the whole of the festivities ; and the

name applied in the tract Sn<x(i to the eighth

day. whicli was equally kej)! sacred—3it3 Dl^

jr, ^;^ pinxn (a holy day, the eighth of the

feast), seems to suit the description of the

Evange.ist better than the S3T Xjyj'iri ( Hos-

hanna Rabba). Still, it is not exactly as Liicke

puts it, tl'.at we must either accept R. Juda'a

single authority as to the pouring out of the

water on the eighth day, or, supposing that

Jesus spoke on that day, renounce any allusion

in his wiirds to the preceding seven days'

niXr^S or drawing water. We hold with

Lange on this 'loint, tliat there is more fitness

in supposing the circumstance over befoi'c its

signification is pointed out. But we demur to

the ingenious explanations which, without any
Rabbinical authority, he inlays in!o his expo-
sition

; sncli as that the temole-mnuntain
having no spring of its own was typical of the

insufficiency of this temple service ; and that

the outlying and olt-despi.^ed fountain of Si-

loam, Isa. viii. 6, was therefore a symbol of the

prophetical Spirit; that on the close of the

eighth day, and alter the drawing of water was
concluded, the ncnas of deficiency , calling to mind
the promised issuing of waters from the temple
itself (Ezek. xlvii.), took po.ssession of people's

minds, and that our Loru founded upon such
feeling his promise. All this is very beautiful,

but it is too far-fetched and uncertain a foun-

dation for the Lord's words, which need no
such elaborate introduction.

Thus much, however, is historically certain

(if the Talmud had any authority at the time

of Christ), that in connection with the drawing
of waler, prayer was offered for rain at the

seed-time ; that not only was the great Uallel

sung, with its close of most important though
often unrecognized Messianic prophecy (Psa.

cxiii.-cxviii.j, but also, in all probability, Isa.

xii. 3, a passage which in many ways has been

referred to this feast. Further, as the tents

brought the journey through the wilderness

j)lainly bflore the mind, so the remembrance
of the water miraculously supplied would not

fail to be understood. Finally, and it deserves

careful notice, the Rabbins, amid much other

fanciful reference, have expressly referred thia
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water to the outpouring of the Holy Spirit* On
the whole, John's reference of this cry of our
Lord to the feast as apprehended iu its icyful
close, is plain enough

; it suns >cry well the
prominence previously given to the law, and
the light subsequently mentioned, chap. viii.

12, to which there was also something analog-
ous in the usages of the festival. It is in the

great condescension of his love that the Lord
uoes not disdain to base his words upon the

true meaning of a ceremonial self-chosen, and
of divine service which Israel offered to God in

carnal and thankless festivity.

What he had earlier spoken by the still well

of Jacob in Samaria, he now publicly announces
to all Israel on the great feast-day. It is the

same long-forbearing invitation with which his

new revelation closes in Kev. xxii. 17. If nmj
man thirst—this is his unwearied crv of solici-

tation : and were there not some who yielded
themselves to its influence ? The less effect

his word had upon those who heard its dying
echoes then, the more evident is its reference

to futurity, the more plain its prophetic im-
press for time to come. If he perceives in the

usages of human invention the foundation of a

prophetical meaning, it must evidently be
through tracing it up to congenial truth in the

eacred canon : hence we see the plain necessity

for the following naOoDi Eiittv rf ypacpi'j, " as

the Scripture hath said."

But where do we find in Scripture that of

which the Lord now speaks? It is not a lit-

eral quotation ; and it was a very narrow
though well-meaning notion of old time that it

was to be referred to some lost or Apocryphal

book.t though Bleek to our astonishment has
revived it. (Whiston speaks of a lost passage.)

It is an intolerable sophistry, and declines the
questional together, to take eitte, " hath said,"

in this place " with the meaning of command-
ing."! Not much better is the opinion of

Eathym., Chrys., Cyril, and Theophyl., who
ellow the citation, but i-efer to passages in

Scripture which speak oi faith. Z vVe feel that

the very point and distinctive force of the

sentence is in the expression, " Rivers of

water shall flow," and that this must be found
in Scripture. But where ?

According to our conviction, which is based

* Ma'monides quotes this as an ancient opinion.

Compare also the passage in S?pp, iii. 57, " They
draw up the Holy Ghost in that water,"

j" For it not merely did not consist with " our
Lord's wisdom as a teacher to use any other than
the canonical medium " (Lucke), but there is a

real rrroun:! of distinction between the canon and
the Apocrypha.

% Heinsins in AHst. Sncr. p. 406 ; Frpsenius

PredJ. herausg. von Von Meyer, p. 449. Yet Fik-

enscher revives this : "He who believes in me with

such faith as the Holy Scriptures require, and not
such as the lying lips of men proclaim it."

^ Surenhusen will liave the saying refer Voth

to what preceded and what foTows. Rus defend.s

the first connection of xaBoii with !ti6rEvoi>v.

upon the fact that the New-Testament citations

are never to be held as merely general, aucli

promises and invitations as we find in the pro-
phecies of Isaiah are not quite sufficient to

meet the case, although, as we shall see, they
may converge into a general citation. Such
are Isa. Iv. 1, " Ho, every one that thirdefh,

come ye to the waters ; " chap, xliii. 20, " I give

waters in the wilderness, and rivers in the
desert, to give drink to my people, my chosen ;

"

chap. xliv. 3, "I will pour water upon him tnat

is thirsty, and floods upon the dry ground."
Still less applicable is the fountain opened for

sin and for uncleanness in Zech. xiii. 1, which
is for washing and not for drinking ; or the
Avomb of the morning, Psa. ex. 3, which Reichel,

the expositor of Isaiah, brings forward (see

upon chap. Iv. 1). Although the former places

of Isaiah aptly enough speak of drinking and
flowing waters, we find wanting some " Scrip-

ture " from which might have been taken tho
"shall flow," and if possible also "out of his

belly ;
" indeed we should desire it to stand in

some relation to the festal drawing. "VVe aro

met by that significantly repeated prophetic
promise of a fountain and stream which should
in the Messianic future flow from Jerusalem,
from the holy mountain, or properly from the
temple itself—in Joel iii. 23, Zecli. xiv. 8 where
it is expressly D^'n'D^D *^^*!.> " living waters

shall go out," and particularly Ezek. xlvii.

1-12, where the fi-^turo indeed changes its ap-
plication, but in Rev. xxii. 1, 17 it is taken up
again. Now what is thus promised is a thing

new, and in the future, to the temple (to which
in the tyne the water must be brought with
toil),* and in figurative allusion symbolizing
the new spirit and life, might most appropri-
ately be refeiTed to by the Lord during this

festi\-al, when the typical water was fetched

up fi-om the valley to the temple. But who
and what in the consummation is the new
temple, the new Jerusalem, that has become
one gre.at sanctuary? We say rightly indeed
—the Church of the Lord, particularly regarded
in the final perfection, to which the prophetic
words point forward.f But this is true only

* For it is hard to believe what has been said

concerning the secret water-teasuvesof the moun-
tain on wh'ch the lemple was built (see, e.r/.. Von
Raumer's IViistina, who even brings the above
prophecies into connection with tliem). Sspp, in-

deed, has much to rela'e about them, ii. 208. But,

afterwards iu vol. iii. 53 ho forjot tliat, and con-
tradicts himse'.f by the true assertion that lh"io

was no fountain of living water in connection with
the old temp'e. [Tho latest researches s^em to in-

dicate that all the temple water was brought from
some other t^ource ; see the works of Rubiiisou,

Barclay, and Pierotti.

—

Am. Ed.]

I We do not deny, indeed, that in tho last days
(Isa. ii. 2, 3) this prophecy wi!l have a more literal

fulfillment. The Lord tiiought also of the Jerusa-
lem which shou'd bless the earth in t!:at far-di.s-

tant futurity, whle he looked upon ths then Jcru*
salem beiore him; but he tixes our thoughts upon
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in tlie Church as a whole, as far as the Lord

in niself fills and pervades his Church, and pours

forth from iier the streams of his unexhausted

blessing ;* the same cannot possibly be attrib-

uted to erxry inditidual nidreuaiy, or believer,

as such (though the Lord uses this language

expressly), as we shall hereafter see more at

large. On the other hand it is Christ in his

own most sacred person, yea, according to John
ii. 21. his My that is the true temple of God
(let this be carefully observed at the outset)

;

consequently he may rightly be regarded as

referring to himgelf, even as he proceeds—If

any man thirst let him come «nt>»i€ and drink.

Are we not to be quite prepared to hear him
go on—From me flow forth the promised
streams of living water? In effect we can only

thus understand the avrov, "his," and thus

find a citation which collects together in one
many several passages of the Old Testament

—

These Scriptures all speak of me If

But, in order to this, we must resort to a

punctuation of the passage, which is opposed to

nearly all ancient and modern exposition, but

which, as often as we recur to it, appears to us

more and more certainly to be the only correct

one. It is, indeed, not quite unknown to the

learned, tUough by them little esteemed ; it

Bcems particularly (and this to us only serves

as a recommendation) to have enforced itselt

in the domain of practical understanding, and
in quarters independent of each other. This is

reason enough, if it can be established, to op-

pose it to universal learned tradition. Let the

?assaL'e be thus divided: ^Edv riS Sixjxi,

pX£6Qaa npoi he ucxi itiy e'raj o ictdzevoav
eti i/i£' xaOaii eizev rf ypatpv itorafxoi,
x.r.A. ; " And let him drink thereof who be-
lieveth on me ! as the Scripture (concerning
me) promises," etc. This is far from being, as
Lucke says, no more than a mere proposal of
Bolten. Bengel is disposed at first to regard
this new punctuation as plausible, but after-

wards considers it as harsher than the received
one

; we cannot think it, however, at all more
harsh than the nominative absolute with the
xa^ai ei-itEv.X The Bcrlenh. Bihcl refers to
" many " who thus read. Reitz, in his notes to

Goodwin's Muses et Aaron (5th ed. p. 294), pro-

i>oses this as the resolution of every difficulty.

?he Strasburg edition of the New Testament
of 1524 has this punctuation. J. J. Rarabach
has developed it in a very convincing manner

the more near and obvious meaning for the imme-
, diate future.

* Kveii this mn-t not be so pressed, in the style

of Schieiermacher, as to substitute the Church for

the Lord (Schleienu. Jlomil iikr. Joh. ii. 51.)

+ The Pesiiito haa, instead of tj ypaiptf, the
plural WnS.

X Alford lias recently protested againfit this, ex-
press ng liis 8urj)iise thai any one acfiistomed to

the style of our Evangelist could for a moment
suppose this consiiiKtiun pf)ssih'e, and ch.-iracier-

izing the constni'-tioti, nai iriytTW !> ntdrf.i'coy,

u LartU " beyond all example," Alter having re-
1

in a Whitsuntide sermon upon this text,*

which, though bearing marks of deference to

the prevalent taste of the age, is very vigor-

ous. He further quotes for this view Triller,

Utermtchung etlieher Oerter d^ N. T. i. 344 ; A.
H. Francke's Pfingstproqramm von 1724; and
J. E. PfeitTer's Dissertation. Thus thi^ exposi-

tion has not been without its favorers and
advocates. Even Heumann adopted it at an
earlier period, though he subsequently laid it

aside again. Roos quietly expounds it in the

same way as far as the sense is concerned, with-

out any polemical object or any defence of its

grounds ; he obtaJTis the same meaning by
another construction and ellipse, in itself, how-
ever, open to the objection of being artificial :

" He who belicveth in me, will find me to he

what the Scripture has said concerning tlie Mes-
siah (Dd Lthre Jesu Christi, new ed. p. 12,

118), where, in connection with this we find

(p. 119), the thought hazarded that the Sav.our
would teach the Jews how to understand
aright the meaning of the word Messiah—" He
from whom the Spirit proceeds." But when-
ever the learned commentators have occasion

to mention this exposition, however obtained,

of the avrov, " his," it is rejected immediately
with some preremptory note of unsuitableness,

without any attempts to prove the assertion.

f

I shall give my reasons in its favor ; reasons
which will have their force in proportion as my
readers are disposed to deal faithfully and
rigorously with the clear sayings of the Holy
Word.

1. Scrijitvre declares invariably that no other
than the Lord himself will give the living

water, and refresh his people with it ; that

from him or (which is essentially the same)
from his temple (house, seat, congregation.

newed our investiaations into tlie connection of the
whole passage, we find the l.inguageand the mean-
ing of this reading so imi»erativeiy reqinred, that
we are still constrained to the acceptancp of a
phraseoloiry—nor is this witliout exnniplo—which
is certainly singular. But it would be better to

refute the strong grounds of our oi)inion, instead
of adiieiins so tenaciously to the one olijectio;; of
a harsh and strnnge phrase. AVe .shall give, further

on, our reasons for placing iriverao at ilie begin-
ning of the sentence, which makes, as we think,

every thing clear,

* See li s Auscrlescne heilsame Worte des Herrn
Jesu, vol ii. (Jena, 1731), p. 75: "Jesus as the
source of living waters."

t NO-;selt(0/o»Mc iii.^ institutes a false comparison
with chap. xiv. 12. and would refute the above con-
struction very summarily hy saying tliat it is con-
trary to the context arid to the Greek usage

—

which says not! in^- His in ine inier|)retation of
doctrine may indee i be said to I e contrary to the
context and to Greek usage. MUnclimeyer thinks
my exposition (not mine, liowever, distinctively)

har»h in spite of its plausibjiiiy
; but that is matter

of taste. When, however, he lays stress upon the
assertion thnt the receiving: of ihe Holy S]/irit is

never exhihitcd by the figure drink tijj, one can
liardly believe his own eyes. For is not this the
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body) the irocTai.iot\ " rivers," flow.* Hence
Bengel's keen penetration into the Scripture

cannot avoid referring the avrov to the Mes-
siah ("Ttiis is the foiuitain out of whose abun-

dant flow believers receive") ; but then he goes

on to say :
" The believer is compared to the

Lord of believers himself, concerning whom the

promise treats." Now this comparison is to

our mind exceedingly ?//i/>/W/OT^ ; and it is a

remarkable circumstance that greater excep-

tion has never been taken against such a

phraseology, which would be without a par-

allel any where else in all the Scripture.f For

there i^ a very difTerent meaning in the pas-

sages (which Nosselt also quotes), Jer. xxxi.

12; Isa. Iviii. 11, wherein the souls of the

redeemed are likened to a garden rich with

water (properly, •p«?^e(Z, nil); or even Cant.

iv. 15, where the bride (i. e., again the entire

Church) is a well of living waters. Passages

such as Prov. xvi. 22, xviii. 4 (which have

also been alleged), employ a phraseology that

is outside our present range, beyond the fro-

phetkal circle with which we here have to do.

We found occasion to remark upon John iv.

14, that it is not he who drinks that is said to

become a spring, but only the water within

him ; the discourse there was not concerning

any streaming forth upon others. Could the

passage, Isa. vii. 3 (to which the Lord must
have referred in his mind), understanding in

^pC'^'^ ^ryp? " wells of salvation," Mievers ?

According to the usual reading he must almost
necessarily have so interpreted it

;
yet in Rev.

vii. 17 his Spirit explains it otherwise, speak-

only, even in the fulness of consummation, of

their being led to fountains of water. In Rev.
xxi. 6 the Lord only gives to him that is

athirst, of the fountain of the water of life

which is his, which indeed is himself; and in

Rev. xxii. 1 the final stream proceeds, a.i we
might have expected, out of the throne of God
and of the Lamb, but not from the blessed

themselves. Shall we here assume streams to

flow from every individual believer? In the

light of this general view of the analogy of

case here, upon anij supposit'on ? Whence does

tho believer obtain those streams, ver. 38, but

through the drinking spoken of in ver. 37, which
again is substituted in ver. 39 by receiving 1

* Even Sepp (iii. 53) is invohintarily driven to

this most obvious thought, though without enter-

ing upon the exegetical problem :
" Christ declares

himself to be the temple of the New Covenant

from will h the streams of living water flow into the

heart of every believer, for the alleviation of all his

thirst."

t Jul. Miiller {Deutsche Zeitschnft, 1850, xi.) re-

poses calmly upon " this immeasurably great and
blessed promise " given even to the " least " of

believers, and seeks in it as an undertone the gen-

eral truth, ihat the working of the Spirit of Christ

is medit ted by the influpnce which men exert

upon one another. This latter point may be ad-

mitted, so far as it goes ; but here muci raoro is

said than merely that.

Scripture, the words of OTir Lord and his

quotation cannot to our mind be reconciled

with the current interpretation attached to

them.
2. But now, on the other hand, the HoiXia,

"belly," which is too often overlooked, throws
another critical element into the question.

What does this signify in this place? It has
been very generally assumed, and expositors

have cried out with one common consent, that
KoiXia, like the Heb. JJ33 or D'VD, is some-

times put for the inward parts, and so far the

heart or the soul. This observation is very
ancient,* and is continually applied without
examination or challenge to this passa2e. In
W'ahl's Lexicon it stands

—

ex ri/i yioiXiai av-
rov, i. q. £$ avrov. Wesley interprets—His
inmost soul. Van Ess translates

—

Ait^ dessen

Intierstem, from his inmost being. This appli-

cation of the phrase may be conceded in many
Old-Test, passages,! although in none of them
could 3Tp (midst) or tJ'Dj (soul, self) be sub-

stituted simply. Let us look carefully, for ex-

ample, at the distinction in Prov. xx. 27, where
our modern Magnetism might point us to a
right understanding of the jb3"''T7n, " inward

parts of the belly." Compare again the same
antithesis in Psa. xxxi. 10—1^23 in itself, and

the corporeity penetrated by it. Even in such
passages as Prov. xxii. 18 (like which there are

scarcely any other) there is a similar reference.

But how can we understand such a phraseology

to be used in the New Testament without any
occasion

—

so material a figurative eaqire^sion for

the soul or inmost personality ?% This is the great-

est difficulty of the common exposition, though
it is generally passed over very lightly. Hence
the various endeavors to find points of connec-

tion for it.§ First it is sought, and rightly, m
things from which water issues, and on which
the comparison here certainly rests. But the

* On a very inappropriate passage, Job xv. 35,

and disturbing the entire fintre, Olympiodorus
says: KoiXiav , uXor ro evroi x^pi'^^ 'PV'^h
xai avrrfvipvxyjy. Gregor. Magn.fable^: Quia,

sicni proles in utero conciptur, sic cogitat o in

mente generatur, et sicut in ventie eihi, ita conti-

nentur in mente cogitaiiones.

t Only let the quotations be cautious ; and not,

for example, Ecclus. xix. 12, where the bodily

fi'.iure is piain enough, as is the allusion to Elilm's

words ; or Job xxxii. 18 itself. It is true that in

Psa. xl. 9, 'yD 'nin2 appears to be almost equiva-

lent to *37l—though we would not decide so

quickly upon this point as Beck doe; {BM. Srclcn-

lehre, p. 65 ), but think thei-e is something distinct-

ive in that passage.

^ For all who cling to the old 'nterpretation are

willing enough to sul)stitute " personality,'" comp.
e. g. Nitzsch, Traht. Thed. 1. 172.

^ From a feeling that is insufficient in itself, and
caimot stand alone. Hence we find N6s.selt say-

ing—" xoiXia is either i. q. animus like, D'^Q, or

(if tliis is not enough)

—

pars pro Mo lu>,nim !
"
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belly of the nrn or amphora with which the

water was drawn is certainly inapplicable to

the case, thoush Surenhus. and Schuttgen, with

Bengel, and Richter, following the Ilirnchb. Bihel,

adopted this view ; for so petty a reference

weakens the abounding idea cf the nora^oi,
"rivers." Therefore Hezel preferred to under-
stand the " reseitoir of a spring." Gieseler

comes nearer the mark {Sltul. u. Krit. 1829, i. p.

138), when he elucidates it by in ri/i xoiXiai
Tov ufjovi (from the belly of the mountain)

;

Von Gerlach follows him, and Olshausen should
not think this too far-fetched, for, as the water
which was drawn and poured out flowed
through canals out of the mountain again, just

so, accordmg to the Scripture, should one day
the water of lite flow forth from the living

temple.* Indeed, we do not altogether reject

the reference supposed by Dopket to the rock

in the wilderness, which gave forth water (for

this at the Feast of Tabernacles would be obvi-
ous enough)

; inasmuch as in typical intima-
tions like this the various types hint at each
other and are blended together. Following
this view Von Gerlach and Von Meyer cite 1

Cor. X. 4. But Dopke perceives more clearly

than these others that that allusion would
tend to strengthen the interpretation which
refers the passage to Chrid hiimelf. Suffice it

that the expression does assuredly contain "a
reference to corporeity," to an actual receptacle

in which the waters are contained and from
tehieh they come, in direct contradiction to

Klee's arbitrary and bold assertion, that
xotXia is descriptive of what ig profoundly

hidden and internal, in the very depths of the

nature of spirit. That which encloses and
contains the water in the type, is, according to

the Scripture, the temple and its mountain
;

and this again must be regarded as that which
the rock was in the wilderness (and in its ful-

fillment?).

3. But this corporeity, thus understood, is

not to be regarded as the entire human person-

ality of evert/ believer, as the avroii here dis-

tinctly individualizes him. This would not
indeed be as the Scripture hath said, but agaimt
its constant testimony where the streams of

living water are spoken of Even if we could

regard an Apostle or any other mighty instru-

ment or witness for God, as resembling Christ

in being a source of spirit and life to others

(though this is against the propriety of all

Scriptun", as we have seen); yet even then wo
must shrink from assorting the same of every
TtiGvtiicov, or believer, who has just come
himself to drink of that living stream, and

must ever continue to drink % Wo mnint.TJn

• The louiilaiii of Siloili, of wliidi ()l.^llau^<•n

thinks, did n(jt s[>rina from the templo-mountaiii,

as we said aWove; and it has no aj);)li<al>ili y here,

alttioua'' chap. ix. 11 directs us to its sjonificauce

as already existing in tlio Old Testament.

t P. '21'2, H irtinan follows liim {Eiige Verbin-

dung den A. T. in t dcin lieuen, p. G41^.

X LUcko : That at tlio moment of be'ifving the

itrcams of living water beyia at onco to iiow.

that the Lord never could have intendtvl to
$a.y (hat:* although many in all humility have
so understood his words, without thinking of
all the consequences of their interpretat'ion.

Augustine, for example, seems to feel the im-
propriety of representing the Holy Spirit as
thus flowing from the believer, for ho has
cho.'sen to extricate himself by reducins and
enfeebling the meaning of the Evangelist's
words :

" Quid est fons et aqua viva? Rone-
volentia, qua vult consulere proximo" (What
is the fountain and living water? Benevo-
lence, in which one seeks to benefit his neigh-
bor). Baumgarten-Crusius takes away the
essential spirit of the text when he interprets

—His soul will evermore derive from the
depths of that fountain refreshment and consola-

tion." But is this exegesis? It may bo some-
thing like the moaning of chap. iv. l4, but has
nothing to do with this passage.

4. But now let us look at and understand
John's authentic interpretation. This spake he—not of the Spirit which his own, or his

Apostles particularly should pour forth, or com-
municate again to others—but which they that

believe should receive from him. It is of no im-
portance whether the ayiov, " Holy," rejected

by Grotius, Mill, Bengel, Lachmann, and Tisch-

endorf, be genuine or not ; and Liicke'a

scruple, about the interpretation of the com-
ing of the Spirit, springs from a view which
does not scripturally understand either the
f//£A./loK, " should" (were about to), or the

ovito) yd f) r}v, " vfa.s not yet," or the j?<5o|-

rrdOtj, " glorified ; "and it is consequently alto-

crother ignorant of what John and the entire

New Testament mean by the Spirit fir.^t given

by Jesus at the Pentecost. One is almost

ashamed to point out to him that even the Old
Testament speaks of the Spirit as water, and as

water poured forth ; Isa. xliv. 3 allows no
hesitation on that poinf- B>it the di (Terence

between the New-Testament Spirit and the

preparatorv Spirit of the old covenant, lies not

merely in the greater fulness of the former, nor

even in its permanent indwelling : but that

which proceeds from the glorified Gotl-man is

on that account something specifically different

and quite now, concerning which it might bo

said with perfect propriety before the glorifica-

tion of Christ, that " it was not yet with us as

a* gift." I The glorification of the Lord is in

truth not merely " the exhibition in all its

clearness of the entire series of all his doctrines

and miracles " (as Hazel says)
;
but it is that

perfect penetration by the Spirit, and lliat

"lorifying into divinity, of his human nature,

* Least of all to the people then betore h m,
from whom he desires first a coming tlia- tlipy

migiit t)eli''ve on liis word ; in order tlirit, aceord-

ina to tho Scriptiue, tlie streniu of life niiiilit flow

forth for tliem to drink as lieUevers.

+ This is intended hy the gloM f)F.finiiEi'ov,

" given," accepted l>v Lachmnnn an<l oxpross -d in

tliB old versions. So tlie HoOfiy, fv nvrov?,
rtt'ro??, found their way into many iMSS. as ex-

planations.
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his flesh and blood, which was the fruit of his

whole work of self-humiliation and redemption,

both as his own reward and for our salvation
;

and which chap. vi. so amply expounds. Or
can we suppose that the Evangelist here knew
nothing of this truly mystical idea? here, where

according to the simplest view of the whole

passage, and giving it all its grammatical and

historical due, he most evidently makes it de-

pendent upon this doidZ£(^So:t that as the

Lord himself said according to the Scripture,

the promised streams should hereafter flow from

his hody, the true temple and the true rock.

Let it be observed, moreover, how after the

resurrection the Lord in his final promise

already shows by a symbolical action, that he

now breathed forth the Spirit which they were

to receive. This has indeed a different mean-
ing from what Swedenborg, who so marvel-

lously rationalizes the mysteries of Scripture,

says: " The divine in Christ flows forth from

the human." This utterance holds good in all

that fulness of meaning to which chap. vi.

directed our thoughts. Triller (quoted by
Rambach), rightly spoke of an "aqua viva e

Christi corpore jwofluente" (a living water j^otc-

ing forthfr^m Christ's body). His \^2 (belly)

is in truth now the 6x£^o^ (^- Hesych. inter-

prets it), the independent spring as well as the

imparting channel of the itvevfia, or Spirit, as

all profound perception has admitted from the

beginning ;* the true irXrjpaofta, " fulness,"

of which John i. 16, after ver. 14 speaks, coin-

ciding with Col. ii. 9, without any necessity

for our distinguishing between the notions of

John and Paul.

5. Finally, the arrangement of the words
that we have preferred gives us the true grada-

tion, which is sustained by practical experi-

ence, from thirsting to drinking—as Rambach
has well developed it in his sermon. The order

of our salvation proceeds from thirsting as a

condition in us ; the coming is then the test of

sincerity and earnestness in that thirst. In this

coming, in this state of having come, to him,

faith first becomes sure and confirmed; and he
only who has come to the fountain with full

trust and confidence, can and will drinl: there-

of.t This is then " the fourth or the lowest

step, as it were, to the well of divine grace,

from which we draw and and drink." Yes,

verily, the Lord places the ittvETCo, " let

him drink," in emphatic opposition to the

mere drawing and pouring out again, witnessed
in the festal rite ; from which the poor people

went empty away. Therefore there belongs to

this Ttivercj a distinctive subject to whom it is

made a promise ; that is, the second imperative
passes over, as it often does, into a promising
future. If we thus understand it, we have

finally (and what more can we say?) a reason

given us, in the true meaning, for the supposed
harshness of the construction: the Ttiverca

must come first, as being the emphasis of the

promise, before the condition which follows it.

We would paraphrase the whole to make our
view more clear :

" Are there not then, among
you joyous guests at this feast, any thirsting

souls who are not satisfied* with all this cere-

monial and typical procedure, this commemo-
ratifin of ancient facts and wonders (the true

meaning of which prophesied, however, of a
great futurityX who long for righteousness, for

spirit and life ? Whesoever feels this true

thirst, let him now come—as long as I am with
you this is my invitation

—

unto me! With me
alone is the true water of life : soon will I give

it. Then shall every one, wlio has become a
believer in me, drink to his full satisfaction, in

a sense very different from your present be-
holding merely the water poured out. For, if

the Scripture speaks of streams of living water
issuing forth from Jerusalem and the temple

—

quite clifferent from your well-meaning though
petty drawing water from the valley, by which,
however, ye are reminded of the prophtic word—that is spoken of me and my body, my entire

person, and specially my humanity. In all

those passages the IMessiah was referred to,

who is myself, and it is as if it were said

—

The streams will fiov/ out of his ftL3, to water

the earth, and to give drink to the people."

Now, therefore, we cannot but hope that all

who are one with us upon the foiindamental

postulates of Scripture, will feel how natural
and how necessary is John's own comment
upon this most mysterious saying (most ex-

pressly contrary, as it is, to the more recent

exegesis, which admits no distinction between
the life imparted to faith before, and that im-
parted after, the day of Pentecost) : But this

he spake (his sItts like the £ize of Scripture)

as a promise and a prediction for the future

;

at that time some nidrevovre?, or believers,

were called and collected together, but these

and all believers who were afterwards added
to them, received or drank afterwards the streams

of the Holy Ghost, which through his glorification

were poured out in abundance upon all who
believed.!

The results of this first festival discourse of

Jesus, both as respects the common people
and the rulers, are exhibited by the Evangelist
in a succinct manner, and in their precise

order. The contention among the people con-

* Irenjcus spoke of Christ as itrjyi] xov
xyEv^aro? (the fou)ita:n of the Spirit).

t Believing and drinking are i.ot one and llie

tame here, any more than in chap. vi. It is not, as

it has been translated—Bibat eo ipso quod in me
credat. We understand it very diflcreutly.

* Schleiermacher understands the Lord to say
here : He who thirsteth cannot satisfy himself by
the memory of the old usages and wonderful
works of God.

f I find, to my great satisfaction, that S'ein-

meyer has declared his approbation of the exposi-

tion here maintained {Bciir. zu Schriftv. crslund, il.

123, 129.)
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oeming liim becomes stronger, and the enmity
of the rulers, still restrained from exhibition in

act, becomes yet more manifest. Many of the

people think that he is the Prophet, some think
that he is the Messiah himself; and ignorant

that these mean one and the same, their

misunderstanding confusedly contends. Others
again oppose these latter on grounds which
they det^m irrefragable, since ho is a Galilean,

and not from Bethlehem and of the seed of

David.* The schemes of his enemies are still

under restraint, but their enmity manifests
itself all the more fiercely ; and that in two
ways; first directing itself against the unpre-
judiced testimony of the returning officers, and
then provoked by the well-founded objection of

one of tluir oicn council in their midst.

With a " marvellous admixture of fear and
of courage" (as Teschendrof well says) these

servants testify to the power of the words of

this man, through the influence of v/hich their

hands have been restrained. But this is at once
repelled with hateful scorn, though afterwards
the shadow of an argument is adduced ; they
allege, namely, the universal unbelief of the
rulers, and contrast with them the ignorant
populace, designated by an emphatic word of

contumely which gives vent to the envenomed

bitterness of their hearts. At that point Nico-
demus quite unexpectedly answers both ; for

he shows that there is ono ruler at least who
dares to sneak for Jesus, and that the people
who attacn themselves to Jesus do not thereby
break the law, but rather the high council which
condemns a man without hearing him or in-

vestigating his deeih. This is gentle enough
as an avowal of " believing in him," but amply
significant as referring to all his icorka (chap,

iii. 2), and his equally memorable words; it is

indeed a well-grounded objection in the mildest

and most courteous form. But so evil-minded
are these wicked men, that they repel iheir col-

league's words, even as they have those of the

officers. First of all comes their hasly oppro-
brium, which stamps all intercession on his

behalf as the abhorred connection itself. Hero
the wise and lofty rulers, having probably
just found out this cry "of Galilee !" are at

one with the ignorant and despised mvh, ver.

41. When they add their reasoning upon the

subject, and give what they think their valid

reason {search in the Scriptures, look in his life),

their argument is altogether destitute of found-

ation, and blindly contradicts tlie most certain

history—to say nothing of the Messianic pro-
phecies in Isaiah.

HIS JUDGMENT CONCERNING THE ADULTERESS.

(Joiix VIII. 7, 10, 11.)

Repeated and yet more distinctive discourses

of our Lord now follow, in which he defends
his own testimony to his divine mission and its

great eni^s, his human infallibility or sinlessness

and his divine dignity; reproving more severely

than ev:r liefore the sin and unbelief of his ene-

mies. But these discourses, which commence
with ver. 12 of the eighth chapter, appear to

be prepared for by an occurrence of the early

part of the day following the festival;! an
occurrence which put the Pharisees especially

to shame, and with which the discourses seem
here and there to have points of connection.

Is this a mere illusion in the present te.tt of

our Gospel? Is the section of the woman
taken in adultery John's or not? Is it a true

' On many accounl.s Jesus naturally did not lay
open claim to descent from the entiiely obscured
linease of David ; and among tlirso reasons Iless

not w.tliout just cc reckons the disparaging refer-

once by his pneni'.es to his brothers. Or should
ho liavo made his public appeal to that descent,

cud shniiM he have related some wliere his birth

at Detlilchom 1 IIo himself could awaken faith

only in another wny, abhonsh these external cir-

cumstances woald then be of great service to sin-

cere inquirers.

f See how nil hnnss togefbor tliroucrii fi,o links

of ver. 30 and ciiap. xi. 1 Uut it was a Sabba.h,
chap. ix. li.

tradition intercalated afterwards, or a mere
apocryphal legend? We cannot evade giving
our answer to this question, and will therefore,

with reference to the design of this book, give
it as concisely and clearly as possible—conciselv
for the learned, who have at their command
the whole apparatus of disquisition on the
subject; but clearly, we hope, for the unlearned,
who would desire to know our own opinion
and its grounds.

The facts of the case, which give rise to con-
tention, may be thus stated, without any bias
or prejudice. Several manuscripts, and some
of them very important, su h as the CWcx
Vaticaims, are without the entire passage, chap,
vii. 5ci-viii. 11. Some others have it with
notes of suspicion or rejection. In others the
entire section stands alter chap. vii. oG—after

chap. viii. 12—at the end of the Gospel—and
oven after Luke xxi. SS. It is not found, fur-

thcr, in the old versions—not in the Poaiiito

(at least in the ancient codd.), in the Philo.^.

Syr. it is at least only doubtful, just so in the

Copt, and Armen. versions, while the Gothii
and Arabic (Sahidic) have no knowledge of it

at all. It was originally not noticed in Non-
nu3. Again, we have no reference to it in tho
fathers—Clemens Alex., Origen, Basil, Chrys-
ostom, Cyril, Apollinaris, Theodore of !Mops.,

and even Theophylact; among whom Origen,
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Chrysostom, and Theophylact are distinguished

commentators upon this Gospel. Tertullian

and Cyprian do not mention the history at

least; and the interpreters in the Catena make
no allusion to it. AH this is historically true,

and yet Liicke's expression is pi-emature and
too strong, that this section first became an

integral portion of John's Gospel in the fourth

or fifth century. It would be more correct to

say cautiously, instead, that often it is wanting
before the time of Ambrose, Jerome, and Au-
gustine. For it must on the other side be ac-

knowledged as an authority which has a retro-

spective validity, when we read in Jerome {Adv.

Pelag. lib. 2 cap. 17) : "In rrmltis et Grfecis et

Latinis codd. invenitur locus de adultera niul-

iere" (In many MSS., both Greek and Latin the

passage concerning the adulterous woman is

found), etc., and when we find some Scholia

appealing to ccpxccta avriypacpa [ancient

copies) in its favor. Even the Ital. and Vulg.,

and the Apost. Const. (I. 2. 24) have a knowledge
of this narrative;* and according to the testi-

mony of Eusebius (III. 39) there was even in

the EvayyeXiov -Hcd! 'E(3paiovi (Gospel ac-

cording to the Hebrews) a passage extant,

which can hardly be any other than this. Fi-

nalh', it deserves to be carefully observed, that

there was afterwards an almost universal adop-

tion of the section into the Gospel of John; and
among the numerous codd. (more than two
hundred) which contain it, is the important
Cantahrigiensis, which once had weight as the

representative of the xoivi) eHSo6ii (common
edition). Thus the historical result which lies

before us, so far as our already discovered materi-

als reach, is the remarkable fact which demands
explanation—that in very early times the nar-

rative of the adulterous woman was either

wanting in the Gospel of John, or was found in

a different place. If no preconceived view
affects our decision of the question, and no
critical bias disturbs our condemnation of it,

no more than this can be assumed, or need be

acknowledged.
We are not disposed to attach any impor-

tance to the fact that the Cod. Alex, is generally

included among the manuscripts which omit

the section ; for, it is generally defective, and

exhibits a chasmf of the whole of this Gospel,

from chap. vi. 50 to chap. viii. 53; nor to its

omission in the defective Cod. Ephrmmi which

similarly leaves out the whole from chap. vii.

3 to chap. viii. 34 : it is more to our purpose

to show that its exclusion in many of the

• This is of no small moment, even if it is reck-

oned an interpolation, in establishing its early ex-

istence and recognition, and the Iradit'on which

handed it down, even tliouizh not decisive for the

passage as originally in Jolin.

f Tlie relation of the ti'oacc of this chasm, as to

whetlier it would be sufficient to have contained

this section, is hardly to be dec'ded. But we may
with Ebrard deduce from the chasm as appearing

in three Oiher Codd., that " consequently the j/j^/rfs

here read the section, wiiich the co^iies ventured to

omit."

fathers cited above, or their silence concerning
it, may be accounted for on various grounds.
For the sake of brevity, however, we appeal to

the decision of Ebrard, who is no unconscien-

tious critic
—

" The external testimonies against

its genuineness are altogether insignificant."

Now though Olshausen or any other should
aver the investigation to be settled and closeJ,

the case is not so utterly hopeless, if there is

any room for such a critical assurance as that.

The immense variety of various readings (ar-

ranged as they have been in three main recen-

sions of the text), would necessarily be the re-

sult of the uncertain and capricious nature of

the question, and are less an argument against

the section, than a concomitant circumstance.

The question wherefore the narrative has been
omitted or displaced, was answered pertinently

enough by Augustine and Ambrose—that a
fear of misunderstanding or abuse, or an ascetio

scruple concerning its morality, induced men
to ignore the very remarkable absolution of so

gross a sinner. Those who are not contented

with this, place themselves under an obligation

to answer a preliminary question of still more
significance—Whence and upon what ground
did any ever presume to interpolate in the Gos-

pel of John such an unauthorized and unattest-

ed narrative? Klee says boldly that " it is,

generally speaking, easy enough to account for

its absence in many of the Codd., if it had been

originally in the text; but the converse is utt

terly unaccountable, how it should ever have
crept in, it it had never been there.""*

But let this be enough, as our book does not
profess to enter into critical disquisition, to

show that we do not form our decision without

adequate perception of the true conditions of

the question. What shall we say more ? Even
Liicke, one of the most determined opponents

of the passage,! refers the A'erdict to the in-

stance of internal criticism, and sums up the

whole in terms not stronger than the-e: '' Doc-

umental criticism has ample reason, if not for de-

nying the Johannean authenticity of the section,

yet at least for doubting it in a high degree.

Internal criticism gives absolute sentence

against its genuineness."t Now this is enough
for us. Liicke finds as the result of subjective

internal criticism that "the phraseology and
manner of narration are not John's, the con-

tents are harsh and improbable, the connection

with chap. vii. 52 neither exegetically nor his-

torically clear"—but ice may be permitted to

give another result as approved by exposition.

We, then, are in fact not so compliant as to

* To this Semler also appealed for his argument
against it.

f Or " this narrative has so much in its favor,

that it might be a hundred times omitted throu2;h

all kinds of scruples, rather than have baen onco

admitted in its true character if spurious." So
Rennecke (DieLchre voin Amt der Scllusscl, Malch.n,

1845, p. 28.)

^ V/itU his decision A'.ford is inclined to coia-

cide.
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content ourselves with the mere Tiintorknl truth

of the pa.ssaae, which might, however, con:«ist

with it3 spurionsness in John's Gospel. Tlie

narrative in itself was assuredly not such as

could have been invented, it exhibits no trace

of having been apocryphal, betrays no marks
whatever of fiction ; on the contrary it is

throughout, and especially on the stooping

down and writing upon the ground, as original

as it IS in harmony with the spirit and mind
of Jesus. If any man fails to discern that, we
most confidently deny to him the capacity of

estimating the value of internal criticism in

matters that pertain to Scripture. Hence many
of those who oppose its authonticitv in John,
attribute it to a well-grounded and genuine
tradition. Even Hezel cries out in his enthu-
siasm, upon ver. 7: "Yes, in this saying the

true and undoubted spirit of Jesus breatlies !

"

Lange too confidently assigned the occurrence

to the dubious questions in the last week, in-

duced by its arrangement after Luke xxi. 38 ;

though he afterwards (iii. 622) determined to

treat it in its true position in John because it

seemed to him to harmonize well with the Feast
of Tabernacles. Olshausen (whoee dry perti-

nacity in many particulars we are well ac-

quainted with) stands almost alone among the

orthodox in adhering to an unqualified suspi-

cion of its historical truth. The entire body
of the several difficulties which he has alleged,

and which are designedly placed in the strong-

est possible light, will be soltened away in our
subsequent exposition.

We liold, and hold fast with the utmost con-

fidence, the assurance that this contested sec-

tion is John's.* All that has been brought

* Eutbymiu^ expressed his snspicon, grounded
upon the MSS., only witli a fii6 (paiyovrai
napeyypaitTa nai npoOOt'/HT^. Erasmus, Cal-
vin, and Beza, lightly doubted. Then we have
a-* opponents more and more decided

—

Goiins,
Clpricus, Wetstein, Semler, Griest)ach, Pauhis,
\Vefjscheider, SInilz, Tit mann, Scliott, Ktapj),
Lachmann, Da Wette, Feilmoser, Cn-dner, I[ Ne.

Meyer, llirzig, Tholnck, Olshausen, Biefk, Lu( ke,

Ne;mder, Wieseler, Lanae, Luthardt. Yet Lucke
returns to the orisiiial expression—" that the
Johannenn authenticity appears to he irretiievabiy

lost." Aniona; its dpfeiiuers stand (not to men-
tion the tiPacherous Schultliess) since Lanipe, Mill,

Whill y, Ileiiniarm, Bfns;el, ^licliaelis, Slattliiii

Scholz. IIu2, Kle,', Storr, l»e tmers, Staudiin,
Kuinoel, and most recently Ehrard (Ilitzig on the
firountl of a special hypcitlicsis. ) Nienvyer al.'io,

in the Ci orakt' rt»ti!: (new ed. i. '^^'l'^), maintains
most I onfidently from in ernal evid'^nce (lie Jolian-
nean genuineness of tlie narrative. \1\\e externa

evideiice in its favor may fairly he balanced bv
a reference t > the fact lliat many loloiahly rrood

MSS. insert other ajxicryiilia! j)aH^a£;es (e. g. the
doxology to the Lord's jjrayer in M.itf., an(i the
testimony of the tliree heavenly witnesses in

{

1 John), and even include wh< le a])<icryi)h:tl

books (e. g. those of Barnabas, etc.) The ten-

dency in copyists always was to inerjjolation

rather than omi.^siou, through a natural desire to I

forward in disproof, fails to convince us of the
contrary. The phratieology which has been de-
tected to be foreign to John's, admits of various
explanation. It is partly found in those dnaS
Xfyo/tEva (expressions that occur but once),
which, it is well known, olten mock criticism,

and are to be found in every section of Scrip-

ture that deals with a distinctive subject
{dva^in pTrjToi, ih xaOc:?, oOpov, xa'jiCaiy
Ttdi 6 ArtoS)

; it may in part be tho result of

that variation in the text which has been the

singular fate of this passago^(such as the fre-

quent 8e, instead of John's cJr) ; and for the

rest it is simply of no importance, as in tho

case of the nopEvE6^at ("went") and Tfap-

ayiv£6^ai with f/;("came into"), or when
i\\e ypannazEii, "Scribes," of the Synoptics
are introduced (one cannot see why they should
not),* or that John should record tiiat Jesus
taught without specilyir.g tchat—forgetting tho
strict parallel of chap. vii. 14. Much also has
been said of the general lack of reference and
point, of tho interruption of the connection,

and of the unnatural, disjointed sequence of the
narrative. We shall see hereafter that chap,

vii. 53-chap. viii. 2, must in any case be genu-
ine, and that f/i« connection must be established

at the outset. But then the itdAiv XaXslv,
"speak again," of ver. 12 will badly connect
itself with the idiSa^xEv, "taught," while ver.

2 has the appearance of explaining the scene
of a specific and new occurrence. Is it not
strictly in the ri:anner of John, to append con-
tinuous discourses to occurrences which gave
occasion Jor them, and form their substratum,
as we find in chaps, v. and vi., and a^rain after-

wards in chaps, ix. and x.? Moreover is not
the woman's sin strictly in harmony with tho
unbridled pleasure of the festival, which fur-

nished occasion ibr many such excesses ? Still

more, we find throughout the eighth chapter a
distinctively heightened animosity of his oppo-
nents—quite natural after the shame put upon
them in the morning. Even if we should not
concur with Bengel in discerning an allusion in

I he walking in darkne.'s to the sin of adultery
(but why not?), yet the allusion in vers. 15, 16
(I judge no man, my judgment is true) is so

palpable and obvious, that some of our more
recent critics strangely enougii reverse the
matter. Weisse thinks that the narrative was
iv^y f'P^^y interpolated as a comment upon ver.

15, and Lange adduces the same thin? as a
motive for its insertion in this place. This is

ample testinuny that such a reference really

render tlie sacred text as mmpJcte as possible. The
modern contest shows liow tenaciously a passage
is retaine<l when once introduced. Tlip nirrative

in (juestion c< niains notliiii'j of such doubtlul
nioralily as to dimand its .'ui>pression.

—

Am. Ed.]
* B.innigarten-Crusius, wiio does not dei; do

rightly, liinisolt rem nils us here that " there is in-

doi'd no o tier narrative in John of tliat kind of
leijal qtimtionirifl wliicli belonged especially to tlie

ypa/ijinre'i?." Brucki:er tries in vain to invali-

date this by a weak allusion to chap, t.
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exists. Yet, again, how natural is tlie strong
and emphatic reproof of vers. 21, 24, after this

occurrence—Ye shall die in your«t/is/ Have
not the holy zealots been constrained to ac-

knowledge themselves as sinners under the

same condemnation of death ? Finally, it is

incomprehensible to my simple eye, that any
Jielieving critic should have failed to take into

his consideration the significant contrast be-

tween ver. 7 and ver. 46 of the snme chapter.

He, before whom no man dared to declare

himself ava/uaprrfTo?, " without sin," asks on
the self-same day—Which of you convinceth
me of any d^iapria, "or sin?" In fact, this

one most simple trait of sublime connection, so

entirely in harmony with John's whole ex-

hibition of the Holy One in the midst of an evil

world, throws a hundred-fold weight into the
conviction that the history of the adulteress

was not afterwards patched into the Gospel by
unwarranted hands.*

Many manuscripts which omit the following

narrative, yet contain chap. vii. 53, and chap,

viii. 1, 2 ; and those critics who have hence de-

clared these verses at least to be genuine
(Wieseler among the last) seem to us to view
the matter more correctly than those who find

in them nothing but difficulty and embarrass-
ment. For to make the ndXiv ouv iXaXr/de^
" then spake he again," of chap. viii. 12 follow

immediately upon chap. vii. 52, without any
transition or historical introduction to a new
scene—as Luthardt does to our surprise

—

appears in the highest degree fureign to the
manner of John ; to establish this we have only
to refer to the Apostle's constant wont in his

transitions, and his customary method of giv-

ing a narrative-setting to every new dis-

course. We find in this a tolerably plain

indication that the section was not originally

interpolated, but that it had been omitted; it

appears to us as if this omission had begun
now here and now there, and that the omission
of these three verses with the rest was the

result of inconsideration and misapprehension.
It is often but uselessly questioned whether in

ver. 53 the Sanliedrim or the common people is

intended. As we simply read it, the e«a(>ro?,
" every man," includes all the people, but pre-
eminently indicates the members of the coun-
cil ; for some result of their stratagem and
treachery we naturally expect as an inevitable

conclusion. But the Evangelist, in his preg-
nant manner, gives a formula which explains
the internal procedure by the external, and
seems to say that the whole came to n? result,

that there followed no new command to take
Jesus, and so forth; but that their business
being unaccomplished, and their designs so far

abortive, all (on that day, that is, the day last

mentioned, ver. 37) disbanded and were broken
up, the high council and the common people.
The words do not refer to any departure of the
strangers.

Ei? Tov oiHov, "unto his house," has been
regarded as a pharse not used by John, and
indeed some Codd. have eii rd i'Sia, " to his

own [home]," but it may well be allowed to

stand for once to strengthen the contrast, that

Jesus who had no house either in Jerusalem or

any where, went to the Mount of Olives.* The
return of the people in the interval to the
inert and quiet security of their dwellings at

the conclusion of the feast, is intended to be
contrasted with our Lord's, as it were, homeless
way of spending the short night, who is early

in the morning on the scene again. One can-
not well see why what was recorded in Luke
xxi. 37, 38, may not even thus early have
taken place ; it might have been the Lord's
ordinary custom from the beginning to leave

the brilliant misery of the city every night,

that so he might compose his sorrowful and in-

terceding heart, and collect his energies for new
labors of love; preferring for his resting-place

Bethany and the Mount of Olives, the scene

thus consecrated by many preparatory prayers
for his final humiliation and exaltation. But
that criticism, which has not sufficient sim-
plicity of faith to interject and interline such
gracious hintings of the Holy Spirit, finds

itself at a loss in this pregnant and comprehen-
sive statement.!

The Lord has determined, as every thing
here shows, to oppose his enemies openly and
persistently ; and, as the light of the world, to

accomplish vvhat his brethren desired, but in

his own way. He knows that hi.s hour to suf-

fer in silence is not yet come, and that their

hour to hear is not yet past. Therefore, after

all that had past, he is early at his post, with
equanimity and zeal still continuing to teach.

%

He comes first, then naturally all the people
come to him. If the previous day had been
the last of the proper feast, it must not be
supposed from this, or deduced from ver. 53,

that all the pilgrims at the feast had come back
into the country again, and that the temple
would be left empty after such a festal week.
The very suspense as to whether Jesus would
remain, would keep many back ; and when it

was said that he was already in the temple

[* In a question of criticism, however, these
subjective arguments are of comparatively little

weight against the- m;iss of MSS. authoritv.

—

Am.
Ei>.]

* Alford's objection, that " John never else-

where mentions the Mount of Olives " (not even in

chap, xviii. 1), has no weight. If the text is oth-
erwise approved, our simple answer, without any
suspicion or wonder, is—that John here alone
mentions the Mount of Olives. [" Stier omits all

allusion to this habit of the Evangelist (that of
giving explanations when he introduces new
places) which alone gives weight to my remark,"
—Alford, 2d'ed.]

f We shall find on chap. x. 22 a further elucida-

tion and justification of this remark.

X It is just because this is the meaning, that
nothing is said of the contents of his instruction

—

as at chai). vii. 14.
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again, a concourse w.is soon gathored. Aao?,
"people," instead of o;i:Ao?, " multitude," was
probably used to suggest a diminution of the

number, since it was no longer composed of

the masses who attended the feast; this expres-

sion, further, is rather descriptive of Israel in

whose presence their Messiah was speaking,

and with a certain contrast to the subsequent
Scribes and Phariseei. Compare in this Gospel
chaps, xi. 50. xviii. 1-t. Those whom they had
scornfully designated 6 ox^oi ot-roS, John here

mentions designedly with a more appropriate

designation.

It is clf>ar that those who brought the woman
into tlie Lord's presence are neither the legal

judges (the three and twenty who, then hold-

ing their session, left their seats and came to

Jesus, as Hess, Pfenninger, and others sup-
pose), nor zealots who interposed in the
matter. On the former supposition, it is incom-
prehensible that they .should have remitted the

question to Jesus as a higher tribunal, and
that they should afterwards have set free the

guilty person at. his instance : and it is equallv
inexplicable that Jesus should have rendered
the execution of the law dependent upon the

innocence of its ministers. He terms them,
indeed, in ver. 10, accusers and not judfjes.

Indeed, by the so-called zealot law, in itself a

very questionable point, they at once must
without any delay have stoned the woman.
Consequently, we must regard them as private

individuals of the learned caste who had made
themselves extemporary accusers, having heart-

ily entered into the scandal, and regarding the

occurrence as a welcome opportunity for laying

a snare in the presence of tlie people, to entrap
the Lord. For tlutt, as Ebrard well remarks,
was just the question at first, whether they
should adopt a judicial procedure, and take the

legal course with the woman, or not. Lange
thinks it improbable " that the Pharisaic party
should even in appearance have constituted him
a theocratic judge, at the very time when they
were holding a session (were thought to be
holding) in order to effect his capture, and were
adopting every possible expedient to lower him
in the estimation of the people." Quite right,

if they had been consistent and thoushtful and
c.iutious in their enmity ; but the Evangelist
has de.scribed them otherwise, as we might
obviously have supposed. The poor woman
must be made a handle of, that they may pur-

sue the suddenly conceived suggestion of their

malicious hearts, and involve the Lord in

entanglement and shame ; whether this device

might be frustrated does not enter their

tiioughts, for their excited frenzy pauses not to

think.

^iSctdnaXF., TewJier(" Master")—thuscour-
teously do they address the Lord, as then

sitting in the seat of instruction. " Tlmwo-
niiin now standing in the midst was taken in

the very act* of adultery, and Mosea in the

lav/ commanded m (Israelites generally) to

stone such"— tiius i.=; the case stateil without
any obscurity. Here is the minor and major of

the proposition, and then for the eonclusion

comes the hasty question—But what sayest
tfiou ? But before we notice the element of

temptation in this question, we are met by an
objection to the authenticity of this narrative

strangely derived from the dilhcultv of recon-

ciling the stoning with the law of Moses. This

difficulty is indeed forced upon the passage, it

does not really exist ; we might simply appeal

to the Mon. Jlecht of Michaelis and his father's

dissertation,* where the matter is perfectly

settled. In Lev. xx. 10, and Deut. xxii. 2^,

we do indeed read only of death ; but in the

latter chapter, vers. 21 and 24, we find " ston-

ing" literally prescribed for some specific

cases. Even if this points to a d'tHtinc'um in

the punishment in tlie several cases (which we
cannot suppose, as there could be no reason why
the betrothed woman, as such, should be more
severely punished), yet we may well suppose,

that those who were then speaking would not

bear in mind the accurate distinction ; or, as

Lampe says, it might have been intimated by
the Totavrai, "such," that this was one of

the cases for which stoning was prescribed. We
are convinced, however, with Michaelis, our

scribe in the Mosaic law, that !Moses, who only

recognizes two kinds of death—stoning and the

sword—intended the former for every speci-'s

of adultery. The later rule of the Talmud,
though earlier in the Mishna.t that wherever

ni!3> or death, is simply expressed, strnnqitlnion,

the easiest kind of death, is to be understood,

is altogether foreign to the law of Moses, which

knows nothing of strangulation as a judicial

punishment. It is perfectly plain to all who
are not disposed to be captious, that the

T\Vy niO (shall surely die) must, according to

its connection and general usage, be no other

than stoning. Michaelis admirably supports

this position' by his perfectly sound interpreta-

tion of the. strictly analogous passacjes in Exod.

xxxi. 14, xxxv. 2, compared with Num. xv.

32-35. The ancient custom of burning, obvi-

ously only the dead body, which occurs, in (ien.

xxxviii. 24, has nothing to do with this mat-

ter. But Ezek. xvi. 38, 40, xxiii. 47, are again

quite decisive for the "law of adulteresses " in

general; nor is there any thing " uncertain or

obscure" to us in their allusion. Kimchi's

much-appealed-to note, in which onlv the

nin^D^t!' vh (tliey shall not put her to death)

can be urged, actually pre-supposes the D3T

a"':3S3 (stoning) as the niDSpn nSU'Q (scn-

* ^FnavrocpM pco is the terminus fornmin, refer-

ing originally to theft (lie.sych. 6 in aurcJ zca

x?.en^ari evpEOfii, ert warf^MK ai3rti\ but

subseiiupiitly and in a wider R:<Tiii(ication. Piiil:>

(see in L;nnpe) uses the same expression for I lie

sin of adulteres.ses. The man indeed depaits,

and, as generally happens, e.^^capes free.

* De pwnin capilalibnit in sacrci scriplura commnm-

orati».

\ Hence also Pseudo-Jonathan on Lev. xx. 10.
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tence of adulrercsses) : and only designs to

explain how in addition to the stoning the

death by tiie sword was intended. This single

passage, constantly appealed to, should be un-

derstood by the preliminary words in ver. 38

(which scarcely any one has referred to) ;
upon

which the same Kimchi gives a disquisition

upon the D'tpSB'p \JB>(two punishments), that

of the adulteress, and that of the woman who
shed blood. Jerome's assumption, finally (on

Jer. XXIX, 22, 23), that stoning was the death

mentioned in the history of Susannah, is well

founded, though it is not so expressly mention-

ed in our Greek text. We close this matter by

adopting an observation by Baumgarten-Cru-

sius, that stoning was the only current Jeiclsh

punishment of death (although it might be

unjudicial) ; for which he appeals to Acts vii.

'Moses commanded its, who are now under the

compulsory bondage of the Romans, to punish

such culprits thus : in this we have already*

an intimation that the decision for which they

asked was not one self-evident, and that their

inquiry was not uncaptious. Olshausen, who
is disposed at last to discern in the neipdZ^tv,
" tempt," merely a " well-meaning desire to

gain information," has strangely entangled

himself in the presumed difficulty which is

alleged. If Jesus exonerated the woman, as

they expected from this friend of sinners whose
mildness they knew, and whose many sayings

concerning publicans and harlots they had
heard, then would he, the Messiah, contradict

the Imc of Moses, which assuredly it should be

his duty to sustain against the Romans, and
wliich they therefore expressly mentioned first.

But if he yielded his assent, and bade them go
and stone her, he would again commit a two-

fold offence. In the first place, he would (as

Ebrard says) " offend agamst the laxity of

morals, and the general moderation of the

age,"I and thus make himself by his new rigor

hateful to the people, especially as deviating

from his general gentleness ; but we would not

press this too much, for it is not the main con-

sideration. Secondly, he would offend, as his

words would be maliciously interpreted, against

the Roman prerogative to decide upon every
sentence of death, whether legal in the law of

Moses, or not. The Romans did not punish
adultery by death, and even though they might
allow validity to the country law of the pro-

vinces, yet both their practice and that of the

Jews had become most negligent and careless

upon this offence. All is perfectly harmonious,
when these crafty ones hpocritically bring their

embarrassment to the solution of his wisdom,
as if the miserable woman excited their pity

on the one hand, and on the other hand they

* Besides a pf^rfectly harmonious explanation
of the didiculty generally found in T/july.

t Com p. upon this Sepp, iii. 64, according to

whose account even the application of the test of
the bitter water that caused the curse (Num. v.)

had been abolished.

attributed to him a judicial authority over
Moses. But what sayest thou? Wilt thou in

thy well-known benevolence take her in;)o thy
protection, and publicly maintain thy oppo-
sition to Moses? Or wilt thou counsel such

rigorous justice as is now generally disused,

and found among so many sins impracticable?

Finally, what is thy utterance upon this case,

one of many constantly recurring, in which we
come into collision with our Gentile rulers

—

what sayest thou as Messiah on tJiat question?

This last is undoubtedly the pith of the whole.

Now looking back, is there any thing incom-
prehensible or unhistorical in all this?

The Lord, in his wisdom and sublime repose,

opposes to their impetuosity a silent though
eloquent reply ; that their thoughts and their

consciences might recover their composure,
before he expressly uttered any thing with his

lips. He stoops down, as he sits* and writes

with his finger f/5 ttjv yijv, upon the ground,

delineating letters upon the dust or upon the

stone. This is certainly, as most expositors

say, first of all, an " expression of indifference

or disregard." He acts as if inwardly ponder-

ing, and unconscious of their presence. Similar

demeanor in similar circumstances maybe par-

alleled by many remarkable passages in the

classic writers. But we would not say that it

was "a gesture of most supreme indif^ei'ence ;"

nor can we allow that as exhibited by our Lord
it could be " a mere expression of repulsion, of

indifterence, of determination not to reply." If

the Lord adopts any such expedient he attaches

to it a deeper significance, and we adopt the

note of Meyer—" But this demeanor had prob-

ably a profound meaning." If the questioners

understood it to mean, as they indeed might,

at first
—

" He will not engage with us in the

matter;" or even—"He must first reflect

upon it, and ponder awhile"—yet would the

writing upon the ground soon give them some-
thing to ponder, and apenh to their reflection.

We will not revive here the tasteless and crude
speculations which have been hazarded upon
this writing of Christ,! or upon what he might
be supposed to have written ;J but we may say
at once, that in common with most thoughtful
people, we discern in it something profoundly
suggestive, a preparatory reply hinted to his in-

terrogators in act. Tliis mute hierorrlyphic is

so various and manifold in its suggestion, that
we can only do justice to its full significance by
exhibiting the individual possible meanings
in their progression, leaving to every one to

choose for himself that which his mind ap-
proves.

Butwe must pi'eliminarily reject the notion

* Mark, once more, the connection between ver.

2 and ver. 6.

f Among these wc do not reckon Bengel's say-

ing—" Once did God write in the Old Testament

;

once Christ in the Now. Reflect upon the parallel

of the law and the judgment !

"

X Scarcely the answer given in the 7th verse, as
Sepp confidently explains.
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of Michaelis as too trite and unmoanin^an in-

terpretation :
" It is already written in your

law, as ve yourselves say ; wherefore then put

the question to me?"* Rather than this, it

would seem more natural to expound it—God
has written other things than that both in his

law and in your consciences ! Yet he himh-elf

writes, and the interpretation may be carried

further—" I also can write, even as Moses
could" (Jo. Rupert). If that sounds too strik-

ing, it may be varied thus—" Ye bring this

iinlul woman before my bar—ye know not,

and will not believe it, but it is nevertheless
]

true, that before my judgment seat all persons
j

•will finally come, and every question be finally

adjudicated. IIow, what, and on what prin-

ciples, I judge, is already written, is already

recorded. Your judgment, ye hypocrites, is

also written out." Reference has been here

found to the books, Rev. xx. 12. The Old-

Testament expression also obviously occurs to

the mind, that those who departed from God
should be written in the eartli (Jer. xvii. 13

;

this, however, not simply meaning, as Hitzig

thinks, the passing away into forgetfulness,

like those who are blown away as dust ; but
e.xpressing a significant contrast to the name
being written before God in heaven). Or we
may give the thought this turn—" If this

floor of the temple, if this whole land, could

speak—what would it record concerning all of

you, and what would still have to be recorded

of you?" Ihis gives a very pertinent mean-
ing ; comp. Isa. xxvi. 21 ; Job xvi. 18. f Stoop
down, rather, with me, and read the sin of your
whole people, and of all mankind—this is the

first and best thing that you can do, when such

an offence is perpetrated. Finally, this leads

us back again into the most general interpre-

tation
—

" Oh, how much could I say concern-

ing you, how much could I reveal and con-

demn, which I would rather now burv in

silence: constrain me not to speak." Thus,
as Baumgarten-Cruoius says, this gesture
almost intimates what is afterwanls said

—

Ti
HE TtEipd^ETE, vitoHftivai ; "Why tempt ye
me, ye hypocrites ? " and this " Lot mo rather

keep silence," coincides most simply with that

first intimation—" The matter concerns me
not, I will know nothing of it judicially." TIua,

which is assuredly the most obvious meaning
of his act, is vindicated by the repetition of the

same gesture after the brief utterance which he
eave. Only we must hold fast this, as the

kernel of the paradox, that the Lord, even

* More spvor.^ly must we condemn the marvel-
lous notion that Christ would here rrive them to

untlerstaiid tliat the Mosaic law was aholislied !

" Could he havo krpi ni nice if he liad believed in

the (•(niliiiiicd validity of the Old Testament and its

writings'? " So IIiiijo in his PrcdifitMrnDiliuKj.

f B\it not with any more specific allusion—The
woman's sin is an earlhhi ofTence, not pride. For
the writing applied to the eomplainniitu ; and the

ground points to the abyss to which pride is re-

ferred back.

while he seems to decline all interference, de-

signs to reveal to them, at the same, his own
secret knowledge and judgment, with respect

to which there is no sin and no guilt that does

not most deeply concern himself.*

The most ancient interpretation was ex-

pressed in the gloss, which some MSS. contain,

of 7tpo67Coiov/.iEyoi or also ft?} 7rpo67Cotov/(E-

voi (avrovi) : bat this in itself is hard to be

explained. As TtpodrroiEidOat generallv bore

the meaning of simulare, this would st'cni to

intimate no more than that he did not actually

write any thing ; or, conversely, that he did ac-

tually write.f But we might(with Baumgartcn-

Crusius) explain it, according to the same
meaning of the word, that he did not appear as

if he Iieard ; or, appearing as if fie ficanl iiol.X

Further, as npo6itoiovnai also signifies, /

assume, arrogate to myself. Bengel interprets

it
—" Id nogotii ad se nil pertinere significans"

(signifying that it was none of his business).

This we should be inclined on the whole to

prefer.

Verse 7. But when, probably after a fitting

pause, during which the attention of the wait-

ing people must have been stimulated to the

highest pitch of eagerness, the tempters per-

sisted in demanding" his reply, the Lord gave

it to them like a peal of thunder in their ears.

If they had mterpreted his silent writing as a

mark "of absence of mind, how fearfully were

they surprised! But tiiat seems scarcely

credible; we may say with more probability

that with "beating hearts" they insist upon
the answer, in order to preserve their consist-

ency before the people. How must their

hearts have throbbed now, when with one little

word of sacred severity he rends their snares,

and turns themselves to confusion. They would

terrify and entangle him with tholm, when they

unseasonably and perversely endeavored to

extract from him one of his judicial decrees

against a gross and public delinquency. With

the same law the Lord connects his answer,

yet adds something to it in his supreme au-

thority, which was derived from the inmost

spirit of the whole law, and thus proves its

propriety to their own consciences. According

to Deut." xvii. 7, it was the right and duty of

the witnesses to cast the first stone (comp. Acts

vii. 57) ; and of this prescription the Lord

reminds them by r 6 j' XiQoVy " ilie stone." But
he does not expres.sly presume that those who
brought the woman and the complaint were

actually the witnesses, for that was not spe-

cially contained in their HarftXi'/g)^}?, " was

taken ;" but he substitutes another meaning of

the law, as unexpected as it was convincing

:

* According to a clause added to ver. 8, he
wrote kvoi Fxddrov zcti d/itapria?, "the sins

of every one of them."

)• So Euthyiaius: itpodETCoiEiro ypdcpEiy
tii n)v yi'f (he pretended to write upon the

ground).

t rmhyniius proceeds: xai //^ Ttpodsx^''^
oh iXeyov (and not to heed what ihey said).
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Ye act as if the law of ]\Iosps, that such should 1

be stoned, was not addressed simply to the
appointed judges, but to all the people, and,
therefore, also to you : will ye then at once
take precedence in its execution ? I have noth-
ing to say against that, but to impose the
little condition, which before God is inexorable

in the case of all self-assumed complaining, con-
demning, and punishing—that ye yourselves
be not in the same condemnation. The Lord
lays it down in the broadest way : There may
be one, though it be but one, among you without

sin ; let him cast the first stone, and then the
others may follow him. What severity against
these miscreants, who were even then probably
feeding their eyes upon the woman as she
stood there, in the apparent admission and con-
cession of this reply ! May not this, too, be
called irony f These hypocritical holy ones
have spoken from their serene elevation of

rdi Toiavrai, " such ;" the Holy One does not
let this pass, but asks them with the gentle

but deeply piercing word—Are ye actually

such? He takes care not to say: He who is

not such as she, who is without this or similar

sin—although this was included; such an ap-

peal is seldom understood, and for the most
part misapplied. He says in the most general

term dvajnaprT/ro?, " without sin," for sin in

the strongest sense is ever the same ; and he
takes occasion to say, for all future time, a word
which was designed to exert an eternal influ-

ence upon men's judgments. He gives the

simplest and most elevated utterance to a

truth which all men feel to be true, that no one

sinner may dare to condemn another, intruding
upon the sole prerogative of God, exercising

with a human will his own authority (Rom. ii.

1). We cannot but think, in connection with
this, of that yet more horrible adultery of which
unfaithful Israel had been guilty against their

God ; and may consider that the Lord (as in

Matt. xxii. 21) pointed to the fundamental sin

of the people also, as the reason why the judicial

sentence of Moses had not remained in ac-

knowledged exercise. But all this is our own
deduction fro n the Lord's words, such as may
indeed have risen to the minds of those who
first heard them, in their subsequent medita-

tion : at the time itself the great matter to them
was the answer, which repelled the unauthor-

ized haste of their complaint, and held up to

their view their own sinfulness.

Thus they could not charge him either with

invading the province of the law of Moses, or

the prerogatives of the Romans ;
tliemstlves, in-

deed, he had very closely touched. They were

now neither the judges nor the witnesses called

before the bar, but private persons answering

for themselves. Thus while he detracts noth-

ing from the typical warning law of condem-
nation, but rather most earnestly points to its

authority as diviiie and not resting upon sin-

ful man,* he treats the case presented to him

in a manner which their folly little calculated
upon, neither juristically nor politically, but as

a Si'idcSHftXoi, or teacher, from tlie universal
moral point of view.* His word is so simple,
so obviously true and self-intelligible, drawn so
directly from the depths of man's consciousness
of right, of that law written in the conscience
which is the foundation of all positive ordi-

nances, that we might suppose every man might
have seen its propriety or uttered the like.

Yet he alone had spoken such a saying in all

its sublime simplicity of conviction. For while
he disclaimed all earthly judicial functions, he
in the same words exercised his office as the
present Searcher of hearts, and the future

Judge of all; nor did he utter a word before he
had by his mysterious writing made deep allu-

sion to the secrets which Avere known to

himself. With what absolute knowledge of

man's being does he first prepare their hearts,

before he pronounces the words that penetrate
and pierce those hearts ! Who can tell whether
these presumptuous ones, if he had given them
this appenl as the immediate answer, would
not have begun to discuss and try to moderate
the meaning of " without sin "—even like our
modern expositors? But now, in the solemn
stillness brought to some kind of consciousness

and reflection, they are incapable of any thing

but dumb surprise, they justify the words, and
go away profoundly abashed. The Lord stoop-

ed down once more, and left itfor them to decide

whether they would cast the first stone or

not. Jle had not expressly accused any one of

them. But accused and convinced by their

consciences,'^ to which the Lord's words had
made so solemn an appeal, they utter their

silent though sufficiently loud, avowal of their

own guilt. Olshausen enumerates this sucep-

tibility of the Pharisaic heart as one of his

historical difficulties ; but we take leave to say

that their consciences are aroused uy the power
of the word of Jesus. There are not wanting
instances enough, in which men only relatively

pure have had power to call up a, sudden
response, to their earnest words even in the

hardest and most malignant hearts ; but what
was the divine power which went forth with
the voice of the all-holy Son of God at this

hour? There was, moreover, in his plain and
calmly spoken word, such a tone of absolute

truth, and accompanied b}' a glance of such
searching judgment, that neither a Caiaphas

nor a Judas could have withstood it. He did

not continue to fix his eyes upon them, being

very far from desirous to take pleasure in their

humiliation before the people, but rather being

* Rons' remark is iimio inappropriate—For
adu'terers to condemn adulterers is a justice

which slinks in the nostrils of Jehovah.

* As Neander says : He takes the sin out of the

domain, foreign to his I'ui.ct-on, of external judi-

cature, in:o his own distinctive province of moral-

ity. Olsliausen's lourth objection as to the inva-

sion of official forms of judgment, is abundantly
refuted.

t Thus the connection of piofonnd meaning
2;vos its sanction to this clause, which is some-
times omitted.
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prieved that their imiieyeiv, or 'continu-

ing." liad enforced from him this revelation.

But all their daring is gone; no man presumes

to declare himself without sin, many a man is

fcarint; lest, by answering him a single word,

a second and more fearful thunderstroke should

fall upon himself, in the incontrovertible and

yet more specific revelation of his own secret

chame. Suffice it that they gradually steal away,

one after the other, and even the eldest or niost

elevated first. Nothing is said of a "with-

drawal in formal order." The eldest have

weight icr burden on their consciences; and it

would be quite in keeping with John's phrase-

oiogy if we .so understood the 7tftf.6fJvrFpoi,

" eldest ;
" comp. 2 John 1 ; 3 John !.*=• Nor is

this oppo.-^ed by the fcuS rcjy idxciroov, " even
Tinto tiie last" (doubtful also in itself), for this,

as Klee pertinently says, belongs properly to

the dp£,LXi.ieyoi," beginning"— till the last were

gone out. The words do not specify a deoar-

ture of the tcho^e people, as Fikenscher thinks;

but the woman remains kv /.leCcp, "in the

midst," before the people, as previously, ver. 3.

The nuvoi, "alone," refers manifestly only to

the accusers ; it describes Jesus as the only one
with whom the sinner had now to do, and
whose sentence upon her was now waited for

by all.

That the adulteress continued to stand there,

instead of also stealing away as in decorum
bound, is of itself intimation enough of that

jyenitcnt t'eelinfj which expositors have generally

lost sight of, and which the Lord's word to her

not only pre- sftppo<ics but proves. The anguish of

death is past, but the bitterness of conscience is

almost stronger than that. Alas! the poor wo-
man had been driven by a very different thirst

. from that of which Jesus spoke in the feast, into

the slough where his mercy now finds her. What
will he say unto her'? Is he also not without
sin ? Will he, who, in his first word, mentioned
the first Mone of Moses' obligation, now in his

final adjudication contradict Moses—or confirm
his decree? 8he stands and awaits her doom.
Verses 10. 11. We miglit say at first that

the Evangelist's narrative, and the Lord's
word itself, seem to run as if he had not expect-

ed (even as he had not seen it), that the
silenced complainants would all {/o awaij ; but
it would be more correct to say that he did not
actually e.xpect such an influence of his word.
Tiiis appears to u? the simplest meaning of his

question, which De Wette boldly terms " inap-
propriate." Yet this question has a solemn
preliminary meaning for the woman herself

—

iSeest ihwi? Behold the effect of conscience!
Then rises a furthr-r significance in the second,
trausitional question : Fear not the judgment
of sinful men, who indeed have no right to

condemn thfe; but thou art amenable to another
judgment—before God. To this she is con-
strained to reply ; so that, rescued from her

* Thus we cannot sny with Sepp, that the entire

Bection bears no traces of the peculiarities of John's
style.

amazement, she utters one little word which
speaks her own self-condemnation. Now tirsn

comes (and with what profound forcsiq:ht to

obviate all misunderstanding and perversion !

)

the negative absolution before his own tribunal.

Mildly and graciously, with self-concealment

proportioned to the majesty with which he must
exhibit his dignity, he utters the word

—

NeUlvr
do I condemn thee! Might that for an instant

be regarded as meaning—On the same grounds

as they condemn thee not '? No, for we well

knov/^ his meaning: he alone is without sin, he

is actually the supreme and final Judge of all

whom external law either condemns or absolves,

and in whose inmost hearts he sees the secret

sin; but he is not come noio to judge or con-

demn, his mission is to preach repentance and
forgiveness himself, and to cause it to be

preached to the end of the world. Just so far

as we also have become by his grace sinless

and guiltless, we also accuse and condemn not

others, but forgive—forgive, however, because

we have been, and that we may be, forgiven.

Moreover, this rule of the kingdom of God, as

it is acted out in relation to the present cir-

cnmstince, does not stand in any opposition to

the unaffected ordinances of civil punishment :*

it only assumes that in the real theocratic

institution even temporal punishment, which
is not a matter of rigid and unalterable fixed-

ness, may sometimes be relaxed; as, for in-

stance, David and Bathsheba were not stoned.

Certainly if a delinquent, absolved and washed
(1 Cor. vi. 11) by the grace of Christ, falls not

into the hands of the civil ruler, he is not

bound to inform against himself and deliver

himself up.

Let it be well noted, in addition to this, that

the Jjord says no more to the woman than that

now, in his own person as he has been appealed

to, and as being neither her accuser nor consti-

tuted a judge upon earth, he includes himself

among the others who condemned her not, and
does not condemn her himself. He leaves it to

her faith, either then or subsequently awaken-
ing, to interpret this saying which had fallen

from his lips as an assurance of the grace of God
in the forgiveness of her sin; but he does not

expressly and directly declare it. He does not

say now, as on other occasion.?—Thy sin is

forgiven thee! or—Go in peno' ! Certainly ho

says nothing which could shield her from the

urgent demand of the Mosaic law, the evsTsi-

Aarro ra'S roiavra'i XiOofioXeidOai, "com-
manded that such should be stoned," which,

though unspoken of, is yet left suspended over

her head. Assuredly, those Christians of the

first ago who suspiciously repelled a history so

gracious, so instructive, and so affectingly

blending warning with consolation, were too

tenacious and too indistinctly acquainted with

the relation of the grace and truth of Jesus to

* If the woman hid been puiii.shed accordin^f to

the law, Je.sus would obviously have done nothing

to prevent it; this is abundantly testified in tlie

question which had preceded.
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the Jewish and every other penal code ; one

only most weighty utterance concerning which
we have in this memorable saying. Rieger says

with perfect truth in his New Testament, that

"the Lord deals with the sin in a style of judicial

severity, which, though concealed, is more
decisive than if he had uttered the harshest

sentence of condemnation to death against the

woman." This is most conclusively affirmed

by the last word, the warning condition* of

which alone gives validity to the ovSi kyoi de

KaTaupivcj, "neither do I condemn thee," and
the Ttopstjov—H ai nrjnir i a. ixd pr av t,

" Go

—

and sin no mare !
"

Indeed, as Pfenninger says :
" What inveter-

ate sinners do, the Merciful One applies to the

salvation of corrigible transgressors. Jesus

has ever made the most envenomed wicked-
ness of incorrigible sinners occasion for the

most gracious exhibition of his mercy towards

sinners who are susceptible of amendment."
This is true, but so also is what he goes on to

say—"This history gives us a lesson of warn-
ing as well as of encouragement ;" and wf
would add—for the righteous as well as for

sinners. Would not this woman be mor*
profoundly and salutarily punished by thiw

merciful judgment of Jesus, than if she had
suffered—with a murmuring heart, unpre-

pared by this gracious discipline, ami resent-

ing the severity of the punishment for a fault

committed under the pressure of strong temp-
tation—the penalty of stoning itself ? We may
indeed conclude by the irrefragable position

—

that he who effects a cessation from sin, accom-
plishes more than all human law and judgment
can do. 2'Awis the glory of the Lord's superi-

ority to Moses, the revelation of which is ai

essential design of the Gospel of John,

BRIEF CONVERSATION ENSUING—JESUS THE LIGHT OF THE WORLD ; HIS
VALID TESTIMONY TO HIMSELF.'

(John viii. 12-19.)

The Lord once more, on the day after the

feast, takes occasion from the circumstances

that had occurred, to utter his testimony concern-

ing himself, and with a new word : the unbelief,

however, of his enemies rejects a testimony

which, as being his own, they accounted in-

valid. He replies and defends himself, and a

colloquy ensues which goes on to ver. 19, and
is the shorter predecessor of that more ample
colloquy held on the same day, which occupies

from ver. 21 to the end of the chapter. The
connection is plain enough to us ; but Liicke,

after rejecting the thread of connection with

what precedes, complains of the want of it,

and groundlessly insists on placing the itdXtv

ovvy " then again," several days later. We
certainly gather that the festivities were just

over and yet fresh in men's minds, from the ref-

erence, in the new word " light " with which
the Lord bears witness to himself, to a usage

of the feast just over; even as in the case of

the water in chap. vii. 38. This remarkable
additional coincidence cannot be explained as

accid' nt, except in the spirit of wilfulness.

Thei-e was originally, on the evening of the

second (not the first) day of the feast, a

peculiar festive illumination ; according to

Maimonides it was repeated on each of the

remaining evenings, and the pleasure which
the people would take in such things renders

this word very probable. In the court of the

women, where the yaZoepvXocKtov, "treas-

ury," ver. 20, was, thus on the spot where the

Lord was now speaking, there stood two colos-

sal golden lamps, which were ascended by

steps ; their light, kindled after the evening
sacrifice, diffused its brilliance, it was said, over
the whole of Jerusalem. With childlike joy
(John V. 35) they held a dance with torches

around these luminaries, in which the most
reverend men, even the high priests them-
selves, took share; with, as we may suppose,

the liberal accompaniment of shouting and
singing on the part of the people. The mean-
ing of this symbolical rite was similar to that

of the pouring out of the water, with which
the account of that ceremony places it in con-
nection. The people had indeed forgotten its

significance, but its meaning was there, and
that manifold ; it had reference most obviously,

partly to God's former mercies to Israel, and
partly to his merciful designs for the future.

The water poured out at the Feast of Taberna-
cles reminded them of the rock in the wilder-

ness, and the brilliant light reminded them of

the pillar of fire which guided them ; but even
as the water spoke also of the fountain which
should pour forth its streams at the Messiah's
coming, so likewise did the light speak of the

promised shining forth of God out of Zion.

It is not improbable that there was even a
more distinctive reference in the evening illu-

mination to the promise of Zech. xiv. 7 ; since

in the fourteenth verse of that chapter that

time is specified as the Feast of Tabernacles for

all people. It was not indeed into the midst
of the tumultuous whirl that Jesus sounded
forth his testimony—"lam the true light!"

(Liicke need not protest so vigorously against

what no man would be likely to assert.) Bui
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it is sufficiently obvious, nevertheless, tliat lie

does refer to the festival, though past ; for the
minds of the people were full of the ideas con-

nected with It, long after it was ove*-. Even
if the gorgeous illumination occurred only on
the second day of the feast, yet an allusion to

it would fall in with the people's thoughts
readilv enough ; the lamps were not yet re-

moved, and in their near neighborhood the Lord
now spoke.*

Verse 12- If he had merely said
—

" I am the

true lii^ht," he would have adhered closely to

the allusion of the feast. But this would have
been equally inappropriate as in the case of the

water ; and as he there pointed further to the

Scriptures, so he does now, though without ex-

pressly naminz them. The reference to the

extinguished li(iht of tlce feast was only the
point of connection for the sublime word
which he goes on to speak, ani which reaches
beyond into the Memanic pomms; but Ite-

tieeen these two there lies a thfrd point serv-

ing as the transition, which many expositors

have regarded as the es.sential point of the pas-

sage. It was, according to ver. 2, eai-ly morn-
ing and before sunrise, when Jesus began to

teach in the temple; the woman, taken over-

night, was probably brought immediately be-

fore him, as soon as the thought had occurred
to the minds of the Pharisees. Meanwhile the

8un had arisen, at least it was full daylight

—

and why should we hesitate to think that the

sun's rays gloriously lighted up the golden and
marble magnificence of the temple ?| That
rd (paoi rov k6(S/uov, " the light ol the world,"

is the sun, the light of day (as in Heb. lix is

used—.see the le.Kicons), we fiud in chap. xi.

9, 10. Again, it will be seen in our quotations

presentlr, that the prophets speak of the light

of the Messiah. Hence we may abstain from
the foolish contention whether the Lord means
this or that ; and take, after the analogy of

such figurative language with its manifold

meaning, all meaninpis together which ob-

viously harmonize. The tirst thought was

—

See now the glorious, light of day, surpassing

all illumination, more than the extinguished
blaze of these festal lamps !J But what God's
sun is to the earth, that, and more than that

am /to the whole sinful toorU, as the Scripture

says concerning him who was to come. Lii^ke

bids us distinguish <pcos rou uuCfioo, "light
of the world," as corresponding to the <poj?

tOyoJv, " light of the Gentiles," of Isa. xlii. 6,

xlix. G, from the <prj? roii ku6hov t ov r o v,
" light of this world," of John xi. 9 : but we
must be allowed to suggest that the expression

* Teschendorf erroneously regards the lamps
as lieing piepar?d for lighting, when the Lord
fpoke.

+ Have wp not here something like a probable

link Ifetween the s"Ction generally thoimht spuri-

ous ;ind the connection of events in the Gospel 1

I Why this allusion to the extinction of the light

shduld be " by no nieanH harmonious,'' it passe.s

our sense of harmony to say.

of the prophet is also a similitude taken from (he
sfin, as is proved in the Old Testament by Isa.

Ix. 1-3 (nir, Tin-lT., niT), and Mai. iii. 20"(.t;pL;

npiV\ and in the New by Luke i. 78, 79. There

we have united in one, what he would wish
us to distinguish. Who can popularly preach
this saying (and in such style did the Lord
here speak), and expound the full harmony of

the thoughts which cluster around the idea
" light of the world," without turning his

mind to the enlightening, guiding, warming,
life-engendering Sun ? Let it be observed,

further, that in chap. ix. 4, 5, the antithesis

of (tat/ and niffht precedes the utterance of the

same expression ; as in chap. xii. 35 the dark-
ness of ensuing night is threatened to fall upon
the unbelieving.

If the Lord's hearers, especially the opposing
Pharisees who forthwith lift up their contra-

diction, had rightly " searched and looked" into

their prophecies, they would have been able to

discern in this testimony of our Lord, as far as

it referred to Isa. xi. i, 2, an answer to the

question whether the Messiah should come out
of Galilee. The Lord, who knows their igno-

rance, does not directly specify this; but ho
rather makes prominent the great fact of the
calling of the Oentikn, which Isaiah had an-
nounced in passages better known*—and we
cannot but involuntarily think of that former
question in John vii. 35.

We may reasonably, moreover, decline to

enter into any further development of the

whole profound meaning of the (p&i?, "light,"

as applied to Jesus, and as corresponding

to the sense of John's prologue, chap. i. 4,

5, 9. We content ourselves with p'^inting

to the fact, that all things which the Evangeli.',t

has comprised in his, so to speak, philosophical

prologue, prove themselves to have been actu-

ally derived only from the Lord's own testi-

mony to himself We have found the " all

things were made by him " in chap. v. 19, 20 ;

and shall find the " was in the beginning " in

chap. xvii. 5, as before that and more distinct-

ively, in chap. viii. 58. It is a false theol-

ogy which would assume the ideas developed

by the Apostles to have been derived from any
other source than the words of Jesus as ex-

plained to their minds by the Holy Spirit

(chap. xiv. 26, xvi. 14). That is also a false

exegesis of John's prologue, which declines to

recognize in it the preliminary dvaH!'q)aXai-

coiii (summary) of the entire series of Christ's

testimonies throughout the entire Gospel.

Thus we take the " light of the world " as tho

Lord presently supplements it by " light of

life"—without forgetting its connection with
the festal rite, the natural image, and tho

prophetic word, and independently of all these

—in all the depth and fulness of its specula-

* This was quite suitable to the place, ver. 20.
" Locus ipse gazo[>liyIacii erat niedius inter sub-

di lie in quo crant Judici, et subdialo in quo erant
alienigeui " (Oro ius).
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live meaning as a thought expressed in the form

of a figure ; and the philosophical unfolding of

this passes beyond the domain of immediate
exegesis. We understand according to chap. i.

4-12 that he who has hitherto testified to him-
self as the source and giver of life, can now only

mean that 9>o5; dXriBivor, "true light," which
proceeds from life, and causes life, and is essen-

tially one with the <?car/, " life."* Indeed this

word penetrates so far and extends so widely,

that we must deduce from its right apprehension

the consequence—that wherever in this dark

world light had ever been, it was himself and

his preparatory witness and influence which

caused it, before his coming in the flesh poured

forth the full flood of radiance. For ^odjuoi,
" world," in its universality of meaning
stretches over all time as well as over all

space. The sljui, " am," has already the full

meaning of siui in ver. 58.

That we might have in one word, so to

speak, the entire dogmatics and morals of

Christianity comprised, the Lord appends to

this iyco siui the promised result and conse-

quence of that faitn in him which proves itself

in act. He is the light, and it is for us to

follow that light. For a light points the way
of action and walk, as men follow a lamp car-

ried before them—as the Israelites in the

wilderness followed the pillar of fire, the guid-

ing presence of their God. We cannot but
discern a direct reference to this latter circum-

stance, which stood in close connection with

the Feast of Tabernacles, though it naturally

springs in a general sense from the figure

itself.f The reading 7t£pL7taTj)6y,v:anc (Vnlg.

amlmlat), which Lachmann accepts, appears at

the first glance not so pertinent as the promis-
ing future

;
yet we prefer the former.^ We

prefer it partly because the general and com-
prehensive expression perfectly corresponds

with the eytso sint, " 1 am," which was not

merely meant of the now beginning futurity
;

and partly, because then the reference to the

adulteress which Bengel and others have dis-

cerned, is finely and beautifully justified.^ Car-

* This is, indeed, much more than J. von Mai-
ler's well-meoning translation :

" I am the key to

all the mystery of this world : to liim wlio follow-

eth me, all is clear." Quite true, but we must not
forget the foUouing.

t Indeed, as Lampe observes—" Potius per op-
positionem, ostendendo pncstantiam antitypi, qui
non solum Isrr.elem, sed oranes geiites miindi erat

illustraturus."

X The Fut. is a correction on account of 'i^si.

\) Alford til nks this allusion very improbnble, as
out of character alter his previous treatment of
her, and because the accusers Mould not be so
soon present again. I do not assert the latter my-
self, but according; to vor. 2, many people had
been witnesses of tlie whole circumstance. As re-

gards the former objection, his treatment of the
woman was, as we saw, sevee enough, certainly
not positively .nbsoivinor; and, in any case, a con-
tinued testimony against these sins incident to the

nal sins are pre-eminently works of night aTicI

of darkness ; and such had this adultery been.

How obviously and simply does it run, if the

Lord were speaking immediately in view of the

preceding occurrence :
" He who walketh in that

daylight of truth and life which ever proceedetli

and ever hath proceeded from me, doth not the

works of darkness, like that one out of many
which hath just come to light and been reprov-

ed." Thus "he himself secures his dealing

with the sinful woman from all perversion "

—

as Rieger remarks ; and thus he wisely obviates

any misapprehension of his " neither do I con-

demn thee." Yet this is but an adjunct and
subordinate idea; and the " darkness " retains

the fulness of meaning which its antithesis to
" the light of life " imparts to it, and in which
we must refer it already to the final dying in sin,

ver. 12, as to the original source of evil from
below, ver. 23, the dark abysmal element of all

human and murderous lie from the devil, ver.

44. Thus the entire chapter stands in one
great connection, while the contrasts between
the not-apprehended light and the darkness, be-

tween the truth spoken in vain and the malig-

nant unbelief, the offered eternal life and death,

more and more sharply and nakedly come for-

ward into prominence. Finally :
" He who fol-

lows the Lord walketh no more and will not
walk in darkness, because (this is the meaning
of aAAa)hewilI have the light of life :" and
this does not mean, as superficially interpreted,

whereby to direct his steps as it goes before

him (semper habebit suuni in usum); but (as

Nonnus expounded itcoiTectly

—

ixoov 6i.i6q)oi-

rov ev ai5rcJ !^a-^i dnXavioi q)do1 ajiiTts-

8ov) the light is in ns, as the life is in rs : he
who exhibits the light before his people's steps
dwells in his own, even as the Father wlio
giveth and directeth to him dwelleth also in

him.

If the Lord had at the very beginning thus
uttered his unlegitimated /, instead of Intro-
ducing himself by the Baptist's continuous
preaching of repentance and the kingdom, and
next by the Sermon on the Mount, and after-

wards by all that we have seen continually
following—then, indeed, men might have ob-
jected, even still more strenuously, to his

testimony to himself. But now their" objection
springs from malignant unbelief alone, which,
unable to deny the shining of the light that
had long been around them, can only cry

—

Thou bearest witness of thyself! They have
thoroughly studied out the word of our' Lord's
own lips, chap. v. 31, to retort it upon him on
the first occasion ; bat they have probablv on! v
heard, in its true sense, the commencing words
of his utterance

—

lam! It is sometimes ?aid
that their daring goes beyond Ihe bounds of all

possible justice, in that they declare the un-
supported testimony to be therefore not true ;

but we see in this only the Lord's own v,-ord

retorted upon him, for he had used the ex-

feast (only one example of which has coma hero
to light) was cerlainiy quite in place.
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pression in tliat formpr passage: and dXtjOyji

IS equivalent to pS3, or confirmed, trust-

worthy, credible.

Verse 14. The Lord, ever roady with the

rifjht answer, gives a reply to their perverted

quotation of his isolated saying; and in such a

manner as to direct their thoughts to the two-

fold meaning of that saving, according as it

might be understood. The word in chap. v.

had declared that as^A« Father bore witness for

him, so also he essentially bore witness in him
(consequently, " of myself" in that passage was
onlv equivalent to jliuvoS, as an individualized

man)—and the Lord now applies it on the

other side, according to which it is equally

true to say: And I Ustify in the Father, w\{\\

the Father. For both, in themselves and in

their testimony, are but as one, chap. xiv. 10.

Hence he answers first by responding to their

contradiction in an immediate coitnter-nxsertion ;

giving the grounds of it afterwards. These are

based, first, upon the nature of the case itself,

alone in its kind; and then upon an appended
reference to an analog?/ out of the law. partly

used in accommodation, partly in irony. Tiie

argument for the validity of that witness to

himself, which was the only possible witness in

this case, is two-fold : the perfect comciousmt^ of

him who came from God and goeth to God, in

contrast with the ignorance that now confronts

him (this is the essential, internal evidence

itself) ; and then the convincing expression of

the same in the unselfisli, imre love to sinners,

which doth not judge alter men's manner

—

acain in contrast v.'ith their carnal judgment.
Ver. 16 gives the conclusion from this in such a
manner, that instead of his loitncs, the right

judgment which is indeed ever contained in it,

is substituted—I judge, speak, testify not cert

kiiavTov, "of mvself," in your sense, that is,

not novoiy "alone." To this may then be

appended, with the strictest connection, the

ordinance of the law concerning the two wit-

nesses.

It is of course to be premised, thajt, taking

the whole discourse together, the words "if I

bear witness" are not spoken conditionally, as

Grotius wrongly understood it: "Although
there wfrc no testimonies of prophot^.no testi-

monies of John the Baptist ; even if I were the

first and the only one who declared these things

of myself." For, we found in chap. v. the fun-

damental idea expressed, that all preparatory

testimonies had ueen both the Father's wit-

ness, and the self-testimony of iiim who had
been from the beginning " he who was to come"
into the world, the Ligiit that enlightened

men. Can then t!:e truth, as opposed to error,

do any tiling else than bear witness to itself,

and oifer itself (o acceptance? How could it

he jyroved or certified by any thing independent
of, and external to, itself? The unproved and
nndemonstrated presumption lies rather in the

petulant opposition to that truth. All argu-

ment for it is at last only the bringing into

Dearer application, and rendering more and

more impressive, the claims which can assert

themselves. Augustine's saying is well known,
and quoted by almost all expositors—" Lumen
et alia demonstrat et se ipsuni. Testimonium
fibi perhibet lux, aperit sanos oculos et sibi

ipsa testis est" (A light demonstrates both
itself and other objects. Light afTords testi-

mony to itself ; it opens sound eyea ; and is

its own witness"). The Derleid). Bibel, after

saying in like manner, that "all things have
their reasons implanted in them, else could

they never be proved," goes on to strengthen

the thought in its own nervous way :
" If the

sun or the day could speak, and should say

—

I am the sun ! and it were replied—No, thou

maycst be the night, for thou bcarest witness

of thyself! how would that sound? Argue it

away, if thou canst." Still more pertinent is

Lange's excellent remark :
" The question wau

one about his own p: nonal consciousness, of which
only himself wuW bear witness." But we would
add that, even among sinful men, it is only

self-testimony that avails for internal matters,

1 Cor. ii. 11. He who is accused, and has

against him the strongest apparent evidence ol

otiiers' testimony, may assert his own innocence

with such truth that the judge can scarcely

withstand it ; the witnesses of a sin hear or see

only the external part of it, the internal degree

of guilt can only be avowed by personal testi-

mony. How much more does this hold good,

where impersonated truth and guiltles.-ness

confronts, and exhibits himself to, a world

full of lying and guilt! The Lord takes now
his dec'sive oiSa, "I know," from chap. vii.

28, 29, 33, and we may here recur to our re-

marks upon ver. 29. lie who is not convinced

by the pure and unqualified expression of

the human consciousness of Jesus concerning hit

dimnity, which we find every where, but espe-

cially in John's Gospel, because his darkness

will not be subjected by this light, will not yield

to all other evidence and testimonies; since

thev all rest upon that foundation for their

validity, and by the rejection of that are per*

fectly neutralized. In the " whence I came
and whither I go " we are not to seek a mere
" circumlocutio legationis" (Grotius) or the

"divine mission in its two aspects" (De Wette);

but it penetrates much deeper and gives us

first his coming from God in his eternal nature

or personality (the mystery of the incarnation,

that he was not begotten of Joseph), and then

the coming glorification of ihe humanity which

he had assumed, after and bv which the former

would be demonstrated. But yc—thus docs

the Lord now explain the irony which he had
employed in chap. vii. 28—know neither the

one nor the other ;* ye cannot of course know
it of vourselves, nor will you believe on my

—

the only possible—testimony. Even efixonat^

* For tlie 77 irov, instead of asain Mai ttov,

seems j)rel'eral>le to us even on .nccountof the vari-

ation ; especially as the iroij vTaya) to wliicli if,

cives th" nion> prominence, beconiL's, in vor. 'J.I,

the specific text of a new discourse.
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" I come," instead of 7//IO0J', " I came," in the
repeated sentence, is a designed variation ; for

the Loid alone can essentially know the latter,

while the others were only required to recog-
nize the jiresent manifestation on the authority
of him who sent him.

Verse 15. Witnemnfj leads away to jvdg-
ment, for tiie sake of winch it is borne ; and it

is in itself fundamentally a judgment, which is

again only the acknowledgment of a true testi-

mony to be confirmed in execution. In other
words, there is never a /lafjrvpeiv which does
not include at the same time a xpivEtv; so the

Lord had just declared himself the light of the
world, and thereby had imputed to the world
darknesss without that light. The presumptuous,
deceptive witness which sinners may bear to

themselves or others, is only fer catachresin or

preparatorily 7»(?r Ay;w?^fs/rt called here a testi-

mony, for it is in reality not such at all ; and
just so it is only the judging out of the truth

which is in perfect accord with love, that may
be termed a real judging ; and this again is as

such inseparable from the testimony of truth

which is borne by earnest love. Therefore we
must not regard our Lord as declaring directly

and without limitation

—

kyo) ov npivcj,
oxj d i V a, "I judge no man ;" the limitation,

however, is found in nothmg else than the con-

descending, protesting comparison of his judg-
ment with the so-called judging of sinners.

When "judging" is forbidden to our carnal

mind, we cannot fail to perceive in the use of

the word with respect to us, a severe oivnoo-
pov {oxymoron) ; as is expressed both by Paul
and James—.2u rii si 6 xpivcov. Si xpivsii;
" Who art thou that judgest ?" (Rom. xiv. 4

;

James iv. 12).

Kara t?}v ddpxa, " according to the flesh,"

exhibits the norm of this false judgment ; but
we must understand this in that pregnant
fulness of meaning which scriptural expressions

often embody, yet which our contending expos-
itors will not recognize for the ending of strife:

it is both the objective and subjective norm,
since both coneur in the reality of false human
judgment. Meyer's note is concise enough

—

" Carnally, after the appearance, and in human
passion "—which just expresses the meaning
of the word. The Lord, in this retrospective

discourse, means first of all the same as what
in chap. vii. 24, he termed nar u4'iv, "accord-

ing to appearance," and which Euthymius ex-

plains

—

npoi /uovov TO (paivonerov (j\e-

TtovTEi (looking merely at what appears).*

Liicke urges the article in ri'iv Gdpxa in

favor of the objective norm (we cannot see,

however, why it should not designate the norm
generally ; and, moreover, point out the strong
contrast of tlieir condition and of their views,

comp. chap. vii. tt/v dacai'ay xpi6iv) ; but

Baumgarten-Crusius protests against this,t and

* NiMinus : Eidopocoyrei tMV^ /JporosiSea
HOprpt'/V.

\ On the strange g"ound, that the Lord wouhl
not, Le hkely to attribute to himself iu John's ac-

will admit only the idea of a subjective and
carnal judgment. The truth is, that both coin-

cide in the expression ; and exegesis will never
reach a satisfactory solution of this or any thing
else, while it persists in separating " a:ter the
flesh" what the Spirit of God joineth in his

phraseology. The Lord assuredly intends the
upivEiv, or "judging," which his enemies hnd
dared to exercise upon himself (although his

words are capable of general application, and
especially may have allusion to the case of the
adulteress), but we cannot doubt, also, that
now (when his own censure is becoming more
and more rigorous) he means something more
than merely >c(xr oipiv (else why not repeat
that expression), and does in fact lav bare the
secret wickedness of their hearts who judged.
The pride and the hatred of the carnal mind are

the true cause why their judging does not pen-
etrate into and take account of the internal

principle of action in him whom they judge; he
who does not look into his own heart, cannot,

would not, and will not look into the secret

heart of others, so as to go no further in his

sincere judgment than a diffident self-knowledge
will allow him.
Nothing seems plainer to us,* than that the

following clause is to be completed thusrii^
ijou, after the flesh in the sense in which ye
judge (so Cyril interpolates), I judge no man.
Augustine and many others have inserted a
modo or yiiy—" I do not yet and for the tiina

being ;" but this confuses and damages the im-
pressive meaning of his words. We saw at

chap. iii. 17 (where, indeed, TipivEtv stands in

a different sense for xaraJipivEiv^ in itself

legitimate), that even there such a limitation

of the meaning would be inappropriate; and
this ov xpivcD we find in chap. xii. 47 still

holding good even at the last day. As there:
" It is not the design and aim of my redeeming
coming, to condemn ;" so here :

" It is not in my
divine will, to judge as ye do. I do not in truth

make t'lis my end ; I have no pleasure in it, nor

could I in my truth and love."t As to the rest.

count, an " insijrnificant manifestation," externa

species, 6d p% in this sense.

* Althoug-h Mtinchmeyer declares it impossi-

ble.

t There is a certain truth even in Lange's start-

in£f interpretation of the supplied ov xard ti)v

6dpHa (which agrees w.th Cyril, see Luckej:
Tlie essential being of man is never despised or

rejected by me, my jud::ment and condemnation
'ies on'y against 1 he .^ad distorted caricUure which
man has m.nde of his own nature : therefore 1 con-

temn not the entire essential man as such ; but
pay a higher honor to human nature. But it 13

not correct to make this specific point tlie gi.'^t of

our Lord's prejinant expression, and besides that,

it my be easily exaggerated into error, as lol-

lows :
" Hence ihe Lord would never rnticipate

the essential, proper judgment, which Gncl will

consummate through the matured relations of

men's sin and punishmer.t, but wait for tlio

Fatl'er's judic al administration," etc. Does r.ot

the Son every where and always judge with tha
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we discern that the manner in which the Lorcl

passes from witnessing to judging, and repudi-

ates all judging himself, pre-supposes a specific

»^ference to something else ; and we cannot

Avoid thinking of the sinful woman who had

i'ust been judged bv sinful men, but whom the

<ord had dismissed uncondemned. This case

is, in the Lord's view, as notorious and much
talked of, known to most of those who then

heard him. Although those who had gone out

may not have crept in again to listen (which,

however, is not impossible)
;
yet the Lord

might impute 1o these Jews, as a whole, what
some of them had done in this specific case.

" Ye judge," says the Lord. " falsely and car-

nally concerning others, and even concerning

myself; but I, as ye have seen, judge no
man in this manner,* yea, not even your-

selves ; but I tell you only the truth in love,

as it concerns your ignorance and what I have
to teach." How glorious is this outbeaming
of the light of truth, this uncensorious, affec-

tionate testimony of truth in the midst of this

people of Pharisees ! What an evidence, too,

i.s there, in this outbeaming of the " speaking

truth in love," of the internal clearness of the

divine consciousnesss in the mind of this Son
of Man !

Verse 18. This conclusion follows from

vers. 14 and 1.5 together ; for unrighteous judg-

ing Kara Capua can proceed only from lack

of humble hve—to which point what follows

immediately addre.sses itself, or at most from

want of dear ronsciousiiesH in the truth. But
tiiis latter in the case of sinful men has ever its

secret ground in the former defect ; in the Lord,

however, we c'ce the two things exhibited in the

f)erfect unity of their reciprocal influence—the

ove which judgeth not at all, and the truth

which cannot but judge. His—Neither do I

condemn thee ! itself puts the susceptible and
unhardened conscience to the deepest shame,
and is the mightiest judgment against sin. In

him is fulfilled in the highest sense of the word,
what the Apostle savs of the condemning and
reproving nature of light, Eph. v. 13, 14. Had
the presumptuous accusers of the woman taken
exception specifically to the gentle word which
he had uttered? It is most amply shown, in

any case, why the Lord, drawing now the con-

clusion of his first argument, adheres only to

the onco-mentioned Mpiveiv, "judging," and
Bubstitules it altogether for the napTvpflv,
" witnessing." He thereby tells them that he
•well knows the spring of theTr contradiction;
that it was the judging element in his tcsti-

Father. even now, Nav, does hft not uter rvrn

here a preparatory and teaming judginent, in order
that he may i.ot lierealter ju'ljo mid condemn?
Is not <///« p.sseiitially hi» present Mpiyeiv ifxy-
rai f See in this chapter, vers. 24, 'JG, presently
alterward.s.

• Unmanly, oapricionsly, proma'nrely, proud-
ly

—

witli an / like yours, indop 'nil'mtly of and
wilhinit, (mkI. It, is iliuH that Ilio iinvo<; may
Le supplied from v.t. 1G, if rightly understood.

mony which excited their hatred and opposi-

tion. Their contradiction was provoked by
his testimony to himself as the light reproving

their darkness, as the Saviour reproving their

sin—and their contradiction is agan.st the truth.

For even as xpiCii his /tiaorvpi'a is self-decla-

ratory, self-evidencingly dXr^OT/i, " true." We
cannot here adopt the reading dXrfiivj}, how-
ever appropriate the idea which it would sug-

gest ; for the conclusion must coincide with the

original assertion, ver. 14 ; and the word re-

minds us emphatically of chap. v. 30 (in con-

nection with ver. 31), where it was said

—

j)

xpidii 7/ «/<;; Sixaia edriv, " my judgment is

just." He who sends proves himself to be pre-

sent with and in him who is sent ; the Father

leaveth not his Son alone, in his words, his

judging, and testimony, any more than after-

wards in his sufferings (chap. xvi. 32) ; to pre-

pared ears and prepared eyes the Father re-

veals himself in every work and every word of

his Son ; for in his obedience, and from his

revelation, the Son doeth and speaketh all

things. We might at once translate, with De
Wett"? and Stolz

—
" I am not alone he who

judgeth ;" but we prefer to leave it indefinite,

for the force of the general expression extends

further.

Verses 17, 18. He who is the absolute truth

in God, may thus by his high prerogative ex-

empt himself from the obligation of being sub-

ject to the challenge and to the rules which
bind sinful men ; but if it is required of him
that he legitimate himself by these human
rules, he cannot do otherwise, provided his

state of humiliation has been sufficiently set

forth, than accommodate himself to them, yet

with a necessary irony. In chap. x. 34-36 we
shall once more, and for the last time, find an

impressive example of such an application of

the subject in hand. Such reference to a lower

analogy must, in proportion as it ill becomes
the higher relations which condescend to it,

expose the folly that would place them in jux-

taposition, and require such analogy to be

drawn. It is to exhibit this folly that our

Lord, thus constrained, submits himself to the

human standard; using the irony of lowly

love, which is essentially different from that of

wrath.

The tone and meaning of the whole are dis-

tinctively exhibited in the striking saying—In

l/our law. Here the reference is po.?sibIy con-

tinued to the occurrence which had just taken

place, when it was said with such proud apjiro-

prialion, ver. 5—Moses commanded its. But
that would be only aside-glance, whereas the

Lord's meaning extends to the apprehension

of all the people. The remark of B.-Crusius is

in the highest degree incorrect, that this ex-

pression " belongs to the point of view under
which our Evangelist regarded Judaism and
its foundation, as abolished and ob-elete

thinL's." We cannot think for a moment of

any undorvaluatioa of tlio law on the part
of Jesus (for it is lie who speaks and not the

Evangelist) ; we know full well, that the law
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was to hira, even to its slightest tittle, a thing
not passed away, but rather to be fulfilled by
him, even to the end of time. The specific

prerogative of the two witnesses he recognizes

and honors in thus quoting and applying it;

even as he confirms it anew for his future

Church in Matt, xviii. 16. (Comp. too 2 Cor.

xiii. 1 ; 1 Tim. v. 19.) But it is a rule neces-

sary and valid only for Ttien, on account of the

distrust with which among sinful and fallible

mortals every individual testimony must be
received. This is the meaning of the insertion

of d yO p cj 7t GOV , "men," in the indefinite

citation ; and vjnerepcp, " you," is to be taken
with this. The Son of God who comes not
under this necessity, being beyond the reach

of that distrust with which fallible men are

regarded,* at first places himself beyond the

obligation, and protests against the application

to himself of a law intended only for sinful

men. Afterwards he condescends to proceed in

sacred irony : But if ye will persist in measur-
ing me by the standard, then must I an I my
Father be the two

;
yea, the God-man himself

may reckon as the requisite two men. Beza's

first words were altogether correct
—

" Ego,
inquit, qui loquor, sum geminus. In uno hoc
duos habetis " (I, says he, who speak, am
double. In one ye have two). But he goes

on, not 80 correctly: "Mehominera damnatis,
sed sura etiam filius Dei, atque hoc modo testor

de me, et pater quoque de me testatur" (Ye
condemn me as a man, but I am also the Son
of God: and in this way I testify of myself,

while the Father also testifies of me). For the
eyoi), "I," concerning which the whole dis-

course here treats, is assuredly not the Eternal
Son as such, but the Son of "Man come in the

flesh and bearing witness to himself, to whom
Ood giveth witness, Acts ii. 22. This witness of

God confirming the truth which was already
evident in itself, the Lord reckons as the lack-

ing concurrent testimony of a second man. We
may refer to all that we have said on chap. v.

concerning the testimony of the Father.

Verse 19. There are many who think with
Augustine,! that the petulant interjection of

the Jews referred to a human father ; and
Gualther (in Lampe) dilates thus strongly

upon this notion: "They receive him with
mockery, because he would oppose a poor,

common, artisan, and one who probably
was no longer alive, to the most sacred and
most learned college of the Pharisees and
Scribes." But we cannot think, alter so many
discourses of oar Lord concerning his Father
in heaven, that the Jews could ever have rep-

resented themselves as understanding him of

Sn earthly Father They knew full well, nor
do they deny that they understand him to refer

to G<id as his Father, but it is this very thing
which gives bitternpss to their question. Klee

.
* Thus Olshiiuseu is quite iiioonect in saying

that " ch'dfjoozot is here merely equivalent to
personalities."

t Apo i:narius also in the Catena, who would
prove it Irom the nou suiting that idea alone.

says excellently
—" That the question was not

well-meaning and childlike, but scornful .and'

malicious, is perfectly plain from the connec-

tion
;
just as the somewhat similar question of

Philip afterwards, chap. xiv. 8, proves its sim-

plicity of intention by a reference to the whole
context." Yes, verily, although there (chap,

xiv. 7) the Lord was constrained to say the

same thing to his disciples which he now re-

plies to the Jews
;
yet was the desire of Philip

something very dilTerent from the cutting

mockery which returns, after the Lord's argu-

ment was closed, to the first assertion again

—

Thou still bearest witness to thyself! still

alone as a presumptuous and deceiving man.
Luther rightly understood them as meaning to

say—"We hear not any testimony of the
Father." Or stronger : We know well that

thou speakest of God who should testify in thy
favor as thy Father. But we know not the
" Father ;" that is not our God (see afterwards

ver. 54)—where is thy Father? Whence hast

thou to bring him ? " Swift with this testi-

mony that we may hear it !
" We cannot pre-

cisely say that they thereby "denied their Old-
Testament faith, the faith in the invisibility

and omnipresence of God ;" but instead of that

we may say that they deny their own ears and
eyes, and will not discern the immediate mani-
festations of the living and true God present

before them. For they cry out as blind, who
say that they see (chap. ix. 41), demanding of

the Light of "the world then shining before them
—Where is thy shining? What reply can the

Lord make to this contradiction, but mourn-
fully to return into the same circle of demon-
stration, which lay at the foundation of the

whole discourse in chap. v. ?* There is no
knowledge of God as the Father of Jesus Christ

to be derived from any other voice or form
than his own

; he is 'known as before, only
through his Son. For the Father testifies o/"

him, only as he testifies in him. He who re-

jects the Son shows on his part that he know-
eth not the Father, and will no', know him.
Thus is the reproof of chap. vii. 28, 29, enforced
from him in yet stronger terms—see afterwards
chap. viii. 37, 43, 47,^55. The not knowing is

their heaviest condemnation ; as appears once
more in chap. xv. 21, xvi. 3.

The Evangelist by his emphatic ravta rd
prj/jara, " these words," gives his own obser-
vation of the mighty judicial influence of these
condemnatory words, and pre-supposes, as we
see, that the people were eager once more to lay
hands upon him, as in chap. vii. 30 after a like

discourse.

But his hour was not yet come. The men-
tion of yato(pvXaHioy, " treasurv,"f is in-
tended to indicate that Jesus thus spoke openly,
in a much-frequented place, as Nonnus rightly
paraphrased it.ij:

* On tiie av see iioie on chap. v. 46.

f See upon Mark xii. 41. In the court of the
women, where the treasury was, and thence bear-
ing this nam"".

i In the well-considered addition

—

otcti iOe itoX",



FINAL AND CONFLICTING CONVERSATION: THE DYING IN THEIR SINS;
THE BELIEF THAT I AM HE; TRUE FREEDOM; THE CHILDREN OP
ABRAHAM AND THE CHILDREN OF THE DEVIL; CHRIST BEFORE
ABRAHAM.

(John viir. 21-58.)

This is the last great conversation with tl.e

Jews, in which there must be exhibited the

most rigorous conflict and oppoiition. Ever
the same and yet ever connected with sorne-

thinf^ new, his iyaa tiixif "lam—," is the

sublime and peaceful answer to all contradic-

lion. But he also condemns their sin with
ever-increasing and more open seventy, discloses

to them its devilish source, denounces destruc-

tion upon the unbelieving, and promises to

those who believe eternal lile. Wdliout sin as

to his humanity, from the heginniny as to his

divinity, he confronts the children of the mur-
derer and the liar. There is an unbroken
connection, for every rejoinder and every
advantage gained by his word is immediately
taken up and pursued by the Lord. He con-

tinues unweariedly his \a\f.lv rcspi avrcoy,
" speaking of them " (vor. 20), until the stones

are actually the first time taken up. His
prophetic warning in ver. 21 gives occasion to,

and opens, the entire colloquy, which we may
preliminarily resolve into four parts. The^first

IS the gentle reply to their taunting mockery,
and is an explanation of his first saying— I am
come down from heaven to redeem from per-

ishing all who believe in me. That saying,

however, is at the same time re-uitered with

yet more severity (vers. 23, 21). The second is

occasioned by their wicked urgency for the

direct expression of the Messiah-name; in it he
discreetly and reservedly expounds and enforces

his testixony, opening with the mysterious and
humbling declaration of what he has to say

and to judge concerning tliem, and appealing on
account of their ignorance and blindness to

the future (vers. 25-29). The third great

branch of the conversation embraces two
Bubjects : first, the promise which graciously

discerns at once the beginning of faith in

many

—

freedom from sin througli the truth in

the words of Jesus (vers. 31, 32); and the defence

w.iich was immediately rendered necessary by
the redoubled o^ijection urged by the outbursting

Jewish pride (vers. 33-47, which we shall soon

set fortii in fuller detail). The fourth part,

finally, contains the last and more express

assertion of his divine honor and dignity against

the ccntemptuous giving back of his own
words by the Jews in ver. 48. It closes with the

strongest, most open assertion of his divine

being acrainst the most embittered animosity
(vers. 57, 58).

Verse 21. Certainly on the same day,

though after a short interval, Jesu? begins to

continue his testimony to hims If, in the pre-

sence of the same hearers in tlie mam (as

avToK plainly shows) who had heard it just

before. Ovv, therefore ("then") expresses a
result of their not havino; laid hands upon him

;

in consequence of this lie can thus naXiVy
" again," address himself to them.* The Lord
now turns to the second critical topic of ver. 14,

to his vTtccyEiy, or departure: he repeats the

warning which had already been given, chap,

vii. 33, 34, but now impressively apfionds the

yet more severe words—Ye shall die in your

sins! It is obvious to remark that reference

should here be made to the frank, silent con-

fession which his enemies had already made,

vers. 7-9, that none of them was without sin : we
have already said above, that the condemna-
tion of these sinners and servants of sin, which
commences with ver. 21, and prevades the

entire remainder of the chapter, appear^ to us

to be based upon this foundation of confession

laid early in the morning.

/ ro my tcay ! What this means and what it

involves, we have already seen, on chap. vii.

33. Lange's notion that the Lord's design is

to make his approaching departure from the

feast a symbol of his final departure from the

people generally, accords well enough with his

harmony, which makes the Lord now depart.

But we think with many others that he

remained in Jerusalem or its neighborhood

until the Dedication: besides, this insignificant

link is otherwise altogether unnccessarv ; we
can well enough understand how it was that he

should come to speak more and more sadly and
warnmgly concerning his departure, even if

the oljvious connection with ver. 14 were

wanting. The ?,t]zn6tT£ //f, "ye shall seek

me," by no means signifies (as we have already

shown on chap, vii.) any malicious snares that

thev would lay, but is the ground of the imme-
diatelv following warning (thus eii>hiini)ig the

uvK eufjJ/dEre of chap. vii. 34)—that they

would then find no deliverer from sin and

death. The dy'm^ iy rtj ajjapna, "in ihe'iir

sin," is incorrectly and superficially viewed, if

the ^»', •' in," is taken hr projtler ; so also in

Ezek. iii. 19, xviil 2G, xxxiii. 9. 18 (wiiere

Lulher so translates) ijiya, i^iya, Dn3, " in

his iniquity," "for his iniquity," "thereby,"

Xoi TtotuiXa ficJ/ja cpipuyrEi eveCreix^y^o
noXirai.

(189)

* Ver. 20 thus dem^mstrates the connection, and
does not, as Klee .-ays, indicate a b;eakin^ otT of

this discdurse, and ilic cuunuencemenl ol' one to-

tally dillerent.
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are fo be understood in t,he deeper meaning.*

The solemn expression, well known to all who
heard it, may be considered as partly referring

to these and similar passages
;
partly, as recall-

ing the awful and pregnant rejiort of the

chronicle upon Saul, who exhibited in his final

Belf-destrucHon what was the guilt ol his whole

life—i^ypa ij^Xtr nm, " Saul "died for [in] his

transgression" (1 Chron. X. 1'^). The singular

anapzia is significant, and is to be distin-

guished from the more simple plural into which
the expressions fall in ver. 24. Sin is regarded

as in its deepest principle a unity, a whole,

just as it is viewed in ver. 34; but this most
concrete of all things must not be unguardedly

reduced to a vague "in abstracto." Many
from the earliest times have interpreted it as if

vnbelief were the one sin unto death, the deadly

sin which plunges into destruction ; but this is

an anticipation of the Holy Spirit's gracious

and sharp conviction (chap, xvi, 9), and is

inappropriate here, where the Lord, ver. 24,

opposes to unbelief the many auapziai which
only by faith are to be removed. Bengel's

keen observation is correct, that in this first

Baying the emphasis falls upon the sin, in

the subsequent repetition of it, upon the dying

in their sins. In sin will ye die away, ye will

retain and carry it with you even to death and
doom ; that is, now for the first time—I^ot free

and delivered from it, inasmuch as ye have
rejected me who offer you this deliverance.

Ye will die in a state of sin, tainted with sin

(Euthyra. ver. 24, 6vvex6iiuyoi), or, yet more
distinctly—sunken and overwhelmed in your
evil and wretchedness, which can only is.sue in

death. (Nonnus has afterwards on ver. 24

poetically but soundly, dv(}(j£/Ji}/<; lyuvno-
vEi, " pregnant with ungodliness.") We must
be on our guard against giving this warning of

Jesus loo political an application to the down-
fail of the nation as a whole. That was indeed

the great historical exhibition of what was sig-

nified ; but the remark of Bauragarten-Crusius
is quite correct, that in the three synoptic

Evangelists the last warning discourses of

Jesus refer more to the fate of the people, but
that in John the warnings are pointed to their

individual persons as such. Certainly in chap,

viii. the latter reference is most evidently

marked.
The interruption of the Jews at this point

does not in the slightest degree enter into the

meaning of the solemn words, but clings to the

repeated vTtdycD, "I go my way," and without
daring to utter itself directly to Jesus any more
than at chap. vii. 35, 36. It is full of infatu-

ated malignity, being much beyond their for-

mer question of ignorant curiosity, which might
have misunderstanding as its foundation. But
this descends to the most rabid and common

* Zeller {liotfifj. Monatshl, 1851, No. 4) shows the

creat difference between dyhig in their .sins and
because of their sns—with an excel) lit il'ustra-

tion from the two crucified thieves. Botii die be-

cause of then' siu, but oa'y one in his sins.

scorn. They are obliged to sho-, that they
understand him to speak of an abso..Qte depar-

ture to the other world. They are fully con-

scious of themselves seeking tokiil him; yetthey
pervert his words and ask—Is this voluntary
gnng away from us intended to mean that he
(in despair of escaping us) will kill himself?

It must be remembered, in connection with
this, that among the Israelites, unlike the hea-
then, there existed a peculiar abhorrence of

suicide. If the quotation usually made from
Josephus {de Bell. Jud. iii. 8, 5) does not repre-

sent the popular supposition precisely, it never-

theless is so far applicable as to suggest the

malignant oTtov, "where," which their bitter

thoughts referred to the vrtdyEtv of the self-

murderer

—

Thitlwr we cannot come, we the de-

vout children of Abraham, shall not indeed
follow him there! Omitting this thought it

would have been too obvious for denial that
they would in death assuredly follow him into

Sheol (1 Sam. xxviii. 19). Thus that there is

a aSrji dHoriGorepo? (darker Hades) to which
they now consign the Lord, as they had before

sent him to the Gentiles.

Verse 23. If the Lord on that former occa-

sion forbore to break silence with regard to

their misapprehension, he will now speak out

all the more plainly on account of their mal-
ice ; for he will not at this feast permit his

mouth to be stopped, he will not refrain his

lips (Psa. xl. 9). But what an answer does

he give, which passing by their scorn, bears

yet more strenuously and clearly its full testi-

mony. (Hence again we have EirtEv, " said,"

instead of aTtExpiOTj, " answered.") What he
now utters—Ye are from beneath, I am from
above—is amply and at once demonstrated in

his serene and peaceful words as opposed to

their audacious malice.* Yea, verily if no
faith in them form through regeneration the

bridge of transition, they never come to the

place whither he goes, and where he already

is in his true being as regards his original

;

they cannot even come to the right understand-
ing of his plainest words, words which lay

hold upon their consciences, and touch them
where man must- ever be touched, by appeal to

sin and death. There is a gulf fixed between,
as between above and below—heaven and
hell. Or may this last contrast be regarded as

too violent, and inapplicable here? We can
scarcely believe that it; is. It is clear of itself,

and is demonstrated by the succeeding state-

ment, that ra hoctco, "[the things] beneath,"
and ra diTj, " [the things] above," must mean
something quite different from the previous
saying of chap. iii. 3L But in this succeeding
sentence the Lord evidently descends and
softens his expression, since he says no more
of himself than what holds good also of those

* Teschendorf's interpolation is so fir very frc^d—" What ye now say troubles me not." Sclileier-

macher—" The Lord answers their d.irk and con-

fused sayinus as if he had not heard t .era ; ha
calm'j- pursues his former discourse."
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who believe in him—they are not of this

world (chap. xv. 19, xvii. 14. 16). If thu3 the

two statements are not parallel, and if he h.id

eignified by his ayoa h aim, according to the

analogy of all his other discourses concerning

the place he came from, then must the anti-

th-tic xrt'roj necessarily, lo our apprehension,

refer to the extreme opposite of heaven (Matt,

xi. 23). We hnow very well tliat in other

places the earth alone is the corresponding

opposite of heaven, and in similar phrase, for

example. Acts ii. 19 ; Exod. xx. 4, etc. But
this does not prove that the ndzco standing

absolutely here (which must not be overlooked)

means, as Bengel thinks, only ex terra ('from

eartii) ; and the less so since this, as a phrase

indicating place simply, involves nothing essen-

tially evil, as we may learn from the words of

the Baptist, chap. iii. 31. Ye are earthly-

minded (or merely fow-minded)—is a meaning
that falls far below the character of s?iarp eon-

trad which pervades the whole chapter. If

the following member of the verse is to bo re-

garded as a descent and softening of his words,

then must the in t65v Harco, "from [the

things] beneath," of the preceding have as-

serted something much deeper than merely
in Tov x66uov tovtov, "of this world."

Fikenscher writes :
" If the Greek phrase could

bo established from the New Testament, I

should be inclined to expound it//wn Juil; the

antithesis with heaven would then be more
definite. But the Old Testament must be suf-

ficient for the interpretation of the phrase,

though we have even in the New, Eph. iv. 9,

KUZGoTEpa HEpTj TTJi yvi, " lowcr parts of the

earth," manifestly for Hades, whatever the

new exegesis may say in opposition. For he

who does not di-cern this meaning in the cor-

responding pNH nvnnn (Psa. Ixiii. 10 [9],

comp.lv. 16; Psa. cxxxix, 15; Ezek. xxvi. 20,

xxxii. 18, and even Isa. xliv. 23, in spite of

a false and superficial interpretation), must be

altogether wanting in the power to read

arigiit. This is our full justification for main-
taining that the Lord now already poinl- in

this wa'rcj (as his discourses commonly pie-

pare their own way) to what, in ver. 44, is

more plainly announced. (Nonnus: vnf-li

yeprepioio Han/XvSsi tdri /JeptOfjou—Eras-

mus in his paraphrase, ab infernis.) This

alone corresponds entirely with their dying in

their sins, which cannot here refer simply to

bodily death ; thus in their case as in his,

whither they go is conformable with whence
they come. Finally, let the deep intimation

be observed as it is an actual reply : Ye are

the self-destroyers, who will cast yourselves

into the aby.ss of despair, because ye will re-

main in those sins which spring fiom the

abyss.*

* Thoso words have pvph b^'en connected with

vr. C, nccnnlins to the in'crpreta'.ion of iho writ-

ing upon the ground which w.is mont (nied iiliovo
;

but wo may safely leave tliis uninvostigalod.

Verse 24. As regards the repetitions of this

chapter, and generally of all John's reports of

our Lord's di- courses, which certain critics

denominate " tedious," Ebranl has well said:
" The contradictions of their errors must neces-

sarily consist in ever-recurring repetitions of

principles, as their objections are ever, with all

their differences, the same in their reality."

But we would add two observations to this:

first, that the nail which his testimony with its

repeated strokes would fasten, is fixed in their

heart and conscience, not in their nnder.stand-

ing; and secondly, that this very circumstance

exhibits the patience of our Saviour's love in a
manner which never can be sufficiently observ-

ed. Moreover, there is never any pure repe-

tition, not even here, as we have already seen
;

the ccTtoOarsMOe, " ye shall die," proceeds now
with more strength, and the plural djiiap-

Tiaii, " sins," comes home more convincingly to

their actual life. ]f ye Mievc not—this is cer-

tainly what was intended in ver. 21
; but it is

now first made prominent against all misun-
derstanding, as the condition and limitation of

the threatened death. We detect here already

the self-same utterance which at the close,

Mark, xvi. 16, leaves only damnation to the

unbelievers. The lyoi) si/nt, " I am—," stand-

ing absolutelv here and i.i ver. 28, is of special

emphasis. Of tiiis we may first of all, and with

great propriety say that its predicate must be

supplied I'rom all the previous sayings of our

Lord, which are concentrated in this one dec-

laration—I am the Redeemer from sin, and
from dying in sin* (cnmp. also ^lark xiii. 6;

Acts xiii.^25; John xiii. 19). This, after so

many plain testimonies, was manifest enouch.

Yet it seems to us, and to many with us, j that

there lies in the background of this most digni-

fied, though reserved expression of our Lord's

absolute self-testimony a disclosure of his inner-

most being and nature. For it is God alono

who says unconditionally concerning himself

—

I am he—I am what I am, the great and only

Nin ^JX (Deut. xxxii. 39; Isa. xxxiv. 16, 17;

Jer. xiv. 22; Psa. cii. 2S, especially Isa. xliii.

10, 13, xlvi. 4, xlviii. 12; hence Nlli alone has

become among the Arabs a name of God). The
Peshito seems by its emphatic l^JST NJX to ex-

press the same, and wo shall presently read in

the sublime and mysterious words of vor. 23, a

very apt analogon to this iyr.i euti, the

"I21^n, " that speak," added to the Nin ^JJ*

out of Isa. Iii. 6.

Munebmeyer opposes my view ; and compirinij

chap. iii. 31 (wliich, liowcvr, is innjjplicnl)!© lo tlio

case of these Jews) .sce'< in this warcj only

"earthly," involving no blame; witli an adeatice

in tl)e meaning afierwards—Ye are of the world.

But I can only rei>]y as ahovo, Inder-d, to say

witliont any ar.'umeiit, "I do not so understand it,

but olherwise," is tlia undoubted right of every

censor; yet nothing is thereby corrected.

* Not absolutely liero—tlie Messiah.

\ S orr, for iusianco, Ui.lcr den Zwcc'i Jvhanms,

p. 200 li".
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Verse 25. It is their desire, as they impetu-
ously and angrily press upon him, that he
should now expressly say, which he, however,
does not

—

syao eijlii 6 Xftidro?, I am the

Christ; this is comfirmed by a comparison with
chap. X. 2-i. But the demand is more violent

and malicious now than it was in that chapter,

where they brought it before him in a more
diffuse manner than in the keen and pointed

question which they here hastily interject.

The decisive answer is assuredly sought now,
as it is expressly said chap. X. 25, 26, not by
faifh which is prepared to Tiear and receive it,

but by unbelief, which, obtaining that answer,

would use it as a vantage-ground for further

opposition, contest, and accusation.* The an-

swer which is introduced by siTtEv, " said " (as

in vers. 21, 24), does not therefore dii-ectly

reply to them ; it rather retreats and repels at

first, for his calm and equable spirit cannot

1)6 induced by any thing to go beyond the

limits of wisdom and love. There could be in

his case no such thing as a constrained or

extorted revelation of himself.

But how are we to understand the word
which he so calmly opposes to their precip-

itance? It would require a volume of itself

to do justice historically, philologically, and
liermeneutically to the exposition of a passage
which has been confused even from the earliest

times ; or to follow with our corrections in the

footsteps of misconception playing around its

truth. We may thus much pre-suppose, with
consent of all, that tjjv dpxv^* " from the be-

ginning," is to be understood adverbially ; and
6,ti, "what," with diastole (wJiatecer).'t Con-
sequently, c//a', "am," must supplement ttjv

* Baiim'ein (Stud tend Krit. 1846, ii.) goes too

far when he supposes that the question requu'ed

no answer, but that the scornful 6v precedinu sig-

nified— Wl.o art thou then, th .t thou dare^t thus to

speak to us !

f The prmdpium and qui of the Vulg. can scarce-

ly be explained. Augustine's application—" Hold
me for, terra me the dpxv," is not admissible on
any grounds. Bengel, not knowing otherwise to es-

cape the d.fnculty, read on as in a parenthesis, and
connected the ti}v dpx^l ^^i^h the following TtoX\.d

i'^a?, thus making the whole one complete, inde-

pendent sentence; but scarcelj'^ any one (besides

Olshausen and Brandt's Bihcl) will agree with him.

He cuts the knot when he says—" Non faclie dis-

tinctio ulla ]ilus molestiaj pe])erit exegetis, quam
punctura ])ost hoc vulv ;" and he places a comma
instead. The Lord's meaning would then be : At
fii'st (or prhicipally) because I speak with you, I

have much to say concerning yoa, etc. " Mitiam
sermo.is ab judic.o infideHtalis vestra;, nunc magis
etiam quara antpa, jure possim facere, prius quam
cetera piomam : scd non tam tristia de vohis,

qunm salutaiia de me constanter dico." Olshau-

sen changes by this connection only the interme-

diate c'a'.s, so that tlie Jrr may remain—What I

now say openly to you. He removes altogether

the responding eIui, and places it as consequen-

tial in ver. 26—Tims I am your so'.emn monitor.

Similarly of late Baum'ein, who places the answer
yet- lurdier in the sequel.

dpxi?^ as the subject, and the predicate of this

Eif^i lies in the 6,ti xai AaAo? v/hlv (what-

[ever] I even say to you), which, however,

evasively contains in some sort an answer to

the rz'S, " who?" But the critical and trans-

itional meaning of the adverbial ti}v dpxvv
is itself contested among the philologists. We
agree on the whole with De Wette (see espe-

cially in the Stud. u. Krit. 1834, iv. 924), who
has gained a clear insight into the whole pas-

sage, much clearer, indeed, than Bengel and
many more recent expositors, and very ably

refutes the false acceptations of it. Ttjv dpxv ^>

originally equivalent to ev dpxv or f? dp*T/iy
in, the beginning* passed by easy transition

from the relation of time to the quality or rela-

tion of the thing concerned, just as in uherhauht,

essentially, from the very beginning, radically.

This is quite correct ; but we must not make
the distinction too broad, and reject the signi-

fication " first, first of all," for this very natur-

ally adheres to it still, when relation to some-
thing else arises. The signification |»W6!(somrtJ7t<»

(Euthym. and Chr3's. o/\(a?),must be given up
if it is sundered from any idea of relation to

other things, and made into a mere " assured-

ly," and synonymous with d^rjv, as Liicke

regarded it.|

But now for o,ri. First, we must rigorously

protest against the frequent acceptation of it

which interprets

—

omnino or imprimis is s^an

quem me esse vobia dico ; id sum, quod loquor,
i.e. DICO vohis. So Erasmus: " Primum surn

quod etiam dico vobis (First I am what I even
tell you). (Yet he is more distinct in his par-

aphrase, which might be compatible with the

truth—"in primis, quod et loquor vobis.")

So Glassius : "Quod vohis annuncio et inculco,

nempe lux mundi." So also Luther in the

first edition :
" Eben das, was ich mit euch

sage." (Even his subsequent translation

—

" Erstlich der, der ich mit euch rede," does not
hit the point precisely, nor do justice to the

o,Ti, though we shall see that he explains the

sense rightly.) So Grotius very much limiting

it :
" Hoc ipsura, quod me hoc ipso tempore

esse dixi, i. e. lux mundi." So even Schleier-

macher :
" Before all, that which I tell you."

Against this interpretation—" I am that

which," or" I am he whom, I give myself out
to be,"J even allowing that o,ri would bear

that sense, De Wette utters a well-founded

protest, when he says that XaXelv (which Gro-

tius vaguely referred to 77D) signifies speaking

in respect to the matter or form of the dis-

course generally, and is never used of saying

any individual words. To refer zriv dpx^}^ to

* S°pt. at Gen. xll. 21, xliii. 18, 20 ; Dan. viii. 1,

for nijiiri^.

\ So Fiacus had it
—" Phrasis continens seriam

asseveiationem."

^ Hess :
" Wc are trow where ue were before. I

might have much to say concernin g you," eic. The
Bcrlenh. liib.: "It conifs back to what I have

already said to you." Klee :
" Truly what I said

to you."
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the following sentence (with Tholuck and
many others, especially among; practical ex-

positors)—" I am that which I have declared

myself to be from the beginning," or
—

" that

which I have earlier told you," is, in spite of

the apparent parallel chap. x. 25, so "violent a

transposition " (as Klee says), that we are

compelled to give it up.*
Is then the difficulty to be solved philolo-

gically, or not ? Liicke has in desperation

marked out a course which appears a most
unhappy way of escape from its pressure. He
takes (in company, indeed, with some ancients)

the whole clause as & question, on being tohere-

/ore; and regards Jesus as indignantly asking

—

"Why do 1 still speak to you, who are so little

inclined to hear and understand?" He gives

the question, further, a tone which would say—" Generally, I know not, wherefore I yet

speak further to you."! Apart from the sus-

picious turn given to the xai, we cannot but
wonder that Liicke's " Christian consciousness"
did not recoil from such an outbreak of indig-

nation on the part of Jesus. His patient an-
swer in chap. x. 25, which is quoted in favor of

tlie above, is something altogether different

from what would be here a reiterated passion-

ate reply to passion. It is most unseemly to

think of any such thing in connection with
him, whose undisturbed serenity here and
every where stands out in perfect contrast with
the tumultuous e.xcitementof his foes ; for then
he would not have maintained even that

triu»nph of equanimity over his enemies which
Il;e missionary must exhibit to the Hindoos.
This would p-rvert the inmo.'st meaning and
spirit of his sublime reply into a petulant and
abrupt ending of the controversy

;
quite out of

harmony with the unwearied patience which
renews in ver. 2o th« appeal, not speak ng of

them, but still testifying of himself as the Kent
of the Father, thus continuing to answer their

question.

J

But it IS time now to disclose the true mean-
ing, as, with more or less distinctness, it has
been in later times perceived. " I arn that which
I [also] spe/ik!" Is not this as .simply harmoni-
ous in phraseology, as it is internally true ?

True, indeed, in a most profoundly interna!

sense, so that the great mass of interpretations

has been constrained more or less closely to

* Nonniis : 6,ri Ttsp v/ilv i| apxv'^ udptZ,ov.
The rec'-nt London Heh. N. T. scruples not to

translate : JT^^^Xip C?'bx ''^^'O^ l.^'N' HT : bu

even then it should be n^nn3 or riX JT'w'XI^D

f Wlielbe- Ku'hymius leaned 'hat way, is very

doubtful. Ilis words

—

oA&jJ "in xai \nXri5

vuiy, nrptrrov t.6ny—dya'^ioi ydft ujvf
rrayrui Xuyoi) a5? nFipadrai—may bo imder-
ttood olhe;wi^e, especial y on account of the i)re-

ccding tXXEinnHuy tu f'jrjua.

X This r^st nl)-prlion Uailmloin in his proto'it

naain ,t this txpusition ni;iko3 stroiijjly promi-

Ueu;,

graze it. Thus " the nai expres-es the corres-

pondency of the eiyai and XaXely," as Liicke
himself says ; and that with an emphasis which
is the pith of the whole.* " The xai serves to

establish an identity between that which Jesus
speaks, and that which he is. The meaning of

the words is
—

" Ask not after what I am. Give
ear before all things—before ye form any con-
ception of me, and give me any name—to my
sayings, and understand from them with unbi-
assed susceptibility to the truth, who I am "

(De Wette). We confidently ask, whether any
thing cnn be more appropriate to the connec-
tion ? Draseke :

" Only let me be to you what
I can prove myself to be, as I now stand be-

fore you. I ask you—Wherefore understand
ye not my speech?" (ver. 43). Luther himself
hit the meaning in his comment, better than
in the text of the translation ; not so much in

the words which we shall afterwards quote
with Von Gerlach, as in the marginal note ;

" I

am yowT preacher : if ye rightly believe that, ye
wiil well know who I am ; not otherwise." '"'

I

am before all things he who speaketh to you ;

he who now sneaks, and whom ye will one day
know (ver. 28). Seek the name and the essen-
tial substance of my whole being only in the
entire whole of my sayings; in them my being
reveals itself, and it in one with them."

By this interpretation the "first of all" or

firsf\ obtains for itself that true and impressive
meaning which Von Gerlach thus expresses:
" First of all, that is, before any specific nnine
which I might attribute to myself in answer \u

your question, and which would not make my
nature more intelligible to you, lam that whicii

I also speak to you." He sums up the full

meanmg of this great word in the most pro-
found manner: "Seek not the knowledge of
my person independently of my revelation of
myself, especially in my words. 1 am that

which I speak. lie is the collective substance
of all his sayings; in his words he reveals him-
self perfectly as the Word who created all things.

The doctrine of Christ is nothing which lies out
of, or apart from, himself; he himself is alto-

gether teacher, altogether revelation, his doc-
trine is himself. Every one therefore errs, who

* The late Von Meyer wrote to me that l:e

thought t!:is o,n xai a G.a!cism,an(l one expres-
sion

—

id quod, idem quod, quoktinqitr. lie (jr.oted

in favor of this a passiige from tlie Pojiiand r of
Hermes Trismerristus

—

6 Se Tloijiid ySfj7;i i/'oi'

Kyy6r/(jaf, cp}/6i, n'/y Se'ay Tavrt/y, v,ri
xai (read 6,ri xai fjuuXf.rai ; P(rnia:.der veio
ad me: Intedexistine, ait, lioc sj)octacuhun, quiil-

nam sibi relit 7). Tliis (diservation is al Ica^t an ev-

i(h?nce of the fiindani"iitTl and many-sided learn-

ing wiiii wliieh he inve^tisated Scripture.

I This B .nm^r.rten-Crusins rejects. becnn'O
.Je.-us would bo tiofhiii// bn/n d what ho he e inti-

mates. SimiLirly L\lcke—Because Jesus wa'* firnt

of all th*^ i^aviour, acd not the admonisher of the
Jews. Is it .so ? AVas he not before all tiiin<:a

the Xnyui ? v.as ; ot tlie seitinc free frf)m^ in ef-

fec ed bv his word, as he liiiu.^eif presently say.i

(vers. 3i; 3li)1
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would form to himself a notion of Christ before

he has given heed to his words ; no name, no defi-

nition can supply tlie place ofa living pvgressive ap-

prehension ofhis word." This is quite in harmony
with Luther :

" He will not do them the hon-

or to say who he is. For if these perverse

Jews will apprehend God, and what God is, by

their own wise thoughts, if they will picture

him to themselves, and form their own notion

of him, they must not be told and cannot. No
good will come of that. He will not be known
by man's understanding, but only through Ids

tcord." But we must make this fundamentally

sound by adding

—

and this is his most essential

name, that he is he -who spealeth, the Word, or

that his /is one with his sayings ;
and thus in

his own manner, and under the semblance of

declining or refusing it, he has given the

plainest and most perfect answer to their

6v zii El ;
" Who art thou?" Thus did his

wisdom give them a mystery for their after

pondering, the external and most obvious tone

of which was—" Hear me only, instead of ask-

ing about me," while its in'iernal and profound

meaning was

—

"lam the Word."*

Indeed, he is the Word from tJie leginning.

May not this too lie latent as the undertone of

rt)v dpxi]vl We cannot but think so, and

find in this the reason of the prominent place

assigned to this remarkable expression. Tifv

apxyy means in its most obvious acceptation

—now, before all things, for you
;
but then the

fundamental reason of that is involved and in-

cluded in the same word—from the beginning

01 all things, literally before all, I am what I

speak, the Revelation, the Revealer of him-

who essentially is. (Cyril, among the an-

cients, and later, Lampe, and even Fritzsche,

refer it to the beginning of all.) We discern

in it, moreover, a very significant prelude to

ver. 58 of this same chapter. In the preface to

this entire work we made allusion to the pro-

phetic message in Isa. lii. 6, which Meyer has

adduced, in connection with John i. 1, to illus-

trate our present passage ; and we beg now to

refer our readers to what was there said.

Christ is, in his primitive unoriginated heing,

more than the Messiah of the Jews, yea, more
than the Saviour of sinful men ;

he is the "laip,

" that speak," simply H ccpxv^, or from the

beginning, in whom alone, and that in abso-

lute perfection, the kyoo tifii, " I am," of God
is uttered and revealed. Let the similarly pro-

ibund passage (Ezek. xii. 25) be also collated
;

in which after the nin^ ^JX> " I am the Lord,"

follows the essentially connected TJ^'SinX *13"!X

"ISTXj " I will speak—that I shall speak,"

which does not only mean

—

what Isay shall stand,

but is the perfect parallel of .THS IL-'X n\-lX,

I shallbe [" am"] xchat I slwll he [" am "] (Exod.

iii. 14).* The eyoo eini of our Lord's words

(ver. 24) approached closely this definition of

God; and in perfect consistency with this we
are to understand the present words ; Before

all other things which may give me designa-

tion, I am, essentially and originally, that which

I speak; my whole discourse alone reveals my
being, which has its outgoing in that.

We should in conclusion, observe specifically

how here th^ view of De Wette, shrinking from

this full interpretation, is derfiened and defended

from the perversion o^ a superficial applica-

tion. Even the Rationalists concur unani-

mously in saying that—we must only hear

Jesus and receive his doctrine; he requires no

more than this, nor assumes any other pre-

rogative. But this doctrine of Christ, again, is

nothing independent of, or apart from himself;

if he is heard in truth, it will be further found

that all his AaAsiv, or speaking, speaks of his

etyai, or being, is entirely filled and penetrated

and prevaded by that. So far as this goes, the

explanation
—"I am he, and I am that which

I give myself out to be, what I have said to

you concerning myself," is included, and follows

necessarily from it
;
provided only that it be

accepted in its profound internal significance.

Lange says truly :
" The u,ri xai AaAcj is mt,

as De W'ette would have it, to be referred

merely to the spirit of the doctrine of Jesus,

but also to his declaration concerning his own
person." Who then would dare to exclude or

efface this, except the disingenuous Rational-

ists, the Friends of Light—or its enemies? who
would efi'ice the spots of fanaticism from the

light of the world!

Verse 26. Scarcely has he uttered this

brief and profound reply—evading their ques-

tion and yet most conclusively answering it—
than he proceeds, in patience and love, to add

to it a further elucidation. Ye must before all

things hear what I speak ; and in this is con-

tained also, what J am ; such was the new, not

yet expressed, disclosure of his meaning. But
"this conclusive saying is very significantly

combined with all that had preceded : And
what I speak and testify, is first of all and pre-

eminently concerning yourselves, a reproof of your

sins ; for it is only for your sakes, for your sal-

vation (chap. V. 34) that I speak of myself. The
iyoo eijLtt is spoken, in order that ye ri.ay be-

lieve, and not die in your sins. We must
undeniably think of the unexpressed antithesis

Ttspi t/itov (" of me"), in connection with the

expressed iiEpi vju(Sv ("of y^u"); but it is

* Flacius, who has dilated upon this passage

{f!nb voce priHcipium), quotes " quidam ex lecenti-

oribus " who thus understood it—lUud ipsum ver-

bum sum, quod loquor vobi^cum, quia Christus est

verbum Patris, viut in terbo cyiiosci. He regrets

this, however, but calls it an " mterpretatio nuilto

planior quam cetetas omnes superiores, neque ul-

ium verbum detorqueus."

* This we have interpreted in anotlier place (in

ou- Heh. Lchrgebdude, p. 269): "One only, tjiw

great and only One, is ivJw he is, as lie is, and bi-

came he is ; that is, all his attributes and perfec-

tions are only the expressions of his being, which
has its ground in itselt. Existence is his esence,

and all the possible forms of the primitive root

nST are but his one perfect name."
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harsh and incorrect to understand the XaXeTv

and K/jireiy, or speaking and judging, in this

passage merely of his testimony concerning

Iiimself " as if in contrast with their false

notions." The discourse takes up again ihe

thread of vers. 16 and 24. " Your sins are

many ; I have so many things to say of your

unbelief and disobedience that I must still

begin again to speak of that, and must have
your earnest attention while I speak of your

own sins, before ye can apprehend who I am.

By that, and that alone ; by submitting to be

judged, and to see your sins in the light of my
truth, can ye come to a right knowledge of

me."* We may with more propriety say con-

versely, that in the XaXoo vfiiv, speak to you.

("said unto you "), ver. 25, f/.w was pre-emi-

nently intended, though not alone ; for the
j

shining of his light, reproving tJie darkness, testi-

1

fies convincingly of himself, and teaches first
]

how to understand his cry—I am the light,
j

The i'^w, " I have," is absolute and direct, and

is not to be understood as many understand it
i

•
—

" I might Juice much to judge concerning !

you," or
—

" I have the matter, and the right,
'

and the power, and might jud.e you if I

would;" as if there must be supplied
—"But I

restrain myself, in order to spare you." We
eee plainly throughout this chapter, that the

Lord did not, even as we might suppose that

he could not, spare them in any sucii manner;
he did not, nor could he, withhold any of that

condemnation which wasdiielo their blindness

and folly. For what effect could that have?
The restraint and suppression of the full truth

would be only a withholding of the wholesome
discipline which is the most powerful incentive

to faith. Thus the dXXdy "but," of the sub-

sequent clause must have an altogether differ-

ent, meaning ; and the clause itself is altogether

opposed to the meaning which we have con-

demned. " But, he that sent me is true;" how
could that suit the idea

—
" But I say not all

for your condemnation, which I might have to

8ay?"t Liicke is perfectly right in interject-

ing something of this kind : "This pleases you
not

;
ye contradict all that I say

;
ye ever

turn away precipitately from the words which
rebuke your sin, to the barren question.

Who art thou?—but this my judgment of

you is nevertheless true," as already said,

ver. 16. I cannot and may not ajjure you

—this is plainly involved in the words. " For
the Father, who is true, commands; as I hear

from him, I speak." His speaking is under

* " Unbelief demands that every thine should

be calmly and clearly proved to it, wiiliout any
threatening vehemence. But there is no validity

in proof which does not awaken the conscience "

(Rieger).

f Sin'h exp'>sitors give it then thi.s tu'n—" But
he remains true to his itifrci/id promises ;" or

—

" He will in his own time bring the truth to

light," etc. .Ml thi.s is art.ficial. contrary to many
parallel sayinys, and opposed to tiie couneetio.i

here.

the same law as his working, chap. v. 19.

TavToc. XaXa (I speak these things) appears to

us preferable to Xeyco (say) here, as in ver. 28
;

although the latter might indicate the acces-

.''ory notion of every individual Xey^tv in this

XaXEiv TtEfti avrdv. J'-ii roK xoCfiuv, " to

the world " (comp. ro5 Hootia}, chap, xviii. 20)^
is neither the same with Ttftvi, nor with f »' roJ

xo(J//&j, in the world, xard rov x66/nov,

against the world; but we regard it with the

lierlenb. Bibel—as meaning

—

into the world

(comp. Luke xxiv. 47, Mark xiii. 10, fH ravra
zd ifivrj). " A more lively expression of diffu-

sion than the dative." So we find in Bengel

:

" Concise word, i. e., These things which were

before unknown to the world, I have brought

into the world, and speak in the world, in

order that they may be dispersed by my wit-

nesses throughout the whole world, which,

though now alien from the faith, will, whether

ye believe or not, believe in time to come.

Your contumacy restrains me not." This is a

very appropriate enlargement of the first neai

Tj/xcoy, and involves the deep truth, that the

Lord spoke his severe words in all earnestness

to those who immediately heard them, in order

to bring them to a wholesome acquaintance

with their sinful selves; but that lie at the

same time spoke those words over their hard

hearts and heads into all posterity and into all

the world. Thus does he perfectly di.-^charge

his Father's commission, speaking forth boldly

and persistently the truth which he had

broucnt from above; assured that every word

will in due time find its right hiarer, and that

none will be spoken in vain. It Avas of this

fjarrhesia (boldness) of our Lord's words that

Luther thought, when he translated—?>ffw?-e [in

the presence of ] ^/w loorhl. Here we find the

full solution of the question, why our Lord so

profusely poured out his doctrine upon these

nardened Jews, whose condemnation he fore-

knew : we think while we read them, how

brightly shine now through all the world the

words "which fell there upon darkened un-

derstandings, and how convincingly those judi-

cial words which were then despised are now
exercising their judicial influence upon the

consciences of men.

The interposed remark of the Evangelist,

ver. 27, se^ms to contradict what was said unon

ver. 19'; but the ovu eyvoo6av, " they under-

stood not," which the hi.storian himself, in

amazement at such stiff-necked infatuation,

testifii'S against them, does not assuredly mean

that thev^'had altogether failed to understand

that Jesus in his n£^tj!a<i,o\^ the Sender, spoke

of God. The rdv narepoc, " the Father," will

rather say that thev persistently refused to un-

derstand," they would not discern (quite in uni-

son with the word of Jesus, ver. 19) that he

testified of the (nxl who sent him as being in

truth his Father, ami consequently of himself

as the Son of God. The gloss rov Sfdr (God)

i is quite correct, if thus correctly understood,

j

hut not if the emphasis is laid upon Sfo?.

I The Evangelist interjects the mention of this,
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which refers less to the circumstance of the

moment than to the' stiff-necked blindness of

these hearers generally, in order to lay the

foundation for the words that follow, in which
the Lord now proceeds to promise a universal

TOTE yvoJdE60E, "then shall ye know," for

the future, with regard to that iyco eijiii, " I

am—," which he had almost in vaiu uttered to

the world.

Verses 28, 29. The lifting up here solemnly
referred to, is pre-eminently the public exhibi-

tion, and universal proclamation, and glorifica-

tion, of our Lord, in order to his being Tcnown ;

but it indicates at the same time specifically,

as the Evangelist remarks himself (chap. xii.

32), a lifting up in death, as is incontrovertibly

proved by the words—" when ye have lifted up
the Son of Man." Many times afterwards did

he tell them what they desired to inflict upon
him, and what they would inflict upon him

—

his death. Here then we have the retrospect-

ive answer to ver. 22.* But the crucifivion, as

it took place through the development of cir-

cumstances before Pilate, through the clamor
for Barabbas, and so forth, was at this time a
thing so improbable and incredible to the Jews,
that we may accept what Pfenninger puts into

the mouth of his Zephonias : "Among us the
lifting up is a current expression for crucifying.

But that could have no meaning here—for it

would be madness even to think of his under-
going that at the hands of our rulers. The
man doth nothing, and never will, which might
involve him in a shadow of accusation before

the Pvoman tribunal." When, then, the Lord
predicts as the consequence of his being lifted

up, that is, after his glorification effected

through the death of the cross, that all who
now misunderstood him will know who he is;

Ave must make three reflections upon his words,
if we would understand them aright in their

fulness of meaning. First, that he includes in

one word both the knowledge of himself
through voluntary repentance, and the insiru-

nifntality of judgment—the latter commencing
with historical judgment—through the testi-

mony of the Holy Spirit (chap. xvi. 8-11) and
the victory of his Church. Secondly, that
oravy " when," and tots, " then," stretch for-

ward into the futurity as beginning with his

lilting up, and have the same meaning as the
dndpTi, '• hereafter," spoken before Caiaphas
(Matt. xxvi. 64). Thirdly, that according to

ver. 26, tiie Lord addresses these Jews as the
representatives of the whole x66uoi, or
" world," and thus means, in the fullest sense
—Tiie world will and must crucify me, and
then will the world know me.

* Even Schleieimacher understands the expres-
sion of the cros.s according to the common i)hi'.ise-

olotiy of the peoiile, ami says :
" It' it had been

to them an nuintellisiblo expression, the Lord
would not liave employcil it." Lance's supposi-
tion fiii. 627) that the Jews mi^lu. have simply
niisimderstdod the Loid as referring to iiis oleva-
t on to liis Messinn c throne, is altouether unintel-
ligible to us iu tlie connecl.oa of this c.iapter.

How then does the sequel correspond witli

this? Lampe could find no connection, and
therefore very harshly proposed to supply to

the Hai, " and," in both cases a " porro dixit"

and " iterum dixit" (he said further, or again)

;

as if the Evangelist quoted two unconnected
utterances in addition. It is impossible to ac-

cept this, and the connection is not so very far

to seek. The former xai hangs in continuation

upon the on, " that," and gives a repeated ex-

position of the iyco stjui ; the second indeed,

commencing a new sentence, adjoins an inde-

pendent announcement. The first clause we are

well acquainted with already, and it needs no
further illustration—excepting just to remark
upon the intertwined itoielv and XaXelv, or
" doing" and " speaking" (in relation to both
of which equally an' Ijuccvtov is denied), as

well as upon the profound condescension of the

use of ediSa^e, " hath taught." (Comp. upon
chap. V. 20.) The second clause contains a
very natural conclusion ; intimating the reason
of that before-announced victory in death—the
might and power of the Father never failing

him to the last. The atpr/JiE, " hath left,"

refers not directly to the future, but embraces
the whole extant period since his sending into

the world, passing onward to the great futurity.

The aorist depends on Tte/nrpai, as Winer re-

marks, but not that we should think of the
" act of sending and of the ovh dq)iEvai as

one," nor as if he would say: "The Father
left me not alone upon the earth, but promised
me when he sent me his constant presence and
help." But the dtpi/HS belongs also to the
continuous /^£r' £/tov E6riv, "is with me,"
and embraces the whole period since his mis-
sion, for the confirming on with a it d vt ot s

("for

—

always") follow. (Bengel points to
this latter evidence. ) What was said in ver.

16 is now repeated, and with a further conse-
quence deduced from it : Because he who sent
his Son dwelleth in him, showing him all his

works and teacliing h;m all his words, as the
Son wl'.oever did that wiiich was well-pleasing
to him

—

therefore is he also with him in the sense
of helping, can never disavow or fail him whom
he hath sent. The aorist is here a'-tually

a convincing preterite, according to Lynar's
paraphrase—" Pie hath never yet left me, even
till now, as ye see." The Lord himself speak.s

in his humility almost the same word which
his Apostle afterwards uses. Acts xxvi. 22;
" Have ye yet been able to take me ? Behold,
I stand before you all, and still bear my '.vitness

in the strength of God ! " Bat it is, finally, in-
timated: And wAm my hour cometh, when it

will be permitted to you to lilt me up

—

even then,

when he should most fearfully be left alone,
liis disciples forsaking him (cliap. xvi. 32), Is-

rael rejecting him, the world knowing him not,
the Father 'iTO?//<Z ;it»^ leavo him alone. Honcft
it is evident tliat this clause cannot depend
upon the yvcD6E6()E oti, "ye shall know
that;" but it is parallel with it as the ground
of hope and promise. When the Lord thus
once more, as often previously, but now in the
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most lowly possible expression, points to his

own holy life, almot (for the n a y t or e as

spoken by him could be (nie of himself alone)

f K onotainari (in resemblance) with all holy

men doing the things which please God, as

manifest to the eyes of all the world—we can-

not but perceive a new contrast with vers. 7,

21, 24, and a preparation for ver. 46 in this

same chapter, wh re the Holy One phrfu himsfff

in opposition to all mayi'f sinful rare. The medi-
ating transition will be plainly manifest in

vers"; 34, 35, 38.

Thus composed and dignified, thus keenly
penetrating every interlocution of the excited

masses in the midst of whom he peacefully

stood, thus meekly, moreover, and confidingly,

did the Lord on this occasion utter his solemn
words. After John has at first, ver. 27, ob-

served of those who heard them that they
ovH eyva)6ay, "underslood not," he very
gladly goes on to say, that amid the fluctu-

ations which the Lord's word excites in this

vast sea of human spirits, ;roAA.o/ ini6rEv6ixt'

,

'"many believed," and indeed already f/?

avruy, "on him," for it was the actual com-
mencement of that, though with equal propri-

ety it is immediately exclianged for the mere
avToi, "him," in order to interpret preciselv

the character of this beginning. This fnith

arising through the word [rav roc avroO Xa-
XovvToi), was something more than that first

mentioned in chap. ii. 23, 24, more than that

of chap. vii. 31
;
yet as being a sudden impulse

and excitement, it is something less than that

recorded in chap. x. 42 as the result of a com-
parison of his words and works, and the testi-

monies of John and of Christ.* A certain de-

gree of sincerity and truth lay in this undoubt-
edly weak beginning, though it did not hold
out ; otherwise the Lord would not have pro-

ceeded to found his remarks upon it. It is

altogether inappropriate, and out of harmony
with the profound spirit of this Gospel, to ask
in what way these initial believers evidenced
their niCrevciv, faith, or to presuppose that
they e.xpres.sed it in words. It must ever be
remembered that our Lord was inwardly con-
scious oi every, tlie slightest impression which
liis words produced, just as he lelt that virtue

• The no: ion of Lange, whch hns been before
referr- d to, siip;if)se-< th:it thoy bad g ven a Tlii'ias-

tic mnan iiu to tlit> Lord's last words, and h;i(l im-
derstood Hkmu in the Jowisli .smso : "So tliiMi we
must first \>o>S\n to act as if we would exfilt him,
and who;i lio so -s thit lie can recko'i upon us he
will opcrdy announce h'nisolf! " " So tlial tlirough

a v)isiiiidrist(indti(i llu'V )iad hpci me lii.s |>arii-

sans !
" We ^ee, 'U <'hap. xii. 34, that tjii.s lilting

up sounded very <\ fliMi'tit y in tiio people's cars.

Tiiis cln|> er does not spejik of people " who
seemed to have come lo faiih in h ni ;" for the

Evangehst in his acrount of t' em, and the Lord
in his own woids to lln'ni liolh regard this be-

ginnin<j ol faith as true and cariieiit.

had gone out of him on another occasion (Mark
V. 30 ; Luke viii. 4()) ; and our own analogous
experience should confirm this to us, since we,
his feeble servants, have some faint conscious-

ness of the reception of our words, and can
mark if they are repelled. The Evangelist
either concludes very naturally from tlie con-
tents of (he following discourse, that it referred

to these fffTT/o'rf i»«o'rn:c, believers, or by the

profound attention which he gave to the pro-

gress of the colloquy, he at the time perceived

this turninc; point in its application.

Verses 31, 32. The oiV, therefore (" then "),

teaches us significantly how our Lorn, with the

most gracious and earnest solicitude to obta'n

hearing for his v.-ords, discerned a:id entered
into this movement among the masses ; it

shows us that he directed his sayings to those

who had become only disposed to Mine, marking
them out by the v ji si ? , "ye," although they
were not so separate from the rest, tliat he
could regard them as a distinct company, and
externally turn towards them. The gracious

allurement of their faith is at the sa;ne time a
test of it, for he knows well what there is in

them ; his words are to be interpreted by the

critical if
—" Ye will, indeed, not continue, ye

will soon turn away again from me, when I

proceed to point out the first tru" step to real

discipleship." There is, as Kling says, in the
jjeyeiy ty roj Xuyco, "continuing in the
word," a certain Eu'ai Iv rw Ao^gj (being in

the word) pre-supposed ; but this is so weak
and indistinct that only his rich graciousness

recognizes it, and that same grace says enough
for warning and further instruction.'* We con-

tinue in the word, when we permit the word to

continue in us, that is, to seize and penetrate

us, according to its nature, yet more deeply,

and find a permanent place in our souls (ver.

37, ;if0J/jfZ;') ; for in this case there is the con-

stant mutual influence and co-operation be-

tween the word and faith (Heb. iv. 2), between

the power of God and the will of man. Comp.
chap. XV. 7, with respect to the disciples, where,

however, iy ij^ioi, " in me," is a deeper expres-

sion than this preliminary f:y rcj Xuyco,'- in the

word." Yet there is an actual iy, " in," and

Seder's translation weakens its force
—

" If yo

hold firm to my teaching." So De Wette is

not strictly correct :

" If ye continue in my
d(Ktriiie ;" {ovXoyoi has a more internal signi-

ficance: the instrument of the truth which

maketh free is the power and life of God. With
another reference, rather to the acknowledg-

ment and firm maiivti nance of the dogma, John

(2 Ep. ver. 9) speaks oi neveiy iy ry Sitiax^

* Not, lK)wever, na Olslinnsen mnintains, that

the most in int^ere fwrsoii experiencing the |)Ower

of Gol against his will li..s, through the j)enet,a-

lionof the Logos inly his nature, t!i s lieai.iiiing in

himself—th:^ devil only be iig entirely without the

word of God. For tliis lakes away the dist no-

tion between these believers and olhe.- men, and
overlooks the critical point of a re.sponsive volun-

tary action already preauinod in tlie /jiyeiy.
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Tov xptdrov, "abiding in the doctrine of
Christ." This SiSaxv, " doctrine," is not here

rpcoenized as such, hut just tlie succeeding
dxy/Jsta, " truth." The most important and
critical point here is, that every single word of

Christ, in the internally felt power and truth
of which we continue, involves, brings with it,

and draws after it, his entire word and testi-

mony in all its completeness. We saw, when
considering chap. vii. 17, that this present pro-
mise of our Lord pre-supposes more, and takes
a step further in advance, than the promise
then given. There, the sincere will to do the
legal will as revealed in the preparatory rev-

elation was the condition in order to faith in

the divine truth of the word of Jesus ; this

commencing faith is here pre-supposed, and
must be again followed by a sincere loilling and
doing in the persevering, and deeper penetra-
ting M£V£tv, or remaining. We mav not
strictly say that this idsvEiv already includes

practical obedience ; it is rather the faith which
IS advancing towards that Inowledge to which
Vhe freedom of the inner and outer life is first

promised. The first word of the promise k6r£,
" ye are," connects itself very well with the

circumstances of the occasion
;
yet it is almost

equivalent to the sdedOf., " ye shall be," of ver.

36, for the a'A^OcSs, " indeed," which is there
added involves an implied contrast, as if they
scarcely were disciples as yet, indeed, were not
at all. Hess :

" Then shall ye deserve to be
called my disciples." For, in strict truth, the

idea of /m-G^r?/?, or "disciple"—which must
be kept sacred from abuse and too precipitate

assumption of its dignity—involves a persist-

ent, increasing jitavBdveiv, or learning, which
leads to an essential yivoadKEiv, or knowing

;

and it is therefore much more than the fleet-

ing impulse of a Tftdrevejv, or believing,

which may be transitory, and which only in

condescension to the germ enclosed receives the

name.
The word of Christ, as the word of God, is

assuredly the truth (chap. xvii. 17); yet this

full expression makes evident the present trans-

ition from the single word embraced to the
persevering learning and acceptance of the

whole of that which had been embraced by the

words £v r&5 Xdyo}, " in the word." Thei'e is

therefore, and there must be, a difference, and
a gradually developed contrast between \6yoi,
" word," and dXpSeza, "truth," for the whole
word when known becomes then first the truth

to us, in that profound and comprehensive
sense in which John and our Saviour use the

expression—the truth of God in Christ, which
sets man free from error and from sin, which
redeems and brings him salvation ; the fulfill-

ment of the law and the prophets through the

grace and truth which appeared in him (chap.

i. 17). As the yvoodsdOe, "ye shall know,"
connects itself with the rore yvcodedQE of ver.

28, which it takes up and repeats (and which
had then awakened their beginning faith), it is

certain that ort iyw ei lict, " thot I am," \a

included, as the crown and fulness of the truth.

In this declaration of onr Lord, the twa
great words "truth" and " freedom," Avhicli

through the lie of Satan are ever pervading the
world with false excitement, anl stimulating
to evil the whole life of man, are brought back
to their fundamental element of truth—which,
indeed, remains in them as incentive to good
even in their perversion. Truth for his know-
ledge, freedom for his action, man ever seeks
with inextinguishable right : but the only truth
is in the word of God, since the manifestation
of the Son, the word of Christ; and this alone
makes men ojtojS iAsvQepov?, "free indeed."

The Lord afterwards ascribes the making free

to the Son himself, while he now first imputes
it to the truth recognized and felt in his word ;

but we must not therefore dogmatically deny
the distinction, and say that in the former sen-

tence he also referred to himself the personal
truth, according to chap. xiv. 6.* For there
does remain a distinction between the truth
which is to be known as such, in opposition to

all error, and the concrete position which is

contained in this abstraction, that this truth

personally presents itself to us in Christ, and
will live in us. Nor is it to be overlooked that

the knowledge of the truth proceeds in a gra-

dational manner: as much truth as there is, so

much freedom is there. All freedom which is

based upon delusion, and moves in an element
of falsehood, is unreal, yea, is no other than the

most shameful servitude. This is of itself a
word of inexhaustible import—.'bedding its

light on all sides, which the Lord cries to the

erring world: that only truth can make men
free, is the everlasting causal connection be-

tween the two great words. Wouldst thou
^first be free, in order that thou mightest in thy
independent freedom investigate and seize the

truth, where truth is not to be found—then is

this an inversion of the right way. Further, as

faith and abiding in the word precede the

knowing,^ so again the knowing precedes the

hdng made free ; yet this psychologically neces-

sary priority in the gradual growth so entirely

involves a living mutual action and reaction

between faith and understanding, life and act,

that one might almost say with propriety

—

Only those who are made free, or are in the

course of being made free, will livingly com-
prehend the truth. Lampe :

" Although know-
ledge goes before in order, yet that precedence

is so insensible that no point of time can be

distinguished. Whence we understand how
the Saviour, while he makes the liberation

come after the knowledge, does not mhordinate

one to the other, but co-ordinates them as two
great effects of celestial truth in the heart of

* So the old commentators {e. g. Clirys.,

Theoph., Euthym. ) after their not very discrim-

inating manner; and many of our modem sys-

tematizing expositors.

f Aujiustitie : Non quia cognoverant, credider-

unt, sed ut cognoscerent credidenint : credimus

enim ut cognoscamus, non cognoscimus ut creda*

mus.
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man." That, ^in cannot bo ovorcome by " mere

knowledge." Julius Mviller we 1 shows {Doctrine

qfSin, i. 188, in Clark's For. T. Li\).

In all this we iiave pre-suppo?fd in the

Cuistian reader a right understanding of tiie

meaninp of cAfuOf^jcJcJe/, " shall mi\ke free:"

it remains, however, that we indicate what is

the ampliiude of its meaning in connection

with dXt'}UEiix, " truth." We must not yield

to the ra.sii and precipitate folly which is too

prevalent in exposition and would everywhere
level at once all difficulties, and be misled into

regarding this freedom in ver. 32 as tnere free-

dom frora the bondage of sin, in the sense of

ver. 34. J/<;/-<;/y freedom from sin! it may "be

tried— Is not that full and absolute freedom ?

Assuredly, in its innermost principle—it is the

point from which it starts and to which it

aims : every imaginable freedom in truth begins

with emancipation from the service of sin, and
none can be altogether free but those who are

altogether sinless. Yet the id&i of freedom
(for ver. 32 is spoken with most rigorous

reality of idea, and not in a vague and suppo-
sititious manner) embraces the extinction of

all (hat bondage which is the penalty of sin,

and bound up with it. First of all, even, and
especialli/, as the sequel teaches, freedom from
the ciiiaprdvfty of knowledge, deliverance

from the bonds of all error and delusion, which
may hold our souls under its inltuence (Psa.

Ixxii. 1-i, DOnC^ "IjinO) not to be translated,

indeed, with Luther, bat yet referring to

"^h) n\^y2, Psa. X. 7, HDipi Tjin, Psa. Iv. 12—

see my Commentary on Psalms). The Lord
speaks with a tone of invitation to all the

world, coming before him with the conscious-

ness which is, for e.'cample, exnressed in Cicero's

paradox /io»'oS 6 6 o <p 6i tXsvOepoi xai Trdi

dcppoiv 8ovXo<i (the wise man alone is free,

every fool is a slave), with which is connected
the itdi 6 d Tt o V S aio i tXevOfpoi (evevy
earn&st man is free) of Philo. He further speaks
to the sincere among the Jews, who feel the
itveCfia which they" had received to be no
more than nvEvna dovXtiai eii (pofiov, "a
spirit of bondage unto fear," who, without the
true vioOiCia, or.adoption, sigh under the yoke
of the law : freedom frora this also must be
contained, consequently, in this comprehensive
word, which meets every feeling of bondage of
every kind with appropriate promise. We there-
fore do not dogmatize incorrectly when we find
in this word of our Jjord the germ and root of
the full and expanded apostolical teaching con-
cerning freedom in Christ, even including Gal.
V. 1 and James i. 25. For the becoming free

from sin takes place in truth only as it is the
becoming tree Irom the law of sin (Rom. viii.

2)—according to Tlioluck's deep and true com-
ment, who suggests here what most othr^r.?

omit in the consideration of (hat passage. The
freedom from the law, absolution Irom guilt, and
the transformation of external obligation into
nn internal and free impulse of the will in

ihankiul [ova, jfroducoi first actual freedom Irom

sin. " He who believes the divine aXij^sia,
that God elects us sinners, doomed and deserv-
ing to perish, to be children in Christ, feels

within hira filial love arising in return, and
freedom from all desire of evil."

Finally, there belongs to the yoke of the law
something more; and that is, the analogous
subjection to the pupilage and guidance of
man, which in Israel was closely connected
with God's law. This pervades the whole
world and Christendom itself—whether it ex-
hibit itself under the sanction of the name of
God, or assume its^own proper name, being the
dominion of the dfjxovrei rov hcj6j.iov, tov
Xaov, r&)»'«A;;/>(a»' (rulers of this world, etc.).

He who attains to freedom in truth through
the word of Clirist personally and immediately
apprehended and appropriated, is emancipated
from all human ordinances of dogma or dis-
cipline, from all servile homage to genius, from
ail predominance of human leaders of the
blind (see chap. vii. 26), as well as from every
political yoke borne only under constraint.
Because all these voices more or less speak
lyingly of freedom, the Lord opposes to them
all his own strong truth, by his rci Xoyco vai
t/xck ," my word." This whole saying is an
impressive and important text for preaching
upon festivals wliet-lier of the Reformation or
the Constitution. In the year 1847, Stolle, the
missionary, preached with perfect truth and
seasonablenesa, in Berlin, that " if all the Jews
were kings, they would be but slaves; and if

all kings made all Jews free, they would yet
not be free." The Berlin Zeitung showed little

acquaintance with the word of Christ, or failh
in it, when it complained of " this provocative
to fanaticism among the less instructed of the
community."

Verse 33. These poor iteTttdrevKorBi, or
believers, soon come to the end of their faith;
when freedom through the truth is explicitly
announced to them, they pervert the precious
promise into contumeli/, and turn awav in their
pride as those who were already free.

"

Let this
distinctive test which the Lord gives here as a
type and example, be applied to many who are
true Micvem, and ifc will be found that the same
result will follow. iSuch a consequence is but too
natural. We understand the simple and plain
words dTtfJCfiiOr^dncy aurao, '"they answered
him," as uttered by no other than the same
men to whom Jesus had just spoken ; nor have
we the slightest difliculty in doing this. The
notion that at this point others take up the
word appears to us forced and unnecessary,
though we have great respect for those who
maintain it.* It is a two-fold objection against

* Oder writers, as Heinsius and Lampe, then
Thohick and Lilcke ; as also Sjlileiemiaclier in liis

Hoinilics, wlio .says I hat the Evangelist did not suf-
ficiently distinguish one from the rther in this

nii.\ed nniJtitude. Eluard regards it as so obvious
that tiiere was no ne-d lor Jolin to say tliat tliey

were not 7ri6rF.vi)VTe'i who spoke now. Of the
same view are Wesley, Iticyer, You Gerlach, and
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which the Lord has now to defend and define

the word he had spoken ; two-fold, actually,

although the obj-ectors urge both in their unity ;

ilx-ey will persuade themselves that as Abra-
ham's seed they have never been properly in

bondage, and they will lay the emphasis on
Abraham » seed, from which it would necessarily

follow that that seed needs not to be made
free.* But the Lord in his reply carefully dis-

tinguishes the two things which were so closely

interwoven : he begins with what was in re-

ality the second objection, and rebuts that, vers.

34-36 ; then in ver. 37 he turns to the Jirst.

Here once more he critically and defensively

distinguishes between the acknowledged, un-
contested external meaning of this claim, and
that other meaning, according to which the

genuine children of Abraham must necessarily

be also the children of God. Scarcely had he
gently signified this, than they break in, ver. 39,

with their renewed assertion ; constrained by
this, and again by another such violent inter-

jection, ver. 41, he hesitates not to advance his

convincing condemnation to its ultimate se-

verity, ver. 44. But he does not close with this
;

he returns, vers. 45-47, to the original and
milder utterance—Ye are not of God I

What the Baptist, Matt. iii. 9, had already

denounced, re-appears here ; lor the theocratic

national pride of the Jews was only the more
deeply rooted in proportion to the real pre-

eminence which God had assigned them, but
which they had lyingly perverted. Thus the

corruptions of the holiest things are the most
hard to be healed. Au endless variety of the

e.xpressions of Jewish pride may be brought
forward from more ancient and more modern
times, all tending to show that these children

of Abraham deemed themselves the lords of

the earth by the hereditary, inalienable pre-

rogative of race, and these are all mere varia-

tions of the theme—DH D'p^p 'J3 i'X"lt^'] bz

(All Israel, they are sons of kings). But after

God had done so much to humble these kings by
servitude, they being at this very time subject

to the Romans ; how could they say that they
needed not to be made free ? Lange seeks to

remove this difficulty b}' an acceptation of the

words never to our knowledge suggested before.

Thev had, he thinks, clearly observed that

Jesus would speak of freedom in the spiritual

sense, and had, therefore, themselves also

Richter among practical expositors. The last

says :
" Now answered, wihout beinsc questioned,

the unbelieving spokesmen of the crowd of hear-

ers." So the Benenburger Bihel—"Now come some
others and put in their shrill cry.' But is this

\ii\ieT dnexpiBrjdav auraS ? Should De Wet e

translate it
—" Some answered him 1 " Brandt's

Jitbel says rightly, on the other hnnd, " When
Jesu? says something which, being misunderstood,
offended their self-love, they soon show by their

confciadiction that they had not the right kind of
fa:th in him."

* In Lampe's words—" We are already free de

f'ure and are likewise so de facto."

designedly passed over to this sense, in order

to constrain his avowal, that even in this tho
matter concerning thera was not spiritual

slavery. We never, they would say, yielded

ourselves up to any man in the spirit of ilavery.

They had ever been free from error, and even
in external servitude bad always been inward-
ly the free sons of God in the house of God

;

they therefore needed no deliverance into free-

dom through the truth, however much they
might need redemption, through the power of

the Messiah, from the Romans. We cannot
but wonder if other expositors will fall in with
this view ; for ourselves we cannot ; since such
a subtle transition to the mediately appre-

hended spiritual language is opposed to the
notorious Jewish mind. Besides which, the
Lord's solemn answer with his dur'fVy " verily,"

would in that case have directly met such
effrontery (We know what thou meanest, but
we are by no means the servants of delusion

or of sin)—to say nothing of the ovSsvi, " to

no man," in their specific language. We think
most certainly, in common with all other ex-
positors, that they rather perversely passed by
the word "tndh," and clung to the stumbling
words " 7nal-e you free." In some slight degree

they heard and marked that the Lord spoke of

something spiritual and internal ; but tnis was
not enough to enable them to understand the

deep worJls concerning "knowing the truth,"

and to fix their thoughts upon this great word
;

they therefore revert in unconscious evasion to

the e.xternal sense ;* the Lord's iXsvOspoijy,
"make free," seems to them a discordant note,

too injurious a word to express the Messianic
deliverance which they had longed for, and al-

together suitable to slaves. " The same men
who Avere wont to chafe against all subjection

to the heathenish yoke of the Romans as a dis-

graceful servitude, now feel their theocratic

pride aroused, because the Lord describes them
as servants who must be made free " (Nean-
der). Thus is the natural man without any
fundamental apprehension, even when under
the influence of strong seeming emotion ; if

the salvation is brought home to him which be
greatly needs, and which is freely offered, he
deems it altogether needless,,and repels it with
foolish petulance and boasting.j

Liicke's opinion is more worthy of notice

:

" Since it was impossible that the Jews should
have utterly forgotten their past and present

political subjection as a people, we are driven
to the supposition that they referred the
Lord's words, not to the common political free-

dom of the nation, but to their indimdual civil

* According to the uniform analogy of almost
all such answers in the Gospels.

I This Jewish boast the German-Catholic Dowiat
took for his text, as a word of Scripture, as au
"old but ever new word" (3 Oct. 1845 a; OfTen-

bach)—called upon the Elbe and the Rhine to

echo his greeting to his peoj)'e, " We have never
been slaves to man !

" Verily there is no martyr
like Scripture

!
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frtedom ; and they might intelligently and
honestly say that they had never served any
man as iHaKS." Similarly Teschendorf (who
makes some evil-disposed persons, standing by,

the speakers): "The more feelingly they resent

their present political bondage, the more anx-
ious are they to establish and make the most
of their individual freedom, at least." Simi-

larly Hess: "They had never, however, sunk
into slavery"—remarking further that "this
was probablv a soliciting hint that they would
rather hear him speak about political freedom."

This view, even with this last doubtful modifi-

cation (which is not, however, like Lange's),

Would be fair enough in itself; i>\\i{\\Q6nipiJa

""Afipadu, "seed of Abraham," with its pre-

eminent emphasis, too evidently embraces the

tchde people as such (with which the present

individuals incorprorate themselves by their

i6niy)\ and in this connection the nrjSeyi

ic CO It or e, " rwcer to any man," as an applied
necessary con^quence, must assuredly go back to

the very beginning of this seed of Abraham.
We hold therefore with Klinz, that the denial

of proper dovXeia, or bondage, is uttered in

rdcUicni to (he entire hutory of tfie people. It is,

further, as impossible that they could have
forgotten their bondage in Egypt, and Babylon,
and so forth, even lor a moment, as it is that;

they could have meant (as Bengel thinks)

—

W.^, at least, have never been in such bondage
as our fathers were subjected to. For this last

notion is contradicted, as we have said, by their

evident assumption that no seed of Abraham
could in the nature of things ever dovXeveiv,
or be in bondage. Thus they fall into flagrant

opposition to the humble and profound lamen-
tation of their faihers in holv Scripture, such
&£ Ezra ix. 8, 9 ; Nehem. ix. 36 ; Lament, i. 1,

V. 8—but we must not convict them therefore

of the madness of impotent lying, as Augustine
does.* For their proud language only means
to say that the temporary oppression which
their people had at times endured, the slight

Bupremacy of foreign rulers which did not
afiect their national character, but left them
the appearance of independence in the enjoy-

ment of their own laws and their own worship,

had never reduced them to the degradation of

perfect slavery ,-\ that they had ever been, and
liad ever felt themselves to be, in spite of

every thing, the noble and unsubjugated seed

of Abraham in the sight of God. (Lange:
" They no more acknowledged their subjection

to Rome, than later Rome acknowledged the

temporal authority which contradicted her
hierarchical, views." This is freedom in the
theocratira'. sf-nse, but not on that account in the

tpirilwd) It is at least doubtful whether they

• " Is not this the people wlio made brick.s in

Es>'pt 1 Why then does God forever remind you
that he had led you out of the liouse of bondage 1

Were you- fathers .saves, and are net ye 1 How
is it then that ye pay triljute to Cajsarl " etc. See

io Klee.

f This i8 the truth in the former exposition.

then thought of that prohibition of their God,
so careful of their honor and dignitv, which
rendered it impossible that anv born Israelite

should become a bond-slave to his brother
Israelite. But it is very certain that, blinded
by their pride, they speak very inconsistently,

for it was their constant expectation that the
Messiah should free them from the Roman
power; and this is to be explained by the spirit

of contradiction into which the half-heard and
obnoxious word truth had thrown them. A
promise of deliverance from bondage in another
connection and not made dependent upon the
knowledge and persevering abiding in his word,
would probably have extorted a voluntary ad-
mission of their bondage, and been received

with gratitude.

Verse 34. The Lord's calm, lucid truth

gives his first answer to their confused thoughts,

and this may be viewed under a three-fold

aspect : he speaks directly of the true davery in

the commission of sin; and then through very
significant but commiserating and reticent trans-

ition (embracing the ideas of slavery and sonship

in their several relation to God), he j^lafes ifi

opposition to that servitude the true freedom
of the children of God—who alone are also the

true children of Abraham. In JtoicSv ti)v

a/iaprj'aK, " committeth [the] sin," the article

is of strong significance; and in connection with

it the ^rorcjK involves more in its meaning than

nb'iy, and the .whole expression is made equiv-

alent to the Old-Testament phrase pS'vyb.

workers of iniquity kpyaZ,6uf.voi xvv avo-

tiiav. (Comp. 1 John iii. 4, 8, 9.) Thus it

s not he who at any time, or sometimes, sins;

but who in obedient villanage of submission

performs the deeds of that sin (as above ver. 21),

against the lusts and the accomplishments of

which the law, and his own conscience, and the

personal experience that it is ruinous, still

testify—who consequently lives and walks in

habitual contradiction to himself. He is verily

and indeed the servant of sin, and in the full

sense of the subsequent apostolical teaching in

Rom. vi. 12, 16, 20; 2 Pet. ii. 19. Lucke was
pf^t justified in hazarding the assertion, that

throughout the Old Testament the idea of slav-

ery to sin never comes forward, near as it lies

in Gen. iv. 7. For this very Gen. iv. 7 (comp.

Psa. cxix. 133) is plain erough ;
and in the

typical manner of the Old Testament we have

it spoken of (to say nothing of the secret pro-

missory meaning of Exod. xx. 2) ; wfiej-e Ahab,

as one example, is represented as having told

himself, in and bv Jezebel, to do evil before the

Lord (1 Kings xxi. 20, 25, to which, as we
think, Rom. vii. 14 expressly looks back).

Who then, in the meaning of the prophetic

Spirit, are the prisoners and slaves of the

strong man, Isa. xlii. 7, xlix. 24, but tae slaves

of sin and of the devil? Oh that our thcolo-

gian."! would purge their eyes when they come

to the Old Testament; and look at it with at

least a? much clearness of vision as the Jews

did, Who developed liom it their own Rabbim-
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cal doctrine, sometimps so deep and so true !

In Sohar on Exod. (iol. 48, co:. 192) it is said

concerning the wicked, nayS H'Tirjn ninn "in'S

n'21 mnn—he is under the p jwer of his wick-

edn ss, as the slave under his lord: and many
similar passages Wetstein has collected upon
this verse. The heathen, loo, were deeply im-

pressed with the slavery of sin; so that Lampe
has adduced many analogous sayings out of

their writings.* Thus the Lord utters here a

declaration, in his own plain and unambiguous
and impressive words, which lay unexpressed

in the heart of the entire Old Testament; and
one which is responded tomostincontrovertibly

by t!ie consciousness or all mankind. But we
must not soften and qualify his words to mean
that he Avho continuously practises sin, makes
himself by so doing gradually and surely more
and more the slave of sin. No, he is actually

such already; as is shown by his doing what
he himself is constrained to term sin. " In

every act of sin there is a bondage." That is,

in every individual act of sin 1 perform the sin

which IS known to be such. What must be

the slavery of a life spent in habitual acts of

sin ! But here we must appropriately observe,

with Olihausen, that in this an enslaved better

/ in men is acknowledged and appealed to

;

though it must not be overlooked, on the other

hand, that the slavery of this inner man is

declared to be original, and clinging to his hu-
manity by nature.

The addition r?/? dftapria', " of Ein,"t we
regard as absolutely genuine and essential; it

necessarily belongs to the definite explanation

of our Lord's answer, in which he cannot be
supposed to continue the abstract mode of

speaking hitherto adopted. It may be said

that ver. 25 immediately afterwards makes
prominent the abstract ideas of dovXo?, "ser-

* Senpca : Vides autem, quam malam et noxiam
servitutem servitunis sit, quern voluptates, etc.

Ostende qris non sevvus sit. Alius libidini servlt,

alius avarit'ae. etc. Nulla servitns durior est, quam
vohmtar!a. Stobaeus: OuSFii iAsv^spo? iav-
Tov tcTj 7<par(oy. ^ov^.£vel^' Ttd^fdi ;fa/lf-

Ttcorepov y rvpdvyoii. Piato : Tdoy raZS
ai6x(ioui iTriSvjLtmi? tnix^tpEovrcov tXev-
^epov nr/SEva vojmZ^. Tc^y yap tov? t^
^^XV fiovXoVi liEHZr/HEVCDV TCoAv fjapvTE-
poy ovroi SsdTtoraii roZS xazayayjcdZovdi
ravra SovXsvuvdty. Cicero: Quis neset om-
nes improbos esse servos 7 Arrianus : BcvXsd^E
^^y d/tiaprdyovrsi ; ov fiovXo/LtsBa. Ov-
Sei, Toiyvv djitaprdvcoy IXev^Epo? t.6ri.

Epictetus
:^ i^/lfvScpz'a: xai SovXeia, to hsv

aperifi oyona, to 8i Ka>iiai. We might
quote much else similar.

f Kles says : "It appears to be a glos<!." Bnum-
Cirten-Crusius: "Mill, and more recently Tho-
hick, have regarded it as omission. But we doubt
notitsspuriousness." Von Gerlach would, probably
more correctly, only read—Every one who com-
niitteth sin, is a slave. Neander quotes and ex-
pounds it, as if the matter were quite settled,
without r?/? duapviai. Bruckner defends the
addition, on account of preponderating authority.

vant," and vro?, "son " and Baumgarten-CrTi-
sius thence maintain.^ that "it would be

exceedingly hard if the Lord had used the name
of servant successively and immediately in

relation to servants of sin, and servants in rela-

tion to God." But this apparent difncu'ty is

not thus to be removed, for iXevOepoz, " free,"

in ver. 33 assuredly proves that in ver. 34
SovXoi Tiji dixapvicci, "servant of sin," must
be intended, and not here already servitude in

relation to God. The whole passage would be

disturbed, and would lose its popular clearness

and its conscience-piercing force, if the slavery

o/smisnot regarded as expressly coming for-

ward first. The Lord's design was to speak

graciously, and with mitigated seventy con-

cerning truth and freedom; as if he might
presume upon their apprehension of his mean-
ing. But their proud folly, as he indeed ex-

pected, traversed his purpose, and constrained

him to proceed, "If ye will not otherwise

understand, or have not yet understood, I must
recur to my former severe and solemn words,

in which are included all my speaking and
judging concerning you (vers. 21, 24)—Ye
commit sin, and he who committelh sin, is no
other than the servant of that sin."

Verss 35. No one has yet—it seems to me
—clearly apprehended the subtle and profound
connection in which these tcoi-ds are interwoven
with the preceding. The greater part of com-
mentators pass over the difficulty, as if it had
no existence ; others speak largely about it

without fundamentally removing its weight.

It lies in this, that suddenly and abruptly the

figure is deranged, and the absolute SovXo?,
"servant," is viewed in an entirely different

relation. Just before, sin was his master; but
now God is represented as such, retaining and
bearing with him in his house. How then can
Jesus be intelligently understood in so speak-
ing? We might supply the clue thus: "He
who is the servant of sin, thus being generally

in a slavish spirit and condition, will moi-eover
in relation to God be regarded as no more than
a slave; yea, he is a false apostate, serving the
Lord's enemy in the Lord's house." This is

very true, but we must seek for the deep rea-

son why the Lord omits this profound and
weighty intermediate thought, although it is

pre-supposed for the right understanding of his

words. His discourse, hitherto so clear, seems
suddenly to pass into obscurity, through a two-
fold, yea three-fold, swift tran.sition: from the
servant of sin to a servant in a quite different

relation (which is not even expressed as such)

;

from this servant to the contrast of the son;
and finally to the rights of servantship and
sonship in the house. We think that we can
perfectly understand this strange manner of
speaking by a reference to the relation of those
who first heard the words ; and that they will

be seen to have been to them perfectly intelligible.

The relation to God was not expressed, btit natur-

ally taken for granted, in a controversy with
Israelites; it was the essential foundation upon
which they built their proud 6Tcap]xa^Afipad)i^
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"seed of Abraham," for that assuredly meant no

other than—" We are the dear cinlJren ot" our

God (Deut. xiv. 1); Israel was his first-born

fon delivered from Egypt, before all the nations

ot the earth, and we should not be declared to

be saves who must be set free." When the

Lord contraiiicts their assumed freolom by a

reference to their true and fearful bondage to

sin, his (jentlenaa admits for the present, what
in ver. o7 he even confirms by oi8a," I know,"
that tiiey as the seed of Abraham stood in a

cerUiin pecu'.iar relation to God; but he denies

that this is the free relation of children, by de-

claring that tiiey are the servants of the Lord,

abiding as such in his house, and occupying his

land. This is true of the people as a whole,

according to their own words; yet are they,

again, only servants of the Lord on the assump-
tion and e.Tpectation, and under discipline to

that end, that they learn to do the will of God,

and not the worlds of siii. As a servant of

ein even the Israelite cannot in the issue re-

main a servant of God and a member of

his household; and this applies to the best

among them, so far as he is not yet free

from this other master, God's enemy. Here
is consequently shed a clear and penetrating

light upon the entire Old-Testament econ-

omy ot God's dealings with this seed of

Abraham as a whole: either that relation of

servant leads to something further, and this

title of God's domestics—not essentially befit-

ting sinners indeed, but vouchsafed to them in

God's grace and forbearance—leads those to

whom it is attributed to the possession of that

true freedom and sonship which was its design-

ed end ; or the inner contradiction must finally

explode itself, and issue in the sinner's being

cast out. All this may be easily taken for

granted in our Lord's quick words. We should

all find it easy enough, if we could only trans-

pose our thoughts into the fundamental ideas

of the Old Testament; these ideas were very

familiar to those at least who then heard our

Lord, and therefore he could thus concisely and
comprehensively speak to them. It would,

moreover, almost appear, that the degree of

obscurity which pervades his saying was in-

tended to cast down that presumptuous impet-

uousity which would prematurely regard his

words as vnderatood ; and thus to transform

them into reflecting and jjondering hearers, show-

ing them that there were depths in the relation

between servitude and freedom, as he treated

these things, which they must not suppose that

they could instantaneously fathom. If they

had entered into his words with docility as

ftaOtjrai, " disciples," he would probably have
followed th.em up by explanations altogether dif-

ferent from those which they enforced from him
by their malignity.*

We may a«sume it impossible for any one

to deny that the w'nole clause concerning the

servant and the son in the house, abstract as

it may appear, must be immediately referred

to the household or family of God. The words
are uttered with this conciliating generality,

thrown out, as it were, like a preparatory

enigmatical proposition, in order to avoid out-

raging their feelings at once by a iioiitive

declaration ; nevertheless they enter airectly,

and most impressively, into the concrete rela-

tions of those who heard them. It has been

thought, because eii Toy aicjya, D^iy^, " for-
T

ever," is also the terminus of the law for

enduring slavery (Exod. xxi. 6; Deut. xv. 17),

that ov /it e y Eiv f

" abideth not," in an
allusion to the setting free in the seventh year

(Exod. xxi. 2), and the year of Jubilee (Ley.

XXV. 40 ; Deut. xv. 12) ; but such an allusion is

most inappropriate here, for that coming out of

the house was a good thing which led to free-

dom, but here a, casting out is hinted at, a "dis-

missal to that alien master" (who will then

pay his awful wages), Liicke gave that view
the preference, because ov j^eveiy in his opin-

ion must express something lying in the idea of

the Sou/lo?, or servant itself; but it is plain that

he has not understood the whole passage accord-

ing to its theocratic meaning, because he adheres

to a specious abstraction. On the other hand,

the allusion which he thinks too far-fetched is

the right one : namely, to the casting out of

him who was born of the bondwoman unto

bondage, of Ishmael who showed the slavish

mind of enmity against the real son of the

house (Gen. xxi. 10) ; so that in fact the typi-

cal interpretation given to that event by the

Apostle raul in Gal. iv., is here already hinted

at by our Lord. We can scarcely understand

how Liicke could allege against this allusion,

that the example would not correspond, Ish-

mael being at the same time a son of Abraham.
That very fact reconciles the whole, for were

not these Jews also the seed of Abraham ac-

cording to thejlesh ? (Lucke's error arises from

his persisting to regard this transitional verso

as an independent and general position.) To
this Calvin too, and Cocceius and Lampc have

found subordinate allusion ; and Bengel gives

its foundation very correctly when he says

—

"Quia de Abrahamo quaistio est" (Because

the question is concerning Abraham).

On the other hand, we agree with Liicke, in

opposition this time to Kling,* that the article

Tiie forgotten nationalist Jlezel gives here the

een«!p, in a very fair approximation at least: "In
«U'^h most wicked posture of nvnfl aro ye slavish

Jew .. Kow think—the servant has a hard lot. His

master c.in cast him out, when h'' sees that he is

DO longer of u^e to him. Kow think of God ! In

any case (I would say instead

—

at the best, as yo
are the servants of sin) ye are his servants. Since

ye serve sin, God can no longer tolerate you in his

house," etc.

" He is disposed with Lachmnnn to alter the

punctuation, puttin:; a full stop after the fir.st

alwra, and tlnisconnecling more close'y the two
clauses with v/d?. Thr« ovy is supposed to prove

the identity of the vioi in both clau.ses. But son

is first used cenerally in contrast with servant, and
then the words make a transition to hira who is

such alone in a pre-eminent sense.
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before the Jint villi, " son ;

" as before SovXoi,
" eervant," makes these nouns generic. Else,

in addition to the sudden transitions already re-

marked upon, there would be a fourth ; and that
would be indeed an abrupt leap from the figura-

tive and historically convincing contrast, before

it had been fully set up and established. The
Lord maniiestly speaks first of all hypothetically

of a son in the house of God, who should be
neither a servant of sin, nor stand in a hypo-
critical proud relation to God, not even in the
relation of a servant to the master of the
house who was estranged from perfect obe-
dience. If there he such a one, he will say, lie

has the family right and right of inheritance to

remain in the hoxise forever, he will assuredly
not be cast out.* This opens to us, finally, a
very remarkable reference, in which not only
the CI 5 r ov ai oo v a ,

" ever," finds its rea-

son and ground, but even the whole expression
of fievetv tv t^ oixia, " abiding in the house."
The Lord, to whom every where and always the

deep meaning and prophetical sayings of the

ancient Scriptures were close at hand, speaks
in the words of the twenty-third Psalm ; not
merely using its words as accidentally coinci-

dent, but as a citation giving its genuine, spir-

itualized sense, educing its inmost kernel of

meaning. David in Psa. xxiii. assures himself
of abiding in the house of the Lord D'»' '^'}M7'

all his days, (lit. to length of days, "forever"),

that is, assuredly, here equivalent to D^iy?, for'

ever, even after his passing through the valley

of the shadow of death ; and that is an Old-

Testament expression of faith and hope in the

filial mind to which the Lord might well refer,

especially as this was a well known and univer-

sally applied Psalm. But still more. Just as

the Lord here sets out by assuming the possi-

bility of their being sons of God in the theocrat-

ical house as opposed to servants in that house,

in order to set forth himself in the second
o vioi, " the son," as the one only Son, in

whom this hypothesis is perfectly realized—so

this citation is found to oe chosen in perfect

harmony with this design, since these prepar-

atory sonships and filial hopes of the Old
Covenant, never in themselves altogether freed

from the servile spirit, were essentially no other

than typical prophecies of him, the true and pre-

eminent Son. Consequently, he appropriates

to himself this Davidical Psalm, which remaii'k-

ably follows on Psa. xxii., as such a prophecy.
This, finally, in its background would involve,

to the Israelite who weighed the words which
were thrown out for his after-pondering, a

similar reference to the victory over his enemies
as lound in Psa. cx.f " Put to death the Son,

* What Euthymius says of the right of inherit-

ance in the son, not in the slave, is very good ; but
when he refers the dovXoS to Moses in contrast

with Christ (as also Cyril, Chrys., Theophylact,

and recently Kiee), he mingles somelhiog quite in-

appropriate.

f The reader who possesses my commentary on

send him down to the valley of {he shadow of

death ! He feareth not, his God will spread a
table for him much more glorious than that

spread for David, will anoint his head with oil,

and give him an abiding place in another, heav-
enly house, the essential house of God, for ever-

more." For with the casting out of the ser-

vants the entire earthly economy will be broken
up, the new and heavenly house will be estab-

lished in its place, to which this one perfect

Son will translate, and in which he will receive,

his hidden ones.* What marvellous fulness of

intimation and reference in the words which
are usually so swiftly disposed of !

Verse 36. The inferential ovy, " therefore,"

which Kling regards as proving that the vioi^
" Son," must be absolutely the same in both
clauses, is to be resolved, according to our view
of the passage, into the intermediate thought

:

" Since, as I continually testify—and ye were
willing to believe my testimony a while since—I alone in fulness of truth am the Son of the
heavenly Father, the Father of your household
and your God (ver. 29); your sole emancipa-
tion as servants of sin, and therefore servants
of God doomed to be cast out, must and can pro-

ceed only from me." The Lord here speaks assur-

edly of this as the act of his prerogative which
sets free and declares absolved from bondage.
" No SovXoi can make another free, or make
himself such. In order to the setting free of

another, it is requisite that a man should be
free himself. Ttiis involves the idea of the

Son—he alone can have the authority actually

to emancipate the 5ouAoi'' (Kling). But
when Grotius refers to the in " Grsecire qibus-

dam civitatibus forte et alibi usitata dSsXipo-

^edia,'' the right of the Son to adopt others

as brothers, he presses the forensic application

too far. This is then the starting point, but it

must of course be understood that the merciful

declaration of freedom is also an actual setting

free from sin, the evil master ; else the former

clause would still retain its force. Thus if the

Son shall mal-e you sons ! In the ededT^t,
"ye shall be," finally, the Lord gently but deci-

sively returns back into a direct application to

themselves; and the full answer which they

deserved—Yet are ye not free ! is made par-

allel with the previous ysyTjdedSe, " ye shall

be made," which they had rejected. But Avith

the uvrcD?, really ("indeed"), he rebukes

forever all lying outcry of being or being made
free ; and prepares his own way for returning

the Psalms may consult what I have further writ-

ten upon this subject there.

* Hengstenberg on Psa. xxiii. refers to the house

not made with hands, the Church, where the chil-

dren of God"s household ab'de forever, even after

the desolation of Matt, xxiii. 38. But we make
more prominent the reference to the upper house,

tor we take it to be closely connected with the

nioi5V> death-sMde (in which Genesis with the

Sept., Chald., and Kimchi, recognizes the ri1?D»

death).
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to the former objection, and establishing a dis-

tinction ot uvzcd eivat, " being indeed," in

connection willi tiie " seed of Abraliam."

Verse 37. Now first can this original protest

of the Jews be rightly set aside. The Lord has

never failed to admit that tlie Jews as such

were, and had been from the beginning,

through the gracious calling :;nd election of

God, in hi.s house ; and he now repeats this

admi.^sion with oi5a, which as here standing,

signifies :

" As ye hear me say, I know it well

and allow its full force. But with all that

—

what kind of people are ye? Picbellious ser-

vants, who would cast out and put to deaih

the one true Son of the house of your Lord !

'

Tholuck expresses his opinion decidedly that

those who sought to kill Jesus, could not possi-

hly be the same who had previously believed

in him ; and very many feel constrained to re-

gard this as full evidence of a change rn the

persons addressed. But we cannot see any
reason why our Lord should not, in spite of

that evanescent and indistinct impulse of faith

which did not, however, restrain them from at

once uttering their proud protest against his

salutar)' promise, mingle them again indiscrim-

inately in the general mass of the people whom
Le now addressed, and whose more or less

conscious enmity he had again and again re-

vealed to them with this strong expression

of its prospective consummation.* Where-
fore do they hate him ? Because he bears the

testimony of his truth against their sin ; be-

cause his word, instead of finding welcome in

a believing acceptance, can find noplace to lay

Jiold of them. Thus negatively gentle is the

Lord's word at first ; the positive and severe

oTi, " because," follows afterwards in vcr. 45.

Xoipeiy does not, as Liicke observes against

Kling, mean originally, or, indeed, ever^

mere\y to luive place—but always involves the

idea of rrovement, extension in space, the filling

it up. Hence every translation which is lim-

ited to the furmer notion must be rejected as

inadequate : such as the " locu77i hahct " of Eras-
mus, or the frequent correction, so called, in many
editions of our Bible, of " hat nicht Statt," or the

London Hebrew translation of New Testament

D33 Cipp PN '12*1^. The frequent interpreta-

tion, "proceed, go" (Matt. xv. 17; 2 Pet. iii.

9 ; Wisd. vii. 23), does not so much suggest the
idea of having room, as of making room ; ac-

cording to Tholuck's " hcum facin, &c\\. mild,

oecupo." The finished emphasis of the word as

developed from its etymon is thus actually p;vs«

forward, advance, npoxvrtrEiv. We should
not, however, invalidate this by applying to it

the standard of ordinary human phraseology,
as apprehended and established by philology
alone ; for we always find that the tendency of

this is to lower the emphasis : thus Eisner and

* " Throughout the whole of John Jesus sees
his deah before liim, and bears his life ujton the
|)oint of every word, towards Jerusalem. The is-

fcue hhows hiui to be right " (Herder).

Kypke regSLrd felicifir iuccedere. proficere as all

that is meant. (Lampe: " Non procedit."

Lucke :" Since it does not find that entrance
or that progress among you, which as the word.

of truth it should find." ) Jn that cage either

tii vf.idi,into you, must have been in the

text ; or the iV vijiv, " in you," if not harshly

put imtcad of that,* must be translated with

Luther—and Lucke thinks it the least doubtful

translation

—

among you. On the other hand
we say with Baumgarten-Crusius—"The con-

nection of the passage points too definitely to

the inner life of the Jews, and the hindrance

which lay in that." Is not all simple enough
as before understood? To make rootn, to press

forward, advance, tpread around (Schleier-

macher well says, " to seize, place, and plant its

roots within them ")—is an expression which
indicates the active influence and operation

of the living word in its independent energy ;

thus not merely a penetrare, but a capere too.

Luther felt this, and therefore translated, fol-

lowing the true sense, " fahet (fassel) nicht,"t

grips not ; except that he should have contin-

ued— in you. 01shausen"s remark that " the

previous idea of motion must be followed by
the corresponding idea of rest, which latter as

completing the former, must be held fast in the

iy "—points very properly to the fact that the

end of the jfajpE/r, " having place," is cer-

tainly a /uevEiy, " continuing," in us ; but we
think that it is the influential progress of the word
which is here significantly alluded to, and not

as yet its abiding, consummated indwelling.J

Klee more properly says
—

" The word is already

icithin them through hearing, but it does not

penetrate deeply into them. The Lord de-

signedly and expressly puts it conversely, not
— Ye embrace not, hear not, understand not

my words (as follows, ver. 43), but—My
living word seizes you not, attains not place

of influence, progresses not into your souls."

{Olx einsy ov ^(iJ/afZrc ruy X6yov,aXA^ov
Xaiptl o iuoi Xoyoi ly vn'iy, to viprfXav
avTov Toiy Soyndroov tmdeiHvv/iieyo?.

Chrys.) On this Klee remarks—" The blame
of this not entering rests not with the doctrine,

than tehich there is nothing moi-e effectually pene-

trative, but with the Jews themselves." This

is perfectly true, and where the word of God
itself cannot press in and prosper in the soul,

and accomplishes not lung, the guilt of withstand-

ing must a.ssuredly be great indeed. So Origen

alleges

—

8id rovro ov jjf&J/^e;, oTi dyeniTij-

Sftot 7ITOI Har ov6iay, y Hocrd yyaiftt/y

(It has no place because they are ill-disposed,

whether by nature or opinion). This, how-

Grot i Its has cnTl\y vadcre and " iy pro eii."

Nonnus not niucli belter

—

ov yap tj.toi note
uvBoi ii vnETEptjy cppeya dvyei.

f Lanse yet .stronger :
" Does not force itself

into you"—better tiian, a few lines furtlier, 'Re-
bounds without any saving influence."

X Dengel has a jiegiiant antithesis between the
passivity of man, and the nclivlty of the word—
Homo mauere debet (ver. HI), sermo capere.
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ever, which those who were thus rebuked must
themselves have inferred, should not be trans-

lated instead of the clause itself, which as an
o:vuc<,-)/joy (flxymoron) points to it

—

Te are

worthless for my word.*

Verse 38- What precedes is the undeni-
able, visible fnct—Ahrahani'a need and the Son
of God do not acrree, in peace and friendship

;

or, still more plainly, these children of Abra-
ham hate Christ with murderous hatred, in-

stead of giving; his words, full of grace and
truth, place in their hearts, and allowing them
to exert their full influence there. All this is

in the secret consciousness both of him and of

them. That they seek to kill him (even if only
meaning that he is their aversion unto death,
and will yet be more so, when he earnestly
presses home his wrrds), they know very well,

and he also knows it; and just so, he knows
that his word does not lay hold of their inner
being while he speaks it, nor can they deny it,

but give the plainest proof of it when they,
being more penetratingly addressed, bound
from it and turn against it in opposition. Then
these things are an undeniable, palpable /ac<,

on which both parties are fundamentally agreed.
From this the Lord draws the equally undeni-
able conclusion, going straight to the original
source of this :

" Consequently ye must have a
fathir who is opposed to my Father. That
father cannot possibly be Abraham, the friend
of God, whose glory was to be the type of a
man walking before God in faith and obedience.
Your rejoicing in this your forefather is a false

rejoicing, since ye are in spirit children very
unlike him."t We cannot say with regard to

the verse generally, that the Lord here, as
often elsewhere, uses the fpeaJcing and doing in

the two clauses of one sentence, interchange-
ably ; for he is literally referring to his own
words, and to their acts. What the child has
ever seen with his father, in his society, he does
naturally and gives testimony of it in his own
conduct: this general position would come out
into yet stronger significance, if the /'ou,
" my," and the v/xtSvy " your," could be proved
spurious. Assuredly, there lies in the contrast
something like an ironical juxtaposition—We
follow our father on either side, but assuredly
not the same.J He who cannot discern the
true spirit of such an irony, misapprehends the

fact that the sublime serenity of truth as tri-

umphing over the contradicting lie must ever

* The Peshito, m'sunderstood by Lampe, in

n,"in:D "1',PDD n!) ^nhr:h> would just express that

dv£TtiT7'j6Eioi\ comp. pDD) sufficere, Matt.

XXV. 9.

\ The Talmudical tract Kiddushin on Deut. xiv.

1, 2 says—As long as ye act as children, children
ye are ; and no longer.

:j:The r}Hov6aTE, heard, which Lachmann and
Ti'chendorf substitute in the latter clause, would
almost destroy the point of this analogy; and we
cannot accept it. It appears to have arisen from
the idea that the seeing in connection with Satan's
works required qualification.

be connected with a certain irony. On the

other hand, there is gentleness enough in this

manner of expressing himself, which only at

first hints its meaning. The ovS Evi Sedov-
XsvHtx/iisv, ha,ve been in bondage to no one,

might have been responded to by the direct

mention of Satan, whose lusts they do while
tiiey willingly bear his yoke ; but he is merely
hinted at, and that as a father instead of Abra-
ham and God. Finally, napd roj Ttarpi,
" with your father," is milder than the subse-
quent £H rov TtaTpoiy " of your father."

Verse 39. His hearers proceed to give evi-

dent proof that they will not, and that they
cannot, hear ; that his word makes no progress

in their hearts : instead of remarking and pon-
dering the penetrating and convincing words
of Christ, they hold fast their own wilful decla-

ration at the first—Our father is Abraham !

We do not think, with Lange, that they are

here entering keenly into disputation ; but
rather that they re-utter their former words in

mere obstinacy, and without any direct refer-

ence to what Jesus had said, further than the

word Ttaxr}p, "father," which they lay hold
of. This one expression they throw back upon
him, as proudly as ignorantly :

" What dost

thou mean by thy two fathers ? Let thy words
leave us alone in possession of our true father,

as the seed of Abraham."* But the Lord does

not leave them alone; he pushes his words, in

unweariable and imperturbable earnestness,

yet further. The I'/^e^S itoitlrty "ye dx>''

of the former verse he now dilates upon, vers.

39-41, and proves them to exhibit evidences

of a very different disposition and derivation

I'rom that of Abraham. When, hereupon, the

Jews leave their Abrahamic parentage, and lay

claim directly to that of Oocl, the Lord is con-

strained in the severest terms to convict them
of being the children of the devil, vers. 41-47

;

and this by a two-fold series of inferences,

which we shall more carefully examine in due
time.

We are not inclined to enter at large upon
the question of the various readings here—the

substitution of k6r£ for j/rf, the omission of

dv, and the preference of TtoiElrs ; the hypo-
thetical form in the received text is the only

correct one, since vvy 8e which follows is

manifestly the minor premise from which fol-

lows the conclusion in ver. 41. f On the other

hand, we join Olshausen and Kling (and earlier

Origen) in maintaining that the rExva,
" children," is here to be distinguished from
67rEp/.ioc, " seed ;" the latter was indeed con-
ceded as true after the flesh in ver. 37, but
TEKva (genuine children like their fathers)

* " iBe it so, the children are like their fathers :

our father is Abraham, if the dist'nction is thus
made

;
judge thou who thy father must be ! " Simi-

larly Baumgarten-Crr.sius—" They care not to

know who may be his Father ; but their father is

Abraham."

t iloTEirB as Imper. would altogether disturb

the sense.
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is denied in ver. 39. Rom. ix. 7 is an illustra-

tive parallel of this distinction in the phrase-

olo;iy, wliicli, tliough it is not direclly founded
upon the lexical origin of the words, harmon-
izes well with the true distinction of the

synonyms. Mark how the Lord, who else-

where I'ases every thing, like his Apostle Paul,

upon fuilh, here also lays stress, like James,
upon tlie evidence of tc^rks. He himself recog-

nizes and ilistingtiishps the teor^-ii of Afmifi/nn.

Verses 40, 41. The opposition of their

Sfiirit and acts to the faith and works of Abra-
ham exhibits itself in a three-fold progression :

they would kill a tnan ; more thin that, one
who has told them the truth (understand

—

just on that account); finally, the truth as de-

rived and transmitted from God. Both the

fact and the reason of the Lord's representing

himself meekly to be man, in the j>resence of

such as are incapable of receiving the declara-

tion of his divinity,* are perfectly clear ; as

also that his words point to the fearful truth

which is undisguisedly announced in ver. 44, of

the Satanic and Cainite enmity in man against

God, the unity and progressive consequence of

the spirit of lying and the spirit of murder.t
We must not, in the following clause, weaken
Tovro, " this," into tale quid (any such thing),

nor make ovh inoitfdEv mean " he would not

have done in a similar case." But the tovto
impressively combines the wholo accusation in

one, and the ovh iTtoi'r/dev is said ironically

and jie,- /ieico6iy (by meiom): " The holy pa-

triarch whose piety ye rightly glory in, acted

in faith and love towards God and man, in a

manner very different from this." The rigid

conclusion should now formally run—" Couse-

cuently ye are iwt the children of Abraham."
But it goes still luther than that, even to the

of/ier " lather " of ver. 3S. Twice is this father

left unmentioned, for the suggestion of our own
minds.

They might very well understand this man-
ner of speaking. The prophets had been ac-

customed to point the apostate seed of Abra-
ham to an origin consistent with their spirit

and mind, e. g. Ezek. xvi. 3. They were vtry

well acquainted, too, with the father and au-

thor of all evil, the great enemy of God and
man. They now appear actually to mark
•whither our Lord is aiming ; but they design-

edly retreat before his meaning, even while

they scm to press more closely upon him in

contradiction. Their entering, so to speak,

upon another subject of argument is indicated

by the Evangelist's ow, therefore ("then").
Tlius enforced, they let go the paternity of

Abraham ; for, at least abstractedly, the proof

is too clear, that unresembling children have

* Nonnus has in his way interjected

—

ovrs ydp
V/IflL 6OHM J&£uS EHHEVai.

t Sdileiennacher: "Tiiis is a profound mystery
in human nature, that incapacity for the iru.h and
ojiposiion to it invariably glido into enmity
against tho-^e who bring tlio trulii." Yes, verily,

a mystery po^ming beyond human nature.

no right to value themselves upon their pro-
genitor; but, instead of that, they insist now
upon being the children of God. Thus they
understantl* the Lord to be speaking of
Kpirititnl paternity; consequently tlieir words
now concur witii iiis meaning, and con-teijuenty

nopvEia, "fornication," is not here to be un-
derstood otherwise than spiritually. This
expression should not lead our thougiits back
to Ishmael, lor Abraham's connection with
Hagar was not fornication ; but rather to tho
hated Samaritan (see afterwards ver. 48), that
spurious, bastard race—as Klee suggests, fol-

lowing Theodor. Mospu., and Theophylact. For
they mean bastards as resulting from tho
adulterous connection of the Jewish people
\\\i\\ fiihe gods; retaining a distinct remem-
brance of those ancient passages in which this

was denounced as a crime (E.xod. xxxiv. 16;
Lev. xvii. 7; Judg. ii. 17 ; lios. i. 2, ii. 4; Isa.

i. 21, Ivii. 3; Jer. iii. 8; Ezek. xvi. 15, etc.).

To these false gods they oppose the one true

God, from whom it is their Pharisaic pride to
assert that they had never departed since tho
captivity ; and this seems the simplest meaning
of iya Ttarepa—" Not, one father with tliee

;

but we all have one father." So explains

Baumgartcn-Crusius ; but we doubt whether
the Scripture intelligence of these speakers
would go so far as to refer to Isa. Ixiii. 16.

Lange views it otherwise ; referring the former

clause still to Abraham, and regarding tho

second as introducing the additional lelation to

God, asserting that—We and tliyself havo
(despite thy words) one and the same father,

God.f But this is not so plain as the obvious
reference of noftveicx to idolatry ; and we may
illustrate it by the words of Philo, quoted by
Liicke : itoXv^Eoi Ss 6 eh n6pv7/i, rvcpXaor-

rcjy TTEpi ztiy dXr/S?/ irarepa, nai did tovto
TToA/lou? aVO' iyoi yoysii aiKzrro//£Ko; (But
a polytheist is ille<:itimate, uncertain as to his

true father, and therefore vaguely referring to

many parents instead of one). Suflice it, that

they are urged by the spirit of contradiction to

arrogate to themselves the prerogative of free-

* " They had understood before ; but now they

would no longer appear to decline the nrgum^nt,

and evade the spiritual ap|)iication " (KIpc). This

is only true in tlie sense of dispntntion, of course;

the thing itself they certainly evade.

t The former would be—" We are not .supposi-

titious children imimsed upon Abraham." ^ut
still they feel that tho lash is not removed—they

feel themselve-i to be at a di.>.advantage merely in

the character of Al)ra ham's sons as opposed to

the Son of God—especially since they are con-

scious that ho justly charsos them with departure

from Abraham s ni nd. They leave therefore, in

their contusion, their oun position of herediiary

prerogative, in order to arrogate /li.i loftier posi-

tion to themselves. "As they could not finally

deny that bo was like themselves a son of Abra-

ham, so they thouLdit that he would not be able to

deny to them ihat they were, equal'y w.th h niself,

children of the one Father. God." AcuLo enough,

but I fear too subtile lor this texL
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born children, t-xhibitcd now first in its truth

bv Jesus; and to call their God (as the u?=nal

phrase runs in the Old IVstanient, see ver. 54),

\v:th all their sins, tAcir Father. Comp. Mai. ii.

10 with Mai. i. 6.

The Lord is now constrained by their bold-

ness to refer openly to that fatlier whom he

lias twice hinted at without express mention.

He does this in the closest connection down to

ver. 47, by two serie=i of arguments. The

former proceeds as before; God's children must
hce God's Son (ver. 42) ; but ye, on the other

hand, do not even know or recognize my sp:ech

(ver. 43) ; consequently ye are the children of

the devil ! But this conclusion itself is in ver.

44 shown in a three-fold form : Ye do the lusts

of your father ; for he is the original murderer,

and a liar utterly without truth from the be-

ginning ; cvn-y sucJi liar, therefore hath himfor a

fatJier (which must be preliminarily noted for

the interpretation of Ttocri)p avtov). The
pecond argument goes backwards in its order:

Ye believe not the truth (which position, laid

down in ver. 45, is convincingly established in

ver. 46) ; but he that is of God, heareth God's

words; consequently ye are not of God (Quod
erat demonstrandum ; at the same time a

qualified and gentle return to ver. 38).

Verses 42, 43. We have here once more
the same deduc'io ad absurdum, difTerently ap-

plied. Pi'eviously it was—Ye hate and seek

to kill me; now it is—As the children of God,

ye would, for ye must, love me, the Son before

all others, the express image of your Father.

Ye would be constrained to come to me with

the most joyful acceptance of my claims, as

having come from the Father and. come unto
you. This i.=? the abiding and decisive protest

against the Rationalism which honors the All-

father and sets Jesus aside; against all who
imagine that they believe in God and think to

be his children, while their cold, loveless, or

unfriendly relation to Christ makes it plain

that their faith in God and their filial pre-

sumption are based upon a wrong foundation.

Before it was—My word seizes you not, does

not lay hold upon and influence your spirits
;

now it is stronger and in perfect contrast with

love—Ye know not, ye receive not, ye under-

stand not and will not hear even my speech

{AaXvd is here more decisively distinguished

from Xoyoi than in chap. iv. 41, 42. The
XaXovjUEvoi Xoyoi as such, the XaXely of

wiflch, in its perfect consonance with the mat-
ters spoken of, perfectly intelligible to the mind
which is in harmony with those matters, was
not understood by them, has reference to the

tone and manner of his speaking, his essential

style of expression ; XaXia is therefore here

almost equivalent to idioma, dialectus, as in

Matt. xvi. 73, comp. Cant. iv. 3, Sept. for

IS'lJp-) Ye understand not " the mother-

tongue of God's children"—although ye should
be accustomed to it in the whole Old Testa-
ment, and would have been perfectly iiamiliar

with it, if ye had been in the true and proper

sense of the Old Testament the genuine chil-

dren of God and of Abraham. Every God-
fearing man, when the Spirit of God begins to

speak, hears him speak in hii own tongue:*

this preparation of spirit is the fundamen-

tal condition for hearing and understanding

aright; and where it is wanting, all the

highest words are spoken to the wind or

into deaf ears. Love understands, even desire

perceives and anticipates the meaning. If

we would understand our true position, we
must not scruple to apply this highest her-

menevtical canon in the confusion of the Church

of the learned and unlearned. " He who willi

not to understand the thing, will find the words

in which it is clothed unintelligible" (Fiken-

scher). Whatever perfectly harmonizes with

our fundamental views and opinions, is at once

understood in its expression and tone. " Who-
ever takes objection to the expressions and
utterances of Jesus, is not at one with the

mind and the heart of Jesus" (Braune). More-
over, it is to be understood that this AaAza',

or speech, which those born in God's house will

recognize, is not to be applied merely to the

external use of language (this is the truth of

Lange's protest against this view) ; but is to

be viewed spirilually as referring to those fun-

damental ideas, those essential truths, those

eternal promises, which are spoken by God to

the mind and heart of a man, and the tones of

which he at once catches and comprehends.

The two foci of the speech of Christ, protested

against by the false Jews as Galilean or Sama-
ritan, and now by false Christians as Jewish—
in which revolves the purest and most consist-

ent consummation of all speech that had ever

been valid and intelligible in the true house of

God, as heard in the Saviour's voice, are sin

and {/race. He who understands in his heart

these two words, which no human lexicon

(though ten times better than Schleusner's) can
make perfectly plain, will not be at a loss in

any of the idioms of Christianity, will not be
baffled even by a hard saying of " the eating

and drinking of the flesh and blood." But the

ov ytyoodxeiv Tfjv XcicXiav avtov, or "not
understanding his speech," which is too evident

in many expositors, makes it clear that in this

essential point they are not sound. f The fol-

lowing clause with on, " because," is by no
means to be carried over to ver. 44 (as Hezel
does, to avoid a presumed tautology) ; nor

* This is the inmost meaning of the Pentecost
miracle; the mockers imderstand not the lan-

guage, but, being themselves the drunken, hear
only a confused babbling. See I.sa. xxviii. 9-14,

a passage which is to be thoughtfully pondered
and compared,

f Now, after Christ has appeared, we may, by
the help of the Old Testament right'y under-
stood, and of heathenism placed in the right rela-

tion to it, construe a priori the language of the

last and perfect Revealer of God's will to man

;

and thus, as it were, theanthropologically recon-

struct the vocabulary and style of Christ—a good
problem for an Apologist.
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must it be included (with De Wette) in the

question—Wherefore understand ye notT my
speecli, (so) that ye cannot receive my words?
But the Lord answers for them (as again in

ver. 40) the why, which so keenly penetrates

their consciences : I will tell you, I must re-

Tcal it to you ; because ye cniuiot in your fun-

damentally evil mind and will.

This oi) Svycx60E, "ye cannot," forms the

final tran.-^ition to the tinal charge, by laying

the foundation of that fearful conclusion that

they are of the devil, of him who never stood

in the truth, who never admits the word of

God into l);s being. Though Au^o^j "woi-d,"

is rao.-e than AaAia, "speech," yet on the

other hand aHoveiy, " hear," i3 less than
yiKcJiJ^iij', " understand ;" and the point of

the sentence lies in this ffAox?/, this change of

the expression. Those who ought at once to

have recognized his speech as the tone and
idiom of the house, and to have been taught its

meaning by the instinct of love, hear not, un-

dentaiiU not what is plainly spoken in that

speech.*

Verse 44. Now therefore is plainly uttered

the final word of thunder, penetrating their

hearts, whether it find hearing or not, with its

flash of conviction, disclosing the secret princi-

ples of their sin. " Your unlikeness to xVbra-

ham shows that ye are not his true children ;

your want of susceptibility to the word of the

feon of God, whom ye fight against, shows that

3'e cannot possibly be the children of the same
God

;
your likeness to him who was a liar and

a murderer from the beginning, the spirit of

contradiction and hatred, the false antigod, de-

monstrates your actual origination from him.

This is tiie other father whom I meant." {Tov
itarpoi is without doubt the true reading, and
the omission of the article is to be explained

by the ambiguity of the idea of a father of

Satan.) Jid/ioXoi must have the article, and
Tov nixrpoi in connection with it seems to

Bay—The devil is t/ie father for you, your

father, of whom I have already tsvice spoken.

One of the most important verses in the

New Testament, says Braune, containing an
utterance of the highest moment, is this saying

of Jesus concerning the devil, one which goes

back to the first prelusive intimations of the

speech of God in the beginning of his Book,

and which all should understand and will un-

derstand, in proportion as they rightly under-

stand the first chapter of Mo.scs. We might
expect of an age which has become so rational,

that it would be rational enough no longer \io

apply the idea cf accommodation to this dog-

matic discourse of our Lord concerning the

personal character and works of Satan—a tes-

timony so unlbrccd, and yet so overwhelming
in its condemnation of the representatives of

the people of God. Further, we might be jus-

* Assuredly we must regard hrarinjj as preced-

ins k'jowlediie ; bu it is over.stra.ned to translate

with the lierlcn. liibl—Ve can or ye will not even

give heed to me, wi.l not lei me tiuish my words.

tified in imputing to the asje conscience enough
to abstain from declaring that in this testimony
concerning the liar, the True Witness has him-
self been deceived, or involved in theories un-
true.* But the otherwise acute Baumgarten-
Crusius is blind enough to say :

" In this

application especially (vers. 45-47), it is clear

that the figure of Satan is used only as a, figure
—the conclusion, ver. 47, almost avoids and
leaves out the frightful figure." This is as

vapid as Ilezel's words Ions since :
" The spirit

to whom ye ascribe all evil, inspires you with
all that you speak and teach. Christ speaks
the language of Jetcinh theology

"—which is an
apt illustration of ver. 43.t
Not itoiEiTEy "ye do," now, as in ver. 38,

but ^eXete itoiElv, "ye will do." Even
Winer has no hesitation in saying that this

is emphatically—Ye will, ye are determined to

do. This points indeed to the fearful purpose
mentioned in ver. 40 (hence the following
dyfipcoKoHTuvoi, " murderer) ;" but the gen-

eralized tone given to the sentence, and forming

the ground tone of the whole verse, says with
deep significance—What ye do .-xs the slaves of

sin, and from the paternity of the devil, is not

the less on that account inexcusable and vol-

untary, as the accordance of your will with that

which has become and still becomes, devilish.

Thus it is not, as we too frequently hear—the

j)oor and wicked children of Satan. It is the
' servitus voluntaria" of Seneca, of which Au-
gustine writes :

" Anima miro quodam modo sub
hac volantaria quadam ac male libera necessi-

tate a?ici7^rt tenetur et libera. Ancilla propter ne-

cessitatem, libera propter voluntatem : et qnod
magis mirum magisque miserum est, ideo rea

quod libera, eoque ancilla quo rea ; ac per hoc

eo ancilla quo l.bera"| (The soul is in soma
wonderful manner held under this peculiarly

voluntary and in an evil sense free necessity,

both as a se/-yani and yet free ; a servant on

* We might suppose, too, that a genuine /)/»)7o«o-

pln/, which has its base in conscience as the surest

consciousness, would have conscientiousness and
reasGnal)lenes3 enouah to acknowledge what ^lar-

tensen quotes from Daub :
" How oft both in life

and divinity the observation is turned awny from
the devil as a person, and ho is explained away as

a phantasm ! Yet does the sincere inquirer ever

come back to the truth, and find himself con-

strained to make his personal existenco a fixed ob-

ject."

f In an excellent Ihoush forgotten book, Hialo-

ria D.ttho'.i \<y J. G. JLiyer of WUrtemberg, we find

the same argument :
" Dicta Christi, qui in capi-

tali illo loco et primario, in gravissima sua objur-

gatione—comm ipsis declarat : v/.tElifX. r. A.

Fac, hwc locutum esse Chri>tum, n^c tanit^n esse

diabolum, personam—sed flctnm, commentitium,
iraaginarium, qurr, qiinlis, quanta ohjiirgalionis inan-

itas! Fac, ad pravas Judacorum tvvoiai ^o ad-

commolasse Cliristum—qu:c agcndi, dicf^ndi, ob-

jurgandi ratio erit illius, qui so ipse dXyjOEiav
prolitetur

!

X Such self-c")Oien slavery to S.itan those liars

have previously termed Ihe'irfreedom.
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account of the necessity, free on account of its

will : and what is more wonderful and miser-

able, she h guilty precisely because free, and a
servant just as far as guilty ; nay, for this very
reason a servant as far as free). It is the psycho-
Togica! mijitery, andat the same time the manifest

fact of that evil, whose contradictory charac-

ter is continued in the children as in the father.

The remark of Orige-.i applies to this ^eXeiv—
that the internal will of itself without its ex-

ternal accomplishment, is sufficient to consti-

tute children of the devil ; for they also will

what he wills, accomplis'i his lusts. Thus the

iziOvniai correspond to the ^iXeiy ; and
even in the devil they are specified as the in-

ternal \)\-\nc\^\Q preceding his works and words,

his murder and his lies. But the plural shows
the endless unrest, the measureless and bound-
less impulses of this central principle of ini-

quity.

_ We now come to the elucidation of the

dv^fjcoTtoHtovoi, " murderer," by which
this fearful e u e tv oi, " he," is at once char-

acterized. There have ever been two inter-

pretations; one of which now predominates,

though the other is not without its defenders.

Origen, Chrys., Aug., Theophyl., understand

the seduction of the first man into sin, which
plunged him into bodily and spiritual death

;

with them agree Luther, Calvin, Tholuck,

Olshausen (to mention only leading names),

with Paulus, Kuinol, Meyer, Frommann. On
tlie other hand, Cyril referred the expression to

the first historical murder of man in its com-
mon sense, to Cain's wicked act under the

inspiration and in the spirit of the devil.

Strangely enough, then, Cain himself (like

Judis) would be the SiafioXoS here; and be

opposed to Abraham as the spiritual father of

the Jews. With this agrees that father's

reading at the end of the verse—« a oj 5 nal
6 Kavrip avrov ; thus—Ye Jews derive yov;r

origin from Cain, as he was the first son of the

devil.* In this form no one could accept this

exposition ; but, modified in such a manner as

to make Satan, referred to as the instigator of

Cain's murder, Doderlein, Nitzsch.f Lticke,

Pe Wette, Schulthess, Kling, Kostlin, Reuss

have adopted it. We could not indeed agree

with Olshausen's unqualified assertion that

this reference to the isolated fact of an exter-

nal murder superficializes the whole thought.

For Cain's murder is, as being the first, no iso-

lated fact, but iti the significance of a primitive

record, the prototype of all following murder.
(Comp. on the significance of Cain at the foun-

tain of human history, Augustine, C'w. Dei,

lib. XV. cap. 5, 7.) We fully admit that an al-

lusion to Cain is quite in keeping here, and
that the whole context forces it upon us. The
typical parallel between the righteous Abel and
Christ, the curse-stricken, outcast Cain and tho
Jewish people, is based upon a deep founda-
tion ; but the various aspects of this qnestioa
we decline entering upon now. We must pro-

test, however, with all earnestness against tho
opinion that this is the only thing to which oui
Lord alluded; nor can we consent to exclude
all reference to the original fall of man.
Euthymius has united the two views, and

with a very proper sentiment; Nitzsch's com-
plaint that; he has done this in a very awkward
manner, applies only to his placing Adam first

and Cain afterwards.* The truth is that our
Lord refers all those who are now in a Satanic
spirit lusting after murder, to the first type of

all who are of the evil one, to the first murderer
in the likeness of the great murderer—^just as

we find in 1 John iii. 10-12, which parallel

must almost have the weight of a commentary.
But in this very reference he intends to direct;

their thoughts further back to the devil himself,

whose mind art dpxh^) " i^'om the beginning,"

lusted for the death of man, and consequently
to the corruption of man, of which indeed Cain
was born. The exposition which refers it

directly to the fall is not indeed false, but fails

in not perceiving the immediate point of con-
nection in our Loi-d'a discourse, through which
it goes back as an inferential conclusion to the
ruin of Adam. t In 1 John iii. 8, we find" he

that committeth sin" generaWy, standing before

the allusion to Cain, and this is Adam ; now if

Adam's first-born son was of the devil we may
assume that the same devil had already
wrought his mischief upon the father of such a
son. It is a very arbitrary assertion in which
Baumgarten-Crusius takes refuge, that in

avSTftGOTtoKTot'o? an dpxtji, " a murderer from
the beginning," there is no more reference to an.

individual occurrence intended, than in £v rrj

aXj/Bsia ovx edrrfXEy, "abode not in the

truth ;" and that therefore the former is to be re-

ferred neither to the fall nor to Cain's murder. No,
the Lord reminds them evidently of the fact in-

deed of the first murder ;t but it is his design to

• E])iphanius further paralleled Judas with Cain,

and others with the future Antichrist. A Jewish fa-

ble g'.ves a caricaturing echo of this truth, making
Cain the offspring of Sanimael's commerce with

Eve. Hilgenfeld finds here a father of the devil,

the Dem urgos, the God of the 0:d Testament!

Nonnus tlms seemed to read the nai 6 narijfi

avroij, for he has

—

ipevdrifi avroi £(pv, ipEV-

6]';/uoyoi Ih yevEZT'jpo'i.

f In the well-known treatise, Theol. Zeitschrift

Von Sch'eiermacher, De Wette, and Lilcke, 1822,

pt. iii. The otlier view was maintained against

Nitzsch by Burth and others.

* T6v TTpcBTov dvOpeoTfov xretvai, rov
'ASdu. Avroi ydp avrcp rov ^dvarov^
ito6Ei.EV7]6ev. EiTa xai rvv viov avroij
"AfiEX dvEXoov avro'i ydp nai avroo rdv^

dS£X(p6v Kdiv sTtavsdrrjde KiV7}6ai rc5
q,06ya}. Similarly does Theod. Heracleota con-

nect tliem.

f Kling is somewhat disposed to admit this, see

Stud. u. Krit. 1836, iii. 669, note.

\ So Nilzsch :
" To a definite primitive his'ori-

cal fact which bore to the murderous lust and ac-

tivity of the devil, the relation of beginning and
first external mauifestation." Jul. Miiller remarks
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point back to one earlier ihan tliat.on lliis occa-

eion tchere (he characterof hisirhole dixroiirse gcmr-

alh/ consisted in hisleading their (hoii(jhtsiouhimate

and most sidritual jyrincii>lcs. This of itself seems

Bufficient reason I'or not interpreting the whole

eolely of Cain. Lancre well protests against Ihe

alternative between the two expositions. " The

passage manifestly goes back to the fall, and

Beizes'lhe murder of man as efTected by Satan,

in Its actual origination. Uut since Cain's act

first brouglit it to an open manifestation, this

also must" be regarded as included in the refer-

ence of what Satan did at the beginning."

Tiiis is incorrect only in the order of reference,

like Euthymius ; it "should be
—

" The reference

to the tir^t manifested murder is concluded in the

allusion to its doep-rr root and principle."

Nitz-ch and Liicke misapprehend the pro-

found and comprehensive nature of this spiritual

discourse, when the former says that tu bring

in the first temptation, "disturbs the internal

f

parallelism of the course of thought," and the

atter
—

•' The devil was doubtless a murderer of

man in the spiritual sense,* as he brought sin

into the wond, but this thought disturbs the

connection, since spiritual murder cannot here

be alluded to in reference to Christ." E.x-

chuling tliis, the reference to their intention to

kill Christ would be much too strongly empha-
sized ; for it only furnishes a point of connection

for a perfect e-xhaustive characterization of

Satan, the true and complete hidoria dinholi.

Moreover that would be interpreting as if in

the Scriptures the spiritual meaning were not

always the fundamental meaning ; as if hero,

and amid the circumstances in which bespoke,

the Lord would characterize Satan in so f rans-

cendently significant a manner, merely in con-

nection with an accomplished bodily murder.
The exclusive reference to Cain, we are now
compelled to say, weakens the Lord's great

utterance, which penetrates to the true apx^}
of sin and i'dsa of the devil.

The essential point in the troa*is« of Nitzsch,

already referred to, is not so much an exegetical

as a dogmatic question; that Avork is not so

much a defence of a special exegesis, as an
attack upon a dog-.ja which the opposite expo-
sition establishes, or upon the ecclesiastical

and biblical mode of viewing it. Hence, he
places "the relation of this description to the

debatable facts in the scriptural primitive his-

tory of man, regarding itself," among the criti-

cal points which must be settled before the
"connection of our Lord's discourse can be
determined." Nitzsch concedes that "the sin

•which caused mortality is itself a kind of dying,"

truly that " the narrative of that brother's murder
contains not the slit^jlitest liintof a sediifinir influ-

ence exorlod tipon Cain "—nnd refers Nitzscli to

the similar an dpxv'' "^ ^ ^M\n ill. 8. But this

does not rohut tlie tacUliat t^i"?! murderous descrip-

tion of Satan biolie out in Cain iifier a most spe-

cial manner, was as it wcr9, incorporate in him.

* In the sense, that. Is, of the book of Wisd.

chap. ii. 24; comp. with chap. i. 12, 13.

that the fall is in a sonse death ; hut he canno^^

reconcile it with tlie New-Testament teaching,

that the tempter whose guilt entered into it.

should be exhibited as a murderer." Wherefore
not? It would require, indeed, a treatise

longer than bis own to confute all the deeply

Dondered arguments of such a man ; that being

impossible, we must attempt briefly to supply

its place. He is in a certain sense right in

saying that Adam, i. e , man generally in hiin, did

not ich I'll die / that " the enemy may be said

rather to have made an assault upon man's life,

than to have entirely and finally triumphed
over it." But after all, is not such an assault,

even without success, an actual murder in the

judgment of God? Is not the ^fjreiy or SeXeiy
noieiv (seeking or willing to do), reckoned as

the accomplished deed? Is it not on this ac-

count that our Lord speaks in such precise and
measured terms of the tnt^ v fiiaii," lusts,"

of the devil, before he mentions the fact by
which he became an actual and manifest

dv^pcozoHTuvoi, or murderer? Here we
have united, to use Nitzsch's own words, " the

murderous inclination and energy, with the

beginning and open announcement of it."* But
when he goes on to maintain that " in the ex-

position of the Adamite fall the New Testament
does not involve the question of spiritual

death or murder," we must be allowed, in

the name of the New Testament quite other-

wise understood, to utter an entire contra-

diction. His error consists in laying too much
stress upon the result of the dv^poDZoJiroviay

or murder, and too little upon the design con-

templated in it; while he adheres nevertheless

too closely to bodily " mortality."! The state

of death in sin which Christ and his Apostles

ascribe to the natural man, independently of the

intervening grace which never left him from
the beginning, is regarded as " having reference

not so much to a lost and extinguished lile, as

to a life not yet attained." Here we have the

dogmatic point of divergence between our
respective views of the scriptural doctrine.

His System, ^ 117, renders it doubtful whether

this estimable writer designs to modify his views

as expressed in that ticatise.

f lie asserts it to be contrary to sound rolicrious

feeling, to term that Hability to death an aVO/joj-

noHTovia, whicli had been only mediately in-

dicted ui)on man by Satan, and which by inter-

venins grace liad been established as a law and
transformed into a benefit (quite correctly n'ti'K,

Gen. iii. lo). But it is slill more contrary to our
exejetical feelin<T, that Christ's words should be
restricted here to the mere external manifestation

of bodily death and murder. The words T\V^ and

SaVaroS are scarcely any where, that is, when
dooniatically used, denuded of their spiritual ref-

erence. It is a very false view, which Jul. MUller

upholds, that it is not spiritual but bodily death

which the record in Ornesis iii. and the subse-

quent use of it in the New Testament, derive from

the fall of our first parents. Bodily death would
assuredly signify nothing, and would not be truly

death, it it had not ita ground in spiritual death.
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The one makes Adam's sin rather a checking
of development, or a diverting it into the way
of grace through sin ; the other, which is ours,

regards it as a fall in the strongest sense of

the term, out of a life infused of God into the

"death" which is inseparably identical with
" sin."

We appeal once more in behalf of this latter

view as applicable also to Adam, to 1 John iii.

8, as also to ver. 15 of that chapter; since

Adam, who had no brother to hate, did at least

in hatred instead of love repel and proscribe to

judgment the wife given to him as a helpmate.
Gen. iii. 12. We hold confidently to the assur-
ance, that Christ, in the full meaning of the
doctrine derived directly from the Old Testa-
ment as we find it in Wisd. ii. 23, 24 compared
with i. 11-13, terms Satan a murderer from the
beginning ;* that he does indeed, introduce this

in connection with a more immediate reference
to Cain, but regards this Cainite murder typically,

as pointing forward to all individual hatred and
actual murder in the future and in its hachcard
reference as the first achieved result and fear-

fully speedy manifestation of the lust of Satan
—of his desire, that is, so to ruin and destroy
man spiritually, as that he might like Satan
himself manifest and confirm by murder his

own internal death. It is not that the " devil

bears the guilt of all the individual results of
death in the world," as the good Roos improp-
erly says ; but he bears, according to his own
design and deed in the first attack upon hu-
manity, the guilt of that great and most essen-
tial fall into death, out of which God saves and
restores to life, not only Adam, Abel, and Seth,
but also all who are penitent and believe. We
appeal against Nitzsch, in favor of this meaning
of drOpcorrojiruvoS to the universal type of

scriptural teaching. So Von Gerlach says: "It
is never expressly made prominent in holy
Scripture that the devil seduced Cain and such
as he to commit murder; but it is said, that
death entered into the world through the
devil's lie—Ye shall not surely die.""

It is now time to examine more closely the
a^ccompanying words. First wo notice the
7/y, " was" (for which we must not with Klee
read Idri), the sound of which indicates that
the Lord is pointing backwards from the

avOpooTtoxrovia which startled his hearers :

See, this was he ever, in this he fully lelrayed

what he had been and what he had lusted for

from the beginning ! Furthermore, we ob-

serve the dit apx)]^, "from the beginning,"
which does not directly mean—"This was his

first act, to murder man ;" nor is it to be inter-

preted as simply an dpxoclov, or early event,

occurring between the creation and the deluge—
" That first murder, in the beginning of his-

tory, was his work;" but it means here as in

* Comp. the pnssa^xe quoted f.'ora Sohar Chadash,

according to which iho >JOTpH t^PiJ (first serpent),

whose children the wicked are, killed (fj'tSp)

Adam and all sprung from him.

Matt. xix. 4—from the beginning of known
human history, from the time when there were
men for him to murder, ever since the first

—

who already before existed, yv—appeared and
attacked the human race.* The dit d,\i}i

dftaprdvat, "sinneth from the beginning,"

1 John iii. 8, is spoken with the same refer*

ence to men, and to what is known to man;
as if the writer paused before the dark portals

of the first pre-Adamite fall of spirits—through,

which, however, we shall see that our Lord
gives us here a dim yet impressive glance.

" The world is a den of murderers, under
the devil's rule. If we would live in it, we
must be content to be guests, and lodge in an
inn where the host is a knave, and over the

door of which is the sign—Murder and Lying.
Christ himself set that mark over the door,

when he said that the devil was a murderer
and a liar; a murderer, to destroy the body, a
liar, to ruin the soul. Tiiis is his business,

this is what goes on in his hostelry." These
words of Luther may serve to introduce the

next expressions, though we are not to regard
him as being rigorously exegetical in applying
murder to the body, lying to the soul. We
should rather say that the lie, which is first

negatively the not standing in the truth, then
positively the bringing forth in speech and act

of its own, is the deeper and earlier internal or

spiritual principle of all corrupting and de-

stroying act, the most essential sinfulness of

sin. Inasmuch as the dvOpooitoiiTovia indi-

cates an external manifestation in act, there

must correspond to it and causally precede it,

an internal condition ; and it is this of which
the Lord, looking further back, proceeds to

speak.f It is scarcely a delusion, that we
regard this TbEv6t7]Z, "liar," in immediate
connection with the dyOpcoTtoHruvoi as re-

ferring to the first lie revealed'in the primitive

record, the great fundamental lie of the de-

ceiver. J By lying to murder, was the enemy's

* Not, assuredly—From the beginning of tho

creature ; as Lampe assentingly quotes. Nonnus :

a'loTE Hudjiicv i| dpxvi TsreXEdro ^ejiuiXioy.
From this would follow that strange doctrine

which makes Satan fall immediately oa his cre-

ation. Comp. Aug. civ. Dei. xi. c. 13. See the

right view, a:jrceing with our own, in Ilolmann,

Schriftheiveis, i. 377, 378.

f Jul. MiUler (i. 195) differently expounds (his

dichotomy. " The lie is the coward co of selfish-

ness, hatred its proud excess. But both mutually
develope them-elves; hatred springs from lying—
from aversion to the truth comes rage against him
who represents it ; hatred begets lying, because it

finds it needful fur the accomplishment of i'.s

ends." Quite true. Cut Christ hero places

TpeijSoi in evident contrast with the divine

dXi'/^Eia, as the inmost and first principle of

evil. Comp. Nitzsch, System, () 105, where, strange-

ly enoneh, the dictum ciassicum ot John viii. is not

alluded to.

% It m'ght be hard to find in Cain's history a
positive and evident illustration of the lie. But
in a sviritnal sense it is true that Satan did not so
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Insf p.n 1 firs' net—flius did he pnroun!^cr m.an

iis I lie only object of his attack between the

inaccessible anr?l3 and the evil spirits who
shared his lull. But in this, finally, he revealed

himself as one who had becotncci. liar out of him-

«?(/; contrary to the truth of God in which he

must liave been created ; his lying contradiction

to the word and commandment of God e::hibit3

liim to us as one who had already fallen from

the truth of God, in a precious beginning be-

yond the cipxi) of men.
Does the Lord then really intimate this ul-

timate fact? Does he give us in this ovx
k6rrjHEy, "abode not," a definiie utterance

(more definite and explicit than Luke x. 18)
concerning the fall of Satan? That is, may we
translate with Luther

—

cr iut nicht hcstanden ;

with tlie Yulg. nan stetit, i. e., non perstilit ; with
the Eng. Vers, abode not ; and the Dutch en is

in de tcaevhiyt niet staenJe gebleten ?* The phil-

ologists forbid it, because of the Greek idiom
according to which etirrpca has only a present

signification ; indeed, the older Greek fathers

acknowledge this, and their judgment has its

weight. Also, Mayer {Uisl. diaboli, p. 164)

—

" Non tarn lapsum quam datum diaboli dcscribi

a Christ© putcs " (Not so much the fall as the

itate of the devil is to be regarded as here

described by Christ). Neander describes Christ

as giving here a definite idea of Satan, as the

spirit estranc;ed from truth and goodness, " lie

and sin having become his second nature ; he
btunds not in tue truth, and can have no resting-

place there." Nearly so Bengelj—" Non
assecutus est statum inveritate;" and after

him Von Gerlach—"He finds no footing, no
resting place in the truth, because his inmost
being is alienated from it." This wou'd make
his case parallel with that of these his chil-

dren, who seem at first to be T:£zi6Tev)c6r£?,

or believers, but do not stand fast in the word
of truth, and cannot give it place in their

hearts. Bengel's view, as we see, has a certain

bias towards the past sense ; and in Lange this

is still more marked—" He did not take his

much murder Abel through Cain, as Cain himself

by the lie which misled h.m to ki.l Abel. See

in 1 JiV.:n ili. wliero the murderers a;o exhib-

ited r.s being in death and murdering thrmse'ves.

Thus did Satan, too, wiil to destroy the second

Adam ; that is, his enmity, sorely tempting the

Saviour's love, would have cast him out of his

life in God.
* A writf^r, ontw'tting himself, perverted this in

h'S Vcrfuch cuter billischen iJdmoiHoffie, as follows

—

" His repute an<l power have never been founrlert

upon truth. Ovx e6Tiy nXi'fOsia iv avrcS,
the.c is no truth in tlio devil and in the Jev.-ish

notions concernng him." See th^s ridiculous

criticism in Miiyer, Jlist Diaboli, p. 149. The cx-

i.st?nco of the idea is an argument of the exist-

o ce of the re lity, for " S.itan rouid bo invented

by none but Salau " (D.*ub, Judut Iiahar.olk, ii.

411.)

f He, moreover, incorrectly supioses—" Hoc
comma cupid.tatem homicidii memoratam non an-

tccedit, sed sequitur.''

stand in the truth ;

" or in Beck (L-hncissem^h. i.

255)—" One who did not establish himself and
take his position in the truth of life." What
can we say better than Olshausen's language

—

" We must be driven to a view of the words
very similar to the ancient interpretration of

Satan's apostacy ; and this admits of a gram-
matical vindication. "Edrrpca has the signi-

fication of enduring, as Liicke and Tholuck
acknowledge. The declaration " He abideth not

in the truth" does not, indeed, explicitlv assert

his fall, but it contains it implicitly. The fall

of Satan, however, is not so much regarded as

an isolated fact, but as a continuous conduct

and state." This last point may_ admit of

doubt: Nitzsch admits that the ovx tdrtjxEv
" points to a fact apart from the history of the

fall, and out of the domain of history general-

ly." The expression of Jude, ver. 6, is more
direct

—

ny r7]pi}6ayTEi ryy iavrc^y dpxWj
" that kept not their first estate ;

" and Nonnus
may be thought to have arbitrarily altered and
added to the words here—ov5' iri 5£C)//cj ju i-

jii y £ y d\?j3Eir/i SEOTtsiSeoi ; yet we cannot

but trace in the origination of that use of the

word which is too much pressed on the oppo-

site side, the notion of abiding in a former fixed

place.* But even in that case the word can

only mean, so long as one has thus maintained

himself. If then we take this root ^of the

expression, this £(jr?jH£ indicates an apx'} in

which he was created in the truth, who now
stands ovh kv dXr^BEi'a ; which leaves in this

great mystery the lapsus to be inferred from the

status.f Instead of many passages which have
been unfoundedly quoted, we would point to

Acts xxvi. 22, where the edrTjua vi'ithihe dxftt

must be interpreted

—

I have held firm and con-

tinued. This IS certainly something other than

the mere ovh emtiyEi, ovh dyaTtavEtai of

Euthymius, or the "relation of an eternal cen-

trifugal repulsion " in Klee. Thus we escape

at least from the undogmatical and untheo-

sophical rigor of the present tense,} which would
make the Lord onb/ say

—
" He falleth ever

away from the truth," and onI>/ characterize

(according to Liicke) the iSicojiux (peculiar na-

ture) of the devil as being an eternal falling

away, without any intimation of that first fact

of original aiwstanj, which must be pre supposed

in any unbiassed apprehension. Such a rigor-

ously present description or characterization,

cutting off all reference to an originally g09d

» Hence Sept. has it for IDJ?, Nahum i. 6 ; Mai.

iii.

t ITcnro Martensen (Po/jmati/:, i. 224) simply

say.s
—" This be;w)un>j cf his fall is what iho Lord

hoVc hints at, wlien he says that the devil did not

abide in tlie truth." Again (p. 227) he .shows

" father of the lie " can only signify nn intelli-

gence, a personal self-consciousness. We do not,

however, understand father of the li', but of every

liar as being the fiibt—which comes to the same
thing.

X So LUcke repeats against Martensen (Deutsch*

ZeitHchrft, 1851).
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created character, would tend to open the waj-

for the great Manichsean error, or serve as its

apology. But the Lord could not so speak ;
and

therefore he introduces the dXij^JEia, or truth,

of God in connection with the abstract pomMl-
ihj of Satan being in it and it beingr in him

;

and further, he gives us in the ovx sdrr^xa, as

we cannot but apprehend, a positive allusion

to an original actual being in this aXij^eia

on the part of this present ipsudrr^?.

As he 710W is, and as he has been from the

beginning of our history, it is said of him

—

ovk
e 6 r IV (x\?j^si(x kv avT(a, " there is no truth

in him." Spoken of Satan, this has an infinitely

deeper meaning than when it is said of unfaith-

, ful men (as in the passage sometimes compared, 1

Mace. vii. 18)

—

ovh edrtv ev avzol? dXtfista ;

or (as might have been more aptly cited) in Deut.

xxxii. 20, D3 JON'i^^j there is no truth in them

(Sept. Tcidrti), no sincerity corresponding to

truth and such as may be relied upon. The
change in the form of expression gives us this

meaning : Becmisi he abideth not and had not

abode in the truth, therefore the truth cannot

be in him
;
just as is meant previously in vers.

31 and 37. For the truth is here, in the sec-

ond as in the first clause,* the objective truth

of God, not the subjective sincerity of the

creature ; the latter is only included as the

ground of the subsequent lying, since it follows

as the necessary consequence that from him in

whom the truth is not, there can proceed no
truth ; he cannot speak it, but lie only.t Hence
it follows at once, that we must take the on,
" because," not jetiologically but syllogistically.

Tlius did Augustine regard it (de civ. Dei, xi.,

c. 14): "Subjecit autem indicium, quasi qure-

sissemus, uiul€ ostendaiu?; quod in veritate non
steterit" (But he subjoined an evidence, as if

we had a.sked whence it may he slioicn that he
has not abode in the truth). So Calvin, Beza,

andLampe; the latter appealing to Glassius

for this undeniable use of on. It is according

to Piscator an argicmentum ab affectu, nor do
we find in it any thing " forced." He is in fact,

as all his deeds and words from the beginning
show, bare of all truth : this is the evidence of

an ovx f<jr?7K£j', of a falling at his beginning
into that condition from another; and so " not"
is almost equivalent to " no longer." But the

e6tiv Ev ai)rc5 should not be weakened, as

Hezel weakens it :
" Truth was never any mat-

ter of his—and never is—nor is it to be sought
in him." This most intei'nal truthfulness makes
the transition to the ek toov iSi'ooy, "of his

own," in this compact and strictly connected
series of positions.

" When he speaketh the lie"—can therefore

by no means be an admission that he some-
times may speak the truth ; for here the well-

known saying holds true—" If the devil speaks
the truth, that is his foulest lie." But the

* Yet Lucke and many others deny this.

•) As his deeds every where bring death, so his
words breathe out lying.

XaXelv TO ipsvdo? in connection with Zrar
recognizes his abiding, systematic, and sole

manner of acting. It comes out of his own, he

acts and speaks thus because he cannot and
will not do otherwise, because he is essentially

a liar. But the explanation—" consistent with

his character," is not enough ; nor is De
Wette's translation

—
" in his proper kind."

The individuality or personal self-character

of this creature sundered from God, and op-

posing himself to God, is here declared to be
the element of lying and sin, in which he was
not created, but into Avhich he had fallen.

Could the Lord speak more plainly to under-

standing ears and attentive minds? Could
words have been chosen more precisely adapt-

ed to distinguish between the devil himself,

and his deluded and enslaved children? For
in their case as such the lie is not so absolutely

and wholly their ov,-n, self-chosen element

;

they have become subject to it through the

deceitfulness of Satan, whom alone no prede-

cessor had ensnared and led astray.

Finally, there are two methods of expound-
ing the last word. The greater part of the

commentators, ancient and modern, refer av-
Tov, " of it," to ipevSoi, "lie :"* and Nitzsch

pronounces this neccsari/. This j/^evSoi is

either found in the distance of the previous

clause (as by Glassius, referring to Acts viii.

26, where, however, avrrj does not apply to

the toay, but to Oaza) ; or, less harshly, with
Winer it is regarded as latent in the concrete

ipEvdrr/i, " liar," and brought forv/ard again

as its abstract in a manner the converse of

Rom. ii. 26.t This would suit very v/ell, but

we cannot see the necessity for it; the refer-

ence to ipEvdnji itself, which Liacke regards

as more obviously grammatical, is certainly

not more harsh, when we take into account
the very concise and unusual character of thia

discourse. The difficulty is simply that of tak-

ing this word, the predicate of the devil, im-
mediately as an abstract or collective term

—

the liar generally, or every liar. " We may
hesitate to say which is the more difficult sense

of the two"—true enough. J Liicke finds

nothing inappropriate in construing itarrjp,

"father," with the abstract ipEvSoi; but we
think it very unapt in this connection, where
the aim and gist of the whole discourse is to

evince these men to be children of the devil.

Oetinger's words are very pregnant :
" Satan

has not only spoken but begotten the lie
"

—

but still Ttari'fft must here have reference to

persons, in order to lead back to ver. 38. We
nave already in our general analysis shown
that the conclusion following upon the strictly

logical process of the whole argument, must be :

" Consequently ye are children of the devil

—

ye, who oppose to my truth the lie of which

* Martensen has been named above. We may
add Daub, Judas Ischarioth, i. 203.

f So Erasmus—" pater ejus rei."

X At any rate De Wette is not justified in de-
claring the refence to ipEvdrTji impossible.
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ye are consciotis in your hearts, with enmity
against myself that stops not short of the de-

sire to kill me." Thus the connection demands
this sense. (Ben^el : Et pater ciijusvis men-
dacis.) Meyer anil Lan^e liold to this ; Baum-
parten-Crusins modifies it somewhat after tlie

e.xample of Erasmus's " ejus rei
"—of such like,

but with personal reference to rpevdrt/i ; thus

—He who lies, is his son. Let it be noted

how graciously the Lord permits at the close

the direct address !

Verses 45, 46. ^Ve have already pointed out

(he retro.rre.<«ive character of the argument here

which is strengthened by most emphatic repeti-

tion. The Lord majestically opposes his own
iywy "7," as one of tlie Ttjv dXrYUiav Xeyoov,
telling the truth (mark the subtle change—not
XaXmv), to the arch-liar and all his progeny.
Not to believe Am,* and h:came (not urav but
on) he telleth them the truth, is on tiit'ir part

a wilful opposition after the devil's manner.
Then comes the sublime and so much contested
eculenre that he speaketh the truth, derived
from his sinlcsn/iess as exhibited before them-
selves and challenging their IXsyx^ty TtEpi

a fi apr ia ?, or conviction. Ttie history

of the expo:jition of tliiS word presents us

with a remarkable phenomenon. The ap-

parent obviousness of the meaning as de-

rived from the connection deluded most of the

ancient expositors; but in later times they

have penetrated witli general consent to a

deeper and more appropriate interpretation of

our Lord's meaning.
Because duapzia, "s:n," stands in con-

tract both with the preceding and subsequent
dX^^iia, " truth," it was thought impossible

to evade the conclusion that the meaning must
be—Who can convince me of error? Thus
Origen: rd Xeyu/jeva i)fxaprriixeva ; and
Cyril with more definite and express opposi-

tion. So Calvin, Beza, Melancthon, and, alas!

Ben gel too: " me erraie et a veritale abesse."

Thus also interpret, as we might suppose,
Wolf, Kypke, Morus ; Fritzsche also against

Ullmann (who incorrectly appeals to 1 Cor. xv.

34 and Tit. iii. 11) ; Strauss too of course ; and
even J. von MuUer, putting it in the worst
form—" Can ye prove against me any error in

my conclusions?''! Tholuck makes the perti-

nent remark that if this had been his meaning
the Lord would in this connection have opposed
ipEvSoi, or falnehf>0(l, io the truth. Many,
from Cyril down to Fritzsche, have interpreted

* This beliovinT him is the lower degree as in

chap. . 46. 3f. 37. Comp. the Baptists words,

chap. iii. 36, where we liave both at once; on
which Koos exrellenlly comments : He who be-

lievetli not the Hon, as a teaclicr who tcUs htm that

he should believe on him.

t Brandt's Scliulichrcrlnbel deckn out this Tiewto
the utmost hy laying tiie stress upon the iXf'yxfi— •' Who can Jemountrnte tliat I urn incorrect, liiat

I am in error 1
" They nover in their contests

witli him adducod nuy proof. But tliis would be
till more doubtful, s nee it is well known that

it
—

" de fraude ;"* a«! may be found literally in

a lexicon of the New Testament. Lampe
tries to extricate hinii-elf by the vaorue and
insipid observation: " djuapnd hie latissime

est accipienda pro quocunque defectu raorali,

et'am kcissimo, nee solum pro vitio in factis.sed

etiam pro errore in verbis" {^dfiocpria is here to

be taken in is broadest sense for any moral de-
fect, even the dightest, nor only for vice indeed,

but also for error in toonh)—according to James
iii. 2. Fikenscher conies independently to the
same conclusion :

" Jesus represents every de-

fection from the pure truth as a sin against

God."
But at the very outset, as Liicke protests

—

" How feeble would it sound, if he had asked :

Or do I speak any untruth, is there any error

which ye can allege?" especially after having
by orz maintained that he spoke the truth if

Moreover, how utterly does that interpretation

forsake the scriptural meaning of dtiapria in

this chapter, as found throughout the whole
Gospel, the entire Nev/ Testament, and all

the Scriptures I John must, in consistency
with his phraseology, have set down TtXdvr],

error, or ipevoof, lie. Have we not in ver. 'M
duapria in contrast with the truth, which
makes free from sin? Has not the Lord just

been showing how falsehood and sin are con-
nected together, as derived from the devil? and
are not in /tw own ca-ie the two things essential-

ly and necessarily connected, that he did no
sin, and spake only truth—^^just as in all his

testimony to himself he always combines to-

gether his TiotElv and Xsyeiv, his act and
word. Kling makes a further objection to

Liicke's view :
" He makes the sense to be,

that the only thing which ^•'ould justi!'y them
in not believing him, would be the possibility

of their alleging and proving him to be a .sin-

ner : since he could lay claim to their acknow-
ledgment of him as Christ, only on the suppo-
sition of their trusting in his moral purity."

This Kliiig will not allow, s.nce the truth which
was disbelieved was not his declaration con-
cerning his own being, but his complaint of their

sin ; and he therefore substitutes :
" I challenge

you to point out any defection in me from the

path of the divine will, and thus to make it

plain that I unrighteously oppose my-selfas the

true Son abiding in the hou-^e to you as the

slaves of sin." This more definite reference

may admit of discussion, but it does not touch

among the contentious llie judament as to sufTi-

c;ency of reasons is altdgel'ier obscured. Christ

may clialleng^ sinners to convince liim of any sin
;

but to demr.nd fronV tliem proof against the truth,

even liy[)othelically, is altogetlier un.icemhj.

* Baumgarten-Crusius speaks strang»*]y of a de-

ception of tlie people, wliicli arrogated a h gher
dignity i'> itself.

t Conii)are Uilmann's vindication, Stud. u. Krit.,

1812 iii. (i74 ff. Dp Welle lirin^s forward a sound
ff'ason why d/iapritx, like dSiHia, chap. vii.

18, cannot bo error. .Vocording to tliat su|)posi-

tio!i,/a»^/» would be the Iruit of reJlecting test.
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the main point that anapria means dn, and
not error, oversight, or -wrong conclusion. But
we do not altogether echo Luther :*" Christ

here graciously demands of them the cause

wherefore they do not believe, since they can

find nothing to blame either in his life or in his

doctrine. His life is unblamable, for he says

—

Who can convince me of sin? his doctrine is

also unimpeachable, for he says
—

" Thus I tell

you the truth," etc. But the great point is

thu, that the sinless life is made valid j^roo/ of

the truth of the doctrine :t and this itself is a

great and profound truth which penetrates and
convinces every conscience, but to iprote which
in this place, where it is so dogmatically as-

serted, is beyond our present province. See in

addition what was said upon chap. vii. 18.

Undoubtedly, this does not assert directly

the absolute sinlessness of Christ, since men as

such, and especially these his enemies, could not

look into the heart; and the most unimpeach-
able external life might yet conceal sin visible

to God. But in the whole treatment of this

question in later times, much stress has been

laid upon the truth that CArisi could only have
uttered such a challenge, in the perfect con-

sciousness of his own sinlessness before God.

In truth, he speaks it absolutely and definitely

and solemnly ; he does not affect before men
the semblance of sinlessness. From any other

lips than his own, such a declaration could be
sincere and permissible only when referred to

external sins which may be alleged ; but when
he so speaks it would be sin, if there were in

his mind any reserve of sinful consciousness
;

this very word would be sin. He who does

wnifeel this, is not to be argued with ; and we
wonder at Ullmann's patience in discussing the

points with those wno are il ipiOsiai (con-

tentious).

What humility, once more, appears in this

dignity ! He submits to be rebuked by these

sinners, if they can convince him (comp. chap,

xviii. 23). t As the Holy One of Israel (Zeph.
iii. 5 ; Deut. xxxii. 4), he stands and waits their

accusation. We are to suppose here a sublime
pause to intervene. He has put the question

—and is silent. They also are silent ; their

slanderous spirits have not a word to allege in

his presence. His question was redoubled :

" Am I a sinner ? If not a sinner, but true,

wherefore, wherefore believe ye not me ? " (Who

* See his sermon in the collection of Nietham-
nier.

f A suredly thus, and not conversely, as Tesch-
endorf [Nikodemus, p. 118, 119) labors to maintain,
ill order to reconcile exegesis with dooraatics

;

" Where there is no defection from the truth, there
it must be concluded th it sin does not exist." In
that case, as De Wette says, faith would be the
fruit of a refiective test ; and even in t(s as certain

a criterion for such testing of truth-speaking, as
the CO) science certainly is for the sin-rebuking truth
of the Holy One.

\ There, however, the Haxdo? or TiaXS? touch-
es the sinfulness of his so answering, not the un-
truth of what was said.

hath bewitched yoti, that ye will not obey ih9
truth? Gal. iii. 1. The answer comes from 1

Sam. XV. 23—The devil as the arch-deceiver !).

Verse 47. He then takes up the word
again :

" I will answer for you to the second

question, since ye have answered the first by
your silence. What I havesaid. to you is true,

and it is now the only answer—He who is of

God heareth the words of God ; therefore ye
hear them not because ye are not of God." This

is the sublimest argument of God's speaker con-

fronting unbelieving men, and in the simplest

Eossible words. It is the condensation of all

is sayings in this chapter from ver. 14 down-
wards ; specially a final conclusion from ver.

37, but repeated in the gentle negative form-
Not of God. The Evangelist cites this great

decisive word for all the future of the world
and of the Church in his first Epistle, chap,

iv. 6.

The Jews are smitten by the truth which
falls upon them from the lips of the sinless Son
of Man ; and they should be overcome by
the most gentle tenderness with which hi3

rigorous truth opposes their sin, by the pro-

found humility with which the Son of God
confronts their pride. But they do not yield as

vanquished, they do not sink into silence; but
they rather begin in good earnest now—to

revile and blaspheme. John here mentions
" the Jeics," otherwise than in vers. 33, 39, and
thus indicates that it is not the TtemdrzvMore?,
or believers, who now take up the word, but
the most malicious and virulent who represent

the mass. The raising of objections is at an
end ; and the arrogant men who have been
listening for a while in restrained vexation,

now come forward, determined to retaliate in

yet fiercer invective the contempt which he has
cast upon the seed of Abraham. Their words
are the delayed answer to ver. 46—but what
an answer do they give ! What contradic-

tion of sinners is here (Heb. xii. 3). The two
words of scorn to which they give vent, have
a manifest allusion to the Lord's two inculpa-

tions, and this gives them their distinctive

meaning. 2'hou hast—not the devil, but a
devil. This is, indeed, the current formula
provided by their vocabulary for madness by
possession, especially of the evil spirit of

pride ; but the word here has not the same
meaning as in chap. vii. 20, x. 20. "Thou art a
fool, or fanatic " would be much too little

;

" Thou art possessed by a spirit of pride " would
also come far short of the meaning, after " Sa-
maritan." They deepen their emphasis, just

as the Lord did—Not from Abraham, not
from God. Perfectly to give back his second
reproach would have required—" Thou mayest
thyself be a d^vil, his son and not the son of

our God." But neither their accustonifd
phraseology, nor their present daring, extends
as far as the utterance of such a word ; they
content themselves wiih daninviov ^'xfrr,

mtending it to signify thia much, at least:
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Thou who speakest thiT; art more likely to be

in leaj!;ue with Satan. Thus they cast him out

of the fellowship of the God of Israel in the

latter word, even as in the former they cast

liim out of the fellowship of Israel.

For it is obvious that this is what they

mean by Smaritan, a term far surpassing in

contemptuousness the formerly used " Galile-

an." Thou art a heretic
—

" one who knoweth
not the God of Israel, and denieth Israel's

orthodox faith."* This was the terra of foulest

Bcorn which they could apply to any individ-

ual, and nothing but Satjiioyiov e^frf, " hav-

ing a devil," could follow it. The later Jewish
writings abound with the most extravagant

expressions of this kind, which we need not

now quote ; and Eisenmenger, i. 633, 634, has

shown that the Christians were afterwards

called Cuthites (D^^niS from nni3,2Kingsxvii.

24), this word being equivalent to D^'iSj '<^«-

tJien.t The point, however, of their malicious

daring lies in the question placed before both
words of reproach, which he was to answer
with yes—ov xaXoji Xeyoitev, "say we not
well?" This last may indeed be softened,

with Bengel—" Cum aliqua adhuc formidine
horrendam contumeiiam pronunciant;"as if the

question betrayed some lingering uncertainty.

But we prefer to give it in its rigor with Gvotius—" Nonne merito int.er nos dicere solemus ;" or

with Baumgarten-Crusius

—

ILtte we not said

rightly ? Tiiis last interpretation suits, strictly

speaking, only the second calumny which had
been before uttered ; but in their wilful rage
they apply it to both—as if it had been a long

settled question with them, that he was a Sa-
maritan.

Jesus now begins the last part of this collo-

3uy by asserting against the dn^d^eiv, or

ishonor,of that reckless scorn, the honor which
was laid upon him by the Father, including his

own divine dignity, in such a manner that

their </(?'ee contradictory words are gently but
mostly clearly replied to. He answers their

first word in ver. 48 by the three precisely

corresponding clauses of ver. 49, and then in

vers oO, 51 his most condescending patience
vindicates the testimony which ho had borne,

by declaring that he spoke it not for his honor,
but for their salvation. Their second rejoinder,

vers. 52, 53, which springs from the word with
which he closes, he replies to in ver. 54-56,
taking their objecti^-ns in their backward order.

This requires him, finally, to place Abraham,
who was dead, in his true relation to himself,

the Giver, according to his divinity, of eternal

life.

Verse 49. Tlic answer in thci^e words ad-
vances backwards to its climax ; and this must
be carefully observed for the right apprehension

* Ori!;en : oJs ic a p a % oc p ri 6 6 o v r a'lov-
SaiHoc TtocpartXr/dioai ruiJ ^anapEirocii.

t The Talnmd says, e. g. (Tract. Jehautoth, fol.

47)—.V CiUhitft can b.> no uincu; which iu very
pcrtineut to liiis pa&sagc.

of its individual expressions. Thou hast a
devil—/ luire not a devil I Thou art a Sa-
maritan—/ honor my Father! Say we not
rightly

—

Nay, ye do dhlionor me! How lumin-
ous, and how full of repose is this reply !

" Oh
that men would learn from the Lord Jesus how,
in tranquil repose in the will of their heavenly
Father, to defend the truth" (Fiieger)

!

But what gentleness too ! Tiie more daring

and insolent his ooponents, the more mild and
humble is he. This " I have not a devil" is the

type and model of all future reviling not again
— 1 Pet. ii. 23, comp. Acts xxvi. 25. But he

does not go on to say—And I am not a Samar-
itan—for two reasons. Lampe gives us one
reison in a graceful though subtle form—" Cum
jam enter Samaritanos haberet, oui in eum
credebant," or, as we may put it witli more pre-

cision—How could he take this name of mock-
ery, which involved in contempt a people called

to salvation, upon his lips; and by repelling it

sanction the injustice done to those, many of

whom he had already treated with grace ? See,

with what scrupulous care his truth and his love

avoid entering for a moment into the impure
element of their polemical language !* To our
minds there is another reason which also has

its force. The repeated retort

—

No, it is not as

ye say 1 would have given the appearance of

excitement and passion to his reply. Instead

of that, he passes over into the style of teaching

and vindication—I honor my Father. Liicke

well says—" For I announce only his word,
and his truth," and thereiore am no heretical

teacher of error, such as ve would describe me
„

by the word Samaritan. In the gently main-
tained assertion of the present dXA.d r///o5,

"But I honor," however, it is at the same time
declared—" I cannot speak otherwise, I must
speak to you as I have spoken for the honor of

God; I must testify against your God-dishon-
oring sin and lie, and similarly assert the truth

for my men jKnon." Thus it is both—" I only
indicate God's honor against you," and—" X
justify myself only against invective ;| and this

only because your insult lights upon the Fiither

in me his Son. Thus it is not in the madness
of pride, but in obli.2;atory obedience, that I d s-

charge the duty of my mission. But ye (the

same antithesis as in their I'/ineli and 6v) say
not KaAcJ?, " well," wliat ye say, but dishonor
—one might expect my Father or God, but
instead of that

—

me. For the accusation, that

thty den'itd God his honor, was already included

in the previous clause : and he is constrained

now further to intimate " that the Father's

honor and his own are one and the same
thing"—as Luther here says. In deep aorrouf,

which is one with gentleness, he utters this ; for

his pure divine consciousness resents humanly

* The explanation of Iloos is not enousli ; (o

wit, that lie did not rei)ly to the imjmtation of be-

ing a ^ninarilan, l)ecaus<» liis adherence to the
Jewisli worship was a siillU'ifrit viiid cnlio;-.

t Tills aluiie li-uui^ar^eu Crusius makes promi-
oeat
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the insults cast upon himself and his Father.

^ArtjudZ^ty, "dishonor," has a softer meaning
here than e. g. in Luke xx. 11 ; for the Lord, or

John according to his meaning, prefers the

general indefinite, and, as much as mic;ht be,

negative word; says not oJ'fi(5z^frf," reproach,"

ovXoiSopeIrE, "revile," but abides by the pure

antithesis of his rif.idv, or honor. The reading

r/rittddaTE, have disJioaored (which the Vulg.

and Erasmus adopt), has no external grounds

of support ; and it would refer the Lord's pro-

test, which is urged against their disposition

and life generally, too specifically to the par-

ticular words of invective which they had used.

Finally the xai, " and," between the second

and third clause belongs to the consummate
peacefulness and mildness of the words of his

victorious benignity. It is not to be resolved

as

—

AUTiough ye dishonor me, this does not

prevent me from honoring the Father ; nor is

it to be interpreted as a more severe accusation
—And nevertheless ye revile me. But it is

designedly a simple and, which points out the

three- fold gradation of the reply, and declares

that all is even so in spite of their contradic-

tion. Choose, ye contradicters of this day,

who will not honor the Son as ye honor tlie

Father, believing his own testimony—take

your choice in the dilemma of this chapter.

Are the Jews right, or he? There isno third and

intermediate opinion imaginable. He who does

not worship in Jesns the Son of God, and yet

does not perceive in him a daij^ioviov teach-

ing error, and inspiring him with fanatical

presumption, has not thought deeply upon this

chapter, has not heard and read its sayings to

any purpose.

Verses 60, 51. This calm assertion is fol-

lowed by a renewed and unwearied appeal,

which, while strictly connected with v.'hat pre-

cedes, introduces a new justification, warning,

and entreaty. The justification is the ah-eady

often vindicated absence of self-glorification
;

the warning points to the future judgment ; the

entreaty returns this time too into an ofler of

eternal life. Even as every sincerely pious

servant of God would be at the utmost remove
from presumptuous and self-assuming error

and fanaticism, so Jesus also seeks not his

own honor—not although, but hecause, he knows
that the Father hath honored and will honor

him. {Zrjrt^y still refers most a.ssuredly to

T7}v 86c,ocv, and reminds us of chap. v. 23.)

The Father's will is, that men should honor the

Son, and therefore he boars testimony to him

(chap. V. 31, 32); but on that very account he

will one day demand it of those who now refuse

(Deut. xviii. 19, irsyp C'TIN OJS). AH these

significations of Z^t^vE'lVy ".seek," are wrapped
up in one great idea; but the last (as e. g. 2

Chron. xxiv. 22) makes the transition to the

xpivcfov, " that judgeth." Yet we are not to

make duiav, " glory," acrain the complement
of tiiis latter word,* for this would be contrary

* But not with A lioli, uniting tlie two abso-

lutely—There is one that seeketh and judgeth.

to the language; but rather—God my Father
will judge in what concerns me, between me and
you, in regard to your dzindlEiv, or dishon-

oring. Here it is perfectly natural that, with-

out contradicting chap. v.'22. the judgment is

in this case left with the Father;* for the Son
of Man humbly places himself as one party con-

fronting his slanderers before the tribunal of

him who will judge rightly, and to whom he

commits his cause, as any other righteous

servant (Psa. xliii. 1).

We are not to understand a pause between
vers. 51 and 52 ; but the strictest connection

subsists, as we have shown before : I seek not

mine own honor in all the word.? which have
provoked your wrath, but your salvation, your
deliverance from death. This is entirely in the

sense of chap. v. 31. Do not judgment and
eternal life belong to each other in this passage

as in that? God will judge them who persist-

ently refuse to honor me by believing my
words, in the day when he makes manifest my
glory ; but I would save you from this great

evil, and pluck you from the hands of the liar

and the murderer.\ The gracious promise,

uttered so often before, stands here in remind-

ing connection with vers. 21-21 of this chap-

ter. The Lord begins again to attract and
beseech them ; it is as evi'n Lampe says a
"novum tentamen gratise.''^ The rrjpElVy
" keep," of ver. 51 ("ID'.^, Sept. T7]f)Ely and
(pvXd60£iv^\iaiS been by some inappropriately

limited to those believers who are to be pre-

supposed as having already accepted and ad-

mitted his words. Hence Teschendorf: " The
Lord here turns away from his opponents, t»

those who had exhibited faith in his word."
But such a distribution disturbs the profound
unity of the whole, and misses the essential

point, that the Lord does not turn awity from
these his enemies, but begins again in his com-
passion to utter promises to them. Tt/pely

means generally, to pay respect to his word,
hence to perceive and admit its meaning, and
give it proper regard : it includes the whol*
obedience of faith from its first admission to its

full confirmation. So we find it in chap. xv.

20, and there we have its best parallel. 'Edv
Tii as in chap. vii. 37 : If (even among you)
any man yet sincerely marks my word, laya

* Not in the sense of the words of a Rational-

ist—In all the dogmatics of Jesus God remains
ever the Judge.

f S3 little fellowship with Satan have I, who
promise and give life. This allusion, remarked
upon by Augustine and Beza, is safer tlia:i tho

que-tion ib!e observation ot B.;ngel. Epiplianius
makes thj Samaritans to have been—Saddiicees!

j^ It is by no means vyrnalttral (as Da Wctto
thinks) that J^sns should make this sudden ulter-

j

ance to those who were radically unsusceptible.
" After a pause, and weary of strife" he is re-

garded as havinjr turned asain to tlie the believ-

I

ers of ver. SI. AVeary of st7-ife, indeed—we have
nothins; to say against that; but- not weary iu kia

1 seeking love.
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hold of it, and retains it. For it is even more
certain that Xuyov rrfpsly does not here mean
keeping the commandments in act : but that

the living word of Christ is the seed of divine

and eternal lite, which being sown is to be
kept in the heart until all its fruit is borne.

He who bears this within himself will not and
cannot in the essential meaning of the word
die* Chap. xi. 25, 26, dilates most copiously

npon the great thought, and pursues it into its

full meaning; Jure for the first time in this

Gospel the negation of death as a positive

promise of life occurs in a new phraseology,

that of not "seeing death ;" although chap. v.

2J1, vi. 50, 51, 53, had most obviously prepared
the way for it. In chap. vi. the resurrection

Btood in connection with the not dying, but the

intermediate death of the body was still ac-

knowledged ; now, however, the expression is

much more strong and absolute—Shall not see

death, that is, not know death at all as such.

See Psa. \xxxix. 49, xli.x. 10. xvi. 10; Luke ii. 26.

Thus this great promise denies the being of

death in dying itself if and in proportion as the

eye of faith can behold and penetrate this word of

Christ, and the soul can hold it fast, believers

in him pass through all the bitterness of bodily

death, and all the final anguish of the soul,

without any dread of ultimate condemnation,
fearing, indeed, no more evil (Psa. xxiii. 4)

—

and thus " in the act of the dying feel not and
see not death." liieger :

" As he who walks
towards the sun, sees not the shadow behind
him."

Tiies« Jews, indeed, cannot apprehend all

this, for they know not what ^rxyaroi,
" death," essentially is. Tliey quickly pass

over the answer as a whole, and take offence at

the last paradoxical word of it, instead of pon-
dering the Lord's meaning. Thus 1 hey swiftly

discover that this word is sufficient proof of

the foul charge which thetj had just brought
against him! The yvf iyvcoxa^ey,
" now we know," is manifestly more than the

previous ov xaXooi Xe y o u e y," say we not
well? "they seem to admit, half in self-be-

trayal and half in seeming condescension, some
uncertainty in their previous allegation ; but
now they can maintain—It is clear, at least

after this, that wo were right; this leaves no
doubt. In bitter stiff-neckedness they will

adduce to the last t/uir father Abraham : and
now associate with him for strong proof and
confirmation all the prophets too. They, cer-

tainly, all kept the sayings of Gtxl, and are not
tlie lessdeatl on that accoutit. Are ^Ay sayings
more than those? When tliey repeat his words,
the meaninglessness of wliich they exhibit,

as it were, for his own acknowledgment that

For spiritual and eternal death is essen-

tially .'iucli; ])liysical death isonlysui h figuratively.

Let ver. 51 show what Jesus thought of in ver.

44.

f The emphasis lies nj>on 5aVrtro? ; not npon
eii Tuy <xic5ya, as it has heen explainecl—mor-
tem ia a;teruitalcm, i. e., knortenj m criir.m.

he knew not what he was speaking of, thev use
tas'ing instead of seeing ; and this, though not
a designed perversion,* yet is, as Lange remarks,
a designed intensification of the word. They
use, in order to signify bodily death, the ex-
pression which obviously makes prominent
the special bitterness of dying; an expression
which does not, indeed, occur in that sense ia

the Old Testament, but is very frequent in the
Rabbinical writings,! and was ordinarily used
even in the time of Christ to designate death,
see Matt. xvi. 28. When they thus limit the
word to its exclusive reference to bo.iily death,

they falsify the saying of Christ by misunder-
standing it; for ihe believer may, indeed, in

that sense e.xperience the bitterness and sting

of dsath (as the Lord himself did pre-eminently
for us all, Heb. ii. 9)—and yet through this

death, which he sees not and knows not as

death, pass into higher life. Art thou greater
than our father Abraham? Thus do the

'lovSalot, "Jews," whose boast it is to know,
speak with the same spirit of folly as in chap,

iv. 12 the woman of Samaria. ("OcJr??, which is

certainly genuine, has in its full emphasis the

"fuller meaning" which Baumgarten-Crusius
would require on to express.) Tiya 6eavroy
[dv] Tt ot Eli," Whom makest [thou] thyself?"

is, after all that has passed, much keener than

the similar formula, chap. i. 22. There it is

still questioning, but here it is condemnatory
too; comp. chap. v. IS, x. 33, xix. 7.

In vers. 54-56 the answer travels backwards
through the objection, just as before. What
makest tJiou thi/s {f f Answer: I honor not

mvself in any such self-assumption (chap. vii.

18, V. 31) as would be indeed an uvSey, nothing,

like all Iving self-commendation of vain man
;

but my Father honoreth me—the same, whom
ye vainlv call vour God, and vet know him
not (vers. 47, 42, 19, chap, vii.' 28, 29). Art

ihmc greater than Abrahnm ? The answer does

not go at once and prematurely into that ques-

tion, but asserts : I know God as my Father, I

hold fast and fulfill the word which ho has

given me as my commission.

Finally, Abraham is deoil—no. I say unto

you, Abraham liveth, aUhough he is dead, and
knoweth now, in the joy of etern.il life, my
manifestation, which formerly he longed and
waited for.

Verse 54. ^o^a'asy f.t£, " that honoreth

me," embraces all in one, w.iich had been and

still is spolcen of. It is also equivalent 1o

So^adEi, as the edrty, parallel with ver. 50,

shows: He will one day assert my honor. But

it is here, first of all, as an answer: iSoltxde

lie, he has bestowed upon me the honor which

in word and deed I must bear witness to and

maintain ; he has imposed it upon me as a com-

mission that I, for the sake of liis honor in me,

* They did not pervert the truth hy tho

chnnge ; .'or ho who seoth not death as soniPlhin<»

frighilul, tasie.s it imt ns any tiling bitter (Roos).

t Without nece.ssarily requiring any allusion

to a cup or goblet.
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should represent myself to the world as what I

am. This is then the Xoyoi avrov, " his

word," of ver. 55. If ye knew him, ye would also

know and acknowledge me ; but ye say only that

he is 4fOur God.* Almost all expositors glide

rapidly over the most weighty assurance given

here, in which Jesus declares his Father and the

God who revealed himself in Israel, though by
Israel he was not truly known, to he the same.

He thereby protests, as against all Gnostic dis-

tinction between the Demiurgos and the New-
Testament God, so against all the Rationalistic

or semi-believing misapprehension of the Old

Testament which prevails in our own day. The
consequences which are to be deduced from

this one saying of Christ, extend much further

than many are willing to follow ; they are such

as many show themselves unwilling distinctly

to realize. If " God the Father of Jesus Christ"

be actually one and the same with " Jehovah,

the God-King of Israel" (to use De Wette's

words), this gives of itself ample assurance that

he could never in old time have revealed him-
self essentially otherwise than in after time.

We should carefully maintain and keep invio-

late the historical and economical distinction

between the Old and the Christian Testament,
the failure to do which has betrayed Zinzen-

dorf, for example, into much confusion : but
we should be still more careful that we do not

regard the Old Testament as a collection of

Jewish books, and deal with them as we deal

with the literature of any other people, just

as if there were no New Testament to reduce
all that God has spoken, to one vast, compre-
hensive, and connected revelation. The same
God who spake to the fathers before he finally

spake in his Son, and in whose progressive

revelations no appearance of contradiction can

be supposed ever to have been permitted, must
have in some degree announced the glorious

and perfect future in the preparatory imperfec-

tion of every age, and given it more or less

to be known. The Christian expositor of the

Old Testament therefore has not the task im-
posed upon him of becoming a Jew again (im-
possible as that is in itself ), and of reproducing
the twilight of intelligence which before the

great fulfillment was all that could visit the

souls of men in those ages. His province
is to inlay and interweave the the great expla-

nation which Christ has given of all that the

God of Israel, who is his Father, meant to say

from the beginning ; thereby becoming himself

more and more assured, in this way of faith

leading to knowledge, that after all he has not
in reality inlaid any thing into the old Scriptures,

but only expounded and opened their original

and true meaning.f This is not to abolish

* The response by their tjucjy is incorrect.

Jesus is very far from taking their lying words
into his lips, and retorting them, as they had done
with liis.

f According to Luke xxiv. 27 and 45, the disci-

ples did indeed understand in the prophetic
Bcriptures more than the writers of these iScrip-

the true distinction which subsists, but only to

reveal the true unity subsisting in their differ-

ence. As there is no Christ or Messiah but he
of whom the prophetic word bore witness, even
so there is nothing essentially Christian, which
could possibly form a pure and perfect contrast

with any thing actually pertaining to the Old
Testament.

Here, finally, the biblical theology of the

Old Testament must free itself from another

inveterate and ruinous evil, that of confounding

two distinct things—what proceeded diiectly

from Ood, the Father of Jesus Christ, and what;

in their half-intelligence, their misapprehension,

or their entire perversion, the Hebrew psople

constructed out of it. The same sentence of

our Lord, in which he declares that this peo-

ple's God was his Father, imputes also to this

people an ovk kyvooKare avtov, " they knew
him not "—and does so not referring simply

to this present generation, but to their similarly

unbelieving fathers (Acts vii. 51). Indeed,

according to the measure in which faith was
wanting, a lack of knowledge was necessarily

involved even in the case of the sincere. We
know that this people, as the people of a
calling and election, were already furnished

with all that was needful ; but that they for the

most part misunderstood the word of God as

well as themselves, is manifest from their owa
historical and prophetical archives, which ex-

hibit as a whole that great conflict between
the Holy One of Israel and his called ones,

which at length at the manifestation of Christ

reached its fearful climax. Even as that
" Christendom " which has been gradually form-

ed among the nations and through the ages,

with all its dogmas and ecclesiastical constitu-

tions, is far fi'om exhibiting in its purity all

that was given to man in Christ; so still less

must we think to find in the so-called " Hebra-
ism " or the " predominant faith " of this peo-

ple, the \6yia rov ^eov, "oracles of God,"

which were entrusted to their unfaithfulness

(Rom. iii. 2, 3). This is undeniable, as re-

spects that supreme crisis when Pharisaism,

called orthodox but perverting the essence of

the Old Testament, crucified the Messiah ; and
why may not the same fundamental distinction

be applied to all these ages ?

Thus indeed most assuredly " the idea of the

Supreme God, the Creator of heaven and earth,

was limited and restricted by the popular
notion of the national God of the Israelites."*

But the Lord condemns as a lie the false

element of particularism in this, when he says

tures were themselves conscious of ; but nothing
more than what the Spirit of Christ in them had
spoken from the beginning. [The pa'-sage cited

does not sustain any such doctrine, whicli lias

countenance, however, from 1 Pet. i. 10, 11.

—

Am.
Ed.]

* De Wette, Erhaul. ErJcliir der Psalmcn, p. 15.

This, however, is not true in the ho y books them-
selves, in as far as and wh.TO they contain the

Xoyia Tov SeoO.
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—Xiyere on 5co? v^wv i(irt,"Ye say

that he is ywr God ;" the truth in it, as con-

nected with God's special covenant, he in the

same words confirms. lie does not protest

against the Seui v^c2y, " your God," uncon-

drtionally, butagainst their A£>£i>', or "saying."

He might have said—He is indeed your God
as I am your Christ, only not in the sense in

which ye appropiate, without understand-

ing the word. Yea, more. This misappre-

hension in its lesser degree, and not having lost

the reality of fellowship with God, was foreseen

in man's weakness and in its time borne with

by God himself; just as Christ endured the

Jewish limitation of his Apostles' notions of

the Messiah, until the final opening of their

understandings. But the full intelligence of

Scripture came to them through the Risen

Saviour and his Holy Spirit ; and it perfectly

harmonizes with the words which he spake

unto them while he was yet with the.ti (Luke
xxiv. 44-47). The God of Abraham, Isaac,

and Jacob (as he is soon termed at the outset

of the apostolic, il history) is not, because he

entered into the fellowship of election and
covenant with these holy patriarchs, therefore

the isolated God of these men and their seed

after the flesh ; Abraham rather understood

him aright as the Judge of all the earth (Gen.

xviii. 25), and knew that the goal of the special

covenant was the salvation and blessing of all

the families of the earth. Again, the peculiar

relation of the people of tlie covenant to the

same God who is also the Father of Jesns

Christ, is far from being abolished in the New
Testament (see Acts iii. 25, 2G); yea, rather,

Jiis own prediction confirms it even to the end

of the days, and gives us to expect in the

great futurity the full development of both cov-

enants in one, the new covenant returning

into that which was of eternal validity in

the old. The Lord utters it as an 6iV/iia}poy

(oxymoron), containing both a severe reproach

and a meek lamentation : Ye know not your
Ood,a.nd your X.£'yeiy concerning him perverts

the unknown truth into a lie
;
ye know not

how graciously this God of your fathers de-

clares himself through me and my work, as

your, and your children's God.
It is, more particularly, not merely the moral

substance of the law, as coinciding with the

natural law in the conscience, that is the indis-

pensable foundation of the Gospel's forgiveness

and salvation from sin, but the testimony con-

cerning the guilt and ruin of the natural man
betbre this holy law. It is the history of the

fall at the beginning of Scripture (to which,

therefore, ver. 44 in our chap, necessarily

pointed), the progressive factual confirmation

of which the history of Israel, by the pro-

phetic Spirit* of God was intended, when
viewed aright, to exhibit; then the Itiw itself

condemning this sin, in connection with its

propitiatory economy which brought no pro-

* By m'-ans of the historic.il v.rilers of the

Bible, as D'JirXl D'X'aj,

pitiation (Heb. x. 2-4) ; thus the revelation of sin

and death pervading the whole Old Testament
is the most essential preparation for the re-

demption : so that the Lord's saying in ver. 51
must necessarily be hailed by every true Is-

raelite with the joy of Abraiiara or Simeon
(comp. also Luke i. 79), as the coming time.

From the Book of Job to Malachi—the full

and redemption, nature and ffrace. are the true

great fundamental truths which the ancient

Scriptures every where pre-supoose and an-

nounce. Their practical misapprehension was
the reason Avhy the Jews did not know and
understand Christ; the same, at least in a
lower degree, is the cause of much cxegetical

obtuseness concerning the unity of the Old
and New Testaments—as will be seen pres-

ently in ver. 56.

Vers? 55. The conscious knowledge of

God which Jesus predicates of himself, and
which did not come,' or was not taught to

him, as to us, from without, but sprun-^ from
his essential unity of nature with the Father,

is expressed in this oiSa, " I kn-w," as far

transcending the sense of any tyvcDKazEy
" ye know." This he must testify, because
he bears witness to the truth, and is the

truth. I cannot say ovh oiSa, " I know not"
—let it not be taken wrong that I avow myself
before you to bo what I am. Thus almost in

tones of entreaty he asserts himself; yet it is

impossible but that this pure truth should at

the same time condemn these Hal's. 1 cannot,

because I am not, and can never be, ichat yc

are. 'Ojiioioi v/uly may ba more verbally

correct than vfioof ; yet the later and better

authenticated reading might be desijned to give

that specific emphasis which Bengel seizes

—

Then shoald I be of your kind, that is, a liar.

(Even De Wette—Like you a liar.) But ye
are liars in that ye now and generally speak of

God as being your God for your lather Abra-
ham's sake, while ye know him not as Abraham
knew him. Olshausen finds a dilficulty, too

favorable to Socinianism, in our Lord's saying

of himself

—

ruy Xoyov rov Seov rrfpcS, I

keep the word of God : but we discern in it on
the one hand, the human fidelity of obedience

of the Son of Man united with the Son of God,

the profound truth of which only the old one-

sided theology misapprehended ; and on the

other, wo have shown already that this X.6yov
r^/jtij signifies in its most obvious connection

t!ie lulfillment of his commission to boar this

testimony. (Comp. the kyruXi), to give up
his life also, chap. x. 18, xiv. 31, with the

ivroXrf, ri e'lrto) nai ri XaXi'idoo, cliap. xii.

49.) It is his severe task, but his bounden
duty, to fulfill this commission faithfully, even
in contest with such contradicters as these.

Thus in the u.so cf such expression the Lord
condescends to our leoel in nXi'fjEia, or trutli,

though not in the TpevSoiy or falsehood

(hence in chap. xv. 10—KaO&i; tyc^j raS
tJToAaS roO rrarpoi /uou Ttnifitjua)

; but
Bengcl's fine distinction must not be forgotten,

that while tcs must fird receive and retain the
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word, in order to come to the perfect know-
ledge of it (vers. 31, 32)—he places his oi5a,
" I know," before the rr/pcD, " I keep."
Here we may pause for a moment to con-

sider the practical teacliinj;; of this whole col-

loquy, as it is a symbolical pattern for our
Lord's servants' disputing witness in all ages:
As the Gospel for the Judic i me Bens Sunday
in Passion time, it furnishes an inexhaustible
text. Suffer thyself to be reviled ! If the
charge have any ground of truth in thee, who
art not without sin, aggravate not thy sin by
reviling again, by denying the truth in the
slightest degree before God, or by permitting
thy love to fail before another's wrath. Seek
not fJiine own honor ; else may thy God seek
out thy disgrace, and judge thee as thou de-
seryest. But, on the other hand, sin not by
denial of the truth which thou knowest before
God. Recede in every thing which concerns
thine own person, but in nothing which affects

thy God. Keep silence, instead of justifying
thyself, in every case in which absolutely no
more is involved than—thine own honor.*
But where the truth is concerned, and the
bearing of testimony against the liars for their

own salvation, let not Ihy mouth be stopped,
and let not thy heart be led astray ; speak*out
until they take up stones, with the same
meekness and firmness combined as thy Lord's !

A high art is this, and a most pressing duty.
It is a task committed to us, as to him, as

our business in the world ; but one which only
by his Spirit within us we can perform.

Verso 63. If we have not been altogether
mistaken in our view of the perfectly corres-

ponding, and particularly the entirely negative
tone in the three answers to the three objections

(here as in ver. 49), it will now shed light upon
this obscure verse, and determine thus much
at least—that it contains a protestation against

the assumption that Aliraham teas dead. But
because m the ordinary meaning of the word
to which the Jews clung, he was incontroverti-

bly dead, we must have recourse to the suppo-
sition that our Lord would set the true meaning
of his promise uttered in ver. 51, in the strong-

est light, by an assurance which apparently
expresses the general paradox, but in reality

solves it: "Abraham lives yet, though he is

dead. He so lives in the enjoyment of the

reward of faith, that he is not, properly speak-
ing, dead, and that is my meaning." Further,

because the objection of the Jews had also im-
properly oppose! Abraham and the prophets,

as living and dying without Jesus, to those

who were in after time to become immortal

* So Me'ancthon took until the next morning
for reflection, in his disputation with Dr. Eck.
Tlie lattxT triunted him—This is not to your hon-
or, Philip. Whereupon Pliilip replied—AVe have
not to do witli our own honor, but with the Lord's.

(Comp. Matthesius, Die 12 Prcd. v. Luth. Lcben.)

Groat word! Would that it were wri't'^n in

letters of gold over the professorial chairs in

many of our academical halls.

through his (not God's) words—it is the design
of our Lord, whose answers are still precisely
pertinent to the qiiestions to which they reply
to show that Abraham's faith while he lived,

and its reward after he died, had direct refer-

ence to himself as the expected of the fathers.

Thus much, it seems to me, we may assumo
a priori (if the expositor may use such a word),
from the connection and consistent sense of the
whole, for the meaning of the following retro-
spective saying, even before we have read it.

If any thing could disturb my clear conviction,
it would be the mere historical fact that most
expositors both in the older and later Church
have failed to take this view. But are the
words themselves so very obscure? Assuredly
not, they are the simplest and most common
expressions—rejoicing in the thought of seeing
what when seen gives yet greater joy (the con-
trast being very express), on tlie one side; and
the darj of Christ on the other, which no one
familiar with the scriptural and Jewish phrase-
ology can hesitate to interpret aright. What
causes then theobscurity, in which ^o much expo-
sitory vision has seen erroneously ? We cannot
but think that the TtapEpjuT^yeveiv (misinter-

pretation) in this passage is simply the result

of the general assumption that the thing itself

is not to he believed. There are many who address

themselves to its exposition with the foregone
conclusion, that to make the passage teach

Abraham's experience of Christ's life after his

death, is too bold a theory to be tolerated ; and
in consequence they mterpret it oiherw'iae. This
is the tirst and most obvious meaning of the
words ; and those who deny it must do so under
the influence, more or less unconscious, of that

assumption.
Even Abraham

—

your father, as ye call him
aeain and again, and as I in the beginning (ver.

37) admitted him, and still admit him to be, in

respect to your derivation after the flesh—bears

witness for me, whom he waited for, and in

whom he rejoiced: but against you, who in

that respect are altogether unlike him, who
neither understand aright the hope of his lively

faith, nor know concerning him what he is and
enjoys, now that he is " dead."* In my day he
rejoiced by anticipation, that he should see it

—this cannot possibly indicate any thing but
the manifestation of Christ in the flesh. When
afterwards in the New Testament the day of

Christ refers to the reversionary hope of his

second coming, the distinction is made per-

fectly clear ; but here, where we are carried back
to Abraham's time, and the day of Christ is

made the goal of a hope which afterwards had its

fulfillment, it must necessarily mean what the

* The second, and not merely practical rpfer-

ence ( ntimating to the opponents how little they
resembled tJteir father)v,'h\ch Clirysostom observed
upon, is not, as Liicke thinks, too far-fetclied, but
en.ers into the spirit of the whole coloqny. But
we should hesitate to ngree with K'pe :hal a con-

trast is hinted at between Abiaham's joy aud
their endeavor to exlmgui&h his day.
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Jews generally designated as n'C*p niD'. (Mes-

eiah's days) in the most comprehensive sense,

and especially, of course, the then pro-ent Hays

of his life in the flesh. So in Luke xvii. 26 we
had the davs of the Son of man in connpction

with the i/uipaii Nooe, " days of Noah ;" and
previously, ver. 22, /tiav rdov iinEpcdv, " one

of the days," manifestly referring to his first

manifestation in the flesh vainly wislicd back

again. (See on this our exposition.) Thus
does the Lord immediately after this discourse,

and echoinfr its thoughts, explain himself in

chap. ix. 4, 5, where he says : As long as I am
in the world as light, it is day; soon will the

nicjht co.Tie. This is very significant, since it

adds to the profound and comprehensive dis-

course as a whole, the new thought that the

time of Christ is the longed-for time of light,

the consummation of all the prophecy and
promise of the preliminarv star-shining and
twilight (comp. 2 Pet. i. 19). Therefore it is

called here the day and not the days.* Further,

the recent expositor Lange is perfectly right

"when he bids us distinguish, as in perfect con-
trast, the joyful hope and expectation of

Abraham resting upon the promise that he
should see the dav of Christ, from the seeing

itself.t SimilarlyEbrard :
" Tlie Old Testament

gives us no such contrast in the life of Abraham
as that between the wailing for the day of

Christ, and the actually seeing it." Such a

specific crisis of vision as might be reckoned to

be a fulfillment of his desire, and as distinguished

from that desire, must, if the Lord were here
"speaking of a matter of history, have been on
record, so that the Lord might appeal to it as

something well known. HiS elv, see, is com-
pared with the SEcjpT/drj, lehold, of ver. 51, it

still can be no other than an actual living in and
experiencing; the xai FifiEy "and he saw,"
however, must be unconditionally taken in the
iva I'drt, " to see."J If wc compare !Matt. xiii.

17, and Luke x. 2-4, which form a very impor-
tant parallel, we find that the true seeing, which
brings with it joy, can have place only in the

very days of Christ. There as here the Lord

* Hence also it is clear that it is not jtist the
birth of Christ which is referred to, as Ebrard and
Lange think.

t Buf wo cannot see why Abraham as the father

of the Jew -i should he distin<;ui-hed, in contrast,

from Abraham as iho .seer of tlio day of Christ;

the unity of tho one .Vbraham lies at the founda-
tion of ilie whole discourse.

I We must not introduce into this 7}yaXXtd6a-
To, by a pregnant construction, any idea of uixhinr/

(as Grotius loo confl ienlly expounds the niDD

of the Pr^shito); the main point is a confident wait-

ivy for, which by anticipation rojoico') ; ns N'oiinus

simply gives it

—

lUf.ly i)ydX\FTO Bvuckj. The
zya does not stand instead of ort, f<jr f.ie object

of tiie joy, but defines this to hr> in thf^ assured

and jnom sed future: Hn rejoiced in this, t/mt hf

t'.oulJ $re. Lampe : Quod visurus esset. Coinp.

chap. i. 8.

witnesses the truth, so decisive for the unity of
the Old and New Testaments, that all "the

faithful of lormer times hoped in him. and waited
lor him; even as, according to 1 Pet. i. 10-12,
did the collective projthets, whom the Lord does
not now include, in order that he may the more
definitely single out their father Abraham. Wo
have here the evidence that the Lord attributes

to Abraham (like the E;.i«tlc to the Hebrews,
and even yet more plainly) a profound under-
standing of the Messianic aim of all the prom-
ises given to himself.*

Now Abraham has actually seen, with greater
XaiiiEiv, or "joy," that day of Christ, the

expectation of which itself hacl boon to him an
dya\\ia60at, or "gladness." This cannot,

according to the reasons which we have already
assigned, have been a vision that took place in

Abraham's own lifetime, and not in the time of

Christ. Tlie acute Schleiermacher assures his

hearers that the Lord here spoke of nothing
more than what took place in Abraham's own
time, and nothing more than the promise which
was given to him ; after which })romise he re-

joiced that he should see my day. But this

most incomprehensibly omits the following
words

—

And he saw it. Equally inexplicable

is Kurtz's rigid adherence to the solutions by
Abraham's theophanies. No, the Lord does
not mean— if we may mention the leadmg errors

of exposition—the manifestation of the Son of

God among the three guests at Mamre,! nor the

birth of Isaac at wliich Abraham laughed,]:

nor Isaac's restoration from death, Ileb. xi.

19. 1 Nor is the view correct which predom-
inated in a later age, and which understands
it of a sjiiritual prospective vieio of the day of

Christ (the 7fopfjooOEv iSoyrsi nai d6za6cx-
^Evot, Heb. xi. lo)—even specifically, with
.some, the great day of revelation in judgment.
Lange's position is incontroverlibl \ that all

prospective vision, all pronhetic vision (even
Roos' "ecstasy not recordea by Mo^es"), must
be contained in the first clause. Yet Origen,

Augustine, Chrysostom, Theophylact, Erasmus,
Luther, Calvin, Beza. and so forth, maintained
this interpretation, which has become the com-
mon tradition. Even Bengel went so far astray

as to apply it to the anticipation of the day of

* In c<jnnection with this we need not liavo re-

course to the Jftwish notion (;o wiiicli LUcko
re'.or.s) that God had specially revealed to Abr.iham
the entire futurity of all his seed ; and es[»?c;ally

the Messianic times. Sail le.ss are wo (with
Baumgarten-Crrsius) to include " thi idea, that

the fa! hers relerred the Jlessianic expectation to

their own times."

f Gen. xviii. 10 being then emphTs'/.^d—I wi^l

return unto tliee ; explained of a mysterious visit

accompanying Isaac s l)irth, as a pledge of h'\^

fuluro incania'ion. So Moldenh.nver, hut aiso
the Hirschb. Jiibtl, and Iles.s in the Lrbcn Jr.m.

X So e. g. Erne.'-ti j and also tljo lUrlinb. Libel.

K) So Grotius, with many of tlie fathers. Euthy.

mius say.s most arbitrarily

—

ijnipixy avroiJ Xeyet
rr'/v T o V C r a V

ft o v.
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the Lord's glory.* Olshaiisen lavs much stress

upon the connection with ver. 58, from which
it would necessarily follow that the Lord spoke
of a seeing in the lifetime of Abraham. But,
however specious this sounds, it is much more
important to note that it disturbs the more
necessary connection of the previous sayings of

Christ, according to which Christ would estab-
lish the fact of Abraham's not being dead.
The connection on the other hand with ver.

58 is not so very strict, since the new, and
bitter, and blind objection of the Jews has
intervened; and the Lord now places his eter-

nal anddivine nature in opposition to this, as we
shall see. Suffice it to say that it is altogether

inadmissible to place the J<oci eide, " and he
saw," in Abraham's life upon the earth.

f

The only sound interpretation we most pos-

itively assert to be, that the day of Christ is,

as Cyril declared, o r;/S knidrjixiai avrou xat-

poi (the time of his stay on earth) ; and thus
that Abraham's seeing that day in his living

condition must be placed after his death. This
was firstj clearly and definitely stated by the
Jesuit Maldonatus :

" Cum dicit mdlt, hand
dubium, qnin eo modo vidisse dicat, quo
videre dixerat tantopre concupivisse. Non
autem concupiverat sola videre fide, .... quia
fide jam Christi diura videbat. Vidit ergo diem
Christi re ipsa, quem admodum et ille et patres
omnes videre concupierant. Quis enim dubitet
Abraham et caeteros patres, qui cum eo erant
(sive ex revelatione, quara in hac vita habuis-
sent, sive ex revelatione, quam tunc, quum
Christus venit, habuerint de ejus adventu) non
igiiorasse C.rktum venisse, etiani antequara ad
eos post mortem veniret." In favor of this

declare themselves Lampe, Mosheim, Kuinol,
Tholuck, Liicke, De Wette, Meyer,Von Gerlach,

* Diem mnjestatis Christi, qr.i dies omnia Christi

tempora, etiam in ocnlis Abrala;, prassi^pponit.

Alii sunt dies carnis Christi, alius dies Christi

ipsius et glorijB ejus. Vidit diem Christi, qui in

semine, quod stc'.larum instar fulurum erat, sidus

maximum est et fulgpntissimum. Et quia hunc
diem plane vitalem vidit, mortem non vidit. Sic

Judaiorum instantia retunditur. (?) Non tamen
vidit ut Aposloli, Mat. xiii. 17. "This strange in-

terpretation is reproduced in an English Irvingite

work, with special reference to the res'.oration of
Israel.

f Not, finally, as Banm^arten-Crusius resolves

it. He first correctlj' remarks as to what must
have been involved ("thus I quickened him—for this

is implied in the connect'on, that the patriarch

himself had received life from h'm ") but then
weakens this down to a figurative li e, the refresh-

ment of his soul in the miilst of the longing un-
gratified expectation. With such rationalizing

agrees also the mystical inter[)ret.ition of a joyful
"birthday of Christ in the heart''—see in the
otherwise beaut ful little book of G. II. Schuberth,
Die Wiederkunft des Hcrrn (Petersburg, 1820), p!

222. Thus does faith graze the limits of infidelity.

"t"
That is among those known tons. Certdnly

this view has not been altogether wanting in the

Church of any age.

Lange. It may be hoped that this will always
be accepted now as the simple and straightfor-

ward interpretation of these plain words ; for

even the Socinian distortion (which Tittmann
accepts)—Abraham would Juive njo'ced, had he
survived to my time—rests upon an admiss'on
of the direct and inevitable meaning of iSelv
Tijy T/iuepav, "seeing the day." Moses and
Elias at the transfiguration teach us that for

the fathers in blessedness, but waiting in bless-

edness, even intercourse with Christ manifest

upon earth was possible and actual, especially

in the case of those who occupied a theocratic

and prophetically significant relation to him.

May not this also hoM good of Abi-aham, so far

that the eiSe nai kxdprj, " saw and rejoiced,"

shall be accepted from the Lord's lips as an ac-

tual truth, just as the words run? Yea, we
are disposed to regard the mere ex revelatione

non ignorare (which we have placed in a paren-
thesis in the quotation from Maldonatus) as

saying too little; and would prefer to under-
stand an actual intercourse, though secret, be-

tween Abraham and Christ. For although we
must decline any deeper penetration into this

hinted mystery, yet we cannot but say that

the past tense seems to us to refer to some
special historical period, which as such was al-

ready past. In any case the Lord gives a sub-
lime assurance that he knew as a historical

fact the actual joy of Abraham at his manifes-

tation in the flesh, as the object for which he
had while in the flesh waited with the joy of

hope.

What a word for these Jews ! They under-
stood it, as we see, so far at least, that this

Jesus standing before them brought his own
day into immediate conjunction with Abraham.
To them it evidently and convincingly said

—

If the Messiah is come, certainly father Abra-
ham will know, and have some experience of

it. This was so plain to them, the confidence

with which Jesus announced it would have
been evidence enough, if thev had been dis-

posed to hear and to feel. But now (though
not in ver. 52, concerning the tasting of death)
they maliciously, whether consciously or un-
consciously, pervert his words in order to make
them appear absurd. Abraham hath seen me
—Thou hast seen Abraham! These two things

are very distinct, since in the former, Abra-
ham's continuance till the days of the Son of

Man is alone pre-supposed (which they believed,

but had alto7ether lost sight of in their refer-

ence to death); but in the latter Jesus, and, as

they regard him, a mere man, must have
already lived in the time of Abraham ! Baum-
garten-Crusius discerns here a second perver-

sion ; inasmuch as the the Lord had not said

that Abraham had seen him, but hii day.

Quite right, but the question still arises, whe-
ther the Lord, who would not speak too plain-

ly of these secret things, might not have inti-

mated in those words the actual seeing of

himself. In such things there is often much
more, and a more wonderful mystery, involved
than obviously appears in the words ; of thia
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we have a symbolical example here, for the

Jews in their misapprehension pervert the

Lord's words into what they think an absurdity,

viz., that Jesus would make himself to have seen

Abraham—and this is after all strictly correct.

For though not this man Jesus, yet this I in

him, was, according to his higher personality

now united with humanity, before Abraham,
because before all creatures. They measure
his time by the half-century not expired

—

whereas he is the Eternal I Am.*
Verse 53. What the prologue declared,

chap. 1. 1, 2, is here asserted as the testimony
of the Lord himself. Dorner remarks (in his

Hiftory of the Doctrine of the Person of Christ,

Introd. p. 90) that the idea of his pre-existence,

which John, in harmony with Paul, places in

the forefront of his Gospel, in contradistinction

from the Synoptics, is nevertheless not alto-

gether wanting in the Svnoptics themselves;

and he is quite correct. To the passages which
he adduces (Matt. xi. 19 ; Luke ix. 49, Wisdom
—Matt. xi. 27, the Son who alone knoweth the

Father), Ave take the liberty to add Luke x. IS

and Matt, xxiii. 37, according to our exposition

—without mentioning many other consequen-

tial inferences elsewhere to be deduced.

It remains nevertheless true, that only in

John are to be found the literal, and plain, and
express testimonies of Jesus himself concern-

ing his existence before men, and before the

created world. This passage, chap. vi. 62, and
chap. xvii. 5, are the three great texts, which
only wilful and blind sophistry can pervert.

The Socinians (like the ancient heretics, "qui
hominem dicebant Jesum pra2cognitum et prse-

desfinatum, qui ante adventum carnalem sub-

stantialiter et proprie non extiterit") have
made tiie being before Abraham a quasi exist-

ence in the divine appointment and predeter-

mination ;t and many not bearing that name

* Grot'us :
" Certe nondum semisnccularis es."

This seems most simp e, eighteen centuries being

between liim and Abraham. To this is to be
added the tcit contained in the .scornful imjilica-

tion
—"as if we could so freely honor thee!"

spoken, too. maliciously, as if they h.nrdly knew
him. It is not iieces.sary to resort to any ])rover-

bial reference to the year of Jubilee, or the time

when the period of aclu .1 Levitical serv ce ceased.

We need not th'nk of any premature ol.i age, or

any marred r.|)pearance (as Clem. Alex. ; comp.
Vavasor, I)f forma Chnsli—whicli is in the liighest

d;>gree unsuitable in view of his purity of life and
ppiritual powers ; of any misuni!erstan''in2 of the

Jews wlio in'erred, either from his TtoXvittipia

(Euthymiu"-) or from the solemnly of his spiiiturd

dcvot on, tint his age was greater. The s.range

conclusion wli ch Irenaius here deduces is histor-

ically remarkable—that Jesus was actunlly above

forty years old ; aiid the ancient rea ling (forty

instead of fifty) was doubiess meant to forestall

such an inference. Weisse has recently made this

reading piominent.

f If not actM-TlIy with Soninus :
" Before .\bra-

ham became Abraham, that is, the father of the

people."

resort to the same refuge, though sometimes
idealistically disguised ;* but with such people
there can be no exegetical contest, an(i we can
only point to the kyoo, which, connected with
the Eini, cannot signify any decree or counsel
concerning this /, but just this personal eyci
himself, about whom the Jews were speaking,
in the identity of his personal self-conscious-
ness. Tlpiy Afipadjii y t y e 60 at, before
Abraham was [l)orn], does not mean "antequam
esset " (for which Grotius refers to ver. 33, ciiap.

XX. 27, i. 6, 30 ; Acts vii, 38, xiii. 5 and else-

where)—but "antequam nasf^rci!//-," as Eras-
rnu3 has it. (Comp. Nonnns. itpiv ysvoi
edxfv.) Most assuredly, as De Wette admits
(who rejects the idea of being born or becoming
in any sense), the yevedOai in this brief anil

pointed discourse forms a contrast, as a being
introduced into time, with tt'yat—a contract

wliich Bengel finds most undeniably in such
passages as Mark iv. 22 ; Acts xxvi. 29; 1 Cor.

lii. IS. The Syr. translates it in the future

—

Qn")2S nin: sHy. For Christ now goes alto-

gether beyond his former words ; the ignorance

and the wilfulness of their objections admit of

no explanation; the gulf between him and
them has become too great for any conciliation

;

and the Lord therefore overwhelms all their

contradiction by a conclusive word, which is

not so much a continuation of the preceding

argument, as a sudden flash of revelation from

the depths of his oicn eternal consciousness. Tl;at

he should have finally spoken thus is not to be

wondered at, on the supposition of this eternal

conciousness abiding ever with him ; ratlier is

it wonderful that he should ordinarily and
as his rule have restrained it so much. Thus
here, too, he restrains himself; and does not

go on to say, as afterwards in the^prayer to his

Father

—

7tp6 tov ray Hudjitoy eiyai, "before

the world was;" though this tt/j/V yeye6^ai,
in antithesis with his own Eini, "am," could

mean no less than this, comp. Psa. xc. 1, 2 ; Isa.

xliii. L3. To degrade tl is f//<i into a present

used for an imperlect.t is altogether ina]iplica-

ble, especially in connection with i\\(iyeye(jfjcci.

Consequently, we must adiiere to tiie voice

that the Lord assorts of his own /, the same

whose higher nature he had indicated to them

before in Ver. 2o as going forth in the XcxAeI y,

or speaking, a timeless being before the becom-

ing, or coming into existence, of Abraham, and

not only so, but as a necessary consequence of

its universality of expression, Ufore all created

* Baumgarten-Crusius, comparing Ilev. xiii. 8
;

1 Pet. i. 20— ' Thought of and deceed, that is,

essentially and virtually I was already in being."

Mi Wette: " I're-existence, but of course only in

an ideal sense." Sch ciermacher :
" Before Abra-

ham lived, I was he upon whom all trutli was

bayed, to whom every glinunering of hope b;id

reference; from the beginning Lave I been liie

centre of all divine promises.

f To this Grotius bends the lyr.h fff'.l->) of

Nonnus: but tlie Syr. to wh ch he refers, lias the

aubitantivo verb \TX q"''-o p^i^i'iiy-
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leing. Tims he testifies of himself, as his Spirit

afterwards speaks by Paul, Col. i. 15-17, who
terms him the ffp&jrdro«o5 nd6r}i Kridso)^,
Kai avToi i6Tt npu itdvTosv (" He is the First-

born of every creature [all creation] and
lie is before all things").* He disting^uishes

his yevvrjOrjvai (of which chap. v. 26 gave

testimony) most rigorously from yeyovEvai

;

and utterly rejects every yv ore oiih rfHtjv,

since his being goes back into the divine eter-

nity. This eyai eI/lII, " I am," incontroverti-

bly includes in itself the divine t<!in "'JX, " I

am he;" in the sacred idiom this essentially pres-

ent being, as opposed to becoming, could not be

otherwise expressed than by the n^HX or n^J^ii

n^'nx Tw'X, which is the name of the self-reveal-

ing, God in Exod. iii. 14. This gives to the
fxEi^oav rov''A/jpadny "greater than Abra-
ham," from which (ver. 53) the discourse pro-

ceeded, but which is now in sublime dignity

omitted, its most appropriate and transcend-

ently sufficient answer.f
As, according to ver. 56, his appearance in

the flesh appears to be the longed for goal of all

Old-Testament promise ; so now his eternal

divinity in a definite yiiipa, "day," incarnate,

appears as the original fount of all revelation
and creation. Learn from this the relation

and unity of the Old and New Testaments.
Learn from this also how to adjust and under-
stand aright the saying of Lactantius, which,
although connected in him with an impefect
Christology (see Dorner, p. 785), is not in itself

heretical, scarcely (as Cellarius thinks) danger-
ous : "Christus docuit quod unus Deus sit,

eumque solum coli oportere, nee uiiquam se ipse

Benin dixit ; quia non servasset fidem, si mis-
sus, ut Dcos tolleret, et \inum adsereret, inclu-

ceret alium, praeter tmum (" Christ taught that
God is one, and that he alone ought to be
worshipped : yet he never said that h^ was him-
self God ; because he would not have kept good
faith, if being sent to take away gods and
maintain a single Deitv, he had iniroduc:d an-
other besides tlie on".;' 'institt. 4, 14). For he
assuredly could not announce himself to be a
distinctive sccondX God, and therefore, as he stood
before men uttering the specific tyoS of the
Etemal Son, he could not directly say

—

cyo3
^Eoi ei/ii (I am a God); " and this not merely
because it would be necessarily exposed to a
blasphemous misapprehension, but because it

would be in itself no more right than to say

—

kyoo fii.li 6 natvft (I am the Father). On
the other hand, " I and my Father are one"

—

bespeaks the true divinity of Jesus Christ, and
it is this which he every where avows ; so that
according to chap. xvii. 3, the Father as

* In the Pastor of Hennas, Sirail. ix. 12, " anti-
quiu:- omni creatura."

+ Grotiiis now says rishtly—"Quod ipse innueie
quam pvasdicare mavult."

+ The phrase of schools

—

SsvrEpo? ^FOi— is
\

an altogether unsuitable and danin-ruus one. i

avroOso? (self-God) may be called 6 /i 6 y o?
dXrjQivoi 3cc>? (the oiily true God), although
in a very different sense from the heretical

uovooraro? (absolutely one) of Arianism. This
gives rise to no tritheistic error, nor is the

honor of the Father thus invaded by the Son,

who is God only from and in and with him

;

nor does it contradict the truth that the Son
was nevertheless before the world, xocr iSiav
ovdiai rcspiypacpr/v (according to proper de-

finition of essence), with the Father. The apol-

ogy " contra eos, qui dicunt Christum nun-
quamse in Evangelis aperte Deum dixisse" (or?

which Peter of Clugny wrote, see Neander's
Bernard, p. 186), requires to be very carefully

handled, lest the truth underlying the error

should be denied.

But instead of worship followed

—

stoning. Such
was the issue of all the Lord's sayings, after

they had reached this climax: not because
he abased their father Abraham, .as many think
(how did he? by the ysvsdOai '/); but because
they rightly understood the arrogation of divin-

ity, and the assumed fi^a6q>r}ixioc (chap. x. 33)
of his words. Where did they at once obtain
these stones ? An idle and petty question this,

which, however, as it has been put, may be an-

swered out of Josephus, Ant. xx. 8, where the

building of the temple is recorded as going on
in the time of Christ, and Ant. xvii. 9, where
an instance of stoning in the temple is narrated.

Stones with which the visible temple was in

the process of being built are to be cast at the

cornerstone of the Old and New Covenant!
To understand in the ccipsiv, " taking up," a
going, to fetch them, disturbs the whole aspect
of the sudden crisis, especially in connection
with the tHpifiri, " hid himself," which is its

immediate result.* Jesus hid himself, and this

is to be regarded as similar at least to Luke iv,

30. We are not to take tHpvfirj as adverbial
in conjunction with Kal.tc,fj'S.^Ev, as Glassius
does, making it occulta exiit (secretly went out)

;

it has itself the strong emphasis, and means in

relation to the pressing eagerness of these his

assaulting enemies, much more than the e^e-
v£v6ev, of chap. v. 13 (although it at the same
time allusively anticipates the meaning of chap.
xii. 36—" He had now spoken enough, and
therefore withdrew or hid himself from^hem").
Tojnterpolate, instead of the conclusive « a z

tB,7J\^Ev (and went out)—"And then when
the tumult had passed away—presently after-

wards," is a total violation of John's style ; and
hence Winer himself prefers to allow that the
Evangelist records a miraculous dqsavtdfioi
(disappearance). But the nin" nn\"^D'1, " but

* Out of this Teschendorf constructs a marvel-
lous scene. " They at once ran to fetch stones.
In the midst of this confused tumult, when every
one was blindly shouting, pushing, and running
hither and thither, it was easy enough for Josus
to escape unperceived. So that when they cnme
with the stones, the victim harl vanished.

''^

This
is certainly making the nir.s!. of the simple 7/pay
OVl',
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the Lord hid them," of Jer. xxxvi. 26, may,
after the sublime word of ver. 58, be attributed

to Jesus himadf.

To translate with Hezel—" He sought to hide

himself"—must be repulsive to every mind
which has, as Winer says, " a sense of the char-

acter of the Gospel." Liicke regard? his " safety

as having been efTected in a natural way by the

prudence of Jesu'?," and makes him to have
sought concealment " in a house favorably dis-

posed ;"* and Lange suggests that " the faith-

ful were probably on the spot and encompassed
him about"—but wemusttakc the liberty to say

that while such an external procedure is not to

beutlerly denied as impossible, it seems to us

altogether needless to suppose it. For John
certainly makes no mention of it, does not dis-

tinguish thus between the miraculous and the

natural, but refers his "safety" altogether to

the kxpv/itj, " hid himself," as the result of the

putting forth of the divine power of Jesus, t

Is the additional clause ("passing through
their midst, and so passed by"), omitted by
Griesbacb, Lachmann, and Tischendorf, genuine
or not? It may have been taken up from
Luke iv. 30, and the naprfyay, " passed by,"

may have been derived from the immediately
following TTapocycoy, " passing by," of chap. ix.

1. It is sigmficaat, however, that the PeshiLo

translate in full—^51X1 pnnirn '\2'^\. For our-

selves we would retain the latter part of it

with Benrrel, who v'n\d\cate-i Kcxi 7t apfj y s r
ovTCJi because the xai itapdywy pre-sup-

poses it as being a mere repetition ; because

the ^oci in both cases explains the omission of

the former; and, finally, because without it the

whole chapter too abruptly close, while the

ovToai has in it a special concluding empha-
sis.* On the other hand the literal similarity

of SiEX'iooy did fje'dov with Luke, is suspi-

cious; he who added it was anxious to provide

against any misunderstanding of the conceal-

m^ent, but the Evangelist's JtapFjyey does this

quite sufHciently.

After their first astonishment, the Pharisees

(as Teschendorf on this occasion well enlarges)

might boast of their perfect victory, and pride

themselves on having driven him from the

field—not indeed with their stoiiea bat with

their artiuments. In spite of their own con-

sciences they might mockingly cry—he had

many things to say of us, but at last he

could only fly ! He' left their blinded pride in

possession of this seeming victory. This was
the beginning of his submission to his re-

proach and his cross; but it wcs likewise the

beginning of their deserved judgment, of his

devotement of t!um to their doom.

THE MAN BORN BLIND. ANSWER ON THE CAUSE OF THE EVIL.

ING BEFORE THE NIGHT COMETH. THE POOL OF SILOAM.
MANIFESTATION AS THE SON OF GOD.

(John ix. 3-7, 35-37.)

WORK-
JESUS'S

John gives us now in his Gospel tJie last

puUic and great testimony of Jesus concerning
his own person and salvation ; that is, in the

more restricted pense which suits this Evan-
gelist's plan. Although the Lord continues

down to the end to testify of himself by work
and word; although he exhibits himself at

the crave of Lazarus, before many Jews in the

neighborhood of Jerusalem, as the resurec-

tion and the life; makes his public entry in

the midst of hosannas, and utters, in the

hearing' of the people, his final words to the

Greeks, to chap. xii. 37—yet all this is of a very
different character from that of the great col-

loquies and discourses which end with the

tenth chapter. Let the reader comjiare them
and judge for himself. All that the Synoptics

record of the period after the Feast of Tabcr-

* Henco it is acco'inted for that .John omits to

add his usual ovttoj IXr^XvOet t) upca avrov,
" Lis hour was not yet come."

f fit should be notorl, however, that the term
is not in thn Mid. Ixftvtparo, hid himself, but the

Pass. Lnptjfitly xca* hid.—Am. Ed. J

nacles and the Dedication, and especially of the

final week, from the first prediction of his

passion, Matt. xvi. 20, 21, down to tlic woes
denounced upon the Pharisees, has an alto-

gether different stamp, being uttered to the

disciples and individual men, or in answers to

public questionings, partly in parables, and
partly at the close in explicit and open re-

proofs. But his testimony and proclamation,

as it were ex professo that he was the Life-

giver, the giver of blessedness, the Sm, in

whom is the Father and who is in the Father

—comes to an end with the tenth chapter, and
therefore chap. x. 3S indicates a great prelimi-

nary conclusion.

AH that chaps, ix. and x. contain, down to this

conclusion, I'orms but one division and connec-

tion. The Lord bears witness to himself—in

relation to the now sutTicientlv illustrated m-

* Lampe well explains it : Id ergo vnlt Evan-
gelista, Jesuin(l) iion iustar fu^ientis priccipitasso

gradiiin, sed j)Iacido deambulaiido ex templo do-

seotidissc—(2) ilium Jiidicos tanquam iucuiabilei

I
m il tiie suaj rcliquitse.
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fiuence of his coming, as the Light, through
which the blind are made to see, and those

who see are made blind ; in relation to the

design of his love (not willing this last), as

the Good Shepherd who knoweth his sheep
which hear his voice, and layeth down his

life for a?^/ finally, in relation to Vxs pergonal

nature as such, as one with the Father. What
he had spoken after the Feast of Tabernacles,
and at the Dedication, John connects closely

together, even as the Lord himself had done.

All these discourses have for their historical

occasion and starting point the miracle per-

formed on the man born blind, to whom he
reveals himself as the Son of God, the self-evi-

dencing and yet rejected Light that hath come
into the world.

It was certainly not upon a following day,

but immediately on his way from the temple,

after chap. viii. 59, that the Lord saw the man
born blind. For even if the previous Ttapi/yev,

"passed by," is notgenuine, the >ioci rcapdycov,
" and as he passed by," chap. ix. 1, must in

John connect itself with what immediately
precedes ; it might have been in the Synoptics
a general and indefinite initial formula.* The
man sate as a beggar, according to ver. 8 ; and
most probably net very far from the temple,
as the manner was. It was natural enough
that the disciples should presently gather around
the Lord after the tumultuous breaking up

;

but it excites objection in the minds of many
that the feeling and tone of mind which must
be supposed in Jesus and the disciples on this

occasion, is out of keeping with what is imme-
diately recorded. We are not to suppose, how-
ever, that our Lord was in any kind of excite-

ment; and it is most obviously improper to

regard him as in haste to make his escape.

He had not been provoked or embittered,

though deeply grieved ; nor had he lost for a
moment the profound and unbroken repose
which is conspicuous throughout the previous
chapter. His departure, therefore, was not
flight; but a withdrawal from the aggression
of the people, before the hour of God's counsel
was fully come. Why should we suppose him
at any time indisposed or rendered incapable
of looking in kindness upon the poor and the
miserable, among whom he finds his way?
Would he pass by one who might by his mercy
be more readily won than those hardened ene-

mies from whom he turned awav? It is from
the Lord's seeing the unhappy man, that is,

from his lingering, sympathising regards fixed

upon him, that the whole narrative takes its

rise.f At this point the disciples ask their

* Even De Wet'e, who objects to the same day
becTuse Jesus is here too c^lm (after the flight !),

is obliged to confess thit /iCErd rauta is want-
ing.

f We mriy compare this £;racioiis looking upon
the blind be^Kir now, after the scenes of chap,
viii., wi:h lii.s b'^holdinst the poor wi'low. Matt. xii.

42, aft:-r the woei and parting denunciatlon.s oi

Matt, xxlii.

question, and the objection seems more specious

when applied to them ; for it may be thought
that the interest here exhibited in "the profound
problem of the relation between sin and Buffer-

ing, is inconsistent with the state of mind in

which they would leave the excited scene.

Yes, if we take the question in its isolated

form as here given ; but might not such a

question as this have been prepared for long

before in their thoughts? Accordingly, now
when a critical case presents itself, and they

see their Master calmly and sympathisingly

contemplating it, as if nothing ungentle had
transpired, it appears to us rather significant

and natural, that they should share his tran-

quillity, and direct to him the question which
we read.* Moreover, we are not to suppose
that our record contains absolutely all, and
that these words passed with such rapidity

;

questions like this were generally prepared
for by observations within their own circle.

Pfenninger has imagined the development of

the inquiry thus. Judas began—His parents

must have heavily sinned ; Thomas replied—
Or God foresaw great sin in him ; John adds^
I know not what to think thereon; Peter

finally breaks out—Master, tell us who? This

is poetry and not exegesis, but exegesis mu^t
leave room for such a supplementary imagina-
tion. Whence did the disciples know that he

was horn blind? Either they were already

familiar with him. lying on the way to the

temple ;t or he had beg;un, as they drew near,

his accustomed cry—Take pity on one horn

blind. We need not trouble ourselves to ex-

plain how it was that he did not earlier apply

to the helper of the miserable, or was not be-

fore brought to him by others ; Ave never find

that no objects of misery Avere left unhealed^
see Matt. xxi. 14 at the close, and Acts iii. 2.

Such people as these are ofttimes altogether

shut out from what is passing in the world.

Pfenninger invents again as "bllows : "Seek
out the prophet who has already healed many
blind people ;

" to which advice he replies^
"Alas! good sir, I was hyrn blind;" and the

rejoinder then is
—"That alters the case, then

patience till the kingdom of God !

"

The disciples themselves, as is plain from
their question, think of no healing. The slight

and indirect intercession which some have un-
derstood in these words has but a very slight

* My feeling aUo^ether revolts against Lange's
notion—unsupported by any shadow of evidence

in the text—that the disciples, still terrified by 'he

tliought of the tribunal for heretics, asked, not

for the sake of the answer, but to warn tlieir

Master not to hava any thing to do Avith this chi.d

of sn.

t If In had sat there for any length of fm? Je-

sus might have observed hm before; but t.,at is

not said, and he did not ahvays look round u;>'in

every thing as lie passed, ychlciermachor as-

sumes, far Too boldly (to serve a purpose\ that

.lesiis Ind p-.obab'y often seen this unhanpy mm,
but had passed by without doing any thing lor

him.
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foundation ; hence others have regarded them

as meanin.^
—" Wilt thou have any thing to do

with a man who bears in himself so special a

curse lor sin?" We agree neither with the one

nor with the other, but regard them as them-

selves led, by the Lord's pondering look, to

contemplate "the man, who having been liorn

blind muiJ, remain blind to the end. But this

obligation, which they regard in their 'iya rv-

<p\6i yeyyTj^rj, " that lie was born blind," as

a divine purpose, is very mysterious to them
;

and since the Lord cannot, or rather may not,

cure such connate delects, they would receive

from him at least some solution of the mystery.

It seems to us that John designs to show that

the Lord's rejw e so far communicated itself to

them, that they could take this as a iitting

time for their question ; the very contrary of

Lange's supposition, who thinks that " in their

excitenunt they had fallen back into the com-
mon popular habit of thinking."

Tliey do, indeed, speak according to the pop-
ular notion, for they had never risen out of it,

ond therefore could not fall back into it; the

Lord had appeared, also, to confirm it some-
times, as in the case of the paralytic and the

impotent man at the pool of Bethe^da. Thus
they remain in the undisturbed supposition

thai special sin is the cause of special evil ; and
that the poor man was an instance of this, be-

ing most fearfully born tv duapriati, "in sins,"

as the Jews mahgnantly say, ver. 34. But in-

stead of, like tliese, imputing this with the an
uncharitable oAo?, "altogether," to the man
liimself who was thus born, they go astray

upon the matter of the specific guilt of the suf-

ferer, and hence their question. The or is sim-

ply to be explained—This man himself, or since

wc cannot imagine that, his parents ? This

means again—And has he been forced from his

birth to suffer such misery, without any special

guilt of his own ? Consequently they were con-

strained to ask tiie first question, and the only
possible answer to it which could float before

their minds, was that which Pfenninger gives

as the most simple and obvious—The foreseen

sin or sinfulness of his life, punished before-

hand. In this we agree with Tholuck; such
anticipation of punishment,* in the administra-
tion of God, who knows the future in its begin-
ning, is not so meaningless or nnri<;hteon3, es-

pecially when contemplated in the modification

which Von Gcrlacli gives—"Since all earthly
punishment involves even as recompense a
transition to redemption from itself, Uod sus-

pended the puni-hment before the sin, in order
to abate the virulence of its outbreak, and to
awaken tho more keenly the sentiment of con-
trition." It is in this spirit that men so fre-

quently make the common remark tliat it was
well for siTcli a one that he had such and such
an infirmity, else what would he have been ! Thi.s

is much more admissible than the previous no-
lion of Von Gerlach, that the or is not to be so

* Compare Esau's re;ection, whlcii itself makes
manliest his reprol>ate spirit.

rigidly taken as a dilemma, but that a comnwn
hercditanj family sinfulncus is spoken of No,
in that case the answer would have been long

before given in Kxod. xx. 5—but of that the

disciples are not thinking, because the personal

affliction appears to them so grievously severe
;

and the problem which they propose lies evi-

dently in the dilemma of this either—or*
Thus might we dispatch the question, the

right understanding of which belongs necesa-

rily to the apprehension of the answer given
;

but we must briefly allude to and reject those

mystifications which we by anticipation have
shown to be needless. What necessity is there

for supposing that the disciples thought (as

Liicke, with Lightfoot and Keil, assumes) of

his sinning in his mother's womb? This, how-
ever, could only be tolerated, if they are withal

supposed to have further thought—But this

also is not imaginaVe. But it is a gratuitous

and forced hypothesis that they thought of the

pre-existence of souls (as Cvril supposed), or of a

metempsychosis, as since Beza's time so many
have imagined. It is now pretty generally ad-

mitted that this hoaihen philosopheme is not to

be attributed to the Jews, even of the time of

Christ. True, the later Rabbins meddled with

this potion, and have many vapid babblings

thereupon—such as that the soul of Nabal
even entered a stone, and that the builders of

the tower of Babel passed into mill-wheels, and
the like. The pure Jewish Cabbala itself knew
nothing of metempsychosis at the first (there

is no trace of it in the book Jezira) ; only the

later teaches about gilgul (niK'33 T^ihl, rotatio

j
animarum) and ibhiir

("1^3J?,
gravidatio, proeg-

I natio). As to this latter distinction, according

i

to which a previous soul possessed or entered

into a soul already born, thus implying adotihle

\ personality, compare Eisenmenger, ii. 85-88.

]

Deep thinkers may have their own thoughts

j

about this last, which in itself is not so mean-

j

ingless ;t but the gilgul is opposed by the

1 arra:, " once," of Heb. ix. 27, and by the en-

1

tire bid and New Testament, whicli knows

j

nothing of it at all. Hence the Jev.'s were utterly

i

ignorant of it, until this dogma came to them

i

from Oricntal-Egyptian-Pythagorean-Platonic
I Syncretism; consequently we have nothing to

;
do with it in connection with our passage.

' The passage in the book of Wisdom (chap. viii.

1 19, 20), which is often thus expounded, admits

[of another most simple interpretation ;J and

i-

I * In a certain sense and degree Eutliymius is

! risht in understanding : Neither is fa:r:y conceiv-

i

able ; the one drives us to tlio other, backwards
' and forwards : help us to a ri.;ht decision !

I t See Meyer's lildUtr fur hbhere Walu-hcit, iv.

:' 2C3, 264.

j X Yet Budda^ns, Instil, i. 2, 32, adduces this

(with t' o spbil-s of chap, xvii.) as teaching Iho
" npoHJitap^ii an'maruin," and Jul. Miilier ( Von
de aumle, ii. 100) pre-suppo.^es lli s as ackiiowledfj-

ed. See, against this, the protest in Schmie ler's

Vortray iibcr das Buck dcr Weiah. (Berlin, 1853), p.
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that which is adduced from Josephus is palpa-
ble misconception.* Finally, to put the ex-
tremecase thatamongthe learned this heathen-
ish doctrine had begun sporadically to show
itself—what did the blessed disciples know of

that?t

Verse 3- The Lord gives a two-fold answer
to the question—in tcord and act. Here moves
the dilemma of the present case by an ovm—
oure, "neither—nor;" points forward to the
works of God to be manifested; and then im-
mediately by an act of healing gives palpable
evidence that this man was not born blind in

order that he might sit in darkness till

death, but that he might see the light of

God in a special and most glorious manner.
When Strauss asserts that the Lord's saying
refers only to this individual case, while else-

where, as in chap. v. 14, and Matt. ix. 2, the
general Jewish notion is confirmed, he simply
forgets that those two were also specific cases.

But there was a truth in the Jewish notion,

which brings it in accordance with the entire

Scripture, and was only rendered error by an
overstrained application to individual cases

;

and this the Lord cannot and will not deny.
It is an abiding truth that sin alone is the ul-

timate cause of all evil as regards the Jinman
race as a whole,t and hence also as regards the
connection and transmission of all evil between
parents and children, in which the unity of the
race consists. It is as true that the misdeeds
of the fathers are visited upon the children,

according to the words of God himself and the
history of all families and people, as on the
other hand, that the assurances of Deut. xxiv.

16 ; Ezek. xviii. 19, 20, protest against pervert-
ing this fundamental principle of the divine
government by dispensing with all reference to

personal guilt, or by making the evil involve

9, 10. The Tffirjy in parallelism rather than con-
trast with eXaxov is not to be urged, as the reals
connected with it, (certainly not the pre-existent

soul) shows. Ev<pvtii is well known to be used
of the soul, its good gifts and talents ; thus a
" noble nature " in body and soul, but which
requires the grace of God in order to EyxparFia.
The dya^oi wv is only opposed to ihe sdo-
Hat. See the translation in Kleuker's Saloin.

DenkwiirdigJceiten : " Ich war ein kind von guter
Art," etc.

* Antiqu. xviii. 2 ; and especially Bell.jad. ii.l2,

where, as well the dva/3tovy as the izEpov
dcojiia in spite of the /.leraftaivei certainly

means no more than resurrection and glorifica-

tion.

+ The folly of attributing this to them con-
victs itself in Isidor. Pelus. (see Lucke), who makes
them say—ouro?, coi <p adt v "E XX?jv e ?, ?}

oi yovEi avTov, cS? <padtv 'lovSaiot.

^ Schleiermacher :
" That all the evils of life are

bound up with sin, is a connection of thought
from which the human mind has never got free."

In the midst of all the delusions and follies of
heathenism, the idea of puilt as the source of evil

has lain deep in the universal consciousness of
man.

eternal consequences at once. Ptieger's reraarlt,

again, is perfectly true, that we may not make
our Saviour's utterance a universal salve; or
regard it as a release of all parents from all

participation in the guilt of their children's

external or internal transgressions. " Our con-
ception and birth is the channel through which
sin and death continues to pervade the world
of mankind; and in which the original heritage
of evil in body and soul may ofttimes be
greatly increased. No human judgment can
impose the penalty of this upon any man, but
neither can he shake himself free of it, until he
has received his justification from Jesus himself
by the testimony of his Spirit." Grotius had a
strange notion based upon the mention of

both yovsti, "parents,"* that the disciples

thought of a violation of the law of Lev. xx. 18,

from which violation bodily defects often sprung,
in the opinion of the Jews. Assuredly these
questioners did not go so deeply into the matter;
but as regards ourselves there is general truth
involved in the remark of Grotius, that children
may and do in many cases inherit corruption as
the resultof wickedness in sexual commerce, and
therefore that in many particular cas?3 the lips

of Omniscience, and even the consciences of the
sinners, might say in this most specific sense

—

The parents sinned, and therefore the child is

born thus.

But as regards the present case the Lord
denies any specific sin on either side as entailing
this penalty; and with such an earnest decision
as manifests his own superhuman penetration
into all its circumstances. Of course, it must
be understood that he does not exempt them
from having sinned generally.f " Neither hath
this man sinned—that is, more than those who
are not blind ; nor his parents—that is, more
than those who have seeing children" (Beck,
Christl. Beden, i. 208). Still more obvious is it

that even in the rejected supposition that the
disciples had thought of any transmigration of
souls, the Lord's expression ovrs ovto?
TJMafjrev, "neither has (his man sinned," does
not by any means imply that he admitted and
confirmed such an idea. J For the case here is

very different from that of Luke xxiv. 39, where
ihe itvsvjua, "spirit," as the subject of the
position is admitted as something actual, and
the belief in incorporeal spiritual appearances is

confirmed ; if the question had been here put

—

Did he sin before his birth ? the answer would
signify—That could he not, and ye are right in

thinking that an unimaginable Ihing.

* This may be, of course, without any detail

—

Either one of the parents or both.

t Hence Chrysostom : He did not simplj'^ say

—

ovre yjuaprev, but adds

—

I'ya rinpX6? yev-
ytfOjf ; not giving this as a reading necessarily,

but as an exposition.

X This is stated with precision, because there if

more belief in this transmigration, and more ten
dency to hunt for it in Scripture, than is gener-
ally thought. Schubert deals with these subjects
in his Geschichte der Sccle, p. 621 ff. (1st ed).
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But wliat is thft polution that the Lord
gives of the general difficulty exemplified in

this peculiarly mysterious case? First of all,

-he does not appear to enter at all into the c;en-

eral question—contrary to his wont, which is

to deduf'e goneral principles from specific

cases. He restricts himself to this particular

case. " God's design with rec^ard to this man
is this, that His works should be made mani-
fest in him, inasmuch as I shall make him an

illustrious witness, both in his physical and

spiritual sisht, to myself as the light of the

world." But this answer (qnite parallel with

chap, xi.4) contains in itsell a universal princi-

ple too ; and we rightly it apply to the many
who were possessed, especially in the time of

Christ, in whom should be illustrated the cast-

ing out of devils by the finger of God. But in

the plural rd epya, "the works," there is

involved a hint of transition to its universal

applicability in all similar ca«es. What then

is its meaning as a solution of every Job-mys-
tery? As we understand its warning and
hortatory meaning, it is this— .'Vsk not with

too much subtilty, ye children of men
;
pene-

trate not with blind curiosity into the back-

ward abysses of the connection between guilt

and evil, as if ye could, or as if it were neces-

sary that ye should, bring into the clearest

light what is deeply hidden in the mystery of

God. But look forward, rather, in waiting

hope, to the coming works of God's restoring,

evil-removing power and love.* This is the

real theodicy, which God himself gives and
will sooner or later every where prove ; to thi.'?

all history bears evidence enough to induce

us to remit confidently to the same God all

that still remains obscure. Fikenscher says :

" If God has be'^n sought and found in mis-

ery, the end of afftiction has been gained. To
investigate further, becomes not the children

of God ; uncharitably to sit in judgment upon
others, is all the more sinful, as short-sighted

man knows nothing with certainty, and should

think much more of his own guilt than of

others'." Beck (ut supra, p. 209); " Invade not

God's regal right—that of sitting in judg-

ment! Thou mayest and thou sliouldst co-

operate with the Supreme Father in an
altogether diffi-rent business—that of correction,

benevolence, and restoration."

Thus the xcorksof God here meant are prima-

rily his saving, redeeming works ;t and if we
rightly undi/rstand the spirit of the word of

Jesus, as well as the spirit of the typical act

with which he accompanied it, we shall our-

selves, in our own sphere, and according to our
best ability, work unweariedly these works of

God upon ilie wretched around us. If any one

appear to our thoughts to have been, through

grievous guilt, born to special woe, we shall

have this question ready for all over-curious

inquiry—He is likewise so afllicted that we
may take pity upon and hclo him, or at least

comfort him. But, withal the universality

of this designedly comprehensive utterance

furnishes anotiier and final meaning; lor the

works of God which will aW bo manifest final-

ly, are only manifold. If God cannot hoal

and help, evon in connection with tiie heav-

iest guilt, the soul for the sake of whose
salvation he so often leaves the bodily evil

unrelieved ; then we are led to the conclusion

that mifcry in its connection with sin will

one day be manifest as a work of Goil, the

most singular " freak of nature " being showA
to be connected with the hand of the faithful

Creator; and that there will be also made
manifest those various operations of God's

providence, working secretly and myderious'y

under these afflictions, which have been ever

leading to salvation and life—^just as on the

presont occasion the poor blind man, beholding

the Son of God and teaching the learned, de-

clared plainly the secret blessing of his past

blindness.

Verse 4. Advancitig now further, the Lord
declares more explicitly what works of God h«

more esoecially meant—the works of healing

and salvation which he was himself to accom-

pliirh in the world. To effect these was his mis-

sion ; and he must accomplish them all by the

sacred right and unaltprabte counsel of pitying

love. Therefore there is a work of Goa to be

wrought upon this blind man. !Many tliink

that there is a reference here to the fact that it

was the Sabbath—Although on this day my
enemies would not permit the works of God to

be done. Ebrard sees " a glimmering of this ;"

but to us the Sabbath does not seem to be re-

terred to at all, or if this be insisted on, it is

the Sabbath passing wholly into that greater

(lay for working, of which Jesus here speaks.

Tliat his own earthly lifetime is meant, the end

of which was not far distant, appears evident

from the cm?, " while," and the relereno.e to chap,

viii. 56, and the explanation which follows in

ver. 5, and, finally, from the parallel of chap,

xi. 9, 10, where the period oi his unhindered

working is most plainly indicated. This is

clear enough, but it makes the more obscure

the siMTsn in which he could oppose to his own
period of working tlie works of God, a night;

and in which he could apply that expression in

his own case. Tne simplest and quickest way
of dispatching the whole saying is of course to

understand it a? a common proverb : " Every

man has his day's work, no one can work in

tlie night."* This means— I shall not cea.se to

work \i\ the world until 1 can work no longer

;

for a faithful IpyctTJjiy or workman, ends only

with the ending of the day. Quite right, but

as soon as we look more closely into the matter,

and seek to find, as we should do in all our

* Cofnp. the beautiful sermon of Nitzscb, 6th

Belec. p. CO.

f Nonuud; i/J/a 5tov yeverf/poi dXeiiHa-
KOIO.

• Si Pferininsfr in tlie r/tiloso}>hischc Vorlestmgen

iiber dns X. T., wlir^'o, as lie (<av.s, it is iiis aim to set

lortli tiic liib^e tiuili in iti i)iiraary s mi-licity and
clearness.
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Lord's As'ords, the deeper significance of this

application to h.ia own person, we cannot but
regard the night as something strange, as also

the emphatically universal—5 r« ovfisii 8v-
varat ipyd^soOai, " when nonian can work."
The absurd comment of Paulus, who takes

this as referring to that parxicalar day, and
makes the Lord say that the night was coming
when he could no longer effect the cure, has

this si)ark of truth in it, that it was actually

drawing on towards evening, and the Lord
drew his illustration from that circumstance

—

The day of my great work is declining.* But
chap. viii. 56 gives us already the occasion of

the saying, and this therefore is unnecessary
;

ror does it modify the question as to what the

night is which approaches for Jesus. What
else can it be than the time of his death, which
is opposed to the time of his life ? From this

another interpretation does not divert us

—

" the time of grace and the time of the power of

evil ;" for the latter, or the hour in which the
might of darkness bound his wondering-work-
ing and healing hands (Luke xxii. 53 ; John
xiv. 30), coincides with that of his death ; and,

moreover, it is too expressly said orav kv rcS

K66iia} a>, "as long as 1 am in the world,"
ver. 5. Baumgarten-Crusius, indeed, expre.ssly

declares—" Day and night cannot possibly sig-

nify here life and death ; there would be some-
thing strange and heathenish in the words, and
quite appropriate to the person of our Lord, es-

pecially in John's Gospel, since only after the
death of Christ was his true spiritual might
put fonh." But when he opposes the yv£,
"night," of ver. 5 to the "time of his imme-
diate divine energy or saving power," which is

the period of Christ's life, it comes precisely to

power of the Spirit in his Apostles. All this

13 by no means denied ; for the Lord is very
far from saying literally that the entire period
from his death to his return would be the night'*

which has not even relatively an objective

truth; see Rom. xiii. 12; 2 Cor. vi. 2. The
truth of his declaration, and its application to

himself, lies in this, that now in the days of his

flesh, including his death as the final and con-
summating act of his victorious life, ihs foun-
dation was laid for all future working whether
below or upon the earth, for all the glorious se-

quel of the development and spread of light

and life through the power of the Holy Spirit.

The hours of his day of life were thus truly

counted out to him, wherein to perform the
duty of the hours ; for every word which he
spoke in the flesh, every act which he perform-
ed lor a testimony to the world, during this

seed time for the future glorious harvest, was
one living grain of corn more which should
spring up in the harvest of the Spirit. As he,

according to his own designedly-used expres-
sion, is the light, it could not befall him as it

did the admonished unbelievers of chap. xii.

35 ; he abides ever the light in the profoundest
darkness which may close around him, he con-
tinueth ever to work even as his Father work-
eth ever. Yet that subsequent working is

distinguished from the preceding, even as the
harvest is distinguished from the seed time; and
in that resj)ect his great redeeming working day
is comparable, though under transcendently
difTerent conditions, to the working day of

every man's life. He can therefore regard the
critical period at which his foundation-laying
work is ended in death, as men regard it; and
term the hmir of death which awaited him

the same thing: and furthermore, the Lord i (^^^o^l"h not including any subsequent staie (p/

liimself is certainly included in the ouSf/?, j ';^««'^), in harmony with human feeling, not un-
" no man." Heathenish it assuredly is not, but ' known to him, concerning living and dying

—

Jewish and scriptural, that a man can wj^-yt ; '^ "^V^'^ which breaks off his living day. It is

only as long as he lives in the body upon i
^ subtle, though not insignificant observation

earth ; and the Ijord's words thus echo the }

^hat the article is not prefixed. The night of
sentiment of Eccles. ix. 10. Under this rule death comes to all men m its more rigid sense;

and process of human activity Christ as the ^•nd also for me, there comes, in a certain sense.

Son of Man assuredly stands. It may be said,
|

though differently to be understood, such a
indeed, that his work then began again at once i

night. The conclusion then passes into the
in Hades, the great work of opening the prison

{

universality of a proverb

—

Such as that of which
house and preaching to the dead if the night, '^ is said that no man can work in it. Thus
in which no man can work, could put no re- I

does his saying retain its deep fulness of truth;
straint upon him ; when he entered the dark-

j

^"tl the condescension of its use here appears in

ness it became day, when he entered death it

became life. Moreover, it is assuredly true
that it was his resurrection and exaltation
which began a more glorious day; so that it

this, that by it he speaks pre-eminently of his
humanity and the accomplishment of the works
of God within the limits of prescribed time

;

looking away from and omitting his eternally
may be conversely said

—

No man but himself |

"nifoi'm working as God. It is natural that
could ever before work the works of God, but i

the attempted stoning should lead his thoughts
now first they go right forward through the

j

™ore deeply to ponder and dwell upon his im-
pending death. Thus, thinking of that glorious

* So Von Geilach :
" Peiliaps the day was then

dpclining, and he must has'en the cure ; this rives

him occasion to remind tliem all that his great work
of enlighteninn the world, was conrected by God's
coun.scls with certain definite periods."

t Zeller, in the Moiiafsblait—" We might say
that he there performed his night work."

day which he will open up to his servants for

their working in his divine power, it was his

* So Miiralt, in Von Meyer's Bldttern, iii. 361,
comments ; whose expo.-ition, with all its ingen-
ious though perilous consequences, we cannot r oW
enter upon.
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gracious desijin to represent himself to them as

a typeoi the laithful redemption of the time of

human life ; this designedly symbolical sense

of his words explains to us their peculiarity of

etructure, as well as the origination of the read-

ing vndiy " us," instead of t^ie, " me."*

Verse 5. In explanation, as already said,

of the Lord's meaning in the \wQxA.day, comes
now the intimation of the great distinction be-

tween his own and every other man's day of

life. Afterwards in chap. xi. 9, 10, the Lord
speaks yet more condescendingly in a manner
which holds good only ot others, and leaves it

to his disciples to make its much modified appli-

cation to himself. But he could not have tliere

spoken as he did, if he had not previous!)/ testi-

fied what is written here. Others see the light

of this world, there is day and li'4ht for tfievi

through the gift and working of God ; but he

bears the light in himself, he is the light, he

makes the day of the world as long as he is

in it.f Thus his words redeem themselves and
obviate all possible misapprehension. Thus
too it passes furtlier (for it is ever the Lord's

pleasure to speak thus comprehensively in

words chosen to include every reference) into a

promise of that specific work of God which was
now to be accomplished upon this blind man.
Bodily and spiritual enlightenment, quicken-

ing, and deliverance are ahvay.s embraced to-

gether in the view of the Spirit; the one not only

points to the other, but leads to its attainment.

Thus the Lord yields to his own mercy towards

the wretched man, and is ready as ever to per-

form the acts committed to him by the Father;

however well he may know that the Pharisees

would be as much hardened against this mir-

acle as they had been against others, and that

the night of darkness was not yet to be broken

by his miracles—even though the raising of

Lazarus were among them. (Comp. Luke xiii.

32, 33.) He can do no otherwise, for he is the

light of the world; he shines forth in his ma-
jesty like the sun in the heavens, without

keeping back one ray on account of the dark-

ness which was advancing from below.

Verses 6, 7. How may we suppose the

blind man to have listened when his ears

caught the sound,]: so different from what he

had been accustomed to hear—" Neither hath

* This, a.s it were lamenting, epxerai vvc,,

"nij^lit Cometh." nny be .aken in especial refer-

ence to unhappy hrael, for whom he gladly per-

formp'l as niaiiy works of blessing as possible,

in individual cases; a long nght wag tct come, and

has come, upon tiilH people, since the Li^ht of t!:e

world was cut ofT. But I doubt wliolher the

Hoduoi of the following verse would harmonize

with this view.

"t^
On account of the urav we agree with Kling

{Stud. u. Krit. 183G), against LUcke, that it is

—

as

loiig a».

% This regard to the listening man was p'lrt of

the reason why the Lord, without enteriiiii further

iLto the que.ition, turned the answer at once into

a promiba.

this man sinned nor his parents !
" He learned

that works of God, long destined to be wrought
upon him, were now to be accomplished. When
the man of God, who so spake, called himself

the light of the world, his whole soul assuredly

cried out— God, whose works towards sin-

ners are so marvellous, send light even for me

!

His overhearing the conversation upon his

own case took the place of any other prepara-

tory address to himself; so that we may sup-

pose, from our Lord's conduct towards him and
ins own obedience, that there already existed

in his soul the beginning of that faith which
his healing required. Vv'e have already ^ivera

some explanation at Mark viii. 23, vii. 33, of

the application of the spittle, the external and
symbolical accompaniment of the miracle; but
let it be further carefully noted how Mark and
John accord. The adherence to a human cus-

tom, that of occasionally, and especially in dis-

eases of the eyes, applying saliva as medicinal,*

is the smallest part of the question ; more im-
portant is the analogy with the Old-Testament
miracles as always linked to exiernal means,
from the tree at Marah to the salt for the

waters of Jericho ; but most weighty of all is the

fact that here only the humanity of the Lord
himselfappears as co-operant and instrumental.

We shrink from believing (with many ; Hess,

for example, and more recently Baur) that this

was intended, as being .something like work, to

assert that the Sabbath was the jn-oper time

for such an act; for any such poaitive design

seems to us altogether opposed to our Saviour's

uncaptious feeling for the day, and the general

humility characterizing the whole miracle.

After lie had given the man something for his

faith to lay hold of in the clay upon his eyes.t

he sends him, as a further stimulant to his

faith, and as a duty for it to discharge, to the

pool of Siloam
;
just aoi Elisha had sent Naa-

ii:an to the Jordan, 2 Kings v. 10. Certainly

not merely to " wash" away the clay, which
may be supposed to have wrought the cure::{:

* See the instances of Olshausen. Dopko pushes

this too far, when speaking of the " common oper-

ation."

j- Thus he had eyes ; not as Nonnus fables in

his detailed description of their creation. Ho
makes the man come into the world as fJ/jecpoi

dvoluM'^^oy ; .and the application of tlip clay,

twice reco:ded,lie explains

—

dyffJO? CTtXaCev

o/itpa, that is, Ik xooi dvSpoyovoto.

\ Very dangerous, at least, is the us^ made of

it by Tersteegen {Leben heilfger Seden, vol. i. chap.

r> 8. f.) speaking of the '• good Armelle,"—Ih.T

Lord purified I er by means of the very filth of the

sin and temptation of wh ch she became .sensible,

Grotius, too, saw, how^^ver, in the clay the impedi-

menta of the natural ntan wliicli were to b» taken

away; and Lainpe thus dilates upon it: " The sin-

ner must first feel his misery, as coming from the

earth, and made manifest by the Lord's word<

;

inu t leave t'le teni|)!e and the law," etc. If the

clav raust contain any such allusion, it would
rati er bo to the blindness which the Lord used

and turned into blessiuy.
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and still less are we to suppose (with Neander,

and the Berleiih. Bihel, resting upon koapcxHai,

ver. 37) that the man could already see a little,'

sufficiently tor the purpose of going.* But it

was that the blind man, like him in Mark
whom the Lord led away from the puV)lic road,

might go into the undistracted solitude of

God's works to look around him first. One
leading him by the hand is obviously to be

pre-supposed. An important point remains to

be noticed, and it is one that is very generally

overlooked altogether. The Lord (like Elisha)

refers the man away from his hand and his

word to the divine powers and energies which

are every where really flowing forth in nature,

but especially for Israel in the holy land. In

exhibiting this great miracle to the Jews, he

orders it so that it seems as if their " refused

waters of Siloah " had wrought the cure.j

The Evangelist's parenthetical etymology
points our attention to the significance of the

sending to Slloam. This is certainly not to be

explained away as a glo-s (it is not found in

the Syr. and Pers. translations, because in them
the word was self-explained) ; though Liicke,

"in spite of all manuscripts, will regard it as

an ancient gloss of an allegorist, and never be

persuaded that it is John's." It is neither

trifling, as a token of its unapostolical origin,

nor is it verbally incorrect (Strauss asserts

both); but it is to be understood by every

mind which enters into the whole character of

this Gospel, though its exposition may involve

the uncertainty which attends all their dimmer

intimations. Undoubtedly ni^K^ Shiloah, might

originally mean a " spring," or rather " aque-

duct" (as Stolz here translates); and so far

fall in with the variation nhpr Neh. iii. 15,

(comp. Nyi?D, 2 Chron. xxxii. 30). But this

does not interfere with or hinder the prophetic

use and interpretation of the name, which be-

gins already in Isaiah. As respects the pas-

sive signification of the form, the first sense in

which it could be taken would doubtless be

—

"outpoured waters," or " waters sent." But
the obscurity of the Hebrew development of

forms makes this doubtful ; and we may be

permitted to refer to our own Lehrgehmtde there-

upon. J Even as this was a fountain sent or

given of God (which man could do no moro
than conduct) and streamed forth out of Zion,

ao is there in a higher sense a water sent from
above, the renewing power of the Holy Ghost,

the power of the Spirit from on high. When
the Lord, having in mind the old interpre-

tation of the prophets, significantly said—Go,

wash in the pool of Siloam (iTtays viipai sii—
comp. ver. 11), that signified most pertinently—"To the water, which bears the healing name,
the God-sent water." But when John express-

ly points his readers, ignorant of Hebrew and
that old interpretation, to this true meaning,

it is for us to compare what the Spirit of Christ

has further taught, and what our humble in-

vestigations may suggest : to despise and reject

as spurious, in spite of all manuscripts, what
we do not understand, is not consistent with

our principles. The Lord of glory may some-

times act, and his Evangelist ofTer a comment
upon it, in a manner heyoni our instant com-
prehension. To our humble apprehension, the

Lord connected together two designs. Ho
would refer Israel, as we have already said, by
this prophetic symbol, to the Avell of salvation

which already to faith flowed in their midst,

and which was only refused by unbelief; but

then also he would shadow forth for the new
futurity of his Church, how he would send be-

lievers after his own first anointing to the

washing and first fully illuminating bath of the

Spirit—the true IiapfAsm* But inasmuch as

the Spirit is one with the Lord, even as the

Son is one with the Father, Christ himself re-

mains the essential Siloam, who sends from

himself to himself ; and this maybe involved

in the masculine dnEdraXuEyo?, "sent,"
which the Evangelist uses. Thus there is here

no conflict between the conducted water and
the sending of the Spirit, nor between Israel's

fountain of grace and the fountain of Christi-

anity, nor between him who is sent to the one

and him who is sent to the other—all is here

united in the typical fulness of meaning. All

who are truly versed in Scripture, know that

such teaching in such symbols is the earnest

and freque'nt method of the Spirit, and they

will find nothing trifling or unworthy of it;

nor will they take objection to that method as

exhibited in our Lord's own words.f It re-

* As counterpart of this, we have Bahrdt's ex-

position—Wash thyself there diligently, and thou

Shalt in very few dnys be fully restored.

f Smilarly, but with too much emphasis, Lan^e
brings it into connection with the feast :" Tiie

spring of Siloam was at this feast the third ereat

word. Thus he brought the sanetuary of the Jews
into co-operation, and exhibted the co operation

of Jehov.ih in an evident manner before them."

X The form lUJ, ^ 37, No. 9 (which through

the exchange of the Dagesh with the lengthened

syllabic, is also found in the form C^ID^p), corres-

ponds with the noun in an undeveloped state,

passing over to the verb ; see the examples in the

note. We find in the nomen verhale the construc-

tion of the partic'ples especially into these varyinw

forms which % 93, 4, 2, speaks of—see the exam-
ples in the note upon tlie letter S. Even a nomen

injinitivale like rh'^ '** '^ be resolved passively and

concretely, see () 95, 5. Hitzig gives the right

view, u[)on Isa. viii. G.

* This allusion t-> baptism, Schle'ermacher h'm-

self (in his Ilomiten) makes prominent.

f Bengel's view (acceptpd by De Wette as

John's merinina;) rppfars to us too stiff and exter-

nal—that Siloam must have been so cal'el from

antiquity, because Christ would in due time send

this blii d man thither. So Euthymius: TtposSn'

Xnv TO ^isAXov, rov aTtsdrnA/usvoy ivsl

TOTE TVcpXoy. Also Nonnus : vSaop (jtsX.Xo-
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mains further, to be observed, that the Lord

does not. like the ancient prophet, presenile a

8even-fold washn.cj, but one only ;
as a so that

tlip blind man obevs with a more childlike taitti

than Naaman did. who yielded to the proud

objections of his own reason.

The subsenuent investigation and rejcc'ion of

the miracle, as an attestation of Jesus, is thus

minutely detailed for its manifold instructiye-

ness and signiticance, and for the sake of placing

the fact fully and luminously before us in its

historical truth. The narrative vindicates

itself and tells its own tale by its exact marks

of characterization throughout—though only

to unprejudiced and attentive ears. Inas-

much as the narrative exhibits the motives of

our Lord's words to the restored man. vers.

35-37. and gives us the right principle for

their interpretation, we must not pass on with-

out at least a general glance at it.*

The investiiiation of the miracle—evident as

the light of the sun—was conducted first by

unprejudiced common people, and afterwards

by prejudiced and hostile Pharisees :
hence a

directly opposite conclusion is the result in the

two cases.

The Jirst investigation proceeds in three

questicnis. The first asks about the healing

generally—Was not this man (who now sees)

once blind? and the decision of that point

comes from the healed man himself, vers. 8,

9. The second question follows

—

IIoio did this

healing take place? and receives also a simple

pertinent answer, vers. 10, 11. Tlie third, nat-

urally arising—Where is this wonder-worker?

remains ur.gratified, ver. 12. It results that

the matter is brought before the Pharisees, that

is, before the judgment, ver. 13. Assuredly

these were a very vnf>iassed people, who receive

this " I know not," and brincr it at once before

the caste whose motto is " We know "—with-

out any further design, either for or against

Jesus.

Now follows the gecorul investigation of the

attested miracle by the prejudiced party, and

the rejection of its testimony to Jesus. In ver.

14, the Evangelist prefixes the note that the

dav was the Sabbath, and yet Jesus had done

it, intimating that no other than what followed

was to be expected. The process of the whole

emtiraces five questions.

First the same proper question again—How
did the healing (already attested) take place?

But the simple repetition of the tale give rise

to a discus.sion about the person of Jesus, for

the faith of some present already ventures to

reveal itself, vers. 15, 16.

fieyoio itpooivvnov Ih 6eo Tto'inj;i. We hardly

need to notice the reference to Stiiloh, Gen. xlix.,

ia Grotius. and other perversions.

* It scarcely needs to l)e mentionel that we are

not obliged to tliink of the same d;iy, but that the

whole may be regarded as continuing through

several day*.

The second and disjointed question refers to

the wonder-worker, but in a diffiM-ent spirit

from that of ver. 12, and hence—What sayest

thou of him? Thi' receives a terse and sound

answer, ver. 17.

The third question goes back some steps, and

should have been the first. Unbelief isfrigiitened

at Jesus, and gropes into the evidences—Surely

he could not have been blind and now see ?

He is confronted with the parents, who, fearful

instead of thankful, refer them to the son,*

vers. 18-23. There stand they, ashamed and

rebuffed, but do not commit themselves.

The fourth q^uestion exhibits a stupid cunning,

which would intimidate the restored man into

a denial of Jesus (this man—as they scornfully

say); it is answered at first with much modesty,

and referred again to the evident fact, vers.

24, 25.

The fifth question, finally, begins in profound

embarrassment, but receives a bolder answer,

and one which challenges faith in Jesus on tho

part of the questioners, vers. 26, 27. The

result is simply that the innocent truthfulness

of the man's incontrovertible testimony for

Jesus is turned against himself, in the bitter-

ness of scorn. The restrained enmity to Christ

bursts forth in all its violence; although it

condescends to what seems to be reason for its

conduct, vers. 28, 29. This is still more boldly

refuted by the healed man, provoked by their

folly, who teaches them to apply an admitted

principle to the present case ; but the inves-

tigators cast out the witness to truth, vers.

30-34.

The unbiassed party had been content with

the simple and assured answer of the healed

man himself—i am lie. Their following ques-

tion springs from the mere eagerness of curios-

ity; but the reply is very well-considered,

relating as simply" as possible the circumstances

which had occurred. He therefore says (though

thinking as in ver. 17) without any dogmatism
—A man, and so on. This means—More I

cannot sav about the hmo ; judge your-selves

whether this man has not healed me in the

power of Ood. How artless is the word

—

I went,

as if a matter of course ; and that in regard to a

matter which (according to ver. 32) was a thing

unheard of in this world! In general let it bo

remarked how terse, concise, and pertinent are

the first replies of this honest man. Ver. 15 ia

yet briefer than ver. 11; and this not only, it

is probable, in John's narrative—for the man,

questioned again, pre-supposes the knowledge

of the circumstances, whicli they are inquiring

about.f He adheres to this character in vers,

17 and 25 ; until at last in vers. 27 and 30 ho

Ho could, indeed, as soon appears, speak

very well for liimself.

t Therefore he does not nnme specially either a

man or Jesus, but say.s—He jiut, etc. (For the

man had observed tb** enmity intimated in ver. 14 as

likely to be i)rovoked.) Hence elaij is plained first

—

tliat was all wbii;li was to hv .seen, tho whole of tho

Sabbath work. Finally comes the iuconlrovertibld
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waxes earnest and eloquent against the provo-

cation of their obstinate rejection of the truth.

In ver. 15 (let it be noted) nwi dvifiXExpsv,
"how he had received his sight," pre-supposes

the truth of the circumstance brought before

them. But in ver. 16 follows a most perverse

influence. In ver. 9 the diversity of opinion is

removed by the man's own simple affirmation
;

but here the (j^z(j//a, "division," is thereby
exci'ed, because the liars divert the question.

They say

—

This man ; just as the healed man
had said before, feigning themselves unac-
quainted with this Jesus. They reply, however,
by their "not of Ood," to the inward declara-

tion of their own consciences simply ; for the

man had not said this. (Comp. chap. viii. 47.)

Because he keepeth not the Sabbath day—this

sounds right enough generally, but contains

two malicious and insidious errors. It was
not the Sabbath ordained of God that was
broken, but the substituted Pharisaic Sabbath

;

the not Tceeping is asserted as if it were the

habit of life, while this was a special case

with special circumstances. The others are

not certain of the common people mingled
with them; for ku rdav $api6aiuoy, "of
the Pharisees," embraces the aXXot^ "oth-
ers," as well as the rtvei, " some." Hence we
must assume that there were several Nicode-
muses among these judges, who bring with

them and interject their very honest ncoi

Svvarat, "how can."

Verse 17. They could not, in their em-
barrassment, have proposed a more stupid and
inappropriate question. The very thing which
they are summoned to decide they prematurely

ask this man to tell them ; so that the instruc-

tion he immediately gives them comes as the

answer which they themselves sought. At
once he says, briefly and plainly

—

He is a pro-

phet! (In this he is as prudent as modest, for

he knew from his parents that the question

was whether this man was Christ.) What else

could they expect ? This makes them pause
in their impetuosity, and they reflect. Cer-

tainly such would be the necessary inference
;

it is better for us if we can, not to believe what
was done, not to believe the man himself on

whom it was done. (Contrast this with vers.

9, 10.) Accordingly they now cautiously make
inquisition of his parents* concerning the mat-

ter, to guard againts all deception : but their

concerted excommunication^ has already begun
to react upon themselves, for no one will an-

« a z /3 A £ nr ra, in the emphatic utterance of delight

which one before blind would feel.

* Thoy were not, necessarily, as E'jrard thinks,

aged beggars themselves.

t Tt is doubtful whether the several stages of

excommunication existed in the time of Jesus; but

the dDversOEivTo indicates something official,

for which time enough may be supposed. Be it

observed that they do not venture to attack Jesus

himself, but his confessors. Another decree, di-

rected against his own person, had not yet been
matured.

swer these questions, if he can elude them.
" He is old enough, ask him." This decla-

ration, which is at the same time somewhat
ironical, sends them back to the original con-

vincing testimony. They then feign them-
selves to be more mild, and begin to act hypo-
critically. The holy formula of Josh. vii. 19
they pervert in their own way ; arrogating the

glory for God, while they mean Ihemnelces, in

opposition to God.* " We hnow that this man
is a sinner," is in striking contrast with chap,

viii. 46. This examination and sentence was
designed to overpower the poor common man

;

it was his place to acknowledge some deceit in

the matter—for that was the drift of the whole,

though they dare not with all their infatuation

openly say this, even as they could not have
actually thought as much in their own minds.

Verse 25 exhibits in the first ovh oiSa,
"1 know not," a pure and genuine humility,

though without any of the parents' fear ; it,

however, involuntarily passes into irony ; for

the good man maintains his own knowledge of

the matter, which was quite independent of

their authority ; nor is he to be brought to call

his benefactor a sinner. With his incontro-

vertible Ev oiSa, "one thing I know," the ut-

terance of which is rightly taker, as a model
for all who have been enlightened through
Jesus, he stands, like the impotent man (Acts

iv.), as a manifest type of the future Church of

Christ in the presence of the world. He has
from the beginning been a pattern, speaking in

brief and precise words in reply to the questions

which were put to him. Even now he avoids

the reproach of ver. 34 ; modestly evading, and
pointing them to the undeniable fact. But
when these inquisitors, thus driven in a circle,

return again, ver. 26, to the beginning of the

matter, his patience gives way—he begins him-
self to put the question, not proudly and bit-

terly (as Liicke says), but keenly enough.
Will ye also be his disciples—like others, to

whom I have tohl the tale? This is not spoken
in true earnest, but is as much as to say—Are
ye indeed such enemies to him ?t

Now breaks out. on the other hand, their

torath. Mijdauooi 5 £ A o w £ r (Not at aWwilt
we)—thus does their whole being madly cry

out in self-condemnation before God's judg-

ment. MaOT/TT/i E H E i y o v, " his disciple,"

whom we had well-nigh stoned already as a
Samaritan, a possessed, a blasphemer of God

—

* Give God the honor .' This means only—Tell

the truth, acknow'edge some error or deception,

submit to an infallible authority ; not as Nonnus
inserts, Thank God, who has healed thee, and not

this man. For the healing is supposed not to be

a fact.

f Braune seems to us to do the blind man a
double injustice, when he condemns the bitterness

of his words. He who had so long and so patiently

submitted to inquisition, has not now suddenly

become bitter; the artless reply which bursts

forth at last, is altogether natural and unblam-
able.
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the verv thought or mention of this is to them
scarcely less than XoiSofjslv, or reviling. They
put the question—truth answered them—they

scorn and reject it at once ! As with the

people at Capernaum, so now, Moses is fled to

as a defence—that Moses who cried out against

their sins and wrote about the future Prophet
whom all must hear or be cut off. The disci-

ples of this Moses they term themselves, even
while their unbelief is involving them in his

denunciations; hut as to him, whose gracious

and significant Jesus-name (expressed in ver.

11) they never once took into their lips, they
had known before that he was a sinner—such a
one, however, as had continually convicted

them of their sins, but whom no man could

ever convince of sin in himself Now also they

Icnoie not his noSev l6riy, "whence he is," as

he himself indeed had told them—because they
knew not God. Thev fly for refuge to the

long-past speaking of God with Moses, against

whom, however, they rebel as their fathers did
;

thus vainly endeavoring to escape from the

present, which offends and penetrates their eyes

and ears. They have no thought of the mean-
ing of Siloam, the water of God's power now
become as that of Bethesda.

We kncfw not! And because they know not,

therefore none of the poor sheep of these wise

and good shepherds is to dare, under ban of

excommunication, to know. But the blind

man, standing before them, sees now : so much
he knows. The Son hath made him free in

order to his knowledge of the truth, before he
knows and lan name the Son. Neither con-

tempt nor entreaty can move him to fear or

submission. In the extreme impatience of his

holy indignation against their suppression of

the truth, and yet, unlike these scorners them-
selves, still thoughtful and modest, he says :

^Ev yap Tovra> ^ av /i a 6 z 6 v t6rtv—in all

this matter there is this one thing m.arvellous,

the greater miracle of the two, that ye know
not !* Your becoming blind shows as strangely

hardening an influence of this Jesus your
opponent upon you, as in my case on rvcpXo'i

ayaprt /iAeVoj, " that, whereas I was blind,

now 1 see." Thus have we something like our
Saviour's final decision by anticipation here.

Thus the seeing man now begins to lead and to

teach the blind, laying down the universal po-

sition, the truth well known in Israel for

which he asserts the o'l'Safisy, " we know,"
of nil, in order that he may then in vers.

32, 33, through the case in hand arrive by
the soundest logic at a certain and irrefrag-

able conclusion. He takes it for granted, in

his fundamental sense of truth, tliat Jesus,

though he had not seen or heard him do so,

had nded in prayer the power which healed

• So we understand the words in the sense

which the other reading ey ydp rovro, would

only render miTe definite. Nonnii« was therefore

quite risht: rovro ycip l6rt To Savjja noXv
nXeoy—your igiioiauce is a greater wonder
than my healing.

him, and thus anticipates what thi.s same Gos-
pel afterwards declares for the full understand-
ing of all the miracles of our Lord, chap. xi.

41. It ha.s been said that the position of ver.

31 is not of universal force, but only in the ap-
plication here intended ; and it might further

be added that it is the expression of simple and
erring Judaism. But it is better to say that it

is the pure truth, and to be understood in a
very scriptural sense, indeed like many similar

sayings )n the word of God (Job xxxv. 13,

xxvii. 9; Psa. xvii. 1, xxxiv. 16. Ixvi. 18, cx'.v.

19 ; Prov. xv. 8, 29, xxviii. 9 ; Isa. i. 15, lix. 1,

2, etc.).

These unrighteous judges end the matter by
casting him out. The seeing man is decreed

back, by a final denial tlutt lie now kccs, to the sup-

posed curse of his bhndness ! The clAo? means
(like chap. xiii. 10) the entire man as he was
born;* but here the StSailnfiy, "teach,"
shows that it meant further—blind in body
and soul. By this i^e'/JaXoy icoj, " cast out,"

which is first to be understood in its literal

sense, he became an d.zo6vydyaoyoi, or per-

son " put out of the synagogue," although
(which Klee needlessly contests) he had not

yet confessed Jesus to be the Christ.

Verse 35—37. The matter is swiftly spread

abroad. Jesus hears of it. (Here we may in-

terpose days, or one day at least.) The Good
Sheoherd seeks his poor sheep cast out by the

wicked ones ; the Son of God will reveal him-
self to him who, for his name's sake, is reviled

and evil-entreated of men; and he rejoices

against the whole host of the Pharisees over

tills one mendicant soul whom he has won.
We may be assured that the good man himself

would long to see the man of God, who was
called Jesus. We can only account for his not

hastening to him immediately alter his cure,

by calling to mind his first tumultuous amaze-
ment on recovering his sight, and the strange-

ness of all objects through which he must make
his unaccustomed way. The wondering neigh-

bors surrounded him at once with their inves-

tigations, and after that he was led away to

the Pliarisees; so that in him there had been

nothing wanting. Dost thou believe in the

Son of God? This remarkable question ha.s

been turned by some into a direct form
—"I

see thee to be a true Israelite, who believeth in

the Messiah—and the person, in whom thou

hast already believed as a prophet, is he—thou

hast approved thyself a dependent and con-

fessor of him, who is not merely a prophet,

but the Christ himself."! It appears evident

through this whole Gospel (see especially chap.

X. 33, 36, xix 7) that r/o5 rou 5foi), "Son
of God," was not even to the learned, much
less for one of the common people, equivalent

to Xpi6r6i, " Christ," and Luckc was not jus-

tified in reproducing the old assumption of tho

* Thcophylact : net? ayOpconoi In yayF.r?'/?.

t Iless. So Teschendorf: " Thou hast witne.<!s-

ed a {rood confession ; thou bclievcit on the Son
of God."
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"popular sense" of this formula. How incon-

sistent in that case would be the fact that Jesus

should forbid (like the Sanhedrim) his disci-

ples 10 announce him as the Chrwt, and himself

constanlly and carefully avoid that name—all

the while persistently testifying that he was
the Son of God.

This therefore dons not satisfy. It is mani-

festly our Saviour's purpose to reward the

honest and unfaltering avowal of this man,
who had knpwn and confessed him as a pro-

phet and as of God, by guiding it to its fullest

consummation. But how is that he asks ^fter

this very faith? This will not be difficult of

apprehension, when we remember the transi-

tional helping sense of this gracious question.

It may, indeed, sound at first as a most sug-

gestive and prompting inquiry—Believest thou
already f But then it passes over into another
meaning :

" Art thou not now ready to be-

lieve, if thy healer now fully reveals himself

to thee—as the Son of God? (Lampe: " Tune
ille es, qui propter fidem in Jesum, quem dicunt

esse Christum, acerbitatem nostrorum magis-

trorum expertus est? An tu post has moles-
tias etiamnum m filium Dei credis?" Quite
right, down to the last word, which we would
substitute, as its interpretation, by

—

credere

vis ? )

The questioned man understood all this very
well. He naturally recognized Jesus at once,

thou'^h he had not seen him when he was healed,

by his never-to-be-forgotten voice ; and it was
impossible for him to think that he would refer

him to any other than himself. He feeh the
meaning of the question. But because " Son
of God" is a word which goes beyond his pre-

vious knowledge, he remains true to his incom-

Sarably self-possessed and tranquil character.

Le does not think, however, or ask about thia
'

new dogmatical term, the inmost truth of

which, indeed, had been already almost ex-

pressed in his anticipating napd ^eov^ " of

God," ver. 33 ; but his answer in itself is quite

sound: I know not yet the Son of God, and
how can anv one believe on a person unknown?
Yet he does not utter this last directly, but
proceeds at once to a xai rii i'dTi ; " who is

he?" which involves as much. His reply is

afhrmative and belkving by anticipation, it pro-

mises faith as soon as Jesus shall say who he is.

It means as much as—Art thou thyself he?
Then comes the answer—/ am he ! going be-

yond chap. iv. 26. This distinction conferred

upon him, the honor of hearing such a word,

superabundantly compensates him for all the con-

tumely he had endured. Thus there are many
who have received much grace from Jesus, but
know him not yet perfectly, though they bold-

ly avow what they do know in faith ; but there

is a full revelation awaiting all such, and the

Lord gives here a symbolical type of all such
cases. Remark, finall)', that the Lord in his

grace does not say at once—I am he ; but
places first

—

Thmi hast seen him! This he
speaks in sympathy with his new power to see ;
as it were entering into his own joyful ixye-

/S.lf^a and aprt fiXiitoo, vers. 11, 15, 25.

Thou who now canst see him while thou hear-

est him who speaks to thee! It is certain

that the koDpanai in the phvsical sense sig-

nifies his seeing at the present interview-
Even when he was asking thee if thou believest

in him ;* but it is further probable at least

that the Lord has also a spiritual meaning—

•

Thou knowest him, yea in thine implicit faith

thou hast already acknowledged him, without
knowing him by this name. Thus the Lord's
words most strikingly pass over into what fol-

lows, ver. 39, concerning the seeing of the blind.

LAST PUBLIC TESTIMONY OP JESUS CONCERNING HIS PERSON AND WORK-
THOSE WHO SEE BY FAITH, AND THOSE WHO ARE BLIND THROUGH
UNBELIEF; THE HIRELINGS AND THE TRUE SHEPHERD.

(John ix. 39—x. 18.)

We can scarcely suppose that " Jesus in the

public way" announced himself as the Son of

God, and received this man's worship. It is

not recorded whether his disciples, or any of

them, were present ; but even this is not pro-

bable. Ver. 41 requires us to assume an inter-

val of time, and a change of place, between vers.

39 and 40 ; but after that all is strictly connect-
ed down to chap. x. 18. The incident just

recorded, with its concomitant spiritual enlight-

enment of the blind man in order to his faith,

and its manifestation of the blind infatuation
of the unbelieving Pharisees against him, gives
the Lord occasion calmly to exhibit, and gives
him words to illustrate, the contrast letween

faith and unbelief, which constantly and for-

ever separates men from one another. His
smitten opponents still lurk in the way, and
answer him once more by a reckless challenge.
He answers them, at first, by a direct, explan-
atory confirmation of his words ; and then
appends a parable which exhibited the wicked
pastors of Israel in their true character, while
it gives to all who still hear his wice a final

great testimony concerning himself. In thig

* Certainly lie had not seen the Lord before at

his healin2. Nor can we limit it to Teschendorf's
sense—" Thou hast beheld him already, in the
healing power which came to thee," though this

has its truth in the subsequent and additional
spiritual seuse which we assert.
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light it miipt be viewed in coTinection with Wb
continuation at the Feast of Dedication down to

the utterance of ver. SO, and its vindication

•jown to ver. 38,

Verse 39. This saying is addressed to the

disciples, and is intended to set them r'ghtupon
all that had transpired ; the result and issue of

which is, according to the Lont's wont, com-
prised in one pointed and easily remembered
expression. Even if this blind man had not

at once been enabled to see in order to faith in

the Son of God, the Lord might still have spo-

ken as he does ; for he alleErorizes continually,

pointing from every outward appearance to its

indwelling significance ; and his example may
encourage us to do the same, in spite of the

jejune interpreters. But on the present occa-

sion his doctrine has a literal fact for its base.

The Lord beholds shadowed forth in this oc-

currence—and beholds it not in scorn, but in

sorrowful indignation—the consequence of his

coming into this world.* Inasmuch as this

result, in the relation between light and dark-

ness, between divine truth and man's perverse-

ness, is a result foreseen and necessary, it may
be stated in the much contested 'iva, " that,"

to be purposed and aimed at; although it is

self-understood that the Light of the world, in

its first and original design, would rather make
all men see, and would blind none. Kpi/ua
(a form Avhicli, as contra-distinguished from
xpi6i?, chap. iii. 19, embraces rather the effect

and result) is assuredly not simply equivalent

to "separation," but signifies an actual judg-

ment, smce it mu4 be right and well pleasing

to God that his truth should be concealed from

the wise and prudent, for their deserved pun-
ishment (Matt. xi. 25, 26). What is said in

Matt. ix. 12, of the whole and the »ick, amounts
almost to the same; there as here the sense

must be supplemented

—

in their men eije» ; in

this passage, then, i\\^ distinction is between
those who know themselves to be blind and
those who regard themselves as seeing. It

corresponds with John's peculiar selection of

the discourses ; and the expression refers here

pre-eminently to contemplation as knowled,o.t
We are by nature spiritually horn blind, and to

know and confess this our blindness is our first

and solo seeing ; out of this the grace of the

Lord can bring a full restoration of sight—and
this is the kernel of the word in its relation to

the occasion which gave it birth. The being

madeUind, however, as happening to those who
are essentially blind already, i.s partly an iron-

ical expression for remaining blind, and partly

points to the further truth that unbelief tends

to increaning blindness and hardening. The
rigid antithesis will scarcely allow u*, with

* Tovrov is here used with a flistinctive em-
phasi*!, and can be bolter felt ihati parajdirased.

I The remark of Dnvs us, tliat in th-^ llahbinical

writings the wise aro te.-nied '^'rii'ja, .see Buxtorf,

Lex.,Tnny bo a uselessly learned reference, yet

there is some hin^ instructivo in it, comp. also

Exod. xxiii. 8 with Deut. xvj. 19.

Tholuck, to subdivide the second clause—They
are made blind, either in their own eyes when
they wake up to self-knowledge, or in their

more consummate blinding. For the former is

already more rightly indicated in the first

member as /iXerrejy, " seeing," and those who
suppose tliemselves /iXenovTEi ainnot return
back as such into a saving blindness—this ia

the vary judgment denounced.
The question of ver. 40, which bursts forth

from tlieir offended ofTicial dignity, is certainly

not uttered is such scorn fulness as would say

—

"Are we then, with our sound eyes, blind

—

bodily blind ?" Nor are we to regard them as

"acting as if they supposed that Jesus was
speaking of physical blindness alone" (Fiken-
scher). Oh, no; they understand the Lord
full well: they note, at least, that he describes

them, in opposition to him who now .^ees, as

blind; and indeed as being tnade blind (which ia

much more than Olshausen's—" He speakoth
against us !" such general ty being here not to

be thought of). But they go on proudly, be-

traying what they have noted, and have neither

time nor inclination to dissemble. Consequent-
ly, it is most obvious to understand—Are we
then already become blind in thy light? Nor
is it to he alleged against this that the answer
of the Lord is not immediately pertinent to

that; for he really desires for them only that
proper blindness which might be healed, of

which his own word had spoken, instead of that

evil incurable blindness denied by themselves.

The only thing which couhl tempt us to under-
stand them as referring to themselves alone the

first f-iy) (jXaitovrni, would be the waz'as in-

terpreted in connection with the proud official

7//ic??—Are we also blind, like the ignorant

people, so that thou must make us see too?

But we think that this is not even to be ap-

pended to the meaning—making the sense :

How meanest thou th's of us? Are we still

blind—or become totally blind? For in these

words, which immediately seize upon the Lord's,

tiieir ru(pAoi can only retort his rvcpXoi ; and
they are too insolent to let such a word pass

their lips, even in scorn, as—Must we then also

become thy disciples (ver. 27), that we may
see? When the faction of Korah spake unto

Closes—Wilt thou put out the eyes of these

men? there was at least the evidence of their

senses that he had not led t'-em into the good

land, but had killed them in the wilderness.

But here shone the Light of the world with his

brightest effulgence, hero was the last and

greatest sign undeniably before their neverthe-

less denying eyes : and even then thoy ask

—

Meanest thou ?^>>.' Are we i\\('n aho Uimled f

Verse 41. Then does the Lord pre;;3 them
more severely with his word, and makes th.eir

daring Xsyeiy, "saving," their inexcusable

sin. Ify° wjfru Hind—cannot possibly now be

re:iarded, contrary to the connection of the

previous discourse and their own question, a3

ascribing to them any actual nceing* Kuinol

* So Cyril ia Lampe. Ilezel :
" Since ye have
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gives it rightly—If j-e held yourselves, under-
fctood yourselves to be, blind. Giassius also
maintained the same, because the antithesis of
the second member requires it. The compari-
son with chap. xv. 22, 24, tends to confuse, for

the thought is there quite different, and viewed
under the other aspect of the question. As we
have .said, the sincere soul sees in this light its

blindness
; and that of itself is a measure of

seeing which is salutary and admissible. " Ah
that ye thought and said—We are blind, heal
thou us! Then would your sin be soon re-

moved by the knowledge of the truth ; then
would ye at least be saved from the sin of wil-
ful and lying unbelief." The Lord explains
their question—"Are we blind?" by their say-
ing, " We see

!

" In this word, however, there
lies the greater sin of infatuated enmity ; corap.
Wisd. xiv. 22. This is the sin of' uiMief,
which MiZiJ not see or become seeing; and for
this chap. xv. 22 is a correct parallel.* De
Wette contends against this on account of the
;i£V£t, " remaineth," according to which djuap-
ria would be only their present sinful con-
dition, as chap. viii. 21, 24. But to his view
is opposed the ovk av e i'x^'CE, " ye should
not have/' of the first clause; accordmg to
which the duapria A^remust be the sin which
is added to all the former, which hinders for-

giveness and healing, and which is the sole

condemnable sin here referred to. The fact

that this guilt, as consisting in their infatua-
tion and obstinacy, remains in its very nature,
is unpardonable, and not to be healed as
such, gives its keenest edge to this discourse;
and places these words, essentially speaking,
on a level with the word concerning blasphemv
against the Holy Ghost. "E tEtydjuafttiav
stands for gwlt not merely in chap. xv. 22, 24,
but also in- chap. xix. 11, in the same sense as
here.f

The beginning ofparables which is intimated
with regard to the Synoptical arrangement of

discourses in Mark xii. 1 (see our exposition).

understanding enough, ye confess and feel it your-

8elve." Olshausen :
" If there were wantina: in

you all capacity to know the divine " and so

Liicke. Similarly Neander :
" Ye have more

knowledse and perception, use it only arijilit."

This does not apply, nor does Von Gerlach's :

" They were in a certain sense seeing, but this

shoulil have served to show them in a higher sense

they were blind." For Christ attributes to them
in no sense _a (iXeitFAv, he rather condemns their

Xe y F. tv art /JXsjto/uEy. The analogy of sick

and whole does not suit ; for if the Pharisees were
in a certain sense the whole, and on that account
the mora sick, yet th^t certain sense in which
they were whole, was only

—

in imagination !

* " No blind man is blinder than he who will not
sec, and this refusal to see has here an interest at

stake " (Kant, ilher die Buchmacherci, p. 201.

+ Jul. MiiUer improperly maintains that " it in-

dicates on'y the actual tact of s'n, the d/nacprd-
reiv or t/juaprj/Heyai " (i. 238).

begins somewhat earlier both for the blind
rulers, and the common people at large; yet
Mark is so far right as this napomia (simili-

tude) is not distinctlv a Ttafta'SoXr) (parable),

as we shall show more fully. The connection
of the unbroken discourse is not far to seek.

That " we also " of official pride, signified—We
also, the leaders and the pastors of the people!

The Lord now speak*, with a gracious inten-

tion to awaken some of the better disposed to

self-knowledge and healing by an exhibition of

their blindness—I will now hold up the mirror
to you, and show you what kind of " shepherds"
ye are, and who alone is the true shepherd

!

It is an idle and needless supposition that his

words were suggested by the neighborhood of

the place where the sacrificial sheep were kept,

or any thing of the kind (such as Neand^r's
" view of a flock in the field"). The occasion

itself was quite sufficient introduction to one
of our Saviour's current similitudes; and the

Pharisees versed in Scripture must have
thought, as soon as he commenced, of such
places as Ezek. xxxiv. and Jer. xxiii.—many
of them indeed probably of Zech. xi. Thus the

Lord utters this equally profound and gracious

similitude, which reflects light upon the past

condition of Israel as well as upon the great fu-

ture of his new flock, for the good both, of the

learned and the common people; taking it from
the Scripture for the one, and from common
life for the other.*

The central point of the whole is the Lord's

testimony to himself && the Good Shepherd in the

highest sense of the word. First, however, he
speaks preparatorily, vers. 1-6, concerning

human shepherds generally, anticipating and
paving the way for what follows ; he next, vcr.

8, speaks clearly of himself in his. tyoo Eifxiy

but at first only as the door; he then desig-

nates the shepherds as also sheep, who must
first go in through him, and (with the sheep)

go out; from this fol/xncs, finally, ver. 11, the

plain declaration, that one alone, himself, is

both the door and shepherd of all shepherds and
sheep alike. This beautiful text has been

much obscured, and its exposition has been
very much perplexed, by the failure to appre-

hend this simple development: either the whole
has been regarded as one continuous napa-
fioXi'i, every separate sentence coming under
the same general interpretation, or all con-

nection between the first and second part has
been, on the other hand, effectually severed.

We shall therefore strive to give, yet more
precisely, a glance over the whole which may
adjust every part.

I. Concerning the true and the false shep-
herd generally—yet so that the latter does

not merit or receive this name at all—in order

to a transition to Christ himself, who is in the

* This is the only time that in detai'ed, para-
bolical exhibitions animals occur ; the distinction,

however, between th s and the fabie is s'rictly

maintained, since the animals appear in their owtj

nature, and besides only in their reUtion to man.
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fullest sense the shepherd. The fnndamental

difference, or ih* entering in to the fold through

the right door, vers. 1, 2. The difference as to

the result, or the leading out of the sheep : the

true shepherd (as the consequence of the former)

is admitted by the keeper of the door, is ac-

knowle«lc;ed bv the sheep as their shepherd,

and leadeth them out, going before them as

they follow him ; but the stranger they follow

not", from him they tlee, vers 3-5.

II. Medium of' the transition, coming out

more definitely—concerning Christ as the door,

which must signify no less than the only chiel

shepherd. First—the door to the sheep, for

ail true under-shepherds—I am the door, and

whosoever comes in before me (independent of,

besides, Ttp6 ifiov being opposed to St ijuov),

is a robber, vers. 7, 8. Then more comprehen-

sively— I am the door in genera'., both for shep-

herd:* and sheep, ver. 9.

III. Consequently I am the true and iJie good

Aepherd in the sole and supreme sense. This

is now fully exhibited as trie object to which
the introduction tended ; iirst, however, in a

previous contrast, then absolutely, and without
figure, in plain words, and passing into pro-

phecy.

1. In contrast with the riany and bis ser-

vants..

a. Thofrst contrast with the ih'ef, has

regard to the design and result : the

thief wills to destrov, I will give life,

ver. 10. (Here begins preparatorily

the abstract discourse.)

h. The second contrast is with the Jiire-

Ung and the icolf'm regard to their

relative Ichavior ; in which the hire-

ling, however better in other respects,

is lilce the robber, and aU who are not

shepherds are regarded as confeder-

ates of the wolf, and servants of the

enemy. I give mjj own life for the

sheep (the prophecy already begins),

but the hireling leaves their life to

the wolf, oi)//£Aei curcj :tspi rdiv
xpofjctTcov^ vers. 11-13.

2. Christ the good shepherd described inde-

pendently and in himself. The figure is

continued at first, but gradually recedes,

and then at last the words are plainly and
expressly spoken. Thus there is first the
mutual knowledge and bond of love be-
tween the shepherd and las sheep ; assert-

ed in itself, ver. 11 ; then more fully

described in its ground, expression, anil

final aim, vers. 15, 16. Finally is clearly

declared the deatii and resnrreclion of the
Son of God, by which ho proves himself
the great and good shepherd of the sheep,

of the nifn who are to be, nnd suffer them-
selves to bo, redeemed. Tl'he close of the
whole testimony in the plainest assertion

and prophecy.) Tliis is the good pleasure

of the Father, or the wise counsel of his

love; but it is also the voluntnry expres-
sion of the love of tlie Son ; and thus it is,

in the sense of ver. 30 afterwards, the

commandment or commission of the Fa-
ther to the Son, vers. 17, 18.

If expositors had not been so generally in-

disposea to make or to discover the arrange-

ment and plan of these discourses, they would
not have been so much at a loss with this in-

terwoven napoiuicc (similitude) and fiapzv-
picx. (testimony). Lampe, for example, does

not generally contemn or neglect formal sys-

tematizing, but his arrangements are rather

stiff and logical than organic developments of

the sense; hence he falls into the error which
was so common among the fathers, and pre-

maturely refers every thing in this paragraph
(vers. 1-G) to Jesus himsell.* In consequence
of this, the whole and entire fulness of menn-
ing is more or less dissipated by forced appli-

cations. Nothing can be plainer than that ho
who entereth in at the door cannot be properly

as yet the door itself, although every sliepherd,

being what ho ought to be, points to the one

true and ideal shepherd.

Verses 1, 2. As soon as the Lord began to

speak of sheep, they who were addressed in his

Xe'yco vi-ilv, " I say unto you," must have per-

ceived his aim, and thought in themselves

—

These are the sheep of God's pasture (Psa.

c), whose shepherds trc are ! The article t7';v

av\7}y, "the fold," pre-supposes this ability

to apprehend his meaning, and indicates no less

than if it had been said—God's sheepfold, Is-

rael. AuXj), we need scarcely remark, signifies

a fold or enclosure under the open lieaven

—

Heb. ^isrs or m^k'S (Chald. nmiJk'a), Micah
T : • t :r 1 : •

ii. 12. This is not the pasture itself, or the

space enclosed, but the external demarcating

bound, such as Israel alone as a people pos-

sessed in their theocracy (ver. 16). A tliief

asks not for the door, cares not if it is shut; he

leaps over and in, wherever he can ; see Joel

ii. 9; Jer. ix. 21. We cannot understand what
Lvicke (3d ed. p. 405) means by saying that

the door and the porter have no distinctive im-

port in the parabolical theme; nor how lie

precisely interprets them, for he does give an
interpretation, and does not denv the subse-

quent application to our Lord. The door may
certainly, at the outset of the investigation, bo

intended to intimate the true cdling, the au-

thorized and valid appointment to oOice in the

Church of God (the opposite in Nonnus

—

dno\i7)y kz7jXv6iiiv), and primarily so the ex-

ternal true vocation to appointed function in the

theocratic economy ; and thus the cas-.s obliqui

o£ the interlopers' into office of that age were

by anticipation condemned.! But if the Phar-

isees were disposed to rest there, ver. 7 would
enlarge their views. The external ordinance,

however right, may bo lacking in internal fit-

* As Neander also does, and in part Schleier-

macher.

I Semlor : "Ilia descviptio vide'ur tangoro is'o-

runi trm])0!um pravilaceiu; pontifl'-es e', t?ynn(lri-

um utobant!:r variis artibus et adjumentis, ui p;o-

positum suuai consequorentur," etc.
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ness, in the true calling and entering, that i?,

through the Chief Shepherd, in his name, and
through faith in him. The shepherds of that

day entered in witliout humble and genuine
failh in the God of Israel, without a true per-

ception of the fundamental point of Israel's

doctrine ; not as the ministers of the expected

lilessiah, and as preparers of his way in whose
person God himself would be their shepherd.

They came rather with vain imac;inations

and gratuitous delusions of a false God and a

false Messiah ; consequently in reality they

made thejiiselves the door, ihey came in their

pride and prejudice among the sheep in their

own way, that is, d'XXaxoOev, "some other

way," in opposition to the ricjht door; and
that, too, under the name of shepherds. But
the Lord declines to give them this title, and
chooses one more suitable to them. (C^mp.
Matt. ix. 36, im} exovza Ttoi/LiEva.) Similarly

does he deal with the beautiful designation of the

sJieejy. It might appear at first that all Israel

are referred to, all who were embraced by the

enclosure of the theocracy; but ver. 3 shows us
that this is not the Lord's intention. He now sig-

nifies only the susceptible, those whom he fore-

knows, as the proper object of the pastoral office

;

those who through unfaithfulness were scatter-

ed. It is essential to the whole discourse that

this should be accurately noted, for it is made
evident by vers. 8 and 16, and 26 ; and is also

incontrovertibly proved in the installation of

Peter, chap. xxi. 15-17, which refers back to

c'.iap. :::. They are the TEzayi-iEvoi eli B,tor)v

aLGovtov, "ordained [fitted] to eternal lilG,"

Acts xiii. 48," or the\nN Dnpil^n INSH ^_»3y, " the

poor of the flock that waited upon me," Zech.

xi. 11 ; comp. upon Matt. x. 16. They are true

sheep, in their genuine nature as their types ex-

hibit themselves ; he who does not distinguish

the voice of the shepherd, and follow him to

pasture, is no sheep but a goat (Matt. xxv.

32), however he may seem to be in the flock.

Luther says of sheep, "This simple creature

has special note among all animals, that it

quickly hears the voice of the shepherd, follows

no one else, depends entirely on him and seeks

help from him alone, cannot help itself, but is

shut up to another's aid." Yea, such as are

after this sort, are the sheep and they alone.

The poor sheep is unprotected, exposed to the

danger of wandering, weak and infirm in going,

and so forth, but yet tractable, docile, and pa-

tient. " It is so created as to require of neces-

eily a shepherd,! and can never do well except

under his protection and care" (Fresenius).

* But this must have no pred«stinarian applica-

tion : see our Auslegung der Ileclcn der Apostei, i. p.

S80.

I This haj? been h'terally true, from the time of

Adam and Abel. The domestic sheep is a legacy

of paradise. The beasts generally are not tamed
from an original wildness.but appear rather to have
lapsed in'.o wildne^s, as is the truth w.th regard

to man himself. Comp. Audr. Wagner, Gesch. der

Urwclt, p. 498.

There is much in all this which may be super-
ciliously laughed at as trifling, but which finds

its full justification in the accordance of scrip-

tural and natural symbolism.*

Verse 3. The ^wfe/* in the similitude is a
servant who'e province, according to ancient
custom (Mark. xiii. 34), was to remove the
wooden bolt from within, and guard the door
which was generally but ill secured. We can-

not admit that there is nothing in the interpi-e-

tation which can correspond to this expression
;

more especially as it directly leads to a new and
critical point : He who enters through the door,

is thereby known and acknowledged to be the

right one; he only therefore can, properly speak-
ing, enter in. The opening on the part of the

porter, and the hearing on the part of the sheep,

are correlatives ; and the Sv/joipo?, or door-
keeper, is thus also a keeper of the sheep, who
stands in close connection and concert with the
7tot/.n}r, or shepherd. The porter and the

shepherd know and understand each other full

well. Whom then must our interpretation

make the former? This will compel us to pen-
etrate that preparatory undertone of meaning
which we have already attributed to this first

section. The shepherds here are indeed under-

shepherds ; but the singular which embraces
them all, as well as the one door through which
they enter, indicates that every under-shepherd
must come only as the representative of him
who is essentially the true shepherd. This it

is to which the porter belonging to the door
has its true reference. It is not (as Fiken-

scher, with good intention, says) that Jesus is

door, and porter, and shepherd, all in himself

—for why then are vers. 2 and 3 in distinctive

juxtaposition? Nor is it, as in Bengel, God
the Father who opens an entrance for Christ,

and all who come in his name ; for Tholuck is

quite correct in his view that such a ministry
would be inappropriate to the Lordoi the flock.-j*

But it is, according to the opinion of antiquity,

ihs Huly Spirit, the guardian of the Church, who
opens the door of the kingdom of God, co-

operating with the Redeemer and his shepherd
office. It may be said, in the comprehensive
sense, that the Spirit of God opens everything
that is hidden in things pertaining to man's
salvation; hence Origen (in his epistle to Greg-
ory, Philocal. c. 13) promises the reader who
knocks at the door of Scripture, that this

porter will open to him its hidden mysteries.

But what is it that in this case he opens?
Obviously, first of all, the door of the fold, the

fold itself. But what does this mean ? We
must go deeper into its meaning and not be

* Steinmeyer says truly—" Thore is no simili-

tude in nature which so aptly exhibits the depen-
dence and essential helplessness of man." But
more than that, none better exhibits what his

docilitj' and devotion to his helper and guid«
should be.

f Not to mention other interpretations, which
rest upon a false histonca"! basis, such as Moses
or John the Baptist.
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content with the mere freedom to preach and
to call sinners (the door of the word, Col. iv.

3; 1 Cor. xvi. 9; 2'Cor. ii. 12): for he who
does not reach the sheep themselves, to how-
ever little purpose, cannot be said to have
entered in to them. Isow, as this opening of

the door is the preparation for the hearing of

the sheep which follows, we must understand

that tlie opening of their hearts is also intend-

ed. Acts xvi. 14.* For although in another
point of view the hearer himself must open to

the Lord (Rev. iii. 20). yet must this be
through the influence of divine grace. Of such
as close themselves aaainst the good shepherd,

conspiring with the thief as the stolen property

already belonging to him, or anticipating the

figure, cast themselves under enchantment in-

to his jaws, the discourse is not 7ioio making
any mention. These are not theep of the fold

as here intended; with thera the shepherd,

seeking in the desert, has to do, but not the

sliepherd as he is represented coming into the

fold and leading his own to pasture.

All now proceeds according to consistent and
well-grounded order, according to the natural

coarse of things in the shepherd's duty in the

East, the spiritual pastoril operations strictly

corresponding. Preaching in general is no
other than the calling of individuals, and finds

its consummation in the special care of soiCa ;

the leading out to pasture requires then the

going before in his own life and example. For
as Steinmeycr says—" He who cannot guide
himself, but is contented with calling others,

may be a teacher or even a counsellor, but is

worth nothing as a pastor." No pedantry shall

deter us from interpreting the whole thus ; else

should we oppose that most living and blessed

exposition which the Spirit of the Lord has
never failed to give of these words to his

Church. The whole resolves itself, at last, into

the profound and gracious close—The sheep
hwio the voice of the shepherd. (The reading
<pa>vEl lowers the sense, and is wanting in the

living force of xaXel which suits the uyojtta,

and makes it manifest that the sheep are intel-

ligent souls.) Not only in the ancient bucol-

ics and idylls of poets, but even in our times

and in the West, shepherds are found to give

the literal sheep distinctive names. But the

calling of the redeemed by name has a very
profound significance in the similitude, com-
pare, e. (7. L«a. xliii. 1, xlix. 1 ; E.xod. xxxiii.

12.1 The L-yrd knows and calls by name the

touU which are his, just as he knows and names
the host of heaven, Isa. xl. 2G ; Psa. c.xlvii. 4

;

and t-his is in a sense appropriate to every

* With this agnin Acts xW. 27 corresponds, and
teaches us how manit'old are tho comprehensive
applications of this " opening of the door" in

Scripture.

f This is much mor<», he^nnso rofprrin;! to tlie

individual, than Schleiemiacher thinks, who, with
his customary infelicity, finds here no otlior " pio-

phetical word " than such oi gave his people Israel

a name.

under-shephcrd, though perfectly and absolute-
ly true only of the one Chief Shepherd.
The callmg by name is an evidence of mu-

tual knowledge, and this again is an evidence
of the right of propriety, exhibiting the con-
fidential familiarity and fellowship of posses-
sion

;
hence the emphatic toc tSia. Lange

(following the ancient view, in which the
Ilirsch. Bibel and Richter concur) understands
by these i5iot5 " his own sheep in a peculiar
sense, his own elect and beloved ones, alrcadv
acquainted with his voice," whom then the
residue of the flook rush after. But this rends
the unity of the whole figure, and is contrary
to the very letter, which exhibits the sheep as
without distinction knowing and following tho
shepherd. (We hold with Bengel—' Omnes
sunt propria, coll. ver. 1J2, sed hoc epitheton
magis congruit cum appellatione nominatim
fact A, quam cum auditu.") We have already
said, moreover, that i'dia only gives the
ground of tiieir being called xat ovoina.i It

is an equally false interpretation of the leading
out, which regards them as led away from the
rest; for how should tliese bo left, in the fold

without pasture, who are yet his sheep, who
have heard his voice, that is, according to vers.

6 and 8, have acknowledged it in obedience ?

The interpretation which, based upon the
rejected notion that Christ is here immediately
and alone the shepherd, considers them to be
led by him out of the Old Testament into his
new Church and dispensation (so Lampe). is

entirely perverted. We may surely call this

exegetical trifling ; but Ave do not lay ourselves
under the same imputation in making a remark
which may represent the innermost sense of

the expression, viz., that the avXv, or " fold,"

is only the external constitution of the Cliurch
for the protection and repose of the flock, but
is not the pasture itself, and, consequently,
that they must be led forth to the fresh, free

pastures of God, instead of being left to the too
much prized dry provision of the pcnfold (or
Church).

Verse 4. Whether the reading vd I'Sia it a. v-

T a {^all hi.i own) is to be accepted with Lach-
mann and Tischendorf in the repetition of tho
words, we must leave undecided ; certainly it

gives an additional empha&is—He leaves none
behind. '^nfJcxXXety, to " put forth," is man-
ifestly the same with the mere ilayeii^, to
" lead forth," as we remarked before on Matt.
ix. 3S ; the Sept. uses it for N'Vin, 2 Chron.

xxiii. 14, xxix. 5, 16. Any stronger meaning
derived from ficcWeiv would contradict the
genius of the passage ; for the meek sheep are

suppo.scd to recognize their names, they already

* It may ba thought bptt.i«r, with LHcke and
Baumnarten-Crusius, to say, tliat ciuh individual
sliopherd distinguishes his own division of tho
conKie^ation of folds under many sliej>hoids. But
however true to the fisjuro this may be, the Lord
does not pursue it so far, but adhoros in his whole
description to tho one true Shepheid.
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know the voice, and are so tractable that the

shepherd needs only to go before them. This

going before, moreover, points already by an-

ticipation to him who is the one great leader,

in the full sense of the word
;
just as the Icmw-

iiig the vAce reverts to chap. viii. 43. In relation

to' this, Oetinger (in bis Eoangelien Predigten.

p. 365) remarks that the voice of the true

Shepherd, which is heard in every one of his

servants, is no uncertain sound, but brings its

clear evidence. We fully admit this, and add

that it brings its full power also, so that sin-

cere souls perceive by their understanding, on

the one hand, the rational evidence of funda-

mental truth, and, on tlie other, feel in their

hearts the experimental and quickening povver

of the word. Both are strictly connected ; in-

deed, the latter, \xt many cases, predominates

in the instinct of the sheep, not yet developed

into full intelligence. This indeed may be the

true point of distinction betv/een the hear-

ing of the voice by all, and the understanding

of the name given by the better trained. Let

me be pardoned for saying that this napoinia
(similitude), this eiSvXXiov (idyll) of the

kingdom of God, is itself like a solemn and
earnest melody played upon the shepherd's

pipe, and cannot be fundamentally understood
without something resembling a " playing

"

upon itself.

Verse 5. With the oi'Sa6t, " they know," is

connected in the closest transition, the contrast

With the stranger. The same no-shepherd and in-

truder is thus indicated who was before named a

thief and a robber ; but he is thus diSerently de-

scribed in order that his various methods and de-

grees may be observed. Ver. 1 laid down the

principle in its generality, that in his true char-

acter, as the ^A,u7iy, dj.n)v^ " verily, verily,"

impressively aims to show, every one falls under
this judgment who enters not by the door ; but
the aXXorpio?, " stranger," now more definite-

ly states this, and under two aspects. In se-

verity—And this thief would pass himself off as

the shepherd, calleth also the sheep ; more gent-

ly—Or he knows not that his presumed pas-

toral care is in reality a robbery and destruc-

tion, he re:;ards himself in judicial blindness as

a shepherd, without any deliberate and inten-

tional malice, in his coming. This is as the

hireling appears afterwards, although more
gently regarded. The plural Tojy (xAXorpicjy
seems to indicate such variety in the cases,

while the singular r?/K (poovuv combines them
all again. It is as if the Lord would say :

" Are ye strangers, unauthorized ones, not con-
scious of the false basis on which your office

rests, to wit, that ye come not through the
door—then mark it in the result : do ye reach
the simple souls, who are God's true Israelites ?

Are ye known and acknowledged by these true

sheep, with whom your office should have to
do ? " Castinc^ our glance forward into Christ-
endom, we find hero once more (as in Matt,
xviii. 17-20), in the words of our Lord, the
deep-laid principles of the Apostolical, now
called Presoyterian, constitution of the Church.

The flock must be asked—Wilt thou have this

shepherd ? But it must be the true flock, and
not the mass. Yea, the door-keeping spirit of

the Church, who watches over, not only the en-

trance into office generally, but the special en-

trance into hearts also, must be the supreme
arbiter of the shepherd's voice. Oh that some
of our ordained and inducted pastors would
press the inference upon their consciences

—

The sheep know me not, then am I not yet

rightly ordained and installed I But how is he,

a stranger, to know the sheep, as bona, i. e.

maid Jide pastor, and detect their " protest " in

the midst of the goats' uproar of applause, who
welcome every release from the fold? The
true sheep will not fail to announce themselves.

Even in the most wicked time (such as this to

which our Lord refers), there will not be want-
ing a blind man restored to sight who will op-

pose the proud " tee know" with his " one thing

/ know I " What this case exemplified, and
ver. 8 shows to have taken place in the past

history of Israel, the Lord predicts as an invari-

able rule for all futurity

—

ov /ta) dnoXovSt'/ijoo-

(3iv* dWd (pev^ovrat—as Liicke says. They
will not indeed follow, but certainly flee. The
latter strengthens the former; if the strange

voice persists to call, it terrifies them alto-

gether away. So that this fleeing from the

stran.c^er is not only permitted as conformable

to nature, but it is commanded and ever made
a mark of the sheep. The patient, helpless

sheep d) nothing more to the intruder ; but
they reserve themselves for the true shepherd,

and wait for him, till he comes to investigate

all.

The parenthetical observation of the Evangel-
ist, ver. 6, is to be understood and modified in

the same way as chap. viii. 27. That he meant
concerning them what he spoke to them, they
failed not to observe ; but because they would
not, they did not fully perceive or understand
rivatjv, " what things they were." It was to

them as if spoken ey itapoiuiaii, chap. xvi. 25.

As regards the current o,ssertion that John here

calls ff^por/^zn:, similitude (" parable "), what
the Synoptics term TtapaftoXr], " parable," it is

not, despite its universalitv, strictly true. True
it certainly is that the Hellenistic phrase for

7'S'}2, or parable, does not always rigidly dis-

tinguish these two synonyms (they occur to-

gether, Ecclus. xlvii. 17) ; hence we find, Luke
iv. 23, TiapafjoXi) employed for a single pro-

verb. And there is a natural reason for this,

the figure and comparison being common to

both (Nonnus has here iito'i Ttapdrpo-xov)
;

and proverbial language, including the illus-

tration of universal truth by an individual

type, has ever for its foundation figure and
comparison. Yet we doubt very much wheth-
er John would have given the name -zapoii-iiai

to such xapa/JoXdi as the Synoptics record,

if he had narrated them. The difference be-

* Laclimann : dxoXovOr/dovdiv, which, how-
ever, beuays itself as a correcJou.
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tween the two is rot to be so rigidly pressed

as it is by Qiiinctilian or Erasmus ; for orators

and poets may use transitional forms, just as

living nature exhibits them, which defy the

elaborate systematizing of llieory, but do not

disturb the true and real distinctions which
exist. The discourse of our Lord on the shep-

herd and the flock would then have been only

a parable, in the established sense of that word
as the other three Evangelists have exhibited

it. if that had run in continuous narrative :

There were certain sheep in a fold, and thieves

and stran_^ers came—then came the true shep-

herd—and when the wolf broke in, he laid

down his life, and so forth. The mere itapot-

^tia, sharply defined, we have in Matt. ix. 36
;

here it is the simple foundation of the simili-

tude—the shepherd and his sheep. But this

foundation of proverb is, to say the least, so

amplified after the manner of a parable that a

continuous narrative is silently intimated; and

thus we have a medium between parable and
proverb of profound and manifold significance

which may serve as a storehouse of materials

for manv parables. John, therefore, does not

term it simply itapa/ioXy), but .in amplified

napoifiia. And even tha itapafioXai of the

Synoptics so far approximate to this interme-

diate character, that they often exhibit, not

single and definite narratives, but figurative

sketches of what is occurring at various times

and in various ways. See my exposition of

Malt. XX. 1-16.

Verse 7, We find the same feature here,

that we have seen in the parables : the Lord
sets out with explaining the similitude which

was not understood, in its fundamental and

starting point. What is then Va^door? He
does not, nowever, adhere to a simple interpre-

tation, but developes and continues the figure.

The assertion that a new similitude, without

any connection with the former, is now^ to be

expounded, plainly contradicts the eycj ei/.ti,

" I am," of vers. 7, 9, 11, 14. The Lord speaks

now more plainly, because they would not un-

derstand. He terms himself (he door, not one

of many through which men as shepherds may
reach the sheep; and thus progressively deep-

ens the first meaning of ver. 1, as we said be-

fore. Entrance into the fold, and such office in

it as had been well-grounded and justified in

its results, had from the beginning: been through

him alone : for he, as the Chief Shepherd of his

people and angel of the covenant even before

his comincc in the flesh ; as the perfecter of all

fruit-bearing influence and object of all true

faith and faithful teaching; as the future Mes-
siah, in whom the God of Israel reveals him-

self; he and he alone had lecn this door to ths

sheep, even as he is ev»'r such under tlio more
plainly revealed new covenant. But this ob-

vious 'sense has not given r-atisfaction ; and
many, because in ver. 9 77 Svpa stands abso-

lutely, have denied it altogether, and substitut-

ed—1 am the door for the sheep,* thus traiiS-

Thus Van Esa briefly, and Seller by paraphrase

lating TcSy Trpo/jccrooy, ver. 7. Now what shall

we say of this? Assuredly the Lord is, gen-
erally (according to chap. xiv. 6), the 3upa
rou arar/jo?, the accesms nd Pcitrem, and also

in the o<5oS riji ^cor/i, the way of life, but
does he include this in his meaning here?
It is, indeed, to be subordinately understood,

but not as the direct meaning ; and thus, as

Tholuck sees, we must resolve the strife for a

one-sided exposition. In vers. 7, 8, he terms
himself, conformably with the figure, the door
to the sheep, through which the shepherd must
come to them ; in ver. 9, he extends the idea

of the ^vpa, so that shepherds and sheep

alike 'must go in and out, finding pasture for

themselves and others, only through him ; in

ver. 11 tliis entrance effected by him into sal-

vation and peace, life and abundance for all,

is stated of itself and independently. Let this

deepening development be well understood, as

our summary exhibited it at first ; the second

foUoics from the first, and the door thus becomes
evidently the one, and only shepherd*

Verse 8- Our preliminary sketch shows how
we deal with that much-contested exegetical

problem, the interpretation oi TCpo kfiov, "be-

foie me."t Certainly all who lay any stress

upon internal criticism and the unity of con-

nection, should be agreed in discerning in this

expression an antithesis to 8t ijuov, " by me,"

ver. 9, or, what is equally incontestable, to

Sid riji hvpcci, " by the door," ver. 1. Any
other sense must necessarily be wrong. Kling

is quite correct in affirming that the mere idea

of time, ante me (that is, Before I came), dis-

turbs the whole figure, because it effaces all

reference to the door.:^ We must add that

this interferes with the relation of the whole

discourse to ih^ future Church of Christ, which

is as much contemplated in prospect, as Israel's

past is viewed in retrospect. (This is a point

of view for the whole, to which, as far as we
know. Herder alone has done justice.) The
thieves and robbers come as certainly after

—Throntjh which the sheep enter in. Thus Chrys-

ostom, Au<justine, Euthymius, Nonnn^ {Ttdydo-

xo? ELui 3l/37 Tipofjdrooy TCoXvxa.ydEO'; av-
A?}?), Maldonaiu's, Lnmpe, and recently F:itzsch.

Steinmeyer preaches upon it
—

" Christ is the door

to glory';" which is, in any view, one-sided and ar-

tificial, for the fold and the pasture are certainly

not first in heaven.

* This Neander also admits—The door of the

penfold in a two-fold sense, for the shoep and for

the shepherds. So that ho himself is the dnor, and

this distinguishes the true shepherd xar t^oxvy-
This is not " obscurity " (as De Wette protests),

but profundity.

I The reading which omits it, has no vnlnn, he-

inii evidently mennt only to avoid a rl (Ticulty.

Yet Roos lays hold of this, and thinks th:.t Jesus

having said " All that ever came," reserved the

conclusion in his own mind ; whicii, however, may
easily be understood.

\ Steinm°yer :
" Th-.t we are not to think of the

mere process of time, the last prophet his most

plainly told us, chap. i. 16, 27."
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Christ as J^/brc him. Consequently, we cannot

concur with the common meaning of npo, " be-

fore," and the many qualifications of it fail to

stand the test, since the Lord does not surely

intend to reject all the teachers and guides of

the people who came before his own appear-

ing.* it is manifestly false to lay stress upon

the 1/XOov, " came," making it bear the mean-

ing of a self-authorized coming,! for Jesus uses

the same ^XOov in ver. 10. Concerning him-

self, consequently, it is not in this word, but in

the itpo iuov that we must seek their error.

To understand both these words, when united,

as intimating that all are referred to who had

ever made themselves Messiahs, or had given

themselves out to be the door, is to contradict

the expression itself as well as all history.J

Their history knew not any pseudo Christs in

number sufficient to be spoken of as icdvTEi

odot, "all that ever," nor can this limitation

be established in the connection of the words

;

so that our most recent and unfriendly critics

are obliged to impute this to John as an an-

achronism. " They are not true and false Mes-

siahs who are spoken of, but true and false

pastors of souls " (Ebrard). The Lord is deal-

ing with false and corrupt shepherds. If this

is admitted, tlien the atite me can be maintained

only by restricting the whole question to the

time of cur Lord—All who have come recently,

and just before myself.g We are told that
" Jesus might say this, generally, of the Phari-

sees of his time "—namely, (hat they were

thieves and robbers. But we cannot think

that the Lord would have used words so liable

to be misunderstood asTtdvrei od ot, when
there were some exceptions, however few ;

be-

sides which he himself admitted in vers. 1-5

that there had been, and still were, true^shep-

herds who entered in at the door. Thus yXQoy

is not to be pressed down to a tempus jyrwteri-

tum proximum, for it belongs to the interpre-

tation of the preceding figure, which embraces

all time in its application. Certainly, to sup-

ply a restricting and damaging clause, as Non-

nus arbitrarily does

—

Ttdvtei odoi itdpoi

ifXOov vTtoKXenrovTi TceSiXcp, is altogether

inadmissible. We are thus shut up to one

* So Marcion, and such as he, apply it.

\ So Euthymius, Jerome, Theophylact. This

last says

—

IJ/iodxsi xcci t^ dxptfSeia. rrji

Xi^sooi' odot T^XOov (prjdiv, «A.A.' ovx odot

ccTtedrdXrjday. Steinmeyer concisely explains

it that to come before Jesus is to come in their own
name, to come after Jesus is to testify of him, to

prepare his way, and engage in his service ;
but

we may reasonably ask—How does this appear 1

X Yet F. J. M. Helferich, mUs Fredigten, p. 364,

repeats this after antiquity.

^ Bengel artificially presses the eldt into this

service, and thinks : " Verbum subsequens, eidi,

sunt, in prsesenti, indicat, ijXBov, venerunt, acci-

piendum esse de tempore prseterito proximo."
Liicke adheres to this, without naming Bengel
(which he seldom does) ; and Ebrard follows in the

same track: " Jesus teims himself the first {rf his

time), who truly cared for the common people."

exposition of the preposition which enters

into the spirit of the whole figure. Now
it is evident, first, that kfxov, " me," is

equivalent to ri/i $vpaS, " the door," for this

follows from the St e fi o€, " by me:" con-

sequently for our interpretation icp6 knov,
"before me," is perfectly equivalent to npd
rtji ^vpa'iy " before the door." But what
does it mean, to come before the door, in sensu

temporis? This has seemed to many unintelli-

gible, and they have therefore preferred to ren-

der it
—

" pass by the door," thus making 7tp6

boar the senae nl prater, beside, daneben, dXXa-
XoOsy. (Camerarius—Qui ostium vitant.) But
this cannot be accepted, at least in this form

;

nor is " instead " better, as Lampe, WoUe,
Wolf, Tittman, Schleusner assert, corroborating

it by Euripides.* A certain combination of

the two, indeed, will not be found altogether

groundless by those who know how to appreci-

ate the force and fulness of meaning which, in

the original construction of language, belongs to

the prepositions—a domain of inquiry not suffi-

ciently cultivated by our philology, which is

too micrological and forgets the philosophy of

language.! The original unity of vor and/«r
in the German [before and for] should teach us
to regard a precipitate, self-obtruding " in-

stead " as possibly involved in the irpu; and,

in this sense, John v. 7 has been appealed to

—

"Another steppeth in before me, instead of

me, pushing me asidc"X The language would
generally speaking, allow this: but then ws
should be brought to the false Messiahs, which
cannot be admitted ; and, further, the living

person of Christ would be too directly sub-

stituted for the door, thus too abruptly
losing sight of the figure. If the Lord were
speaking merely of 7u»iseZ/ without similitude,

this would give a pregnant meaning: The
shepherd must enter in as following me (Jer.

xvii. 16, ^nnX nXT) not before me, that is,

not push his way in without me or altogether

instead of me. But we maintain that Ifiov

must perfectly coincide with ^vpai; the door,

however, does not come (so that it is not to be

filled up by—" Before I came or come"), but
Christ was the door of all the shepherds, ap-

pointed and really such long before his own
actual coming. We must not too much restrict

the many-sided development of this figurative

discourse, and confound too hastily the shep-

herd of ver. 11 with the door as such.| It is,

* So the Hirschh. Bilel, though hesitatingly

:

"Passing by me, yea, taking ray place." So
Lange, also ; but see afterwards.

f Oishausen is not right in saying that this

meaning of the preposition has been abnndintly
refuted. We shall bring some evidence from the

context.

X So Lange : " Who came not as my forerunners,

but as superseding me, into the fold." So Kling

:

" Going before him, they obtruded themselves into

this territory "—while men should follow him as

the living and moving 5vpa.

^ This is Been in the mistical interpretations
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indeed, true t^.at jrpd tcnsu loci (in front of)

^22^5 or '23 ^'J may pass over into a pra or pne-

tcr. For this we might appeal to the '3Q 7^

of tlie first commanilnipnt, Exod. xx. 2, Sept.

T/lr/K, Onkelos nao na> Luther n«ie/i »«>—and

to (jQS,m\\\%^ " de pr(ti<tnnti^, prce, of. Dent, xxi
16." But to apply this meaning /wre would be

to abandon the figure of the door, and to think

only of the Lord himself, before whose view

those who came would make themselves as

great as, or greater than himself. What then

is the truth, after all this refutation? Our
view and translation holdi somewhat with tiiat

of Camerarius—"Qui ostium vitant," and takes

the prater a9 lie»iile or a'AAajfoOfK/ but also

with that of Eisner—".'In^e januam." We think

that yXOov nf>6 ri/i SJpaS does not mean--
" They went by or passed fiesHe the door," nor—" Antejanuam ahitrxint," since the epx^f^'JOii

is not a going away, but a going in. W^hat is

it then? Tiiey went in, before they came to the

door. They broke in precipitately ami j<rcmr;-

tnrely, just as thieves and robbers do, befire

they had taJcen time even to neek t/ie door.* For
this they sedulously avoid, on account of the

vigilant porter. We must leave it to the judg-
ment of the reader, whether this may be nfjo

Tt/i Sipa^i and, figure and interpretation run-
ning into one, jrpo tMcv; to us it appears
plainly concise. If we are disposed iiow to

make prominent the emphatic iuov, it would
be—"Before they sought and found me as the

door, before they came to me in order to enter

hyme;" which would then be the counterpart
of that other—Before I came into the world or

to them.f We think that this alone is the true

sense of np6 i^ov, as it makes the Lord the

door for all jiast time ; for the iyoo eij.ii em-
braces the whole of this time past, just as in

the parable of vers. 1-5. To it corresponds,

by a similar p'-esentationof the great historical

figure, the Eioi in the case of the thieves, as is

shown by the iiKov6av with which it is inter-

changed.J

given by some :
" They who came before me, that

is, before I came to them and into them, before

my inspiring influence look jiossesMon of them."
* Here we are at one with Von Gerlach: " Tliis

difTicuIt e.xpressioii is best explained in closest

conn:c ion with the_/J ure—If any man leaps into

the pen. old, before he comes to the door, before

the door."

+ This expression is one of tlic liardest prob-
lems lor our revi.sal «f the popular German trans-

lation. If the easily misuiulerstood rw r.ur must
not remain, that no cmmion rea<ler may under-
staml it of tinif ; and if a pareni helical explana-

tion (like niclU diirrh mich) is not al'ownble; or

asaiii, if an mir to/Aci would give a fil>e sense;

nothing remains but the terse anil too concise mjiV

toritM cekommen, that is, not waitinif for mi*, pre-

ci[>itate and rash, before they came to the door.

^ [The fact, however, that all the verbs in ver.

8 are in the pa-it tense, wh le those of the entire

context a.Te iu tue present, bbows that the phrase
|

This f;ict, that the true sheep never belonged
to the false shepherds, never ,t;ave heed to their

voice, was by no means true merely of the time

of Christ, but is attested throughout the whol6
history of the flock and iold of God. Liicke

understands no more than that "the people in

general were susceptible to the voice of the

Lord;" but this itself we very much doubt, nor

can we understand how the peoi)le in general

were so hostile to the Pharisees, fleeing from

them, and not acknowledging them.* The
theep, as we have already shown, are by no
means " the people in general," but those sincei-e

and guileless souls who had ever known the

voice of the Lord, the true shepherd ; the child-

ren of God already in Israel, even as the same
e.'^pression is used in chap. xi. 52, prospectively

concerning the Gentiles, susceptible of fiith.f.

Verse 9. Now first, as has been said, the

moaning of the figure " the door" extends or

rather deepens into an almost identity with
" the way " of chap. xiv. 6

;
yet not fully, since

here it is not so much the access to the Father,

as obviously to the pasturage of life, to salva-

tion. Kling's protest against Olshausen is too

harsh, since the latter only fails to exhibit

clearly what he realiy means. In this parabol-

ical discourse, which moves freely and livingly

from one to another figure, there are two bye-

paths of exposition which must be avoided.

We must not prematurely let go the figure, and
press onward at the wrong place to the thing

signified; nor must we too one-sidedly restrict

the many-sided application of the figure itself.

The solution of the difficulty of the ninth verse

lies in this, that every other (under) shepherd

besides the One, through whom as the door he

must enter, is himself a sheep, and when he

becomes a shepherd, is such only as one of the

flock going before the rest. (So in Acts xx. 28,

by the ey (a, in the midst of which, and not
" over the which," the overseers appointed by
the Holy Ghost are made one with the flock.)

This thought f rms the process of transition to

a generalization of the whole, so that he who is

the door now appears as the one sole shepherd

of all the pastors with their flocks.J Erasmus

in que^-tlon does have reference to time. This es-

pecially m litates airainst the author's coraparlsoQ

with rer. 1.

—

Am. Ed.]

* Se()p manlains that "the people's rr-spectfor

the priestlirod at that time had emire y dei)arted
"

—but the rntire history of the Gospels shows the

reverse. John vii. 26 ;
Acts iii. 17.

I Steinmeyer misses liis w.iy 1 ere, under-tand-

in<r by the sJiecp the p?op'e at larsie : To follow,

without joy or ajiprobation, but with the .secret

stin2 of coii.scieiice, and wi'h a perpetual j)iotest

in their hi-arts, was not ohcdiaicc. Con)i)are the

very (liire:ciiL teaching of lloin. ii. 8, vi. 16.

X These " subordinate ideas " (rather fundamen-

tal ide:is) lie not b.^yond the ranse of the parable,

iis LUcke says, but essentially w thin it. Cannot
the do><r in th* midst be regarded, in the actual

figure, an the passage for tho iheep to their pa$-

ture ]
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hit the meaning well :
" Non est salutaris aditus

in ecclesiam, nisi per mo, sive pastor esse Telis,

give ovis ;" sirnilarlv Hess expresses himself

(tiiough prematurely on ver. 7). No man can

enter, whether as shepherd or sheep, but by
me. The transition to this extension of the

sub ect is indicated in a three-fold progression :

by the indefinite idv r t ?," '\i anynutn," which
only seemingly applies to the shepherd as shep-

herd ; by the dcoOrfderai, " he shall be saved,"

whicii at once makes him one with the sheep:

and finally, and most p\'d\n]y,hv the goingout and
finding pasture, which is added to the going in.

Tnus, the going in and out here is jwt merely the

proverbial riNVI Ni3 of Dent, xxviii. 6, Psa.

cxxi. 8, which indicates secure walking, living,

and working (though connected with that), but
(just as in Num. xxvii. 17, 21, this is applied

to the pastor's office) the leading out of the

fleck after the entrance in such wise that the

phepherd himself belongs to the flock. Thus
the vo^iTjv £vpi6H£ir, " find pasture," which is

parallel with the 6c6Z£dOai, is not merely the

"official blessing" (though Liicke compares 1

C('r. iii. 15, wliich, however, does not apply its

6ca07'/6ETai merely to office) ; but he shall find

pasture for himself and the sheep, he shall

save himself and them that hear him (1 Tim.
iv. 16).

Verse 10. We have already seen that thief

and stranger were fundamentally one, though
not absolutely the same; just so is it now, when
the thief (we must add in thought—and robber)

recurs in the oriarinal antithesis with which the

discourse set out, though it now proceeds fur-

ther to speak of the hireling and the wolf. See

the analysis already given. The article in 6

KXenvrji primarily belongs to the parable ; but,

inasmuch as the unity of the contrast is by it

more impressively exhibited (one true shep-

herd, ver. 11, and, opposed to him, one thief),

it already contains a transition to a plain dis-

closure of the deepest mystery of the matter.

As in all the shepherds the en? shepherd is

manifested, whether represented by them or

proving in them his presence and work, so

also the manifold thieves are only types and

ministers of the thief and murderer, whom we
already forecast in these words. Those who
are termed in Jer. xxiii. 1 D^V'^P'' Q'"^?Xp,

" that destroy and scatter," have no other design

than that of selfishness ; and here we have the

iva hAsxP^," for to steal," immediately following

upon the nXenrTji. But they are not content

with the milk and the wool, they desire to feed

themselves, to eat the fat and to kill them that

are fed (Ezek. xxxiv. 2, 3)—and with this the

whole shepherd figure suddenly finishes its ex-

hibition from common life, and as the tei-thim

comparationis the affectionate sheph^rd-Jeeling

which cares alone for the sheep, remains. This

brings out the touching analogy of man's pro-

tecting and solicitous love for the lower creation,

as it reflects the pastoral love of Jesus, the

highest expression of the loving kindness of

God. Yet the common shepherd of ordinary

life will in the end partalce of his slanghtered

sheep; and this is the ground for the charge in

this insuflficient similitude—Such shepherds are

not shepherds, but thieves for themselves.

Thus the Srvd^, "kill," follows quite naturally.

But are we to take the aTtoXed^ which is added,

with Bengel, as referring to the destruction of

the pasturage? (In this sense it should con-

trast with the Ttepiddov exsty, "have more
abundantly.") We think not, for the poor

sheep remain the only object ; and the Ttepidduv

belongs to the ^007/ , "life," since the \Ue-giving

pasturage, which is one with life itself, is spoken
of. Thus the destroying strengthens the killing

;

not merely exhibits it as loveless cruelty, but
passes over into the disclosure of the wolfish

mind in the thief, who finds his sole pleasure

in killing. Baumgarten-Crusius distinguishes

rightly :
" They kill for their own gain, and

only for the sake of killing." The best trans-

lation would be

—

kill SLTid murder ; both together

being the JliinS "slay," of Zech. xi. 5. His-

tory shows that the selfishness of all self-feeding

pastors has deepened into such a malicious and
destructive spirit ; even as that was ia the

beginning the ground of all selfishness.

Now comes the plain impressive antithesis

of iyoS 7/AOor, "1 am come"—one alone has

life, in its most essential sense, to bring and to

give, and that is he. The iwoioords B,oarj, " life,"

and TTspiddoy, "more abundantly" with the

emphatically repeated exoodiv, "might have,"

include the whole fulness of all the good which
we have in Jesus Christ (Philem. 6). In

order that eioo/}y ex^ty may not be taken too

limitedly, or in a negative sense alone—Con-

tinue to live and not to destroy—the second

expression immediately follows. Only where
the Lord is himself the shepherd, does the self,

evident conclusion follow—I shall want nothing

(Psa. xxiii.) ; thus Jesus here arrogates to him-
self a divine power, and all-sufficiency : but the

positive expression Ttspiddciy e'xsty (which
Luther has, unhappily, somewhat enfeebled by
"voile Crenuge") oversteps the Old-Testament

"IDHS N?j " I shall not want," is even more

than Jer. xxxi. 14 (the fulness of my gifts,

yet in Heb. only ^V^tf] UlbTlX, enough).

Verses 11—13. The rendering "a good
shepherd" ia the translation of our Church
is only to be lamented and corrected. The
article, with its emphatic repetition, is prim-

nrily generic, and, as belonging to the parable,

intimates—a shepherd, such as he should be,

the ideal of all shepherds (HaAo's being al-

most tantamount to dA7/0iv6i), in contrast

with all false and wicked shepherds, down' to

him who feeds his flock in hell ; see Psa. xlix.

15, according to our commentary. But Israel

had been already prepared for this gr at shep-

herd figure; a shepherd, wAo should come, hail

been pre-announced ; and we will not argue with

those who would deny a reference in the word
of Jesus to that prediction. From the time

when the shepherd Jacob spoke the wo rds of
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Gon. xlviii. lo.tbrou^liout the entire Old Testa-

ment, tlie Lord God is exhibited as himself the

shepherd and keeper of his chosen, his people

—

Psa. Ixxx. 2, c. 3, xcv. 7, Ixxiv. 1, Ixxvii. 21,

lxxviii.o2; Isa.lxiii.il; Ecclus. xviii. 13. But
when the Messianic future comes into view, it

is promised that the Lord will come and pathor

his flock around himself—Ezek. xxxiv. 11-lG
;

Isa. xl. 11. Hence the Me.^siah, the servant

David, is also called a shepherd (Ezek. xxxiv.

23, XXX vii. 24). This is one of the most gra-

cious among the names which the Scriptures

give to the Lord Jesus;* and the early Church,

as is well known, took peculiar delight in re-

presentations of this figure. The followinc;

clause, as a transition to the plain statement

and interpretation, must be understood in a

two-fold sense. If he says, as a general declara-

tion, that a good shepherd, or every good shep-

herd, gives up his life for the sheep (see 1 Sam.
xvii. 34, 35)—yet does this great word assured-

ly pass over into the praliction which presently

in ver. 15 stands alone ; more especially, as the

lycD r/AGoj', " I am come," and lyco eiut, " I

am," have already preceded. Bengel rightly

observes that in ihis last and highest expres-

sion of self-devotement, all else that belongs to

the shepherd feeling is involved and embraced—So dear are thhj to him. Most perfect antith-

esis of the killing and destroying in ver. 10

—He dies himself, rather than allow them to

die, or become a prey to the wolf ! In this the

vicarious sense of vizep, " for," is already pre-

pared for and actually included, though assur-

edly not in the juridico-dogmatical meaning.

The formula, peculiar to John, ^u,i:^»' rtOsyai,

"give [lay] one's life" (see, upon this, Liicke),

finds no perfect analogy either in classical

Greek or in the Scptuagint : for it is neither

the Homeric TtapaziOed^laiy nor the Lntin nni-

fwim deponere in Corn. Nep., ponere in Propert.,

epiritum deponere in Valer. Max., or Cicero's

ponere tUam; nor is it even the Heb. K'D3 D1t^'

*]33, TiOevat Iv x^^Ph though this is connect-

ed with it. It proceeds certainly from " a lay-

ing aside or laying down," hence in ver. 18 the

taking again corresponds ; but to go no further

than this ^with Liicke, who even compares the

laying asiae and takin : again of the garments,

chap. xiii. 4, 12) is quite out of the nuestion,

as it would most unseasonably weaken the

emphasis of the offering of his life. Thus the

laying down is rather a casting away, a volun-

tary devotion of the life; or, as we might
properly substitute—a tenlurinf) or utaking life

lor the salvation and deliverance of the sheep

This deepening ol the_ meaning follows from

the closely connected vnip ; and Isa. liii. lOf

• They are civen, with almost too c^eat fulnesR,

in A. H. Francke's L'hristui der Kern hcUiffer Schrft,

(j64.

I Altogether missed by the Sept. The D'b'n is

not the second person, but ^y>S3 is a bignificant

nominative and accusative at once, in order

is a correct parallel, although Tr«» cannot cer-

tainly say that the Lord directly referred to

it. The Peshito also has here the same word,

DXD nL''a3> also translating v,t£/3 by Ji^n

—

instead, as Matt. ii. 22.

Dopke quotes from the Baha Alizin. fol. 93,

col. 2; fol. 106, col. 1. a similar parable con-
cerning a hirclin (J who left the sheep in peril, in

contrast with Mases, who, according to Exod.
xxxii. 32 offered his own life for the sheen,

Jnlkut liuheni, fol. 108, col. 3. We need no
such parallels to help our understanding of

our Lord's words, as they spring out of the

matter of which he speaks. lie exUnids now
finally the contrast of those who are not shep-

herds in such a manner as to include all, and
even the best are now set over against the true

shepherd ; the sliepherd-love is distinguished as

a great characteristic from every thing in com-
mon life. The strangers, who cci\\ like the shep-

herds, were, above, the beginning of this tran-

sition; but now, every ///^Gcjru?, hired ser-

vant, who exercises the ofBce of shepherd for

wages from the Lord of the sheep, is even as a
stranger : he is not a shejdierd, although so called,

and, in ordinary life, rightly so. It is not to

be forgotten, that in ancient times even rich

proprietors of large flocks were themselves

pastors of their flocks, yet, of course, needed

under-shepherds too; and' these latter riirjht

and ought, with true shepherd feeling, to take

care of the flocks for their master as if they

were their own. But the puralHilical idea of

the hired servant passes over into that of the

mercenary, as in ver. 13—ort /mdOcoroi iGzt,

" because he is a hireling," in the true, and

worse sense of the word. By this it is not

said that every under-shepherd, serving for

proper and necessary wages, must have in his

heart an ov //£,lf i ai'rcj Ttfpi twv npo/idrooy,

"carethnot for the sheep ;" but, in the spiritual

and deep apprehension of all these relations, it

is intended to be said—that a servant, w:io

loves the sheep as his own (here, at the same

time, feels himsr-lf related to ihe sheep) is es-

sentiallv the »hepherd ; while, on the other

hand, the hrds or posse-ssors of the sheep

(?n'3i'p, Zech. xi. 5.) by false dominion alone

will kill and destroy them. Finally, in the

i.ssue, as the Lord will correctly assign every

thing its place in the inttrjjreiation, the hire-

linrj% not altogether or from the beginning

a stranger ; for the door is open to him, the

sheep flee not from him, he has led them forth

and protected them unlil— the tcolf cometh.

Then, indeed, when the fearful cry, well

known in shepherd fables, is heard, or when,

as here, he seeth the wolf— tiie test is applied

which finally oistinguishes between shepherd

and not-shepherd, in the keen and penetrating

sense of this itapomia (comparison). He who

stronglv to emphasize voluntary .velf-consecvaton.

Even^RosenmuUer rcsolvea it into—it'S: D'w'n

it's: CV'
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lias hitherto protected them, now lenvtth the

sheep, which tiy not from him, but rather fly

in tuniultnous fear to him for protection ; but

ho, ovH (5v 7tot/[i7}y, " who is not the shep-

herd," _/?^f^/i himself, and prefers to sacritice the

life of the sheep rather than his nwn. Thus is

the liirelinp: such a one as "without any evil

intention, but also without any love, does the

work of a shepherd" (B.-Crusius). He is, or

appears to be, at first better than a stranger

—

bat wlien the test is applied, the " evil design
"

of selfishnesss becomes manifest, and he lenveth

the sheep at last to the essential robber of the

fold*
Tliat is the tcolf in a pre-eminent and fear-

ful sense. We lind, in Acts xx. 29, and Matt,
vii. 75,icolves mentioned and men meant (comp.
Zepli. iii. 3)—but such in this parable were
the thieves and robbers ; the wolf here is be-

yond the circle of evil shepherds, he is the

p rfect antithesis of Christ, the one good
shepherd ; consequently, he is a personality

opposed to his

—

(he .great enemy ; not merely
"every enemy of the theocracy"—to establish

which Liicke resorts to a most inappropriate

abstraction, " the testing danger, every anti-

theocratical power," finding no trace of the

devil here. We, for our own part, regard all

abstraction as contrary to the spirit of the

living figure, and plainly see, in the whole pro-

cess of the parable, in whic'i the sheep from
the beginning are exhibited as needing protec-

tion against the wolf, this great robber of the
fold coming. Lampe opposes this interpreta-

tion, on the ground that the ignorant hireling

could not know and see that it was the wolf
of hell coming—but this might be regarded as

questionable in many cases in the application,

and, furthermore, the similitude is not to be
loo literally pressed. To the eyes of the hire-

ling it may appear often to be " dangers" and
" persecutions " simply, but the Lord, speaking
of them, names the wolf alone whom every one
ought to be supposed to know that would
assume to be a shepherd. To this point tended
the second description of the thief in ver. 10,

so that we may carry our interpretation a

little deeper: the wolf is a thief, and every
thief is already a wolf, like unto him as being
his agent and confederate. Now comes the

lamentable picture of a flock devoted to

destruction : the wolf tears and eats what he
can, the remaining sheep he at least scatters, so

that ihefiocJc exists no more. Yea, still more,
" the wolf is the most havoc-committing ani-

mal on earth ; when he comes (fully) into a

sheep-fold, he first bites all th^ sheep to death,

and then begins to eat" (Herberger). The
infernal wolf, finally, has most insatiable jaws.

What now of the hireling called shepherd?
He fleeth, that he may not be also devoured,
and s;iy.';

—

Salvavi nnimam mcam (I have saved
I

niy own soul) ! Properly speaking, he thus

becomes himself a wolf after his kind. Here
the parable reaches its highest point, and breaks
off; and the words which follow are in plain

language. For as, in actual life, it can scarcely

be regarded as absolutely imperative uj)on a
shepherd to fight with the wolf, but rather,

like the poor sheep themselves, to fly and savo
at least himself—so, in the interpretation,

strictly speaking the stronger one alone can
contend with the enemy. Even the best
under-shepherd must often take care of him-
self, and commit the rest to the chief shepherd

;

he can do more than in his strength sacri-

fice himself for the contest. Thus every
thing drives ns to the centre of the whole, to

the iyoj ei'Mi o Ttoi/xyvy " I am the shep-
herd."

Verses 14, 15. The Lord still remains in the
same similitude, in as far as he still speaks of
shepherd and sheep ; but the fundamental idea
of the figure is already plainly brought out,

and it is this—the mutual knowledge and the
bond of love between the shepherd and his

sheep. Thus there is in the distinctive ex-
pression Ta £fia, " mine," the first plain indi-

cation that there are false sheep, as there are
false shepherds ; but this already passes beyond
the circle of ideas hitherto contained in the
parable. The discourse is not of merely know-
ing in the ordinary sense ; we must not, how-
ever, be misled by the apparent contrast with
ov jiis\£7y " careth not," into interpreting the
yivoo6HEiv as if it meant " caring, protecting,

curare." This is not permitted (as Liicke

remarks) by the evident connection with vers.

3, 4, and still less by tiie following xafjoo<;

yivoo6HEi, " as—knoweth."* It is evident that

this saying contains the essential theme of the
whole discourse, and that as such it must be
internreted in the sense of 2 Tim. ii. 19. Yea,
(he Lord knoweth his own, and even before

they know him he sees in anticipation their

faith and their following of himself, and be-

cause he does see it he calls them ; it follows

from his knowing first that it can afterwards

be said

—

yivoD6Konai vno tcSv kudoVy " I am
known of mine," comp. 1 Cor. viii. 3; Gal. iv.

9.t The knowing is on his part the acknow-
ledgment and acceptance of his love; on our
part the consciousness of being loved awaken-
ing love in return. As the Son of Ood, which
now must be spoken plainly out, Jesus knows
and acknowledges his own ; for he sees them

* AVhat Klee adduces from Augustine, p. 282, in

flavor of the 1-ireling, does not fit the circle of
ideas in tliis similitud.\

* Can the Son b^ said to care for the Father 1

Hezel translates, " I care for the Father's lionor,

the fulftUment of his will." Erasmus imt>roperly

.severed ver. 15 from ver. 14—" As the Fatlier

knoweth me. I know the Father." To what pur-
pose is this aimless parenthesis ? Still worse, in

relation to ver. 15, is Semler's probare for yivoL-
6HtlV.

t Avsustine :
" Aliqnando se ipsje ne«cirnt ovcs,

sed pastor novit eas, secundum ij)sam p:seflesti' a-

tionem, secundum ipsam Dei prfescientiam." The
a iquando here says too little, the prtedeatinatio top

much.
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coming, receives them and loves them as given

to him by the Father (chap. vi. 37)—yea, as

the sheep'of the Father, with whom he is one,

sc-e afterwards vers. 29, 30. We shall take

ooca.'ion to consider, upon chap. xiv. 20, xv.

10, xvii. 8. 21, the profound sense in which

our fellowship with Jesus is likened to his

fellowship wiih the Father; Luke xxii. 29

must be brought into the compari^son, as also

for the inuuia! ytvajduetr, or "knowing,"
between the Father and the Son (Matt. xi.

27).

Therefore, because he, in the unity of the

Father's love, loveth the objects of his re-

deeming grace, he layeth down his life for

them. Again, ^v;A<> is he known by his own
to be the good shepherd. This reciprocal

meaning lies in the xai, "and." Let the

present Tidt^fii, '• lav down," be well noted,

spoken prophetically to the enemies who stood

before bim readv to execute their purpose.

Because his ipvxJf, like his 6dfj^, is life, the

sheep ehould receive life from him, strictly

speaking, through his death; in the foundation

of the vTcefi there lies the true substitution.

The cood shepherd, become a lamb, surren-

ders himself to the will of the wolf, who
cometh against him in the person of the

shepherds and sheep turned into wolves; and
here he points to Isa. liii. 7, as well as to the

scornful rejection of the good shepherd in

Zech. xi. 11-13. "For the sheep:" these are,

assuredly, Am <n«n, foreseen as such, for whom
alone his death becomes actually available

;

this restriction, which before, in ver. 14, and
after, in ver. 16, plainly recurs, cannot be

done away with. (It has been said that now
we do not find—My sheep, but—For all.) This

sense is not open to any objection, any more
than the ncfti noWcor, " for many," of Matt.

xxvi. 28, and the not praying lor the world,

John xvii. 9. It does not gainsay the great

fact, that in another and prior sense, he died

for all the straying sheep (Isa. liii. 6).

Verse 16. The prophecy stretches forward
;

its glance extends to the widest and largest

range of view which belongs to the two great

words " thqiherd and/c/W"—in order that from
this elevation it may look down again, or

rather descend to the depths of the foundation

of this salvation, the death of the Son of God.
Let it be observed, with what majestic clear-

ness and fulness of comprehension the Lord
adjusts, and arranges from beginning to end,

the thoughts which shine through the figura-

tive expressions of tliis discourse, which issue

from the depths of the sacred anger and love

of his shepherd heart ! The prap/iect/ s. retches

forward; here, as elsewhere, the calling of the

Gentiles is exhibited as the fruit and immedi-
ate consequence of the death of Jesus upon
the cross. Not on!y in chap. xi. 02 does the

Evangelist derive his perfectly parallel expres-

sion from this saying of our Lord ; but the

Lord himself repeats the promise in the hear-

ing of the Gret'Ks (chap. xii. 32). Malicious

hearers might have mockingly answered hjs

beautiful words in ver. 14—" Yea, verily, thy
sheep are a wretched little company in the

land ;" and the Lord in his dignity anticipates

and answers these thought^. The other sheep
are, assuredly, not (as Wolf and Paulus short-

sightedly interpret) the Jewish diaspora (dis-

persion) ; "of" this fold includes them already,

as belonging to it, though not precisely in it

;

all Israelites regarded themselves as one great

whole separated from the heathen. It appears

to us probable that, now (it was too soon to in-

troduce it in connection with the i^dyei) the

*«, " of," gently indicates that the Jl>ck of

Jesus cannot, and should not remain in this

foki (which indeed was broken up). Bengel's

remark may be received with confidence. It

does not say, " out of or in another fold,"* for

the heathens who were to be called, although
already foreseen as zenva rov Seov, or chil-

dren of God, predisposed to faith, were never-

theless 8iE6Hopni6neya, " scattered abroad."!

The Saviour knows them, and has thera

already as his sheep, just as in Acts xviii.

10 he has already much people in Corinth.

We see that the discourse remains throughout
faithful to its original manner, which is, to en-

large and to interpret anew in succeeding

words the sayings which had been already

used ; for here again the yiy<j66Ha) rd i/ita,

" I know my," is extended to apply to the

foreknowing of all who should hear his voice,

and to whom he himself is not yet known. In
Jer. xxiii. 3, and Micah ii. 12 (not to mention
passages which contain the same figure, but

not so plainly), a gathering together of the dis-

persed of Israel into one flock, and one fold,

was promised ; but this is here enlarged to

embrace all the peoples of entire liumanity, as

in Ezek. xxxiv. 30, 31. That the Son of God
will in due time construct, for the protection

and government of these other sheep, an

* Although the Gentiles may be asserted to

have been in some sense under a div.ne " guid-

Jince," yet this did not ))iace them in such a lela-

lion to the theocracy tliat they may be regarded

as having been only in another fold—" The great

Proprietor of the flock having more tlian one

avAv." Not a syllable of this is in the text. The
em;>ha-is must be made to lie upon /./rf—Not out

of this fold ; not, as preachers are wont to .>-ay,

out of this fold. E so how can we understand

the briiiffiiiff ?

+ The historically permanent fr/pe of this is the

diaspora of the Jews ; hence in the prophets the

ralherins together of the children oi God is re-

ferred to by tliis expression. By an error of ex-

l)os tion, which must, be sharply condemned, tlio

ijreat Schleiermachfr (Ifoinil. iibcr Jo/i. ii. 207)
makos tlieso other sheep (til other men, and founds

upon this passage the doc:rii e of universal rosto-

lation. This, too, lio does in connection with the

forfiwitig Hespcrato interpretation appended

—

" Because Jesus as the Son of Man kiioweth all

men ev n as the Father knowelh him, and not

merely beholds a 1 men as his own, but is (as

be ns man) so one trit/l all men as (in his higher

natiiiej ho is one with the Father."
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«i3/\?7, " fold," though not such as that in

the Old Testament; yea, that this new fold

is to be only the continuation and consum-
mation of that already existing in the Old
Testament—is decisively declared in the
ayayeiy, " bring," which Theophylact rightly

explains by dvvayayely, or oring together

(Glassius :
" Vel Tt(io6ayayEly " ) ; for the au-

thentic interpretation of John himself, chap. xi.

52, runs—iVa 6vvaydyi;i sii ev, "that he
should gather together in one." Lange's imag-
ination plays him false when he says—In

the n>ght tiin? of the Old Testament there was a
fold, but afterwards in the day only a flock, no
longer folded. Oh, no; even the New Testa-

ment has its external Christendom, its outward
exhibition of fellowship, its pastoral discipline

and care. But, as soon as the New-Testament
Church* forgets its unaccomplished mission

;

and whenever an individual interim Church

pharisaically stands alone in its exclusiveness,

this utterance of the great shepherd of the or of

all sheep (Heb. xiii. 20) protests against it,

testifying forever against all bigoted arroga-

tion to one fold of the privileges common to all

—I have other sheep ! perpetually crying, too,

as ari exhortation—Them also I must bring

in!f

This is a Must resting upon the love of him
who has given his life for them—and in the

unity of the Father, whose righteous love em-
braces the world, and all in it who should

believe. The Lord speaks of what his Apostles

and their successors do. as if it were done by
himself; the preached Gospel is no other than

his voice, specially for all who are actually

sheep, who shall hear and understand the

shepherd's call : this is the great missionary

promise, with which his servants may forever

confirm their confidence, and console their

hearts, when met by unbelief, even as the

Lord himself does, vcr. 26; for they may say

they are not his sheep, even as he said. 0)ie

fold, one shepherd—forming the great conclusion

of this Kapoti-iiay itself a concentrated pro-

verbial saying, but also based upon the pro-

phetic promise of the one ihepherd, Ezek. xxxiv.

23, xxxvii. 24 ; the latter of which passages

had reference to the separation between Judah
and Ephraim, ver. 22, as the type of all future

divisions among the people of God. The say-

ing in Zech. xiv. 9 (which evidently has a yet

wider range of meaning) may be compared
with these. This promise begins in its internal

truth to receive its fulfillment even in the New-

* Munchmeyer discerns hsre quite correctly a
" polemic again^^t missions resting upon the basis

ol individual churches distinctively "—the same
may bo louiid in my Keryktik, ^ 47 (especially

in ilie second edition).

f To this point, that is, to church against church,

we ma V refer the application ot the incorrect read-

ing—Not of this fold. The Lord does by no means
say, ysyydsrat i.iia av^.v—thou£;h the English

translation characteristically enough confounds
the dist nction by its one ^old.

Testament age; for the true sheep see and hear
no longer every man in his own way, but
all constitute, in separate folds, one great flock

in one common pasture But all demarcations,

are finally to fall away, when all are led to the

living fountains of water in the new world;
and one common eternal praise will redound to

the one Shepherd, whose name alone worthily

closes all. When the elect are gathered from
the four winds ; when the itXr/pooua. rdoy

iOycjy, or " fulness of the Gentiles," has come
in and Israel is restored ; when the scattei-ing

of the not destroyed sheep—the work of the

wolf under a thousand forms—is turned into

its glorious opposite ; when the apostacy has

driven the saints in united patience and love

close around their saving and protecting Shep-
herd—then will there be a preparatory and
still typical fulfillment of the great /a'«r ttowt'^.

Eh TtoiiJ.r'}y. It does not merely intimate

(though primarily it does) the union of Jews
and Gentiles;* but the ei? ey, "in one,"

reaches to the full meaning of chap. xvii. 24.

Verses 17, 18. VVith the last noim'/yy or

"shepherd," the XaXelv ay itapoiy^dii, or
" sneaking in parables," altogether ceased, and
he here already begins to speak to them plainly

of the Father. The last and deepest ground in

ihe Son himself, which can be disclosed to us,

is his relation to the Father, his subordination

and"! unity together; this mystery, indeed,

which can be apprehended by us only in the

words Father and Son, is itself in a certain

sense a irapafioXy , or parable. The Lord re-

turns to the central utterance of his shephei'd

love, that by which his sheep in Israel should

first come to a right knowledge of him, and by
which his slieep without should also in due
time come to know him

—

1 lay down my life.J

He at the same time sums up in one the

two great truths which so marvellously follow

one another in vers. 15 and 16, showing how
their procedure is: I die and—I am still the

good shepherd, calling and bringing into the

fold other sheep. Thus the solution is the

dpath and resurrection of the Son of God. The
Father loveth me—here is the true interpre-

tation of the previous yiyoD6H£t, " knoweth."

Bat he loveth me no otherwise than as tlie

Father in his compassionate love to the world,

not sparing his own beloved Son, but giving me
np. We act in perfect union (we are one, ver.

30)—I gladly fulfill the good pleasure of the

Father, for 1 in like voluntary compassion give

up myself. Because of this, even as in this and
for this, the Father loveth me. But now it

must be understood that the Son of God, dying

so wonderful a death, cannot himself be holdeii

of death (Acts ii. 24); that the Redeemer only

* Nonnus narrows his interpretation ^to this

meanins .'tlonp

—

xai uia Ttoiuyi] i.66Eza.i

d.^q)oripa)'iEv kvui TE?^e^ov6a vo/jijoi.

\ Moreover, he had not previously said—I am
the great, th3 only, the highest, the true shepherd,

or ihe like, but—the good, the true s^hepheid,

rightly qualified for the exercise of that office.
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submits to the enemy that he may thereby

overcome him. Thus the JVa :taXiy Xcxlioo,

"that I may take it again," is most assuredly and
essentially teXikov (telic), although many of

the ancients scrupled at this;* see chap. xii.

24. Without the conscious design to overcome
and redeem, the death of Christ would neither

be permissible nor possible. Yea, we may
truly assert " that to lay down life, in order to

take it again—is in an analogous sense the

great work of the members, even as it was
of the head." Thus does the Lord remind us
once more of his first word, chap. ii. 19. To
those whose will is to put him to death, and
who will do so, the Lord utters his prospective
testimony—" I will give myself up to your
power according to the determinate counsel and
foreknowledge of God; I will not resist you"
(James v. 6). With force and compulsion, ad-
mitting no possibility of his eluding or opposi-
tion, no one takcth (aipet) his life from him

—

neither man, nor angel, nor he who hath the
power of death, the prince of this world, who,
indeed, even now hath nothing in this holy
Son of Man as such. He lays down and gives

up his life with the most perfect voluntariness,

and with the highest energy of doing in sufTor-

ing ; as is witnessed throughout from the fall-

ing backwards of those who would lay hands
on him in the garden (chap, xviii. 6) to that

last napa'JtjCouai to nyeO/ncc nov, " I [will]

commit my spirit"—now will I die! In this

lies manifold evidence of the divine power and
dignity of this dying man ; it is his indwelling
i^ovGia, or " power, " as the Son of God, to die

and to live again, as he wills in the will of the
Father.f The .second Adam has as such in

virtue of his sinlessness the jMsse etiam non
mari (power even not to die) ; if besides this

the Son of God in this humanity should die

* Euthyraius: SrjXooTiHdv rov noivrooi Ido-
fxivov.

t B.-Crusius exhibits in his " may indeed " the
repugnance of his conscience to tlic rationalism of
his assertion—" i^ovdia m^y indeed have in
the two following clauses a difference of meaning
—my own power, and my conceded, permitted
power." Tliat would be marvellous lqov6ia,
and it must then have run

—

ual l^ov6iav
Xj)il}Oi.iat rov Xafialv avtj/y (and I bhall re-

ceive power to take it again).

otherwise than voluntarily, in order to obtain
life for himself as the he^d of many members,
in his death there would be neither merit nor
power of redemption, no cause for the love

of the Father. Beck {Christ. LeJirwisseiiscknft, i.

p. 513-517) speaks correctly and profoundly on
this point.* This commamlmeid, to lay down
his life and take it again (from the Father's

hand, but with his own), he received from the

Father (chap. xiv. 31). Without this obedi-

ence, it would not be the atoning and redeem-
ing aid of the Son of God ; but rather (to speak
foolishly but with perfect truth) an unwarrant-
ably offered, therefore not accepted, yea, even
sinful, offering for the sins of the world.

Finally, let us observe that no sooner has
the Lord, in the highest climax of his completed
parable, assumed his supreme dignity and
authority as the one shepherd of all God's
sheep to be gathered by him into one, than he
retreats and descends, with that temperatnentutn

majefitatis et hiimilitatis which is impressed upon
all his sayings, into the cbeilience of the Father
again. As he must, even in connection with
this submission, maintain his own dignity and
power in the mighty i^ovSicxv e'xfiy or
" having power," over his death and his life,!

he yet finally softens this again on the other
side by the expression which is designedly em-
phatic, and—though in a dilferent sense—alike

true of his humanity and his divinity, ivroXT/v
eXafSoy, " I have received a commandment"

—

which therefore none should dare to explain
away or impair.

• There he rightly explains (1 Pet. iii. 18),
" We must not interpret iaj'arojSc/? dapxi—
put to death br/ the tlesli ; and no more shall wo
interpret ^ooonoitj^iii tcZ nyavj^uxri—quick-
ened by the Spirit, but in the Spirit. This quicken-
ing in the Spirit follows from the divine power in

the se'f-enerety of Christ, even as tlie weakness
which underlay the death cf his body rests upon
his sclf-ahnegation."

f Here, as ever in th« history of the Gol-man,
wo have the unitj' of tilings otherwise in opposi-
tion. " In other cases the commandinrnt concern-
ing a matter takes from him who receives it the
power over that matter ; but in Jesus it was other-
wise. He was at once Lord nnd servant—one with
the Fatlier, and yet also obedieuL to the father"
(Roos).



AT THE FEAST OF DEDICATION. EXPLANATORY AND ENLARGED REPE-
TITION OF THE FORMER TESTIMONY: I AND MY FATHER ARE ONE.

(John x. 25-30.)

Though the intervening remarks of the

Evangelist in vers. 19-21 especially indicate

the conclr.sion and the result of what had pre-

viously transpired, yet they give to the iyerero
Si—xai 7C8pi£7C(XT£i, " and it was—and Jesus

walked," of vers. 22, 23, the tone of an imme-
diate sequence and strict connection. The
substance of the new discourse, so closely con-

secutive as it is upon the former, confirms this

impression. Thus it is impossible that the two
months from Tisri to Kisleu, which intervened

between the two feasts, or even a portion of

that time, can be interjected here as having
been spent by our Lord elsewhere than in Jeru-

salem. We cannot allow that he had entirely

left Jerusalem, and, after many occurrences in

Galilee during the interval, had returned to the

Feast of the Dedication. John assuredly does

not signify this, and it is his wont accurately

to demarcate the Lord's visitations of the feasts.

That system of harmony which assumes his

departure and return, and interpolates here a

whole synoptical section of "Christ's final resi-

dence in Galilee," outrages all exegetical feeling,

and does violence to the words of the Evangel-

ist.- Tholuck, Olshausen, Liicke, Schleier-

macher, all feel this in common, as Hess had
before them, and adhere to Bengel's assumption,

the only one which is reconcilable with the

Scripture—that Jesus had remained, from the

Feast of Tabernacles to the Feast of Dedication,

in Jerusalem or in its near neighborhood.

t

This gives us the longest residence of our Lord
in Jerusalem, of which we have any account;

and his persistent tarrying there is easily ex-

plicable as the final experiment of his love in

persevering testimony against the enmity of

* How strikingly does it appear in the turn

which Lange gives to the words—" But John
transports us suddenly into the midst of tlie Dedica-

tion festival. " He says, indeed (iii. 679), that my
arguments to the contrary have not convinced

hirn, and have not weakened the force of the op-

posite arguments. I have not expressly argued

on the point, not writing a harmony; yet it ap-

pears to me that what I have said above is a

strong argument—and not " a mere assertion,^' as

Lange replies, without refutation. Even Neander
admits that if we hold to the representation of this

text alone, we must accept the tarrying at Jerusa-

1pm ; but he will not " preclude further inquiry."

But we follow the text before us, whereas he is

only kept in doubt by it.

f Thus we mny see how the notice in chap. viii.

1, which many have considered spurious, is con-

firmed as giving a reasonable hint about the plan
of the whole.
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the Jews. Very different from this, and indeed

almost inconceivable to us, would have been a
special return on occasion of this subordinate,

modern, and little frequented feast. Certainly

this would have been a very different case from
the earlier visit to the highly esteemed Feast of

Purim, which, indeed, had its place in the

canon.

But we have already said that, as a departure

and return cannot be interjected between vers.

21 and 22, so neither can the greater part of

those two months. For the reference to the

former discourse in vers. 26, 27 (whether xa^coi

Etnov vuiv be genuine or not, it is there in

effect) will not suit so long an interval ; and it

is more important to observe that, in John's
order of thought, ver. 24 depends upon ver. 19,

so that the 6xi^l^oc ev roZ5 'lovdaioi?, " divis-

ion among the Jews," gives the prospective
motive for the urgent question of these same
'lovSaloi originating in that division. Con-
sequently, we must assume certain intervals in

the section, chaps, vii.-x., to be interposed at

chap. ix. 8, 35, 39. This might have extended
to weeks, while the impression of the miracle

continued and increased, as we see that it did

among the people; consequently, the first

shepherd-discourse, as Bengel says, might very
well fall in the middle of the interval between
the two feasts, and then the connection of what
follows is perfectly natural and obvious.

Instead of that uniting in one of the true peo-

ple of God which had been predicted in ver.

16, as the consequence of hearing the voice of

the shepherd, a division arises among these Jews

as the result of his word ; for they are not his

sheep. This is a new evidence that this ex-
pression does not always, and does not here and
in ver. 24, designate simply the rulers and
Pharisees—see also chap. vi. 41. There, as

here, the word designates in its connection the
whole of the people generally, in the widest
sense.* Once more there is a division, as in

chaps, ix. 16 and vii. 43; but this time it arises

upon his sayings, with which his works are then
brought into comparison. The enemies are
TToWoi, " many," the well-affected are merely
aWoi, "others." Unbelief repeats the only

saying of chap. vii. 20, viii. 48 ; and we have
already said that Saifnoytov e'x^tv, " having a
devil," and jitaivsdBat, " being mad," may be

regarded here in their difference as well as being

synonymous. Although the following

—

jut)

* Neander :
" l!. embraces under the common

idea of 'lovSaioi both the predominant party of

Pharisees, and the multitudes from Galileo."
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Satuortoy Svvarat, "can a devil," may not
(as Klee thinks) absolutely prore tliat the ex-
pression is used in its proper and essential

sense, since the opposite view may cling

tenaciously to the common usacre of the time,

yet is it obviously to be assumed that such is

the case ; and the argument that ,uaiya6^ai
njnst be in all cases regarded as the ex])lanation

of Sat^oyi^EC^ai is much more certainly
false.* Two things had especially ofTended his

enemies in toH Xoyoti Toiroii, "for these
sayings"—the reference to the Gentiles, and
the assumed prerogative to lay down, and take
\ip, his life. At least it would seem that the
final impression upon their minds resented
rather what had just been spoken than the
polemical attack upon the wicked shepherds
which they had first heard. Not only do they
themselves recoil and turn away from what he
uttered, but they demand of olhers also, that
they should not continue to hear him. t The
commencing/ajVA of these hearers, however, is

not so easily cast down ; it compares the words
with the works ; first appealing to the collected,

composed, and calm testimony of the words
themselves, and then to the concert and har-

mony between the works and the words, as

furnishing additional evidence of the reason-
ableness and truth of the latter. They especi-

ally refer to the last great work performed on
the blind man, but the plural rvcpXaiy, " the
blind," embraces all similar works which had

f

(receded it. They who are jx)iviessed {not mere-

y mad) may do many things extraordinary,
and out of the usual track of nature, but not
any thing benevolent or healing ; to open the
eyes of the blind is no work of the devil, but
the work of God alone (Psa. cxlvi. 8).

In the midst, and during the progress, of this

contest concerning Jesus, so exciting to the
people, the Feast of the DeiUcation came on,

which—as wo now well know—was a feast of

more recent and human institution, to be
traced up to 1 Mace. iv. 52-59 ; 2 Mace. x. 5-8.

Thus we see the shadowy and hypocritical de-
votion of these Jews to their theocratic fen^sts

and festivals continuing ever to run parallel

with their decline, apostacy, and unbelief The
good shepherd, the Lord of the temple soon to

be desolate, remained there until then, and
walked in it, seeking and waiting for any strav
sheep that might hear his voice. Behold, I am
with you yet !—thus did he by his walking
present him.^elf to their acceptance. It was
XetuuiVy " winter"—this is hardly a mere chro-

nological remark for foreigners, intimating that

the feast fell during the winter ; but it gives

the reason why our Lord sought refuge in Solo-

* " Else must all foinis of speech, u^od out of

their projHjr meaning, de^t^oy the very around
from wliich they arose," Von Meyer in his Aitfmtze

vondin limsnien Frankfort ISl'J;, j). 00—a tri.-atise

well worth reading.

f Strongly expressed by Nonnu.s : ^3ryy6-
yeyoy (iaXir)6iy foi6nr£ rovrov cxeXAaii—
a(ppoy(x Tovroy XeiTters.

Tnon's porch :* it was wintry and foul weather,
as in Matt. xvi. 3, xxiv. 20. Then came round
about him, urgent and pi"essing, the Jeics, as it

were holding him fast (Xow must thou answer
us and abide t he tept). These Jews are to be un-
derstood with the same generality as in ver.

19, a mingled multitude of Pharisees and com-
mon people, but now more especially the op-
posing party. To think of the leaders of the
people taking him aside in such a public place
(as Lange seems to do), is to our minds quite
inappropriate, and little in harmony with the
general scene. Since the incident of ciiap. viii.

25, the urgent desire to hear the plain declara-
tion
—"I am Christ! "has gone so far, that

they now utter it themselves as assumed by
him—// thou art the Christ, tell us it out plain-

ly and in literal words ! The peculiar use of
al'pEiy Tijy xpvxvy, " make to doubt," has some-
thing of obscurity in it, but the connection

helps us to its right interpretation. We find

it in Euthymius (equivalent to cryaprny),a.nd
Grotius (equivalent to HETScoiii^tiy)— thus
nezioopoy Ttotaiy, dubium suspensumque an-
imi tenere. This is quite in harmony with the
fact and the phraseology, as our modern expos-
itors acknowledge; Erasmus substituted " sus-
pendis" for the indefinite "tollis" of the Vulg.
De Wette opposes this (Shid. u. Krit. 1S34, iv.

931) and reduces it to " excite us to cxj^ctnlion
"

—but this is a superfluous refinement and scru-

ple. The straining of their curiosity and ex-
pectation is, indeed, the predominant idea, but
not as unconnected with uncertainty also.

Lange interprets :
" How much they suffered

under his mighty influence, while they were
refusing to allow their souls to be laid hold of
by him !"—and this is quite in accordance with
his artificial application of the whole, of which
more will be snid hereafter.! For what is it

•that these people here desire? Are they dis-

posed to believe, and do they use the words
with a good meaning and in earnest ? Then
would the answer be very diflerent. Moreover
the decree of chap. ix. 22, had already been
i.ssued ; and further proceedings against himself
were only suspended till they could provoke an
expi-ess declaration from liis lips—the only
thing wanting. If ho now acknowledged him-
self to be the Christ—what then ? There would
ensue the iticx^^ecy, or seizure, which follows,

nevertheless, in ver. 39; at least the judicial

investigation and condemnation of blasphemy,
as in Matt. xxvi. 05. Lnnge's exposition, which
regards the rulers of the people as making a
final experiment to induce him to declare him-
self a Messiah in (heir sen.«e, ready to be a new
Judas Maccabrpus against the power of the
Romans, seems to us fitly to belong to his un-

* After the pattern of the old tenip'e. It is

quite uncertain wliPther the tiadit.ou is rijiht

wliich stat-^s tiiat it was a relic of the former tem-
ple of So'omon.

t It is incorrect to compare titaifistv, Sept. 2
Kings xviii. 20, for, K'tyn (comp. Jer. sxxvii. 9),
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exegetical poesies.* We Cfinnot allow even an

admixture of mockery and earnest in the dilem-

ma to which they might seem to fasten him

—

Now make preparation to take thy kingdom,
or—We will not permit thee longer to speak

and act as if thou wert a king. It is altogether

nntrue, as our Lord's distinctive answer assures

us, that their minds were in uncertainty and
suspense. Their perfect understanding that he

had said so already, is as obvious as their will

not to believe it; consequently the hesitation,

suspense, and uncertainty to which they com-

Elain that he subjects them, is a petulant and
ypocritica! taunt.

But the Lord gives a gracious and solemn

replv, such as his truth and his love in their

combined majesty alone could give. Let any
one propose the question and receive the answer,

and feel the contrast. Jesus instantly repels

the pertinacious unbelief which the specious

question cannot conceal from him ; without any
indignant rebuke (just because th^y spoke in

bitterness) uttering the simple declaration of

fact: " Ye indeed believe not, either my words
or my works, because ye are not my sheep :

leave me then alone, we have no sympathy with

one another." But then for the sake of others

(those disposed to believe, ver. 21, some of

whom were certainly present), he adds a most
gracious and yet weightier fromise, continuing

the figure of the sheep—and carries this to an
extent of open avowal even beyond that which
they had sought, as to who and what he was

—

one with the Father. Thus their enmity does not

cause him to falter in his appealing invitation,

or to discontinue his testimony and predictions,

even to the end.

* Lance's answer to this (iii. 649) isjust'y as

severe as my words. But why exchange com[)li-

ments, when the unify of the faith in love is lully

pre-su|iposed 1 I cannot bring myself, however,
to perceive in the text a " Chiliast disposition to

believe on the part of these Jews generally." As
I underst.ind the entire history of Jesus according
to the four Evangelists, I am bound to conclude
that this Jesus, just as he was, as he spoke, testi-

fied, and condemned, cou'd never be to the Jews
in Jerusalem sl persona ffrata to their expectation of

Messiah, althouah this might have been the case

among the multitudes in Galilee. Luke xix. 14

tells us—We will not have litis man for a Messiah !

which the translators interchanged v.'ith K'^'H ',

for that does not (as Tholuck supposes) signify

"to keep iti suspense." Tne vTtoKXe'nrEiv of

Nonnus poiiitpd that way, hutcannot be supported.

We must likewise reject Bengel's (and Eisner's,

whom Liicke refers to)
—" quamdiu nos (quasi)

enecas, exfinimas !" Fikenscher indulges us with

a curiosity of exposition

—

" aipsiv tj'iv ipvxvv
must have the same meanins as ver. 18, ti'l tvlien

then tviit tlioii take our life ? They in mockery
termed him, from his former words, the taker of

lile, and will have him now predict to them till

when he would cuise them to lemain in death

—

Teil us plainly when we die, that we may prejiare

accordingly ! The eiitov vi-ilv of the answe.-

suits this well." How far may well-meaning ex-

position wander

!

Verses 25, 26. The tinov v/uiv, " I said un-

to you," standing first is itself a plain Yes; the
xai with the present Tridrsvere means—" Anl
(or hit) while I say it unto you again, ye nev-
ertheless believe not." That is. Ye adhere to

your unbelief, because I am the Christ in a

different sense from yours—be it so ! The
mention of the tcorks in addition to the word,

manifestly refers to ver. 21. But we must not

emphasize my sheep, as if a distinction from
other sheep was intimated ; for this would con-

tradict the previous itapoti-iia, by the analogy
of which we must emphasize. " Ye are not my
sli£ep, ye are not souls which are disposed to

hear and to follow. This fold (this temple) ia

of no avail to you !
" Ka^coi eircov vi-ilv we

cannot regard (with Erasmus, Casaubon, and
others) as a gloss, for the insertion of it would
be unaccountable. But when did the Lord say

what is here referred to ? We need not at once
go back to chap. viii. 45, 46, or any thing sim-
ilar ; but there where he had been speaking of
his mon sheep, it had been indirectly and jier

oppositum said to them that they were not of the

number. Here is necessarily the point of junc-

tion between this word and the former. Expos-
itors, and editors, and the Codd. themselves are

in doubt whether the clause is to be construed
with the former or the subsequent words : the

question does not much affect the sense, since

it forms a transition in either case; but v/e per-

fer the former—" As I said lately, my sheep hear

my voice ; this do not ye, therefore ye are not
my sheep." This categorical declaration and
rejection of our Lord opposes Lange's assump-
tion that he designed to attract these interro-

gators by his promise.* No, in the contrast

between the true sheep, by them vainly mocked
and persecuted, whom he will protect, we dis-

cern the condemnation of their continuous and
obstinate enmity against the shepherd and the

true little flock.

Verses 27, 28. It is a good arrangement of

.these words, which makes ver. 27, the prelim-
inary repetition of the description of the sheep,

and ver. 28 the three-fold promise which follows
;

yet since condition and promise are strictly

intertwined, as well in Christ's word as in the
reality itself, we may more properly regard "/
Tcnoio them" as already anticipating the promise.
To hear and recognize the voice of the Lord as
the voice of the shepherd, is the true Jiearing,

by which the sheep are known and distin-

guished.! (Comp. John xviii. 37, and Rev. iii.

20.) I'o hear and to follow—these are the two

* He takes it in a political sense—They would
willingly trust themselves, in common with the

people, into the hinds of Jesus, as against the
hands of the Romans. Such a false view of the

question leads to an entire perversion of this so

gracious, and so entirely spiritual, promise.

+ " One may hear the words of the Lord, without
submitting to his voire. The voice of the Lord is

the spiritually quickening influence of his words
upon the heart of man" (Zeller in the Monata-
biatt).
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great and all-important designations of the

character of tiie sheep as such
; but tlie transi-

tion from the former to the latter is elTected by
the gracious assurance of the Lord for the

obedience of faith which comes between them
;

bv tliis it is that strength is imparted for the

obedience of the life. That assurance is
—"I

know thee, thou art mine !

" This word is given
to them by the Lord for their consolation and
defence against all the misconception and con-

tempt of Uu'ir enemies, just as the man born
blind had found it; then follows with a repeated
and, which .iimply contirins and corroborates it,

the cnmul-.tive assurance. / give unto them—
not indeed the temporal good of such an earthly

Messiah -kingdom as ye liave expected, but
inst-'ad thereof what is infinitely better

—

etn--

val life. Mark, too, that it is the present tenso
Sidcyit, not the future Soodo). IBecause that

is a life concealed in God, "the sheep in this

world of Croats may seem to be defenceless and
wretched " [Derlenh. Dil>.)—but they are blessed

by the grace of their shepherd with the assur-

ance, notwithstanding, of eternal security. The
perisiiing or beinu lost (Matt, xviii. L3, 14,

comp. on John vi. 39) is obviously parallel with
the (xpnn'f.C^ai, " being plucked," for the ^^-

6a>HF here, as in chap. vi. 39, is set over against

both ; there is, however, a difference, for (as Ben-
gel rightly observes) the former indicates rather

the danger of erring from witliin and through
their own fault, the latter the danger from
external force. They perish not, because they
have and retnin the life which has been given
to them ; and because the Son hnoiceth them as

his own, loveth and mightily defends them, no
man can pluck them from iiim. Least of all

can ye evil sheyiherds do this, who cast them
out of your synagogue, and by so doing only

drive them to me. This is tiie most direct

meaning, but it goes further, and extends to the

vio\i,\s\\o%(idpnd%Etv had been already spoken
of in ver. 12. Compare the proohecies of Isa.

xl. 10. 11; Ezek. xxxiv. 22.25,28. Out of
mine luiml, the power of the strong one antici-

S)ates the gri/uml of this assurance, which the two
ollowing verses disclose.

Verse 29. ^ly Father hath given them
to me—see chap. vi. 37, 39. He is greater

than all, for ndyrooy is evidently masculine,
corresponding to rz'?—he is above, more mighty
than all enemies, than all who have any power.
If God is for them, who can be against them?*
The truth, that in another sense the Father
is also greater than the Son (chap. xiv. 28), has

no application to this pa.ssage ; for here the

unity of tho Father and the Son is the truth

which is to be plainly attested, and indeed it is

attested by this very evidence, that those who
are given into the hands of the Son remain yet

in the hands of the Father. In this passage

promise and assurance predominate, but it

must be understood tiiat they who arc preserved

• The ancient rea'linz o ue'/^ov, which is in the

Vulc, and followed by tlie Latin father', is en-

tirely iiiaj)plicable.

by the power of God, are, however, only pre-

served through faith unto salvation (I Pet.

i. 5) ; and it would be a sheer perversion to

give the Lord's words a predestinarian force as

denying the possibility of falling away. They
are secure if, and as long as, they remain Aw
sheep, that is, follow him, and depend upon him
according to his knowledge of them. If they

cast off their dependence upon him, then,

indeed, they perish, but not as his sheep

;

no enemy, in that case, has plucked them
away with mighlicr power, but they iiave

destroyed themselves, and suffered themselves

to be plucked away. "It is a protection of

Omnipotence working outwardly from within,

which is here asserted ; not a guarantee against

our own selves. The possibility of backsliding

proceeding from ourselves is not excluded by

such pas.sage3 as these; the freedom of man,

who may anew engender sin in his own soul, is

not taken away in the condition of regener-

ation" (Thiersch, Vorlesungen iiber Katliol, etc.,

2d ed., ii. 1864).

Verse 30. In tine, this great saying supple-

ments and explains the parallel words in ver.

16. We mav thus supply the intermediate

thoughts—" No man shalf pluck them out of

my hand ! Or does that seem, too lofty a

word ? Should I rather say—out of my Father's

hand? Then I say this also, and quite truly
;

but not as if my power were not enough. For

know, in fine, 1 now openly declare, more than

)'ou longed for: my hand, and the hand and

power of God are the same

—

I and my Futhar

are one." Another inappropriate collocalidu

with chan. xvii. 11, has induced rnany lo speak

of a unity of will, of disposition to love and
protect the sheep, and then to argue from this

" that true unity of will must necessarily

imply unity of nature." But we can neither

admit this last argument as incontestable,* nor

the promise from which it is deduced, that

unity of will is referred to. t Epiphanius
against Noetus {Ilieres. 1, vii. 10) has lijoi r<>

Etyai tv /tnd hyorifti 3for?/ro?, xai kv /.na

yy&ifip xcci Svydun (or account of their being

inononinity of Godhead, and in one knowledge
and power), but we cannot seethe propriety of

this yyahi^), since it is in the hand or SuVcv/z/?,

which is obviously, distinclivelv, and indeed,

oxclusivelv, spoken of, as the ovSeli 8vyarai,
" none is able," most abundantly shows. There
is no question as to whether the Son and the

Father might wUl to suffer one of the sheep to

perish or be plucked away ; this inj urious thought

• For in chap. xvii. 11, 21, 22 tliere is a real dif-

ference lietween onr union witli tlio Son, and \\w

unify of the Son wil'.i the Fatlicr. Seo the la.st

exp:ession in ver. 2G.

t The inter[)retati(>n soi-cing only Ih's id^a as

Novalian inti'nilncedilanrl as adopted l)y ilie Sucin-

iaiis (which Tiselicii'lorf foMows in his Kd.odemos,

p. 185, thoiiih whether in liis own i)ers()n or m
that of Nicodemus, is uncertain), is in tact not only
onf-sided but utterly false and adding what; i.s

not in the text.
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does notenter the discourse.but/ue/C&'v TCavroov

simply means miylUier than all the power of their

enemies. That is a marvellous jiterd^ia6ti

(transition) by which B.-Crusius resolves the
meaning, into

—
" For what I do and what God

v^iUn, is one." But that the unity of divine
}W(C€r, that is, of omnipotence, cun rest only
upon unity of nature, is most evident and irre-

fragable
; if Christ had not been God with the

Father, but only man, it would have been
most injurious to the honor of God, to declare

his own and the Father's Jiaiid to be the same.
It is to repel and silence this very objec-

tion, that he adds at the close the person/d iv
k6/tEv, " we are one. " Fritzsche may decree,

in his faithlessness to the plain words—" Vero

unitatis nomen in hac disputatione nonnisi

similitudinem indicare potest" (Indeed the

name of unity in this disputation can only in-

dicate likeness). Assuredly not so, for fV, " one
[thine:]," can signify by no possibility any thing

but ^V. Compare, further, with this, the words
of chap. xvi. 15

—

All that the Father hath is

miiie. Here we have an uncontrovertible dictum

probam for the trinitarian dogma, and Bengel'.?

remark is as keen as it is lucid—" Per suiniis

refutatur Sabellius, per unum Arius " (By
" rtre," Sabellius is refuted; by "o«e," Arias).
Although we can scarcely establish an original

neuter in the language of the country which
the Lord may have used, yet the Holy Spirit,

through John, has strictly defined the Greek,
£y, and not f T?.* The Father and the Son are,

indeed, ev ovCiq. (a unit in essence), but not
r<a vTtoHBiuEvcp or r^ vTio6voi6EL (Orig.

Seleda in Psa. cxxxv.), not as Swedenborg
teaches, one person Deus-homo, of which the

divine is termed the Father, the human the
Son ; not the Sabellian vloTidrcop (Son-

Father) not as if, according to Praxeas and
Noetus, the Son might have said, " I am my-
self the Father. " But the mystery of the
personal distinction is as profoundly as clearly

maintained—I and the Father; we—in the

unity of nature, are one. Nothing more re-

mains to be expounded here; let doctrine and
speculation seek to penetrate this ^reat mys-
tery, but let it be in faith.

ASSERTION OF THIS LAST SAYING AGAINST CONTRADICTION. THE MANY
GOOD WORKS. THE '^GODS" AND THE SON OF GOD.

(John x. 32-38.)

Stoning is once more the r ply to the most
piercing and luminous words of God, such as

man had never before spoken. What is re-

corded concerning Moses the man of God, who
bore the reproach of Christ not only before

the Egyptians, but tvpically before Israel

also (Exod. xvii. 4; Numb. xiv. 10), must
have its fuller accomplishment, and unto

greater glory, in the Lord. Then "stoning"
was merely spoken of once ; now they take up
stones, and, indeed, the second time, bring

stones with them. The repetition significant-

ly rises in force. In chap. viii. 59 it was
merely fj^av—they took up, in an impetuous
paroxysm, the stones which lay in the way,

rather, however, for symbolical demonstration

than in actual earnest ; and the Lord suddenly

withdrew from them. But now t/Jadradav,
which indicates a more deliberate and earnestly

significant rolling along of larger stones ;
and

the Lord— ? Peacefully waiting he stands

still ! As was fit, his patient lov^ also ad-

vances and keeps peace with their malice.
" They seize the stones, he seizes their hearts

"

(Berknb. Bibel). The Evangelist beautifully

introduces his words with dnsMpiOr], " he
answered;" as if the interjection of the stones

was but a continuation of the colloquy, and
meets with this gentle response.

Verse 32. His answer consists in a questior

which seeks to soften their stony hearts ; and

such is the sway which his words exert over
their excited souls, that the stones at first re-

main unused in their hands, and are then laid

down in order that they may answer him. He
imputes to them the full and fearful guilt of

the act as if it had been accon^clished ; and does

not qualify or abate the judgment pronounc-
ed upon it. This is not all which XiSdZirs,
" ye stone," involves ; it farther exhibits the

voluntary submission to it on his part, pro-

vided he only knew wherefore. He speaks of

the works of benevolence which he had showed
them from the Father, but seems not to be

capable of reflecting upon his own power to

help himself. I will lay down my life—this

he had said before and now confirms. Bat
there is already indicated in this question the

evidence oi his claim to be one with the Father,

the same proof from the works addressed to

those who disbelieve the words, to which he re-

fers again in ver. 38. Still too we perceive

majesty and humbleness blended ; that which
he had exhibited to them, as the might of his

9M!?! hand, is no other than Ik tov Ttarpoi /.lov,

from the hand and power of the Father with

* As the Heb. New Test, found TPIX necessary.

Nonnus serves liimself by the paraphrase 'iv

yivoi—which, however, is inadeciuate, and mi<iht

have been used concerning father and son among
men.
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whom lie was one. in whom he lived, and from

whom he received all things. For in chap. vii.

21 lie had made mention of that one latest

work only at which they had taken oflence,

although that involved a reference to multi-

tudes ot others ; but now he expressly men-
tions his many works, and vindicates them
as purely xaXd ipyoc, deeds of benevolence,

and proofs of love—comp. vers. 25 and 21. I

have not merely given to your blind their

sight, to your deaf their hearing, to your dumb
their voices

—

xaXcji ndvra TtEicoirjHa, I have
done all things well, Mark vii. -^T. Is it thus

that ye thank your physician and benefactor,

ye foolisli and infatuated people? There is an
undeniable tone of irony in this question, espe-

cially in the piercing 5ici it o I o v ," {or which,"

that is, whicli of my works h:is been so unhap-
pily performed as to deserve the compensation
of stoning? What has been the stamp and
character of my acts that, aiming at benevo-
lence, I should find this the result? Answer
me this. But what lamenting sorrow and en-

treating humility is At the same time in this

irony ! Here finds its fulfillment what was
foretold in Psa. cix. 5—And they have reward-
ed me evil for good, and hatred for my love.

So it is set forth afterwards in the Apostoli-

cal preaching: Him who went about doing
good, and healing all who were oppressed of

the devil—they slew and hanged on a tree

(Act X. 38, 39).

There is so much feeling left, however, in

these Jews, as to force them to pause for a mo-
ment in recognition of this series of good
works which is thus pressed home upon their

souls; but only that they may subvert the

merit of these good works, and neutralize their

own admission, by enforcing the guilt of blas-

phemy. The world is commonly content with
the divine works of the children of God, but
their approbation is always qualified by the re-

quirement—Say not that they are of God ; make
them not a testimony of truth in thee in oppo-
sition to ourselves. They are ready enough
here to concede the itoWd and ndvra xaAd
epyex, " many and all good works," and do not
contesi, the noXov avrwv, "which of them,"
though they use the somewhat derogating sin-

gular; they do not even contradict the t« tov
itarpoi, " from the Father," nor do they cry
out this time— All this thou hast done tlirough

Beelzebub ' B'tt their obstinate unbelief can
discern nothing in all this to abate the fiXai-
(ptjma, or " biasphemy," which attributes to

man a oneness witli God ; and this is what they
now desi'.'U to say. We have already on chap.

V. 18 exhibited their meaning in this ; it is the
final preliide of the condemnation before Gaia-

phas, and the accusation before Pilate.* This
alisolnte abhorrence, however, of the union i>f

the divine and human natures, of an incarna-

* It is also, as Olshau.sen observes, another
proof that Xptdrni, ver. 114, and here vAJS rov

\

:^fuv did net signify one and the same thing to

iMm,

!
tion of the divinity, of the human manifesta-

tion of the Angel of the Covenant who is the

Lord himself, must not by any means be ex-

plained as the true Old-Testament position.

Our recent theology, returning to the true

faith, has here one final ipsvdo? (falsity) derived

from Rationalism to shake off, before it can in

self-abnegation become perfectly one with the

scriptural faith of the fathers, and with the

Scripture itself. Dorner, after a process of in-

vestigation which contains much misapprehe'i-

sion of the Old Testament, comes to the con-

clusion that " according to the Old-Testament
position, it was an impossible assertion that a
man was God, or the Son of God, in a sense not

merely figurative, but actual and metaphysi-
cal." Alas ! if this be so, then it follows from

this impossibility that the outcry of (iXad-

cpyjuia, and the legal XiSd^Eiv as its punish-

ment, were strictly justified. Then were. the

Jews, unprepared for this unheard-of SaT/za
(wonder) of the manifestation of Jesus, which
contradicted the whole Old Testament, not
simply exonerated, but justified, when they
thwarted the wise counsel of God, and cruci-

fied the Lord of glory. Then was tliis Christ,

who declared himself the Son of God, not prop-

erly lie who was to come. Was this theology

altogether unconscious of the consequences of

such a view of the Old Testament? Dorner
asserts still more plainly and boldly that " the

word Son of God (already) in the Synoptics,

cannot be referred back to the siguificition of

this expression in the Old TestanT^nt" (p. 79).

But how then does the Lord himself* refer it

back to the Scripture which cannot be broken,

to their law? How could he have done so, if

the root and germ of this testimony to his own
oneness of a man, with God, was not to bo
found in that Scripture ? Or did he this in an
enfeebling accommodation, contrary to exegeti-

cal truth? He might have appealed to those

fundamental passages, acknowledged by all

ancient exposition, which in many ways indi-

cated the divine nature of the future Son of

Man, yea, literally asserted it; such as that in

which he receives the all-holy, incommunicable
name Jrh/)vah, Jer. xxiii. 6, xxxiii. 16; comp.
Isa. xlii. 8. But he penetrates deeper, as we
shall see, and condescends to the level of the

Elohim-Htle for sinful men, in order to show how
by that title the rigid contrast between man
and God, which ihlse Judaism would urge
against him contrary to the true understanding

of Scripture, is already broken and removed.
Lange says much more to our satislaction than

Dorner with his well-meant but very dubious
position :

" The upholders of the arreted, re-

trogressive, and therefore corrupted, Judaism,
were hindered thereby from discerning the

spirit of the developed, glorified, perfected Ju-
daism, in the (divine-human) persoiuiHty of
Christ. They would allow only such spiritual

* So, mucti stronger. Matt. xxii. 43-45. Is

not David s Lord, ai.so, in Psa. ex., at the same
time—man and God ]
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approximations as those in which Jehovah, in

strict contradistinction from man, comes near

his people through Moses and the prophets

—

but never that God could become one with men."

But the entire Old Testament,, in fact, labors

towards, and earnestly points to, this hecoming

one with man ; and the approximations which

we have mentioned are founded upon this great

fact, and only through it are they intelligible.*

Verses 34—35. In regard to the declaration

concerning his divinity, which is thus enforced

by stoning, he now asserts

—

-first, with that

pacifying, yielding concealment of his full

meaning which he so often adopted, that the

form of speech which he used, externally con-

sidered, was not Uasphemom ;j and tlien, merg-

iag this accommodation in the great truth, in

vers. 37, 38, he exhibits the deep foundation of

his assertion concerning himself in its very dif-

ferent meaning from the phraseolgy q noted. As
to the former, he lays down before Scribes, ac-

customed to disputation, a wortZ ofScripture as the

foundation of every phraseology which might

be admitted in Israel ; and after having in ver.

35 explained and confirmed it, he applies this

Scripture, by the common conclusion a minori

ad maim, to his own manner of expression,

viewed also at first only externally. This last,

nevertheless, is spoken with the assumption of

its deeper foundation—that he, sanctified of the

Father, and sent into the world, AVas above all

others that were called Elohim ; and this leads

to the exhibition of the works as its demon-
stration.

It must not be overlooked, at the very outset,

that he does not repudiate for himself, directly

and absolutely, the name SfoJ, God—which,

however, must have been \x\5 first word for their

pacification, and his own vindication from the

supposed liXa6cprinicc, if that name were not

justly assumed by him;J but that he rather

commences his maintenance and defence of this

3£o'5 EL/J^iy 1 am God, by a simply analogous

Bsoi idtE, ye are gods. His words, however,

commence with a pacificatory tone through the

striking apparent harmonizing of their differ-

* S.) ve-y beautifully Lange, in words with

wliich, rightly understood, we heartily accord

:

" Here we learn that a golden thread of doctrine,

roncerning God ap.d man becoming one, runs

through the entire Old TestaniPiit ; the typical

ends precede the true Son of God in the Son of

Man." Liebner, too :
" The Old-Testament idea of

Go 1, in its full (prophetic) definit^ness. is f ssen-

tially ;he preparation for, the serm of, the expand-

ed uilness of the Christian idea, and it is clearly

to '>e distinguished from the notion of Gad which
a'sfract Judaism held (Cliristol. i. 72). Com-
pare Martenspn, p. 275, and Nagelbach's last

work

—

Der Gottmensch.

f
" He ci-ies peace into their stormy anger. Is

it not written in your law 1 Now wliat will that

mean 1 would bf? their thought " (Braune).

\ In tlrs case before his enem'es, ns afterwards

before Thomas, who worshipped him by this

name.

ences. Your general position—A man cannot

be called God without blasphemy—is false*

This method of replying strikes, and at the

same time disarms ; it nullifies, while it holds

fast the offensive truth. It attaches itself to

an admitted point, almost like the Apostle in

Athens, who first allows the validity of the

poet's saying

—

Tov yap xal ysvoi kd^iiv,

" For we are also his offspring; " here, how-
ever, there is the difference that the divine

Scripture is quoted. Here also we have once

more that immovable y ypacpi), " the Scrip-

ture," in a phraseology which superficial ex-

egesis misunderstands, attenuates, and would
reduce to the level of heathenish forms of

speech ; but of which we shall never be weary
of saying—"The true inspiration-theory must
rest upon that centre from which this word
sounds forth." So we long ago said in another

work|—" The Scripture—let many of our more
recent orthodox theologians honestly test them-
selves whether they can simply repeat this little

word after the Lord and his Apostles," that is,

when taken in connection with the appended
ov dvvarai AuS^/^az, "cannot be broken."

Its word down to every and each yeypanne-
vov and yEypaifrai, "it is written," remains

slaw forever for the rule of all man's words

concerning divine truth ; to explain as false, to

abolish or remove one word in it, is a trespass,

a punishable disobedience, just like the break-

ing of a commandment, chap. vii. 23 (or of the

Sabbath, chap. v. 18). No more than the law

is abolished by breaking its precepts, can the

Scripture in itself be hrolcen, or proved to be

false. It is the discipline of faith to submit

to this fact; to expound Scripture with this

absolute conviction, is the task of exegesis ; to

understand and to embrace this pre-supposition

in faith, without seeking a foundation else-

where, is the fundamental object of all system-

atic theology.

J

"In your law"—this expression is in part

to be received as we expounded it on chap. viii.

17, but here more definitely, " That law which

is spoken to you sinners, which obliges and

binds you, and in which ye make your boast in

opposing me, but which, as I will show, is not

opposed to me, and the testimony to mjself

which ye have deemed blasphemous." Nu/.io?,
" Law," for a passage in the Psalms, is not to be

explained by the wider use of that name for

Scripture generally, but is used with a special

two-fold reference : first, because (as we have
just said) all Scripture must betaken as the

norm of all permissible and right language ; and
then, secondly, because the cited passage of the

Psalm itself rests upon Mosaic sentences, which

are therefore themselves actually at the same
time quoted.

* Was not Mosrs also called a God to Aaron,

Exoil. iv. 16, vii. 1

1

f Anieiitiaigen fiir gJduh. Schriftverst. ii, 481.

X Such would rot, like Rothe recently, speculate

as if there were no Scripture, nor merely put the

Scripture in prolegomena, setting it aside.
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Who. then, are the 5eoi or D'H^S. God?, of

the eighty-second Psalm?* Most assuredly

not heathen tyrants, as a recent perverted

opinion imagines; for God never spoke to them,

and to tliem he never assigned the title and dig-

nity of liis own majesty. Nor are the Israel-

ilish kings pre-eminently or exclusively. For,

as we have elsewhere said, it is altogether a
" new discovery, that kings are in the Old

Testament sons of God; we seek in vain for a

single passage, in which a heathen king, or

even an Israelitish king, excepting David and
Solomon as types of the Messiah, received the

honor of that name." Those who are declared

to be Elohim, or representatives and images of

God. are in this Psalm, as in the law of Moses,

the judges in Israel, which would then include

the kings, of course, in as far as they might be

said to judge supremely. See this plainly

stated in vers. 2-5 of the Psalm. De Wette
and Gesenius (in his Themurm) groundlessly

deny the personal reference of D'n?X to the

judges in Exod. xxi 6, xxii. 8, 9, 28 ;t for the

parallelism in ver. 28, and the DnS> " ye," of

the P.salm (here txEiyovi), prove clearly the

attribution of a title of honor to these official

persons. / hate said, Ye are gods ; that is,

should be so termed—this is manifestly in the

Psalm a reference back to the Mosaic passages,

or to the installation into ofiice with which this

title was associated. In the strong words where-

with the Lord closes, the Xoyo'; zov Seov,
" word of God," which came to them, can sim-

ilarly mean no other than that same £i7ra, " I

said." The words cannot refer to the whole peo-

ple of Israel (as Ebrard says), for the kHElvot,
" they," are already singled out as special per-

sons from the ^a my> " congregation of the

Mighty," of ver. 1. Nor are prophets and
pious men meant,! as having received a revela-

tion from God (Dn\^X nin' "I3n \"1>1) ; but they

are no more and no less than the judging,

ruling olQcers among the people, to whom this

name might come and did come from above

—

" Ye shall be called gods !
" and De Wette

rightly maintains against Olshausen that here,

in the domain of the Old-Testament types and
shadows, there is not necessarily involved a

real union of the personality with God, corres-

ponding with the name. For God, who has
reserved to himself the prerogative of judging
oven these " gods," here first reproves them for

their unrighteousness, and then goes on to an-
nounce and predict to them : I have truly

nampd you gods, but not the le«s on that ac-

count shall ye die (in your sins) like men. We

* Comp. here generally my AusgewalUten Psalmen,
ii. 174.

t According to them ita mcan'ng is just equiva-

lent to niiT' \:pi5, Deut. xlx. 17.

X Bihrdt: Such man as had become like God
ID tbeh- beneficence to miu.

should not, however, go too far on the other

side, and rectard the conclusion to which thu

Lord leads their minds, as only meaning :
" If

the mere senildance of the name is not to be
treated with disrespect, should the thing itself,

the nature and the word of God be so?"* For
it is most certain that wherever the name of

an office had sunk into a mere lying semblance,

the abolition or resumption of that title is fore-

told—and sooner or later most surely fulfilled.

It is just <Aw which gives so much significance

to the Lord's words—thou<:;h overlooked by
most expositors—that he quotes a passage of

Scripture which refers to these very Pharisees

and rulers of the people to whom he himself

was so obnoxious ; at once conceding to f/iem

the theocratical dignity, and predicting its loss

as the judicial infliction of God. He does not

expressly quote in detail tliis wider subject of

the Psalm, but these students of Scripture

would understand his allusion. We very often

find in our Lord's citations such a warning,

threatening undertone in the connection to

which they silently refer.

Is it not written in your law, that God called

you yourselves gods—ye should well know
wliat is recorded there, and what follows from

it. Thus the v/.i^y, "your," derives a new
meaning, which makes the kdri, " ye are," of

the quotation an immediate address to those

who then heard himself; for though not all

those who took up stones were leaders of the

people, the speakers of ver. 33 were such.

Very far from true is it that " the Lord applied

this declaration to himseU in his need against his

embittered enemies, who would on the spot stone

him to death."! Oh, no ; there is no question

here of need, or of any refuge in a quotation

which itself would break the Scripture by
vaguely or incorrectly applying it. J His
peaceful Avord, ver. 32, had alreadv quelled the

violence which would stone him, and re opened
the controversy. But Meyer {Lichthote, ii. 18)
has given us a correct view :

" Is it too high

an assumption, said he with that hfty irony

which he often used in dealing with their folly

—is it too much that I term myself God ; what
if I show you out of Scripture that ye your-

selves (sinners and false judges), that yunr fore-

fathers (in office) are called gods ? May it not

be allowed me, to regard myself as equally

great with th':>nf
"

The allusion to these present D^riPX in tho

congregation of God, to whom he was then

speaking, he does indeed wisely leave in the

background; and he turns his application and
deduces his conclusion, with reference to

* Thus spsaks Rudelsbach in tlie Frcdir/tinmin-

lung—" L'er Ilerr Konunt," i. 455.

t The excellent Kleuker tliiis speaks in a man-
ner unworthy of hiiinelf {Jo/iaunci, Petrus, und
Pauhcs ah Chriatologm, j). 4D).

\ So Sspp : According to these words of Scrip-

ture ye could not fasten any blame upou me, if I

bhuuld sopbistiially explain them.
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iKFtvot?, those -whom the Psalm then ad-
dressed. There is now a two-fold distinction

and progression ; ?iis person is incomparably
higher than they, and yet he has not plainly
called himself Seoi, God, only vi't»5 5eov, Son
ef God. As the conclusion from this he adds
—How can ye designate Uasphemy the ap-
propriation of the more humble nmne by the
supremely higher penon? Even in the Psalm

\\'hv 'p3> " sons of the Most High," stands par-

allel with D\"jl?N, Gods, as its explanation—this

our Lord mentions not, any more than that con-
versely his vioi S^eov is indeed equivalent to
j9cd?. But now what a difference of persons
is there! and this he makes on that account
the more prominent: those were men, sinful

men, mortals, upbraided with the denunciation
of death, who only bore for a while in common
with many the name of God because a word
of communion had come apoi avrov?, unto
them ; he on the other hand, is the one,
through whom the Father speaketh to the
world, himself the wffrd of God : those, only
temporary, transitional, typically clothed with
their dignity, which did not so cleave to their
persons that it could not be revoked and
taken from them ; he, on the contrarv, one in

whom "being and office are one" (as Von Ger-
lach excellently says). They shamefully dese-
crated their oflice—he as the true Son ot'God is

sanctified of the Father, that is, sanctified from
his birth, rather before his birth sealed with the
impress of pure holiness of the Father (see on
chap. vi. 27), and, thus sealed, sent as the
Holy One of God into an unholy world.* Yet
he had not once said—I am God ! though with
infinitely truer right, and in a very different

sense, it belonged to him to say so.

This progressive cumulative contrast of his
person with the eHeivot?, " them," should
have saved every intelligent and conscientious
interpreter from so imparing his words as to
make them signify—that he merely arrogated
to himself divine dignity in the sense of a title,

not aiming to be Z>eus vel films Dei dictitius.

No truly, XeyoMEvot Seoi, those called gods,
in heaven and on earth (1 Cor. viii. 5, rulers,

gods, angels, in the widest sense, as the first

verse of Psa. Ixxxii. touches the limits of them
all), are only types and shadows which point
to the one God, as to the Father, so also to his

true representative, essentially invested with
all his greatness and supremacy, our Lord
Jesus Christ. The D^b fy ^22^ Um H'ri^Vt,

ye are gods, and sons of the Most High all of

you, of the Psalm, yea even the D^n^X 'J3,

Bons of God, and the D^?N) mighty ones, of the

angels, is much less than the singular nnx ^J3,

* Witli Augustine and Beza to refer this ?)yia6£
to the eternal generation, is inappropriate. Yet it

is not a mere separation, as in Jer. i. 5, and Gal.

i. 15, but appears to precede the dze^TEtXev eii

Tov xudjxoy.

my Son art thou, of the second Tsalm spoken of
the King of kings, the *13, Son, simply and

pre-eminently, whose wrath hurls into swift

destruction. But this is assuredly the under-
tone of our Lord's argument, that any arroga-

tion of the name of God was permitted to men
at all ; consequently that the phraseology of

holy Scripture itself must be termed blasphem-
ous, if all such typiad designation and dignity

did not maintain its right and truth as prophetic

of, and an aspiration of Scripture towards, a
real communication of the Divine Majesty to

human nature, and oneness with it. Neander
says quite correctly :

" Christ sought to prove
to their apprehension, that the idea of a com-
munication of the Divine Majesty to human na-

ture was by no means foreign to the revelations

of the Old Testament. If the gulf between
God and all things finite was infinite and im-
passable, it must have been blasphemy in any
sense to attribute the name Elohim to mortal
men." So far the Lord here gives to Israel,

to whom the ov dvvatai Xv^ijyai 77 yftaqji)

,

"the Scripture cannot be broken," still held

good as an irrefragable axiom, a profound
proof of the existence of a God-man, out of the

inmost heart of the Old Testament. Every fel-

lowship of God with men, which went so far

as to attribute the divine attributes and pre-

rogatives to such men, pre-supposes as a truth

which should find its realization, a real union
of God and man in the person of him who
filled in himself all offices, who was to come
and make all names essential realities. The
Lord, consequently, here asserts the direct

opposite of the position of Dorner before

quoted, and expressly contradicts all who are

constantly talking about the "rigid, absolute

antithesis of God to all creature" in the Old
Testament. Thus the despised Beiienh. Bihel

well expresses it: "He shows them that if

they knew the Scriptures rightly, they would
not oppose God and man to each other. Where
is the foundation of offices upon earth ? With
respect to the ofllice of the Messiah they are

but shadowy offices, and yet the men who
hold them are termed gods : God thereby from
the beginning would accustom your people to

think beforehand of more than that."

Verses 37, 38. This whole argument from
Scripture against the /iXadcprj/jia of ver. 33,

and the contradiction of their assertion 61) av-
^porntoi ODV, "thou, being a man," from which
the notEii deavzor, " makest thyself," follows

of course—was, however, only hypothetical, for

he only asked them :
" Sujyjiosing tliat I am the

Holy One, sanctified of the Father and sent into

the world, he who is actually so delineated,

promised, and typified throughout your Old
Testament—where is then the blasphemy in

my testimony concerning my oneness with the
Father?" Therefore the Lord spoke first of

himself in the third person, and then afterwards
passed over to the first in his einov, " I said."

Hence it follows as a necessary conclusion

—

And ami not He f But in asserting this h«
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Btill graciously conaesconds to them ; not de-

mandintj oi' t ern that higher and better "be-
lief in him or his ent.re personality, and espe-

cially his tcvrd as iis most spiritual expression

and utterance," which was found in those who
were of God, and heard his voice. With the

utmost moderation, as it were, he admits it as

an unreproved supposition that they do not be-

lieve in him, nay more, he declares in the im-
perative—If I do not the works of my Father,
teieve me not? But by this he seizes them,
and holds them fast, leaving tliem no way of

escape
; he simply repeals his frequent appeal

to the tes imony of his works, referring now in

ti Ss noioo, " but if I do," to their own tacit

admission in ver. 33, in order that he may
• eubvert and bring to naught their falsely

asserted independence of his good works, and
his blasphemous words. The last saying which
is given tnem for their perception and faith

—

ort h' tuoi o Ttarrj/i xdyoj tv avroo, "that
the Father is in me, and I in him," or, after

Lach. and Te^chend.

—

tv rcJ naTpi—is the (le-

Dccndiug, and yet true, explanation of the re-

jected fv ia/iisv, " we are one."* I have not

snid— I am God ; but merely—I and the

Fatli^r ; have calirJ myself the Son of God, in

the sense, assuredly, ot the oneness of divine

nature, Chrysostom :
" 1 am no other than

the Father, only that I remain the Son, and
the Father remaineth the Father,"

The result even of this utterance, received

by that unbelief which was rigidly set against

all his true words, and all his good "works, was
the same as it hiid hitherto been; demonstrating

the truth of our Saviour's words (ver, 26).

Once more does John record a ndXtv, '• again,"

(ver, 39), even as ver. 19, and ver, 31, They
have given up their design of stoning him ; but

they will lay hands on him to bring him to

judgment and condemnation, and he—with-

draws once more from their power, escapes

their hands. Nothing more was to be done tor

them. Thus the stern conclu-ion of his public

lil'e and testimony, chap. xii. 37-40, is here fcre-

ehadowed and prepared for.

* Ilofmann :
" Thererore, however, not merely

disliiiiiuished in the exnression
; so ihat the Jews

here, ver. 33, and in chaj). v. 18, might have incor-

ffctly regarded the [;oii of dd, and equaliij' wi h
Gofl, or beini God, as one and tlio same "

\, Schnftb.

i. 116). I confess that I do not und-rst.nnd what
kind of exaTgeraiioii of Ohr si's divinity is here
mi. ant to be protested against.

Then the Lord retires to the scene of his first

public appearance, where the Baptist had pre-
pared for him, tO'^tified of him, and pointed the
multitudes to him. There he almle; as if to
bring that early time back to the people's
minds, and, as it were, ready to begin anew
with them the great work of his lile. The
Evangelist records this with accuracy, since
it serves his purpose as bringing back this pre-

paratory conclusion of our Lord's ministry to

its starting point ia his prologue, chap. j.

6, 7.*

Those who were in a sense believers, or
inclined to believe, and who have been often

mentioned as the JtoXXoi, " manv," gather to-

gether around the Lord, having sought him
after his withdrawal. The expression which
they use, referring to the approaching end, and
therefore more significant, may be regarded as

prophetic, or as testifying in the name of the
whole people—John spake the truth, thifi is

he! As Jews they cannot indeed forgat the
miracles, yet they are half unconsciously con-
strained to utter a great and remarkable truth
to us: the last and greatest prophet before
Christ, who compelled the whole people to an
avowal of repentance, enforced from ttiem also
the acknowledgment that ih^ evidence of miracles

for the accejjfdnce of himself was not absolufeli/

indispciisahle. (See our observation on chap.
v. 33.) The fulfillment of his

—
" He will come

after me," by his actual coming after, was his

one great miracle or sign (Deut. xviii. 21, 22).
All things that John spake of this man—dXt/Oi}

yy, " were true," that is, liave proved themselves
true; and faith now retrospectively sees the
truth, with shame for its unbelief—" Veritas est

vera, etiam antequam agnoscatur" (as Bengel
most pertinently explains this i^y).

May this be the result in the case of every
one for whom this prayer is applicable

; that he
may be gathered into the little company Jound
in the midst of the unbelieving people, of

whom the Gospel can say for their encourage-
ment and joy—And many believed on him !

* Or was it witiial (after Luthnrdt)—in order to

place at the close the unbelief in the ample testi-

mony of Jesus to himself, in contrast with the
faith of tho.se wlio had received tlie Baptist'.s direc-

tion to Jesus'? But we havt* nothing here .said

distinctively of a fai'h whch liad been from the
beginning iiroduced by tlie liaptisL



FIRST PKE-ANNOUNCEMENT OF THE RAISING OP LAZARUS. THE HONOR
OF THE SON OF GOD. WALKING IN THE DAY. THE SETTING FORTH.

(John xi. 4, 7, 9-11, 14, 15.)

We already know the little household of

Bethany, united in the happy bonds spoken of

in Paa. cxxxiii. ; blessed before of the God of

Israel because of their common religious love,

but now still more blessed, because Imed with a
special love by the Son of God manifest in the

flesh. Diverse in their temperament and dis-

position—as in Mary and Martha we see the

one with more facility pressing on to the choice

of the one thing needful, and the other strug-

gling with the needless unrest of her well-

meaning mind—they were yet one in God, and
in sincere faith towards Jesus, who therefore

loved them all. This family of Bethany was
selected, that in it, and for it, should take place

the final, greatest, and most public miraculous
attestation of the honor of the Son of God

;

the testimony, that he who was about to

surrender himself to death and the grave was
himself the Resurrection and the Life. The
sacred love of their divine friend designs,

by leading their weak faith through the bitter-

ness of death, to heighten its subsequent joy.

We may well suppose that the enmity of the

Jews would in consequence hereafter burn
the more virulently against them; and to our
minds the old opinion is not altogether so "un-
tenable" as some now think, that in this the

reason is to be sought for the remarkable silence

of the Synoptics concerning the resurrection of

Lazarus.* This, however, is but one hypo-
thesis, and many other considerations might be

added ; so much, indeed, as effectually to shield

them from Baur's insinuation that " their his-

torical credibility is irrevocably gone."t
Suffice it here to say that John's narrative in

the eleventh chapter is so transparently true,

and so entirely stamped with those attributes

of historical simplicity and confidence which
are impressed upon all the narratives of his

Gospel, that only the blind can fall to discern

the glory of God in it; and they to whom it is

obscure darken their apprehension by all sorts

of suspicions. He pre-supposes an acquaintance
with the whole substance of the so-called Synop-
tical tradition, and with the memorable sisters;

for he indicates the zH ddOsvayv Ad^apoi,
"a certain man was sick, named Lazarus," first

* Lange enters cautiously and discriminatins-

ly into the merits of the question, ascribing this

considerable silence to their original traditional

formation, before the actual composition of the

Gospels On the other hand, Luthardt summarily
dismisses all such consideration as superfluous
and gratuitous.

f Comp. HTuff in opposition to Baur, Stud. u.

Krit. 1846, ill. 612.
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generally as Ik rtji xcSjitT^'; avTcov, of their

(Mary and Martha's) village, and immediately
afterwards as their brother. Although he him-
self afterwards (ver. 5) arranges the three per-

sons probably according to their ages and ex-

ternal position,* yet it is significant that in

ver. 1 he mentions Mary first, Avho as a disciple

was better known, and inwardly nearer to the

heart of the Lord, and whose anointing was to

be spoken of wherever the Gospel was preached.

It is on this account that he pre- supposes in his

readers a special acquaintance with this circum-
stance, down to the wiping of the feet with her
hair even—although he himself afterwards felt

that he must again make record of it.

These sisters communicate to the Lord a
very delicately worded, but urgent reqticd for
help, for their beloved brother lies dangerously
sick. There needs no proof that do^jsysU' \n

used of one in extreme peril of sickness (as

Grot, remarks) ; comp. Acts ix. 37; Phil, ii -o,

27. They would hardly have sent to Jesus no

far, if there had not been danger of liie; and
the Lord's reply responds to the feared npn'i

Bxrarov, " unto death." Vers. 21 and 33
afterwards show what they desired and hoped
for. But what refined humility and confident

urgency are blended in the message, as Jolm
gives it to us in its most concise and simple

truth ! There is no trace of any lamentation or

protest that one dear to the Son of God should

be sick, as if that were a thing unseemly ; only

tasteless and perverse interpretation can put
such a meaning into their words : a Ihoughtlul

application would learn from them, and leach,

the truth that one whom the Lord loveth may
quite consistently with that high privilege be

sick. They may, indeed, presume that they

have a claim to his help for cure or rescue

from death, yet this is only of grace on account

of his love. They say not—He who loveth

thee so well, but—He wJiom tliou lovest in thy

free and great benevolence, whom thou " hon-

orest with thy friendship." Yet it seems to

them too much to say at once fas Nonnus in-

serts) oy (piXsEii 6Honia%s. The simple " he-

hold ! " connected with the "Lord!" which
brings to mind his power, is enough for them ;

no further expression of request or reliance was

* According to Luko x. 38, Martha was tlif?

mistress of the house. La/.arus, the youiige.^t,

who now sank into early death for a brief sjiace,

might have dwelt with them, though neiilipr chaj).

xi. nor chap. xii. 2 decides any thing on tliis point.

Drii'-eke sugget-ts that Marlia might b"^ bo:o Men-
tioned first, to show that she was e(iuar.y uear u»

Jesus wl.h Mary.
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needed. That he loves ihem too, liis pisters,

and for their i-ake wHl restore their brother, is

kept back ia humble silence.

Vene 4. " The Lord" (vers. 2 and 3) re-

eponds to nueh a eummons in a very marvellous

manner, and not now as elsewhere to the

urgent and unseasonable supplication of one

altogether unknown. That he gave a reply,

I admits of no doubt. Schleiermacher, indeed,
' seems not to know " from this brief account

"

;
whether this was his reply, or a notice which

'he gave to his disciples concerning the charac-

• ter of the sickness (!)—but we cannot suppose

the Evangelist's narrative to be so brief as to

have excluded the Lord's response to the mes-

sage. The Lord assuredly gives a reply in

ver. 4, although in strikingly mysterious terms.

It is not— I will come! and no express—Let
him be healed ! His indefinile an»wer, which he

gives without any added promise of coming,

includes, on the one hand, a consolation which
dispels the fear of death as the issue, but, on

the other, it leaves " this sickness" to itself, to

run its appointed course. Indeed, the conclud-

ing words, in their grand, indefinite generality,

might have suggested to thoughtful, pondering

hearers, that some mystery was involved in

the apparently plain "not unto death." For
the Su^a, "glory," and So^a60t/yat, " jrlori-

tii'd," had too lofty a sound for any ordinary

recovery or healing. This of itself refutes the

inapposite notion of many that the Lord him-
Belf, after the manner of men, in these words

expected or predicted a recovery ;* and Liicke,

who inclines that way, finds the ortluxlox expo-

sition (as he calls the pre-suppo-ition of super-

human foreknowledge, and with more pro-

priety than he himself intended) more easy.

We do not deny that el-ewhere a human ex-

pectation or design at variance with the subse-

quent issue might be possible to Jesus, without
any disparagement of his divinity, and this we
have on some occasions maintained in opposi-

tion to the general view ; but Iiere, in this nar-

rative and in these words, it seems a thing

more unimaginable the more it is reflected

Tipon, The very beginning, avrtj i) ddBeveicCf
" this sickness," with the decisive ovh edrt,

"is Twt," which follows, has a sound of full as-

surance, as if he had 8ai<l—I know Oiis sickness,

and its issue, so marvelloush' redounding to

the glorification of God, and myself, full well

!

(Glotius :
" Ostendit Christus, notum sibi,

quod tanquam nescienii indicabatur.) He
knows already every thing from the beginning
—and this is the truth which pervades all

John's description of his mysterious words and
acts. Yet, the more closely we contemplate
this first utterance, the more "designedly ob-

scure" does it appear, with all its tone of pro-

* Schleiermacher :
" Formed nn opinion and

judgnii^'nt from wliat he tieard ;" bo that if the in-

formation dhouM Iv* found to have been insuf-

flcient, bis " opiuioa " also might not coincide with

Uctl

mise. It is abundantly easy to perceive that, if

Lazarus died only that he might be raised

again on the fourth day unto the glory of God,

this sickness, yea, this brief death and sleep,

was not essentially unto death in the ordinary

sense, unto abiding death. The Berhtiiberg.

Bibel compares, with pious ingenuity, the pas-

sage in the Psalm :
" Thus sings the Messiah,

Psa. cxviii. 17, 18, I shall not die—but he died

nevertheless !
" We have here the counterpart

of 2 Kings XX. 1, where not only the history

records T\\'oh n^rif "was sick unto death"

(Sept. tti Scivarov, still stronger than our

Tpo?). hut the Lord also himself announces,

by the prophet—Thou shalt die and not five !

If that declaration of God, revoked in con-

sequf^nce of prayer was not untrue, in his

Old-Testament condescension, still less is the

present word of our Lord, whose "unto death"

can and must be interpreted and understood in

all its New-Testament depth. The .«ame may
even be said in a sense concerning the falling

asleep of all whom the Lord loves, and who
will awake only at the first resurrection. But
there is no room for the further application

which has been made by a spuriously profound

exposition, to the sickness of sin—It is not

unto death in the case of believers, but to the

glory of the Son of God. Such reflections

abandon altogether the ground of exegesis.

Unto the glory of God {vitip is presently

explained by 'iva) ; this promises a wonderful

aid, just in the sense of chap. ix. 3. But that

this will come througn the Son of God, is here

made emphatically prominent, though ob-

viously of itself to he understood, because it

was to be here made triumphantly manifest

that the honor or glory of God (ver. 40) is one

with the glory of his Son (chap. ii. 11). Thus
it is a testimony similar to chap. v. 23 ; xiv.

13. The resurrection of Lazarus is the compre-

hensive concluding symbol of all the miracles

exhibiting the glory of God in Christ.

We cannot doubt, though it is not expressly

indicated, that this single well-weighed utter-

ance was the entire answer given to the

sisters; they received no subordinate ref)ly

which John has not recorded. The Lord's

dignity discloses itself in the reserve with

wliich, when he heard the message, he said

these words and no more ; and scarcely can we
suppose him to have even added—Tell them
this. W^hat then when this message was
delivered? Alas! it. is highly probable that

their brother had in the meantime died. Ebrard
assumes, without iiny reason, that Jesus afier-

wards went " slowly and circuitouslv " on the

journey, which required no more than a day,

from tiie south of the Jordan to Bethany ; and
thus he interposes six or seven days between

this word and the resurrection. But how, and
for what purpose is this assumed ? The reckon-

ing of tlie days in xtr. 6 must certainly be

taken in connection with ver. 39, so that the

death of Lazarus occurred soon after, if it had
not already taken place whea the Lord spoke
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the words of ver. 4.* Ver. 5 must at least be
.IS stravtiy connected with what follows as

with what precedes ; for the Evangelist con-

firms the bold or (piAuli, " whom thou lovest,"

of the message by his rjydnay " loved," as he
continues : nevertheless, when Jesus heard this

ddOEvsIy, or sickness, of him whom he loved,

he still delayed two whole days, after havin?
given the indefinite promise that the Son of God
would be glorified in this sickness. We may
supnose that he had something to accomplish
ey Gj Tjv TuTtcp, " in the same place where he

was," or rather that he was not here, as any
where, unemployed : but neither the account

in chap. x. 41, 42, nor the presently following

word of our Lord in chap. xi. 9, 10, leads to

the supnosition of any specially rich and gra-

cious sphere of activity ; the latter passage, in-

deed, seems to indicate the departure to awaken
his friend as his more distinctive work, the
commission given to him for the employment of

the little time that remained to him. So that
it is at all events a useless controversv of the
expositors to assert (with Schleirmacher) or
deny, that "the Lord would sacrifice to the
more particular and slighter necessities of his

friends in Bethany, the more general and im-
portant necessity of his presence at the Jor-

dan." In the motives of his manner of acting,

as in the providence of the Father, many
things were considere<l at once and together,

and without any conflict between them : but
it is most comTormable to the sense of the nar-

rative to admit a reference to the great joy

which should be in Bethany as the leading mo-
tive. His love wittinglv delavs, that it may
more gloriously console them after their suffer-

ings. The sickness and dying of those whom
he loves is not a matter, generally, of such
perilous and urgent moment ; and this must
his beloved ones in Bethany learn, and our-

selves from them : of course there is no room
for any obligation to hasten to their help, unless

other more important matters should prevent.

Lavater says somewhere: "Our Lord lets

them onlv xeait, whom he loved most ; his

keeping them waiting is just the sign that he
purpose.s to help them in his own way, that is,

as God." Every candid mind must admit,

what was scarcely necessary for Olshausen to

enforce, that the dying of Lazarus was intended

to be to himself as well as to his sisters, an oc-

casion of spiritual good. Alford has lately ex-

cellently expressed himself thus: "It need
hardlv be remarked, that the glorifying of the

Son of God in Lazarus himself is subordinately

implied. Men are not mere tools, but temples,

of God."

* So Lange, concurring with most expositors
;

comp. Driiseke's Lazarus, p. 64. This is more
sinii)le tlian Bensei's assumption that Lazarus died

precisely when the Lord announced the mehoiihtj-

rai, ver. ii.; aUhough this would give profound
evidence of that divine knowledge of the sickness

of his humanly loved friend, which we cannot
euppose them to have in any case lacked.

Verse 7. There now follow our Lord's gar--

ings on occasion of the departure for Bethany,'
which the disciples had ceased to expect—the.

histyfv, " he abode," is recorded only ex eventn.

{"Aystv or vitdyeiv is found also in the

Sept. for Ni3 or T^n.) But c/s tjjv 'lovSaiar,

" into Judea," again, is significantly indefinite;

he does not speak expressly of Bethany and
Lazarus, as if the latter had passed from hii

mind, or ver. 4 had already said all on that

subject. Hence the disciples, thus challenged

by the 7td A.t v, " again," express with more
than confidence their suspicions. Thus arises

3.further colloquy with these disciples : first, the

removal of the hesitation expressed in ver. 8,

and then the solution of a miswiderstanding

indicated in vers. 12, 13. The disciples were
certainly at rest concerning Lazarus, although
we should scruple to say positively that
" they discerned in the Lord's answer a
mighty decree of healing," or that "hia
words miist have been understood of his

communicating his distant power to save"
(Ebrard). Even on this assumption their ob-

ject retains something of improper boldness.

Nvvy " of late," just now, very recently— the

taking up of the stones is still present to

their eyes, and they calculate upon the con-

tinuance of that enmity and the consequent
danger. They supposed from our Lord's first

message that he would not entrust himself

to Jerusalem, and they remind him, as it were,

of his inconsistency. They receive a two-fold

answer : first, in vers. 9, 10, the general com-
posing assurance as to his own action and pro-

cedure; and, afterwards ver. 11, a specific

declaration of his purpose and reason for going
to Bethany.

Verses 9, 10. These words connect them-
selves with chap. ix. 4, 5, as the first saying in

ver. 4 had been a remembrancer of ver. 3 of

that chapter: yet thev do not express precisely

the same idea, as Rosenmiiller and Kuinol
think, and as Teschendorf superficially con-
cludes.* Nor is the whole, as has been said,

intended tnerely as a rule of life for the disciples

;

but the Lord first of all expresses the procedure,-

law, and obligation of his own walk, and in

terms which have a deeper meaning than that

he would walk in the dav time. De Wetta
(Stud. n. Krit. 1834, iv. 934) regards as ca-

pricious and obscure the view of Olshausen and
Tholuck, which enters well into the spirit of,

the words, but the fault of obscurity as to the
profound symbolical meaning of such words,

and limitation of their wide range of applica-

tion, is altogether on his own side. Let us.

calmly and thoughtfuliy develope this saying,-

and we shall not go astray.

Are there not twelve hours in the d.ay ? This

is, first of all, to be clearly understood from the

"Nothing is done in the nisht, because there is

no light. But now is my day in which I can
work: it will presently be over, and lean worK
no more. Therefore must I go " {^Nihodemos, p. 143)..,
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Jewish TOstom ; for'though it rcmiiins a diffi-

cult problem to the Iparned to decide whether,

and since when, the Hebrews knew or adopted

the proper division of hours (the nj?*J' of Daniel

is we'll known to be indefinite)— it is, on the

other hand, tolerably certain that in later times

the day, as extending from the rising to the

setting of the sun, was divided into twelve

hours, longer or shorter according to the sea-

son of the year; and Winer appeals to this

passage as sufficient evidence (Realw. Art.
' Tag "). According to this, our Lord designs

not merely to speak (as Sohleiermacher thinks)

of public or concealed walking; for as in chap,

ix. 4 the expression " tchUe it is day " cannot

mean merely " before the eyes of all," so neither

can publicity merely be meant here. Where-
fore then is the mention and the reckoning of

the hours? The Lord manifestly first of all

designs to signify by the day the time of life

allotted to him, before the running out of which

he might not and would not cease to perform

his works; a meaning which coincides in its

fundamental idea, as with chap. ix. 4, so also

with Luke xiii. 32. Yet not as Liicke applies

it— I have only the twelve hours, and they are

nearly run out ; but rjither conversely—full

twelve hours, and the last is not yet come
(Ben<:el :

" Jam raulta hora, sed tamen adhuc
dies"). I walk in my day, that is (according

to Hess), " ^ly vocation upon earth has a pro-

per relation to my time." The same Hess
(whose expositions, sometimes original and
jienetrating, are now almost overlooked) ex-

cellently paraphrases here :
" Think ye, indeed,

that that which makes you anxious on my ac-

count, can take place one hour before the time

appointed of God brings it? As a traveller

has his twelve hours for his day's journey, so

also to me there is a space of time appointed

for my business ; as long as this lasts, I am as

sure that no mischance can befall "le, :i3 one
who walketh in the doy is more ieei'vi th.in

he who travels >« the night.'' In this well-

weighed comparative more seatre it is already

intimated that the figure does not suit in its

rigorous letter. For we ought to be as much
Accustomed, as expositors of the sayings of the

liord, to this incongruence in his similitudes,

ns we are to the circumstance that he habitu-

ally makes profound and many-sided applica-

tions of them.

This last he does here. De Welte correctly

rfees that the light of this teorhl or the »}m is not

mentioned as a dffenre against evil, any more
than the ni^ht, on the other hand, can indicate

the lack of divine protection ; but that the

words have reference generally to some defence

and seciiritv he also admits, inasmuch as he

/ightly understands npodxujzrfty (stumble,

fall) of danger of mishap, and not directly in a

moral Fense. Lucke perceives in it rnwral

stumbling and falling, the dancer of sin : Eaiin-

•ein, stumbling against the divine will. But
',he disciples had not imagined the po.ssibiUfy of

our Lord's erring or sinning through iuadve:-

tence; thev had only warned him against

danger. We therefore hold fast our conviction

(in spite of Luthardt's protest) that he does

not justify his own action, but re-assure his dis-

ciples, in these words. Braune has discenif^d

a further subtle allusion :
" If'dl not under the

stones of the Jews, stumUe not against them."

Aftencards, indeed, in the application which the

saying makes to vs, the simile of stumbling

may and must be regarded as signifying that

personal guilt is involved. But if the former

npodHOTtreiy did not speak of external danger

at all, where would be the connection between

the Lord's answer and the solicitous warning

of the disciples? It is manifest, however, that

he here extends the simile newly used in chap,

ix., inasmuch as he introduces a spiritual signifi-

cance into the seeing of the light, the express self-

direction according to God's heavenly order of

man's day and hour. He also incorporates a

second thought on the same figure :
" He does

not regard the s])nce and continuance of his

walking in the day till night alone, but includes

the difference hetieeen icalking in the day and

walking in the night" (Nitzsch, Predigten, 5lh

Collection, p. 189). De Wette protests against

applying here the sense which this distinction

elsewhere has, as pointing to moral purity or

impurity, and would rather refer it to " a sin-

cere, open prudence in ministering the truth;"

yet he is constrained to give prominence to the

moral element too, in order to avoid falling into

what he rejects as a" frosty" interpretation, the

mere injunction of foresight. But whither does

this minute precision in distinguishing the

thoughts of this full and profound figurative

language lead us ? The Lord begins by speak-

ing of danger, so far as concerns himself, and in

haTmony with the thought of the disciples;

but he goes on in the same word to set forth a

universal human rule, concerning the morally

significant knowledge and avoidance of danger

We may sav with Nitzsch :
" The seeing, provi-

dmt, and «J«i7>fe walking" (a three-fold meaning

at once), " the walking in the day—is walking

in truth and righteousness, manifestly under

the eye of God," etc.

But, further, is not Jesus, according to chap,

ix. 5, himself the light of the world? As-

suredly; but he is only so in that he at the

same time as man and as Son walks with the

Father in his view, lives in the life of God :

hence, "I must and can, within my prescribed

limits, fearlessly await my vocation in my own

and the Father's light"*" (Meyer). His liXe-

itEtv TO (paiif "seeing the licht," is partly the

" cognito paterni propositi " (according to Gro-

tius), partly the d^edience belonging thereto.

Walking in the night, unusual to him, would

be certainly an aroitov (inept thing), from

which the disciples undesignedly and unthink-

ingly seemed to dissuade him by their warn-

* " The vocation of a man is tlie sun in the

heavens of his life"—this general i)r()j)osition,

which Driiseke derives from this T>assage, has its

specific applicatiou to the Bon of Mlin.
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ing , therefore the saying passes over to this

meaning, to the danger that {if he were like

ourselves) any thing human might befall him,

or he himself might make a false step. In the

former clause he condescendingly placed himself

on a level, in a certain sense, with his disciples

and other men (therefore kdv rr?, "if any
man "); but ver. 10 passes over into the oppo-

eite (and chap. xii. 35 may be compared with

it), according to Olshausen's perfectly correct

remark :
" The former clause has respect rather

to himself, the latter to his disciples."* To
discern such natural transition and progression

in the thought, is by no means to confound
different meanings. Aa the undertone, we
hear : Think ye then that I could ever be a

walker in the night, mistaking my name and
vocation, as ye might do? And further: Fear
not ye to go with me ! Walk ever with me
and in my light (chap. viii. 12)—as I in my
Father's light, which is in me.

This, finally, gives us the transition and key
to the much contested £v avT(s, "in him."t
For while Lticke truly says, that he now speaks,

not as in chap ix. 4, of the night in which no
man can work, but of the night in which no
man should walk—yet the reason that the

walker in the night is without light, must
be sought in himself. The figure is now,
finally, and most significantly, turned to an in-

ward application.:]: To say nothing of the

artificial reference of ^j' at)r<», "in him," to

Tiod/iioi, "world," philological arguments have
been used to remove this peculiar iy ;^ but
these attempts deviate from John's phrase-

ology, and fail to correspond with the meaning
of the Lord's word. Lange discerns the trans-

ition, to pursue it no further, when he says :

" It is perfectly in harmony with the optical

relations of all our Lord's utterances, that he
defines the light which enlightens man to be an
influence within him; hence he terms the eye
the light of the body." (This nearly coincides

with that of Grotius : ev avrcc, in oculis ejus,

receptione enim lucis et specierum fit visio.)

* Lange ( ii. 654), on the other hand, goes too

far: 'The whole discourse, the whole simile is

spoken rather with reference to the disciples than

to the Lord." For he begins with himself as the

waker by day, and then sets us walkers by night

in opposition.

f Comp. what we have said upon the t^et, chap,

viii. 12 Lbove.

X Berlenb. Bihel :
" Here Christ begins an inward

application."

^ So in 1 John ii. 10, dKcivSaXov kv avTc2
assuredly does not mean, as De Wette thinks,
" coram or in oculus ejus," as kv vtp^aXuoH,
M itt. xxi. 42. 'Ev vitiy chap. xii. 35 in the p'ural

(which De Wette also adduces), does not by any
means prove that Iv stands here for /nsra. More
pertinent iy ejuoz, 1 Cor. xlv. ll)apud me, »3 lor

<^—but comp. Winer, 31 ed. p. 831). The soft-

ened lux ei non adest, ov (iXlitti rd (p(£?, cannot
by any method be established.

And does not the Lord meke the deepest view
of the figure turn to the inward application ?

Is it not true of him who by his own fault

walks outside his vocation, without the obe-

dient reference to God's will, that is, as here, in

the night, that "without the true light in him,

no light shines upon him?" Shine it ever so

brightly in the heavens, for his eye it exists

not. There is, finally, another interpretation,

which Brandt defends : He has not the light

(naturally) in himself, he cannot in the night,

without light from above, care for, secure, and
direct himself. This is penetrating and true in

itself, but far-fetched as an exposition of this

passage. The whole is well summed up, when
we understand by walking in the night, ac-

cording to Meyer's note, " work equivocal and
without a calling," that is, rendered culpable

by int,ernal neglect of reference to God's will

;

so that the same work which might and should
have been done in God, may be done by him
who has not this light without a call, without
a blessing, and consequently without protec-

tion. This is more than Lsnge's " prolongation
of life obtained by unfaithfulness—haunting
the scene—having outlived himself." For the

idea of an appointed time, with which tho

words set out, is now in contrast—since the
question is to know that time—regarded in-

wardly as confidence and simplicity of walk-
ing: how could any one ever, when his day
has ended, thus wander about? There are

hours of this day, first, followintr, and last, for

distinctive appointed works : Watch for God's
hour, and walk according to it, so wilt thou
never suffer harm, and if thou goest to thy
death, it will be as thy Lord and Master going
to the resurrection of his friend. Only go with

him, even though at first with the mind oi

Thomas. But if thou regardest man alone
and avoidest danger, thou art already wander-
ing in the night, and thy stumbling will surely

find thee in thy weak retreating.

Verse 11. "Not till the Lord has given the

disciples some time to ponder his previous

Word, does he give tmasked a more distinct ex-

planation of his determination ayeiv eii ri/v

^lovSaiay ndXiv—1 will go to Bethai.y, to

Lazarus, and, as I said before, in order that
God may be glorified in his Son. Whatever
doubts may rise as to whether John has re-

produced literally all and every word of Jesus
m h s later discourses, no man can deny
that he has faithfully seized and exhibited the

manner and spirit of our Lord's speech. But
when we now see how simply concise, how
humanly plain and divinely profound, how sub-
limely dignified, were the utterances of our
Lord in connection with such external occur-

rences as this, we may gain courage to take to

ourselves such words—indelibly impressed by
their character, or brought back unaltered to

memory—as to the actual words which pro-
ceeded from his lips (apart from the promise
of the Holy Spirit, John xiv. 26, whether or

not referring to the actual letter). As to this

present word, how entirely and thoroughly
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characteristic is it, with all its plainness and
simplicity ! Have ye then altogether forgotten

our beloved Lazartu and his sickness to the

glory of God, and my glory ? Would ye not

more closely experience the truth and essential

meaning of the word which I spake ; would ye

not sympathize and share in the great event, and
see how my glory is revealed—even thou.'h ye
suppose it has already been manifested ? There-

fore Lazarus is at once mentioned Avithout any
preface ; a name which would, as it were, re-

call to true consideration the fearful disciples
;

and mentioned with the most affectionate

condescension: 6 tpiXoi i)/.t c5 v, " ov.r friend,"

instead of Sy (piXo3, " whom I love. " (Ben-
gel :

" Quanta humanitate Jesus amicitiam
liam suam cum discipulis communicat ! ") He
skepeth—thus the Lord speaks, as if he would
make this last resurrection a remembrancer
of that first awakening of the sleeping maiden.*
From ail antiquity men generally, and the

Israelites especially, had used this euphemism
in speaking of death, yet rather with regard to

its outward appearance, and to throw a softening

veil over the grave ; but this phrase becomes
a new and living one in the lips of our Lord, to

disclose the great promise which had hitherto

slumbered in himself. We find in Job :
" Man

lieth down and riseth not . . . i;or shall they

be raised out of their sleep" (Sept. ayOpooTCoi

xoifiTjOsii ov ftr) dvadrrj—Hai ox lzvnvi6-

Srfdovrat i| vjtyov avrcoy^ chap. xiv. 12)
— but the Jjord promises here in simple

majesty an t^vnyidcoy " 1 w'\\[ awake him:"
To this end I go ! The Ttopsvoiai, I journey.

("go") instead of the former ayoi>M£y, let us

proceed ("go"), is naturally thus explained:

but it contains at the same time the gentle

reproach— Will not ye fearful ones go with me
to our friend, to see his glorious awaking ?t

In this way, for no other expressions at first

could have been ured, did the Lord speak
itfpi rov 5 ay cc T ov avrov, '• of his death ;"

and with the design, if not in the sure expec-

tation, that they would at once understand
him aright. Strauss wonders that they did not

understand him; and no wonder that Strauss

does so, for his perverse wonder is always at

hand. If it had been written that the disciples

understood at once, he would very likely have
thought that improbable. We rational people

reflect that our Lord's categorical ov itfjoi

Bdyarov, "not unto death," would be likely

to create such a misunderstanding, even if

they had been more accustomed than we can
suppose them to have been to such high phrase-

ologv. The Lord had promised, as they thought,

his healing ; and hence they think at once of a

* Driiseke's reference of the Rayins; to the former
words concerning day and night, is nee Hess and
inappropriate ; for the subject there wa,s a night

in which man walk« and siunibles, not in which he
bleeps.

f We cannot see why Luthardt eainsays this.

The Lord plainly says— I co assuredly ; and in

this lies—Will ye not go with me.

favorable crisis follow^ed by a cure.* Not
merely did the d^lay of Jesus, and the expecta-
tion of a coming kingdom for all his friends,

prevent them from contemplating death in

this case; but the declared promise of the

Lord had put it out of their thoughts. They
would indeed be led astray by the circumstance
that the Lord designs to set out expressly for

the purpose of awaking h\m; but as they are

far from any thought of death having befallen

the friend in Bethany, they interpret this

strange word, as an affectionate, and almost a

little jesting way of speaking on the part of

their condescending Master—And I will see

how he wakes up and how he is aftor his

sleep. Or did they (as Do Wctte thinks), sup-

posing that in the design of Jesus the waking
liira was to be the means of his cure, reply to

their Master—It is altogether unnecessary
that thou shouldst go there for that purpose,

as he will already have awaked of himself?

I think not, for such a means of cure was
never thought of. Nor can I see why Luth-
ardt (who likes to press my words to their ut-

most, and here too, leaves out the " almost a
little," in what I say above, thus quickly con-

tradicting himself), should so peremptorily re-

ject the idea of the disciples' receiving the

Lord's words as a pleasant way of saying that

he would go and see how his friend was after

awaking. For I still think that if we consider it

well, we shall find this view more tenable than

Ebrard's Bupposition that they " knew not

wherefore Jesus would disturb his beneficial

condition of sleep—expre-scd their surprise

that he would rouse him from so healthy a

process, since vien are not tcont to awnke sleeping

patients." His controversy with this last say-

ing of Strauss has led him too far, for tliev

could not seriously think of a sleep which

should last till they reached Bethany. But as

the Lord had spoken of going and awaking

him, they seem to adopt the same way of

speaking which they impute to their Master,

and replv—Wherefore awake him? let him

sleep on in tranquillity for a while, and thus be

restored. Their earnest meaning in the back-

ground rested upon tlie fear and hesitation

about entering Judaea and the neighborhood

of Jerusalem which still remained in their

minds.

Verses 14.15. The Lord resolves their mis-

understanding by an answer which meets their

words in a three-fold way. He opposes to their

falsely interpreted ei xExoifitjrat, "if hesleop,"

the undisguised d ne av e r, "he is dead,"

which must have fallen upon th'^m as a thunder-

bolt. As soon, however, as their (jMOt'/af.rai,

"he shall do well," is thus taken away from

them, the Lord abundantly restores it to them

* It is so wpH known that sVep is restorative in

sickne.ss (Ecclus. xx.\i. or xxxiv. 2), th it we need
no rule of the Gemara concern ns sistis of cu-e,

nor any other such learned reference as the hack-

neyed Kayinc of Menander, uffKof 6e itdCtji

kCviv vyieia vudov.
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in the assuring ;^;arp<i3, "I am glad," as re-

gards himself, which promises and pledges a

glorious awakening out of that sleep. Finally,

their un uttered, but latent fearful hesitation is

put to shame, and corrected by the prediction

of an increase ol faith on their part, so that

the ixycjjiiev, may now be restored, after

Ttopisvo/iiai alone had been used in the inter-

val. They who are capable of so thinking

may agree with Lucke and Neander, that a

second message, announcing, unknown to the

ui.sciples, the actual death of Lazarus, is con-

ceivable ; for our own part we reject it on every

ground. It can find no place in the compact
narrative of the Evangelist, who, in ver. 11,

says expressly, xai nerd tovto Xeyat^
"and after that (rather this), he saith ;

" for

that would be a marvellously long /ustcx tovto
after the ravra Eins. It " is an injury to the

divine glory of the Redeemer" to regard him
as speaking thus oracularly and solemnl}' of a

message which he had received, without naming
it—more benefitting Strauss than the historical

Christ. Finally, it is inconceivable that Martha
and I\Iary would have immediately sent the in-

timation of his death—for to what end ? That
the Lord might raise him up ? We read after-

wards that they did not contemplate this, even
when he promised a resurrection, when he
stood before the grave, when he commanded
the stone to be rolled away. Was it that he
might comfort and weep with them? Alas!
their tone of mind ventured not even upon
that ; they were absorbed in that one thought

:

If he had been here—•!* Then, indeed, would
they have prayed him to avert death; then,

indeed, death would not have entered into the

presence of their Lord. Both these, the more
])rofoundly we penetrate them, give us to un-
derstand the Lord's jo?/ at that which was their

sorrow, viz., that he had not been there. The
disciples understood it first, Then would he not

have been able to refuse himself to their pray-

ers and to the work of healing—and there is

some truth in that. But Bengel's words go
deeper :

" It is consonant with divine propi-iety,

that no one is ever spoken of as dead in the

presence of the Prince of Life." If you suppose

that death could not have touched Lazarus in

the presence of Jesus, the language of the two

sis'ei's, vers. 21, 32, attains therehy a more sub-

lime conception. The Lord (as Neander re-

minds us) assuredly does not say that he had
kept aloof in order to allow Lazarus first to

die ; he rather now is glad that, other reasons

having induced his tarrying, it had come to

that. The joy expressly witnesses that this

turn in the event had not been immediately a

design of our Lord. Yet he perfectly well

knew all things from ver. 4 onwards.
The 'ii'a 7n6TEv67jTE, " to the intent ye may

believe," is closely connected, by a transpo-

* As regards any other having brought him the

intelligence, who may interpose such a thought,

instead of reading the Evangelist as Jie intended

to bo read and understood 1

sition of the phrase, with the emphatic 8t
vjuoc?, " for your sakes." Here we have once
more the great word believe; comp. presently
vers. 25, 26, 40. That we should more and
more perfectly believe on him, the Son, in whom
the Father is honored, is not only the end of all

that John wrote, but of all that Jesus did, and
of the way in which he did it. In particular,

he permitted Lazarus, by not going to him, to

die, that he himself, his sisters, the disciples,

and many Jews (ver. 45), might believe in

him—these last beginning their faith, and all

the others deepening and confirming it. We
may leave it undetermined whether the Lord
referred expressly (as Schleiermacher thinks) to

their faith in his own so often promised resur-

rection ; ver. 25, afterwards almost induces
such a consequence. Spinoza in Bayle is re-

corded to have said that if he could believe the
resurrection of Lazarus, he would break his

own system in pieces and become a Christian
;

but we may reply that, conversely, such a
philosopher must first break up his system in

order to be capable of believing. Any thing
like an actual irresistible demonstration that

Lazarus was more than apparently dead was
not possible even for those who were then
present, despite the i'/Sr/ o'^si, " by this time he
stinketh," of Martha, ver 39, and even if their

senses had confirmed her words ; for the efflu-

vium of sickness and that of corruption cannot
in some cases be distinguished. Indeed, as

Schubert says, "putrefaction in individual

members may consist with the ultimate move-
ments of latent life." As the " system " of

Spinoza itself, in opposing all self-deception,

rests not upon any incontrovertible external

or internal lacts, so there are no miracles, in-

ducing faith in Christ, from which, as cpaivo-

fuva, and /3\e7i6m£^<x (visible phenomena),
certain assurance must methodo mathemalim
follow. But for him who has come to faith in

the person of Christ and the testimony of

Scripture concerning him, in the way indicated

John vii. 17, the dne^avEv, " he is dead,"

of the Lord's own lips would be better evi-

dence than all the visa reperta of the medical

faculty.

He is dead; and yet

—

go to him! In this

last Ttpoi avTov is repeated the promise of

the tivTtviC,£iv, or awaking, for the HEHouJrj-

HEvoZ. But tiiat now, after death is plainly

mentioned, the Lord no longer expressly

speaks of ti,VTtyiZEiv or iyEipEtv, v>'e shall re-

solve, with Grotius (who somet-imes is as

subtle in his remarks as Bengel), into a modes-

tia.

John does not tell us what either himself, or

the other leading Apostles, thought or said ia

connection withthis word of our Lord ;
but he

records a highly characteristic saying of the

morbid and hesitating Thomas, equally full

of love and hard of faith. He remains alto-

gether in misconception, even after the misap-

prehension as to the favorable sleep had been

removed : but he does not recede entirely into

ver 8. We have ayaj/usyf "let us go," a,
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third time, coinciding with the first and the

last word of our Lord. It almost appears as if

he would thereby overcome some remaining

distrust and shrinking among the disciples

—

What remains then but that we follow and

be wliere he is ? That //cr' airou, " with

him," does not refer to Lazarus, needs very little

demonstration, though many arbitrarily main-

tain it. Schleiermaciier sayscorrectly, "Thomas
and the other disciples belong not to Lazarus,

the individual common friend, but to the Lord.

"What kind of faith in Christ, and what kind of

devotion to him would it have argued, if

Thomas, in the presence of his disciples, could

liave said that to die with another individual

friend would be a greater satisfaction to him
than to live with the Lord." Liicke has most
briefly and pertinently remarked, that in the

xai r'fMec?,
" us also," spoken to the (jvtiua-

(iTjTali, or fellow-disciples, there is already

contained a 6vy ai'rcJ, "with him," which is

naturally continued in the ^et avrov- He is

the great master, and wedisciples belong to him !

"We may not so quickly rebut the other assump-
tion, that Thomas has so understood the Lord's

ayoojitEy Ttpoi avrov, " let us go to him," as

if the way would lead into the other world,

where Lazarus t!;en was. (So Bengel, who
compares 2 Sam. xii. 13.) We do not declare

this at once to be forced, but perceive an ac-

cordance between this;rpd; avrov andThomas'
words, which cannot be overlooked ; though

we are less inclined to think that he so ex-

pressly interpreted and understood the Lord's

saying, than that his troubled thoughts pre-

maturely impend that meaning upon it.* Thus
are men apt, in such a frame of mind, to dwell

upon the last and most mournlV.l word, pre-

termitting or forgetting all else. Thus Thomas
has forgotten what had been said about aicak-

ing. But Hansteinf incorrectly paints Thomas
when he says, "Now that the iriend in Beth-

any was actually dead, and the Master had de-

termined to awake him, to glorify the name of

God, any further interference would be indec-

orous (and not so before?)—and how un':i!ul

towards the family in Bethany ! lie will go
now and raise Lazarus—so might Thomas
firmly believe (would this 'unbelieving' one
believe what Mary did not believe?)—but with
equally firm assurance that the going to raise

Lazarus would be going to Jesus' own death."

By this example we warn preachers against

neglecting exegesis; and we enter so largely

into Thomas' word, because such expressions of

• The opinion o'" Bartholinus {T)e morbis biblicis)

!s a curio.siiy of learriins! : Thoma.s was hTe afraid

that they might be subject to the contagion of the
body.

f Predi ten uher Lazarui (14th ser. of Erinner-

^f9*n an J. C).

the disciples exhibit the then influence of the
Lord's words in such a manner as to shed a re-

flection upon their present meaning and force

for us.

Lampe'.s psychology is at fault when he here

asserts, "There is something of murmuring
here, in that he does not direct his words
openlv to the Lord himself, but spreads them
secretly among the disciples, and thus seeks to

fill their minds with disquietude and terror."

No, we have not the slightest trace of any such

secret murmuring ; ho docs not design to pro-

duce disaffection in his fellow-disciples' minds,

but to encourage them by his calm ayointv to

obedience. He speaks " without hypocrisy,

but without joy" (Roos). There isnothingof
disquietude and terror, but all is resignation

—

such resignation, however, as mingles some de-

gree of unbelieving doubt with the devotion of

love.* Thus much is true, but there is no
"cowardice in the words under the semblance
of cor.raso," no "alloy of bitterness," as even
Driiseke Is tempted to think ; but the kernel

of all is lovo and devotion. Thus he is the

same Thomas, whose character Hase defines

as " melancholy tenderness "—as in chaps,

xiv. 5 and xx. 25. All must die, his dearest

friends—and himself, then let us die with him!
Let all go as it may

—

tcith him to death! For
if all the hopes of kingdom and life built upon
him come to naught, yet the depei.dence of

love should remain. In such a mingled tone

of mind, neither the desire to die nor the fear

of death is to be altogether involved or exclud-

ed;! it remains an indistinct, uncompleted
word and feeling, as are almost all such ex-

pressions of the various influences upon the

disciples' minds, each according to his charac-

tcr.J But in the midst of his unbelief, it is the

profoundest trust of his heart which speaks,

and which will not separate from him; it is this

which makes it a prophetic and symbolical

word, and therefore it is recordi-d by thn Holy
Spirit through the Evangelist John. M'e, who
have not merely the resurrection of Lazarus
before our eyes, but also the resurrection and
glorification of Jesus, should glorify the trou-

bled word of Thomas into a word of joy for the

following of our Lord—as Siegmund has done
in his classical hymn, which is not an unmean-
ing play upon words, but contains a deeo ty-

pology : Let us with Jesus go—with Jesus sutler

—with Jesus die—with Jesus liee!

* Braune : Wo would ofttimes rather lay us

down weary in ths g.ave, than struggle on in the

glowing hope of faiih.

\ By tliis W9 may correct the assertion of Chrys.

in Klee, that tlio word expresses fear, not desire

!

^ If the Lord's d\ath wero the question, they

could only deprecate it like Peter ; or do uuth hun,

like Thomas (Uolmann, Weiss u. Erf. ii. 26<i).



JESUS AND MAPwTHA. SECOND PRE-ANNOUNCEMENT

;

AND THE LIFE.
THE EESUERECTION

(John xi. 23, 25, 26.)

It is not by a meeting between Jesus and the

profoundly susceptible Mary, that the narrative

conducts us toward the sanctuary of this resur-

rection ; but, before that, by his interview with

Martha, whose soul tarried rather in the outer

court of the life of faith. When Mary is intro-

duced, the still procedure of that interview and
its most touching utterances are interrupted by
the surrounding ox^-o?, or "multitude," of the

Jews ; and thus the intense interest of the

situation, in its conflict between what was most
internal and outward things, between the most
sublime emotions and the ceremonial of common
life and death, is strained to the utmost ; and a
typico-dramatical scene rises before us, such
as belongs to the most beautiful of sacred his-

tory. No Evangelist, and assuredly no legend-

making churcli -consciousness (that nothing
which is now after eighteen centuries invented
to account for the Gospel narratives) either

would or could have constructed such a history

as this, if the facts had not thus taken place

under the direction of that providence which
over-ruled even the prophecy of Caiaphas, and
the evident stamp of which is impressed with
increasing distinctness upon events and words,

when they approach the ^iv6rr/ptov npotpo-
ptKuv (uttered mystery) of the passion of the

Son of God. The pen of John alone, under the

direction of the Holy Spirit, could do justice,

in all its pure and perfect simplicity, to the

narrative which contains the symbol of such a

mystery; we might almost say that it was for

this reason that the Synoptics passed it over in

silence, and left it to hira.

In rigorously historiographic form John first

gives the framework around the Lord's words,

the essential matter of the whole; and, to this

end, he records the state of things which Jesus

jftiuls on his arrival at Bethany, Thus the

EvpEv, " he found," of ver. 17 (strictly belong-

ing to iXBooy, "when he came"), refers, in a

certain sense, to the whole down to ver. 21

;

and it by no means intends to say that the

Lord now first learned that this was the fourth

day since the death of which he himself had
well known. The dead Iriend is in the grave;

many Jews are round the sisters as sorry com-
forters; Martha first hears of his arrival and
hastens to meet him. The interment, contrary

to the early patriarchal and Egyptian custom,

took place speedily after the death, probably for

the sake of avoidmg as much as possible the

Levitical defilement. The topographical state-

ment in ver. 18 gives the explanation of the plen-

tiful visitation of symoalhizers fi-nm the neigh-
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boring Jerusalem, mentioned in ver. 19.* Miser-

able comforters aggravating their deep afiliction,

are most of them, at least, in this week-long
ceremonial of grief. " It seems to have been a
family of consideration," as Hess remarks : more
subtile is Lange's idea, that " some were the

more zealous to be there, as thinking the op-

portunity favorable for recalling a family, which
was well known to be attached to Jesus, from
error to the safe way of ancient Judaism."! So
under the semblance of consolation, ungentle

and afiiicting reflections upon the powerlessness

of Jesus to help might be supposed to have been
hazarded (com p. afterwards ver, 37).

At length in his hour he comes, and as more

than a comforter ; he will show them the glory of

God, and thereby advance towards his own death.

It is obvious enough, and capable of much
amplification, that the distinctive character of

each of the two women appears in their several

deportment, just as Luke has described it; but
we cannot regard it as immediately illustrative

of character, that Mary does not go forth to

meet the Lord. According to Niemeyer, " she

does not appear to notice the first rumor of

his arrival;" but this seems hardly consonant
with the procedure of the event. Schleiermach-

er says that the report of the Lord's arrival had
reached the sisters, but that Mary nevertheless

remained behind on account of those who were
with her in the house; but this is not to be

supposed. We think that the tidings of the

approach of Jesus were brought by some oneJ
to Martha as the mistress ol the house, or, if

it be preferred, as the more accessible ; of this

Mary hears nothing, as ver. 28 evidently shows.

It is highly natural that Martha should at

once go to meet him (the raxv, " as soon as,"

* Tdi Tfsfji Map^av xai Mapi'av, although
the formula in Acts xiii. 13 includes companions,
f^eems to us here to designate simply their persona

(Gr. oi TtEpi and oi auq)i), as the Syr. and Vulg.
translate. Cod. D. omits rd ? rtepi, and Lachmann
gives jrpdS rt'/y. To suppose, with Luthardt,
that they came to comfort the otlier attendant
weepers also, has something strange in it, even if

they are regarded as sorrowful relatives ; while to

make the avzd? refer to Martha and Mary alone,

is still more harsh, after such an interpretation of

rdiTtspi.

f In animadverting upon this thought, merely
cited by me, Luthardt should have attributed it

to Lange and not to Stier.

I But hardly, as Diiiseke thinks, by a disc' pie

hastening forward.
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explains itself) ; and tlM she, busied with the

entertainment and reception of guests and apart

from Mary, should not go first and tell her sis-

ter, and take her with her, is equally natural,

without having recourse to the explanation that
" she forgot it through haste." 'EnaOel^ero is

not intended as llie simple opposite of V7tr}yr7;(5c

(as in Luther—" blieb Sitzen ; " or in Van Ess—" tarried ;

" as many explain it bv the Heb.
3"*ni_); more correctly Do Wettc, Kistemaker,

Allioli—Sho sat in the house, and therefore

heard not, and therefore came not. This ena-
Oe'^sro describes her whole deportment during

these days (Erasmus: " desidebat ") ; it was
varied only by an occasional visit to the grave,

and not, as in the case of Martha, by other

things. Thus did the latter this time also not

find the better part allotted—that of the sitting

in sorrow, and giving heed to the condolences of

friends.*

But let us return to the preliminary colloquy

With Martha. Her obscure and indefinite say-

ing, vers. 21, 22, vibrating between lamentation

and hope, leads him to utter the measured and
concise answer of ver. 23, which, indeed, abso-

lutely promises her brother's resurrection, but
in a general fiituns for the e.xcitement of her

faith. But when Martha evasively misunder-
Btands and retreats, he gives her, in vers. 25, 26,

a great, decisive, and penetrating declaration

—

not so much for application to her brother, as

to awaken her apprehension of that vow present

life which no death can destroy, and of the true

resurrection in the inmost, spiritual meaning of

the word ; and pre-eminoitly to excite within

her the faith that he in his own person is that

resurrection and that life.

Wliat Martha says in ver. 21, and Mary
similarly in ver. 32, shows us what had been

the main thought of these four days; the thought
to which all others led, and into which they

returned from every other consideration. In

the frank truth with which they present them-

sleves before Jesus, the thouG;ht of their hearts

is ihc first woid upon their lips. " Alas ! Lord
—we have thought it and said it a hundred
times since our brother died"—they must tell

him so as soon as they see him. Neither of

them say

—

Our brother; f r with all their sis-

terly communion, each had been individually

and in isolation moved by this thought.! Thus
does poor and mortal man look back with if in

all his heavy trials.J The dark mystery of his

* Since, as Braune remarks, the condoling

fr"ends were received by the members of the

lumily, Bitting.

I Martha's ltE^vi)KEt instead of Mary's aiti-

Sai'B m.ny yory well l)e genuine, in .spite of the

correction wliich would make tliem alike ; for

RVich a Fubtilc variation (the force of which we can

feel) is quite in harmony with sacied cliaracteriza-

tiori.

I It is wrong, however, to insinuate here a tone

of vain wishing: Ah, had^t tl.ou—then misht—

!

as in the Loudon Ucb. j\'. T. we find i^) with ^ fol-

lowing it.

not coming, to whom they had sent the intelli-

gence and their request, is afterwards expressed
"oy Mary as the simple and sole outpouring of her
heart; the less simple Martha, on the other
hand, seems to be reflecting at once that the
Avords might appear to involve a reproach
directed against the Lord, or a murmuring at

providence.* Not that slie had indeed t1io::ght

of any reproach or questioning, for she says
nothing about wherefore, and not even—Hadst
thou come. Of the message he had sent, she
does not venture to think, much less to mention
it. Did he err this time in his promise—" This
sickness is not unto death?" Did he purpose
to send the healing power with his word, and
d.d it fail in coming? Such questions con-

cerning the. dread mystery had departed, had
been lought away, by the time the fourth dav
came, so that only the question of ver. 21
remained ; but now that she had said this m
his presence, all these rise again to the quick

thought of Martha, and she begins to be careful

whether he might not have so understood her.

Therefore, instead of letting him speak, she

herself continues (a venial unseemline.?3 which
Mary's tender nature could not have fallen into)

and improves upon her own words. All is

perfectly true to the thoughts of her own
neart. The sterling expression of great confi-

dence in ver. 22, already seems to border on

the Lord's own word, ncivTozi nov anoLEii,

"Thou hearest me always" (ver. 42); but;

Martha has not so elevated a meaning, she

apprehends the airslv ruv Ssov, "ask of

God," in somewhat too human a sense (Bcngel

:

" Verbum minus dignum "), almost as if she did

not yet recognize in him the Son of God, like

tlie man born blind in his similar words, chap,

ix. 31.

But tchat does she really mean, that Jesus

might ask and God would give? It is in vain

to wish to remove from the words the hope of

miraculous help, even now after her brother was

dead.f Brandt's Bibel : " She thereby only inti-

mates that her faith in him, and in the special

favor with which he was regarded by God, was

not shaken by what had taken place. Note

well this noble self-renunciation in her faith !"

Did she then merely mean to say—Although

thou hast permitted my brother to dip, and

hast not this time done what we begged of tliee,

yet I do not doubt on tiiat account that thou

canst generally ask of God what thou wilt?

This would be a strange avowal, anil we feel

» It must be considered t'lat the brother, as be-

fore observed, might have died before Jesus couM
liavo come, l.umanly spenking. On this hupi)o.si-

tion, there could not poss'bly have been any re-

proach involved ; and nothing remans but jture

lamentation that ho had not l)oen there ;'as Luth-

ardt .'ays, in opposition to LUcke). S^iH tlie la-

mpntation has a tone which boideis on the com-

plain ng question
—

"Wliy was it .so ?

f Thus e.
ff.

Schleieimachfr reads, a^a'nst, fbo

1 literal words : If thou hadst been here, God wou.d

I have given thee the life of our biolber.
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how artificial is such a connection with ver. 21,

without any further refutation. Still more ut-

terly objectionable is Fikenscher's notion that
" there is here a continuation of the artless

lamentation—Thou raightest have prayed for

Lpzarus at the right time, and have saved

him." All this is contradicted by the <x\Xd

Hai vvv, " but even now." What shall we
say then? Is it forbidden to refer these words

to the possibility of the dead man's being raised,

because Martha presently afterwards, in ver

24 and again in ver. 39, has no presentiment of

it? By no means. As she is suddenly be-

thinking herself to retract the reproach which

might be implied in her words, and in so doing

recalls the promise of ver. 4, out of this rises an

instantaneous hope which brightens her sus-

ceptible thoughts: she utters her feeling at once,

vague through timidity, yet strong enough

;

but she scarcely herself knows what she says, in

the sudden excitement of her fleeting presenti-

ment. It is, as it were, a return to her earlier

hopes be'^ore her brother's death, and ^he seems

to forget in her confusion the aTCeOave, " had
died." Yes, Martha is at this point a heroine

in faith*—but only for a moment, during the

brief continuance of the involuntary presenti-

ment which the Lord's presence had excited
;

the spark is soon all but extinguished, and
the Lord begins to fan it again into life.

VerS9 23. We have fully expounded her

long and wavering appeal, in order that the

Lord's sublime ani concise words in reply may
be brought out in the stronger relief Bchleier-

macher's turning it into a question—" Dost thou

mean that thy brother is to rise again?" is

passing strange, and not worth serious reflec-

tion. 'A^'a6^7}(Je^a^, " shall rise again," comes
first, and then follows the sympathizing 6

dSsXqjo? dov," thy brother" [which stands

last in the Greek], which enters into ver. 21.

This, without further entering into her vague
expression, is his sole lucid word, his first greet-

ing, ofl'ered as soon as she gives him oppor-
tunity. Could not Martha, if she received these

words as an immediate answer, which ihey

really were, fully understand what he designed

to do, what he himself thought of in so speak-

ing? "Now, if thou dost ascribe this power to

me, I will xai vvv, ' even now,' ask that thy
brother rise again." He does not, indeed, say

this; or even—I will awake him. Thinkest
thou, then, that I cannot do this? or—Yea,
verily, the Father giveth me, as thou sayest,

r11 that I ask. We feel the serene depth of

the union of majesty and lowliness in the single

dvadtTJdErai instead of all such words. Yes,
John^ thou hast drawn thy Christ to the very
life- I must confess that I do not share Al-
ford's doubt :

" I have to learn whether dva-
6ri)6ETai in this direct absolute sense could be
used of his recall to human life." Therefore
" these words of our Lord contain no allu.-ion

* Pfenninger makes his Nathanael say-
limself bhistied at this."

' John

to the immediate restoration of Lazarus ; but are

psedagogically used, to lead on to the requisite

faith m her mind." But to me it appears that

the meaning of the answer in ver. 25, coming
home to the immediate present, requires the

common interpretation—that this awaking of

Lrzan/8 as an exceptional and typical case may
well be termed a resumdion.
We very much doubt whether Martha speaks

the words of ver. 24 as " doubting, inquiring,

and hoping."* The great unqualified word
" rise again" is too strong for her thoughts to

connect it with the p'^se?!^ ; she starts off and
declines into the common faith and the common
phrase—At the last day. She speaks " half

susceptibly, half despondingly"—as Strauss for

once well says. Her susceptibility to the Lord's

meaning is in fault when she commits by a
second oil)a, "I know " (a word in no case quite

becoming in the presence of the 5i5«'(>KaA.oS,

or Teacher), a yet greater impropriety than
that which she had just repaired. " This I
well know"—and even without thy new assur-

ance—is her answer to the sublime promise;

as if the Master had only administered the cur-

rent common-place of consolation. " But what
does this avail my life, now bereaved of my
brother? It is long till then!" Lampe :

" This
is a very frequent infirmity of Christians, that

they would selfishly wish to bring back their

dead to the cares of this life, rather than leave

them in the peaceful possession of nearer com-
munion with God." Or it might be said : This
is the weakness of immature faith, that it is

unable to go beyond the limits of this short

life ; and that the consolation which can be
brought from the last day into the present

scenes of sorrow is but faint and unreal. We
may indeed, with Lampe, find more excuse for

Martha than for Christians of our day ; remem-
bering her Old-Testament position generally,

and her expectation of the coming kingdom of

Jesus—which she would distinguish from the
tdxdzi;} I'juspa, or "last day." But it maybe
asked. Wherefore interpret her words in any
evil sense ? Why not understand them, " Yea,
verily, I do assuredly stay my soul upon this,

that it hath pleased God and thyself to permit
my brother to die." But the oi8a, " I know,"
of op]X)iiition in them does not permit this.

The Holy Spirit does certainly in this word of
the most instructive narrative mark out a
typical expression of that weakness of spirit

which itself removes into the far distance the

consolation of the resurrection, and in the la-

mentation of bereavement declines to take
comfort from it. This also requires us to re-

* So Lange, and similarly the Berknh. Bibel:
" She v."ould give it to be understood thaf, she
would fain know whether tlie meaning of Je«us'
words only pointed to tliat final day, and whether
he would not also show his power in a specific

manner at tlie present time." Similarly Lamne,
and almost in the same words. Neander also

:

" This I well know
; but I wished to hear some-

thing else from thy lips."
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gard the historical truth in her case as corres-

ponding to such a type.*

Verses 25, 26. The»e tcorda are, properly

speaking, the centre of the chapter and of the

whole history ; not the miracle of bodily res-

urrection, which indeed Avas to serve for the

confirmation of this testimony in the mouth of

Jesus, of this reiterated kyoo eijjt, " 1 am," but
for which, on the other hand, the Lord would
fain have found a preparatorv faith, grounded
on the word already received The right ap-

prehension of the two clnusen, the remarkable in-

terchangeable expression of which forbids us to

regard them as tautological, depends, thougli

this is too often overlooked, upon the right

view of the two words which precede: 7/

dyadradti xai >; <?(w»/, " the resurrection

and the life," is, as it were, the theme, which
is then unfolded in two parts. It is clear, at

the outset, tliat the connection requires us first

of all to understand bodily resurrection, forver.

25 aims to surpass Martha's words in ver 24 :

•what her languid failh refers to the distant

futurity, so that its power of consolation is en-

feebled, the Lord ofTers as in himself for the

immediate present; by his emphatic f////', in

the place of the future, and by the impressive

question wiiether she believed thntA he excites

und demands her present living faith in his

own person, as bringing that future time into

the present, as making the Tb^n no other than

the NiW. " As an answer to Martha the words
have the re-assuring meaning—I am his (thy

brother's) awakener, and give him his life

again! for we find that he was his awakener
as the narrative goes on. and did actually give

him his life again" (Hanstein). But this

meaning of the answer, as sufficing for Martha's

immediate care, does not exhaust its meaning,

as it involves a deeper principle upon which
even her consolation was grounded ; still less

does it exhaust the depths of this great testi-

monv as intended for all future faith in the

speaker of these sublime words.

What relation, then, subsists between the

one double-idea resurrection and life? We can-

not ."sav. with Liicke. that tiio ^oj?/, " life," is

the positive restiltof the dvctdradii, " resurrec-

tion "—for that is too external a sen.se, even in

the case of Martha, whose meaning was to be

surpassed ; but conversely, the Lord profoundly
reveals the life existing in himself and passing

from him to all believers, as the cause and sure

principle of all resurrection. More correctly

Olshausen :
" The resurrection is no other than

• Draseke :
" In the circumstances, this answer

would be incomprphensihle, if the iiirom[)rehf'nsi-

ble hea' t of man did not make it intolliuHdp, Jffr/f-

fitth ahviiys doc-: wlia' Martha lifro floes. Wlnt
one hand iiiv s, tlie otlior takes l)a<-k. What lies

bt.aiaht before it, is sought in the tar distance."

I Christ here comes forw.ird in the place of the

livins, life-civing God : comp. D -ut. xxx. 20,

where Luther iirob.ilily mistrans'.ates the XlH
t)'>n ; tlie Vulg. givea it plainly, ' Ipse est euini

Tita taa."

the P,a)ii in conflict with the 5aVarro?." Con-
sequently, I am the resurrection, hecause I am
the life; further, as I am the life, in the same
most internally true, and already availing
sense. According to this alone can we dis-

tribute the progressive meaning of the two ex-
planatory clauses ; in which the Lord proceeds
in such a manner as to appropriate first the

common phraseoloey and view of death, in

order then to exhibit all so-called death as

abolished through his life in the case of all who
believe on him. We may thus embrace the
two clauses, with Lange, provided we rightly

understand and interpret :
" The dea<l will live

again, the living will never die." But we must
be on our guard against narrowing and weak-
ening the former clause. The extreme of this

we may illustrate by the words of the paradox-
ical though generally orthodox Michael Weber,
who maintained :* " The words 6 TtiGvEvoov—
^t'/dsrat are not a common-place, but contain a
historical reference to thz deail Dmints, tlie friend

of Jesus; thus—lie, thy dead brother, wlio be-

lieved in me (for it is not said ndi 6 nidTEvojv,
but 6 TtidTEvoov without ndi) shall return to

life (not in the last day, as thou didst think,

but this very dav) ; but the words which fol-

low, yai ndi 6 ^ooy—ei? tuv aioova, arc not
to be historically explained ; they pertain to

all the servants of Christ." Oh, no ; although
there is some truth in this most immediate
application to Lazarus, yet we feel that o nt-
drevcoy, "he that believeth," even without the

subsequent nd?, " every one," mu.'t be spoken
in the same witnessing and promising fensc

throughoutchaps. v. and vi.,the words of wiiiclv

are here, as it were, condensed into a compact
epitome. (Ver. 26, especiallv, is an ceho of clian.

viii. 5L) How then shall we explain this?

The Hay dnoOdvy, " though lie were dead,"
contains a condescending admission which is

assuredly designed to testify that bodilv death,

the fruit of sin, is not altogether abolished

even by the redeeming grace and victorious

life of Christ; but the ^t'/deron, "shall live,"

immediately penetrates much deeper in its

preparatory reference to the second clause,

being not merely one and the same with the

first dyadTTidErai, "shall rise again," in the

place of which i* now stands, any more than
the meaning oixav dno^)dy>;i is to be restricted

(as in Sepp) to—Even if he have died ! Thus
we do not accord with the interpretation of

Bengel, however attractive its semblance of

profoundity mav make it: "The former deals

with the case of believers dying before the death

of Christ; for instance, Lazarus. The latter

title treats of the case of believers falling

asleep after the death of Christ. The death of

Christ deprived death of its power. Before the

death of Christy the death of Micvers was d-ath ;

after tlie death of Christ, the death of believers

is not death."t Such an interpretation of the

* In the Ilalle Weihtachtxnrogramin for 1823 :

Paradox

—

'O ly XpidrtZ ovx. dno^vi'jdHFi.

\ He boldly added, " It is credible that all who
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two distinctive periods of the Old and the
New Testaments, and of the dvadradi?, as

disclosed in all its fulness of meaning, and in

all its power by the Lord's own death, is very
far removed from the plain reference of these

•words in which Martha receives her answer

;

no such allusion is contained in the dvddradii
xai cioor'i, and the f-ini, " am," has assuredly no
such mysterious edo/itat, " shall be," in its

background. Still less can we distribute the
meaning of the Lord's two-fold assertion in the
way which Klee adopts :

•' All have their life

directly from him, and as he here imparts the Vfe

of time, so there he will impart the life of eter-

nal blessedness. The words obviously point to

these distinctivelv. Ver. 25 refers to life tempo-

ral. Ver. 26 to Ife eternal."
No, the former clause itself passes over, as

we have said, into that same meaning cf life

which is alone its true and essential meaning ;

that in which the Lord speaks, in chaps, v. and
vi. as in all this Gospel, of life in and from him-
self, the fruit of his disciples' faith ; and we
may refer to all that is there said upon the re-

lation between the temporal and the spiritual

meaning of the word. It is not to be imagined
that Jems would here or any where give that
name to a mere physical resurrection from death.

He that believeth in me—this is his meaning

—

shall receive at once, in and through this faith,

in me, a life which death cannot invade and de-

stroy
; just as, and because, it will be demon-

strated that I am the life by my conflict with
death and victorious resurrection. It is not so

much—Even though he die, he shall live again;
as—He shall live on, he can never cease to live.

On that account it h ^//dsrai, " shaM live,"

instead of dvadrT/dsrat, " shall rise again,"

and this of itself is a denial of the ditoBvy)-

dHsiv, or dying, even while the word is used :

so that the true paradox runs thus

—

nay
dito^^dvi;), ov uv dTto^dv^ : " He that be-

lieveth on him, lives even if he dies ; death

touches not even his inmost life, it has be-

come a sleep (ver. 11) ; and he that liveth

and throughfaith in him has heen raised rip into a

new life can no more be aflfected by death, /w
he lives an eternal and imperi,shdble life which death

can do no more than sublimate and perfect " (Von
Gerlach).

In these excellent words we have, at the

same time, the only correct interpretation of

the ensuing xai Ttdi 6 ^cSv, " and whosoever

at that time saw with faith Jesus Christ, and

died bef re his death, were nmons t' ose who r'^se

aga:n, as descrihed in Matt, xxvii. 52, 53." TVe

might with equal propriety extend this stranse in-

terpretation of the promise in Sf/CjF.rai (future,

death having; yet the (dominion) to all who before

the manifestation of Christ believed in hm as to

come, and include their redemption from the

kinsrdnm of the dead; we mis;ht, similarly, extend

it further to multitudes who have gone hence with

a like fdes imphcita towards Christ, regarding the

second daue as distinguishins; from them all

who in this life were raised to the full life of

faith.

liveth," which, strangely enough, the 8am«
writer immediately tries to overturn when he
says: "In the second half of the clause (jr/j-)-

soever liveth) Jesus turns to those itill in life

who were then hearing him, Avith a mighty
challenge, full of promise, to faith in himself"
The ^dov, " liveth," of the second clause, which
is founded upon that of the first, is ordinarily
but improperly regarded as referring only to

living upon earth in the common sense. So
Augustine, 2'ract. xlix. " Omnis qui vivit in
carne et credit in me." Euthymius and The-
ophylact even referred it specifically to the sur-
viving members of the family, in opposition to

the already dead Lazarus ; and De Wette
thinks their explanation at least "not amiss."
Then comes Grotius, who finds a Hebraism
here: " Quisquis vivens (vitam hanc mundi
scilicet) mihi confidet"—as if the Old-Testa-

ment ^n"?3 could be reproduced hei'e. Alas'

even Bengel takes the same view, misled by
the semblance of strict antithesis (as is Alford

too) :
" That liveth, namely, this present life of

the body; the antithesis is, even though he die,

ver. 25." But he has failed to perceive that

the Lord, after he has gone beyond i\\Q ordinary

meaning and use of the dTroOypdueiv, " dying,"

by introducing ?,tj6ETai, " shall live," cannot

possibly have returned again to the ordinary

meaning and use of the <?J77')
"live." 01s-

hausen's remark is decisive, that if the ^wk
is to be understood of physical life, then ex anti-

theto the meaning must be accepted that the

believer should not physically die. Thus Liicke

is not justified in denying that o <5oJk implies

a continuous resumption of the meaning of

^7')6irat. Lampe :
" Doubtless, the Lord here

understands life of the same kind which had

been spoken of before, that is, spiritual life."

The never dying again /^^Wows directly from the

possession of this life. The formula might be

resolved into a ev did dvo2v (hendiadys) : He
that liveth through faith,* or he that livingly

believes ; still better, the xai may be taken as

a retrogressive because, just as in the previous

nV«(jra(;z? Ka/' 5ft5?;, "resurrection and life."

All these reductions to our modei'n phraseol-

ogy, however, correspond but imperfectly with

the full expressiveness of the savings in their

original oriental-biblical form. 'The position of

ihentdTEvoov, "believeth," in the seran^Z place

might be regarded as implying the condition

that he who had received life in the Lord must

preserve his faith to the end ;
but we leave this

to the reader's own feeling.t Suffice it, that

* Theod. Mopsuest.: o <?c5k /XEvd ti}'; eH kui
TtidVEGOZ.

t But when Luthardt says, in his frequently too

rigorously literal sty'e of critic'sm, that no expo-

siFor but Stier would find in the position of jfr-

dzEvoav the condition of living in f;xith to the end,

I may remark that Lange's interpretation of the

second clnuse is es.'entialtv no other: " But in as

far as faith has become effectual in his life " (only

I mine is more precise, Faith has become his true
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he who lives in Jesus by faith hath in himself

the principle of the dyd6ra6i?,oi the final vic-

tory over death; death must lose all its power

and be abolished in him. He cannot and will

not (as Lange says) " sink again into the es-

sential ground of death "—or in more scriptural

language, there is no hades that can hold his

spirit (Actsii. 24).*

In these words, " we hear, as it were, a

prelude of our Lord's own resurrection" (Her-

der). Thus speaketh he on the way to his

own closely impending death. But he utters

this tycc eipt, "I am," in perfect devotion to

the TTtdret'oyrt?, or believers; he promises

also to them tliat which is sublimely self-un-

derstood in relation to himself. Nothing dis-

tinctively appropriate to Lazarus is contained

in the savings of vers. 25, 26; the promise that

he should rise again retires before a far higher

and comprehensive truth to which the Lord
would elevate the doubting, faltering Martha

;

he turns her attention from her brother lying

in his grave to himself, the present life-giver,

the present resurrection of all who believe.

Not, however, that she is to resign the hope of

an immediate, present fulfillment of the prom-
ised ciya6rti6FTai u dSsAepo? 6ov, " thy bro-

ther shall rise again"—she is encouraged
firmly to expect in faith towards Christ a most
glorious realization of this assurance. Hence
the ovx eiTtuv 6li of ver. 40, points back to

these words.

Believest thou Ihis f that is, that I am the

resurrection and the life. Then shall it be
found true in the case of thy brother, who, be-

lieving in me, and as my "friend," has died.

Her answer shows that Martha ihus rightly

understood the indescribably penetrating and
mightily stimulating question. But we, when we
read it, must think of the multitudes who avow
and even preach that Jesus is the resurrection

and the life, and who. nevertheless, properly
speaking, Micte it not, or only languidly be-
lieve it. It is for their sakes that the Lord
here once for all uttered that gracious, but
piercing and convicting question—Tl/tfreuf??
ToCro; that it might forever penetrate all

such unbelieving hearts. His own resurrection

has now put i Is profoundest emphasis upon this

question. Tiius, though no Lazaruses may
any longer be raised up, and we are left at the

grave to seek our consolation in the last day,

yet the Lord gives us here to understand what
is the true "resurrection," and shows that it is

to be experienced in the new life of his believ-

ing saints. When the dead bury their dead,

leave them at first to their cries and lamenta-
tions until the claims of that anguish are satis-

fied; and then let the voice of a preached
Gospel sound into the sorrow, it mav be to the

awakening of the dead who are burying their

dead. But when the living bury his living—
nothing should be heard but resurrection-joy,

no traces but of that should be lelt. So it

would lie., but that our faith is often but too

weak in the midst of the sorrows of death. It

is for us to strengthen it forever by the great
truth—" I am the resurrection and the life !

"

the comforting power and the convincing force

of which can never be sufficiently either ex-
pounded or felt. When the angel Jehovah at

the burning bush called himself the God of

Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, the living God of

all who had died in peace but who still lived to

him, that was indeed a great word, but it was
spoken out of the darkness, and its assuring
truth could burst forth into life only after the
passing away of more than a thousand years.

But here the great word in the lips of Jesus is

riiightier still, and is spoken out of the light it-

self; for here stands that same covenant angel,

the Eternal Son as man in our hodij, on the way
to die for us in the grave of humanity ; and he
graciously asks our faith in his

—

Iam he! All
other grounds of immortality and longings for

resurrection-life receive their realized confirma-
tion only in the firm faith in his person and his

word

—

I! Here we gladly bring to mind tho
words of Ullmann, coming from the very heart

of faith, in which John Paul's saying, " Were
there no other, yet Christ is Providence!" is

repeated and raised to higher grandeur—Wero
there no other, he must be the resurrection I

THE SEPULCHRE, THE STONE, THE THANKSGIVING TO THE FATHER, THE
RAISING.

(John xi. 34, 39-44.)

ifartha's nnswer.with its earnest, though only
hall-midersfood confession, may be comDareiJ
•with that of Simon Peter (chap. vi. 69) ; there

life), "there is no more djath possible to it" Hii
656.-.

* Tliis is in truth somethinji quite different from
what Weis^e, in accordanc? wiili the way in which
such e.xpostors use tlie Scripture, horp finds, \\z.,
" Only unrobed natuies are iiamortal /

"

is something more of evasion, however, in her
case, since she does not understand the " livino'

though ho die," and the "never dying," even
30 witU r.3 Peter did the words which liad been
spoken ocncerning the ficsh and blood of the
Son of Man going up again int) heaven. In
both instances, meanwhile, the gist of the con-
fession is—Even that which I cannot under-
stand must neverthclefis be quite true, for one
thing is quite certaiu to me, that thou art the
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Son of God. As the man who had been blind
{)romised Jesus beforehand that he would be-
ieve on the Son of God, because he already
more than suspected Jesus to be he, so do such
souls as Peter's and Martha's believe (in their
several ways) beforehand in that eternal life of"

which the words of Jesus speak, without com-
prehending all at Once the when, the where, the
how, or the secrets of God's power in the nsur-
reciion which precedes. The first yea of Martha,
consequently, js spoken with absolute subject-
ive truth, although she does not know that she
is uttering it very much as the disciples did in

Matt. xiii. 51. Indeed, Martha does no more
believe in the full meaning of the Tovro,
" this," of the Lord's question, than the dis-

ciples there understood all that he had been
saving to them; but the orr dv £t 6 Xptdro?,
"that thou art the Christ," which she avows
instead, admits and includes all that he would
testify and do as such. She marks out his per-
son in her confession by the three several pre-
dicates which were known to her;* to the
general popular term by which the Jewish
expectation was expressed, she adds the decla-

ration which was but obscurely if at all appre-
hended by the Scribes and learned of the day,
that that Christ was also the Son of God; and
both^ are conclusively supplemented by the o
^pxofisvoi^, "which should come," of expecta-
tion now fulfillpd. This is not, indeed, as Lu.
ther has it—Who is come (Vulg. "venisti");
but as always—Who was to come ; yet the 6v
et includes his having come, and hence Eras-
mus gives it best—" Qui venturus erat" ("who
was to come). It is not now that she begins
to believe all this ; but the irsTridrevHa, " J

believe" [I havebelievedl. means actually that
conviction which the Lord knew she had long
felt, and which prompted the ^first xvpts, or
"Lord," of ver. 21, although then in ver. 22
her hesitation had not permitted her to use
Toy irare'pa, "Father," instead of tov Beor,
"God."t
Now she is prepared ; she pauses not in con-

templation, evidently has no repose of mind for

any longer continuance in such high words and
things. Quasi rehenegesta(&s if the matter were
well dispatehed) she becomes Martha again

;

* " Her fervor and energy of mind had brought
at once into combination all that was said con-
cerning the Saviour, all the three tokens and
signs of his character " (Braune). This is quite
true. Luthardt (i. 122) imputes to me the exposi-
tion, that Martha would swiftly dispatch the mat-
ter, and therefore said at once all that she could
say, not tarryins in the believing contemplation
and adoration of the person of Jesus ; but this is

one instance among many of his own habit of
swiftly d'spatching his notice of my meaning.
Where have I said this 1

Hezel. who imderstood by the last day of ver.

24, " the Messianic period after the termination of
the Mosaic," would thence prove that that period
had been still far in the future to Martha, and
therefore again that she had hitherto not regarded
Jesus as the Messiah.

she bethinks herself of the propriety of sain-

moning her sister, forgotten before in the hurry
of her going forth to meet the Lord, and ex-

presses that summons as if it was a direct com-
mission from the Master. We by no means
think, with most people, that Jesus had actu-

ally spoken any such words (Pfenninger:
" Where is thy sister ? "), for John would have
related it. But she thinks. What the Master
now speaks is rather for my sister*—and re-

gards his presence and his thus speaking as an
indirect calling for that disciple wiio had been
so peculiarly susceptible to his instructions.

T%erefore we have now SiSadxaXoi, " Master"
[Teacher], instead of Hvpioi, " Lord."t She
calls her secretly, in order to prevent the con-

course of Jews, who were in part opposf^d to

Jesus, and whose presence certainly would be,

in her estimation, an interruption. Murij came
quick'y ; and this is mentioned only in her case

(without altogether denying it, however, of

Martha's vTtijvTtjdsv), because ih& double fact,

that Jesus was there, and that he had to send
for her, gave wings to Clary's haste. Jesus
remained without, he had not at once gone,

nor did he now go into the hou^e of mourning,
nor even into the villagf^; he would doubtless

avoid encountering at once the multitude of

guests ; but he did not aim, as Hess assumes,
to secure as much privacy as possible for the

performance of the intended miracle. For he
well knew that Lazarus was in his grave, and
that many comforters would be there, the in-

evitable witnesses of the resurrpctinn. Conse-

quently, we prefer saying with G. Miiller, that,

"at the raising of Lazarus, he seemed to make
it his aim, for the satisfaction of all the de-

mands of his enemies, to perform this most
wonderful of all his miracles in the most public

manner possible."^ Comp. ver. 42. In this

both ancient and modern expositors concur.
" He repaired immediately to the neighborhood
of the grave," as Lange tells us, deducing this

rightly from the circumstance that in ver. 31
the Jews understood Marv's way to him to be
her way to the grave. If any thing is per-

ceived in this contrary to the custom which
required that the mourners should be visited

in the house, it makes the specific design the

* " She cannot sustain the force of this great

declaration. It is too much for her. Tlipu bcsan
she to find her need of h^r hitherto forgotten

sister. Mary must hear this. It was for her
above all others " (Driiseke).

t "They have no other master; and this f iend
of the family is thus sufficiently designated"
(Braune). " Ita solebant inter se loqui <le J-su "

(Bengel). Here again I am at one with Luthardt,
although he charges upon me the idea that it was
merely in allusion to the previous distinctive rela-

tion of Mary to Jesus as hearing his words, tliat

SiSddKaXoi is used. This is doing me injus-

tice.

X Tom Glauhen der Christen, i. 401. Diiiseke de-
rives the same from Jesus' own word—I go that I

may awake him ; and adds, " The hero cannot be
absent from the scene of his exploits."
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more obvious, and this is the meaning of

er. 30.

The miserable comforters will not allow the

poor bent mourner to weep as heretofore, alone

at the prave ; fhey persecute her, as it were,

with their unfeeling presence and sympathy.
8he herself ha.s no other word for Jesus at first

than her sister's ,* but more simple than Mar-
tha, the adds no apologetic reflection to the

expression of their common grief and perplex-

ity ; instead of that the falls in full devotion at

his feet, which says much more than Martha's
hastily satisfied reflections ; she understands
her own words in a much deeper sense—" Yea,

verily, where thou art no man can die ! " It

goes to her very heart that he should have had
to send and sutnmon her, and this it is which
throws her in the profoundest lowliness of de-

pendence at his feet.

Verse 34. The simple word here spoken
by our Lord springs, according to John's re-

port, from a strong emotion, the precise charac-

ter of which has given great trouble to the ex-

positors, and especially to those who are them-
selves deficient in that penetratmg sympathy
with the occasion which alone leads to a right

understanding. We must not shrink from

a close inspection of this kvefipini}6aTo,
" groaned. " All whom Jesus now sees around
hira are weeping—good and bad, friends and
enemies; for the sadness of death overpowers
them all.f But it was when he saw Mart/ also

weeping that the measure of overpowering in-

fluence upon even the Son of God in the flesh

was full—what an exquisite feature in the pic-

ture is this! Of what nature, then is his emotion?
B|Jt^alo^, /Spinaivoo, fifttudoixat, fiptnooiiat,

all from /i/3/'/<v (power, strength, anger, threat-

ening), signify in their derivative meaning to be

angry, to rebuke, to threaten, to express ve-

hemently, quite corresponding with tne Latin

fremere. Hence kn(i(jind6')ai here assuredly in-

dicates a gravis animi commotio (deep commotion
of mind) which it is vain to require our under-

standing in sensu molliore (m a milder sense).

The Vulgate has "infremuit;" but the Heb.
New Testament incorrectly njS»^. (In Lsa.

xvii. 13 for 1V3 Symm. has hi^ptuddOat,
Aquila kitirtucry—in Psa. xxxviii. 4, for W\V
both have infip. In the N. T. see Matt. ix. 30

;

Mark i. 43, xiv. 5 ) Since, however, anger, at

this time of general weeping, appears hardly

consonant with our Lord's character, recourse

has been had to a subordinate meaning, " to

mourn ;" and Olshausen precipitately declaros

this sufficiently established by its correspond-

* Lufharrlt add*. " It is prohaWv not immater'al

tlia" ^ov is pl.if-efl first in her wnnls. while in ver.

21. on the other hand, it is only appended to

a<5£A.rpd5."
I

t Thou art ashamed to vefp beforehand at the

thought of thy own coming grave
;
but would not

lliat be better' more profitable, and more sincere

than merely the common weeping with those who
weep 1

ence as to this two-fold meaning with the
Hebrew C)yT. This last may be true (see T:!o-

luck) in itself, but it decides nothing as to the
Greek usage ; since we cannot find in the
Septuagint, ht^pt^ddSat used for sorrow,
though we find in Lam. ii. 6 lufipt/itt'nart

opyi/i for iBN'Oyn. The old Greek expositors

of John understand in mass no other than the

being angry ; Liicke admits thi.s invariability

of the usage, although he afterwards decidos

for "a truJness bordering on displeasure." We
agree with Lainpe, who condemns the multi-

tudes of expositors whom Grotius represents,

"who eonfnmd thU indignation of our Lord
with his tears"—and maintains his own well-

grounded protest, " Sed obstat constans verbi

usus" (But the constant use of the word is

against it). For the word was never regarded
by the old standard lexiocographers as having
the two-fold meaning of anger or sorrow ; and
this may be observed bf^fnrehand against

Lange's opinion. Thus, " Vehementer indie-

natus est" (He was greatly indignant).

Stra\iss in this case is quite right. It is an
emotion of anger and not of grief. But where-
fore ? Not because of the enmity of the Jews
who flocked round according to tiie petty inter-

pretation of Michaelis, Storr, and Kuinol, who
seem not to have read the r,j; ei.^sv, " when
he saw," of ver. 33. Nor is he angry with the

weepers because they weep in their weakness,

for that is opposed to the eentle love which al-

wavs accompanies our Lord's majestv ; and
hence we find no nri^ro??, "at thpm," added.

Cyril and Euthymins (see in Liicko) rpferind

it to an internal process of self-conflict, in

which the Lord vehemently repelled and sup-

pressed the strong svmpathy of his human na-

ture which disturbed him* But rqj nyF.vuart,
" in spirit," is not to be taken as a dative,

marking the ndOo? (passion) which the Lord
rebuked ; for this would be to oppose the

meaning of the word TTi'fJM/nr, " spirit," and to

forget the parallel Irdpalfv iavrov, "was
troubled." Nor can we bv any means under-

stand that the emotion which our Lord miglit

suppress, could be the pure and holy sympathy
of grief. We trace, however, in these ancient

attempts to find the object of this displeasure

in Jesus himself, the right clue to that meaning
which alone we regard as the true one. That is

almo'it the same (for in tlie definition of deep

feelings individual expressions are not easily

adjusted) with Lange's view, which corrects

his former opinion f—a strong feeling of volun-

tary counteraction to the mi^lity influence

upon himself of the tumultuous scene of sorrow.

* This verse is ncain taken up by Merz {Stud,

dcr ll'iutemherg. GeUllichkrit, 1844, p. 66">.

t In the fourth volume of his miscellaneous

works. He tb'^re decided for a mixture of anger

and sorrow
;
justifyitig the former, and approxi-

malively interpreting the whole ariclit. His flnd-

i ing sorrow in the fjt/3piud<i0ai waa contrary to

1 the genius of the language.
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But Lange should have said (what others also

omit) that Bengel was upon the same track.*

It is assuredly something akin to a temptation,

which springs from the mere lamentation over

unconquerable death around him, and would
almost hurry him away ; for he must be re-

garded as carrying his sympathy with every

human impulse, even to the very extreme edge

of what was lower than divine. Thus it is not

over the weeping of these weepers alone that

he is moved and incensed in his inmost being,

where divine thoughts and impulses take the

form of human ideas and feelings—but over

human misery generally as at that time ex-

hibited, over the bitter death-lamentation of a

world of sinners, but especially, as scarcely

needs to be asserted, over that essential misery
in misery, death in death

—

sin, and that as

specificaUy here, unhelief, which will not and
cannot apprehend any resurrection at all, yea,

the same unbelief in his beloved believing ones,

and even of his most beloved Mary. Briickner

properly says, " It is the holy indignation of

the Redeemer, misapprehended by his enemies,
and misunderstood by his friends." This must
be included, though the central emotion was
sorrow on account of sin, and wrath against
death as the wages of »iii. Luthardt (p. 217)
not only coincides on this point with Besser,

but even with myself; v.'hy then should he
oppose what obviously belongs to the truth

which he admits, the displeasure at Mary's un-
belief and the blindness of his foes ? Much
various emotion is involved, indeed, in the
depths of our Lord's sensibility at this time.

How much more profoundly than that of man
does it penetrate the principles and reasons of

emotion I Again, he is not so much indignant
at the horrors of death as something alien to

himself and confronting him from without

;

but his holy wrath is called up by the iym-
pathy by which he at the same time as man
standswithiri the sphere of this humanity. Thus
must we interpret, not this crisis simply, but
the whole conflict and victory of the Son of

God in his weak, tempted flesh ; this is the
truth lying at the foundation of the exposition
which makes e/^c/ipijitddBai to mean syn:pathy.
If that which excited his indignation did not
so closely and intimately press upon himself,

why the passion of repelling vehemence? But
the fellow-feeling with such misery is pre-sup-
posed ; John's words give only " the resent-

ment of the power of death "—as seen, too, in

unbelief of the glory of God. Thus, as Lange
saw at first, in the background was wrath
against that enemy, who holds this power of

death over man. That here, according to

Kling, "sacred indignation and most inward

* On ver. 33. " Thus it was that, by a more se-

vere affection of the mind, Jesus hee restrained
his tears, and presently after, ver. 38, broke off

his tears ; and, by that very fact, the influence pro-
duced by them was greater." On ver. 38. " By
this groan Jesus als^ repelled the Jews' gainsayhig,
bst it tliOuiU Um^t hia cwn m.nii,"

sympathy co-exist," that he, according to

Pfenninger, was " moved deeply and with in-

dignation," must assuredly be understood

;

this rather than B.-Crusius' question, " Is it

not according to analogy that sympathy should

precede active communication of help?" For
the God-man cannot be thought to have been
angry at wickedness otherwise than as that

anger was connected with that grief of his

sympathizing, redeeming heart of which Mark
iii. 5 is the normal text. This intermingling

of emotion is attested in Luke xix. 41-44, and
in our present passage by the tears which
afterwards flow.

It is in this feelingand passion,* into which the

Lord is aroused, even while he voluntarily and
consciously surrendered himself to it.f that he
asks the question. Where have ye laid him ?

The traces of the emotion which accompanied
this were visibly and physically to be seen

;

but the Evangelist explains to us what he really

was T^ itvEv/itaTi, "in spirit." Either the

Lord does not know the specific IJov, " Where,"
of the sepulchre, which is not supposable after

what has been said, or the question was de-

signed to announce beforehand what he had
determined to do: assuredly the latter, al-

though he was not so understood; and this

anew excites his indignation. He does not

say, the body; but avTuv, "him " (jnst as in

ver. 15), in order to intimate the continuous

unity of the man in body and soul even after

death, confirming, in spite of all sophistry, this

natural mode of expressicfi.

Now first the " Carns and see!" bids the

hitherto pent up tears overflow; now first does

indignation against the yEved aTCidro?, or

faithless generation, and the power of death
which would seize even his own spirit, resolve

itself into the gentler sorrow. This kddxpvdsv
u 'irjdovi, " Jesus wept," has been made a

verse of itself, with the pause of "^D, Sclah,

after it 1% John also has given the clause in

its isolated position : this and nothing else oc-

curred on his part while going to the sepulchre

;

the Raiser went on his way weeping. The
son'oio of this lamentation over death has ils

divine propriety in this, for death is the wages
of sin. That marvellous orthodoxy which
would make Jesus weep merely as an example,
needs scarcely to be mentioned even in warn-
ing-

§

* Our readers will not require us to defend fur-

ther the position, that (according to Rotbe's EthiJ:,

i. 303 \ an instintaneous pathologicnl passion
might find place even in connection with the most
perfect normal moral development.

f For this is the subtile modification of John's
Irdpa^ey kavrov ; admitting whatever mra-
sure of truth there is in the old orthodoxy which
denied any mere passivity to the God-man.

X Yet it would be very inco:rect to say, as Non-
nus does here, that Jesus very seldom wept

—

omiia6iy dxXxicvToiCiv dr/BEO. ddnpva Xsi-
(iooy.

^ Basil. M. Homil. de gratiarum actiane {0pp. II.
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Verses 36, 37 exhibit a two-fold influence

upon the Jews of the sicihtof Jesus weeping

—

a.better and a worse. The one part errs half

in good-nature ; the other with an admixture

of malignity. That he had loved him, is in-

deed true; and ver. S6 gives us a beautiful

funercl text at the grave of the friends of Jesus,

encouraging us to place his love to the de-

ceased above our own. We may more truly

say : How did he love all us men, when he

could be angry and weep at our unbelief in his

gift and grace ! Ver. 37 must be more closely

observed. Strauss captiously asks, why they

Bay nothing about earlier restorations to life
;

and the answer which lies most immediate is

this—Those were Galilean reports, and not so

firmly established in the faith of the Jews as

the recent healing of the blind man in Jeru-

salem. Further, no man ever ventured to de-

mand of him a resurrection from the dead
;

even Martha and Mary, who must have heard

of former instances, dare not hope this for their

brother—now four days dead ; and surely we
cannot attribute to the unbelieving Jews more
faith than theirs. Teschendorf goes too far

when he says, " They interjected their hissings,

just like the serpent which leaves its venom
even on beautiful flowers ; " but we certainly

perceive the traces of malignity in these per-

verse reflections. They cannot imagine any
help now after death ; but on that very ac-

count their ob;ection (which is the open ex-

pression of what Martha and Mary kept

in the background) goes back to a former

time, and asks wherefore he should allow mat
ters to reach this extremity in the case of

those whom he loved. " Wherefore did he not

so order matters that this man should not die?

Kow he is constrained to pour forth tears at the

grave ! " The first and most rational thought

would be, he must have willed this, loving him
80 much ; therefore in this case he could not

effect it, this sickness passed his power. But
instead of uttering these first reflections, which
are to be taken for granted, tiiey give expres-

sion to another springing from them, and which
leads them astray : To open the eyes of a man
blind from birth is more* than the cure of any
kind of sickness

—

ought not this man to hate been

ahk? This again would have a two- fold mean-
ing: either involving a reproach of neglect, or

(as, since Euthymius, it has been generally

understood) that they speak eipa>vev6nEvoi
(ironically), and mock his impotence, aSuKorz/za.

Klee, holdmg this latter meaning, says, " They
designed thereby to bring that other miracle

p. 29): ovH in:fctS£i tjv t6 SacHpvov tov
jcvpiovj dWd SiSa'SHaXiHoy. Driiseke, on

the contrary : When liis eyes thus overflowed, the

Bon of God was in the fullest sense, man.
* Ltlcke, correctly :

" In fict, ver. o7 should be

rather an argument a mnjori than ad mnj'us." But
we cannot .so eas.ly admit the reference to their

regarding the excitation of an apparently dead
man, a ca.se frequently occmring, as less than

opening the eyes of the blind.

upon the blind man also into doubt ; if he
could not save this man, what may we not
think about the healing of the blind man ?"

This would be, in genuine irony, tlie perfect re-

verse of what they say ; but such intense bit-

terness, in the midst of universal weeping,

seems to us to be psychologically inappropriate
;

and the reference to this utterance of the Jews
seems to us more certainly to be a supplemen-
tary testimony to the truth of that admitted

miracle.* Finally, ver. 27 miglit be re^arJed

as a well-meaning but feeble echo of vers. 21

and 32. Alas, if he had come, if he had been

here at the right tim" ! Wherefore coull he

not or sh.vld he not (in the mysterious .adjust-

ments of God) have been here with his timely

help ? But this suits not the rigorously inter-

rogatory form in connection with the striking

TjSvyaro, " couhi," nor the contrasted riyci

66, " and some," which seems to be intended

as aX,\oi Se, "but otiiers," elsewhere.

Verse 39. Suffice it that this superficial

interpretation of his tears, shed not merely

over Lazarus, and the unbelief connnected

with it—this ovk ay IreOy/'fMai, ovh av
dniOavE, " had not died," now become the
third time 'ivct /jt} dnoOdy^, " should not
have died," nothing but death and the indis-

soluble bonds of death in the thoughts of all

—excites in the Lord yet another emotion of

displeasure rising above sorrow. f Thus pre-

pared by these blended and alternate emotions,^

he reaches the sepulchre ; rather eii to
jjvTjuEiov, that is, he advanced into the inte-

rior, broad opening of the great cave, in the

narrow background of which the corpse lay,

concealed by a stone laid before it. The human
sliud lei-ii g at that death which by him was to

be overcome, being put into his power
;
perfect

sympathy with thatanxiety of the sorrow of the

iieartofhis most believing and beloved friends,

against which their faith in him has to struggle;

deep indignation at the perversion and folly of

those opposed to himself; all this had occupied

his mina, to such extent a.s it was possible for

his soul to be so occupied. Then said he

—

TaU
ye away the st/ne .'^ What majestic composure.

* Thus dd I plainly cxpres? myself in tho first

edition. Yet Luihardt opposes " Stier's noiion "

that these Jews did not acknowledge that euro

and the miraculous power of Jesus ! Why did lie

read so cursorily, and attribute to me an opinion

which I quote only to reject 1

f Schleiermacher, indeed, thinks that " the Re-
deemer was too much en:iiossed in his own
tho;i2 .ts, and the deeply mysterious connection

of the event which was about to take place with

the divine plans, tj piy much heed to tho re-

marks which were uttered around h m." Oh no,

the Lord was never so entirely wrapped up in his

own thoughts; even on tho cross lie giv s heed
to erery word and every movement around him.

f Weep'ng and anger alternated in the bosom
of Jesus at the se])ulchre of Lazaru.s, williin the

space of a few moments (Kleuker, Menschl. Ver-

such, etc., p. 261).

^ " With wliat tone, w^e may imagme "—sayi
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and self-possession in the midst of this mighty
emotion ! Step by step, he appi-oaches grad-

ually the great act, in order to qualify the

amazement of poor mortal eyes on beholding

the glory of God. He might indeed have him-

self commanded the stone to roll itself away, as

a mountain or a fig-tree ; he might even have
commanded Lazarus to come forth through the

impediment of the stone. But the miracles of

God avoid wi.h supreme propriety all that is

superfluous. " What men's hand might re-

move, he commands them to take away." In

his dignity he had let the confused remark
pass in silence, as previously the words of

Thomas concerning dying with him; but now
the act itself sha.l speak and give answer

whether it was the dea h of his friend alone

that had made him weep, and whether he

could or could not succor him from death.

Among the Apostles a presentiment doubtless

arose of what was now coming ; Mary assuredly

understood for what and how he would take

away the stone from death and the sepulchre.

It was only the careful Martha, ever anxious

about circumstances, who could blindly suppose

that he only desired to see the body once more

:

therefore she opposes to the Lord the frightful

idea of its corruption. We leave those who
are so disposed to contend whether this vStf

oZ,Et was merely the supposition of Martha (the

following ydfi being thought decisive), or a

historical intimation of the effluvium which
actually penetrated through the stone. Cer-

tainly we cannot permit ourselves to adopt in

the translation the words of Stolz, " By this

time he assuredly stinketh ! " We shall not

enter into the needless question whether the

revivification of a decomposed body would give

to the miracle a monstrous character, as Ols-

hausen thinks; nor examine Lange's positive

assurance* that the Lord on this occasion had
designedly suspended the process of decay. We
cannot be ass!<n^ whether Lazarus stank ornot;t
but this we do know, that the power of God in

Christ, which at the last day will bring together

all the scattered members of the body, would
at this time not pause before the slight com-
mencement of decomposition. Thus we best

adhere to the simplicity of the Gospel narrative,

without in any way confusing the economy of

the Son with that of the Father, who might be

regarded as alone the Creator; for in every

miracle God doelh a new thing (Numb. xvi.

Br. Bauer, mockingly, on account of the indisna-

tion. Yes, indeed, we can imagine, but very dif-

ferently from this frenzied mocker.
* He thinks, with many, that the ointment of

chap. xii. had been designed for the embalming,
wliich had been left unaccomplislied.

f It is to us, however, more probab'o that "the
Evanjrelist reports the case as it rrally was, mik-
ing Martha's statement liis own "—quoting the

language of Br. Bauer for once, who on this chap-
ter generally gives full scope to his hairbrained
malignity. Da AVette regards it as in the highest

degree improbable that the body wot not embaiimd,

30), so that the pretended limits are qnite in-

definite to our view.*

Verse 40. " Graciously, and yet with soma
slight displeasure/' the Lord speaks fas Pfen-

ninger thinks) this word, which now takes the

place of his tears. Once more he is moved,
though more gently ; and now gives his own
explanation, and in the most condescending
manner, of the predominant reason of his

anger. It is the unbelief oi even his beFieving

followers while under the ban of visible death!

lie had said that faith should behold the glory

of God, espcciallv in ver. 26, so also in ver. 23,

and yet further back in ver. 4. The expression
do^oc Tov^EoVy "glory of God," is derived from
this last quotation, and the Lord's words mean,
seneralh'—Have I not told thee from the very
beginning, promised thee again and again?
But by this repetition the simple clause becomes
a new, great universal truth and promise

—

that, every where and always, faith, especially

in the presence and amid the tokens of death,

shall see the glory of God. What an inex-

haustible, all-comprehensive text is this for the

preacher! The great condition, as it is her©

laid down first, is, and must ever be, faith.

Unbelief, even that which, alas! still more or

less clings to unbelievers, but especially unbe-
lief in its absolute sense, seeth indeed something,

but only what comes before its bodily eyes.

It may be that it sees only the wretchedness ot

man's human life, and the horror of death

which ends it with presentiment of something
worse ; or, still worse, turning wilfully away
from that view of things, it may contemplate

the glory of the flesh, as if it would never fade,

the glory of the world, as if it were a reality

and not a delusion ; or, worst of all, it may fix

its proud regard upon its men imagined glory

and might. Yet, what is all this but the stone,

which falls at last crushing upon the grave and
the poor spirit within ; the stone which Christ

alone can remove.f But faith already sees, after

considering the eminence of the family and the
provision for the purpose actually existing in tho

house; but i seems to us natural enough, when
we remember the hope which had been entertained

to the last, and the prostrating revulsion of grief

afterwards. For this reasrn we cannot think,

wi h Lange and Luthardt, that the ointment (chap,

xii. 8) had been bought for Lazarus ; nor that tho

embalming had been deferred from day to day
till Jesus should come. Was Jesus to confirm the

actuality of death"? or did they expect the ensuing
resurrection 1 Assuredly not. Vers. 21, 22, re-

fute all these suppositious.

Thus the " difTerence between th© new -creat-

ing resurrection at the last day and the actual

viviflcation of the old mortal body " (which Luth-
ardt blames me for overlooking), is not so rigid

and definite, but that this singular and pi>e-eminent

instance might anticipate in some sense, and be aa
example of the farmer.

+ Let such as cm compare the playful but sig-

nificant import of the stoi.e in the great Easter
question :

" Who will roll us away the stone frora

the door of the sepulchre 1 " ia Goschel^ Vou d«»
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the manner of its own higher, and more assured

seeing, something beyond all this, even the

glory of God; and that in a manifold sense.

First of all it sees even that glory of the Crea-

tor which is still upon and in the world, the

didioi avTov Svyaut? xai Stto'r^S (His in-

visible power and Godhead), which is yet to

be seen in spite of sin and death—the token

and prophecy that the ban and curse is not

irremediable, that the kingdom of death is not

absolute upon the earth (Wisd. i. 14). Then,

as faitli in him who is come, it sees the glory

of the Pvedeemer, of Christ in his kingdom, his

Church, and his spreading Gospel. This, indeed,

goes beyond, it is no other than an actual dyd.-
<Sra<Sii, or resurrection, of the spirit into life

which every where conquers and banishes death.

This seeing faith has the promise of exceeding
greater things ; of beholding and experiencing

that final quickening and glorification unto
victory, nVJ (Isa. xxv. 8), of which the restora-

tion of Lazarus from the grave was but a slender

pledge. But the sure foundation for such faith

IS after all no other than hit teord. Is it not
enough that ?ie hath said it? In his love how
often has he spoken it! after every minor and
preparatory fulfillment pointing back to his own
words, to shame and elevate his weak servant—Did I not say unto thee? But how deeply
rooted in us is unbelief! Was it possible that

the Raiser of Lazarus could remain in his own
grave ? Yet did not he, who predicted his

own rising again on the third day, find it

needful to demonstrate in his own case the

truth of his own reproving question? They
none of them believed, John no more than
Thomas (chap. xx. 9). Yet he rose again
among them and for them ; and from this we
learn that the condition iciv rtidrevdrj?, "if
thou wouldst believe," is not so rigorously in-

tended ; but the beginner and finisher of our
faith strengthens, rewards, and consummates
the weakest faith which he beholds.

Thou shalt see the glory of God ; that is,

•with joy, for thyself—for in the end even un-
belief must see, though only to its guilt and
condemnation, even as the Lord's enemies see
with their own eyes the miracle wrought upon
Lazarus. In the most immediate sense, not-
withstanding its profound prospective reference
onwards to the last day (ver. 24), the 8u$a
Tov 5tov, "glory of God," is here, as in Luke
ix. 43, used in the sense of ntyaXEiurrji,
"magnificence;" compare, in Exod. xvi. 7, the
same expression used for the revelation of the
might of his unshortened arm. The glory of
God is that power which victoriously protests
against every appearance upon which unbelief
has fixed its eye; in the present case ac;ainst

the conviction of the dead man's corruption, as
expressed by Martha in words which may
serve as the protest of men's senses every where
against the resurrection.*

Scwcuen fur die Umltblichkext, eine OtUrzabe (^Ber-

lin, pref. p. vi.-x ).

* Baumsartea-Crusius :
" The word of Jesug in

" He whose mind is biassed against th« nar-
atives of miracles in the Gospels, and generally
in the Bible, would regard this as a good op-
portunity for Jesus to put an end once for all

to the faith which rests on signs and wonders:
instead of callintr back a dead man to life, he
might more profitably have occupied the com-
pany with pious discourse upon death and life,

time and eternity, and have thereby annihilated
the hopes of all who, then as afterwards, might
demand miracles as evidence" (Hess). But
not so I He performs the miracle as a testi-

mony; he stoops to the weakness of existing

faith, or to excite faith where it existed not,

and gives a " rehearsal of the great scene," when
all the " corrupted members of humanity shall

aeain be reconstructed in perfect harmony"
(Kleuker).

Verses 41, 42. In connection with this
last great public miracle the Lord utters a dec-
laration which holds good of all his miraculous
acts—intimating, first, their proper design to
lead men to believe in his person and mission :

and then giving instructions as to the instru-
mental means by which he acts in the power
of God. It is not as the ancient dogmatics,
and the opinion of many of the pious concur-
ring with it, think—that the man Jesus ac-
complishes his wonderful works in the imme-
diate possession of alraightiness ; but he per-
foims them, like man, through prayer and
faith. This alone is in harmony with his state
of humiliation ; and the ditference between the
miraculous workings of others both before and
after him and his own, consists in this, that he
alone is absolutely and supremely full of faith,

and always heard as the Son of the Father.
" He did, indeed, effect all his miracles in faith,

but in that faith which was quite peculiar to
himself, as being the Son of God manifest in the
flesh" (Rieger). Kleukor, after having so pro-
foundly spoken of "the Son of God and of
man," nevertheless embarrassed himself by
saying (Mensch. Versuch, p. 238) :

" Jesus did
not pray for an impartation of higher strength
from heaven, for tcher-e he teas, there ioa$ the
Father, and all life and power; but he prayed
that thev might beli' ve that he was sent of
God." Oh, no ; he did here, as well as in all

his miracles (comp. Mark vii. 34, and our ex-
position), pray the Father that he might now
make manifest in him and by him his power.
Indeed, this prayer of Jesus in its sacred
mysteriousness was never audib'e to man

;

many times it is pro-supposed and wrapped up
in Ins instant word of power. Generally speak-
ing, every petition of the Son to the Father

—

apart from his youth-development, and the
first and last contlict (in which he vet more
profoundly empties himself)— must be re-
garded as rather an expression of tJianhgiving
for being certainly heard already. So here, it

ver. 40 stands in opnosifion to the Jewish (where-
fore merely Jewish ?) abhorrence of the crave and
its contents. Hto there is no sight of death, but
a revelation of divine power.
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R not now that he prays ; but, in his supreme
dignity and truth, thanks his God for the

hearing of the prayer which must be placed as

far back, it may be, as ver. 4. He had received

even then the answer from the Father as to

the issue of this sickness.* The supposition

which some have most erroneously hazarded,

who connect this present thanks^^iving with

the Lord's observation of Lazarus' life when
the stone wai removed,! is protested against

at once by the words which immediately fol-

low, by the jjSeiy, " I knew," and the Evan-
gelist's declaration that the Lord refers to his

prayer and thanksgiving for the people's sake

alone. In order that they might not, behold-

ing the omnipotence of God thus exhibited in

bis wonderful work, idolatrously loorship him,

thinking him man, " as a God" (see our re-

marks on chap. x. 34-36)—he himself prays as

man to God, and gives as the Son to the Father

his honor. This was a testimony, prominent

and conclusive, given to him before his final

sufferings ; and therefore the o^A.o5 itEptedroJi,

or " people which stand by," is not sent away,
as in the case of the_^?'si raising from the dead.

For all things have their time and order.

It is with difficulty that for the sake of the

weak, we conquer our repugnance to noticing

the unfounded objection which has been urged
against the praying for the mice of the hearers—
an objection which Strauss, an incompetent
critic in any thing which concerns prayer, has

carried to its highest point of offensiveness.J

Our Lord's declaration, that he thus prayed

and gave thanks on account of the people, has

alas ! always been more or less repulsive to many
—a sure sign how few are able to place them-
selves with simplicity in the position from which

our Saviour's life can be profoundly understood.

Dieffenbach even resorted to the expedient of

* Hence we cannot, with Albertini, term this,

which is no longer supplication, a "heaven-enforc-

ing prayer " {Predigtcn, vi.).

f As if he were embarrassed by somethincj like

the opinion of those whose theory here is ihnt it

was merely a seeming resurrect.on—He now saw
that Lazarus was not dead, and that he could
" awake " him in the presence of the people.

Chrysostom and Lampe, wilh others, assume the

revivification to have taken place before the evxoc-

pjtjrca Coiy but this we must reject. Alford

rightly regards this as "highly impro'abie ;" and,

referring to chap, v, 25, 28, regards ccKovdavTEl
^j/dovrai as being the physical as well as the

spiritual order of things.

\ To h'm, such praj'er of cold accommodation
(as he chooses to term it), such an acting of

prayer, is repulsive and hateful : and so we sup-

pose would be the most internal i>rayer of the

solitary child ; for what does he imderstand of

praying, to whom every address to God as inde-

pendent of the spirit of man must be an offence 1

Br. Bauer outloes his predecessor, babbling here

cf a " prayer which explodes in irony upon itself,"

and other montrosities, not here to bo quoted,

which carry enmity against John's Gospel to its

most fearful excess.

supposing an interpolation. Liicke, who does

not scruple to regard the addition ty<^ Se
Tjdety, " and I knew," as a reflection of John,
and seizes this opportunity assiduously to vin-

dicate such half-unbelieving views of the
Evangelists' composition, admits that praying
aloud in no case excludes reference to the edifi-

cation of others. Tiiis incontrovertible com-
mon-place requires no confirmation to the
minister, who feels in all his liturgical prayers
the propriety and obligation of keeping this

reference in view; nor even to the Christian
priest in his household who prays in the pres-
ence of his children and dependents. Lange
speaks with much dignity and felicitv upon
this point, showing how much the critics are
below the height of this prayer, and that per-

fect filial supplication, in which there is no at-

tempt to work one's self into a high-wrought
spiritual state, may in its simplicity reflect ex-

ternally upon the present hearer. Did not the

Lord pour out the prayer of chap. xvii. to the

Father, with a view to the disciple;? who
should hear it?* Did not the Father himself,

chap. xii. 28, 30, answer the Son—not for his

own sake, but for the sake of the pf^ople?

The real element of difficulty in this applica-

tion, one which De "VVette think« " must be ac-

knowledged," lies in this, that the Lord him-
self says it in his prayer to the Father—I pray
for the sake of the people. But we must reolv

that in this is exhibited the tran=!cendent

simplicity and truth of him who had become
man for us, wiio lived, who taught, who worked,
who prayed for us: so that not only was Iho
" for you" of his whole life never in any oppo-
sition with any "forme," but according to the

very nature of his mission he is constrained to

give perpetual testimonj' to this. This ex-

tends far beyond the analogy of the priest in

the household praying in the presence of his

family. In the high-priestly prayer, chan.

xvii. 13, the Lord utters before his disciples the

same express declaration—that ho spaJ:e his

prayer for their sakes—which he now utters

before the people.f

What a crisis was this, for the e'tablish-

ment of the appeal to the Father in the pres-

ence and for the sake of the people! bringing
to mind Elijah on Carmel, praying to be heard,
" that this people may know thai thou. Lord, art

God" (1 Kings xviii. 37). But how much
more important this moment !

" The sign here
to be given was to decide upon the truth of his

life, as far as concerned the circle around him "

—says Lange. Hanstein, yet more strongly:
"Then stood collective humanity waiting in

* Hence this of chap. xi. is not to be regarded
as " the only public prayer of Jesus."

+ Thus it is certainly not to do away with an
objection, that I would follow Munchmeyer's
counsel to explain artificially (with Baumgar-
ten-Crusins and others, which he does not add),

as if in f.itcov an earlier supplication were refer-

red to : For the sake of tiie people I uttered the
request.
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spirit at the prave of Lazarus ; and the great

question—whether God would or would not
hear his Ouly-Begotten, whether he would
authenticate or desert the work of Christ,

whether he would confirm or bring to naught
his once-uttered word—must here be decided."

Rhetorical, indeed, but founded upon truth
;

for in the Zx^oi, "people" [crowd], and in the

o T t 6 u fj. I a.ni6vEi\a%^ " that thou hast sent

me," the Lord himself feels and indicates the his-

torical as well as the typico-prophetical signifi-

cance of this moment of the glorification of the

Father in the Son through the coming forth of

the dead at the voice of the Son of God. Un-
derstand

—

EiTCov, Therefore was I constrained

to say it, and that thou knowest. Ebrard's

well-meaning remark, " Herein lay at the sime
time a request that the Father would impress the

event upon the hearts of the people, and draw
them to him," is not in itself to be quarrelled

with ; but we would prefer to omit such a re-

flection from the sublime £vx(xpi6Tcc 6oi, " I

thank thee," in which he, conscious of his own
glor3',from the Father and in the Father's sight,

rather expects than prays for the subsequent
faith of all who were susceptible of faith, and,

as it were, gives thanks for them already by an-

ticipation.* This, too, is he who himself after

a few days goes to his own death, whom they

decree to kill because he raised Irom the dead !

Verses 43, 44. Li regard to what has his

Father heard him? That he would cause that

this dead man should be dead no longer, but
live again and arise? and that now before our

eyes? Yea, verily, then will we believe ! But
how will, how can such a thing be ? The Lord,

unexpectedly even to the thus matured expec-

tation of the people, at once utters the awaken-
ing word in its simplest expression. And tcith

a loud voice: assuredly, for the people's sake

again, that every one may hear; as well as on
account of the dignity of the moment, in its

typical significance as a prelude of the final

voice at the last day. Then was that brought
to their eyes and cars, of which the Church
afterwards sang:

" Tuba minim sparcens sonura,

Per sepulchra regionum,
Coget omnes ante thronum

;

Mors stupebit et na'.ura,

Cum resurget cieatura,

Juaicanti responsura."

(Kpavyd'ai is more than ypci'^ca, chan. vii.

37—it is used here only concerning Jesus

;

comp. Matt. xii. 19; ovSe xpavyndei: see

the expression el?ewhcre, Matt. xv. 22 ; John
xviii, 40. xix. 6, 15; Acts xxii. 23). This loud
call, at the same time, is in suggestive contrast

Vk-ilh the magical whisperings and murmuring
incantations of unholy traffickers with death

—

as the remark of Grntius intimates (" non
magico susurro "). (Comp. Isa. xxix. 4, viii.

19, the t)V3>' in connection with the C'n^.)

But how runs the loud word ? Not, Thou dead
one, live again ! nor, Arise! ns elsewhere ; but,

instead ol naming the grate, it is merely i'^oj,

" forth," merely a gracious summoning Sevpo,
"come." Just so it might be spoken to the
living, or.s if the dead were no', deal. Had he
then been already revivified through the Fath-
er's answering might,* and was this call not
properly the awakening call, and this not the
moment and crisis of the miracle? By no
means ; for this would go counter to the unity
of the Father and the Son ; it would onnose the
plain expression afterwards used—Whom ho
called from the dead info life! Against this

testifies the analogy of 'lO^p, Mark v. 41.

lyip^iTirx, Luke vii. 14, as well as the ctnov-
davrei ^rj6oyrai, John v. 25, 2S, to which wo
have already with Alford referred. f We think

that the sophistical distinction, in connection

with this suolime reality, is as ridiculous as the

contest upon the two-fold truth—Jesus roso

again, and the Fatlior raised him from the dead.

The Father had already given him to perform
this work, so that he can by anticipation give

thanks; at the same time, neverti ele?s, the

Father giveth it to him now first at tiiis moment
to perform it through and in the Father's power.

He that was dead comes forth immmcdiately ;

not, as is usual in_ waking from deep sleep,

gradually aroused, stirring himself, reflecting,

and setting himself free. He who thus depicts

the scene to himself, misses its sublime truth.

It was the dead man, as he had been before

death, sound as before his sicknness; Lazarus
himself, given back once more to earthly life;

for indeed—"Christ could (and would) restore

men as they had been ; because they must bo

again what they had been in mind and func-

tion ; not glorified men after the fashion of

Moses and Elias, for such would not have been

for an earthlv life" (Kleuker). An old legend

preserved in Epiphanius(//<c/'<;s.lxvi. 34) informs

us that Lazarus was then thirty years old, and
lived afterwards thirty years loneer, and this

might seem to harmonize with internal pro-

priet}'. We cannot positively decide, by the

case of Lnr^.^rus, that the souls of those who
were raised by Jesus had never passed into tho

final actuality of death, into the full conscious-

ness of another state. Though they, "accord-

ing to the plam description of all the Evangel-

ists, awake as from asleep," this docs not decide

* " Thus ho thinks not of his own honor, only
of the people's believing, by which they would be
saved." So Braune with a good meaning, if

riehtly understood; but the salvation of those

who believe reflects, oa lbs other hand, his own
glory.

*Lfimpe: "Ex quo nostra hypothesis, qua
credimus, Lazarum ante eucharistinm Domini

vitam recppisse, non parura constabilitnr" (From
which our theory that Lazarus r-reivert Tte he-

fore tho Lord's thanksgiving, derives no litllo

confirmation).

t The immoderately paraphrastic Nonnm sets

out quito correctly hfro with XntOG/juyyoio Se
vEHfJov azvoov iipi:xoj(JS dej^tai renvijdooS

t)xoi-
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that " Lazarus had nothing to tell of another

life." This last we fully believe, because the

lifting of the great veil by means of individual

persons would have been opposed to the whole
profoundly planned economy of God; because

the design of these resurrections was only to

manifest the glory of God, and not to gratify an

improper curiosity as to the concealed hereafter.

But to that end the remembrances of the re-

turning man might be blotted out ; though we
cannot unconditionally deny that hazsirixs might

have related in deep secrecy something to his

Bister Mary or to an Apostle. In all these

mysteries we are bound to silence, even as the

Scripture is silent.*

Lazarus toalked, when he was under the

mighty enforcement of the call of Jesus to

come ibrth ; that is, he moved as well as he

was able : he co\ild not at once walk perfectly,

not, however, through want of strength, but

because the -KEipiaiy " grave-clothes," hindered

him, and the napkin upon his face prevented

his seeing. Thus much we gather from the

simple narrative. We are not sure what was
tiie custom among the Jews of that day, in the

TtF.(ii6TEXXf.iv TO dcofia, or the wrapping of

the body (Ecclus. xxxviii. 16) ; and the rot>?

TToSai xai rdi x^'P^''f "hand and foot," of

tlie text does not decide whether, as in the case

of the Egyptian mummies,! each foot and each

hand, and each finger was wound round. We
cannot therefore assert any thing positively on
the question of the motion of the bound man.
The simplicity of faith once thought there was
here (according to the expression of Basil) a

Bav/.(n kv Sai^'/'arz (wonder within a wonder),

a moving where moving would have been oth-

erwise impossible ; nor is there any sure ground
upon which this may be contradicted, and the

controversy upon it is as needless as in the case

of \\i& T/jdrj o^Ei, "by this time he stinketh,"

before. For our own part, as we were there in-

clined to think that John declares through
Martha a fact, so we here think that the SeSe-
fiivoi, "bound," almost parallel as it is with
TE0yT/KO3?, " that was dead," and strikingly

contrasted with the i^rjXOsy, "come forth,"

indicates something wonderful, and according
to appearance impossible. One who Avas SeSe-
l-iEvoi Toi>i itoSai, taking the expression in

its simple meaning, could not ordinarily

move : and we have no sure ground for lower-
ing its meaning, any more than we have for

understanding the uipiiy " face," of the forehead
merely (though the word is certainly so used.

* This, in allusion to Ebrard (p. 401), who too
boldly maintains thit " all the dead who were
raised by our Lord, although their souls were
separated, and their bodies beginning to undergo
corrr.ption, are manifestly distinguished by this de-
clarative xoi/itd6Bat as still capable of being
awakened, as not having come under all the rela-

tions and consequences of death." But does not
the Apostle speak in precisely the same terms of
the dead at the last day 1

I Their custom the Jews followed, according to
Tacitus, Mist. v. 5.

see Jer. iii. 3, Sept. for HVO).* Some prefer to

think that the enveloping was but loose, as the
embalming was to come afterwards, and that

in moving it became still looser : against this

we offer no argument, but to rm the word of the

Evangelist and of Jesus seems to intimate an-

other meaning. For the rest, the restraint and
wrapping in which the dead man first comes
forth, contains an allegory capable of discreet

application to spiritual quickening. The relics

of the grave which still hang around our limbs
and face are to be removed by the Lord's ap-

pointment through the further ministries of

men.
iNot without awe and dismay to the behold-

ers did this coming forth take place. The first

aspect of the corpse returning to life was spared
to them through the human provision of con-
cealment ; but sufficiently fearful was the ap-
pearing of the enfolded form, the sudden con-
junction of all the apparatus of death with the
realities of life.f But we must not overrate
this, as Teschendorf does, who makes even the
sisters fall at the feet of Jesus, crying, " Lord,
thou dost astound us to death ! " who speaks
of the blank horror of all hearts (of Mary's,
John's, and Nathanael's?), indeed represents
the hollow voice of the dead man interposed,
" Who has called me forth ? Wherefore left ye
me not in my slumber? And art thou here,

Master ! I long tarried for thee. Joy to me
that thou art here!" Such human additions

serve only to make more impressive the simple
silence of the sacred narrative. Pfenninger
better represents the diversified influence of the
scene upon the general multitude :

" A hundred
voices broke forth in cries of amazement ; a
hundred hands were stretched forth to the ever-

lasting heavens; hundreds sank down upon
their knees ; hundreds smote upon their

breasts ; hundreds stood as if petrified—among
these last the sisters themselves."

The Lord alone was serene and collected,

as if nothing unusual had occurred : this is

testified by his final word, in contrast with the
silently intimated excitement of all the rest.

It is no appearance, but the living Lazarus

—

venture therefore to approach him and s?f him
free! Not only does he live, but in all his

vigor and soundness—hold him, therefore, and
lead him no further

—

Let him go.'X As he be-
fore caused the stone to be removed, so now
human hands are to do the rest ; he himself at

first lays not his hand upon his friend. With-
out his commandment, pointing to their most
natural and obvious duty, no one would
have dared at once to approach the moving
man. By the loosing, the restoration to life was
completed and confirmed, as by the food given

* See Klee's intelligent note upon this.

f No human eye, at his resurrection, beheld
Jesus in his apparatus of death,

^ Lange :
" Hold him no longer, as if he needed

support. Nothing more is wanting but to release

him from the external bonds of death ; the inter-

nal are broken already."
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m the case of the maid ; and " Lazarus was now
brought to contemplate liimself." lie was to

vndyeiVy that is, to go to his house, where he

would have time and place to utter his thanks-

giving and show his love. The multitude

should not then disquiet him by looking and

touching; they were not even to go with him,

but acpezE virdyeiy, »'• e. lot him depart. This

applied to ail who had come around Mary and

Martha, to the ux^oi nfpit6Tu>i ; and the first

word XiCare, " loose him," was indefinitely

spoken as an appeal and command to the mul-

tude (ctiroli). Who executed it, what further

was spoken or done in the house, whether the

Lord himself went with them immediately or

first spoke to the people, or whether (as is most

probaole) he at once retired and concealed him-
self, as ver. 54 seems to intimate afterwards

—

the narrative informs us not. The Evangelist

has recorded the great event ; and now hastens,

with sublime brevitv, to the general conse-

quences of this miracle.

Tlie r/v£j d£, "but some," ver. 46, are cer-

tainly not believers, as those were to whom they

are opposed.* Now Luke xvi. 31 is stikingly

fulfilled ; the glory of God is before their eyes,

but is not seen. The thing* tehkh Jesuit had
(Une are not maliciously denounced to them,

but reported indifferently ; and in the hi^h

council held thereupon, their " counsels begin

without counsel." The Son of God remains to

them oiTo? o « vO/jajn-o?, " this man." The
;roAAa 6T^ueia, "many miracles," do not divert

them from the idea that they must do some-

thing in order to prevent his being thus left

alone, as if this lay with them. They feared

that all men were believing on him. that is,

would accept him as King and Mes.siah, so that

then their dominion would come to an end.

Thin is their especial fear and prompter ; but

in their hypocritical sanctity they seem to im-

pose in some degree upon themselves, and,

devising a pretext as such evil ones holding

counsel together with some remnant of shnme
are wont to do, thev speak of the Romans.
That roTtoi, ";)Zrt«"(according to 2 Mace. v.

19, comp. Acts vi. 14), signifies, first of all, the

temple, and at most the holy city in addition,

must be held fast &s phraseologically correct,

in spite of Luthardt'a contradiction ;t while

* Some have very inappropriatelj' interpreted

the i? avrojy, which certainly is used with refer-

ence lo the previous in ra^v 'lovSaicoy, as if

it signified .'ome o/ those who believed. (So Braune,

who points to the dependence of ihese believers

upon the nutliorities.) The de int'niates a con-

trast; and Alfo/d very properly observes, that

this Evangelist, who is very consistent in his use

of particle"", cnrries onwnrd the manifestation of

the alory of Christ by ovv, wh.Teas Se I'enerally

prefaces the development of the antagonist mani-

fes'.aiion of hatred and rejection.

f He too critically supposes that the al'pety, to

take awny, wrest from, is only applicable to the

territory, and not to the temple.

undoubtedly the expression passes over after-

wards into a similar common phrase, such as

Luther translates, " Land und Leute," land
and people (Nonnus: f/jvoi ouov xai jfaJ-

pov). The Romans, indeed, had the land
already ; but they had hitherto spared the
rights of the sanctuary, and the freedom of the
people (fOKoJ difl'erent from Xaoi afterwards).*

All this these hypocrites regard as endangered,
if this Messiah, who is no Messiah, this won-
der-worker, who yet will net contend and save
hiniaelf, should proceed a little longer on his

course. We may spare ourselves the trouble

of disetangling the foolish confusion of these

thoughts; Caiaphas pronounces the true judg-
ment upon them—i)//c?5 ovh ol'Sart ovSeVf
" Ye know nothing at all." But what better,

then, does he know ? Cunningly enough re-

lieving the scruples of many; and yet with a
proud dictatorial tone, as if commanding the
reasons of all, he helps the assembly to the issue

of all their thoughts. Are we to have done
with this one man ? To speak plainly what wo
have all long wished

—

Let him die! (He, who
has just raised from the dead, or whatever else

was the truth in this nev/ 6riuEiov.) That is

better, instead of a destruction of the whole
people. And if he is no more than an innocent
enthusiast, who commits nothing worthy of

death, let hini be apolitical sacrifice, vnip rov
Xaoii, " for the people."f

In this word even the mouth of a Caiaphas is

constrained to prophesy. Although in spirit

he is no other than one of them, yet he is by
office the high j/rie:t of this great year, in

which, on the true day of atonement, the
typical priesthood and sacrifices ended ;t the
last of those high priests, many of whom irreg-

ularly ruled only for single years. That a
popular sentiment at that time ascribed to the

office the gift of any, even unconscious pro-
phecy, cannot be proved, and is rather improb-
able; for Philo's subtilties do not represent

the people's faith. The Urim and Thunmim
cannot oe appealed to here, since (as Lange
says) it was only the decisive vote of the high
priest in theocratic questions generally which
was thereby signified, and not any distinctive

expressions or oracles; and, further, they had
long been extinct in practice. There is here

no " relic of Old-Testament faith in Urim and
Thummim" (De Wette), but something very
different. John explains to us that Caiaphas

* Nean ler parajihrases correctly : The Rorains

will make this an occasion to take away from us

all that they have left.

t Wft doubt much whether, as Mt»nchmeyer
says, Xaoi and i'^voJ are used promiscuously ia

Scripture.

X Compare Luthardt's excellent exposition, i.

87 fT. Alford does not admit this signillcance in

the expression, but und»«rstands the words to re-

fer to some offl'^ial distinction from Annas (the

hisih priest de jure), the exact nature of which is

lost to us. But this has force rather in chap.
xviii. 13.
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here prophesied, and that as high priest ; and

this has its justification and warrant in the

dealings of God from all antiquity,* and espe-

cially in the history of his Son upon earth.

As Pilate, the representative of this world's

power, was constrained to hear witness, in the

superscription upon the cross, of the King ; so

must we regard it as a grand irony of a most

special providence at this crisis, that the retiring

high priesthood should unconsciously and in-

voluntarily by its last representative speak of

the true sin-offering. Thus John rightly dis-

cerns in these words of political expediency, a
vTtovoia (hidden sense) imposed upon them by
the Spirit; yet he himself extends and corrects

the limitation of vnip rov Xaov, " for the

people" (for which he sets the explanatory

iOvov?, "nation "), and carries us back to the

Lord's own word, chap. x. 15, 16.

The decree of death is decided. Jesus knew
that his consummation was appointed at the

paschal feast, neither alter nor before ; he
therefore withdraws after the manifestation of

his glory ; and, further, the concourse and tu-

mult of those who had become believers com-
pels him to depart. For this faith was, cer-

tainly, as Braune strikingly says, on the part

of many "girnply a taith in which the under-

standing did -.lot say no, but the heart did not yet

say yes." We know rot with certainty, even
after Lange's disquisition, where Ephraim or

Ephrem was situated. But by the report of

the excited suspense of the people

—

on ov //;/

i'A.(/^ Eii rnv kopri'iv ; " That he will not come
to the feast?"—the Evangelist prepares the way
for all that follows, the secret and undisturbed

anointing at Bethany, the public tumultuous
entry into Jerusalem, the last catastrophe.

THE ANOINTING AT BETHANY.

(John xii. 7, 8; Matt. xxvi. 10-13; Mark xiv. 6-9.)

We cannot harmoniously arrange this expo-

sition of the Lord's discourses otherwise than

by giving undividedly the whole of what John

so characteristically records down to the end

of chap. xvii. ; although the sixth part of the

work must commence anew with the Synoptics

concerning the preparation of the paschal lamb,

and then join with the rest of John's account

in the details about the taking of Christ. We
therefore renounce the special harmonistic ad-

justment of the last discourses in John
;
much

difficulty attends it, the solution of which sub-

serves but little our understanding of them. In

this distribution, which leaves each Evangelist

as much as possible in his own propriety, we
have already closed with Matt. xxv.,_ Mark
xiii., and Luke xxi. ; now we encounter in John

the anointim; which Matthew and Mark record

in another place ; and we shall of course intro-

duce them as parallels.

From Ephraim (if we unite all the accounts)

the iinal way of our Lord is to Jerusalem

through Jericho, where he heals the blind men,

and enters the house of Zaccha3us: his sojourn

in Bethany, before he provides the ass and

rides upon it, is to be inserted at Luke xix. 28.

Not that this plainly coincides with every ex-

pression of the synoptical narrative, for each

Evangelist simply records what
_
the Spirit

makes prominent to himself /w his oicn plan,

unconcerned about the day and the hour, and

such other petty circumstantials as embarrass

so greatly our modern historical criticism; but,

on that "very account, we also unconcernedly

regard as perfect truth in essentials every
thing which each Evangelist records. John,
always precise in his cnronology, where he
gives it, assures us that the anointing in

Bethany took place six days before Hie Passover ;

consequently the old supposition must be true,

that Matthew and Mark insert the same inci-

dent retrospectively, in order to indicate the occa-

sion of Judas' betrayal and thence of the Lord's

imprisonment at the feast at the same time
suggestively—to place this "anticipation of

the burial" at the commencement of the his-

tory of the passion. Our readers will take it

for granted that we are fully acquainted with
all the subtleties of controversy which has
raged around these circumstantials ; but they
will be well content with our well-weighed
opinion merely, as we hasten on to greater mat-
ters. We think it most probable that Jesus

came to Bethany on the Friday evening, at the

commencement of the Sabbath, that he might
spend one calm Sabbath there before the entry

into Jerusalem ; the meal will then be rightly

placed on the Saturday, the Sabbath itself.*

He had obviously not been there again since

the resurrection of Lazarus; it is highly im-
probable that any express invitation had in-

duced him to come, for their profound rever-

ence would permit them only to wait for him.

But when he had come, and that on the Sab-

* De AVette groundlessly maintains that pro-

phesying in a double sense is altoaether foreign

to the Old Testament {Stud, m, Krit. 1834, iv.

937).

* Luthardt places it on the Sunday, which does

not appear established by his data, nor consistent

with the Sunday-entry. Neander holds it to be the

last and best solution of the difficu'ty, to fix

Christ's com ng to Jericho on the Friday. [It is

in the highest degree improbable that so pious a

family would violate the rest of the Sabbath bj^

preparation for a formal feast.

—

Am. Ed.]
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bath, their thankful devotion ventures some-
thing more : tkey provide him a festal repast

—

that is, the faithful disciples of Bethany
(Lampe: "Quod numorus pluralis suadere

videtuf"). It is quite in harmony, that ac-

cording to Mattliew and Mark, this SElnvov
was in the house of one "Simon the leper;"

obviously, as Chrysostora remarked, one healed

of his leprosy,* and is it not obvious again,

healed by Josus himself ?t As a thankful

memorial ho retains the name of his former

humiliation and sorrow, that is, among the dis-

ciples
;
just as Lazarus is called here, 6 rfO-

VTjHooi 6y 7//eipcK, " which had been dead,

whom lie raised." Tlie former expression

must not be lightly given up, with Tischen-

dorf; it evidently belono;s to tlie fuU-toncd

description. Among tlie livine; and eating wus
the dead and risen again : the Evangelist does

not so ?peak for the sake of a petty confirma-

tion of the miracle, but to depict the scene in

all it3 significance, as we find still more evi-

dently in ver. 2

—

sli tcdv ciyaHcijJsyooy,

"one of them that sat at the table," evidently

indicates, at the same time, that he in this

house was a guest with other guests. Silent,

and solemn, and self-involved we may suppose
this dead man restored to life to have been for

a long time afterwards; certainly so now in

the presence of him who raised him: between
tho raised Lazarus and the healed leper the

Lord probably sits as between two trophies

of his glory. It needs no explanation that

Martha finds means to serve, even in a strange

house, where she might serve him; but Mary
(whom Matthew and Mark mysteriously call

only "a woman") shows herself in all her
greatness, in the still, internal glow of her

love to Jesus. She honors and anoints him, as

her heart prompts, with all the magnificpnce

and costly tribute which is in her power. Mat-
thew and Mark terra the vessel dXa/Ja^rpoy,
as we find also in Luke vii. 37: and this

might be (according to Pollux) a term f)r anv
vessel containing unguent, or nvptjpov (u?

Tiieocritus, Idyll, xv. 114, " sigm of golden, ala-

baster boxes of Syrian ointment"). The cost-

liness of the nvpoy (a general name for all

sweetly-smelling fluids) is made prominent by
each of the three P^vangelists ; for the sam'p
reason John gives the weight. It was nard.
celebrated in all antiquity, and also in the Old
Testamr-nt (where "TlJ, however, occurs only

in the Canticles) among odoriferous ointments;
but as to the ni6riKt'fy" coi\Ay"X (which, how-

* For it is a most marvellous supposition, de-
v'.sed by some, that this was a fnmthf name, alter
tho manner of the Romans in their Cl:;udii, Cjeci
La'.bi, etc.

t An old l<*2end makes h'.m tho father of Laza-
rus ; and some glosses are to be found which con-
veit him into the Imsbanl of Martha.

X Nonnus retains ;r/(Jr/xo?, but scans the mid-
dle syllab e long. Vulj., in Mark, has nardi spi-

eaU (but in Johc putici), hence many have as-

ever, is a specific term, since two of the Evan-
gelists agree in its use), we may say in the
blunt language of the Berlenh. B'.bcl : "We
leave others to trouble themselves about it,

who love to meddle with such matters ; and
who are wont to weary the brains of the peo-

ple about them, instead of setting them for-

ward on tlieir great pilgrimage, showing oiF

at the same time their learning and great read-

ing."

Breaking the vessel (probably onlv above the

neck, hence the Syr. in Mark has niinriDI, nnd

openetl it ; but probably also for the sake of

pouring all forth more quickly), she anoints

not the Lord's head merely, but in the super-
abounding fulness of her love and humility, as

John significantly supplements, his feet also,

which she wipes with the tresses of her hair.

All sprang from the deep, unhesitating impulse
of love, the symbolical expression of mighty
emotion. John remembers that the house was
full of the odor; and mentions this not without
allusion to Cant. i. 12. "As if her soul would
pour itself forth as a sacrifice of sacred love
and faith :"* but, alas! not all hearts are full of

the sweet odor, or enter into the spirit and
meaning of her beautiful act. Even in the
circle of the Apostles there is murmuring blame;
for this scent is odious to the nostrils of the
traitor Judas. It is a false view to regard hira

as only sharing the sentiments of all. (Dra-
seke: " And he murmuring concealed himself
behind tho others.") That he, on the other
hand, was the originator, Matthew and I\Iark

do not indeed expressly say ; but they plainly

hint as nmcli in the connection (not otherwise
discernible) of this with his immediate depart-
ure to the high priests. He may liave begun
Grently, and the other disciples. " whose love

was not yet much acquainted with the external
ilevelopments of love" (Niemeyer), suffer them-
sflves too easily to be led into concurrence.
For "censure infects like a plague" {Berlerib.

siim-'d a transposition for this Latin wo:d (Kiste-
niaker :

" Of cars of na"d "). Others interpret it,

Iritikahle or liquid ; and Frit>^che prefers this. But
nios' probab y it is, according to the later Greek
usage (in Arisiotle), " qnod fidei est ex[)loralai "

—

thus genmiir, Indian not Pseudonardus. as Pliny
•;ays niieophyl. aSoXoi, Euthym. afcpavoi).
The Syr. N^i'j>n^ points that way. Others have

derived it from the name of a place—but who
knows this? What more is wanting"? The word
in its precision serves to assure u-. of the histori-
cal truth of the occurrence. Sepp. (iii. 175, note),
following Friedlieb's Archaologie dcr Lcidcmgc-
schichte, has treated the question very learnedly.

* So in Pape"s poem, C/irtxfus, p. 118. Ilorch's
mystical and proi>hetical Bible speaks, however,
in J.no her style :

" The broken va'-o wiih the pre-
cious unauent represented ths breaking of Lis
body, after wliich his name was to be as ointment
poured for:h,tiir(ingh the prear hing of tho Gospel,
etc., according to C int. i. 3. Might not the Lord's
words. Malt. xxvi. 13, have such a thought iu the
backgrouud 1

"
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BiM). Could we but know the wicked origin

of many ef the judgments which we thought-

lessly echo, the Judas-heart from which springs

many of the current criticisms of books and of

things—how should we recoil from them ! Made
bolder, at length, Judas speaks out aloud his

censure; not, however, "blustering and vehe-

ment " (as Teschendorf thinks), but, rather in

the most measured style. The act was an
aTtooXeta, a useless; yea, sinful waste.* What
a contrast with this Judas is the affectionate

heart of Mary ! What a contrast, generally,

between woman's spirit and that of the men of

Israel, his enemies! How could he who had

no heart for the love of Jesus, apprehend that

of Mary ? To him it has been long insufferable

that Jesus should be honored by many in such

immoderate ways; to him, " who would rather

have money in his purse than the Saviour in his

heart." And now so precious an ointment is

spent upon the very feet of the Master! That

Mary should go to such an expense, he might

have put to the account of appearance and ex-

cess of display ; he reckons it up quickly in his

mind—Three hundred pence are wasted here

—indeed more than that (according to Mark).

But he is aware of one very precious objection;

for the Lord had often enougn exhorted them
to lake care of the poor, while he had never,

on the other hand, desired for himself swc/t dis-

tinctions. The whole matter admits of a very

rational exposition and justification—How in-

considerate is the act of this Mary—how many
poor in Bethany and elsewhere might have

been solaced with such a sum as this, whereas

now Jesus and we all derive from it nothing

but a transitory scent, etc. Eii t i—of what
use to him or to any is this waste? It is worth

60 much, and yet too little for such a purpose

—

why was it not more profitably applied in the

right direction ? Had'this " pious enthusiast

"

but thought better of it, sold the ointment, and
given the money to the jwor! We doubt

whether Judas meant—to us poor Apostles

;

but John's explanatory remarkt seems to inti-

mate his meaning to have been that she should

have given it to that end into Jiis keeping, to

be put into the common chest ; that so he might

by degrees expend it in alms and defray their

common charges. The yAooddoMOfiov, or
" bag," was then probably empty, since Jesus

was far removed from Galilee; but after all,

this hypocritical lamentation over the money
stands in close connection with the traitorous

and thievish lust which afterwards moved
him.*
We shall not spend time upon the ques.

tion, how John came to know that Judas was
a thief—that may have made itself plain in

some Way afterwards ; or let every one explain

it as he may. But we shall enter carefully, in

order to understand and apply the far-reaching

word of Jesus in all its significance, into the

general scope of the blame which was ex-

pressed, as it bore a typical character; and
that, not simply because the original principle

in Judas was so evil, and its semblanc? of good
such rank hypocrisy, but because the other disci-

ples could with no guilty intention so easily con-

cur in it. We have here an example of all those

views and of all those judgments which have
their foundation in the favorite principle of
utilitarianism, and which may too often be ap-

plied falsely—to the wounding of pious hearts,

and to the damage of that justifiable cultus in

the Church of God which aims worthily to ex-

press the sentiments of reverence and love, or

which in itself is productive of highest bless-

ing. This lays bare the root of many evils in

our own day, from the parsimonious dealing of

statesmen and boards for ecclesiastical objects,

and the suspicion with which missionary offer-

ings for the entension of the kingdom of Christ

are looked at " because of the poor whom we
have at home," down to the slightest exhibition

of this feeling, calculating by the pettiest and
most inapplicable rules. We have here, further

and more general, an example of all " cold

judgments passed upon the virtuous emotions of

warm hearts "f—of all more or less conscious

or unconscious censures of the artless outgoings

and acts of honest feeling—of all narrow-heart-

ed criticism of others according to our own
mind and temper—and, finally, of that slavish

spirit which would mete out all good works in

the service of God and our neighbor by rigid

rule, and against which we should cry with all

our hearts, " Pardon us. Lord, our metJwdical

goodness and our methodical devotion
!

" Against

* Bengel hesitates not to cry out—Imb tu, Juda,

pcrdilionis es.

f This well agrees with the notice of Luke viii.

3 ; and shows besides that out of the stores of the

poor Jesus alms were sometimes given to the poor.

That Ifiddra^e sisnifies auferre or defrauding

(Nonnus : avaEftTd^f-tv, Theophyl. : xXsTCrstv)

we do not believe, in common with many others,

Bvaune, for examp'e ; for the phrase does not ad-

mit such a meaning, and such a meaning does not

suit the ra" fJaXXofiEva. We have no sympathy
with the style of treating Scripture which allows

Neander to think that this was a human error of

the Evangelist, who was misled to discern ex eventu

earlier signs of Judas' covetousness in this trans-

action.

* " Benevolence covered theft ; the mask of

good works inward hypocrisy. This is the con-

summate picture of hypocritical display in con-

junction with dead works " (Harless).

f See Schlosser's Essay with this title in Pfen-

ninger's Sammhmgcn zu einem Christol. Magaz n. I. il.

63, which exhibits the " displeasure " of the dis-

ciples as not entering into the spirit and sentiment

of Mary's heart. But we very much douDt
whether, according to Rothe {Ethik, iii. 823), our

Lord here in a general sense vindictes a lawful

luxury ; or whether, according to Schleiermacher

{Homil. iiber Johan.), he here admits the propriety

of gratifying the pure tendencies of our humanity

by applying our earthly goods to the amenities of

social life. Mary's view was something qui'.e dif-

ferent from this ; her beautiful act was not a trib-

ute to social feeling, but one performed towards

Jesus in worship, from holy and profound emotion.
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all these, and every thing like them, the words
of our Lord Jesus most decisively protest ; words
in which he condemns those who condemned,
consoles and dignifies his servant Mary, reveals

even the prophetic spirit as suggesting to her

this action, places every thing in its own pro-

priety, and thus, finally, resolves the discord

which had arisen in their thouglits into the

most lovely and noble harmony—for all except
Judas.

There are, properly speaking, four words,
the tuccefiion of which Matthew, as always in

our view, most accurately preserves, Mark
agreeing with him. The justification of the
wounded Mary naturally comes first. With
this is connected the acknowledgment of what
was right in their case for the poor, for the sake
of giving the other disciples their due

;
yet even

in this there is a transition from these poor, al-

ways with them, to himself who was about to

leave them. Tlien follows the e.xplanation

—

She hath anointed me to the burial! Finally,

and this could have been no where but at the

close, conies the promise of a memorial through-
out the world. John, following his design, or

according to his own sentiment and remem-
brance, places the evTa(pin6^vi, or burial,

first, as the true xaXoy epyov, or "God's
work;" he omits (in fulfilling it himself) the

final promise, in order that he may close with
the sorrowful words, which prepare the way
for the Lord's departure—Me ye have not
always.

Matthew and Mark hint that Judas com-
menced this crimination ; and John further

hints that the other disciples concurred with
him, though without malicious intention: the

sing, acpei, "let," in our Evangelists is di-

rected to Judas, the e'xere, " ye have," to all the

rest. Thus the first word was one which stilled

their murmur, reflecting back their blame upon
themselves, a<p£> or acpere (the latter accord-

to Mark, as in the Vulg. Sinite though not in

all the Codd.) ; and it simply said—Cease these

thoughts and these words, they please me not

!

In this single expression he utters his calm and
dignified decision, admitting no appeal ; but, as

he is speaking in the circle of his disciples and
friends, he proceeds to give the reason of his

judgment. Instead of this Matthew and Mark
have an additional and yet stronger protest

against them. Why trouble ye, distress, and
afflict her—xurtovi napix^^^ ^V yvvaixi or

avT^ ? He does not say

—

Me, although he
might, humanly speaking, have felt himself

aggrieved by their estimate, that such honor
and anointing was too great, too precious for

him- But he is wounded in the wounding of

Mary, troubled in her trouble ; and this he ut-

ters therefore the more emphatically, making
her cause his own.* Thus this calm joy of

* Yet, a«:ain, without mentioning Mary, or giv-

ing her any endearing name. That would liave

been in fact derogatory to his dignity, in i)art it

would have sounded egoistic

love is embittered to him ; for in this perverse
generation some drop of sufiering must be in-

fused into all his consolations. (Pfenning^r:
" Joyful as was this Sabbath meal, it ended
not without trouble and disquietude.") How
profoundly and aflfpctionately does he svnipa-
thize with what Mary mu.st have felt, who
finds herself so unexpectedly misunderstood !

"The delusion, that all must lovewliatwe love

(and as we love) is so natural"—but now she
is undeceived by a cold word of the Apostle,

spoken in the midst of the warm impulse of her

love. Albertini preaches incorrectly
—

" Tiiere

dwelt in her secret heart a blessedness which
could not be affected by any external circum-

stances; and she expected nothing other than
the blame of the disciples. Nevertheless, when
this wa.^ expressed so warmly, a slight cloud

may have shaded the heaven of her soul." Oh,
no ; how could she have e.r}H'cfed blame from the

disciples? and when this was expressed not

icarmly, indeed, but with the semblance of truth

and reason, this Hoitovi napexETE was more
than a passing cloud. She may have thought,
" The disciples are right, I have acted inconsid-

erately, it will not please him." On that

account it is that the Lord surpasses their

blame by his own instant praise and consola-

tion—Not merely has she done nothing wrong,

but a beautiful and noble deed. (This j<aXoy

is more, indeed, than cxyaiov ; and the trans-

lation should hit the precise force of this ex-

pression.) Aflectionate devotion at the right

time, the thoughtful, corresponsive expression

of the deepest feeling—is not that lovelv ? Not
merely does ^lary perform a icork in this an-

ointing, as much as her sister's in her serv-

ing ;* but her work is the more noble, if we
understand and estimate it in its spirit and
meaning. Behold here the moral cRslhdicx, as

it were, in the estimation of human acts, which

the Lord teaches and requires. Elsewhere lie

commends faith or love ; here, because it is

assailed, he commends the deed; but derives its

profound value from the state of the soul, which

is expressed by external act. He corrects, by

his lofty decision, the manifold errors of human
judgment as to what is good, and what is

noble, in human work.s. It is not necessary

that they be great, and widely influential acts,

for the result gives them not their value, but

the intention ; still less are we to apply every

where the standard of common benevolence or

usefulness, for an apparent waste may be de-

serving of commendation. Finally, he docs not

omit to add, as the deepest ground of his su-

preme verdict—She hath done it unto me (Matt.

eii knE, Mark iv ifioi). This is done, not so

much to complain—Is that then of no import-

ance? am I not worthy of this honor? as to

teach generally by this specific instance what is

the first, and most essential regulating measure

of all good and lovely works. " Thefird com-

mand is, to love God above all ; and t/i£n, our

* The eiZycrdaro w\t\\ eXyoy is more emphatio

than a mere kituii]6Ev.
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neighbor as ourselves."* Of what value is

all our vaunted love of onr neighbor and of the

poor, without the love of God therein ?t But

he places himself involuntarily and naturally

in the stead of God, even in the midst of his

self-renouncing, sympathizing humility ; for he

could do no otherwise. Humbly self-renounc-

ing, as a friend in the circle of friends, he began ;

majestically, judicially self-asserting must he

continue and end. Both are suddenly com-

bined in one brief sentence—and this is the

authentic style of the words of Jesus. Done

unto him, not done unto him—this will finally

arbitrate upon all the works of men. Be

confident, therefore, misunderstood soul ;
he

knoweth thee and thy purpose ; and even if

his dieciples blame thee, he will justify thee

both now and hereafter.

The poor, of whom ye other disciples speak

with good intention and partial truth (all three

have the article)—are never wanting to you.

It is probable that the Lord, recalling a pas-

sag:e of Scripture, said only this, and that the

addition of Mark is an explanatory reflection
;

yet this deduction seems very appropriate in

the connection. "Orav ^iXi^ts, " whensoever

ye will," would then contain, at the same time,

a gentle ironical intimation of the absence of

earnest intention on the part of Judas
;
while

the avTovi ev Ttoiijdat, "do them good,"

would be the corresponding counterpart to the

HaXov epyov kv kf.ioi, "a good work upon me."

The passage alluded to is Deut. xv. 11, which

must be taken with ver. 4 of the same chapter.

In connection with the remission of debts in

the year of jubilee it was said, n^H"' vh '3 DDX

|r3N !]3—where the '3 DaNI r^ay be understood

variously % not, to ike end that no poor may
be among you ; rather with Michaelis, " tin-

less there be no poor needing remission"—yet

this is opposed, as Meyer well remarks, by ver.

11 afterwards. Since elsewhere (e. gr. Num. xiii.

28 ; Amos ix. 8 ; Judg. iv. 9, see Noldius,

Cone. Part., who adds our passage with hesita-

tion) ^3 DSi^ is tamen, vei-untamen, a promise

has been found here as a srround of encourage-

ment for the remission—Ye will do yourselves

no injury therebv, ye will not make yourselves

poor ; since it then goes on to say, that the

Lord will bless you in your obedience to his

commandments. But this is forced, and the

* So L6ssel on the passajre, in his Wort tmd

Lehcn, Betrachtungen nach dem Ev. Ilatth. p. 503.

t
" Not, as men are wonl to say, For God's

sake!" So Diesterwes. Ilarless, on the other hand:

"Judas the hypocrile and traitor was the first

preacher of Ihat doctrine of the exc'usive value

of the so-called good works, in the New Testa-

ment."

:j: But we must not understand with Luther, that

it is not a conjunction at a'l. He makes an inap-

propr'ate distinction between " the beggar," ver.

4, and the "poor," ver. 11, and thus makes a

Bible-sentence very often used by the uninformed.

IV3X is still the same, in whc;e favor tho !•

mission is to be made. Consequently, the

only right meaning is (that to which Aben-

Ezra's expression, misunderstood by Rosen-

miiller, pointed)

—

Nevertheless or in truth there

would be no poor among you, if ye obeyed my
commandments, etc.* With this is placed in

significant contrast the subsequent prediction

of ver. 11, Y-\^r\ 3-ipD ji^nx ^^n' n!?—the poor

will not be wanting, they will not cease; in-

stead of which the Lord savs, ndwoTE ex^Te

/jeO' EavT<3i', " ye always have with you," in

order to prepare for the antithesis—But me ye
have not always. Thus, that there always are

poor, rests, according to the whole internal con-

nection of that chapter of Moses, which is at

once the solution oi the fact and true in his-

tory, upon the sin of Israel, which yet by full

obedience might be capable of blessing. The
Lord now confirms the same in his word to ths

disciples (wmch. like every such word is design-

ed also for the future of his people) with re-

gard to the Christian commonwealth. Dies-

terweg in his book Ber Lebensfrage der Civili-

zation, maintains boldly that it was not the

Eternal Creator who established or produced

the present system of social life ; " and he is

thrs far right that our sin is certainly the

original cause, as of every evil, so also of our

pauperism. But when he altogether denies the

divine dispensation of poverty as the punish-

ment of unrighteousness, and lays all its blame
upon the not giving of those Avho have the

means, he is entangled in that great error of a

civilized age concerning this question of life

which has only made the matter worse with its

help. In effect, no reiterated "lex agraria"

can abolish the poverty which is ever re-

produced, no St. Simon or Bettina can stop

this fountain; we must, indeed give \y\i\\ tho

wisdom of charity, but without hoping that

this will make poverty cease. The Lord's
ndvTOTE, " always," proves its truth to our

own day on account of sin, indeed, but also as a

consequent counsel and will of God ; Christian

people must humbly adapt their views to this

fact, and thoughtfully consider that the giving

of alms is not the only benevolence to the poor.

To this the £v 7toirj6ai, " do good," of Mark
might point. Show to the poor by thy own
shining example, how he is loved and honored

—this is here the one thing which is needful to

needy man.
The Lord has thus admitted that all was

right in the thoughts of the rlisciples who
were misled by Judas; to the traitor and thiel

* See Baumgarten's CnmmenU.ry, who com-
pares for D3X) Numb. xxii. 35, and beautifully

de luces that Isr.iel was to see in every poor m^n a
testimony of the people's disobedience (already

pre-supposeJ by tie law) ; and consequently
should on that account help his brother. Comparo
Jarchi, who s'mp'y unites vers. 4 an 1 11—If in

any one case ye do, and in the other do not God's
will.
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himself he has nothing more to say, although

he looks through his soul at this moment of

murmuring and of hypocrisy. He does not re-

buke them in common—Ye have spoken a false

and evil word concerning her noble act ; for

that would be too hard for those who were led

astray with a good intention. He does not de-

tect and expose the winked spirit of their mis-

leader—for " he is not just now disposed to

inflict severe condemnation."* S>7-roirfuUy—
as he thinks of those fittest Scripture words
which speak of the sad continuance of the

poor, with all its profound meaning for all

times—sorrowfully ne leads them back to his

own person, for which this was thought to be
too much honor : But me ye have not always.

In a manner almost marvellous, he places him-
self, to whom all actions ot thanksgiving and
love avedue. in parallel with the poor on whom
we bestow benefactions, and by him, in his

human tenderness, the separation from the

earthly fellowship of his own is keenly felt.

All tlat he had already foretold concerning his

departure is brought to their remembrance by
the gentle but emphatic ov ndvroTF—as if he
shonld say. Have ye then forgotten that I shall

be but a little while longer with you ? But in

the symbolical meaning of the whole, since ice

also mav anoint him like Mary, and thereby do
better than by all our "confederations for ele-

vating the working classes" without him—we
may properly reflect in what sense we also have
him not nhcays so near in his spiritual presence,

and therefore that the riciht opportunities of

presenting our ofTerings of thanks and love to

him are to bo jealously seized. If the Lord
spoke, in the former clause, for distant futurity,

he may probablv also have thought, in the

latlfr, of that which we have now expressed.

We remarked above that the words which
John has placed first are to be regarded as

spoken now—She has, in truth, paid me the
" last honor ;" for death and the sepulchre are

immediately before me. At the moment of

his kingly anointing, be speaks of dving; for

thoughts of death now continually fill his .soul,

and images' of physical death float before his

eyes. In the midst of this festal joy he.sees his

a'.ointed body as an embalmed corpse in the

sepulchre. Into what a depth in the human
consciousness of Jesus does tiiis inexpressibly

touching utterance—which suppressed all dis-

cord in every heart but that of Judas—permit
us to look' The tvraq)id6ai or ivTaepta^fioi
is found in all the narratives—it includes the

whole interment, to which the anointing also

belongs. Matthew expresses the essential

ground-thought in the simplest and most intel-

ligible form— In that she hath poured it on my
lo'ly, she did it for my burial. Mnrk intro-

duces a more sp'^cific f'^ature in the npnfXafjE—
She hath come beforehand, or hath anticipated

it: and the meaning of this, as reconciling all

the .accounts, can only be that she performed on
the living body that which was not performed

• AlberLiui in the sermon before auotcd-

on the dead, being both needless and unper-

mitted. John, although he reverses the order,

appears to us here also to preserve the original

expression used by our Lord in vBzyjprjxe*

This word is obviously opposed to the tnpdOtj

and ISoOtj in which Judas' desire had been ex-

pressed—She has done rightly not to sell the

ointment (which she possessed), but to pre-

serve it for use on this day. Whence and for

what purpose Mary obtained this juvpov
(whether for the interment of Lazarus and his

delayed embalming, as mentioned above) is a

question not alluded to here, and all supposi-

tions are free: but we, for our own part, think

a provision made for the embalming of her

brother, whether before or after his death, alto-

gether improbable. The other anointings of

the evangelical history give us instances of

ointment being kept for sundry purposes. The
Lord goes not beyond the fact of her having it

in possession, as the disciples thought desirable

another application. We may say, in some
sense, with Rieger, " She must have reserved it

under the guidance of a higher hand," for the

Lord establishes from the providential significance

of her action its moral propriety also, the genuine
acceptableness before God of the sentiment and
its expression.

Mary, however, thinks of nothing more than
paying the Lord a tribute of honor at this

feast, she does not refer in her own thoughts to

his entombment or embalming. Many are not

contented with this, but ascribe to her, accord-

ing to the letter of the Lord's words, which
certainly point that way, an actual conscious-

ness of the near approaching burial of Jesus.

(So Stiickelberger, e. g., among preachers : but
the view has always been attractive to many,
Driiseke says, " As she could not avert his fate,

slie would at least consecrate him to his sad

destiny.") This would be an impressive con-

trast wi*h the deep blindness of Judas upon
the future of Jesus, j as exhibiting the keen
insight of a loving soul, or, at least, the half-

conscious presentiment which overcame her on
such a day and at such a critical moment (as

he sat, that is, by the side of Lazarus, for whom
the anointing should have been ; and is pur-

posing to go to Jerusalem among his enemies)—"Alas! when thou diest, none will anoint

thee ; I will therefore do it beforehand." There

* Lachmann's reading iva TTfp?}dp, approved

by Luthardt (Vulg. k^ serret, Nonn. vrppa (pv-

Xd^rj), LUoke projierly regards, notwilh-tanding

its textual claims, as incorrect; for th^ Lord takes

the preset day proleptically as the viiepoc rov
tvra(p\a6nov 'and according to Jink's ffpoe-

XafJev). Alford, Similarly: "The r^c, reading

seems to be an adaptation to Mark xiv. 8, in order

toescape from the difTicnlty of understanding how
she nhe could keep for liit burial what she poured out

now."

\ For by means of the greiteat sinner among
the disciples, him who loast understood the coun-
sol of God. must the fulfillmeut of that counsel be
brought about.
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is something so attractive in this, that we dare
not unconditionally deny it ; but to our mature
consideration there appears in it also something
which is out of harmony with the plain sim-
licity of the whole procedure. We, therefore,

old to the common view, which every one can
understand, that the Lord simply ascribes his

own thoughts to Mary, and now by & projjhetic

word elevates, interprets, and glorifies her xa-
Xov epyov of affectionate love into a prophetic

act. Here we agree with Luthardt :
" Her

action becomes, without her knowledge, a sym-
bolical token of what was to befall Jesus."

This corresponds with the unconscious signifi-

cance of many other actions and words during
these his last days. (Mary like Caiaphas !)

This was the most ancient notion, as witnessed
in the Peshito, which adds in Matthew and
JIark a Tj'N—aw if or as it were for my burial.

Indeed it would have to the disciples the im-
pressive meaning—Would ye blame her, if—
I were laid in the sepulchre dead? Would this

anointing be too costly if it were actually for

my kvracpiadfio?, or burial? Now, then, I

tell you (do ye yet not know it of yourselves ?)—it is near enough, and her deed has the value,

before God and before me, of an anointing for

my burial.* (See in Grotius the striking am-
plification of this thought.)

Mark, finally, gives us another beautiful and
undoubtedly genuine word, though he places it

before us in transition

—

She hath done tchat sh<;

could. The edxev of this phrase certainly can-
not admit of any petty application to her
wealth ; we cannot tolerate such an interpre-

tation of the Lord's sentiment as, in Judas'
reckoning spirit, would make him say—In the

case of one more needy than she, such an ob-
jection would be ungraciously applied, but she,

over and above, hath the means. Oh, no ; even
if she, like the poor widow at the treasury, had
applied her utmost all to this purpose, Jesus
would have likewise dignified and commended
her act. Nor must we translate with Bengel's
translation (though not in the Gnomon) : What
she had to do she has done—what was appoint-

ed to her and therefore obligatory. This is

opposed to the grammatical meaning ; but to

take e'xetv for having in one's power or being
able, is sound and safe. Thus, as it has been
almost always practically understood in the

Church, it is the most gracious and the highest
praise which any one can receive from the
Lord's supreme estimate of his acts—What she
could do, she has actually done. Mary was
made capable of this noble act by her strong
internal love—therefore she restrained not its

expression, she kept back nothing. Humble
thyself, reader and hearer, in the presence of

this word, and think how great a thing it is,

* Augustine, de Civit. i. 13, justifies, by Mary's
commendation, the expression of love and honor
paid, generally, to the eorporihus defuncforwn

:

"Nee ideo tamen contemnenda et abjicienda
Bunt," etc.

and how seldom it happens, that the Lord can
say t/,is of any man. But understand, also,

from this, wherefore he has ordained a memo-
rial of this deed for all futurity.

She hath done what she could. She has,

even down to our Lord's sepulchre, performed
on him the beautiful offices of thankful love.

This shall be the inscription over her, her memo-
rial in all the world,* inseparably bound up
with that Gospel which tells of the death by
which life comes to the world. The more un-
expected and unusual this utterance of our
Lord is, the more unhesitatingly we receive it

from the hands of the first two Evangelists.

It is (as Niemeyer says in his Chavakteristik)
" the only time that the Lord has mentioned its

reputation as the reward of a noble work."
We must not shrink from admitting this bo-

cause all glory belongs to God alone; in the
words of Jesus " such remembrance is recorded

as a good thing which, in a certain case, ap-

pertains to recompense" (Palmer, Katcchetik, p.

164). But we must more deeply consider, that

just now, when the question was of the oblique

censures of men, and the vain show of sup-
posed good works was in contrast, Jesus con-

fers such honor upon a deed of love which even
the disciples misunderstood and the world
would think nothing of. " While he well knew
that even in Christendom such perverted views

of merit and fame would arise, he took this

occasion to prescribe what should be true fame
and true worthiness, and to assign to those

who deserve it an abiding remembrance—in

order that here, at this last cross-way on the way
to his cross, all his followers should discriminate

and decide" (Lossel). Although the act had
the appearance, and it was so interpreted

against Mary, as if she designed by this costly

anointing to make herself prominent, yet Mary
in reality thought of nothing so little as her
otcn honor; it was under the irrepressible im-
pulse of her emotion that her silent, diffident

spirit overcame itself and thus come forward.

She sought no more, as Hase beautifully says,

than a gracious glance. Nevertheless, and on
that very account, the Lord predicts and ap-

points that she should be praised from genera-

tion to generation upon earth. Who but him-

self had the power to insure to any work of

man, even if resounding throughout the whole
earth in his own time, an imperishable remem-
brance in the stream of history ? Behold, once

more, here the majesty of his royal, judicial

supremacy in the government of the world,

expressed in this 'Ajurjy Xeyoo vixlv, "Verily
I say unto you."
Yet he does not say at once and with-

out qualification f/j eicaivov or tie, Sn$av
avTT/?, "for her praise" or " glory ;"t but

* MvT^jitodvvov in the Sept. for jiisf and 137,

also in Esth. ix. 32 for "»BD3.

t Yet the good Sepp, with great simplicity,

makes the Lord glance at the future of his Church
and the veneration of relics ! But eii ^vrjf.i6(jvyoy
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that which should be spoken as a memorial of

her, he applies to our instruction as an ex-

ample. Similarly, Mary's deed obtains this

undyins? remembrance only through its connec-

tion with him and his Gospel. By iv uXoj raa

jcotf/zcj, "in the whole world" (.Mark, eii

o\.oy TOY xodnoy), he already here tcslifies

what he afterwards prophesies to his disciples,

Matt. xxiv. 14. Thiji Gospel; that is, tlie

mess.ige of peace and blessedness which should

spring forth from his chath, the kernel and

centre of which should be his dying. This

GoKpel is not so much doctrine as history ; this

history is great and signiQcaut in all its lesser

circumstances, the selection of which, under

God's disposal, should be the -nripvyna—all

this lies in the simple word which was spoken

to this intent. Vainly does Bruno Bauer's

frenzy rage against the Lord's counsel—" Alas

!

that one must speak of such things ;
would that

thev had fallen into th-; oblivion which is their

meet lot 1 " la vain he imagines that he

" shall say such keen and annihilating things

as shall render needless any farther mention of

them." Many other mockers' and bla-phemers'

names have been blotted out and their memory
forgotten—but what Mary did in quiut Beth-

any has been spoken of till now; and will be

spoken of to the end of time, because the Lord
has so decreed by one of those words not one of

which shall fall to tlie ground. Therefore the

fourth Evangelist gives us her namz ;* there-

fore Matthew and Mark place the history at

the commencement of the Passion, that it may
forever excite, in connection with the sufferings

of Christ, the feeling thouglit—All this he did

and sulTered for me—what do I for him? have

I done what I could? Thus was it foreseen

and provided ; and Mary not only predicted

(he death and burial of Jesus, but preaches

now throughout the world in this Gospel—His

alone be the love of all, let all be done to his

honor and in his service, even all charities to

the poor.

LAST PUBLIC DECLARATION CO.NCERNING HIS COMING DE.\TH: THE CORN
OF WHEAT, AND HIS DISCIPLESHIP; THE PRAYER OF ANGUISH; THE
GLORIFICATION; THE BRIEF CONTINUANCE OF THE LIGHT.

(John xii. 23-36.)

All this we embrace under one head; for it

is manifest that through all the fulness of these

utterances of our Lord, the continuous funda-

mental thouglit of his impetuling death may be

distinctly traced. As at Bethany in the circle

of his friends—Me ye have not always ; so now
in the temple aloud before friend and foe—Yet
only a little while is the light with you ! This

is the reply to the people's question, how the

being taken away from the earth could suit the

Mesniak OT the Son of Mm; it comes conclu-

sively after profound sayings concerning the

necessity of his death in order to his fruit and
glorification, after a public exhibition of the

commencing anguish of his conflict, in which
tlie Father promises frcm heaven and confirms
to him the victory. Thus the correct super-
scription of the whole is—The Lord's last pub-
lic declaration concerning his death.*
John has recorded after the anointing the

entry into Jerusalem, like the Synoptics; but
he has further mentioned the connection be-

tween the people's hosannas and tiie resurrec-

tion of Lazarus. Tlie disposition of the Phari-
sees, as opposed to the people, is here in ver.

19 the same which Luke xix. 30 reports—but

txvrcSy XaXifiijCerai o Irtoitjdav—at this limit

the " veneration " should restrain itself.

* More correctly than Lampe's " Valedictoria
gloriio Christi in tt-mplo nianife.statio "—allhou:^h

he is so far rii;lit as concerns the c'ory of Christ.

The last public dUcouru (^De WetteJ, is only in the
Gospel of Joho.

it is described as more bitter, internal chagrin
being more fully exhibited. As already in

chap. iii. 26, the disciples of the Baptist hyper-
bolically complained that all men came to iiim;

as in Mark i. 37 the disciples announced, All
men seek for thee ; so now, but with more ap-
pearance of absolute truth, they say that, in

spite of all their precautions

—

The world is gone

after him .'t In these words, too, there is an
enforced prediction. For although the speakers

used the expression only according to the cur-

rent moaning of D^J? and SD^Jf (every body;

all men)—yet would all tha people of the

world be drawn to him, after the vanquishing
of the world's Prince by his death. It is most
significant that immediately afterwards a pledge

* Here repeated, and in cliap. xi. 2, presuming
an acquaintance with the narr.itive.

t Properly, follows liim, adheres to him, forsak-

ing us. M Ilk the lamentinij aTtf/XOey, here dif-

ferent from Mark 1. 20. Yc see that Caiaphas is

rijjht ; we must not let him thus alone, all men
believe in h m ! Ye see that »/<? do rothhiy with
yourspaiinrr half-measures. Orayps'tre is not, as

Erasmus thought, a question. Nor do wj prefer

with Ben2;pl (on account of npoi eavrov?, tho

cofpsXEire be nf: copietl from the SnojpKlrE) the

read ng aorpeXoL'^tsy (retained in the Vulg. and
Nonnus, but, not in tho Syr.). The vij^oroiis party
speak to the timid—Follov? only tho counsel of our
pruflent hi^h priest ! Lange is altogether wrong
in thinking it the helpless wrath of impotent op-
ponents, mocking cue another.
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and earnest of this ia afforded in the desire of

certain Greeks to soe him.
As the Lord on Monday at the cleansing of

the temple testified that this house of God
should be called a house of prayer /or allnations

(Mark xi. 17), so even now already on the

Sunday, the day of his entry, this had received

a fulfillment in the coming of these Gentiles,

according to the original appointment in 1

Kings viii. 41. We have in our table placed

this incident of the Greeks,* and what followed

it, on i\\& first day. Many, indeed, think that

it should be placed, if not at the close, yet

several days later than the cleansing of the

temple, since according to the Synoptics Jesus

spoke several times afterwards publicly to the

people, whereas here after ver. 36 he departs

and hides himself. But this hiding, the like

of which occurs before in John, must not be

regarded as final and definitive ; it does not

exclude a return to vindicate the temple, and a

daily teaching afterwards. Indeed, it thus

maintains its historiographical truth according

to John's plan, whictf pre-supposes and passes

by every thing else in order to exhibit this

scene of the first day as the closing scene, and
this discourse as the last public declaration in

his Gospel. For ver. 20, in its close connection

with ver 19, seems still actually to belong to

ver. 12.

More important than the definition of the

time, which we simply give according to our

own unprejudiced view, is the certainty that

the "E/l/lT/j/eS, or "Greeks," were not Jews
(proselytes), not even proselytes of righteous-

ness, but at most proselytes of the gate, and

certainly no other than heathens: see our

observations on chap. vii. 35, and the connec-

tion cf this event with what follows. The
Vulg. translates Gentiles, and, according to

John's phrase in chap. xix. 20, they were prob-

ably Greeks "^Yoper.^ They were en todv dva-
§aiv6vTa}y, which Glass., Grot., Beng., etc.

understand—Who were accustomed to come up

yearly or oftener;J such ds^o/ttEvoi "EXXr^vsi

as are alluded to in the Acts of the Apostles.

They came up not, strictly speaking, to keep

the feast, but merely zVn: npo^nvvvdco^ty " to

worship." It was not, however, tl.e presence

of these Gentile guests at the festival whch was
remarkable and typical—that was a frequent

occurrence ; but tnat these heathens should

ask just at this time for tlie Lord, should desir-e

to see Jesus. The reason for Avhich they turn to

Philip seems to be intimated in the otherwise

useless addition, that he was of Bethsaida in

Galilee (according to the older and wider mean-

* Their announcement to the Lord Lan^e reck-

ons as the culminalion of our Lord's influence

upon the peop'e on the Monday ; wh la Neander
assigns it to the day of entry which excited so

BQucli public attention.

t Sepn sees m them Armenians, the deputation

of King Abgavus.

f Lampe :
" Qui non casu aliquo sed flxo more

festa Israelis frequentabant."

ing of this name) ; either he was known to

them as on the borders of their land (against

which Bengel objects the -Kvpff but too criti-

cally), or they observed that he understood
Greek, or whatever else may be suggested.*.

Philip, at first, probably, regards their desire

as unreasonable curiosity: he then counts it re-

markable, does not venture to repel them, yet

still less to bring the matter forward alone—for

would the Messiah, just now proclaimed, and
triumphantly entering, receive Gentiles at once
into his presence ?t He therefore confers with
his countryman Andrew (chap. i. 44).

We woidd see Jesus. Words these of deeper

than their apparent meaning, and in this typi-

cal history ot such significance that they have
been regarded by a profounder exposition with
perfect propriety as an expression of the desire

of the whole heathen world, and used as a great

missionary text. The simple iSeiv, "see,"

means more in those who now utter it than
the iSslv r/? edrt, " see who he was," of Zac-

chasus; it is a modest expression, which Beza
rightly interprets

—
'" Ut privatim convenirent

Jesum " (To have a private interview with
Jesup). The glory so strangely mingled with
lowliness at the great entry, the fame of his

deeds generally, and of his raising the dead, the

hostile influences which they saw at Avork

against him—all these combined lo stimu-

late their attention, and to awaken within

them a concealed longing after that which they

felt wanting, and might find in him. Thus do
they, in the name of their nation, and of all

nations, coincide in the desire of the true Israel

during all ages from the fathers' time (Luke
X. 24), to see what here is to be seen ; thu^ un-

consciously do they speak, for the Evangelists'

and our right understanding, in the name of

the world of heathenism, the hitjhest SsXstrf
or wish, of which in all times has this for its

goal—to find and to know a Jesus. 'These

men from the West represent at the end of

Christ's life what the wise men of the East rep-

resented at its beginning ; but those came to

the manger of the King, while these come to

his cross, and receive presently more full intel-

ligence. What the Lord takes this opportunity

to utter is also a concluding discourse, even as

are the subsequent ones in the former Evangel-

ists; and it was not simply (as B.-Crusius

thinks) "according to the design of this fourth

Gospel to give the final utterance of Jesus over

Judaism," but these words were actually spoken
in the spirit of that fundamental idea which
runs through the synoptical discourses also

—

Israel's rejection, and the passing of the king-

dom to the Gentiles. Yet Herder, likewise,

says not without truth, " Happy John ! It was

* Nonnus contents himse'f with an axx^'"^'^^p>
^iXimtcp, that is, who met them accidentally.

t It may be supposed that the Lord was in Iho

interior of the temple, in the court of tlie women
(chap. viii. 20), into v.-hich no Gentiles riared to in-

trude. We do not agree with Liuhardt as to tha

improbability of this.
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for thee to change the dennnciatory symbols of

the other Evangelists exhibitinsj the rejection

of the Jewish people, their terrific woes against

the Pharisees, into a joyful outlook over all

those nations whose language thou didst em-
ploy (chap. xii. 37-50). For time had con-

firmed this wide prospect of Christ."

Verse 23. Did then the Lord refuse the

admission of the Greeks, as Lampe and Kleuk-
er in particular,* Meyer, Braune, and others,

supp'-se ?t Can this be discerned in his

amwerf We think not, but should be more
disposed to interpret it thus : They have come
at the right hour of my glorification before all

the world, they are justified in their desire, in a

sense much deeper than they suppose. t But
even this seems a superficial view of the con-

nection, and a more profound sense must be

sought in the fundamental idea of the glorifica-

tion, of the Son of Man which now fills the soul

of our Lord, for the more complete exposition

of which, however, we must refer to his second

utterance, chap. xiii. 31, 32. The avro':i,

"them," after cxKSHpivaro, " answered," ap-

?pars (as Alford maintains) literally to point to

'hilip and Andrew alone (in the presence of

the other disciples) ; but we must not forget to

take into account the compression and compre-

hensiveness of John's historical style at this

crisis, the abruptness with which he elevates

the hidden meaning and passes by the detail,

while preserving of course absolute truth in

every incident tliat he records. It is assumed

by many that after the Lord had received the

Greeks and spoken something to them, he ad-

dressed the disciples at more length, as here re-

corded ; but this is contradicted by the strict

connection between the oTtsHpiyaro, "an-
swered," and the Xiyovdt, " tell," of vers. 22,

23. Are we to suppose that John omitted what
Jesus spoke to the Greeks, just at the time

when he is making their desire so significantly

prominent? We cannot, with our views, avoid

referring the auror? to the Apo=tles and the

Greeks together. This is an allowable and in-

telligible conciseness ; for the granting of their

request is left to be inferred by the attentive

* " lie denied their request, and said : What
more would ihese Greeks see in me ] Tiie time is

come for me to die ; and that will be followed by
a cloriflcation which strangers and foreigners

shall come to know, xcithout th^ ncccnnity of any

per$onal knowledge of me. For this they could not

as yet behold in m3" (in his treatise, Johannes,

Fetru*, und Patilus ah Christo'ogcn, p. 121.

+ Laufs (in tl e Stud. u. Krit. 18.j?>, ii. 379) also

mainta'ns that Jesus throii^hout held fast his

mission to Israel alone. Sch eiermacher, on the

other hand, thinks it miy be assumed, despit'

appearances in the narrative, that .lesus did not

leave this lau<lable de.>ire of the Greeks uusatis-

I'led.

X Draseke expounds :
" They $lwuld see me,

they vctU see me, and *xm shall they see me. For
the time when the world shall know me, and shall

behold the glory of God manifested in m", and
through me iu mankind, has already come."

reader from the whole scope of onr Lord's

words. Either the Lord spoke in Greek (as,

doubtless, elsewhere, often), or the Greeks un-
derstood, which may without scruple be sup-

posed, the popular tongue of Judoea. Suffice

it that we cannot otherwise undi^rstand the

Evangelist than that he pre-supposes the

Greeks to be hearing the discourse of Jesus

with the rest, and, indeed, that the first portion

of it was specially spoken for them. Meyer's

note correctly finds here " an instruction de-

signed for the sensuous eye of the Greeks."

These guests at the feast were to see the cross

succeeding the triumphant entry—and he pre-

sents to their reflections beforehand the solution

of the mystery, and a relief to its offence, in

his words concerning the grain of wheat. Thus,

in a way in which no cpt\v6o(po'i (philosopher)

had ever spoken, " he explains to them in brief

his sydem."* The disciples with the Greeks,

and the Greeks with the disciples, expect after

the hosanna still greater things, his universal

glorification ; and the Lord tells them—Yea,

verily, the hour is come, but my glorification

will proceed differently from your thoughts of

it. As King, ratlier as the Saviour of all

people, I shall soon be glorified: and deeper

?till—as the Son of Man, the normal and central

Man, the second Adam. But only by my
dying will the divine enorgv of my humanity
be set '.ree and exerted for all mankind.

Verse 24. For this he does not appeal to

the testimony of the prophets (an evidence,

too, that he is speaking to the Greeks also\

but to a secret prophecy of nature which his

words immediately elevate and explain—of

that nature, the manifestations of which " the

sensuous eye of the Greeks " had profoundly

observed without pi-ofoundly understanding.

For that he signifies himself by the grain of

wheat, is evident from the connection with the

former clause, as also from the 'A/^itjv, duvv,
" Verily, verilv." Yea, not only prophecy in

Israel, "not only the presentiments and dreams

of the heathen world, in which the dim traces

of a primeval prophecy are to be discerned, but

Nature herself also sijeaks of the mystery of a

redeeming death. That from death generallv,

which is the wages of sin, and, as properly

death, came first into the world by sin, new life

is brought forth—is noin a phenomenon and

svmbol every where witnessed. But indeed,

the caterpillar which becomes a moth, and

every thing else of the same kind in the animal

world, must be regarded as on that account

appertaining to the after creation of insects and

worms, which was heralded by the change of

the serpent-form, and was then the produce of

death and corruption.! Nevertheless, since

* Lan^e agrees with (his, and regards these

words of Jesus as the expression of bin first his-

torical introduction ^nd greetinsr to the Hellenic

national spirit—the Gospel for the Greek*.

f The butterfly is not an imace of (he rejuven-

escence of life
—"such a« may take place in the

pure planet*, and might have taken placo opoa
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the fall was foreseen, and the redeeming death

of the Son of God and Son of Man already lay

in the deep counsels of eternity, the Ci eat or im-

planted types of it in his pure earthly creation

before the fall. Thus we have here in the divine

ordinance of the fruit springing Irom the ^eed,

of the nev/ growth springing from the death of

the old, the most primitive prophecy of the

mystery of atonement and sacrifice which the

pure creation contains. John now discloses

the inmost kernel of the parables, of the seed

and harvest in the synoptical Gospels, and
of that first tiiscourse of our Lord con-

cerning sowing and reaping which he him-
self recorded in chap. iv. 35-38. As firmly

established as the covenant of God touching

seed time and harvest, is h s counsel touching

the death of Christ and the life of the world.

As in the present process of digestion the food

perishes in the stomach to re-appear in vivified

flesh and blood, so in a symbolical analogy the

seed corn dies in order to bring forth fruit.

" This holds good generally of all seed (dirov
)] Tivo'-i ro3V Xoiitixtv, 1 Cor. xv, 37), but the

Lord, not without meaning, specifies grain, the

noblest, that of Palestine, wheat—partly, b*^-

cause it is the most important in man's yearly

sowing and reaping, and part.y, becau.se in

fact (as Wesley remarks) the corn of wheat
does according to the laws of nature more
effectually dissolve and perish in pushing forth

the all but invisible germ, than other kinds of

seed which serve it as a permanent covering or

as sustenance under the earth.*

As in nature, so in the life of man, in the

the history of nations, of which the Greeks

were directly reminded, it is a law of universal

operation that out of a self-renouncing, self-

sacrificing resignation of all, the benediction

of a richer fruitfulness, of a glorified and mul-

tiplied existence, springs forth. When that

which a man possesses, i.s—to use the words oi

Beck {Lehrwissemchaft, i. 520)—" not appropri-

the earth if Adam had not fallen—that form of

change by which the paradisaical man mioht have
made the transition from his first into his second
life " (Large). For what purpose would then

serve the pupa state, and the chrysahs ? We
cannot imagine caterpillars in paradise. As
respects the " after creat'on of insects and
worms," wh'ch my critic Miinchmeyer excepis
against, this is not my " subjective notion," nor is

it an offence against Scripture, but a tradiiion of
old hidden doctrine well known to the learned, as

may be seen in Von Meyer's Bibeldeutimgen, p.

129. Bl"ek {Stud u. Krit. 1831, iii. 498) admits
th • notion of the Zend-Avesta as pre-supposed in

the Pentateuch, which indeed only borders on the
truth.

* " Sngularem id emphasin habere circa fru-
menta notant historise naturalis scriptores, quia in

eo differunt a oaeteris plant s, quod omnium (?) ali-

arum plantarum semina, ubi radices emi.erunt,
soleant reliquas quoque partes conservaie et foras

protudere, sed partes seminis frumenti sola radice
separata, quae ex terra p-otuberat, corrumpantur
Rc pereant." Thus we read in Larape.

ated and enjoyed according to the desire of the

present moment, but foregone, as in the case of

the seed which is sown, in reliance upon the

divine Jaw of the henedidi&n of increase, which

pervades the whole economy of things
"—there ibl-

lows most assuredly in every case a rich har-

vest. We may well suppose these pondering

Greeks to have cried—This is the truth, thy

wise saying does verily hold good, thou won-
derful Son of Man in Israel ! Yet the last and
highest illustration of this truth in his own
person, they could only, like the Apostles, un-
derstand when the great event had taken place.

Had this first seed-corn died and fallen into

the earth, it would have been ahne in its own
peculiar pre-eminence—just as Jesus stood in

his power of the Spirit, his divine-human lifo

and energy, incommunicable, independent of

and above the rest of the human race, before

he died. But now what thousand times thou-

sand fold fruit does he bear! From the time

that he gave up his soul as an offering for sin,

he sees his seed and prolongs his days (Isa. liii.

10). This is what was meant by the riDVj or

" Branch," of the prophets Isaiah, Jeremiah,

and Zechariah ; and by Ezekiel's DOT ytSD, or

"plant of renown," chap, xxxiv. 29. Further,
in this word of onr Lord lies the germ of Paul's
resurrection doctrine in 1 Cor. xv. They as-

suredly err, who too narrowly confine the ap-

plication of the fruit-bearing seed-corn to the
hodi/ of the Lord as expanded, after his glorifi-

cation, in the Spirit-pervaded congregation of

his people ; it is rather the whole heavpnly Son
of Man as such who voluntarily sinks down
into t7ds earth of death and the curse, into the
domain and destiny of sinful men, not to
remain there, but to rise out of it as the glori-

fied Glorifier, the risen Raiser of men. It is

true, nevertheless, that as the whole humanity
s intended, so the death and resurrection of the
l>ody is included : yea, its glorification finds its

consummation in corporeity, the fruit-bearing

is meditated by that, the Spirit operates and
continuously flows forth from that same flesh

and blood which became dead, and in which
before his death he abode alone, incommuni-
cable and in mysterious exclusiveness apart.*

Verses 25, 26. But now the Lord goes on
at once to declare, and this is the immediate
design of his present words, that there is no
other law of life for his servants and followers

;

that there is no other way to preserve or redeem
again ourselves, than by the self-hating and self-

renouncing surrender of ourselves to death.
What holds good of himself in its own peculiar,

unapapproachable sense, a? of the seed which he
alone could sow, the sacrifice which he alone
could oflTer—is not the less on that account a

* I am perfectly of the same opinion with
Luthardt, that here the necessity of the death of
Christ " in order to his self-communication " is

maintained. But I cannot admit, with him, that
the concomitant reference to the curse and penalty
of bin is excluded by this fundamental idea.
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type for us, and is fulfilled in us, even to simi-

lar victory and blessedness in his fellowship.

This is a thought made familiar to us by many
of our Lord's other discourses throughout the

Evangelists. Even the first sentence here, in

ver. 25, is almost literally the same which is

spoken in the Synoptics, Matt. x. 38, 39 ; Luke
ix. 23, 2i, xiv."26, xvii. 33; so that we have

not now to expound it for the first time, but

may refer to our exposition of those passages.

From this verse we may understand the two-

fold meaning of ipvxVy " life," as also the true

signification of tptXeiv, " love," and fn^elv.

"liate," the latter being understood to be the

true loving and preserving. Instead of the

6cD<5Et and '^GOoyovvGEt of those parallel places,

we have here <puAa'?fr, which defines more

sharply the identity of the surrendered and re-

gained life; further, we have here an addition

which specifically corresponds with the connec-

tion, ni6(ay— k V roo x o 6 n co r o v t oo,

" hating

—

jti this world." For, as Bengel says,

"hie mundtts ad ainandam vitam per se trahit

"

(this world of itself draws us to love life)—con-

sequently this is the strength of warfare and
victory, to hate our own life in a world which
forever solicits to mere false self-love, and lives

in nothing but the element of self-destruction.

Compare the same addition in 1 John iv. 17.

In this alone consists the true folloieing of

Christ, that which he requires of all who are

willing to serve him, to honor his supremacy,
and pledge themselves to his rule. I will have,

he says, no other '"' serving " than this follow-

ing—and in the second clause, which contains

his promise, he means by SitxHoyo? and ear
dtaxovr} only this service in the genuine spirit

of truth'.

Where I am, there shall or there should also

mv servant be ! It is needlessly disputed

whether this is an added condition or a promi.se

and reward, for in the Church of all ages the

Spirit has taught this double application of the

word. For this is one of those ambiguous say-

ings which embrace in the very expression used

the transitional idea of the thing expressed

—

4iere as there, now as then, in the cro.ss and
death as in glory and life, in the conflict and in

the victory, in abasement as in exaltation, the

true servant of Jesus must and will be where

he is. The two senses pass into one another,

the requirement itself becomes a promi=!e, in-

cludes it as the sweet kernel within the bitter

shell ; this is so true, that, as all right experi-

ence attests, we, as followers, and bearers like-

wise of the cross of Christ, are conscious of

having our conversation with him already in

heaven. But to weak faith, which can scarcely

in the gloom of conflict grasp this truth, the

words just as they stand have the force of a

mightily convincing consolation—Art thou not

in Tiis way of reproach, suffering, and death, in

this prejient world? wilt thou not be found

there with him, where he is? What more
(vouldst thou have? Thou must tarry where

he tarried, and attain to the same goal by the

Bame way. "Otcov ei^i iyai, " Where I am,"

has not, as is commonly said, precisely the

same force as in chaps, xiv. 3, xvii. 24—but

this future is here first regarded as growing out

of the immediately lollowing pre-sent in the

vvy " now," of ver. 27. When the Lord would

utter the promise unrestrictedly, and in all its

emphasis of attractiveness, he r.ssures to evry

one (without distinction, r/s) whoserveth him,

the great prerogative, no where else so fully ex-

pressed as here, TinTf6£t airnv 6 -narvp,
" him 2cill my Father honor." This is the cor-

relative of his own So^aGCiT/y at, or " glorified"

—honor and glorious manifestation in addition

to the saved and regained life. What shall be

done to the man whom the blessed and only

potentate, the King of all kings, the Creator of

the universe, the Father oi 3 e?\\s Christ delight-

eth to Jiony)r to the utmost? (Esther vi. 6).

Here are all our anticipations weak before the

unimaginable height and glory of our assured

hope.

Verses 27, 28. But there is a sudden

change in the intense thought and feeling of

our Lord, such as we often find him exhibiting

in testimony that the Son of Man is one of

ourselves (but most often towards the close,

and in John especially); and r.ow the Lord is

seized by an aflfrighting apprehension of that

conflict of suffering and death unto victory, of

which he had so serenely spoken. Not " con-

founded" (as the Bernlenh Bib- translates), but

amazed is his soul, moved to its depths by the

disquietude and terror of the cori.ing hour.

We have here a prelude to Gethsemane ; the

lamentation, the petition, the resignation, all

now even as then. John's record of this cri.'^is

of foretaste is as real as the synoptical record of

the subsequent consummate conflict ; the two
accounts explain and supplement each other.

We have no more now to say, preparatorily to

a deeper exposition when we reach Gethse-

mane, than that it must have been more than

a mere mortal apprehension of death, it must
have been a conflict and agitation of a y)eculiar

and unshared kind, which could thus -^listurb

the Son of God as the Son of Man while in the

midst of his testimony to his own 86Ba, or

"glory." " He lets us know his feelings," tells

us plainly for a witness to all people (ver. 29)

—

Now is my soul troubled I Not as if the ovr-
powering might of passion had constrained this

utterance; we see that he afterwards in perfect

self-possession commanded the outburst of his

sorrow and dismay, until the time and the wit-

nesses were appointed (Matt. xxvi. 3fi, 37).

But it is his wiV, not to conceal it, and even

this mightiest passion is exhibited in the calm-

ness of connected, progressive, and measured

words.

All the typical appeals and supplications of

the Psalms, in which, with various application,

the crv so often recurs. My soul is cast down
(Psa. xlii. 7, liternlly), and, Lord, be tliou my
helper—reach in the lips of our Lord their full,

distinctive, Mefminnir meaning. Nor is it with-

out significance, that here and at Gethesmane
alone Jesus says concerning himself, M>/ stuI—
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which is to be distinguished from his spirit.

Father, save me ! has been by many punctuat-
ed and explained as still a question;* but to us
this rs quite improper, as well as unreal. To
our feelinfr, it is inharmonious to make a
prayer, which springs from the deepest im-
pulse, begin with a question

—

Should /so pray?
so speak ? Further, the Lord does not speak
in any doubt or uncertainty—What should I

choose? but merely—What shall I my? But
this must be rightly understood. The two op-

posites pressed hard upon him, in an infinitely

deeper and more actual sense than upon his

Apostle afterwards—the cry for help, and sub-
mission to the Father's counsel. (Bengel

:

"Concurrebant horror mortis et ardor obedi-
entiae.") Human language is not sufficient for

the combined utterance of both, as both were
perfectly combined in him—hence the rz EiTtoo ;
" What shall I say ? " Therefore he utters one
after the other, the one being as earnest and
solemnly intended as the other.f First the
human dismay—Help me! but immediately
follows the cry, which coincides with the per-
fect submission of Gethesmane—Glorify thy
name ! The intermediate foundation of both
is a clause which on account of the Sid tovto,
" for this cause," demands a nearer contempla-
tion.

It does not admit of question, after the evi-
dence of all the Evangelists, that by this hour
we must understand the time which had been
so often declared to be not yet come, but which
had now arrived in its immediate preparatory
tokens ; the time, that is, of his final specific

suffering unto death, of his distinctive atoning
passion. Certainly, there lies in the expression
itself an allusion to the transiloriness of even
this crisis, as itapavriua lAatppor, "light

—

for a moment " (2 Cor. iv. 17), in comparison
with eternity ; but, on the other hand, the
same word describes the oppressive might of

the temporal present, of the vvv, into which
the Son of God appearing as the Son of Man in

earthly life and earthly experience had so pro-

foundly sunk, that there remains for him only
a cup which he must drink to the last drop, "a

baptism of all but overwhelming violence Irom
without

; J and not only so, but the peculiar and
unexampled intensity of this death-passion of

the Living One, of this sin-bearing of the Holy
One, from the might of which alone our sufi'er-

ing derives its virtue to insure our SJ^a, or
" glory," exhibits to us in this suffering a corres-

ponding

—

xaO* vitEplioXrjv eli vnep/ioXrjv

* Griesbach, Knapp, Schott, Hahn, Schulz, Lach-
mann do so ; and Schleiermacher adopts this in-

terpretation.

t Lampe :
" Sed tamen ab alterA quoque parte

non caret d'fficultate, si admittitur interroffatio,

quod turn Jesus videatur corrigere velle verba,

qu(B in se erant tsquissima, quaeque argumentum
precum Mess^aB secundum prophetias esse debe-
bant."

^ Compare our observations upon the cup and
baptism in vol. i, p. 376.

aiajytov /Scipoi SXiil;£oa?, or " far more ex-

ceeding and eternal weight of affliction." This
emphatic significance of the word Spa, " hour,"

of itself confutes the view which Baum.-Cru-
sius gives of the intermediate clause: " Here
must avrrj r) wpa mean something different,

namely, the present time of his life, and the

meaning is, The circumstances of my whole
lifetime have led me into a constant conflict

with sufferings." Oii, no; this meaning is quite

discordant with this normal language of the

Spirit; and we no where find in Scripture that

the entire life of any man is termed an hour ;*

most assuredly this hour here is the same in the

second as in the first clause, and a distinction

would disturb the impressive emphasis of the

connection. As certainly as the vvv tstcc-

paKTat, " now is troubled," holds its truth,

even so the Lord may justly say thereof

—

TfXOov eii TTJy Spav ravrrjv, "came I to this

hour." But what means the 5?a rovro, " for

this cause," in the same connection ? The ex-

pression of emotion is pregnant and hints out

its meaning. Are we to understand, with 01s-

hausen, "in order to redeem mankind, and
finish my work?" That involves something
not now expressed, hinted at only in the much
fruit of ver. 24 ; but the rovro, " this," must
mean something nearer and more obvious, if it

were only because of its condensed and preg-

nant utterance. Consequently, what Liicke

supplies is also too far-fetched—The hour that

the Son of Man should be glorified ; and we
agree with Klingf in rejecting this, and cling-

ing to Bengel's perfectly unexceptionable view—" Propterea, veni in banc horam, ut venirem,

in banc horum, eamque exantlarem " (For this

very reason have I come into this hour, that I

might come into this hour and endure it).

Thus only, according to our feeling, is justice

done to lliis most impressive utterance, in which
the most vehement rapaddt^Qai, or "being
troubled," is accompanied by the most tranquil

self-possession, and which has no other meaning
than the ovtoj Set yevsdOai, " thus it must
be," of Matt, xxvi, 54. The Bernlenb. Bibel is

not far amiss—" Would I be saved out of this-

hour, I must first enter thoroughly into it."

Luthardt, too, says now, " For this cause, that

I might drink of this cup to the dregs, and ex-

haust it, have I placed it to my lips." In this

application, finally, are we to seek the depth of

the meaning, as Bengel intimates it by his ex-

antlare. The dtd rovro, " for this cause," that

is, refers immediately to the preceding 6a>66v
iu£, "save me;" the thought which harmon-
izes the great contradiction, which unites in one
the supplication for help and the resignation to

God's will, and which perfectly responds to the

ri tiTtoa ; " What shall I say ?" is no other than
this—The entering into this hour is the being

brought out of it, the suffering is itself the de-

liverance. Thus the tranquillized soul reposes

* Yet Klopstock's well-known hymn terms thid

life only a brief Ju>ur—in contrast with eternity,

] Stud. u. Krit. 1836, iii. 675.
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in the prelude of victory which sounds in the

final clause—Father, glorify only thy name

!

Certainly, there is in these words also the feel-

ing which Bengel expresses—" Quovis inipen-

dio mei " (at whatever expense to me), not

as my horror mortis woula with its 6co66v
/ie, but as thou wilt ! Nevertheless, this

glorification is not of the Father himself,

•which first fully comes cut in chap. xvii. 1, 4

(see, however, ver 6); but of his name, of that

revelation of himself in the Son which again is

one with the glorification of the Son of Man,
ver. 23. This the Son knoweth, and thus he
returns at the close of his words to the thought
ivith which they began.

The sic^nificance of this crisis is great, and
ia but dimly apprehended by those who see

here only a parenthetical occurrence, having
its origin in a momentary emotion. The three

voices from heaven, of tlie Father upon the
Son, indicate to us the right way to regard it.

At the beginning, in the middle, and at the end
of the Messiah's course respectively, there wa^
given to Jesus such a high and most distinctive

attestation ; and all three times in relation to

the assumption on the part of the self-sacrific-

ing Son of his destiny of death. " The third

time had Jesus now solemnly announced his

destiny of death ; as first in the presence of the

Baptist, the second time before the Lawgiver
ana the Prophet of the Old Testament, so now
in the holy place of sacrifice itself, in the taber-

nacle of God. Accordingly the third time does
the voice like thunder resound, by which the

Father accredits the Son and justifies his work "

(Ebrard). Moreover, the progression in pub-

licity which is evident in these three occasions

must be distinctly noted : the perfect contrast

between this voice as uttered before all the

people in the temple, and the first still revela-

tion between John and Jesus alone.

We shall not involve ourselves with the
question, which has been very foolishly dealt

with by too many, as to whether the later and
dubious doctrine of the Jews concerning the
Bath Kol, audible since the period of the second
temple, is to be introduced there. This notion
of the Rabbins had by no means become an
article of popular faith, for the people on the
present occasion think of nothing of the kind.

We must not here, any more than at the bap-
tism and transfiguration (let not these parallels

be overlooked), think of any mere omen-like

pip (voice) or /iporrtf (thunder), the signifi-

cance of which in the Spirit (the daughter of

this voico) Jesm might first have uttered or

heard. The as.^umption of an immediate voice

from heavpn dops not rest (as De Witte says,

Stud. u. Krit. 1834, iv. 939) upon an "indis-

tinctness of thought;" but upon the plain and
certain record of John, whose words allow no
other supposition than tliat it was an actual

voice, uttering the cited words. We may admit
the circumstance, related with equal plainness,

that a portion of the people nevertheless heard
only thunder, without by any means admitting
" that the people's sense of hearing declares it

to have been no other than a sound like thun-
der." This was, indeed, the sense of the most un-
susceptible of thepeopli ; but others, though De
Wette rejects them, heard what they term an
actual XE\d\rjHEv , "spake," ascribed by them
to an angel. That John heard and understood

the words of the (patvn, or voice, is to be gath-

ered from his plain statement, which records

them with the same historical simplicity as all

the rest ; and when he says that only the people

misunderstood the soundl, it is implied that all

the disciples, at least, understood thera equally

with himself.* "The Evangelist declares that

it was no more than a supposition of the

people, that thunder had been heard "—as

Kling very properly says. The loud and awful

voice was, indeed, " like thunder
;

" but it was at

the same time an articulately speaking voice.

Now such an objective mystery as tliis, a sound
from heaven, from the world of spirit, demands
most assuredly a specific susceptibility on the

part of earthly man, if it is to be rightly per-

ceived and apprehended by him if hence the

half-hearing of "the people then, just as in the

present day, when, amid the plainest and most
articulate preaching of the glorification of Jesus

in the word and power of the Holy Spirit

—

an o^Ao? tdrcji xai ctKovdai, or " people that

stand by and hear," often hears nothing but a
thunderinf], a mere prediaUion. For, as Hamann
says, "before men will see (hear) and believe

in God, they ^vill resort to all kinds of imagin-

ations of thunder and angels." A mere literal

thunder, however, as the voice of the Father

over the Son, which he must then interpret as

in the case of the Bath Kol of the Jews, is alto-

gether derogatory to his honor ; he whD feels

not this is beyond the reach of argument.

The words themselves, as they give an as-

suring answer, not, however, with a simple

So^ado), " I will glorify," but with xai ISd-

qada, " I have both glorified," as the founda-

tion of it, have been for the most part either

wholly misunderstood or interpreleu in a very

narrow way. That view of tliem which, under
various modifications, refers the xai iSu^ada
to the present crisis, has a strong appearance

of profundity. Bengel: " By the word / have

glorified, the entrance of Christ upon that hnur
is accepted ; by the word / will glorifi/, there

is promised the glorification of the Father's

name through the glorification of Christ by his

passion. To the two-fold address of Jesus, the

two-fold reply of the Father corresponds." So

* Klee :
" Tho d'sciples doubtless understood :

otherwise John would not have failed to remark
tliat they did not hear or apjirehcnd the words.

It is the pe )ple whom he exhibits as entirely or

partially mistaking the sound."

f
" The necessity of a fit disposition of tho

organ, however, docs not by any means remove
an objective matter into the domain of the inter-

ual."
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Von Gerlach wifh a somewhat different appli-
cation : "The Father had already glorified his

name intei-nnUy, through the perfect obedience o'l

the Son, who had surrendered himself up in
perfect sacrifice through his whole life, and now
once more most fully; and he would glorify it

again when this offering of the Son should be
externaUyperfeded, and he himself, through his
resurrection and ascension, should be acknow-
ledged before all the world " Brandt goes still

further; assuming that the name was already
glorified in the present victory of the wrestling
spirit of Jesus, and that "the True and Faith"^
ful One now assured him that in his future
similar, but more sharp and continuing agony,
he should once more most gloriously conquer."
Whatever semblance of right all this may
have, we regard it as too petty an interpreta-
tion of the Father's voice ; since that voice now
(as on the two former occasions) must embrace
and express the whole eternal relation of the
Father to the Son, entering into time and pass-
ing beyond it; and every "immediate reference
to this crisis itself must be too narrow, for the
xai k86c,ix6a xai So^ddoo has a tone which
comprehends aU the past and the future.
Thus it is no remeralirancer of this or that
glorification which had already taken place;
for (as B.-Crusius rightly says) " the sSo^ada
and So^adGo are not to be referred to any single

circumstance past or future, but to thewhole
process of the great events " Nor can we un-
derstand, with Langp, "in the New Covenant
as in the Old;" or, as Schleiermacher better
puts it, the contrast between all the past of

divine manifestation and the kingdom which
should begin with the death of Christ. This
re-duplicated word, used emphalically on ac-
count of the Soqadov, "glorify [thou]," to

which it responds, is fundamentally one with
the former voices which testified generally

—

Thou art my Son!* Thou art my Son," in

whom I have ever, since thou wert, glorified

my name ; consequently, therefore, as certainly

will I glorify it in thee through thy now begin-
ning passion. Thus, it is the distinction be-
tween the past and the future which is here the
great turning point ; the itdXtv, "again," also

is no mere continuous or repeating liy, but a
simple corroboration ; since the true and com-
plete glorification, the renewal and increase,

rather the consummation of the former glorifi-

cation, is still in reversion, as Jesus has said.

Verse 30. In this simple word of our Lord,

which may be read (oo lightly, there are two
things which must be carefully observed. In
the first place, the " not" is not an uncondi-
tional negation, but only relatively so

—

not

ahne, or not so much. For it is not his design

* But the thou of this address is the Son of Man,
though as the expected, secretly present angel of
the covenant, mediating the revelation of every
age. Au2;.stine goes too far back when he adds
to the £S6$a6a—" anteqnam facerem mundum,"
taken from chap. xvii. 5, to which this belongs,
Comp. rather Psa. xxii. 10, 11.

to deny that the voice had a purpose also for
himself, invigorating him and leading him on-
ward to the great hour ; he does not really con-
tradict (though this has been afl5rmed) the
people's a zj r cJ AfAa'A^Ker, " spake to him,"
for this would involve an application quite in-
consistent with his sacred humility, and one
which we leave such as Strauss to find in it—

•

But take care not to think that I find neces-
sary for my own person any such assurance and
consolation! Had he not prayed? jand does
not the confirming answer rejoice the petitioner,
even though his perfect assurance from begin-
ning to end lay in the Amen of his own prayer?
But it is the publicity and solemnity of this last

voice from heaven which the Lord now makes
so prominent and urges upon their attention.

He refutes their words about the thunder by
the repeated g)aivij: but he does not go on to

correct their error as to whether an angel, or
the Father whom he addressed, had spoken ; for

that would have been a criticism of their words
unseemly at such a crisis, the influence of which
should still work on. It is this influence alone
which he would carry on and guide. Although
the people had not heard and understood it, he
nevertheless assures them—and this is the sec-

ond point—that it came for their sake. His
di v/.idi does not refer merely to the more
susceptible among them, the commencing dis-

ciples, but he makes all " in a certain sense re-

sponsible for iheir understanding, because they
might have been able to understand " (Von
Gerlach). This saying may be extended to all

the signs and attestations of Jesus which had
taken place ; all were for our sokes, that we
might hear and believe. But we must care-

fully apprehend the relative bearings of our
Lord's manner of speaking here, as it is con-

descendingly adapted to the children of men.
Essentially and supremely, all things are and
take place for the Father's sake (Heb. ii. 10;
Rom. xi.36), for the glorification oi his name

—

the redemotion as well as the creation of the
world. Thus the Son had just before snoken,
for thus only it became him to speak. Never-
theless, he did not the less on that account
speak also of his own glorification, yea, he be-
gan with that; for all must honor the Son even
as they honor the Father, the honor of God
consists conclusively in this, that the Father is

honored in the Son (chap. v. 23, xi. 4, xiv. 13).
The passage of chap. xvii. is finally condensed
into that one single petition, And now glorify

thou

—

me. Therefore we rightly supplement
the answering voice thus

—

kSo^adauai do^d-
6g> /.cov to uyojiia, " I have both glorified and
will glorify—my name; " yet it is not without
significance that these last words are wanting,
for the answer comprehensively holds good
also of ver. 23, and the absolute doSd^etv signi-

fies—Me in thee and thee in me. This is that

perfect intercommunion of working and love,

by which the Son will glorify the Father and
the Father the Son. But, once more, this do^a
is revealed and perfected in the blessedness of

the redeemed, ou whom the Father confers the
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honor (rifj^det, ver. 26), of beincr capable
eternally to honor him in the Son with body,
8oul, and spirit. Thus, as Jesus in his Sid
Tovro previously thought of the immodiale
necessity of his redeeming passion {this fuv/r).

as the way of transition to eternal f^iory, and
rested serenely in this; so now the observation
of the unintelligent people upon the voice

brings before him the third fundamental
thought, to which he in perfect self-devotion

condescended, or, as we may say with equal
propriety, in pure and most elevated contem-
plation raised himself. Regarding now a world
of sinners all was &di vitd?, " for your sakes."

To this, also, the salvation of the world, is sub-
ordinated his St luE, to be found again ; even
as the dcodov us was merged in the honor of

the Father. By all this we may clearly com-
prehend how the deep internal current of our
Lord's thought made it necessary that he
should now go on to speak of that redemption
of the world which his sufferings and self-re-

nunciation should effect.

Verse 31. Eut in connection with this

comes forward, as naturally as necessarily,

the thought of the power of Satan, the false

god and anti-god, which is to be abolished.

Our dogmatic theology has much work to do,

before full justice will be done to all the aspects

and relations of the mystery of the cross, as

they appear interspersed through Scripture
;

before they are all gathered into one unity,

•without the undue preponderance of any—the

revelation of love, the vindication of riciht, the

reconciliation between the world and God, the

mortification of sin in the flesh, the abolition

of death, the breaking down of Satan's power.

This last aspect of it was more fundamentally
viewed and exhibited in the ancient teaching

of the Church than in modern times; and we
may refer in illustration to Oetinger's remark
on Luther's Catechism : "Thus the simple no-

tion of redemption is the swallowing up of all

that in victory which is contrary to man, and
caused bv Satan."* Compare Ileb. ii. 14 ; Col.

i. 13. ii. 14, 15, etc.

The yvf is the same immediately impenG'-ig,

already commencing noie as in ver. 27. Tlie

•world is not, indeed, to be damningly judged,
but redeemed and saved : this very redemption,
however, is itself a judgment. They miss alto-

gether the deep meaning of this word in this

place, who arbitrarily make 7cpi6ii without
any qualification mean—setting free, salvation,

justification. Thus Augustine understood it

of the separation of those who were delivered

from the devil ; Chrysostom substituted an
i)c3iH7'/(jerai 6 noj/ioi aTzai ; and Cyril, dn-
a/\/l(Vrrc<iSaz ri/S too 6ia/J6?.ov :zX£oyCiia5.

•* In the IVorUi-hvxh, s. v. Aui*kaiifen, p. 53.

Similarly p. 177, s. v. Erl<J>.'mg :
" Iti th3 great

word icJcniptiou what v. number of thoughts
ctmo tof^eihj-r ! Christ has redeemed us from fu-

ture condemn'x;.ion and wrath Irom the lav/, from
our vaia cuuveraatioo, fiom death aud from the
devil."

(See in Klee.) Grotius resorted to an unsound
philology—" Kp/'»'t:>' saepe apud Hebraeos est
m lihertatem vindicare ; id quod faciebant
D'Opi*^." No; chap. xvi. 11 must be taken in

connection with the present declaration, and
consequently the ungodly world is in a certain
sense jwlqed in its prince, even while it is

saved. Thus we cannot solve it by that other
interpretation, which is resorted to by most
practical e.xpositors; as by Bengel—" xodf-iov

IS the genitive of the object; the judgment
concerning the world, is as to vha is hereafter

to be the rightfulpossessor of the world." Assuredly,
there is such a process of decision as to who
should possess the world, and the judgment
becomes for the world an emanc pating judg-
ment of grace; yet no otherwise than because
the world, as the world and ungodly, is sub-
jected to judgment with Satan ; inasmuch, that
is, as its sin, that which Satan has in it, is judi-

cially abolished and thrown back to Satan
whence it came.'*

Prince of this world is an appellation which
now first comes forward, but with which we
shall herealter become more familiar; corres-

ponding to the Rabbinical D^iVn '^'^, for the

form of our Lord's doctrine lays hold of every
element of truth which had been developed
rightly from the Old Testament. The Lord
further speaks of the devil without any direct

external inducement, from his own spontaneous
impulse; and his saying is uttered not simply
before the disciples and the people, but before

tlie Greeks, who, as we found before, were still

his hearers and would be the specific repre-

sentatives of that which wcitJ/KoJ, " world," to

Jewish ears would signify. The glance over
the icorll of heathenism is continued in the
ndvTaiy " all men," of the following verse. It

has been rightly observed that never had the
prince of this world swayed a more unrestricted

and uninterrupted dominion upon the earth,

than was exhibited in heathenism and Juda-
ism at the time when Christ cam'\ But this

is the great vuK, "now," when and from
which time forwards he should be cast out.

There is a special emphasis in the eSco as

added to the £H[iX6')r'f6erai, "cast out"—but
from ichat? Theophylact held fast the super-
ficial meaning which a figurative acceptation

gives—the casting out from the place of judg-

ment of one who is cast in the suit.j In the

opposite extreme, something quite inappro-

priate to our passage (see the exposition on
Luke X. 18) has been found in it by those

whom the reading Hdroo, down, instead of ficj

has misled, and who understand the casting

down from heaven (B.-Crusius: Out of the

Ttayjjyv/Jti dyyeXcJv, Heb. xii. 22, 23.)

Better than this would be the simple out of the

* Th's, however, is not tiie j-ama with Ililseii-

feld's interpolated thought—Now is the world's

judgment, and i;ot hereafter only.

\ " Removed from the Judge's presence "—a3

Uofiuuuo {Schriflli,ui6ia, i. iiSGj wcukuua it.
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world, the occupant of wliich he had hitherto

been ; out of it as " his territory" (which Luth-
ardt sanctions)—for this is strictly true. Yet
since, as the Lord has just said, the world it-

self in a certain sense is also "judged," that

modification of the thought is the only perfectly

appropriate one which Grotius (after Euthy-
mius and others) refers to :

" Eioa ex voce apxosv
interpretandum, kx rfji dpxv''"" (Out is^ to

be interpreted by the word prince, i. e. out of his

duminiom). Of 'course, it is self-evident that

this future, as in the entire work of redemp-

tion, is already fulfilled only jure tt potentia ; it

is to be fulfilled facto et actu gradually, and by

a very long progression. This casting out ot

him who is cast out goes on from age to age

down to the final victory.

Verse 32. The eyoo 'll," of our Lord takes

the place of the ejected af)x<»y, " prince ;" but

his new iB,ov6ia nd6rfi dapKoi, " power over

all flesh " (chap. xvii. 2). is no other than an

attractive power exercised upon all whom the

usurper can now no longer keep back, if they

refuse him, and follow the Lord's drawing.

That all men might be drawn towards him, is

the fruit and consequence of the death of Jesus,

as was already declared in chap. x. 15, 16, of

that same d ath which has been the subject of

discourse since ver. 23. It is most certain,

consequently, that the liftinq up here, as in

chap. iii. 14, and chap. viii. 28, has as direct

reference to the dying itself, as to the glorifica-

tion and universal exhibition attendant upon
that dying; and it plainly alludes, as we saw
upon those passages, to the cross. But it is

doing injustice to the Evangelist, to regard Irs

interpretation in ver. 33 as being restricted to

the crucifixion alone, especially to the mere
externality of the exaltation upon the cross.

(Baumaarten-Crusius : "The Evangelist deems
the second signification the only one.") For
this drjuc^ivoav, " signifying,"! which he uses,

when compared with chap. xxi. 18, 19, Rev. i.

1, does not mean a plain declaration (as when
employed bv Luke in Acts xxv. 27, and xi. 28),

but a hinted intimation ; and hence the London
Heb. New Testament, which we so often quote,

well renders it by j^ipin^. Nor can we doubt,

when we enter as we ought into the profound
meaning of John's words, that in this noicp
^avdrco, "what death" (which, indeed, in

chap, xviii. 32 does refer only to the kind of

death), he designs comprehensively to express
all that our Lord had said concerning the sig-

nificance, the power, and the fruit of his death.

J

* Nor can we understand why Luthardt should
declare this to he " artificial," since " territory "

here can be no other than territory of domin'on.

+ Concerning this Baumgarten-Crusius arbitra-

rily decides that " it has the force here neither of
an obscure, nor of an incidental, allusion."

^ X Lampe :
" Phrasis itoicp ^aydrfu) non nude

sinnificat quo genere mortis, sed in sensu latiori

qualitaiem mort s, etiam internain involvit, adeoque
ad fructus etiam hujus mortis respicit," Miinch-

For the being lifted w^from the earth indicates,

as the Lord here uses it, more plainly than the

mere vipooOfjyai and vipcoGjjTE which had
been used before, an emancipating and glori-

fying power in his death—the falling into the

earth of the grain of wheat is now marvel-

lously at the same time an exaltation above

the earth, and this is symbolically represented

by the cross. The tree of the curse and of

death planted in the earth remains not wither-

ed and dry, but grows up towards heaven as

the tree of life and blessing.

The reading irdvra (all things) which, as

followed by the Vulg., Augustine so strangely

expounds, "is defended now by no one. As in

chap. xiii. 3 rtavra alone could be read, so

here it must be irdyrai. They all are as per-

sonal as the prince of this world ;
they are his

subjects now set free, especially the Greeks and
heathen—and thus does the Lord give the

late answer for ver. 21. He who being cruci-

fied, and by the cross lifted up to heaven, ex-

hibits himself by his word and Spirit to the

souls of men as "crucified for them, in all the

love of redemption, draws them to himself by
the might of his love ; a truth which has in

modern times assumed a classical form to all

the friends of missions in the well-known ser-

mon of James of Birmingham on the " Attrac-

tion of the Cross."* I will draw them unto

me: and this means ultimately, away from the

earth into heavenly places (Nonnus : t? ovpa-
vov Evpvv)] yet only through the cross, and
therefore first of all to me on the cross.! This

is in the sense of " where I am " (ver. 26).

That before the glorification of Christ (to the

world and the individual heart) the Father
psedagogically and preparatorily draws to the

Son, while afterwards the Son himsdf droi,ws im-
mediately, is a distinction of great moment,
as we have observed upon chap. vi. 44.

Finally, let it be clearly apprehended that

the promised drawing of all mm does not in-

sure to all men that they must and will come

;

for the drawing is no enforc-rnent, as chap. vi.

made clear. Schleiermacher would, indeed,

understand the word without any restriction,

and founds upon it the hope that the Lord will

actually yet redeem all men, and bring the

entire human race to salvation. Even 01s-

hausen is disposed to concede that the " draw
t > myself " might seem to allow no room for the
opposing energy of man, and thus give plausi-

bility to the doctrine of universal restoration.

But let the emphasis be laid upon the first word
" d7-aw to myself," and all is plain. Does not

meyer, on the contrary, insists that the dnoOvrj-
dueiy permits us to think onli/ of the manner of
death—the sianiflc.ince, power, and fruit of that
death being altogether out of the question here.
I envy not such a perverse and wilful spirit of ex-
position. Even the ancient Nonnus inserted—*
itozcp P^cacipxet Ttorixop.

* Translated into German at Niimberg, 1820.

t Driiseke :
" The Church is built up around the

cross."
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tho Lord actually dravr all men? Does not
the absolute predestination theory contradict

itself necessarily in all practical preaching,

which is tent unto all? Does not Aucjustine
himselt' say

—

Si non traheris, roga ut trahari«

(If thou art not drawn, pray that thou mayest
be drawn) ?

That the people did certainly understand the
Lord's word's of dijin^, is made plain by his

subsequent " yet a little while." They had
heard out of the law, that is, here out of Scrip-

ture generally, something concerning the Mes-
siah's eternal continuance; and, rightly inter-

preted, their supposition was correct. But
they did not hear it aright ; and as they now
(let it be noted) take it for granted that
Christ is speaking of himself as the Memnh.
they find it hard to reconcile his being taken
away and lifted up with this abiding. They
tell him this, not apparently with any mali-
cious motive, but as a confident appeal to him
springing from eagerness to know. I%)r yusVe/v,
" abide," in popular use is equivalent to not
dying, comp. ciiaps. xxi., xxii., xxiii. It has
been needlessly sought to find particular pas-

sages of Scripture to which the people might
refer. Surenhusen supposed that Psa. ex.

4 must be joined with Dan. ii. 44^ vii. 13,

14 : the eternal priesthood with the eternal

kingdom. But tnere needs not at the out-

set any particular expression to establish the

universal teaching of Scrioture according to

the Jewish notion—that the Messiah would
set up a permanent earthly kingdom, and con-
sequently (by a very natural inference) remain
ever upon earth.* Yet the saying " Son of

Man" does seem to refer more directly to Dan-
iel ; and that even the people assume Vlirist

and Son of Man to be synonymous, is very im-
portant for the establishment of the meaning
of the latter phrase as used by Jesus. He had
not indeed noio said, according to John, If the
Son of Man be lifted up; but ver. 23 had set

out with this expression, and the people had
been by himself accustomed to understand
this as a designation of his own person. They
are reminded, consequently, of the words of

ver. 23 ; vet this is not all that we are to as-

sume, as Luthardt thinks, who denies all refer-

ence to Dan. vii. For how should that be ?

This great central prediction was assuredly
known mediately lo the people, even as the
Lord's discourse had pointed to it; onlv on
this .supposition could they have understood
ver. 23 of the Me-ssiah. They, therefore, con-
clusively ask—Or dost thou speak in this 8fl
i/ipCMiOi/ya:, " must be lifted up " (not a literal

quotation of his words, and remarkably coin-

ciding with chap. iii. 14), of a son of man who
is not the Chri.st? Thus, we have not, how-
ever, hitherto understood thee (and the Scrip-

ture)—resolve us this mystery.

* For the confusiqn of the Rabbins upon the
qrestion, to their blindness incapable of solution,

Wiietlier the Messiah should die ? comna'e Eisen-

mnniier, pt. ii. chap. 15, especially from p. 81:i on-
wards.

Verses 35, 36. He docs 'not solve it for

them, nor can he until the great sequel brings
its great solution; therefore his answer is not
properly speaking an answer, but a reference to

the present duty of faith—Only use my light,

and all things will soon be clear to you.* He
does not say expressly, either that their opinion
concerning the eternal abiding of the Messiah
was false, or that it was true ; for it is both, ac-

cording as it is understood. He onlv confirms
the assurance that he himself will soon go
away. His words refer to, and blend the say-
in.'s of chap. vii. 33 and viii. 12; while they are,

to the people, the complement of what he had
said in chap. ix. 4, 5. He himself worketh un-
weariedly as the light, so long as he is in the world;
but they also, onlheir part, should do thesarne
— Your work is to use the light, bya trusting and
obedient walking in the way which that light

marks out. It is as certain that //fO' vficcv,
" with you," is a gloss taken from chap. xiii. 33,

as it is that f^ u/iiK must here bo translated
first of all—among you; comp. Iv avroi?,
chap. XV. 24, with e/uTTfjoG^JEv avrcov here,

chap. xii. 37. It is, however, no other than
a condescending, though deeply significant,

manner of speaking which attributes to them
a certain having of the light which was only
externally offered to them. In this gracious
admi.ssion tliere lies, further, the solemn truth,
that for hrael the prophetic office of Christ
must pave the way for the influence of his

priestly office. "Whosoever altogether failed

to hear him, as he taught and te-tified, to him
no new light of life would break forth from
the redeeming death ; but that which was to

the Gentiles a Gospel, became to the previously
unbelieving Jews, as the result on the mass
bore witness, no other than— the loss of light,

the entire lapse into darkness (Rom. xi. 15).
The same Paul who was sent among the Gentiles
with the word of the cross, to open their eyes,

that they should turn from darkness to li"ht,

and from the power of Satan unto God, had
concerning Jerusalem already received the com-
mand. Make haste and get thee quickly out;
for they will not receive thy testimony con-
cerning me, as they did not receive mine con-
cerning myself (Acts xxvi. 18, xxii. 18). A
.similar result follows wherever a preparatory
word of the Lord shines for a while, in order
to make and manifest the distinction be-
tween faith and unbelief; and this gives a gen-
eral application to this much-used warning of
our Lord. For the darkness into which the
rejected light turns, compare the quite analo-
gous expression in Jer. xiii. 16; and lor walking
in the light which goes before (at that time,
the light of Scripture and the law), the apocry-
phal passage, Baruch iv. 1, 2. lie who walks
in darkness, or would foolishly walk in it, can-
not do .so, for he seeth not and therefore knoweth
not where he goeth: he runneth blindly into
the ruin which yawns belore his sin. "^Thus

" Ho demands from them deeds ; disputings
serve no purpose " (Braune).
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did the Jewish people fall into judgment
through their continuous rebellion against God
and man ; and so is it generally with every
man who has neglected the day of his light.

With the saying of ver. 36, Lulher took his

farewell as translator of Scripture; he placed it

at the conclusion of the warning which he
appended to the edition of the New Testament
of 1545. The beliemng in the light is the pre-

liminary foundation for the wa^i'mj'/ but that
we become chiUlnn of light is the result of the
faith which walketh and approveth itself in

obedience. Sons or children of light is not a
mere Hebraism; this would be just equivalent

to the previous having, which indicated only a
certain relation to the light: but a new yEvtd,
"generation," was to be born of the light.

THE EVANGELIST'S SUMMARY OF THE PUBLIC TESTIMOY OP JESUS.

(John xrr. 44-50

)

An orthor'ox harmony of the first three

Evangelists, in combination with the fourth

must show, as we said before, that dn£\QaJv
kupv^rj, " departed, and did hide himself," does

not imply that our Lord from this time forth,

uttered no further words in public, and was no
more seen by the people. The true parallels

are Matt. xxi. 17 : Luke xxi. 37. But it ap-

pears to us incredible, taking into account the

p'an of his whole Gospel, that John thought
and intended to report, that the Lord immedi-
ately afterwards, and perhaps in connection

with his concealment, uttered aloud (he words
which follow from ver. 44 to ver. 50. For,

from ver. 37 onwards, the Evangelist comes for-

ward with his epilogue and concluding observa-

tions, ?>fra«,<ie the Lord had retired; and these

concluding observations plainly extend in one
connection to the end of the chapter. If they

are supposed to end with ver. 43, it even then

must appear altogether contrary to historical

narrative generally, and to John's in particular,

to introduce after such a conclusion, and with-

out any further introductory statement, an ac-

tual discourse of our Lord. But the final re-

flection upon the self-condemned unbelief of

the Jews, the fruitlessness of the labors of

Jesus on the whole, embraces obviously all that

follows ; it is divided into two parts, speaking

first of the many and great miracles,'^ oi which
John (the others chaps.'ii. 23, vii. 31, x. 32, xx.

30, being pre-supposed) had only adduced
some of the greatest, and then of the testimony
of his icords by those miracles confirmed, they

being in themselves the main matter of this

spiritual Gospel, as of the Gospel generally.

Or, we may say, first of the whole manifes-

tation of h\s pei-son as such, in which the arm
of the Lord was revealed, yea, in which the

glory of God was to be seen as certainly as it

had been seen by Isaiah (chaps, ii. 11, and X.

40, being combined) ; then, of the preaching,

dhOT) or nj^iDK' which is the distinctive test

* For that in ro6avra a tanta must be added
to the tot (comp. Matt. viii. 10 ; Luke vii. 9), is

denied by Luthardt without any reason.

and spring of faith, and the right disposition

for which is exhibited in the prophetic quota-
tion of ver. 38. For to believe in Crjiielaj

or " miracles," without the word, is a mere ne-

gation ; since it is the word accompanying, or

rather by them accompanied, which elevates

them in to signs and witnesses which have a mean-
ing. The Jews could not believe, because they
would not from the beginning and still would
not (Theophylact: tu ovh ySvvavro dvri rov
ovH T/OeXoy) ; and this is the predicted judicial

hardening, in the fulfillment of which unbelitif

itself, far from leading us astray, becomes only
a new argument of faith. We have already

said, upon Matt. xiii. 14, 15, all that is neces-

sary upon the quotation from Isaiah.* Of the

unbelieving there are, however, according to the

little understood meaning of John, tioo classes
;

for he recjards the altogether unsusceptible and
hardened as the great mass, and then adds to

them in ver. 42 those who confess -not in spite of

their tnidvEvdav, " believed." For he knows
no other genuine and perfect faith than that

which confesses.f The ouoj? before uiyroi we
do not regard, with almost all, as merely adver-

sative, but would translate it, similarly—an in-

terchange with o/<gJ5, 6/iioia) which philol-

ogistsj find elsewhere, and which occurs cer-

tainly 1 Cor. xiv. 7 in the New Testament, and

* Richter's Ilausbihel has a good practical re-

mark upon the important vpr. 41, which the

avTov refers to Jesus {auTov ver. 52): "Ver.
40 can be understood only when we fi.x our re-

crard upon the majesty of Christ, the visible ira-

afje of the invisible God. It is only when we
thus see Christ in the spirit that we see the ground
of faith and unbelief. In contrast with this liaht

the darkness appears exceed'ng dark, and faith

alone can r'qhthj condemn unbelief
"—we would inter-

line here. "Thnse things saith Jo/»«.also af.er Esaias,

who seeth his glory and (in this Gospel) speaketh

of him.

f Nicodemus and Joseph, who both confessed

him during and after his judgment, and othera

like them, are not here included.

\ Wahl cites Schaefer ad Greg, Cor. p. 631.
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frdhnUy Gal. iii. 15.* Miinchmeyer regards,

this as intolerable—They believed not, simiUirly,

manv also believed ; hut he doe.s not under-

stand my meaning, that John reckons tins bo-

lievine and not confessing us being likewise un-

beliei, a view which alone suits the wi;ole con-

nection There may often be much more of

that enforced and commencing mdrevsty than

we suppose (chap. vii. 48); but it avails not

before God until it reveals itself in confession.

In ver. 4'i the Evangelist does not simply coin-

cide wit;i the Lord's fir.^t word, chap. iii. 19,

but ilia remark is an almost literal citation

from chap. v. 44 (according to which, conse-

quently, we must explain the genitives ciyOfjai-

K&jj' and Scot)); and is thus a testimony i"

transition that it is iiis purpose now to refer bad:

tummuvthf to all t/ie previous diso'irses of Je»u».

Thu« a:one can we understand the following

fifflrt.-c Kai EiTtF.y, "cried and said." But
though we concede this to the later expositors,

it should not therefore be alleged against us

that wiien we deny such constructions else-

where, we do this only from a narrow adhesion

to the mere literal sense. This case is different

from that of chap. iii. 16. In that chapter

every thing testifies for the Lord's immediate
uttemnce of the words ; but here John gives us

indubitable tokens that he iiimself is recapitu-

lating. The older expositors, who down to the

time of Michaelis and Morus lost sight of this,

show us by this example how little their

laborious exegesis penetrated the profound and
real connection. Lampe makes the Lord utter

vers. 44-50 m iapo disccnAU, quasi protestatione

solenni facta (iu the departure itself, as if a

solemn protest); Bengel thinks the same, and
says that the tHftvfirjy " hid himself," was an-

ticipated by John as appropriate to i'ri nixpov
Xpi'vov, " yet a little while," ver. 35. But
tiiis se^ms to us a forced supposition, after

TaCra iXd\?j6Ev, " these things he said," and
nTfAO&j;', " he departed ;" and such a resump-
tion of his discourse, after a long intermediate
nflection of the Ev.ingeiist's, is quite unten-
able. Iless ihinks the discourse was uttered
"soon afterwards, probably on the Thursday,"
while Ebrard (her- at one with Siranss) seem?
confident that the Lord had so spoken on an
earlier occasion ; but the one, as well as the
other, is glaringly out of harmony with the
•whole cast of the record as given by John.
Kling defends the old hypothesis, and so does
Luthardt, most unconditionally. We agrpe,
indeed, with Kling especially, that ver. 36
does not imply the future p^rfoct silence of
Jesus: but he is obliged to note it as sinf^ular
that John does not give after his manner the
circumstances and occasion of this Hfja^ety in

ver. 44. Singular enough, most assuredly !

Besides this, how strange that this suppos.vl
liscourse of Jesus should, to an extent of whicli
(here is no previous example, consist of rej^cli-

tiotis alone, and, moreover, of only such words

Winer's couslrHCtion of both passages, & 65,
4, does not appear couvincinj.

as are already found in John's Gospel. Did the

Lord ever recapitulate in this style, uttering

connectedly so long a discourse without any
new thoughts and distinctive sayings? Much
as we contend against others for rejielitions in

his discourses on other occasions, here we most
decidedly deny it. But, conversely, here where
for once John recapitulates, seeming (though

only seeming) to put his words into the Lord's

lips, what an instructive example he gives us,

not venturiiig to adil (single turns of expres

sion not reckoned) any thing of his own. Yea,

verily, all this the Lord fuul said, each saying

in its season ; but John unites them all retro-

spectively together. In this we agree with J.

D. Michaelis, Morns, Kuinol Olshausen, Tho-

luck, Lucke, Meyer, B.-Cru^^ius, Fikenscher,

Von Gerlach, and Richter.* Lange, too, thinks

rightly that the Evangelist here embraces the

discourses of our Lord in significant sayings,

according to his living remembrance ; and
Alford agrees with the later expositors. The
aorists enpa^F. xai fihev are not, however,

mere pluperfects. That would be very harsh

—Thus had he ever cried and testified that he
demanded only faith in (theii ) God in his per-

son ; thus liad he never ceased his endeavor to

convince their minds and even their faith.

But their signification is that oi wont, that of a

custo.T.ary and abiding course of repeated

action, parallel with ojjuo^oyovy, " confessed,"

and yya.Ttr]6Ey, "loved," before, as Liicke

rightly says. B.-Crusius well says, " He con-

tinuously thus uttered his loud declaration"

—

we may interline again, As the reader of this

Gospel will remember. Briickner furllipr re-

marks with critical truth, " By the 8e [fnd,

omitted in the Engl, vers.], the loud declara-

tions of Jesus, the substance of which were now
to be given, are placed in oj/posit'on to the un-
confcssing faith of the apxovTE?, vers. 42, 43"
—a mark which of itself appears to us to be de-
cisive.

But we cannot admit that these are "only
isolated sentences without an)' strict internal

connection." John has a plain connection of

* This las^ adds: "It is not impos.sdile that
Christ slioulil have delivered this coni;>en(lium of
his {last ?) discourses, now at his final (\/in(d ?) de-
parture from tlie temple—as a conohidins pro-
test." It niny net be impossible, but it soems in

tiie hishes'. degree improlial)le, to us, at least, in-

conceiv.ihle, and of itself unsanctioned \>\ any
hint in John. Luihardt has advanced nothing
new or convincing agninst our reasons, for the
"deep siiiiiificance of the unbelief of tlio Jews"
cannot be regarded as the overlooked new ele-

ment of this direct discourse of Jesus—he had
often already sitoken on that point. It is possible,

of course, that Jesus might now before /its disci-

ples have Hiven a final dedar.ition as to tlie conse-
ipipnces of the peop'e's unhelief. As to tliis, we
must, with Ues.ser's Pnleini/c, leave every man to
his own feeling. But we most confidently ))rotest

against the idea of our Lord's rer-npitulation.

Brauiie, it mny be added, is constrained to decide
for an apostrophe of Jesus iu the hearing of liis

disciples.
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Ilia own ; even as every preacher might now
condense for himself extracts into an important

whole, and perhaps should do so sometimes

instead of his own incessant preaching and ex-

pounding. The comprehensive ground-thought

IS—The guilt of unbelief rests solely with Israel.

Thus it is the same which the Lord himself

afterwards says in chap. xv. 22, or even in Matt,

xxiii. '••'!. The ground and cause of this is

placed first, vers. 44-46 : He that believeth in

me dotli no more than believe in the Father

that sent xne,for he that seeth me seeth him

—

Thus am I come as light (correlative to life,

ver. 50, according to the prologue; although

this light hath blinded their eyes). Then, in

vers. 47, 48, the coflsejrw;?^;^ of their self-condem-

nation is deduced from this ; and in vers. 49, 50,

this is again carried back to the previously

stated ground, and it remains—I have spoken

and speak what the Father hath given me
for the everlasting life of all who believe.

After this, there remains but little to be said

upon the individual saying, save to refer to

the citations ; though much is to be learned

from the living and free manner in which pre-

vious sayings are here reproduced and combined
in a new concert of their fundamental thoughts.

The greater is the measure of the Spirit in the

disciples of Jesus—of that Spirit, namely, who
does not teach the teacher (as an Ishmaelite

pseudo-Paraclete overpowering the Christ), but

takes of his fulness—tHe greater will be the free-

dom from the letter in the acceptation and
reproduction of his words. Hence the fourth

Evangelist as "initiatissimus mente Christi"

(one most throughly initiated into the mind of

Christ) is somewhat otherwise " tenacissimus

verborum" (most tenacious of words) than the

three preceding ; hence in the ancient Church,

and in all ages, the unliteral citation which we
find in the writings and words of some saints.

But this has its vigorous limitation, and is to

be carelully fenced against perversion by the

strictest literality in other cases, which express-

ly require it. Thus John gives us here, just

at the point between the public and the confi-

dential discourses of Jesus, the explanation of

the manner in which he has apprehended and

narrated his discourses. We find all that he

here includes under the ehplxc,e xai siTtev,
" cried and said," more or less literally in former

discourses ; but where the unliteralness almost

passes over into a new construction of thought

and language—no more than this can be said

—we may assume that the Lord had actually so

spoken, although his words had not been

previously recorded.

Verse 44. Comp. chap. v. 24-38, Ttidrevsiv

ro3 Tte/inparTt, "believeth him that sent,"

being here elevated into ni^reveiv eii rov
nsui'ccvn, •' believeth on him that sent ;

" for

the fundamental thought we may add chap. vii.

16, viii. 42. Not on me—this first denies the

so-called mere human personality of Christ, the

«e?/ separated or distinguished from God in any
sense ,

and then it intimates, further, that faith

assuredly comes or passes on through him to

God, through the Son to the Father, a3 th«

apostolical doctrine teaches us, e. g., 1 Pet. i.

21; Heb. vii. 25.

Verse 45. In the literal expression this

comes afttrwards, chap. xiv. 9 ; but in this

report of public words ^Ecopwv, " seeth," is

somewhat more general than the strict eoopa-

HODi, "saw," of that passage, and in the sense

of chap. vi. 40 is parallel with nidrevcav, "be-

lieveth." In the former discourses, chap. viii.

19 most closely corresponds with a combination

of chap. X. 30, 38. But the words are not to be

rationalistically qualified away, with Hess in

his paraphrase :
" He who more closely contem-

plates me, will learn in me to acknowledge the

Father." Rather should it be understood in

the sense of the previous words of John, that

Isaiah in the revelation of Jehovah saw the

glory of Christ.

Verse 46. This connects itself immediately
with ver. 35 of this same chapter, and is a new
argument—for assuredly the Lord did not re-

peat the very same words in the same sense so

soon. But it still more closely corresponds

with chap. viii. 12 and ix. 5, the k\i',XvOa,

"am come," being taken from chap. iii. 49.

The only peculiarity in the construction is j-teiy^,

" abide," which simply gives expression to the

thought that was self-understood in all the

former utterances of the same truth, that before

and independently of our faith in him we are all

naturally in darkness.

Verse 47. See chaps, iii. 47, v. 45, viii. 45.

The new construction of the expression seems
here more considerable, but it is only through
the combination of various sayings for this place.

The hearing and nevertheless not believing cor-

responds precisely to the prophecy of ver. 40
(comp. Matt. xiii. 13, li\Eiiovrf.<i ov fiXsitovdi
Kai (XHovovTEi ovK dxovovdtv). The old

misapprehension, that there is here a promise
of ou MpiytdOai dX\d dcoZedOat, not judg-

ed but saved, for all who truly hear, before the

condemnation of the (xOf.teIv, " reject," ver. 48,

follows, was occasioned by the false omission of

the /t'V, "not." Equally false, even with Hi],

is the reading q^vXdB,'^, which Grotius, Gries-

bach, Schott, and Lachmann approve ; although
the Vulgate has custodierit* and the Peshito

renders "iDJ ^j?1, For believing, or rather not

helieving, is the main idea here ; but the g^vXdd-

dsty, " keep," would too obscurely express this,

and would refer rather to the steadfast continu-

ance in faith, whereas the previous sentences all

point to the one idea of the first and great sepa-

ration of unbelief.

Verses 48. See further chap. iii. 18. The
construction of an almost new thought in this

summary is here most conspicuous ; and we
might be inclined to assume a literal reference

to some unrecorded word, though without that

it would still be an actual utterance of Jems
through his Spirit in John. The Church may
always regard it as such, even as I should in

* But Erasmus, " crediderit.'*
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preaching upon it ; for it is Jesus himself who
13 speaking in this summary recnpitulation of

his discourses by the Evangelist.* The uv
kaufidy^iy, "receive not," ?uggosts chap. iii.

11, and (xOerely, "reject," the synoptical ex-

pression, Luke X. 10. It is not merely a de-
spising, but a scornful and utter rejection in-

stead of the Xanficiyeiv. That the spoken
word itself (with a strong, as it were personal
and living lx£lyo<i) will be the judge, is a bold
and true expression, since it is not an empty
word, it can never be spoken in vain. On the
one hand, it abides as a judge (Heb. iv. 12) in

the memory and conscience till the list day
(f^fi) ; and, on the ether, it will on that day,
though only for condemnation, be reproduced
in the mouth of the rejected Saviour, tiien the
judgp. Aoyoi is, of course, not an isolated

word
; but the sura and substance of all the

pf';iiara which tliey had heard.

Verse 49. Here again, as the convincing
conclusion approaches, the reference to past ut-

terances is most plain. This was said by the

Lord manv times; we mention only chap. v.

30, vii. 16.' 17. 28, 29, viii. 26, 28, 38, 55,comp.
chap. V. 19, and afterwards to the disciples

chap. xiv. 10. The peculiarity of the ver;.;e

lies partly in iyroXyv eScoHe, "gave a
(ommandment," on which we have spoken,

chap. viii. 55; partly in the all-embracing and
emphatic ri Ei'noa uai ri \a\r]6ccy " what I

should say and what I should speak." These
synonymous words have been laboriously dis-

tinguished in various ways. Rupert sup-

poses that XcxA?}(jo,') stands in opposition as a

future—And what I at (?te last day shall speak
as Judge. But this will not apply to this

summarv of the rejected words of Jesus which
God had put into his mouth (Deut. xviii. 18,

19), as vers. 48 and 50 show ; and the kvToXj}
is suitable to a state of humiliation alone.

Larape, simila.ly, would make the difference

one of time—What I have hitherto said, and
what I should now say, is the conclusion of all

;

but this of course falls with the assumption
tliat Jesus himself is still speaking. Ambrose
thoujrht of the distinction between private

speaking and public teaching;! but the public

testimonv alo.ie is here concerned. More con-

• Reiser admits this without hesitation
, and his

dpaliua Willi me is nito^ether move prudent, and
therefore mo e friend'y, than the usual manner of
the Lullier. Zctfchnft'.

t NonnuH .similarly PTpros^es a softer and a

louder spoal;in2 : dvf>o(x<1iy dypo^ierot? ri
qXjF/^o^tai 7/ ri fioi')6oo.

sistent with the verbal synonymy is that which
Iheophylact advanced, who would distinguish
the substance of what was said from the form
of the expression (comp. rtooi rj ri, Luke xii.

11); but in that case ri xai nooi should bo
found instead of the redoubted ri. After the
analogy of the Heb. npx and -i3T some have

thought of the frarepta, or promissa, as Lampe
quotes from Gerhard. B.-Crusius would ex-
plain it as the general and the particular, but
this is altogether without foundation. Fiken-
scher's view is very significant • "The saying

refers to the hearers who hear the sayings of

another; the speaking refers to the teacher who
proclaims the truth. Jesus had fulfilled his

vocation, as well in reference to men, who
should find the way of truth, as in reference to

himtrf rt« divinely commissioned to declare the
final revelation of God." In fact, if there must
be a distinction, this one would most aptly suit

the connection—What I should say to you for

salvation, and what I should speah as the truth
of God. But the uncertainty and variety of

these distinctions are sufficient to induce ua to

decline them altogether, and rather to under-
stand the emphasis of the two-lold expression
as Brandt does—" Jesus declares his words to

be without distinction, thus forbidding us to

make distinction, the words of his Father,
words which were all of them given him of
God." Thus the real rr xai ri is equivalent to

Z6a dv, embracing every one of them, wheth-
er his words be termed eiTtiiv or \a\Ely.
Verse 50. For the oida, " I know," comp.

especially chap. iii. 11, v. 32, viii. 55; and for

life everlasting chap. iii. 15, v. 24, vi. 40.

'EyroXr'f does not stand here for the word itself

given to him and then declared, nor must the

i6ri be flatly solved in the manner of Glassius—" Causa vel organon, per quod obtinetur vita

aeterna " (the cause or means by which eternal

life is obtained). Still less is kvroX}} to be
taken in the legal sense; but it is just as in

ver. 49 the cominissim received from God, to

which as the Son of Man he must ever remain
faithful, comp. chap. x. 18—here, however, it

is the commission what he should speak and
testify. This commission is, in its ground and
aim, according to its design and indwelling

power, no other than life everlasting for all who
oelieve. It is the will of God that all who re-

ceive the Son should receive and preserve life

(chap. vi. 39, 40). This embraces the true
concluding idea of the entire recapitulation

—Jesus had thus faithfully spoken, that all

according to the Father's will and his owa
might be saved if they would.



THE WASHING OF THE FEET, ANI> ITS SIGNIFICANCE.

(John xiii. 7-20.)

Before we enter upon the subject itself, and
consider the words in which Jesus explains his

own action, we must determine the period of

its occurrence : for the action derives its special

significance from its time, as the Evangelist

gives us plainly to understand ; and, moreover,

a much-contested difficulty upon this point de-

mands our attention. We would not expose

ourselves to the censure of evading these diffi-

culties ; but we will be the more brief, because

the question has already been treated with such

superabundant prolixity, that the independent
investigator has at command every thing that

enters into its solution.

The commencing words ffpo Se rJ/S Eopriji

rov 7tadx(x, " before the feast of the Passover,"

occasion but very slight obscurity, as Liicke

admits—"This definition of the time does not
require us to regard John as deviating from
the synoptical chronology." The same Evan-
gelist who in chap. xii. 1 has reckoned the

days, would have expressly said " one day be-

fore," if that had been his meaning. So that

we can hardly understand the koprr/, or
" feast," after Josephus, Antiq. iii. 10, 5, as

referring to the more restricted eoprr) TcSy
dZ^vjioov, or " feast of unleavened bread,"
which followed the day of the paschal sacrifice

:

the phraseology of Luke xxii. 7, Matt. xxvi. 17
is itself decisive against that.* Thus npu sim-
ply signifies a short time previously, immedi-
ately before ; and indicates the Selnvoy to be
the paschal meal and the beginning of the
feast itself, the Tfpoeoprvov. (Why ver. 29
should render this improbable to De Wetle, we
cannot perceive.) The statement manifestly
becomes thus more and more definite, and
reaches its highest point of precision in the
deinvov ysvonivov, siifrper having come [in-

correctly, " being ended "], the true meaning
of which we shall afterward.^ discnss. Lange
correctly remarks that "tpo riji kopziji, " be-
fore the feast," is closely connected with ^;k£z'-

psrai, " riseth," ver. 4 : but such a specific

action as the rising from a seat is not reckoned
by days but by hours and minutes ; and con-
sequently it is here—a few moments before the
beginning of the feast he rose up. Thus this
supper, at which the washing of the feet took
place, is by no means an ordinary " supper "

* The reference of this intimation of time of
ttSooi simply (Jesus already knew before the
Passover—!) has been defended recently by
BaumlelD and Luthardt; but we must reject it

Btill, for John always, when defining the day,
refers to the event which follows.
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(as the absence of the article, quite natural in

such a phrase, has been urged), quite distinct

from the synoptic paschal meal, the previous
Wednesday, or, as has been said, in Bethany.*
For John's narrative carries every thing on in

strict connection from this point down to chap,

xiv. 31, and xviii. 1, so that this Seinvov 13

followed by the going forth to Gethsemane.
The ILrschberger liihel has remarked that if the

indication of the betrayal, given here, vers. 21,

30, had taken place one or two days before, the
amazement (jf the disciples when the Lord ut-

tered the same at the paschal feast, as narrated
by the Synoptics, would be inexplicable.! Fur-
ther, the parallel Luke xxii. 27 (as observed by
Olshausen) evidently shows that our Lord at

the paschal meal washed the feet as ase-vant—
for those words are his own reference to the act.

This WHS obviously not only before the institu-

tion of the Lord's Supper (whicli we must thus
interpose at its right place in John), but also

before the proper supper. For we cannot con-

ceive that the contention related by Luke took
place after the washing of the feet and the sa-

crament. J Nor was (according to Liicke) " the

supper interrupted by the feet-washing, which
was so foreign to the prescribed paschal ritual,

that we can find no place for it in the paschal
meal." For the in, " from," in In rov SeiTtvov,

ver. 4, is groundlessly urged (since Gerhard)
as signifying the completion of the meal, be-

cause among the Greeks ex Sairfyov, &? dpi-
drov so occurs; SsiTfyov ysyojuevov, ver. 2
(for which there is a single false reading
yiyo/uevov) is certainly to be translated, ac-

cording to Meyer's correction of Luther—When
the supper arrived, was ready, about to pro-
ceed, comp. chap. xxi. 4. This brief expres-
sion, unaccompanied by any record of any
SeiTtvov, and what kind, appointed, assures us

* The Persic translates—Two days before the
feast.

t Piichter's Haushibel (to put an end to all con-
fusion, which will not be the result, however, of
this notion) adopts this opinion of many, includ-
ing Bengel ; but it finds little accpptance now,
and the view of the latter is highly forced, that
John hastens over a whole day between vers. 30
and 31.

X On the other hand, we must not assume, with
Ebrard, that the contest arose because no one
would undertake the service of washing the feet.

The <pi\ovetHta either referred to their places,
or sprang, generally, as at other times, from their
carnal notions of the kingdom, if not specifically
from the words just spoken concerning it. (See
our exposition on that passage hereafter).
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(without the article which Bruckner insisted

upon) ihat a reterence mus(. be pre-supposed to

the well-known last meal of our Lord np6 ri/i

eopThi, that is, Iv rai irpoecfjri'a), in the tran-

sition between the evenings. The Vulg. (fol-

lowed, of course, by Kloe and Friedlieb) is

altogellier wrong in its " caonrV factil ;
" for it is

this striking action of our Lord, which John
records, that when they were already seated

and about to begin, he ruies again in roC
SeiKvov, and afterwards, in ver. 12, sat down
again to the proper meal (vers. 23-26).*

Thus it is preliminarily certain, and very
generally now acknowledged, that tliis meal of

John is tlie paschal meal of the Svnoptics, and
tiiat the feet-washing took place before the in-

stitution of the Supper. But how is it that,

according to the Synoptics, Jesus thpn ate the
paschal lamb; while, according to John xviii.

28 and lix. 14, the Friday of his death was the
day on which the Jews tiuule reatly to eat the

PofMfcer? This question, which in the most
ancient time was regarded by no one as a real

contradiction, and was never mentioned in the
Easter controversy, has assumed a very threat-

ening aspect in our latest criticism. The
ancient assumption, which began with Chrysos-
tom and TertuUian, that the Lord partook of

his Passover one d(iy earlier than the people
and the Pharisees (on grounds differently

viewed, and either alone or with a part of the

Jews), is now unhesitatingly rejected; and
they either solve the difTiculty by some other
artificial means, or l^ave the Svnoptics under
the imputation of a liapeiess difference, or mani-
fe»l error.

Among the artificial methods of extrication

which are untenable I include the attempted
explanations which have been given to the two
opposing passage*^, John xviii. 28 and xix. 14

;

although Wieseler and others defend them
The formula <payf.lv to nddxcc must have, in

my judgment, the same meaning in the fourth
Evangelist which it has in tiie other three; it

is most harsh to reSer it in the former only to

the subsequent Passover eating the a^vua
(unleavened bread) or even the ni'jrt (sacrifi-

cial ofTering.) In this we concur with Lvicke
and Ebrard, that it must be ever incompre-
hensible why John should have used so alto-

gether uncommon an expression (comp. Jose-
ph us, yln<. III. X. 5, where the fo/jr;) rwy
a^vur.ty ii strictly distinguished from the
kopTr, Tou >ra'<>/ a, similarly II. xv. 1 ; XI. iv.

8, etc.). It is true that in Deut. xvi. 2, as
"1153^ }^^V, " flock and herd," shows, " the re-

maining legal ofTerings and meats of the whole
feast" are included under the collective name
np3> or Passover. But we cannot (like Hof-

mann, Weisn. u. Erf. ii. 201) appeal to this

passage ; for we discover again from another
passacre, 2 Chron. xxxv. 7, 8, 9 (cited by

• It may be proved that the Passovr was not
then eaten standing; and io any case, ttiey bad
DO I yet reached that point.

Wieseler himself) that, properly speaking, only
the n^j); ^J21 D^L'Oa. " lambs" and kids," are

mentioned as D'nDS) or paschal victims ; and,

moreover, the collective name, as including this

essential nOSj is a very different thing from

the collective name, as given to the feast, exdu-
sive of and after the essential meal. In the
JVrt <pccya)6i, "that they might eat," coupled

with TO itd.6x<Xt " the Passover," having the ar-

ticle, it is incontrovertibly meant that they had
eaten hit/icrto in no sense of the word the Pass-

over.* Finally, 2 Chron. xxx. 22 has :i^3J^'l

lyirsnTIS, "and they did eat [throughout] the

feast," so expressly that we see how impossible

it would have been to substitute there np3n>

the Passover. "With <pacy£7v, and this is the

main point, to ndcxoc necessarily retains the

restricted sense ; as the passages in the Svnop-
tics declare the usage in the time of Jesus.

Consequently, the napa6yEvif tov Tid^xoc, or
' Preparation of the Passover," cannot signify

the Friday in the paschal feast—as we must
grant to the opposite side, alter all that Wiese-
ler has adduced; but it is no other than the
Jewish nD3n 3iy>t or "evening of the Pass-

over" (although Luthardt opposes this). For
we must certainly take J>o(h the passages of

John together, for the special meaning of the
ro Tid6x(x. When this Evangelist in chap,

xix. 14 calls the same day itapa6HEvi) rov
ndoxoc, concerning which he had previously

aid, chap, xviii. 28, 'iva q)dycj6t to 7td6x<x,

he certainly uses the expression in the same
meaning, and napa6HEvi} here is not the (in

this place meaningless) statement of the day of

the week, but corresponds precisely to the 'iva

q)dyoo6i. The passa<re •, Matt, xxvii. 62;
Mark xv. 42 ; Luke xxiii. 54, are only an ap-

parent parall*^!
;
ibr John thinks first of the ap-

proaching S'iJ'l>a(h, this time a great Sabbath as

coinciding with the first feast-day, afterwards

in ver. 31, and thus intimates that it was a
Ttaoa6HEvv in a two-fold sense.

Pi,auch (after Frisch) has endeavored to con-

vince us that the proper Passover, in contra-

distinction from the kopn) T(Sy dl^vucoy had
already been eaten between the thirteenth and
fourteenth of Nisan ; but this marvellous hy-
pothesis (as Winer calls it), which requires

oth(-^rs to uphold it, has never found acceptance,

and has been satisfactorily refuted by Liicke,

De Wette, Ebrard, and Wieseler. Schnecken-

* Beiigol's paraphrase was highly .arbitrary ;

' To c'lntihue uninterrui)ted the remaining eating
of the Passover." From the feet-washing and the
>;acrament onw rds is the weakest point in Ben-
gels hrumony.

t Comp. in addition the passage adduced by
Friedlieb (Archdol. d. Lcidetigeich. p. 129) from the
Babyl. Geinara, wliicli contains a tradition that
Jesus was hanged on the tree nD3n 3iy3 (at the
time of the Passover).
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burg's attempt, which disturbs all the previous
chronology, needs no mention. Are we then
led to the conclusion (with Sclileiermacher,

Liicke, Sieffert, De Wette, Hase, Winer, Usteri,

Bretschneider, Bleek, Neander, Ideler, Theile,

Hauff), that the difference is irreconcilable, and
the error on the side of the Synoptics? Most
certainly not. According to Liicke the eri'or

sprang from a very early misunderstanding of

uncertain traditions, so that the tradition made
itself complete by suppositions originating in

itself. " Indeed,"—he says himself, but one
would almost think ironically

—"if the rela-

tion of Matthew springs immediately from the

Apostle, this method of explanation is untenable."

But we must not let this one Passover stroke

take away Matthew from us. Hauff admits
" the supposition that the Synoptics adjusted

the time of the death of Jesus with the festi-

vals which had been held from the beginning
by the Jewish-Christian communities to com-
memorate these events "—but if we substitute

the A]X)stle Matthew for " Synoptics," all such
notions must be rejected at once. Nor can
we accept of any original " tradition " that

"through want of chronological interest in a
circumstance which involved questions of so

much greater moment, independent of chronol-

ogy, precision was not at first thought neces-

sary, and the question of dates remained ever
after undetermined." For the chronological

question in this case has direct reference to what
was of the highest possible moment to the first

Christians, viz., the connection between the Old
Testament and th» New, the coincidence of

type and fulfillment for which the time of

celebrating Easter formed the firm historical

kernel and centre.* Hence we may be sure

that the first Gospel for Israel with its t'va

TfXrjpoo'irj, " that it might be fulfilled," and the

Apostle Matthew its assured author, would not

have erred through indifference upon this point.

Tholuck says, " The nature of the holy sacra-

ment, its internal analogy with the Passover,

makes it probable in itself that it originated in

strict relation with the Passover. We cannot
bring ourselves to assume in the Synoptics a

failure in remembrance upon so significant an
event, the sensible allusions of which were so

peculiar and characteristic." B.-Crusius, whom
nodogmaticmotiveinfluences, thinks any actual

difference in the historical record " improbable

in relation to a matter so important to the

community as was this last meal." Yes, in-

deed, improbable even to impossibility. We
should have to assume (to use the words of a

critic against Bleek), " that the Synoptics not

only were quite ignorant of the day on which
Jesus Christ was put to death, but that their

record of it is in flagrant opposition to the most
sacred Jewish statutes against executions dur-

ing the feast.

* Thus there is no ground for Hase's remark,

that " the error of the Galilean tradition rose from
Uiking it for granted that the Lord's Supper must
have been instituted in couDectlon with the pas-

chal meaU"

For our own part, then, we retinra, after a
thorough examination of all new theories, to
the old explanation which has been already
mentioned. John and the Synoptics are alike

right. Jesus, with his disciples, ate the Pass-
over on Thursday, when he instituted the Sup-
per; the Jews in general ate it on the Friday
of his death.* So far Ebrard is clear, but he
has a new answer to the question how this is

to be accounted for :
" The eating of the Pass-

over proceeded through two days, because it

was impossible that the slaying for so enor-

mous a number could be eff'ected in the three

evening hours of one single day, and thus
the law was of necessity violated ; the day was
anticipated, the previous day being included in

the celebration, and this would be especially

the case with the Galileans and the poorer
class," However well meant and plausible

this may be. Ave altogether reject it, with
Wieseler.f What other account can we give?
The criticism which rconciles scientific inves-

tigation with faith in tiie historical truth of all

the Evangelists, including Matthew, can only
decide that Jesus in fact ate the meal one day
earlier than the mass or the majority of the

people, and that this must have had a specific

reason, which can be supplied by supposition

alone. Ljicke's assertion that "it is impossible

to extract from the synoptical text even the

semblance of an anticipation of the Passover"
— is true, as far as this anticipation is an arbi-

trary act of Jesus himself; but if any other

reason can be assigned, this peremptory ver-

dict must fall. We must not resort to the old

refuge of a 7td6xn iivrjuoviKov, f-ivrfnovev-
Tiiiov (memorial Passover) in the case of our
Lord

; that was something quite different, orig-

inating after the destruction of the temple, and
the Synoptics speak of the proper Jewish Pass-
over. Nor did the Lord, scrupulously obedient
to all the divine commandments (if not to all the

appended statutes of men), by his own specific

plenitude of authority anticipate the day on
account of the Supper (as Hippolytus assumed),
and, besides, Luke, chap. xxii. 7, speaks of the

I'tuapa, ey xf ^Set SvedOai to Jta6xcr,or" 6aj
on which the Passover ww^i be killed."! What

* [In that case Christ would not really have

eaten the true Passov?r at all, which is subver-

sive of the very hypothesis. That tlie enstiinrf sac-

rifices only are referred to in John xviii. 28 is

clear from the fact that the defilement there

mentioned would have ceased at sunset.

—

^Aji.

Ed J

t P. 317 in the note, whore also the error ci'in-

cerning tlie priest's slayins is exposed. We think

that the people would rather have built another

Jer-.isalera than have allowed .'uch a depariure

from the legal day on account of external circum-

stances.

X Which edst we thus more definitely justify

than Weitz?l does in his excellent trealise upon
the Passover festival. We cannot bring onrselve;*

to undersland, with h:m, " an O'.d-'i'e-tament, meal

made earlier hij neressiiy '' (^aualw^ious wi.h Uie do-

ferrins it in Num. ix. 11).
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tlion arc "we to snppopp"? Something which in

itself is not unimaginable, that in the computa-

tion of that time, as in many other things,

an interruption or derangement had crept in

among the Jews. Although ore tOvov, " when
they killed," stands in Matt. xiv. 12, yet we do

not see why, in connection with oi jjaOrfrai,

the whole people must necessarily be the sub-

ject of this e^vov : but are disposed to find in

Luke's 'iSet, in spit-e of the protest of recent

critics, the hint of anticipation which has been

found wanting, a tacit opposition to the preva-

lent practice of others. Thus Jesus, in common
with a portion of the Jews, properly and legally

held sacred {\\^ tontested day , which the predomi-

nant party had displaced in favor of the follow-

ing.*

An analogous example of a slighter difTerence

is furnished by the controversy over the ]^3,

D^2-)Pn, heticern the evenings [A. V. " in the even-

ing]," Exod. xii. 6. The Karaites and Samari-
tans understood the time ffter the going down
of the sun till entire darkness, the Pharisees

and Rabhanifes explained it of the decline of

the day before sundown (DVH m"l) as the first

evening; the latter in the time of Josephus
wag the prevalent theory and practice. The
former, notwithstanding, was the correct view
(concurred in bv Aben-Ezra), as Winer almost
unnecessarily proves, and Michaelis before

him, Suppl. ad. Lex. s. v. 31J?> comparing the

Arabic usa<?e.t If this controversy, whether
}>efore or after sundown was the limit of the

day, had been connected also with a diverse

date, occasion might have been in some sense

given for moving the day onward, and thus

introducing a division in the calendar. But
thin was not (he case, else would the priority

of the Pharisaic Passover have resulted, ac-

cording to Josephus. We mention this analogy
only for the purpose of asking—Why might
not the reckoning of the day, through some
possible circumstance of which we have no
record, have become subject to such a diversity

as appears in the Gospels? For as to noc6x(^
was assuredly not eaten twice, oitr sources say
plainly this and no more, that some ate it on one
dav, and others on the next. Can we not
bring our minds to attach at least the same
authority to the plain letter of Scripture as to

that of Josephus or the Talmud ? It cannot
indeed be prated (that is, from other sources),

nor can it be demanded without disparagement
to the ypa<pv, or " Scrif)ture," that such a
diversity of practice existed in the time of

Jesus; but it i^ historically imaginable. We
have ground enough for this without resorting

* [A purely cratuitious, and, to the last degree
improbable supposition.—Am. Ed.]

f Convinci 112 reasons ire—Theanalojjyof Exod.
Txix. 39, t'.e tXi^^ Ki23, 1*<"U'- xvi. 6, the whole

history of the exodus immediately after the Pass-

to the various reckoning of the new moon at a
much la*er time (according to Canelliis, Iken,

etc.). Suffice it that we may asK, Who can

prove it to be impossible that thedilTerence, whith

is historically as certain as the authority of at least

two AjMstles can make it [f], should have some
such reason ? Then should we escape from

the hypothesis, which, however slightly regard-

ed, is objectionable, that Jesus was crucified on
the great feast day ;* and with that, much
sophistical perversion of John's expressions.

Then Jesus fulfilled (as Scaliger, Casaubon,

Marck, etc. assumed) the law exactly, while its

observation among the people had fallen into

disorder. Then, too, our typological view finds

a yet deej^er signijkance in the wt)oIe arrange-

ment of these events according to the profound

counsel of God.

It was impossible, that is, that our Lord's

last eating of the paschal lamb, as the end of

his obedience under the law, should be per-

fectly simultaneous with his own oflering of

himself; an absolute coincidence of type and
reality could not be. Yet this coincidence

should bo as close as possible, especially, at

least, where the correspondence was most im-

portant, in the connection between the Supper
and the paschal lamb. Hence it was provided

(as Lampe says, whose anticipabat, however,

we do not agree with—occulto Dei consilio)

that the occurrences should take place just as

we find them. Now this was deeply significant

in two ways. On the same day on which the

majority representing the people, the Pharisaic

part, ate their Passover, the Lord is crucified.

t

But they crucify him first, and then go to eat

their Passover at the illegally deferred time,

and rendered unclean by the blood of the Son
of God. That signifies most clearly, The type
is now done away.X But the Lord on his part

glorifies for his new Israel the abiding type by
the institution of the sacrament in connection

with his legnlly proper Passover; so that our

sacramental institution took place most har-

moniously as an anticipation of the great event,

just as the first Passover of Moses was an an-

ticipation of the exodus, of the actual passing

over and redemption.

For noting the time John gives us here a
preparatory remark, which announces with dig-

nity a new scene, predicting in sublime words

* Compare, in addition, Tholuck's Liter. Anzei-

ffier, 1847, p. 200, AT.

f Olshausen :
" The tyjjical character of the

Passover (1 Cor. v. 7), makes the assumption
probable, that the Lord died on the same day on
which the paschal lamb should have been killed."

We would only say instead

—

was killed. This
coincidence in jieneral our Lord indicates in Ma.tt,

xxvi. 2, as God's counsel. Comp. Thiersch, Die
KircJie in apost. Zeitalter, i. 205.

X
" Exspiraverat jam Paschatis umbratilis ter-

minus, pohtc^uam Jesus rite ultimum comederat"
(Lampe).
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a sublime event. The public life and teaching
of the Lord has reached its close. The hour is

come, which had from the beginning been
indicated as nearer and nearer. The history
of the Passion begins; but with demonstra-
tions and new exhibitions of love to Ma own
before he departs from them ; and by this

exprfssion the Evangelist tells us that the
esoteric portion of the Gospel, its most e.ssen-

tial mvstery, is about to follow ; awakening in

every feeling heart a deep desire—after all the
previou-i warfare of unbelief against the truth,

after all the fruitless striving of the Son of

God and I he Son of Man to win these children
of Abraham and sons of Adam to himself and
eternal life, after all this vain pouring forth of

his precious ointment, of his wooing bride-

groom-love (Cant. i. 3 ; John iii. 29)—to taste

at last and see how gracious he is to those who
have been made his own, how he comforts and
solaces his own heart with them, and imparts
in all its fulness to them that which others
have despised. If the history of the Passion is

generally the Holy of Holies in the new cove-
nant—John, we would fain say, opens to us the
very ark of the covenant in the heart of the
incarnate Saviour. Happy thou, dear reader,

if the voice of the Spirit now crieth to thv
spirit

—

Come and see ! Dignus es intrare—thou
also belongest to those who are hh own.

John saw into the heart of Jesus; and he
therefore wrote vers. 1 and 3 as it were out of

that heart, as if Jesus had told him what he re-

veals to us by a twice-repeated ai^ay?, " know-
ing." The words stream forth, indeed, down to

ver. 5 in one continuous flow ; ver. 1 is not
complete in itself but announces something
more : nevertheless, we do well to construe
(according to t'e old and universal view, which
Lticke so well justifies) the first verse as stand-
ing by itself, so that its emphasis may fall UDon
the "loving." The knowing that his hour was
come obviously connects this new continuation
of the Gospel with the previous chapter, indeed
with all that had preceded as far back as chap.
ii.4.* OniofthistcoM—is, with allusion tochap.
xii. 31, a sorrowful retrospect upon the past
contradiction of sinners in it. He goes away,
leaves this world as all in death ; but he alone
goeth tothe Father by a wonderful jusrafJairEiv,
or departure. He has idi'uviy " his own," in

this world to leave behind (chap. xvii. 11),
whom he himself has first chosen and obtained
through his own love, as certainly as the

Father had given them unto him. These he had
loved from the beginning, yea, from eternity,

before he came forth from the Father for their

sakes ; he has shown all patience and fidelity

towards their infirmity and sinfulness. He
has endured all for them and with them, he has

* It would be a profitable, and far from ex-
Inusled, ta.-k, to exhibit the simple art of the
plan of this Gospel, as shown in the circumstance
that the be2inning every where prepares for the
end, and the end returns back in its fu.flllment to
the intimations of the beginning.

borne even until now their unbelief for the-sak©
of the kindled spark of faith and love within
them. What love had been already shown even
in this ! But now he loveth them f/S rf'Ao?,
" unto the end." This is not, with Grotius, to

be resolved into

—

diEtsXei dya7t(ov, perrexit

diligpre
; nor with Euthymius, t6 eH reXoi to

dcpi'idfja d?/\oi ; nor to be taken as a mere

nVJ7 (according tothe Sept. translation of this,

and as the Peshito at Luke xviii. 5 has

Jiy ^33) ; but rsXoi is literally his end and de-

parture, which now from this meal onwards so

long and slowly protracts itself in proofs and
tokens cf love. " Laus in amore mori " ('Tis

praise in love to die)—a heathen maxim which
finds here its highest illustration.*

verse 3 begins again with an intenser f/S&i;,

"knowing," which now, in contrast with the

action which is to commence, becomes equiv-

alent to xaiTTSf} sido)?. But another impres-

sive parenthesis intervenes, another Hainefi

from an external cause. Even among his own,

and at this meal, is the traitor found, into

whose heart the devil has been able to infuse

thoughts of hell. The v^rj, already [" now "],

intimates that the design of this parenthesis is

further to say, that the destiny of our Lord, to

be now delivered into the hands of his enemies,

was fully decided and at hand—yet this is not
its only meaning. The B.rlenh. Bibel comments
upon it with deep feeling in its own way

:

" Something now comes between. The devil

has not kept holiday, and the Evangelists

alwavs place God's work and Satan's in con-

junction, as they are developed together. On
both sides preparation is made for the contest:

Christ prepares himself, Satan prepares himself

too. Hence the text appears here abruptly
tern asiinder—yet there is a deep harmony and
connection in the matter itself. The style

is thus intersected, to show that Christ has
such a tangled way to pierce through, and that

his disciples must in like manner follow him."
Thus it is not, as Hofmann thinks, a " verbally

infelicitous connection of clauses."

Jesus hiew—it is not now said, what was in

the heart of Judas ; that follows in ver. 11. In-
stead of that, without interruption, it is said,

He l:n£w that to him

—

not indeed all, but, never-

theless, even for judgment upon the viov tj}?

aTtaoAsiai, or " son of perdition," all things

were given into his hand ; and that he was
going to God, even as he came forth from God,
that is, as the Son to the Father. Perfect repose,

the \introubled consciousness of his might, vic-

tory, and glorification fills his spirit now, after

his deep solicitude. For hiin, in the place of that

faith from which in our case love springs, we
have here knowledge. What would one who
first read the Gospel expect, after such a preface,

and after all the previous testimonies to the

dignity and glory of this Jesus? The r}yd-

* Nitzsch has a beautiful sermon on " Love to

the end."
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irrjgey, "loved," has already given a hint; bnt
no man could have expected what now follows.

The first reader must stnnd amazed, even like

these disciples when he began the work of love
and iiumility. He who does not forever lose

his thoughts in the contemplation of tlie incon-
ceivable contrast between vers. 3 and 4, is be-

yond the reach of all exegesis ; the most
touching exposition to him must be vain and
dead. He, the Lord over all, come forth from
God and returning to God, concerning whom
the greatest of the prophets cried, I am not
worthy to begin my service to him by unloosing
his shoe's latchet (chap. i. 27)—he goes beyond
this; he washes the feet of his disciples, and
Judas' among them. For he also knoweth
wherefore he had come, and to what etui he gooth
a<jain by death, that is, that he might tcoih us.

This they knew not yet; but they knew it

afterwards, and in addition to this most general

signification of his act, there is another which
has reference to this critical time, their prepara-
tion for the last Supper. The second prepa-

ration comes after in the awakening of the

question, Ij>rd in it If through the indication of

the bet raver ; but the first had already said, I
am he that cleanseth you. It was not so much
on account of their murmuring at the anointing,

and their fellowship in sympathy with the

traitor, that they now needed this specific

cleansing : if any is sought, it may be found in

the recent contention recorded by Luke. But
all was pre-arranged, that the Lord, out of the

love of liis full heart, might speak to them in

act before he spoke to them in words, and thus

prepare them to take the deepest impression

from his words.

The tcaihing ofthe feet was assuredly not simply

the lowest mental serftc<?, but according to common
human analogy, was at the same time no other

than a service of honor and of lovev,'h\c\\ the host

might render to his guests. Ii^brard, however,

presses this much too far when he declares this

to have been the customary " duty of the

host," so that " the Lord may be said in th'-

deep significance of this act to have already in-

vited iiis gtiesta to his supper." For even Luke
vii. 44 does not say expressly that the washing
was to be expected from the host, but is rather

to be interpreted by Gen. xviii. 4 ; and in

Luke xxii. 27, the Lord expressly indicates the

main point to be—cJJ d diaKovcii^,* " as one
that serveth."

Unusual, and pointing to a striking signi-

ficance, is the rising up from the meal already

proceeding. The Evangelist paints the circum-

stance with a living remembrance of the

amazement which seized at the time both him
and the rest of the disciples—hence the inter-

change of the present tense, and hence that

most emphatic rfplcxroy " began," for which
nothing that preceded had prepared them.

* We very much doubt whe'her (as Lange
thinks) this feet-washing arose from the nrceMity

of the moment, being a neces.sary .service which
pone of the disciples volunteered to perform.

Everything pertaining to the act he does him-
self; down to the wiping he finishes all in the
case of each of the disciples, in whom he beholds
all hisoten down to the end of time. In solemn
stillness and with the deepest reverence they first

allow him to proceed—until it comes to Peter.

For, that Peter was not the first,* is plain from
the previous fifth verse, especially from the

wiping—else we must resort to such an antici-

pation as is quite out of harmony with the liv-

ing presentation of the whole narrative. f If

supposition were allowable where the Holy
Spirit records nothing—for all gradation of

rank here passes away—it would be more pro-

bable that Judas was the first (as Chrys. and
Theoph., with many following them, thought)

;

though if Peter were the last, his refusal would
be scarcely conceivable.

J

That which probably others thought before

him, he speaks out plainly, and without any
restraint. His meaning is not wrong, but here

once more it befalls him to savor not the

things of God but the things of man. Through
false and self-willed reverence and voluntary
humility he sinks into opposition and refusal;

for most assuredly his thought does not now
apprehend the true divine humility. The
customary xvpie, in the least, comes first as we
see, but it has here a distinctive emphasis ; but
the most intense emphasis lies in the contrast

which is pressed to the uttermost dv—m ov,
" thou—my ! " Not till these words have
uttered his deep feeling does he finish the sen-

tence, which, however, still strongly protests :

by the present vinzEii, "dost wash," he rises

up against the commencing action of the Lord
himself; zovi noSai, "feet," comes in last to

heighten the whole; and the interrogation is not

simply such but a most absolute refusid, although
a slight but true feeling of genuine awe pre-

vents him in his first words from doing more
than question, until ver. 8 comes in with a

different tone. Thus his present word is funda-

mentally the same with that affrighted utter-

ance which responded to the approaching love

of the Saviour in Luke v. 8. This colloquy

* Yet Nonnus take.s this for granted ; and since

Augustine many have so thouglit. Bellarniine

founds a strong argument upon it, and Klee main-
tains that every other disciple would have simi-

larly declined. Baiimgarten-Crusius :
" epxsrat,

probably at the commencement." So Grotius,

without any reason :
" ovy hie est specialius rem

enarran.is."

t Luthardt, however, agrees with this, arguing

that it was a preparatory description o! the wiiole

act which would render Peter's conduct intelligi-

ble. But what sim[>le writer would relate in this

style 1

I Dr;i-eko thinks, first John, then immediately
Peter. Richter, though without any reason, Either

first or last was the washing of Peter. Schleier-

macher says with great discrimination, The ordi-

nary pre-eminence of Peter was the reason why
the Lord this lime took occasion not to be^in with

him.
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between him and his Lord is by no means, as

B.-Crusius unfeelingly and foolishly says, " a

trifling matter," nor is it a subordinate circum-

stance which John might well have omitted
;

but Peter is here, if we would see the great

meaning of the whole, a type of man generally,

as he revolts against the eternal love which

offers itself in the redeeming death of Christ.

" For thy sake, sinner, I have laid by

the garment of my glory, have girded my-
self with the napkin of the flesh, to pour out

my blood as a cleansing bath for thee

—

as thy

God and thy servant." But, alas ! in man's re-

fusal. This is unworthy of God, this cannot he

—there too often lies the still worse undertone

(from which Peter, however, according to ver.

9, was utterly free)

—

Nor is this at all needful.

Verse 7. Now, but not until he is con-

strained to it, comes the first word of our Lord
after his silent act; but it contains the assur-

ance that he had designed afterwards to speak

and explain all. He gives prominence to the

contrasted iyoo and dv, but in their right

meaning, and with the true inference—I am
the Master, thou the disciple : how shouldst

thou then at once know, penetrate, and under-

stand wiMt I do, that is, what I thereby pur-

pose and mean? Obedience without argument
•would be the profounder modesty. The trust-

ing disciple of such a Master, teaching as Jesus

did both by act and word, might and ought to

have expected that he would explain all in con-

descension to his disciple's weakness. The
meek and gentle Lord, however, does not by
the slightest word rebuke the impatience of

Peter, who would not thus wait ; the single

ovK otSai afiTi, " thou knowest not now,"
was sufficient rebuke, and at the same time
it utters a promise to supply that deficiency of

knowledge which is thereby rather excused. The
antithesis between apri, " now," and /lerd
Tavra, "hereafter," shows that the most
obvious meaning must be referred to the re-

pelled washing—As soon as I have done it unto
all, thou shalt know with the rest what my act

Bignifies. And truly, without the words which
now accompany, and afterwards follow, the act,

we should none of us understand the meaning
of what he did; we might discern in it (he ex-

ample of humilty, but scarcely the manifold
mystery of the profound symbol. For wide and
deep is this mystery ; and therefore the Saviour
begins the preliminary solution of it by a word
which, as the commencement of that solution,

has a universal import. What 1 do—first, this

washing of your feet ; then (as follows in ver.

8) the washing generally thereby denoted, final-

ly, all his work in us, in as far as it centres in

and belongs to this, that he washes us from sin.

Who understood the work of his atoning passion

"when and while it was accomplished? And
how wide does this uerd ravra reach for his

Church and the world, in which the counsels of

God in the humiliation of Christ are from age to

age ever becoming more profoundly and fully

disclosed ! So also the last application of this

word, that by which the Holy Spirit so often

uses it for humbling our resistanco and consol-

ing our apprehensions, is perfectly well-ground-

ed. It is in its widest extent an utterance

concerning all the acts of God, which will never

be fully understood till hereafter; the eternal

majesty speaks in this lowest abasement of the

Son, and speaks with reference to all the future

acts of his government from this present action

onwards. It is enough for us that he shows us

and gives us to feel no more than this—I do it;

we may confidently resign ourselves to his

hand. We shall hereafter know, that and in

what way all was done for our purification ; we
shall in eternity look back upon the whole

process of his guiding and cleansing our souls ;

and merge all in that cry—Thou hast washed
us from our sins, and therefore didst thou
obediently abase thyself to our feet.

Verse 8. The first word is thus distinct and
gentle, thus serenely victorious over the im-
petuosity of Peter

;
yet it is with this disciple

as often with us all, his outbursting zeal ren-

ders him incapable of hearing, much more of

understanding and receiving the first words

with which the Lord opposes him. They urge,

rather, his opposition to a further extreme ; he

will maintain his right, accept no ovh otda?,
" thou knowest not," and be referred to no
yvajdi^f usrd raijra, " thou shalt know here-

after." Though the other washed disciples had
improperly allowed the Lord thus to act, he
will show himself wiser and moie humble than

they, as if he knew even better than his Mas-
ter what was befitting and right. The present

viitxEii, " washest," and the tone of question

betraved before something tending to submis-

sion ; but now he begins with an imperative

ov in) vitl}^?, "thou shalt [never] wash," and
confirms it with the deepest feeling by sii roy
aiojva. (Bengel: "Formula vehemens, cf. 1

Cor. viii. 13.") What else can the graoious

Lord do now, than oppose vehemence to ve-

hemence, and utter a second, decisive and heart-

peircing word which should affright the con-

tradicter, who nevertheless in the ground of

his heart hangs upon him and would be his?

If I shall wash thee not, thou hast no part icith

(or, in) me. Alas ! such words of threatening

and fear are too often necessary for us all, to

induce us to permit ourselves to be loved. It

is wrong to say, as many do with good inten-

tion but a narrow interpretation, that the

threatening here is not to be sought in the

word washing, or in the transaction connected

with it; for this vinreiv is the kernel and ob-

ject of the whole. Thus it is not, " Unless thou
bend to my ordinance, and give up thy disobe-

dient independence of my will "—this would be
too naked a generality. Nor, as Liicke says,
" He who will not tolerate, or does not under-

stand, the humility of love, as now exemplified

in me." Nor, as another says, approaching
somewhat nearer, " Unless thou, by acceptance

of this service, showest thyself willing to per-

form such." Neither of these hits the point of

significance ; the latter passes beyond it mto the

final interpretation of ver. 14. He who do€»
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not comprehend the humble love with which

Jesus washes him, understands it not simply

because he does not know and consider what

this teashing essentially is. De Wette and

Liicke quite falsely urge that the real gist of

the matter is not the cleansing but the Humil-

ity of love ; this saying in ver. 8, and the gen-

eral declaration of ver. 10, sufficiently refute

them. The teashing is not specifically a " pu-

rification from all petty loftiness of soirit "

—

as Draseke says. Let us look at its aeep ful-

ness of meaning, as the Lord himself exhibits

it under three aspects : the feet-washing signi-

fies, first, that it is the Lord who cleanses us, he

alone can and will wash us ; it then points

further to the continual necessity that those

who have been cleansed in the bath should

ever wash their feet, and that this likewise

must come from his patience and love ; while,

thirdly, and resting upon those (though it is

too often regarded as the sole point, the pre-

vious foundation being forgotten), tliat we also

can and should be helpful to one another in all

bumble services whica might contribute to

that end.*

That the Lord on this occasion does not

mean this external washing, but that whicli it

signifies, is clear from the warning itself, and
from the fact that he washed Judas also, who
nevertheless had no part in him.f That, iur-

ther, he did not now as yet speak particularly

of a spiritual washing of the feet, the continuous

cleansing from remaining or again adhering

sins, is equally clear from this that he now

—

and let it be carefully noted—does not speak of

the feet, as Peter does twice, but e.xtends the

matter to its utmost generality, and penetrates

its deepest ground

—

I mud wash tJiee. This his

utterance here is essentially similar, though

with other words, to that of chap. vi. 53. It

is for emphasis and awakening that he does not

sav at first from, what the washing is ; for h\s

single word would ask—Dost thou not then at

all perceive and understand what is now con-

cerned between me and thee, me the sole helper

and purifier froin sin, and thee the " sinful

man?" Dost thou not remember the time

when thou didst bid mo depart from thee?

Hast thou not since learned in my school to

what all things point which 1 dof If the

former part of tlie sentence, with its simple and

* Hence, that view is most superficial, and for-

gets tlie groioxd here laid for the wide, whif-h re-

gards the Lord's desian as being .simply to deepen

their Inimiliiy and take away ail their previous ideas

of a tvordly kinqd^in. Draseke :
" He will make a

last essay. He would bum out of the hearts of

his messengers the dross of earth still in them."

Bahrdt, in the same direction :
" Nolhinc cleaves

to you bi.t the prejudice of a temporal Mi'ssiali

;

it is merely a washing of feet that ye need. Your
Lord now shows himself a servant, that you may
rememb:?r that ye are called to be servants of hu-

manity, not princes of the East."

f Luthardt: " If thou dost not bethink thyself

what ray washing signifies."

impressive " wash thee," was not penetrating

enough, the fearful sequel makes all plain

—

Then are we severed forever. Yes, verily, this

was a terrifying and awakening word, for it

meant. Then dost thou remain wnonshed, as

thou art, impure, wiihout forgiveness and with-

out grace, without salvation and without a

Saviour, unfit for and unworthy of my f>.lloNV-

ship here, and hereafter of my kingdom and my
glory. For to intimate this last the //er' tnov,
" with me," is used, although the hv l/noi, " in

me," is obviously included in it. Or to'dt thou

wash thyrielf? At the same time the Lord
gives it here to be understood— I wash no man
against his will. Let this be deeply pondered.

The passionate desire to have a part in and
with Jesus, would now break down all the

self-will of this disciple, even without his de-

finitely understanding the connection between
this washing and that blessedness ; but wo
may safely assume more than that, and regard

Peter as noxo beginning to understand. We can-

not imagine him to be slow to apprehend the

Lord's plain words, or to be utterly unable to

perceive the Lord's wonted and sudden trans-

ition to a figurative meaning in all this. We
cannot, therefore, a";ree with Braune's remark
upon Peter's submission, "Right characteristic

is this perfect change, with the same external-

it;/." For how can it be proved that Peter tar-

ried in the external meaning? To ua, this

would be less characteristic than unpsycholog-
ical. We agree with Bengel, " Petro sensus

impuritatis proprife obortus ho3c verba dicta-

vit" (A sense of his real impurity arose to

dictate these words to Peter); with Tholuck,
" His consciousness of sin was awakened by
these words ;

" with Baumgarten-Crusius. " The
words of Peter enter into the impersonal and
universal meaning of the Lord's words." Thus
alone can we understand, in a sense worthy of

the Apostle, the instant retraction of his ov fi?)

Eii tov aiwya, "never," the impetuous going
beyond of the offer of his hands and his head.

This last is very generally taken as a running
to the other extreme, instead of adherin? to the

simple will of Christ—that the feet should be

washed. Although there may be some slight

trace of this spirit perceptible, and although

our Lord does actually in ver. 10 limit him
once more to the washing of the feet, yet it

must be remembered that in ver. 8 he had
spoken only of washing generally, and that the

unusual expression head (instead of face) will

not suit the idea of a merely external sense.

We understand the blessed Peter—Yea, if thou

meanest it thus, if this washing is thus con-

nected with that washing of thine which we all

need and none so much as I ; then take me, the

whole Simon, I am indeed unclean from my /.end

to my feet.* Thus we find the expression most
natural, entering into the Lord's spiritual mean-
ing and yet rightly adhering to his figurative

present action ; and we have no more to do

* So Nonniis paraphrases, vat TtoiAiVf yv
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than add the edifying con?ideration for the
preaclier—that head and hands are not enough,
the hm-t must be washed.

Vane 10. Peter showed by the word of

quick intelligence which he spoke even in the
midst of his false zeal, that he was already in

his essential heart a AfAot>/<eVo-;, or "washed"
person

; and therefore the Lord can proceed
further to expound the more specific meaning
of the washing of the feet. The distinction an(l

contrast which he makes between a bath which
perfectly washes the whole body, and the wash-
ingof the feet which is only subsidiarily needful,
is founded upon custom, propriety, and ordinary
language; but it is here made the symbol of a
most important truth in relation to fellowship
with Christ. As we have seen, the Lord's
word in ver. 8 passed over into the more
general signification, while yet, not to break
off the connection altogether, the expression
viitrciv used for partial washings remained :

hence, Peter also, with all his earnestness of

desire to yield himself up to a total washing,
can mention only individual members. The
Lord now corrects the incongruity of the well

meant expression, and attributes to the disciples

collectively, with the exception of one, an al-

ready existing purity in the main ; while he
thus most graciously restrains within bounds
the excess in the desire of their representative
Peter. Plence, and for that reason the evi-

dently antithetic AeAot^/ztVo?, "washed"
(bathed), which does not refer to the hands
and the face (for of these also viiffa6(iai and
vinzEiv are used), but, as the oAo?, "every
whit," distinctly shows, to a proper bath. Our
common version, therefore, needs correction

here—" Wer gebadet ist " ( VVho is bathed. [So

the Engl. Vers, fails to distinguish the terms]).*
It was, generally speaking, customary betore

meals, especially for guests at a feast, to enter

the bath ; and this is enough for the mere
truthfulness of the figure. Meanwhile, we
doubt very much whether the disciples had
done so on this occasion ; for this was a species

of luxury for the more distinguished, certainly

it was no rule in the simple life of Jesus with his

Galileans, at least we find no instance of such a

preparation for a feast or a visit.! Assuredly,
it might have been so at this time, just before

the Passover; but to our mind the word of

Jesus is more emphatic and more clear, if we
suppose this not to have been the case. For

* Lange protests against this, because the the-

ocracy knew nothing of baths, only of washinss
and baptisms. We would not quarrel about the

expression, but is there not here a twofold relafon,

such as must be reproduced 1 Is not the washing
of ttie wlioie body (Heb. x. 22 : comp. 2 Peter ii.

22\ to be called a bath ? Is not that our very
word for the Xovrpov of baptism ?

t Hence Driiseke is somewhat too confident

:

" They prepared themselves for every festival

feast, a*^ least, by a bath." So Lange makes this

necessary preparation by a bath an argument that
this was a Passover meaU

then, the transition from the figure to the thing

signified, which the Lord, as every one must
admit, now plainly makes, becomes more im-
pressive and forcible.

Our AoufiGar (of which this of the disciples

was only a tppical beginning), is the laver of

regeneration and renewing, in which we are
perfectly washed at the commencement from
all our former sins and defilements (1 Cor. vi.

11) ; and this principle of all further holiness,

concurrent with our forgiveness, is an actual
purification of the heart, of the whole inner
man, through the Holy Spirit received by
faith (Acts xv. 8, 9). He who remains faith-

ful to this privilege, and does not again return
to wallow in the mire (2 Pet. ii. 22), from
which he had been delivered, needs not a
second time this same universal washing; but
he does need an incessantly repeatei washing of

the feet, with which he must walk upon or in

the mire.* This is that continuous daily

repentance in which we diligently aim to

purify ourselves, that is, at the same time, to

suffer ourselves to be purified, from all still ad-

hering or new contracted filthiness of the flesh

and spirit (2 Cor. vii. 1)

—

nd6a pvnapia xai
n E pi6 6 E ia xaniai, "all filthiness and
sfiperfiuity of naughtiness," James i. 21. This

relation may in some sense be referred to hap-

tism and the Lord's Sujyper, inasmuch as the

latter perpetually requires, as the confirmation

and seal of our Ex^iy juspoi juetcx tov xvpiov,
" having a part with the Lord," a perpetual re-

pentance and believing acknowledgment of our
sins. The feet signify, generally, the flesh,

which still connects us with the earth, and
through which we are ever susceptible of sin,

even while the head may look towards heaven,

the heart be heavenly-minded, and the hands
by which we perform our Christian duty be to

theutmostof our knowledge and will undefiled.

We may, therefore, regard the spiritual feet-

washing (with Meyer elsewhere), as "the lower

nature in its subjection to the constant neces-

sity of a renewal unto holiness." Yet, inasmuch
as with the feet we must walk in duty, and
walking and working are in their real meaning
one and the same, and the feet must stand and
walk uprightly in order to the integrity of the

work of our hands, what is said of them must
hold good also of the hands : hence, David
(Psa. xxiv. 6,) and Asaph (Psa. Ixxiii. 13),

wash their hands in the perpetual service of

God, comp. James iv. 8, 1 Tim. ii. 8 ; hence,

also, in the typical ordinances of the priests,

Exod. XXX. 18, 19, both hands and feet are so

referred to. The feet are named particularly

here, because they would most appropriately

suit the application to that condescending per-

formance of such purifying service to others,

which the Lord purposed to dwell upon after-

wards. " It is a muddy world through which
we all have to pass," as one says ;

and the rule,

Touch not the unclean thing, has many excep-

Nonnus: eOti; novva 7c6S£66i xaOdpiia
riTtrpa itopsiiji iivoSiiji.
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lions in * he cape of the pnrethrouch the claims

of tlieir duty. It is not always wiliiout hurt to

oursflves tliiit we dischariie these duties, such

is the infirmity of our flesh, and such the

never-resting desire of the tempter to injure us.

"The devil lets no saint reach heaven with

clean feet " (Luther). It is of the utmost im-

portance that we never learn light Iv to esteem

this ever necessary clean.'^ing. On the one

liand, the consciou.?nes3 that we have been

once washed throughout and made clean should

not be extinguished into despondency ; and, on

the other, we should ever remember, for our

security against false confidence, that our feet

need washing. He who neglects this, and is

not ready, when the Lord comes, to accept his

cleansing, is in great danger of falling again

into a state in which he will have no part

in him—and so the idv f-u) viipoo 6s, " if I

wash thee not," has its appropriate place of

warninc: in the middle. Even this feet-washing
is an actual washing, which can be effected, as

in the first; Xovr/ioy TtaXtyyevtdiai (laver of

regeneration), only by the Spirit and grace of

God ; the sligiitest particle of dust that adheres
to us cannot be washed away by ourselves.

Zinzendorfs meaning is quite good when he
says, " As soon as the heart prays for the feet,

they are washed"—but this expression betrays
some slight tendency to Antinomian security,

and to the placing of justification in the stead
of holiness, whereas it should ever be unto
holiness. More proper would it be to say. As
soon as the heart prays to the Lord to wash the
feet, they are washed Iry him.

If any one of the disciples was dull enough
of apprehension, though this is scarce suppos-
able. to have hitherto misunderstood the Lord,
his last saying is distinct and decisive as to

the spiritual meaning of his words: Ye are
clean (as chap. xv. 3, to which we must refer

f T the exposition of this word)

—

but not all*
There is one among you (chap. vi. 70) whom I

have externally washed (hardly—whom I will

now wash)—but that avails him nothing. Let
it be carefully observed, that, on the one hand,
the Lord does not in his gentleness poini uut
the traitor for general opprobrium; and, on
the other, how earnestly he makes him the
basis of an indefinite general warning. This
warning should resound in the midst of the
narrowest circle of disciples.

Verses 12—15. Their feet, that is, the dis-
ciples', ver. 5, therefore the feet of all. The
vre ovv fVii/'fK, " so after he had washed,"
liere intermediate telU us plainly that Peter
was not the last of all, and that the Lord after
the colloquy with him (in which the completed
act was pre-supposed), continued wita the
remainder who also needed it. The work is

now done, and now follows the promised infor-
mation, as far as the anticipation of it which
Peter had occasioned rendered it nece.ssary. The

first point in the explanation is this—I ahne
can and I will wash you, as in that universal

washing so also in the future incessant washing
ofyourff'et. Let not thi.s be overlooked. But
it has already been said, and the Lord hastens

to its second meaning—Ye also must act in like

manner one towards another, at least in wash-
ing one another's feet, so far as by my help vo

may be mutually serviceable to that end. The
question coming first points back to the first

meaning; but includes the other now first to

be opened up. Do ye know, do ye now well

understand, according to my words to Peter

and you all (ye are clean), what I designed to

intimate and promise, that I have washed and
would wa«h you ? The question as regards

tliis first meaning the Lord tacitly answers for

them with Yes ; but he goes further at once,

without waiting to hear it, with a new answer
—Ye do not, nevertheless, know its full mean-
ing, and I will now tell you .all.* Not the less,

however, is his general question a great and
comprehensive word for all who should ever
call him Master and Lord, and themselves his

disciples; for in these last discourses, especiallv,

the most specific meaning, as connected with
the local event, is blended and combinei.1 with
the mo-t universal. The great question may
be applied to the thing which was here signi-

fied, as well as to the symbolical action itself

which set it forth. From the cross of propiti-

ation he puts to all professing Christians, and
to all who are truly his own, the piercing ques-
tion. Know ye what I have done unto you?
(Forasmuch as ye hnoie, 1 Pet. i. 18). Alas!
too many of them know it not; and therefore

they know not, like those who crucified, what
they do by their continuance in sin. Moreover,
to baptism and the Supper of the Lord, and
every other ordinance of the Church which
symbolizes the g'"ace of Christ, we may apply
the question—Will ye not come by experience

to know the reality of this mystery, that I may
do to you internally, what I have already done

by way of promise and pledge in external ordi-

nances?
^ooye^:Vy " call," might signify invftcation or

address, and then u SidcedxaXoi xni u nvfjioi,
" Lord and Master," would be in the vocative,

as indeed they might ; but we prefer with
Winer, and many in past times, to take cpoovs^v

for nominare, call. This seems to us more
natural, and more conformaMe to the xaAw>
XsyaTEy " ye say well." Wlien ye speak of

me, ye say—The Master, the Lord. We may
compare not only Matt, xxviii. 8 for the one, as

Matt. vii. 21 for the other: but also Matt. xxvi.

18, John xi. 28 with Matt. xxi. 3, as the trana-

* Thus much i.s true ; but it is altogether incor-
rect to say, wiih Driiseke, " So far, until now, the
Lord's words Lad reterence to the body.'!

* Thus we interpret llie Lord's m-^anino; difTer-

ently from many, D. iiseke to wit, who passes over
the first most plainly expressed meaning—I must
wash you ; but tnkes for granted the second—So
must ye also one another-^as f)bvious to all. " The
Lorfl's meaning was clear as day, e.en before he
explained it. But he gave words to the general
feeling of a.l."
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ition to Luke xxiv. 34 ; John xx. 25, xxi. 7.

The Master is helceved, the Lord is obeyed. He
meelcly assumes the simple " Master," adding
to it the " Loni," which latter then again, we
observe, significantly comes first in ver. 14.

Jesus to us is both, as he cannot but testify

even here, in this work of his profound humil-
ity, in order that that work may be under-
stood

; indeed, he cannot yet disclose all to

these disciples, because the pre-typified work
of redemption was not yet accomplished—but
tee. as they did afterwards, know more ; we
call him Saviour and Redeemer, including this

in our xvptoi. And now, though most unex-

pectedly to the disciples, the commandment is

urged, as in imitation of his work—xai vueii

o<p£iAf re, "ye also ought." If I, your Lord
and Master, did not in my humility and love

count it too vile a thing to wash your feet

—

how can ye refrain from doing the same, when
and as far as ye may do like me as my dis-

ciples? It has been said that the Lord in his

condescension does not intimate the great dis-

parity, but places himself on a level with his

disciples; this, however, is not true, for the

contrast comes out with double force in dqisT-

Xere and dWyXair. (Grotius :
" Multo magis

vos, qui conservi estis, debetis.") Ver. 15,

finally, turns into the general statement, that

aU Christ's acts are for an example to his fol-

lowers, comp. 1 Pet. ii. 21. It is also true, as

we shall see, that the mutual feet-washing

embraces in reality the whole colkctive duties

of Christian charity among Christ's disciples
;

vTtoSFiyita, " example," too, must retain its

most specijicrekrewce, inasmuch as it here indi-

cates (as elsewhere something typical, figura-

tive) a symJjolical action.

Are we then literally and externally to wash
one another's feet? Assuredly, in case that

ever becomes a needful service of love—and
other still more menial and repulsive services

are we to perform. But the proper meaning
of our Lord's commandment, taken in the light

of all his explanation, is not this external one:

hence, hq does not say, wlial 1 have done, but,

as I have done. Bohmer's strange attempt to

vindicate for the washing of the feet a "sacra-

mental dignity" (Stud. u. Krit. 1850, iv.),

needs no refutation. But Herder's zeal goes

improperly to the other extreme—"To repeat

this symbolical act of feet-washing, in spite of

all objections of climate and usage, would be a

mere presumptuous aping of holy actions."

This is to look with unjustifiable contempt upon
those sincere and childlike men who have felt

it right to confirm and strengthen themselves

in the performance of the thing signified by
]ierforming also the symbolical act itself; and

of thesz we cannot say, that they have "petri-

fied into a dry ceremonial what was intended

to teach the spirit which should animate our

whole life" (Driiseke). The traces of such a

custom in the early Church, though as late as

the fourth century, are to be found collected in

Bingham, iv. 394; Luther did not disapprove

of it, if performed in simplicity and from a good

nature; the Moravian brethren have their

Pedilavium at the present time, though they
discreetly leave it without any compulsory
enactment. It is, however, an important cir-

cumstance, as warning against the desecration

of a holy thing by lack of simplicitv and purity

in ourselves, that we find nothing in the New-
Testament account of the apostolical age of

any symbolical feet-washing. In 1 Tim. v. 10,

the whole matter is placed in its right position ;

in cases of necessity, the thing itself is to be
done, but it is the type of lower services of

charity in general.* As regards the caricatures

of this sacred duty which appear in the vain
ceremonial of some Churches, they condemn
themselves to every open eye ; and Bengel's

sarcasm, so often quoted, may be ever applied

to them—" It would be more to be admired if,

for instance, the Pope -were in serious humility

to wash the feet of one king, instead of the feet

of twelve paupers."!

In its deepest and most general sense of our
Lord's commandment to wash one another's

feet, as he himself had done, is the same new one
commandment—to love one another as he had
loved us, vers. 34, 35. Love is humility, love

delights to serve the necessities as well of the

body as of the soul : here we have the two-fold

signification of the feet-washing, the former,

however, being itself only a figure of the second,

which is essentially the sole meaning. First,

and in general, we should, in the most internal

humility, after the pattern of our Lord's hu-
mility, never be too lofty or to prudent to per-

form acts of service to our neighbor. Secondly,

we should as brothers in Christ be affectionately

and mutually helpful in cleansing one another
from the sins which still adhere to us, and to

that end be ever humbly disposed to stoop down
to our brother's soiled feet. External services

of love may admit of comparison with this

washing of tihe feet; they may, indeed, be more
menial and difficult than that, although, after

all, they cannot reach the depth of condescen-

sion in our Lord and Master's washing his dis-

ciples' feet. In Luke x. 34, 37, we have such
a work of mercy, as a vTtoSsiyna, or " exam-
ple," for all doing likewise.X Every disciple

should be rejoiced to take the place of a servant

to the servants of hi^ Lord; in the spirit of

those words of Abigail in the presence of David,
1 Sam. XXV. 41. Where there is necessity, love

does the work in person, and is not satisfied

always with laying out its twopence for the
sick and the poor. It fulfills with readiness

dijficidt, unwonted, despised, yea, even loathsome

offices—as Draseke expresses himself, preaching

* For this second meaning is, to our mind, the
undertone of the text.

f Richter's Hanshibel, again—Many are rather

disposed to wash one another's heads than one
another's fest.

X Luthardt should have read all that I have here
said, expressly denying the limitation of the feet-

washing to such " external offices of love," before

be attributed to me such narrow views.
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against effeminacy and backwardness to the

hard duties of religion. But the proper spirit-

ual work of washing the feet in our Saviour's

meaning, is expressed in Gal. vi. 1, 2. It is

already taken for granted that we have forgiven

our brother if his fault was a trespass against

ourselves; but we are also bound, as brethren

in common, to apply ourselves to his defilement,

if bv anv means we may help him to regain his

purity throu<:h the grace of Christ. Here
comes into s[>ecific application our Lord's fun-

damental principle, Mark ix. 35. Here must
we lay asidp our titles of " Lord and Master,"

even as h«» did his, and by doing so approved

himself to be, and became, their Lord and Mas-
ter: the more we are able to serve and help, the

hiclier will be our position and character in

Christ. We must go beyond the quiet and
secret enjoyment of our own grace, gird our-

selves with the towel of Christ, and take from

him constantly the true water of the purifying

Spirit, first for our own hands and feet, that we
mav be able spiritually to approach our brother,

and come to him as the true mcMengem ami
tninigters of him who alone doeth all things by
us. Nor must we ever forget the consolatory

wipivg, which completes the act. To such

conduct toward othera are we all called and

sent as purified our^elve3, in such mutual
dealing do we ourselves become perfectly clean.

Another doeth this for me in return, if I need

it—this I should ever bear in mind, and to this

the aXXhXayy, "one another's," significantly

points. Here comes that Xoyoi, or saving, an

dXTfOivo?, or true one (chap. iv. 37)—One
hand washes the other. Therelore thou shouldst

suffer thvself also to be washed of the Lord
thrmigh his disciples. Whoso refuses this is

thus condemned byEieger: "Christ was in

this case too high for Peter, and his servants are

too low for you." Are we in the highest sense

minisUmoi the Lord, ctTrodroXot, or "Apostles,"

pre-eminently—then let us especially wash each

other's feet, as every man his own before for

the Lord. Luther says rightly, "Thus this

example of washing the feet h.as a sppcial rei-

erence to such as hold office in the Ciiurch ;"

but we must not, with Lampe, restrict the

whole precept, as well as ver. 10 itself, to the

Apostles, whose feet in the bringing of good
tidings in an evil world need washing.*

Verses 18, 17. What the Lord had already

said, Matt. X. 24; Luke vi. 40, and repeats

with another application, John xv. 20, has here

obviously (sec, nowever, ver. 18) the simple,

proverbially striking, meaning that the servant

and messenger should not deem himself too

For this he qtio»e^ Apollinarins and Ileracleota

from tlie Calena :
" Pedum liacc lotio quid arcanum

}iic insiiiuat, qiialo v. gr. videhatur esse piaipara-

to jieduni Ai)os;olicovum ad opus Apcstolicum

Mu;.<l.itis siqiiidem illos ped.bus mittit, concessa

iis ])iiritate conspcuos, ut sic orbcm tprraruni

peragrare po3>pnt, salutis niuUia promuluantps,

juxla quod leaiiur: Quam speciosi pedes evangel-

izanlium pacem."

high to perronn any service Tvhich his Lord
who sent him had previously performed. Thus
is struck down every lofty feeling which would
say, Should I abase myself so low as to wash
the feet of such a one? That would not be

becoming in me. For this the Lord substitutes,

Should Ibe lofty enough to dare to refuse such

a service? Would iliathe becoming in me?
The special title aVo'tjroAo?, " ho that is

sent," 1. e. Apostle (Luke vi. 13), which here

alone occurs in John, is designedly carried back

to its general meaning, and made parallel with

SovXoi, "servant"—and what other title of

honor can assume any thing beyond this first

and most distinctive title in the kingdom of

God? The ravra, "these things," and avrct,
" thorn," combines this last enforcement of the

humble mind with the previous requirement of

the work of humility ; and thus the clear and
most impressive precepts point to a universal

infernal ami external "doing" thereafter. For

a mere external doing the Lord never admits.

There is too often a great gulf fixed—not only

between the knowing what we should do and
the actual performance of it—but also between

the knowing that we are not greater than our

Lord and the actual conduct of our heart in

humility. Alas for an unblessed mere solitary

knowledge! TTeunto them who knew their

Master's will and neither prepared themselves

inwardly, nor did according to his will out-

wardly! (Luke xii. 48). Who, indeed, is ca-

pable of doing this, even with the word and

the .symbol before him? The symbol must
first itself be experienced, the Lord must first

wash us and continually wash us—then only

do we know what he hath done to us ;
and then

dops the pardoned and purified spirit feel the

full force of the obligation to do likewise unto

all as Christ has done to him. On the other

hand, nevertheless, the mere knowledge of what

he said serves, inasmuch as the grace to expe-

rience it was therein offered, to condemn us in

a two-fold sense if we do not by experience and

practice press forward to a living knowledge in

that higher sense of which St. Bernard speaks
—"TanLum scimus, quantum operamur" (We
know in proportion as we work). Similarly.

Driiseke, v;ho admirably refers to the future

practical hiow'edge of the Apostles, in which

they learned more and more profoundly to

understand the words—Thou shalt know here-

after.

Verse 18. The three yet remaining verses

stand, as B.-Crusius thinks, " affectindy de-

tached, i.i broken sentences;" yet they liave a

very close connection, even including the last.

The Lord returns back in sorrow, having been

viewing his ApoMles as a whole, to that saying
—Bid not nil ! To the unhappy Judas, although

he calls him Master and is numbered among
his Apostles, he cannot say /.landpioi il,

" Happy art thou," because not even the first

knowledge is his, which is here a.scribed to all

the rest; and he must now in connection with

this Xdyeiv, "say," except him once more.

But he now adds most plainly that there is only
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one who must thus be excluded, referring plainly

by the ISEXi^d/nrfy, " 1 have chosen," to chap.

VI. 70. On account of the similarity in the

expression, manv insist, with Euthym., Maldo-

natus, Grot., B.-'Crusius, and Alford, that the

Lord here also still includes Judas—" I know
who ye all are whom I have chosen." But we
think, with others, that the election here, as

in chap. xv. 16, has reference merely to the

faithful, and find in it the distinction referred

to in chap. vi. between a first and a second

election. Judas has a'reacly (ver. 2) failed to

make his calling and election sure ;
he has un-

done it. Amid the grief with which this pierces

his soul (.see presently ver. 21), the Lord con-

soles himself with the foreseeing and permissive

counsel of Ood which the Scripture pre-announces.

'AXX 'iva, " but that," must be complemented

by a simple rouro yeyovr, " ihh hath come
to pass " (as Matt. xxvi. 56) : and by no means,

as B.-Crusius explains it—i^sXsSd/itrfv vudi,

It was necessary that ye should thus have been

chosen, not every one honest and pure. For
this thought would border on the error that

Judas was appointed to his specific sin, and not

that his sin was an event of his own free detei'-

mination which was foreseen.

Concerning the interpretation of Psa. xli. as

a prophecy of Christ, we must refer to the de-

tails in our commentary, where we have shown
that this entire psalm, which rests upon David's

own typical experiences, treats actually from ver.

5 downwards of Christ, the ^'H or '•JJ? Karli,oxv^'

("poor," pre-eminently so st\'led). whom all

should consider attentively (ver. 1); but in

such a manner that the exyieriences of his

members and followers are combined with those

of their head and forerunner. This harmo-
nizes with the connection between ver. 16 and
20; and shows that ver. 16 already points

forward to the same meaning as afterwards in

chap. XV. 20. That deep meaning is—It is for

you to act in love and humility as I have done,

although you may have to do with many a

Judas, whose feet ye wash in vain ; for ye are

not above your Master. For this let your
hearts be prepared. Hence, it is not as many
say, who would vindicate the meaning of this

application—Christ makes all the sufferings of

all his saints ; but conversely—All the followers

as well as all the types of Christ make his ex-

perience. This is the key to the psalm, which
opens it to us as a typical psalm in the true

meaning of the word, so that in the mind of

the prophetic Spirit Christ himself (with his

people) is actually signified in it. Hence it is

as necessary as it is remarkable, that in the

quotation the 13 '•nnpa "IK'X, " In whom I

trusted"—which could not be true of Jesus
himself—is omitted ; for them other words must
be substituted—I know whom I have chosen.
On the other hand, the eating bread (in the
original his bread) derives a fearful meaning
from the participation in the sacramental sup- i

per; a meaning which must he applied forever
to all unworthy communicants, as well as to I

all betrayers of Christ who eat the bread of his

Church.* Moreover, the whole passage, because

it is not a literal and exclusive Messiiuiic pro-

phecy, but a typically comprehensive one, is

reproduced in a free manner by Christ or the

Evangelist. The Hebrew ^OH^ i^SiS, " eat of

my bread " (Sept. £6Qio3v aprovi jnov), is here

stronger, rft&?ya)v jner euov tov dprov,
"eateth bread with me," with allusion to the

superabounding consummation of this in ver.

26. The Hebrew 2p)) 'h^ ^^=13n> " hath hfted

up [lit. magnified] his heel against me " (Sept;

very obscure kuEyccXvvev kit eue nvepvi-
dfiuy), is here quite simple and plain

—

kniipsy
kic k/ue tt/v nrspvav avTov. Tliis last ex-

hibits, in a figure of daring impudence, not

merely the refractory revolt against the aflfec-

tionate rule of the teacher, kitypEv, but also

the Satanic pride which trod under foot the

humble Lord. t Comp. Heb. x. 29. From this

mpntion of the uplifted foot in connection with
the washing of the feet, there arise rcany thoughts
which might be regarded as fanciful: wemavrefer
to some of them in the words of others. Bengel
in the Gnomonsa.ys, "Tantum abest, ut fratrum

pedes lavet" (So far is he from washing the

brethren's feet). Hiller, in his life of Jesus in

rhyme, thus speak.s— humility unmatched:
lie washes the feet which trod upon him

!

Verse 19. "On kyoo el/nty " that I am he,"

has not here, according to our feeling, the

same absolute sense as in chap viii. 24, tnongh
Luthardt regards it as just a repetition of that

saying ; but since the disciples' belief that Jesus
was the Messiah is already taken for granted
(.see ver. 13), z'ycc Tti6rEv6rjrE means, rather,

That ye mav not cease to believe, or be led to

mistake in this, comp. chap. xvi. 1. Augus-
tine's solution is too narrow—That I am he of

whom this S ripture speaksj more earnestly

—

of whom this Scripture also, as all Scripture

generally, speaks. For ?/ ypa<pr;, " the Scrip-

ture," in connection with the citation is, as

every where, said generally. Thus, that evert/

thing which befalls me, even that which seems
so repulsive to faith, is but the strict fulfill-

ment of what was long ago foreseen and re-

corded ; that I am the great typified one
throughout the Scriptures, and tell you before

it has come to pass, in order that ye may see

that I have not trusted him, he has not de-
ceived me, as Ahithophel did David, and many
will you.

Verse 20. It is constantly denied that this

* Rods is too narrow when he says that althcuajh
Je.sus received attendance from otliers, yet now
the disciples actually ate his bread. The pro-
found and much more comprehensive expression
needs no such justification.

t This we may supplement here by way of
improvement on our remarks in the Commen-
tary.

X Nonnus : oTt slut iHEivo?, tov vept ipocX'

rijpoi ^uQetj /navTEvdaro <pooy7f.
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Baying has any connection here with the pre-

ceding ; and even Liicke joins with Gabler and
Kuinol in assuming it to be a gloss which has
crept in from Matt. x. 40, or still better from
Luke ix. 48, and fallen to the end instead of

following ver. 16, to which it should belong.

But we see the connection most clearly, and
find no link wanting ; remembering, as said

above, that the Lord is speaking in deep emo-
tion, and that his contemplation passes from
object to object abruptly, rather ninting his

meaning than fully expressing it. There are

many artificial methods of tracing the link

which we must dismiss : the obvious one is the

best, viz., that the honor of the Apostle's vo-
cation would by no means be affected by either

the present sin of this Judas, or the similar

experience in the case of others which awaited
them, ver. IS.* Is not this connection enough,
is it not as it were the most befitting close of

this entire discourse ? The whole circle of the

Apostles seemed to be disgraced and broken up
by the treachery of Judas ; and therefore the

Lord confinna the faithful in their election, and
that very fitly by a repetition of that earlier

promise on which all depended. He does not

design to say (B.-Crusius), "So much greater

should be the dignity and honor of his faithful

ones, they should be loved of God because

they had kept themselves from the unfaithful."

Such a comparison imports too much, but the

positive sense remains : Be ye faithful ones of

good courage, ye retain your honor as the mes-

sengers whom I shall soon send forth, the devil

shall have no other among you!* This is one

thought which is obvious; but a deeper allu-

sion must be added—As I, though resisted by
Judas, have been received by you and many
others, so also shall ye not in vain be sent

forth
;
your humble and laborious love shall

not be contemned by all.

THE SECOND AND MORE DIRECT INDICATION OF THE TRAITOR, AFTER
THE SUPPER.

(John xiii. 26, 27.)

This is our view of the whole procedure and
conn-ction. Thus there is no room for any
contradiction between the Synop i 's and John.

The first indication of the traitor appears in

vers. 21, 22, and coincides literally with what
the Synoptics report ; we, therefore, defer our
exposition of ver. 21 to the last part of the

work, and the context to which it belongs. The
objection which Baur and many others urge so

vehemently, that John leaves no room any
where for the insertion of the Supper, has been
well answered by Hauff : no historical writer

mu^t be required designedly to show the place

where c rcumstances which he omits should

* Ilezel finds here another exhortation to hu-
mility: R'.'member that tlie honor which may be
conferred on you, does not rest \\\mn your per-

Rons but is mine, even as I myself give my honor
back unto God. Others aga'n : lie who receiveth

you shares your honor (but where is that .said "?),

therefore over-value not yourselves. Schleier-

maclier's. however, is a view somewhat more t- '-

erahle : In humility and love we should come •

others as sent of him, that so we may be received;

every where making it our care as servants to

bring our Lord with us. But the point is brought
out altogether too artificiary. The penetrating

Driiseke goes astray when he p.ttrihules to the

Saviour tlie tacita »;>p')»iVio .••Those, however, wlio

receive him whom I send not, receive neither the

Father nor me. Mt-yer most strangely iiiterpreUs

it that the Lord j)rom:ses to send another in the

place of Judas, and rxh rts the Apostles, by an-

ticipation, to receive him aflfectionately into their

circle.

occur. We might satisfy ourselves with a
confident non liquet (it does not appear); but
every man must be allowed here his own un-
prejudiced opinion. Bengel's notion that chap,

xiv. 31 first points to the going into the city to

the Passover, is assuredly the most violent and
improbable supposition of any. We cannot
interpolate the institution of the sacrament
(with Paulus, Meyer, Bauragarten-Crusius,
Kahnis) between vers. 30 and 31, or (with
Neander and Ebrard) between vers. 32 and
33 :t nor can we insert it still later (with Lucke
and Lange), nor (with Olshausen) at the end
of the chapter, after ver. 38. The reasons for

and against this decision must be referred at

last to our own subjective feeling, although a
profound examination of the question would
aflford much room for argument. We assume,
for our own part, that the right place for ita

* Rieger : "lie revives their confidence again
with regard to their future work, for the devil

would take away from them all lifi> and hope.
Having acconiplislied his business with Judas, lie

would have all the rest think themselves no better

th;n he—We are all disgraced, there i.s no faith

among us, our wliole order stinks. But no; the
Verily, verily, I say unto you, of Jesus, stands
between them and despair. He can Justify tliera

to tiiemselves, that they are sent of him."

t Ebrard speaks very inappropriately of an
open disclosure of the traitor while they were
eating and l)efnre the sacrament, and then regards
John xiii. 31, 82, as a strictly suitable introduclion

to the Supper.

I
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insertion is between vers. 22 and 23, notwith-

standing the apparent continuity of the con-

nection. For from ver. 23 down to chap. xiv.

31 every tiling seems to go on in an absolutely

unbroken thread.

A correct harmony of the four Evangelists,

and especially the letter of Mark and Luke,

forbids us to doubt that Judas received the

sacrament with the rest, being included, as the

lost one, for a testimony in the "for you:"
this has been generally assumed from the ear-

liest times, and has never been contested save

on internal grounds. The nXifv idov, "hnt
behold," of Luke xxii, 21, is not to be easily

dismissed by a reference to the freedom of

Luke's connection generallv (Ebrard); this

would be an altogether too free transposition.

The words are placed in our Lord's lips, as

part of his continuous discourse ; and this is a

very different thing from the allusion to the

strife in kyevEro Si Hat, " and there was also,"

ver. 24, which we admit to be retrospective.

Still less can we accept Wieseler's artificial ap-

plication, who finds in the ettz riji rpafff'C?/?,

" on the table," a proof that the reference to

the traitor had already preceded during the eat-

ing of the meal. To us the stern word of Mark
xiv. 23 is unconditionally decisive—And they

all drank of it (comp. Matt. xxvi. 27) ; for the

Iwclve are mentioned in the context, without a

single syllable about the removal of one of

their number.*
We see in this TtX7}y, "but," of Luke that

the Saviour in the oppression of his spirit can-

not, even after the institution of the Supper,

put away, as it were, the thought of the traitor.

The serpent's sting is still keenly felt. The
impious man departs not, remains quietly

amons; them, and even joins in the question,

Is it I?—he eats and drinks with them, and
waits till the enforced command bids him go
his way, that the Son of Man may speak of

his glorification and of his love. Once more
there is a sharp conflict, between the man of

sin and the pre-eminent man of grace, the first-

born of Satan and the Son of God—a final con-

test of love and gentleness for that wretched

soul, though in the consciousness that the

frightful issue will be that in the case of this

soul at least the devil will be the victor. The
rest of the beloved disciples, too, cannot shake

from their thoughts the fearful word, that a

traitor was among them ; the Lord's reiterated

word, Luke xxii. 21, 22, gives them the occa-

* Every thing in John tends to this, wherever

tlie Supper is inserted, but the Sjmoptics are most
decisive. The rigorous consecution of events does

not "toleate " the idea of the absence of Judas
(as Suskind, Stud. u. Krit. 1852, iv., says too gently,

alter Wieseler). Kahnis in vain tries to persuide

us that the words of institution are against the

presence of Judas, since Jesus could not have

said wi'.h regard to him—For you. [But the hetcc

TO SsiKVTf'at, "after supper," in Luke xxii. 20; 1

Cor. xi. 25, shows that the sacrament was inst.tut-

ed at the close of the m;al.

—

Am. Ed.J

sion of repeating their questioning as recorded
in ver. 23, and this according to our harmony
is the immediate parallel of John xiii. 23.

" Who is the first among them, that can dis-

miss from his mind the personal question (Lord,

is it If), and turn his observation upon the

oth'.rs ? Strange, that it is he who should have
been the last, he who should have been most
anxiously busy in testing himself—Simon
Peter !

" Thus says Draseke, and with some
measure of propriety. But we may also say

with confidence, that now, after the Supper,
each one of the eleven must have known, in his

own honest heart, that he was not the traitor.

Peter and John come prominently forward, as

the representatives of this consciousness—they
sitting or lying, in all probability, on either

side of Jesus. John at least indicates his own
position

—

kv raJ noXTtcp, " on his bosom,"
(comp. Luke xvi. 22, and John i. 18) ; that

is, Jesus, according to custom, reclined on
his left side, his head towards the table, his

feet turned backwards in such a manner that

the beloved John lay confidentially near his

bosom. As Peter was able thus secretly to

hint his meaning to John, it is most natural to

suppose that he was on the opposite side of

Jesus, and either intimated what he had to say

behind the Saviour's back, or, as the vevsiVy
" beckon," may include, whispered it to John.*
Peter's well-intended, but over-curious spirit of

questioning, which goes on down to chap. xxi.

21, is very familiar to us; his curiosity led him
afterwards, however, to his denial. We may
regard a good intention as prompting the pre-

sent question (Grotius :
" Tum ut innoxii extra

suspicionera sint, tum ut sibi caveant ab im-
puro ") : yet it is scarcely to be questioned that

rather a kind of curiosity than any such re-

flection induced him to put it. Affecting

and characteristic is the pure simplicity with

which the beloved disciple fulfills the request

of the curious one, even as afterwards, chap,

viii. 16, he introduced him into the palace of the

high priest.t Similarly noteworthy and sig-

nificant is the priority which Peter is con-

strained to concede to him who was nearer than
himself J But most affecting and most signi-

* Nonnus, excellently, Aa'Aaj 5' epEEivE 6ioo7f^.

AVe cannot approve, with Luthardt, of Lachmann's
reading

—

xai XsyEi avrca- Elns rii icSrtv.

Schulz' argument that John never uses the oj>fertive

has no force. That Peter attributes to the lieioved

John a knowledge of tlie traitor, we do not regard

as " characteristic " of him, but, rather, inconceiv-

ab'e ; for Peter, though he might speak precipi-

tately, never spoke thoughtlessly. The founda-

tion of this reading may have been a direct gloss

—a XsyEiy may have been originally in tho

text.

t Killer's remark, seems quite unsuitable to

John's character—"John takes tho hint, being

himself equally curious in this matter."

X Lnnipe :
" Videant Pontificii, quomodo Priraa-

tura Pe'.ro vind cent, cum Johannes primum et in

raensa et in corde Christi locum obtincat, ct Petrus

ipse ejus patrocinio iadigeaU"
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ficant is it to observe, that Jesus can no more

decline the request of the beloved John, than

he could that of Peter. Peter himself might

have received a similar answer to tliat which

he afterwards received—What is that to thee?

Look into thyself!

Verse 26. Nevertheless he mentions not the

name ; this was, on the one hand, impossible

to his deep emotion, and, on the other, would

have been audible to the rest—he veils the

reply in an accompanying sign. We are firmly

convinced lliac tlm word, sofUy spoken to John,

is quite different from that of l^Iatt. xxyi. 23.

For tliere Judas himself dips his hand in the

di.-'h, here the Lord dips and gives it; that

word was not, properly speaking, an answer,

but merely the reiterated general intimation

—

One of my familiar companions, now at the

table with me, one among you ; for if he had
had reference to an actual dipping of Judas at

that moment, the continued ignorance of the

disciples would have been inconceivable. Least

of all can we tolerate the hypocritical question

by which Braune'(and Lange) would reconcile

the two—" Did not Judas himself out of a cer-

tain presumption once more dip into the di.sh.

because custom required it?" All is better

harmonized, if we regard this as the second in-

dication ocf^urring after the principal meal.

Then the i'^'iiov, " sop," would not be a por-

tion of the pas^chal lamb, but " intinctus panis "

(dipped bread) as the Vuls;. has it, and the

efi/iaufttx not the sauce of bitter herbs, but
srimething else similar. More important than
these trivialities is the signifirnnce of the word
and sign, by which the Lord once more and
conclusively confirms the prophecy of the

Psalm, and makes his appeal to his most un-
worthy fra.'/ao?, " friend" (Matt. xxvi. 50).

The offered rnorsel is—to speak with Driiseke—" the affecting sign of a heretofore relation."

Still more, it is an especial and confidential

token of love, on account of which some of the

rest micht think the wretched man highly
favored.* This is his love unto the end even
to the lost amonj;; liis own; this is its final ap-
peal to the hard heart.

But this very point marks the final decision
nnil separation. Jn chap. vi. 70 it was said oi

Judas SidfjoXn^ fCriv, " he was a devil," but
that was only the beginning. He had at this

time already—after Satan's suggestion (here at

ver. 2, what Luke xxii. 3, with less strict d]s-

i'inct'\on, [erms eidijOXe Se dazaydi)—trafficked

with the hi.L'h priests, and pledged himself to

the betrayal. But all this was not yet final,

Satan now went further in the process of hi.?

destruction and put iorth a more active in-

fluence upon him: but still there was some
slight thread of connection with the prace and
truth of God in Jesus, which mipht yf^t avail for

salvation. Now, now first, after this sop (Ben-

* Kalmis :
" The prophecy becomes, at the mo-

metil of its disc'osure, fulfillment. Rfma:kal)le
Ihatlhn sii;n of it is a jjift of hi\c— it is love which
challenges the evil to its utmost iniquity."

gel urges us to note well—not tcith it) Satan,

according to John's most profound observation,

entered into him—" took full possession of

him"—or whatever else our language will

allow for the rendering of the equally literal

and figurative expression. Satan down to the

very last developes his plans through external

occasions and circumstances. But the exter-

nal occasion is only the veil which conceals the

unsuccessful contact and conflict of the love of

Jesus with the wickedness of the traitor. It

was not, as has been said, wrath at being naw
detected, which decided his course, for Judas

knew that with increasing certainty since Matt.

xxvi. 25 ; and that the gift of this sop was in-

tended to be a revelation of him be/ure the dis-

ciples, could not and would not be needed by

Judas, at this moment. Suffice it, that in the

awful Tore, " then," of the Evangelist there is

reference to a hidden and most internal pro-

cedure, which only one profound glance dis-

cerned.*

Verse 27. The eye of Jesus is upon him.

Wlia. a transition at this crisis, celebrated in

hell and mourned in hecven ! The last request

of love—and then the (jiving vp to a reprobate

mind, to do the deed of reprobation (Rom. i.

28). On th3 one hand, it is indeed, clear, from

the position of the decisive o Ttoieli, " what
thou doest " (not what tliou wilt do), that

7toiT/6oy, " do," is not equivalent to an absolute

imperative for the deed, but can involve no

other than the permission of devoting wrath,

into which grace now suddenly changes.! Scrip-

tural parallels of such an imperative are to be

found, e. g., in the word to Ahimaaz, 2 Sam.

xviii. 23, still more definitely in God's tempt-

ing? saying to Balaam, Num. xxii. 20,t most
definitely in our Lord's own Xvoars, " de-

stroy," John ii. 19, and nXTfpaidare, " fill ye

up," Matt, xxiii. 32. Zech. xi. 12 also closely

corresponds in prophecy. Nevertheless, on

the otlier hand, the dignity of our Lord, who
could not be absolutely betrayed by Judas,

but freely gave himself up, requires that some-

thing actually imperative should be disce.n-

ed in the words. Not as if (accordin.c; to the

strange notion of Cyril) the invocation was ad-

dressed to Satan, whose act alone that of the

possessed Judas was; he into whom Satan

enters thus is not possessed but doeth himself

what he doeth, as here the words therefore ex-

pressly run. But it ;s first, a commandimnt of

* Not, as Hczel coarsely imagined, that h s form,

mien, and language were all such as if Satan had
directly taken po.ssession of him. Oc, as Iless

somewhat more cautiously: " Whosoever looked at

liim carefully might read it in his demeanor."

I Grotius adduces a simi'ar mndn of speakinn;

from jjrofane writers. Seneca: " Fac, si qiii<l

facis." Phiutus: "Age, si quid agis." Euripi-

des: Spa y £1 Ti SpddEii.

X Less strictly parallel is the commi'^sion to the
evil spirit, 1 Kings xxii. 22, because in X^n^^ figura-

twe presentation the -)p;j> n^T may yet have been

a good spirit in the service of the Lord.
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the obedience of Jesus, surrendering himself up
to the Father's will, for it means

—

lam ready,

and will not withstand thee. By no means is

it (as Lange says) a request which has reference

to the period of the sufferings of the victim

under the sacrificial knife—" Let not my mar-
tyrdom he long!" Jesus, even here, when he
obeys and yields himself up, rules over time and
hmir ; consequently the word is also, as Am-
brose rightly saw, a command

—

Get thee hence !*

and Judas, and Satan with him, must obey
this behest. This is slightly perceptible in

the Tccx^ov, '• quickly," which assuredly might
be translated—" citius quam prius voluisti

"

(quicker than thou hast wished). Thus this

second word, finally, to the betrayer contains

something majestic beyond that first, simply as-

senting ^v etna?, " Thou hast said," of Matt,
xxvi. 25. That signified, for the first—I see

through thee. Thou knowest it—I also. But
still the deed lay in the future, as a design

which Satan had put in his heart. Now,
rather, when the doing (internally) begins in

Judas—What thou doest, do ; I not merely
suffer it, I command thee to do it soon, now.
Thou wiliest it—1 also will it—thou hast me in

thy hands.

Nothing external betrayed the betrayer, the

finished hypocrite, down to the last ; so that

the other disciples even in these words—" which
their deeply-moved Master could not speak

without an extraordinary emotion" (as Draseke
says)—discerned nothing extraordinary. Eb-
rard's view (p. 641, note) appears to us quite

erroneous, that the disciples might well have
known,that Judas was the traitor, but that they
did not believe the final accomplishment of his

wicked purpose to be the matter in question

just then. If Judas was indeed marked out to

them as such, they could not have understood

the mysterious o Jtotel?, " -^hat thou doest,"

otherwise than of its real meaning ; certainly,

they could not have referred it to his ordinary

business and duty. But it must be assumed
that no man knew or observed any thing save

John, who as the reporter of this ignorance ex-

cepts himself as having known, and probably

Matthew also, see Matt. xxvi. 25. As respects

John, at least, the matter is clear from vers. 25,

26—which Luthardt in his protest has forgot-

ten. There had not been time enough to com-
municate the answer received even to Peter,

between the closely connected giving the sop,

entering in of Satan, and command of Jesus

—

Do quickly ! It is quite clear that their suppo-

sition as to the buying for the feast does not

suit the day before Thursday (for which, how-
eyer, the critics make this a proof),! even as

* Quite incorrect is Hess' conversion of this

—

"Jesus, when he saw him arise to depart, added
nothing but these words."

\ [As it could not mean the paschal meal, now

the hasty sending away from the table so late

in the evening would then appear needless.

Rather, as Guericke, Tholuck, and Luthardt
rightly infer, they could have thought of thia

only if it was already the beginning of the

festal evening, and thus the last moment in

which any thing neglected before might be pro-

cured for the feast. That, moreover, as Tho-
luck well remarks, " their suppositions were
confused and distracted," appears by the second
of them, Avhich is still more improbable than
the first. For the giving of alms was not

so hasty a matter, and was much too late as a
contribution towards the procurement of the

paschal lamb. John thus designs to describe

to us the deep mystery of these occurrences,

known only to himself, the beloved and trusted

—with the most artless embarrassment of all

the rest.

One more most pregnant remark he gives at

the conclusion of the whole, in the absolute and
emphatic t/v di ru^, " and it was night."*

This does not simply intimate that it was late

evening, but signifies something which corres-

ponds with the previous mention of Satan. It

was the breaking in of the hour of the power of

darkness, Luke xxii. 53. It was not needful,

as Liicke requires, that John should use dnoria,
"dark;" the rvii here intimates the coinci-

dence of external and internal darkness. It

was night in the soul of Judas—this also is in-

cluded in it, and by this fearful word the Evan-
gelist dismisses hira into the darkness without,
with the yet deeper and more real night in his

own spirit. Is was night, further, in a broad
circle around Judas, the leader and the forerun-

ner of the enemies of Jesus—night in the hearts

of many, condensed and mighty darkness, to

obscure the light of the world in the fearfully

hidden mystery of the Passion. Nevertheless—
and this is its final empha-sis in contact with
what follows—Jesus goes on to speak of his

glorification, of his love, his depanure to the

Father, the coming of the Comforter, his own
return with peace, the victory over the world,

eternal joy and glory—all words of light and
life, which have proved their full meaning in

the hearts of all who are not what Judas was—
in the overcoming and extinction of all dark^

nearly over, it must refer to the ensuing sacrifical

festival on Friday ; thus confirming the interpre-

tation of John xviii. 28.

—

Am. Ed]
* For oTE 1£,}J\0e must be connected (accord-

ing to Lachmann's text) with the following verse,

as the ovv makes evident; and not with the pre-

vious (as Knapp has it). A ors i^ijXOs follow-

ing the sufficiently emphatic evOsoai t$f/XOey
seems to us as bald, as the mere Aeyet 6 Ir}6ovi

would be weak and unconnected. Bengel's criti-

cal feeling is here sacrificed to his strange har-

mony, according to which what follows was spoken

by Jesus on the next morning.



THE GLORIFICATION OF THE SON OF JIAN; THE ENTRANCE INTO THE
INACCESSIBLE; THE NEW COMMANDMENT.

(John xiii. 31-35.)

Those who, with Bengel, interpose an entire

night at this point, give up the force of this

most significant and sublime N v y, " now :"

it is scarcely imaginable that the Lord could

have thus be-^un a wholly new discourse. Tlie

bypolliesis which inserts here the institution of

the Supper, gives a meaning, indeed, to the

A^i;*', but does violence to the arrangement of

the Evangelist. If we are told that vers. 31,

32 are an appropriate introduction to the'sacra-

ment, we must avow that—apart from the un-

natural disruption in the discourse, which runs

on continuously from ver. 31 to ver. 38—our
feeling cannot tolerate after the rvv iSa^adOtj,

"now is glorified," any further daiiia diSu-

^Evoy, ahioc Ixxvvuntvoy ("body given,"
" blood 8he<l "). But John's narrative and the

entire scene becomes most clear and luminous,

when we simply read it as it stands: Ev^Jeooi

liilXQey —ore ovy ilijXOe, \eyet 6 Lfdovi,
" Went immediately out—therefore when he

was gone out Jesus said."

Wliat says he, and of what does he speak ?

Nothin<z further of Judas now ; not until chap,

xvii. 12 does his thought revert in deepest sor-

row to the betrayer.

No, the Lord now pours forth his last dis-

courses, which delayed his setting forth, and the

le^inning of irhich* is this vvv idoBo(60rj (" a

cry of exultation in the night in which he was
betrayed")—the end of which is the high-

priestly prayer—the middle of which is the /xt)

Tapa66i-6f)oo t^twy t} xapSia, " let not your
heart be troubled, ' the incentive tofaith eii zoy
3co»' x«i t.li tue, " in God—also in me "—the

goal set before the disciples, their mdrevoitey,
" we believe," his aprt iridreiere, "even now
believe," chap. xvi. 30, 31.

The relation of the Nvy—which even now at

this first outpouring anticipites the final pe-

tition (Sii^aduy (fov Toy vioy, S(tB,a6oy iif

6\J irdrfft) as fulfilled

—

to the departure of Jwlas
does not consist in this, that Judas was a hin-

drance to the glorification, since iiis deed of

darkness was to be instrumental in accelerating

it. But there is a two-fold thought to be
traced here: First, by the act of the traitor,

now decisively commencing, the death of Jesus,

that is, his glorification, now appears to be as

a fact accompliMhed ; and secondly, Jesus, after

tho removal of this opposing instrument of hell,

this vainly loved one, over whose spirit he in

the spirit had won the great v'ctary,\ can now

first spcaJc kv Ttafiprjdiq. (freely) concerning his

glory. " Jam quasi obice rupto torrentes gra-

tis a labiis Jesu efTunduiitur "—says Lampe.*
His words presently uttered, vers. 31-35, de-

termine, if we will hear them, the old contro-

versy between y<«7A and lote, as to which of

them is the first, whether the dydnri fierce

Ttidrao}?, " love with faith," Eph. vi. 23, or the

Ttidrt? si (iydnt]i tyepyovuayv, " faith which
worketh by love," Gal. v. 6. Neither of the

two, if both are genuine and inseparable in one,

Faith, truly, is the source, ground, and energy

of the new creature; but a faith to which love

is promised, of which love is predicated, and to

which love is commanded in the working of

the life-giving law ol Christ. We have here in

our Lord's words two parallel and perfectli/ cor-

resjxinsive savings: a word for knowledge in

order to faith ; and a word for the heart (or the

living trutli of this knowledge) concerning Z(we.

The oive dogma is the glorification of God in the

Son of Man, as of the Son of Man in God ; thd

one commandment the mutual love of his dis-

cinles, because and even as he loved them.

Verse 31. Does the Lord's eSo^dddy}, "glo-

rified," speak by anticipation of his heavenly

exaltation ? No more than in chap. xii. 23, 28,

33, to which this word looks back. The vvv,
"now," of itself is positive against this; and
in ver. 32 the evQiH, " straightway," intro-

duces first the antithetical, though closely con-

nected, future Socddf.t. Consequently, while

we must regard both glorifications as forming

but one and the same, the one following imme-
diately from the other, the distinction must be

maintained that this present glorification is the

beginning and eround of that which follows as

its consummation. In no other than the death

of tJie cross, now regarded by Jesus as coming

and come, present and accomplished, is the Son

of Man first of all glorified— in tiiis humiliation

he is e.xaltod, in this darkness of shame does

his glory beam forth, from Golgoiha go forth

those attracting energies which are to wrest

from Satan the'world of mankind. At his pro-

leptic glorification on the mount he spoke of

his passion ; bui. now from the beginning of his

passion he speaks of his glorification. As far

• This Lnthardt also, i. 267, admits and defends.

•{ See I-anLie, |). 1828 ff. upon this, and my expo-

sition of Matt. xzvi. *24.

827

* Yet the c'oriflcation itself, of which he
spi>aks, is sometliin.; very d.ff'rent from what
tlie tisteful Healer most tastefully expresses

:

" Now is the Son of Man satisfiel amnnrj his own—
for tlieir fellowship is purified." Luthardl will

find wliat lie adduces to sn|)plement my meaninsj

(ii. 290) laid down by myself as tlie fundamental
thought.
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limel the superscription upon the cross points

out the King (and thereby repels every false

and carnal notion of his kingdom)—so for

humanity at large this word is the interpretation

of the passion : Here is the Son of Man thus

glorified, so that God in him is glorified !

But the glorification of God in the suffering

and dying Son of Man is a broad, deep and com-
prehensive truth, which we can perfectly appre-

hend only in three aspects. It embraces, first,

when we look into it, trie self-offering of God in

ihe person of this Son of Man as a great and
solitary fact ; secondly, when we look back, the

shining forth of God in human nature genersiWy

,

as the longed for goal of all aspiration and
effort; thirdly, when we look forward, tlie repre-

tenlation and offering of God to humanity as the

object of faith and love.

God is glorified ev av r cp, " in him ;" there-

fore assuredly not dl avrov, " through him,"

as we find it in Nonnus, as Erasmus' false cor-

rection of the Vulg. by per eum translates it,

and as Liicke also insists, on the erroneous as-

sumption that it is one with chap. xvii. 1, not-

withstanding the decisive parallel of ev eavrao
in the ne.xt verse to our text.* Thus the Lord
means, first of all, in me, as man, in this Son of

Man. This 6 5s6i kdoldGOrj ev at;roJ,"God
is glorified in him," could be said of no DTX'f3,

or Son of Man, before, of none after until he is

one with Christ—in this consists the pre-

eminent personal 86c,a, or glory, of the One.
As the second man he is at the same time the

Lord from heaven (1 Cor. xv. 47)

—

dnau-
ya6tia ttJ? d6B,rji too Sieov, "the briglitness

of Gou's glory" (Heb. i. 3). His 86B,a is the

(So|a Tov inovoyevovi itapd ;rarpo?, "the
glory of the only-begotten of the Father."

Thus in a certain sense God had been revealed

and glorified in his entire human life; as we
sing concerning the infant Jesus— " The Fath-

er's light and love beam forth from his new-
born face ; he is the Sun of the new heaven,

which sheds light upon the world otherwise

sunk in darkness" (Freilinghausen). But who
beheld this radiance of the Father's light and
love? Who could utter John's eOeaiSd/iifOa,
" vve behold," among the children of men V

The worshipping wise men were not wise

enough to discern God in the chi'.d new born—
jio Apostle fell before him with Thomas' cry

—

Mary herself had but a faint presentiment of

the hidden mystery. Yea, after thirty years

during which the still light of his love had
beamed forth from his graciousness at Nazareth,
he began to manifest his glory

—

the poioer oi

.,God in all his works down to the grave of Laz-
arus, the lose of God in all his tenderness and
humility towards the wretched. Yea, verily,

throughout all his life, he stood before a God-
dishonoring world—I honor my Father. The
Father honoreth me. Of that spake the voice

—I have glorified my name, John xii. 28. But

* This, however, De Wette arbitrarilj tianslates—Bureh sich selbsu

still there followed then

—

7iai irdXtv So^ddatf
" And I will glorify it again." This had its

wondrous accomplishment first in his sufferings

and death. The great question then was,

whether the Righteous One would prove him-
self such, and be confirmed of the Father as

sent to save and not to judge the world. Ho
had finished the work of his life—but the great-

est work, the work which gave all the re-^t. its

consummation, was still reserved for his pas-

sion. How then in this deepest ingnominy is

the highest honor, the glory of God, manifested ?

Precisely when all the sin of the world is ex-

hibited around him, closes in upon him, and
lies upon his spirit so that he is made sin—he

is most gloriously manifested as without sin, as

contending against sin, as supremely elevated

above sin, even while he bears it. The lova

which shone brighter and brighter in the feet-

washing and the Supper, in its majesty of

meekness and patience with Judas, is now
glorified into an absolute and final victory over

the hatred of hell. Not as elsewhere, that the

divine is darkened in the most devout endurer

—here there is the purest separation between
light and darkness. It is night in Judas and
in all his enemies, night comes into his

own human soul, even to his Eloi, Eloi—but
this Eloi, Eloi remains uninvaded, light in

the midst of darkness. As in the night on
which he was born, heavenly glory shono
around, so now after the night of his betrayd
there is darkness even in the midst of day.

NcvertJieles^, out of Golgotha's deep obscunly
there shines forth victoriously—the righteo^iK-

nesi< of God, a first glorification already of the

righteous Father— the love of God, which re-

veals itself and gives itself to us in this con-

quering Son of his love—thus, grace injustice,

justice in grace, that is, the mysterv of the

holiness of God becomes manifest. Thus the

purest honor of God shines forth in the d epest

dishonor of this Son of Man. All is human
and all is divine, the Father in him performeth

the work of this world-redeeming passion. The
Ecce Homo is changed to the eye of faith into—Behold thy God! In this man he is become
thine, humanity.
Thus we find in it, secondly, and looking back-

wards, the penetration of human nature by
God as the longed-for goal of all human aspira-

tion and seeking. But where was this aspired

to before Christ? In the old covenant the

grace which stooped to man wrestled from the
beginning with sin, but could not at once victo-

riously break through, because man's freedom
must oppose his God, because the human natu.e
must m its ground and universality be prepared
for the revelation of God in it. Hence ail was
simple preparation, an aspiration and seeking
awakened from above—this is the deep-im-
planted mvstical germ of Christ the Son of Man,
in whom finally dwelleth God. In spite of all

Israel's hardness of heart, which therein repre-

sents humanity, God's honor and glory re-

mained, for the sake of their germ of faith,

among and npon them; but ita design ia to
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terme into them How sore was the confiict and
wrestling of the Angel of the Covenant with
Jacob before his becoming man in the true
Israel ; of the Spirit of Christ in the people of
flesh ! Yea, at best it became an Israel which,
like Simeon and Nathanael, waited ; types of,

and jn-ejHirations for atoning sufferings are found
from David down to the servant of God, Isa.

liii.—but all is no more than aspiration and
waiting. That Lev. xxvi. 11 should become a
reality (comp. 2 Cor. vi. 16) remains ever the
goal of their luture. Daniel prophesies how,
after the destruction of the animal might of all

the kingdoms of the world, the true and holv
Son of Man comes before God and receives the
kingdom of a God-pervaded pure humanity -as

the kingdom of God. That is the goal of Israel
attained in Christ; for he is this Son of Man,
as the true David, the righteous servant Israel.
He is the new man in God, the blossom and fruit
of humanity which has at length burst forth
on the stem of Israel, through the faith of
Mary uniting at length Abraham and Sarah in
one. Not, as the old theology supposed, the
suddenly descending Dens ex muchind—for one
who thus became man would not be properly
and truly at the same time the Son of Man,
But still less, as the new unbelief supposes, al-
together and solely springing up here below

;

the impregnation from above was consummated
in the over-shadowing of the Holy Ghost, and
only the Eternal Son of the Father in the Son of
Mary overcame sin and the world even to the
glorification on the cross. But here is all that
mere obscure longing, aspiration, and search of
entire humanity realized; for here the old dis-
cord is abolished, here God is in man and man
in God. Humanity had not, indeed, utterly
and forever fallen away from God, else would
It have been with Satan irredeemably lost; but
that men, even the Gentiles, are still the off-

Bpring of God, is plainly proved bv the seeking
and leeling after him who is not/ar from theni^
and yet is so utterly unknown (Acts xvii.)!
Consciously and unconsciously all mankind
seeks him—and that rightly in its^df, for not
merely from without and above can God mani-
fest himself to his personal and Iree creatures.
God meets this seeking alter him by prepara-
tory grace

; and this is a mystical Christ before
Christ. Wherever the heathens came near to
the true God, they became therein one with
Israel

;
and so now they find with Israel in

Ckrkt the goal of all realization. Never in
any other way—never independently of the
person of this Son of Man.

Jn this Jesus, and in him alone, at first, be-
cause he is the incarnate Son of God, is human
nature glorified into a divine humanity. This
is the n;w) doyma, the one and solo essential
proposition for J'aitk, which involves in itself,

however, tlie whole fulness of theology—the
Bimple apostolical Baying, God wiu in Christ.
Indeed, a.-* the new commandment of love was
no other than the old one, so also this dogma is
no more than the truth, fulfillment and re-
establiahment of that old and first truth—Man

the image and glory of God, God in man. But
the })erson of Christ in its individuality makea
here the difference between the truth and its

fearful perversion in that revived doctrine of
the abyss, Hegelianism, which recognizes no
God who became man in time, but one who is

eternally becoming man, which declares the
whole of fallen humanity with its (denied) sin
to be the Son of God, and calls tlutt the glori-
fication of God in man—but it is no other
than the seditious Barabbas put in place of the
Saviour.

Believe first in God (with Israel), and then,
therelbre, therein, in me. Thus speaks the
Lord afterwards, chap. xiv. 1. The so-called
faith inhumanity is reduced to confusion and
put to scorn by sin. Where then, and in what
son of man and child of Adam apart from
Christ, does God receive the full tribute of his
glory? No other man comes in his own preroga-
tive to God, to the Father, than he who uttered
John xiv. 6. There is no other God and Father
than he whom we behold in Christ, according
to John xiv. 9.

Finally, lunc and where do we attain to this
seeing? We see not God in Christ as he sits

in majesty at the right hand of the Father

—

our looking up into heaven after the manner
of the men of Galilee (Acts. i. 11) would re-
main without power and without result. It 19

said here, John xiii. 33—Ye cannot at once
come after and unto me there. It is on the cross

that we are to find him first of all, there he is

exalted for us, and thus the glorification of God
in the Son of Man is, thirdly, the exhibition or
offering of God to entire humanity as the object
of faith and love. Here love is manifested and
offers itself to our faith, that we may be sancti-
fied in love. The world is redeemed, and now
goeth forth the word of reconciliation, and ;n it

the Spirit. The heavenly glorification of the
Son of Man, in whom God was now already
glorified, in God himself, was to be self-under-
stood, even as the Lord made it follow in ver.

32. If the faith of the disciples had been per-
fect, they could have drawn the same conclusion
themselves. We can now draw it with them,

and say of the Crucified and Risen— It is the
Lord, the Lord of glory ! Nevertheless, this

faith rests solely u])on, and grows solely out of
the fundamental truth—God was in the propi-
tiating suffering Christ. Here is not merely
the kernel and centre, but actually all in one.
Whatever in the opinions or even in the con-
fessions of our faith does not essentially,

livingly, inwardly h:\ng together with this, is not
fundamental to holiness and salvation ; but at
the cross the didinction is made between Chris-
tianity and pseudo-Christianity. Worshipping
before the Crucified, and as crucified to call him
our Lord and God—to this we are led by that
fearing and seeking faith in God which must
precede it : and all sincere seekers out of an
old covenant cr>r here, each one at his hour, the
final, blessed EvpriKafiev, " we have found."
before which the prejudices of every Nathanael
give way. The Crucified himself meets them,
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in his word and Spirit, with the cry—I am he

!

Philip then no longer desires to see the Fatlier

in any other way ; for here is God he/ore us,

God with us, God /or us—and become God in us.

Dost thou feel the serpent's bite, poor child of

Adam? Here is the Lord thy physician exalted

in the form of the serpent. Behold him ; so hear
the word irom the cross that it may become to

thee a seeing—in spite of all the sophistry

whicii would bewitch thee not to obey the

truth—let this figure be painted before thine

eyes. And who is the exhibitor of it? Who
is the glorifier of the glorified Christ both for

our hearts and our minds? The Holy Spirit,

who exhibits him in the words of the Evangel-
ists and in the apostolical preaching which to

this day has never ceased. And what is the

fruit of this glorification ? A faith in him who
first loved, who becomes love in us ; as the

Lord will proceed to show further on iu this

chapter.

Verse 32. After this extended exposition

of the first verse, for the preaching tone of

which we do not so mnch ask forgiveness as ac-

ceptance, there yet remain a few observations

upon the following. The Lord speaks of a two-

fold glorification. He is first of all, made per-

fect in obedience through suffering as the apx^-
yoi rfji 6corripia'i, " captain of salvation," for

the entire race of mankind ; his dying becomes
the acme of his divinely-loving and self-sacrific-

ing life, and thus the image of God in man is once
more restored, and exhibited to us. This honor
of God in him is his first and true honor, with-

out which there would have been nothing to be
said of any future honor, or indeed of any
other. Yet there yWioM)s immediately from this,

according, as it were, to the advancing revela-

tion of his career—The Dying One rising

again, and ascending to heaven—the glorijica-

tion of the Son of Man in God. This logical

deduction, as it is drawn by our Lord's anticipa-

tory trust, lies in the repetition of the former
clause with si, " if," which will he regarded as
" strange and gloss-like," or " feebly repeating"
(Luthardt) only by such as miss its profound
meaning in this place. Its absence in many
important authorities is to be explained either

by that general lack of discernment as to the

true meaning of the pa.ssage, or by resorting to

ojuoioreXevror (similar termination of words).

The apparent tautology is quite in harmony
with the character of the discourses which now
begin, and which are full of such resuming de-

ductions. B.-Crusius is perfectly right in say-

ing (after Grotius), that this ei is not used

hypothetically, but introduces the argument of

an inference, being quivalent to quandoquidem.

The kernel of that inference lies in the neces-

sarily corresponding recompense which the Son
sanctified for his own asks and receives from
the Father, as it comes prominently forward in

chap. xvii.—I have glorified thee ; and now
glorify thou me. Tne fundamental principle of

1 Sam. ii. 30 (Sept. rovi do^dZoyzoli us 5o|a'-

6cD\ which Grotius adduces, finds hero in fact its

highest application, as Origea expressed it

:

avTi^copelTai ai'rw 6 itarijp t6 ficiZot^, ov
6 vioi rov ay^paJTtov TtSTtoir^HSV. (This
UEi^ov lies as a /ueyi6roy in the ir eavra^
for which indeed in chap. xvii. 5 napd dsavra5
stands; yet that must be interpreted by this,

and not conversely.) " As by him and in him
as the Son of Man God was glorified, the glory
of the divine life stamped upon his life in the
flesh, so now the Son of Man, as the exhibitor

of the new life-type, is by God, in his well-

pleased recognition of his accomplished work of

glorification tal:en up info his own divine life and
glory "

( Beck, p. 610). There is also a fine truth

in the observation that Jesus first spoke " under
the strong impulse of prophetical prolepsis, as
if all was overcome already "—and then " as
the high emotion sank down again" he re-

turned to the distinction xai avOv? Solddsty
" and will straightway glorify him." Yet
Liicke who makes this observation, guards
against the misapprehension that on that ac-

count the concluding glorification is the same
as the preceding. For it is not an " old mis-
conception," but a scriptural truth, that here
(as in chap. xii. 2S) the discourse is of a two-
fold (though really the same) do^ocZetv. The
£vQv<, finally, does not mean to say that his

death itself was to be this »;cond glorification*

—though this " Johann-^an view " is generally
appealed to with approbation ; but immediately

,

thereupon, suddenly, to the astonishment of the
world and even of the disciples, his resurrection

and glorification was to iollow. Luthardt's
protest against this exposition of mine finds

but a poor justification in interpreting tCOvi—
With the presently beginning sufferings. The
essential unity of the doSd!^£iy, which I have
by no means desired, does most manifestly
resolve itself into a two-fold glorification

through the quick succession of the " death
and resurrection," of the deepest abasement
and the highest exaltation.

f

Verse 33. The Master, after these lofty

words, which are too high for tho weakness of

the disciples, stoops not simply with a brother-
ly but with a fatherly love to his children.

This is something qnito different from the
(piXot, " friends," of chap, xv. 15, yea, in a cer-

tain sense, is its opposite. The meaning of this

expression, occurring only here in our Lord's

lips,t is by no means exhausted by saying that
" the tone of the departing Master becomes
more tender and confidential." In its tender-

ness of aff'ection the solemn truth must be dis-

cerned, that these weak disciples whom the
Lord by anticipation calls friends, and draws
upwards to himself in love, and for iheirfuture

* For this Lilcke citss Euthymius, ey aCrtZ T(3
dravpcp.

f Consequently 5t harracnizes well with a twy-

fold glor ficatioD thkt '• the receding «?raotion re-

turns into the ?cai tO'^uS SoP,(y(:ci, which es-

tablishes the distinction." >>,s LuMf.a'j* words obvi-

ously say—thuu;,a I/umardt o\x^. i.O', read them.

:}: For rim cc , y.o''a. 7.. *".?, ;,/ .dOt altogether tha

same.
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tDTiflerstancliTig greets with the utterance of

Buch high mysteries, are yet for the time no

nore than new-born babes, and far from the

goal marked out in Eph. iv. 13. (Peter, ver. 37,

would be a man be!ore the time). Therefore

pays he note, and for the present, to these liis

dear children, the same thinf^ which he had

twice before said (chap. vii. 3-i, viii. 21) to the

unbelieving and opposing Jeirit,* though ob-

viously in a difTerent sense. t Whence we may
take note. asOlshausen observes, "that the Re-
deemer himself takes pleasure in using the same
savings wiih diverse references." The two state-

ments there uttered to the Jews—Ye shall not

find me, ye shall tJie in your sins, are necessarily

wanting here. There was, assuredly, in these

words of departure and severance—Whither I

go ye cannot come, "something inexpressibly

troubling," and " we must lose sight of the

emphasis which Jesus places upon the carmot"

(Drjiseke). lie thereby, not merely returning

back again down to his own in the world, but

actually looking forward in prophecy, intimates

that his glorifying assumption to God, would
partake the character, as for the world so also

for his believers, of a concealment until the time

of a final revelation (Col. iii. 3, 4). That the

Son of Man is glorified in God himself, abides

the hidden and high object and goal o{ faith.

As we cannot with our bodies at once go up
to heaven, so cannot we in our spiritual life

become at once heavenly like him; tlurefiyre,

also, we cannot at once ascend in our know-
ledge and spiritual apprehension to Jesus.

Even this does not yet hehold his glory. All

our dogmatic persuasion of faith concerning his

sitting at the right hand of God would hence

be without effect in drawing and purifying us

to himself, if he had not first been glorified /or

VH in humiliation, upon the cross. Therefore

the Lord speaks of a seeking, but in the case of

Lis o'vn ot a seeking to which the promise of

finding is given. The lieart with its love seeks

tlie Crucified, even where the faith of knowledge
wavers or is yet uncstablished : in that love

is the genuine germ of faith, and thus seeking

it findoth ever more and more the Risen and
the Glorified (Mark xvi. 6). Yea, the heart

believes, perceives, and lives on into experience,

through the influence of the love-awakening
glorification of him, who sufTered and died in

love. This is the deep connection and transi-

tion in the di.scourse between ver. 33 and ver.

* Kni xftlv Xeym apri is incorrectly referred
tiy Luther to tlie tollowing verse, llie diSojjJi of
which needed no preparatory Xeyoo.

f The apTi af>pears to us not to look backwards,
as Lu'hnrdt thinks, quoting Meyer with a)>i»rf)val— '• He roiild not longer sj:are them this doclara-

tion," niid liensel: " Noluit discipulis citius hoc
dicero. infldelibus dixit citius." But it is a liniit-

injj "fur the prfi^ctil," wliicli looks forward to his

plory—ns the Lord presently exp'ains it himself,

Ter. SO. by vCy (Luth. fiir dieitmnl), which Peter
substitutes for rtftTt : seo, moreyver, chap. xiv. 8,

xvi. 22, xvil. 14.

34, between the one dogma of the glorification

of the Son of Man and the one eyroXv, " com-
mandment," which points to love. We reach,

indeed, love through faith ; but through love

alone w"! live ourselves (dving to the old life)

into the fulness of faith. None of the learned

expositors, as far as we know, has perceived this;

it has entered the minds only of those practi-

cal expositors, who have read with their hearts

and for their hearts. Driiseke: "Your desire

after me is the main condition of our further

fellowship. I am so long and so certainly yours,

as ve seek me with hearts full of love." Again,

"With no other design did he place in the con-

nection of our text this new commandment,
than because he would say

—

I/)ve, little children,

that ye may understand me. Love, that I may
be able to glorify you in my glory."* Braune,

too: "I am upon the Father's throne, but be-

cause visible tokens thereof fail, all is mystery

(o you and sometimes doubtful : I triumph,

and sorrow oppresses you, the mighty tremole

and their empire is pa.ssing away, but ye hide

yourselves and are in dismay. Yet m there

a way to myself open to yo^t : Love one another."

That is. in my love, from love to me, because

and as I have loved you.

Verse 34. If the wnrr vv ^raO?;^^, "new
testament," of which the sacramental institution

speaks, refers to Exod. xxiv. 8, comp. Jer. xxxi.

31, so without doubt (and let this be a note of

the bond of unity between John and the Sy-

noptics) the iyroXy xatv?}, "new cvn-
mandment," stands in the strictest connection

with this. For to a covenant belongs a law-

eiving.f Even here, where the beginning and
the foundation of the covenant is the perfect

self-sacrifice of the Lord for and in the sinner

which must first take place, there must not be
wantin7 some condition or obligation on the

part of the sinners thus reconciled and sancti-

fied. The old covenant was founded upon free

prevenient grace in the call of Abraham, in the

promised and fulfilled redemption of his seed

(Exod. xix. 5), yet its proper consummation
did not take place but in the sprinkling of the

sacrificial blood aft^rih^ commandments of Si-

nai (see Heb. ix. 19) ; so that it was a covenant
of commandments. Herewe cannot think other-

wise than that the propitiating self-ofl'ering

love has previowdy borne witness to itself in the

Last Supper, before the ivroX}} Ha/vr/ follows:

and this gives us a forcible reason for not in-

serting its institution later. In any case, the

close relation between the covenant and the

* rrc'ligtni uher die letztcn SdiicJcsale utisrcs Hetrn,

i. 214, and ii. 86.

\ Yet ])oth are not one and the same, tint (accord-

ing to Lnnce) that the apf)ointnient of ihe >a<ra-

nient is itself to be understood in the ivroXri
Hixiyi'j ; for this op|>oses all owv previou-^ r.xposi-

tiou of this prpgnnnt word. Not " a new institu-

tion," but every old prec.pt of love is coniieiiserl

into one new prec -pt in him, as John's epistle has
authentically expounded it.
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new commandment remains undeniable * from
tlm and from nothing else must we set out in

solving the question (dealt with by most ex-

positors with such unbelieving want of insight)

—In what consists the mwrtess of this pre-

cept?

We cannot here agree with the venerable

Von Meyer, who elsewhere so often bits most
acutely the meaning of Scripture. He begins

rightly, "The true commandment of the New
'J'e.stament," but then immediately goes astray,

" in opposition to the ritual law and the phar-

isaic teaching, and even to the notions of the

Apostles; newer than that of following him
(the most pre-eminent as long as he was upon
earth) ; the newest among many, yea, the sole

and distinctive law." The opposition to^ the

precepts of the Pharisees, and the notions of the

Apostles still entangled more or less in them,

has no application here, for it is the law-giving

on Sinai which is here the question ; nor must

We refer exclusively to the ritual law, since

it is the old covenant of the ten words to

which the new covenant with its one word is

opposed. As to its opposition to the earlier

precept (preliminary?) of following Christ, that

is not simply superficial but altogether un-

founded. This notion takes its origin from

Bengel, who has been entirely misled here by
his false harmony, so that his note sets out

with this error :
" This precept is called new,

not so much with respect to the Old Testament

as in respect to the school of Christ." He then

savs :
" Previously the following of Jesus in his

several steps had guided the disciples, and this

implicitly included love; but they cannot follow

him now that he is departing from them, and

therefore the sum of their duty is prescribed to

them thus." For is not the loving, because

and as he has loved, yea, the giving up of life

for the brethren for his sake itself the follow-

ing of Christ, its essential development? (ver.

36). Did the Lord ever intend his previous

commandment to follow him, in any other

sense?
We must, in order to understand the new

commandment as netc, ask solely and inquire

what is the distinctive character of the Mtc
Testament, in as far as it also gives a law. Now
that is not to be found in love itself and of

itself, nor in its intenser power, nor in its re-

stricting concentration : and thus we reject at

once the most current interpretations. In his

first Epistle, chap. ii. 7, 8, the Evangelist un-

deniably refers to this present utterance of our

Lord as given in his own Gospel, and furnishes

tlie right commentary upon it. But we can-

not, with most expositors, refer the ait d/ixvi,
" from the beginning," in ver. 7 of that chapter

simply to the beginning of Christianity; but

wo understand it unhesitatingly, with the an-

cients, that the commandment was the old

* Ben3el's Harmony, which transposes chaps,

xiii. and xiv. to the Wednesday, dissolves this con-

nection ; and by that circumitance of itself is suf-

ficiently refuted.

commandment from the time of the old cove^

nant and law. The Xoyoi, or " word," which
they had heard from the beginning, is not

merely the word and precept of Jesus as in vers.

3-5, but the meaning goes onwards by arc

apXV'' to say that this word of Jesus is identi-

cal with every word and commandment of

God from the beginning. Mark, moreover, the

explanation of dit dp iji in chap. iii. 11, 12,

which goes back to the beginning of Scripture

immediately after Adam's fall ; and, again,

that in chap. v. 2, 3 this love is referred to the

k VT oXd i T ov ^ £ o V, " commandments of
God," generally. Again, let the decisive anti-

thesis in chap. ii. 8 be well noted, according to

which the old commandment is made a new
onecoinoidently with the outburst of the light

after the darkness, that is, in connection with

the New-Testament grace in Christ. Thus,

that we should love God first, and then for

God's sake our neighbor, our brother, in God,

is not a new thing in Israel : this is attested

by the tenor of the instruction and exhorta-

tion of Deuteronomy, which spiritualizes the

Decalogue, and «o/«r points forward to its great

fulfillment, though at the same time it gives

thereby no other than its true meaning. Nor
is it any thing new in the world generally, so far

as it knows (pv6Ei, " by nature," and even per-

forms Td Tov vojiiov, " the things of the law;"

for the world of heathenism speaks much about

love.* Further, the newness and distinctive-

ness of the New-Testament precept of love

cannot consist in the intenser degree of its self-

sacrificing devotion—as Knapp supposes him-
self to have proved, Tholuck and Liicke follow-

ing him ; and as many of the ancients likewise

held. It is specious but incorrect to say that

in the Old Testament the main element even

of love is the principle of justice and equiva-

lent, the jm talionis—as I love myself and
would be loved by mv neighbor, so must I love

him—while, in the New Testament the spirit

and meaning of Christ goes far beyond this

:

man, as Cyril says, being required and enabled

to love others ovx '^^ kavrov a'AA' vTcip

eavrov, (not cls himself, but above himself), in

which Euthymius concurs, as may be seen in

Liicke. For, first, there is nothing in the word
of Jesus about this especial intensification, but
it rather adheres to the righteousness of the

mutual aAA?/Aov?, " one another;" and, then,

the whole notion of this distinction is oblique

and unreal, as Olshausen properlv though not

fundamentally enough shows. " The true love,

which is the' nature of God himself, is every

where one and the same ; it is not now more

and then kw." Yea, verily, Qod's precept even

in the Old Testament knows and inculcates no

* Thus we do not acree with Sander's comment
on the Epistles of John, which treats most incor-

rectly tl;e dii dpxvioa\i\s passage. Refutation

of his errors would take us too far; but we may
refer to the one point, that while in the second

Epistle vers. 5, 6 apply the thought differently,

this decides nothing for the first Epistle.
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other love than that which consists in nnselfish

devotion ; and beyond </tM justice and holiness

in the sight of God, beyond this perfect com-
mandment, there is no oUier and no greater, as our

Saviour's quotation of tlie old law, Mark xii.

31, expressly testifies. Would we place Christ

in Mark and Christ in John in contradiction?

The imperfection of the Old-Testament law

does not lie in this, that it prescribes a lower

degree of love and holiness (for there can be

nothing higher than—Be ye holy as I am holy),

but in its confronting, imposing, legal charac-

ter, without power for its fultillraent.

Least of all may we seek the newness of the

commandment of Christ in the especial restric-

tion or even concentration of love upon the

narrow circle of the brethren united in the

bonds of common devotion to him. Grotius :

" Novum dicit, quia non agit de dilectione

communii omnium—sed de speciali Christian-

orum inter se qua tales sunt." Acainst this

Tholuck protests, " How can that be called a

new precept, when this peculiar lore was not

only admitted by the Jews, but by them carried

to excess?" It is most strange to introduce

here in the new covenant, in wliich the Lord
gives himself for many, yea, for all, the partiality

of love, even though based upon the spiritual

brotherhood of his people. We shall see hereafter

abundant evidence that, despite all appearances,

he does not give so exclusive a moaning to his

tpiXafieXfpia (brotherly love). Kolbing has

lately, witli his Moravian honesty of intention,

labored strenuously for this superficial and
current interpretation of our passage.* In all

the discourse of this sacred evenine, the Lord
is " occupied especially with his disciples, and
with tiieir peculiar relations to him and to one
another." Quite true, but is he not also con-

cerned with their testimony to the world, in

order to the future progressive extension of this

first circle of disciples? This alone would infer

something very different from an exclusive

limitation of love to the circle of believers at any
time extant. Kttlbing again protests vehe-
mently against the evil that " now-a-days the

love of our neighbor and brotherly love are re-

garded as one and the same, and as having
precisely the same significance"—and declares

that " in all ages, and especially in our own, it

is highly important that the consciousness of

the didinftion between general love and broth-

erly love should be kept alive in the Church."
Quito right, in its degree and in its place

;

provided that a restricted brotherly love is not
thereby made the essential and distinguishing
characteristic of the New Ttdament. and asserted

to be the proper meaning of our Lord's utter-

ance on this occasion. In p. 689 we find a very
Fuspicious misinterpretation of the New-Testa-
ment name of brother, which the Lord in the

Sermon on the Mount uses for every fellow-

man (not merely for every fellow-Israelite),

* In tho same, p. 086, we ftnd also a great error
«<! to the Old Tpstanient and the relation to it of
the Sermon on the Mount,

just as James, chap. iv. 11, u?es d^i^\q)6^f
" brother," for the nXtjeiov, " nei<_'hbor," of the
Old-Testament law, in chap. ii. 8, referring it

also in this chapter to the Gentiles who might
enter into the assembly. By what token are
we to know with certainty, in the midst of a
Christian people all under the obligations and
blessed with the grace of baptism, to whom we
are altogether to refuse our especial brotherly

love? Aie then our missionary speakers

wrong in speaking of love towards our poor
brethren without, equally redeemed with our-

selves? Then this restriction is in appearance
only, and will not stand the test. Although
assuredly the love Avhich Christ less commands
than brings, creates, and bestows, will have a
hearth in which it may properly be said to be

kindled, and from which it difl'uscs its warmth,
in the especial fellowship of those who are to

that end born again through him
;
yet accord-

ing to his spirit and his design this fellowship

is not any thing exclusive and shut in, but em-
braces with all the strength of united love the

entire world, which is by this love to be won
and redeemed from its sin. Thus we exhibit

and extend, not independently of and in con-

nection with, but in, and with this brotherly

love, that universal love which is therefore it-

.self called generally and absolutely dydnrjy
"love" (2 Pet. i. 7). If we are mutually to

love one another, and that with an anticipating,

spontaneous, self-offering love, which alone is

true love, its extension to all follows of neces-

sity—to those whom we yet know not, but
who are our future brethren redeemed like our-

selves by the Lord. Only then do we love, as

he hath loved vs. Or, did he actually give up
his life only for his friends, as from John xv. 13

has been most inappropriately urged ? Could

that which the Apostle testifies concerning the

love of enemies, Rom. v. 6-10, from the death of

Christ, yea, of overcoming evil with good, chap,

xii. 20, 21, even out of the Old Testament, sur-

pass in any sense the meaning of Christ him-

self? Let" Matt. v. 47, 48, be pondered as his

solemn word even for the narrowest, truest

brotherhood of his kingdom ! We gladly con-

cur with Liicke :
" Since the fellowship of the

divine kingdom embraces all that bears in it

(better—that should receive) the seed and

germ of thf^ divine life, so the New-Testament
circloof love is the widest imaginable, in which

the Jewish bigot question has no place—Who
is my neighbor (or even brother) ? The re-

striction is only apparent, in reality it means

the widest extension." Yes, verily, the fire of

love must be concentrated upon the hearth of

confirmed fellowship in him, only that it may
beam forth the more mightily upon all the

world.

All this, then, not sufTicing to prove itself

the true interpretation of the xaivrf, " new "

—

what is its meaning? We regard it, pressing

still from the external into the internal, as con-

sisting, first, in the simplicity and plainness

of the expression, as respects the fmin—then,

land pre-eminently, in the perfectiou of the
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new, now first existing type, in the poicer of
fulfillm nt flowing from this life-giving type,

which is more than a mere type—and, conse-

quently, in tiie abiding living newness of this

iyroXi'j.

As all the dogmatics of the new teaching for

faith was found to coincide in that single ex-

pression, God in man, that is, in Christ—so is

all the law-giving of the new covenant em-
braced simply and singly in that one word con-

cerning love.* Thus did the veteran John rep-

resent it in his well-known word to the Church
of Ephesus; and in this there is assuredly an
element of newness, in contradistinction to the

many and yet vain commandments of the old

covenant. The word of Christ and his Spirit

does, indeed, resolve the obligation of love into

its inexhaustible variety of duties; but this

manifoldness could never hefore be at the same
time so clearly and plainly reduced back into one
—not in the intimation of Lev. xix. 18 (itself

between individual precepts)—as it is in Matt,
xxii., and Rom. xiii. 8-10.

Whence comes this? Now first is the know-
ledge and spiritual contemplation of what Icve

is, possible through the glorification of the love

of God in the Son of Man, through that type
which shines so brightly before us

—

As I have
loved you. As no other Son of Man could say

—

God is glorified in me ; so no man could say

—

before and apart from Christ—Love as I have
loved ! in its fuli and perfect meaning. But
this type and exemplar is not merely living,

but mdes alive; and that is the kernel and
centre of the newness of the new covenant and
commandment. In this

—

As I, we have the

first table of the New-Testament decalogue, out
of which alone the second is deduced and ful-

filled—the oiien and full realization of that

which in the Old Testament is only very dimly
intimated in the added motive which accom-
panies the isolated precepts—nin^ 'JX ""3, " for

I am the Lord," with at furthest "Tl^X, " your

God," appended. The love of Christ awakens
in us, brings and imparts to us, the love of

gratitude in return, which then, as he needs us

not himself, turns to our brethren as he would
have it. The fir>t perfect fulfillment of the law
in Christ, man like ourselves, stands before us

as a living decalogue ; but to our faith power
comes from it into oursehes to love in like man-
ner (Eph. v. 1, 2). That is, as Kolbing says,
" the neic foundation of the commandments, the

union of his disciples with the Lord through
his blood." The precept to bear our brothers'

burdens in love (to wash their feet), i.^ called

in Gal. vi. 2, the laio of Christ, first, because
Christ did himself bear all our burdens, then,

because ho requires the same of his disciples,

and requires it because they can fulfill it. Here
we must protest against the almost universal

assumption of the expositors that the iva,
" that," in the second clause is to be transposed

* To this pointed Von Meyer's note, given pre-
Tiously—Yea, the sole commandment.

and to be construed properly before xaQ(o?t
" as." We know that elsewhere iva stands

thus for oriy especially after ouroS, avrn,
TovTo (comp. chap. xvii. 2, 3) ; and the words
might literally run

—

kvroXijv ravrrjv, on
dyanccTE, once more, on xaOoji eyco xai
v/itsT?, K.r.A..* But the ^natter which is here

spoken of teaches us that actually in this un-
justifiably overlooked and invalidated 5Va we
have the kernel and key of the whole, the
inmost and most essential natvorrf? nvev-
naroi xai ov jtaXatort^? ypajujuaro?, "new-
ness of the Spirit and not oldness of the letter."

Luther's translation, " anf dass," is perfectly

right, the restitution of which I unhappily
failed to plead for. Christ hath loved us

—

so

that and in order that we may have power to lovo

likewise (see the same 5Va, Rom. vi. 4, where
the amended translation has markedly put
mbgen instead of soUen). Let it not be said, as

AUbrd affirms in opposition to me, that the

second 5Va is parallel with the first and to be
explained by it; rather must the first be ex-

plained by the second; and the di6a)fit,"l
give," in the New-Testament spirit, should have
this full meaning—Here it is an ivroA?), " com-
mandment," of what should be simply that is

spoken of, but the Lord gives his living and
life-giving commandment to his own, as he
gives his peace and his Spirit—as the Father

gave to him the tvroXrf of his doctrine, life, and
death.

The precept of the o\l covenant, although
it signifies the same love, stands nevertheless

and continues to stand on tables of stone, in

the Torah, or Law; to fulfill it, at least as

perfectly as through the Spirit of Christ, re-

mains an impossibility. Certainly it is so in

the natural heart of the old man—there stands

the love-commandment miserably reversed in

selfishness, Every man must love me.t The
Old Testament, the expression of which the

Lord repeated in the Sermon on the Mount can
at first only point condemningly to this pattern :

it can only demand the reversal of natural self-

love into the now supernatural self-denial—but
not produce it. For, apart from grace, that is

a fearful truth which even Hezel remarks upon
our text—"To nothing is man more inclined

than to hatred of man." It is true that there

was genuine love in the Old Testament, but not

created by its law. There were before Christ,

there are now apparently out of Christ, Samari-
tans, who practise mercy, but only through
prevenient hidden grace in Christ. W^here
Christ is preached, there first is all love made
perfect by his Spirit ; while all so-called love,

which will not accept but declines him. must he

reduced to a lie. So Nitzsch preaches, " At
this point we must cry to the Spirit of truth

that he convince the world and the spirit of the

age of its glorification of love in connection with

* Thus modern translations simply give it, So
love—so should ye also love.

t Compare our observations at the Sermon on
the Mount, vol. i.
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a contempt of faith. What, is love to be exalted
[

alone, and faith to become a thing of naught?
!

Just becau.<!e so very much, yea, every thinsr

depend.'? at last upon love, on tli.it very account
we sliouKl lay great stress upon the genuine

'

and pure teaching of evangelical faith, and
[

make very much, yea, every thing depend upon
the unmutilated truth of redemption and of

grace in Christ in all its unimpaired and per-
j

feet revelation of the grace and love of God in

Christ. So also he lays out the plan of his ex- 1

cellent sermon :
" In communion the great es-

sential is brotherly love; in brotherly love, if it

is to flourish perfectly, the great essential is the

Lonvs discipleship."* When the chirlness is

past aivl the true light now shineth, then is

the commandment a new one, that is, an
aXrfOei l v avrco xai ty vuTv, " \]nn(x trite

in him and in you" (1 John ii. 8). There
have wf the authentic interpretation of the

Evangelist himself. Then have we passed from

death unto life (chap. iii. 14). Therefore is it

God's commanument that we lieleve on the

name of his Son Jesus Christ, and love one an-

other, as he gave it to us in his commandment
(chap. iii. 23). There have we the unity

of faith and love, the growing of love out of

faith. " No man is in a condition truly in the

Spirit of Christ to love his neighbor as himself

(we would add—and in the truth of the old

commandm<^nt, from the beginning) unless he
loves like C/irist" (Liicke). And no man can
attain to this unless as a disciple of Christ he
hath received his Spirit.

Thus the new tjjpe and exemplar w\[]\ its n^?<i

jwcer is the fundamental point in the newness.

But as we at first, when ref rring to that

subject, admitted something of newness in

the simplicity of the word which enjoins it,

.<?o we may now supplement all by adding

—

This word becomes to us ahiilinqly neio as a super-

aboundingly exciting principle, convincing us
of an obligation never discharged but ever in

* Schonnich {I)as netie Gehnt drs Urfiiiffclium.i,

Mag(iet). 18-16\ lias set in an excellent lisjhl iliis

passage as it has been perverted by the Germ in

CathoHcs. He gently reminds these erring ones
that " they are building without laying a founda-

tion ; that they seek fruit wilbout plantir'g the

tree." And its conclusion testifies, " We will

never agi-ee with the mHanchnly fancy that

nothing depends upon fajih, but will evermore
assert that this is the root and living fountain

of love." In the denial of faith as ihft founda-
tion the error lies, and not in thi interchanging

a'ld confounding broih^rly love and universal

love. To iliis applies what Kahnis lias well said

f Tom. h. Gfitfe, i. 5) :
" Though t'e Lord makes

love the distinguishing note of his disciples, it

d es not fol'ow that Christianity consists only In

love. The measure of subjective appropriation is

not the measure of the thug iiself." A man very
eminent in the learning of this wf>rld wrote to a

pious ChriUian lady the commoti-jilace remark
that—to him Christianity was love; she re[)lied,

Yes, but according to John's word in his £pistle,

1 John iv. 10.

lorce (Rom. xiii. 8), a universal citoA?; prompt-
ing to eternally new duty, reigning over that
boundless domain si' rti erspa kyroXr;, "if
any other—commandment." Bat this Ind view
of it, which can be uiidersto'^d only when the

others are understood, must not be made,
with Olshausen, the only meaning of the
kvToXijy xaiyj/y : to do so is strange folly, to

be accounted for only by the expositor's confu-

sion of ideas in the interpretation of the whole
passage.

Verse 35. In this following verse our whole
exposition finds its full justification and com-
pletion. So much of obligation and of absolute

condition remains in this evangelical precept,

that whosoever does not fulfill it is thereby

necessarily excluded from the covenant of grace,

In test, consequently, and warning, the Lord
now marks out the boundaries of discipleship,

just as the Sermon on the Mount pointed its

close, though here more graciously in the posi-

tive form of expression. But while he speaks

in the positive form, the rigid negation must be

heard as the undertone—If ye should not have
this love, it would be thereby evident that ye
are 7iot my disciples. This is involved in

the critical iay, " if." In this one thing and
in no other is discipleship approved. It is not

knowledf. which avails, not a so-called faith,

even thougli like that of Judas, before the devil

entered him, it could cast out devils and re-

move mountains ; rather is this knowledge
and this genuine faith known by this love. As
little avails the cnnfemon of my name, or of all

the truth concerning mv person and my king-

dom. Where this walking in the truth is not

found, the con Tension becomes an all the more
frightful lie. Where Chri.«tians are disputing

over the holy places, in the presence of Turks
and heathens, to the reproach of their Lord,

contending whether Latins or Greeks are his

true disciples—when the Fonrmla Conrordim is

made an apple of discord among brethren—the

world may well ask what their Master has

taught or done for them. As the disciples

of the Pharisees were known by their phylacte-

ries, and as the disciples of John were known
by their fasting, and every school by its shib-

boleth—the mark of the disciples of Christ is to

bo love: and that a genuine love, as Christ

loveth : not that merelv which (as Schonaich re-

presents) says to a neighbor—Thy joy is my joy,

thy pain is my pain—which, indeed, is a great

thing, and not to be found in reality in the

world—but that which recognizes and aims at

the salvation ot a neighbor, his true good;
which makes the joy of the sinner its grief, and
his divinely mourning sorrow its joy, and says,

T/iy mlmtion is my jny, thy destnicfion is my
griff. It is still possible for the world to recog-

nize at least this love, through the Spirit of

Christ who accompanies and bears witness

to his grace. Love itself is not to be seen with
the eyes, but the light of its good works is

(Matt. v. 16); and it is a well-grounded pre-

supposition that oilmen in the world know
enough about love to discern and distinguish
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fcenerally that which proves itself as genuine
by active endeavors for the good and salvation
of others.

Let it be observed, further, that the Lord
here says generally _ua<itjrai, " disciples," for

primarily and essentially the Apostles, like all

others, are simple disciples. Thus does he
significantly enlarge the circle for which he
speaks, beholding in these eleven his whole
people hereafter to be called, whom the cove-
nant^ and the commandment concern—the
«A/b//loL>Jand kv aA/l7//loiS is said to all future
/laOr/rali, including with all who at any time
e-xist those who are to follow them. Now
comes in the yyoodovrai ic d v r s ?^ "shall nil

men know," in its widest extensiveness. What
are all these, whose knowledge the Lord here

foresees and promises, to discern in us ? That
we love one another warmly and intensely

within our own narrow circle, but care nothing
for them as they are without and not brethren,

or even love them less ? How can they be cer-

tainly and convincingly assured of our love,

otherwise than by finding it going out also to-

wards tliem'telves? Thus we have manifestly

once more the pre-supposed and included uni-

versal love within the brotherly love. For
why and to whit eml are those without, so far as

they can and will perceive it, to note and learn

from us what true discipleship is? "Why is

the Lord so solicituous that his disciples should
be discerned and known of every man? For
their own reputation in the eyes of mnn? But
not merely, on the other hand, that they may
be persecuted and hated, while they are ac-

hnoioleilged. No, they are to be recognizable
and make themselves "known, in order that

others may be taught to believe in the Father

of glory and the Redeemer, and glorify him
who has given unto men such power to love.

Thiis it follows of itself, that in loving one an-
other, they only e.xercise and prepare themselves
for the exercise of a love which is to go bevond
into all the world" (Nitzsch). The others
should thereby learn to believe and love, to be-
come disciples, because they have been them-
selves loved as future and possible disciples.

Let chap. xvii. 20, 21, 26 be compared and
searchingly examined, for it essentially belongs
to our present subject. In order that Christ's

disciples may be able to love the world with a
united love, we say once more with Nitzsch,

"Their love must have a household hearth on
which its fire may be nourished, in which it

may firstcondense its vigor."* This is our Lord's
teaching—" but no exclusiveness as regards

those who are to be disciples, though now un-
recognized as such."

Finally, the Ttocvrei, closely investigated,

does not refer merely and solely to those with-

out; but the general expression, connected

with what precedes and follows, intimates

likewise that in every respect £v rovrca, " by
this," alone is the yyoopt6M<x (distinction) of

the /taOr/rai to be found. Among themselves,

also, are they to be known and approved by
this ; every man must know solely from this

that he himself is in Christ (1 John ii.5)—yea,

lastly, as Matt. vii. 16-23 indicates by wiiat

marks the Lord will in the last day know his

own, so we are to interpret this passage too.

It is to this that the unusual htoi /uaOtjrai,

"my disciples" (as mei or mihi), seems to

point—In my sight and judgment, or to my
honor (as chap. xv. 8), so that I may be able

to acknowledge you.

THE FIRST INTIMATION OF PETER'S DENIAL.

(John xiii. 36, 38; Luke xxii. 34.)

This pre-intimation of Peter's denial is mani-
festly not the same with that second which
Matt. xxvi. 34 and Mark xiv. 30 record as

given after the setting out, on the tcay to Qeth-

semnne ; but John's narrative may be harmon-
ized with that of Luke. It may be regarded

as strange that Peter should the second time

be so presumptuous as to enforce from the

Lord a second prediction of his denial—but we
have a parallel in the two-fold indication of the

traitor, and the evangelical records cannot oth-

erwise be understood. For our part, we think

it better to accept such repetitions, which are

not the less perfectly reconcilable because they
are such, than with the identifying harmony to

deal loosely with the most definite statements
of time and connection.

Here in John Peter has almost overlooked the

great word concerning love, into which John
himself profoundly sunk, because his rash cu-

riosity is still busy with the vTtdytiv, or de-
parture, of ver. 33. He thinks of that alone,

and reverts to it in his question. This is a
point of connection which has its historical

value : and it is not necessarily a diflferent one
from that of Luke xxii., since the Lord's words
there introduced, ver. 31, 32, without any im-
mediate connecting clause, may well be regarded
as interjected between. John is generally, as

we know, more exact in his systematic treat-

ment than Luke ; and he shows us here how
the Lord was induced, after the dogmatic
word for the apprehension of faith, vers. 31-33,
and the ethical word for the love of the heart,

vers. 34, 35, to add yet a third word—in oppo-
sition to the presumptuous curiosity of the head

* Compare also his Frnht. Theo'ogie, i. p. 248,
where the distinctive obligations of brotherly

love have also justice done to them.
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and the heart, for the casting down of all the

?recipitancy of nature. The open and hasty

eter, who shows himself always as he is

—

in

this being also a Nathanael—is the representa-

tive, in this chapter of general significance, of

that impetuous curiosity which springs from a

lack of self-knowledge and self-communion

—

that two-fold evil which first takes the form of

a misdirected questioning as to the Whither,

and then of tlie bold self-confidence which
merely follows it. The true inquiry and inves-

tigation, as tiie Lord teaches it. goes into one's

own heart— Lord is it I? What am If He
w^ho preto.tnits or passes lightly over this,

comes ea<ily to fan over and forget, as if it

were the old long-known word, Jesus' new com-

mandment of love. Instead of perceiving in

this tiie true way of following Christ for him-

self—a way simple and plain, though to his

high-minded ana self-seeking nature so diffi-

cult and steep—his desire is fi.Ked solely upon
this, to ask, out of what might appear to Be a

feeling of love, more about the Lord's nov and

nol (whilher) than he sees good to reveal.

Verse 36. The answer gives at first, refer-

ring it especially to Peter, only a repetition of

the declaration in ver. S3, which must stand.

But for its closer explanation the previous

overlooked dprt, "now,'' is placed more prom-
inentlv in its true position— I h:ive said to you
all, and especially to {\\o.e, for the present, i\\aX ye

cannot yet, vvv, at this time, follow me. The fault

and the deficiency thus lies with the disciples,

who are not yet mature and capable of dying

with their Lord ihe self-renouncing death of

love unto heavenly glorification. Indeed, they

wore all called to fo:low him in their time, es-

sentially by a very gradual increase of his life

in themselves, but al.'^o in their own peculiar

vocation to a similar self-sacrifice in martyrdom.
Tiieiefore, the vCv is at once explained and
complemented by an antithetical v6r£pov,
"afterwards," parallel with ihe t'eroc ravra,
" hereafter," of ver. 7, though manifestly with
a more distant and wider meaning now. Peter
is once more pointed to a /lure eq^ri"nce, to a
foUowinf) under ths cross. This following is for

Peter especially the death of martyrdom ordaine 1

for him, as chap. xxi. 18, 19 proves; but it is

at the same time for him as tor all the whole
internal experience of spiritual life, the death of
setf-rennnciaiion which embraces the whole ex-

ternal process of life. The former hus ever in

the latter its root and its reality. Therewith
perfectly coincides the general reference to his

future experience, to his future apostolical

power after the In.Crp'cpEiv, or "conversion,"
Luke xxii. 32. As long as Peter still tarries in

rash curiosity he does not roceive all this in-

struction : but afterwards, deeply humbled by
liis fall, he finds in that promise of his faithfiil

Lord

—

cYHnXovOr/^eti not, a. uord of consolation

which establishes him again, as Von Gerlach
well observes.

Peter, however, for the time overlooks all

this, because his proud heart cannot yet under-

stand it; he still occupies himself with the alto-

gether too repugnant ov dvvaCat. He will

not receive this saying, even from his Master

and Lord, wbo knows assuredly much better

than himself. He thinks that he knows him-
self; the forwardness of the heart, w! ich prop-

erly lies at the foundation of that of the head,

breaks out now in his not merely asking again

whij, but adding his strong protestations like-

wise. The second clause thus gives the first

a deeper meaning: I cannot understand this, I

know otherwise

—

wherefore shonll 1 not he able ?

Thus he utters his Jvratiai like the sons of

Zebedee their Jvva/tteOa, Matt. xx. 22. Wo
see that he is still the same, after the Supper,

as he was at the feet-washing.

Verse 38. Mournfully, convictingly, and yet

graciously does the Lord now address to him
the testing question, uttered this time in vain,

in which his Sijdoo is literally thrown back to

him. With such a Brfdco, such a 'irornoi elm
(Luke xxii. 33), all is far from being done!

Augustine cries out, Quid festinas, Petre?

Nondum te suo spiritu solidavit Petra. First

must the IjOrd for tliee lay down his life, then

comes the time of following him. Driiseke well

expresses the universal meaning which underlies

this, and to which we have referred befoie
—

" I

will lay down my life for thee

—

in thishe hit the

very point, expressing it sharply, definitely, and

with a compa=!s and force never before reached.

Well, is the Lord's reply (at least this is in the

great question by which he responds to the

Ouestion of the di.-,ciple), thit is every thinrj.

Nothing Ipss than the heing able to lay down life

for 7nj/'>'n7,-e will avail if you would follow me
through this world. He who does not take up

his cross and so follow me, is not worthy of

me. B'/t—IIast thou reached this point?" If

we may unite the records, it might be here that

our Lord continued, after this question: Simon,

Simon, bethink thyself who thou art, and how
it stands with vou all—Satan hath desired to

hnve vou ; and P-ter more vigorously replied

—

With" thee, both into prison and to death-
Luke xxii. 34 here coinciding with John xiii.

3S.* As regards the definite "deny me
thrice." and the significance of i\\QCOcTc crowing,

we must def-r what we have to say to the last

part of our work, where after having extracted

what is peculiar to John, we shall return

to a comprehensive exposition. Let it be

remarked only, that here ov nn (rAsHrmf)

(pc.iv7'}6si is to be strictly referred to this nirjht

(introduced at ver. 30); and, therefore, that

this must be the night between Thursday and

Fridav, since otherwise many crowings would

have intervened. The twir^, crowing of Mark
xiv. 30 'vill find its explanation in the sequel.

* It hns bfpn incorrectly sa'd that Petor'a deninl

was prp(li(!ip<l by the Lord tliree t nio'—here, in

Luke, and in Matthew and Mark. IJiit it. appo.irs

more [)ro()pr and more .significant to say Iha^i Peter

Ihricd piulestu ngainat iU



FAREWELL DISCOURSES OF JESUS TO HIS DISCIPLES BEFORE HIS
SETTING OUT.

(John xiv. 1-31.)

Before we enter the detailed exposition of

that inseparable whole which flows fortii so

richly and so profoundly between hi) Tapa66e-

cOoj if HapSia, chap. xiv. 1, and hyoo vEviHtjKa

tov x66nov, chap. xvi. 33, it is necessary, or

we may be allowed, to say some preparatory

words about the sections, and turning points,

and fundamental thoughts which mark the pro-

gress of this marvellouscurrentof discourse. For
exegesis can scarcely begin its task before such

adjustraentof the main ideas is made. We find,

indeed, in this section, which on that account

admits of no comparison with any other in

Scripture, a peculiar difficulty of analysis;

Vinet, commencing in his last days a series of

lectures upon it, found

—

"a divine confus'on."

For, what the departing Saviour here poured
fortli for future remembrance and glorification

by the Spirit, remains still inexhaustible for

our poor understandings, and far transcends the

common laws of our so-called logical order of

thought. Where the consolations, disclosures,

predictions, and promises of the God-man for

tiiose whom he calls his friends, pulsate in the

vibrations of his feeling (deeply moved, but in

the most serene self-consciousness), there the

life is from moment to moment—one thing

ri'curs ever in all, and yet every utterance is

fresh, distinctive, and new. Thus the best ad

Vised course for the expositor is to enter and
go through the whole discourse, as it proceeds

sentence alter sentence. But when he has done
this, he may be allowed to gird and qualify-

himself for the proper business of an expositor,

by unbiassed contemplation and observations

upon the whole. In this spirit let the reader

now mark what we have diffidently ventured

to set forth.

It will appear undeniable that in chap. xiii.

31-35 we have, so to speak, the great theme of

the following discourses marked out beforehand.

We find here the three fundamental elements

which pervade the whole : the word concerning

God's glorification in the Son ior faith, the new
commandment of love, the mysterious pre-an-

nounceraent of his departure, who already taking

his farewell requires faith and love, the Spirit

for the full creation of which he goes to procure.

Therefore we find interpenetrating these three

fundamental thoughts, the perpetual promise of
the Comforter, reference to his coming again willi

the light of truth, the life of love, the peace of

victory.* It will appear, however, on a close

investigation, that chaps, xiv., xv., xvi., not-

* The accompaniment of warning is to be found
only in one place, chap. xv. 2, 5, 6.
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withstanding the constant recurrence of the

same living thoughts which pulsate through
them, do resolve themselves into three corres-

pmuiing misses, which (though with some indis-

tinctness between chaps, xv. and xvi.) the

present arrangement of the chapters represents.

The Jirst manifestly sets out from faith in God
pre-eminently; i\\Q second relates especially to

the lom of those who are united with him and
through him ; the third comes in conclusively

(we might say, for hope) with the most definite

pre-announcement of all that which should

result from, and follow upon, the departure of
Jestis* We may now be permitted to point

this out more closely.

Thus, in chap, xiv., the Lord speaks pre-em-

inently concerning faith towards God and to-

wards himself, in the acknowledgment that the
Father is in him and he is in the Father (see

vers. 1, 9, 10, 13, 20, 24). Yet here we find

that the Lord proceeds already from his own
departure, that is, preparatorily for them to the
Father: even as he anticipates the love in inter-

nal fellowship with him, which exists in them
as a germ through the weak beginning of their

faith, but which is to be brought to its con-
summation through the influence of the Com-
forter to be obtained by his departure. Accord-
ingly we find the same trichotomy underlying
the whole :

I. Faith in him, who goes before through
death into the Father's house—that is, through
death viewed in connection with its results, his

heavenly exaltation and glorification,

1. Ye well know whither I go! (vers. 1-4)
(although ye now cannot follow me, as said
before).

2. Against the protesting interruption (ver.

5), the expression is changed: Not so much
my death is the way, as rather, / myself
am the way, because the Father is in me,
and I am in the Father, because 1 thus
dying only go to tlie Father, and again I

alone (for you) can go to him (vers. 6-
10). (Exposition of chap. xiii. 31, 32.)

II. Love in and out of faith, or the internal

* With this almost entirely accords Baumgar'.en-
Crusius' arrangement, unusually goo I for him:
"Chap. X'V. is spoken with more direct reference

to the cotiso'aiion of the disciples immediately after

his departure ; chap. xv. is more hortatory, with

respect to their continuous brotherly fellowship
;

chap. xvi. is more warning in its character, for dis-

tant futurity." But we would sny, instead of

learning for the List (not its main charact©'), more
comprehem.ve and conclusive.
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fellowship with the departing Lord, which be-

gins with the faith now existing in them, but
can be perfectly wrought only by the Comforter,

whom lie will send in his own place, in whom
he himself (with the Father) will come back to

them.
1. First comes anexcitement of faith through

the sublime promise oi greater tcorks (vers.

11, 12), and perfect ansioer ofprayer (vers.

13, 14).

2. T/ten the keeping of all his commandments
in the one commandment of love. Here
again,

a. First, the preparatory word embracing
them all in one.

I. Then, the reference to the Comforter

(prayed for by himself) who will bring

the new life, uniting them with him and
the Father—and that, hecause faith and
love are already in them (differently

from the world), and also to the end that

both may be made perfect in them (vers.

lG-21). Conclusion : I will manliest mv-
self.

c. The interjected question (ver. 22) con-

cerning this difference between them
and the world leads to a, more direct

e.xplanation, which conditions the receiv-

ing of the Spirit (who will guide the

knowledge of faith into all the truth)

upon the loving obedience to his words
(vers. 22-24). (E-xposition of what we
found in chap. xiii. 34, 35.)

III. Returning back to the beginning, and
now more plainly: The Lord's departure, in

which he

1. Promises in his prediction pence, or leaves

it ioT h\9 farewell (vers. 25-27).

2. But, properly (speaking by anticipation

for their future joy and their future faith),

he obtains it by overcoming the prince of

this world (vers. 23-51). Here there is a

first conclusion and setting forth in iheLet
vs go hence—but this is again delayed, for

the stream of discourse begins again to

flow more deeply, and with still more ful-

ness from his heart. He cannot yet leave

his own, he bus yet so much to say unto
them.

Chap. XV. 1 down to chap. xvi. 4 treats,

Iherelore, specifically of the bond of love between
him and them, as also, in consequence, among
liiemselves: see vers. 9, 10, 12, 13, 17. But
tins also (just as in chap. xiv. the tcorl/i already

appears, in which he leaves his disciples) is led

buck again, through the contrast with the haired

of the tcorUl, into the promise of the Comforter

after his departure.

I. His disciples' bond of love in him (not with-

out reference to the ordained sacrament):

1. Inthe«imi7i7«'/cof the vine and its branches,

Pointing to the fruit of holy life as to be

orne o/d;/ through union with him (vers.

1-6). (Hence there is an accompanying
warning to those who simply abide not in

him.)

2. Exposition of this in unfigurative terms

(vers. 2-17). (This confirms our interpre-

tation in chap, xiii., that our love comes
only from his.)

II. The dyaTtdrs dXAi'/Xov?, "love one
another," directs his thouchtarrfew to the hatred
of the still unbelieving world, in-which they must
follow him who loved, but was hated ; so that

this becomes a second note of his disciples.

1. The warning announcement—It will not,

it cannot gn better with you than with me
(vers. 18-20).

2. Tiie explanation arising out of this : The
inexcusable sin of nnhlief (vers. 21-25).

(Thus here too, in this intermediate sec-

tion, /rti/A is per cpjiositttm spoken of still.)

III. But, for their encouragement and peace,

the Lord returns to the promise of the Com-

forter after his own departure.

1. Ye shall (in my love despite all the en-

mity of the world) testify of ?h^, as having

been mine from the beginning, when the

Comforter is come (vers. 26, 27).

2. All this 1 s/ty vnto you hefureliand (as a

guard against offence and apostacy) be-

cause I gofrom you (chap. xvi. 1-4).

To this is now joined the final and distinctive

fareicell discourse, which chap. xvi. 5-33 em-
braces. Here is most plainly and decisively

announced, although in repetition of Avhathad

been previouslv said

—

all that tens to follow

after andfrom his departure, and in such a man-
ner that all is seen to rest upon the fundamen-

tal distinction between the inihclicf of tlie

world and their faith through the operation

of the Comforter. First comes the definite

Nilv v-!t(xyon, "Now I go my way," ver. 5,

with the consolatory assurance, that only in

consequence of that the Comforter can come

(vers. 6, 7). The process of the discourse

which follows is mainly directed to the fu-
ture, but returns at the close to the present.

I. The work and office of tlie Comforter, when
he shall come.

1. To the vnhelieving tcorld (vers. 8-11) (in

which a direction to righteousness in Jesus

follows necessarily upon the correction of

its unbelief; and then also the escaping

of judgment through faith).

2. To his discipks, that they in faith may
know all the truth, may understand the

words of Jesus, that lie in them (as the

Father in him) may h ghrified (vers.

12-15) (intenser expression for chap. xiii.

31, yet only the full explanation of what

is involved (here).

II. The great cliangefrom sorrmo to py follow-

ing immediately upon his departure—as it

awaits his first di-sciples, but only as the type of

all future disciples during the entire period

between his departure and return.*

1. The wholesome sorrow (upon their being

reduced to their own weakness and feeling

* Yet the sorrow of the first disciples (to anti-

cipate our special exegesis) is based upon their

still existing unbelief, which must become mani-

fest \ and is thus parallel with that divne niourn-
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their own sinfulness), -which is turned into

joy, and has for its fruit the true birth of

the new man (vers. 16-21).

2. Then and thenceforward increasing, and
at the last goal of his return (of which
the first return is once more only a

type)—in that day full and perfect joj/

(Vers. 22-24).

Ill, Concluding reference to the future, final

promise and comment upon all these farewell

discourses: My present discourse, even the

plainest, remains uncomprehended by you for

a while, as in proverbs, because your faith is

not yet discerning and confirmed, and your
love (with all its sincerity) is not yet strong

and steadfast.

1. In the future ye shall plainly know (and,

indeed, immediately) the Father's love

—

because ye do yet hve me and believe in me
to some extent (vers. 25-28).

2. At present I can acknowledge and confirm

your faith (which ye avow, as ye think,

with full understanding, together with the

love which it testities)
;
yet only in con-

nection with a lamenting glance at your
weakness, which will be seen when the

hour comes which is already come (vers.

31, 32). (Here we have preparatorily the

true meaning of the apri itidrsvsTS,

which coincides with chap. xiv. 1.)

3. Here, finally, the Lord ah-uptly breaks off

with a last word of consolation concerning

peace and his overcoming the world, ver. 33,

a word which rises gloriously above all the

weakness of his present and future disci-

ples. This Baf36sire, vEviHr/xa, " be of

good cheer, I have overcome," anticipated

through his confidence and in his love,

can be followed by nothing else than the

prayer of victory offered up in their hear-

ing and before their eyes.

FAITH IN GOD AND IN JESUS; HIS GOING BEFORE INTO THE FATHER'S
HOUSE ; HIMSELF THE WAY ; THE FATHER IN HIM AND HE IN THE
FATHER.

(John xiv. 1-10.)

The clause which was probably interpolated

for ecclesiastical reading

—

xai sitte toU juaOT^-

Tali avrov, "and he said unto his disciples,"

did not belong to John's original text, which
makes the discourse of our Lord to the collec-

tive disciples flow on continuously after the

pre-intimation of the denial. The pressure of

time and of his emotion would not allow the

intervening pause to be of long duration. " The
humbled Peter is speechless"—but the Lord,

whose purpose is to re-establish and console,

begins now first to utter what was in his mean-
ing and upon his heart when that fordwardness

had again interrupted him. It was his design

to speak of the onov vndyoo, "whither I go,"

and, in connection with that, of the faith which
should behold the glory of God in him, of the

love which should be begotten by his love.

Thus he now gives a further answer to the

Ttov vTtnyEiZ—yea, a superabounding answer
to all the questions Avhich then or thencefor-

ward the heart and mind of his disciples might
put forth, far beyond what either they or our-

selves may ever understand. " He has here

richly poured out all that high heartfelt consola-

tion which Christianity has in it, or which man,
in all his needs and troubles, can desire. Fur-
ther, we have here the great articles of Chris-

tian doctrine in most impressive exhibition,

fundamentally established as in hardly another

place of Scripture : the three undivided per-
sons of the Trinity ; the person of the Lord
Christ in his human and his divine nature, one
and eternally inseparable; also the righteousness
of faith, and the true comfort of man's con-
science."*

Verse 1. We read earlier of similar emotion
in the Lord himself (kvEfiptni^daro tc^ nvsv-
jiiari—Irapdx^f] rcS nvsv/jari— ?) ipvxn nov
TETccpaHrai). The TapaddECOat, of the
xapdia, " heart," here is not so deep as the
first, but more than the second ; this last word
is found in prophetical reference to the suffer-

ings of Christ, but could not be used in the
more exact phraseology of the New Testament
concerning him. (Matt. xi. 29 is the only pas-
sage in the Evangelists which speaks of the

xapdia of Jesus.) The Redeemer, now stand-
ing after the departure of the traitor in a pro-

lepsis of his glorification, and thereby armed for

his conflict, knows now not merely the distress

which is in his disciples' hearts, but the anguish
and perplexity which would shortly seize them
—his gracious /irf rapaddsdOGj, " let not—be
troubled," spoken for the future, embraces both.

They are now confounded and amazed by his

words concerning his going away (chap. xvi. 6),
and concerning the betrayal of one and the de-

nial of another of his disciples
;
yea, the insti-

ing by means of which the previously disciplin-

ing Comforter wins other disciples from the

world.

* Luther's Vorrede zii seiner Attslegwff von chap,

xiv.-xvii. which " testimony to the glory of Jesus
Christ " has been very seasonably re-edlted by
Hermes (Magdeburgh, 1846).
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tution of the Supper, which should hereafter

be their chiefest consolation, but the " for you "

which did not as yet find pure believing hearts,

adds to their grief. How often both to them
and all future disciples would fear return to the

heart, induced by all kinds of causes—the

feeling of sin excited by the law, of weakness
by the Gospel, the conflicts and ways of trial in

which they find themselves alone, down to the

terror of death at the last hour! But against

all this faith is the armor and the consola-

tion, notiiing but faith, and therefore the Lord
speaks alone of that. Luther say?, " This is

pertain and can never fail ; if a man is in trouble

and his heart is weak and terrified, that comes
not of Christ; for he is not the man who would
terrify his people's hearts, or make them
mourn." He adds what saves this from being

misunderstood, " For if Clirist troubles any one
for his repentance and conversion from a sinful

life—that is not for long. He does not mean
that thou shouldst continue in sorrow, but soon
leads thee into his comfort again."

Have we then here in the redoubled nidTEv-
ere, "believe," which was spoken for their

consolation, an indicative or an imperative, or

both ? From the very beginning different

views have been held upon this question.

Luther not only translates two indicatives,

following the Vulg. (and probably Chrys.),but

bound the second with the first as its conse-

quence—Ye believe in God (ye already believe

certainly in God, now), ye therefore also be-

lieve in me.. This is assuredly incorrect, for

such faith in Jesus as he meant was wanting to

the disciples: and moreover, the deduction of

this faith from a general faith in God, as some-
thing already existing in consequence, is here

at least out of place. Assuredly, it must essen-

tially so follow, and if the faith in God (Mark
xi. 22) is perfect, it is enough, and includes

necessarily faith in the final and full revelation

of God in Christ. For, all faith in God derived

from an old covenant, finds him only in Christ

as our God—even as the same God directly

reveals himself to the heathens through Christ,

according to that already quoted conclusion of

the great heathen in Clirislendom, John Paul,
who on the threshold of truth says, "were
there no God and no providence, Christ were
he." In as far as any man (like the same John
Paul) denies his faith to the Christ come and
preached, he is wanting also in true faith in

God.* He who can reject Christ is fallen from
God; but he who believes in Christ believes

now first rish ly in him who sent Christ; con-
sequently it would be right to say—Believe in

• " Many men imagine Ih^y can believe in God
without bcinjj oblijjo.l to believp in Jpsus. I have
never met with a man who did (ihat is, in Christ-

endfim, and riijhtly understood) Tiioro arc Itars

enough w lo say— I believe in God and havo no
need of Jesr.s " (llnnburghcr Friedenshoten, 1821,

p. Z'•>^^^. Vca, veri y, for how can lie wlio believ-

eth not in him whom he hath sceu, believe on him
wl.om lie huth not seeii 1

me, and then ye believe in God. But on that

very account the Saviour could not attribute to

his disciples now a perfect Ttidrsvfiy eii rtjy

Seov, or faith in God
; or prove to them from

that that they sufficiently believed already

in himself. " The Saviour foresaw that men
would be disposed to stand upon this, that faiih

in God was sufficient unto salvation : He there-

fore added—Believe in me " (Gossner).

This not only refutes the view of Luther's

translation, which torn from its connection is

liable to sad perversion, but also that inter-

mediate view, which Luther strangely substi-

tuted in his exposition—that the fir.<t believe is

indicative, the second imperative. So Erasmus
and Beza; so Glassius and Grotius :

" Siad in

Deum creditis, sic in me quoque credite." (For
this " s]c\\i" sid/audiendum the latter very inap-

propriately compares ver. 19 and chap. v. 17,

while the former thinks that in the second
ffz(Jr£u£iK a " verbum de continuatione rei

significatai intelligendum : Creditis in Deum, et

in me credite, h. e. pergite credere.") So also,

unhappily, it stands in the London Hebrew
N. T. ^rpxn—D^p'CKO. For this Olshausen

also decides, "Ye believe in God, therefore be-

lieve also in me." The possibility of such a

meaning lies in the truth that the disciples did

indeed believe already in God, and that the

Saviour demanded of them that they should

gather up all their Israelite faith towards God
into a faith also in himself. But did they not

already in an imperfect sense believe also in

Jesus? As he cannot recognize this latter as

insufficient by a second indicative,* so he can-

not use the first Tttdreveiv in a less emphatic

meaning than the second. Not merely were

thev to gather up their already existing faith

in God, but they were to conmimmate it first by

faith in Chri.st. Suffice it, that even for the

meaning which would make him appeal to all

that they yet had of faith in God and Jesus,

a redouhied'positive imperative is alone suitable

—

being opposed to the previous negative, " only

an affirmative application of the imperative /o/

rapad6e6(jGo'' (as Bruckner says), just as in

the analogous. Be not afraid, only believe ! So

the Peshito, the body of the Greeks, Augustine,

Hilary, Lampe, Liicke, and, generally, most ex-

positors, even when they do not fully under-

stand the deep significance of this expression.

For the Lord is in truth not spoaking here

merely of the faith of these first di.sciplcs in the

hour of trial, but he lays down the word for all

the future of his entire di.-ciploship, as a testi-

mony that only through faith in him can a full

faith'in God be attained and consummated, in the

sense of the apostolical teaching, 1 Pet. i. 21,

* Bensel, agreelns with our previous summary,
makes the apn Ttidrevsre of chap. xvi. 31 the

filially attained goal, as an indicative answering

to the imperative of the out-set. He proposes to

point, ni6revETf.' eii ro>' ^sur xai eli ijue

TttdreverE—but himself withdraws this as need-
less and overstrained.
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Klee: "Trust in God is the flower of faith in

him," with which agrees the truth, on the other

hand, that a certain trust in God must previously

be the bud of faith in him. The juxtaposition of

the designedly redoubled nidztveiv, and the

prominence of the xai sii t/ce^ " also in me,"

coming first, has much meaning. On the one

hand, to wit, the already existing faith in God
must be the ground of faith in Christ : but
again, on the other hand, the perfect faith

in God is to be the result of faith in Christ

:

therefore can the first be only imperative.* The
co-ordinate expression alone was suitable to

embrace both sides of the matter ; its Mai,
" also," must first be taken as inferential of the

latter, and then more profoundly as giving the

reason and ground of the former. This invali-

dates Olshausen's objection :
" Besides which,

faith in Christ is never added to and put by tJie

side of iaith in God, but the object of faith is God
in Christ." Is not chap. xvii. 3 a quite similar

in addition to? Taken as mere and and iDith (as

a veil of the deeper connection, which the two-
fold and yet single faith, however, recognizes),

the >iai rather in both cases must have the

great meaning which has been acknowledged
by all true exegesis—that Christ by nidrevsiy
f^ 5, " believe in [lit. to]," is made one with

God. Luther :
" tiere thou seest plainly that

Christ himself testifies that he is equal with

God Almighty ; because we must believe in

him even as we believe in God. If he were not

true God with the Father, this faith would be

false and idolatrous." In fact, that Christians

and theologians can contest and deny the di-

vinity of the Son of Man, asserting it to be a dog-

ma which goes beyond the Scripture, while they

read the Gospel of John—is to be accounted for

only by the blindness of unbelief, which, with

all its talk about Scripture and scriptural doc-

trine, is no other than a deep-rooted unbelief in

the immediate truth of the Scripture about

which it speaks.

t

Finally, that our contemplation may include

all, let it be observed that he who makes him-

self in these words equal with God, speaks at

the same time as the Son of Man, with faith in

himself as the one champion and predecessor in

the faith which he consummated in his death.

" If a heroic spirit cries to us—Fear not ! that

is more than if one of ourselves, himself terri-

fied, should cry to you—Let not your heart be

afraid ! Know then that Jesus himself, the

great hero and conqueror, cries to his disciples

* Olshausen's proposal to take the imperative

first and then the indicative
—"Believe in God,

and then wiJl ye also believe in me," is partial.

This is true and involved in the meaning ; but

where then would be the appeal to an already ex-

isting faith 1 Does this word of encourageme>4 tell

the disciples that they have not believed in God at

ain
. t " Jesus excites them to a future fearless faith

in him as absent, just as they believe in God. They
had much better than the divine manifestations to

Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob " (Oetinger).

and to us this word of encouragement: ho
forbids to you all dismay ; he declares it to be
quite needless. Ye should do something better

than fear" (Zeller). This /.n} Tapa66E6^ja)y
" be not troubled," of the npoSpoiiioi (Fore-

runner) in the presence of his own dying agony
was to resound in the ears of his disciples in all

their future troubles ; for " he speaks thus be-

forehand, both that he may tell them before-

hand of their coming fear, and comfort them
while he does so • that they may remember
and console themselves with his 'word " (Lu-
ther). This fundamental character of the whole
farewell discourse, spoken beforehand for com-
ing sorrow, is in connection with these first

words too often forgotten, because they are at-

tached too closely to the disciples' present call.

Verses 2, 3. The Synoptics record the

leaving desolate of the house of God (now

—

your house) upon earth; and John now sup-

plements them by an undimmed glance into

the upper and heavenly house. Forwhat other

than heaven, whence he came from the Father
and tchither h£ returneth to the Father, can here

be called his house ? In John ii. 16 the earthly

house was spoken of, which was to be destroy-

ed ; now opens to us the heavenly, in which the

Son abideth ever, even while he is passing

through the valley of death. Compare what
we said upon chap. viii. 35, a slight referem.'ft

to which may here be observed. House is

home, where one abides, to which he belongs, in

which he has a right : still more—it is a firm,

secure building, provided for all kinds of need.

It is a " heaven" in the sense of the phraseology

of the blessed, as certainly as Christ speaks of it

and goes to it
—" the archetypal Zion and the

archetypal temple" of the most essential pres-

ence of God with his people. Whether or not

we may call the whole creation, consequently

also the earth, the house of God in another

sense, that is not here intended—as the analogy

with Psa. xxiii., the entire usage of Scripture,

and the further discourse here, show. Thus, it

is a very incorrect exposition of the n ov ai
TtoWai, " many mansions "(and only found

among expositors minorum gentium), to say,

"The whole world is the house of God. In

this great house is not merely the little dwel-

ling of earth, but there are many other, better,

and higher dwellings."* Oh, no ; what the Son,

who as the Only-begotten knows all about his

Father's house above, speaks concerning the

many mansions, is quite otherwise to be under-

stood—though to the hard of ^-.nderstanding it

has always been verv difficult.

Before all it must bp held fast—though often

overlooked—that the expression ^orai, " man-

sions." is not altogether the same with the

1= Brandt: "He would comfort his disciple?

upon his going away, by represeii ing the word
as a house, one chamber of which he now left to

go into another, while he would be with them in

the same house." This misinterpretation, which

unnerves the wholr passage, has often presented

itself to us in the pages of superficial expositors.
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rriiro?, "place," afterwards, in the //ornr??,

bill ralher still closely belongs to the otxia,
" house." Lampe :

" Non tam <i'.^signat locum,

qnam statum ipsum modumquc habitationis."

(This is somewhat inexact, but it is a presenti-

ment of the truth: "Non solum locum, sed

imprimis habitationis, mansionis modum stat-

umque.") In ver. 23 also it has the emphasis
of an abUling residence. Wiiere abide we then,

if thou departing leavest us in this unfriendly

world? It is to this anxious question of his

discipleV heirts that the Lord now replies.

Mnvnt^ mansions, or BleiJistdtten (as the Ber-

Unh. Biliel translates), indicates assuredly the

household character of the abodes, a state of

rest in the Father's house.* But why have we
TtoXXai, "many?" To interpret—There is

room enough theie for more than myself, is to

omit the full emphasis of the plural, besides

instituting an unseemly parity between the

Lord and his discipies. So also with Fiken-

scher—" I and the Father would not dwell

there alone; " though Er.thvmius grazes the

edge of this .sensf^

—

inavcxl Sf'iacOat xal uudi
6vvF6nttF'vnv<i t'nitv asi. This may, indeed,

be elevated to the dignity of the great; evangel-
ical promisf^, that there shall never be any
S'^'paralion between oi.r Lord and ourselves,

that he will make us partakers of all—but his
" sitting at the right hand " is and mu.'^t ever

be something very different from a iioyr^ in

company with many others. This thought,
that the Father's kmise is a house for manv,
lies indeed as a transition in the words, but
rather in the previous oixia, certainly not in

the noXXai. Further, the general view that
there is nnvh room there, Luke xiv. 22, | does
not satisfy t!;e sense, on account of the stronglv
emphatical plural. Hence it means not merely
tiiat many, already saved, are there—for that
would give ri.se to the important question
whether before the death of Christ any had
really gone into the Father's house. "Nor,
" where many blessed have and shall find
their eternal ahuUn/j fihir.e" (Ilersc/ih. B'lhel).

For although this expression does justice to
the word novij (compare 1 Mace. vii. 38, /.lii

(ScJ; rturo25 fiovj/y—" suffer them not to con-
tinue any longer "), that is, in contrast with
the earth (for the earth is not, as the Corres
j>onilem'>Uitt saiil, 9/ie ^oy1i of the oixia), vot
the fiovfri noXXai intends to say more than
the itoy}) noXXfJov : there is assuredly involved
a vianifoldnesa in this portioning out of the

It floes not afTect, the question, that, as Lampe
Khows in h:.s loarnt^d note, fiom} in the later Groek
is ^nterchangcalilc with 6raOjuu?, as mansto for
italin.

+ Lutlier was content with this :
" If the devil,

Willi his earthly fyranis, drive you out of the
W()!lfl,ye shall find room enough to abide above."
Sn conreining the manifold sain of houses, etc..

Matt. x'lx. "JO, "If ye have nothing here, ye shall
liivc abundance there. For God has such endless
.siorp that he can give to ev.3ry one of you a hun-
dred mansiooit fur one." I

dwelling. This appears in the fact itself, that
in the great house liis roTfoS becomes to every
one his particular ot}<ia (comp. 2 Cor. v. 1)^
but when we consider the analogy of the va-

riety of life upon earth, something correspond-
ing to which must be found above, and the

hints which Scripture gives us of degrees and
distinctions in blessedness, we cannot avoid the

conviction that the Lord, speaking from living

knowledge, is constrained to intimate this truth
here. Tholuck decided concisely that this en-

ters not into the connection ; but yet he him-
self preaches, indeed almost beyond the truth,

of the variety of conditions which await us on
our first leaving this life, of the intermediate
state wherein not yet all tears are wiped away,
of a period of growth and increase in mansions
of the P'ather—not all of which certainly can
belong to this passage. Tertullian :

" Quomodo
niultjB mansiones apud Patrem, si non ]n;o

varietate meritorum ? Quomodo et stella dis-

tabit in gloria, nisi pro diversitate radiorum?"
So Theodorel in Cant. i. there are d^iaiua.Toay
S'cxcpopai—not otherwise Chrvsos., Theophyl.,
Clem. Alex., Basil., Gregor. Naz., Hilary, and
others. This superabundant mysterious decla-

tion would make the impression upon the dis-

ciples, that every thing in Jesus' well-known
Father-house was well arranged and cared for.

We have nothing to do with the modein extra-

biblical, or Swedenborgian notions of the dis-

tribution of souls in various planets and fixed

stars; the Oberlin tables and plans of these
mansions we dismiss—whatever of truth may
lie at the bottom of them all.

But now let us proceed to the difficult and
much-contested following clause. The construc-
tion and punctuation, common from antiquitv,

which made the sentence with nopsvouai, " I

go," dependent upon Eiitoy, " told," seems to

be authenticated by the intervening vri, thit

[absent in the common text]. This, indeed,
might even then be differently understood

; but
we regard "in recitathum, explaining that the
matter of Eiitov follows, as being a gloss. If

the EL ds nj) is referred, as is undoubtedly the
sole course, to the immediafp preceding clause
—If it were not so {oLro)^ i)y or /uoyai noX-
Xixi }}day), there arises the sense approved by
Luther after Euthym. and Erasmus, and satis-

factory to many

—

Jf the mansions were not
there already, I would or I should fell yon, I go
to prepare places for you." This Luther flat-

teringly presents in his exposition, "I would
prepare ami appoint them, a/t/iavgh t/ieij exid al-
rcadi/, so that ye need not care or doubt about
your abiding piace. In fine, abiding places ye
shall assuredly have; if there wpre not already
enough, I would see to it that there be plenty
provided

;
so that, if your hundred for one i\'ere

too little, 1 would give you a hundred thou-
sand." This is regarded as "his speaking in
child-like simplicity, accommodating himseTf to
their thoughts." But if we were not satisfied
with the interpretation of the /uoyai TcoXXai,
containing, as these words do, so distinctiye
and profound a tjiought, 8o we cannot reconcile
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ourselves to this further view of the whole
—and we have many on our side. The strong-

est reason against it is, that the going meat/ and
preparing j^iaces would then be made hypotheti-

cal and an accommodation*—while the same
kroiua.6ai, " to prepare," is immediately after-

wards resumed in the ETOiuddoo with all the I

reality of the actual kdv, " if," and, as we shall

{)re^ently see. has its own actual truth. There-
ore the construction holds its place which puts
the stop at eircov ay vfilr, "1 would have
told you:" this, after Laur. Yalla, was defend-

^ by Calvin, Beza, Grotius, and approved by
Knapp, Tholuck, Olshausen, and Liicke. Then
yre have a confirmation or assurance, almost

like a verily I say unto you, but following instead

of precedmg :
" If it were not so, I would have

tola you, or would now tell you." Calvin :

" Noliem vos frustrari." This is actually his

simple. Trust only in my word. I say unto you
what is true and real. If it u:ere not so, I

would my, It is not so. Yain consolation and
empty forms of speech ye have never received

from me.
This very acceptable meaning De Wette

(though he concurs with it) calls "a rather

artless assertion of the truth," while Lamrie re-

jected it at once as a seiisus ehimhis. La Roche
declares that so far from child-like simplicity

being its characteristic, this meaning is so tame
that no similar example can be found in the

whole coui-se of the Gospels: in fact, that it would
give us an id e phrase. He would therefore,

what critical feeling never allowed before,

supply ni^TELSTE, "believe," after si Ss i.irj,

" if not," and then with the ancients connect /
go with EiTtov—but in such a manner as to

take away the hypothetical element. If your
faith has been unequal hitherto to appropriate

the fact that there are many mansions, and ye
cannot now receive it simply, then / now tell

you, and take my more special assurance—I go
even now to prepare places for you. This ex-

position was soon afterwards (Stud. u. Krit.

1S31, i.) refuted by Beck. The carrying on of

the 7ti6r£v£re over a whole intervening clause

is verv harsh, the matter being diflerent in the

adduced ver. 11 ; similarly, the ay connected

with EiTtoy will not allow it to be a definite an-

nouncement, as La E^che felt when he called

this "a difficulty." Thus far we agree with

Beck. But we must maintain, in opposition to

him, the simple propriety of the assurance of

Jesus—If it were otherwise with the question

than he had just said—he would have told

them. This turn is not more strange funda-

mentally than his frequent verily, verily : and
even in this discourse we find in ver. 11 the

same Ei Si ut) TtidzEVETE, which La Roche for-

got to bring into comparison en this side of the

question. Just hecause " he had even now re-

quired the all-embracing fai^h to be exercised

* Benffel, after the analosy of chap. 26, under-
stands it as it was—I did not say unto vou that I

was about to prepare a place for you, svicf there

•r* already mansions, and many of thera.

in himself equally as in GJod "—that is, desidrr-

ates it still among his disciples, follows now
quite naturally the humbling though conde-

scending reference to his own word, against all

their mistrust.

—

Believe me only in what / say.

Beck and Lange (like Mosheim and Ernesti)

prefer making it a q^jestion—If it were other-

wise, would / havetoid you (Lange, however

—

tell you) that I go away to prepare vlaces

for you?—but this seerns to us to involve the
doubting of his words which is thought so re-

pulsive, even more than the other. (So may we
delude ourselves, in bringing forward novel in-

terpretations.) Beck's a'ssumption, lastly, that

Jesus might have earlier said something about
preparing a place, probably in a first answer to

Peter's question, chap. xiii. 36, is a very bold
one, but is altogether irreconcilable with the

plain record of John, chap. xiii. 36. Every un-
biassed reader must feel constrained to believe

that Jesns speaks this great word for the first

time here, and in the right place. Hence we
may regard the former clause as settled, and
turn to the next.

The going before and preparing is, as we have
said, an earnest and necessary reality, by no
means rendered needless by the Eiyat of the

many mansions. The preparing is assuredly

not merely—" to adorn them more gloriously,

and thus prepare them "—for the rdsroS is ex-

I

presslv declared to be the object of the prepar-
ing. First of all, the house above is his Father's

house*—and consequently he alone has free

entrance there, not so ourselves. If, moreover,
these dwelling-places are regarded as having
beeen in existence, empty and expectant tjoyai',

in the eternal purpose of God or since the crea-

tion, yet he alone could introduce the elect, and
make for thera a rci^o; therein, that is, give
them right of entrance and possession. The
ToTtoi in itself, too, already exists, as in ver. 2
it stands before I'/iZK, but the reversed position

in ver. 3 vulv rortoy lays (according to Ben-
eel) the emphasis upon this, that it must be

now prepared, opened up to us. In this we
may rest, without more deeply investigating

what else may have been effected in this regard

by the entrance of Jesns into heaven. Suffice

it that the preparing a place for us was neces-

sary, according to the whole analogy of scrip-

tural teaching. The shrinking of our heart

from the whither oi the going airay has its good
ground; but our forerunner would take away
our fear bv the assurance that he, the Son, goes

into his Father's house for us. The gracious

figure attaches itself (as the gentler Ttopsvouat

now intimates) to the custom of providing an
abiding place beforehand in travelling ; but it

has here a most profound and real meaning
which goes far beyond this.

In the resumption of ver. 3 the idr is not a

* On this Ben^el remarks that the Lord in the

bprrinning of these discourses speaks most nf his

Father, and later (" pos'quara sua; p-fe credeni-

bus eminentia cavit et d'scpulos ad fi lem excita-

vit ") he speaks of th^ Father, both his and theirs.
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mere orar, bot indicates a convincing infer-

ence—Only for that purpose have I gone before,

that I might return and take vou to myself.

Mark well—to myself, where 1 am, for my
Father's house is also my house. But when
does this return take place, which the Lord
here as so^often elsewhere indicates with his

imminent £pxou<xt,"l come." " The resurrec-

tion return it cannot be, for at this resurrection

visit he had not yet gone. The penlecodal re-

turn it cannot be, for to the preparation of our
places ourJUneis to enter upon and dwell in the

prepared place necessarily belongs—nor did

lie then take his disciples to himself, to be
where he was. Nor ii it the cotmng to yidg-

ment, for then the Lord cometh with thousands
of his saints, and assuredly his Apostles among
them. It is his coming to fetch them hmm, since

the Lord, at the death of his di<ciples, and of

all who believe in him through their word,

actually, though invisibly, returns again for

them" (Zeller). Of this apparently clear

statement and distribution, all that we can ap-

propriate is the correct fundamental idea, that

toe aUo mfist first he prepared for the place ; for

the rest, we think that in these sharp distic-

tions there is an unlue forget fulness of the pro-

found fulness of meaning in this sacred saving,

which embraces many things in one, especially

of the fulness of meaning in this promised com-
ing again, as it pervades the whole of chaps,

xiv.-xvi. Now at the beginning the Lord does

not speak otherwise than he speaks afterwards,

concerning his ndXiy epxedOat, or coming
again ; but there it takes in perspectively the

whole series of the resurrection, pentecostal,

home-fetching, and judicial coming a2;ain, as it

was to develope itself by degrees into full con-

summation. He who does not seize and admit
this, will in our judgment be altogether at a
loss in the interpretation of this chapter, to

which the general canon of the perspective in

prophecy admits of full application. The pre-

dominant meaning resolves itself, indeed, into

its various meanings by degrees ; in ver. IS we
have manifestly the Easter return, as ver. 19

shows ; and then in ver. 23 this coincides with

the pentecostal ; in chap. xvi. 22, 23, it extends
lorward, as will be seen, actually to the last

day for the collective discipleship ; when the

risen Lord came, that was already a certain

quickening, a breathing upon with the Holy
Spirit; if the Spirit is received, then are we
already spiritually translated into the heav-
enly nature and are th*'re where he is; on
the return of Christ at the death of believers

tliat is brought to perfection which to that
end was prepared for by the operation of the

Spirit in the ca«e of the individual ;* finally,

the judicial return is, as being at the same time
a redemption, such a consummation for the

Church at larg", and consequently therein the

first full perfection also for the individual. It

is not quite true that (as Olshausen says) in

• He comes himielf to fetch us, as Lazarus wa^
carried by augels oolj.

John " the Redeemer embraces his subsequent
relation to his disciples under two aspects, as
an external departure, and as an internal spir-

itual return "—since this would necessarily re-

quire us to apply an entirely different standard
of doctrine to the exposition of John and to
that of the Synoptics. But as the view which
regards the death of Christ as itself a going to

the Father and a glorification, does not really

exclude the resurrection and ascension, so also

I

in the more spiritual apprehension of the com-
I

ing agian lie all the external unfoldiugs of the

i

same down to the final manifestation. Why
!
should we not understand the pregnant words

j

of our Lord, as all his other discourses and re-

I

velations unfold them in their fulness of raean-

. ing? He promises here, as Xitzsch rightly

preaches, that " he in the power of his love,

I

drawing all to himself, will in all time come
, near to every one of us, and return for the re-

demption of each disciple on his death-bed or

in every time of severe pressure, even as he
will return to his whole Church for its redemp-
tion at the end."*
His coming again and receiving embraces the

whole of his influence, drawing, setting; free

i (chap. xii. 32, viii. 35, 36), beginning with the

I resurrection and ending in his final manilesta-

j

tion ; his entire work of bringing home. ;»v/)ar-

\

ir.g us for our pla^e after the place is first pre-

pared. Yet it would be very incorrect to

1 regard this preparation of us as itself the proper

I

and only meaning of the manifestly distinctive

krotuddccL tozov, as Augustine does, and
(following him?) the Bible of Brandt—"Jesus
prepared there where he went a place for the

Apostles, in thai he made them in this world by
his Spirit, etc., meet for glory." For this un-

due preponderance of the spiritual and internal

element in the interpretation would confound

the going away with the return, the result of

Christ's departure as obtaining for us the right

and power of entrance, with tlie fruit and har-

vest springing from it in ourselves.

Verse 4. This, meanwhile, holds good not

only of the first disciples, but in its compre-
hensive and prophetic meaning of all future

followers of the forerunner, and of ourselves.

This gives us, when we rightly understand the

fundamental thought of what preceded, the

explanation of what the Lord must mean by
the way. It is not by any means spoken ia

precisely the same sense as in ver. 6 ;t the

word is here closely connected with the fore-

• Conip. Ilofmann, S:hriflhacri*, i. 167 ft". Here,

however, the emphasis is too stronsly laid upon
the cschatological meanin<i, the reference to the

individual be n? included only as a preliminary

Iwsnning. For our own part we should not bo

inclined to press too much the distant and future

element in this whole farewell discourse, but to

take a middle course. The disciples were troubled,

i

they were bereaved as individuals, and this gives

I
its force to the vuiy, vudf, inEii here.

j I Not, as B.-Crusius—" The way must, accord-

1 lag to rer. 6, be himself.''
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going, and we have afterwards (as often in our

Lord's discourses) the more profound and con-

centrated re-interpretation of the same expres-

sion. First of ail, it is in connection with

oTtov vTtdyco, " whither I go," the way which

himself goes ; but then, in addition, the way
in which he fetches home his disciples. We
must, indeed, regard tlie latter as predomi-

nating, or rather as taking the lead, since to

the 07C0V iyai, " whither I," there corres-

ponds, as it were, 7:ai v ju el ?, " also you,"

echoing from the former verse. After the Lord

had promised to the disciples the preparation

of their place, the obtaining of tlieir citizen

rights in heaven, he remands them as pilgrims

who know the way*—that is, their own way
through his forerunning. Not merely the goal

but the way, not merely the whither but the

how. They have now the knowledge of the

sure and certain way to their home, to his

Father and their Father; they do not, they

should not, contemplate merely as from afar

the high and mysterious goal which the bright-

ness of his words revealed, but it is brought

home to them directly through his promised

coming again. Ought not the Lord to be able

after three years to say—If I go away, ye

know whither; whither but to the Father

(chap. xvi. 5, 28), to the great house above?
Herder beautifully says, " The clearness and
confidence with which Christ speaks here,

makes, as it were, heaven and earth one."

But, indeed, he condescendingly attributes to

his disciples the same clearness and contidence,

though they are far from possessing it. Is it

ihexcay for me and for you, that we, after our

separation, may be eternally together? This

they should know, that/br him it is no other

than death, glorifying and leading him to the

Father—and for them? No other than the

following him unto death,! in faith and in love

waiting for him, and depending upon him. To
embrace all this in its plain meaning was be-

yond their capacity ; but yet the redoubled

and emphatic ol'dars has its truth. First, as

Lamoe remarks, " Interdum quis laudatur, ut

officii sui moneatur;" thus, ye might and ye

ought to know this. Then, for the future—

I

have now told you, and ye shall soon under-

* So Nitzsch with a sound exnosition preaches.

The abbreviated readins

—

xai oTtov[kyod] vna^
yoo, ui'Sars n)v 6S6y, may inieed be genuine,

though we would not with Lutliardt uncondition-

ally maintain it—such conciseness scarcdly <ror-

responds with the gracious con.solaticn of the

wliole discourse. It spr.ng 7>robably from the

redoubled ol'Sars, but !s not this to be accounted
for by the similarly redoubled expression of

Thomas 1

f Luthardt objects, that he Is not speaking here
of the.r following him, but of his fetching them
In me. But this springs from his dread of the

spiritual lu'nesa of interpretation : for in truth

tlie following of him is for us the first and most es-

Bential Wiiy in wliich the Lord, crming back first

of all in his Sp rit, begins to fotch us home, and
prepares us for the final reception to liimself.

stand it. Thus the Lord aims, as it were, to.

lift the disciples above themselves and their

present understanding ;
irradiating them with

his own light. " To suggest doubts to one

another, and awaken anxieties, is easier, and
has olten the appearance of a greater earnest-

ness and precaution against self-deception. To
be able to encourage one another—Thou know-
est the way, thou art in it, is a greater service

when it is performed in the Spirit" (Rieger).

We might expect an objection here, especial- •

ly from Peter. He had not been sent away, as

many strangely suppose, to account for his si-

lence ;* but chap. xiii. 38 gives us the sufficient

reason of his stillness. Thomas, doubtful and
morbid, slow of faith but internally full of love,

takes up the word : what he says declares his

love, which holds fast sorrow for the Lord's
departure, but is very far from being secure

enough in faith to apprehend the way of follow-

ing him and reunion with him. Lord, I could
not say that we, properly speaking, Jcnmo that

which thou supposed us to know—tell it to us
once more, expressly and more plainly. By
the first clause he encouraged himself to go
forward more boldly in a f^econd ; so that out
of the becoming question (see afterwards chap,

xvi. 15) an almost unbecoming objection

springs. The dvyd/tifOa siSevai, " can we
knov.'," corresponds precisely with this charac-

teristic of his word ; and we would not sacrifice

it, with Lachmann and Liicke, to the reading

oi'Sansv. A literally repeated oiSanev in

reply to Jesus' redoubled oi'^arE would be a
somewhat too bold retort; but a certain reason

for his contradiction is not at all inconsistent

in the mouth of Thomas. He who does not
know the goal, how can he know the way
thither? Rieger deals sharply with poor
Thomas :

" Many mistakes come together here,

which Jesus might have made to recoil upon
him. He interrupts Christ; he contradicts

him, and, as it were, denies his truth ; he says

that they not only do not know, but cannot

know; he does not speak of himself, but he
judges and involves others, saying we—all

which was immodest and presumptuous
enough." He applies this, however, appro-

priately afterwards :
" But the words of con-

founded, perplexed, sorrowful men must not be
retorted upon them as arrows. His meaning
was not so bad as his words. Christ bears with
him, and yet vindicates the right. He knows
that they did know, although they did not alto-

gether know that they hiew. Yes, in truth, be-

cause on amazed and self-dishonoring heart

spoke it, the Lord gives a gracious answer

—

Lovest thou me not, then, Thomas ? Dost
thou not hold to me, to go with me, and die?

Behold, there thou hast already the way—for I

can say to thee more expressly and plainly, 1

* E.g. Eichter's Hausbibel : Peter and John had
been sent away to prov de the P..ssover. We can-

not believe that Peter and John through any case

wou'd have failed to hear all these words. Is not

John an ear-witness here 1
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«« myself the way." Let us observe (after

Meyer's note on ver. 22) the indiscreet ques-
tions and interruptions of the disciples through-
out these chapters, and mark how the Lord's
answers, while they are indirect, are sufficient,

and uninterruptedly carry on meanwhile his

discourse.

Lutliardt(i. 135. 136) rightly observes thatall
this ignorance and misunderstanding of the dis-

ciples rested upon the fact, that the character of

Christ's life, and his departure especially, did
not appear to them to harmonize with the Old
Testament. But wiien the question of Judas
in particular (ver. 22) is asserted not to have
sprung from misunderstanding, but from a
right apprehension of the Old Testament, we
must maintain the very reverse.

When any one in our own time, after the
word and the Spirit of Christ have long spoken
to him, and the seal of his meaning has been
long broken for all sincere souls, opposes his

similar ovh oidauEVf " we know not," and
jrc5s SvvccniOaeidevai, " how can we know?"
—then becomes he the unbelieving Thomas in

the worse sense, who will not know and be-

lieve ; and to him a different answer would be
appropriate, that of ver. 6 having been given in

vain. But a genuine Thomas asks for the way
in deep earnestness; and such trouble about
not knowing will not long be without the con-

solation of a perfect understanding.

Verse 6. We have seen already how em-
phatically and gracioucly the Lord by his tyoa,
" I," brings himself near to them as himself
their all. It is plain enout^h to us that the

fundamental idea of the whole is the uay ; but
the ju.xtaposition of the two other words is

strangely misunderstood : preachers especially

are too apt to take the three clauses distinctly

—Christ is the way, and also the truth, and
also (he life. This is not exegesis. It is rightly

perceived that the two following words serve

mainly for the explication of the first ; but it is

carrying this view beyond bounds to depress
the truth and the life (to both of which the I
am with equal emphasis belongs) into mere ad-
jectives qualifying the way—as in Augustine's
tera via vitm. This is true, but touches only
the superficies of the meaning. Beck's words
do not full justice to Christ's saying, "He is, as

the truth and the life, so also the way to both"
—for the truth rather corresponds to the way,
tlie life only to the goal, but the proper goal of

the way must ever be the Father's house—to

the Father. Better would it be to say, The
way, because he is the truth and the life; but
this needs a more exact development. At the

outset we must not pass over what the super-
ficial expositors obstinately omit to notice, that

the Lord not mprely shows or leads in the wav,
epeaks the truth, and gives the lifo, but deci-

sively pays with regard to all three

—

I am.
We might say preparatorily, though somewhat
mystically—He is as man the way which offers

itself to all men—as God absolute, independent
truth, actuality, e.^sential being—as God-man
the life, that is, the fountain of life, springing

from him and by us received, for his own.
This life is ours in him, that is the truth ; but
before and in order to all he assuredly is ever
our way, into which we must come and walk
through him.*
As far as we yet understand this much-pon-

dered saying, it unfolds itself in the following

manner, and thusalone theorganicdevelopment
ment of the triune expression is preserved. Fiist

of all, in Christ is the way, that is, the way of

which Thomas speaks (Lampe : "Via ilia"), and
for which all sincerely anxious men inquire—the
way to the Father and to the Father's house.

This is the only right way concerning which
we should ask, the way simply, for it alone
leads to the goal.f This is the holy way, so

plainly now revealed that they who walk
therein, though fools, shall not err (Isa. xxxv.
8). In connection with this explicit and funda-
mental truth the Lord thinks at once (and we
also, if we are sincere) of the many conflicting

ways of error, which are devised of ialsehood,

and lead to destruction ; therefore it follows, I

am the truth. This, as the personal am show.s,

and the following word confirms, is the truth in

the highest sense, living and absolute, the
truth and actuality of the way, as at the same
time of the end. We might therefore say in-

stead of this—He is the entire, first and last real-

ity of all the ways of man's return to God and
reunion with him, because he is no other than
the eternal Aoyoi who has come down to us
from above. (Thus there is included—the ful-

fillment of the Old Testament in the sense of
chap. i. 17.) But the living truth is for us
life-giving. As the way is and becomes to us
truth, so this truth is and be omes to us the
life: <?aj// is assuredly with its especial em-
phasis to betaken in this communicative sense.

Our life is a death-life, which leads to death
;

yea, it is itself spiritual death, without the life

of God in us (chap. vi. 53), But becau.?e he is

the life in us and to us, he is not only still

such in death (of which all here treats), but
just through his death for us, througli his

going away and coming again, he becomes life

to us. Thus, I am the way, that is now most
internally—I as the dying and yet living. The
whole saying speaks of the mystery of the cross

of the reconciliation, it cannot even approxi-

* We must maintain tliat the Lord here utters

the expression of ver. 6 in the mo.st compreheii-

.sive meaninji, bringing home to them the whole
salvation which was in liim. The predominant
pschatological point of view which we condemned
in Ilofmann, is to bf observed also in Liithardt,

wlio makes thin word " in its direct exposition "

hold only an eschatoiogical moiiins- " The trans-

positions, applications, and deductions whicli men
liavo ba>ed upon this passage," are ralhor the

work of the true expositor in the Church, the Holy
S lirit. It is not tlie thought of the final future

which roinns in this cha|>ler, but that of the im-
media e return in tlie Spirit.

t Thus only one way, not " mnny p sterns to

the ninny mansions in he.nven "—as the strange

buuk of J alius, Ueber die Hcbung, etc., assures us.
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mately be understood out of this centre ; taken
out of this it rather becomes a perversion and
itself a he ; for merely as a pattern or a teacher

Christ is actually neither the way nor the truth

for us, in his life he cannot thus become our
life. As long as the first sanctuary stood, the

way into the Holiest was not yet opened (Heb.
ix. 8)—but now hath Jesus obtained entrance
for us, consecrated for us a new and living wav,
(Heb. X. 20). This word of the Holy Spirit Is

actually no other than the supplemental and
full interpretation of our Lord's word. The
Lord, as the forerunner and opener of the way,
is himself the way which opens itself unto us

;

which we have no longer to seek, but only to

walk in it, as he says

—

8t i/uov, "through
me." As " we are wont to say of a way, that

it goes, that it leads "—this figurative mode of

popalar expression has here its essential, literal

truth. Rieger speaks artlessly but with pro-

found propriety :
" Who among us makes him-

self a path for others ? What lowest menial in

the land would be willing to consent if the

prince commanded him to lay his body down as

a bridge for him to pass over a ditch which he
could not otherwise pass over? But what man
finds it hard to do for his fellow, Jesus does for

us all. He lays himself down as a way, etc.,

etc." In a better, and more scriptural figure

—

By his cross he becomes our ladder to heaven.

This is his way for our sakes, our way through
him. " Apart from him is the by-way, error,

and death." No man cometh but by him to

the Father. Beginning, middle, end, all is he.

But neither the life* nor the truth is the begin-

ning ; as Luther expounds, " He is called the

way with regard to the beginning, the truth as

respects the means and continuance, and also

the life for the sake of the end. He is the first,

the middle, and the last round of the ladder to

heaven." With this it must be understood
that all is in one ; for could the way be without
truth, the truth without (first following) life?

Nevertheless, it remains firm that thou must
before all things begin with Christ as the way—
which this word designs to intimate, promising

therewith continuance to the goal.t Thomas a

Kempis (Be Imit. Chr. iii. 56), after he has

previously followed the customary juxtaposition

of one after the other, returns to the right

:

" Si manseris in via mea, cognosces veritatem,

et Veritas liberabit te, et apprehendes vitam
eternam." Only beginning rightly, by joimng
thyself to Christ, and hangmg upon him as far

as thou knowest him, especially as he is ex-

* So Klee strangely expounds.

•)•
" Christ, in his reply to Thomas, reverses the

relation of the thoughts—If they knew the way they

would know the whither " (Neander). "Thomas
thought that he who knew not the goal could not

know the way. But Jesus shows him that in spir-

itual things the converse law holds good" (Lange).

Nonnus' paraphrase originated i" some such notion
—ZooT), dXTjQsiJj T£, Hal opQioi eij^ii itodeirj.

Just before, the '• way " had the more proper em-
phasis.

hibited to thee in his atoning sacrifice upon th«
cross, and in this truth and in this life thon
shalt not fail to press forward into the full

truth of life in all its depth of meaning. Thus
it is not as B.-Crusius, with characteristic

error, says—" Truth is the beginning, life (sal-

vation) is the end of this way." Oh, no; the

Pilate question, What is truth? even though
not asked skeptically, but with a philosophical

desire to know, has never yet led mortal man
to the living truth, unless the fundamental
question of the heart and conscience has under-
lain it—Where is my way, as a prodigal son,

back to my Father's house ? Thou needest not
know beforeh andand at once even the itov and
the ?fc5?, about which Thomas or Nicodemus
may ask—only walk in the way, it will lead
thee, and as the one way multitudes like thee,

happily to the many mansions. Theremin re-

sponds to the Lord's saying spiritually and
profoundly :

" Yea, thou art the goal, and
thou art also the way. So is a stream goal and
way at once. I will bend my energies to go
thither, where the stream pours itself into the

sea, thither where the Son sits at the right

hand of the Father. To reach it I will commit
myself to the stream which is my way ; and not

only a way which guides me, but a way also

which bears me. Thus come I to thee through
thyself; thou guidest and bearest nie at once."

Should we then be terrified before this gra-

cious

—

I am the way? affrighted at the cross

and death of Christ, because it is essential that

we also go V.rough him to the Father, in this

way, that is in fellowship with his death ?

when even the superficial sense of the words
encourages our weak faith—I am the truth

and deceive you not. I am the life, and will

bring you with myself safe through your death.

If that is not enough he warns and urges us

by the last word—No man cometh unto the

Father but by me. Thus warningly and ex-

clusively and peremptorily does his word close ;

but only that it may turn our thoughts to the

blessed kernel of promise within—But through
me every man shall most assuredly come to the

Father.

Finally : Does the Lord limit the coming
through him to the Father to those who know
his name and have his word upon earth? Far
from it. He does, indeed, exhibit himself at

the door of his Father's house as the only

^vpa Tov Ttarpoi, or door to the Father : yet

as even for us Christians the very first spark of

life out of his fulness is already the beginning

of eternal life ; every livingly acknowledged
truth of his word and nature already the be-

ginning of a guidance unto all truth ; the pre-

paratory, sincere walking in his light already a

leading to the cross ; so there is similarly, and
going still further back, a demonstration of

Christ among the heathens, and in natural

man. The same saying, inasmuch as inde-

pendently of a conscious knowledge of the per-

sonal Christ all is not mere by-path, error, and

death, conceals the assurance that— Wherever

any one is in the way to the Father, I am that
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way. Wherever any one finds truth, that

truth is somothing of mine and testifies of me.

For I am ever from age to age the life and the

light of men. Every not absolutely false way
leads to the truth, every real truth has life in

itself, but all in Christ.

Vers? 7. It is v/eWfor us, dear reader, that

tc; belong to those who already see the Son,

whose privilege it has long been to be able to

see him and know him aright. The gracious

f)roffer of the previous verse—"/ am here:

low can ye then still ask for the way ? " does

not simply now go on, but it is overpassed by
the new thought

—

"And the Father is in me

:

how should I not be among you the way to the

Father?" The same which was said in chap,

vi i. 19 to the Jews, recurs now for the dis-

ciples Ccomp. such another repetition in ver.

12, and so often, as already in chap. xiii. 33)

—

but instead of the ovh oi'dare, " ye know not,"

there, an oi'dare has already preceded here,

while there even follows a yiywdxere, "ye
know," and koapccxave, "have seen." So in-

deed the ei iyvcoKEire is more than the el

vSeiTE to the Jews. This doubting if ye had
knoicn, again, essentially modifies the attributed

knmoing &T\d seeing which thereupon follows ; as

it becomes manit'est in the directly contradict-

ing words of Philip, that th. se words had not

vet their full reality in the disciples. It has

teen much and needhssly disputed, how the

Lord could attribute this to them—the <x7to'pri,

"from henceforth," being entirely overlooked.

This does not mean—Since ye have seen me, since

I have been with you; although this might and
ought to have been the case, as is there, ver. 9,

said to their shame. Here the andpri, parallel

with the now of chap. xiii. 31, and cliap. xii. 31,

certainly refers to the glorification of Jesus be-

fore them which was from this time beginning,

though for the most part still future. Tertul-

lian well translated—" Sed abhinc nostis ;

" and
Lampe :

" Idem est acsi dixisset : Nunc incipi-

tis cognosccre." Similarly, Liicke :
" Christ

speaks here proj^he'ically in reference to the fact

that the hour of glorification was already come.
Even now, from this time ye know him, yea,

ye »ee him. 'EajpaHare may be referred to the

present " (that is, as begun in his last dis-

courses) " without any harshness, as in chap.

ix. 37."

So much greater was the difficulty then to

the disciples, in whose name Philip comes for-

ward as the second interpellator, to behold with
their beclouded eyes the present glorification of

the Father in the Son. Again in perfect per-

version they seek a God, and even a Fatner,

apart from him. But in the sincere and desir-

ing simplicity of the ignorance yet blended
with their knowledge ; not like those liars

whom the world, their sin, sujffketh, who there-

fore Tieed neither Christ nor the P'ather, who
only dispute about the way—who have already
"their God." Far as the heavens from that

m'xiking question

—

Where is thy Father 1 (chap,

viii. 19), the disciples ask here in longing

trusting earnestness

—

Hhovo us the Fatlur. Al

though it is here to be seen that the general

aspect of error appears very similar in tha

malignant and in the simply weak
;
yea, cer-

tain fundamental root-errors must be found

maintaining and repeating themselves even in

the best, in all their knowledge, until the full

enlightenment burst upon them—the know-
ledge of the glory of God in the ff-ce of Jeteus

Christ (2 Cor. iv. 6.)* This makes it necessary

to discern rightly the physiognomy of error, to

take forth the precious from the vile (Jer. xv.

19, in the Heb.). "The presumptuous, over-

wise, childish, luxurious, blear-eyed under-

standing may cry. Show us ! show us ! Prove !

prove ! and call out the truth as to a field of

war"t—but this is very different from the cry

of Philip, Show us! which, though it comes
from ignorance, yet is the sincere cry of the af-

frighted and eager spirit. A comparison has

been properly instituted with the bold desire

of Moses to behold the unseen glory of God,

Exod. xxxiii. IS. The error here is, the desir-

ing to have "at a bound" as it were, a highest

and last revelatir n (in all things impossible)
;

but it is outweighed by t!ie boldness of faith

in the midst of this unbelief in the already

given revelation, which indeed does not suffice

because it is not yet sufficiently acknowledged
and received. Yea, it is true that there ia

much wanting here as respects the true con-

nection between the iridrevety eli zov Sfov
Hai Eli Xpi6ruv, or believing in God and
in Christ: Philip "lets Christ sit there and
speak, but cannot cleave simply to the Christ

who is speaking to him; disregarding him he
wanders away in his own imagination to the

clouds—ah. that we could but see the Father
as he sits there among his angels!" (LutherV
Neverthplesa, previous to the true " My Lord
and my God " there was no greater honor given

to Christ, or higher power ascribed to him,

than in this " Lord shoio ns—the Father." Be-
sides this there is the ine.xpressible artless-

ness and fundamental truth (with all its errors)

of the confident "And it ft/jficeth us," which in

itself furnishes an apt illustration of the dif-

ference between a superficial and a profound

exposition. The superficial understands with

Grotius :
" Non ultra interrogando molesti tibi

erimus ;" and even Gossner translates with

perfect insipidity—So are we content. The
profound finds in it the true presentiment of

that highest goal for the aspir.itions of man's
heart, created for God and satisfied only in the

living knowledge of him; the real though half

* Roos has well shown how natural and not
altogether erroneous was the sentiment of the dis-

ciples at that time: "They prayed. Our Father
which art in heaven! But they saw Je.sus waik-
injT upon earth, and lifting his eyes to his heavenly
Father in prayer. By that they became lialjitu-

ated to think of the Father as dwelling in heaven,

and of the Lord Jesus a.s movin2 on eaith. Their
ajiprehension herein was not erroneous, but im-
(lerfect."

t Kleuker, Menschlicher Vertuch, etc., p. 31.
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anconscions expression of that great truth

—

To

iee Ood is hlesselness.

Verse 9. We have said before that the Lord
iTi this EoopaKo^i and koopaxE does not intend

actuall}' to attribute to the disciples that they

had already seen and Tcnown the Father in him,

and thus demonstrate to them, against their

palpable protest, that they had known what
they nevertheless knew not, and acquired

what they then nevertheless had not. He
zharges them, however, with this, and it is with

lamentation, that it ought to have been so. and

might have been so with them. The confiden-

tial vocative Philip is better referred to the

first ovK k'yvcjHa?, " hast not known," which

personally touches the speaker; and then the

following great truth comes forward as a general

statement and answer to all. It is not only

permissible, but of the highest use in the inter-

pretation of this sublime and simple word, to

translate with Luther—He thdit seeth; as Eras-

mus substituted videt for the vidit of the Vulg-

ate. For the sense is no other than—When ye

shall have (now soon) " sein " me aright. It is

not a physical seeing that is referred to, for the

people generally had that. (Comp. the ^foopwy
after the ni6T£voov in chap. xii. 44, 45, from

which the Lord here once again repeats his

word.) The same saying, however, in that

passage referred still more to the spiritual see-

ing of knowledge (as in chap. vi. 40)—here the

proper seeing is also included, as manifestly ap-

pears in /i/£0' vi-twv tij-d, " I have been [lit. am]

with you." CI Tiit is not merely the revelation

to man's knowledge of that which may be

known of God, in such a sense that he who
knows him in faith must still retain a desire

toscdhim for his full satisfaction (1 Cor. xiii.

12; 2 Cor. v. 7 ; 1 Pet. i. 8)—but as he is,

being the Onlv-begotten, the image of the in-

visible God, the brightness of his glory and

express image of his person, so also as God be-

come man, he is the •visibility of the invisibk, as

far and in such way as that?»«?/ he seen. Even
in the heavenly beholding in eternity there will

be no showing of the Father out of and apart

from him (1 Tim. vi. 16). This is capable of

deep "metaphysical" application; but it is

enough that exegesis, in' its stricter meaning,

hands over this word in all its unimpaired in-

tegrity to speculative dogmatics.

How sayest thou then. Show us the Father?

"This was" not a contention which the Saviour

had with the Father," savs Gossner (probably,

as often, after Zinzendorf). Oh that our unin-

telligent Rationalism would bring all its hallu-

cinations about the contests in theology between

the Father and the Son, to the solution of this

word of our Lord, rightly understood! The
lamentation and the charge is now addressed

more earnestly than ever to Christians—Have
I been with you so long and do ye not know
me? have ve not yet seen me aright, not yet

seen the Father in me? Alas! Christ and

God are still divided and distinguished, and

that not by open unbelievers alone; "just as

Philip here does, who passes by Christ and seeks

God in heaven." Yet must we ever bring back
to our minds the great truth that, even because

no man hath seen God, or can see him, therefore

the Only-begotten became man for us. Let ua

ask and seek for nothing more, beyond and in-

dependently of his manifestation, his word, and
his Spirit. Let us accustom ourselves more
and more profoundly to sink into the blessed

mystery of our most holy faith; so that we
may correct all transcendental vague thoughts
about God by setting Christ at once before our
eyes.*

Here let it be once more noted at the outset,

how all these farewell utterances, as heard by
the then disciples, are poured out in o.ie great

abounding prolepsis ; for he would, as it were,

shed the glory of his revelation beforehand into

those darkened hearts which must wait for the

full enlightenment of the Holy Spirit. There is

no other such contrast and conflict as that which
here, at this final juncture, love resolves. He
speaks ever as if he was already glorified before

them, as if their seeing and knowing were self-

understood; but they reach not the height of

his words, and thus constrain him more and
more definitely to refer their consolation to the

coming Spirit of truth. There is a blessed pro-

priety in both. Another Philip may and should

now with perfect propriety, with ever deepen-
ing urgency, cry

—

Shoto me the Son, thou
Spirit who glorifiedst him ! And it is done
even as we pray. In as far as we have the

Spirit we not merely see the Son in whom the

Father is, but we have him, he is glorified in us

and we in him (2 Cor. iii. 18). Before this the

flesh still recoils, but not the heart which has

joyful experience; the impulse to know still

asks, but only so as to receive the ever more
fully sufficing answer from the seeing of faith.

Verse 10. Beli^vcst thou then not, not yet,

that I am in the Father and the Father in me?
See that this faith sufficeth thee.t See, behokl,

here is the true showing! This is ever the

great counter-question in answer to the con-

tinuing Philip-word of Christendom. Believest

thou? This is still the humbling question of

the Lord, which rebukes the presumption of

every aspiring Philip in life, as it is the consol-

ing question which alleviates the sorrow of

every downcast Martha at the grave. But the

* Not as the painters of the Trinity childishly

represented on the one side the Father as an old

man, and apart from him, on the other side, God
the Son. " The Son is ever the visible face of

the Father—rather could we see a man indepen-

dently of or apart from his face, than we can see

God independently of or apart from Lis Son, who
is his face" (Zeller). Thus, dear mnistf-rial

brethren, accustom yourselves not to the fatal

" God and Christ "—but to the apostolical Go^l in

Christ.

f-
Not as if Jesus now exchangpd the ind'stinct

and paradoxical opdv for the plain iti6T£veiv—
an idea cf De Wette's which Lutliardt rightly

condemns—but the faith in his words should lead

to, and become, a beholding of his person in bis

works.
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evidence for ttielr conviction follows here, as so

often before, from the icords and work^—and that

in their unity. That they are to be tal;en ab-

solutely in their unity is shown in the decisive

entence coming first in ver. 10; ver. 11 then

condescends to their weakness by the prelimi-

nary separation which leads again to their union—if ye believe not my word, yet believe me
for the works' sake. In ver. 10 (with which
chap. X. 30, 37, 38, may be compared) there is

a i-arnllige elliptica or "ellipsis repetitionis ex
pra?cedenti et consequenti membro coT:plexre."

so that the Lord means both at once—The words
and works are not of myself, the Father in me

speaketh and doeth them. They are in insep-

arable mutual influence one; his words are no
other than works, and his works are speaking
and testifying words.* Nevertheless, the words
stand wilh propriety first and last, first as

demanding faiih even without the works, and
last as the proper object of faith, to which the
works have only led back. But the greatest of

all, in which all others merge, the work of works,

is the act of the redeeming passion and death,

by which the Spirit was procured for the right

understanding of the words. Even that the

Father doeth in him, altliough he as the Father
doth not actually sufTer and die lor us.

THE GREATER WORKS; THE PRAYING AND LOVING; FELLOWSHIP WITH
THE DEPARTED LORD THROUGH THE COMFORTER, IN WHOM HE AND
THE FATHER HIMSELF COME ; SEPARATION IN THIS FROM THE WORLD.

(John xiv. 11-24.)

In the s^amd section of this chapter, vers.

11-21, the transition is made, as frequently in

these last discourses, t'rom heliexing to hving ;

from helieving primarily as tiie reliance and
subjection of knowledge, to loving as not merehj

the fruit and result of this faith, but rather ?.s

already the living germ of the true and living

trust of the person on a person, as the affiance

of the heart, and therefore the paying regard

and observance to his words as commandments
—the "keeping" of them. He who does not

perceive here this most internal unity of faith

and love, as it is obviously to be found also in

the Epistles of John, he who does not, that is,

discern here that love which the Lord from the

becrinnins requires and recognizes, as the true

faith of the heart, even in connection with

much unbelief of the understanding, will never
enter thoroughly into the true connection of

these sayings.

These versus are therefore by no mean.? a

conclusion belonging to what precedes, but,

although immediately deduced from that, they
actually form the foundation and transition to

what follows—faith is in preparatory promise
awakened, when the greater works than he had
himself done are connected with prayer in the

name of Jesus. But this faith and prayer has
its root—and this is the progress of thought

—

only in an already existing love, which pre-

serves and maintains what is already given
;

this abidmg bond of love, again, with the de-

parted Lord will be first developed and perfected

through the promised Paraclete, in whom the

Lord returns, reveals himself perfectly to his

own, gives them full life, and separates them
from the world.

Verse 11. The strange reading, followed by
the Vulg., which has ov nidrfvEre as a ques-
tion, maybe at once rejected. The ov nidTEveii

irbich was spoken in reply to Philip especially,

is followed by a TtidrEvetE addressed to the
disciples generally, as in ver. 1, and resuming
the general tenor of the discourse. But the
Lord graciously condescends, induced by the
unbelief in his unity with the Father which
had been disclosed, from the f/s t/'f, "in me,"
down to the preparatory f'/'o/, " me." This
preliminary trust includes, indeed, the true and
proper ground of all faith, into which the works
alone should guide them ; for faith in Christ is

a trust in his person, which can be fully revealed

only in his words, and in his works revealed
only in as far as these fpeah. It is a reception

of testimony (chap. iii. 11) ; an acceptance and
recognition of his "Aurfv, djujjy. Thus it goes
back again to the fji'fiuara, " words," ver. 10—

•

"The discourse hangs so upon the person, that

he who believes for the sake of the words
bflieves in the person which utters them"
(Kling). What in chap. x. 37, 38. and earlier,

chap. v. 36, was spoken to the unbelieving Jews,
must here again be declared to the weak faith of

the disciples, just as we all frequently need to

hear it still. The ei Se hj), " or else," pierces us
still with never-ceasing conviction : who has not

needed often to be referred to the loorh in order

to his full acceptation of this or that word of

our Lord's mouth ? But it is not that the

works could testify for themselves, and secure

conviction apart from their connection with
every witness of the person who performed

* Schleiormncher :
" For what kind of word

would that be, wliich was not also a work ? and
that were a poor work which was not also a word."
Zeller :

" The works of Jeus are the rudiments by
which we attain to faith in his wonderful and su-

preme personality. If we were more like chil-

dren, and took m ire time for the contemplation

of his person and works, we should more easily

attain to that faith."
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them * For if they were not the works of

Chrid, tliey would avail nothing—so that

De Wette is not right, " The works themselves

apart from ilie person." If it stood rd avrd
epya, then we might understand simply—For

the sake of tliese work thermehcs, that is, the

works of which ver. 10 had last spoken. But
because the avzd stands second, it forms a

kind of contrast of the works with the words

(the works for themselves, without the word),

that is, a hypothetical antithesis; although after

ver. 10 there could be no proper opposition be-

tween them.

Verse 12. The reference to the works pre-

viously wrought by himself is now wonderfully

Btrengthened and extended into a promise of a

more abundant continuance of the same through

his disciples after his departure. The " works

of Christ," as a testimony before the world

for faith, cease not with his manifestation in

the flesh ; they rather become generalized

and spiritualized in his disciples through whose
agency he continues to work. This high pros-

pect is opened up to the weak faith of the dis-

ciples, just as we are wont beforehand among
ourselves to awaken and stimulate confidence

by confident promises and assurances with re-

spect to the future. So Moses (Exod. iii. 12)

had a sign in the same sense ; and this is the

true and most direct connection between ver.

11 and 12 in our passage. The strong assur-

ance is made more abundantly strong by the

promise of even greater works to those who
believe. It is important rightly to understand

this, and, without impairing it, to hit the pre-

cise meaning of this relative word of our Lord.

Frivolous explanations, such as that of Gerhard
and Lampe, who make greater stand for more,

that of Tlieophyl, who makes it a mere hyper-

bole, or that of others who separate the greater

from the works (he will do greater things than

Buch wonders), confuto themselves. This last

is opposed by the previous roc epya a syoo

Ttoici ; and, in fact, epyoc are not exclusively

miracles. •

We cannot but think of miracle!*, first of all

;

and we know that the promise, Mark xvi. 17,

IS, was not fulfilled solely to the Apostles and
first Christians, but is still iulfilled to this

day. Many of the ancient expositors referred

it to the more visibly striking, and so far greater,

miracles of the Apostles (speaking in strange

tongues, Peter's shadow, Paul's handkerchiefs,

removing of mountains and trees) ; but this is

a petty interpretation, inasmuch as it is in any
case insufficient as a meaning worthy of Christ

and appropriate to his discourse. We would
not, indeed, express ourselves so strongly as

Tholuck, who says that only an Apollonius of

Tyana could have spoken of externall}' greater

works ; for the Lord himself evidently mentions
^i Ei^ova £pya," greaX^v works," in John v.

20 with the same reference—and there is a real

* Thus it is an incorrect emphasis in Nonnus

poiGir,

difference, e. g., between the ordmwv casting

out of devils, which the disciples of the Phari-

sees also performed, and the " Lazarus, come
forth !

" spoken into a four days' grave in a

manner which no Prophet or Apostle ever

equalled. Hence we cannot prematurely with

B.-Crusius say (and this is another artificial

way of dealing with juEiXova. rovroov) that

the icorJcs here are not miracles, but spiritual

results of a comprehensive kind, and that thus it

is proved " how subordinate in John's style of

thinking external miracles were."* But a truth

lies, nevertheless, in this, that our Lord cannot

mean these alone in so expressing hiraselff

That believers should perform the same miracles,

not excluding raising the dead, was directly

said in the first clause ; the /.lEOiova, " greater,"

which now follows, is a paradox that presses

upon us an extension or deepening of the idea

in the Epya, " works." Were the miracles

actually the sole works, in themselves decisive,

which Christ performed ? Assuredly not, and

therefore they are not so with us. When we
think of the resurrection in his own power, the

Jonah-sign which first seals all the rest, who
can perform greater, or so great ? Is not every

miracle of the Apostles, however relatively

greater in appearance, yet in reality less, in aa

far as it was performed in the name of Jesus

alone, and not by their own power or holiness?

Thus, although the rovrcay embraces the mir-

acles as still continuing, it means not merely

these ; and /uEiXova added must indicate some-
thing different and distinctive for the woi-ks of

every kind.

Is it that " visibly great or greater works "

are not intended, but the secret influence of

good, and spiritual victory—internal works
which, however despised of men, are great in

the sight of God, who seeth the heart, and looks

not so much at the outward act? This does

not meet the case, since our Lord does actually

speak of works by reason of which others

believe, and since in this interpretation the
" greater " becomes impossible, and altogether

vanishes. It remains impossible that accord-

ing to any meaning a believer in Christ should
perform of hhnselfany greater works than Christ;

for Christ has simply finished the work, and all

his deeds are alone and supreme by reason of

his person and his essential independent power.

'

We are consequently driven, with many in all

ages, to refer the greater to the resxdt ; and this

is perfectly suitable, for—works will and must
have effect; a wider, more energetic, and more
successfully active working may in human lan-

guage on thaf account be termed a greater. Lu-
ther :

" Here I take the common understanding
of this declaration, that for this reason greater

* Is this true of John's style of thinking, which
besins his Gospel with miracles, chap. ii. 23, and
ends it with thpm, chap. xx. 80 1 which records

and makes prominent as testimony or fact, the

greatest miracles, at Cana, in the case of the blind

man, and at the grave of Lazarus 1

f So Nonnus puts simply ^avjxara for ipycu
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works are said to be done byhia Christians, be-

cause his Apostles and Christians qo further

with their injiuenne than he did, and bring more
to him ihaii he himself did while bodily upon
earth." Yet a tyoi itotao, " that I do," stands

opposed first to the future nou'/det, " shall he

do ;" the prtant is significant as intimating that

Christ does not himsek cease to work, but the

disciples carry on and extend what he did, be-

cause lie continues to work in them (as Aug., Eu-
thym., and otiiers remark on notoo).

The following Zri gives the great explana-
tion of tlip whole : For I go to the Father, to

give to your prayer henceforth power from on
high ; what ye henceforth do I will do through
you and in yon (vers. 13, 14) ; thus in my seed

the pleasure of the Lord will prosper (Isa. liii.

10). For this it is very important not to put
a (uU stop between ver. 12 and ver. 13 (with
Chrys., Theophyl., Eras., Beza, Storr, etc.), but
to read on uno tenure (with Frii^sbach, Knapp,
Schulz, Schott. Lachmann, and Tischendorf).*

The clause, " Because I go to the Father,"

would, if 80 clo.«ed with a period, and rigidly

pressed, lead to the perverteu idea that the dis-

ci pies must now continue lo work in the place

of the Lord the still greater works, because he
himself was no longer there. Oh, no ; he goes,

indeed, but he also remains, he comes again
and dwells in them—thus comes the harvest of

his own invisible seed bringing the greater re-

sults to light. Mark well, that only to him
who believes on Jesus such greater works are

promised. There is, indeed, a certain truth in

the expression of tl.e Theosophist :

" All capa-

cities and capabilities which Christ exhibited,

lie in every individual man"—and in Meyer's
note :

'" By his departure they were even to be

heightened for his believers, that is, their out-

ward results and achievements." This really

refers also lo tiie power of working miracles,

which even Chri«t, as the Son of Man, had
through faith. t But tiiese capabilities especi-

ally lor the nfiXova rovrojy, are awakened
and nut in exercise only in thooc who believe

in Christ, and attained only by prayer in his

name.
He sowed, we reap—and the harvest is in-

deed gnattr than the seed. He bore the first

condicu and triumphed unto victory, we mani-
fest and extend that victory, which we our-
selves partake of, in the rich blessing shed upon
our activity. Therefore the pentecost sermon
of Peter converted more in one day than the
Lord in three years; therefore the death of
Stephen in peace and joy after the anguish of

the Lord'.^ death upon the cross, whom he sees

* Orotius :
" Hocc ita nno spiri'ii legendn sunt

—

iroptvDficit vai n07)60); profectus efficiain."

Coinji. also ryril in Tlioluck.

t Not ns Apollinaris, wlio prpssod and pTverted
the Cliu-cli's (loctrino upon Iho unily of the per-
son of f'liris;,lo'.in2 iho j)rop"r humnnity (Dorner,
p. in.'.')), nticl (Ipnios tliis : ()v yrip TTi'drsi t^
fU narepa rd Sav^dOia XpiOroi Ifiyd^E-
rat.

in the opened heaven as at the Father's aide;

so that faith in the Lord's victory becomes also

our victory to the overcoming of the world.

Hence also in a thousand ways our individual

works are greater as to appearance and result,

because " the Lord humbly in his content with
the unbelief which called him forth limited

himself in his wondrous energy, leaving the

greater things to be done by his disciples in

his name, when the time of ripeness for faith

had come as the result of his own work

"

(Beck). What a graciously attractive and
lowly manner of speaking is this, on the part

of the blessed Sower and Laborer, who himself

alone performs all : Ye, my reapers, will do
greater things than I !* Thus come the great-

er works, when, as Braune says, " the streams
of divine power from above are unrestrainedly

poured into humanity in order to spiritual effi-

ciency in a greater and more enlarged degree,

so that his miracles in the flesh appear small."

Nor is this the only object of the conferment of

these higher powers ; they are also given in

order to the performance by the Apostles of

physical miracles more productive of spiritual

results, in comparison with which his own spir-

itual energy, while he was laying in secret the

foundation for theirs, will apj^ear less efficient.

That 6 ni6zEva>v ai? hi£, "he'that believeth

on me," appropriates this promise to every be-

liever down to the end of time, is self-under-

stood ; and where the bodily wonders fail, the

greater are not wanting. The burning witness

speaks indeed with new tongues ; the contend-

er with sin casts out serpents ; he who is spir-

itually unhurt by Satan's power drinks dearlly

poison without harm ; the converter of souls

gives healing to the sick in a higher sense, and
as a greater work.t Again, as Luther says:
" If he performs such great wonders and works
spiritually, it folloics that he also jierforms them

as bodily, as being at least a beginner and co-

operator thereunto. For, whence comes it that

Christians at the last day will rise from the

dead? that all the deaf, blind, lame will lay

aside their plagues ; and their bodies, beautiful

and sound, shine as the sun? Comes it not

from this, that they were here upon earth by
the words and ministers of God converted,

made believers, baptized, and made one with
Christ?"

Verses 13, 14, I ffo—to death, indeed, but
thereby to (lie Father ; away from you, indeed,

but thereby the more spiritually and effectually

to unite myself with you. 1 in heaven, ye
upon earth—but ye already, in faith tmcards

God, know the heaven-ladder oi prai/er. I have
now told you

—

Believe also in me ! Do ye not

* Lampo: " Mixta sunt cum radiis majestatis

humilitatis et 6vyHara(id6Ea)i ejus specimina,

quod opus per Spiriium sanctum absolvendum
(luanivis cevto respectu mn jus el rernqnat, et jiec-

catonim vilissimonim OMprnm in eo non respuat."

f See Gregory's beauli.ul passage in Lampe, p.

130.
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then suppose, that I can be prayed unto also
when I am exalted to the divine power and
glory? This would have been the most ob-
vious and natural process of the thought, a
right understanding of all that precedes would
lead us to expect it, and it is actually involved
in the word. But the Lord spares "the weak-
ness of the disciples the new and unheard
of thought of praying unto a glorified man, or
to God in and through hira (chap. xvi. 24,
hitherto as yet nothing) ; thus he at first at-

taches his words to their hitherto notion and
custom simply, as it respects aizslv, "asking,"
that is, roV >£oV, God. Has not the Father
always heard me? Have I not thus done my
great works ? Know ye thus in faith, and
hold ye it fast even when I am no longer
visibly before you—and now let your faith in
mi/ 2}erson become prayer in my name. The two
are one ; not merely does the second follow
from the first, but it is rather itself the internal
truth and assurance of this faith. He who
does not pray to God believes not in God.
Prayer is already the internal evidence of faith

for ourselves, then the works are the external
for others. As respects the universal promise
of being heard, and receiving whatever we may
ask in faith, we refer to such passages as Mark
xi. 24, and others like it : here we have only to

do with the meaning of

—

in the name of Jesw.
But the understanding of this great word
developes itself progressively in deeper fulness.

Flrnt, and according to human analogies, to

ask any thing in or upon the name of any one
is equivalent to mentioning him in connection
with it, appealing to him. But even in this the
divine dignity and authorily of the Lord Jesus
is involved

; for whoso can like him (in the
"Our Father," Matt. vii. 1) give to men, as it

were, a directory and warrant to God, to be pre-

sented with certainly of being unconditionally
and always honored—must stand in inmost
and most immediate fellowship with God.
Quite different was the Old Testament calling

upon the Ood of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob ; it

would have been blasphemous to think of call-

ing upon God in the name of Abraham, Isaac,

and Jacob ; since it was not a promise given
by Abraham, and which was valid with God,
that lay at the foundation of this, but merely a
promise given by God to Abraham. But when
we call upon God as the Father of our Lord
Jesus Christ, we find through the Son and in

the Son access to the Father, in which we come
to God directly through him. As a second
sense, which can be no other than one with the
former, it consequently comes out that we pray
in the name, that is, actually in the person of

Christ, that is, as standing in his place, through
his preparatory and intercessory supplication

;

as it he came in and with us, and himself pray-
ed what we ask. Nor is this a mere anif, rather
it is the essential truth of the matter. Thus
we have liberty to enter into the holiest by the
blood of Jesus (Heb. x. 19)—"we come no
more alone, as we are in ourselves, but we
enter with the blood of Jesus, with the same by

which he himself first entered for us."* Ha
himself, his Spirit, it is which prays. We
agree with Luthai-dt that this is the critical

point of the whole thought ; and he agrees with
us in \inderstanding, tJdrdly, that we pray no
other than what is according to his mind, thus
in his interest, for his kingdom, what, and as

he bids us pray, authorizes and impels us to

supplicate. But, fourthly and lastly, although
the Lord condescendingly adds merely ev rep

orojiiart /itov, "in my name," to the airetv
scil. TOY ^e6v; although it might not become
his humility in the flesh, evermore seeking the
Father's honor, to speak otherwise (to say, Call

upon me, and I will answer you)—yet will

every man, who acts in faith according to his

word, naturally come to call immediately upon
the name of him, who is with himself by the
Spirit ai the same time that he is above with
the Father—yea, the former only because the
lattep. Thus the calling upon God in the per-

son of Jesus is an unfolded consequence. In-
deed, the reading airt/dTjre //e, ver. 14, and
fiE airfjdrjrE, ver. 13, are false; and the ver-

sion of Nonnus, ovvo/ita HinXydHovrei en6vy
is premature; but it cannot by any means be
established that the prayer of the disciples was
to be directed exclusively to the Father. The
first prayer after the ascension (Acts i. 24,

comp. chap. vii. 58) is addressed to the Son, and
the disciples were known as those who called

upon his name. For this the clause which
immediately follows, is deciruve enough, roizo
TToiTJdGO, " I will do it," not Ttoit/Ciat d Beu'S or

6 Ttarvp ; while in ver. 14 this is repeated with
the strengthening iyoo.f That dm6Ei, "he
will give," stands in chap. xvi. 23 of the Father,

savs nothing against this ; for, in the unity of

the Father and the Son, now one form is u-ed

and now the other; comp. also chao. xiv. 16,

26 with chap. xv. 26. He who seeth me seeth

the Father—he who praveth to me prayeth to

the Father. The immediate prayer to the Son
is the consummation of the way to the most
firmly-believing, most internal prayer; but,

because the truth on which this depends cannot

be pre-supposed in every member of a general

assembly, the Church in her liturgical common
prayer adheres (after the Lord's prayer) pre-

dominantly to the supplication addressed to the

Father; although the Son is also addressed, in

compliance with the honor of his prerogative,

especially at festivals and eucharists. Let the

next clause also be deeply ponderel, as it modi-
fies the statement and reconciles these truths,

connecting supreme majesty with deep humil-
ity, and arguing the unity of the Father and
the Son—that the Fatlier may be glorified in the

* So we have expounded it in our Jfehrderhrirf,

I Who is the I? I thoucht he would say.

Whatsoever ye shall ask the Father in my name,
he wiH do it. But he speaks of himself for a tes-

timony ; and those are strange words for a man,
to spesi't so loftily. For by those words he gives

us plaimly to understand that he himself is the true

Almigiity God, equally with the Father (Luther).
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Bon. Assuredly not, with Erasmus, " per filium,"

but after the meanins; of chap. v. 23, Phil. ii. 10,

11, is it to be understood. " It is he who will

do it, and he is therefore also to be prayed to :

and to ask in the name of Jesus means to call

upon God under this uame—in brief, to pray to

Jesus himself. For. he says, that thereby the

Father himself will be honored in the Son;

that is, honored of us by our orayer, and glori-

fied through our being heard. No prayer in

the world ^can go immediately to the Father,

even though it be addressed to God direct ; all

things go to him and come from him through

the iSon. But if we as Christians are fully con-

scious of this, we pray intelligently to the Fa-
ther through Jesus Christ, and know at the

came time that it is altogether the same wheth-
er in our address we mention the name of the

Father or of the Son. To call upon the latter

indicates a species of humility."* Instead
of this last we would rather say that in its hu-
mility it evidences the most inward and confi-

dent urgency of prayer. Prayers to the Father
are often vague and general, so that a Jew
might join in them ; the more of Christian

urgency in prayer in the Holy Ghost there i.s,

the more immediately does it go to the Son, and
then first this prayer to the Son returns back
in such address to the Father, through him and
in liim, as finds its fullest truth.

Verse 15. This sentence has been in all times
torn from its connection, and, in consequence,

much misunderstood and perverted. But the

connection in which it stands is two-fold in its

aspect : inasmuch as the loving of which the

Lord here speaks is, according to the principles

of all these discourses, two-fold ; consequently,

also, the keeping his commandments. This first

love to him, now pre-supposed as present in

his disciples, is the responding dependence of

the heart which, as a faith in his love, and a
thereby awakened germ of love in return, is

already the principle of life in thf^ir faith, even
in the case of an unbelieving Thomas. But
the perfect life of love in order to obedience
comes first through the promised Spirit. For
both the present and the future this clause
stands here in the midst as mediating and
transitional. It pronounces clearly both the
goid of true jtayer, and the ground of true
fiuth. Alter the u,Tt av, '' whatsoever," and
the lav rt, "if any thing," (he quostion arises

—For w/kU thf-n may wo and should we ask in

his name ? Without ex jiuuing any individual
object, even the slightest, any external and
earthly thing needful to us, it "is plain at the
same lime that, if we ask for it in his name, it

must be included in the one great interest of
his kingdom for us or for others, it must coin-

* S<»elho important essay in Meyer's Bldtfcr far
hdhere Wahrlicit (iv. IGG) on prayer to the lle-

deemor—against i he uiiinfelli^iblo and irrational

bla-'phemy of the words Josulatry and Christola-
tiy:" a.sif it were an tl'dMXov to pray to him,
who is himsolf the true God and eternal life

!

John V. 20, 21.

cide with the one sole desire and impulse of all

prayer—that the Father may be glorified in us,

as in the Son, so also through the Son. Conse-

quently, for the honor of our own name we
cannot pray, nor for gold and earthly good, nor

for help in need merely as such ; nor for the

power to work miracles and remove moun-
tains, except where the honor of his name re-

quires them, or may be furthered by them.

But the sincere disciple who has begun to lovo

Christ, and would perfectly do his will, will be-

fore all and in all ask for an increase of love in

ordor to its evidence in deed and truth

—

Trpod-

Ot? ?;//?»' dy<xT:tjVy " increase our love" (Luke
xvii. 5). Thus the Lord shows us, in connec-

tion with what precedes, first of all the object

and aim of true prayer, promises us in the way
of prayer the very icorks which he requires of

his own, and that, as we now see, first of all,

as the works of obedience, the fulfillment of

the law. The law is through Jesus made to us

itself a Gospel. Though not according to the

true reading Tr/pj'f^ars, yet according to the

sense of this encouraging imperative, standing

as it does amid promises, Lampe's remark is

quite correct
—"Non ait servate, sed servahitis"

(He does not say keep, but ye shall keep) (com-
pare ver. 23). Vers. 11, 12 were themselves
spoken graciously for the elevation of their

faith still weak; vers. 13, 14, followed with a
still more gracious disclosure of all the fulness

of God in his nuiT/6oj^ " I will do it, ' for the
airtlv, or " asking "—and he will not now
suddenly between the two afTright his disciples

by imposing commends in the legal sciis«.

Misunderstanding may rationalistically ex-

pound and preach

—

But all these promises
avail only on the condition, that ye (alretuly bo-

fore, of themselves?) keep my commandments.
Fiir be it! The Lord does indeed exhibit him-
self here as in ver. 1, and every where in his

divine majesty ; speaks like Jehovah on Sinai

with his raS kyzoXdi rdi iitdi, "my com-
mandments," and grounds and sums up the

keeping of them all in love, \ust as Exod. xx.
6.* But his love has now not only so won the

love of the disciples that in this loving him, as

the true principle of tlicir faith, a nearer relation

to God has been establislicd, and a mightier
energy set loose in them than the Old Testa-
ment knew—but he will further have his com-
mandments kept/rom love to love,\s\\\\Q their lovo

asks and receives in faith all that is yet want-
ing to their completeness of obedience. His
commandments are at the same time promises:
he who kceptth them, that is, first of all, who
carries them into the prayer of faith, and faith-

fully holds them fast (vers. 21 and 23 after-

wards)—he shall more and more fulfill them.f
That assuredly " knowledge, ver. 17, is given
only to love"—as Luthardt seeks to correct

my previous remarks—yea, that a loving de-

votion of faith generally is alone the great de-

We have remarked on this in vol. i.

\ Bcrlrnb. Bibd : "Thus we need not think:
Alas ! Kc(p my commandments I

"
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cisive condition, vers. 22-24, and the ground

of separation between his own and the world,

will appear v;hen we come to that passage. But

this love already existing in us, which the Lord

recognizes graciously in his ^d. v, " if," is not

so the object of a " categorical imperative
"

tliat the Lord convicts us by it and and impels

us through it, but that we under its influence

are to knock at the gate of heaven and receive

grace for grace. (Augustine's " Da quod jubes

et jube quod vis "—is also expressed by Apol-

linaris : rd nev ocpeiXsrat tc3 xvpicp nap
7!H(Sy, TtEpi a}v nai TtapayyiW^Ev zd ds av-
To? Ttapexst, TTEpi dv tTtayyeXXEzat.)

Verse 16. The connection appears thus

:

This now so incredible future of the greater

works which I will do through you when ye

shall ask in my name ; this future, at the same
time, of perfect love to me (comp. ver. 28)

—

will come, when that other cometh after my
departure, the helper whom I will procure for

you by my going away. New and glorious

declaration ! Excepting the prophetical hint.

Matt. X. 20 (Mark xiii. 11), Luke xii. 12,* this

is now the Jirsi direct solemn and plain word
concerning their receiving the Holy Spirit. We
read these familiar words lightly on, but with

what astonishment were they first heard

!

Calmly pondering them, and without terror at

heart, they must of themselves have been re-

minded of the original promise given by the

baptizer with water of the baptism of the Holy
Ghost (Acts i. 5). Similarly, the Lord himself

in Luke xi. 13 had once pointed to the Holy
Spirit as the true and best gift of the Father,

which they might p-«y/(?r with the fullest as-

surance of being heard. Nevertheless he does

not go on to say—And pray the Father that he

may give you; nor in way of promise, Ye shall

ask, etc.; although this was included for all

future disciples after the Apostles, and even

they remained in prayer and supplication be-

fore' the day of Pentecost (x\cts i. 14). For this

alone would not have been sufficiently encourag-

ing and consoling. But as he has promised

their work as springing from his own, so now
does his prayer precede theirs—opening himself

their way to the Father. This is the emphasis

of the iyoDy "I,"—and it is not ain'^Goj which

is added, but epcorr/dco, on which Bengel

rightly remarks—" Familiaris petendi modus.'"

Nor is the future to be overlooked—In another

and altogether direct manner will I pray when
I have gone to the Father; and for that pur-

pose do I go (chap. xvi. 7). Thus Ave have

here already intimated the intercessory media-

tion of the exalted Redeemer, when and before

its fruit for us is spoken of. All is on the

ground of pure promise out of his grace and
gift; assuredly also, as we have seen, then first

will come the perfect loving and full obedience

in act. By no means merely " the sending of

the Holy Spirit is regarded as the rewarding

consequence of keeping his commandments."

In the latter passag-* the Ptrenfjth and clearness

of the expiession may have been added ex eventu.

The doctrine of the divinity and personality

of the Holy Spirit, which in the first period of

the history of Christian dogma was developed

with little precision,* has its foundation here

in the manifestly personal name TrapdH^rfzoi)

"Comforter," who is further by aAAo?, "an-
other," placed on a level with the Lord himself;

iKEivoi. The distinctiveraeaningof thi3(TAA.o5

(comp. ver. 26 and chap. xv. 26, xvi. 8, 13, 14)

and £he2vo<; must hold its ground against all the

wonder of Froramann and others that so much
should be made of them ; and they will prove

that here at least John's doctrine has no such
" wavering and shifting character" as has been

ascribed to it.t For, on the other hand, as has

been urged in polemics, the name Paraclete

is not referred to as another, but when this

Comforter comes, at the same time come the

Son and the Father, vers. 18-23. B.-Crusius

speaks most pervertedly :
" The Paraclete is no

more described by John as personal in any
other respect, but this is also without any
proper personification—the semblance of a per-

sonal description (only the semblance?) is re-

tained, inasmuch as he was to be exhibited as

the representative of Christ." Such Rationalism

we mav now. cast behind us, with much other

foolish'babbling of a former time, such as that

of Eichhorn :
" ffapawA^ro? signifies the doc-

trine" of Christ himself and the enlarged un-

derstanding of this doctrine—against which

Storr condescends to observe that then it would

be strangely discordant that in chap. xvi. 13-15

such a diffuse proof is given that the doctrine

should not be different from the doctrine. Even
Hezel in his time let fall the confession that,

" if we would rather abide by the letter and
understand by the Spirit of truth the third

person of the Trinity," etc. Yes, verily, the

letter does so speak, and we must hold it fast

;

although we would better understand t!ie

" third person," than some of our unspeculative

dogmatics. Christ is himself in his person the

one Paraclete; in part already with the dis-

ciples, in part afterwards more properly with

the Father ; and by his side with like person-

ality stands the other. We have already in

ver." 16 more plainly the three acts of the three

persons: asking, giving, abiding. So it goes

on, and if we had only these three chapters of

John, the trinitarian dogma would be incontro-

vertibly evinced from them alone.

But now let us more closely look at the

meaning of the important and not in itself dif-

ficult word TtapdxXrizoi, " Comforter." which

the Syr. and Vulg. as also the Pers. translation

leave unaltered. We do not find the word, in-

deed, in the Sept. ;% and in John, apart from

these discourses, only in John ii. 1. Its signifi-

* See the description of his own a^e in Greg.

Naz. Orat. 37.

t Compare in Lange, Lehen Jesu. iil. 712, 713.

X In Job xvi. 2 for DHJp it has rightly itapa-

uaXiizcap; but Aqi:ila and Theodotion icapd^

KX-qzoi, and Symniachus naprjyopt^v.
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ranee should be plain enough, being substan-
tiated by the grammatical form of the word
itself, by the invariable and sole demonstrable
usage of the Greeks, by the perfectly corre-

sponding Latin advocntua, ana even by the

transition of the word to the Jews; never-
theless, it has been misinterpreted (as in the
last note, Aqu. and Theodot. fall into the com-
mon confusion of the expression), as if it might
be and must be equivalent to the active itLXpa-

HXj'/rojp, Ttapr/yopoi. Origen and most of

the Greeks oppose the spirit of the language,

and make it itapcc/iiuOrfTifi ; Euthymius,
napaiyETi'ji ; Jerome, Erasmus, etc., Consola-

tor.* It is not to be denied that comforting and
enrouragemenL is involved in the ofiice of the

Holy Spirit, even as teaching is (see presently

ver. 26) ; but the comprehensive and profound
official name napcixXrjzoi, which includes that

meaning, coincides with that itapauaXElv only
in appearance, and cannot possibly be taken
for itapanXuzcop. Least of all can it be

merely teacher, or reminder, as Theodor. Mops,
thought, as Lbsner (Obs.ex. Philone on John
xvi. 16), Vollborth, Ernesti {0pm. jihil. crit.)

have endeavored to establish philologicaliy.

We would ask, is Tpog>6i with its active mean-
ing really a similar form to napotHXr/ro?, and,

does the Lord here speak merely as a departing

StSndnaX o?, or teacher ? If " encourager "

—

speaker to—suffices (in the New-Testament
use of TrapaJictXeiy), where is the advocate

—

."neaker/or—of 1 John ii. 1? The passages of

Philo do not prove what they are adduced for
;

and the ovSfyi zapanXr/raj (De Mundi Opif.

i. 5, ed. Mangey) is not just nemine monente.

The Ni3'^i5"l3 of the Chald. in Job xvi. 20 and

xxxiii. 23. is used plainly in the sense of " in-

tercessor, mediator, manager;" for "interpreter

or expounder" certainly has nothing to do with
the foivier passage.

We must, with Knapp, who first established

it, though without sufficiently developing its

exegetical consequences, hold fast tlie usage of

the Greeks and especially of the orators, whicli

makes ncrpcixXr/ro?, corresponding to the

Latin "advocatns,"a counsel cciWed in, a.plcader,

an attorney, and more generally an intercessor,

as, e. g., in Diog. Laert. iv. 50. This proves it-

self here out oi the context, as well as by the
parallel expression in 1 John ii. 1, which must
liave looked back to this passage ; for wher-
ever til is companion epistle re.'ers to the Gospel
tre hatz an authentic exposition of the EvnngelM.
If Christ is first the one napnnXTjToi, in whose
place the oilier is promised, then must for both
the same fundamental idea hold good; but
Christ is (even upon earth, in the case of the
fearful disciples as opposed to an opposing
world, and si ill more in heaven with the Father)
our representative and counsel, who speaks
and acts for us, thus and thus alone being the

* For irapahXrjrixoi, cmnforting fSchol. ad
.^^cb n. Prom. 37'.)

' doe.s not by any means fall

back upon ihs form TtapdxXriro'i.

helper of all who call upon him and receive
him. This (in the accompanying a.XX»v^ is

the point of connection, and the reason wiiy liio

same expression is used likewi.se with regard to

the Holy Spirit, being then for him exwmdcd
into teaching and bringing to remembrance.
For the Jlabbinical usage see in Buxt. Lex. iho

passage Pirie Ahoth, c. 4, where D'^plS) as in-

tercessor stands in immediate antithesis with
lirpp {xaTTJyopo?, Rev. xii. 10)*—and the

gloss upon it : !]^13^ Qnxn ^J? 3iD yb^rj O-^ipiQ,

" Est interpres bonus pro homine apud regem
(magistratum) "—comp. 1 Sam. xix. 4. Tlius

TcapocxXT^roi is advocatus, as TertuH. and
August, say; but that not merely, as Grotius
thinks, "Who vindicates their cause with the

world"—but performing in a deep and compre-
hensive sense, all that which a counsel or repre-

sentative, being at the same time an adviser, can
perform for us. It is not plainly established

that Luther followed merely the Consolator, for

Scherz and Oberlin show that in the documents
of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, "Tros-
ter" meant intercessor, surety, representative

of an absent person. If he had translated
" Beistand "t it would have been better, though
that would again have needed explanation for

the people ; it is not needful to alter our trans-

lation here, since v/e can place the whole true

meaning on the word Troster, Comforter. And
we, with most others, would hold fast tho

sanctified expression.

The fundamental point of view for this great
word of promise is the pre-supposition—Ye
Jieed a helper and representative, such have I

been while yet present with you. To this is

then attached—although the / will ask the Fa-
ther intimates that the Lord will continue his

office, and indeed first really begin it above

—

the promise of that other who should carry on

the same office in another relation. This, too, is

intimated, if not in the other, yet in the ^cith

you; for we may say with the fullest truth

that Christ carries on our cause with God,
while the Holy Ghost, on the other hand, car-

ries on God's cause with tts, and for us against

the world. He appropriates to us the supreme
intercession of Christ as if it were inherent in

ourselves (Rom. viii. 26), speaks in us and

* So this latter elsewhere with ")iJ'3D 0vv?}yo-

pci, see Bux'. and add R. Jud in libr. Mitsar. 120.

•_'. and Sheinoth Rnlbah, xviii. fol. 117, whero
Micliael and Samuel are similarly opposed.

|- This right expression ho for the most part

adds in his exposition and sermons ; wo road in

Kahler's third Lutheran Catechism (\\.\e\, 1849) as tho

very words of Lu'her: "'ihe word Comforter,

from the Gr. paiacletus, signifies one who stands

as the counsel of an accused party, who takes of

his to delend liini, who pleads his cause and serves

him by advice and help, admonition and encour-

agement, as his case needs." Similarly, WiclifT,

from whom thn English "Comforter" comes, de-

rived it frcm tho Latin conjorlari (see ia Allbrd).
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from us, as most essentially the intercessor

whom our infirmity needs. Ask thyself, poor

mortal, whether thou dost not need such !

That the same person also further comforts,

encourages, reminds, teaches, is understood

and involved in the same general fundamental

i'' I.

That he may abide with you for ever—we
cannot with Liicke accept Lachmann's reading

(iva /<£Q' vfioov ei? rov aioova ^l) instead of

the penetratmg and affectionately consoling

clause as it now stands ; or admit that the

IJ^Evy, " abide," was transferred from ver. 17.

The abiding of this other Comforter intimates the

necessary contrast, that he does not go away
like the first. The disciples would understand
— I, as your sensibly present helper and coun-

sellor, go away, but through death to the Fa-
ther, in order to pray the Father that he may
give you another abiding helper and counsellor.

He will abide, without departing again, with
you eH t 6 V a i 00 V a, "forever

"—which
last literally and essentially involves eternal

communion with God in Christ through the

Holy Spirit. But we must not, with Lampe,
deduce from this a Sofia dfxEraiiEXTjTov, the

impossibility of losing again the once received

Spirit—the entire Scripture, and specifically

Heb. vi. 4-6, protests against such a perver-

sion.

Verse 17. This other agent, representative,

and counsellor, now receives in immediate con-

nection another name, derived from that in-

Jiuence upon us which i» primarily necessary—as

further in the Old and New Testaments we
find many names of the Holy Spirit designating

him according to his energies and gifts in us.

It is the Spirit: this at once diverts from any
such expectation of a visible person as the

aX-^-d, " another," might have excited, while

it also points back to all which from the

Old Testament had been recognized as the

W'rh^ mi, " Spirit of God," or Knpn nn,

" Holy Sprit." But now it is added, TIlc Spirit

of the truth, which repeated article expresses

more than our common translation,' Spirit of

truth, or merely, the true Spirit. Beck savs

•well :
" They receive from him no merely

dead word, such as all scholars have from
their teachers : but they have a living word,
the Spirit of the truth—for the life of the

word IS the Spirit. He has sufficiently shown
already that he does not mean this in the
sense which we must sometimes oppose in

others, as if the Spirit was not coming in the
future, but left behind ; we would, however,
prefer to say, in more scriptural language,
that they have now from their Lord and Mas-
ter not merely the word, the doctrine left behind
him, the most precious legacy of humanity, the
words of the Word—but in addition to the word
comes to them the Spirit, and that the same
who thought and spoke in Jesus, in order to
re-awaken and vivify that word in them, for

the quickening of the word is the Spirit. This
alone is the true relation between the coming

Paraclete and the words of Jesns left behind, an

is shown in ver. 26, and chap. xvi. 14. The
Spirit connects himself with the word, works
onwards, not independently of it, but through

its medium : nevertheless he is, as Spirit, as

coming in addition, the self-sufficient and sole

Teacher, who teaclips over again the doctrine

left behind in the letter, and himself first gives

it life.

Christ himself had hitherto discharged his

office of Paraclete to the disciples by his word,
by the word from God to them, and to God for

them ; but this had been to thtm, on account of

their weakness, only a shadow and type of the

great reality. To say concerning their depart-

ed Lord with John, napa.HXr]Tov £Xof.iEy

npoS Toy itarspa ItjdoOy Xpidroy, "We
have an advocate with the Father, even Jesus
Christ "—because their privilege only when
that other came, who being at the same time
the representative of Christ, »waA^«?Aai their own,

placing them in clear and full and secure pos-

session of that truth. We may thus unfold the

subject : Every representative and counsel,

every advocalus, is pre-eminently a jtatromis and
friend of his client ; but the first care of the be-

nevolence of a true friend is to speak the truth,

to reveal the true position of the case, favorable

or unfavorable : that the client may thoroughly
well know how it is with him. Hence this is also

the indispensably first and fundamental business

of our heavenly Advocate, although by no means
the only or the last. He who makes the oifice

and work of the promised Paraclete rest solely

upon this " Spirit of truth," as so many do
without a deeper understanding of it (chap, x vii.

17 will make this plain)—understands the

meaning neither of the one name nor of th?
other. The Lord himself can now speak no fur-

ther of the subsequent, and essentially interces-

sory, work of the Spirit ; he has only intimated

it silently in the first name: that will be known
hereafter when he comes, and the Spirit of

truth proves himself also the Spirit of grace
and of prayer, of faith, of adoption, of power,
of love and discipline, of holiness, and of glory
—wiien they will be able to say by experience,

with Paul, avro to 7tyEiJ/ua vrtEpEvrvyxccyei
vTtap 7)n(ay, "The Spirit itself maketh inter-

cession for us."

Thus, for the first: The Spirit utters, teaches,

brings to us as Spirit in real and living appre-
hension the truth—that is, the truth concern-
ing ourselves, the will of God as regards his

justice and grace towards us, our position and
calling, the way of return to God through the
person of Christ; he shows, glorifies, 02->ens to

us this way as truth and life, so that we knoio

what follows in ver. 20. He give us as a first

truth the knowledge of our sins, as a second
the knowledge of the Saviour whom we posse.ss,

and these together are the real and per!"ect truth

for us. He flatters us not, as the false inter-

loper Absalom at the way of the gate. See, thy
matters are good and right—but be adds, nev-
ertheless, with regard to our evil matters the

word of full authority, Thou bast a man de-
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?nted, a mediator with the king (2 Sam. xv. 3).

liis truth concerning our relation and way to

God bv no means dwells in our own spirit; all

the mediators and friends who enter in by
means of the natural understanding are deceiv-

ers and miserable comforters, pjpj? 'Cnip—not

only when they still cliarge poor Job foolishly.

but also when thev falsely ju.«tify him. But all

such individual truth as had been already taken

out of the whole truth, and testified and taught

in the Old Testament, is completed and closed

as the full consummate truth, the truth simply,

bv tlie Spirit whom now the Father sendeth in

Christ's name, and Christ sendeth from the

Father. " What no eye had seen, what Christ

himself could not sav (at lea.=it, plainly and ex-

pressly), what no Christian can speak to ihp

world and to the weak, the Sfiirif now teaches
"

(Hafeli). We even continue, W'hat generally

may never be spoken and taufjht in human
words! From the Spirit came to us not only

the groaningi nnntterahle of praver, but also

the wordit uivi]->enkahle of knowldcje and revela-

lation. Thus to Christians Pilate's question ir.

every, even the best sense, is utterly abolished,

because Christ no longer stands without before

them alone, but the Spirit bears his witness

that the Spirit is the truth (1 John v. 6).

But now after this abounding promise of the

first name cotnes immediately the mournful,

decisive restriction. Whom the icorkl cannot re-

ceive ! And whv? Is not the old liar and
murderer, the princf of this world, to be cast

out, so that the world may be saved, and attain

to life in the truth? Was not the Spirit to be

poured out on all flesh f Do not all these

promi.ses, given to the first di ciples as repre-

sentatives of all future disciples, avail actually

for all in the world who should afterwards

hearken to and believe in the Spirit? Assured-
ly, but the Lord does not now refer to these;

these he had already in anticipation fulfilled to

the disciples; on the other hand, this same
wxirll. in the strictest and most rigorous sense

of tiie word, remains 3.r\A first d^idares itself truly

such when the Spirit comes—the world which
receiveth not the Spirit bemuse it iriU remain the

ijoorll. It does not say, It is not to receive him
;

but it cnnnot, for to receive him requires a s'/s-

cqitffnlitt/. It cannot—"such a word has the

Lord Jesus spoken with profound sympathy,
and when we utter it, it should be in the same
feeling; but such a word, nevertheless, he did

not see fit to withhold " (Rieger), As long as

it repiams w/rld as such it cannot, and with
I nose v/tio are here intended it must ever be so.

It may be said, alas ! "baptism and anointing

are wasted on the world "*—vea. also, the tes-

timriny and influence of the Spirit.

Wherefore ca.n it not receive? " Seeing and
Itv/tring is the only way to receive and enjoy,

in the kingdom of heaven even as in universal

nature" (Hiifeli). It may ab first appear

• Luther's Tia/iredm, latest editioD by FOrste-

mauD, i. 15.

strange that as for the Son so also for the in-

visible, inwardly working SpirU too, a seeing

should be required; but this very Beca/jetv
teaches us the true sense in which alone it must
be understood, for instance in chap. vi. 40 and
elsewhere. The beginning and ground of all

knowing, in wh;ch the object is appropriated by
the subject, is an internal true hekohUng of the

object; this is its necessary condition. To this

beholding, especially of the truth itself in

Christ, in the Spirit, belongs not merely unpre-
judicedness, but most essentially a desire and
sense of need goin-.,; out alter it, and the want of

this confounds and blinds the .soul. Hezel 'vas

right when he unconsciously corrected himself

thus (although this does not properly, certainly

not solely, lie in the word Sfco/jfly), " Because
the world looks not about for the Spirit of truth,

troubles itself not about him, and atlarhes no
importance to him." Or the Berlenh Bibd, " It

turns not his eyes to him, but looks away from

him." It needs no helper, it is contented even
without the Father. It desires, and therefore

"sees and knows only what is useful to it,

receives only (to abuse and pervert) what the

goodness of the Creator has inlaid into external

nature and the nature of man ; but it sefs not
and knows not what the saving grace of God
proffers to it" (Beck). But we must inves-

tigate the word more profoundly, for this is only

its first meaning. As in the days of his flesh

those who would not and could not behold the

Son in himself were yet constrained to se him,
and those who received not his wor>] heard it

at least, that the stony ground might be sown
for a testimony—not otherwise does the Spirit

manifest himself and offer himself in his influ-

ence to the world. But now comes in the final

emphasis of the following oi'jSe yivcixjHF.i—And
if in a certain sense it is constrained bv the
power of God to see him, it knoweih him not,

oecause and even a? it does not acknowledge

him as the Spirit of the truth, and thus wUl not

know him. There is yet a truth in men, an as-

senting response, a criterion tor the acceptance
of the self-revealing truth of God ; but it is held

iti unrighteousness, and this is strengthened by
the spirit of lies, the opponent of the Paraclete.

When devils are manifestly ca.st out by the
Spirit of God, the daring Beelzebub will him-
self cry from the lips of his own, when he can
do no more, to Christ—Thou castest them out
by Jieelzebub. What befell the Son at the
hands of unbelief, is repeated with intenser en-
ergy and deeper decisiveness with regard to the

Spirit. Let it be observed, that notwithstand-

ing the name ni'Fvua, " spirit," he is spoken
of as a person in the ov StcoprJ, " seeth not,"

as if it had been said, The world deals with him
as it deals with me. Finally, lot it be noted
that this exclusion of the world with the state-

ment of the reason oi3 Svvarai, " cannot," was
not intended as a warning to the beloved
disciples (wno were alreaily no longer of the
world, chap. xv. 19), but was graciously spoken
befortdiand for their consolation. This is excel-

lently unfolded by Luther in an often-cited
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passa'^e of his exposition, the ground-thonghta
of which are: When they look around them
and see so many people, not mean or insignifi-

cant, scorning their doctrine—this would terrify

and stagger weak-believing hearts. Are they
then all and altogether wrong, we alone being
right ? But this stumbling-block the Lord ob-
viates for his little flock, and teaches them to

question nothing about the world, so that they
themselves have assuredly the Holy Spirit of
truth. Therefore follows, in order to mdicate
the great separation and decision which the
Spirit will eflfect, the comforting But ye know
him. How then already in the present ? We
must not misunderstand this as meaning, Since

ye already know me ; or, then, go on to make
on (with Lampe) equivalent to 8t6, Therefore

he ahideih also with you. The Lord here once
more evidently speaks in prolepsis ; the present
tenses as a whole intimate the future state of

things, as Liicke rightly says, " Jesus places in

juxtaposition and opposition the characteristics

of the Ko^noi and of the disciples. Hence we
are inclined to prefer, with him and with Lu-
thardt, the reading idriv instead of sdrat, par-

ticularly on account of the corresponding ideas

—The CoiniHellor abideth with them, the Spirit

is in them. It must of course be assumed that

the Apostles had already been made suscep-
tible by Christ for receiving the Holy Spirit.
" The coming of the Holy Spirit would so en-

tirely coincide with all that they had under-
stood of the Lord's words and intercourse with
tliem, and with all that now followed, for the
excitement of their desire and of their faith,

that they will at once hiow him by the Lord's
former teaching" ('Rieger). Yet, as in the
case of the world tne reasons for ih.Q future ov
Seoopsiv, or not seeing, are intimated without
being expressly uttered, even so it is in the case

of the disciples; the yivaodKETS avroy " ye
know him [Gr. it]," cannot possibly mean at

once that they already knew and possessed the
Spirit in Christ, for the jusyst plainly refers for-

ward to the previously promised i'va /<fVj?. In
conclusion, the general contrast with the unbe-
lieving iDorkl, not with other believers and dis-

ciples, makes it plain that the entire promise of

the Comforter, and the vfuli; fia, " but ye,"

here, by no means applies to the Apostles alone.

Verse 18. Now indeed tli^ae are more par-
ticularly the representatives of all disciplesnip.

They are his little children (chap. xiii. 33")—he
th'> father of the house, ibr whose sake they
have lorsaken father and mother, house and
goods; yea, still more, had so utterly renounced
the world that between them and it all was for-

ever at an end. Now he goes away from them,
leaves them behind him in this evil world—as

with Mary weeping. They have taken away
our Lord ! Then would they be indeed sheep
without a shepherd, m-phans without fa.ther,

frotection or help, without advocate or helper.

t is well known that opq^avoi is used gener-
ally de onini dsstitutione ; but we hold fast the
common signification, which partly adheres to

the TtHvia of chap. ziii. 33, and partly refers

to the Father in heaven, of whom they shonld
not be deprived—^see presently ver. 23.' A new
element is introduced into this gracious conso-
lation for their amazed hearts, as we find it

constantly recurring in these discourses—I will

jwt leave you as orphans. I go away, but I come
back again to you at once. We must not inter-

pose here, with Semler, a foolish interea— T will

not leave you altogether alone, even so Ions.' as till

he, the Spirit cometh. But the present epxoiiat,
which brings it so near and overpasses the en
Hiupov, "yet a little while," of ver. 19, means
much more than the resurrection return ; it

includes (according to the above canon of a
perspective connection of comings) actually his

coming to continue with them in the Spirit.

The coming of the Comforter and the coming of

the Lord Jesus are essentially one : he cannot
humanly speak of them otherwise than by
making them interchangeable, distinguishing

and yet uniting them. Augustine: "Post
promissionem Spiritus sancti, ne quisquam pu-
taret, quod ita eum Dominus daturus fuerat,

velut pro se ipso, ut non et ipse cum eis esset

futurus, adjecit atque ait: Veniam ad vos."

The representative of his visible presence is

another, and yet in the unity of the Trinity

it is no other than Christ himself in his invisible

real presence.* The resurrection was the pledge

and further preparation for this coming, and of

this ver. 19 expressly speaks, though not only
of this. It is altogether inadmissible to refer it,

with some of the ancients, to a coming to judge

the world; for there is no en juixpov reaching

so far, nor would it be true that the world will

not then see him. Both these are decisive against

Luthardt's e.iaggerated reierence to the Parou-
sia at the last day, although he thinks he has
established it here. This en /iiHpoy is, in

fact, not the same as that of Heb. x. 37, or

equivalent to the raxv, " quickly," of Rev.
xxii. 7, 12. It would be contrary to the entire

context in these discourses to think of the whole
Church as being orphaned or comfortless till the

last day.

Verse 19. In en piiHpov thus connected

with S,ri6E6^e, "ye shall live," the Lord prob-

ably thinks of that prophecy of his resurrection

on the third dayj which is to be discerned in

Hos. vi. 2 {yiai ^rj66i.i£^a evojniov avvov)
;

and the nai yyaodo/LteSa, " then shall we know,"
following then, as here in ver. 20, strengthens

this view. It is indubitable that the resurrec-

tion, to which the first words properly refer, is

first of all intended (as chap. xvi. 16 in a wider
connection), and that their seeing him again in

* Not merely, " The Jesus of their child-faith i,"?

jjlorified into the Spirit of truth for the faith of

the man " (as B:aune improperly s.iys)—hut even

the Spirit of the truth makes himself ever mora
perfectly known as the Chri.st living in U3. Kahnis

:

" It cannot be double 1 that the Lord views iha

sending of the Holy Ghost as a coming hack »« hit

otcn person."

t See upon this prophecy, our remarks in voL I.

on Matt. ix. 9, etc.
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the body must be included, although Liicbe

Contradicts this; not only is the resurrection

included, but it is positively and strongly ex-

pressed in k'n ntKpov, in ovxeti BeoopsT,
" seeth no more" (Acts x. 40, 41, a type of the

exclusion of the world h-om seeing tlie Holy
Spirit), and finally in e^ai ^oJ, "1 live." Even
Kuinol and De Wett* agree with Lampe and
Bengel in assuming a "double sense" here;

though the meaning is not properly double, but

is one in the centre of the spiritual truth.*

The discourse advances with a deepening devel-

opment of the expressions

—

Te shall «"« me
first externally, then and thereafter in tho Spirit,

ye shall Um as I live, when ye shall Juive me
abidingly in the Spirit. First, there will inter-

vene a renewal ot the bodily seeing, which is

the transition to their living. Then, too, living

must be taken here in the lull and deep sense

of the word, especially after the promise of the

Spirit who should be in them.t This Spirit

gives CMiuet and performs his toorlc, he is in the

Spirit ot truth also the Spirit of life. For what
would be counsel without help, what would be

all truth without new power, without new life

in order to the obedience of the truth? The
mere so-called knowledge avails not for this.

Therefore Sinrit of the truth, and the Spirit

who gitxth life by the truth. Christ designedly

omits to say ^I'fdo/tat, "shall live," concerning

Ajm^e//—although his meaning includes a ref-

erence to the resurrection as demonstrating his

inextinguishable divine life—for he liveth in

God eternally. Yet he does actually utter this

«?(» " with death in view "—makes it a plalge to

his disciples that they shall have a life, begin-

ning with their spiritual resurrection and ex-

tending onwards to eternity

—

implicitb/ promises,

consequently, also the subsequent bodily resur-

rection of all his own, but all as resting upon the

sole life-principle imparted by the quickening

Spirit. He who possesses the Spirit and in him
Christ, may speak joyfully and confidently in the

f)resence of death to the king of terrors, in the

anguage of Luther :
" Knowest thou not that

thou didst devour the Lord Christ, but wert

obliged to give him back, and wcrt devoured

of him? so thou must leave me undevoured
because I abide in him, and live and suffer for

his name's sake. Man may hunt me out of the

world and put me underground, and that I care

not for; but I shall not on that account abide

in death, I shall live with my Lord Christ, as I

know and believe that lie Uvetli." There is no

* " It wou'd have been very st-ango if Jesus
had no" at this moment referred to hifi resurrec-

tion, ju'-t at the time when his disciples most
n. ede I such a conso afon ; and it ig doing unnatu-
ral violence to tlie iyco <2ca to regard it as havens;

no such reference." So De Wette, who then,

though not clearly or profoundly enough, connects
with this the bpiritual reference.

f Ilezel's di:ll spirit thus expounded : When I

shf w myself aliv ajain, ye aho nhail he ttW. alive

For they might have feared that they would all be

destroyed i

other guarantee for our personal continuance

in the integrity of our being, and consequently,

also, as that is inseparable, for the resurrection

of our bodies, than tlie per.onality of Christ, in

whose iyoi ^o5, " I live," declared in his resur-

rection and assured to us by the reception of

his Spirit in ourselves, we have the firm and
sufficient foundation for

—

xai v/tsli P.)i6e60e,

" ye shall live also."* All other argnnents
and hopes of immortality are like shadows and
vapor before the light and power of this living

word (Rev. i. 17, 18).

Verses 20, 21. By the general formula of

the Prophets for an indefinitely left future

opened up in perspective

—

N^nn DV3> "in that

dav," the repeated use of which (chap. xvi. 23,

26) places these discourses under the canons for

the exposition of all prophecy—is denoted here

specifically, as sometimes in the Prophets, the

near and certain dawn of the day of a more
glorious future, of clearer light.t This now
promised yvajSetiOe. serves as a confirming

interpretation of the yivoodxEre, vpr. 17, and
even ver. 7. Then, when the day of Pentecost

has become the Easter day of your hearts, will

ye no longer saj' unto me. Lord sliow us the

Father ! nor will ve say any more, Lord, show
us thyself ! at least without receiving the ful-

fillment of your desire. The three stages of

mutual indwelling are to be understood accord-

ing to chap. X. 14, 15. The knowledge that

Christ is in the Father (as the Father in him,

ver. 11) may be without living influence, or

may be still held by those in whom it has be-

come unfruitful; but the knowledge that we
are in him is really possible only through the

Spirit of truth and of life, and leads at once to

the last and highest conclusion, that he also is

in us. After the Lord has thus, vers. 15-20,

risen from the first preparatory commencement
of fellowship with nimself up to iis full con-

summation, he now comprehends in one sum-
mary both sides of the truth—the first love to

himself in the germ of faith is the condition of

a perfect future revelation. My commandments—
to be understood just as in ver. 15 of his /J7-

uara or kvroXai given over to them, and
waiting for the quickening^ influence of the

Spirit, Matt, xxviii. 20. 'O 'dxooy xai rijfxSv,
" he that hath and keepeth," is not one and the

* So Gftschel's Osterrfbe (1865) bears this great
word as its motto. R. Rot'ie wou!d couvemrl i base
upon the certnin continuance of our own beinir as

spirit, the faith in a con:iuuance of Christ's life

(now Without flesh).

f
" Such things in truth understands no man,

for whom the day has not ilawned wliicli Abraham
beheld of old with Joy " (rather—desired to see,

and saw wlie^n Christ came), " and concerning
which Jesus spoke to his disciples, .John xiv. 20,

At that day ye hall know, etc." (Oetinger). This
is more in the Spirit of Jolin than Luthnrdi's over-

rigorous escliatological exposition, who tliinks

that tlie on'y alternative is the day ot Peniccost
or the day of the P.irousia. Does he not in ai.y

sense ackjaowledge the prophetical perspective ?
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same by any means, so that e'xoov standing

first should be equivalent to narsxcoy ; but

the c^czK relates to the first essential condition

that a person must have been already an ex-

ternal disciple of Jesus, and a hearer and re-

ceiver of his words. The rr/psiv, then, is not

to be regarded as referring to perfect practical

obedience ; for how could that be made the pre-

liminary condition for the receiving of the

Holy Spirit?* But it is that believing-loving,

loving-Delieving attention and regard to his

words which springs Irom dependence of the

heart upon him ; that which is again ^spoken

of in chap. xv. 20, the first /.ievbiv ky ras Koyop,

"abiding in the word," chap. viii. 3L This

first willing desire to keep avails in the sight of

grace cw if it were keeping in the fullest sense;

such a man as would f.iin love although the

words of ver. 28 must be spoken to him for his

humbling, is dealt with as already an dyaiK^v,

or one loving. It will be more fully dis-

closed in ver. 23 what this loving and there-

fore being loved means; we mast now single

out with "Judas thp last great word by which

the Lord offers all the fulness of God as con-

tained in his own person—I will manifest myself

unto him.f Beyond this, promise has nothing

greater or higher for man; lor this i7"P«''i'^«f»'j

or manifestation, is indeed no mere making

known or showing, but the indwelling of the

Father and the Son, as follows m ver. 23, the

goal already which, chap. xvii. 21-26, closes all.

Neverthele"ss, this high promise is given with-

out distinction to every one who hath and who
regardeth the commandments of the Lord.

Instead of contentedly resting upon that

love which here promises the fulness of its

revelation to all every where in whom the re-

sponse of dawning love was found; instead of

sinking with heart and mind into the depths

of this profound word ; oneof the disciples again

interposes an objection. Whether Thomas,

Philip, and lastly Judas, made these interrup-

tions, simply because " the more thoughtful,

profound, and greater Apostles, Peter, James,

and John, kept silence," that is, felt less in

them to object to (as Braune thinks)—appears

to us exceedingly doubtful. For Peter's silence,

at least, we have already found another reason
;

and the speaker appears to us to speak in the

name of all, John possibly excepted. We
have here the sole recorded word of Judaa

Lebbseus or ThaddjBus. Niemeyer's Charah-

teristik notes here a very subtile trait in the

Evangelist John, who at the mere mention of

another with the same name is so affected by

the remembrance of the fearful sin of Judas

* Thus the words of Augustine which Tholuck

quotes, are incorrect in this connection, however

otherwise true :
" Qui habet in niemoria et servat

in vita, qui habet in sermonibus et servat in mori-

bns, qui habet audiendo et servat faciendo, qui

habet audiendo et servat perseverando."

t This Nonnus most unjustifiably limits to the

resurrection

—

xai oi ^E^neXoy eiSoi iuov
Xpooi avriHiX dsi^oo.

Iscariot, by himself most impressively reporded,

that he cannot omit to warn against confound-
ing the two. We leave this over-critical ob-

servation to its merits; more safe and more
significant is another of Driiseke, that we never
read concerning Iscariot that he entered in any
way into his Master's words, that he ever put
even a question of rash curiosity. It would
be best of all, however, to say, that John de-

signs by this addition to intimate how even a

si/icere disciple did not yet apprehend the mean-
ing of the Lord's word.

The world not—but ye ! Jesus had never be-
fore made any such distinction, never before

renounced, as it were, so plainly the acknow-
ledgment of the world and his own revelation

to it. This outrages the Jewish ideas of the
Messiah and his expected kingdom, as held not
only by Judas but by all the Apostles. They are

far from understanding as yet how much would
follow from the principle that the tndh of 6"id

must sever between those who receive it and
those who reject it; that the hve will be far

from being found in all men, while only in

connection with the response of love the en-

trance and abiding of God can take place, and
the setting up of the kingdom become possi-

ble ; they know not yet in what a great and
sad reality a contradictory and excluded world

must remain. Is not the Messiah a King of

even the whole world ? This is their dubious
thought, as Luther still more strongly expresses

it: "What kind of king will he be who will

let no man see him, and spread his kingdom so

silently and secretly that no man can see or

know it, save the very few who love it?"
Thus is it that only a handful in secret are to

enjoy this hidden manifestation ? Hence they
are entangled in that foolish notion of a great,

all-uniting kingdom of Christ which bewitches

so many even in our own day, so that the pre-

tentions of the little company make them go
astray in the mass, and they devise ev"ry kind
of Spirit and Christ besides to meet their views.

Thus the disciples themselves are here some-
what like the unbelieving brethren, whose de-

sire was, chap. vii. 4

—

Show thyself to the world!
The xai ri, "[and] how," if genuine, indicates

(as chap. ix. 36) the zeal of the honest ques-

tion—Ecquidnam factum est? Fey over, "is

it," does not stand, as has been superficially

supposed, for yiverai, or the whole formula
for riTI rtD—How comes it then, how can this

be ? (In the Lond. Heb. N. T. nxr n^rtn !J'*N.)

But Judas would say, as Von Gerlach keenly

seizes it. What has occurred ? We would trans-

late it most simply, What then has talten place,

that is, come between, that the world is now to

be excluded from thy manifestation ? Although
the Lord, ver. 17, had plainly said and given

the reason—The world cannot receive the Spirit

(as it comes not to the light of the word which

prepares to that end, chap. iii. 19)—yet Judas

had overlooked this, or forgotten it ; and hence

he proposes his question with an improper

/<£'AA£jS ("wilt thou"), which cannot other
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•wise be translatecl than as 5e'X et? (wished
}

thou). We have in his the type of all similar

luestions, which are constantly obtruded when-
>ver the word is seen to be visibly fulfilled

—

The world seeth not and l^noweth not the

Spirit of the truth. The folly or despondency
of nr^n, alas ! which would h 've a greater and
yreniaturelv visibly great kingdom of the Lord
esus, litters the question of Judas, which in

him might hf excused ; and will not rest in the

answer and decision. Wnono loveth me—whoso
hr>e/h me not—this is the test, and all comes to

this. But hwnilUy also, which knows not its

own pot^r love enoueh to ground its own elec-

tion out of the world upon it, utters in a most
blessed meaning, and with perfect propriety,

the same question.*

Verse 23. The Lord scarcely does more
than repeat what had appeared to the disciple

so unintelligible or ungrounded that he was
obliged to pre-suppose some not yet declared

yeyovev ; yei the repetition is actually ex-

planatorv, since the decisive loving now in the

answer takes the lead. Further, the declara-

tion is strengthened—And the Father will

come with me, we will make our abode with

him. If any man, hce me—that is the great

yeyovey in every soul which is decisive for

its deliverance from the pr'^.sent evil world

(Gal. i. 4 ; Acts ii. 40). If Judas had known
what the world is, and what «"<?ry human heart

bv nature he would rather have wondered how
Jesus cnuld reveal himself to any man, in or-

der to his perfect love and fidelity in the know-
ledge of the whole truth : therefore the reply

places this tirst ; and that with an l d v t i ?,

" if a [anyl man " (cnmp. chap. vii. 37) which
BPems to intimate the rareness of this love,

Wiiile o Hi) dyandiy, " he that loveth not,"

afterwards seems to intimate what is the gen-

eral rule. In Prov. viii. 17 the eternal wisdom
of God, whose delight is to dwell with the chil-

dren of men, lays down the same decisive con-

dition— I love them that love me; while the

following clause—And those that seek me early

shall find me, explains and unites these two

—

the first love of desire and the rewarding love of

attainment. On tfiis principle the Lord's words
in vers. 15 and 21 should have always been

explained, thus resolving the anomaly of the

promise itself being made a condition. Is not

this often apparent? No man can call Jesus

Lord but by the Holy Ghost; and again no
man can receive the Holy Ghost but by calling

upon the Lord for him. It is self-understood.

however, that our first callincr, coming, and
loving, can by no means take place in our own
strength and to our own praise; for he has

previou«lv ofTf^rf^d himself, invited and drawn
our souls, exhibited and impressed his love

upon us. How else could he sav, If any man
love me f He is with us already, offers him-

self beforehand for all, waits with seeking and
desire on his part to find wfio will love him in

return. Once more: This first loving, which
is the point of decision on our part, is the es-

sential germ of life in living faith. If elsewhere
and ordinarily the great test is believing or not
believing, this is indeed only the same; but this

last manner of speaking on the part of our
Lord is more testing and convincing with re-

spect to all who are already around him as his

disciples. "Love itself often includes (in John)
the idea of faith, and is nothing but an acting

faith, the breath or the life of faith " (Hamann).
Just so speaks Sartorius (Lehre v. d. heil. LcHm,

ii. 152), though his critic Schoberlein would
complete his meaning, showing that he might
have carried his argument further, and proved
the nature of love to exist in faith itself A
theological or homiletic terminology which
speaks of love in the place of faith may very

easily degenerate into a false illuminist doc-

trine ; but if the application be made in the

right place it may be shown to have much
truth. Nor is it right to say that this is the

peculiarity of John, for the Evangelist, and the

Lord in his Gospel, ever speaks most about
believing, to the disciples and to the world; it

should rather be ascribed to the closer and
more internal character of these Inst discourses,

and mav be termed, as it were, esofericnl, and in

connection with this—for here is the test of all

teaching concerning love—there could not be

lacking the reference back to faith, as we find

in chap. xiv. 1, 11, 12; xvi. 9, 27, 31. The
Lord might have said, according to the analogy

of chap. xiv. 21, He who loveth me, he it is who
believeth on me. For valid faith is not a mere
assent of the understanding, or obedient accep-

tance of the word: in the word the person of the

Lord ever witnesses and offers itself—conse-

quently, what is wanting is a personal resjwnse

and devotion of the heart, and that is the love

in faith.* The fulness of the love of God is

manifested tons, attracts and moves us, in the

personality of the Son ofMan, leorthy of supreme

love; how can it be but that our posture to-

wards this person of Christ should declare and

decide whetiher we are or are not susceptible

and disposed to give admission to redeeming

love? He who hateth Christ, hateth also his

Father (chap. xv. 23). There may be many
who already in this sense /we him, who cannot

yet call him Lord bv the Holy Ghost : despise

not that, but wait till the Lord shall manifest

himself to such. " Honor every man, even the

least, who has love to Christ in his heart."

This excellent rule out of Richter's Hausbibel

tells very forcibly against much of our dogmat-

ic rigor of requirement, against much of our

* But this must not b'^ so attributed to Judas as

to make him nie.m : ri yeyovtv, what has been
done hy tit, whereby have we deserved such especial

prerogative 1

• " Faith lays hold of the love of God, and re-

ceives that love into the Spirit. It was such even

in the Old Testament, for it entered info the divine

revelations of love as far as they had been made "

fSclittberlein). The final unbelief in Christ which

is ritie for condemnation, is " a heart closins itself

against the highest luve " (Jul. Muller, on Sin).
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bigoted ecclesiastical restriction. Learn better

what love is, ye zealots, and make the banner

of love to the Lord the sole banner of his

Church. Zeller thus applies this saying to the

subject of Christian instruction :
" Thus even a

child which has love to the Saviour is capable

of the manifestation and indwelling of the

Lord." Yes, assuredly, every childlike suscep-

tible offering up of a loving heart receives per-

petually and more and more living knowledge

and experience as its reward. The same also

holds good of the most advanced.

If a man love me he will keep my words

:

thus the further condition laid down in vers.

15-21 becomes itself a first promise. Love only,

and it will of itself thus follow. " The order

seems reversed, but it is essentially one and the

same either way "—preaches Schleiermacher.

But let the difference of the expression in the

two sentences be noted, and further that the lat-

ter fully explains the former. Aoyov,''' -word,"

instead of I vroXd'i, " commandments," teach-

es us, as we have said, that the full keeping of

the law is not yet meant; although the ancient

expositors mostly so understand it.* The word
of Jesus speaks of repentance, coming, praying,

believing : these are pre-eminently and first of

all his commandments. He who willingly

hears these, though it may be once and in one

word, and retains and revolves Christ's word
in his heart, being seized by its power; and

then penitently comes, prays, believes so far as

his early weakness will allow him—is already

a partaker of the first promise, and the second

greater one will not fail him. Luther :
" He

will keep my words ; that does not mean the

word of Moses and the preaching of the law,

but the preaching of love and grace such as he

manifests to us." Such rrfftEiv, or " keeping,"

may well consist with great lack of understand-

ing, and much infirmity in action ; if only

that can be truly said which was said of the

disciples, chap. xvii. 6-8, as preparatory to the

coming Easter-day and day of Pentecost.t The
testing question, Believest thou on the word of

Jesus? still closer, on Jesus himself? is, alas!

answered by many prematurely in the atfirma-

tive. Then presses more closely and testingly

the record, Lovest thou him? Answer to this

a confident Yes, only when thou dost experi-

ence the beginning and continuance of that

which here follows—the keeping of his word.

Now comes the rewarding love for such as

thus love, in its full communion or manifesta-

tion. The Father's will is that his Son, and
himself in the Son, should beloved; and where
he finds the beginning of this, oh how he re-

turns that love ! lor he will and he can now

* Gresory the Great, in particular, in a Pente-

cost sermon on this section.

f For this we should wait with sincere patience,

if need be, as Oetinger (Evang.-Predigt. p. 388) ex-

horts beginners to hold fast the word, and not,

before the Spirit of God comes into the soul, to

strike sparks for themselves with flint and steel

—

Isa. 1. 10 11.

shed abroad the fulness of his divine compla-
cency. That Jesns love them that love him,

has been already seen in ver. 21 ; now it is fur-

ther shown that assuredly tlie Father also, yea,

properly the Father through him, will love

them. WiU love? Has he not already first

loved, and that, according to chap. iii. 16, even

the whole world? This universal love of com-
passion, previous to all our willing, running,

loving, keeping, is to be strictly distinguished

from the especial love of his approval. The
Father loves all sinners, therefore sends he and
gives to them the Son—all heathens, therefore

must the Gospel be preached to them—all so-

called Christians, therefore he bears with them
and allures them with so much long-suflfering

patience; but he specially loves only those

who love his Son in faith, and it is to them that

his love gives the Spirit, and to them he comes

(chap. xvi. 27).

Less and Semler gave forth formerly an in-

sipid interpretation which would remove the

mystery of the uovj}, " abiding," and the unio

mystica: xai npdi avrov kXevdo/JEOa, "and
we will come unto him," and we, that is, I and
you my beloved disciples, will one day (accord-

ing to vers. 2, 3) come to tlie Father and take

up our abode with him.* Oh, no; i\\\5 dwelling

of God with men, that is in their hearts, where
lote is and to which the Spirit comes, is the New-
Testament fulfillment of all the promises which
have referred to this, from Lpv. xxvi. 11 down
to Ezek. xxxvii. 27, xxxvi. 27. " Heaven and
earth, the palaces of all kings and Casars, can-

not give a dwelling to God; but with men,
who keep his word, will he make his abode.

Although Isaiah calls heaven his throne and
earth his footstool, he calls them not his dwell-

ing."! I'lis is the mystery of the rtyp".J> (She-

kinah), of which the wise in Israel know how
to speak and the foolish to babble. This is no
figure, but the most essential truth. | Further,

the Lord distinguishes the coming from this

abiding. With the sincere this latter is the

certain consequence ; but in the case of the in-

sincere, who keep not the words which they

know, there may be many visitations, which end
not in permanent indwelling. As, according to

Acts xvii. 28, the power of God naturally

dwells and works in and around us, so also his

Spirit, his love, his holy life. As sin dwells in

our hearts as a home; so does the new love

which casts it out, which is shed abroad by the

* Klee says, unhappily :
" This miffht he so un-

derstood.'' He does not consider, apart from the

connection (according to which /novrjv Ttoie.lv

must correspond to the ki^Kpayi^stv), how incon-

sistent sucli a uniting We would be, and the

itoi7}6oj.iEy as applied to believers equally with

Christ.

f Luther's Tischreden, i. 54.

X Hezel :
" Figure does not explain any thingr

clearly ; and we ought not to specu'ate much
about the indwelling of God in man, as our dog-
matists and preachers used to do. Child.en only

I play with figures."
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Holy Ghost, and conquers all (Rom. v. 5, viii.

37-39). It is clear in itself that the Lord
speaks of the coming and indwelling of the

Spirit; he was previously included, and when
the Son unites himself w'ith the Father in this

wondrous Wc, an internal fellowship with the

Triune God is promised. For that purpose we
have here, but once only, the bold expression

—

a coming even of the Father*

Verse 24. He that loveth me not—" a hor-

rendum dictu " for every man who knoweth
him

;
yet in sorrowful gentleness expressed

—

Not to love the loveliest, the most worthy of

all love, yea, love itself. But it is essentially

ta hate, for there is no neutrality in the plain

truth of God, which every where makes the

decisive separation : hence in Exod. xx. 5, 6,

there is but this alternative. Assuredly, thou
must either love or hate Christ : for to decline

or ignore his word altogether, when it comes to

thee, and especially his cross, is utterly impos-
sible. All semblance of indifference is merely
semblance. So also the ov rrj^Eiv, " not keep-
ing," of the words of our Lord is essentially an

dOereiy, or " rejecting" (Luke x. 16), afearful

contempt and casting behind of what is never-

theless lieard. " Knowledge and conscience of

all men must admit that nothing can be more
beautiful, nothing more consistent and harmo-
nious, nothing more reasonable, than the doc-

trine of Jesus understood and proclaimed in

honest words and without human artifice

"

(Oetinger). Yea, heart and conscience must
submit to the influence of the drawing, sup-

plicating love of God—yet there is no loving, no
nolding fast and keeping of the word of eter-

nal love. Before, it was r6v Xuyoy, " word,"

now Bignificantly rovi Xoyovi, "words," be-

cause unbelief does nof. embrace in their unity

the individual sayings, but dismisses them
as they are isolated. The disciples hear in

all words One Word, and that, as he fre-

quently testified, not as his own words only,

but as the Father's who sent him. But it is

this which the person m) dyaTtdy, "not lov-

ing," in the world will not believe, although

the Father hath actually sent to him the Son
who speaks directly to him. Thus tlie answer

of Jesus for Judas and all disciples (which en-

largement of the address lies already in the

(xkovfte) would put the count pr-qiiestion

—

Does the world then love me? Will the world

suffer itself to be loved, or even instructed?

Cayi I manifest myself to it, to it which mnnot

receive the Spirit ? The knowledge of the truth

first cannot be enforced, simply becnuie a corre-

sponding love of the heart is requisite. But to

love is evidently something altogether free, and

God's kingdom in Christ will have no other

subjects than such as thus voluntarily love
;

it

therefore renounces beforehand the w.rld as

such.

"Thus has the Lord (says Lange) set aside the

three main atninUing-blorks which, having their

origin in worldly confusion, darken the dis-

ciples' apprehension of the coming time." He
means—without giving sufficiently precise defi-

nitions of them—the oflence of the morbid

doubter Thomas, ver. 5, who will know all with

the understanding ; that of the doubter Philip,

eager for manifestations, to whom only a visible

Theophany of the Father, a sign, sutficeth;

finally, that of the doubter Judas (not Iscariot)

holding friendship with the world, who would

too readily receive the whole world into the

kingdom of God.

THE HOLY SPIRIT. ONCE MORE, AS TEACHER AND REMEMBR.\NCER ; THE
PEACE LEFT BEHIND, AND GIVEN ANEW THROUGH CHRIST'S DEPAR-
TURE TO THE GREATER FATHER; THE POWERLESSNESS OF THE PRINCE
OF THE WORLD IN HIS AGGRESSION UPON HIM.

(John xiv. 25-31.)

In this preliminary conclusion the Lord, still

deferring to close his words, and ever beginning

anew, turns back to the commencement of his

whole discourse. Seeming to have already

* This last, again, is significant against Lu-

lliard's narrow eschaloloffu-al reference even of this

cominf to tlie "goal of all history," Rev. xxi. 3

—

which on all grounds is u'terly untenable. Is not

the individual here spoken of, a.s opposed to the

world ; and does not the whole chapter speak of

t/iat roni ng which coincides with the coming of

iho Spirit ] If this young teacher had been a

preaclier lie would not liave taken away from the

pu pit this Ptnlecost subject, and opposed tlie ec-

clpsiastical selection of the Gospel, he:e if any
where appropriate.

spol:en all, he nevertheless continues to speak.

He now refers a^ain in plain words to his de-

imrlure to the Father, after which the Com-
forter will come and make all things plain to

their understanding. Then as a farcweU he
speaks of the fence, which in a certain sense he

bequeaths and leaves to them, but which he

will bo able to give in its fulness when he goes

to his greater Father, and becomes himself

greater than now in his humiliation, in which
in the obedience of suffering he overcomes the

world's prince.

Verses 25, 26. Luther: "These are simply

last words, which our Lord gives to his disciples

as the close and seal of his preaching and con-

solation, because he is about to separate from
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them ; as if he would say, I have been hitherto

with you, and have given you my word, and
comforted yon with my own lips, that ye may
keep yoiirsflves when I am removed from you.

It is true that the comfort of the words which
I have spoken is excellent, great, and high;
but because I am still with you they do not so

go to your hearts that ye can enjoy the sweet-
ness and power of them

;
ye think only that it is

I tcho am speaking such words." Assuredly, as

Tholuck says, " It appears as if Christ was dis-

posed here to arise from the table and end his

savings "—but it only appears so, and he him-
self probably knew that he would speak and
how xuch.* We must attribute to the soul

of Jesus an altogether human affection of heart

here; his words begin anew and are prolonged
on and on, as takes place at all import-
ant farewells; and the "I go now" may
have been more than once uttered. Yet in

the Spirit he is sublimely elevated above all

this—and as often as he begins afresh to speak
of the departure which filled his soul, new
words ever offer themselves to his conscious

will, and these he must speak. B.-Crusius,

therefore, quite incorrectly terms what follows,

vers. 25-31, " detached consolatory sayings, in

the languacje of feeling, not new and not con-

nected." Eather shall we find in every verse a
distinctively new thought not simply poured
out from feeling to feeling—as we have endeav-
ored to show in our preparatory analysis.

AEXdXrjHa, " have spoken," neither here nor
at chap. XV. 11, xvi. 1, 4, 6, 25, 33, stands sim-

ply instead of Aalca, "speak:" it springs

from that pervading farewell feeling, and is

parallel with the sipr/fca, " said," of ver. 29.

It Jirst of all refers in each instance of its oc-

currence to what had just been said ; and con-

sequently here to the sayings which had been
unmtelligible to the disciples since ver. 2 ; es-

pecially to the exclusion of the world from his

manifestation. But this does not hinder us

from supposing the Lord in these final utter-

ances to contemplate the conclusion ^Z" aZZ his

discourses with the disciples, comprehending the

whole course of them from the beginning. We,
must not however, with B.-Crusius regard this

as the sole meaning, and make ravra, "these

things," his Xoyoi, kvToXai, words or com-
mandments (vers. 24, 21)—but rather, Here
with, with these last-spoken words, my speak-

ing, teaching, discoursing have an end. That
we ought not to exclude the general glance back
upon the past, is shown by the itap viiiv

^lEvoov, "present with you," which embraces

the whole period of his visible presence, in con-

nection with the immediately following con-

* We cou'd not say, at least, with Schleier-

macher: "As he closes (afterward ver. 31) with,

Arise let us go hence ! it appears that humanly he
knew not whether afterwards on the way, and as

long as his disciples were with him, he would be
strons; enough to speak further with them, or

whether h'^ would not in silence wait for the final

issues of his earthly desLiny."

trast, in which it more plainly follows, irdvra
a tinov vjulv, " whatever I have said unto
you."

When he now once again points to that other

in his place, the abiding One, he introduces him
by a third and that his most plain and intelli-

gible name

—

the H^ly Spirit. He connects now^
for its fullest illustration, this well-known term

with the mysteriously sounding Paraclete which
had been first used, alter having formed a transi-

tion for it in the middle by " Spirit of tho

truth." The Father will send him, just as (ver.

24) he has sent the Son (comp. Gal. iv. 4, 6)

—

this is an expression appropriate only to per-

sonality, and one whicn, to speak now simply

and unspeculatively, places the " Holy Spirit
"

as the third in order with the Father and the

Son, just as it is finally in Matt, xxviii. 19.

The £«£?ro;, "he" corresponding with the

dXXoi, " another," has been defrauded of its

force in the argument, by the remark that it

refers only to the name Tta/jdnXr^Toi ; but that

of itself is not true, since to itvEvna u TtE/tnpEty

" the Spirit whom he will send," has intervened,

and in chap. xvi. 13, 14, the same kHEivoi

stands quite removed from itapdnXrivoi, while

it is strikingly linked to the to nvsvua. Is

not the personal official name, in equality with

the person of Jesus, of itself decisive? He
who can regard all the therewith connected

personal expressions (of teaching, reminding,

testifying, coming, convincing, guiding, speak-

ing, hearing, prophesying, taking) in these

three chapters as oeing no other than a long-

drawn out figure, deserves not to be recognized

even as an interpreter of intelligible words,

much less an expositor of Holy Scripture.

There is a certain propriety in referring to tho

after-coming of the Spirit when Jesus had
gone, the analogy of lower things in wliich
" the teacher is honored when he is gone from

us ; h's word remiins behind as influential spirit,

and stands detached from the earthly accidents

of its author, as a legacy which is, so to speak,

glorified."* Thus in the case of Christ himself

his sensible presence stood in the way of the

disclosure of his Spirit, and the full under-

standing of his words ; lecauss he was with

them and stood before them, they could not

apprehend him. But the relations of his per-

son and doctrine pass beyond the region of all

analogy here ; for it is not simply the word
left behind which becomes spirit, but. as we re-

marked before, at this point he distinguishes

most decisively the new and superadded Teacher

from the words which himself had spoken.

The Father will send him in ony name: this

is not exhausted when we expound, " upon the

supplication, through the mediation, of the

Son, when we pray for the Spirit in his name."
But as the Son, according to chap. v. 43, is como
in the Father's name (we must ever take the

phraseology of the Lord Jesus in consistency

* So Von Meyer says, without any Riticnalist

spirit in tliis comparison with Christ, in his beau-

tiful Trost fiir Lehrer und Vorsteher,
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•with itself) that is. as sent from the Father. ! the ground of which lies in the unuitered

proceeding from bim, and in such a sense that
;

middle-term—that he himself had actually

the Father wholly worketh, livetii, and is in the

Son—so similarly the Spirit sent from the Father

fome.s at the same time as not only prayedfor by

the Son, but tent by him (hence chap. xv. 26),

and in such a manner that the Son himself is

and conv^p in him. Thus Meyer says, correctly,

aid aU tilings in their essential principle,

just as in chap. xvi. 13, 14. Think not that I

promise you altoiiether new teaching and mani-
festations of the Paraclete.* His teaching will

be no more than a bringing to remembrance.
" The Holy Spirit should my over again to

As my representative ; which, moreover, lies— them what of his words they h&i^ forgotten and
plainly in the immediate connection—for In
»te(ul of the Teacher who did not remain, who has

now spoken his words, this teacher will fulfill

the work. The Spirit of God is at the same
time the Spirit of Christ, the Spirit of the Son
(Rom. viii. 9; Gal. iv. 6). The SiSdqet xai

Cnouvji6ei, "shall teach and bring to remem-
brance," will thus be rightly understood in its

depth of meaning. That the former word does

not immediately refer to a einov, " which I

have said," but that the first noryra involves

an independent and wider meaning

—

AU things

which yet can and must be taught, which yo

still need to know, concerning which ye would
desire when I am gone to question and hear

me—is perfectly true, and is confirmed by the
itoiyTu, "all things" (1 John ii. 20, 27) as

also by the leading into all truth, chap. xvi.

13. But this stiU-remaining teaching is not

any thing altogether new ; the Son had already

told them a'l things, which chap. xvi. 14. 15

prevents us from overlooking. Tholuck takes

a very superficial view of the combined expres-

sions ; he is almost correct in his first limita-

tion of the ndvTa to the " hard things and
those of his words which the disciples had not

apprehended."* But he then goes on to say

of the ,lnomnv7i6KEiy—That which is not
understood is all the more easily forgotten, but
the Spirit could not invardly unfold in instruc-

tion what was not at least in the remembrance
;

con.sequently, he would "aluo revive that which
had faded out of their memory." It opposes
this too external view of the bringing to re-

membrance that the n a V T a a slnov, "what-
soever 1 have said," is connected also with that

;

but the disciples could not possibly forget ail

his discourses, and the Loid could never have
made this a supposable case. Here Liicke is

right (with Augustine, Beda, Rupert) : "The
teaching and bringing to remembrance are not
distinct methods of the Spirit's instruction

—

only completing or only continuing their in-

struction—but both are in.separably one in

spirit." Not, therefore, with Theophylact :
" He

taught what Christ did not teach, because
they could not receive it; he brought to re-

membrance what he had spoken, but what
the disciples could not retain in memory be-
cause they understood it not." (Similarly,
Theod. Mops., and Euthymius.) But the
second clause in our Lord's wonls explains
and reslricls the first by a vou ex^yeticum ;

* But we would go a little deeper—the inmost
kernel of his dni-frine, wlih all things n t in them
xard TO pi/rj,v, but to be deduced and devel-
oped from It.

had not understood. So diligently had the
Lord provided against the possibility of man's
law being established in his Church, that ho
had seen fit to say all things before, even
though not at once observed and understood"

( Luther, A ntwort aufdas Buch Emser's). Fi ken-
scher's opinion is philologically unfounded,
that vTTo/m/:ivr}i)Hety, in distinction from dya-
l.til.iyi)6HEiv , refers to the entering into the

depth and essence of the words, to the estimat-

ing and weighing of what they had heard
; on

the other hand, it is quite certain that the two

expressions indicate not merely the recalling of

something properly forgotten, but in many
cases also the hortatory impressing of what was
well known in word, thus first bringing it to

their understanding. What I altogether ap-
prehend I may be said to know. Thus vno-
mi.iyj!6H£iy is here equivalent to our Erin-
nern,^ in the pregnant and deep sense, " not
merely to call back the words to their remem-
brance, but to open to them the words which
they had heard, but which had remained ob-
scure, to disclose with undeceiving clearness

the meaning of the sayings of Jesus" (Von
Gerlacli). It must be understood, at the same
time, that all this does not exclude that actual

reviving in the memory which is the founda-
tion of the word and of the idea, and of v.'hich

this Gospel itself is an example.
Further, this bringing to remembrance in-

cludes exhortation to faith and the keeping of

Christ's word, to the obedience of his precepts.

On account of our weakness or our sinfulness,

we forget, alas! the most familiar words just

where they should be remembered, and there is

always need that one should stand behind
us ready to pronounce our duty in our ears,

'."'his office, according to Isa. xxx. 20, 21, is as-

sumed by the Teacher, who is always internally

present and will no more depart—and the

suggeret of the Vul. (though not enough) well

suits this meaning. All this is here included
;

but the comprehensive ground-idea is the unity

of teaching and reminding in onler to perfect

understanding, faith, and obedience. When-
ever the disciples had to say in after time,

Alas ! we cannot now think of this or that,

* Ttie perversion of this, after the Mohamme-
dan or lanatical style, wou'd make Heb. 1. 1, 2,

run dilloreiitly :
" And after he had spoken not

yet perfectly by his Son, he coritiniiea now to
sp^ak by his Spirit, though not, yet his last words."

t Branne popularly applies the Gerniin word
Ihus—" It would work intenia'ly, iivingly, c'eariy,

and mightily in them—that is erin.iern, ErMner-
unjf."
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what he then said and how he said it—then

might they call upon the Reminder on the

ground of the promise which they had received.

If they had to cry—Alas! we know it well,

but we do not fully understand it—then came
in the Teacher, and what they then understood,

they now first held and obeyed aright. If they

might think. On this subject the Lord never

spoke any direct word—the Spirit would show
them in the ground of some saying, as in the

spirit of the collective doctrines of Jesus, the

germ and the test for all further necessary and
possible truth (I Cor. vii. 25, 40). For as-

suredly in the school of the Holy Spirit there is

no ceasing to learn; nor was there even for

Apostles. Bengel: " Nor, however, even sub-

sequently, were the whole of the dogmas of

Christian truth infused in one mass into the

Apostles' minds ; but as they needed them, and
as occasion suggested, the Paraclete gave them
instruction." The Fut. diSa^si xai vTCojut'TJdei

applies progressively to all futurity.

Therefore will we, dear readers, not scorn, in

relation to babes and beginners in the school of

Christ, the receiving and the keeping of even
the word not understood, the ttjpe'lv t6v
Xoyov spoken of before, which for us all stands

first as the condition. For " he who has not
been the subject of an earnest desire to hear
and keep the tcord, has nothing in him which
the Spirit shall bring to remembrance, has nothing
in him for the Spirit to set in clearer light

"

(Piieger). But that all may not end with

zaiJra XeXccX rjKa viuiy, " these thmgs Ihave
gpoken unto you "—it is for us to permit the, Simnt
to ttoch lis again all that Jesus has taught,

that tiie seed may attain its full growth, that

we may be properly mindful of both the known
and the neglected sayings, letting them bear the

right fruit in the right place, in living intelli-

gence and obedience, and bearing our living

testimony to their power. The blessed dis-

ciples appear so far to have understood the great

promise of ver. 26, that they are preparatorily

encouraged with regard to the obscurity of these

as well as other sayings of the Lord, and thus

they asfk no more questions : when in chap. xvi. 16

they are tempted to do so once more, they be-

think themselves and suppress the desire.

Verse 27. Probably after a short pause which
allowed them time to reflect upon the consoling

promises referring to the Holy Spirit, the Lord
proceeds further with the forewell which had
already begun in the XeXdXrjMa Ttap vulv
HEVGov. As at the final conclusion, chap. xvi.

33, he speaks of peace ; this parallel shows us

this he connects a very full meaning with this

word, even as we are assured, independently of

this, that our Lord never uttered a word as a

mere formula or phrase, or used expressions

half emptied of their meaning. But we know
also by manv examples that he by no means
scorned to adopt the usual forms of conversation

in life ; he elevated them to his own level, illus-

trated their original truth, or .<*et them in a new
light. This makes it probable to us that we
ehall find in his departing discourses some such

glorification of a popular farewell greeting, an
adieu spoken to the disciples. Now the " fare-

well" in Israel, as the greeting of love in

coming and going generally, was the 7]p Oi?K^

or Q^\) DiJ'K' (Peace be unto thee, or you !)—and

we have already seen upon Matt. x. 13, Luke
X. 5, how the Lord reinstates this greeting in

its true meaning. When we find, and in John
too, that the risen Lord entered the circle of

the disciples with Eipy'ivrj i;ntv (comp. x^^i-

pETE, Matt, xxviii. 9, but Luke xxiv. 36,

Etpjivrj also)—it is very obvious that we must
connect this, as the Lord himself designed, with

the Dp!> Di^t^ which he had spoken as his de-

parting farewell. Gensenius, indeed, to whom
Liicke appeals, is quite right in saying that this

formula is not yet found in the Old Testament
as a mere greeting, as it was afterwards among
the Arabians and Syrians, and in the Talmud,
but always has an emphatic meaning in it, as

the actual invocation of good upon a person,

exhortation not to fear, etc. ; but the reason of

this is partly that nothing of the conventional

language of conversation is there communi-
cated, and partly that such phraseology was
formed and fixed in later days, established, how-
ever, in the time of Christ. If it be said that

the expression never occurs, at least, as a,fare-

well, it may be replied that any greeting may
be so used, especially such as circumstances

make peculiarly suitable. Moreover, we may
compare (with Liicke) as certainly the geiin of

such farewell-formula the O.-T. U'h^'} "^ as

earlv as Gen. xliii. 23 ; Exod. iv. 18, and again

1 Sam. i. 17, xx. 42 ; 2 Kings v. 19 ; uh^^y

1 Sam. xxix. 7 ; 2 Sam. xv. 9, with which such

passages in the New Testament as Mark v. 34;

Luke vii. 50, viii. 48 ; Acts xvi. 36 ; James ii.

16 well agree, and even in the Epistles, 1 Pet.

v. 14 ; 3 John 15. Thus we have on the whole
ground enough for taking the expression E'/p^/-

vrjv a<pir]ni vniv in our Lord's lips a.?, first of
all a valete or farewell. Luther :

" These are

the last words, as of one who is going away
and gives his good- night or his blessing."

But how is this touching expression, reduced

in the world to an empty word and become a
lie, glorifi d into its highest truth ! The New-
Testament Etpt'ivT], " peace," has been seldom
profoundly enough traced to its Old-Testa-

ment derivation in hSh^y whose place it takes

;

it IS too generally limited to the ordinary mean-
ing of peace. Herder reduced our precious

saying. My peace 1 give unto you—into the

assurance that "with his mind (his Spirit!)

they should also have that imperturbable tran-

quiUity of gpii'it which they had ever seen in

him, and now discerned even in this time of

distress "*—but our readers will hardly approve
of this or think it enough. Kling, too (Stiul.

* Bahrdt also uses the unhappy word tranquiUity

of in.nd.
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u. Krit. 1836, iii. 685), falls, though with a

good intention, somewhat into this tone :
" Af-

ter he had consoled them as regards their

hitherto defective knowledge, he proceeds to tell

them that their temper and feelings also should

lack no stay when he had gone. He takes

tiprivr] more definitely than Liicke, as " the

good estate of a mind united with God." We
think, on the other hand, that this is by no
means enoucjh. but merely its interiial aspect,

the essential ground, indeed, and beginning of

the Messiah's salvation, which we with Liicke

understand to be signified. Not merely here

trouble and fear, but in chap. xvi. 33, 3Xiipi?,
" tribulation," too, forms the antithesis. Lu-
ther \uti the point with perfect correctness:

"No man has peace unless things are with him
as they should be. Therefore in the Hebrew
tongue this little word peace means nothing else

but thriving and prospering." In fact this is the

root and ground-meaning of Dip;^', as appears

plain in many passages, especially in that nor-
mal one, Isa. liii. 5. We repeat what has been

said in another place.* DiPl^ is originally the

adjective form pHJ of the root Dbli'j integrum

esse ; whence Dp-S thus, unhurt, tohole, entire,

when a thing is what it should be according to

its origin ami capacity, without any deduction,

need, sickness, hurt, unhappiness, or distur-

bance. Hence Qr^y to complete, restore, replace

that which is wanting to a thing. This funda-

mental meaning of UV'y (Cocceii Lex. " Incolu-

mitas, res salvas, pax, in qua est oXonXr^pta "

(comp. Gen. xliv. 17; Exod. iv. 18, with Sept.)

is here—Isa. liii.—distinctively intended, as is

proved by the parallel with K3"i3 and O'^n

Nt^'3. Compare uShv) as healing, Jer. vi. 14,

viii. 11, xiv. 17-19, xxxiii. C-9; Psa. xxxviii.

4-8, as completeness (building) ; Ezek. xiii.

10-16. But let us not be misunderstood. We
would not deny by all this that the peace, or

the rest of the heart, and conscience through

the peace or the atonement, restored fellowship

with God, a.3 it afterwards appears in apostolical

teachings, is an essential element, yea, as before

said, the first ground and beginning of all

tlpy'jvri ; but we must maintain that this word,

winch has come from the sacred idiom of the

old covenant, embraces more than this, even
the whole salvation of man, his re estah/iihmenl

into final, perfect external and internal well-

Iteing.f Hence we are really referred to eter-

nity for the enjoymentof the consummate peace.

If here the Lord in his farewell attaches his

word to the common greeting (which certainly

itself spoaks, with the same generality, of well-

being), he also proceeds to refer to the Messianic

' Andeutungen fiir gl. Schrifte. ii. 11.3.

t Lulhardt, coneclly : Eirryrj in not a matter

of leoliog, p.-e-eminenlly, but a conddion.

promise, according to which Ur?^ in all the

depth and fulness of the word is the good and
salvation which the Prince of Peace gives in hia

kingdom of peace. It was indeed, long befora

the Apostles and his disciples, before the whole
Churcn of his believers suould enjoy this full

and perfect peace ; but the pledge meanwhile,
yea, in a certain sense, the compensation for it

18 assuredly the inicard peace of a heart no
longer disturbed or fearful, because united with
God. Therefore he speaks of that immediately,

and this is the truth in the first-named ex-

position, which does not liowever exhaust
the further-pointed promissory meaning of tho

word. At the final return of the Lord to his

own, of which the return of the Risen Saviour
was a type, when they altogether live as and
where he liveth, will the Peace le unto you bo
fulfilled in all its amplitude.

My pence—this also means very much : Tho
peace which I myself have, which I already

possess in my suffering way as pledge and
equivalent, because I am going to the Father
into the peace and blessedness of glory ; which
hence I alone can give; which in its truth and
fulness is actually something altogether new,

and first brought unto men by me ; which, final-

ly, I can give and impart only through fellow-

ship with myself, to all in whom I dwell and
abide. (Comp. Myjoyinyott, chap. xv. 11.) Yet
let us take notice that the Lord adds this tfjy

E/.t}jy first to the second clause with Si'Soojm,
" 1 give ;

" and learn therefrom that the first

peace without the article with its d(pu;m, " I

leave," cannot possibly be the same. He who
takes the two clauses as only parallel formalin

does not interpret aright, for what the Lord
already leaves hehind him cannot be at the same
time given—that is, if we take as we must the

SidGiij.ti, "1 give," as ado66a}, "1 will give,"

belonging to the promise of the Spirit. Lange
would make it a mere repetition of the farewell

salutation, as at the same time an assurance of

permanent fellowshipand speedy meeting again

;

out that issues in the end in such a two-fold

meaning \s must here, by the nature of the

case, have a special significance. So with

Lampe: 11k not only speaks twice about peace,

but with a difference. For concerning tho

former peace he only speaks generally, the latter

he precisely names his own; he leaves ihe former,

tho latter he gives. But not with the distinc-

tion of Augustine and Gregory : The former tho

peace of grace upon earth, the latter the peace

of glory in heaven. Nor merely, as Lampe
rejecting this, prefers—First, the lesser peace of

the Old Testament, then the full New-Testament
peace. There is indeed something of truth in

this, if we place ourselves in the position of the

dusciples as coming from the Old Testament,

and the antithotical my almost leads the wav
;

nevertheless, the disciples had also already

received through Jesus a certain elevation of

the Old-Testament spiritual experience or peaco

of heart: ajid what they now had he leaves to

them undi-slu.bed and unchan^^ed by his depar-
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ture. It is at least not his fault, he would say,

it they let this peace be disturbed, it ought and
mipht remain with them. Fikenscher :

" Jesus

took not away the repose of his disciples with

him "—but less correctly again :
" He ^aeethem

rather (better, he promised to give) of his

peace." He then excellently expounds, "He
of you who feels himself blessed in me, shall not

lose his peace ; no, I will still give to you
through my Spirit, who will come to you, of

thai peace which is to be the peculiar possession

of the righteous and of those called by God unto

glory." Let us reflect, finally, that this grada-

tion for the disciples is still repeated among
believers, when their hearts are troubled first,

and then the Lord comes to them again in his

Spirit; and that interpretation of the difference

between the leaving and the giving is right and
important, which Fresenius gives : The first

and lesser degree is the peace which is left, when
the principle of the divine peace which we had
previously received from him is not given up
in the time of pressure and trial, but held firm

in the heart. The higher degree is when the

peace of Jesus with a sensible joy of the Holy
Spirit is truly and properly given anew.

Not as the icorM giveth. This is an affectionate

ratification of the word. Kling is right in

maintaining (after Lampe) that this waOta'?,

"as," must be referred not to the substance of

the peace, but to the manner of giving it \ for

tliis suits the letter of the expre.'sion. That
the world has its peace and even gives it, is

given to be understood only in mournful irony.

It heah the hurt lightly (mark again the funda-
mental idea of Dl^tJ') and says Peace, peace,

when there is no peace (Jer. vi. 14, viii. 11,
xiv. 13, xxiii. 17; Ezek. xiii. 10). /isgreetings
and good wishes are empty forms of speech with-
out any actual giving. Its peace secured by
policy and arms is not really such, as the old
proverb rnns—Public peace is not to be trust-

ed. Still less the world's peace of heart. Their
deluded tranquillity is followed again by the
outbreak of anguish ; with all their giving of
peace there is no security against amazement
and fear of heart. But the Lord alone adds to

his Di^p> in full truth the NTn b^ or !|N1"'ri b^,

(Fear not), which so often accompanies the
word in tne Old Testament.* Bengel refers

the Mr) ra/jaddsdOoj, "not be troubled," to

any terror from without, 5ii/lm'rG9, "be afraid,"

to fears from within (comp. 2 Cor. vii. 5)—but
this will not very well agree with ver. 1, where
certainly internal disquiet was intended. Thus
it is better to understand a progression, the
former being the less, the latter the greater
trouble; since 5£iA.z'ar, still more than <po7^o5,

always stands with a bad meaning. Ye need

* LuthTrdt corrects Klin^ and myself: "It is

not thnt ilie reality and the empf;/ word are here
oppo-;ed, but the truth and the deceitful appearance
of peace." As if both were not the same, as we
have sa=d above. This is hairsplitting for the sake
of correction.

not even be disquieted, if ye have my peace

;

much less need ye be amazed. Or, futher, the
SetXtdy is the ground of the rapdddeoQat, and
as such is removed.
By this, hii eiptfyrf, the Lord, who has al-

ready spoken of the diflfercnce between the

world and his disciples, now gives the last most
sure and perfectly decisive note of this distinc-

tion : his own have peace in him (although
because of their infirmity and before the con-
summation they have tribulation in the world)

—and this may finally be made by every man
a most internal test. Indeed, it is one thing to

have this inmost peace, and it is another to

have a joyful sense or knowledge of it ; as we
see in the case of these disciples to whom the
Lord ascribes a peace almost in spite of them-
selves. Nevertheless, there was a peace which
the world did not and could not give in the

hearts of Mary and John under the cross, or

they could not have been there. The peace of

God in Christ is higher than all understanding,

vTtEpexovda itdvToc vovv, higher than all

words about it, and deeper than all consciousness

of it. As the power of the peace-giving of

Jesus among the disciples lollowed and over-

came all at a later time, so it is often with our-

selves ; that is, if we, like the sincere disciples

are among those to whom the thrice- uttered

word was given. To you 1 leave and give

peace. The leaving is always followed by the

giving, as Lange says, " Out of the farewell

salutation soon springs a new resurrection

greeting."

Verse 28. With that marvellous elevation

of his peace above the amazement of these per-

plexed and weak-believing disciples which per-

vades these farewell discourses, and is here

especially prominent, he demands from them
that they even rejoice at his going away. More
strictly speaking, he does not require it of them,
because he knows what is in their hearts, but
he tells them, in order that such a transcendent
word may in some degree at least assuage their

sorrow, that they would rejoice ift/uy loved hi^n

aright. Oh, how must this have penetrated
their hearts I That they love him lie knows,
he already assumed it in ver. 15, 21, 23, confirms
it again "down to chap. xvi. 27—and yet now
he says si yyandre,^' if ye loved," instead of

the previous edv dyandte, "if ye love."

This is not hard of solution : Their love is noX
yet the true and perfect love, it is not yet dis'

interested enough in its faith and dependence
upon his person; they still think too much of

iheir own bereaved condition, instead of eleva-

ting themselves to his joy, which all his words
however testify, and thinking upon his depar-
ture to the Fiilher. So far we agree with Kling,
that in our Lord's meaning they should rejoice

at this pre-eminently on his own account—what
Liicke objects has not much force. The con-
nection with ver. 27 is regarded as not permit-

ting this sense, and e^a'p^/re a»', "ye would
rejoice," is represented as being only the positive

expression of /^ 7 rapaadedBoo urjSs SEiXidroo,
" let not—be troubled nor afraid." But the
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connection with the previous verse is really

that of & progression, by which he would elevate

them above iheniaelves and their own fate to

the consideration of his own glorification : and,

again, neither was the trouble of the disciples

merely on their own account, nor finally cloes

the Lord require it of them that they rejoice

exclusively on his.

Ye have indeed heard that I said unto you

—

a stronger expression than the simple I sdrj unto

you ; for he would thereby intimate that tliey

had not yet heard it aright. In the consolatory
xai Epxouat npoi t)/ia?,"and come unto you,"

immediately joined to the mournful vndyaa,
"1 go away," he sums up, as it were, the sev-

eral promises of ver. 3, 18, 21, 23. All this

consequently would be cause of joy on tfieir own
account. But this has not availed them as yet

;

the solitary vrtdyco has prevented the entrance

of these assurances, exciting only gloomy
thoughts of death ; therefore the Lord now sud-

denly turns to the application of the other side

of the question—I have further told you that I

go to the Father ;* and that must be, as for

you, so especially /or me, something simply good
and to be rejoiced in, and if ye loved me with

an absolute love ye would in the thought of

my elevation at first forget yourselves. This

order of thought, which to us at least is clear

and certain, gives at once the true meaning of

the celebrated ^iEiZ,ooy, "greater," as spoken of

the Father—a word upon which the ancient

»ud modern heretics (to use the words of Dor-

ncr after Irenaius), like base wrestlers, seize

spasmodically, as if it were an individual limb

of the truth.

Luther put it rightly :
" Now mark that the

question here treated is not as to whether and
how Christ is God or man, or what his nature

and essence is, whether in this he is greater or

less than the Father; but he is telling them
that they should not be terrified—and adds
these words as a reason, that he is going to the

Father. The question is not how about his be-

ing born of the Father, but of his receiving his

F'dher'a kingdom, in which he tcill be equal with the

Fa'her, and be known and honored in like

majesty. Therefore do I go, he saith, thither

ichere IiJudl be greater than I now am, that is to

the Father—and it is better that I should pass

out of this olscurity and weakness (in which he
moves, since he must .sufTer and die) into the
power ami glory in which the Father is." Sim-
ilarly Calvin: "Christ does not here compare
the divinity of the Father with his own, nor
his own human nature with the divine essence

of the Father; but rather his present condition

with the celestial glory to which he would
presently be received, as if he would say : Ye

* We firmly bflieve that the omission of etnov
before itofiF.vonai sprang from a false scruple

about the repetition of the word. To us, the re-

petition is in the highest desre'* appinj)riate in con-

nection with the humWllne iiHovdavE. I have
not merely fcid indyoi, but also I go to the Father

^that, loo, ye have heard me say.

desire to retain me in the world, though it is

better for me to ascend into heaven." fSo, fur-

ther, Cocceius :
" An inferiority as to his human

nature is not here intended, because an infe-

riority is referred to which is to be removed by
his departure to the Father."

Quite inappropriate also is all that the fathers

have said, whether in opposition to heretics or

without this occasion, for the closer understand-
ing of this greater—referring it to a permanent
relation between the divine persons. We can-
not at all see how such a thought could have
arisen here.* Greater than I, who nevertheless

am greater than all, one with the Father, so

that he is seen in me—this very paradox, which
exalts him who speaks so high, necessarily re-

quires the explanation, the restriction "for the

present, in a certain sense." That the saying
would otherwise " say nothing" at such time,

Bruckner may well assert with Hilgenfeld whom
he quotes. It is evident that the Son speaks
in his undivided person generally ; and here
especially, inasmuch as he now places himself

in antithesis to the Father. To speak in such

manner of a pre-eminence in divine digni:y,

which would be self-understood, would not
evidence humility, but be in the highest degree
inappropriate. Roos: "What subject would
say to his friends—Ye should rejoice because I

am g'ling to the prince, for the prince is greater
than I?"t We make it stronger: What man as

man would say—God is greater than I?J: Thus
also that is ever impossible—According to my
humanity I am indeed less. Moreover, he speaks
of an inferiority to be laid aside, to he rcm'>ved ;

else would there be no ground for tx"(ftV^' «''

in the whole discourse. If (:is Sclimie^l'^r on

the high-priestly prayer teaches) the Father
is mentioned here as greater than the Son qnile

independently of his incarnation, and simpiv
by reason of the character of subordination in

the eternal Sonship, there can be found no con-

nection or order of thought in this discourse on
such a view. The Father sent him into the

world, and now in the obedience of this mission,

in the doing as the FatJicr gave him commarulment,

ver. 31, he points to the Father in heaven as

greater and above himself It is the »tatris pra:!^,na

of the Son compared with the divine govern-
ment of the Father—as Luthardt after Calvin

mantains. This is so obvious that many fathers

(Origen, Athanasius, Cyril, Epiphanius) cite

the words, though they scarcely so read them,

thus: uTtarijp o ne/irpai i^E or dno6TEi\ai
fi£ narr'fp—without rightly noting what this

* In Petavius, de Trin. lib. 2, cap. 2, we have

them collected; similarly in Suiceri Thexaur Eccles.

ii. 1368. Either, accordins; to Alexander aeainst

Arius, the Father as dyEvvrjroi or as Fatiier is

ureater; or the Son is less only according to his

human nature, which latter Gerhard labors hard
to prove.

I Glaitbenslehre, ^ 237, comp. Zehrg Je$u Christi

p. 176.

:J:

" A mere man could least of all have said this

concerning himself " (Brandt).
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involved. Not so much "as opposed to the
suffering and dying Son of Man"—although
this touches the kernel of the matter—but the
Father is already greater when compared with
the Son, as he is nmo the emptied and humiliated
Son of Man, and that means certainly, first of

all, as Kling very properly says—Higher, more
glorious, mightier ; chap. X. 29, is decisive for

this meaning. That a beatior is also included,
as Bengel, Storr, and others assert, is true, but
only as a deduction suited to the connection ; for

fjeyai, /isi^ooy in itself has no such meaning
—although i)"nj>1, Gen. xxvi. 13, has been

strangely quoted to prove it. The departure of

the Son to the Father, into the full fellowship

of his might and glory, is an exaltation ; and
at that they should rejoice. The Son so speaks,

as Bengel expresses it
—"Ut lilius Dei in carne

ad Patrem tendens" (As the Son of God in the

flesh going to the Fatlier). But this was intended

as it " was most appropriate both to the present

comprehension of the disciples, and to the cir-

cumstances of this occasion in which the depar-

ture to the Father was the topic "—so that

any deeper reference to the relations of essence

between Father and Son are not to be sought

for here.*

We have recognized from the outset that the

Lord would have his disciples rejoice pre-emi-

nently on his own account, because he was
going to the Greater, to become himself once

more great and high; we gladly admit, with

Olshausen, "the exceeding delicacy of thought

bv which the Lord appeals to the love which
they bear him for their own consolation : Ye
love me, then rejoice that I go to the Father,

for it is good for myself." But, nevertheless, in

order not to be one-sided, we must admit what
indeed preceded in nai epxoi-iai npui vjddi,
" and come unto you," that the Lord does not

speak as if he would exclude them—It is ex-

pedient for you that I go away, chap, xvi 7.

Both meanings lie, finally, in the word, that

* Liebner's speculations {Christo^ogie, i. 150 ff

)

about an eternal xevoo^iZ of the Son even in the

Trinity, have no exegetical point of connection

with onr present text, and belong to the ^vdrrj-
piov evdmOsrov of an "eternal God-man"
which the Scripture no where directly affiims

—

and Vi^ith which we would now have nothing to do.

Just so, Olshausen sinks too deep, falling back
almost upon the dysTvy^ro? and yivvrjroi
nsain, in the thought, inajipropriate here, that the

Father being the ground of the Son, therefore the

return to the Father was the satisfaction of the

longing of the Son, who yearned for his original.

This m'ght previously lie in the undertone of the

Ttp6<i Tov itLXrepa, but it is wrong to say

—

" This is the relafon of the Son to the Father
which is ind'cated by the words jiieiCayv /.tov

idri." S'milarly, but more prudently, Von Ger-

lach: " As long as the Son of God bj' reason of

bis voluntary humiliation was less than the Father,

he pressed upwards strugaling and ^ufiTering to

his original." Why not, rather, what he himself

continues with—tp his glorifcaiion, re-exaltation 1

the Father is greater. The first obvious dedno-
tion is, I myself shall be exalted—the next,
And will send from the Father the Comforter,
work mightily in you, and give effect to your
prayers, yea, come again myself in life and
glory. Lampe also decides for " gaudium dis-

cipulorum turn Christi, tum sui causa." Here,
again, it is not as Stoltz says :

" God can bet-

ter protect you than my visible presence ;
" nor

as Liicke, also :
" The Father is a more mighty

protection." For this postponement of the
Son, who goeth to the Father (as if he were to
continue less), is rationalistic, and opposes tho
substance generally of these farewell discourses.

Assuredly the disciples were to expect, not
from the greater Father according to this dis-

tinction, but actually from the Son gone to

him, and then alike great, consolation, salva-

tion, and power, yea, all that he had promised
to them ; and this is very much more than
mere protection. More correctly says Luther :

" I go to my glory for your sakes too, and en-
ter my kingdom where I can protect and ?ielp

you, against all that can hurt you."*

Verse 29. This is as in chap. xiii. 19. Hence
we may, generally supplement Ye might helieve

by on kyao sii.it,
" that I am He "—or under-

stand the nt6TBvEiv eH avTov, " believing on
him," required from them at the beginning.

This must be taken, as Augustine (tract. 79) re-

marks, " non fide novj\, sed aucta, aut certe,

cum mortuus esset, defecta, cum resurrexisset,

refecta," (not with a new faith, but with one
increased; or certainly one defective at his

death, and renewed at his resurrection). Yet in

speaking after this manner the Lord scarcely

admits their present faith to be faith, just ao in

the case of their love. What was it that he
told them before it came to pass ? This we
have not to seek, with Liicke, in the previous

promises, ver. 26, to wit ; but it refers im-
mediately to the going to tlie Father and the

coming again ; of course, however, including all

that is bound up with these truths.

Verse 30. He will no longer speak viuch to

them, thus yet a little more—evidence of what
was previously asserted that he well knew that

he would not yet altogether cease and break

off. The way to the Father leads, for the Son
of Man and for the redemption of mankind,
through death, through the suffering of death

;

but in this Satan is the ruling proximate

agent, with whom therefore he first has to do.

Mark once more the perpetual variation of the

highest opposites in the clear and tranquil con-

sciousness of Jesus : from the glory of the

Almighty Father in heaven he turns to the

devil's power of darkness upon earth, among
men. He perfectly well knows his way and his

task. The prince of the tcorldf comes in hostile

attack upon him—by no means vierely through

men in whom he lives and v,orks, as Tholuck

* His Pf ntecost sermon in Niethamme.-.

t Tovrnv is not srenuine, but derived from tho

parallels, chaiJS. xii. 31, xvi. 11.
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says, "the spirit of darkness working in ray

enemies."* This is included, but is certainly

not all ; lor Luke xxii. 53 does not give us two

parallel sayings, but diMinguishes the still more

strongly marked power of darkness (in which

he had' already struggled with death and the

prince of death, vet. 44), from their hour. The
eoul-sujfcrings of Christ, aa they were from with-

out, came upon him from the influence and as-

sault of Satan : this is a truth which has always

been certain in orthodox faith. Here he en-

counters the second greater temptation, now
through fear and horror as the first time

through pleasure and desire. | But the Lord
is beforehand assured of his victory in the

final, decisive conflict with the enemy; he

knows that the mighty one must become im-

potent against himself, btcduiie he hath nothing

in him. "Thus he comforts and encourages

himself aeainst the injurious devil " (Luther).

Ls tv i^oi, " in me," to be taken as standing

simplv for tii lf.u, " against me ? " Is ovh a'xei

ovSev, " hath nothing," to be explained mere-

ly of might? thus scil. noieiy, he can do noth-

ing against me, hath nothing acer me ? For this,

Iv avToo, Matt. xvii. 12, and £X£ii*JtoiT/()ai,

Luke xii. 4, are compared. We confidently

think otherwise, for this mere assurance that

the devil could do nothing further against him
is here in the mouth of our Lord too little; and
the in me, taken with the mere luith, is plainly

enougli to be understood in its most simple

and obvious meaning. Lange :
" No point of

seizure." We could not at once adopt Lampe's
"nihil neqi.e juris neque -virium." For this

last—no ixtwer— is not plainly spoken, but left

to be deduced, for the tv iuoi gives the reason

for the Et'i his which is not at first added. Let
the sublime antithesis be observed, in which
the Lord opposes hivv^lf alone to the v/hole

Hodfioi, or " world." Wherefore is Satan, as

having the power of death, the lord of all hu-
manity ? Wherefore but because of sin ? Where
he finds guilt he has a claim, consequently a

power. Just I'/m^ is the point of seizu:e. Ac-
cording to this correct and scriptural thought.
which applies here if any where, the ancienls

.supplemented the plain words tv t/itol ovx
iX'i ovSey, " ha;h nothin.) in me," by the cor-

rect r/ rajy iSitov (aught of his own). Non-
nus, concisely and well, /.tepoi. Augustine
(tract. 79): "Nullum omnino scilicet pecca-
tum ;

" which coincides at bottom with Euthy-
mius' aiTiov Saydrov. The same was signi-

fied by the varr. readings nnd glosses, eipy'iuEi,

svpi6KEi, and so forth. The nai, " and," be-
tween the two clauses is certainly adversative,
and we might waver between this view

—

But

* Many even refer it to JuJas, who was just
returning—See, there comoth Satan ! Sclileier-

rancher is much too bold—All those who .stand uj)

against rjc will fail to fasten a spot of guilt upon
me.

f Wo may refer to our notes :n JlebrarrJrrief, i.

40. These renounced truths we canuoi bo over
anew investigating and esiablishin".

he has nothing, will find nothing in me, which
is of his own, and which could give him right

and power over me—and the other, He cometh

upon me, although he has no authority to do so.

We prefer the latter, because that makes the

following a'AAa, " but," plain.

Verse 31. The construction is here again

dubious. Grotius, whom Paulus and Kuinol
follow, would understand the J<cci as propterea,

making it introduce the minor in the argu-

ment; but this is too artificial and inappropri-

ate to need any refutation. But should we not,

with Bengel, set the period after noico, " do?"
Then should we supplement it

—

But he cometh,

nevertheless, on me, the Father permitteth

that, and I bear it, yea, it is the Father's will

and I obey it—that thereby the world through

the knowledge of my love and my obedience

may be saved, or its salvation rendered possi-

ble. This is in any case the meaning of the

But, which solves the mystery of his coming who
nevert?ule»s hath nothing in him; inasmuch as no
construction changes this sense—I give myself

up voluntarily and obedient for the good of the

world. Meanwhile, the ellipsis after dXXct,
" but," much more between dXXd and lya,
" that," is very harsh ; and besides that the

sudden setting out- aa a clause of itself is too ab-

rupt. Therefore we hold with the ancients

who make the exeipedOe, " arise," depend on
the preceding clause, and thus refer the dXXd
itself to the breaking off summons. Never-
theless, not, with Lucke

—

Be it so then (for he
has not rightly understood the previous iv
efioi)—but, giving it still the adversative

meaning. But he cometh nevertheless, I suffer

him to come against me, I go myself to meet
him ; and instead of that spoken in common (we
shall see soon why)—Let us go to meet hijn !

The world is to know the love of the Son to

the Father by his obedience ; why not rather

the love of the Father an?J the Son to it, the

world? This would be more obvious, but the

striking application instead of it is strictly in

harmony with the profound view which makes
every thing here rest upon the relation of the

Father and the Son. Yea, the voluntary obe-

dience of Christ, which in the bitter sufferings

of death so strongly attested itself, not enforced

but springing solely from love, is the first thing

which the world is to know, before knowinsr all

which springs from it. The love to the Father

is the perfect consent of his will to his gracious

counsel to redeem thereby the world; this is

the ground and substance of the iverEiAaro,

or command. The kyroXti of the Father was
before spoken of in chap. x. 18 and xii. 49.

Always to the end does the Son repose in this

supreme /IeI, or must—it is ever "a mystery:

the Father wills it ! Wherefore? This he tells

us not" (John Von Jiliiller). Enough, that if

the world knoweth the self-sunxnder o{ Chv'isi

in order to the accomplishment of this coun-
sel, it may yet experience its fruit in its own
salvation. Here also to this same world,

who.«e prince Satan is, freedom and salvation

are again offered with the same iVa as in chap.
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iii. 17. Bengel: "That the world may cease

to be the world, and savingly acknowledge the

Father's good pleasure in me."

It is, finally, equally striking with the for-

mer transition, that the Lord should include

and take with him the disciples in his Let us go

to sufferings and death. He who can recon-

cile himself to regard this as referring merely

to their external accompanying to Gethsemane,

may do so; but we find further something

typical in the background. The Lord utters it

for the future of their following in the same
way of sufiering and obedience, in the fellow-

ship of his cross; and thus has the Spirit ex-

pounded this conclumn to the Church, in many

a Pentecost sermon. Such an application baj

its justifiable ground in the undertone of the

Spirit's meaning. Hence it is not unexegetical

when the Berlenh. Bibel comments: "Up! up!
let us go forth to suffering and the fulfillment

of the divine will. Thus does the Lord arouse

them, and carry them with him into his contest,

that they may be his followers in the way of

suffering." We would add, once more. In

order that (further in the future) the world

may see also your love to me in your obedience

to my commands, and thereby be convinced

that ye are in me as I am in you, and recog-

nize your commission to save by your self-

sacrificing testimony all who will be saved.

RENEWED FAREWELL DISCOURSES DURING THE DELAY OP SETTING
FORTH—SIMILITUDE OF THE VINE AND THE BRANCHES.

(John xv. 1-6.)

The text rigidly requires that we interpose

here

—

Then they arose, but went not yet forth

from the place, and the Lord proceeded to

speak further. Every other distribution and

account of these discourses, as they are imme-

diatelv linked one to another, disturbs, accord-

ing to" our simple and decided feeling, the irre-

movable sense of the letter. John does not
" forget," in his especial attention to the dis-

courses themselves, their scenery (as Liicke,

with whom we agree in the main, rather un-

happily expresses it) ; but the Lord's words

are so entirely the great concernment that he

deliberately hastens over every thing external,

teaching us what is the only worthy and pro-

fitable course for ourselves. Meanwhile, if we,

not elevated to so lofty a point as he, require a
" scenery " in the midst of which we may better

hear our Lord's words, there are sufficient inti-

mations here for its construction. We may
suppose that the disciples obeyed the Arise as

soon as it was spoken, and (and as the Let us go

renders highly probable) that the Lord himself

arose ; had they, however, actually gone forth,

the Evangelistwould certainly have said so in

a simple word. Thus, not to mention the har-

monizing which would interpose here the going

into the town, the Passover and the Supper,

we cannot admit even the old and customary

supposition that all which now follows was ut-

tered after the setting forth, and in the way*
For in chap, xviii. 1 we have the l^ijXQe,

* Instead of tliis Chrysos. (see in Klee) supposed

that tlie Lord led away his disciples, troubled

about the place where they had been, to another

place; that so regarding themselves more safe

they miaht better hear the remainder. Very
mtich mi^ht be urged in objection to this. It re-

quires a poetical expounder like Lange to devise a
' gQuig for.h under the starry heavens at chap. siv.

" went forth," express, which as related to

chap. xiv. 31, cannot possibly intimate the de-

parture only "outside the town boundaries"
(as Lange maintains against me—what signifi-

cance would these limits have here?) ; besides

which, we cannot imagine how the Lord could

have uttered these most confidential final saj'-

ingsin the open air, amid the crowds which we
must assume at the feast time—the last prayer

especially requiring a secluded and undisturbed

place. "The Lord begins anew to speak, while

still in the room of the paschal meal, on the

point of departure, and surrounded by his dis-

ciples. His words are still more penetrating

and affecting : first, concerning the permanent
bond of love between him and them, then, in

more specific reference to his farewell, concern-

ing all that would follow after and result from
his departure.* See our distribution of the

whole at the outset. Well, then, my way is

unto death and separation from you—but we
are and shall remain united forever. As ye
surround me now, in faith and in love hanging
already on me, so shall it be and much more,

our unity shall be truly internal—I the vine,

ye the branches. What a majestic 'Eyoo, "I,"

once more at this head of the new discourse!

But what as to the occasion for this selected

similitude? We must at once set aside Tho-
luck, who maintains without any ground that

2 (after an "exit from the room" between chaps.

xiii. xiv., of which there is no hint)—and then for

chap. XV. to discover not only vines around but

burning fires also in the garden.

* Thus correctly, e. g., the Hirschb. Bibel, Von
Gerlach, Pfenninger. Knapp, Tholuck, 01shau.sen,

Liicke, K'ee. The Berlenh. Bihcl : "Here Christ

paused a while and contemp''ated hi'! difc'ples, to

see how they breathed after his wo;ds. Then lol-

low other di.iCouries."
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Ghrist ettrywhert derived the similitudes which
he employed from something tchich met his eyes ;

and Hezel, who says that he always took occa-

sion from the matters of common life which
were before hira at the time. It is not difficult

to contradict this "every where" and "always"
by sure e-xamples; and, furthermore, it seems
to us petty and unworthy to suppose that the

Lord would restrict himself always to things

sensibly present, while he had before his eyes

and at his ccmmnnd the whole treasure of the

types and symbols of the kingdom of heaven
which had been impressed upon all nature at

the creation, and which had already been abun-
dantly illustrated in the ancient Scriptures.

Nor was the weakness or the dulness of the

disciples so great as to render this necessary on
their account. There was no need that vines

should be clustering round the window, or that

vi::eyards should have been passed through on
the road, or that the room should be decorated
with vine foliage (all which liave been assumed)
to account for the Lord's choice of the figure.

It is perfectly outof keeping to introduce the ar-

tificial vine on the door of the temple ( Josephus,
lidl. Ju'l. V. V. 4, Antiq. XV., xi. 3). which
Lampe refe;s to with forte quoq}te, 2,nd.YM?,(iVL-

miiller insists on. Although this vine, intend-

ed (as Olshausen remarks) to be a type of'

Israel, might s em to be an anticipatory pro-

phecy of that which our Lord's words hero

teach, yet now and in, this place a designed allu-

sion to such shadows in the forsaken temple is

quite inappropriate. When the Lord now
begins to speak of a tine, bis language is in har-

mony with the whole system of the sacred

language of figures (for as to this the "every
where" and " always" holds good in every
figure)—but its connection with that system
has at least a two- fold, probably a three-fold,

foundation. The two certain and related

grounds are nature in itself, and the proj)hetic

phraseology which interprets nature; the third

IS introduced by the recently instituted Supper.

The vine is one of the most significant emblems
in nature, immediately illustrating that inter-

pretation of its mystery, which here reaches its

culmination : its stock and stem unsightly, but
vigorous, beautiful, richly spreading in its foli-

age, and moreover bearing the noblest, the

most crenerous of all fruits (Judg. ix. I'i ; P.sa.

civ 15)—the ton and crown of herbs of the

field, the grape tlic end of the year as the violet

its beginning—requiring much toil and care, its

wood useless independently of the fruit—and
whatever else may be observed in this hioro-

glyphic of nature. Therefore also in the Old
Testament the vine spreading widely from its

root and stem, vigorously putting forth its new
brandies, is a type of fruitful growth generally

(Ezek. xvii. 6, xix. 10)—and then specially a

figure of Israel—and finally ami prophetically,

even of the Messiah and his people, as shadowed
in then existing Israel. We know how the

Lord .Icsus unfolded his vineyard-parable taken

from Jer. \^ in Matt. xxi. JSut we must also

remember the individual vine by the fig-lcee,

Joel i. 7 (Hos. ix. 10), Jer. ii. 21.* Finally,

Israel is in Psa. Ixxx. 15-18, a type of the Son
of Man, whom the Lord as his Son planted and
made strong for himself, thus of the Messiah
and of all whd belong to him. All this was
prepared in the prophetical phraseology, inti-

mating a new planting after the destruction
of the old; so that Luthardt may rightly say,
" Since God was constrained to give his vine-r

yard up to ruin, he separated for himself this

vine, and designed it to be a new beginning
from which a great increase should take its

rise."t Moreover, vines were so familiar a sight

to the Israelites generally, even round about
Jerusalem and upon the sides of their houses
(Psa. cxxviii. 3), that our Lord needed no
specific object to point his allusion here. Put-
ting all this together, then, how natural was
this similitude, especially just after the institu-

tion of the Supper had given the highest con-
secration to the symbol of the vine ! This last

point of connection is made prominent by Gro-
tius, and after him Nosselt, Knapp, etc. ; and
we do not deny the full force of the idea ; but we
must contend against the exclusive reference to

the sacrament as too much individualized, and
maintain that the Lord was constrained, as it

were, to " make choice " of the wine in the in-

stitution—to use their unhappy word—on ac-

count of the entire symbolism of Scripture and
nature, which should here find its great solu-

tion. We may indeed say with Ebrard that
the vine-similitude which now follows declares

the " true meaning of the sacrament "—and re-

assert, what has more than once been intimated,

that John's Gospel gives us this discourse con^
cerning the inmost essence of the sacrament
instead of the historical narration of its insti-

tution. J Bread and wine are co-related (even
in nature, Psa. civ. 14, 15), as the flesh and
blood in man's personality ; hence Christ is the

bread of life, the corn of wheat in the general,

inasmuch as from his body and life the Church
is nourished, yea, derives its original existence

;

but as he gives his life to death for that pur-

pose, and in his blood makes us especially par-

takers thereof, he is also the vine. The juice of

the grape, the juice of stem and branches gener-

ally which is to be glorified, as it were, into a

* There, however, the aA7/0ird? of the Sept.

has (luito anotlier sense than here in John, and
has been very confusedly brought into compari-

son.

+ Th!s is more scriptural, and more in harmony
with tlie Old-Testament view than that of Sch'eier-

maclier: " Ilmnan nature, before the Redeein-

ci's manifestation, was the wild Tine ; and if he
hnd not como, tiie noble and beatitiful fruit which
human nature was to bear in the garden of the

Lord would never have been produced."

+ Butthis must not be taken as Herder strangely

puts it: "The Evanaelist );i<7/t< not introduce tiie

misused symliol of the sacrament which had been
(by ]ierversion atfir^t'?) incorporated into Cliris-

tianity ; but instead of that he un.olded moa* ex-

pressly its true tigntfic&nu,'
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Bpirituous energv, is, according to the profound

pnraseology of "Scripture—which has its class-

ical' analogies in the ai/xa Pozp-voov of Ach.
Tatius, the " sanguis terrse " of Plinj', the

"uvarum frigidus sanguis" of Cassiodorus

—

the Mood and life of the noble plant ; and hence
the expressions of Gen. xlix 11 ; Deut. xxxii.

14 ; 1 Mace. vi. 34 ; Isa. Ixiii. 2, corap. Kev.
xix. 13, 15, etc. This was one blood, one sap,

one life to circulate in the true branches of the

true vine—and here we have a broad and deep
foundation in nature and Scripture for the so-

called " similitude," while the sacrament was
its point of immediate connection. Pfennin-

ger's poetical notion, however, is too far-fetched,

that the disciples might have asked, on account

of Luke xxii. 18, " Lord, when shall we drink

again with thee the fruit of the vine ? " and
that now the answer came—For the present and
till then I am myself the vine, from which ye
are to derive as branches the sap of your
nourishment and life.

The discourse of the vine and the branches is

full of gracious promise, but it is also hortatory,

and even warning in its tone (vers. 1-4) ; it

gives such strong encouragement and so con-
vincingly humbles at the same time, that it

may be employed as a Gospel for Advent, as

well as for the text of specifically evangelical

sermons of penitence and confession. " What
the Apostles afterwards taught with regard to

our justification as well as our sanctification

being derived from our ieing in Christ—are all

truths taken from these discourses of our
Lord" (Rieger). The more exact disposition

of the whole, especially down to ver. 17, where
a new element is introduced, we have already

given. '• Vers. 1-6 embrace the preparatory
similitude in itself, though developed already

into its signification. The proper subject of

the figure precedes in vers. 1, 2; there is then
interposed an unfigurative clause, ver. 3 ("re-

minding of the feet-washing), in order to lead

the way to an intenser repetition, going be-

yond the figure in xaQoai and Ttoielv ovdev—
I am the vine, ye are the branches. Then
comes the unfigurative discourse :

" The abiding

in him, that is, in his love, vers 7-10 ; and once

more, as standing in the midst of all, the word
concerning jo?/, ver. 11 ; and that on the ground
of this the most precise development of that

f/iemhhip with him who laid down his life for

them, to which they are chosen and appointed,

vers. 12-17.

Verse 1. This is the normal passage for the

illustration of the so-called Johannean meaning
of the word dXriQivui, " true." As in John
ci\}'/OEia very frequently indicates not merely

what we call in current language truth, but

essential reality—whether of things answering

to their types.'fuifillment consummating pro-

* B.-Crusius disposes otherwise this entire chap-

ter, after the loaical arrangement of bad sermons :

How the d'sciples are to walk after his departure

—as regards him, vers. 1-11 ; one another, vers.

12-17 j tlie world, ver. 17 to the end.

phecy, accomplishment completing preparation
—so likewise is d^-fj^iyoy the true and gen-
uine, that which is real and proper in the
full truth of its word and idea. Hence the
true light, chap. i. 9—the genuine worshippers,

chap. iv. 23—the true bread from heaven, chap,

vi. 32. In full protest against the inadequate
view which would make the material produc-
tion of the earth which bears this name the
" real " vine, our Lord testifies, and his mean-
ing alone gave the Evangelist his Greek word,
that he himself is ih£ real, the essential vine.

This is not in opposition to a false, spurious,

degenerate growtS, as in Jer. ii. 21, npX JTtT*

—nor (as Braune thinks) to the artificial imi-

tation of a vine on the gate of the temple.

But it would say, The vine in nature is only a
figure and symbol pointing to and prophesying
of me ; just so Israel as God's vine in the pro-
phets is only an imperfect type ; but the full

reality of all that these figures of nature and
Scripture indicate is found in me as the second
Adam, as the root and stem from which my
people derive their growth and life, and pro-
duce their fruit. Yes, verily, in virtue of his

human nature, as Augustine rightly remarked,
Christ is to the world such a vine, the root and
,3tem of a new fruit-bearing life :t and therefore

he goes on to speak of the Father Avho sent and
implanted him in humanity. This is the truth,

and not what Lange says of the " eternal vino

in the midst of the world and humanity—whose
shoots men are in their relation to him—whose
roots in the life of the Lagos pervade the ground
and soil of the whole world." As respects the

individual expressions, here used, it has been
usually remarked that yaoopyoi is used m class-

ical writers specifically for djuTceXovpyoi, or

husbandman for vine-dresser; and this cannot
be denied. (Hence we have even yscopyEiv
with such a limitation in Plato, with rijv di^Tte-

Xov in Acbill. Tat., and often in the writers on
husbandry with oivov.) Further, that yeoop-
yoi, as distinguished from yEoo;tuvoi does not
so much indicate the laboring servant as tho

owner of the land, the loi'd who manages his

own property.J In all this thus much is true

that the yscopyia or cultivation of the land

in general includes also the tillage of vines as a
very important part of it, so that we according-

ly speaK of cultivating the vine, or growing

wine ; as also that the yeoopyoi may Ic at the

same time (whether laboring himself or not

laboring) the actual owner.^ Thus here,

though we would translate almost unhesitat-

ingly with Lulher " vine-dresser," it appears to

* This Ebrard adducs, and also without author-

ity places in tho onginal ol Isa. rxvii. 2.

f Nonnus wjU f^ays, iyoo naXtyav^ii h66u(P
^CDt'ii aftreXoi si^..

:f
Lanipe refers to Philo's Comment, on Gon. is.

20.

^ See, e. ff., :n the New Test.ment tho yfcniy-

jvi, Matt. xsi. 33, and the xoTiiaoi^ra, 2 lua.yov
ii. 6.
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VS (hat the nse of the rrutre general expression

(where tlie more specific was close at hand)
points to a more peneral acceptation, as appears

in the 5tov yeaipytov oi 1 Cor. iii. 9; simi-

larly, though in Luke xiii. 7 the subordinate

laborer is called d/LtneXovpyu?, we would not
say that fure God is designedly didingidshed

from such. The Father is, rather, in the high-

est and most proper sense the planter and adti-

tator, as the Lord of all that grows in the

world, and especially in the kingdom of God

;

consequently in an especial manner of the very
vine of which the words here speak. He plant-

ed his Son as the Son of Man to be the vine
which should put forth its branches, already in

his birth in our flesh ; but now in his death,

which is itself no other than the full birth, the
fructifying, the glorification of the Son of Man,
he plants himself more deeply and effectually,

and makes him that which he here says

—

^Eyd eint 1] anKE\o<i ii d^TjOtv}'/, "I am the

true vine." Luther's exposition, therefore, is

eutirely right in apprehending the meaning to

be that Christ is made of the Father through
the sufferings of death a vine putting forth its

branches. " This is a most gracious figure. It

is a tender prosopopeia in which he places be-

fore our eyes not a useless unfruitful tree, but
the beautiiul vine, which is indeed not precious

to look upon, but bears much fruit, and yields

the most gracious and sweetest juice. And he
explains that all the sufferings which both he
and (hey should encounter are no other than
the diligent care and watchfulness which a vine-

dresser bestows upon his vine and its branches,

that it may thrive and bear plentifully." It is,

indeed, as if the Lord had gone on to say : Let
my heavenly Father now (when the prince of

this world cometh, but only as an instrument in

the hands of his covernment) do with me what
he will, it will all turn to the bringing forth of

much fruit (chap. xii. 2-1). Do ye not suppose
that this supreme and true yeoo,oy6<i under-
stands well how the land or the vineyard is to

be cultivated ? It is fruit which he looks for
;

and to that end he doeth diligently and wisely

all that in him is ; first upon me whom he has
planted as a vine, or rather whom he now first

13 truly planting, and then also upon you and
all mv branches. This is the connection, and
transition to the following verse.

Verse 2. In the related pavable the discourse

is of an entire vineyard, but now (on the

pronnd of those before-cited passages of the Old
Testament) it is plainly brought out that the
whole planting consists in one stock, from
which all other growth proceeds as onlv a

branch, and one which must abide in him. I3ut

who is a branch i:i Christ? E.^position too

o'ten, and preaching very generally, takes a
restricted view of this, limiting it to those who
have been converted to Christ in conscious

faith, and born again through the full imparta-
tion of the Spirit. This is manifestly wrong;
for the Lord also sp-^alrs, and at the very first,

of altogether uniruitful branches; we have no
liberty to lower the interpretation of this

^T} (pepov xapnov, "that be.ireth not fruit,"

which is made still stronger bv the contrast
with the opposite. Yet it is a Irranch in him—

•

there is in this something at once startling and
peculiar. It may be said, indeed, that those
tranches are here intended which bear fruit at
first, that is, give early promise of it, but by
not abiding in him—bring no fruit to perfection

(Luke viii. 14). This is right, as appears
afterwards in vers. 4-6

; but these are only in-

cluded, and the absolute clause, beginning the

sentence, leaves something more general be-

hind. For this is the point of the punishment
afterwards threatened, that a branch giving
good promise at first shall and must be treated

similarly with one which had been unfruitful

from the beginning. But the Berlenh. Bihel is

far too general (falling into a great oversight

for once) when it says: "Christ is a head of all

men, and thus in this sense all men hang upon
him ;

all races upon earth have a portion in

this vine, and are called to the knowledge of it.

The right to it is for all." For then the ai'petv,

or " taking," must at once be referred onwards
to the last judgment: whereas, being parallel

with MaOatpeiVy it belongs first of all un-
doubtedly to the present care and labor put
forth upon the great vino. In the end we
shall find those alone exhibited who are in

some way called, and who manifestly or secret-

ly are transposed into the second Adam in the

bond of grace, thus being fitted, and under ob-
ligation, to bring forth fruit ; but if we would
now apply what the Lord plainly speaks for a
present application, then his entirely unfruitful

branches are—not so much those who have all

divine might in the knowledge of him who call-

ed them, albeit they again become barren and
unfruitful (2 Pet. i. 3-8, where there was a first

qtspEiv HapTtov)
; but, as our Lord plainly

discloses to us in this seemingly strange saying,
they exhibit to us the preparatory election and
incorporation of many into a church which
embraces souls from their birth, through the
grace of baptism, and all the ecclesiastical

communion which hangs upoa it. Thus they
are " Christians " especially, who have the
word and sacraments, but receive them in
vain ; and to these the preacher should earnest-

ly apply this saying. They are indeed planted
in God's vineyard like that fig-tree, Luke xii:.

6—even grafted for a beginning into the vine.*

Lampe who might have learned here to correct
his reformed dogmatics, cannot but see at least

that the iy ijuoi, " in me," is not to be severed
from nXfjua and attached to qjepov Jiapnov
(it is evidently assumed otherwise in the fol-
lowing nai Ttdy^—as, after the example of "the

Peshito, many nave done. He falls afterward
into embarrassment :

" Etiam spurios palraites

quadantenus concipi posse, quasi in Jesu sint,

supponitur; " and agam, " In debUiori sensit " it

• For although the fiiuro goes not expressly so
far back, yet iu its deepest principle Loskiel is

quite right in saying—" Here only engrafted
branches can be spoken of."
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may be said of those who are found merely in

the external Church. But here there is no
quail ; the same real £v i/toi is a foundation for

the whole. As, according to Acts xvii. 26, all

nations of men have sprung from the one
blood of the first Adam, so there is now a fel-

lowship with the second Adam which is medi-
ated by the calling word and the prevenient
sacramental blessing, and wh'ch embraces in

succession the nations as a whole, implanting
the germ of resteneration and of growth together

in a body. These are called and they are col-

lectively branches already in Christ, although
more is then required in order to their becom-
ing (in the stricter similitude of the Apostle,

which, as must be seen, is by no means simply

Earallel with this) livin^j members of his true

ody. See, moreover, Rom. vi. 3-6, which
truly holds good for the baptism of children,

although in such a sense that in the case of the

greater part a growing together is supposed
subsequently to follow. Where it is not so,

the taking away of the unfruitfrd is assuredly

for the most part (though not altogether) only

a manifestation of the separation from Christ

which has already taken place. More will be
seen upon ver. 6. The figure preserves its truth

just in this its centre, the connection between
the stem and the branches; although the £v,
other than which no expression could have
been employed, passes onwai'd after a manner
from the mere "on" into the more proper
" in "—an interchange which Luther's transla-

tion has well preserved by the corresponding

"an" and " in."

Secondly, what is the fruit on which all de-

pends? We must not superficially speak im-

mediately of good works, instead of seizing

more internally the fruits of the Spirit, accord-

ing to Gal. V. 22 ; nor must we too exclusively

emphasize the results of external activity, by
which one branch produces others. All this is

indeed included, inasmuch as the Spirit's life in

Christ will assuredly exhibit itself in outward
works, and every living Christian does mediate-

ly or immediately, consciously or unconscious-

ly, work to the winning of others; but the

fruit which the vine-dresser desires is in its

general principle only the consummation and
ripening of our own regeneration, as the clus-

ter, so to speak, is the glorified form and com-
plete manifestation of tho virtue of the branch.

Finally, the purging, by which the fruit is

increased, according to the capacity and obli-

gation of the branch as deriving its vigor from

the vine—is a most important and prominent

feature of the similitude, the most essential point

in the diligent and wise culture which the vine

itself needs. Every thing here goes strangely

against appearances. As regards the vine-stock

itself, before it puts forth its shoots, an inex-

perienced person might ask. For what purpose

id this crooked and unsightly tree in this beau-

tiful garden ? Why also the unpitying cutting

away of so many shoots, seemingly so green

and healthy? This has reference in part to

entire branches which are worthless, and in

part to the very best branches themselves, from
which must be lopped off every thing which
would grow wildly into wood and leaf, to the
injury of the vital energy required for the fruit.

This connection is even expressed by the paro-
nomasia between ai'/jsi, " taketh away," and
HaQaipst, " purgeth "(well imitated by Lange's
abschn^iden and ieschneiden), which is against
the etymology, and of course belongs simply to
John's reproduction of the word', but must be
recognized in itself. That JiafiaipEiv had been
the actual term for the pruning of vines can-
not be proved, but it was an obvious expres-
sion which might sometimes be used for that
purpose. Thus there may be found in it a cer-

tain allusion to the state of circumcision ; but
the fundamental signification of the word must
hold its right. The Lord did not use any such
direct expression as "lOT ; for ver. 3 connects
the xaOapoi of his interpretation with this

xccQaipeiv, which already is a transition to un-
figurative language. Thenoble vine itself and
in itself needed no pruning and purging, nor is

the taking away of the unfruitful branches so
regarded ; but the fruitful branches undergo
this taking away, that they may not them-
selves be cut off, but rather become continually
more fruitful.* The pruning-knife of the hea-
venly vine-dresser is applied to us indeed in

that external tribulation and discipline which
none of us can escape ; nevertheless the work
is done only by internal discipline, and there is,

as we shall hear presently, a purification which
is effected through the icoj-d. But before we
pass on to that, we must note the expressly
two-fold irdv, " every," which intimates that
it is applied without respect of persons, sparing
none and pretermitting none, rigid and faithful

according to the vine-dressing rule which aims
at fruit and the utmost possible fruit: thus
does God cultivate his vine, and rigidly prune
all its branches ; without respect of persons

—we may well say, for in this Ttapotfcia (sim-

ile) concerning living branches, which are free

to abide in the vine or not, which must be
cleansed, and to whom the word is spoken, the

figure and its interpretation pass one into the

other from the beginning. Hence in ver. 3 a
simple nnfigurative word is interposed, in order

to lay the foundation for the mixed figure and
interpretation in vers. 4-6.

Verse 3. Even the Apostles, whom now
the direct address takes out from among the

many branches contemplated in ver. 2, were by
nature not clean or not capable of that fruit

which the Father now expects from his vine;

but their connection with Christ established

through their first faith has made them branch-

es ; and this is their first fundamental purity.

The Lord undeniably recalls to their remem-
brance the words of chap. xiii. 10 ; but the

word on account of or through whichf they had

* Bensel :
" Quodsi auferri a te quse mala sunt

nolis, auferre te ipsum opo'tebit."

f See 0T1 this trans.tion of the ideas in 62a', ir

John vi. 5(j, 57.
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become clean, is not generally "any single

word of the Lord in which there could have

been salvation" (Schleierm.). Therefore not

that assurance given at the feet-washing—but

the whole of the words of his discourse with

them, which they had received in faith. The
Ae.la'/lvxa, " 1 nave spoken," which so often

in these discourses pre-supposes a close and de-

parture, does not hinder us from including all

the other words which nevertheless followed

down to chap. xvii. 27. 33. Olshausen says

rightly tr.at 6 Xuyui, " the word," is here quite

the same as rd fx/uara, sayings ("words ") ver.

7—with which also chap. xvii. 6, 8 may be

compared. Since jjStf xaOapoi, " now clean,"

apparently contradicts the previous xaOatfjetv,

or "purging," as if the latter were now unne-
cessary, it drives us to a deeper understanding
of these relative expressions, with their only

hinted meanings ; but the Spirit brings us to

this understanding in living knowledge and ex-

perience. The xaOapoi t6 r e," ye are clean,"

retains, according to chap. xiii. 10, its full

truth : thus it is neither, Ye might, and ought
to have been already clean—nor is the v^ri,
" now," to be referred to the time of the Holy
Spirit as brought forward into the present,

for the word already spoken opposes this lat-

ter. But still less is this first xaOoftoi to be

taken in the full meaning of the predicted naO-

ai'pety, as Stolz strangely interpreted—al-

ready drcumcised and pure. But there is here

indicated the important difference between the

first, mighty sneaking clean of justification which
unites with Christ, and the continuous sancti-

fication unlo holiness. By this first Qlection

of grace (compare afterwards ver. 16), the wild

1)lant is engralted into Christ and made into a

iranch; without this, fruit could not be spoken
of, much less the increase of fruit through
purging. Those who are spoken clean at the

beginning are clean
;
yet there follows on that

very account the deepening appropriation of

this grace, which in mutual influence results

from holiness unto holiness. Hiller : "That
which is clean bears fruit ; that which bears
fruit becomes also clean." But this latter, the

striving after holiness (a.yyt!^£i eavroy, 1

John in. 3), which is awakened in the joy and
new power of personal redemption, goes not

forward, on account of our weakness and still-

remaining impurity, without the help of the
pruning-knife of discipline, which takes away
every wild out-growth. Again, all the culti-

vation and care of disciplining grace is efficient

only on the condition of our own receiving and
faithfully keeping his word, our abiding on and
in Christ. If the purging was before especially

attributed to the Father, we now see that
Chruit, the living vine, at once begins by his

word to cleanse, and thus is himself the vine-

dremer ; for where the figure fails the plain

words must complete the sense ; thus exhibit-

ing every where the essential unity of the Fa-
ther and the Son. Chrys. and Augustine made
use of this against the Arians, and we may add
the 1 have cltosen ami appointed, ver. 16. All is

originally from the Father, who plants and
watches over his Son as a vine ; but all is in

equally essential truth from the same Son, who
elects and makes fruitful his branches through
his own word and Spirit.

Verses 4, 5. This is indeed a wonderful
vine, which desires the abiding in him ; and
they are wonderful branches which abide firm

and grow ever more firmly together, even while

they yet may separate themselves, else were
they not living branches. Here the " on me"
has become "in me," inasmuch as (for thus far
the similitude reaches) the connection of the

shoots with the stem is no mere joining on, but
there is a participation of the same juice flow-

ing from one into the other. With the Hcxyao
kv v/Jiv, "and I in you," there follows no
second imperative (as is self-evident), nor is it

a mere promise. Then will I also abide in you.
But they are connected conditionally, So act by
your abiding that I, as I gladly would, may
abide in you. The Hayoo, "and I," has indeed
been taken for xaOooi kyon, " as I," with a
comparison of vers. 9, 10, chap. xvii. 21, 22

—

but that is something different, and, after the
Lord has first given himself to them, he now
ri-akcs his abiding in them actually dependent
on their abiding in him. This, although con-
tradicting a certain theology, is not to be de-
nied here, any more than in Scripture generally

;

we shall hear presently that those who abide
not.are to be thrown away. Ebrard developes
the sacramental doctrine well from this sen-
tence, and says. The two confessions appear to

divide this verse, inasmuch as the one empha-
sizes the nEivaTE on our side, and the other

the Hay (6 on the Lord's. Assuredly, without
our abiding in him there is no abiding of the
Lord in us ; as without our receiving him there

is no such coming as ends in his indwelling.

Yet it is not on the other hand to be forgotten,

that he ever comes first and offers himself, as

we can abide in him only while we—eat and
drink. The truth which is here twice emphat-
ically made prominent as the inter/yretation of

the figure, that no one can do any thing of him-
self, without and apart from him, coincides in

meaning with that utterance of chap. vi. 53,

56; and Roos thinks it "remarkable" that

Christ does not repeat the saying about mutual
nfmling until ho has instituted the ordinance
for the eating and drinking his fle.sh and blood.

With great emphasis of only seeming tautol-

ogy, he repeats the concentrated theme of the

whole discourse here uttered—I am the vine, ye
are the branches ! By no means otherwise.

Ye are nothing more than branches, and only
such in me. Thus also. Whosoever abideth in

me (so that I can abide in him), he and nc
other—but certainly every such, not merely ys
Apostlfs. Much h-uit brings, finally, every liv-

ing, abiding branch ; for the overflowing sap
of the vine pervado.'j with so much vigor every
thing whicn is in him. The following on,
"for," significantly connects itselt with the
fisvoov, "abidmg," made prominent by the

ovToi, "the same." We might expect, ^wi
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^vithout me nothing. That, however, would be

Bomething different, and a flat repetition of

what has been already pre-supposed ; therefore

now the for refers the warning also to the al-

ready implanted and dependent branches

—

Even ye can do nothing if,* and so far as, ye do
not attide. How many there are who think
they can do much without the Lord—but " the

question here is not of external doing, and
general influence upon men, but of the holy
power to save ourselves and others, through
deliverance from sin and death" (Schraieder).

Leaves and sour grapes are not fruit ; there are

grapes of the vine of Sodom, grapes of gall and
clusters of bitterness (Deut. xxxii. 32, 33).

Whosoever can do any thing which avails be-

iore God, with a right mind, and action, and in-

fluence, can do it only through fellowship with

Christ; for even the "Sonship to God which
leads to Christ " is only mediated by the al-

ready latent preparatory grace of Christ.* The
grace which comes to us universally through

Christ is absolutely necessary to account for

even the "little righteousness of the merciful

Samaritan," for which, however, Hollenbusch,

in well-meaning error, holds "our natural virtue

sufficient." But how much more absolutely

true is it that for the full fruit-bearing of

actual disciples, the same Christ alone affords

the power, and yet how slow we are in funda-

mentally learning what is here declared and
testified. " This word must evermore pursue
us, so lightly do we forget it " (Berlenb. Bibel).

Xoofjii luov 13 no mere without, vihich. would
say too little, and might be understood of the

co-operation of our power and fidelity with his,

of the mere maistance of grace ; but it i_s
" apart

from me," and corresponds with the dcp kcturov,
" of itself," of the previous uXijua, or " branch."

Once more, this rigorous word of our Lord refers

not simply to those who have entirely fallen

away, as if he should say XcaptdQevrsi an
tfiov, " separated from me ;"t but in every in-

stance in which those who hang upon him
allow themselves to be found Xcopii i/uov, their

abiding thus being imperfect or partially ceas-

ing, all their power and doing is so far reduced

to a nothing. Finally, the ttoieIv, " do," here,

where figure and interpretation constantly

interchange, is by no means the continuation

of the figure, in which epEpEiv and not noitlv
KapTtov is the word ; but this doing goes be-

yond the figure, and " falls into plain words "

(De Wette), defending it at least from a too

narrow interpretation, and embracing every
thinking any thing as of ourselves (2 Cor. iii. 5),

with every result externally: Apart from fellow-

ship with me ye can Bimply accomplish nothing,

brin? nothing to effect—that is, nothing good.

Verse 6. At the close of the still figurative

:
* This we say with reference to Lucke's un-

founded remark against Calvin.

+ This interpretation is Josuitically perverted by
JIaldonatus :

" Nos recte colligiraus, Nisi in Christo

manserimus, nihil possuraus faceie : ergo si in illo

manserimus aliquidfacere poteriimts,"

discourse it returns to the taking away of the
unfruitful, ver. 2; but, as already said, in that

verse were those especially referred to who
have been unfruitful from the beginning, while
here the same doom is decreed against those

who abide for a while, have brought forth a

little fruit, but then, instead of being purged
and suffering themselves to be stript of sell in

order to the increase of their fruit, are at last

condemned as not abiding. As in the symboli-
cal conclusion of the Sermon on the Mount,
Matt. vii. 19,* so here, at the actual conclusion
of all our Lord's preaching, the word of John
the Baptist falls also upon the disciples them-
selves. The plain, express language of our Lord
remains in incontrovertible opposition to all

predestinarian, un?criptural error concerning
the indefectibility of a state of grace, and the
impossibility that those who have been born
again should ever perish—If a man abide
not in me. Let any one who has Lampe at
hand mark how he struggles here. Alas

!

we have, in the Lutheran Richter's Ilaus-
libel, the strange statement, " There is no ex-
ample in Holy Scripture of any who actually
lore fruit ha,v\r\g-per\shed." This most perilous

assertion, which sets out with a much too lim-
ited notion of fruit-bearing, and may in many
ways be refuted, needs not to be rebutted by
any difficult disquisition upon the scriptural

examples of final apostacy, even of the saints
;

the warning to the saints which pervades the
entire Epistle to the Hebrews is enough, with
such individual passages, of which there are

many, as 2 John 8. If, according to Rev. iii.

11, even the crown may be taken away from
those who hold not fast what they have, how
can we so confidently assure ourselves against
losing the little fruit of our state of grace ?

Let us rather mark, with docile minds, how
profoundly the Lord indicates one after the
other " the stages of apostacy and rejection."!

First comes the solitary individual ground of it

— If a man ahideth not in me ; in connection
with which there may be for a while the sem-
blance or the delusion that he is a branch, for

he is still in the vine, in the vineyard. Then
\jhe.floe stages of judgment, the accomplishment
of which begins in time, is fulfilled in eternity

—casting forth, withering, gathering, casting
into the fire, burning. Between the first two
there may prohab'y be room for conversion and
holiness, although we must not make our ap-
peal to the re-engrafting of the branches cut
off through unbelief in the Epistle to the Ro-
mans ; but when it comes to the bundles they
seem to belong irrecoverably to the fire.

The Aorist in the first two stages must be
carefully explained. 'EfiXriQ}} has been inter-

nreted—Thus is he properly already cast away.
Lutherans have so expounded it, without ob-
serving the liability of such a view to predes-

* See vol. i.

f With this title an excellent essay of Zpller is

to be found ia the Beugg. Monalsbiatt. 1836, No.
11.
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tinarian pen'ersion, without noting how little

the corroborating eSca, " forth," fits that sense,

and still less the whole of the subsequent pro-

gressions. Is indeed every man not abiding, 00

ipso already withered t does not this rather point

plainly to a gradual process of spiritual death

and destruction, into which he surrenders him-
self? In perfect contrast the Vulgate took

these Aorists for Futures, and Glassius agrees

with it; but this as little harmonizes with an
exact criticism. Grotius approached nearer the

truth—the Aorist indicates quod fieri tolet.

But we must not omit to find in it the decisive

assurance that such is the case, after the pre-

supposed fit) //£iVj7, "abide not," as Bengel
says :

" Eo ipso dignus est, qui ejiciatur, atque
ejicietur certo—in apodosi to kftkifiri denotat
id, quod protinus evenit, cf. Matt, xviii. 15."

Just so Winer :
" Every not abiding has that

for its instant result"—to which Lucke assents,

and B.-Crusius, " All is as good as done, it

assuredly so comes to pass." We also regard

this as the only true interpretation, and the

more confidently as with uai 6vy(xyov6iy,
" and men gather," the discourse proceeds in

perfect correspondence with it. We further

nold with Bengel that t^ai can only be "e
vineA" (out of the vine), so that thus the

breaking off and cutting away from the vine-stock

does not come first as a judgment, since it is

the branch which has separated itself &x\(\faU.en

away* Nevertheless, as Zeller rightly ex-

pounds, with this very first i'loj the sundering

from connection with the kingdom of God, from

its holy influence and blessing, is consum-
mated. The supply ceases, and it seems actu-

ally even here already as if (at least according

to the similitude) no further growth upon the

vine or taking root was to be thought of; for

only that which is still in God's vineyard, albeit

torn off and lying on the ground, could be

partaker of that saving energy of the Spirit

which in its wonderful efficiency transcends

nature, or become, aa it were, connected with
one of the many roots of the great Vine which
pervades the entire vineyard. Suffice it that

the first stage of rejection is as decisive and com-
plete as the not abiding was.

The second follows necessarily and naturally.

If the sundered and rejected branch still retained

a little sap and life from its former connection

(a feature which altogether corresponds with
the actuality of spiritual life)—even that must
be soon lost, it perfectly withers. This certainly

does not take place first in the day of judgment,
as Grotius thinks—"its uselesnness becomes appa-

rent." This withering exhibits itself in its

fri<rhtful reality before our eyes in the apostates,

in whose case the delusion of independent power
and virtue, and in the most fearlul cases the

imagination of a particular Christianity of

* Thus not with Winer :
" He is like a branch

hrokrn off and tiiniwn away, he be'oiigs from that

moment no moio to the fruit-be.irins vine." Nor
altogether Willi Grotius :

" iHfidXXeOOai t^a) in

cumpatuiiuae est piaicldi a vile."

their own, increases in the same degree as tho
last life from Jesus dies out. These are dry,
rejected branches, already given up by the
heavenly Vine-dresser—and so must the earthly
admit, after vain essays to re establish their
connection with the Vine. If they are per-
fectly withered

—

then, but not before, because
even judgment patiently leaves to all their
time, they are gathered together. The sudden
transition to the plural avrd, " them," would
say—Think not that such a fearful case is a
strange exception, it will befall many in time
to come. Did the disciples now think of
Judas? We think not; after chap. xiii. 29
follows their being undeceived as to the son of
perdition in chap. xvii. 12—and probably this

last word itself was not understood by them
all. But the Lord had assuredly the unhappy
man before his eyes in this description, at least

as long as he speaks in the singular number ;*

but now he looks through this prototype of
apostates! to all that should follow down to
the most distant futurity. Those who under-
stand Cvvdyeiy of mere gathering out, contra-
dict the figurative description, the numbers
which are suddenly introuuced, and the very
word itself. The parallel lies near

—

6vXX£y£rat
Tix ^i^dvia, Matt. xiii. 40; and according to

this we should have here an abrupt transition

to the judgment at the end of the world. Yet
only a transition; for it gives us also an inti-

mation how this collecting together of those
destined to the fire is also prepared in the
judgments which befall the world and the out-
ward kingdom—to which, if we closely examine
it, Matt. xiii. 30 by kv xaipco and npooroy
points. Look, moreover, at the wicked unions
and confederacies in the bonds of hell, into

which, instead of fellowship with Christ and his

saints, the withered branches fall, as the already
prepared bundles of like sin and like doom.
They exist where our eyes do not see them, for

there is every where a spiritual fellowship

of the same natures. In cvydyov6ty and
(5ocXXov6i we have not simply the active for

the passive—They are collected and cast out;

nor a meaningless

—

Tliey collect them ; but, as

Matt. xiii. teaches us, it is an intimation of

the work of the angels in the judgment. But
the fire is a.ssuredly, even on account of this

most rem.Trkable parallel, in which a synoptical

napalioXr/ and a Johannean itapoifiia so

closely touch one another, the oven of fire at

the end of the days—with which the Griesbach-

Schott reading eli to itvp, received by Tis-

chendorf, aptly agrees. Zeller transposes even
this into the preparatory, commencincr histori-

cal judgment of the world, as "the hellish

kindling and fury of passions, the infernal fury

* Lamyie would even explain the Aorist by refer-

ence to Judas—but this is too far-fetched.

t Judas was in any case once in Christ in a real

senNo, even if differently from others alteiward,

and almost passively so ;
otherwise he could not

have bean one lost among those g.veu to him, and
not yet ripe for judgment.
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of heated strife, fires of sedition," etc., even so|

accommodating the interpretation of the hurn-

ing ; and in this there lies a true thought, but no

correct exposition of the text, which evidently

speaks of thfe end, and reaches and must reach

into eternity, in order to reach its full conclu-

sion. Tlie casting into the fire as the fourth

stage of judgment, is the still temporal crisis at

the great day of judgment—but in xaterai as

thejifth there follows the unending continuance

of sufl'ering in this fire^. Of course this is the

plural as following avrd ;* and the return to

the style of speaking which makes the collected

and rejected ones the subject again, in order to

speak out their full doom, is itself significant.

But the similitude here ends, it is sufficient no
further. It is so far quite appropriate as with-

ered hrnnches are useless for any thing but the fire

(see Ezek. xv., and compare Matt. v. 13; Luke
xiv. 35)—but as the branches are consumed
when burned, the aptness of the figure ceases.

Those branches of which the Lord here speaks

burn on forever without being consumed. Lu-
ther well hits this in his translation of the

awful Haisrai—And must hura, which the cor-

rected version gives

—

and must. Larnpe, with

a similar meaning, translated et incendium Jit,

and interprets—Concerning the damned the

present may always be used ; they burn, or they

feed the fire.

For the rest, he who is not satisfied with this

special development of the process of rejection,

and would rather regard the figurative descrip-

tion as merely filling up the details of the sim-

ilitude, must hold his own opinion ; but let him
not quarrel with us if we persist in thinking

such a rhetorical painting out of the figure

altogether inappropriate, and in regarding an

exact impression of all the particulars of this

wonderful parable as altogether in harmony
with its close.

THE INTERPETATION OF THE SIMILITUDE : THE LOVE OF THE LORD IN
HIS DISCIPLES BRINGING FORTH ITS FRUIT.

(John xv. 7-17.)

Verse 7. An unfigurative discourse now
follows, wliich only at the close (ver. 16) returns

to ihe fruit-hearing, in order to show that it is

no other than a continuous interpretation.

After the judgment upon those not abiding has

been so fearfully announced, the Lord swiftly

turns to consolatory and gracious promise for

those who abide. It is as if he would say

—

Only those who wilfully forsake me shall ever

thus burn ; only apart from me ye can do noth-

ing and fall to ruin ; in me ye can do all things.

Thus now we have the true, attractive, and
hortatory explanation of the main point which
decides

—

^levEiy kv snoi, "abiding in me."t
The first abiding, which corresponds with the

first cleansing, ver. 3, consists m this, that we
abide in his word (chap. viii. 31), and allow

the good word of God which has been tasted

(Heb. vi. 5) to remain and work its full effect

in us. Thus, consequently, his words properly

abide in us (chap. viii. 37), and these words
promise all that is lacking to us, they teach

us prayer as the way to an ever more perfect

doing (chap. xiv. 13).| The reading airrfdadOs,

* Not as in Nonnus : 6 Se tpXoyEcp itvpoi
arnw xaiEzai.

t This expression, according to Besser's (some-
what uncertain) reckoning, occurs ten times.

X Rods has a subtle remark :
" It would rot

have befitted him to s.".y—If I abide in you, be-
cause that would have seemed to hint that he
might fail them. Therefore he said—If mywords
abide in you, my words, that is, concerning which

" may ask," restored by Lachmann, appears
quite genuine, for it yet more strongly encour-
ages ; and the immediate nai y£v?}6F.rai, " and
it shall be done," seems more suitable to that
than 8oOt';6ETat, "it shall be ^ven." Ask
only, and it shall be, it shall b'e done unto you.
If his words remain in us, his prayer pre-emin-
ently remains in us, as he has taught it and
sealed it with his Amen : such prayer is the
fruit of his Spirit in us, and produces ever new
and increasing fruit. Its being heard is secure,

for we then ask nothing unconditionally, per-

sonal and external, but every thing only with
reference to his kingdom, to his and to his Fa-
ther's glory. What ye will—but what we will

as his disciples, it follows immediately in the
next verse—the bringing forth much fruit.

Verse 8. '^^ toigo, " herein," does not refer

to the previous abiding and asking, as many
think, tut it is to be construed with iva,
"that"—By your fruit-bearing will be or is

my Father honored. Comp. here ver. 13, then
chap. xvi. 7, xvii. 3, vi. 29, iv. 34 ; 1 John iv.

17, and what we have remarked concerning
this tra instead of on upon chap. iv. 34.* By

it was plain that they mieht or might not keep
them (chap. xiv. 23, 24). To keep the Lord Jesus
himself is not a becoming expression."

* Thus not with Wahl :
" On account of this or

to this end (c/S rovro) has the Father revealed

himself to you in his glory, in order fha'," etc.

Liicke rightly protests against this explanntion of

ido^a'tjG^as the revelation of the Father through
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this much fruit must not be understood, we re-

peat, exclusively or even especially the results

of their mission, their influence upon others
;

this is included, but here the growth and pro-

gress to perfection of the disciples tliemselves

13 first of all intended. Nonnus ;
nidriui

entpftova Hccfiitov. For the Lord does not go

on to say—That ye may become many, that ye

may make disciples ; but

—

So ihall yfi he my
dixiples, of which more anon. First we must
remark that the Aorist again, iSo^a'jO/;, "glo-

rified," retains its critical meaning, not being

merely instead of the present, but—Therein

is only and ever my lather glorified. (See

Winer, p. 228.) That the sanctification of the

children of God conduces to the honor of their

Father (for which, however, is here designedly

substituted my Father), inasmuch as it shines

outwardly in their walk, we have found already

in Matt. v. 16—and even without this, if we
can suppose it wanting, the Father has his

honor m the fruit of his grace and culture.

Luther :
" This means not only that our works

appear in the world honorable as good fruit,

but that they are carried up to heaven and
offered to God, so that he accepts them as hi3

especial honor and highest service." So those

may take courage whose light the people will

not regard, whose good fruits men turn to

scorn.

In the second clause some (Liicke and Lach-
mann) rea<l yivTje'JE on account of the JVa, or

(like the Vulg. " efficiami ni"), or at any rate

construe the clause in that way, some examples
of 'iva with the future indicative being found in

John, see Winer, p. 238. But we assent to

Kling, that the nai ysyt^deoOs is not parallel

with xafjTTov gjsfjTfrs, but with t8o£,d60t) 6

nazy'ifi. That is, " the t/uoif whether taken as

a dat. or as a plur. possess, pron.,* appears to

indicate a co-ordmation with o narriiJ—There-

in, that ye bring forth much fruit, is my Futfier

"loritied, and I shall have in you genuine

disciples, who will do me honor." Bengel's in-

terpretation was just the same; and this alone

satisfies our feeling concerning an utterance

which would otherwise be wanting in that li.s-

tinctive complementary reference to the person

of Christ in juxtaposition with the Father

which is found every where elsQ in this dis-

course. The assertion that they would be dis-

ciples (if the iuoi did not introduce a new em-
phasis), as a mere exposition or as the resjilt

of the bearing much fruit, would be a feeble

supplement. But now this becoming, as co-

ordinate and synonymous with the growing to

yet richer fruit, has a deep emphasis: the

Lord places the truth of this high name uaOr/-

TLxif " disciples," still higher than before in

chap. viii. 31. Bengel :
" Fastigiura, eS9e dis-

cipulum Christi." This consummation of the
di*ciple»hip, as the Father's and Son's horwr, so

also their own, even for the Apoxtlea, exhibits a
higher aim than their apostolical dignity ; it is

the TtXitoc MuOt^rEia, which, according to the

apt expression of Euthymiu3(who puts ditap-
Ti60r}6e(50E for yEVTf6f.60e), alone can fully

glorify and rejoice the Father of Christ.

Verses 9, 10. But the common life, which
from the vine-stock pervades the branches, and
produces their precious clusters (as their ever

new sprouts also) ; the essential divine ele-

ment, so to speak, by means of which this

(5i(5a'(JKaA.o5, " Master" (chap. xiii. 13), un-

like any other, has juaOrfrai, " disciples," as

branches growing upon and from him, through

him alone bearing fruit—this juice of the vine,

this blood of the body, this more than mere
binding cement of the living temple (for this

last figure is not here sufficient), is love (Eph.

iii. 17-19, iv. 16.) Love is the first root-prin-

ciple in God, the first living germ in us : and
perfect love, as God loves, is also the last ripe

iruit. Our growth proceeds from love to love,

and may therefore be graciously called merely

an ahiding in love, inasmuch as the implanted

first love bears in itself already all its consum-
mation, and is the pledge of it under the condi-

tion of this ahiding. But now the love, with

which the Lord first loveth his own in order

thit they may also be able to love him in re-

turn and in him one another also, has its origin

and deepest principle in the love of tlie Father

(chap. X. 15). We can think of nothing be-

yond this, nothing greater is to be promised

than that the love, in which the Father and the

Son through the Spirit are eternally one, should

be poured out also in us (chap. xvii. 26). This is

not merely the first love of compassion for all

the world, which indeed cannot be like the love

of the Father to the Son but that which we
shall find in chap. xvi. 27. Hence we must not

with Luther begin an altogether new clause

with jLiEiyocre, " abide," but ver. 9 is one con-

nected whole; the uayai, " so I," belongs still

to the premise, as Maldon. and Grot, construe

it, and as the obvious comparison with vers. 4,

.5, indicates. His love to us is indeed only the

further extension and overflowing of the Fa-

ther's love to and in him, and in this love we
are to continue.* This of itself shows the sole

true sense of the ir rr) aycinr;} tt', Ifirj, •' in

my love," concerning which expositors foolish-

ly contended whether it moans love to me or

from me. When Nosselt, Kuinol, and others

understand our love to Jesus, they overlook

that the fievEiVf or " abiding," involves a con-

the S m. Fikenscher rr^peats it. however, and un-

aptly tr..ns|>(>!<es the tliought: " This was the aim

of liis gloi ideation, to make you truitful in cood
works." By no nipans ; Ond's liouor can nefer 1)p

tlie means to any still lurtiier end: but our fruit-

bcarina; honors the Fatlier.

* We prefer the dutive, as in chap. xii. 35.

* 'EyrJ Tiydmjdoc assuredly refers to the lifo

of tiie Son in tiie world, from tlie timn wh'-n his

lovo roiiM flow towards an'l influence tliom ; but the

j)ydm]6f: ^e is not similarly to b'> limited to this

earthly lite of .Jesus (with Von Gflrlach). but it

reacho'? back into eternity. Christ hns brouzht
down, has brought with him tlie lovo of God from
the bosom of ihj Father.
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tinnation of the rjydnri6a vndi, " I have loved

you." When, again, most others (after Cyril,

Apollin., Clirys., Augustine, Calvin) regard it

as expressing only Christ's love to us, they ap-
proach nearer a right understanding, but they
are still entangled in an incorrect apprehension
of its fulness of meaning.* Love, both in ver.

9 and ver. 10, is not to be viewed otherwise
than as John and Paul elsewhere speak of the
dyocTttf rov Beou, " love of God," in us with
similar fulness, of meaning; so that all love

(Yik'i all righteousness, according to the formula
diHaiodvvT/ Tov Beov which must be inter-

preted in like manner) is livmgly imputed,

communicated, and implanted in us at once,

from the Father through Christ.t As, accord-

ing to vers. 4, 5, our abiding in him is only the

condition of our retaining his abiding in us,

not otherwise is it here. Lampe rightly decided

upon the question whether it is his love to us,

or our love to hhn,hy h'\s utrtimque jungendum;
but we would further add that our love oiu to

anoth r is actually included also as a necessary

consequence. Far back in the apocrvphal, but
so far genuine, development of the Old-Testa-

ment doctrine, Wisd. vi. 17-20, all things down
to the acpOapdia, " incoxTuption," and the

lyyvi Eivai ^eov, " near unto God," is deriv-

ed from dyaTtrj, or " love," as its original, yea,

even the rrjpyjGii vonooy, or " keeping of the

Law ;
" but there is now something more than

an ^yyvi sty at, " being near," revealed to us

—a real living and loving of God in us because

the Son abideth in us and we in tho Son, as the

Father in the Son and the Son in the Father.

But as there, so here, ver. 10 is supplemen-

tarily added for defence against all self-deception

concerning this indwelling life, giving us the

test of keeping tlie covimandm^nts ; and this

must be understood precisely as in chap. xiv.

15. The Lord has loted his own unto the end,

which is here ever thought of as already come;
even so he hath kept down to his departure the

Father's commandment and commission, in his

state of humiliation he hath preserved his

obedience in analogy with ourselves, and so he

abideth in his Father's love.t Mark the tran-

sition in the present nivoa, which at once em-
braces his glorification ; and the avrov which

expressly comes first, according to which even

in Christ the eternal love of the Father appears

as the sole, abiding, impulsive principle of all

his life and suffering, of all his acts and of all

his love.

* Klee would find the double sense of the ex-

pression, first ia ver. 10, in dyciity;i /nov ; we can-

not see why, suice t-^ inv^ rather, more strongly

indicates beforehand ttat all the love of which he
spenks, down to vers. 12 and 17, is his own, pro-

ceeding so'ely from him.

f Thus not as Fikenscher thinks, that Jesus,

ver. 9, exhorts to an abiding love towards himself,

and then first in ver 10 (a very incorrect inver-

sion) assures us of his abiding love towards us.

i^Nonnus: ditovevi.ievo'i (abiens) eideri

fii).Lyoo.

Verse 11. TavraXsXdXtjHOc, "these things

have I spoken," is again an anticipation, hast-

ening on to his departure, as if he would close

and had already closed. My joy in you is as

wide and deep in its meaning as the bve ; but

now the two critical points for our understand-

ing the sense are designedly separated. First

comes the explanatory e/n} kv v/xlvy "my
—in you " (the centre of the whole discourse),

which gives us the true solution ; and then is

mentioned the x^pd vpiwy, "your ioy," which,

flows from the former. Most expositors have,

from the earliest times, overshot the true sense

through a misapplied logical division, which
cannot or will not enter into the mystery of tho

new language concerning the union between
Christ and us. That 7) x^pd v ^;"V>

" ™y Joy>"
cannot be—your joy in me, concerning me and
my departure,* is plain in the very words, for

this pronoun could scarcely be so used ; and,

moreover, chap. xiv. 28 taught us that he also

still found iMi joy wanting in the disciples.

Most have applied themselves to defend the
translation ol kv vfiiy,'^in you" (though
quite in opposition to the fundamental notion

of ev throughout this discourse) thus—My joy

in or over you. Augustine : "Quid est gaudiuni
Christi in nobis, nisi quod dignatur gaudere
de nobis ?" So also, e. g., Gerhard, Cocceius,

Lampe, Heumann, Zeltner (in the AUorf. Bibel),

the Ilirschberg. Blbel, Kuinol, Hess (" I say this

unto you, in order that I may be able to con-

tmue my joy over you") ; and Liicke earlier,

" The joy of Christ over his disciples, if they

should continue in love to him." But Kling
protests against this, and compares the Eipt'/vrj

of chap. xiv. 27. Liicke afterwards rightly ex-

plains, admitting this: "The joy of Christ is

his own sacred bliss, the joy of the holy Son in

the consciousness of the love of God, of his

unity with the Father; comp. ver. 10." This

is more correct than Von Gerlach's only ap-

proximate, and mediating view, according to

which we must first hold fast that " the joy of

Christ is the happiness which he experienced

in looking upon his new creation, his believ-

ing, loving, fruit-bearing disciples "—thus still

making kv vix2v,o\er yow—and then after he
assures them of his divine joy, his gracious

good pleasure in them, it passes over to them-
selves, and " his joy becomes the incessantly

streaming source of their joy." Oh. no ; this

is (if we may so speak) much too Pauline a
derivation of their joy from an assuring justi-

fication utterance—I have my joy in you ! for

in the mind of Christ, according to John, the

tfjr) ev vixlv indicates the living interchange

of fellowship.

We must not, once more, with Cyril, Eras-

mus, Meyer, and others, limit the thought to

the Tcind of joy which Christ had, that is in

heavenly things, in the love of the Father,

with a tacit opposition to false, earthly joy;

as if he meant—that ye may learn to find

* So Theophyl., Euthym., Nonn., Groi., N6sselt,

etc., thought.
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your joy where I do. This is far from the

sense here, and only spoils the thought, as deep

as it is simple. ClirUt has in himself and re-

tains joy, not merely peace : this he testifies

here on the way to his passion, for that is no

other than his glorification. He rejoices in his

departure (Bengol and Bemler lay the emphasis

upon this), but he also rejoices generally and
always as abiding in the love of the Father,

and further he already rejoices, doubtless, over

his disciples—but this last does not lie in the

kv vuiy, it there at all it comes in after the rest.

All his jov and "joyomnesa"* would from this

time (that is, when the truth and reality of his

proleptic words should be made present by his

opirit) pass over into his disciples, and make
its abooe in them. Thus "my joy" is pre-

eminently the joy which he himself has, but

then immediately "might remain in you " makes
it the joy which he gives, of which he is the

foundation and source, as Calvin views it:

comp. chap. xvii. 13, and 1 John i. 4, for the

ifXifpovO^ai. Consequently, and to obviate

once more a too external meaning, " your joy"

ia by no means only their joy " in him and his

work " (as Lucke first said), but the gladness

in God which flowed from him into them. The
joy of Jesus ot course required no nXTjpovCOaiy
or " fulfilling," for he had it from the begin-

ning, brought with him from eternity;! our joy

is made perfect out of his, the more fully we
grow together with him and bring forth fruit.

B.-Crusius, who at first had a presentiment of

the right meaning, most rationalistically per-

verts It when he says, " Your joy may be that

gladness which they might have had ahxady in

themselves ; thus—That your own joy may in-

crease more and more, and my higher joy be
added unto it." Here there is no being ailded,

but all is entirely in and. from him. Finally, it

is not a contradiction, but strictly conformable
with the spirit of the whole discourse, which
recognizes both abiding and increasing in this

abiding, that concerning the same joy /nsysir,
or " abiding," is first used, and then nXrjpov-
cOai is added. Lachmann's reading^ for //£zV^

J

is quite groundlessly defended by Lucke and
Luthardt ; by Lucke, because the gladness
in the disciples could be regarded as arisin"
only after the abatement of their sorrow: but
he overlooks, what is obvious throughout the
chapter, that the ground of tiieir fellowship
with Jesus is actually already established, and
we would rather say with B.-Crusius that the

• So B.-Crusius well says, referring to the an-
titliesis wit'i troubled, chap, xiv, i. 27. Compare
also peace andjoj, Rom. xiv, 17.

t Even Augustine, who, as before quoted, un-
dcr.staiids h s gaudium de nobis as cratia, quam
prsestitit nr bis, say.s also :

" Nee possumus dicere,
quod gaudium ejr.s plenum non eiat, non enim
IJeus imperfecte aliquando gauJebat." See the
entire pa.ssase in Klee.

X In the Vulg. and Syr. expressly u.sed CNinn

—

sit) ; rerocnized in the Gnotnon by Bengel, but
aflerwarda leli acted.

previ'^Ms words concerning contimiance are hero
carried on.*

Verses 12, 13. Alluding to chap. xiii. 34,

the Lord adds in repetition the new thought
touching the greatness of that love which lays

down life for others, thus paving the way tor

the great word that he now calls his own his

friends. ^lItt; ^drjV, " this is," makes mark-
edly prominent this one thin'j, in which all spi^-

cific commandments, ver. 10, are wrapped up ;
h're

the iva, "that," is obviously an explanatory

ijTi—for the comparison with TavtLxXEXdXrjKa
I'va, ver. 11 (depending on which, aCrr; might,

indeed, be made to refer to all that preceded,

and i'ya taken in its natural meaning—but this

would be too artificial), is outweighed by the

other parallel, ver. 8, iy rovrw 5Va, as well as

by the obvious allusion to the commandment
given in chap. xiii. Moreover, in ver 13, we
have a similar ravrrji 'iya again. But the

declaration, asserted with a rigorous ov8eii,
" no man," that there is no greaiir love than to

lay down life for friends, has in its reference to

our Lord himself something strange, as every
one must feel. We cannot say that he spoke
merely of what we may do among ourselves,

because in ver. 14 there imm-diately follows an
application to himself and his disciples. It is

manifest that our Lord graciously condescends
so deeply to a comparison with our human re-

lations, that he, as it were, leaves out of sight

for a time the all-embracing, and in the solitary

sense atoning, character of his death: comp.
what we remarked upon Matt. xx. 23. Richter

makes the same observation: Here the Lord
does not speak (primarily) of the redeeming
design of his death, as in Kom. v. 8, etc.,! but
of that point of similarity in great love, which
we may recognize and imitate. Satan, in Job
ii. 4, describes rightly the selfish natural man,
to whom to preserve his life and save his skin

is the supreme object, but there have been on
the other hand, through theprevenient graco of

Christ, examples even among the heathen of the

sacrifice of life for friends (comp. Rom. v. 7),

where the same is still more closely restricted

to a thankful love towards benefactors. Even
the future love of the disciples of Christ would
not overpass this measure of love, than which
there is none greater : more than this therefore

will not be required, 1 John iii. 16. Yet in

these commenting parallels it is made more
clear than here, that the disciples of Christ re-

gard in him and after his example those whom
the world would call their enemies, as their

friends and brethen, even as they love their

souls. In this, too, we have the reconciling

explanation of the word that our Lord lays

down his life only for his friends—in apparent
contradiction to that affecting and profound pas-

* The ^ might have only arisen, either from an
error of transcription [niy] ^, as Mil—or, as

Bengel and Scholt thought, Irom the similarity of
sound in vjiiiy.

f Nonnus therefore speaks improperly of \ov-
rpor eojy irdpojy.
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•sage, Rom. v. 8-10. We must not, therefore,

Bay with Von Gerlach, " This entire discourse

of Jesus lingers in his simple relation to his

friends : hence the meaning

—

Toward hisfriends

man can show no greater love." For the in-

version which throws the vnifi tcjv (piXoov,

"for his friends," by anticipation into the un-

conditional ovSeii e'xst, "hath no man," which

comes first, is altogether unjustified ; and we
have seen from the ndv xXfj/ua, " every branch,"

ver. 2 downward, with what far-reaching glance

the Lord regards these disciples as representa-

tives of all future disciples. This much is true,

that on the one hand the Lord did actually die

—quad eflectum—only for his friends or his

sheep, the children of God scattered abroad,

see chap. x. 12, 15, 16, xi. 52. But, on the

other hand, the qualification of this must be

sought in bringing forward from the back-

ground of this word which so condescendingly

draws this comparison with the greatest exhi-

bition of our poor human love, the thought,

which is more than merely an edifying appen-

dage, that—Jesus calls even sinners and ene-

mies, whom he desires to save, his friends, inas-

much as and because he is first their friend

(Luke vii. 34). This vindication of his deeper

meaning actually follows afterward in vers. 15,

16—I have first called you and made you friends,

1 have chosen and ordained you. Hence Lilcke,

like Luther, has no hesitation in putting these

passages together. Luther :
" Ye were before en-

emies, but ye are now friends, becausci hold you

as friends, not that ye have done any good to me,

according to the world's notion of friends—to

them I do good in vain. I die for such friends

as have never done me any good ; only I have

loved them and made them friends." Lilcke :

" The love wherewith, according to Paul, he

dieth for sinners, is at the same time the love

whereby, according to John, he maketh the

disciples his friends. He dies for sinners, only

because in the fulness of his love he regards

them as friends."

Verse 14. The disciples assuredly referred

that " greatest love, the laying down life for

friends," although the Lord spoke touching

their dyanav aXXr/Xovi, or " loving one an-

other," first of all and pre-eminently to his

own 7}yd7tr/6a vftdi, "1 have loved you."

Then are «>« his friends? We miserable men,
• whose weakness and folly have wrought him
already so much distress? We sinners the

friends of the Holy One, the Son of God ? That
was the thought which immediately sprang up
in their minds, and the Lord impressively con-

firms it

—

Ye are. But with two modifications

he confirms it. First, there is the less warning
tlian encouraging no!e for the future, which
unites triendship with obedience towards their

commanding friend—Ye are (and shall be)

such, if ve do what I command vou.* Then,

* The 66a is probably a well-intentioned but

incorrect strencthening of the proper reading d,
for " tliat which he now imposes upon them to

keep (commits^ euu usts), is no oiher than love, ver,

17."

in order to avert a Ifegal misunderstanding of

this ivreXXoixai, comes the distinctive decla-

ration of vers. 15, 16—Through my word, in

my voluntary love, I make you and call you
my friends. Lampe's comment is quite correct

:

" They are wrong who follow Salmeron in de-

ducing from this passage that the Gospel is not a,

bare promise of grace, but hedged in by a con-

dition. There is no condition of friendship

with Jesus here proposed. He prescribes |>r<3-

cepts for the future ; but he already declares

them to be friends, and he has before regarded

them so, as the following clause shows."

Verse 15. Glassius finds it easy to assert that

ouxert, " henceforth," stands merely for ovx,
"not," but exegesis will not tolerate this any
longer. The reason which he adduces has in it

some ground of truth—" Christ had never
called the disciples servants in that sense in

which the name is opposed to friends, and de-

notes a state of servile fear and despotic re-

straint ; but he had always conversed with
them, in the most friendly manner, as his

friends." The ovHcri, on the other hand,
maintains its strict propriety, inasmuch as the

only passage in which he had ever called them
friends, and which is always quoted, Luke xii.

4 (with which John xi. 11 is to be combined),
is far from having the meaning which the word
has here, as a developed contrast with "ser-
vant." in the synoptical parables they are

always servants, and Luke xvii. 7-10 is strong
enough, indeed, for this rigorous idea. In John
xiii. 13, 16, the same was said of which they
are here (chap. xv. 20) again reminded, for a
testimony that the servant-relation was not to

be abolished but to be glorified; but the dis-

tinction holds good, that only from this time,

when the Spirit should bring to their minds
the truth of these Icuit sayings, should the full

freedom and joy of the love of their Lord rise

up in their souls. The proof of the relation of

ireindship is that open, confidential, unrestrain-

ed communion, the typical expressions of which
are found in the Old Testament—in Abraham's
case. Gen. xviii. 17 (hence James ii. 23 ; Isa.

xli. 8 ; 2 Chron. xx. 7)—that of Moses, Exod.
xxxiii. 11—of the pious generally, Psa. xxv.
14; Prov. lii. 32; Amos iii. 7; Job xxix. 4.

But how far above that niH' liD (" secret of the

Lord") is this declaration, that the Son makes
known to his own all that he hath heard of the
Father, utters and commits to their fidelity the
entire, full truth of the last revelation ! A
qualification of this ndyra, " all things," may
be thought to be found in chap. xvi. 12—but
these ditt'erent sayings are perfectly accordant,

since the Lord had actually made known unto
them all that he had heard and received of the

Father for them, and this so entirely embraced
the whole truth that the subsequent revelation

of the Spirit should be only an explanation and
development of the words of the Son.*

* B.-Crusius is altogether incorrect in his con-

clusion, that " they now know even as the Son
knew—tor not merely the object of their know-
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• Verse 16. Finally, as said above, though
the Lord calls us friends, this does not by any
means imply such an equality and reciproca-

tion as exist between human friends. He calls

his followers afterwards even brethren, but they
all the more reverently call him only their

Lord and their God.* That which the Lord,
preserving his majesty in his condescension,

and asserting his own prerogative as the vine,

goes on to say, is only the New-Testament ex-

pression of what we find already in Isa. xliii.

21-25, the immovable, plainly announced but
unfathomable mystery of election. Not ac-

cording to Augustine's views of prescience and
predestination, but as Rom. vui. 29, rightly

expounded, speaks of it. (See on (his passage,

Kiee's note, p. 407.) The trutli of the saying
which we have now before us remains—The
love between us began with me and not with
you (1 John iv. 10). Not ye have chosen me

—

there may be in this as (Whitby says) an
allunioii to the custom of disciples choosing
their own Rabbis in Israel, whereas the Lord
had spontaneously called his disciples ; but the

meaning reaches much beyond this, as the rela-

tion is much more profound. Tiie discourse

here is of choosing and ordaining for fruit, con-

sequently of an tKXeyeCOai, or " choosing,"

which can have no application to Judas, though
he also was chosen in another sense.

How is sdTjxa, "ordained," to be under-
.
stood ? It is generally, and without qualifica-

tion, taken according to the apostolical usage,

as in Acts xiii. 47, xx. 28 ; 1 Thess. v. 9; 1

Tim. i. 12, 1 Pet. li. 8. We do not deny that

the meaning of the expression tends to that,

inasmuch as it appears to be parallel with
iB,EXEB,(xnTfv, " chosen," as its consequence and
development ; but we would not altoj'ether re-

ject ttie ancient comment of Chrys., Kuthym.,
and Theoph., who explain this iOt/na by

^<pi;rfi;(Ja (planted). (Comp. D1K', lea. xxviii.

25 ; Heb., Ezek. xvii. 4, and in Sept. i'Oero.)

For it is evident that the Lord returns, in the

claiT-e following, to the figure ; and inasmuch
as iOt/xa in this transition is connected with
iva xapnov tpEprjTE, "that ye should bring

forth fruit," tliis interpretation is not unwar-

ranted, and does not by any means carry the

figure beyond its prescribed limits. This ^ives

a good reason for the remark of Theophylact

(hinted at in ver. 3), that the Son here again,

like the Father, a|,>pear3 as a yEoaayoi (hus-

bandman) and planter of vines. The braric/us

I'vl^e. but the method of it, is here r >ferred to."

By no means ; (or no man but the Sou hath Jmrd
iinmediutdy of th4 Father, comp. chap. vi. 46.

* Only in the Old-leslament tone of the typical

Cant.cle.>*, is it permitted to us to speak of our
'• Friend." Else, in the spirit of tlie New Testa-

ment it is unsrr ptuial, tiiough our modern senti-

nifnlal liynms and praycis m ly make thus hold.

In the au'hoi'.s hymn, " Ht-rr Ji su Chrisif, Ooues
Sohn " (Knimniachei's /. oi>sharf>% No. 1G8; R^m-
hch^n\nisc\\, Mtt'ioug-Gcsanghurh. 'SiK 174) the iii.o,

" Du Freund vol! Milde un 1 UiHlalmld,' isi au un-

juati&able iosertion by ano:lier hand.

become elevated, as it were, themselves into new
vines of the seconddegree, since the Lord sets
them to bear fruit. For (as Fikenscher well says
oa this occasion) "He who is uniteil with C\\n&i,
obtains thereby the true iVuZ^/xs/u/e/ice, and stands
before God as a personality pervaded by Christ."
In the same middle-tone between parable and
interpretation we understand (though without
contending for it) the appended vicdy eiv,
"go." It is assuredly incorrect—since that
would be indeed (Olshausen) to mix the un-
figuative and figurative together—to interpret
this vTtdyEiv, with Grotius and Lampe, of the
going forth of the Apostles on their missionary
labors—" Excitantur apostoli, ut non exspect-
ent, dura homines descendi avidi ad se veniant,
sed ipsi ultro em quccra?it.* This needs no refu-
tation. Consequently, we must connect this
VTtdyEiv closely with xapzov gyeftsiv, taking
it figuratively in allusion to the increasing,
spreading branches ; for which we have the

support of the well-known Hebraism oilpn and
f\D^ for increasing in any thing going on to
" more and more." See Exod. xix. 19 (Sept.
npofiaivovoai)—2 Sam. iii, 1 ; John i. 11

(Sept. knopEvETo)—Prov. iv. 18 (Sept. npono-
pevovrai)—to wliicii some have also referred

the TCopEvuHEvoi CvfiTCviyoyvai of Luke viii.

14, in their seeming growth they are choki d,

etc.| Hence Chrys., Euthym., Theop., 'iva

kxTEivTjOOE av^ayojitEvot; and in Seiler'sN. T.

we have it plainly translated
—

" That ye may
increase, and bring forth more and more fruit."

On the other hand, this is an unusual meaning
of VTtdyEiv, which certainly seems to allude

more or less to the actual life and energy of in-

dividual persons ; and we, therefore, with Lu-
ther, Baum.-Crusius, De Wette, Liicke, Lu-
thardt, vibrating between figure and reality,

would say that it is simply an expression of

living energy—as a man goes forth to work in

a not idle course, as a plant through the vigor

of its internal lile increases and spreads.

It is abundantly plain that the fruit is not to

be understood of external results, of winning

and converting others specifically, for it was to

remain to the fruit-bearers themsolves (xocpnui

vjucav), as their own most precious possession

and gain. Bengel :
" Vobis .seritur, vobis me-

titur "—to be explained by Rom. vi. 22. The

fruit is not the ever-abiding Churcli which the

Apostles have founded (see Appollinarins in

Lampe), for this reason, that the Lord address-

es in these Apostles his future disciples also,

and such as have no missionary vocation ; but

it is the consummation of personal salvation,

their ripening into men of God, full, indeed, of

good works and all holy activity, each in his

own sphere. Even when the inscription over

* Similarly, Luther too :
" That ye sit not still

witl.otil work and fruit, but show yourselves pul)-

licly, that other pcoi>le may have tlie <Tood of you."

Laiir;e, a<iain :
" Tiiey were to go forth into tho

world, like himself."

f This is dillerpiit from our ox-iosilion of tho

passage—Ihoy yo lo: th with utLcr indecision.
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Zinzendorf—" lie was ordained that he should

bring forth fruit that should remain"—does not,

as in his case, demonstrate itself before the eyes

of the world ; the fruit of every living branch

will abide, nevertheless, as its own in the form

of those works of righteousness which follow

the believer (Rev. xiv. 13).

The second 'iva cannot possibly be subordi-

nate to the first, as LiicKe at first thought,

taking it ix/3aTtHc5i for Sdrs, and thus re-

garding " the whole clause as a close definition

of the graduation of apostolical work and

influence." We cannot realize the precise

meaning of the idea, that they were to bring

forth so much fruit, or in such a manner, that

they might as the result thereof niore efiectually

pray. I'or their prayer would itself be fruit,

while it is also in vers. 7, 8 the way to secure

that fruit. Olshausen is right in denying that

prayer could be regarded as the final end of the

divine calling and planting ; but his own ex-

planation, that " they should bring forth fruit,

abiding fruit, so that they might enter into that in-

ternal relati&n to Ood from which prayer in the

name of the Lord proceeds," is highly obscure

and artificial. Would not this, apart from the

forced change of the concrete 6,ti a-v airri6i]Tt,

"whatsoever ye shall ask," etc., into theprinciple

of a general relation, be a v6vtpov Ttpoztpov

still—first the fruit, and that increasing and

permanent to eternity, and then as a consequence

tiie power and the right to ask of the Father ?

Consequently, we must, with Liacke's later

view, decide that the 'iva in both cases is par-

allel and co-ordinate^
—

" because the fruit-bear-

ing of the di.^ciples is no other than the proof

and attestation of the power of their prayer in

the name of Jesus."* Still more clearly—be-

cause it cannot he produced save in this way,

through continuance in ever-receiving prayer.

Thus the prayer is by no means the final end

of the planting, that must be the mature fruit,

but it IS added with retrospective reference, in

order to show how it should proceed in the

whole vTtdyEiv from the first eQrjKoi. vjud?—

I

* We cannot un ierstand how MUnchmeyer can

consider this as " very forced ;" to us it appears

conlormable both to the language (even without

the Hai of co-ordination) and to the matter.

Luthardt thinks it grammatically harsh, but how
is it so 1 Ali'ord, who is generally disposed to be

philologicahy keen enough, takes no objection to

this, but i-ays, " This z'ya is parallel with the

fomer, not the result of it; the two, the bringing

forth of Iruit and the obtaining answer to prayer,

being co-ordinate with each other ; but (vers. 7, 8)

the bearing fruit to God's glory is of these the

creater. being the result and aim of the other."

This gives occasion to this unwonted, but not in-

ailmisbible lorm of speech.

have planted and appointed you that ye should

bring forth fruit, that is, that ye should secure

fruit by your effectual prayer.

"Verse 17. This verse is sometimes improperly

regarded as the commencement of another sec-

tion, but it is the summing up and conclusion of

what has gone before. Tavta, " these things,"

is taken by Tholuck and B.-Crusius for zoijro,
" this," and there are examples which may b3
adduced; but for the simple statement of the one
commandment (avrrf, ver. 12), such a plural

seems to us quite inappropriate.* We are con-

vinced that ravra, as always in John (or al-

most always), refers back to what has pre-

ceded, embracing not only what had immedi-
ately, but also what had more distantly, preced-

ed—once more as in ver. ll.f The Vulg. has,

Hasc mando vobis ut. We understand the

Lord to say—By all these my discourses and
commandments I would specially point you to

that one which I would confirm in your hearts,

that ye love one another. Thus does he ever re-

turn to that EVToXjj xatrr, or " new command-
ment," though here it is no mere repetition-

—

This I command you ! once more. The dis-

ciples are to love one another—not then the world

without? We have already given our answer
at length on chap. xiii. Should they hate,

or scorn, the world ? Far be it, this is never

found in our Lord's sayings. But in spite of

all their love the world will hate them, and the

Loi'd's meaning in dAXrjXov?, " one another,"

seems to contain a transition to the needful re-

marks which he would now make upon this

subject. So Ammonius has observed: coi fieX-

XovToov f.ii6EL60aL napd ndvTODV, napay^
ysXXEi avrolidyaitdv aXXyXovi—though
it does not necessarily follow from this view
that ravra 'iva is to be taken for rovro ozi.

* Fikenscher helps himself little by saying

—

" The Lord had previously, vers. 10 and 12, ex-

hibited the commandment of love as several and
single; moreover, love is regarded as contained in

its manifestation, good works." Let him whom
this pleases, be sa isfied with it.

f MUnchmeyer thinks this quite erroneous, be-

cause in that case we must hava had the perfect

as in ver. 11—a very weak reason; because
'evTtXXadOat is not XaXslv—which is equally

inconclusive, for in these discourses the Lord has
used kvtoXai uov, Xoyoi, p//juara, as we
have seen, interchangeably—comp. Matt, xxviii.

20. Finally he contends that with ivreXXo/nat
and eyroXi} the substance of the comni md is in-

troduced always by 'iva. Now ivTeXXeCOat is

not eLewhere found with 'iva ; evtoXtj is thrice,

chap. xi. 57, xiii. 34, xv. 12; but this gives no ab-

solute law of usage. Luthardt unhesitatingly

agrees, that ver. 17, looJchig b ck and embracing all

that had been said, forms a tiansiaon to a new
subject.



THE HATKED OF THE WORLD TO THE DISCIPLES OF THEIR LORD ; THE
INEXCUSABLE SIN OF UNBELIEF.

(John xv. 18-25.)

Verse 18. When in our general analj^sis of

the whole we said that the dyaitdze dXXij-

Xovi, " love one another," awakened anew the

thought of the world's hatred, we spoke only

in the ordinary style of such analysis ; not as

if the Lord did actually corae to speak, through
the suggestion of the word concerning brotherly

love, of that world which would not suffer it-

self to be drawn within the circle of love. He
Lad already in chap. xiv. strongly laid down the

contrast and the distinction between his dis-

ciples and the world ; from beginning to end
(see chap, xvii.), it was indispensable that he
should give to his own, for their subsequent
encouragement, plain pre-intimations of the

world's hatred and persecution. Since ver. 14

it seems probable that the enemies were in his

thought who would be distinguished from these

friends ; hence one might in ver. 17 hear such

an undertone as this, preparing for the subse-

quent sentence—Yea, there is need that ye
should be all the more closely united in my
love, for the world hateth you. We doubt
much whether we can accept the meaning which
Richter inlays into the words—"Against this

great hatred ye must find your great comj^ensa-

tion in love, the blessedness of which maketh
the bitter sweet ;" since this developed thought
rather pre-mpposes than leads to the words con-

cerning the hatred of the world *

A loving heart would fain find or create love

every where : to be ungratified in that desire,

and more than that to be hated, is a hard and
bitter lot, the bitterest ingredient in all afHic-

tion. Therefore the Lord discreetly and faith-

fully prepares them for this, that they may not
marvel at this destiny or count it a strange

thing, as the Evangelist in his Epistle (1 John
iii. 13) has expanded the theme. They must
for their own part love and preserve peace, do
nothing, which they may omit without sin, to

provoke or warrant the hatred of the world:
therefore he speaks deliberately with an (/'con-

cerning this lamentable and unavoidable cir-

cumstance. In his further explanation it ap-

pears plain that to be hated of the world will

be a necessary consequence and an inseparable

mark of his true discipleship ; nevertheless he
Bpeaks here not so much for the condemnation
and warning of those gentle ones who do not
disoblige the world, as for the pure encourage-
ment of cppressed and discomfited souls. The
most conscientious and tender Christian is the

most likely to fall into the temptation of eeek-

* Still le'-s " that it may sound tlje alarm for

strife" (^Ricger).
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ing the cause of the world's hatred solely in

himself, of thinking that if he were perfect in

goodness, love, humility, and meekness, the
evil of the world must needs be overcome.
This again might lead to a false compliance,
and a renunciation of the rigor of his word.
Against mch trouble and such temptation the
Lord arms us beforehand : he teaches us to

perceive and bethink ourselves that he who
will not be holily loved, and return our love,

cannot even by God himself be overcome and
constrained : he sets before us as proof the
pattern and testimony of his own treatment in

this evil world. " If the most holy love upon
earth fared no better, if he did not succeea, if

he could not in his wisdom avoid hatred when it

arose against him, all the more fiercely as his

pure love more brightly beamed upon it—How
could we hope altogether to escape the hatred?
Or do we vainly imagine that we can surpass

the love and prudence of our Lord ?" (Dietz).

In the same sense as in chap. vii. 7 Jesus had
already spoken of the hatred of the world, being
constrained to utter to his unbelieving brethren

the mournful word, The world cannot hate you,

because ye still belong to it; he now assures his

believing and devoted disciples on the other
side. The world cannot love you, it must hate
you OS it hates me. This is the pre-supposed
ground for the abrupt beginning, 7/ it hate

you—spoken rather for the future than the

present, like every thing in these discourses.

These poor disciples had hitherto but little

experienced the direct hatred of the world
against their unimportant persons ; what their

Master had foretold, when he sent them on
their trial mission (Matt, x.), still waited for

the main part of its accomplishment ; it was
probably almost forgotten before, but must now
have been revived in their remembrance. But
that the world hated Jesjis, and already for some
time had threatened his death, they knew very
well : see chap. xi. 8. Of that he now says
yiycn6HETE, " ye know "—think well what tliis

means, and what will follow from it to your-
selves ; that ye may know and prepare to suffer

that hatred which will be essential to my dis-

cipleship. TlpoSrov vndoy is to be taken ad-
verbially

—

before you, even if it follows the
form of chap. i. 15 itpwro'i ^ov.* In this is

• Cyril, Cajetan, Cocceius wou'd translate " prin-

cipem vestrum ;" and Calvin preferred this—that

Christ, altliough the greatest and hiahest, and so
far above them, nevertlieless escaped not the en-
mity of the world. I5u twe bold last, with the Syr.,

Vulg., NoDDUs, and most otiiei-:i, the more simplo
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already intimated, for the reflecting ^ivwVxciy,
the immediately afterward expounded cause of

the hatred ; for in the new beginning which the
Lord introduced—in which he provoked and
experienced the full hatred of the world—lies

also the ground of a similar relation for his fol-

lowers as belonging to him. In the connection
with which it is self-understood that to our
pondering the Lord's words as it were run on
—Nevertheless love this world, as I have loved
it.

Verse 19. Five times with emphasis is the

Korld mentioned in this single verse. Would
ye then—this is what the Lord designs so

strongly to emphasize—rather be loved of the

world ? That would be wretched indeed ; for

then—ye would be also of the world (1 John iv.

5). The ovH Eivat eh rov k66^iov, which in

chap. viii. 23 he had asserted of himself (even
there, properly speaking, humbling himself to

a level with his disciples, in opposition to the

unbelievers and evil), he now most expressly

for the first time attributes to his own. They
are, indeed, in the world, and were to remain
in it, like his kingdom, and like himself at first

(chap. xiii. 1, xvii. 14-18; 1 John iv. 17)—but
no more from and of the would, since he had
chosen them, and implanted in them a new
principle of life from above, since they had be-

come branches of the Vine planted by the Fa-
ther upon the earth. If they were still of the

world, the world would love it» own—but that

is not merely, as it is superficially and generally

interpreted. Because like seeks like (Ecclus.

xiii. 15-17). Euthymius indeed comments in

that style : x^cip^i y<xp rd> ofioicp to vfxoiov

—and in Van Ess it is concisely translated,

"j/ou as their fellows." But ro zSior," his own,"
is not just TO o/uoioy (its like) ; a much deeper
thought lies in this expression. It is the man-
ner of the world to seek its own ; therefore where
and when it loves, it is the character of this

false, so-called " love," which in its selfishness

contradicts the nature of all true love, that it

in others essentially seeks only its own. (Comp.
on Matt. V. 46.) Therefore the Lord selects

his expression, as we see when we examine it

closely : This world would—not indeed love you
(for it cannot truly love at all)—but its oicn in
you, that is, so far and so long as it finds that

in you. This leaves room for Lampe's remark,
which contains a truth attested by experience

:

" It is not indeed sincere love, but mere (pt\-

avtia{seU love), in that the world loves in the
worldly what is its own. For although worldly
men often quarrel fiercely, which is one of the
characteristics of corrupt nature, Tit. iii. 3, yet
these enmities are only about particular con-
flicting interests. In the great essentials there is

always a perfect accord among them." Even he
who holds with the world must not expect for

his own person only love and peace ; it is only
where opposition to Christ ana the kingdom of

view : I have gone before you in this, have broken
this path. De Wette : I have first undergone this

lot, let this be your comfo: t.

God is concerned that the world will recognizo
its principle in him and altogether hold his
side.

The first thing, on the other hand, which
provokes the world's hatred is the aim to be
different and better—which is given here at
first in the ^|cAc|a//'7^> " I have chosen :" the
world feels itself aggrieved and injured by such
a pretension to election, and repels it as pride
—until, comforted by the thought that it is

only pretension, it falls back upon its own again.
But when the world cannot but know that we
no longer are of it, and. more than that, as we
testify, through that Christ whom the world
from the beginning (npwTov) hated—then in-

deed is its full hatred excited, /iid roiJTo,
" therefore," thus refers (as ver. 18 already de-
duced this conclusion from e/ue to v/idi) spe-
cifically to the previous prominent lyai, in

which B.-Crusiu3 could find no direct signifi-

cance. It has indeed a two-fold important sig-

nificance. First, as we have said—It is the
ground of their strongest hatred that / have
robbed the world of you. Again, it gives the
disciples a wholesome remembrancer, in order
to quell all hatred and counter-scorn on their

part (just as Tit. iii. 2-5), that even they were
formerly epvdsi (Eph. ii. 1-3) chjldren'of the
world ; and thus with great emphasis ascribes

their IxXeyedQat altogether to himself. For
we must take into account, what is declared

chap. xvii. 6 and will there be expounded, that

these disciples at least were already, previously
to their last decisive calls to Jesus, rsKva 5eov
of the old covenant ; nevertheless the Lord
says, including this also—I have chosen you
out of the world : just as in Matt, xxiii. 37 h^

shows himself to have ever been the source of

all calling to Jerusalem and Israel. Thus th^

eyoo, " 1," has a two-fold emphasis : as to the
world, its hatred is reduced into hatred against

himself; as to the disciples, it corresponding-

ly impresses upon them, that he alone is the

origin of their new life, even that of their pre-

paratory election.

Thus in the explanatory Sid tovto the
hatred of the world becomes to us a precious

note that we are his. Not indeed the first or

the only mark ; that is rather the lovii g one
another, the continuing in his love until we, like

himself, can love the hating world. As the

secondnoi&, it neither begins our test, nor must
we seek it or wish it ; but if, alas ! it incessantly

comes, then it is time to comfort ourselves in

the reflection that the love of the world would
be a sad condemnation : Luke vi. 26 ; Gal. i.

10 ; James iv. 4, etc.

Verse 20. An explanatory remember follows

ye know. It is the Lord's will that we should
forget no word ever spoken by him. Yet
Xoy o i, " word," has here the specific mean-
ing of adagium, as chap. iv. 37, and as we shall

afterwards find in ver. 25. The application

now given to this saying is by no means a new
one (see already Matt. x. 24, 25), by no means
an altogether different one from chap. xiii. 16

(to which the eiitov vfj.lv primarily refers) ;
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fbr -we saw that even there something of the

Fame kind was the undertone of meaning.

But it has a subtile eignificance which few

find in it—that the Lord reckons here as his

own honor the being hated and persecuted, and

Buffering: he experienced all this not merely as

irp&jro?, but as xvptoi, as Lord and Head.

Consequently, the consolation has an undertone

of demand, that they should rejoice and feel

themselves honored in being counted worthy

to suffer as he suffered (Acts v. 41 ; 1 Pet. iv.

13, 14). Should we be, wmtld we be, le»s than

he? ''Thus it belongs to the j>a-ftxtion of a
disciple, who would be as his master, that he

Bhould encounter the hatred of the world"—as

Braune excellently brings out this neglected

meaning.
The «/, " if," in the following specific unfold-

ing of the general X6yo<i is of course etiologic-

al, as the Ei and the on in the previous verse

;

it IS founded upon those previous sayings, and
pre-supposes them. Jj ye are my servants and
followers, then must that other immediately

hold good

—

If thev have persecuted the Lord,

they will also persecute the servant. Tlie say-

ing, which is repeated e. g. in 2 Tim. iii. 12, not

only in general retains its truth, but so abso-

lutely that no one can be excepted ; although a

superficial understanding of it has led to much
anxious questioning whether the discipleship

of one not actually per.eecuted can be genuine.*

For there is a very subtile (often all the more
keen on that account) dioJKHv, or " persecut-

ing," even as there is a very honorable and
seemingly Christian world around us ; but the

hatred of the heart, consequently also its ex-

pression, against all who would with all their

Boul live godly in Jesus Christ, is never want-
ing. The general tolerance of a tolerant world

is always grazing the limits of its liberality,

where its secret principle becomes manifest, and
its concealed hatred to Christ in his people

must break out ; when the 1 hate chosen you out

of the world is obtruded upon them, in all its

earnestness, then begins their exclusion, their

ban, their rage.

But what of the Ti]f>E7v rdv Xoyov, or

"keeping the saying," winch as thus connected
With the SiooxEiv, has been the cause to ex-

positors from the beginning, and to almost
every reader, of so much trouble? The old

expedient is well known, which Bengel also

aUijpts—that of taking, on account of the " par-

allel," TTjptly {or nafitxTriftalv yiiwis malicious-

ly to watch the words, to pervert them, etc.

But there is no authority to be aduced lor such
a use of the word ; the only passage, rr/fjijCai,

Uen. ill. 15, is quite peculiar in its kind, and
is moreover very uncertain ; such places as

Matt, xxvii. 36, 54 can be brought forward
only through entire misunderstanding. It is

out of the question to apply John's rrjfjElv Toy
Xiiyov, relaining as it does the same sense

throughout the Scripture, mmalain porto/i, and

So in many of the conference^ ai Baimen

—

*nd probably elsewhere.

to give it an evil meaning.* Winer would help

the matter by explaining the double clause as

a general indefinite and hypothetic evolution

of the one Ao;'oS, viewed in two aspects.

" Your lot will be like mine : hut that can he

only ttco-foM, persecution or acceptance. The

words themselves leave it undecided at the moment,

which of these two lots l>efellJems." But this

tame generaliaztion, which would leave that

for a moment undecided which has just been so

strongly declared, can do little to enliditen us;

and It contradicts the spirit of that solemn and

deep feeling in which the Lord speaks through-

out this discourse. Indeed, even in ovk edrt

ueiZoiv, " is not greater," as Jiere used, there lay

a reference to SiwHEty and fxidEiv. It is not

merely—He has no other fate, only if (he Lord

finds acceptance, the servant finds it. To trans-

late, with Kuinol :
" Si meam doctrinam cbseT-

vanaent," Liicke rightly declares to be wholly in-

correct ; for this would require also a nijierfecu-

ti etsent," the ei, connected as it is with the tl

and on of ver. 19, would lose its entire Ibrce,

and the whole saying its decisive earnestness.

Lucke agrees with Winer in allowing no irony

here, and thinks (though disagreeing with

Winer in this) that it was left to the disciples

to draw the conclusion that they would cJiiefly

experience persecution (though also, with that,

some slight acceptance), like himself. Quite

right, if only the Ei, " if," did not stand in each

case in so manifestly cmtrasting a sense, so that

in both cases, in the dioJHEty, " persecuting," or

in the r^pcZf, " keeping," their entire lot is

embraced. This last meaning is necessarify

obtruded upon us in spite of ourselves
;
quite

other would he, in asfar a^ it has persecuted

me

—

CCS much or as little as it has kept my words

or accepted me.f The subject of tSialav and
l.Tt}pt]6ay is manifestly quite the same, the

hittng wcn-ld now referred to in the plural. The
literal phraseology must be violently forced if

we would evade the ironical sense, a too sensi-

tive opposition to which is the cause of much

* Braune, whom we quoted before with appro-

bation, here follows Rieger in his error, who (after

Bengel) could write—It provokes those wiio have
the power {o persecution, others to crafty spying.

f Many, however, contend, with all kinds of ap-

|)licat ons, for an earnest promise of some measure
of acceptance for their words. Olshfiusen :

" But
as many iiave kept my word, .••o will there be some
wlio will receive yours." B.-Crusius :

" They will

be believing a;j<^ unbelieving in regard to you, even
as they liave been in regard to me "—which, per-

ceiving his difficulty, he delends thus :
" The sub-

j-ct of both clauses is men gi-nerally, not the

world ; hence, designedly the plural." But how
c me that to be ihe case just this oncel Von
Gerlach :

" Mo.st had persecuted him, yet some few
liHd kept h.8 word. In the same relation, and in

no other, were they to hope for success." That
wou'd be o6oi, o6cp or kqi odoy but not ei.

Fikenscher still more recklessly :
" Jesus had

l«)ui.d true followers, and the servants of the Lord
.-ii ould never bear witness to his gr.-ice in vuio^*

B.auiie, finally, entirely agrees with LUcke.
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of the error here. This keen irony and noth-

ing else is the undeniable meaning of the strik-

ing words, which by ei kTt'iptj6av speak of

something that had not taken place as if it had.*

The consolatory reference to an acceptance for

their words, at least among some, has no place,

according to our feeling, in this verse, nor gen-

erally in the whole discourse from ver. 18 to

25. Ver. 21 obviously goesj on with zavra
Ka'vTa, " all these things," concerning perse-

cution alone. The words deal exclusively with

the world, not with the believers in the midst
of it; they, rather, are already reckoned with

the disciples themselves. Thus Grotius cor-

rectly :
" If they have heard me, ye may ex-

pect that they will hear you. As if he should

»ay, There is no ground to expect it." {Hirschb.

Bibd: As little as they have received my word
80 little, etc.) Lampe: "There is a sorrowful

meaning in the words." He afterwards assents

to those qui consent ironicum subesse sensum,
quasi dixerit :

" As miserably as they have kept

ray word, will they keep yours."

This view will perfectly justify itself as the

only correct one, when we finally consider how
and for what purpose the word is here intro-

duced. We may say at once that as the dis-

course is of standing and testifying against the

world (chap. vii. 7), first in the Lord's own
case, and then in theirs, person and word must
come into juxtaposition. The person is perse-

cuted ; their word is—received and kept ? See
in what a manner they have received it already.

Comp. the intimation of 1 John iv. 5: they
speak ofi\\% world, and the world beareth them.

But we speak the truth, which is of God ; and
this is the real cause of their enmity—in order

that they may not be constrained to accept the

word, they persecute the person. Thoiuck

:

" The ungodly-minded man might probably,

seeing that he cannot altogether suppress the

conviction that the thorough Christian is a

noble exhibition, let him alone or even give him
his commendation, if he would only talk of his

Christianity as something individually his own,
and as it were a natural gift." Ah, but the tes-

timony—Ye are the world, the grace of Christ

hath saved me from it, save ye yourselves

from this untoward generation ! As the Lord
uses the words rov vnizzpov XoyoVy he seems
to say these two things : Let not their hatred

cause you to keep back this word ; but, also,

oppose the world with your word alone, do
nothing more, for the rest suffer patiently,

as I have suffered, all that may be done unto

you?t
Verse 21. Now comes the explanation by

* Luthardt's protest against the irony is scarce-

ty justified by his flat hypothetiiai view :
" Tlie dis-

ciples were to answer for tliemseives, which of

these Iwo cases would hold good l.ere." We ave

Obstinate enough to find even in this no other than

an ironical tone.

f Hiller ;
" Here is no room for Elias' fire; for

if the Lord has patience, what is his servant's

4uty'"

a second Sici rovroy or reason, which first pro-

perly penetrates to the true ground of the
whole. Him, the Son of the lather abiding,

living in eternal love, who would make all

sinners his friends—him, the great helper and
Saviour—men would hate and persecute, and
carry on their increasing persecution upon his

followers too ! Whence and why is this? The
answer is, For his name's sake we are perse-

cuted—but he also first, because they know not

his Father who sent him, that is, they will not

know him, they hate him in their inexcusable

sin. But this sin is practical, persevering, o^-

^osmgunbelief, which only in the abyss finds its

true cause or causelessness. This is the con-

nection and the substance of the whole dowji
to ver. 25. The a'AAa, " but," gives so far th^

reason, as it takes away the ground of their

astonishment, and by disclosure of the true

principle of the world's hatred, consoles their

minds. He had elsewhere testified to them,

Matt. X. 22, xxiv. 9 (comp. Matt. v. 11, evexsr
ejuoij), that his disciples, for his name's sake,

because he inwardly and essentially lives in

them, and by their external testimony is

avowed by them, should be persecuted ; so is

it here in vers. 18-20, and therefore ver. 21
does not any longer lay the emphasis upon that,

but upon the declaration on ovh oi'Sadt, " be-

cause Lhey know not." Thus the a'AAa is not
spoken, as it were, because the disciples might
have thought that for their own sakes all this

would befall them.* Church history, from the
earliest persecutions down to the present time,

furnishes proof that the confession of the name
of Jesus, yea, this hated name itself, has always
been the exiting cause of hatred. It holds
good now as formerly—" Apud Christianos

nomen damnatur, non crimen."

Tavra ndvza, "all these things," can be
connected—in proof, too, that in the accom-
panying clause nothing else was predicted

—

only with the 5loohbiv, " persecuting," as the
TtoiEiv rivi (or if Lachmann's reading, sii

v/jai, be genuine, the noislv eii) manifest-

ly proves. But the enlarged ratra contains

the pre-supposal or declaration that the 6iaj-

xEiv will include or bring with it many indi-

vidual acts of evil ; see afterwards chap. xvi.

2, 3. OuK otda6t stands absolutely, without
doubt; and not simply as meaning tliat they

do not acknowledge God in the particular char-

acter of the sender of Jesus. See on chap. v.

37, vii. 28, viii. 19, 54, 55. They say, indeed,

that he is their God, but they know him not.

This God hath sent Jesus, that is, into the world
that the world might be saved, consequently

also to them; but this they know and acknow-
ledge not, because they will not believe him.

This is- included as the undertone ; but for the

first the not knowing is specifically brought
forward, in order in the foUo-ujingwevae to press

* We may, indeed, make another application of

the iso.ated saying : This hatred does not touch

you and your various foilings, but the name ot the

Lord.
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it further :
" Ignorance would otherwise be an

excuse "—but here it is in the fullest sense in-

etcuaoMe*

Verse 22. Before all things we must seek

the pregnant meaning o{ d n a p t iav ovk
Eixov, " they had not n&d sin," in chap. ix. 41,

and refer to what was there said. Sin enough
they had, forsooth ; but all their sin, from
their original depravity through all their op-

position to God's commands and unbelief in

nis promise, their lie and hypocrisy, and all

the evil deeds in which they were entangled,

would have been forgiven and taken away
through Christ, if they had received him in

faith. Luther's marginal note goes at first not

far enough :
" Through Christ original sin is

taken away, and since liis coming he condemns
none but those who will not let it be taken
away, that is, who will not believe." (Yet
afterwards in this " not letting " he corrects

himself by including all actual sin.) That the

only remaining, imputed sin, of which Christ

speaks,t is no other than unbelief, appears
turough the whole of John's Gospel, and in the

connection of these last discourses especially

(see our analysis), as it is decisively confirmed

by chap. xvi. 9. De Wette strangely thinks that

this takes away all meaning from the clause

—

but this is its meaning, and it cannot be enough
pondered, that after the j}XOoy and i\dXrf6a,
" come " and "'spoken," of Christ all the sins of

unbelieving sinners are concentrated into, con-

firmed and consummated by this unbelief

alone. The sentence does not, indeed (and this

we remark against Alford), make the idle

assertion. If I nad not come they would not

have fallen into the sin of unbelief; but, Un-
belief would not have become their last, com-
plete, and ruining sin. For it is obvious of

itself that in the condemnation of unbelief, all

former sin is included as unforgiven. Here we
may, once more, draw our own conclusion,

whether all the heathen, to whom Jesus has

not come and to whom he has not spoken, can

be condemned,when even Israel falls into judg-

ment not before, and only because, they had
heard and seen the works and words of Jesus

in vain. (Comp. Matt. xi. 21-24.) It is plain-

ly enough to be observed, how the Lord here

places himself by a great distinction above all

other messengers speaking from God who had
come before Tiim ; as also that, while all pre-

vious persecution and opj>osition might have
been forgiven, the rejection of himself alone

definitively precluded all salvation.

* The ov ydfj oi'dadt ri Ttotov6i, spoken
from the cro 8, has quite a different and milder

meaninii. Hence Dietz introduces the thought

into our present text erroneous y, when he says,
" The world could dare to persecute the name of

Jesus only because Jesus is not to it the Son of

God." For the not knowing here is at the same
time a well-knowing, a not willing to know in

spite of all conviction, and therffore a haling. This

is undeniably proved by ver. 28.

\ In Nonnus : ciXirpo6vv7j v£iif6i}:tu)y,h\a.%-

phemy meeting its ajjpiopriate vcngeauco.

In the jjXOovy " I came," the entire public,

witnessing, and working manifestation of the
Lord is embraced, and placed first : in the

eXdXrfda, " 1 spoke," is embraced, with like

comprehensiveness, primarily the testifying

word, as " belonging to the full idea of the
coming ;" as previously in ver. 20. Not, with
Luther, And had told them this—although
the meaning comes almost to the same. For,

spoken to them* means : All that was to be dis-

coursed and spoken to them, withholding noth-

ing of the whole counsel of God, pointing out

to them their sins and the way of their salva-

tion. Not every one, indeed, in every corner

of the land fell under this condemnation, if

without fault of his the Lord had not come to

him, and uttered his words in his hearing; but,

on the other hand, there were many of whom
it might be said, they might and they ought to

have heard him—all sincere consciences would
have felt, " Let us hear him first."

But now they can bring nothing forward to

excuse their sin : we would hold to this trans-

lation of Luther [vorwenden], as also the Ber-

lenb. Bibel, Bengel, Stolz, and De Wette, who re-

tain " pretence," while other modern translators

substitute " excuse," or " excuse themselves."

We should expect, after the analogy of Rom. i.

20, the denial of a grounded, valid excuse

;

hence the Vulg. " excusationem (which Eras-

mus changes to-, "quod pr«texant"), while

Theophyl. explains nf36<pa6ii by dnoXoyia.
Klee also thinks that the word can signify only

a sound apology. How does it then stand?
Certainly kpocpadii, "cloak," means funda-

mentally on\y proetexttis, obtentiis, a,n evasion, that

which only says to conceal or defend something

thereby—a sense which the verb 7Cpoepa6iZ,ojnat

retains. Stephanus pointed out, and Lanape

quotes him for the general anoXoyia, that

the expression generally was used as a juridical

term bono maloqu^ sensu promiicue ; but in the

legal domain this might have been a catachres-

tical transition of the meaning, and in that way
the passages in Eurip. might be explained.

There are not wanting other decisive passages

—not merely where the word pa.sses over into

the idea of " occasion, circumstance causing,

reason"! (Hesych. aivux, Syr. in our passage

{^ni>y), but where the truth of the np6<padii

is expressly acknowledged, as Demosth. xviii.

156, tj'/y u£y qXtjOi) irpotpadiy, Thucyd. i. 23,

dXt/OedrdrTj np6<pa6i<i. But we maintain,

nevertheless, that in the New Testament the

latter unusual signification can scarcely be as-

sumed, and that John has used np6(pa6ti in

its common and rigorous meaning. Compare the

body of passages in the New Testament, e. g., es-

pecially Acts xxvii. 30, and the very plain anti-

thesis in Phil. i. 18, fi'vE Ttpo<pn6£i ei'te dXrj-

fJEicc. Schottgen fed Spohn) would pave the way
for excusatio in John xv. 22, by a reference to the

* Vet not, with Plennin<,'or : PiTsuadcd thorn.

\ Mediated by, " What could bo stated about
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more-general causa, ratio, in 1 Thess. ii. 5, where

av Ttf)0(pa6£i is taken, as parallel with ky

Xo'ycp, ior a mere paraphrase of the sub-

stantive connected with it : so also Koppe and

Bosenmiiiler. But almost all other expositors

adhere here also to fradexim, as Bengel :
see on

this sulject Olshausen.* We regard Matt,

xxiii. 14 as the true parallel. Thus the New
Testament uses itp6cpa6ii only lor pretext, as

Wahl admits, placing this passage at the head.

In this word of our Lord there lies a subtile

and important thought, which for Israel over-

passes that eiyat dvanoXoyjiTovi oi the hea-

then. Israel, the clearer the testimony which

it ever has (not merely in the conscience)

against its sin, seeks in its pharisaical degener-

acy pretexts to oppose that testimony ;
it is, as

it were, the people of Ttfiocpadii in the largest

sense. Our law and our God, their honor

—

this is what they hold up now against the

Lord, to conceal their hatred to the truth and

love revealed in him. But the Lord now says,

as emphatically as truly, that this pretext (be-

fore God, and man, and their own conscience)

is also taken away : no more can they with

any authority and reason defend themselves by

any pretended plea, still less can they vindicate

or' excuse themselves. Tne 7rft6<pa6ii falls

away, the dftaprt'a, or " sin," of ni6 stv

Toy Seov, or "hating God," is disclosed!

That, moreover, in the crucifixion of Christ the

hvpocritical arbitrary pretext first takes its

culminating form ; as, also, that in many in-

dividuals, who in various degrees of^ good con-

science are opposed to him, like Saul, some

answer to the great question put to Israel,

rz /<« diGSHEi?, " Why persecutest thou me?"t
might be admitted as actual dnoXoxta and

airia—is by no means denied by our Lord's

words. For the yvy 5;', " but now," of

which the Lord speaks, is proleptical ; its

fulfillment begins in the testimony of the

Spirit, which glorifies all the words and works

of Jesus to faith, but opposes them to unbelief

(chap. xvi. 9), and has ever since been going

on in Israel, as in the Christendom which

resembles it.

Verse 23. This is another of the many conse-

quences which result from the unity of the Fa-

ther and the Son—the most lamentable of them

all. He that seeth me, seeth—he that believeth

in me, believeth in—he that loveth me, loveth—

he that hateth me hateth—^Ae Father. See also

Luke X. 16, previously. He that can hate

Jesus, the manifestation of God in the flesh,

must bear in himself hatred to God—how else

could that be possible? Thus it is not so much
the consequence drawn, as an inference back

to the true principle underlying the Ttpo^adti.t

Just so he that hateth the disciples of the Lord,

only confirms and declares his hatred to the

Lord himself. The Jews did hate God befora^

for as faith begets love, so unbelief bears ha-

tred ; but now they also hate him as the Father

and sender of Jesus Christ. The order of our

Lord's thought here coincides specifically with

that of Psa. Ixix. afterwards quoted, a psalm
which predicts the judicial hardening and rejec-

tion of Israel (see there, ver. 10, Tj'aiin ni^lT

\^j; Sbpj)- As the Lord was zealous for tho

honor of God in Israel, all the scorn and blas-

pehmy with which Israel contradicted their

God falls as suffering upon A/shead (Rom. xv.

3). That all this destiny was not accomplished

once for all in Israel, but as the type and be-

ginning ot the future hatred of the world to the

disciples of Jesus down to the end of I he world

—has been made jilain by the spirit of the dis-

course since ver. 18, and is now brought to

remembrance by the general formula o hie

Iiei6cjy, "he that hateth me" Is it not so?
" To the world the personality of God is itself

a dismal idea"—says Fikenscher here. That

iS: his living holy personality; not the imagined

delusion of a God which they call " their God,"

and even (as chap. viii. 41 exhibits to them)
without and against Christ, although only from

his words, "their Father"—^justas the modern
Jews. If, nevertheless, the livinc; personal

God appears before them in tlie 7Tpo6cDTtov,

"face," of the Son, humbling himself to them,
and eflfectually witnessing to them his truth,

then is the hatred of the haters only made
manifest.

Verse 24. To ihe previous XaXsIVy or
" speaking," which has already been referred to

as conclusive for the condemnation of unbelief,

the ipyoc, or "works," are now added, quite in

the sense and spirit of chap. v. 36, x. 37. Not
that ver. 22 is in any way retracted, as hnving
said too much: for even there the j/A.Oo*',

" come," of our Lord's entire personality in-

cluded also the works, and here the works are

not simply the miracles. Thus what now fol-

lows, is, properly speaking, only a confirmation

of what has before been said, exhibiting more
clearly its reason, and more sharply defining

its character. We must not underrate the

strength of the evidence of miracles, against

our Lord's plain utterance ; but we must un-
derstand his words, as we have abundantly
shown already, that th*^ strength and signifi-

cance of these special apya. must be closely

connected with his holy life and his true words.

Augustine incorrectly understood £t avzmiy
"among them," to mean in them; and further

interpreted (followed, too, by Thomas Aquinas)

* Luther's indistinct transla'ion is now correct"

ed— 'with dissembled cove;ousness." Berlcnh.

Bihcl: 'pretext of covetousuess." DeWette: "cov-
etous hypocrisy."

t Mark, however, the quite general sense of this

expression as used to Saul.

% This is plainly what Luthardt means :
" As

they hate Chr'st, they hate God ; therein w is tho

greatness of their sin to be seen." How then can

he contradict me a'terwards, " Kot beciu e tliey

hate God, hate they Christ " (Stier) ] Would i hat

tlie worthy writer read more carefully 1 What
could be plainer than "noi so mnc'i tue coasa*

quence drawn, as the iufereaco bacl: 1

"
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in eorum corporQna, a restriction to his healing

beneficence winch is here altogether out ot

place. 'Ev avroli must rather be completed

by ojK (while) as in chap. xii. 35 (comp. ver. 37,

e'/iTzpoCOey avray. Syr.^ has here pn^jyp,
belore their eyes: Nonn. avro5v dEiixafxevoov

ore ^dfjTvpei y6av vnoonai. Hence again,

Acts ii. 22, kv uedat vndv). Such works as

none other had done :* they themselves admitted

this, chap. vii. 31, ix. 32. Not only so many
(chap. X. 32) but so great,^ and further, so en-

tirely bciiecdent: never any miracles of punish-

ment, as in the case of former workers of

miracles; altogether in harmony with his entire

life, such as never before had been exhibited in

sinful man. Hence it is needless and perverting

to refer the no other to false prophets who had
done nothing of this kind ; this would be here a

very strange thought. The twice redoubled

xai, " both—and," has a great emphasis in the

defining of all their djuapria, or " sin ;" but on

that very account it is not to be taken each time

in precisely the same sense. Kai ins nai rvv
Karepa fiov is explained by ver. 23 to mean

—

not merely me, but in that also

—

like me, the

Father. On the other hand, in the first «««'

eojpdHaCi xai /.tE/jiCjJKadt, " both seen and hat-

ed," there lies, on account of the positive and

strong fiEui67}xa6i, something more than in

the similar formula, chap. vi. 36, where the

translation is no more than. Although—never-

theless. Here the contrast is carried to its

extreme point—My works, 7k« (and the Father)

in them

—

to see and yet to hate;X these two
irreconcilables are reconciled bjra God-hating

world (a? Lucke has well expressed it).

Verse 25. Once more an dWd, "but,"

which, like the former in ver. 21, obviates

offence, and answers the objection—How is this

possible, and permitted by God ? The last solace

lor the fearful, actual hatred to Christ which

the God-hating world exhibits (and which first

fully manifested itself in Israel) lies in the

counsel of the divine wisdom which foretold

all this, as the Scripture declares. At the same
time IS included : So little do they effect by
their hatred and persecution, that they rather

only fulfill the Scripture, wliile they themselve.'

must draw upon themselves the judgments writ-

ten in that Scripture.

The citation, which ia introduced by the

frequent recitative ort, and unhesitatingly

changes for the present occasion the oi fii6ovy-

tH /«f,"they that hate me," into kui(ir}6dv

//e, " they hated me," may be sought for in Psa.

Ixix. 4, or XXXV. 19. We have shown that we
perfer a direct reference to Psa. Ixix ; for this

* The qnestion between itenoirjHEv and kitoi-

rj6tv makes no difference, though the latter would
more strictly suit the past.

\ Lamjie :
" Nodum in scirpo quicrunt Augus-

tinns et Beda, putantes non posse proprie dici,

quod Jesus majora Mose et Prophetis fecerit, sed

Bolum quod plura."

% Not, They have seen it or them, but koopd-

Itatii belongs to xai i^e, x. r. A.

is a psalm which is elsewhere frequently inter-

preted m a Messianic sense (John ii. 17; Kom.
XV. 3, xi. 9, 10; Acts i. 20), and has other un-
interpreted references to Christ, of which we
will mention only vers. 9 and 22. JoDpsdvy
as the Sept. used it in this \6yo<i means not
" without result" (as Bengel has : in vai?i) ; but
simply

—

without came. This is absolutely true

only of the sacred Son of God, who hath noth-
ing in him which could provoke hatred ; if his

types or successors can appropriate the same
complaint, it can be only in as Jar as they are

in him.

In Psa. Ixix. 5, as in xxxv. 19, this sense of

D3n, " without cause," is explained by the par-

allel ip^», dSixoJi (unjustly), as also by the

frequent recurrence of the same or a similar

expression. The sixty-ninth psalm certainly

belongs to those which prophesy less directly

than typically of Christ ; for we must make this

distinction, although the most direct prophecy
has something typical in it, and the transition

generally is very undefined. Compare closely

the strictly related Psa. xxxv. (see especially

vers. 11, 12, 17), which also might have been
quoted in the New Testament.* It is obvious

that we must think of this Psalm, too, in our
passage; and we think that, with many others,

it is included in the reference, though Psa. Ixix.

is pre-eminently applicable. The mere typical

nature of this prophecy to be fulfilled, is indi-

cated by 6 \6 y oi 6 yEypajjfisvo?, "the
word that is written," not merely to yeypa^i'
neyov (what is written). We would not,

with Surenhusen, by any means take it for the
" allegationis formula "JOXJD* nc, qua3 adhibere

solebat quando ad rem subobscure indicatara

alludebatur" (for Psa. Ixix. at least speaks in

almost the plainest terms of the Messiah)

—

but, on account of the yEypa/jj.i£yoi added,

would assign to the \6yoi the same specific

meaning as in ver. 20, that of a recurring sentence,

a proverbial word. Compare, besides Psa. l.'^ix.

5 and xxxv. 19, also Psa. xxxviii. 20, cix. 3,

cxix. 78, S6, as also Psa. vii. 5, xxv. 3 (Df)'')*

temere, sine causa) t The added cv rqj vuftoo
avTGDy, "in their law," further, has here an

intense meaning, just as in chap. x. 34, we found

in it more than mero vo'/zo? instead oi ypocqtn.

Bengel :
" In lege eorum, qnam assidue terunt

etjactant."t But oven this is not enough,

while the " bitter irony" of De Wette—" They
follow, indeed, what is in their law"—is, on
the other hand, too much. This would be too

* So we have observed in our Psalmenlommtn-

tar.

f But D?3n nXJwS Psa. xxv. 19, is something

different.

I Similarly Surenhnsius : "Vox avrcjy hie

exprobrandi vim habet, quasi cum iracuncliu qiiadam,

ac si dixisset Jesus, tion miror quod Ju aii mo
gratis cdlo habebant, cum hiic jam diu dictum sit

in le2:o ipsorum, in qua iisijuj adoj jjioiiu.. io.out^

quod i^isorum lex sit."
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bitter here where the itpocpadiv ovk e'xovdt

gives us the fundamental thought and feeling

of our Lord—Their hatred and unbelief are

inexcusable, no longer to be disguised or palliated.

Therefore, though the undertoneof v6j.ioi avrtSv

may possibly be—On which they rely (against

me), thus indicating the itp6g3a6t? they alleged;

yet we cannot but think the fundamental idea

to be that their law testified against them, that

their Scripture, which gives the right utterance

upon every thing, already most convictingly

called their sin hy its right name. This would
be strictly parallel with. Rom. iii. 19. All

Scripture becomes a condemning law against

Israel, because they have not believed and at-

tained unto its promise. In this fearful ftt^etr

dojpedv, or " hating without a cause," reveals

itself the satanic groundlessness of their sin, its

nature as coming from the abyss ; as hatred of

God it has no further valid reason. For here it

may be said, " In sin there is neither reason nor

righteousness "{Berlenb. Bihel). It is remarkablo

that even the blind Talmudists were constrained

to note something peculiar in the corresponding

phrase, DSn nxib*—while they do not acknow-

ledge this guilt to have been consummated upon

the Messiah who had come, they do regard it as

in itself the heaviest guilt, and the true causo

of their last long exile.*

THE TESTIMONY OF THE SPIRIT OF TRUTH AGAINST THE WORLD;
PREDICTION TO OBVIATE OFFENCE.

(John xvi. 4.)

All that has been said since ver. 18 was in-

tended by our Lord to console his disciples be-

forehandin prospect of their oppression through

the world's hatrod ; but this plain pre-an-

nouncement, that nothing else awaited them,

must at first have all the more terrified their

already saddened hearts. He, therefore, goes

back to the original premise which pervades all

these discourses, that the Comforter and Helper

would come. It was pre-supposed in vers. 20

21, that the disciples would be hated like him-

self, on account of their word which would con-

fess the name of the Lord. He predicted this

fate to them as his witnesses. It was obvious

that they should think. But how shall we poor

weak men persist in our testimony, yea, even

begin it, in the face of such predicted hatred ?

and he confirms to them their vocation, and

predicts to them with equal clearness that they

should bear his testimony in the future. Not
of themselves, however, and in their own
human persons ; the Paraclete will conduct the

cause. He then, however, returns to the for-

mer again, and consoles them by the emphatic

assurance—That ye might not stumble at this,

I have now (more clearly than ever before),

foretold to you both the coming of the Spirit as

a witness against the hatred of the world, and

at the same time the continuance of that ha-

tred in spite of his testimony.

"Oray Si i'XQ^, " but when he is come," re-

fers to the already given promise, which is pre-

supposed; here the all-embracing comforting

name napoixXtjToi, and then the other, which

as in chap. xiv. 16, 17, makes prominent a

specific character

—

itvevfia rrji dXtfQeiai,
" Spirit of truth."* The distinction and the new

element in this saying lie first (as weremarRed
before) in the change of the expression— I will

send him unto you from the Father (in chap,

xiv. 16, 26, the Father will give him at my re-

quest, send him in my name) ; and then in (ho
peculiarity of the definition, which hints at a
deep meaning and significance in the thought
—o Ttapd rov Ttarpoi eHTtopEverai, " which
proceedeth from the Father." If we take first

the superficial connection of the most general

meaning, we see plainly that after the Lord
has mentioned the already known ofiicial name
of the coming person (co-ordinate with the

Father and himself), he goes on to apply, for

the special consolation of his disciples, two pre-

dicates of dignity to this mighty witness, uncon-
querable by the hating world. He is the

Spirit of truth who yields to no lie and contra-

diction—and he comes out from God yea (as

we might at once view it), immediately from
the Father, out of his essence ; consequently
" his divine power will be irresistible "t
The interpretation of Grotius, which would

resolve the first napd tov narpo'i, " from the

Father," with KE/.tipoo, " I will send," into the

more indefinite " ex domo patris, ex ccelo"

(from the Father's house, from heaven), is cer-

tainly wrong ; for eyco and jrarpoi are the

complement one of the other, and the same thing

is said conversely which the former promise
said—that in the Spirit's coming and being
sent the Father and the Son are alike the

* The oppos'tion (just as there) belongs here to

irapdnXTjroif not Ui 6—thus the \\i\g.spiritum is

* In the Jerus. Talm. tract. Joma, we find the

question—Wherefore was the second temple,

which certainly some righteous men served, laid

waste! The answer is, Qsn nXpC* 0303. For

hatred without cause is worse than idolatry or

blood-guiltiness.

t So Von Gerlach well expresses this first con-

necting thought.
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source and cause. The I mt ope v e t at

,

"proceedeth," afterwards certainly opens a

deeper ground (as Grot, himself admits) for the

irapcc Tov zarpoi. This word, here alone

used concern'ng the Holy Spirit (parallel with

the l^epxE6^ai, or "coming out," of the Son),

is assuredly something different from TteuTterai,

" is sent "—for the Lord does not speak with

rhetorical tautology, but in a well-weighed

progression of language and thought. Luther's

view, " Who both proceeded from the Fatlier

and is sent by Chml "—would give the very

same repetition of the iyo^ itapd zov narpoi.

The pretent which now follows the_ Tti^fco,

especially as accompanying n y e v m oc ri/i

dyrfOeia'), " Spirit ol truth," manifestly is in-

tended more closely to define and characterize

the nature of this Spirit. It does not help us

to take iK:ropevs6QaL as a figurative expres-

eion—hke flowing water, or a stream pro-

ceeding from its fountain : this Olshausen does

(after Chrysostom's Homily on the Holy Spirit),

referring to the passages which speak of the

Spirit as poured out or flowing forth. For, not

to mention that here, where rw TtveCfia, " the

Spirit," is interposed between the personal

designations TtapaKXrjroi, " comforter," and
IheIvo?, " he," a figurative allusion is scarcely

probable, the figure itself must pre-suppose a

corresponding nature, and this would have to

be further inquired into. Grotius translates

with perfect propriety, " de patris ipsius sub-

ttantia procedit" (proceeds from the substance of

the Father himself). Let all this be refuted

by those who can refute it; the living impres-

sion of this striking word upon mysoif obliges

me to maintain that we cannot limit it to a ^^o-

called economical moc^iiion or derivation of the

Spirit from the Father; for that would be no
other than the mere parallel nejJzeoOcxi already

rejected. The nsMTCsdOai, or " being sent,"

belongs to the nra/3a«/\7;ro5, or "comforter ;"

the tHTtopiveCOat, or "proceeding," belongs

to the TCVEv/ia, or " Spirit." Here, rather, by
the side of and after the economical relation,

the essential relation is also designedly defined
;

even as this discloses itself in that, and is the

foundation of it. Yet Lampe (whose weak
reasons we are not now disposed to answer at

large, and Liicke with a peremptory sentence)

denies this—the ixnopevecOai is assuredly,

like every thing similar in John concerning the

relation between the Father and the Son, to be
taken metaphysically*

But nothing beyond this would we now
maintain, nor enter into the old and rather un-

* This we hold still asainst Ilofmann (Schrift-

beucis, i. 177), who would, with an arbitrary re-

striction, read, " The Spirit proceedeth Itom tlie

Father, uhn Jesus sendeth him '"—as also against
Luthardt, who follows him, and takes this word in

its bimple " hbtoricar' meaning. What can be
the motive for taking all metaphysical statements
away Irom Scripture, in O[)position to the "an-
cient Church " aud the suQCtilled specuiatiou of all

ages)

wise contention concerning the Jilioque. Such
questions must be fundamentally and compre-
hensively considered: otherwise they should

be mode:<tly omitted.* The gorms of the con-

tention which divided the churches of the East

and West were easily found in Trinitarian

speculation. While the Greeks sought to es-

tablish the Unity in Trinity by referring all

things back to the Father as the ctpx'/t cr be-

ginning, they were disposed to limit the pro-

cession of the Holy Ghost to the Father alone;

this suited the view which came at last to

think of and define the Father as working (causa

efBciens), the Son as mediating. Hence the

formula. The Spirit proceedeth ^/wn the Father

through the Son—for there is only /</« ccpxv
—to TtvEvucc £H TOV itatpoi vtpidraruv

(Basil).t In the West, on the other hand, the

o/uoot^dioy, as opposed to all subordination,

required as its consequence that the Spirit

should proceed from the Son as well as tho

Father. Augustine, more profoundly and com-
prehensively thinking on the Trinity, could

nevertheless not refrain from allowing aprinci-

paliler de Patre {de Tiiii. xv. 1:^). Indeed

Theodoret (against Cyril's anathemas) repu-

diates altogether the saying that the Spirit has

his existence from the Son or througii the Son
—appealing to John xv. 26 and 1 Cor. ii. 12.

All this properly belongs to the defence against

Arian notions ; and so intended, it is right.

But what is the result of an unprejudiced

speculation upon the dogma, of an investiga-

tion of the analogy of Scripture upon it, and
of a calm consideration of this locus classicus

in John? The opposition to iha fdioq^ue must
be pronounced unfounded, in spite of some
specious arguments on the other side, because

the fundamental position cannot be brolccn

—

that every thing which the Father doeth and
hath (save that he is the Father and begettelh

the Son) is at once also appropriated to the

Son. The Spirit is at the same time the

unity of the Father and the Son. It would
be an unsound subordination of the Son in tho

Holy Trinity, if the Spirit were not regarded

as also of his essence. According to Rom.
viii. 9; Gal. iv. 6; Phil. i. 19; 1 Pet. i. 11,

the Spirit is wholly and entirely, even be-

fore the incarnation and glorification of the

Son, the Spirit of this Son. In llev. xxii. 1

(whic'.i has been compared) the stream of liv-

ing water proceedeth from the throne of God
and of the Lamb. Does the Lord then here

(John XV. 2G) speak cvcluaively in Ttapd tov
itarpoi tKTtopEvEzai, or not, rather, complc'

mentanhj, admitting therewith and pre-sup-

posing a napd rov viou (from the Son) ? \\ e

think the latter only. " Not alone from the

Father is the proceedingforUt of the Spirit, but

* But we must partly n'^rpo with Thiersch

(TCat/iol. H. Prot. 2J ed. I. '228) that the prolounder
diilerences of this Trinitarian speculation caniiot

be decided from Scripture alone.

t Just as John Damajsc. in the £HSo(Sti dxpi-
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also from the Son : not alone from the Son is

the sending of the Holy Spirit, but also from the

Father." Thr.s does Klee, with excellent dis-

crimination, point out the sense of this passage.

As supplying the lack of chap. xiv. 26, Christ

has assumed for himself the kyco Ttsfnpoo, " I

will send," he must now in order to guard on
all sides the equal dignity of the holy Three-

One, not only give the Father his right by the

first Tcapd rov Tiarpoi which he therefore ap-

pends, but also, in order to obviate all appearance

of an exdusivs subordination of the Spirit under

himself, the Son, and to indicate the Spirit as

of like divine nature with the Son who came

forthfrom the Father (chap. xvi. 28),^expressly

utter the EHTtopEveCQat reapd rov Ttazpoi

which advances from the economical to the es-

sential relation. This alone is the reason and
the meaning of this utterance.* Here as the

Son of Man he has on his own part occasion to

speak only of a Ttij-ntttv. When, after his

glorification, " the Spirit proceedeth from him
in a new manner," that is, mediated by his cor-

poreity, it is not denied thereby, rather pre-

supposed (John xvii. 5), that the Spirit essen-

tially proceedeth from the Eternal Son, as from

the Father. The determined opposition to the

co^^isient fil'oque—which we would not regard,

with Marheineke, as a mera pertinacia—cani be

treated with respect only when viewed as a

fruit of narrow conscientiousness, determined

to speak literally only in the letter of Scrip-

ture.

For the rest, in all dogmatic statement con-

cerning the procession of the Spirit in ihe in-

terior of Deity, we hold generally with Lampe :

" This mystery, as it is past explication, is to

be profoundly adored ; and, in the silence of

Scripture, we' are not willing to obscure, and
perchance to dishonor, it by scholastic terms

of definition." So also with the v/ell-known

words of Melancthon (Loc. Com.) :
" We do

better to adore, than to investigate the myste-

ries of the Godhead. The Most High God
hath clothed his Son in flesh, that he might

lead us away from the contemplation of his

majesty to the contemplation of our own flesh,

and so of our own weakness." This is the

cause why the dogmatics thus inaugurated were

so practical,

EhsIvo? jua prv p^pd et Ttepi ejuoiJ, "he
shall testify of me "—this is even here the main
point to which our Lord directs attention. Had
not the Scripture long ago borne witnessof him,

and similarly the Father in the works ? Had
not the Son also of himself? Quite true, and

yet when the Spirit so comes as he had never

before been in the world, there begins a con-

summate, final, and so far quite new testimony,

which seals and glorifies all others. The Spirit

* In the same sense as in the confirmation of

the Nicene Symbol in the second council of Con-
stant., the Spirit is named

—

ro Hvpiov, to ^ooo-

TToiovy, Toy ku tov nazpoi hxnopEvol^svov

,

6vi.inpo6Kvvovn£vov Kcni Cvvdo^a^o/XEvov
nazpi xai via.

shows ns the Son and his works in a new and
clear light ; he opens the ancient Scripture

;

he even creates a new Scripture which was
wanting to the Old as its consummation. "He
will iestiiy of me"—mark here, as we rightly

said upon chap, xiv., that this Ttapdxi.Tjro'i

carries on the interest of God, that is, of Christ

with us (with the disciples and the world) pri-

marily as the present representative, who
speaketh for the departed Lord (Grotius : actor

caussse svce). While he thus previously tes-

tifies of Christ to the disciples themselves, and
then through them to the world, he becomes at

the, same time a counsellor, helper, intercessor,

representative, for the disciples.

Verse 27. IIoio will he then testify, and
what? The answer to this question now fol-

lows : He will not immediately (by any per-

sonal manifestation as the Son) bear witness,

but in and through you: further, he will tes-

tify that which ye have already seen in me,
that which ye have already heard of me

—

nothing besides, essentially diff'erent or new.
By this we have the way paved for an answer
to a question which has been so hard and mis-

leading to manv. Whether the Lord here lays

down a distinction between the two testimonies,

that of the Spirit and that of the disciples, and
what is the nature of that difference? Assur-
edly there is, in the first place, no distinction,

in as far as the preceding EHslyoi juaprvp/jdEi

actually embraces, of itself and as standing
first, the whole testimony. The nai i'/heI? ap-
pears plainly to be based upon that, following

first when he had fully come. The disciples

were directed to wait for this, see Luke xxiv.

49; Acts i. 8; and comp. John xx. 21, 22.

Hence B.-Crusius (whose commentary as it

proceeds becomes more and more rationalistic)

says very incorrectly, " Here the higher and
the mere human faculty of the disciples are

distinguished, and placed by ihe side of each
other." Oh, no ; what their mere human power
was x^P^'» Xpi6Tou, that is, without the
Spirit who first fully united them with him,
we have seen in ver. 5. Likewise what Eu-
thymius with a good intention says is not care-

ful and precise enough, IndyEi napauvOiayf
Xsycoy 6ri to itvEvna to dyiov dwEpyi'/CEi
avTo7i. Nor is the distinction well-considered

which many orthodox writers labor to estab-

lish between the direct witness of the Spirit

by his manifestation (the visible signs at tho
outpouring, the miracles, etc.), and the words
of the Apostles. For signs and wonders are,

again, as in regard to Christ so also in regard

to the Spirit, no testimony in themselves, but
become such in their confirmation of the word,
Mark xvi. 20; Heb. ii. 3, 4. The disciples

bear witness as the first recipients of the

Spirit, who testifies in their persons, who
speaks and offers himself to others through
their words. In /napTvpsTTE, " ye bear [so 1 ho

Greek] witness," after jtiaprvpt/dEi, "iie shall

testify," we are not to seek, with Bengel, an
antithesis, between the present and the luture—
for how far were the disciples at that time from
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testifying to the world ! Bat Lucke is right,

that this present expresses anJ connrms " their

abiding vocation as witnesses," although that

was not to be fully established until a time
still in the future, though near. After tlio

great tchen of the previous verse, the sense of

this id plain

—

Then ihall ye actually bear wit-

ness, who are now already pre-elected to that

office. Nay, more; then will your testimony
be the testimony of the Spirit, who will make
you infallible in this vorntion and function.

This must be established in our minds, and
never lost sight of. in respect to the unity of

the testimony. We have nothing here of De
Wette's " two distinct views lying at the

foundation, the natural and supernatural."

Eightly understood, indeed, the whole append-
ed clause with xai v/ieii, " ye also," does es-

tablish a distinction in the unity of the testi-

mony ; this is most decisively settled if the Se

(Erasm. :
" Quin et vos") is taken to be genu-

ine, and, independently of that, by the final

and plain words. Because ye have been with
me from the beginning. Docs not this refer to

the human-personal character of the Apostles
especially, and does it not consequently assign

to this a peculiar relation to the testimony?
We should not indeed translate, with the B<:rl.

Bibcl, " For that (your appointment to bear wit-

ness) is the reason why ye have been within

me from the beginning, and as such is now
confirmed at the end"—yet the meaning ex-

tends as far as this. To the eleven it after-

wards rightly appeared as the first requirement
for an Apostle (though they knew nothing then
of the compensation for the lack of it, which the

Spirit would supply in Paul) that he should
have been with Jesus from the beginning

—

tiTt cxftx^i'o avTOTtTrji xai uniTpevrfi, Acts. i.

«1 ; Luue i. 2 (which parallels explain the

jvue meaning of an ap^?/;, just as in John xvi.

4, vi. 64, LI dpxvO- See, further, in Acts x.

39-41, the emphasis laid upon eye-witnesses

of the life and acts of Jesus before and after his

death ; as also in Acts v. 39 the same distinc-

tion as in our present passage

—

We are wit-

nesses, and so is the Holy Ghost, When wo
have first established it firmly in our minus
that the former could never have taken place

without the Holy Ghost, not only that the

fishermen and publicans could never have come
forward as witnesses without a pentecost for

iluir own hearts, but that also without the de-

monstration of the Spirit and of power all

their human personal testimony would have
effected nothing, converted no souls, establish-

ed no churches—then we may turn to the

more direct consideration of the special nature

and meaning of their human-perional testi-

mony.
The excellent Olshausen strangely misses his

way when he says that the disciples are ex-

hibited as especial witnesses for the Lord

—

"only inasmuch as they were those who were
the constant attendants upon Christ, and had
opportunity to mark the most subtile move-
ments of Lis inner being (?), and yet could

never impute to him any sin." Was it then
with them, as with the" centurion under the
cross, tliat thev were convinced uvTcoi 6
a<'0,jaj,To? olroi Sinaioi j/y, " truly this was a
righteous man "—and was that which no hu-
man eye-witness could make absolutely certain

to be made certain to the world by the word
of venerating disciples? We preler to think
that the entire humanly manifested lite and
work of the Lord, so tar as men might observe
it and become actual witnesses for it, was com-
mitted to historical, evidence through the records

of the disciples (1 John i. 2,3)—and, on the

other hand, that the conversation, attestation,

communication, and diffusion of all the light

and life of God which their history contains,

was committed especiallv to the Spirit ac-

companying the word. Not a speculative idea

after the notion ol Baur,* but a historical fact,

is the ground-work of the world's salvation ;

but God introduces the historical element
historically into the world, as these plain Apos-
tles who commend themselves to every man's
conscience " as truth-loving men " .t/^ftiX" simply
and as men that which they hud sjen and heard,

since they had been with Jesus. Thus their

testimony as human persons, and as thus dis-

tinguished, refers especially to the human his-

tory of our Lord ; but tiie same >Spirit who
made tliom capable of this by being their re-

membrancer and inspirer, infuses his own
energy, which elfecis much more than a mere
historical faith, t and further brings additional

instruction and prophecy out of and upon the

ground of the evangelical records. This dis-

tinction is therefore by no means the same
which we express by the external, instrumental

'>ci>rd, and the internally efficient Sjiirit ; but

where Matthew and John in their Gospels, and
Peter in his Epistle (2 Pet. i. 16-18) relate, each

speaks precisely in the sense of our Lord's

word which we are now considering— 1 am his

witness (John xix. 35, xxi. 21): where, how-
ever, John in his Prologue, or Paul in his

Epistles, speaks something beyond that, there

the Holy Spirit bears his own specific witness

throu'^h them. Paid assuredly is by this not

"excluded from among the witnesses of our

our Lord" (as Miinchmeycr strangely deduces

from my exposition)—but/iis testimony for the

Lord is ditlerent from that of the eye-witness-

es, and belongs only to that one first witness to

which our Lord gives the first place in his say-

* Their hallucinations are wrecked upon this

passage, as upon this en.ire Gos[)el. Speciilativf*

ideas without historical reility are i napoyna
ftaraiorr/roi, and of them ihe world had eiiniijlj

beloie Christ. But in the Gos])-l we iiave TTfzXrj-

pocpopTj/utya Ttpdy/itara, iu John as we.l us in

Luke.

t Even this, of course the acoomp-rying Spirit

woiks. For to t/iis liisiory of ilio world, so .ong

as it opposes the Spirit, it re'nses acceptaiicp. m
splLo of all other historical crtlici-f^n : Iioik p, " Tlin

peo'ile tliink tliey have i>eeu and beard it, al!, but it

tt not yd true."
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ing. Here we are altogether at one with

Lucke, whose words so appropriately meet the

case, that we may quote tliem in full. " There

were testimonies for Christ independently of

immediate discipleship, as the testimony of

Paul. But the imruedlate testimony of the

Spint subsisted not without the historical tes-

timony of Christ's body of disciples.* This

latter "was firmly established, even after the di-

rect witnesses were removed, in th£ writings

kept by the Church, as the permanent historical

foundation for the former.f To tlie absolute testi-

mony of iJui Spirit concerning Christ, which

may be conceived as quite apart from the

Apostles, is added the disciples' hislorimlly to be

preserved testimony, that of the first witnesses."

If this last clause might appear one-sided

(though it appears clearly enough included in

Hai vM£iS Se), Liicke supplements it out of

cur Lord's own word, which applies in both

directions. " We have in chap. xvi. 8, etc., the

corresponding opposite point of view, according

to which the glorifying testimony of tlie Spirit

(only not merely glorifying) is brought for-

ward in addition to the historical testimony of

tlie disciples, even as regards themselves."

We would now apply our exposition to the

use of the preacher, who, according to Matt,

xxviii. 20, should refer this text to all Christians,

and not permit himself to limit it'to the Apos-

tles and first disciples. It must, however, be

remarked that there is something in it which

applies only to them. Assuredly, the Lord

does speak for all futurity of the obligation and

impulse of all true disciples to testify of him in

their vocation and spliere—not only those

specially set apart, but every man who is his

disciple and a professor of his name. He
promises to us all the Spirit as one who shall

bear witness in and through us all. But the

special meaning of an dpxv'^ Z'^^' ^/<ot> i6re,

"ye have been [Gr. are^ with me from the be-

ginning," no longer holds good of us ; there can

be only an «ji5j[>Z/ca?w/i of it corresponding to our

own relation. As, according to chap. xiv. 26,

the Spirit brings to our remembrance also the

words of Jesus heard before, although not im-

mediately from his own lips—similarly do we
testify, when the Spirit has come to us, as

thosewho have been with the Muster in an in-

ternal experience and guidance from the first

commencement of his teaching. We first liv-

ingly experience and receive, through the New-
Testament Scriptures, the life, deeds, and say-

ings of our Lord, as eye and ear witnesses of

the second degree; and in like manner we have

added to us the first history of the Church and
teaching of the Apostles. Then we also wait

* Hence Paul's Epistles pre-supj)ose the essen-

tial and entire evangelical tradition. lie who will

not receive Paul's words, must first give up tlie

Gospels ; again, he who does the latter must end
in denying the genuineness of Paul's Epistles.

t To this belongs the proemium of Luke ; but
also the tcsiimcmy of the Spirit to tlie authentic tradi-

tion down to our own day.

humbly for power from on high, so far as word
and Spirit may be regarded in us as yet distinct

(which, strictly speaking, is no longer neces-

sary)—and only then, but assuredly then, it is

our obligation and right to testify with power

and success what we have seen and heard in

historical conviction and living experience.

Here much may be preached against the pre-

sumptuous and uncalled, who think that they

must do and speak much/w the name of Jesus,

before he has rightly taught, and furnished,

and sent them. How much confusion and in-

jury has this wrought in the Church! Thou
canst not truly and eflSciently convince a child

of the truth ot a word in the catechism without

the Spirit; but if the alone witnessing Spirit

has come to thee, thou wilt and thou must give

thy testimony before all the world. For he

who once said, I receive not testimony from

men—now makes men his witnesses to the end

of the world and to the ends of the earth.

Chapter xvi.—Verses 1, 2. TaCra, "these

things," refers here not only to the prediction

of the world's hatred, but also to the promise

of the witnessing Spirit—to both in their true

connection. The former is paralleled by tlie

latter, as an equivalent, and thus the disciples

are defended from making it a stumbling-block

to their hurt (see 67<avScxXitl,£C0aj, Matt. xiii.

21, xxiv. 9, 10). The then present disciples,

although the Lord had often spoken to them ot

it, had never yet thought that their future /wsc-

ciition would be a groat reality, that they must
suffer imticntly ;' they had always expected a very

diil'urent kingdom, and a very difierent might
antl defence against the evil world than—the

Spirit ol testimony. Therefore the prediction

is now decisively confirmed—It will be actually

so, but ye siiall nevertheless continue your
testimony : yea, then first shall ye begin rightly

to bear witnei<s. Tlie dnv6i)vay cjy ovi notE'iy

began already in chap. ix. 22, xii. 42; and had
been somewhat more darkly pre-iiitimated in

Luke vi. 22, Whin they shall separate you, and
cast forth your name as evil. It shall befall the

fruit-bearing branches that they shall— in exter-

nal appearance, and as the exact reverse of the

truth—be as if they were cut ofT and cast out as

withered. This not only shall the Jews do in

the beginning, as their special act is here the

foundation of the typical expression ; but the

members of the true Church will oftentimes be

cast out of the external Church.* Nay more:
it shall touch their life, as that of the Apostles
and first Christains. For although it has been
said that excommunication is an evil more
sharp to the soul and more difficult to be over-

come than all assaults upon the body and the

life—yet that is not strictly true, and the Lord
does not here so regard it. He who is strong
and confident in the truth may suffer that truth

to be called a lie without being much aggrieved

;

* Not to say, that members of the true Church,
of ev.iiiHelical bodies protessing the name of Ciirist

alone and his salvation, will deny each other the

communion.
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but, to our weakness, and our nnainful natural

love,of life, tho death of martyrdom must ever

be tlie crown of patience and endurance.

Therefore tho Loid acfvances, not merely height-

ening the enmity, but pointing out the still

greater temptation to apostacy, by a stronger

a'AAa, " but," which has the significance of imo

ft, quin imo (to be explained by the ellipsis of

ov ^ovov belure; blassius, quandoque sig-

nificalionem pefSaia^aii babet. Comp. e. g.,

Luke xii. 7, Acts xix. 2; 1 Cor. iii. 2, iv. 3; 2

Cor. vii. 11 ; i'hil. iii. 8). So also the 'ira after

epX^Tar wptr, as in ver. 32, equivalent to a vn
pointing lo the future, not quite the same there-

lore with off—see on chap, xii 23.

Not only, Ye shall be declared unworthy of,

and unht lor, the service of God, and be ta«t

out ot the fellowship of \txrptvety zco Stco

(serving God)—but it will be regarded by the

perverted and perverting 6vyayG3y7J (syna-

gogue) as itself a \arpeitt (service), to kill

vou! In this transition indicated by the a'AAa
lies the true answer as to the meaning of this

expression, which Luther has well caught

—

Will think that he doeth God a service therein.

It has been asked whether ^(xrpeia (corres-

ponding to the Heb. Hiiy, as Xcxrpevetv to

12]J) must not be here in specie equivalent to

sacrifice. The Peshito translated I'^p'O i^J3"i*pT :

Similarly the Pers. and Arab., Nonn. and Eu-
tliym. ; and Lampe (although in translating he
adopts the cultum of Erasm., instead of the too

general obscqiiium of the Vulg.) maintains
strongly that the itpoScpepsiv connected willi

it is decisive for kacrijicium. Many follow him
even now, bringing into comparison Kom. xii.

1; where, however, Xarp;ia in connection with
^v6ia, has only the more general idea, a mcri-

Jicial offering, o\\\y \n as far as this alreadv

passes over into the sci-vice of God. This 7uig/ii

DC taken as the true meaning of our present

passage ; the view is very plausible, and, indeed,

in this most special sense our Lord's words
have sometimes had an actual fullillment. We
may compare rrfpixdOap/na, 1 Cor. iv. 13,

which woid the Sept. puts for "ID'3» Prov. xxi.

18(Aq.,Sym., Theodot. I5i^tt6/i(x^ ; and think
of a similar notion as entertained by the hea-
then from the highest antiquity, and which re-

curred in the great Christian porsf cutions ; as

well as of Pwabbinical saying.'^, which (probably
based on Exod. xxxii. 29?) term the slaying of

heretics a sacrifice;* and of the practice of the

Roman Catholic Church. j Nevertheless, al-

though this strongest meaning is included, and
even intimated in npo'jqyepEiv (inasmuch as

all cullus 13 also a sacrificiuin) , it seems to us

* Jalkut Shitneoni, fol. 245, col. 3. num. 772, nnd
Bnnmidbar rnhhah, fol. 22'.), col. 3, ^;j> pT *]3"lt!' ^3
P"lp y'\'p7[ ^^'X3 D'l'tn. Comp. on Ihf s'ayin-;

ol Chli^lians scnerally,Eisenmengcr, ii. 202-217.

t llller : Ye wilnes.sos of tho last tim'>, know
ye tho city in which tlio blayor of a hcieUc has an
eternal iDdul;:'euco 1

too special to standby itself in its interpreta-

tion of ncxi 6 dnoKTEivai. This general word
must include more, and refer also to those who,
while they do not see in it a sin-ofioring anil

means of propitiating God, yet think it a work
well-pleasing to God, a XarpEia.

that unhappy thinking, into which the

hatred of unbeliel may be hardened and blind-

ed, while it seeks to justify itself before God !

As the Lord had in d iio6vvaymy ovi (those

put out of the synagogue) taken his expression

from blinded Israel, so he does still
;
yet he re-

fers in the expression to the heathens likewise,

and even to future Christians. We cannot say

with Lampe at cnce that ndi evidently in-

cludes the Gentiles also (for which the sing.

roJ 3f<p docs not suit), but the general refer-

ence lies still further back. The discourse had
hitherto been always concerning tho world gen-

erally, in which expression the disciples would
be inclined to think first of the heathen world :

but the Lord had instructed them more par-

ticularly to include in it all who stood in opposi-

tion to God, and even the Jews pre-eminently,

and he now concludes most earnestly, Albo from

these who have hated and will slay mo, expect

nothing better for yourselves. To this, further,

the general thought underlying the whole may
be added. And the Holy Spirit will not pro-

tect you against their hatred by any external

power.

Verse 3 returns to the principle already dis-

closed in chap. xv. 21. Even the true Clurich

should and must cukt out, for the sake of truth

and love; but it belongs to the false synatjoi;ue

to treat those differing in faith with halrt-d

which reaches unto persecution, and putting to

deith as Aarpf/a, "service." The ci'w eyvoo-
6(xy, "they have not known," appears now, as

It has been prepared for by Sucir^, to have a

more general and milder application than the

wilful not knowing before mentioned; it is to

be found in various degrees, even in the 7.ua\,

forgiven by grace and turned to its right object,

of an unknowing Saul, who nevertheless liter-

ally acted according to vers. 1, 2. Inasmuch
as we cannot distinguish these degrees, it be-

comes us (as Lange says) " to deal very mer-
cifully in our hearts with our enemies unto
death "—to mourn over our blind persecutors,

and, like Stephen, to continue the Lord's own
intercession for those who know not what they

do.

Verse 4. The n'AAa', " but," once more, as

in chap. xv. 21, is intended to compose their

minds, but with .a specific meaning here

—

I'/iey

know not, but I know all beforehand, and ye
also should know what I have said to you con-

cerning it. The lyr.T, " I," before riitov, "have
told," has a deop though genorally overlooked
emphasis, which Bez;i (see in Lampe) exhibit-

ed in all its force. I have told you that ye
shall sutler such things—the memoria personiB

dicenti.s is hero most impres.-sive. I, who am
the Truth, who go before unto death in love to

you and tke world, w!io have migiit enough to

defend you, who will compensate your patience,
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strengthen you in j'our sufferings by my Spirit,

save you from death, and take you to myself.
As long as I was with you my presence was
your defence, hatred made me its object, the
hour of persecutions for you was not yet come.
Therefore did I not before speak thus unto
you, although I knew all this from the begin-
ning.

But now come forward the exegetes of all

ages and remind us that in the synoptic Gos-
pels the Lord had actually from the beginning
said these things—Matt. v. 10-12, x. 21-28, xvi'.

24, 25, xxiii 34, xxiv. 9 ; Luke vi. 22, etc. How-
are we to reconcile with all this the I said not

of John? Augustine would obviate all difTi-

culty by referring tliese things to the promise of

the Paraclete, but that does violence to the
whole connection. So much is true in this

(and it has been overlooked to the prejudice of

a sound interpretation) that this last ravva,
as well as the first in ver. 1, does include the
comforting promise in the whole discourse;
but that the pre-announcemont of persecution
is primarily and chiefly meant is plain from
the orav cAGj/ ?) Spa, " when the time shall

come," repeated from ver. 2, as well as from its

immediate connection w'lthravra TCoit'/dovdir.
" these things will they do." The later com-
mentators resolve it in more or less plain terms
thus, that the Synoptics did not strictly ad-
here to chronological exactness, but Iranspo.sed

Christ's later utterances into his earlier dis-

courses—not without some tokens of imagin-
ing, moreover, an ex eventu. Lampe dismissed
all this with an absurdissinie. Liicke further
adds that " John followed in this his own
pragmatism "—that is, that he passes by what
the other Evangelists relate, because he has not
also related it, and lets his Lord, therefore,

thus speak here; but, as regards the at-

tempts to reconcile John and the Synoptics,
and to show that the Scripture need not be
broken, he permits himself to pronounce his

decree—" Ail m vain! " We shall find reason
to pronounce our decree too, and say with the
Church of antiquity, ov8Ej.ua ypaq^r) rj; krepa
ivavviatCri (no Scripture is opposed to any
other).

Others, as Chrys., have contented themselves
with assuming that the Lord had not so per-

fectly, at least, so strongly and plainly, declared

fi'om the beginning what he now says. Ben-
gel : He had spoken of the hatred of the world,

but le&s openly, and more sparingly. That there

is a general truth in this cannot be denied by
any one who compares John's discour?e here
with the sayings of the Synoptics. B.-Crusius,

indeed, candidly admits this difference, but
does injustice to the earlier sayings, and goes

too far when he thinks that these " uttered

only possibilities and in quite general terms."
Oh, no; they alsospeakof hating, scorning, cast-

ing out, even of slaying, plainly and directly

enough. So far Lampe is right, " It is vainly
said that Jesus had not so clearly and per-

spicuously predicted the3e sufferings. He who
looks at the cited passages will find that they

are by no means less clear than the passage be-
lore us." Admitting this, it is never(lieles3

true that our Lord n^ght with good reason
affirm that he had never hitherto thus uttered
wiiat he now says,* if we only take his mean-
ing rightly, instead of adhering to the external
mention simply of the impending evil. This
IS the superficial arbitrariness of Liicke, when
he briefly dismisses with his " all in vain " (up-
peaiing to Bengel's remark, which he should
have understood better; the train of thought
which ied Lampe in the right direction. In
effect, the comprehensive substance of the pre-
sent declaration, that which is new and peculiar
in it, is the " caussarum hujus odii a Judicis per-
ferendi specialior anatome" fa more special dis-

section of his reasons for enduring this odium of
the Jftws).t Might not the profound and con-
cise Bengel have meant this hy \\\% " aperLe

"

(openly) ? That the world as world, because it

will not know the Father and the Son. cannot
do otherwise—where had he said this before?
And we seek in vain in the earlier sayings, as

Lampe remarks, for the declaration that they
would do this under the guise of religion and
piety. Adding to this that he had lonnerly
spoken hints which were broken off, interposed
among other things, or prophecies (as in Matt.
X.), which on account of the distance of the tune
(before the hour was come), remained obscure
most assuredly to the dibcipL% while now since

chap. XV. 18, he speaks of it ex instituto as his

farewell utterance—and is not. all this of itself

enough? But we cannot refrain from adding
further, that as tavva. XEXaXrjna vjuv, " these

things have I told you," ver 4, goes back to

ver. 1, while this again depends upon chap. xv.

26, 27, the prediction of persecution (and this

is the truth in Augustine's expedient), derives

a npw character from its connection with the

promise of the Paraclete. Consequently, he

had never said those things to them Lelore

—

so directly as not to be misunderstood, so de-

finitely connected with the thought of doing

God service, with such disclosure of the deep-

est ground of this hatred, and finally, so

closely bound up with the consolatory confir-

mation of the security of their future testimony

through the Holy Spirit (comp. the mere note

of accord in Matt. x. 20). We may therefore

confidently utter our all to good purpose ; and

go so far as to say conversely that we might
have presumed A priori, from the characteris-

tics of the Lord's method ot teaching, that he

would not in his wisdom and love have spoken

suddenly and abruptly at the end what he now
so sternly and rigorously and plainly says, but

that he would rather have prepared them for

* To lay the emphasis ot ft dpxvi thus—not iit

the beginning—as if it was ev dpxVt '** notiiidit,

partly becau.se I teas wi:h yon embraces the wiioio

of the past, and partly because ii had been said

in the beginning in the Sermon on tlie Muunt.

f Yet we must reject Lam;'e's supposition, ven.

tured on by "forte" that i.c, apxv'^ indicates this

—" ex lundamento sue ex origine."
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it by some previous intimations. Thus even

now, at the threshold of the Spirit's lUumina-

t'oa, the disciples might already bring to their

own mind—Yes, this is that to wnich he has

often pointed our thoughts. See this express-

ly, chap. XV. 20.

TTTF COMFORTER OBTAINED BY HIS DEPARTURE WILL CONVINCE THE

WORLD, AND GLORIFY JESUS TO HIS DISCIPLES.

(John xvi. 5-15.)

The ni(t vn^v mriv, " I was wilh you, is

now followed bv the proper farewell, which the

Lord h^re resupies, repeating what has already

been said, deepening and illustrating by new

views his former words, and summing them all

up with great and mvsterious disclosures pomt-

ing entirely to the future. Berlenh. Bibel :
" Now

comes the main announcement of h\& departure."

That iy, as we have said before, the most

complete and direct indication of all that

should folloto out of and after his going away

prepared and obtained solely through that. All

18 primarily concentrated in the ojming of the

Comforter, who, as on the one hand he manifests

and consummates the separation of the believ-

ing from the world, so not the less on the other

hand works continually for the abolition of this

distinction. He has therefore a double ofhce

and work: first, to convince the world, that

many may become obedient to the truth, and

make their appeal to the righteousness of God

against their sm, and escape the judgment of

the devil; but then also to ^-Mq i\\^ disciples

(those also thus won) so far into the whole

living truth, that Christ shall be glorihed before

them and in them. This is the substance of

the whole down to ver. 15, where once more

begins the announcement of his departure and

the consolatory declaration of its consequences.

Verse 6. I'le common arrangement of the

sentence is not to be changed. KuinOl inter-

poses a stop, and refers the vvv di v-adyoo,

' but, now I go," to the former clause, xal

ovSeii, " and none." beginning a new sentence.

" For I was yet with you, but now I go to him

Kho sent me. (Then a pause which gives the

disciples time, as if expecting something from

them.) " Yet no one asks me !"* But to what

purpose is this ? But now I go my way. imme-

aiately connected with 1 was with y.r, appears

to us flat and meaningless; nor is thai feeling

removed by the solution, " Hitherto 1 have not

told you this, but now I can and I may not

longer be silent." But as a new beginning fare-

well discourse, it obtains a quite dill'erent sense

I go now (as so often said already)—and ye

are only silent and bewildered, instead of ask-

in-' and seeking, as I would have you do?

1 go my way now actually, after having said

BO much concerning it—a still more direct and

penetrating farewell. To him who hath sent

Or, with Hess and others, this last, as a ques-

tion, And no man askelh me— 1

me, to tho, Father—as ver. 28, chap. xiv. 2, 12,

and before to the Jews, chap. vii. 33. That tliis

vndyEtv here embraces the death, resurrec-

tion, and ascension, we have been plainly taught

since the beginning of chap. xiv. But here

there is specially involved—Thus my vmsion,

the ofDce and work to discharge which I came,

comes to its end on earth (comn. Tob. xii. 20,

the word of the apocryphal angel) :
Wherefore

do ye not ask at the lust moment in which I

stand to teach, and to answer,* concerning the

proper end and conclusion of my office, con-

cerning the cause and the effect of my depar-

ture, lying in the invisible world? For this

much ye know and feel, that I, neither in you

nor in the world, have completed any thing yet.

Do ye not confide in me and in my Fathor, that

it is'in my departure that the whole mystery of

my manifestation will be solved ? Do ye not

desire earnestly to know this, and to under-

stand it to your joy? The Lord evidently

longs, standing before the confounded and silent

disciples to whom he had spoken so much, for

a word of affectionate response and understand-

ing sympathy. But it must be a word of

actual response, of really intelligent sympathy,

entering into the spirit'of his words. It may
at first seem strange that he should ask for only

TtovvnayEii; " Whither goest thou?" espe-

ciallyafter having just said npoi t6v ninibav-

ra HE, " to him that sent me." Hence Stark

would interpret, Ye ask, and rightly, no longer

about the IIov, that is. ye now ftdl tceU know

that I am going to the Father, and neverthelessy^

are so sad. But this neither corresponds with

the condition of the discii)lcs, nor is it reconcil-

able with the simple meaning of the hut. As-

suredly the sorrow is the reason why they have

I no spirit nor desire to question ;
their words,

and almost their thoughts failing them. Thus

the Lord desires their question, and feels it

wanting. But had they not more than once

asked before? Hence Grotius took the mean-

ing to be—Ye ask no longer ; and Klee, They

had so eagerly asked before, but now yield all

up to sorrow. Liicke even finds, with De

Wette, " an indistinctness in the whole state-

ment," since ver. 6 ought to precede «a/oL<5fi's;

for it should be. Ye are so sorrowful that ye

cannot ask even once more; and the Lord's

moaning, "Better an unintelligent nuv vntx-

* As long ns lie is here as teacher, the great

matter is to ask htm.
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yeti, than this dumb disconsolateness." But
we cannot believe that the Lord would have

that first, unintelligent question repeated ;
and

therefore must (with most of the ancients)

more worthily explain his always pregnant

words. " Those former questions were to Jesus

as none"—so say we with Von Gerlach, and
regard him as desiring a question more truly

earnest, more deeply penetrating, with conji-

dence and gladness responding to nis thoughts

;

comp. chap. xiv. 28. The first question of

Peter, chap. xiii. 36, was not the right asking,

for it proceeded from unintelligent forwardness

—unintelligent, as if the Lord spoke of an
earthly journey (as chap, vii.35)—forwardnes.",

I can and I will go with thee (as Matt. viii.

19). Thomas' word, chap. xiv. 5, though it

was not, as many think, an oppressed utterance

of confusion and ignorance, was yet rather an
objection (we do not know !) than a becoming
question—therefore that was not the riglit one.

The proper asking now would have been

—

Wherefore, and for what goest thou to the Fa-

ther? and it is this which we must regard as

the undertone of meaning ; but in his mourn-
ful condescension the Lord expresses it again

only by itov—not such an unintelligent one as

the former does he desire, but—Ah, if ye would
begin again with your tcov vTtdyej'i, uttered

in earnestness and thoughtfully, in faith and in

love ! In this sense he designedly refers back
to that first questioning.

Rambach founds on this text an application

to "culpable remissness in investigating divine

truths "—and this is not merely a frui'Jul homi-
letic application, but the inmost spirit of the
sentence as taken out of its context. There is

a curious and forbidden questioning (2 Tim. ii.

23)—as e. g., on this very passage concerning
the local nov of Christ's departure, the con-

cealed mysteries of his exaltation and glorifica-

tion. But, apart from this, we should never be
too idle or too sorrowful to investigate and in-

quire from the impulse of faith and love, and
with an eager desire of saving knowledge ; and
the question of all questions must be ever that

which touches the departtire of Chnst. The
original unfolding of the text which Ilelferich

gives, lies further from its true meaning :
" How

do we attain the wisdom to adapt ourselves to

God's ways, but by asking God. ourselves, and
our neighbor— Wluther goesl thou ? " Yet this,

better than many expositions, hits the point of

the TCOV vTtdyEv'i, and the question concealed

in it which the Lord would bring out—What
in God's counsel, wisdom, and love is the issue

for thee and for us, what is the scope and end of

thy departure ? Calvin :
" Expavescitis neque

reputatis, quo discedam aid in quern fiaem." See
the answer presently afterwards given by our
Lord to this, m ver. 7.

Verse 6. The same disciples who afterwards,

when the Pvisen Lord ascended to heaven, re-

turned to Jerusalem with great joy, without
any sorrow for the separation (Luke xxiv. 52)
—could not rejoice now at the beginning of his

departure through death (John xiv. 28), but

were only treadled. Thus had it been since

Matt. xvii. 23. Sorrow, the Lord says, hath
filled your heart (Grot, "obsedit plane," Acts
v. 3)—so entirely seized upon them and carried

them away that they cannot any further think of

the vTCciyoo which amazed them, not even of the

TCOV which is connected with it. Hezel is per-

haps too strong, " Just as if my death were a
lower accident, opposing ray designs, as if it

were not involved in the great plan of God
which I must carry out." Afterward he is

more sound, " Just as if I had confirmed you in

false ideas of a Messiah, and my death baffles

your calculation:" yet it was not merely the

baffling of their expectation which so troubled

the disciples' hearts, but at the same time and
still more the loss of their beloved Master, the

disruption of the "precious familiarity " of in-

tercourse with him.* Sorrow in itself as ap-

pointed and well founded (vers. 20-22) is not

blamed ; but the tcstcXt^pgohev, " hath filled,"

was too much, as Rieger says, " Sorrow, fea'*,

and the like, may be turned into holy ardor,

faith and patience being brought by it to purity

;

but to let the heart be carried away by such
emotions brings only hurt after it." Therefore

the Lord would gladly have spared and removed
from his beloved disciples that which as r«-
pd66e60ai was too much for their hearts

through their lack of faith and understanding;

theref^ore it was that he continued so long

teaching and comforting them, seeming as if

scarce able to cease. The words which, while

they coirected the sorrow, stimulated their cour-

age, gained this end that they did not alto-

gether sink under their grief. Here once more
he rebukes so graciously as if at the same time
excusing their well-known weakness. Lampe:
" Under this gentle rebuke there lies a tacit

consolation. For, while he charges them with

having neglected the question, Whither goest

thou? he teaches them that all was Lefore his

own mind. While he accuses their negligence,

he gives them their own excuse, that il; had
arisen from excess of sorrow. This is the em-
phasis of the particle d\Xd." The Berkrib.

Bihel: "The Lord knoweth our frame, and of

what stuff we are made. Of this we can re-

mind him (Heb. iv. 15)."

Verse 7. As always, so now also I tell you
the truth (chap. viii. 46). Even though it op-

pose all your knowledge, feeling, will, and de-

sire, believe this time my truth, which I imatked

will yet more plainly tell you. It is good for

* Not, as Luther, conversey. Af'er he has

preached of the " gracious and sweet familiarity

of iellowship," and how "sad a ihinj it was to

lose such a Lord," he continues, ' Cut that was

all the greater because they had set their hearts

on his being a migiity Lord ami Kinj, etc. Tliey

now lose both the sweet fellowship, and the glori-

ous prospects they had formed, and all their con-

tidence." We think tha.t the disciples had so far

advanced that the former was the chief tiling with

them, even in the other; tliey had no lo:iger any

joy in the thought of a kingJom of Goii ffithout

Jesus.
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you, rather your highest advantage, (hat I

—

go

away from you, that I die. Significantly first

the dnEXOEiy before the rropfvOi/yat,* hence

to be strictly explained. That I go away—if I go

not away—but when i have gone thither. The
§rievous " away from im ' had stood before and
arkened to the disciples the gracious promise

of "hence to the Father:" this was the veil

over their hearts, for they certainly (according

to the protest of chap. xiv. 28, here also to be
thought of) had considered themselves rather

than him. They took it for granted, without
much thought upon it, that to him, the pure
and holy, death would be no suffering or ruin

—

but their irreparable loss, the impending pres-

ence of which filled their souls. In precise op-
position to these views the Lord points in silent

cdntra.st to the fact that to him the departure to

the Father through the death of a sinner for

sin's sake would indeed be very bitter (chap,

xii. 27)—but all the more does he turn it into

a 6v^(papEi v^ly. Thus does the love speak
which does not look at its own. But the mis-
understanding which, through lack of experi-

ence, knows not how much more we receive

from fellowship with Jesus in the Spirit than
we could receive from his visible presence in

itself, confuses itself even to this day with the

thought and the wish—Ah that he were with
us now, as then I "It might be thought"

—

so pursues Storr
—

" that if Jesus himself had
remained with his disciples, they would have
needed no other helper in his place; and though
tljus the loss of his visible presence wa^ to be

compensated by the assistance of an invisible

Spirit, it was at lea.=it no gain or advantage to

them that Jesus had gone from them." But
the "abiding ever" of the Messiah (chap. xii.

34) would have done nothing for them ; that

would not have accomplished redemption, or

compensated/or the obtaining and sending ot the

Holy Spirit. The primary thought which, in

the analogy of human relations generally, finds

here its grandest application, is that which we
have already made prominent—that only after

the withdrawal of the sensible presence of a
teacher and master his abiding and influential

spirit is truly set free and penetrates our being.

But there is pomething quite different here,

there is, over and above, the obtaining and the

tending of the Spirit in a sense for which human
relations furnish no analogy.

The first obvious thought was made promi-
nent by Augustine: "Si carni carnaliter ha^s-

eritis, capaccs spiritus non eritis." Draseke
enters well into this: " The old Messiah in the

flesh is with them, tlierefore the new Comforter,

the Spirit, is far from them. What hindered

their being comforted? Jesus himself, who,
comforting, stood before them, wa.s the hin-

drance! As long as he, this Messiah, bearing

all the prophetic marks upon him, stood before

them in person, this his person continued to be

a foundation and prop to that system of vani-

ties which bewitched their heads and hearts.

The form must pas.<? away from their eyes, be-

fore the Spirit could enter their souls. It was
eood for them that Jesus should go away.
Before he went away, the Christ after the tiosh,

the Christ after the Spirit could not coine.

When the former vanished, the latter appear-
ed." But when we have firmly established the

truth of this, a truth which the Apostlo
who had not been with him from the beginning
pointed out, 2 Cor. v. IG, we must show the

error and perversion of going no furtlit^r, and
of deducing from this disappearance of Jesus

according to the tlesh the consequence of tho

manifestation of Christ according to the Spirit,

in such a manner as Driiseke does in this last

sentence. He carries that error to its last

point, when he continues, " We must not,

moreover, understand this as if the Son of Man
had not poxoer on earth already to send them
the Spirit. (What! send from the earth ?) Had
not all the words which he spake to them been

spirit and life ?* But they had not the capacity

to receive the Spirit, on account of the Christ

in the flesh who was among them as an earthly

person." Oh, no ; that was not all. Altliough

all pedagogic preparation of our susceptibility

up to the day of Pentecost from the Old Testa-

ment, holds good and belongs to the question
;

and although even for this was necessary, as

previously the manif.:'station, life, teaching, and
acts of Curist in the flesh, so afterwards his re-

moval in order that through his cross those

who believe in him should die to all carnal

hopes of a Messiah—yet here the question is

of much more than onr susceptibility, it is also

of tlie justice of God. in atonement, and of the

glorification of the Son of Man in himself, before

which he by no means had the power to send

the Spirit (chap. vii. 38, 39 ; Acts ii. 33). To
))ass over and leave out tjm mystery of the

vTtdyExv TtfioZ z6v narsfta, liere in ver. 7 (as

afterwards again, ver. 10), where it is properly

essential, is an energetical sin of whicli, alas!'

too many are guilty. Oh, no ;
although every

thing, the coming, living, teaching of the Lord,

was expedient for its as preparatory ior our re-

demption, this was fully accomplished only by

means of his departure to the Father through

death (which is never lo be lost sight of in that

departing)—and this has its reason much
deeper than in a salutary withdrawal of his

visible form. The great consequence, which is

so strongly maintained by the negation tdy

yap ny—ovh eXEvdevai, has its ground not

merely in n p o i v u n i , " unto you," but in

the consummation of his mediating petson, in

all pertaining to it that is atoning an 1 redeem-

ing (Heb. ii. 9, 10, 14, 15). This comes out

still more definitely if we read, as we luvvo

good reason to do, Lachmann's significant ^;'«

a third time

—

tdv vdp lyay f") dntXfjo,t.

"Tiie blessing of the Spirit was the counterpart

of taking away the curse"— is the Berl BMi

* The two critical points Id the vitdyEiv, see

already chap. xiv. 23.

* See on this false exposition our exposition ot"

chap. Ti.
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concise remark, according to Gal. iii. 13, 14.

But as that which was once for all accomplish-
ed in Christ for the world, only by degrees is

appropriated and perfected in his disciples,

so that first crucifixion of the disciples with
him, that sorrow out of which the joy of the

new man was to be born, is also the progres-

sive way for us all to a more intimate and per-

fect internal coming of the Spirit ; and thus in

all further fellowship with the sufferings of

Christ, which might seem to us to be his going
away from us, the Comforter repeats to us this

prototypic word of consolation

—

It is expedient

fo7- you.

I will send unto you the Holy Spirit—is the

Lord's constant word. Bat " Jesus never tells

how it will be in his sending of the Spirit, and
that makes our learned worldly wise very un-
believmg ; they devise all manner of methods,
but cannot get the right " (Oetinger). There-
fore they imagine a Spirit abiding in the v;ords,

who was already upon earth though he could

not before penetrate, instead of coming from
heaven sent from the Father : and thug they
contradict all Scripture and experience. The
blessed disciples themselves are the clearest

evidence of what degree of the influence of

God's Spirit they had actually within them-
selves, as Israel might possess it up to this time
—and how far the essential Paraclete, whoserev-
elation bore the same relation to all former

DNnpX ni"l ("Spirit of God") as the incarna-

tion of Christ bore to all former appearances
and energies of the angel of the covenant, was
yet to come. From the time of Gen. vi. 3 the
Spirit (who is indeed and worketh, every where)
had been and had wrought in the world

;

Israel especially possessed him, partly in the
greater number of believers in him as a Spirit

of righteousness, that is, also of truth—as the
icvEvna dovXeiai, " Spirit of bondage," and
partly, in the anticipating " hommes de desir

"

(as St. Martin says, comp. nnon t'^N, Dan.

X. 11—as the itvev/ja Xpidrov itpoi^iaprv-

pofievov, " Spirit of Christ testifying before
"

(1 Pet. i. 11). All things proceed in mankind and
in Christendom with similar preparations, but
the consummating day of Pentecost now as in

the time of the first disciples comes only to those

•who receive a preached Gospel in faith through

the Holy Ohost sent down, from, heaven (1 Pet.

i. 12).

Verse 8. I will send him unto you, the Lord
had said, and yet he now speaks of the world,

which he was to convince. Quite obviously

—

Through you and your then resulting testimony

:

hence with Tcai eXOcdv we must once more con-

nect itpoi vndi—When he has come to you
and into you, then will he do this. " The
Apostles were to convince the unbelieving and
hating world, maintain their right against it

and conquer it by the truth they testified

—

what a task was this ! The first link of con-
nection then is, The Holy Spirit would defend
them against the hatred of the world, in their

behalf he would chastise and rebuke the perse-

cutors and convince them that his professors are

right" (Oetinger). In this discourse, however
—the following words of which, simple as they
are profound, furnish a special testing problem
for all fundamental exposition—the thoughts
proceed from this point of departure far away
into the fulness of that comprehensive view,

backward, forward, and inward, out of which
the Lord spoke them.
Here we have the other aspect of chap. xiv.

17 opened to us, and that previous utterance is

essentially restricted. The same world which
cannot receive the Spirit because it seetb him
not nor knoweth him, must nevertheless becoms
conscious that he is working upon it, speaking
to it, and chiefly

—

iestifyiag against it. Thus
the world's un?usceptibility for the truth was
not to be understood as absolute or unchange-
ably fixed ; thus the same Spirit of the truth,

through whose coming as its first effect the

distinction between the world and the disciples,

between believers and unbelievers, is evidenced

and stamped, works nevertheless continually in

order to the abolition of this distinction. For,

his coming and working is the last stage of the

divine economy of grace before the day of judg-

ment, Acts ii. 20, comp. Joel ii. 5. In hia dis-

Eensation there is salvation for many whom the

lOrd will call. The last, most efi'ectual, most
inwardly penetrating, calling to salvation, the

final and full separation from the world, begins

—and that not otherwise than as the call of

Christ, like that of all the prophets, to repent.

Where through the rejection of Christ the last

degree of unpardonable guilt, of incurable sin,

of irremovable hardening has been reached
;

and ibat which was spoken of in chap. xv. 22-

25 is accomplished in its full meaning (though
this, as the sequel shows, is far from the case

with all)—then there remains no more than the
testimonv to sin, and the prediction of judg-
ment. For the day of the Holy Spirit (the

third after the economy of the Father and the

Son, as the type in Exod, xix. 10, 11 intimates)

is at the same time the figurative representa-

tion of {dvTLTVTtoi) and the preparation for

the last day. When now the superabounding-
ly merciful testimony of the Spirit against the

sin of Israel and the Gentiles in its first con-

summate exhibition comes with its fiery tokens
and inward burning, and not yet the fire of

final wrath—this is the bcgianijxg of that jud(^-

ment of the na,tions unto peace of which Isa. ii.

3, 4 prophesies as the end to be accomplished
among the heathen, and Jer. iv. 3, 4 as the

typical beginning and end of the whole des-

tiny of Israel. The sentiment, so often mis-

understood and perverted, that the world's his-

tory is the world's judgment, has its truth in

this working and judging of the Spirit, tlua

final preparation for the judg.i.ent to berevi-al-

ed, which again must tarry for its consumma-
tion until that personal appearance of the Son
to which the Spirit points the Church. What
the Holy Spirit finds now upon earth, of failh

or unbelief, he by no means leaves as it is, but

works upon it now first effectualh-, seizing it in
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its crisis, in order that the faith may be perfect-

ed in tlie knowledge and in the li!e—or if that

cannot be, may be brought to confusion; in

order that tlie'unbehef by the final contempt
of the Spirit may become ripe for doom—or be

overcome unto repentance and obedience. The
creatend of this never-faihng influence, which
brings forward the final judgment into the pro-

cess of the world's history, through the per-

fecting of sin or righteousness—the final con-

viction of both, in fact, is clearly expressed at

the close of Scripture, in that boolc which must
be regarded as beyond all others the book of

the calling, attractmg, and judging Spirit be-

fore the end comes (Rev. xxii. 11, 12). These

hints of the scriptural nystem, which is truly the

already disclosed system of tiie divine govern-

ment of the world, vrill teach us more deeply

than is usual to understand how appropriately

and fully the eXeyl^h " will reprove," of this

passage belones in all aspects to the coming of

the Spirit. Tliis typically or pre[)aratorily re-

proving conviction or over-teslimony of the

Holy Spirit, which actually already condemns
and yet absolves ell who submit to this con-

demnation, is the necessary and final expression

of spiritual judgment, the IXtyx^^f^ is not

the same naprvpEir^ " testifying," chap. xv.

2G ; for the testimony is of what is good
and true (concentrated in itEfji i/uoC), but the

reproof is against the evil and the lalse,

through the revelation of sin, and the taking

away of ./a/A5 righteousness. But it must not

be overlooked that even this IXeyx^iy does

no more than complete and carry out that

HapzvpElv,* that the Spirit is still the last

gift of grace to the world, in order thai the

world, or every man in the worKl who will,

may be saved. He who penitently confesses, I

am guilty I is also to be acquitted. For the

Spirit convinces not merely of sin and of yi'^'J-

ment, as we might have expected it to be said

—

these two essentially belonging one to the

other, with nothing else between them—but

previously, in the centre of his exhibition, of

the righteousness of Christ which the hitherto

unbeliver may at once and shall' appropriate

when he believes. Bruckner and JDe Wette
deny this double aspect of the testimony, the

second influence leading to faith; but he who
livingly and practically enters into tiie text

cannot give it up. Even Schleiermaciier hits

the point rightly :
" The reproof, that is, the

bringing to view of our own unrighteousness,

could not be without a gracious revelation and
offer of the true righteousness ; even the judg-

ment is exhibited before the world only in

order where possible to turn its thought to him
who frees all that believe Irom the condemna-
tion."! Lange does not go too far :

" This

condemning administration of the Spirit among
men establishes a boundless extension of sav-

ing grace throughout the world, more glorious

than the Jewish limitation of the disciples

could then gra^p : hence the Lord presently
adds, I have yet many things to say unto you,
but ye cannot bear them now."
Thus not merely as defensor caussaj* for Christ

and his people, who are such that tliey may be
able to reprove all others, does the Holy Spirit

so convincingly testify ; but in order to con-
vert, absolve, and comfort every man who sub-
mits to his reproof—see 2 Tim. ii. 25, 26. Tiie

reproving othce necessarily precedes the comfort-

ing. The Paraclete does not, properly speak-

ing, perform "a strange work, oefore he comes
to his own work, that of comforting and preach-

ing grace" (as Luther says)—but the kXeyx^JV'
also, before as in the /.laprvpElv, belongs in its

final and full meaning to him alone. In a cer-

tain sense it is assuredly true that " whatso-
ever reproves sin is and belongs to the law"

—

but inasmuch as by the Spirit, through the

glorified Son, God now first properly speaks
from heaven, from the upper Zion of redemp-
tion, the word of the Spirit is really the per-

fected law, the Sinaitic law only the type and
prejiaration for this (Heb. xii. 18-25). It is

narrow and incorrect to s.ay, that " the Holy
Spirit rebukes through the law, making all sin

which is not faith"—for the law is in no sense

of faith, as Gal. iii. 12 profoundly and VtMlli

fulness of meaning says ; while oi faith speaks
also, and that in way of conviction, only the

Gospel. We shall rather see that the reproof

of the Spirit brings something new and dif-

ferent in addition to the first, narrowlv so-

called, law ; that his witness of sin has only to

be received and rightly w)i. /ersi'ootZ in order 'it-

self to appear no other than a testimony for the

righteousness of grace to faith, and as such a
spiritual comforting.

In the three great words d/naprta, Siuaio-
6SvTjy7<pi6j<i, "sin," "righteousness," "judg-
ment," the Lord names the throe all-embracing

essential elements of truth and its whole pro-

cedure.! The world has no perfect and correct

knowledge of what sin is, what righteousness,

wliat judgment, until the Holy Spirit has ex-
plained these words. It does, indeed, pride it-

self, holding up its 7tp6(pa6t?, in its first super-
ficial knowledge of them (for where is the man
who has not some knowledge of these three

great facts?)—but inasmuch as it tarries there,

it jierverts the beginning of truth inf/> a confradic-

tion to its cnl, into delusion and lie. No man
can be brought to an experimental and perfect

knowledge of these three words, so current in

the world, and present to every conscience,! by

* In the deepest sense of the prophetio word
cited ill Matt. xii. 20.

\ Uoinil. uber Joh. ii. 518.

* Hisofllcf !'« iAfy^fiJ' rouS dvriXeyoyraS'f
Tit. i. 9, as Gnuiu.s liore says.

+ Bah'.dt, af.cr liis fn.vhion, here romarlced,
" Will convince the world of xhc thre? greatest

errors wliich have niiue I Iniiinn Impp.s."

! Tims l!if> Holy Spirit liiids every where a
fonirJation for his influence, but only such as he
must re-ariangp. Luthardt's notion tiiat the ab-

sence of the article presMits the three i)oints as

not definite but general well-known truths, is in-
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any human power or human wisdom, not even
by the external influence of any letter of the
toord, or any fact of the loorlc, even though it be
of Christ and his Apostles, or the undeniable
acts and wonders of the Lord since the dav of

Pentecost. This is the office of the Spirit alone,

and that as Spirit, by the mediation indeed of

the word and the work, yet only so far as these

arc made inwai'dly efficient in the heart and
conscience. Hence, they are wrong, and go not
below the surface, who here assert and show
how the Spirit convinced and overcame the

world, Israel to wit, by certain external events.*

Oh, no; the kXey^ei reaches on to the end of

time, as long and as far as there will be a

Hodno?; using the instrumentality both of a
continuous testimony of word, and an ever

new exhibition of facts, but exerting his con-

vincing influence only through an inward speak-

ing, and an internal testimony.
" Est autera vis non coactiva sed convictiva

"

(Yet the power is not compulsive hiii convictive)

—says Lampe at first, in the right way to dis-

cern in this iXeyx^i^ ^^^^ domain committed to

human will; and he even goes on, "Non agit

tanquam cum stipite, sed tanquam cum crea-

ture rationali, persuudeiuio." Yes truly, if the

Holy Spirit does thus deal with men, his last

gratia must be as well resistibilis as irresisti-

bilis. So far irresistible that all must in the end,

whether they will or not, be convinced of the

truth of God ; but it remains with themselves

whether they submit and obey, turn to the

truth from the lie, in order that they may be

saved—or not. When Lampe further ventures
to write as follows concerning the difference be-

tween obeying and refusing, he sets the predes-

tinarian dogma in its most pernicious and fear-

ful light—The cause of this difference is not in

men, but in the operation itself of the Spirit,

which, acting according to the eternal decree of

God, works with less evidence and efficacy in the

reprobate than in the elect. Where is there a

syllable of this "minor evidentia et efficacia " in

this iXeyxet for all the world alike? Thus
does a foregone conclusion in theology pervert

the eternal words which might rectify its error.

In the following words the Lord himself ex-

pounds what he means by these three great oi-

jsets of conviction ; and we hope that the way
has been paved by our intimations for the most
universal and profound sense of the whole, so

that this evolution of his meaning may be
otherwise understood than superficial expo-
sition too frequently exhibits it. Much more is

here declared than what George Miiller,* for ex-
ample, says :

" He will convince the w^orld by
the Apostles that their unbelief in Jesus is sin,

that he was lighteous, and that he would be
victorious over his enemies." Or B.-Crnsius :

"The residt of the influence of the Spirit will

be reproving for the world, exalting as to Christ,

and mighty in its cause."t

Verse 9. The thrice repeated on, on which
we must pause a while, has often been transla-

ted by hecaiise ; and this does not in many re-

spects alter the sense, but it does not exhaust
it, as we shall see. B.-Crusiu«< is here right in

insisting (with August., Chr\'f»., L'lther) that

oTi (concerning this, that—as chap. ix. 17) de-

fines m all three instances the matter of the tes-

timony.X This alone harmonizes r^ith the con-

nection, since the Lord cannot possibly pre-

suppose them already to understand tb<> mys-
terious TCspi diuapria? of ver. 8; and there-

fore he enters upon the individual poit'tsi^ot as

giving tlie d^ep reason, but obviously as exphin-

ing what he meant. Still more plainly : The
uTi gives us the thijig signified in d/iiapiir,

8tHaio6vvrf, j^pidt?, tells us what hind of sin,

ri,£;hteousness, and decision of judgment b'j

means.
Thus the Lord means first specifically the sin

of wiMief, as in chap. xv. 22, 24, x. 41. Thi?

is no more here than in chap. viii. 46 a mere
error; but it is the foundation and crown, the

fruit and kernel, the true essential substanna

of all sin of the evil will. As Jesus himself

had not rebuked their trespass against the

commandments, which was the work of Moses
and the pi-ophets before him, but their not be-

lieving in himself, so also the Holy Spirit his

representative continues and consummates the

same charge. He confirmingly, and if neces-

sary awakingly, connects his testimony with

that already existing in the laip and in con-

science hothi'oT Jews and Gentiles against sin—
but he nevertheless reproves now in quite an-

other sense. If the on is ex}iilana'ory. the view

must be incorrect which Lampe adopts, accord-

appropriate and over-minute literality. It is not

the substance of the conviction that " there is sin,

righteousness, and judgment," for we may reason-

ably ask—Did the world know nothing of these

before 1 Rather, What is essentially sin, that is,

the true sin, etc.

• Orthodox and heterodox writers are daily giv-

ing illustrations of this view. Most stran-jely says

J. von Muller, quite forgetting the complement
of the internal history—" Convinced of the sin of

unbelief by the downfall of their cily, of the riglit-

eousness or innocence of Christ by his resurrection,

of the judgment of the world-prince by—the ac-

tual mideniable planting of the faith."

* Vom Glauhen der Christen, ii. 143.

f Further: Properly speaking there is but ono

thought, The triumph of his cause—but the wordn
take a three-fold division probably with allusion

to the three vjitncsses in judicial mat ers. Not much
b'tter than the " tria caussarnm genera " of' G.o-

f.us :
" Publica judicia de criminibus, TCEpi duap-

riai—privata ex a;quo et bono, 8ixaio6vv>}—
priv.ita certam ex lege formulam habentia, w/j.-

(JzS."

X Lutl'ardt is once more over-snbHe. Th° "rt

means not "concerning this, that," bu'. "on tln^

giound of whom"—on mv account—if be on y
understands this arght ! The " object of the lesi.-

mony " is already men' ioned before—nn mv ai'-

count. But the on brings first in addition the

explanation how this o ject, thus m^n ''^n '" s

here intended. Do3S oot thib at last tome to tlif

same thing ]
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ing to which duapria in ver. 8 means not this

or that sin, but the general condition of sin

and guilt, while ver. 9 brings forward the spe-

cific sin of unbelief—as an example, one standing

for a thousand. It is amazing how mechani-

cally men sincere and scripturally learned can

sometimes deal with the profoundest words of

Scripture. Was it then needful that the Spirit

should now first come into the world, to rebuke
tin, ijenerally f Could the Lord have so signi-

fied in ver. 8 itself? But in the fullest sense,

by a conviction now first thoroughly penetrat-

ing, he will assuredly reprove all sin, he will,

that is, grasp it in its root, and bring that to

light in \is fruit. The Spirit of Christ accord-

ing to the economy of the law takes up the

work where it was found before the law since

Gen. vi. 3; he begins, as it were, with the world
from the beginning again, but now first seizes

sin in its inmost depth and principle, after it

had entirely disclosed itself tlirough the rejec-

tion of the Son of God made flesh. Ol all

human sin the original root, the fall of Adam
and Eve not e.xcluded,* was no other than un-
belief in God (1 Pet. iii. 20; Heb. lii. 19).

And so in the continuance, increase, and out-

growth of sin, this again becomes in strength-

ened vigor its consequence and fruit. We may
say with truth in respect to their reciprocal in-

fluence that—Thou sinnest generally and con-

tinually because thou hast not believed the first

truth of God; and, thou believest not his last

*,ruth because thou hast persisted and wilt

persist in sinning. The crown of unfolded

sin, that in which its principle must be dis-

closed, haired of God, is now, as was proto-

typically shown in Israel, and is ever exhibited

anew in the world and in Christendom, specifi-

cally unbelief in C'hrixt. That is in a penul-
timate stage, in which the sin thus convicted

of may and must yet stumble at the grace of

the Risen Saviour ; the last stage enters in as

wilful blasphemous rejection of the Holy Spirit.

It is most certain, however boldly the world
contradicts it, and a truth which should con-

stantly be pressed upon its reflection, that its

unbelief is a matter of perverse will, the con-
sequence of such wicked resistance of will as

refuses to let sin be taken away by the Lamb
of God. Let the Elberfeld Zeitung (tanqnam
unum e.T mille) declare the truth of the favorite

lie to be demonstrated—"Faith is not a matter
of will, its absence not morally imputed there-

fore, and by no means decisive for judgment ;"

but Richtv-r's Ilausbihcl states a truth which
must be firmly held fast, " The Holy Spirit re-

proves the world oilying when it pretends that
its unbelief is honeM. doubt," etc. This, however,
is well understood : in its primary manifestation
unbelief may consist in this, though never alto-

gether and alone; this may so mingle with it

as partially to be its excuse; but tcJien the
Holy Spirit, more deeply penetratin:r, testifies

of Christ, then can he at once rcprotc unbelief

* It may not be said of the dcrits that they did

not believe, James ii. 19.

as sin which is deliberately retained. As it is,

each passes over into the other, and both re-

ciprocally pre-suppose each other.

It is to be understood that on account of the

d/Ltaprio:, or "sin," of unbelief «^^ previ^ms sin

and transgression, hitherto condemned by the

law and by grace placed under the napsdti,
or "remission," Rom. iii. 25, abides on the

guilty head : all is comprehended in this un-
belief, and now first is gathered into one.

fHence, chap. viii. 24, Iv ran d(capriaii)
The world goes on in sin because it believeth
not—that is pre-supposed ; the meaning of the
word, however, calls therefore this its abiding
sin war l^oxr/y (by eminence), the sin which
retains the guilt of all others, that it doth not
believe. So, further, it is plain (as peparatory
to the second clause) that all denying and con-
cealing sin in those who have no faith in Christ

is no other than delusion and mockery of a
wilful sort ; all supposed righteousness is turned
to sin, and as such reproved while unbelief re-

mains. There are many, indeed, who even
think they believe, and persecute on that sup-
position ; but where sin remains, it is evidencs

of unbelief in the heart, and the eXsyxoi of

the Spirit passes from reproof of sin generally
to reproof of the unbelief in wliich it abides.

Mark, mark diligently that the Spirit does not
create and give, unconditionallv and without the
decision of men, iaith in its first original ; but
he demands it, and rebnkes unbelief as sin.

But in this rebuke, when it is rightly understood
and accepted, there is an inexhaustible conso-
lation ; absolution being ofiered in the verv
terms of the condemnation. He who believeth

in him is not condemned, hath no longer sin
;

therefore thus believe, if thou still canst and wilt,

and thou art at once helped in doing so. The
reproof of unbelief is at once a pr.yff'er of faith
(Acts xvii. 31)—an ofTer of all crrace and strength
requisite in order to it.* Tliis Christ is thy
righteoiusnes.'<, Satan's power and right in thee is

done away through him.f

Verse 10. We have now fundamentally to

refute the favorite notion of the Rationalists

—

not theirs alone, but aJopted by orthodox ex-
positors of older and more recent times—ac-

cording to which the Lord means nothing else

and nothing beyond this, that the Holv Spirit

would convince the world of hln own righteous-

ness and that of his cause, that he had been re-

This last must ever be the initiative of Gorf,

and of his working—thus my critic MUnchnieyer
consoles himself concernins my semi-Pelegianism.
But God's influence torks Iaith only in tlio^e tc/io

believe. 1 Thess. ii. 13 and 2 Thess. iii. 3 lay the
guilt of not believing on unreasonable and wicked
men alone.

f Let the supremely superficial and fooli.sh

words of Grotius bo spt against this exp' sition.
" The sin of the unbelieving Jews will bo revealed
—by whatl When all things shall happen which
I have spoken concerning the Spirit to be sent
(did the Jews know then a'l this 1)—it will appear
that I nm a prophet, according to the teslol Deut.
xviii. 22."
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jected as innocent and righteous, and thus those

who believe in him had a righteous cause*

—

with whatever else has been added to this view.

Thus understood, the resurrection and ascen-

sion indicated in the following vitdyoo would
give the ground of evidence—thus the or:
would not be declarative, as we before received

it. Grotius somewhat modifies this, making
dixatodvvT/ stand absolutely, being to be com-
pleted by Beov, thus: "The Spirit will show,
that God is a just ruler, as having received me
beyond all invasion of injury (this is what he
n^eant, Ye shall not see me, as above chap. vii.

36) into the fellowship of his majesty." Hezel
thought that "the going to the Father must be

the Sixatodvvrf itself," thus, id quod justum
est; and "the Spirit should convince of this,

that thus it was fit, it must be so that I should

go to the Father through death "—that is, in

opposition to their false notions, the true Mes-
siah must actually die. Most of that class of

expositors, however, hold simply to the convic-

tion of the Lord's own righteousness and inno-

cence. "What shall we say to this ? First of

all, we recognize the truth which is in the error,

and admit that in John's phraseology we are

not to understand dtKaio6vvij, as in JPaul's, to

mean a righteousness to be imputed, a justifica-

tion ; rather that jmmarily the words refer to

the Sixaio6vvT} X/pidrov, or righteousness

of Christ. We admit that the added clauses

with oTt, " because," define the genitives thus :

djuapzia rov xod/uov, or sin of the tcorld

(that they do not believe)

—

8ixaio6vvij scil.

i^ov, my righteousness (that / go to the

Father)—and so xpidti tov dpxovroi rov
Hodfiov TovTov, or judgment of the prince of

this world. But the. full and perfect sense,

wherefore and to what end the world must be

convinced both of Christ's righteousness and
Satan's judgment, after the conviction of its

sin, is by no means exhausted, indeed scarcely

touched by this. We have equal, nay greater

right to supply, for the application to the world

which the Holy Spirit was to effect in the con-

viction of these three great principles, tov
x6d/itov in all three cases. For if their sin is

shown to the world, was not the Spirit of grace

to show and to offer to them a righteousness

^Iso ; was he to leave them or cast them at

once, separated from the righteous Christ, into

the condemnation of Satan? Thus, although
the most important authorities among the

ancients hold to the idea that the righteousness

of Christ alone must be thought of in the

second clause,f and similarly among the mod-
erns, Beza, Bengel, Morus, Tittman, Olshausen,

Tholuck, and Lucke, we cannot possibly con-

* Augustine :
" Arguitur mundus de justitia

eorum qui credunt." But he did not make this

the only meaning.

•f Chi vs., Theophyl., Euthym. The last: "The
*mark ot his righteousness that he went to the

Father to be with him forever "—which Tholuck
accepts, and compares 1 Tim. iii. 16, was jusiifed

in the Spirit.

tent ourselves with this, but find in the right-

eousness of Christ only the fouwlation for the

offer and exhibition of this righteousness to

every man who helievdh. Klee says rightly,

though without establishing his point clearlv,

that " he is the righteous per emifientiam, the

Holy One of God, and the sanctification and
justification of the world." Roos expresses the

transition passably well, " How righteous must
he be who will go to the Father from the cross

and the grave ! Thus will the Holy Spirit con-

vince the world that 1 am a righteous man, and
truly righteousness for man. Thus he wh.o

would cast about for a righteousness which
should be valid before God must—believe in

me." There is provided for the world after all

an absolution from their sin, and Christ has

gone to the Father, not indeed to condemn the

world, but—the prince of this world.* Does
not this clearly lie in the connection with what
follows ? Otherwise there must result from ths

middle clause—the Christ whom your unbelief

has crucified is righteous—necessarily nothing

but condemation for the world.t

But now let us show the connection with

the first clause, in order to justify this view.

The sinner \i\\o holds fast and consummates his

sin through unbelief in a Redeemer, either gives

it all up and troubles himself not about being

made righteous—or, what in the most obvioi^s

sense and its most general fulfillment in the

case of the Jews was the predominant fact, be

imagines for himself a false righteousness of hii

own. Against both must the Spirit of truth

bear witness; and for this we cannot enough
ponder that in the second clause also, i A d-

y^£i rov 7c6 6jLtov, "will reprove the

world," is the foundation of ^£pi diKaioijvvT/?,

''of righteousness." IF^ should, in the spirit

of tlie world, and without the great solution of

the Spirit, quite otherwise expound the two
correlative words sin and righteousness. We
should understand by sin only the transgression

of the law, and solve the righteousness to our
thoughts in one of these two ways; either that

God alone and his Holy One is righteous, we
sinners against him therefore all the more
surely condemned; or, bring forward some-
thing of our own righteousness and virtue.

Between both lies the wonderful and new tes-

timony of the Spirit in the midst. /imaio6vvTf

must assuredly—this we should hold fast, and
make it our starting-point—in application to ike

world be the opposite of d^apna. In so far,

again—let this be added, deduced as a conse-

quence for the connection and transition—in so

far as already in ver. 9 the casting down of

false righteousness, which is nothing but sin in

* So Lange, although he incorrectly took ripht-

eotisne s at once for jusiitication.

I A sermon of Harless (Son'itaffstfeihe, iii.), g!V(?s

a strange and original interpretation of ver. 10

:

" Tiie righteousness of the apparent abandonment
of the world by Christ "—but we enter not into

this side-thought, which is oui of the track of ex-

egesis.
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a state of unbelief, was prepared for and in-

cluded, Ter, 10 must attach itself to this, if an
organic progress of thought is to be found.

Thus, fully stated, " the Holy Spirit convinces

the world of righteousness : partly, that it must
necessarily have a righteousness

;
partly, that it

cannot find that righteousness in itself; partly,

that it should find righteousness in another,

that is, in Chrint." So, out of the depths of

practical Scripture understanding and use, does

G. K. Rieger expound—and is he not exegeti-

cally correct? We would add to his expres-

sion, in order to vindicate it. Since the Holy
Spirit has convicted the world of sin, so long
as it believes not in Christ, he has already

brought to naught all its "righteousness;"*
thus the first two thoughts of Rieger lie already
in this pre-supposition, and when against that

righteousness the righteousness of Christ is

witnessed, can that be otherwise intended than
with the meaning that this is and will be the

only righteousness of those who believe? So
Von Gerlach urges against the modern ex-

positors :
" He convinces the world that there

13 a righteousness revealed in Christ, a right-

eousness which justifies and sanctifies the sin-

ner."

As in the eXsyxoi of the Holy Spirit there

could not be wanting the conviction that there

is no other righteousness than that of God in

Christ, of Christ before God—for the most per-

verse and foulest lie of sin, the true cause of

the most self-relying unbelief is no other than
the delusion of seli'-righteousness—even so

could not be wanting the oftr of the righteous-

ness of Christ to failh, which immediately fol-

lows the exhibition of sin on the day of Pente-

cost (Acts ii. 38), and throughout the apostol-

ical preaching. Or can we think that here,

where he nevertheless designs perfectly to de-

scribe the Spirit's preaching to the world, he

would keep silence on this? Thus the exposi-

tion whicii we have rejected leaves here a

melancholy gap, leaves a sinful world and the

righteous Christ totally sundered from each

other; although in fact the Spirit every where
offers and holds up Christ to the world—/or
rijhteousiiess.\

We maintain with perfect confidence that

the explanatory on accords with this alone.

Lucke says, " Then it must follow as the

ground of explanation that Jesus gave his life

for the salvation of the world, but this does not

lie in urt vnayao." We assert that it does as-

suredly lie in it; for this Offar^'" embraces,

and it is sad that any should deny it, the death

of Christ ; in ver. 7 previously this vndye.iv

was used of a ministering, obtaining, redeem-
ing, departure, consequently not otherwise

now in ver. 10. Christ goeth to the Father for

* C. H. Rieger: "Even the most reasonable

thoushLs which an honorable world had ever had
about rishteousness are declared by the Spirit of

Cod to be insufficient."

f S?e A'^ts iii. 20, and my Exposition ia the

"^Mitn dtr ApotUl,

us, as our representative and high priest : see
the thought of our text clearly expressed in
Heb. ix. 24. Further, that which is added
concerning the not seeing must refer, in order
to its finding an appropriate meaning here, to
faith in the invisible; and thus places the
righteousness of Christ to be laid hold of in
faith in opposition to the sin of unbelief. Ben-
gel has explained why the Beoopelre, " ye see."

addressing the disciples, is used : Nor without
reason is the word in the second person ; lor if

any might see Jesus, the Apostles might : yet
even they must believe, and call all others to

believe.

All this sufficiently refutes what has been
said against the reformed interpretation of

a righteousness of Christ offered to faith. It

is remarkable as justifying this exposition

that (after its preparation was found in Cyril

and Augustine) the Reformers first (Erasmus
with them in this) brought to clear light the

true meaning of this word of our Lord. It

is in fact the only practical exposition, it is

constantly forcing itself upon all preachers

who base their preaching upon an experi-

mental knowledge of the Scripture, and upon
all its practical expositors. It alone accords

with the actual witness of the Holy Spirit from
the day of Pentecost to our own day. For we
" must know no other righteousness, with
which we can stand before God—than this

going of Christ to the Father, which is no other

than that he hath taken our sin upon his own
back, and for the sake of it hath suffered the

death of the cross, been buried, and descended

in to hell, not remaining however under the power
of sin and death and hell, but passing through

them all in his resurrection and ascension
"

(Luther). Thus does he who is exalted give

to Israel repentance and remission of sins (Acts

V. 31), and in this Man every man who be-

lieveth is and will be justified (Acts xiii. 39).

This is a righteousness of God according to

Rom. iii. 26, sent down from heaven and valid

in heaven. The test-word and motto of the

Reformation ^piV nSr\\, or the Lord our right-

eousness—may be misunderstood and pervert-

ed, but it is and must be the centre of all

preaching of the Holy Spirit to the sinful and

self-justifying world; and this is here in its ne-

cessary place declared beforehand by Christ

himself.

Verse 11. Even the Holy Spirit (who was
to do away with all accommodation.'', and strip

off all Jewish embellishments of the trutli)

does not put an end to the teaching concerning

a devil, but rather begins it anew : a funda-

mental article of saving truth must be con-

tained in this, without which we cannot per-

fectly understand what sin and what righteons-

nesH are, and especially what the redemption

which creates righteousness for sinners is. He
who knows Jesus, and contemplates the un-

belief of the world, will find through the illu-

mination of the Spirit the ?oUifion of the mvs-

tery only iu what ia stated in 2 Cor. iv. 4. Bat
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how here the judgment upon the prince of this

world (chap. xii. 31) is connected with the

whole as forming the conclusion, is, after all thfit

we have said, not hard to explain. The great

cau.se is lost by the enemy of God, the author

of all sin and unrighteousness, the blinder of

men's minds into unbelief of a Saviour ;
and it

is won for the world, in which he has no longer

either power or right. In this judgment " the

victory of righteousness over sin is complete
"

(Von 'Gerlach). It is
—

" a judgment, through

which the cause of our salvation, if our will

oidy consents, is decided." To testify this to

the world is the crown and end of the Holy
Spirit's preaching ; in which his conviction is

either admitted for consolation and strength,

or in the other case must change into an an-

nouncement of condemnation. The reproving

exhibition in itself encourages, if it is truly

heard ; but the most gracious and inviting

preaching of the Gospel, i/" unbelief opposes it,

is turned into the keenest severity of punish-

ment.
The /w^wre judgment to which the world is

proceeding under the deciding testimony of the

Spirit, has its ground in the judgment which
has already been accomplished through the de-

parture of Jesus, and which is held up asfuture

by the Holy Spirit. On account of the atone-

ment there is no more a hell for man : only the

heaven of Jesus for those who believe in him
unto righteousness, or the hell of the devil for

all who will remain the world. The Spirit's

sXeyxoi effects the separation in such wise

that men of three sorts must be made manifest

on both sides. Among those who accept it,

'the. penitent \\'\\o confess their sin, the believing

who are justified in Christ, the holy who are

perfectly delivered from Satan's power in the

lull a.ccomplishment of their salvation. Among
those who persistently oppose, there are the

abiding sinners, unbelievers, condemned. Let

the opposite sides of this last clause also be

carefully observed : Satan is either condemned
to our advantage if we lay hold on righteous-

ness, or we remain with him in condemnation
if we continue as world in sin. By no means,

as has been said, the Spirit now first re-

proves the sin of those who do not oppose the

powerless, condemned prince of this world ;*

for that would be a v6Tepov itpotipov in

which the eXeyxoi at the close would begin

again at the beginning. But the reproof of sin

was necessarily the first, and in that was every

thing included pertaining to it ; but now, after

the dilemma between sin and righteousness has

been clearly exhibited, the Spirit finally testi-

fies the condemnation of Satan. This he does,

however, in such a way that he not only com-
forts believers with the expressed consolation

of Rom. viii. 33, 34, but penetrates the un-
believing by a word of most gracious offer

mingled with condemnation

—

Will ye then be

forever the devil's ? Will ye be conderanid with

him?*
A not ungrounded observation, finally, and

one which offers many useful reflections, par-

ticularly as confirming our exposition of the

second clause, is the note of Botticher—that

the three-fold office of the Holy Spirit has

a corresponsive reference to the prophetical,

high-priestly, and judicial offices of Christ.

Thus have we, as we would hope, done some-

thing toward the full understanding of this word

of our Lord, which in its consequences and de-

velopments is altogether inexhaustible. We
refrain from making more than one additional

remark, and that is required to complete our

exposition. It is, that inasmuch as the separa-

tion between believers and the world is not

one which is at once complete, but some re-

mains of the " world " are still in the disciples

of Jesus, of course the Holy Spirit reproves

their residue of unbelief, preaches to them reit-

eratedly the righteousness of Christ, sets before

them more and more clearly the fundamental

character of the difference between the con-

queror and the condemned one. As he shows

to the altogether unbelieving not only their life

and action, but, for example, also their books

and systems thereto belonging, disclosing in

these last the itpdroy ^£ud"oS (primal fal-

sity) to be nothing but sin (peccatum and error),

even so he reproves all in the not altogether

believing which is not going tx 7ii(jraa>i eli

TTidriv, "every last yet remaining tltevdoi of their

life and teaching—as sin through want of faith

in and obedience to the truth of the Spirit.

how different is the judgment of the Spirit here

from that which we tolerant Christians are

wont to exercise ! and yet his previously disci-

plinary judgment is the type of the final judg-

ment at the last day.

Verse 12. It is not merely that the Lord
here passes from the one side to the other, as

if the connection were—All this will the Para-
clete do to the world ; to you on the other hand,

etc. But ver. 12 must be closely connected in

its transitional sense with what had just been
said. The iXsyx^^^t ^^ reproof, of the Spirit

was to be effected through the j-taprvpElv, or

testimony, of the disciples (as they probably
now very well understood in general): they

consequently must previously know, and tho

Lord would have to say and commit to them,
all that was afterwards to be spoken to the

world. Still more, as w,ft have just seen, they
themselves, in order to their becoming perfect

disciples, yea, even fit and worthy witnesses,

must (partly beforehand, and in part continu-

ously) be subjected to the same conviction.

Does not the Risen Lord, therefore, whose com.
ing with light, life, and peace, was a prepara.

tory approach of the Spirit, reprove his dis.

* So rightly, though in the wrong p'ace, Helfe-
rich preaches against the disgrace of being con-
quered by cue already conquered.

* Schleiermacher :
" I'o convince the world of

judgment, is to place it in the way of decision,

whether it will walk with that tvhich (him, who • has
been already condemne>i, or with that which (him,

who) is ever proceeding from ViCtory to victory.'*.
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eiples' unbelief? (Luke xxiv. 25 ; Mark xvi.

14). Thus primarily and specifically concern-

ing these three great things, sin, righteousness,

and judgment, he has much more to say to his

future witnesses which they should say to the

world ; similarly, apart from their office of tes-

timony, for their own knowledge of the truth

unto holiness and salvation all is embraced and

hinted at in this triology. Hence rightly Me-
hncthon : "The knowledge of these things is

stupendous ; that is, how great things sin and
the anger of God are, and this victim of God,

bis own Son ; how great is the glory of the

reigning Messiah, how great the power of the

devil, and how awful the contest between
Christ and Satan—the knowledge of all this is

without limit." This is the most obvious con-

nection ; but it must be understood that to the
en TtoXAd much besides, yea, every thing be-

longs ; and we may include it all, though Christ

has not openly unfolded and perfectly told all,

but left it to the teaching of the Spirit : for ex-

ample, the abolition of the typical in the old

covenant through its fulfillment in his sacri-

ficial death and high-priesthood ; the right

position of the old law as regards the new
commandment of his new covenant; the rela-

tion of yet outstanding prophecy to the future

and consummation of his kingdom—in short,

every thing generally which the Epistles bring

in, and especially which the Epistle to the

Hebrews and tlie Apocaiypse in the great con-

clusion unfold. They only err who regard any
one in particular of these points to be reserved

liere, without deducing it from the connection

with vers. 8-11.

It is easy to show, further, against the ac-

commodation theory of the old Rationalism,

which is once more brought forward with
pitiable simplicity, that it finds nothing reserv-

ed in this sentence: our readers will gladly enter

with us a little into this point. Wiiat the Lord
had said was pure truth (ver. 7)—otherv/ise

the en rtoXXa, " yet many things," would
have been quite misplaced ; the opposite is

afterwards all, the whole truth, and only that

in as far as il; was developed from what had
been already said by our Lord. It may be
enough for us to quote a sentence from one of

the opponents of this theory. " Our enemies
twist these words of our Lord as if they meant
—Till now I have led you into many miscon-

ceptions ; when he shall como, the Spirit of

truth, he will lead you into the truth. Hither-

to I have deceived you with many fallacies, I

have nourished and confirmed your supersti-

tion ; but in his time ye shall understand that

I have deceived you by suffering you to re-

main in your hereditary delusions. Your
practical reason, in its purity, shall liberate

vou from your superstitions, etc., etc. But
Desus does not oppo.so his errors, by which he
had misled the disciples, to the truth which
they were afterwards to know ; not impure
truth to pure truth ; but he opposes truth

to truth, the pure to the pure, the less perfect

however to the perfect, tlxe parla of truth to

the enti7V truth, the elementary institution of

religion to its more sublime and thorough
knowlege" (Weber).
Ye cannot l>ear it, fjadrd'eiv—this is a more

gracious and stronger expression than if he had
said, Ye cannot receive it, xoop^iy. I'I'G critics

who in their manner decide that (jadzd^Eiv
here is equivalent to percipere, intelligerc supcr-
ficialize the sense (although the Syr. with its

insp? takes lead). The hearing is not merely

the (ppsvl fta6rd^Eiv of Suidas, the holding

and retaining of that which is inwardly receiv-

ed : even the parallel in Epict. Enchirid. xxix.

5, which is generally adduced, is far from being

strictly parallel.* The Lord considers the weak-

ness of their oppressed minds (hence the now
referring to their prsfM/^ condition, their hearts

being full of sorrow) : that they cannot per-

fectly underHtand his words he pre-supposes

already, and will therefore lay upon them no
further, no too heavy burthen. (Comp. in

another yet similar sense, Matt, xxiii. 4.) To
hear much from the Master and yet to under-

stand little, oppresses—the disciples assuredly

thought when he thus spake, Alas ! what he
has nail lies unintelligibly heavy upon our

souls. A farther development and exposition

of these great things would have altogether

weiglved them down, \\'\t\\o\yt the understanding

which the Spirit should first brincr. Thus his

saying retains in its underlying pre-supposition

the general meaning which refers it to the whole

period of the disciples' learning form the Lord's

lips, that they were not yet mature and strong

enough for viulerstanding him ; but there is

something further to be added, and which
should not be overlooked, since it is of great

importance for our imitation of his wisdom and
love in our own teaching. To pour out pre-

maturely to the people the whole truth, is not

only useless, because it is not understood or

embraced, but it w also positively huriful, since

the weak cannot hear it, and may be cast down
by it, that is, may be led to despair under the

truth.

Verse 13. We must here remark upon two
things, before entering into the specific mean-
ing of this clause : first, that the personal

EKElvoi, " he," is more designedly placed be-

fore the oLhorwise sufficient ro nysvtta, " the

Spirit :" and then, that after all we have heard

in the vtidi, "you," we must include, though

with some hidden reservation still, all future

disciples who should through the Sprit's con-

viction be won from the world by the truth.

In this alone lies our right to appropriate to

ourselves this promise. Instead of eii Ttdday

* To attribute to the people a premature know-
ledge, which has not been livingly exi)erienced

—

" to u'ge a dawnins consciousness inio confession,

to enforce testimonies and asse; lions, to force the

unfolding of the inner life, to deiionnre in an un-

happy manner liumnn iixnorance "—is no olher

than unchavitableuess, and tends tiot to salvation

(Nilzscii).
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TTjv d^v^nav we read with Lachmann c/?

TTfv dXr/Of.tav Ttddav, so that (by a sigrnifi-

cant deviation from the usual ndi 6—nd6a t})

these two things are expressed in their full

force: first, by the article, that it is only one
and the self-same truth which Jesus and the
Holy Spirit teach ;* and then, by the Trddav,
closely and emphatically connected with the
dXr'/OEtav, that in opposition and contrast the
Holy Spirit alone will lead into the ichole truth.

It is otherwise, therefore, than when the woman
in Mark v. S3 told the Lord nd6av tt)v a'A?;-

deiav, that is, without denying or deception.

Such an antithesis to untruth (the pure simple
truth, and nothing else) does indeed lie in the
formula which we find in Plato, Apol. Soc. cap.

1, where Socrates opposes the deceiving com-
plainants

—

ovdiv dXt/Oii Eip7]Ka6tv' vixeti

Se jiiov dHov6E6f)E Ttaday rt)v dXyfieiay. It

is plain of itself that suclr a meaning is foreign

to our passage, even if we adhere to the Text.
Rec. ; but it is a still stronger assurance against
the theory of accommodation, that Tr}v dXtj-
Gsiav Trddav is the oldest and surest reading.
Farther, that it is not said that the Holy Spirit
would give the disciples the solution and ex-
planation of omne scWile in heaven and upon
earth, is deducible from the signification of the

truth which pervades the N. T. and John's
writings especially, according to which it em-
braces only the revealed truth of salvation, as

well as from the article rijv itself, as Bengel
remarks, All that truth which I had now to tell

you. Grotius, with equal correctness, says.

The universality is to be restricted to that
which is here concerned.! See in addition what
we remarked before upon the o.U in chap. xiv.

26, and comp. chap. xv. 15. The Holy Spirit

will in this sense bring for the knowledge of

salvation the whole, or, as De Wette;}: says, the

full truth. But, strictly speaking, he will not
then first Iring it ; the disciples had already in

a certain sense, with all the specific revemon
here spoken of, the complete truth in the es-

sentially perfect words of our Lord : the Holy
Spirit was only to lead them mto this truth,

by opening their understanding, and giving to

that understanding a complete and perfect sys-

tem.

Many carry this too far when they regard
the sii, "into" (with Lampe), as standing for

iv, " in," simply,§ and make the oStj/eIv,
"guide," practically refer to the obedience of

the truth, as elsewhere we have walking in the

truth, or, according to such sayings as Psa.

* Bengel: "The Scripture is not wont to say
truths"'—a remark of immeasurable application
to tlie error concealed in our way of speaking.

+ The fame restriction is in Mirk v. 33, in the
cited saying of Socrates, in Joseph. Bell. jud. viii.

1, and generally in the nature of the case.

% Better than in his translation, where, in part
wron2ly, in part misunderstandingly, he says

—

" Lead you into the way to all truth."

^ Another readini', obviously to be reiected, has
Iv ry dXt^OEia itddr;/, followed by Nonnus.

XXV. 5, cxliii. 10, cxix. 35 ("The truth of tho
Lord revealed in his word is considered as a
way to he trodden by the Apostles and all the
faithful "). Not so, but the perfecting of know-
ledge, the reversionary saying and teaching of

what was not fully expressed by our Lord him-
self, is here manifestly meant, as the connec-
tion with what precedes and what follows
shows. But this teaching (and that is the
truth in error of this exposition) is called a
leading, because it must assuredly go hand in

hand with the life and walk, because we must
regard more as promised than merely, as Hess
superficially explains, " the showing every
thing in the truest light "—or as the Vulg.
briefly gives it

—

Will teach you all the truth.

The living teaching of the Spirit is a guidance
and leading into truth, in more senses than
one. First, because it must assuredly ]f)re-sup-

pose, bring with it, require a constantly corre-

sponding practical obedience, hence bringing no
more to the inner and true understanding than
the life is ripe for and fully willing to be guided
by. Braune: "The Spirit will fcari!, the Chris-

tian must therefore walk with him "—a saying
of inexhaustible earnestness and force against
all false appeal to the more theoretical teaching
of the Spirit. Then, the Spirit gives, as we see

in the case of the Apostles, his solutions and
explanations according to the need and the oc-

casion (Matt. X. 19. 20)—just as in part at

least the laws of Moses were given according
to the emergencies which required them. " In

the activity of his vocation a man attains the
region of truth "—says Braune further. Thus
while the leading iniooi itself indicn ( ^ a gradual-

ness, in opposition to the mechanii.. and child-

ish notion that the Apostles atone bound were
established in all truth on the day of Pentecost,

we have to seek the reason and the measure of

this gradualness both externally and internally
;

partly, in the internal ripening and progress of

the Apostles themselves in their own holiness,

with which their knowledge keeps pace—and
partly in the stages of the way in which their

vocation as witnesses led them through the
world.

The infallibility of the Apostles, therefore, is

not properly to be proved fro7n this fassage.

For, at the outset, the same promise holds good
for us all in its true meaning (1 John ii. 27);
and, further, this promise permits a progression

of developa:ent. It is not true in itself that

the Apostles never erred or went wrong in their

common life ; for, to every deficiency of holi-

ness there corresponds in some sense a lack of

knowledge, and every lailure in perfect insight

into the whole truth is of itself a relative,

which easily brings about a positive, error.

Thus, on the too generally adopted principle

which carries back the " inspiration " of the

Scripture to the persons of the writers and their

life generally, we get no infallible Scripture.

The Holy Spirit, however, who protected them
from all error in their office, as was promised in

chap. XV. 27, has actually given in the most
specific conceutration of their official gilt, a new
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Scripture as the conclusion of the old ; and that

this Scripture possesses the same infallibility (at

least) winch Jesus incontrovertibly assigns to

the Old Testament—is a truth which, though
'

it is not to be proved by any dictum or dogma
from without, attests itself ever more and more

clearlv, hears witness to its own claims against

every new contradiction that arises, and to the

eincere proves itself in all its plerophory down to

its niinutest letter.*

When the Lord promises thattheSpiritshould

guide them into the truth, and ever more per-

lectly into the entire and full truth, he does in-

deed pre-suppose and imply that which we be-

fore rejected as his main meaning—that he would

speak and teach nothing but truth, no I.e. He
note makes this prominent by a yap, which,

however, does not strictly cunnect itself with

the last word, but with the name, the Spirit of

the truth. There is a spirit of lying which

blinds the world into unbelief, ruling it as its

prince ; the Spirit proceeding from the Father

opposes himself to this spirit—he can testify

only the truth. Every other so-called "truth"

will be opposed and condemned by him as the

lie of the liar from the beginning. Conde-
scendingly, and at the same time convincingly,

on account of this unhappily existing opposite,

the Lord attributes to his representative the

same thing which he had so olten asserted of

himself—the not speaking of himself. Comp.
chap. vii. J 6-18, viii. 26, 28, xii. 49, 50, and
what we have there said in explanation. In

the same hypothetical and accommodating
spirit, for the sake of distinction from the false

in the world, as the Lord spoke there, it holds

good here of the Holy Spirit. In a true sense

the Spiiit, like the Son, speaks assuredly from
himself, of his own, for the property of God in

his three hypostases is the truth; but in that

evil sense of a self separate from God (the

impossibility of which as regards the Son and
the Spirit must be maintained), he will not.

and he cannot speak (chap, viii 44). He who
sneaketh to us, and that which speaketh in us

a<p cavTov, " of himself"—in the sense of

Godless self and creaturely independence—huu.s

us astray /7-ow» the truth, comes from the liar,

is a lie. Here it is important to distinguish

and take heed before all things of what is called

"spirit" in the world, or even in ourselves!
" If the Holy Spirit may not speak of himself,

and out of himself—0, Preacher! how canst

thou draw thy preaching out of thyself, out of

thine head (or even /i^ar^) ?" (Gossner). Let

nothing of thy preaching and testimony come
from thine own mere impulse and will to know
and to teach, before tne Spirit hath taught and
impelled thee.*

But what he shall hear or henreth : similarly w©
find as the Son hath heard of the Father. But here

we find not

—

Fivm the Father ; and we join

Kling's protest against Liacke's simply so under-

standing it. "If we think of the Spirit as it were
by thesuleof the Son, hearing from the Father
like the Son, the entire relation is disturbed,

and the subordinate and incorrect standing-

point of the Greek Ciairch is entered upon
at once." And this is expressly contradicted

by vers. 14, 15, according to which the Spirit

receives from the treasures of the'Son, while all

is again of the Father. Not therefore again

—

of me ; but—What he will hear or heareth in

the mutual counsel of the triune Godhead,t in

the eternal converse between the Father and
the Son, the Son and the Father, the revelation

of which is first the word of the Son itself, tho

exposition of which then the same Spirit brings

who hath received and searched into all which
is Gud's, the hidden things as icell as the revealed

(n^JSni ninparij Deut. xxix. 28), the coun-

sels of the Father as well as the testimonies of

the Son, from all eternity. Mark the Zoa av
" whatsoever," for this all-embracing meaning
which at once leads to what follows. Therefore

he already knowethwhat will yet in the future

be, and the Son hath not yet expressly told
;

therefore he will also foretell r a t p x <^-

/u e y a , "[the] things to come."+ In tins ox

-

tension of the words which point to what the
Spirit hath heard, and will pre announce, we
must be careful in limiting tho expression by
an incorrect adherence to the thoughts which
then gave rise to the declaration, and which it

had immediately in view. Assurediv, the fact

is involved that what the Spirit testifies as true

will confirm and evidence its truth by coming—

•

the fulfillment of it will impress its final seal

upon all his testimony. But the things (o come
with the definite article says more; it refers

actually to the whole futurity, as of the in-

dividual so also of the Church. Not only that
through the power of the Spirit " every man
may become his own prophet, and predict" in his

own consciousness what he has to expect in

* But that a proper inspiration is expressed con-
cerniiifj the Old Testament only in sucli passages
as 2 Tim. ill. Vi, 16; 1 Pet. i. 19-:i2; 2 Pet. i.

19-21, tills not beirv; extended to the New Tes a-

menl(Lutz, Jiibl. Login, p. 4-9, as also that Rev.
i. j9 places the revelation in the seeing, not in tl;e

uriling)—';^ a marvellous assertion of a theology
which is not based upon deep thinking, and is not
nltogrthor orthodox in laith. See on the other

hand in Peterson, Lehre r. d. Kirche, i. 184, how and
wheretore the .\j)osiles, otherwise failible, were in-

fallible in writing.

* " The true p-ophets are never willing pro-
phets " {Birlcnb. Bibd).

f Luther: ' In the eternal Godhead, with Christ
and the Father, where he seeth and knowctli all

no other than it is." We would not assert, with
Luthardt, that in this thoroughly trinitarian con-
text neither the Father nor the Son is to be
thought of, but only "God," in connection with
" hearing :" but his remark is more correct, th t

in Z6a av axovdjf is meant—What he from
time to time wih hear, as tho emerging occasion
requires.

^ It is wrong to press the aro! in ctvcryysX-
\en', as it it meant

—

Agnm announce, expound
what had been already said.
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the future"*—not only that a certain pro-

phesying of the future, with regard to our own
life and the times in which we live with their

results, may be afforded by the Spirit when
occasion may demand it. But the Lord, rather,

promises here pre-eminently, as the fulfillment

shows, that the Holy Spirit will, at the close of

the Scripture which embraces the beginning

and the end, yet more clearly and perfectly

than ever before foretell the whole process of

the kingdom of God to the end. Was not this

a knowledge actually left in reversion by cur

Lord's words, which had intimated only the

nearest and most distant facts of eschatology,

in the destruction of Jerusalem and the final

judgment? Did not the Church need a deci-

sive harmonizing revelation concerning the

relation of what had already come to pass

in Christ to the great future which is predicted

in the Old-Testament prophets? And that is,

after Peter and Paul had paved the way by

isolated utterances, the Apocalypse confided to

John. If this be regarded as unapostolical and

spurious, we .do not simply ask where would

be the conclusion of the Bible, but where

would be the worthy and perfect accomplish-

ment of the word which John has here in his

Gospel recorded? We should have then to

wait for a still further dvayyiXXEiv rtv

kpxouEva, or announcement of the future, of

the Holy Spirit. This indeed we may and

ought to hope for, in as far as the announce-

ments of the Holy Spirit were not absolutely

closed with the apostolical age, in as far as

the exposition and full accomplishment of

his words go on to the end of the days. But

in as far as a canonical foundation is laid

through the Apostles for all instruction—as no

man understanding any thing of the system of

God's kingdom and its Scripture can ever deny

—such a close of the canon of prophecy was of

itself to be presumed upon and expected.

Now let him who hath ears to hear, hear what
in Patmos the Spirit saith unto the Churches

through the bosom-disciple who was in the

Spirit on the Lord's day. Let him see how
here the testimony of Jesus himself is fully com-
pleted as the Spirit of prophecy, and the mystery

of God, as he announced it to his servants the

prophets, appears in its final concentration

—

now the Spirit brings from the Lord, who is the

Alpha and the O.-nega, a final " Icome quickly !
"

and responds to his voice with the answering

bride, " Come Lord Jesus! " in the Amen which

ratifies all. Assuredly, John's Apocalypse is

the most real fulfillment of the word—The
Spirit will show you things to come: and all

further prophesying finds in it at least its text,

even as all the teaching and testifying of the

Spirit from the day of Pentecost downward
has merely expounded what God from the

beginning had already spoken in the Old and

Kew Testaments through his Son, the Mediator

and Angel of the covenant.

Verse 14. The light of the knowledge of the

• So Herberger preaches in the Herz-PostilU.

glory of God in the icpodcoTtov, the face and
person, of Jesus Christ (2 Cor. iv. 6), is the

great and final end, beyond which no self-

manifestation of the triune God is possible.

The glorification of the Father in the personal-

ity of him who already as the Eternal Son was
his countenance turned on the creature, and
now as the Son of Man in a most perfect per-

sonal expression of God has become its re-

storei", is at the same time the glorification of

Jesus Christ himself—but this will be consum-
mated before his disciples, and in them only by
the Holy Spirit. He shall glorify me—in this

the Lord names the inmost centre of the whole
truth, around which the periphery of its mani-
fold development revolves ; as also the most
decisive test for every spirit of lying which
would intrude into the place of the Holy
Spirit, for all fanaticism as well as all rational-

ism, all apocalypses and all dogmas and tradi-

tions which leads not to Christ and glorify not

him. " By this is decided in an anti-Montanist

manner the question concerning the perfecti-

bility of Christendom"—says Liicke excellently

in few words. And Bengel with equal pro-

priety from another point of view, concerning

the Pomish traditions :
" Plus quam elemen-

tares sunt et nunc etiam minus ab iis, qui

Paracletam habent, ferri possunt." Luther's

critical canon, so often misunderstood by others

and, alas I by himself, applied with too little in-

sight sometimes, is perfectly correct in iJiesi—
What preaches Jesus, and leads to faith in

him, is of the Holy Spirit. For as the Son
speaketh of the Father and glorifieth the

Father, even so speaketh the Holy Spirit of

the Son and glonjieth the Son*
This is more clearly unfolded and established

in the following word, by which the Lord per-

fectly closes the circle of the Holy Three-One,

and places the revelation of the Spirit in its

right relation to that which is the Father's and

the Son's. For he will take of that tchich is

mine in what he will show—whence otherwise,

being the Spirit of the Son as well as of the

Father? This means, " Not of the high things

of the creation, of the many worlds of the uni-

verse," will he speak to you (as Oetinger says),

but of the kingdom of God in me and my re-

demption ; the saving truth, whose centre I am,

will he announce, and complete it by prophecy

down to the last things to com£. But this in-

* He glorifieth hira also in truth hy an ever-in-

creasing discloi-ure of His glory. Roos {Lehre J
Chr.) combines John xvii. 4 with this passage, and
says, " We thus find nothing in the writinos of the

Apostles concerning the glory of the Father which
had not prev.ously occurred in the words of Je>u«

;

but on the glory of Jesus the Apostles, under Un
illumination of the Comforter, have tiught much
which Jesus in the days of his flesh never uttered

concerning himself; and to this belongs rot mere-
ly the full exhibition of his priestly and kingly of-

fices, but this also, that he is directly c;i'.led God."
We leave this to be pondered, as fartis it is true

;

but think that the glory of ihe Father also was
still furtuer illustrated, according to 2 Cor. iv. 6.
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olvcs so strict a relation to the already spoken
word, as well as to the yet reserved treasures

of the Son, that no revelation of the Spirit

foing beyond this can be supposed possible,

'or, in the first place, the Spirit, as we heard

in chap. xiv. 26, takes, makes prominent, and
devclopes out of tlie words which Jesus had
spoken, his own ; so that nothing quite new,
and which had not been expressed or intimated,

is to come through him.* But then, secondly,

what new he brings, as far as it is new, comes
from the reserved treasure of which ert itoWd
exco, " I have yet many things," speaks. This

is also the meaning, for otherwise there would be

no foundation for what follows—All things that

the Father hath are mine. The Spirit, as wo
have already said, does not hear, as it were by
the side of the Son, the Father alone; but a.l

that he speaketh he hath heard also of the Son.

The Son in his human nature hath inherited

all, but this inheritance is his original eternal

possession. This all, however, cannot by any
means be said to have been explicitly and literally

communicated already in the words of our Lord
down to his ascension, or in those of the Apos-
tles in the beginning of the Church; therefore

as the Apostles in the freedom of the Spirit add

new discourses to the Lord's discourses, so also

the same Spirit leadeth us, in his application and
exposition of them, into new testimonies and
confessions of the Church which are not always
to be judged by and restricted to the apostol-

ical leUer\—retaining, however, most assured-

ly the spirit of this letter, for on the other hand
all the new lies implicitly in the old. What the

Holy Spirit may say, from his first coming to

the end, is new as respects the former word
only by illustrating and glorifying il;X even as

the Christ whom he preaches is in some sense

another and yet no other, as respects the " his-

torical Christ" of the Gospels. To go back

still further: All thnt the Lord spoke in the

flesh in such wi.se that it might atterwards be

unfolded in the Spirit, was in its germ and

* It helps the unbelieving Christian word little,

in their rejection of a development of te.stimony

in the Apostles to recur deceptively " to the orisii-

nal pure teaching of Christ ;' the convincins; Spirit

makes their conscience find even in that teaching of

Jesus the entire apostolical system, even as in this

last the wliole genuine " doctrine of the Church."

This will serve for the limitation and rigl;t adjust-

ment of the previous quot.ition Irom Roos.

t Ilonro Luther's celebrated snying must be
modified in consistency with this—The devil ensily

would lead me astray, if I walk out of Scripture

ground.

X Thus the Church of these last ages may, hav-

ing before it the entire history of the kingdom
throug'i which the Spirit had led it, more cleaiiy

and ijrofoun'ily understand and more plainly ex-

press, than the original writers themselves, in^ny

things in the apostolical writings : but the Spirit

in the Apostles meant and taid only this from the

beginn ng. Wiia'. ciution is needed upon this

subject see sta'ed in the woi^lity note, p. 541-G16,

in Oetinger'a 2'heoscphit by Auberien.

principle contained in the Old Testament, for

every word of God by the ^xi'D* or Angel, of

his face and the t^pn mi, or Holy Spirit, is a

word of Christ. " The full harmonious close of

all the words of Jesus, is Spirit; the testimony

of Jesus is the kernel and spirit of all tlie

prophets" (Ogtinger). To him who learns to

understand this, Christ is so glorified that ho

can set his seal to these words of Jesus, in

which he can and must say concerning all vnder-

itanding of Scripture—which includes again all

testimony of the Spirit*—He will will take of
mine. The Holy Spirit testifies of Jesus (chap.

XV. 26)—that is the beginning of his ofiice in

the world ; he g'orifieth Jesus—that is the goal

and end of his office in believers.

It is obvious, finally, that as certainly as the

leading into all truth is an internal teaching

which carries the life and experience with it,

the glorification of Christ before us must coincide

with the appropriating establishment of his

image in vs—although this is not specifically

mentioned, but the discourse clings to tho

ccyayyeXXftv, or "shewing." There is no
receiving of this glorifying light, no other liv-

ing growing and becoming perfect in it, than

that which takes place according 2 Cor. iii.

17, 18.

Verse 15. The honor of the Father could

not be ielt without its positive expression •. we
have found this pervading all these farewell

discourses, but the Trinitarian expression and
winding un of all culminates in this passage.

From that; earliest, " What seek ye? Come
and see !

" to the first disciples—from the fol-

lowing more tienetratingly questioning and

more plainly offering testimonies to Nicodemus
and the Samaritan woman (to the man of

knowledge—the mysteries of regeneration and

his exaltation on the cross, the grounds of

judgment; to the ignorant woman— tlie true

gift of God for her sin, the true prayer)

—

through testimonies, ever rising higher and

yet ever condescending lower, to the dignity,

power, and honor of the Son, in whom alone is

the idnnei^'s salvation—by all these has the

selection of our Lord's discourses in John's

Gospel paved the way for these last-spoken

words in the narrow circle of the disciples, words

which, as we have seen, become more and moro
apocalyptical for tho future explanation of the

Spirit, when he should cmne and again speak of

him who was st.ll t) come. Assuredly, as has

been often admitted, and more often felt without

admitting, not till the Church of tho last time

will this pre-Apocalypse be altogether explain-

ed and glorified in the light of the Spirit.!

* See the Apocalypse, flowing almost entirely

as i: does from prophetic words. It the Spirit

does not always proceed, in his testimony of truth,

directly from Scripture, he yet leads and diiecta

us back infallibly into it.

t Generally the whole Gospel of John, wlrch

we elsewhere called 'tlie h glifrand hiuhest Apoc-

alypse," concspon is, in its mystical depth.s lor
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Meanwhile, all who honestly hang on the Lord

as living branches feed upon it with still increas-

ing knowledge; for the deep and inexhaustible

things are clothed in the plainest simplest words,

inviting us as if they were perfectly revealed.

So is it also with the doctrine of the triunity

of the Father, the Son, and the Spirit, which
runs through these chapters; in which the

Spirit appears with more and more personal

characteristics, and at the same time the unity

of the Three is more and more firmly estab-

lished as the close comes. Simple faith finds

here already the whole truth ; the doctrinal in-

vestigation of the Church finds here its firmest

dicta probantia, its surest limitations within

which it may range, as also its not yet attained

goal.

Glorify me, take of mine—to this belongs

necessarily, again, All things that t?ie Fallier

hath are mine. See chap. xvii. 10, where this

last and highest word, which it could become
the glorified Son alone to say, is found by the

side of—All mine are thine. Here belongs

Col. ii. 2, 3. When the Lord now rises from
the announcement of an economical impartation,
ver. 14, to the eternal foundation of all the in-

terior, essential, eternally trinitarian relation-

ship, he does not repeat (as might have been
expected, and has therefore been read) the pre-

vious Xijiperat, "shall receive," but substi-

tutes for it a Aa/iifidvst (takes [common text

Ajjiperat, " shall take "]), in strict parallel with
oda e'xsi and £/<«' tdn. Thus there is open
to us a glimpse into the living blessed bond of

love in receiving and giving in the eternal

ground of the triune essence of the Godhead.
The Father hath from eternity given to the

Son to have life and all things in Jtiimself, yet only

as he is the Son who revealeth the Father, only

as the Fatherhood remaineth with the Father.

But all things the Son bringeth and giveth to

the Father again, honoreth and glorifieth him
in his being glorified in his people. This is

through the -Sp/riY, who with equal rights in

this unity, taketh from the sole fulness of the

Father and the Son. all that he livinglv offers

in his announcement—in order finally, in the

consummate glorification and unity of love, to

bring back the redoemed Church through the

Son to the Father; as is afterwards (chap, xvii.)

in the Spirit, therefore without naming the

Spirit, declared in prophetic prayer. Although
then the recurring dtd rovro eiiiov—dvay-
yeXel vuiv leads back the discourse into the

economical Xj/jperai, yet it is grounded upon
the relation of essence which was indicated in

the Xaufictvti : the Spirit who proceedeth from

the Father is truly and essentially, since the Fa-

ther and the Son are one, from the Son also.

Hence Luther expounds, as if he read Xafifidvn:
" He taketh his own, that is

"—not merely what he

testifies and imparts in the Church, but, because

he indeed gives himself, mediates the indwelling

of God (chap. xiv. 23)
—"the divine nature in

eternity not only from the Father, but also

from Christ ; and thus there abideth one eternal

essence or divinity of the Father, the Son, and
the Holy Ghost, but in distinctive persons"

—

which persons, as we must speak of them hu-

manly, as the complement to the TtpodooTtDV'

of Christ, are again incontrovertibly designated

hyex^i, kuoc, Xam/Jdvst. Luther, once more:
"This is the circle round and complete; all

three. Father, Son, and Holy Ghost in one

eternal divine nature—thus the Holy Ghost is

himself true God, without any difference, only

that he hath, it both from the Father and the

Son.

THE WAY OF THE FIRST DISCIPLES, AS TYPICAL FOR ALL FUTURITY,
THROUGH SORROW TO JOY; THE JOY OF BIRTPI; THE PERFECT JOY
OP SEEING HIM AGAIN IN THAT DAY.

(John xvi. 16-24.)

Thus has the Lord, after so condescending a

commencement with lower themes, risen as he

always does to speak of high, yea, of the highest

mysteries : or, what is the same thing, he has

penetrated into the depths of God, where the

Spirit heareth, and whence he taketh the things

which are the Father's and the Son's in order

to announce and bring them to the Church
And he has herein once more anticipated the

distant future, reached forward to the great

conclusion of all the truth, and the perfect

revelation, when all things that the Father hath,
and which are likewise the Son's, shall be pro-

taiowledge and life combined, to the last perfect
ilevelopment of the Church.

claimed, taught, predicted, and confirmed in

their fulfillment. The disciples h^ar indeed
what Jesus speaks, but they apprehend it not.

This he also well knows, and yet he rar.st

speak it. But after he has done justice to the

preparatory testimony which was necessarily

given concerning the work, office, and person
of the Holy Spirit (vers. 14, 15, is the proper
final close of this testimony)—he can as it

were stoop once more to the weakness of the
disciples' present condition. He therefore now
begins anew to speak to their terrified hearts-

concerning that which _^rs^ of all and immediately

should result from and after his departure to

the Father. This also, indeed, must partake
of the spirit of his recent words, aud be imme-
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diately glorified into a type of the way and the

future of all his disciples—and soon his word

in vers. 23-24 has again reached forward even

to the full glory and joy of ihat day, which only

duwns in the new birth of his resurrection, but

will be consummated in another, the final re-

turn. What a transition, or rather what a re-

turn back, between vers. 15 and 16 ; from the

depths of the triune essence of the Godhead to

the immediately near present of his disciples'

destiny, to the great change of the now im-

pendin;^ day! There is, as for himself the

breaking through death into life, so for the dis-

ciples a deeply penetrating, fundamental change

from iorrow to joy. By no means merely their

sorrow at his death, and their joy in his living

again, after the analogy of the sorrow and joy

of the children of men in their changing expe-

rience; but as the mediating e.xpression of an

essential internal process which the Holy Spirit

completed in their own case, and which still

goes on to the end of all. Thus as this toiy of
the disciples through ioirow to joy, between the

cross and the resurrection of our Lord, was al-

ready for themselves something preparatory

and typical, it becomes to us a type of the way
which" all his future discipUs have also to pass

through, all those who are to be won through
the conviction of the Spirit out of the unbeliev-

ing world ; a way through that godly sorrow

which at first distinguishes them fully from the

world, into the joy of faith and life in the Holy
Spirit. What the fxiHftov, " a little while," and

flra'/liK //i«poV, "again, a little while," of the

departure of Jesus embraces during the few

days of the Apostles' waiting, is a prophetic

mirror for the course of the whole Church, for

the great interval from his going away till his

return in a wider sense. Let this be taken

preliminarily for the general indication of the

sense from ver. 16 to ver. 24; in which section

vers. 16-21 treat of the sorrow (necessary to

the birth which is here in question), and then

immediately vers. 22-24 of that certainly fol-

lowing, increasing, and finally consummate joy.

Verse 16. The Lord had spoken similarly

\a chap. vii. 33 to the Jews, in chap. xiii. 33,

and more directly chap. xiv. 19, to the disciples

—but now first does he bring it closely home
to them. The words and the thoughts, at least

in ihejirst two clauses (the bond ot connection

of the third introduces a difficulty), appear to

us now very simple and plain ; but the longer we
pause before the word the more cause do we
find to rsk, even as expositors. What is it that

he saith? Chap. xiv. 19 is however distin-

guished from the present words, in that here

not merely are iJte disciples included as for a

while, like the world, not seeing him ^this was
there also hinted) ; but the seeing agatn, which
is promised to them, is connected also with a

gracious itccXtv juixfjov, coming very near.*

• ThM, mxpov jioints in both ca*e» to an inter-

val needs no proof on account of the ndXtv.
The translation is false, therefore, which gives,

And th^ru shall ye for a while, a li'.lle lime, see rue

This of itself is enough to prove that the an-

cients were not absolutely wrong when they
referred the clause to the Lord's resurrtc/ion ;

this is incontrovertibly the most immediata
meaning of the letter of the contrast between
oipedOe, "ye shall see," and ov BecopeirSy
" ye shall not s^e [behohl] " (if the one removes
the bodily visibility, the other gives it back
again). The plain parallel in chap. xiv. 19
proves the same, also ver. 22 of this chapter,

where it is impossible to dissever the resur-

rection from oipo/iiai v).idi. Olshausen is there-

fore incorrect in saying, "All the better expos-

itors are now agreed that a reference to the

bodily resurrection is not here the direct accep-

tation ; " while he (in company with ahnod all

modern interpreters, headed by Luther and
Calvin) interprets the promise as referring only

to an internal spiritual seeing. It would be

better to say that the sight of the Lord return-

ing in the resurrection is i\\Q fird meaninc;;*

and to admit that the ancients in goinq no fur-
ther were wrong also on their part. The error

on both sides is no other than a forgetfulness

of the typico-pr rfiheticAil p^rsjyctive, which is so

habitually left out of view. This we must per-

sist in re-asserting, and point to it as the alone

satisfactory hermeneutical principle for the so-

lution o! these last predictions of Jesus, just as

we had reason to do upon Matt. xxiv. The pro-

phetic word receives its first complete fulfillment

in the future of the Spirit, according to its spir-

itual and most essential meaning ; but it connects

itself in its expression with the typical event
which presents the more immediate future as

already present. B.-Crusius is in the right

direction, " As ver. 20 seq. speak of that sensi-

ble re-appearance, this may be the meaning
already in our passage." As, for the unbeliev-

ing world, the seeing oi the Judge coming in the

clouds, according to chap. xxvi. 64, Ixgins with

the first announcement of his victory over

death and of his justification, but then reaches

onward to the last day—^just so the seeing of

the Lord, which is known by laith, in the light

and by the glorification of the Spirit, actually

begins in the case of the disciples on the morn-
ing of the resurrection and goes on through the

ascension and pentecost. The day of life, of the

Spirit which was immediately to follow upon
the suddenly darkening nigh.t of death, and
which the Lord promises as the time of a seeing

(as if Hard uixp6v)—for I go (presently again)

my way to the Father.

* Luthardt Acy^s me some justice here: "The
return of Christ to his Church is in a manner
promise 1 ; the disciples are relerred to the trans-

itory return of their Lord and their brief commun-
ion with him, as a ])lod2;e of h s future return."

[n fact, it ni.iy well he so, for tiie letter sieaks un-

deniahly of the rosurie<;;ion. But we as-ert

something more and difiercnt from this : The
Lord does not speak of a transitori/ communion as

the type of that which was o\i\y fut-ure, as if he-

tween the two intervened a Ioiie separation and
orphanliood, but ot the real beginning of an abid-

ing fellowship and un.on through the Spirit.
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no longer to cease, extends in its grand all-com-
prehending aspect Irom the resurrection morn-
ing to—the full consummation of every indi-

vidual, as of the whole Church. The return of

the Lord, of which in ver. 22 6tl>o/uai ijjuai is

spoken, has its great commencement in the

resurrection, but is not fulfilled in its last and
deepest sense until that return which was al-

ready spoken of in chap. xiv. S*—thus in his

taking to himself (as we there expounded) the

individual, and in his parousia at the end for

the entire Church. t So far is Augustine not
altogether wrong, when he referred it to this

last and proper return after his departure to

the Father. But all these critical points must
be embraced in one, if we would extract from
the meaning of the Lord's word to the first

disciples the meaning which it contained for
us all.

Bengel thinks that oTtrsiy, as compared
with BEoopeiVfhas a mQa.mngTnagiscumefftdu,
and would make this an argument for a spirit-

ual beholding, with joy and clear apprehension
;

but when we regard the words rigorously, their

SEcopEir would rather (as in earlier passages)

be the spiritual beholding, otcteiv, on the other

hand ("as is plain in ver. 22) the physical see-

ing. We hold the truth to be that the not see-

ing and the seeing in both cases are to be under-

stood first as bodily, using this as the expression

for the subsequent reference to spiritual seeing.

While the disciples saw not Jesus, their faith

in him, their seeing him as the Son of God, was
obscured and almost taken away.

The \\\io\Q pasnion, the full deep suffering of
death, in which, even for himself, such immeas-
urable elements of woe conspired, is contem-
plated by the Lord as a brief transition, and
he passes joyfully over it by his ndXiv jLUMpov.
For in that and after he dies, he goeth only
to the Father, to his own glorification ; see

chap. xiv. 28. This of itself somewhat ex-

plains the striking clause with'orz, J which has
its difficulty still when more closely examined,
and concerning which Tholuck too boldly says,
" This on would be perfectly unintelligible if

the Lord spoke of bodily seeing." Certainly, if

of this alone ; but our exposition knows better.

Von Gerlach more cautiously and correctly re-

marks, " The difficulty for the disciples lay in

this because of the going away, and th-.refoix of

the seeing; if Ihey had apprehended all that

went before, they would have presently found
the solution of this new word also, which ceased
to be a mystery after all that had passed."
Had not the Lord opened his whole discourse
(chap. xiv. 3) with " going away and coming

* Klee perceives this, but exhibits it in a one-
sided and ungrounded manner.

f Compare the correct exposition in Goschel, in
his Lehre von dem letsten B.ngen (Berlin, 1850), p.

40 ff.

X Us absence in many Codd. is certainly an
omission, as ver 17 shows. Tischendorf very im-
properly leaves out these words, which Lachmann
merely bracketed.

again?" Did not this coming again occur to

them most plainly in the uxbEeBi fie f But this

being plain, and giving them the clue to his

meaning, should not the on vndyw come in

before as belonging only to the ov StoDpEire

U£? So Plenninger (whose zeal for making
every thing plain and square often leads his

otherwise keen insight astray) interposes arbi-

trarily
—

" For in the interval t go to the Father."

(Against this chap. xx. 17 is to be observed.)

The Lord designedly did not thus set forth his

Ttapoiuia, his enigmatical word; the going to

the Father is made the foundation of the entire

double clause, indeed, taking into account the

nearer connection and the predominant tone of
promise which falls on the ndXiv, especially of

the seeing again and the return. Yet from

the going away, the not seeing seems immedi-
ate'y to follow ; but this only presses the para-

dox into the deeper thought which was pre-

pared for in chap. xiv. 28—My departure to the

Father leads me to honor and glory, by means
of which I can reveal myself to you after, and
in consequence of, my death. (Braune excel-

lently puts it, " He is not withdrawn into the

realm of shades from which no return is possible,

but to the glory of the Father, whence he can

continually and forever reveal himself to his

own.") Still more explicitly, after all this:

My death and departure to God is that of the

high priest, for redemption, the opening of

heaven, the preparing for place, the obtaining

the Spirit—and from this would arise to their

minds the deeper view, that he would not give

himself per^manen ily to be seen in the body, but

in tlie higher manner of the Spirit continue it, a

final visible manifestation be:ng the final and
glorious necessary consequence of all. But
what is said is spoken in obscjre intimation,

Ye shall see not merely my victory over the

power of death, which cannot hold me, and
through this my return from the grave, but ye

shall go on to ?ee soon (all a xdXiv nipnov)
my ascension to the Father also, ye shall see me
in this my way, and be altogether satisfied with

my departing; and yet remaining. One is al-

most tempted to translate. Ye shall see me, that

or hmn, forsooth, I go to the Father—but this

would be improper as being contrary to the

arrangement of the sentence, which, like every

stimulating enigma-word, must be as simple in

its expression as profound in its meaning.
Not all the disciples inquire and seek in ex-

press words the meaning of what has been
said ; there are some who do, but John does not

name them, any more than he names himself

—

assuredly one among those who pondered in
silence, and probably having some slight under-

standing. They are not sufficiently bold, even
after the encouragement of ver. 5, to ask the

Master himself, for they have also to reflect

upon the constant allusion to a future under-

standing. But as they surround him, speaking

about his words half aloud, they gradually take

time and get more courage. The words they

understand and retain well, so that they can
literally repeat them; but they do not appre-
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hend their meaning, therefore twice, What is

this that he miihf First, the two-fold predic-

tion, and the strange reason assigned for both
;

then, spelling it out, they take it to pieces

(Bengel: They disjoin the two conjunct words),

hence the nai orz, and that with a strengthen-

ing iyoj* Thus do they confuse themselves

over the mystery, without asking him, as the

Jews did, chap. vii. 36. It was natural that

the most startlmg word, that which finally ob-

truded itself upon them, would be the ninpov ;

and at lust they limit themselves to this, with

a previous tovto, indicating that they em-
braced all in this one word. So near was the

great turning-point to be, the sorrow and joy,

the seeing and not seeing of which they cannot

understand, Vecameii is stated to be near. The
result is, We hiow not tchit he saith—in which
they unconsciously utter a general confession

applicable to aU his discourse.?. The apparent-

ly diffuse and prolix style of description here is

notwithstanding perfectly precise in its dis-

tinctive shades of expression, down to the

slightest turn.f The Eiitov ovv, " then said,"

ana eXeyov ovv^ " they said therefore" (even
with the jiat between), do not indicate, as

Lampe thinks, different words of different par-

tics ; but the same some of his disciphs is the

subject, though they are speaking to oiie an-
other. They arc not able at once to ask, but
they revolve the question and his word in

their thoughts ; and their ovh oiSafiEr passes

finally into that which Jesus remarks, encour-
ages, and anticipatingly responds to before it

is uttered—Now we will ask him instead of

one another.

Verse 19. "Christ repeats to them the
words ojice more tchich John also recites, because
they contain matter of permanent thought and
embarrassment to his people." So does the
Berlenb. Bibel hit the true emphasis of the seven
times recurring " little while"—the title given
to the jubilate between Easter and Pentecost,

and which gives the profound reason of the

true jubilate which should spring in a little

while from the plorahitis et Jlebilis. John tells

U3 that they desired to ask him, only that he
may show us that Jesus marked it. But Jesus,

humbling them, and yet humbling himself to

their thoughts, first touches their inquiring

among tlumsehes ; and then once more declares

to them in prophecy still, what he had before

said (but without the 1 go aicny)—thus seem-
ing to say, Do you contend about these plain

words ? But he then goes on to take them for

the text cf a yet more plain and penetrating
prospective explanation of the experience which
should presently befall the disciples.

Verse 20. He designedly omits the going to

(he Father, as this would have required him
once more to lament over or reprove tlrem for

* Tliis may bo cenuiiip tlie second time, in the
repetition. [Tlie Eng. Vers, neglects both these
peculiarities.]

\ Thus we see no reason for changing the Text.

Bee. to suit Riuck's lucubratiou.s

their not understanding it. But therjo< seeing
and yet seeing again he now describes still

more plainly by its effects, or rather by tbo
position in which it will place the disciples;

and his Amen, Amen, is the preface of a plain
declaration how it will be with their souls. Te
shall we^p and lament—Ye shall mourn over me
as dead. Ye shall see me go as by a fearful

dying into death. This .nXavdere xai Sprjvy-
6EVE is more than the onlv similar TteyOely
Hat xXaieiv of Mark xvi. 10. For the words
run just like the ordinary wailing for the dead,

concerning which SfOTjyEiv (Luke xxiii. 27,
vii. 32), and S/jz/koS (Matt. ii. 18 ; 2 Sam. i.

17; Jer. ix. 17), in particular were used. This
of itself was dreadful enough for the poor dis-

ciples—Lamentation of death over the Son of

the living God, their sole unfailing Comforter.
But now to deepen it follows the joy of the
world, not for the sake of referring to the
world—which would be inappropriate here

—

but to intensify the word for the disciples. No
man will comfort you or sympathize with your
sorrows; rather will the whole of the rest of

the world around you rejoice over that which
is your sorrow, and laugh at and mock you.
They will rejoice that they are rid of me, as

they will imagine, Psa. xxii. 18, xli. 9. They
will institute a new Purim feast, days of pros-

perity and joy, in which to congratulate one
another with gifts, as if Hainan the Jews'
enemy hung on the cross. This rejoicing of

the world is the keenest sword to weakness and
unbelief, as well as to the true dependence of

the sorrowful disciples trusting in God (Psa.

xlii. 11). Once more the Lord condenses, for

the vjnel?, "ye," thus set in opposition to the
HudMo?, " world," all into one deep AvTtT/Or}-

6e60e* " ye shall lament," concerning which
B.-Crusius says witli right feeling, " XvTtaisOai

is still more than the ^ptjvElv and nXaiEiv."
But now the seeing again and the joy. Bv a
saying {^y napotiniaii) very common in ordi-
nary human life and in Scripture the Lord
describes the change and transition which
should in their case take place in a peculiar .

and incomparable sense. As it is written in

Esth. ix. 22, concerning the ungodly, revencre-

ful joy of the saved Jews,t which nevertheless

was a feeble type of a better joy

—

np[^ !]2n3

niD nvh f'axoi nnpb6 ;ijvp (Sept. idrpix<p7}

avToli (XTto TCEvOovi El? ;jfa'/3aV)—^jnst so does
the Lord here speak, probably not without an
echo of this well-known formula, which would
then contain a secret ironical allusion to the
reversal of the false Israelites' Purim. If such

* We must not read vnEii Se, for the antithe-

sis does not any longer point backward, but for-

ward in the dXXei.

f It is to intimate this that Mordecai, led by t'o
Holy Spirit, throngliout the whole of tliis l)ook

which shows us Israel at tlie !owe.st depth in which
it was recognized and even defended as the people
of God—suppresses the name of Cod and the word
prayer.
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a reference seems too far-fetched or inappro-

priate, we find the saying concerning the con-

version of sorrow into joy ofien enough recur-

ring in all kinds of forms, as in Psa. xxx. 12

(comp. Job. XXX. 31), and see particularly Jer.

xxxi. 13. . The expression here is heightened to

the utmost, however, since the sorrow is itself

to become joy ; it is not merely to be lost in or

exchanged for joy, but the subject and ground
of the sorrow becomes the subject and ground
of the joy. This is here true in an abounding
sense : the cross of our Lord is glorified into an
eternal consolation; out of the sorrow at the

cross and the sepulchre, because in it there was
the believing and loving seeking of the Cruci-

fied, is lorn their joy in the living risen One,

who goes before into the heavens. The same
holds good as a universal promise to all sorrow

which is not sorrow of the world, but A.v7tt^

xard Seov, or " godly sorrow "—which can

no longer rejoice where the world exults.

Those who weep bear already the precious seed

which rises again into sheaves of joy—" on the

flood of tears we float out of ruin"—suffering

was to the disciples as to their Lord the neces-

sary and afterwards thankfuHy acknowledged
passage to bliss.

Christians, as we shall hereafter more defi-

nitely show, may hope for an ever new repeti-

tion of this change. When the world is in sor

row it still has a hope that sorrow will be

turned again into joy, and externally and for a
Avhile its hope is often fulfilled ; but all the

more certainly will the final separation take

place at the last. The Lord does not here ex-

pressly say that all the joy of the world must
finally be turned into woe, because that at pre-

sent does not conduce either to his own or his

people's joy, and because he would avoid every
appearance of a reciprocation of gladness in the

world's righteous condemnation.* But this

was also to be understood : see Luke vi. 25.

Verse 21. The definite v yvvt}, "[the]
woman," begins once more in a proverbial, fig-

urative tone, and sets clearly before us the sim-

,
ilitude to be explained afterwards. (No accu-
sative was wanted with the ozav Tmr^fy for

TiHreiv stands absolutely for ooSiveiy or

KvEiv, as frequently appears.) So we find

yevvav as here used of the mother (Gal. iv.

24; Matt i. 25, ii. 1), although not often, and
for the most part not without a special empha-
sis which expresses rather the perfected bring-
ing forth of that which was ah'eady begotten,
than the simple bearing in itself AVhat would
be the father's begetting, if the mother did not

* There is nevertheless a pure joy which the
perfectly just may feel in the righteous judgment
of God, and which must not be called rejoicing in

evil (2 Thess. i. 6 ; Rev. xviii. 20). This meaning
of the Spirit in the typical Old Testament {e. g.

Psa. cxxxvii.) must be carefully distinguished from
the human joy which might be connected with it.

There mny be in heaven a most glorious realiza-
tion of the true Turim joy, in the name of the
Lord.

bring forth and give full birth to the offspring ^

Hers is thus the decisive labor of sorrow there-

in. Augustine would take to TtaiSiov (on
account of his mystical meaning) for the male
child ; but without any reason, for it is quite

general and almost the same as yEvv7ji.ia,

"'.^^D'n.^ >^'i?) ^^' E^*- <^s li^^^le child, how-

ever, is already a man, complete for future

growth, as the common note of mothers' joy
runs—" The blessed God hath forgotten noth-
ing in him."* That a sinful man is born into

this temporal, miserable, perverted w^rM—alas !

that in itself says but little; without the grace
of God coming to nature's help all mothers'
joy is but vain, and may be the ground of fu-

ture woes, as in Eve's yet ignorant K^'^jt 'O'PP*

Nevertheless, in the symbolical domain of na-
ture, this joy has for the first its full propriety ;

God has wisely and graciously so ordered it,

for the compensation of pangs and the continu-
ance of the human race, that the mother
presently reinemiereth no more the anguhh, and
therefore fearlessly hath her desire towards her

husband still (Gen. iii. 16, TjnpV.^'n T]ii>''X"i>K

—

whence immediately follows his lordship).

But all this, since the fall which introduced
it, is only a symbolical prophecy, written in

nature by the finger of God, of the new birth

of the true, restored man, as we have already

seen in chap. iii. ; no man doubts that here
also tlie Lord speaks ^v Ttapoti-iia, or in sim-
ilitude, although the current interpretation of

the words exhibits all variations of depth. The
immediate and sudden transition from the
greatest anguish to the most compensative joy,

as in the case of the mother when she hath
borne her child, and further the necessity of

these woes, and their being in the fi-uit of them
themselves turned to joy—is a type of the cor-

responding spiritual process which admits of

comparison with no other in the whole domain
of nature. The first and fundamental to';w??i

comparationis, therefore, lies in the simple word
—Your sorrow shall be turned into py. Fur-
ther, in the spiritual fulfillment of this the
same man is even both in one person—the
bearing mother and the child borne. In the

Old Testament not only are the pangs of birth

a frequent figure of the greatest anguish and
distress generally (rn?i'3), but the similitude

often presses onward into its spiritual inter-

pretation. See Micah iv. 9, 10; Hos. xiii. 13,-

in the right translation and exposition ; but
especially the remarkable passages Isa. Ixvi. 7,

8 and xxvi. 17-19, into the deep meaning of

which we cannot permit ourselves now to en-
ter, but leave it to the investigation of th»
thoughtful reader.

* In this mother-joy in the birth of a " man
child," Braune sees st'll more, " The woman has
the deepest and most living interest in

—

hitmariiti/
"

(
U>isre Zeit and die inncre Mission, Leipzic, 1850,

p. 191).
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W/io is then the bearing one, to whom Jesus

here promises joy after and oat of anguish?
Manifestly, in the first place, as in ver. 20 be-

fore and ver. 22 afterward it is declared—liis

disciples. How and when were tiiey so trou-

bled? (Luke xxiv. 17). How did the resur-

rection tidings astound them as they mourned
and wept ! (Mark xvi. 10). Was not this sor-

row concerning Christ, this passion-sympathy,

actually ?o (hem first of all the anguish of the

new birth, a divine sorrow on account of sin ?

We may say that what was wanting in these

first disciples to the full deep penitence which
must precede the reception of the whole grace

of Christ, was experienced now first in its depth
during these days. In their ears also sounded
the word, piercing their heart and conscience,

which the sufferer cried—Weep not for me but

for yourselves ! Under the cross of their Lord
they learned to .wroip for sin, as they had never

been taught before, with full understanding and
feeling : the joy of the world showed them what
the world was, and delivered them from all the

dreams of a Messiah's kingdom in this world;

this drove them lack into the depths of their

own hearts, where they found the root and es-

sence oi the same sin, and in the entire obscu-

ration of all else it was to them as if they were

themselves no better than the world, unworthy
of their heavenly friend ; as if the triumphant
power of sin in them had put an end to all

which their faith had hitherto apprehended and

hoped for. They smo him no more, not even

in the light of faith in remembrance. All their

previous unbelief must become manifest to them
as condensed into one whole, their tecalciiem

must sink into impotence raid despondency.

They saw and they tasted with Christ, as

far as in them lay, the sin of the icorld, and

moreover, thdr own, sin in it—they were almost

reduced to become conscious only of sin, with-

out a propitiation or redemption.* This way
from sorrow to joy was to the first disciples as

the pangs of birth for the outburst of resurrec-

tion-gladness ; and their way, as we shall see

more plainly soon, shadowed out our way to

the same result. None of us appropriates, in

true personal experience, the joy of Laster and

Pentecost until the passion-sorrow has first

prepared the way.
But let us now penetrate still more deeply.

What was all the suflfering of the disciples out

a fellowsliip with the sufTerinc^s of their Lord ?

Did not he first, in the deepest reality, feel in

himself that anguish on account of sin, did he

not experience all the throes and pangs of

death that he might, by sutfering, bring forth

life? He himself in such reality that liis dis-

ciples, to the end of their days, and of all time,

might enter more and more fully into the fel-

lowship of this snfTf-ring unto their full consum-
mate birth into life ? He who does not at last

refer ver. 21 to Christ him-elf has not yet ex-
tracted the whole meaning of the word. Thus
not merely (as Dr.aseke says), " Wil/i yn it

will be as with a mother;"" although Ficken-
scher truly observes that " Jesus would apply
the similitude of the laboring mother only to
his disciples." His express words of interpre*
tation,that is, speak only of them; but this in-

terpretation itsalf is not otherwise to be under-
stood than as we first penetrate to the ground
of the matter, and perceive how Christ in his

person endures the regeneration-pangs of entire

humanity. C/v8«and neio birth are clo.sely con-
nected in one, as was shown to Nicodemus at

the beginning ; if for us the second conies out
of the first by means of the crucifying with
him of our old man, so must the Son of Man,
who draws us into his fellowship, himself first

have entered into a real fellowship with this

old man—though without sin o,f hi.i own. An
intimation of this is already found in the fact

that our Lord says here with the same em-
phasis—Her hour is come—as he previously had
said concerning his own sufVerings ; but it more
certainly proves it-elf by a right understandin.^

of the great matter itself.*" The death of

Christ was " the sore birth-act of entire hu-
manity" (as Olshausen expresses himself), for

humanity was in him not merely represented
in cffigie, but essentially comprised in him.
The Messiah, suiTering and scorned, bears the

people all in his bosom—thus is Psa. Ixxxix.

50 rightly interpreted anil expounded ;t this is

the seed which he has, the fruit which he bears,

the ^Pi3 DiS " people to be born," to which the

righteousness shall be declared which he hath

accomplished (Psa. xxii. 30, 31). What in

him is flesh of our flesh, infirmity derived from
Adam's fall, becomes the vessel and instrument

of redeeming sensibility to sin and experience

of death, by which comos in the first breaker-

through, the great birth of the new man in his

person, which may be regarded as the fully

born Son of God in humanity, as well as the

more than reinstated heavenlv man glorified 'in

the Godhead (1 Cor. xv. 47, 48). Chrysostom,

bordering on this mystery, refers our saying to

the cnSTvai tov Sixvdrov, "pains of Seath,"

Acts ii. 24, in which we must be on our guard

against finding, with the superficial, an error

of the Sept. for " bands." The ^iN'J' "-bn, Psa.

* " As if there were upon earth only sinners

who godlcssly mocked in their sin, and sinners

who wept helplessly beneath it." The autlior un-

folded all llie thouiilits of this ptissage in the third

of Zwanzig htblische Predigtcn (Kempten, published

by Danuheimer, 1832).

* This we would desire for Luthardt, who has

ventured somewhat too eaily on John's Oospeb

Forgetting his earlier admission, he makes the

Lord he'.e asjain si)"ak for the time heyond the

death and resurrection—literally and alone con-

cerning the now birth of the glorified Church at

his coming. Tiiis is exegesis which condemns it-

self by it'Tutter inaii])ropriateness for the pulpit,

contn-idicting the Si)irit who preaches in the

Church.

t See my rsahncnhommcntar, which establishei

this grammatically.
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xviii. 5, the sorrow of hades, Christ has already

anticipated upon the cross, so that he comes to

the place, where, indeed, many will yet be born

to him, as already the living forerunner and
conqueror.* In this great process of birth in

death, the real prototype of the regeneration of

every child of Adam which is thus made pos-

sible, he is himself the laboring mother ; but

we may and we must more precisely say that

the mother of all birth and new birth is tlie

Spirit, who at the beginning of the new crea-

tion out of the first ruin, of light out of the

darkness, wrought brooding upon the waters

(Gen. i. 2, nsnnp) T who now as nvev/ua

alaivtov, " eternal Spirit" (Heb. ix. 14), over-

Comes the flesh, rends the veil of death in

order to the breaking through of the God-man,
previously prepared for in humanity, but now
made perfect ; who since then as the Spirit of

the Church brings to their full issue all the

further pangs which produce the brethren of

the first-t)orn. Here we can speak only in the

language of Theosophists and Mystics; and
common theology is impatient of this, and
turns away from it.

Verse 22. The three stages in the experience

of the disciples, which are here brought into

one perspective of prophecy and yet plainly

distinguished, have been brought into promi-
nence by Beck, I with his wonted depth of in-

sight into Scripture. " One feast followed

another after the passion, in which they had
sorrow : at the resurrection he saw them again,

but (we would add) they saw him not yet in

full clearness, they had not their full joy
through fear of the Jews; first at the ascension,

Vk'hen they saw him go to the Father (/JXaTtov-

Tojy avr^y, Acts i. 9), their hearts rejoiced;

but this also would have vanished as a beauti-

ful dream if tlie Comforter had not assured
them at the Pentecost that no man should take
from them their joy." Here also we see why
now otpoiitat, " I will see," stands instead of

vipE6Qe, "ye shall see," for not only does all

epriaig from his return in the resurrection, but
their seeing and beholding will be first consum-
mated in tlie Spirit as the consequence of that.

That their h^art should rejoice— is the echo of

Old-Testament words, as in Psa. xxii. 27, the

pregnant 1]}^ D333^ Tl^ " your heart shall live

forever "—and still more plainly Isa. Ixvi. 14,
Hcxi orpedOs, nai xapV'^s'^cici V 'xapSia ijuaov,
" when ye see this your heart shall rejoice."

This last parallel teaches us at once two things

:

that the last fulfillment of this promise reaches

* See my Ee^en der Apostel, i. 42, and the Psal-

menkom., where the whole difficulty of the dis-

tinction between '?3n fi'om ^2T\ and >^3n from

i)3n is fully entered into.

t Basil, lib. 2, Hexcem. dviQaXne xai ^oooyo-
ret Ti/v T(ov vSlxtoov q>v6iv Hard Ti)y si'ko-
ra rrji iTtcjaZovarfi opriQoi; comp. Deut.
jcxxii. 11.

4: Chnstl. Reden, ii. 63 ff.

forward to the end of the Church's victory, and
that this joy of heart is the contrast of the

world's joy turned into mourning (Isa. Ixv. 13,

14). Yes, indeed, this is a joy against which
(even now) the laughter oi the world is a howl-

ing. Did the world rejoice around the cross

of Christ accoi'ding to ver. 20, in any sucli

sense that their h^ari actually was glad? That
could not have been, nor can it be so ever.

The joy of the world is no deeper than the

skin ; it is a sickly spasmodic tumult in the

flesh, against the feeling of the heart and the

testimony of the conscience. " They laugh

—

but anguish is in their hearts." It is only be-

cause they enter not into their hearts that they
can for a while enjoy a forced satisfaction. The
world which, with or without Christ, would
evade the thought of sin and death, the deepeai

ground of all sorrow, can secure its joy only I y
the dissipation of its inmost nature, and by be-

coming deaf to its voice. Therefore its joy is

loud, while yet silent joy is alone genuine and
profound. When its gladness and mockery be-

come silent around Golgotha, nothing remains
but that all the people smite upon their breasts.

The world needs something from witJioiit for its

joy, because it has not its source within, no
child of this world can rejoice alone with his

God; but the children of God through Christ

seek it in their hearts, and in their hearts they
have salvation, their true joy. The world is

satisfied without satisfaction—we lose not the

hearts' peace in the midst of all the tribulation

which may befall. The world misunderstands
and perverts the word of Ecclus. xxx. 22-25,
which the pious man intended not indeed in the
sense of Wisd. ii. 6-9, but yet, being without
the Spirit of inspiration, has expressed in a
way easily misunderstood—It fears and drives

from it sorrow, as death. But believers under-
stand better, according to 2 Cor. vii. 10, and
resign themselves willingly to that wholesome
tribulation which only increases their joy.

Still the Lord's last words are true to them
— Their py no man taketh away. (Mark the
hint that it is otherwise with the world.) The
root and principle and strength of their joy
cannot be touched, however afflictions may
come ; for 2 Cor. i. 5 holds eternally true, and
suffering with Christ becomes itself ever increas-

ing consolation and joy. As long as the dis-

ciples are in the world, they do indeed need a
preservation from evil ; for there is danger ever
present of their joy being taken away. But if

they do not themselves fall from it and destroy
their own peace, no man else, not the world
and its princes can rob them of their once-
received joy (just as chap. x. 28 was expound-
ed). The present ai'pei, " taketh," once more,*
has great emphasis, it embraces the whole time
to come, but means finally the goal of consum-
mate security, 1 Pet. i. 7-9. thus the entire

promise, in as far as it includes not merely tha

whole future life of these first disciple.s, but the

* For neither s^ste nor dpal is a correct read-
ing: both originated in an igr.orant emeudat on.
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whole succession of future disciples, extends very

far, actually even to the end of the days. This

13 the truth of the exposition which would be

f)rematurely eschatological. And here we plain-

y perceive (preparatorily to ver. 23) what is

the key to the understandino; of the inmost

meaning of the word, that wliicli alone satisfies

its meaning: The way of the first disciples be-

tween the passion and pentecost is a type of the

whole interval of the Lord's Church between
Lis departure to the Father and his final return.

This is to be understood according to the genius

of the New Tesiament, where the prophetico-

typical history already carries in itself the es-

sence of its fulfillment (which in the Old Tes-

tament only sometimes and in a certain sense

preparatorily is the case).

Tiie child-bearing woman is further the

Church through the Spirit within her, yea, hu-

manity itself as far as it is called, and by
the Spirit also within it prepared, to become
the Church. Now are the many children born,

like the dew ot the morning-dawn ; but the

dawn is ever preceded by the night. That
which is received and prepared in secret (Psa.

cxxxix. 15) is, in every one who withstands not

this preparation, at the right time when his

hour is come, born in a first complete birth.

But the new-born disciples of Christ have still

much sorrow in the world, they enter through
much tribulation into the kingdom of God;
the whole Church included as one in Christ has

no other way to pass in its process throuph
the ages. In the meanwhile, and all around it,

the world rejoices on. The children of this

world take their childish plea.sure in natural

life, in its strength, gifts, and advantages—this

is the least thing, although that whicli in chil-

dren is natural ani relatively innocent, in the

adult can be no other than fully. Great folly is

it, indeed, to be willing to pursue their undis-

turbed pleasures—and to be able, in as far as it

is 3 matter of will, and there is no heart to-

wards God and eternity. But the case is

worse, for in the ground of the heart and con-

science the claims of God are ever enforced,

bis reproving Spirit continually speaks. Thus
the world rejoices not only without God hui

againd God ; it rejoices wilfully in kin, makes
that its pleasure, which should be the ground
.of all true and salutary sorrow. Then cometh
the Christ, whom the Spirit preaches, across its

path—and the world despises and crucifies him
in his members, rejoices in an imaginary vic-

tory over him ; and that is, in the awful fulfill-

ment of the first type, the lying Passover and
perverted Purim which our modern pseudo-
Christendom, with its babbling about its own
God and its own " redemption," celebrates.

But he who—and lie atone who can no longer

rejoice with this world, fi;ids imperishable joy,

and that ever more increasing in the way
through true sorrow. If we are found in this

way of true discipleship we cannot idly enjoy

this life, for we have learned with the Preacher

the vanity of all things earthly, and the dread

Boleiiinity of death and judgment. We say to

the laughter, which dances on the edge of the
abyss, It is mad ; and to the mirth, which pre-
pares for itself external anguish. What doeth
it? (Eccles. ii. 2). We have known and felt,

yea, we know and feel in more and more entire

crucifixion with Christ, our own sinfulness and
sin ; and if in this our sorrow, as we hang upon
the cross, the world in mocking sympathy
would reach to us its deadening potion, we put
it from us as our Lord did. All worldly con-
solation is a mockery and horror, in all worldly
joy we taste the bitterness of sin. Therefore
we also mourn and weep, as our Lord did over
Jerusalem, over the sin and blindness of tlie

world, in the spirit of his members and
brethren, Psa. xxxv. 12-14. Those who are

marked with the n (" niark ") of the cross sigh

and cry for all the abominations that be done
in the midst of Jerusalem, Ezek. ix. 4. In this

last sense we have much distress, that we see

7u/t Jtnus* Nevertheless, with all the ever-

recurring afHictioiif of his people, there is ever
recurring also for his Church and every in-

dividual member of it the Easter and the Pen-
tecost, witnessed by constant external and in-

ternal victories, in which the living One sees

us again and quickens us; infuses into our
hearts new joy through his Spirit, a joy which
finally no man can take away. As the sum
of all : Every disciple of Jesus through his

entire life, the Cliurch of Christ as a whole
down to the end of the days, learns and ex-

periences in the cross of Christ that true sorrow
which genders joy, receives and enjoys this as

the fruit of the resurrection and Pentecost in a
progressive measure ever approaching perfec-

tion—until the great day dawns which will be

followed by no night, because light and dark-
ness, the new heavenly humanity and the

humanity which is lo:>t, will have then been
sundered forever through the throes of the

Spirit which continue through the ages, and
bring that to perfection in the Church which
Christ brought to perfection in himself.

Verses 23, 24. W'hen, in immediate con-

nection with what has just been said, we find

the grcatiit promise connected with the strik-

ingly prominent kv ineiy^ r^ i/nepci, " in that

day "— it becomes needful to mark carefully

the meaning of this formula. It is obvious
that it cannot mean any actual individual

* " Yea, the Christian grieves tliat he does net

find Jesus, wliom he would f:iin meet every wlie; e,

in so many ages and in .so many places, in so nnny
men and in .so many families, in so miny circum-

stances and in so many solemn oflicos. It irks

him sore that lie seeks him in vain without whom
there is no truth, no life, no i)eace, in so many
book-s, churclies, sermons, songs, and prayers''

(Brandt's Pred gtbtuh zu Jubilate).

t For every new generation of men must un-
d°rgo this pang of birth, the same transition from
sorrow to J'>y, which is by no means the result of

our •' weakness of failh." (This aga'nst Schh'ier-

maolier, who will evade th^ strict reference of this

to every individual. Uomil. ii. 633.)
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day ; and we cannot avoid seeing that the time
signified by it begins with the day of theresui--
rection, if we have rightly understood that the
great turning-point of the future, which our
Lord since chap. xiv. 3 has had always before
bis eyes, has its commencement in the resurrec-
tion morning after the night of suffering and
death. The same form of expression is used to
sigrrify this in chap xiv. 20. But as certainly
as we Iiave seen embraced in vers. 20-22 a
comprehensive glance at all the future of the
Church, must we, in this connected but height-
ened conclusion of all, give the words their
furthest reach cf signification. The Lord,
as we think at least, intends this iv insivj/
rj7 TfUEpa, corresponding with the prophetic
Ninn Di»3, first of all to include the whole

period of the dispensation of the Spirit, which
already typically commenced in his first return
and seeing them again ; and then pre-emi-
nently the end of this time, the consummation
of the fulness of the Spirit in his own, when he
shall have unfolded and imparted all that is

Christ's to his people. This is plain from the
greatness of the promise connected with it,

which can never have its full realization till

that goal is reached. In that dav ye shall ask
me nothing. Great and unfathomable word i

The ancient expositors, finding that atrsiv is

subsequently spoken of, would take epojrdv
in the same sense of putting a request :* Gro-
tius, and after him B.-Crusius, repeats this, the
latter asserting that " epiirav as in ver. 26 is

that referred to an individual matter which
airsiaOai is in general." But ver. 26 is far
from being as decisive as that in ver. 19
kftoordy is questioning and so recurs in ver.
30: the necessity of asking, as abolished
through consummated knowledge in the lio-ht

and life of the Spirit, is evidently the funda-
mental idea. It may be remarked that as both
meanings are included in the one Heb. ^XL*',
the ideas of begging and questioning pass o'le
into the other; hence Theophylact more correct-
ly afterward, and Augusline'adrait both senses
in the word. We shall see how much truth
there is in this ; and now holding to the main
idea obviously indicated, we would ask our-
selves, long after Pentecost, whether we have
reached ^such ^a point that we have nothing
more {ovH—ovdsy) actually to inquire about?
Whether the Apostles themselves reached that
point even in their life? Augustine says, We
hear the Lord Christ inquired of, after he had
risen. The last question at the ascension, Acts
i. 6, is inquiring enough, and is evc.i repelled
by being referred to the far futurity. It is

true, indeed, that a not asking through joy and
contentment is here promised, even as in ver.

5 the not asking through sorrow was blamed
;

it is nevertheless wrong to restrict this strongly
emphasized word to mean merely, Ye shall not
ask concerning that which I now speak of, ye

*So Chrys., Theoylyl, Theod. Mops., Tlieod.
Heracl.. and uthors.

shall not despondingly ask about my goisg
away. fTheophyl. : ovSev toiovtov oiov
Hoci Ttfioatjy nou vTtdyeii ;) For the itoii

vndyeii, which the Lord desired in ver. 5,

was not the questioning of sorrowful perplexitv,
but the true inquiry of spiritual intelligence;
when therefore he now speaks of " asking
iMthing more," he can mean only the con-
summate satisfaction both of knowledge and
of experience (which always go together),
(Tlieophl. afterward correcting himself, says,
Ttdyra ydp yvoo6e6'^lE kv Ttyevjiicxri.) Had
the disciples reached this point at the day oi

Pentecost? Did not the Spirit lead them by
degrees into all truth? and this through the
instrumentality of this further prayer for in-

creasing light and power of life in the Spirit?
Is not praying also a kind of asking?* We
find, indeed, in ver. 26 an air}}6E6BE connected
with the £v kKEiyTg rirj vj-ispa, but this contra-

diction is only thus to be explained, that there
the entire period of the dispensation of the
Spirit is referred to, while here in ver. 23 it is

specially its goal and end. The way to no
more supplicating and no more questioning, ia

to supplicate and question all the more dili-

gently till that day comes—this is the connec-
tion in which ver. 23 is continued.

This connection, however, is very generally
misunderstood. Even Meyer restricts the not
asking, as if their praying nevertheless was
altogelher parallel and simultaneous, when he
remarks, "Ye shall be able then with all your
doiibts, etc., to turn directly to heaven, ye shall

need my visibU •presence in the flesh no more."
Just so Neander : "They should then need his

sensible presence no longer, the Father himself
would impart to them all things." Grotius,

similarly; "The ens preceding seems to prove
that this member is to be opposed to what fol-

lows. The disciples were troubled, because
tbey would not then have Jesus present." Nor
otherwise Bengel :

" Ye shall apply to the Father
himself"—and this with the dismissal of all

desire for the visible presence of Jesus. t Ori-

aen pressed this so far as to deduce from the
imaginary antithesis between ei-te, " me," and
Toy TtcxTspa, "the Father," the inference that

prayer should not be directed to the Son {de

Orat. g 50). But we need only to push the
thought to this its extreme point, and its

incorrectness immediately appears. It would
be altogether out of harmony with the funda-
mental idea of these last discourses, that Jesus
should thus place his own person in opposition

to the Father (or even to the Spirit). It

is obvious that then first do his disciples pray
to or ask of him aright, when they pray to the
Father or inquire of the Spirit. (We do not
find with the airelre a second time rov

* " Thus all asking will not ceasCj since every
petition is also an inquiry" (Von Gerlach).

+ Similarly Fiken- cher, " Tlie emphasis is on tha

word me. Tlie disciples should no Ioniser ask
Jesus, but liis Spirit—then would all curious,

suiritlesSj anxiou^;, carnal questiouiug cease."
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irnrrfpar expressly ad 3ed, just as we do not in

chap. xiv.—and this is here of more signifi-

cance.) Thus the emphasis does not lie upon

the hi£, " me," but on the stronsj ovh ipooryj-

6erE ovSsy," ye shall ask nothing," the full

meaning of which must not be impaired. In

chap. xiv. 20 nerlect hioideJge was promised ;

but in this passage that consummation comes
into more decided prominence, as ("lie proper

and final goal of all. "We were right, conse-

quentlv, in asserting at the outset that the

promise of the coming again in these chapters

embraces all that may come under that idea in

one great perspective, extending finally to that

great day;* we see here how that assertion

proves itself, and bow most appropriate it

was that these farewell discourses for his then

present and future discipjes should have so ex-

tensive a roach. The oiponat x'^ia?, " I will

see you," here in ver. 22 is, in its general mean-
ing for the Church still from age to age pursu-
ing the way of the cross, the same final and
absolute return which we found in the begin-

ning at chap. xiv. 3: to the individual when he
is taken homo in death, to the whole body at

the parousia which we wait for. Thus the end
falls back into and coincides with the begin-

ning.

In the eternal glory, which will be the final

issue of all temporal adversity, " all our past

doubts will be solved, all our comjilaints si-

lenced, and all our queslioning ansjrered forever
;

then will be fully accomplished the saying.

And in that day ye shall ask me nothing more
;

that is, ye shall know and understand all, ye

shall look through the whole way through
your sorrows past into eternal joy, the whole
way through the world of your tribulation

unto me who overcame the world."! Dietz,

after di.«coursing upon our bias to auk unsea-

Bonable questions in our affliction, says, "But
one Jay in that world he will, in a manner be-

yond all comprehension of ours, justify himself

for all ; he will make it clear to our eyes that

his ways were altogether goodness and truth.

J

* Kling reaches the same result, and finds li -re

in John xiv.-xvi. that " the Purorain of Christ in n

wider ifnse rules all, there is a contimious revela-

tion, a continuous coniina: and making hiniifelf

present—wliicli, however, is in a more marked and
decisive manner evidenced at the great epoclis ot

tlie liist<^)ry of the kingdom of God, and at the

turning-points of its development" {Rheinische

Mona srh. 181G, Aug. and Sept). He rightly

places Matt, xxviii. lO by the side of J(jhn Xiv.-

xvi. as the ground-text of ejchatology, but we
' wou!d {.dd that the " until " is not wanting even
in Jolm ; we have it in chap. xvi. 22. 23.

f So many years ago I expounded it in tlie ser-

mon quoted above.

X Then will the lulflllment go beyond tlie figure

of the woman in l;ibor, since tlie^w more rememher-

ini the atiguish will he fulfilled in heaven, and yet

not fulfilled. In nature, as in the beginnings of

grace, we must forget the anguish in onler to be
liaf)))y; but the jinng.s of tlie pasion and new
biilli of the soul will bo au eternal memorial to

Then shall we ask him no more." And in tli'

same manner speaks Luther in his jubilat®

sermon, wliore, doing full justice to the under"
standing given by the Spirit, he asserts not"

withstanding, "But in this present life nothing
is to be fundamentally and fully understood."
These are thoughts which a preacher applying
the words to the congregation cannot, avoiil

deducing, and this homiletic e.^cegesis must
prove itself to be the sole perfect interpreta-

tion. Do we now carry our thoughts ujion the

Lord's promise further than ho himself car-

ried them? Storr, bound by his false grammat-
ico-historical exegesis, asks nevertheless with
all simplicity, " May we not also apply to the

final goal of hope which Jesus had set before

his Apostles, and of which his visit after his

death was the seal, that which he spoke con-

cerning the time when they should at his re-

surrection see him again—In that day ye shall

ask me nothing? Will it not indeed be pre-

eminently true of that period when we shall be

with Jesus in his Father's house, beholding

his visible glory forever, that then we shall

need to ask no more ? " But what right should

we have to push the meaning of our Lord's

words so far beyond the meaning in which he

is supposed to have used them ? The solution

of the whole lies here, that he spoke this ovh
(pojrt'jdere ovSev concerning the day of res-

urrection or pentecost, only in aa far as that

introductory day was the starting-point and
type of tJie perfect day of the Spirit, and in its

strict literalness only of the consummation and
close of this latter.

Our way to heaven, also, in the following

and fellowship of Jesus in his way through
sorrow to the Father, is conducting us to this

same end, the perfect issues of this great birth.

Jesus is still continually giving us his pledge

ihat we shall in a little while see him again
;

the difference is only this, that now the day
has already dawned, the access is open v/ide,

inasmuch as true asking and praying presently

finds hearing and answer, ana faith having the

earnest of the Spirit has the victory of the fu-

ture already in anticipation. Jesus takes hi.s

farewell of the disciples in the word which we
shall hear in ver. 33 ; thus there is as yet no
perfect joy and satisl'uclion, there is still the in-

terchange of anxiety and confidence, of dying
and living (2 Cor. vi. 9, 10)—after the forgot-

len pangs of travail new tribulation—after the

7 believe, I know, many a new doubt and mys-
tery. On this account our Lord, after having
pointed to the final goal, continues his encour-

agement in tiie way thus—But now, in the'

bright hope of that great day, ask and pray a»

ye have never done befwe.

The 'yl/itt)y, diit/y which comraencea this

the honor of God, whose sjjiritual working llicy

proclaim; and in lieaven first will the anguish
it.self become joy. The iememl)r.ince of peni-

tence and chasti^enifnf, and therefore of the sin

which needed them, will no; interrupt but lieighteu

our happiuess.
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gracious encouragement has misled many, as

in the Chui'ch pericopes (where it might be jus-

tified), so also in exposition, to begin a new
section with this Verily. Luther :

" He has

now ended the sermon, and told the disciples

all they were to know. He will now close

;

and gives a final encouragement to prayer."

But this disturbs the compact connection—Till

then pray on! and the new and closing section

is indicated plainly in ver. 25 by the rauta
XeXaXr/Ha, "these things have I spoken." The
Lord simply repeats here what he had said in

chap. xiv. 13, 14; and we must refer thither

for the exposition of praying in his name, and
of the universality of the promise (here o6 a
av— ). Hitherto ye have asked nothing in

my name—this is not a " reproof" (as Braune
and Rieger think), but confirms our exposition

in chap, xiv., of what this praying in the name

of Jesus properly is. Such prayer had not been

possible to any even the highest saints and
petitioners, not to the disciples themselves, be-

fore Jesus was glorified. The Lord's Prayer
itself became then a great truth to the disciples,

when they came to know that Jesus had gone
from them to the Father, and for what end he

had gone. " This manner of prayer generally

had never yet been known among the saints

upon earth—it announces itself as something
altogether new."* As in the Old-Testament
way of holiness the problem had ever been to

learn better how to pray, so also we have in the

practice of prayer in the name of Jesus the

only way of progress toward perfect holiness,

knowledge, and joy of heart. All the dis-

courses, exhortations, encouragements of our

Lord find their ultimate aim in directing us to

perfect prayer : therefore we have this word of

the beginning of the discourse, which stands

also in the middle of it, chap. xv. 7, recurring
with all its emphasis at the close. Airsiref
"ask"—this imperative oi the Sermon on the
Mount, now illustrated and strengthened by
In my 7ianie, is uttered here at the farewell with
the utmost graciousness. It is the most be-
nevolent permission, as well as the most solemn
and urgent commandment, of him whose desire

is our joy. Ask, so shall ye receive! Many,
alas ! who only half pray, and do not urge their

knocking even to pressing in, cannot afterward
receive even what they have prayed for. But

'

persistent prayer " obtains for me the blessing

that I can receive and appropriate that which
the Father gives. I actually obtain the hand
which enables me to lay hold of and receive

the heavenly gifts " (C. K. Rieger). Only in

this way will his joy in us, even as our own
finally, become full, itETtXrjpoonEVT], so that
nothing more shall be wanting to us. See chap.
XV. 11, and mark now the goal to which ver.

22 pointed.* The world has its vain, sinful,

distracted, enforced joy over the abyss into

which it is plunging ; and that it cannot pray,

either in joy or in the tribulations which al-

ready give their warning, is its true misery
and the beginning of its judgment. But the

disciples of Jesus pray themselves in the way
of the cross even into heaven, where they final-

ly have their full fruition. Then will they see

him, whom, having not seen, they love, and
have belived in ; but the faith, which looks to

this end, must, during the whole progress of

the way, rightly understand and joyfaily ap-
propriate the word of the true Comforter

—

Yet

a little tchile and ye shall see me, for I will come
to take you to the Father where I am, I will

return to fetch you homo

FINAL REFERENCE TO THE GREAT FUTURE—NOW IN PARABLE, THEN
OPENLY : THE LOVE AND FAITH OF THE DISCIPLES IN MUCH WEAK-
NESS : THE LAST CONSOLATION DERIVED FROM HIS OVERCOMING THE
WORLD.

(John xvi. 25-33.)

Verse 25 opens the final winding up of

these discourses to the disciples, the proper con-

clusion of the whole, rounded by " Tliese. things

* In Krammacher's Elias, iii. 85-102, there is an

episode on praying in the name of Jesus which
gives the truth beautifully, but in too paradoxical

expression. Thus, when it is said with strong em-
phasis that it is equal to our standing in the place

of Jesus, we miss the befitting counterpart

—

rather Jesus standing in ours. The substance of

our prayer is indeed pre-supposed, but not ade-

quately expressed—that we must pray only as

touching the kingdom of God, and for every thing

else as subject to its c.nditions.

hate I said vnto you" both at its beginning and
end. In a last reference to their future under-
standing the Lord declares emphatically all his
previous sayings to have been obscure, to be as
yet—not so much -unintelligible in themselves
(for how could he ever so speak ?)—as not un-
derstood by the disciples. The reason of this is

two-fold. As no prophetic word can be prop-
erly and fully understood before its actual ful-

fillment, so here—When the things of which
he had spoken shall come to pass, the veil of

* " Until ye obtain aU Ihings and have your full

joy ; which prayer will be first fulfilled on the last

day " (Luther).
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obscurity will fall from his mysterious words.

Nevenlielcss, the blessed disciples would have
uudersfood at least much more than they did,

if the veil had not been upon their hearts and
minds. Yea, they helieved in him and loved him,
as he graciously and solemnly testilies here

;

but their faith is so little based upon know-
le<lge, their love is still so weak, that he is con-

strained to connect with this the pre-announce-
ment of their immediately impending 6Hop-
TTiXsoOai eii TO. iSur," scattering to their own."
His concluding address, therefore, resolves it-

self, as we said in the introductory analysis,

into three parts. In vers. 25-28 he consoles

them, while he, without any questioning or

suggestion of theirs, alludes to the feeling of his

words' mysteriousness which filled their minds,
by the promise of a future dvayyeXXeiv
nafifjt]6ioc, "showing plainly,"* from which
will follow their asking and receiving unto ful-

ness of joy
;

yea, he goes so far as to assure
them, for the sake of the love and faith, which
they already have, of the especial love of the

Father, and to seal this again in ver. 28 by the

p'ainest recognition of their faith ia his having
come forth from God. But when the simple

disciples prematurely suppose, thereby reveal-

ing their ignorance, that they already under-
stand him, and regard this as the promised
future enlightenment, asserting their weak
confused W»l>elier>e with an emphatic By this—
he is constrained in vers. 31, 32 to answer. It

is true that ye do believe, but how soon will

my passion make manifest your real and great

weakness! Now he was come to the very
threshold of the hour, he can say no more
but let it come, that it may bring all

things with it and make all things plain;

he therefore breaks ofT abruptly wilh a final

teord of encouragement and victory which merges
all the anxiety of his present and future disci-

ples (not forgotten even iiere) into the peace

which he bequeaths and promises, the founda-

tion of that peace beino; his own victory, antici-

pated before the conflict in perfect faith. Final-

Iv, to witness and seal the / hate overcome

there remains nothing more than the prayer to

the Father who glorifieth him and whom he
glorifieth.

Verse 25. Ilapoi/uia, " proverb," is in

common Greek, as we all know, a proverb, a

common current word, which not only—as in

the proverbs of all nations—sets forth a gener-

al truth and often recurring fact in a figurative

form, but also in this figurativeness intimates

a teaching—wise or the reverse—which is

not at once manifest.! In oriental scriptural

* For we read dvayyeXM here also, after

vers. 13, 14, 15, &n\ not, withTisch., Lach. djtay-
yeXco—of which more anon.

t Ti.e derivation from reapoc and otfio?, oi'ur/,

\l\c way, is certain, but the siunification is not so

plain. Most |)r<>l)al)l\'—obvia iisnqiio trita for-

nuil I diceiidi. Not derived fr>m the sentences
wliich have been sot up as waymarks—as some
have artificially supposed. Thus, not ia the ety-

phraseology it appears still more I'lain that
every 7rapoi/tic5dei (parabolical tiling) is also
ali'tynarudf'; (enigmatical). We know the

pregnant meaning of the Hebrew ^E*D, for

which the Sept. not only in the superscrip-

tion of Solomon's sentences, but frequently

elsewhere {e. g. 1 Sam. x. 12; Ezek. xviii. 2),

has Trapoifiio:. In Sirach it is the common
expression for the sentences of the wise which
are to be pondered—chap. vi. 35, naporniat
dvyedeoo?—chap. viii. 8—xlvii. 1.7, jrapoipiixt?

xoci TCapaffoXali—chap, xxxix. 3, dnoxpvrpa
TT n p o 1 ft 1 cjS y , tv Klviyiia6i TraoocfioXMv.
When the Lord here says that he had spoken

Iv TTapnitimr?, he pre-supposes first (what h
generally overlooked) that he, himself the truth

and more than Solomon, could not do otherwise

than speak in sentences full of deep meaning;
but then he makes prominent the mysterious-

ness, unintelligible to the disciples, of his say-

ings, as the opjHmte napp7]6ia immediately

shows. Further, his ratira XsXdXTjHcc, " these

things have I spoken," refers not merely to

what had directly preceded, but first to the

whol<! of the farewell discourses, and then fur-

ther back and more generally to all his sayines.

We must not adhere too closely (in opposition

to the whole scriptural usage as derived from

the Old Testament) to the specific signification

proverb, parable, or similitude, as if only such

were meant in the napotniai as that of the

shepherd in chap. x. 6. It is true that since

chap xiv. 1 there has been much proverbial,

parabolical, figurative expression ; the v.'oman

in the cliild-l>irth, the friends and the servants,

the vine: and, besides these, even the way, the

house, the dwellings, vea, even the olhcial name
of the Spirit, napnHXrjroi* But has there

not been as much or even more plain literal

discourse interposed, in i\\eform of which there

has been nothing mysterious or concealed. Yet

all this must be included in these things. We
must consequently regard two things as estab-

lished in this still figurative sentence—that
" in, proverbs " indicates obscurity generally, and

that the ground of it was specially in the dis-

ciples themselves. When in Ezekiel the third

great period of prophecy began,f in which

mology, but in the thing itself, for which the word
was originated, lies the further idea that it is (as

Lnmpe cites a definition)

—

Xoyoi tmxaXvnwcay
TO dacpF.i d^acpeia Tf 51 aidOT^rcor noaypd-
roav 6t)naiycoy itfidypara voijrd, y IniKE'

Mpx'iipeyyjy ri}v dXjjOeiav Ineptpaiyajy.
* The remark of Hess as respects this last, is

very acute, that in the Acts and the Epistles this

figurative expression is no longer found, beca>i.se

tl7e then j)resent Comforter is known and expe-

rienced as the fipirit. Elsewhere we find. c. tf., in

the letters of the churches of Lyons and Vienii©

(Eusel). V. 1), that a martyr had kv kavrw ror
napdKXrjTov.

\ The first was the directly historical propliecy

from .Jacob's blessing downward, rulniiiiatinir in

Samuel's jiredictions ; the second introduces tlio

typical cycle, which rests upoo 2 Sara, vii., devel-
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prophecy assumed its clearest form, as literally

plain as was then possible and fit, Ezeldel

—

who unites in iiimself as it were the more plain

Jeremiah and the most obscure Daniel—gives

also the interpretation of his visions and sim-

ilitudes, even as afterwards Zechariah did.

Nevertheless they say of him (so thfvt he finally

spoke in plainer terms)—t<^n Q^bf^p ^U^OD iibn,

'' Doth he not speak in parables," chap. xxi.

5 (xx. 49). In the same sense all that the

Lord had now spoken so clearly remains to

the disciples, cy Ttapoijitiaii (for which the

Heb. N. T. should rather have put D'^'J^3

than nilTl^); and concerning his plainest words

they say

—

We Icnmo not ichat he sailh. This is

ilie meaning of the Lord, by which he disclosed

their thought and laid bare their darkness, as

they afterwards, ver. 30, acknowledged. Thus
Giassius is not to be despised here, when he
remarks—The tv Ttapoijuiati is to be under-
stood here (patvousvooi, putativcly, res pro rei

opinione—except that this not understanding of

the disciples has itself an objective ground in

the futuntion of the things spoken of. The
Lord also had expounded his parables to the

disciples, as Ezekiel to all the people, had com-
mended their seeing eyes and hearing ears, had
graciously imputed to them an understanding
of the mysteries of the kingdom of heaven
(Mark iv. 34; Matt. xiii. 11,16). But in

tliat higher degree of contrast with a true un-
derstanding which the evayysXiov nvevfta-
TLHov (spiritual Gospel) discloses, those expo-
sitions themselves, equally with the plainest

words (see Luke xviii. 34), remained even to

the disciples pure parable, which yet waited for

its interpretation.

The spxsrat tSpa, "time cometh," which
follows appears to lose its strict connection
through the aXXd, which is at least an uncer-
tain reading, and inserted simply for the sake
of a superficial meaning. It should be either

xai epxsrai, " and cometh " (which also may
be a mere interpolation), or, as we prefer,

the plain unconnected epx^rai. Tliis best

corresponds with the Lord's meaning, in which
the consolation was intended to follow directly,

and so far quite parallel with the former clause

as in both sentences something real and neces-
sary in the process of the matter was to be an-
nouiK^ed. They might even be connected by
yap—All that has been hitherto said must
necessarily have been obscure before the day of

the Spirit, for this will first come in order to

your understanding. Then the soothing and
re-assuring promise is found already bound up
in the former clause. We see that nappif&ia,
or tv Tnxpp}i6ux, "plainly," proceeding first

from confidence in the speaker (chap. vii. 13,

26), indicates further generally that which is

disclosed and open, as in Mark viii. 32, Col. ii.

opes itself tlu'oush the P.salms and propliets, and
conclusively in Jeremiah and Daniel, Compare
luy liaiah, Inlroductiou, p. 21-30.

15, and in other passages of this Gospel, chap,

vii. 4, X. 24, xi. 14, 54. Lachm. and Tiscli.

would read dnayyEXai instead of dvayyeXtay
which however in the Synoptics as well as in

John, chap. iv. 51, xx. 18, has reference rather

to external reports ; the dvayyiXXEiv is more
in John's style, and here reminds of chap. xvi.

13, etc. : The Lord himself will do it, in that

the Spirit doeth it. Compare also for the em-
phasis of the word the Samaritan woman's ex-

pectation

—

dvayyeXEi ?)filv Trdyra, " he will

tell us all things," chap. iv. 25. We cannot
see how, as Liicke thiuKs, there is a Ttapoijm'a

in the Lord's describing the Spirit's communi-
cation as his own ; this intercnange of the ex-
pression throughout these chapters (now—

I

myself; now—the Spirit), contains rather a
profound truth, as we have already seen. Does
not the Lord most actually and essentially

come and speak himself in the Spirit, with
whom he is one?

Ilspi Tov narpoi, " of the Father," has been
understood in two ways : either as equivalent

to rd 7fspi, the counsels of the Father ;* or,

specifically (according to chap. xiv. 20), con-

cerning the Father as mine, that I am and how
I am in and from the Father, and the Father
in me. But there is no dilemma here ; the two
are indissolubly one, the former being wrapped
up in the latter alone. The final and full reve-

lation of the New Testament through the Son in

the Spirit terminates in what could never,

properly speaking, be plainly revealed in the

Old Testament—that there is a Father in the

Godhead. Thus, inasmuch as we penetrate

through the Son to the otherwise hidden pri-

mal principle of the Father-God, this is the

most emphatic and perfect note of his full

revelation

—

itspi tov Ttarpoi avayyeXcui, " I

will tell you of the Father;" and Liicke with
great propriety compares chap. xvii. 6, I have
manifested thy name.

But when came the hour which the Lord here
promises? Assuredly not first at that end of

the day to which ver. 23 especially pointed, for

ojpa must indicate a specific time within the
bounds of that day. Thus it is the frst hour
of it, the dawn in which the day is actually

come ; and because it is come, ver. 26, return-

ing back from the end in ovh kpcordv ovdavy
" ask [inquire] nothing," to the airsiy, " ask
[request]," Avhich leads to that end, speaks
again of Iheiv^ ry y/J-a pa, "at that day."

Nevertheless, the " coming " hour is especially

the beginning, and that as opposed to a pre-
ceding hour of distraction, anxiety, and obscura-
tion of faith, of which ver. 32 speaks designedly
with the same expression. The two hours are
altogether the same, as we find them described
in juxtaposition in ver. 16 ; consequently, what
was there said concerning the tei-miniis a quo
for the seeing and knowing of the disciples,

holds good here. The great transition begins

* Grotius :
" What is the Father's will touching

my kingdom, and what things ye ought to piay
for from him."
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in the r^mr cction, and during the forty days '

tlie Lord can already speak to liiem mt/i/jt/tiia
\

of (he kingthm of Gutl, and open their under-

standings to comprehend the Scripture and his

discourses as tliey had not been opened before
;

out it is the Spirit who brines the completion

and sets the seal upon all. Eve-i at the end of

the forty days (as the last veil unon the Apos-
tles' minds shows, Acts i. 6), the promi^ie ot the

Holy Spirit was yet pending, and what Luther
says was true :

" What I now tell you in ho.lili/

presence, I will by the Spirit illustrate and
speak openly, so that ye shall apprehend the

Father, and what my goin<; to him is—that I

sit at his right hand as your representative arrtl

intercessor, that all things have come to pass

in me in order to your bein" able to come to

the Father also." Yes, verily, of the Fatfier,

that he through rne is yours also, and ye his

beloved children who have free access to his

presence—this also is plainly included in the

simple rov narpoi, which from tiiis time is

the only expression used, vers. 26-28, and again

ver. 32.

AVhen the Eomanists bring ver. 25 to sup-

port their prominent doctrine of the " obscurity

of the Holy Scripture," they are guilty of the

folly of either disowning the free and living

adramistration of the Spirit in connection with

it, or of digging a channel for the Spirit in

ecclesiastical tradition and authority. Does
not the Lord promise here, whrni he is speak-

ing of that obscurity, the coming of clear light,

and that for all his disciph'S, for every inquir-

ing and praying mind, without any further

instrumentality? When Olshausen somewhat
re.stricts the fulness of the promise by saying,
' But it may be asserted that hwruii Inngnagi'

generally w a TCiXfioi/ua, or proverb, since it

can never be adequate fully to e.xpress divine

things," he is so far right as his meaning is

that of the Apostle in 1 Cor. xiii. 12. The
figurativeness of all human speech in bringing

divine things into human relations, must be

conceded with its proper limitations ; and con-

sequently the imperfection (^i Idoitrftov kv
ali'iynari) of all our thoughts and notions as

bound down to human language ; even tiie

apostolical words and writings, in which the

Spirit speaks, retain their Cpc*^ into which

we with the Apostles themselves desire to look,

not attaining to that immediate contemplation
which is reserved for eternity. But the

ciyixyyeWFiVy or " telling," which is internal

in the Spirit (not XaXeif again) is something
very dilf'-rent from the ex/irension of what it

deals with. Nor is it as if the Lord " were
ojrjioHing to the use of this weak medium (human
speech) the promise of the interposition of a
more internal and essential medium "—for the

speech of the Spirit is as speech perfect and
strong, as in itself the XaXe'iy of the Lord had
already been ; but there comes with it and in

aihlition to it the internal opening of the essen-

tial understanding which can indeed never be

represented in word. He who speaketh ia the

Spirit knows and means more than the letter

can express
;
yet the letter again is perfect to

this end, that all who hear th^ Spirit may
thereby receive the true knowledge; it ex-
presses even more than may as yet be develop-
ed in the personal consciousness of him who is

thus moved by the Spirit. But the knowledge
given by the Spirit is and must ever be—albeit

only approximately in gradual progression
reaching to thetinal goal—in reality, and in as

far as it is a living union with the object

of that knowle'lgo, perfect knowledge, a con-

tinuous explanation of all nafioifiitx, which
every Aalat, or speech, in human words, even
that of the Spirit, must always contain for the

limited understanding of man.

Verses 28, 27. The state of perfection which
knows no need is not yet ; there is still the

asking, and yet it is the name day. When the

end of the day is reached, in which it will melt
into the fulness of eternity, into perfect light

and life, then indeed there will be no more ask-

ing. Now in the meantime the growing Iniow-

ledye of the Fatlur of Jesus Christ as our Father
leads ever more deeply into prayer ; but the

exercise and experience of prayer requires again

that knowledge. The first prayer of all, which
follows, and is prompted by the all-attractive,

never exhausted " Our Father," seeks the hal-

lowing of his name, a more perfect and more
living knowledge of it than is already possess-

ed. But at the same time, inasmuch as

through the Spirit in Christ every promise of

God is alroadv Yea and Amen, the first invoca-

tion anticipates the last glorying of praise : wo
seal every ]irayer with a doxology reaching

forth, in confi'lent and tranqud truth, toward

the future eternity ; and thus it is already the

same day in the light of which we ask and
receive tlie answer, we pray and rec'ive.

When the Lord first spoke of praying in the

name of Jesus, chap, xiv., he attributed to him-

self the hearing of the prayer, when he should

be with the Father, expressly saying twice

—/ wdl do it ! The same is obviously pre-

supposed here, and by no means retracted.

Similarly, it was then said concerning the all-

comprehending, highest gift which could be

prayed for from the Father (Luke xi. L3), the

liol'y Spirit, I will pray the Fatlier for him on

your behalf—and with an ifioori'i6a>, " i will

[inquire]," which must bo rigorously distin-

guished from our aizElv, or requesting. Can
we suppose this mediating intercession of the

Son not to be here pre-supposed, and that word
concerning it to bo rt traded ? This cannot be

thought of, and something else consistent with

the former words must be meant by the say-

ing, «rti ov Xeyoo vjulr, on lyw iiJCory'/Cat,

"and I say not with you, that I will pray."

Still more: the abiding intercession and media-

tion of the Lord, as it includes this In nu/ name,

is not only the constant doctrine of Scripture

(Rom. viii. 3-i ; Heb. vii. 25; 1 Jolin ii. 1)—
but we have here immediately afterwards his

prayer, emphatically for his own, ' ICyco nefji

avrojy ipoiru, " I pray for iheia " (chap.
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xvii. 9). All this has very justly moved the
expositors to modify the negation of the
kpayrdv Ttepi v/hmv, " praying for you," and
to explain it as only a relative denial. But
Time are we to understand this ? Many, from
the earliest times down to the present, have
laid stress upon the circumstance that it is not
simply ovK IpojtTJdaa, but merely ov Xiyco
vuly uTi, and this would mean, I will not once
more declare this, it is understood of itself.

Similarly Grotius : "I pass by that, as less

important than that which I would noio infer

from it." Most plainly, however, the Hirsch.

Bdiel: " I will not repeat what I have already

promised you for your encouragement, that I,

etc. It is spoken as when one scarcely touches,

but passes over a thing which is already certain

enough, in order to impress all the more vividly

another equally important principle and argu-
ment." Kuinol has put it more strongly, " Ut
taceam;" and Seller translates,"! will not
now say any thing about the fact that—I will."

But this ou Xeyaa is manifestly no mere ut

Uiceam, taking for granted; the Lord does

expressly touch the subject, not simply to in-

troduce another argument to persuade them
of their being heard, but the yap, " for," actually

gives a reason for the earnestly meant ovx
apaJTr^doa, and consequently there must be in

it a positive, if also a relative, truth. The
interpretation thus indicated says too little, and
does not extend to the proper meaning of the

words. 0.1 the other hand, Bengel, forgetting

for a moment the other words of Jesus and
writings of the Spirit, says far too much when
he briefly points to ov Xs'yaa, 1 John v. 16,

where nnn-dico is regarded as simply standing
for dico-non. How then are we to solve it, so

as to understand in what sense Jesus at once
prays for the di.sciples, and prays for them
not? The solution, the intimation of the

specific sense in which the w^gation is here to be
understood, is found partlj^ in the avrdi 6

7tar>}p qnXel, " the Father 7«»i.<(e//'loveth," and
partly in the (ptXsl v/uaS, " loveth you." AVhen
the Lord in chap. v. 45 testified by the strong
affirmation jlij} SoHSire, "think not," that h£

would not ac«/s<; the unbelievers to the Father,

that was absolutely and literally meant ; when
he on the other hand here denies a certain inter-

cession, for those who already believe on him,
and already pray, it is his design first to repel

generally a false notion concerning the Father,
who requires first to be prayed unto, and then
to distinguish between two kinds of interces-

sion.

Avro? yap 6 itarijp, "for the Father him-
self"—that is, voluntarily, sua sponte, proprio
motu, avtouaroi, or as Nonnus has it, avro-
jie'Xsvro?. This word therefore (oh that preach-
ers and theologians would understand it well!)

most decisively overturns that false notion con-
cerning the entire work of redemption which
the writer will ever contend against and ex-
hibit as tmscriptural—that notion which attri-

butes to the Father a wrath which is to be ex-

tinguished, and not also that reconciling love

which from eternity needed not first to be
propitiated. See chap. iii. 16, and what was
said there. This great and gloomy misunder-
standing pursues many believers into their

prayers, hangs upon the best too often, and pre-
vents them from entering into the full confi-

dence and gladness of praying to the Father in

the name of Jesns. Theirs is that frequent
prayer, of which Krummacher says, " I regard
the Father as still estranged, alienated, and far

off; myself &s shielded through Christ from his
tcrath. I remain standing in fear before the.

gate of God, and anxiously put forward my
guarantee, because I am still affrighted before
him. The feeling of my guilt, and the holiness
of God, outweigh all in my soul, not that of
my justification before him and his love." Such
is, indeed, too often, but such should not be,

the case. The Lord Christ with his atoning
sacrifice has not interposed " like a screen or a
lightning-conductor" between us and the wrath-
ful Father; even those who come to him in

their first repentance should not think so,

much less believers and the redeemed. Else
would the Father be hidden and disguised by
Christ, instead of being revealed ; his honor
would be lowered and placed beneath that of the

loving Son, if he himself, who sent and gave
the Son, made him for us a iXa6T7jpiov, or

propitiator, loveil us not and were not love itself.

But the "righteous Father" (chap. xvii. 25)
does himself love, and the world's knowing
him not consists most in this, thai it is ignoran t

how entirely he is in Christ a Father and full

of love.

Christians who believe, to whom Christ has
revealed this in all its clearness, cannot too

often be reminded of this :
" think not too little

of the love wherewith ye are loved." Not
merely has the Father himself already loved
them as he loves all the world and every crea-

ture, but he loves them with that especial love

which he bears to those in whom he finds

Christ's word, and through faith in it Christ

himself, who stand before him clothed in the

garment of the righteousness of his Son. It

was of this that chap. xiv. 21 spoke. We may
and we ought to approach confidently to the
Father himself, and through the mediating
work in which we stand immediately pray ;

learning better and better to repeat after our
great pattern in the flesh the Ahba which he
uttered before the rending of the veil, that to

him was yet no veil. The Father-heart, full of

eternal divine love, is open to us ; how should
thut impel and allure us confidently and in the
fulness of assurance to pray ; deriving from
this saying all that our hearts want even unto
their perfect joy ! But what then are we to say
of the intercession of Jesus, which is main-
tained elsewhere, but here in some sense de-

nied? We may say with propriety (as our Lord
himself, in chap. xvii. 9, establishes the dis-

tinction), that the first intercession of Jesus
which paves the way, opens the door, to those

who come to him from the world and through
him to God (Heb. vii. 25), is Bomething quite
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different, and that this* is indeed no longer ne-

cessary to those who have already come. Von
Gerlach says well and clearly, " There needed

no constant renewal of the mediation of Christ

in order to the estfMi»hi7unt of their relation to

the Father ; they had become once for all chil-

dren of God through faith." Luther: "This
faith brings us to the Father, and then all goes

on in his name. Here, then, we arc assured

t!iat Christ needs no longer thus to pray for us,

since he has prevailed in prayer for us already
;

we mav, ourselves, through Christ, urge our

way in and pray. For wo have no need of an-

other Christ wlio shall pray for our access ; this

one Christ is enough, who has prevailed already

and brought us in." Those who are now first

coming may, with a right feeling of the wrath
of the righteous Father, fly first to Christ and
cry to him—Pray thou for us! But when we
have received grace and stand in it, we need
do that in the same manner no more. Tnis,

then, would distinguish the two-fold interces-

sion before and after the TteTtidTEvHars. For
of course there is an intercession for believers,

such as that which goes on through chap, xvii.,

and that expressly lor the reason that they be-

long to the Father through faith in Christ, see

chap. xvii. S, 9. It goes on to the end of time
;

chap, xvii, is only the proleptical commence-
ment of that which, properly speaking, began
first in heaven. Braune thinks incorrectly

that only l>efore the communication of the Spirit

the Lord thus prayed for his own—thus making
him the intercessor only for those who are not
yet actually partakers of the Holy Spirit—for-

getting altogether 1 John ii. 1. Oh, no ; rather
as Pwambach says in his song, " lie bears in the
sanctuary the precious name of Im peo])le upon
bis breast as the true high priest, his prayer is

supported by his slmighty power, for his glori-

fied humanity sits in its perfect tabernacle."
What is the object of his present prayer for his

disciples? We hear it in Von Gerlach : The
exQV renewed reinstatement of the filial relation

when it has been interrupted by sin (1 John ii.

I, 2) makes the intercession continually still

necessary, since the free love of the Father
reigns only in the filial relation itself. This is

in itself true, but not enough ; we find in chap,
xvii. the end of his prayer defined to be the
disciples' jyrenenation, their groicing holineas, and
its consummation. Thus not simply, with llam-
bach, "that they may abide united to thee "

—

but that they may hecome more fully united.
The Lord is far from denying this continuous,

ever necessary intercession ; he rather in the
ov \eyay viiiv urt, " I say not unto you that,"

limits the ovh Ipcjrjlda) to the special meaning
which he noio assigns it. That meaning, how-
ever, is no other than this, that he repels every
notion of intercession which would represent

* Accord in !> to I^nipe : "Per qnam ndhuc
viani ad Patreni Merncre discipulis necessum
habebat "—akho'irV* he elsewhere understands
this of that hnnul's et f^upplex or.atio which he
•nee for all accyniplished in the flesh.

the Father as not already loving; and further

testifies to those whom the Father specially

loves as believers, that in their own prayers

themselves and as such, the first, original inter-

cession would not be needful. Thus there is

no correction of chap. xiv. 16, but it is more
definitely explained for our right apprehension
of it.*

Finally, it is carefully to be noted that while

the Saviour himself seemingly and in a certain

sense retires and leaves us to our unhindered
fellowship with the Father, he does in reality

make himself most prominent in that he alone

is the cause, announcer, and witness that the

Father loveth us. Nitzsch: "In order that

every one may seek and obtain the Father's

love, we all have need of him who makes that

love credible to us, who assures us that ho
himself and the Father loveth us. All have
need of him, whose image must be livingly foinned

in vs by faith, whom the Father must discern

in us, if he himself is to love us "—that is, not

only with the love of compassion but of com-
placency. Does the Lord then mean to say that

the Father also so loves the world, as to permit

and to hear all its prayer? (alas! how often blind

and perverted!), ^fost assuredly not. Luther:
" One thing must be observed here which is to

be put by the side of the other, so that the text

may not be taken unfairly to pieces. For he

also says, The Father himself loveth you, be-

cause ye have believed in me. For he wil; not do

away with his own mediation, as if we niight

pray tcithorit and independently of him. But
when we have this Mediator in our hearts,"

etc. As in another place he explains, Ye be-

lieve in me, as
—"the Father seeth my name

upon and in you." Thus far has the free grace

which first loved (chap. xv. 16), brought us

;

hence J. von MiiUer in great simplicity cries,

" Blessed Father ! that wiiich thou givest thou

reckonest to us as our merit to have re-

ceived."

The decisive testimony to their faith which
the Lord here gives, despite their weakness, is

the same with which he most solemnly pre-

sents them to the Father afterwards, in chap,

xvii. 7, 8, 25. In the TtecpiXijuars nai Tteni-

6r£vHare, "have loved and believed," we must
not seek to find a prospective ftditre—Then
when ye shall have attained to a full and per-

fect faith. That the /oce takes precedence of

the faith is to be interpreted according to the
relation between believing and loving through-

out these final discourses, as we have abun-
dantly illustrated it. The jrecpiAjJHarE here

follows primarily upon the g>i\e2 as a signifi-

cant anaphora ; for (to speak after the manner
of men) one loves mo because I love another

* Miinchmeyer thinks this explanation not sim-

ple and plain enough. He would amend it thus :

" I say not that I will undertake to pray for you
wyndf a.oue, and that ye will not need to pray to tho

Father." Let the reader choose. This mere.iux-
taposition of the prayers (I pray and yo too) we
cannot by any means admit.
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whom he slso loves—thus being one -with him
in this love. Thus we are raised to the level

of the Father, and are one v;ith him, in loving

Christ. " One of the first gifts which is to us

the assured foretaste of eternal blessedness,

consists in this, that we know ourselves to

possess in the love of Christ something which
we have in common with God " (Schmieder).

With equal propriety, glancing forward to vers.

SO, SI, v/e may say with Hiller, " In putting

hve first the Lord designedly reserved faith

to the last ; and thus placed in the lips of the

disciples the We believe! which they presently

uttered." When it is said that, in harmony
with the phraseology of Scripture elsewheie,

love is here referred lo faith as its foundation,

this is exegetically as inappropriate as it would
be, on the other hand, to regard it as estab-

lishing love to be the foundation of faith, be-

cause it precedes. Lucke'3 declaration that
" in the exhibition of the relation between the

disciples and Christ personal love precedes afull
and perfect faith," is true only when understood

according to the fundamental idea of these

farewell discourses—in which the personal de-

cision of the heart in the living beginning of

faith is called love. For how can personal de-

pendence and devotion be possible without
confidence in the person of him who claims it ?

But this trust, in the case of Jesus, has no
other foundation than the acceptance of his

testimony— a testimony whicli is asserted

throughout all his words

—

'Ey(^ irccpa zuv
S£ov (another reading Ttapd 2eov or T^apci

Tov Ttarpoi) i^ifXQov, " I came forth from
God."

Verse S3. This is once more resumed and
sealed anew . Your faith is justified. Verily,

•I have come forth from the Father, who him-
self loveth you and in love hath sent me into

the world. The entire clause, ver. 28, was al-

ready anticipated by the Evangelist in chap,

xiii. 3 (probably as taken from this passage)
;

but it is here the preparation also for the fol-

lowing prayer—see chap. xvii. 5. It is, once

more, a retrospective summary, as of the whole
testimony of Jesus concerning himself and the

counsel of God in him, so also of his whole
history from his birth to his ascension,* to-

gether with an intimation of the two great su-

pernatural mysteries which are connected with

these two limits of his earthly life.f '£« totj

ffarpo,;, "[out] from the Father," adopted by
Lachmann instead of rtapd, is not to be re-

jected (with Liicke) " because it has a too

• So Fresenius preaches, " A brief epitome of

the whole history of Christ." Bengel :
" Recapit-

ulationem maximam habet hie versus."

\ Many have even found here the plan of the
entire Gospel. First part—I came forth from the
Father (the Prologue and Baptist's testimony)

—

into the world (from chap, i, 35, particularly as

life, as light, down to chap. xii. 46, 60). Part
second—As^ain I leave the world, chaps, xiii.-xv.,

and 20 to the Father, chaps, xvi., xvii. But with
all this, compare our remaiks at the outset.

trinitarian tone." For, in truth, these chap-
ters from beginning to end have the trinitariaa

tone too evidently to allow us to lose it here at

the close. But the reading Ttapd is vindicated

by its involving in its meaning the transition

to the coming into the world. We cannot deny,

on the other hand—weighing well chap. xvii.

5—that this e^i/AQov, as most of the fathers

understood it, expresses the eternal going forth

of the Son from the Father (parallel witli the

hiTtopB-ueeOai of the Spirit, chap. xv. 26) ; on
the other hand, most of the ancient expositors

were wrong in not admitting the transition to

the i:A.7J?ivQa which is already involved in it.*

In any case, the Lord most clearly testifies that

lie WAS with the Father, before he came or was
born into the world (still more expressly in

chap. xvii.

—

I/efcre the tcorld teas)—and there-

fore his pre-ezistence. In our familiar inexact

way of speaking we may say of men that they

come into the world, when they are born and
have their beginning in it; but the iAOslv
in their case could never be asserted to be an
i^-E/l0e2v from any itapd.j

Thus his Godhead as well as his humanity is

here attested, and with both are bound up his

whole work upon earth (chap. xvii. 4) as the

reason of his condescending incarnation, and
the continuation and the perfecting of this work
in heaven. For to what end did he come into

the world, but to become the Saviour of sin-

ners ? Again, to what end and in vJiat icay does

he return to the Father, but that he may ac-

complish eternal redemption through death,

and difl'use from on high the fruits of his re-

deeming work ? / leave the world is in itself a

general expression, appropriate to the depar-

ture of all men by deatti ; but the TtdXiv which
belongs especially to the Ttopevonai (/ gohacJc

again, chap. vi. 62), destroys the similarity be-

tween his death and the death of all men, just

as previously in the case of his birth, j He

* See the remarkable i^EXjjXvBa already in

Mark i. 38 and then John viii. 42.

j- We need not now refute the notion of a pre-

existent humanity which many of our pseudo-
theosophists have derived from this saying ; its

i-efutatiou was in the 6dp^ kyivsro of the Pro-

logue.

X The miraculous conception through the Holy
Ghost he passes over in silence, never mentioning
it in express words; and this of itself is an argu-

ment against the zealots who would ins«-t this

clause formally in the ordination formulary of the

Prussian state church. It is a truth which faith

must find, not as the first thing but as the last

deep mystery, the consciousness and confession

of which it is well known came late to the Apos-
tles and first Christians. It is quite true, never-

theless, as Hess remarks, that in these farewell dis-

courses the idea of an eartldy father is utterly and
infinitely distant. " The disciples hearing these

snyings could never have entertained the thought
of—a son of Joseph." To give prominence to

those plain doctrines of salvation which are made
prominent in apostolical teaching ; and to hold in

reserve what it held ia reserve, and after the ex-
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came—lie poeth apain ; and the meaning is,

both through his own power. (Lampe: "The
spontaneity and divine operation of the Lord
is eeen alike in the way of his coming, and in

the way of his going again.'") Similarly, "he
goes only in such a manner that he still re-

mains by his Spirit ; even as his coming into

the world did not exclude his existing in heaven,

in God the Father." The doctrine of the bodily

gresence of Christ in theearlh is not (with Beza,

iscator, Ursinus, etc.) to be refuted by this

passage, which says nothing at all about it; it

does, however, attribute the " tcUh the FaUier"

to the humanity also in an exalted sense.

There are ihrce births indicated here : theeter-

Eal going forth, the birth or being begotten of

the Father ; the coming into the world or the

birth into flesh ; and the regeneration or full

birth of the Son of God in humanity through
the glorification. Between the two mysteries,

TTCtpa. Tov Ttarpo?—Zfjoi Toy TtazEpa, irom

tie Father—to the Father," comes in his life;

he asserts the fact, the hoic remains unsolved,

for true faith is not dependent upon the perfect

knowledge of that which indeed transcends all

knowledge, as we shall presently sec in the case

of the disciples. But if the Socinians (as Ben-
gel says) lake this entire testimony, which
beamed on the disciples themselves with per-

fect clearness, as itself no other than a Ttapoi-

nia.— ice, in opposition to the Socinians of all

times, understand it better, as ilije Spirit has
sealed to us its meaning.

Very touching in its simplicity is the last

interruption or rejoinder of llie disciples; so

represented by John because the speaker, who-
ever he was, expressed the feeling of all. "They
think now, we cannot tell why, that the mys-
tery of his person and his words is fully solved"
(Kitzsch). But we do know the reason in

part : the so gracious assurance that the Faiha-

liimnelf loved them has comforted their hearts, so

that they take courage to think that they un-

dersfftnd ; their hearts know with most absolute

conlidence that they love Jems, and when Jesus

now with equal confidence attributes to them
faith—how should they not bo convinced by
his testimony that they elo believe? Their
iti6Tet^ou£y, "We believe," is by no moans
the error or the self-deception in their words;
they may very certainly say that they do, for

they only echo what lie had said in their hearing

and attributed to them in ver. 27

—

on and
Seov izi/XOei, "that thou earnest froni God."*

But they do not dare to commit themselves to

the whole of ver. 23; although they have just

nni'ile of Jesus scarcely uttered, because it must
be the nec'ssary eomcquence of a living fuith, and

on\v nil KKch is of eternal importance—canuot be

a'lngetlier wrong for us in our lime.

* Hence it is altogellier wrong to reijard them
as iindersfandins it merely in the Jewisli sens;? of

chap. iii. 2. Whetlier (as Lnihardt thinks) they

lower the meaning by putting aVo for iS depends

upon the reading which wo hnve already consid-

ered. They certainly repeat i^f/XOei.

declared this saying to be plain, they are far

from adding the further response—That thou
goes t to the Father. In their simple From God
now as before they seize rightly the fundamen-
tal truth—and this the Lord confirms and
commends with joy. But as regards all tho

rest, the declaration which they see fit to make
before the confession of their faith, but which
they would have done better to omit, is such
evidence of (he infirmity of their present under-
standing as justifies Augustine's remark—Usquo
adeo non intelligunt, ut nee saltern se non ui-

telligere intelligant. They do not speak about
these final zapoiuiaii precisely in the samo
manner as they spoke about the earlier Ticxpa-

(ioXali in Matt. xiii. 01; for tliey admit that

they do not yet understand tho napotuioc?,

though with the same self-deception as on that

occasion they think they understand the last

words. The hour, to which the Lord had re-

ferred, appears to theni already come—not-

withstanding that he had expressly said that

he still spoke for the present in parables. They
thus seem to correct in their innocence their

Master's word— no, thou hast thought too

slightly of r,s ; see, we understand thee already I

Lampe: "They are sorry because they are

deemed so unapt by their blaster, who thinks

that they understand not his discourses but

need another teacher. Hence they go so far

as to contradict Christ, and invert his plainest

words, denying that he had spoken in a mys-
terious manner." This last is far too much,
since the disciples refer in their now expressly

to the last word, vers. 2G-2S, as spoken ra/J-

p}]6ia, plainly ; hniiho. contradiction must re-

main. Finally, and this is the strangest thing

in their words, they assign as the reason of

their Idieving (which unconsciously to them-

selves has a better reason) by tJ' rof rc5, " by
this," something entirely beside the purpose,

something suggested by their reflection at the

moment, "and wiiich moreover itself rests upon
a misunderstanding. " That Jesus in an unex-

pected manner himself expresses what they

have long felt, that his words were deeply

mysterious for tlieir understanding

—

ildi cir-

cumstance they adduce as the confirmation (ra-

ther thi-! new and decisive reason) of their believ-

ing " (Tholnck). This is as if one should joy-

fully eay, I now understand thee, for thou hast

told me' that I understand thee not. Is then

their ignorance itself the foundation of their

faith? ^The confusion in which they speak is

so great that we cannot educe any clear idea

from their words; but the sincere goodness of

heart which holds fast to something supposed

to be understood, redeems them from their

folly. The Lord had spoken of a day in which
they should a»k nothing : they think this day
already come, and interpret the not asking in

quite a different way. We cannot see (with

Lucke) how this was "no misunderstanding.of

his word, but a subtle application given to

them;" especially when ho admits that the

"over-estimation of their great present privi-

leges was their only error "—au error, indeed.
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this which was very great, and lying at the

foundation of all. Now know we, that is, now
wo understand thee, and the meaning of thy

words : That thou knowest all things and
needest not that any man should ask thee.*

This is no more an expressed attribution of

divine omniscience (as the systematic divines

have derived from it), than was Peter's word
afterwards, chap. xxi. 17. It is a deep presen-

timent, which Decame more and more clear

during the forty days, and finally found its full

expression in Acts i. 24. They mean, however,

as much as this (Meyer), "that thou discern-

est thoughts and anticipatest questions"

—

thinking, doubtless, of ver. 19. All other

teachers must be diligently questioned by their

disciples, if they would enter into their con-

dition of mind and effectually teach themf

—

but he who came out from God needed not this.

As they thus vivert the Lord's word in ver. 23
—for he had spoken of their not needing any
longer to ask—they would in fact assert (by a

very unwarranted anticipation)—Thou speak-

e^t now so plainly, tallest us so clearly unasked
what is in our hearts, that ice also have no need
to ask thee any thing.

Verse 31. The disentangling of all these

mistakes and this confusion would have then

been a profitless task ; and the day of the

Spirit was coming, the revelation of which alone

enabled even John so aptly to describe that

former obscurity of their understanding. The
Lord passes it all by, and confines himself to

their Trtdrevofisy, " we believe," regarding
this with the utmost graciousness and even with
joy as a genuine germ, and confirming it as the

result of his life and teaching. Or does he deny
even that ? The damping tone of the follow-

ing verse has misled many into making this

apri nidrevETE a question. So many MSS.,
and Euthymius, and among the moderns 01s-

hausen, who concisely decides, " Certainly it

is more correct," and B.-Crusius, with equal
confidence, " A question, as in chap. i. 61 "

—which passage, however, as our exposition

shows, is no question at all. Pfenninger was
similarly misled, and myself in earlier life.J

De Wette's and Allioli's translations make it a

question, and Ihe Heb. New Testament unhap-
])ily has the H interrogative. Liicke was first

inclined to this—adducing besides chap. i. 51

the more approprifte chap. xiii. 38—but he
afterward corrected himself, doubting whether
" Jesus would so lightly quench the smoking
flax." This reason against the question is a

good one, but far from being sufficiently strong
or profound; Lampe's assertion that it comes
to the same thing in the end is rash, for a deep

insight into the whole train of the connection

must show the interrogation to be altogether

inadmissible. Tholuck lays much stress upon
the noic, as proving the words to be affirma-

tive; he is much more justified in saying that
" the disciples' really having faith cannot be

doubted." Does not the whole of chap, xvii

most solemnly attribute this to them, and give

testimony to their believing ? Could the same
John who wrote chap. ii. 11, and recorded chap,

vi. 69, now be supposed to declare that the

Lord at the close of all still doubled the faith of

his eleven ? Can that be thought possible as the

result of all his labor upon them? Compare
moreover. Matt. xvi. 17, 18. It had been the

aim and object of the whole prophetic ministry of

Jesus to make some disciples (not the Apostles
alone) susceptible for the coming of the Spirit

of truth and the benefits of his passion, laying
in them the foundation of faith in his own per-

son—and was this not attained at the end of

all, was it even etill a questionable thing?
After such an expression of doubt could he
have gone on to pray for them as in chap. xvii. ?

Let all this be well pondered, and the note of

inteiTOgation will certainly be renounced as

impossible. Nor is the most distant irony* to be
assumed in this earnest and frank indicative

;

the aAr/Qcac, " surely," of chap. xvii. 8 decides

against this. The Lord must be regarded as

uttering this TtidzeteTS with gladness; his joy

beholding prospectively the ultimate breaking

forth of the surviving germ of their faith, and
thex'efore not disturbed by its present weak-
ness. It is only t<^ the disciples' sake that he

adds ver. 32, in order that his prediction of the

heavy hour of pressure miglit prepare them for

it and help them through, humbling them now
that theirfaiih might be purified and strength-

ened. t The now,X consequently, when we
think here at the close of the beginning of the

discourse, appears in its retrospective reference

to indicate an end attained, expressed with
strong emphasis at this solemn crisis ; it is " the

great issue of his labors upon them, expressed

in one definite word" (Lange). Not till then

does it assume a prospective reference, the end
attained being regarded now as no other than
a weak beginning. To regard, with Luthardt,

this latter as the only sense (" for the present

—but soon"), is to us absolutely wrong, and
altogether out of keeping with the solemnity

of this great crisis. The emphasis of apri,
" now," standing at the beginning of the sense,

points rather backward than forward, though
the latter must be regarded as necessarily in-

volved. So far we cannot exclude frt)ra the

* Tlie construction of the iva with the indie,

i-i iKit unficquent, as we know, in the New Testa-
ment.

f Hence the proposition which Eichhorn sug-
gested in vain, as to the conduc:: of academical
examinations, might be very useful if not abso-
lutely necessarj'.

^ Der Jirief Jacohi, p. 9.

* So many suppose, admitting the indicative.

There was one arrogant prater who even repre-

sented the Lord as saying this " tcith a smile of
pity !

"

f R'eger : To keep the smoking flax from being
quenched in the darkness : they would be able to

saj-—He foretold us all this.

^ X Ben^el is far-fetched here—Your faith is

aprtos, i>erfect, apt.
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apri the geriile Uame that the disciples in their

confident jciCrsi ouey thought too little of the

testing future and the often predicted fiour of
Iriid. But, for the rest, tlie ni6TtvETe which
the Lord simply repeats, without any addition,

would say— Yea, ye do now belii^ve in Ood ami
ill me ; for this was essentially contained,

though undeveloped, in their drto Seov kB,f]X-

Verse 32. Behold—the Lord has alnaady

before his eyes the sight of his little circle of

disciples severed as branches, scattered as driven
sheep ! The Lord refers to the same prophecy
of Zechariah which he expressly cites in Matt.
xxvi. 31 ; we shall give the exposition of it

at that passage. Similarly in John x. 13, it

was said of the coming wolf, dnopTtiZsi rd
npo/Jara, " he scattereth the sheep." This
fleeing of the disciples when Jesus was taken
was assuredly, as the Lord in Matt. xxvi. 31
and here also regards it, an expression of their

faith's weakness, a dnaySixAiZeOOat, or " being
ofl\?nded," a leaving him, Matt, xxvi 56 (as here
dq>}/r£). One betrays, one denies, all the others

(£Ha(?ro=) leave him too by a kind of denial.

Hence iii td iSia, " to his own," as corres-

ponding with this must have an intensive

meaning ; not merely being the obvious quali-

fication of ncaltereil* but as it were the abandon-
ment of their following and the retracing of

their steps. Bengel says well: " eii vet ilSia,

to the tilings which ye before left for my sake."

We have not to ask, what and where these

i'dta externally were, whether in Jerusalem or

Galilee (comp. chap. xix. 27, or 7rp6i icxvroiS.

chap. XX. 10)—but the external gives here

its signification to the internal ; whosoever
leaves the Lord, returns back into himself and
to his own things. This, however, is but one
side; for on the other hand this fleeing of the

disciples was permitted to them, since they
availed not to succor him who trode the wine-
press alone (Lsa. Ixiii. 3) ; indeed it was, when
the hour came, indirectly commanded to them,

John xviii. 8. 'Hich-faith by no means utterly

ceased in this time of scattering; it proved
itself as opposed to the world sufficiently strong

to carry them through their distress as sheep
without a shepherd.

The Lord immediately passes from the terri-

fying /vi.'i'ok dcpTJTE, " leave alone," into a tone

of coiuotalion. What he had intimated to the

Jews, chap. viii. 29, he now openly declares

to the disciples, with reference especially to

that heavy hour. Then was the Lord alone,

' Vatablus :
" To the p'ace where each niigJit

resard himself safe." (iiolius :
" Eacli in his

h.d:i>ff-f-lc'ce, for i6iov is t^aid also of tlie place

where any oi.e retires for a time.' L;\mi)e follow.s

these, nn<l coniimros 1 M.icc. vi. 54. 'iinxurDi fii

Toy ToTtov aiiuv, so tlial the i6ia liere are
" coiisueta diseipuloruni, qua* Ilierosolymis liahe-

bant, ho'-pilia.' Bi)>ch. liihd: "To llie jdace

which each could first find in his perplexity.

"

The Heb. N. T. has 13"i~l^—wliicli dojbuot by aiiy

means exhaust the expression.

abandoned of all human consolation and help
in the midst of the bands of the wicked; and
this abandonment was to him a grief, the
scattering of his disciples was a deeply pene-
trating pang, one co-operating element in his

lot to bear all our sin and carry all our in-

firmity. But the Father, without whom and
independent of whom the Son cannot be with-
out losing himself ^chap. viii. 16)—left him
not alone, was and did abide tcith hnn. How
this is to be reconciled with and modifies the
abandonment by God upon the cross, we shall

see when our exposition reaches that place.

Let us here, in transition to the following verse,

mark how all this is a type for the entire

future of the Church. Often is this scattering
of the disciples from his presence repeated, in

various degrees and with various ihanifesta-

tions, but he is not alone. Even if in this day
all men were to leave him—which is of course
only supposition—he abides what he is, and
the Father is with him. IIn holy cause can
never l>e foi-saken or lost—as Nitzsch preaches.
Calvin remarks : Whosoever well ponders this

will hold firm his faith though the world shake,
nor will the defection of all others overturn his

confidence ; we do not render God his full

honor, unless he alone is felt to be sufiicient to

us.

Verse 33. The Lord here finally, contem-
plating still the end of all in his typico-per-

spective glance, comprehends in one the imme-
diate sequel (ver. 32, «ai vvv i\7}Xv0ey is

doubtless genuine) and the entire future of his

disciples while they are found in the xrorld. In
these last words he " condenses the sum of the
instruction which he had ministered to the dis-

ciples^at the Last Supper."* In Eipi'^yijy 'extiv,
" have peace," he embraces the aim and the
fruit of his discourses in one,| and we may
refer to what was said upon this deep word at
chap. xiv. 27 ; the antithesis with SMijn?,
" tribulation," here, however, makes prominent
the idea of confidence, assurance, and joyful-
ness in a salvation which was already sure" and
which would afterward be complete. There is

for his own, as for all the world, no other
peace than that which is in hiiti. This is to be
understood in the full depth of meaning of tho
vine-similitude, which has another echo here;
not, however, in the sense of a rigorous demand
of perfect faith in him and union with him.
The weak and dispersed disciples who forsake
him retain so far their peace as they are not
therefore forsaken of him, and they should find

their peace again as soon as they find him
again ; rather, when he who does not leave

them comes to them again. If his words
{ravra \e\a'\}jHa Cjitly) abide in us, this of

itself assures our abiding upon and in him
(chap. XV. 7); wo may say, generally, with
Luther, that the peace of laith springs from the

* Nitzsch, 2d ser. p. 113.

f Pfeniiinger, generally so useful to the exposi-

tor, here strangely interprets, " That ye may be
without anxiety concerning me."
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word embraced and held fast, depends upon it

alone. " My repose and peace stand in nothing
but what my Lord Christ speaks, as in Psa.
cxix. 165, Great peace have they who love thy
word." That is, with Luther's qualification,
" provided that the word has its firm place in

the heart." As long as we are in the world
trials and temptations not yet overcome are
perfectly consistent with this—and this, indeed,
is tiie highest consolation, as seen in the dXXd
^ap6ElTE, " but be of good cheer," without
which the concluding with ev e /u o i Eipi'jvriy,
" peace in me," would have left us in only
greater dismay. " He acknowledges that we
]n the world must have tribulation, but he
encourages us at the same time by the assur-
ance of peace in him. He is not alone, and
lenveth not' ahne" (Nitzsch). Not even then
when we have to cry after him, " Why hast
thou forsaken me !"

eXitpiy Exere , "ye have tribulation," we
prefer with Griesbach, Scholtz, Knapp, Schott,
Matthai, though Lachmann holds to the e^ete,
" ye shall have," of the Text. Rec. ; Erasmus
corrected the Vulg. haleUtis into hahetis. The
present indicates the continuous and abiding
condition of his disciples—Ye are in the world,
therefore ye have tribulation. But let it be
carefully noted to what extent the in the world
is opposed to the in me, in order that we mav
see clearly that the words do not refer merely
to external trial. (Neander: "Of their living
in external contact with the Avorld, which
imposes manifold affliction upon the external

man.") lYihdation is certainly not alone
"the violence and enmity of the world, which
causes grief and anxiety to the disciples "

—

their Siookeiv, " pensecuting," and nEipdZ^iy,
"tempting." For all this would not interrupt
our peace, if the persecution did not meet with
and excite weakness of faith, and the tempta-
tion sinful desire, in iis. So much as the world
has still in us, and the iv E/.ioi, "in me," is

consequently not yet perfect, so much is there
lacking or inimical to our peace. We must
call to mind the ^Xixpti of the woman in child-

birth, a tribulation from within and of herself;

and mark the opposites, Elpi)vrjy SapdElv,
" peace," " of good cheer "—in order to per-
ceive the inappropriateness of a merely external
interpretation ol the word. The world not
only persecutes, it tempts also, yea, it leads us
still to the 6Hopni^a6f)at and 6Kav8aXiZE6Qai,
to the partial and temporary abandonment ot

our Lord
; and thus it confounds us and there-

by takes away our courage. Again, the tritbula-

tion itself which the world and sin cause to

those who cannot any longer joy or even be
contented in the world and sin, is an encourag-
ing effect of faith ; the Lord could never say to
his disciples—In the world ye have peace

!

When that is the case, his word and consolation
have no more place in us. " This tribulation
in the world is the sole evidence of our hetero-
gere,ty"—writes Hamann, comforting himself,
to Herder: instead of the exaggerated and

doubtful " sole evidence," we would rather say,
the first and the abiding evidence. Here holdii

good the ^ a p6 El r E , "be of good cheer,"
the final and highest expression of which, con-
centrating in itself all the previous and subse-
quent consolation of Scripture, is here uttered
by the lips of the Redeemer himself, who for ?/s

surrendered himself to tribulation. He who can
lay hold of this word, and make it a reality, lias

the second and complementary evidence for liis

full assurance that he is in Christ and no longer
of the world. Th^ tico are united, the tribula-

tion and the peace; yet so that the peace con-
tinually has the better, realizing the ^ap6Eiv,
and the Eipjjvtp' e'xeiv holds its full force

—

this is the signature of the disciples in tlieir

present state. For " the Lord speaks of that
which lies in the interim," that is, between the
beginning and the consummation of their dis-

cipleship.

But he himself the author and finisher of

faith, to whom we look in order to run with
patience the race of conflict which still lies be-

fore us—has overcome. As the prince of liiis

world (according to chap. xiv. 30) has been
baffled in him. so consequently and most as-

suredly is the world also with all its still blus-

tering adherence to the discomfited enemy, the

judged usurper.* Christ has overcome in the

same way of sufTtrring, and obedience, and even
temptation; he indeed without .sm, but even
that is imputed to us and appropriated by us
in faith. He anticipates here the vEi'iuyiHa

before he has reached Gethsemane and Gol-
gotha—and how should this word stimulate us,

uttered now from above ! So our faith in him
is the victory which has already overcome the

world (1 John v. 4). "The conflict and suffer-

ing which we now have, is not the real war, but
only the celebration, a part of the glory, of this

victory" (Luther). Is the world still essential-

ly the same—Christ also is the same. That is,

as the Eternal One who contended and won for

us in our flesh—not as our modern folly perverts

his word, See how gloriously I, a firm child of

humanity, overcome, be bold also yourselves

j and do the like. But our ^txp6Elv comes only
from the ev e /x oi, from the Ey(^ vEviHi/Hix,

"I have overcome ;" and we utter boldly John's
question still in the hearing of all

—

Who is he,

where is there one, that overcometh the world,

except he that helieveth that Jesus is the Son of

God ? Let us close with the beautiful and pro-

found word of Nitzsch, " In him all overcome
who rejoice to be the world overcome by him."
For assuredly, even in this sense, as we other-

wise know, he alone is the overcomer.

* Bengel remarks on chap. xiv. 30: " liic iniii-

cipem mundi amolitur Jesns ; alteiii coll<)(|uii

hujus parte finiente, munduni, cap. xvi. .33." Z n-

zendorf, too much in the manner of t.ose who
attach edifying thoughts to the word without true

e:^position, shows on "tlie overcoming the world "

how the Saviour won the human race with lov^

and good deeds, making the wicked his friends.
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(John xvn.)

Tavra lXoc\>f6ev u ^If/6ov?, "these words
spake Je5us "—the Evancrelist plainly com-
bines in one historical whole all previous " rav-

ra AfArt'A^wa ' which he has recorded; and
row begins with a new nai ftitF, " and said,"

adding another simple an 1 sublime historical

note—that Jesus then, thus speaking, before

his, the Evangelist's eyes, lifted up his own
eyes to heaven. All that can be said for the

historically certain truth of tlie entire Gospel,

and that applies to its actual reproduction of

our Lord's sayings, so wonderfully yet so na-

turally effected by the Holy Spirit—all that

has been said in defence of this a thousand
timos by orthodox expositors with more or les?

confidence and wisdom, may be applied with

the greater force to this jirayer, inasmuch a«

it is the climax and consumma'ion of all his

discourses, pressing uean-st to heaven and most
immediately breathing of its mvsterios—a tri-

unipliantly and serenely brigiit It i» finished

before the darkness surrounded him upon the

cross, so that that must be first rightly inter-

Qf
preted by this. They are words which none

^ Init the 0:dy-b'»gotlen of the Father could ever

utter; and which could nf ver have entered the

heart of man if thev had not been actually

spoken by him : a final testimony to himself

on the part of the Son, uttered before the Fa-

ther and to the Father himself alone; a most
sacred and jilcnding expression of the inmost
reality of that self-consciousness in which he
alone knew who himself was, one with the One
above in heaven : a more awful and convincing
attestation to the listening disciples, and to all

Cliristian miMi who hear while Uiey read, and
read while thev hear, than any 'Aiitjv, 'A^t}v

which could fall from his lips, than any oath
wliicii might attest his— I Jesus am he, the
Clirist, the ***>« of the blessed " Fnl/ier ! " This
is the testimony of the Son, who in a trans-

cendent sense makes his own that distantly
tvpioal word of a traduced sufferer (Job xvi.

17-19)—No injustice is in mine hands, my
jnayer also is ))ure. earth, cover not thou
my blood ! Behold, my witness is in heaven,
and he who knoweth me is on hiyh !

" Father !

Ihou knowpst me! thou understandest me.
Piighteous Father! the world knoweth thee
not, A'/^ I know tfue"—thus testifies the Son.
We who by his grace believe on him mav leave
to fools the folly of discussing in their hearts
or in their books whether Jesus actually and
literally did thus pray. What to their folly

is "conceivable," that some other might have
nlierwards invf-nted, arranged, or worked up

—

not merely with incredible audacity, but with
61 ill more incredible correctness and insight

—

such a prayer as this out of some pre-existent
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materials, is to us, in proportion to the mea-
sure of our faith, more and more evidently
the most inconceivable of all impossibilities.
" Every one of these words could have been
spoken by him alone, and by him only at such
a conjuncture" (Theremin). Therefore "we
cannot thankfully enough wonder at and mag-
nify the goodness of God, which hath taken
care that one of the prayers in which the Son
of God poured out his heart to the Father
should be so carefully communicated to us."

All sophistical questioning as to the process
of John's remembrance and the relation of

his own spirit in the matter, may be rebutted
by the counter-question—How could this dis-

ciple, paying his own homage to the Lord, have
presumed to place in his lips by an eircey the
words of his own spirit? We make bold to

obviate one offence of foolishness by another,

and say. If Jeremiah formerly could dictate

over again to Baruch his scribe the words of

the roll which Jehoiakim burned—might not
the Lord of glory have given to his beloved dis-

ciple the pen of the Sj>irit, that he should faith-

fully reproduce and record the prayers which
he had oflered up for his Church to the end of

time ? Alas, alas ! we detect in most even of

our orthodox expositors, the simplicity of whose
faith is confused by the unbelief of the falsely

learned, a tendency scarcely concealed to as-

sume even in this chapter the composition and
arrangement of Joiin's own mind. Tp I.iiicke

" the r^? 5"??? {; £'X<^^> or 'glory whicli I had'
(ver. 5), flows from the gnosis of the Eomgelist"
—and attempting to solve a supposed contra-

diction here, he savs, " John distinguishes be-

tween the eternal and the temporal Su^a."
Treating of the order of thought, vers. 25, 26,
he proceeds, " Who can imagine that John
merely, etc. ?"* Olshausen thinks it enough
to indicate " thnt the author of t/ie Gospel, as
every where so here, does not conceal hU idea
of the divine nature of Ciirist." Much else

like this might be quoted to be condemned. We
for our own part—and this is our testimony
and avowal in common witii the Church, which
sets its seal to this Gospel in chap. xxi. 24, and
seals it still—should feel ourselves reproved in

the utterance of such expressions by the Spirit
of truth, as guilty of the duafjria of ov ni-
6rtvF.iv, or sin of unbelief, in the sense of chap,
xvi. 9. We say with Braune, and more decia-

* " This is eternal life, Bny» John, that they
miaht know thee and him whom thou ha.st sent"
ihns S-hetikel. With all bollierly respect for
a man who lias so much advanced in sound-
ness and true zeal ."-ince 1839, I cannot but refer
to tills striking exaiuple.
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ediy than ho, " Does not Jesus pray at the end
in the language of John ? I would almost add
—so Christly has become the language of this

disciple of his heart, so thoroughly has he im-
bibed his Lord's spirit and style of thought."
Yes, verily, that which is now called Johan-
nean was first Christly—whence else could it

have come? The glorification-prayer did not
spring from the gnosis of the prologue ; but
tins prologue, which gives us not the gnosis

of man but the witness of God, sprang from
this prayer, from the self-testimony of the Only-
begotten reaching its culmination in the peti-

tions which in these words, he ofi'ered up in

the flesh.

On the ^oci ezVe, "and said," Augustine
writes :

" Poterat Dominus noster unigenitus

et coseternus Patri in forma servi et ex forma

servi, si hoc opus esset, orare silentio : sed ita

se Patri exhibere voluit precatorem, iit memini-

set, nostrum se esse doctorem. Proinde earn, quam
fecit, orationem pro t\o\)\?,, notam fecit et nobis :

quoniam tanti magistri non solum apud ipscs

serraocinatio, sed etiam ipsius pro ipsis ad Pa-
trem oratio discipulorum est adificatio. Et si

illorum, qui haec dicta aderant audituri, pro-

fecto et nostra qui fueramus conscnjita lecturi."*

Bengel's briefer and more pointed expression of

the same thing, is most obviously correct

—

" Orat Patrem simulque discipulos docet (he

prays to the Father, and at the same time

teaches the disciples). This design of this

speaking and praying aloud is literally ex-

pressed in ver. 13. This docet was not merely
" ihe natural result," as Liicke maintains,

though in opposition to this verse, but at the

same time the actual design of our Lord ; sim>d,

a=5 Bengel says, more discreetly than Larape,

who goes too lar when he interprets, not so much
for his own sake as for theirs: and applies this

still more incorrectly when he regards vers.

1-5 as spoken only for the disciples' instruction.

Most assuredly this was not the case, but he

teaches and edifies the disciples by admitting

them to look into his praying heart ; conse-

quently it is actually his heart which prays also

on his own account in the fresence cf ihe Father.

Concerning this blending of prayer for self

with a regard to men who hear—in its perfec-

tion possible only to the Son—we have already

spoken, when at the grave of Lazarus.

f

Luther bids us, in order to a right under-

standing of these simple yet inexhaustible

words, to consider, " Who the man is that thus

prays, and who is prayed unto, and how great

a thing is prayed for." Melancthon declares,

"Nee digniorem, nee sanctiorem, nee fructuo-

siorem nee magis patheticam vocem in coelo ac

terra unquam auditam fuisse, quam banc ip-

* This last means, When he thus prayed he did

not speak to the wind, but provided for the per-

manence of his words for posleriiy.

\ It is sufficiently ])lain from the tenor of both
fact and narrative, that tlie Lord did not go apart

to pray, as his wont was, John alone being i.ear

enough to hear his words.

sius Filii Dei precationem." Bengel testifies,
" Hoc caput in tota scriptura est verbis facilli-

mum.sensibusprofundissimum." Spener avows,
that " the true understanding of this prayer
goes beyond the measure of faith which the
Lord is wont to impart to his disciples during
their pilgrimage." Therefore when be drew
near the end of his own pilgrimage, he causvid

it to be read three times aloud to him, but
never ventured to preach upon it. "We have,

however, expository preachers upon it in abund-
ance ; and many called and uncalled have made
their essays upon its interpretation. May we
not, nay, ought we not to add our attempt?
Though it goes beyond our understanding—like

much else, indeed every thing, in Scripture—yet
it is enshrined there that we may ponder it

with the help of the same Spirit who gave to

John that deep insight with which he wrote it

down, and who is promised also to us.

The incomparable and crystalline simplicity

of the words of this prayer is a very great

assistance to our understanding of its meaning,
alluring us to penetrate the deep things which
they so plainly utter. Tie Lord manifestly

would be understood, and therefore speaks oi

the highest wonders and mysteries with such
marvellous plainness of speech as is never
found in the gnostic or speculatist, and can
never be attained even by his servants praying
through his Spirit in his name. So high is it3

strain that none has ever approached it since;

and yet the words are so childlike that chil-

dren find their instruction, and edification, and
comfort in them. To Strauss this wonderlul
chapter presents itself, not as a prayer, but as

a product of reflection, as a discourse concern-

ing Jesus : but he knows not what praying is,

at least what the prayer of the Son of God is

in that glory and illumination, which he al-

ready anticipates while be asks for it. "Should <\

it be wondered at, that perfected feeliivj is

throughout most intense thought?" says Lange
beautifully. Less striking, but with, equally

sound meaning, is Braune's remark, " Here is

the inwardness of the East, the home of relig-

ion, seized and expressed with the precision of

the West, the home of science." We would
make this more emphatic, and say. The most
glowing mystic and the most careful thinker
finds each his own language in these words,
embracing both opposites in one. We can
form some slight conception of the intensity of

emotion with which the human heart of our
Lord would at this crisis vibrate to the truth,

the essential reality of the things of which he
spoke—and hence the discourse which utters

them bubbles forth as a gushing stream.

Again, what majestic repose, what luminous
transparency of the thoughts, one flowing from
the other in adjusted order, all Ibrmin.g one
connected development, and for the most part

each one either the explanation of what pre-

cedes it, or a further deduction of its conse-

quences !

May we presume to analyze such a prayer

as this? Yes, for being such it must have the
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most perfect and exact arrangeraent and sys-

tem, adjusted down fo the minutest point

—

could we but seize it aright. The more of

spirit and life there is in prayer, the more will

there be of the living system of the Spirit in

its organic development ; but it is better to ar-

rive at this by an inward sympathy with the

process of the prayer, praying it after him,

than to impose upon it a system from without,

in derogation of its sanctity. We shall there-

fore content ourselves with a very general pre-

paratory analysis of the whole ; and when after

that we enter upon detailed exposition, every
single word wilt itself guide us to the next.

, Thus much is at once clear : the Lord, ap-

preaching the Father as his Son, proceeds from

I nimself and his glorification now come, laying

claim on that account to eternal life for all

given to him ; he then, as intercessor embraces
~^ all his disciples present and future—beginning

with the commencement of his work within

them, and continually enlarging the circle of

-<rf his intercession until it reaches eternity and
-^ the full consummation of all ; and, finally, he

carries back their glorification with becoming
dignity to the first words concerning his own

—

J in them! This praj-er has been termed with

perfect propriety the high-fruHthj prayer ; not

merely vers. 9 and 19, but the entire strain

proves this. He f)rayed t'liis in fe-timony lioic

he would heneef'orth inlercfde for and represent

P litem in hcacen. Tiie beginning of the high

Ml priest's office is, in the living transition of the

unity of all the offices, the end also of the

prophetic.

There is indeed, as Schmieder* observes, a

distinction, but it is not, we think, an essential

one, between this present intercession, and his

i\i\nr& mediation. It is not by an "inexact"
use of the term that the Church calls the Lord's

mediation now in heaven an intercession ; this

language is justified as exhibiting and bringing

home to us heavenly things by earthly types.

That we do not now ask. Lord Jesus pray for

us! is partly untrue, since many of our hymns
and prayers do use such language ; but partly

the result of an internal restraint of pro-

priety.

The three main divisions are so simple and
go plain, that this trichotomy has been gener-

ally acknowledged from the earliest times
;

their more detailed organization will appear as

.^ we proceed. First is the supplication to the

^ Father for the glorification of the Son, as the

ground and summary of the whole

—

JoSadoi^

(,
/<f , dv irdrep, " Father, glorify thou me."

But with this is connected the instructive ex-

planation, preparing for wiiat follows, that

from the knowleihje of God the Father in the

Son glorifying and glorified by him, the eternal

life of believers should proceed. This is em-
braced and concluded in vers. 1-5. Secondbj

if follows the specific bUercessioyi for his own whom

• In his piofound, but ratlier tlieosophically

contemplative than expository, treatise on the

bigh-priestly prayer (Ilaiuburg, 1818) p. 128.

he leaves lehind in the world, commencing with /

the revelation of the name and communication
of the word which had already been vouchsafed,

,,

and proceeding through preservation unto holi- .i .

ncss in the truth—embracing indeed with these

first disciples all future disciples (vers. C-19).

Here we have, further, in vers. 6-13, a more
general foundation with its own definite con-

clusion ; ver. 14 beginning anew with a more
deeply penetrating development of the expres- Jjl.
sion.* In the third place follows, from ver. 20
(" not for the.se alone" looks backward also in

its application) to the close, the tcidest compra-

liens'on of his whole Church—all one in him, as

he in the Father, partakers finally of his glory,

as they were previously, and as the foundation

for that, of his lote.

The arrangenvnt of Olshausen and Liicko

makes vers. 1-8 the first part, and certainly

vers. 6-S contain a general fundamental state-

ment which flows immediately from the pre-

ceding ; but as certainly the intercession for

his own who have received and held fast his

word, is alnady begun in them. Lampe would
resolve it into an " oratio hiparlita'^ the divis-

ion being between vers. 10 and 11—the former

part laying the foundation, and the lafter being

the detailed development. We are far from

contending about it, and leave to every one liis

own view ; it is manifest that in the fulness of

this prayer many various organic arrange-

ments may be found interpenetrating each

other.j Very much more important than any
arbitrary arr.mgement is it that we should con-

template, feel, wonder at, adore, and in ador-

ing at the same time understand, the most
sacred, sinless, and spotless illumi)iation anJ
rejiose with which the unspotted high priest,

now near the anguish o' Gethsemane, presents

himself here before the Father. What a con-

trast is this, and what a revelation does this

light and glory s'led upon the subsequent

obscuration !| No word of sin, and guilt, with

which, however, every other son of man must
appear before God in death. Not even a word
of infirmity, no Hep me! all is merged into the

onu Glorify tlwu me! Nor is there even a

tlmnk^wing at the end of the accomplished

Melancthon \\\\A< four essential things prayed
for on behalf of his Cliurch : the first anil most
])rominorit being the conservation of true doctrine,

concord tlie second, then tiie full aiiplication uf

his sacrificial merit, and lastly joy and eternal

glory. We regard, liowever, the first as the foun-

dation ]>re-Knpposed in vers. 6-11 The rtffjely

tv r<a uvo^taTi lias obviously a wider meaning
;

ihc'xr 2)rf«'rvati<»i, as in ver. 15, is the proper centre

of the intercession (as Lanii)e rightly recards it),

but this is offi'cted only in tiu-ir sanelficnlmi.

t Schmieder spoaks at firi^tof'.six petitions, ^rs.

5, 11, 15, 17, 20, 24. But ha afterwards in liis ex-

position adds to the one great sup))lication for

li'mself which embraces all, t,iire(i others for his

disciples; more correctly taking vers. lO-23 as

one additional.

\ Rujiert's notion i« inconceivable, Uiat thi*

I pruyer was that ofleieJ in Gethseiuaue.
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work, only the testimony—I have finished the

work, thou gavest it to me. One gves.t jKtltion

—and that for things which, according to

human thought and worldly estimate, would
be the most improbable of all on such an occa-

sion—and even this is scarcely a, })ttition, fov he

who humbles himself to ask it places himself,

unlike every other petitioner, by the side of the

Fatlier

—

We (vers. 11, 22), and speaks thus

of the giving of eternal glory. Father, / tcill

(ver. 24). Again, for that v/hich is from eternity

his own he nevertheless praijs. Where else

are such marvels lound ? Who can sound the

depths of all this ?

Verse 1. We cannot admit the reading Ttai

Indpoci—EiitE, "lifted up—and said," which
Griesb., Lachmann, and Tisch. have accepted

;

Liicke regards it as a mere correction of the

style, but we set it down as a correction which
would exchange the emphatic simplicity of the

rigorously historical opening for a desciiptive

effect which is quite inappropriate to John.
He does not even lift up his hands toward
heaven, like other earnest petitioners who urge
their suit: that would have been unsuitable to

the repose and majesty of this prayer, in which
he exhibits himself as one with the Father, and
as having at once that which he asks. But he
lifts up his eyes, in testimony wliere his heart

is, and whither he is going. Toward heaven,

for although the Father and heaven itself are

at the same time within him, yet on the other

hand the throne of glory is not the less there

on high. Many make this a reason for think-
ing that the prayer was offered up on the way,
in the open road, but we have already refuted

this.* The heaven tovv'ard which Jesus looked
is not so much the visible heaven (in which
"the bright full moon was shining") as the

invisible (Col. i. 16). f Kor did the Lord pray-
ing within the chamber need any "open win-
dow" in order to look towards heaven—as

some have tamely imagined. Lucke well ex-

poses this, "To the praying eye heaven, the

throne of God, is every where visible, comp.
Psa. cxxiii. 1." But what Schmieder says here

of the heaven within the praying soul is only a

meditation upon the words, and not an exposi-

tion of them. The ^first word of the praying
Lord is, Father—and nothing more. Not our
Father, which he could never say ; not even
7ny Father, for that would be here too much.
In the entire prayer there are six invocations

;

twice with this word in its bare simplicity,

twice with dv TtavEp, " Thou Father," corres-

ponding to the adjoined /; once itdrsft dyie,
" Holy Father," and once finally ndzap
dixate, " Righteous Father." The hour is

come—so speaks the Son to the all-knowing

* I can only marvel to flnrl Schmieder saying,
" Thus went Jesus, in colloquy witli the Father,
through the silent streets of Jerusalem," etc. My
tliought can lepresent the high priest "standing
before God," U'^ith^^r as //oiii;/ nor as si tuiff.

t Alford's English excellently expresses it

—

Seaven is not the sky.

Father in the real address of person to person,

presenting himself in this first word as ready
in his voluntary will for this glorification.

Come is the hour—this connects itself closely

with chap. xii. 23, 28; as.the glorifying which
follows connects itself with chap xiii. 31, 32.

Yet the thought of the glorification hastens

most distinctly over the hour of suffering, and
forward to the state of glory in heaven, ver 5

:

it is throughout one and the same glorifica-

tion of which he speaks. The first jjetition

is the preliminary expression of the substance
of the whole, out of which all is unfolded, into

which all returns. Glorify—me I As the h>?Hr

is specifically mentioned, Luther is right in

saying, "He prays with such feeling and
solemnity as if he already hung upon the cross, as

if he should cry—I am now in the very midst
of shame and death, lying in deepest darkness,
the time is come that I should be lifted up, and
set in honor." But it is just as true, and of as

deep significance, that he thus prays in the

clear consciousness of the anticipated vEvinyj-

Ha,"l have overcome," and that he canno';

therefore cry first dcadvv /ie, "Save me!"
Here in the Father's presence he terms himselt

not the Son of Man, although the glorification

of the human nature is here concerned, the

divine needing no glorification ; for it is upoti

the ground and prerogative of the equal Godhecul

united to his humanity, that he prays in this

humanity. Throughout the prayer we find

the most complete communieatio idiomntum.

There has been already in the past an ido^ada
of the Father (chap. xii. 28); but the full and
perfect glorification is now first to come. He
begins by referi'ing to himself as ofjtctively pre-

sented to his own faith and contemplation

—

Thy Son ; but this is in vers. 4, 5, retracted

into the subjective I and Me, while the I and
Thou then pave the way for the still more ex-

alted We, of ver. 11. That thy Son also may
glorify thee: even in the juxtaposition and
reciprocation there is decisive testimony to the
equal dioinity of the Son ; for what creature

could presume to say before the throne and
face of the Ci-eator, that it would glorify him «s

he it. The hlxC, " also," wanting in the Vulg.,

and rejected by Lachm., is capable of vindica-

tion, and of great significance as giving prom-
inence to this meaning—which, however,
without it would be essentially the same.
The Son, further, desires his own glorifica-

tion not egoistically, in any imaginable sense of

this word as appertaining to sin and separation

from God ; but solely to the end that he again
may glorify the Father, and give back to hira

the might, honor, and ^g'ory which himself

should receive ; and here once more we find

that first petition after the invocation of the
Father in heaven, a petition which includes all

others—Hallowed by tJiy name/^ How and

* The parallel drawn in Richter's Haushbd (on
Luke xi.), between the entire Lord's prayer and
this prayer, will not hold good ; for all tlie suc-

ceeding petitions are here merged in the first, and

11
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to what end, then, may and must the Pu/Iur

hijTuelf (this absolute expression is here alone

fouiuf) fir-st be glorified? It is obvious, not to

and in himself, but as the holv and righteous

Father m men, who through sin have come short

of his 86&a, or "glory." Thus he is first of

all to be glorified in the Juimanity of this God-
man, who prepares and presents himself to

that end ; then, through him in his disciples,

6o that in his first word concerning the mutual
glorification, that is already involved and in-

cluded which follows in vers. 10, 23, 2G

—

iyw Iv avToii, " I in them." The glorifica-

tion of the leather through the Son glorifit-d by
the Father is

—"the restoration of the divine

image in humanity," the issue of which is ex-

pressed in 2 Thess. i. 10.

Verse 2. There now follows a more specific

development and explanation of the sense in

which this glorification of the Father to and in

fallen humanity is intended. A'aOw's, "as,"

as a connecting particle, has been variously

regarded, the greater part of expositors per-

ceiving the specific force of the word, but giv-

ing it a restricted instead of a general mean-
ing. Euthymius makes it summarily a on or

Siv, and Grotius, somewhat nearer the point,

"rationem reddit prnecedentium, et valet siqxi-

dem ;" for which Olshausen, too, adduces Rom.
i. 28 ; 1 Cor. i. 6. In this sense it has been
expressed thus. That thy Son may glorify thee

according to his deiitiny : nor can it be doubted
that puch a meaning is primarily included

—

Thou hast decreed and ordered it that 1 should
be the Saviour of all men. Rieger: " This his

first petition he Hitfi^xjiis by the consideration

that the mediatorial office which he had re-

ceived required such a glorification : and that

without it the good pleasure of the Lord could

not prosper in his hands." Liicke, again,

somi^what varies this :
" The reciprocal glo-

rification (orre.vjionds wit?i the authority which
the Father had given him, etc. The casual re-

lation which KrtO&JS expresses is this, that the

reciprocal glorification, the end, must answer to

the lieginning, the sending, the preparation, and
the vocation of the Son." All this is true, but
we must, however, hold fast (as Liicke seems
to perceive) that both the reason and the cor-

responding similarity are together meant, just

as in Rom. i. 28. That is however still true

which B.-Crusius observes, " naOaii defines the

manner of Goal's glorijication , through the union

of all men (all?) in a blessed and sanctified

fellowship." So Lampe preferred to accept

that only as far ns tl;e »i/ile$s hinh priest could

make tlieiu his own. ^'or can it be said, strictly

fcl)fakini:, that ilie order is liere revised, this

prayr iM-siiining with glorification and redemption,

and cmlins with the manifestation of the Father's

tiomf. Fur to the Redeemcrf regarded as now vic-

to-if)Us and out of the reach of all cv!l, the

Scca6(yy does not include a 66o6ov, and tlie

yi'Wfji^fiv TO ovofia at the end is soniplhing

(liir<Ti-nt from the hnliotciup of our {)rayer. What
in that prayer, liowever, the Loid does use, has

tere its beginning.

the particle as " evynpiriHooi sen ii^jytfTt-

HCDi." Ail this harmonizes well: the "ra-
tionem reddere" unites both the reason as-

signed and the object for which, in as far as, first,

the t£,ov6i<x, "power," is already attributed

and given to tiie Son, and that, too, not merely
as a " commission," but in the fulness of abso-

lute power; but then only to this end, that he
may give life and save. Thus the xaOoJ? points

not only to the main proposition e^ooxa^f
" thou hast given," but to its subordinate and
further scope iva S c6 6ij ,

" that he should

give." Such is the full meaning of the transi-

tion " according as."

AU flesh never means unconditionally as such

all mm, and most certainly not here. Gen. vi.

3, 12, connected with it the notion of a dying

nature in its full sense as being the result of

sin, as well mortality as corruption ; nay, rather,

made that its fundamental idea—though some-

times, as in the case of the flesh of the Logos,

the idea of a weakness to be overcome is all that

is brought into view. See, in illustration,

Luke iii'. 6; Isa. xl. 5, 6; Matt. xxiv. 22; Acts

ii. 17. His humiliation down to the flesh of

sinners and the children of death, is contem-
plated by him who here prays in the weakness

of his flesh but through the power of the eter-

nal Spirit, as itself an authwity bestowed upon
him—in this very participation of human na-

ture he has become the Head and the Lord of

all humanity. In its final and perfect sense

the power of whjch he speaks was not yet

given to him (see Matt, xxviii. 18)—but we
must, nevertheless, not reduce the edcoxai
here to a more designating, or appointing, or

attributing, like the Heb. jnj. The full vindi-

cation and practical evolution of this power
remains for the approaching glorification ; but

on the ground ot the divinity, which dwelt in

and pervaded his humanity, he possessed from
the beginning of his incarnation all i^ond/a
and Suca. This is the fundamental principle

of the whole prayer, as it comes prominently

out in this preliminary «aO&;'?. In this sense,

according to Matt. xi. 27, the Son had already

power over a!l things ; for that ex'pression,

though it primarily referred to things to be re-

vealed, yet includes in its meaning the more
'general and tleeper principle of his power. It

is the propriety of the Son in his humiliation

to have power over all spirits, over every

creature, and that power he might use when
occasion required ; but now that is made promi-

nent which concerns the import of this media-
torial prayer, the sj»ecific power over nil fl^sh.

"This is tiie foul matter with which Christ has

to do. For all flesh is in a miserable condition,

so that it might appear to have been made in

vain,* unless such a mediator intorpo.'-e" (Bcrl.

I>il>el). Authority over all flesh, obtained by
his becoming a man in the flesh and the head
of our race, the Son received with joy from his

Father—" not as a burdensome commission,

but as an authority conferred" (Rieger).

* The thou"iU heio reverts toPsa. Ixxxix. 48.
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In the word^^.^^ there lies involved the " in-

clusive idea of all tribulation and misery," as
Francke rightly preaches. But we doubt very
miich whether, as Lange assentingly supple-
ments, " in the same expression there is also

the inclusive idea of all undeveloped human
capabilities for the kingdom of God ;" for this
scriptural phrase, which we have explained
upon chap, iii., seems to forbid such a view.
Most certainly this material, with which Christ
has to do, is not as " flesh " a fund of unde-
veloped capabilities, but an element of oppo-
sition, in a state of ruin and corruption alto-
gether needing renewal. All flesh (excepting
him who even in the flesh has already the
l^ov6ia) lies in death, has fallen under the
power of e'.ernal death : this contrast and
gloomy undertone is assuredly pre-supposed
in the fact that a giving of eternal life is spoken
of as necessary. But "even the power of the
Son, according to the counsel of the Father,
cannot bring to effect the eternal life of all

flesh ; the specific and pi'ominent 'iva dis-

tinguishes his saving power as respects those
given to him, from the universal authority
over all men (for this is the right resolution of
the genitive here). The latter embraces, as all

his working to the end that the whole world if

willing may be saved, so also the condemnation
which, alas! must be the alternative in the case
of the many who will not; but this latter in

the high-priestly prayer is merely grazed and
passed by, that the salvation "of those who be-
lieve may be the great theme, ver. 9. The
Father giveth the power over all, but among
these all he giveth the elect themselves to the
Son: for here we have the opposition between
the general and the particular. It must be un-
derstood that the Father hath given those who
suffer themselves to be drawn and given : as

we have sufficiently shown upon chap, vi., and
as ver. 8 ia this chapter fundamentally estab-
lishes.

To become such a possession of Jesus (2
Thess. ii. 14)—is ever the condition for the re-

ception of eternal life. " Know this well,

man, that it is not given to thee to be thy own
master : thou must have another Lord, the
choice is between God and thine eternal enemy
and his" (Theremin). The three-fold giving
has a vei-y significant internal relation, each
one strictly proceeding from that which pre-
cedes it; because Christ has become the head
of humanity, believers may be given to and in-

corporated with him ; but to those who become
such he can also fully and entirely communi
cate himself. And here it must be noted that
in a certain sense the honor ultimately rests

with the Father alone, who hath given to the
Son to give ; while, on the other hand, in the
second giving the independent authority of the
Son is maintained. Comp. chap. v. 26, accord-
ing to which the Son hath himself the life, and
is the life for us. Here then it is that real life

which is etenud; that fellowship with God.
which at once begins with living faith, and is

confiummated only in the full blessedness of

eternal glory—such must be its meaning here,
as it is communicated to us by tlic S/i.rit

through the glorification of the Son. Men take
needless and foolish pains to take away from
this passage all reference to the present^ stale,
and eternal life this side the grave; but the
opposite error is equally and even more de-
plorable—that, namely, of limiting it entirely
to this state. He who truly hath life in the
Son knows also that it will be consummated to
to him in eternity.

The remarkable construction Avith 7rai',"all,"
9ii theheginmng {enallagehoih gejieris and 7iinneri

—for the reading avrcp, instead of avrol?, is

evidently false), has been spoken of already on
chap. vi. 37 : all those who are given to the'Son
are regarded both as individuals, which the
avroli maintains, and as one complete and fore-

seen whole. Thus not merely is nay to be ex-
pressed by quotquot (with Erasmus), but it is

to be regarded as corresponding with the 'iva

(adty ev, ver. 11. This refutes the interpreta-

tion of the Berlenb. Bibel (as does also the paral-

lel, chap, vi)
—"That he may give them all

that which thou hast g"ven him, eternal life
;"

although there is nothing in the expression it-

self which would oppose this rendering. It

evidently aims at removing any thing like an
election of those given, and thereby would pave
the way for the general restoration of all flesh.

Verse 3. Here we have both developnient

and expansion of the thought, by means of a
more direct definition of eternal life. Tiie ex-
pression is in some sort parallel with chap. iii.

19, And this is the condemnation—thus does it

proceed. In that passage, however, {ha ground
and the tcay of condemation are expressly de-

fined ; but v/e must not on that account say

that nothing more is meant here than the way
to eternal life—This is the appointed way in

which men attain to it. For the Lord here pene-

trates more deeply into the matter than he does

there, where it was not yec his purpose to re-

veal the essential character of the condemna-
tion. The Idriv, " is," belonging to the ivoc

yiycoduGodi, "that they might know,"* is to

be understood as in chap. xii. 50 (but not like-

wise chap. vi. 63, which we have expounded
otherwise). It it not needful that the Son
should tell the Father in what eternal life con-

sists ; hence Francke is very positive that these

words were spoken as instruction to those who
heard him, " I have made mention of eternal

life, and will now tell yott how ye may attain

it." This, however, is too peremptory, and
forgets that the 6i.ioX6yr]dii, or " confession,"

also is part of true prayer—Father, I know
thee, thou art the only God, to know thee is

life. We have an apt parallel in Wisd. xv. 3

—

so apt that we might almost suppose an allu-

sion to it—For to know thee is perfect right-

* A vai'ious readhig has the indicative. Cer-

tainly iva is tlie explicative on ; not in order

that, as if by an inconceivable vGrspov npoTB-
pov, the elernal life woul i come before the know-
ledge of God and of Christ.
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enusness ; vea, to know tliy power is the root

ol inimort'alitv. Even this apocryphal pas-

sat,'e—anticipa"ting the New Testament, though

liic inidraodai and the pCl,a dOaya^ia'i reach

Viot ihe depth of the yivoodxEiy and the ^wt)

aiojyto^—goes beyond the superficial mean-

ir.'j which many, with a good intention or in

condescending apologetics, derive from this ut-

terance of our Lord. Erskine :* " The mys-
lery cl" eternal life, holiness and blessedness,

consists in the knowledge of the moral attri-

butes of God, as they have been manifested in

the work of Jesus Christ" [Germ, trans]. Oh,
no; it is not the attributes or perfections of

God whicli are here referred to merely, but the

7r/3trroS or essence of the eternal Power and
Goiliiead ilsell, the most internal principle of

which is the power of communicatmg love as

the root of our eternal life. Schmieder unex-
jiectedly explains at first, that Jesus does not

declare in what eternal life consists, but what
would make eternal life accessible to us, in

what and whereby we may attain eternal life
;

but he afterward corrects himself, " In this

lnowUd<je, however, we have him and in him
eternal life ; for true knowledge is ever com-
munication of influence, and leads to increas-

ingly perfect fellowship."! Yes, in truth, this

saying may serve to e.Kplain what knowledge
means in Scripture, 1 Cor. viii. 2, 3, xiii. 12 ; Gal.

iv. 9. Not apprehension, imagination, think-

ing in cold speculation, or feeling in the

unillumined warmth of false mysticism ; nor
is It belief as mere admission and credence, but
a liA'ing, conscious possession of fellowship with
liiin. To k>iow God—the highest thing possible

to the creature, or for which the creature was
formed. When that is perfect, the life is con-
summate. The holy angels are from their

creation blessed in this, that they behold the

face of God ; but we are to receive the

knowledge of the only true God (which not
more than eternal life we derive from our-
selves), through him whom he hath sent to us

to liiat end.

God is 6 d\j/0iy6i Beu?, " the true God,"
that is not, certainly, " who faithfully fulfills

his promises "—but he alone is God in the

only true and absolutely real meaning of this

incomprehensible name ; a name which human-
ity never lost sight of even in its darkest
idolatry, as in 1 Thess. i. 9, Seoi c',(2y nai
d\i/0iy6?, "the living and true God." There
is manifestly here a similar contrast with the
" gods " falsely so called : this is proved by
the corroborative ftoyo?, "only," as well as by
the juxtaposition of Jesus the Messiah, which
gives a peculiar character to this passage. The
two oppositcs to the knowledge of the true
God here referred to, were in their historical

manilestation at that time

—

Gent'de idolatry,

* Vlcnij on Fiiilli, translated bj' KrUirer.

\ ^A} Iren. c<h\ liar. iv. 20, 'II v7capB,ii riji

^C7i''j fH ri'/i rov BeoC Tre/jiyiyerai fxeroxt)'>'
/iff'\/'\S£ Bfov Idri Tu ytyoJ6H£ty bioy xai

which knew not nor acknowledged even the

one true God ; and the Jewish rejection of his

anointed in the person of Jesus, which never-

theless acknowledged and professed to know
the only God—-see, however, chap. v. 37, 38, viii.

42, 43, 54, 55. But in their internal and per-

manent principle, as the Lord here points to

it for all futurity, they are

—

Pantheistic denial

of the personal supermundane Creator, and
deification of the creature which is the root of

all heathenism ; and i>6'/.s<iV«Z rationalism, which

needs not and rejects Christ. We may regard

this juxtaposition under various aspects, a3

history and experience furnish illustrations of

its meaning. On the one hand, Christ alone is

the way to the Father, and there is no know-
ledge of the Father apart from and independent-

ly of the Son whom he hath sent to us : and

in this sense the nai, " and," is a profound ex-

plication of what precedes. This holds good

with regard to all conscious and wilful rejec-

tion of the Christ who is come, in which aliena-

tion from God and hatred to him must infalli-

bly manifest themselves.* But, on the other

hand, since the whole truth in man's relations

to God comes out only step by step, since men
can be brought back to a knowledge of God
only hy degrees, the two parts of our saying ex-

press this progression, as it corresponds on a

great scale to the relation between the Old and
New Testaments—Repentance toward God and
faith in Jesus Ciirist.f Assuredly, there have

been and there are monotheist Jews (as even

Mohammedans and Gentile philosophers), who
already possess some knowledge of the ij.6yoi

aXf/Qtyoi Seof, and yet know not Christ; but

this partial knowledge must necessarily be con-

nected with partial life. Among these must
we place, to speak in the mildest terms, such

Rationalists as not altogether without their

own fault tarry long in the outer court, who, as

half-thinkers (like the Jews going not beyond
their preparatory half-knowledge of the Old
Testament), hold a personal God withoirt

Christ. In the case of some of them, those

whose hearts are sincere, the mystical Christ

may be unconsciously possessed as the long-

suffering Angel of the Covenant ; but in the

case of those who persist to the uttermost in

conscious opposition to the influence of Revela-

tion, it comes at last to what is written—He
that hath not the Son, hath not God. J Re-
pentance itself is first made perfect and con-

* He who can Jutte God who is eternal love, ab-

solutely knoweth him not.

f
" To fake tlie Lord for our Qod is the mtural

p.irt of the covenant; the supernatural part is, to

take Cinist for our redeemer. The former is first

necessary, and implied in tlie latter" (Baxter's

Saint's Rest, Fawcett's Abridgminit, p. 81).

X
" In the soul of every unre^enerate man tfie

creature «> both God and Christ. As turning from
the creature to God, and not, by Christ, is no true

turning (that is, no whole turninir)—so believing in

Christ, while the creature hath our hearts, is no
true believing " (Da.\tor, ut sup.).
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firmed in faith toward Christ ; the full under-

standing of the raonotheist foundation, rCi^'N'iIl

Nt^i " in the beginning created," comes to the

who'.e-thinlcer first in ev dpxv V^ ^ Xoyoi—
which again the Spirit of the Son, who became
flesh and was then glorified, brought to light

out of the rubbish of inquiring philosophy.
Many, from the earliest times, not content

with the simple accusative of the persons after

the emphatic xtvai(}na)6i, "know," have there-

fore sought to introduce some abstraction as

the object of the knowledge. Hence even
Luther's paraphrase

—

That thou alone art the

true God; although he is inconsistent with
himself in the second clause, in which he does

not similarly continue. A superficial exposition,

however, has done so, and we find Freiling-

hausen and Fi-ancke correcting Luther with all

confidence by adding—And Jesus as the Christ,

that he is Christ. So, e. g., Clericus, Wolle,
Nosselt, Kuinol, Meyer, and Liicke, formerly.

Ivling, on the contrary, observes very properly,

"According to the sense this ' acknowledge as'

may be admitted (we would say rather, accord-

ing to the primary sense) ; but grammatically it

can be resolved only thus. To know thee, who
art the only true God, and Jesus loho is the Mes-

siah." (So also Lampe.) This, then, would
interpret as if there were an bivcxi in the pas-

sage. But the meaning is by no means thus

exhausted, and Tholuck says again, '" Not to

mention other reasons against it, the article

ought not to be wanting to X/3?<Jrd?, or Christ,

just as we find it in chap. xx. 31." J. M. Faber
assi-imed such an eivai, " to be," but with an-

other application in the second clause

—

And
Jesus Christ t/) he whom thou hast stut. Stolz

translates, "And as thy sent one." Liicke

afterwards adopted this, on the ground that

^l7]6ovS Xpidroi together is in John a proper

name, the predicative term of dignity, Xpidroi
being not indeed altogether lost sight of, but
sunk in the proper name. This view is the

clearest to all the pseudo-friends of light—as

we see in the case of Stolz himself—because
they would place his connection with the only

true God no more than a man sent by him.*
But we shall presently see that all this does
not penetrate to the kernel of this wonderful
saying. It does, indeed, permit such prelimina-
ry acceptations to the weak and sincere, because

the Lord's wisdom ami love does iwt lay doton such

stiff and rigid symbols as his Church loo often does,

but to all truly sincere seekers it proves on
deeper investigation the equal Godhead of the
Son.

The equal Godhead of him who was sent ?

Here too, v.-here the God who sent him is placed
in conjunction with him as the only true God?
This is the taunting question of too many in

our day, who triumphantly pervert this sacred

* Liicke, however, does not make common cause
with them, since he adds the caution, " But both
predicate and subject are embraced as the one ob-
ject of the yivGoCKEtv."

word of the prayer of Jesus into their own Ra-
tionalist symbol. But let us look at it more
closely. At the outset, it is by no means estab-

lished, as these people suppose, that /lovoi

stands here as excluding and opposed to him who
was sent ; it is, indeed, open to question whether
this /uovoi is to be construed into predicate or

subject. " Pater est umcs verus Deus—Pater solus

est verus Deus," are two propositions wide as

the heavens asunder. Have we not already

shown, by the significant antithesis to the

heathenish and pantheist multiplication of gods
and deification of all things, that the /iokoS as

strictly connected with dXrf'iivoi must be a
predicate? Thus Clement {ad Cor. Epist. i.)

understood it, when he wrote, with allusion to

this passage. Thus he acted, in order to the

glorification of the name of the true and only
God. So does the Peshito expressly translate,

Tinin^a N-|it:n J^n'^X nJX. The sole, personal

Ood, as opposed to all the multiplicity of so-

called D\n?X, as well as to all creaturely ni^<^V
v:

"^

T

of heaven and earth—this is the fundamental
truth of Scripture; and it is not abolished, but
rather unfolded, by the doctrine of the Trinity,

so that we no longer regard the i-iovoi as aii

abstract and dead unity. Comp. the /tovo?,

Rom. xvi. 27 ; 1 Tim. i'. 17 ; and even Matt.
xix. 17, eh—etc. It was simple infatuation,

and nothing more, which led Crellius in his

Tract, De una Deo Patre, p. 2, to declare John
xvii. 3 to be the first testimony and argwnent of
his opinion. But how are we to understand the
words, so as to retain in them the doctrine of

the equal divinity of Jesus Christ, as it is con-
tained in the whole of the Scripture, and in this

entire prayer ?

Many of the Fathers, as Augustine,* Am-
brose, and Hilary referred the predicate toy
l-iovov, H.T.X. to both the persons named, and
assumed Jesus Christ to be }T?cluded therein,

connecting the xai and the (Jf closely together.
Not otherwise Chrys. and Euthymius, who ex-
pressly supplement an eivat, to which the xai
would likewise belong. This was well-meaning
and comformable to the truth; but it scarcely
needs to be shown that it was an enforced and
untenable exegesis, as Lampe clearly perceived.
Nevertheless, Christ is by no means excluded
here from the Godhead, but is positively united
in one with the Father. The grounds of this

assertion are these:

First : The counter-proof from the apparent
meaning of the words, even if the jiiov'^oi ex-
cludes only false gods, avails not as an argu-
mentum a silentio, since Christ here speaks pri-

marily o^ his human person and nature. It runs
—Whom thou hast sent; not—Whom thou
hast legotten ! Very appropriately so : for this

latter mystery is not to be known in the sense

* Be Spirit, et Li'era, cap. 22, where he speaki
of " vivere de Deo, apud quem est fons vit», and
cites this passage thus : id est te et quem mis-

sisti Jesum Christum [cognoscaut] uniim verua
Deum."
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in which the word here holds; nor aoes eter-

nal life depend (as the Athanasian creed too

boldly says) upon our accepting the trinitarian

mysteries, \vit!i or without understandin^r.

Rapp and all his brother Rationalists are riglit

in this. Christ does actually pray here, conse-

quently not as God to himself. Lampe :
" Nnn-

quam rnagis fas erat, ut Pater, contra distincte

ad Filium, in hac dx-sdet Filio obversaretur,

quara in praesenti occasione, cnm coram throno

Piitris in humili illA forma tanquam sorvus

obediens adstaret—cumque ita etiain impleret

prophetarum oracula, qui eum precando Putrem

Ero Deo suo agnoscentera introduxerant." Bcr-

'>ib. Bibel : " Two main points are the keys to

this whole prayer. 1. That Christ presents

himself in his official character before the Father
in the deepest humiliation, yet as a person in-

timately near to the Father. 2. That the econ-

omy of the Father and that of the Son are

exhibited in their perfect harmony." Yes,

verily, in the humiliation of one who prays he

is yet a person intimately near ; so near, that

the prayer passes in the thou and in the tee into

the colloquy of an equal—as we shall see. Is

not this of itself enough ?

But Secondly : How co>dtl the Son as a crea-

ture be the glorifier of the Father, the Mediator
and Giver of life to all flesh ; how c-ml( he as

such jtlace himself hj the side of the Father by a

strictly parallel accusative? Luther says for-

cibly and truly, "He mixes and blends himself

in the same sole divine essence, authority, and
power; for he will be acknowledged equally

with the Father as the giver of eternal life."

It is the same juxtaposition as in chap. xiv. 1

;

concerning which—blasphemous for every cri^a-

ture, but appropriate to the Son—we have
already spoken enough on that passage. Tne
babblers who find here no more than a prayin;^

mortal, have but a very slight perception of

what the prerogative of God's honor ah)ve every

praying creature demands. Was not Moses
sent of God, and many others like him. But
how would it run, Eternal life and blessedness

consists in this, to know God and Moses—or

God awl Paul! But he who prays here l'"is

absolutely speaks himself [o QjOq.—To know tk e

and me. As neither the Archangel Gabriel nor

Michael could present himself before the throne

of his Creator with the words which precede

anil which follow these—Glorify me, that I may
glorify thee. I have glorified thee, and now
glorify thou me !—no more could he presume
upon such a' juxtaposition as is found here in

ver 3.

Thirdly; We now cannot but see that this

preliminary acceptation—To know thee as God,

nie <M Christ or as sent of thee—does not by
any niean.!» satisfy the meaning of the words.

For eternal life cannot bo regarded as flowing

from the knowledge of the office and work of a

man, cannot consist immediately in this just as

it dops in the knowledge of the living God.
Therefore, in the second clau-o also, the yivcc-
6HEIV is certainly spoken of the jterivm, not of

bis teaching or work. Luther here misses the

point, " Hence the force lies in the little word
^^;v, that they may know thee. Whom? Thee,

wlio hast sent Jesus Christ." For, it is not 6s
rov (XTtodrEiXcxvTcx /<e, "thee who hast sent

me"—but, J«xi oy dytedretXa?, "and whom
thou hast sent." This person sent, however, is

the same who in chap. x. 30 said ey id/iuv, " we
are one." Thus the inmost and true obj<ct of

the knowledge transcends the predicates Christ

and Sent, and can be found only in the subject

of these predicates, one with thf> only God.
According to 1 Joh!i v. 20, where ouroi, "this,"

incontrovertibly refers to the Son, Jesus Christ,

he also is the true God and eternal life. Does
this then render necessary two dXrjOivoi Beoif
or does not the/«oVo5 retain notwithstanding

its propriety ? In Jude's Epistle, ver. 4, Christ

is termed 6 /.lovoi Sednorrji next xvpioi—in

ver. 25 we have again //oVcj 3f(p. Does not;

all this consist well together, on the pre-suppo-

sition of the trinitarian unity ? As in that

most simple Apostles' Creed hforeiha Apostles'

Creed, 1 Cor. viii. 6, we may ask—Is thereforo

the Father not also Lorilf So here—Is there-

fore the Son not also God f*

Fourthly, and finally : We have only to con-

nect this verse, instead of wresting it as an

isolated saying, I say not with the entire Scrip-

ture, nor witli the whole of this Gospel from its

prologue downward, but with the whole of

the prayer in which it is found, in order to bo

constrained to admit the full force of its testi-

mony. Docs the Lord here pray only as one sent

unto men, like other men,with anoflice and work
to fulfill ? At the outset, in ver. 1, the Eternal

Son comes into the presence of the Father boldly

and as an equal—in ver. 5 he speaks of iiis

eternal existence with God, before the v/orld

was—consequently, e^ijXOoVy " I came forth,"

in ver. 8 is the profounder interpretation of

the iXTCEdrtiXai, " thou hast sent "—then see

ver. 10—and still rising higher, 7}/teii, "we,"
ver. 11, ?}jiiiv, "us," ver. 21—in ver. 22,

7}fi Eli Ev id n E V, "we are one "—and all

in this one prayer, uttered before his death.

There is but one interpretation of ver. 3 which

harmonizes with all this, and it is that which

we have given. Olshausen had no right to

say that
'"'

this verse cannot be used as a pioof-

jmnsnge (for the divinity of Christ)," especially

as he afterward in part corrects himself, and

speaks more to the point. It is a proof-pas-

sage, and that not merely consequent inUi/, as ifc

is said, but by the force of tiie most rigid ex-

egesis. Liicke, too, speaks inexactly, " The
passage is neither trinitarian nor anti-trinita-

rian, because its standing-point is not the idea

of the Logos, but the historical manifestation

of Jesus Christ." This last is partly true ;
but

the passage is made only the more convincing-

ly trinitarian by the fact that this Jesus Christ

does nevertheless in this way " mix and blend

* " Quod si uims Dens pater Christo non adimit

nt unus sit Dominus, ita solus D(»us Pater vorns

Christo Jpsu iioti aufert, ut vorus Dous sit " (Hilar.

de Trvi. lib. ix.).
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his own being with that sole Eternal God-
head."
We have left to the last a tremendous diffi-

culty which some have found for themselves
;

a difficulty which many of our readers, both
simple an'"l thoughtful, would hardly be able to

discover or even believe unless it were told

them. Tlie Lord, in his Father's presence and
speaking of himself, mentions his two names,
that of his person and of his office

—

Jesus

ChrisL These people, and we do not envy or

disturb them, find in this incontrovertible evi-

dence that the v/hole is nothing more than a
composition of the Evangelist John. Even
Lucke, however, who scarcely more than tole^--

ated the third person* in the solemn style of

prayer, as it has occurred previously, now joins

these opponents in regarding the ^Itf6ovv
Xpidrov as " intolerable." He does not scru-

ple even to approve Bretschneider's " lapsus est

auctor, cum e suo ingenio scriberet." With all

respect for the learned Doctor, not Bretschnei-
der but Luckt, we cannot refrain from uttering
our testimony that such an expression as this,

and the critical assumption of judgment upon
the Apostle and the Evangelist John from
which it springs, is itself, to say the least, iii-

ioleralle. What possible notion, in God's name,
of the relation of the Evangelist to the Holy
Spirit, and of his assistance in the preservation
ol this prcyi^i' for the Church, must the man
Lave who can reconcile with it such a lapsus as
would scarcely befall the most insignificant
author, or to whom such a lapsus would in

itself be endumhlc ? Did not the blessed Evan-
gelist take sufficient pains in revising his man-
uscript, and thus suffer to go forth uncorrected
to the world such an " offence against historical

propriety " (as De Wette calls it) •? The mat-
ter is simple enough, if we would take the
pains to investigate and pause before we pro-
nounce our absolute decisions. True it is that
this Ii]6ovv Xpidrov in the lips of Jesus him-
self is striking, indeed it stands here alone in

its kind ; but it is on that account all the more
impressive, and appropriately in its place.
After the Lord in vers. 1, 2 (before he comes
to the ''Eyoo of ver. 4) had already most solemn-
ly, with as much lowliness as dignity, spoken
of himself, the Son, in the third person, this
Eelf-objectivizing—the lower analogies of which
w-e have in so many psalm-prayers of the ser-
vant, as of the king

—

progresses in ver. 3 into a
perfect self-designation, because here the yi-
voo6xEiv is to have its object exhibited in the
person of him who is elevated to equality with
God, and as such is to be from this time pre-
sented to the world, ev-n as he now presents
himself as such to the Father. With him who
does not feel this, w^e have no contention. This
" Jesus Christ" is said to have been derived, as
an expression of John himself, from his pro-
logue, chap. i. 17—but why may we not reverse
the proposition, since the disciples must learn
first of the Master, how to speak of him?

This is, indeed, the only time that the Lord
himself unites thus simply and immediately

his Christ-name with his Jesus-name—but the .

occasion stands alone. He presents himself, in

the presence of his listening disciples, beforo

the Father in the most sublime self-teslimony
;

uttering that designation of himself which was
thereby sanctified, instituted, and ordained for

all future testimony to his person. And we
may say that the apostolical custom of using
Jesus Christ as one double appellative, making
Xpidtoi also a proper name, had its origin in

this word of our Lord. Speak of him as he

spoke of himself before God—this was the

Spirit's suggestion to their minds. The Lord
here confirms, unfolds, explains, and glorifies

the central word of the Old Testament, now
fulfilled in him ; avows in the most solemn
manner before the Father that he, Jesus, this

Son of Man and Son of God, sent and proceed-

ing from the Father, and who now advances to

his death, is the jtiovo? dXijOivoi Xpidroi—
the only true Messiah ; but he thereby &\?,o pro-

tests against and annihilates every false notion of
the Messiah, asin the former d&use everyfalse God.

Still more: he I'eveals and sets his conclusive

seal to v/hat was scarcely recognized at all in

Israel—that Xpidroi, "Christ," and the vioi
Tov Seoij, " Son of God," really coincicle and
are synonymous. Is not this of itself enough to

justify the use of this language as most appro-
priate? In the dnedreiXai is thus latent the

k£,7JX0ov Ttapd rod TtarpoS, in the Xpi6r6?
we now see that vi6? tov ^eov is included

—

for, to repeat the question, how otherwise

could the knowledge of this Christ, alike with
the knowledge of God, be eternal life ? Let it

now be observed that, in 1 John v. 1, for ex-
ample, it is merely said, Whosoever believeth

that Jesus Christ is the Christ; but this imme-
diately afterwards in ver. 5 alternates with He
that ielieveth that Jesus is tJie Son of Ood. And
a " locus classicus " like this of the highest
dignity, which establishes and teaches us how
to understand the formula of the whole New
Testament, is to be explained as a marvellous
lapsus auctoris, a reduction into its original

source of a formula which existed without any
such high and solemn reason. Finally, if it is

the personal name Jesus which is the really

"intolerable" thing, as being uttered by Jesus
himself, we have only to remark that all which
had preceded gives ample justification of its use,

as inseparably belonging to that formula of
testimony to his own person in which the Lord
here prototypical ly presents himself before the
Father and the world. For the rest, we would
quote Lampe once more, whose words must
have their full weight :

" Not to no purpose is

it that the Lord does not simply say Me, but
speaks of himself in the third person ; com-
memorating himself his own proper name, in

order that he may intimate the mystical mean-
ing which it involves." Or is it a fortuitous

and meaningless thing that the Son of Mary
was called Jesus f This name of saltation

(Luke ii. 21), first uttered by Gabriel, which
combines a name common among the people
with the sole and incomparable truth of its
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tignification , wliich was borne in the Old Testa-

ment by typical persons, which in apostolical

preaching is expounded even as the angel of

the Lord had expounded it (Acts iv. 12, v. 31;

Matt. i. 21)—is it not here, if any where,

fittingly used, where he who bears it presents

himself before the Father in the full conscious-

ness of its power and meaning.*

Verses 4, 5. To have the authority and
power to save, according to the meaning of his

name,t to give eternal life in the living know-
ledge of himself and through him of the Father
—this is the joy and the crown of his Jeam-
?ieart at the present point of transition in his

pmyer, as he approaches the Father with the

name of Jems, that this name also may be
glorijied with and in him. But eternal life is

the fruit and consequence of his glorification,

which rests upon the fulfillment of his redeem-
ing mediatorial work—he therefore proceeds

to speak of this, developing and establishing it

more fully. They are greatly in error, although
there are many orthodox men among them,
•who would understand by the work merely the

teaching office of Jesus. Albertini, e. g., says

incorrectly in his sermon, " To have happily
finished his office of tetiching was to him a

great thing—but he presently thinks of the

mighty arrears of his work, and prays that the

Father would glorify him again through the

.suffering of death." We saw so far back as

chap. iv. that the great seedtime and harvest

were anticipated and united proleptically in

one—and can we suppose him here to have
spoken less comprehensively ? He expressly

describes the work upon earth, as if he was
already lifted up from the earth, and looking'

back upon it from heaven ; the spirit of prayer
80 elevates him that he can say in ver 11—

I

am no more in the world. 'Kzi r;/? yv?, "on
earth," is indeed the antithesis to napd d^av-
rqJ, Ttapd doi, that is, in thy heaven. (Ben-
gel : "Terra dcfecerut a deo.") Had he not

already suffered upon earth, and were not the

Bufferings of death the final consummation of

his human life in humanity? Thus the

* Was it not somethinfr affectingly belonginor to

the /oi/ of his dt^)f'rttire, that tiie Spirit should im-

press upon liim in all its clearness and blc^.^ed-

iiess the encourajring truth—Thou art called Jesus,

for thou sli.ilt save thy people from their sins.

Thu*» Matthew's record of the conccptio», and
John's of the departure, coincide in the name of
Jesus.

+ Ecclus.xlvi. 1, J? lyevero x<xrd to ovona
avroij neya<i kni dooTTfpia inXexraiy aijrot.

Let not the Apocrji)ha be too nnicli despised
;

it

contains inariy preludes and echoes of the Spirit

of propliecy, and some remarkably seeming to

go bejoiiil llie limit.s of the canonical writings.

Througlioul the praises of the fathers in Ecdesi-
a.'-ticus, it is in the case of Abraham and Solomon
alone lliat the significatioa of the name is lightly

touclipd—Why is it then that in the caseof Josliua

it is made so strikingly prom'nent 1 The Bible

closes. Rev. xxii. 16-20, with the single name
Jesus ; ver. 21 being all that is added.

irsXetccxja {reXeiaida? is an unworthy
substitution) is an anticipation, like the I have

overcome of chap. xvi. 33, which gives its pre-

dominant tone to the entire prayer. In this

finished, before the fulfillment upon the cross,*

consists the pre-eminent wonder of this prayer,
which anticipates the heavenly mediation and
intercession. The great remainder, of which
Albertini speaks, is not the suffering of death
as such, for that also is merged in the victory
of eternal life, but, the glorification with the

Father himself in heaven, as it is here simply
expressed. Even that is not so much in re-

serve, as now assigned and already his own,
even while he befittingly prays for it ; for

in ver. 10 we find a de8vc,adi.ia:, " I have
glorified," in vers. 22, 2i the 5c/|a which was
already given to him. We observed before

that there is not even a Uinnksgiving at the end
of the finished prayer, and this is true ; for

the avowal and testimony before God—Thou
gavest me the power, thou gavest me all to

whom I give eternal life; and now again—

•

IViou gavest me the work to Ao, is something
different from and more than thanksgiving in

the sense of the children of men. But previous

to this honor assigned to the Father, comes the

equally valid honor and dignity of the Son—

/

Jimve finished the work, and thereby glorified thy

name; and now glorify me! Once more, who
might thus speak before the throne of the

IxEyaXonpsTtiji 5o|a, "excellent glory" (2

Pet. i. 17)—except the Eternal Son, well-pleas-

ing to the Father, and well-beloved of him in

his humanity? More is expressed in this

uai vvy, "and now"—indicating in itself the

hour which had come (Euthymius)—than

merely, " the interchange of love," as Olshausen

thinks, needlessly seeking to do away with any

idea of compensating reward. We dare not

say that the praying Son regarded that as only

a reciprocation of love which in the presence of

the holy and righteous Father was really the

crown set upon his worthiness. Ileb. li. 9 ;

Phil. ii. 9. But even the Son is in this

idocdaday "1 have glorified," and ^-re-

X E i 00 d a, "finlflied," perfectly conscious of his

own worthiness and merit.f "He founds this

petition upon his obedience," as Braune says,

and asTheophylact, in this better than Euthy-

mius, expound.s it in almost the same words.

We must receive this as the most sacred

earnestness of scriptural teaching, and take it

as our own strong consolation ; not sentimen-

tally robbing it of all its meaning, as for in-

stance Herder irreverently does, to the scandal

of the devout, when he writes concerning

this prayer, " What Christ regarded as the

most precious booty of his short earthly

life, for which he thanked God as his richest

gain, is his wreath and recompense in that

world, an unfading heavenly flower of friend-

'' See the Apostle's fainter echo in 2 Tim. iv.

C-8.

t See what has been already said, upon chap,

xiii. 32.
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ship." Here, if any where, is such testhetic

sentimentality loathsome and out of place.

It is necessary to observe carefully the object

of this glorify : fxe, "me"—as it comes into

close connection with the 6v Trdrep, "thou,
Father "—is by no means merely the humanity*
any more than it is the eternal Godhead of the
Son in itself; but the entire person of the God-
man as one. If he referred to himself simply
as man, how could he say that he already had
this glory before the world was? If he re-

ferred simply to himself as the Son of God,
what would be the giving again of a glory
which had never been essentially laid aside or

given up? To deduce from these words, with
Thomasius and others, the doctrine that even
the divine nature was the subject of exinanitio,

is—whatever value such speculations may have
in their place—to travel beyond the simple
meaning of our text, which knows nothing of

any such separation and distinction in the
consciousness of Jesus. The glorifying which
he here arrogates is to be understood only as

the correlative of the xftvipii (abasement), and
xevo!>6t<i (self-abnegation), involved in the
taking flesh, and which had now come to an
end in this vvv,"nov}." 1\\ [he glorify ine i\\Q

humanity remains entire, yea, in the integrity

even of flesh and blood, as we saw in chap. vi.

;

it is not such a return to the Father, such an
assumption again by the Father, as would in-

volve the forsaking his flesh as well as tlie

world. For he prays, or rather desires. Take
now this humanity, in which I have accom-
plished the work, also into heaven with thee
—thither, where my divinity hath been from
all eternity. The two natures and persons of

the eyoo 6rsX£i'Gj6a and the Eixov are insepa-
rably united in So^adav /us. Christ praj'ed

that " id, quod tum Alius hominis est, ad per-
fectum Dei filium, i. e. ad resumendam indul-

gendamque corpori aeternitatis su?e gloriam, per
resurrectionis (et ascensionis) potentiam gigne-

retur
;
quam gloriam a Patre corporeus repos-

cebat. Non nova quferit, 7wn aliena desllerat ;

esse talis qualis fuerat, postulat, sed precatur :

id se, quod antea erat, esse, gigni scilicet ad
id, quod suuni fuit " (what was then the Son
of ilan, might, through the power of the resur-

rection [and ascension] be made the perfect

Son of God, i. e. the resumption and enjoyment
on the part of his body of his eternal glory,

etc.).t It is as if in this Ttapd deavr^ he
had approached the Father with the language
of the Psalm—Set me at thy right hand

!

" The incarnate Son now takes his part in

glory, returns in a glorified human form to

God ; the Son of God and the Son of Man are
forever united in Jesus, as the almighty and
y3t human ruler of the universe. It is the
same pure / which had been from all eternity

* So most of the fathers have cirelessly said,

such as Hilary, Chrys., Theodor. Heracl., and
Mopsu., Augustine, Theophylact, Euthymius.

t Hilar. Tract in Psa. ii. c. 27. See in Dorner,
Entwickelungsgeschichte, p. 1063.

in glory with God, and which lecanu in time
cognizable in Jesus ; this I, this personality, was
once only in the Son of God, but since the as-
cension it has existed in divine majesty in the
God-man" (Fikenscher).

It may be hoped that this will help us to un-
derstand the ei'xov, " I had," concerning which
Bengel says—" He does not say, Whi^h I re-

ceived." The Socinians of old and recently
cease not to refer this to the divine counsel and

Sre-determination;* B.-Crus., after Wetstein,
r6sselt, Gabler, etc., re-asserts the old desiinu'

tum habere, as involved either in the i'x^i^y or
even (as Eckermann will have it) in the napd
6oi—in thy counsel and mind. To that hum-
ble and believing spirit which instinctively re-
coils from all wresting of Scripture, it is an of-

fence even to refute such interpretations. It
may be thought that even Augustine bordered
upon itf—but in his case it is only in appear-
ance; he does no more than needlessly dis-

criminate between the Lord's divinity and hu-
manity. Indeed, he is so far right as the eter-
nal EXEiv of the divine nature must be regard-
ed as \\a.\\\\^ fr(Bdestinando extended itself also
to the human.
Uapd 6oi, " with thee," finally, belongs per

aynchysin to the ei'xov, as the Syr. translates,

^rahv N\1.nJ^ Dij? \'0 Tinifj "h Nin. The inter-

mediate clause—before the world was—is by no
means an accommodated expression, describing

an extra-temporal eternity in a popular manner
and according to human notions—as some are

contented with thinking, who do not perceive
the massive weight of all such words as these.

J

Creation in time is by no means of itself a
mere human notion, but the Lord here con-
firms this first dogma of Scripture by the
clearest utterance of his own consciousness. In
Ttpd Tov Tov Kodjiiov (that is, here, Tr,v nri-

6iv) Eivai, " before the world was," every
thing creaturely is excluded, and upon this

foundation is then built the most emphatic
TCa p d do

i

—With thee in eternity before the

beginning of the world and of time. Bengel

:

" Quia tum extra Deum nil erat." Even Hyp-
polytus, constrained by this word, was obliged

to say, " For he was ever in the excellent glory,

co-existing with the Father of whom he was
begotten before the ages, before time, and
before the foundation of the world." If there

was nothing then extra Deum, the Son was

* Grotius :
" Habebam—destinatione tua. Sie

lesem ante mundum aiunt fuisse Hebiaji." But
even Episcopius, as Tholuck quotes him, saw that

then—Christ would have said nothing more of
himself than what any man might say.

f Intelligamus pra;destinationem claritatis hu-
mana;, qua; in illo est, naturae, ex mortali immor-
talis apud Patrem futuras, et hoc, jam praedesti-

nando factum fuisse antequam niundus esset,

quod in mundo etiam suo tempore fieret " \Tr(v:l.

cv. 7).

\ Killer : As a child is taught that the little

brook which it looks into is derived from the

I ocean, and returns to it.
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5eo?, but at the same time, however, as Son

irooi t6v 5coV, in the i')Som of the Father.

Tliis liypostatical distinction in the unity of

nature is expressed here also in the nccpcc,

" with." Thus it is not as the heretic Marcel-

lus'of Ancyra thought, " Nothing else was be-

sid- God alone, and the Aoyoi before the crea-

tion of the world lay in the Father only

Svyrcuet, as Lyipyeia 6pa6TiHri TCpacEooi,

thus being simply one with him, as being no

other than a possibility in himself." For the

Lord says napd 6oi with reference to the 6v
ndrep ; he therefore carries back the name
Son, which the incarnation had made promi-

nent, even to his eternal prc-existence before

the world was: he thus permits and obliges

«s to recognize the mystery of an eternal Son-

ship in him who was begotten bfeore all worlds.

This np6 tov toy ko6uov eivat (comp.
r.sa. xc. 2) corresponds with the dpxyj, or

"beginning," before the itdvra kyevEzo, " all

things were made." Here, not simply as the

Vulg. translates, "priusquam mundus ,/?c-r€^"

but "priusquam essel." In ver. 24 afterwards

"we find instead itpo xara/ioXt/i^odftov, " be-

fore the foundation of the worUl," a well-known
and frequentlv occurring; phrase, see Matt. xiii.

35, XXV. 34; Luke xi. 50; Eph. i. 4; 1 Pet. i.

20; Heb. iv. 3. If only on this account no
one should undertake to say that xod/itoi here

in ver. 5 is only the world of earth and men,
as in ver. 6 and subsequently.* But there is

here the same transition from the general to

the particular as in the prologue from all

things tcei'e irutfle hy him to the world teas made
by him. In Heb. i. 2 and xi. 3 we find rou?
ciicovaZ. Kara^dXXedBat means to lay the

foundation; to fix, establish, begin, with and
without B£/ie\iov (Heb. vi. 1). KarafioA.?}
is the foundation or establishment in being,

which meaning is to be preferred even in Heb.
xi. 11 to that other—see Gen. iv. 25 (Sept.).

Compare Job xxxviii. 4; Psa. xxiv. 2, etc.f

Kow let every one submit to hear this most
plain and irresistible expression of the self-

cnn»:iousne»s of Chiiit in the presence of his

Fiither (not merf ly " the Apostle's self-con-

sciousness "), in wliich he testifies in his prayer
his own existence before and beyond time with
the Father before all Eivai of any «o(J//o?, any
Ttn'dii.X This divine civai zp6 may, for the

rest, be termed (with Ebrard)"an eternal.

* Schmieder reckons the word "world" nine-

teen times in the praypr, tliis being the first ; but

he forijets to remark that this first time it lias a

l)pculiar signification, which does not recur till

ver. 'J4.

f Thus the mystico-theo«ophical interpretation

of xaTdfioXri as connected with tie fall of tlio

niiseis, which Feldlioff s I'armjraphtn zur GcschicJitc

sucrgest, is altogether contrary to the meaning of

the word.

:f
This too, if we add ver. 24, as the eternal ob-

ject of his loie. Com])aie the remarks upon this

most weighty saying in Liebner's Christologie, i.

155.

dynamic Prins in relation to the creation of the
temporal universe"—this the more firmly es-

tablishes that this creation of time and the
world is the hefjinning of that time. Men may
deal with all other passages of Scripture which
teach a creation in time as if they consisted of

mere human representations, and dogmatical
forms of teaching, beneath which deeper prin-

ciples lie, for the research of speculation

—

though not one of them is so handled without
injustice; but here we would appeal to the in-

extinguishable feeling of truth in the mind of

every spcculatist, and ask if in the consciousness
of Christ this npo, " before," did not express a
real and literal truth.

Certain it is that to distinguish the Eternal

Son from the temporal icorld created through
him, the tc poor or oHoi Ttd6rj<; Hri6£(a?y

"first horn of every creature [rather all cre-

ation]," from the nridt? (of which a false ex-

position of this word would make him part)

—

to apprehend how he is dxpovoZ and yet not
dvapxai (this heretical expression being right-

ly interpreted)—is a goal of our knowledge
which is unattainable in this state. All specu-
lation which has striven to attain satisfaction

upon this point, in the present state, and by
its own thinking, has resulted in confusion,

confounding for the mo.st part the Son and the
universe. The Nn3 n't'X13, as the first and

last word of Scripture, is embraced and held
fast only by faith. (In Heb. xi. 3, it is nid-
TF.t yoov/iiey, not yvwdti tTtiytvoodHo/uey.)
Rothe's theological speculation—and this is the

most recent example—has not steered clear of

the error of heathenish and natural thinking,

which knows of nothing but an eternal world
which must be blended in its "Oy, or entity,

with God ; and into this error must all specu-
lation run which does not content itself with
the yyaodii kv ffi^re/, or knowledge bv faith.*

For ourselves, we would accept the challenge
which he throws out, and test the results of

such speculation by the canon of Scripture. We
ask, can there be any such thing as a canonical

Scripture, if " the difference between the popu-
lar presentation of the matter which prevails

in the Bible, and the more rigorously scientific

ideas which speculative theology demands,"
is to be accepted in such a sense as to make
the word ot God reveal a beginning, when

* His process of creation is simply the process
by which God the Spirit becomes the world

; a
process, too, which has no comjiletion or limit.

He boldly maintains that " the notion of a creation

in time is aitogethcr untenable, nor should we shrink
any longer from admitting tlio eternity and imprr-
isliableiiess of creation." He maintains that cre-

ating and being a Creator esscntiallj' lie in tho
idea of God : that the transition from not creating
to creating would inevitably involve a change in

God. " In the beginning—the first moment of
fnift"—in rehation to him (notwithstanding Gen. i.

1 ; John i. 1\ is not conceivable. Matter as pure
matter is like God without beginning, etc. See
his Ethik, i. 98 ff.
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there could have been none, and the Son of God
speak of a " before the world," when any such

hfoi-e is inconceivable and impossible ? We
ask whether the consciousness of Jesus, utter-

ing itself in this high-priestly prayer in ex-

pressions so definite and plain, is to be repre-

sented as merely a concession to the habit of

uncultivated thought which requires a " tem-
poral priority of God before the world," in

order to the maintenance of his " priority as the

first cause." To us the answer is obvious. We
would not in our thoughts and words go beyond
or differ from the thoughts and words of Christ

himself; we would think, as the Spirit of God
has taught multitudes of thinkers Doth before

Christ and since, both of an actual creation

and an actual Creator. We maintain that the

Son of God in humanity declares here a begin-

ning of the world ; and this one word

—

before

the world was—yea, the little word iefore itself,

condemns all speculation which denies it—all

speculation, that is, which takes a ground in-

dependent of scriptural revelation, and would
evolve its so-called idea of God out of its own
creaturely consciousness of the rivat, or " ab-

solute pure being." The everlasting distinc-

tion between the eternal Creator and the tem-
poral creature, as it is established by the re-

vealed word concerning the only true God, is ir-

removably fixed to the consciousness of faith;
and the philosophers should learn a lesson

from the fact that they can never make their

notions intelligible to those who cherish a

simple and living faith.

This may be enough upon the little word be-

fore. But now we must regard the verse

under another point of view, and say some-
thing in refutation of a certain doctrine which
imagines the Son of God, existing before his in-

carnation, to have become an angel from the
beginning of the creation.* The hypothesis
assumes that what is here, John xvii. 5 (and
elsewhere), said cannot lerefetred to the inalien-

able glory of the uncreated Logos. But we do
not see why it cannot, provided we seize the
two-fold relation in the do^adoy fia, " Glorify

me," and the eixov, " I had," in its unity—to

have a proper view of this is necessary for the
right understanding of all the attributes of the
divine and human person of Christ. Why
might not the God-man, consequently also as

God-man, be ap;ain glorified with the glory
which he, the same God-man, that is, the same
Ihefore thetoorld teas which has 7iow eniered into

humanity, ?iad already as the Eternal Son ? If

the assumption of the nature of the first-created

angel were in the background of these words.

* This is brought forward anew in Dr. Earth's
remarkable Sendschreihenan Schelling : ''DerEngel
des Bmides" (Leipzig, 1845\ It is hinted at. in

Brandt's ScJudlehrerbihcl, which observes upon John
xvii. 5, '• This cannot refer to his divinity, of
whicli he could not be emptied, and with which
he could not be glorified, but only to the glory
which he had as the Angel of the Covenant before
all other creatures were."

the 7t p 6 T ov T 6v X ud it ov si'vat, "
before

the world was," would not retain its literal

truth (since this TtpoDtoroHoi, dpxv ^"'75

HTi'dEcoi, Rev. iii. 14, so understood, belongs

also to the Kud/^io?), nor would the eixov in its

absolute contrast hold good, the sense of an
accepi being then necessarily substituted. If in

the world, John i. 10, is declared to mean. As
a part of the world, as a creature ; and in the

form, Phil. ii. 6, is expounded as best befitting

the idea of a created being—it is by an exegesis

which we regard as both perilous and needless.

If it is said that the Angel of the Lord in the
Old Testament, whose identity with Christ is

confessed, cannot be deemed to be an "un-
created angel " without a contradiction, we need

only remember that ^NTIO (used, as is well

known, also of men) is generally one sent or a
messenger, and that therefore there is no contra-

diction in his going forth or heing sent, who is,

nevertheless, in his nature the Word and
Revealer of the hidden God. Barth himself

admits that " the assumption of the Logos be-

coming an angel before his incarnation does

not remove tiie difficulty, but rather increases

it." Regard it as we may, it only throws it

further back. We find the solution of all these

difficulties—riddles and problems much harder
than any which the simply-understood word of

Scripture presents io us—in the acceptation of

that idea of the Living Three- One God, which
alone is conformable with Scripture. It ac-

knowledges in the living God himself, in con-

sistency with his infinity, which is not a mere
dead abstraction, the principle of all distinction

and formation, that is, the original ground, the

true cipx^j of all xri'df;, and thus finds no
difficuliiy in accepting the fiopq)?) 3eov, "form
of God," as before the creation of the world.

Finally, Heb. ii. 16 may be I'egarded as decisive

against any union of the Son with the nature of

angels; not, indeed, according to the direct

meaning of the took not upon him, as Luther's

translation assumes—but in the connection of

the whole Epistle, in itself, and with the whole
scriptural system, in which no trace of any
such relation of the angels to the Son is found,

even when they are professedly the subject of

discourse.

Instead of all these vain and adventurous
incursions into things too high for us, let us
adoringly enter into the eternal counsel of our
salvation, which was already, before the founda-
tion of the world, purposed in the Son, whose
glorification even as the Son of Man was eter-

nally contemplated by him as predestined. This
is the jvactical bearing of the inexhaustible

saying which we now consider. We may quote
Hermann's hymn :

" The foundation of the

world was not laid, heaven was not yet created,

when God planned for my best interest ; his

grace was extended to me before I had my be-

ing. It was his counsel that I should have life

through his only-begotten Son ; him would he
provide as a mediator for me, him did he set

forth as a propitiatory, that through his blood
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I should be sanctified and saved." Or in tho

words of Hofacker's simple and fervent sermon
on John xvii.: "Satan was not yet created, nor
had he fixllen ; Adam was not yet created, nor
had he fallen ; no sinner walked upon the earth,

the earth iloclf was not yet, nor was there any
sin, for there existed no creature which could

sin ; death was not yet, for there was none to

die ; when in the eternal depths of the God-
head the plan of n^lcmption was projected, the

method appointed by which sin should be

abolished, and death slain, by which the S<m
should bruise the serpent's head, and obtain for

himself power over all flesh, that he might give

eternal life to all who should be given him of

the Father." We think, for ourselves, that it

better becomes the creature, and is more in

harmony with our inmost consciousness of God,
is most safe to the mind, and blessed to the

lieart, adoringly to contemplate (Matt. xxv.

34; Eph. i. 4, 0; John xvii. 24) the eternal

counsel of the Creator's love in human redemp-
tion—than, with Rothe, to speculate about the

continuation of the creating work in a moral
process, the elevation and the transformation

of the vA?/ (matter) into Ttvev/na (spirit)—in

theories which regard evil as necessarily and
unavoidably growing out of blind matter, yet

yielding by slow degrees to the necessary pro-

cess of the development of God in the world;
and which, finally, instead of that consummation
in the Safifjanhnoi (rest) which the Scripture

holds out, and man's heart yearns for (the pit

of eternal fire, however, which glorifies the jus-

tice of God being beneatii), shadows out an

eternal succession of processes such as he en-

deavors to explain.

The prayer at its outset concerned Ms own
person, as all true prayer under human relations

must, when it proceeds from urgent internal

impulse. But what a difference between this
" Glorify mfe," and every " Help mc. Give me,"

of the children of men ! In a sole au'l unap-
proachable sense the incarnate Son of God, the

Saviour of all flesh, can and must first and last

speak only concerning himself in the Father's

presence. The " Help me !
" can find no ex-

pression here. Instead of " Give me !

" we hear

liis witness, as not before, but already t/pon the

throne, speaking in majesty on the right hand
of majesty, " Thou hast given to me— that I

may give." and now, at the highest point of

this elevation, we hear the perfect expression

of that ohjfc/ivii/ which, as it were, softens

wliatever might seem discordant in such a style

of praying from human lips, by an inexpressi-

ble tone of lowliness mingled with di^nily:

"To know thee and Jrnxs Chrid is eternal life."

Upon tlii.'j follows tho fir.st /, which makes the

Son of Man who had finished the work upon
earth the same in person and consciousness

with him who was with the Father before the

foundation of the world. (Juuld it be otherwise

than that this prayer, so beginning, should at

its conclusion le'ul all brick tvjain into his ouori

pcrtcnf The loundation was laid in the high

eternity

—

We are one. The end of his inter-
cession for his own can be no other than

—

I
in than.

In the second and middle section of the
whole (vers. 6-19) we see that this "/ m
them" is the pre-suppo?ed latent foundation
of all; but Us fnal expression is prepared tor

by an exposition of the whole way and pro-
cess which leads to the truth and reality of
this end : set forth in words which are most
sublime, and clear, and tranquil, and comjire-
hensible, even to the childish capacity. We
find that this section falls naturally into two
parts. In vers. 6-13 the ftindamcnta? rc(i.so)i is

Drought out, on which rests the i prai/ for them,

and out of which is developed the proper peti-

tion for their preservation and defence, the con-
centration of all intercession. Then follows

vers. 14-19, the process of this prayer itself,

which leads back into the principle and origin

of all again

—

I for them.
From the accomplished work of the glorifica-

tion of the Father upon earth, the Lord de-

scends first to the specific jrropJietic ofliice which
was really fulfilled in this nmc ; and to this

then added, the beginning of one being the

ord of the other, the hi'jh-2)riestly office, which
is, as it were, introduced in ver. l9. We must
maintain, against Lulhardt, that the "mani-
festation of the name" is not entirely the

same as the glorification of the Father; al-

though they may be made, by a pregnant in-

terpretation, equivalent one to the other. For
here vers. 6-8 speak especially of the prepara-

tion of an intelligent, acknowledging faith in

the reception of the word; and then first ver.

17, etc., of their sanctification as it is to be

consummated, and which had been already

contemplated in the great anticipation of ver,

4. I have revealed thy name to them, given

them thy word in the words which thou hast

given me—and they have received it and kept

it in acknowledging faith. This is the founda-

tion for the fellowship between tho Lord and
his own, on the ground of which alone they are

worthy and capable of partaking his special in-

tercession (in contrast with the world). Tiius

he presents them to the Father with their pre-

sent faith in him, and tiiis io the first point,

vers. 6-8.* Hence he prays for them, that is

now and here, otherwise than for the world :

this, approaching still nearer to the prayer it-

self, is' the second, vers. 9, lO.f Finally, the

third is the direct utterance of the prayer (or

their conservation and defence, vers. 11-13. All

this prepared for the recognition of their need,

despite the beginnings of grace—They are yet

in the world.

* " Argunientimi (but not tertiuni, pr innni

rather, according to our arran£ompiit) pel Hum
i^sl a. qnalitate pcrxo'ianim, \>vo quibiis Jesus inler-

cede'.;at, in qnil>us inilia yraluc conspiciebantur,

i\wx: consfrvari fas erat " (Lani;>e).

t Not merely with Olsliausen : "Tho positive

side of the prayer is now followed by ihe nega-

words, Father—thou audi— I with thee from , tlve."
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The detail of the intercession itself, prepared

for by the laying of this foundation, commences
as before—I have given them thy word ; and

then goes on to pray, first for their preserva-

tion, because, though no longer of the world,

they are yet in the world, in the Ttovr/pov, or

"evil," vers. 14-16. Then, since the root of

this evil is the sin which still adheres to them,

it is manifest, secondly, that this preservation

to the end is not otherwise possible than

through their sanctification : that it is not in

their case the keeping or guarding of some-
tliing already perfect in them, but a rrjpElv

in Tov Ttovrjpov, a dyid^siv, or sanctifying,

vers. 17, IS.* Thirdly, and finally, this sanc-

tification of his own is carried back to the ori-

ginal ])rinciple and ground of all, his redeem-
ing and atoning work.

Verse 6. From the re-assumed glory with
the Father lie looks back and looks down
upon his children in this fallen world of man-
kind, and presents them with himself to the

Father. AVe might say, with Olshausen, "in
evidence, as it were, that the work was fin-

ished "—but this only connects it with what
precedes : on the other hand, what precedes
had been spoken only to pave the way forvhat
now comes, this presentation and intercession.

Jn thus coming to the Father, the Lord brings
with him his own, who are still notwithstand-
ing in the world and amid its evil—it is this

which is the inmost meaning and reason of his

intercession. A. H. Francke finds here the first

evidence of a truth, to which he afterwards
frequently reverts, that not only all the Lord's
then existing disciples were included with the
eleven, but that all his future followers and
ourselves might appropriate his words—ex-
cluding, of course, those specific references
which (as in ver. 18) point to the Apostles
alone. But our exposition of the three pre-
ceding chapters has already clearly established
the representative character of the first disci-

ples to whom the Lord then spoke.
As to the developing connection between ver.

6 and ver. 5, we may say generally, with Lu-
ther, " To glorify the" Father means' to manifest
his name; thus he had so proclaimed that
name, as to prove to their hearts that he was
a gracious Father" etc. It is presently made
clear, vers. 11, 12, that a living knowledge of
the Fatlier's name is intended, and in the ncd
yycjpidGa, "1 will declare," ver. 26, the ex-
pression is interpreted into its full depth of
meaning

;
it is declared that that holy name is

not entirely made known until in the unity of
perfection the whole love of God in Christ, and
nothing but this love, dwells, lives, and is glo-
rified also in the sanctified and saved. So far
those expositors are right who make the com-
mon formula tice name of Ood equivalent to the
nature of God jYse//—throughout the Scriptures,
and also here. It must not, however, be over-

* This is a jtreliminary reason for not under-
standing the evil as niascu.ine, and the samtifying
as a mere cousicratwn.

looked, that according to the principle and the

origin of this phrase the natne signifies the na-
ture as far as it is cognizable and capable of

name. From this the word here sets out : the

commencing q>avEpovv, " showing," is placed

in contradiction to the previous obscurity of

the Old Testament ; it is not yet the full

yycopiZ^siv, but h & begimiing of it; and, as

such, is shown by the sequel to have been effect-

ed through the word given by him and kept by
the disciples. Christ first preached and testified

concerning the Father (chap. xvi. 25)—in his

own person he brought down and unfolded this

great word, teaching man how he may and
why he should call God his Father.- The
question concerning the name of God had been
hitherto answered by the inconceivable r^.^X'

(Jehovah) which the awe of the far-off worsliip-

pers dared not even pronounce, and which
rather repelled, therefore, than satisfied the

inquiry : but now eternal being is plainly re-

vealed to be eternal loce. When by tlie sending
of the Son, the distinction which had existed

from eternity in the living love of the divine

nature itself was disclosed, and the mystery of

the Trinity which had found no expression in

the unity of the name Jehovah was brought to

light—then appeared the Jiindness and l-ive to-

ward man of God our Samour,\ and then " a
personal, absolute principle of love became re-

vealed as the distinguishing idea of the divine

essence."! This is assuredly the proper mean-
ing of the Father-name as disclosed by the Son
also to men, in which the life-giving knowledge
of the only true God both discloses itself and
closes all revelation—beyond this name and it;

appropriate honor the creature has noth n;
further to know, to confess, and to praise'.

Schm eder, although he sets out with a pro-
found but general interpretation of " name,"
yet says at the close

—
" Thus understood and

acknowledged the Father-name is the perfect

name of God simply." In all other appi-ehen-

sion of God, as Tholuck says, letters and syl-

lables only of his name are heard. We more
truly understand ro ovu/ia, " the name," thus,

most certainly, than if we should dismiss it,

with B.-Crusius, by " the confession of Thee "—

•

for the question here is what and wJio God is

to be known and confessed to be. The Father-
name brought to us by Christ " is the true
name by which man may know God, that is,

see and feel his heart, his will, and his work "

(Luther). But in what way did Christ first

and alone reveal this name? Assuredly, by
his word or words, as himself says; but this

* Hence Nonnus is not essentially wrong

—

ovvo-
jua 66y nr/pvca.

t The Jehovah-name is glorified in the J.^sus-
name, as the New-Testament 6 xipiui would in-
dicate.

t So Kling say.s—or Branne, somewhat differ-

ently :
" As the immeasurable principle of love,

as the holy and good Father, who inclines to the
creatures dependent on him, with unfatliomjble
compassion."
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does not mean thronsrh his dorfrine or tcnehing

as such— as if notiiin>r more was necessary than

to tell men, and help their renson to apprehend,

as the blind Rationalists say, that God is a

lovinj^ and compassionate Father. It is the

most lying desecration of this all-holy name, to

detach the Sou's teaching concerning the good
Father above from all iliose other doctrines

which he taught as i\\(- foundation or qualifi-

cation of that truth. For he did not first and
at once declare the Fitthor to be the general

i

Father of compassion without any mediation;

but he announced him Jird to be his own, the

Son's Father, and then ours, because he hath

given us the Son. The word concerning tlie

Fatlier was at the same time a word concerning

the Son ; a svlf-testimony to the personality'of

this Jesus Christ. Thus, not properly speaking

by his doctrine, but in his ]>er>o>i, from the time of

his incarnation, to which the works and words
bare witness, as tlie St-nt One in whom is the

nicme of Gml (Exod. xxiii. 21), as the Covenant
Angpi come—did he reveal the name of the

Father as eternal love. Finally, and it must
be carefully noted, in this / huce manifcstexi

there lies the same great pi-ofepsis which per-

vades the whole prayer; for the prophetic

oflnce was glorified in the fruit of a clear a;id

living knowledge by the Spirit, commencing in

preluies !rom the day of the resurrection itself.

The Risen Lord, now first iiimself justified and
glorified as the Sen, announces in his first

words to his brethren, John xx. 17, the name of

Am Father and their Father for the first time in

all its distinctness—as was predicted in Psa.

xxii. 23, comp. Heb. ii. 11, 12. And all this

is here anticipated and included. The 'Eyoo,

"I," must have its emphasis, though ndl ex-

pressed, iniUQi(pay£fja}6a," have manifested"
(as it stood prominently before the eSdza-
6a ami ^rfA£/u>:a) (Matt. xi. 27); for it

must not be forgotten that the word, work, and
life of the Son of 3od upon earth, before he re-

turns to heaven, fulfill as one gAat collective

self-testimony of that person who is the Son, the
so-called prophetic office of the Redeemer.

Unto t/ie men—thus after ver. 5 the glorified

Son of God speaks as if from above ; appropri-

ates himself and in himself the Father iqieeijkdlly

to these children of men, whose brother he has

become and will be forever. Lampe rightly

says, " Cum exclusione angelorum ;" for this is

now the permanent pre-eminence of the Adamic
creature over all other " children of God," even
the " morning stars " (Job xxxviii. 7), that

they through Christ have God as in the most
direct and essential manner their Father. In

the x66fioi of ver. 5 all creatures were included

and surveyed ; but the Lord's contemplation
now descends to the tcorUl of mankind to whom
he belongs—and in this restricted sense he
Bays, ix tuv k66uov, "out of the world."

Even the Aposllefi, who were first referred to,

are no other than men given to him out of the

v/ rid (which kuoweth not the Father, ver. 25,

and to u'licii tlu-v also by nature be.onppd).

But thii universal ezpressloa presently teaches

us, that the Intercessor, standing as it were on
high, already regarded in them the representa-
tives ot all men gpuerally who should ever be
given to him.* Whom thou hast givenj me
out of the world—thus does ver. 2 look back to

and connect itself with chap, xv, 19. " With
what complacency and how often does Jesus
mention in this prayer that the Father has giv-

en him all! In the Father's presence he keeps
perfect silence as to his own electing energy
(chap. XV. 16), by which he had made Ihe disci-

ples his own " (Schmieder). But what is involv-

ed in this givinq is plainly unfolded in the fol-

lowing clause, which Ibrms the fmnt of transi-

tion between the di.sciples' having hefore leen

of tlu worhl and their noip lieing Christ's.

Thine they we>-e—it is idle to understand this

as if it meant. As thy creatures, like the whole
world ; or even, with Kichter, " like all men,
in the love of thy compassion." For in rov
Hod/itov, means not the world, in as far as it is

God's; nor does the Father unconditionally

give any man to his Son from the evil world.

Hezel's note is very unworthy :
" That which I

would give must he mine—all these men were
thine, created by thee—thou couldst thus give

them unto me;" and the predestinarian turn

which another writer gives it, is nothing less

than blasphemous, " Thou couldst put them to

any use thou wouldst."J Yet we read in more
than one exposition, " They were thine by
eternal election." We think that, as chap. vi.

37, 44, 45, defined the giving of the Father to

be a preparatory drawing to the Son, Thine (hey

icere can here mean no other than this prepa-

ration and drawing over from the world to the

Son—which may be regarded as the economy
of the Father before the kingdom of the Son is

set up. Is, then, this Thine llieywere in its wid-

est sense equivalent to the being of God, chap,

viii. 47, or of ihe truth, as even a heathen, ac-

cording to chap, xviii. 37, might be? We re-

gard the fundamental principle as the same,

but this cannot suffice for the meaning in its

reference to the Apostles (and those then includ-

" He uses so general an exj)ression concerning

them, because lie belield in them the tiist fruits

of those who should in hilure l)e given to him "

(Rieger).

t Lachmann's f.^wwor? every where in vers. 6-8,

instead of Si^ooxai (••nly in ver. 8, SsSooklx

avrol'i). may safely be preferred ; as these bet-

'.er unfold the aorist-bislorical procedure toward
the final result.

\ The view of the Jicrlenb. Bibcl is incorrect

from another point, and is, moreover, altogether

alien to the context :
" They were thine, in thine

eternal fatherly council, from tlie creation," it

explains, and then fun her illustrates, thus: " First,

thou hadst right in and claim upon them as Cre-

ator, and they upon thee—which a i>enitent may
plead against orisinal sin. Secondly ; They lay

shut up under thy fatherly severity—they have
been delivered to me by the hand of justice, that

I misht set them at one with thee again." All

(his is either vactie, or incorrect, or inappropriate
' to the connecUou.
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ed with them) ; for the necessary complement
in their case seems to be—They were thine as

under the Old Testament. This work of the
Father preparing for and leading to Christ must
find its recognition somewhere in this prayer

;

for it was already intimated in ver. 3. Indeed,
all who were the children of Abraham accord-
ing to the flesh, and united in the fellowship of

the covenant of law and promise, were so far

Ood's, and were to be given to him again in

Christ (Matt. xxii. 21). But the greater part
were unwilling and unfit for this, because the
truth of their covenant relation had been annull-

ed in them, and Israel it-elf had become a

Hoduoi. Consequently, the Old-Testament pre-

paration is here regarded only as far as it

yfa,a a reality ; the disciples of Jesus had pre-

viously been genuine, sincere Israelites, the

escaped or reserved in Israel, Isa. iv. 2—the

holy seed, chap. vi. 13. Thus we agree with
Eieger in the issue, " They were the Father's,

not only as his creatures and the heirs of the

covenant with the fathers, but also as good
hearts yielding to the discipline and drawing
of God."

This holds good in the fullest sense of the
Apodles, whom the Lord has here primarih/ in

view, and then of the greater part of his first

disciples. He did not, as some seem to think,

translate even the Apostles by a sudden con-

version out of the midst of the publicans and
sinners. In the case of others, where there

might appear to be a sudden, instantaneous,

and immediate election out ol' the world, there

had been in reality an analogous work ot

transition, or preparatory drawing of the Fa-
ther: it was not wanting even in the instance

of Saul, despite all appearances. We may ex-
tend this further, and seek the deeper principle

which underlies even the Old-Testament pre-

paration, as the Father's giving to Christ. Thus
Mej'er :

" Conversion to Jesus Christ is wont
to be preceded by an awakened sense for God
and right, an old covenant, whence follows the

actual drawing of the Fatiier to the Son."

Better to say that this awakening is itself the

drawing. For, as Braune says, '" General piety,

whether Jewish or Gentile, is a thread which
leads into the kingdom of Christ. lie uhofear-
eth God is accepted of him. Scorn not, therefore,

any piety or fear of God, though it be not yet
Christian."

With the "propter electionem,," by which, of

course, Lampe explains Thine they toere, we need
not trouble ourselves much; since even the

concluding clause of the verse, and more par-

ticular ver. 8, refers the decision to the men
themselves, to their receiving his word, their

knowing, and believing. It might appear, in-

deed, as if And they have Jcept thy word indicated

the gradual progress of the disciples' faith in

Christ, and even their perseverance in faith.

This must be included, since he is here pre-
senting them to the Father as having continued
till now his own, the fruit of his mission ; but
we think, furthermore^ that this concluding
clause looks back upon, and is the summary of

the whole past; bringing forward the human
decision of these men, as the otlier side not only
of TJiou gavest them to me, but also of the first

Thine they loere. It might indeed be thought that
TovJ^oyoy 6ov, " thy word," is parallel with
TO ovojiia 6ov, " thy name," and expounded
again by the pi'ifdara, " words," of ver. 8.

But, remembering that Jesus uses, throuehoufc
these final discourses, the formula tuv X(' ^ov
nov TT/psIv (chap. x'\v.2S, etc.), we are inchned
to regard this emphatic and peculiar Xoyov
6ov as including the Old-Testament, prepara-
tory word of God, and zTjfiElv, or " keeping,"
as being, in a general sense, the acceptance,
and observance, and holding fast of that word.*
It is then coiTelative of chap. v. 38; and at tho
same time an explanation of the giving of tho
Father as being their learning oi him—similarly

to chap. vi. 44, 45. This view seems best to

accord with the general sense of the words
which describe these men, taken out of the
world, as having been believers and wortiiy

from the beginning until now. So Luther ac-

cepts it: "They were thine, he says; and
it is as if he should say. Whosoever heareth
the word, openeth his ears and his heart_, and
lets God's revelation penetrate his soul, belongs
no longer to the world, but (in due course) to

me." He further goes on to show how far we
may assure ourselves of being God's, by the
manner and sincerity of our own hearing and
keeping of his word.

Verses 7, 8, This wo?/? makes prominent the
New-Testament position which the disciples

had reached; and here is the connection which
Liicke finds wanting. He also regards the
development of the thought as too loose, and
cannot see for what purpose " this evolution of

the nature and origin of the disciples' faith " is

introduced; finding, further, in all this, evi-

dence of the Evangelist's composition. He is

good enough, however, to allow that this pro-

cess of thought might not be altogether alien

to the praying spirit, and that " the composi-
tion may be justified on that ground." We
earnestly beg this excellent expositor to weigh
these words well in a second edition, and if pos-
sible remove them ; for they cannot but be
olFensive to many readers of his commentary
who think the composition of John above any
human judgment, and further believe that the
Spirit of inspiration has actually reproduced
the very prayer of the Son of God' in this chap-

ter. For ourselves, we find here in every word
a most worthy meaning, thoughts the unfold-

ing of which is perfectly harmonious. Ver. 7
in connection with ver. 6 rises again from the
specific to the general view of Christ's work,
returns to the revelation of the Father-name,
and explains it—Now know they ih^e in me, the

* Including the O.-T. word, not that alone. Al-
ford supposes me to mean the latter, and objects

that its place would have been, in that case, hefora

the dedcjHai. My meaning is that the Loril

speaks comprehensively and in a t'ansitional way
of boih—as it were proleptically for vers. 7, 8. -
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Father in the Son. In ndvra vdcc, " whatso-

ever," the entire testimony of his works to his

person is summed up in one; but then, in the

sense which we have often expounded, the

pt'/ftara, as the basis and test of tlie knowledge

of faith, are brought forward into prominence.

According to chan. vii. 17, xii. 44-50 this is the

beginning of faith in Christ—to acknowledge

his word as given him of Goi], to accept and

admit this testimony, to let it abide and give

it room in the heart," and thus to keep it. That

tlie Inoiring here precedes the helieviiig is strictly

consistent with ver. 3; and shows decisively

tiiat the Lord in this intercession for his dis-

ciples admits no other faith than that which is

based on knowledge.* All the words given to

him of the Father, he had given to them

—

just as in chap. xv. 15 and elsewheiv. We
"think that in this most solemn final testimony

the Lord makes direct allusion to that impor-

tant passage, Deut. xviii. 18, 19. He thereby

refers, by tacit opposition, to the opposing und

doomed unbelief of all those who would not

hear and receive the words which the Father

had put in his mouth, and which he had spoken

in his name. But he also thereby declares the

work which he had already accomplished to be

that fulfilment and consummation of thep'<?-

phttic office which Moses there predicted. All

the inditidual words which he nad spoken he

sums up and seals, in his Father's presence, in

these fjt'jitara, " words," given by him to be

received by man.
When he now bears joyful witness before the

Father to the understanding faith of his beloved

disciples, he quotes, as it were, and confirms

their own literal confession in chap, xvi 30

—

yea, he dignities their albeit weak ni6TEvoi.if.v,

"we believe," into an I'yroadav, "they have
known." We doubt whether Fiken.scher's dis-

tinction of the two parallel clauses is tenable ;

he says, " Rightly is the relation to Christ

called a Icnowinq, to the Father a heliemng."

For irapd 6ov l&rjMov, " I came forth from

thee," and 6v fxs dnedrEiAa?, " thou hast

sent me," reciprocally explain each other as

perfect correlatives ; the latter, however, less

profound in its expression, being added in order

graciously to include all commencing faith,

that namely which might apprehend his being

sent but not yet his proceeding from the Fathei-

—before he goes on to say, For these and all

like them / praif. Both, however, are united

in one—They believe r-n mc—as it is said after-

ward in ver. 20. For his name alone, as the

name of the Son, avails to all men under

lioaven for the knowledge of the name of the

Father. The dXifjoac, "surely," which is sig-

nificantly added to they have known, and which

is to be referred also to they hate believed, has a

tone of gracious encouragement as proceeding

• 'EyvGOxa is found in mmy JISS.—a strange

*rror of tlie old copyists, followed even by the

Syr. There can be no imaginable place found for

vth' eyya)Hoc, as refeiTed to our Lord, least of

all in this prayer.

from the lips of the Searcher of hearts ; but it

seems also, as preceding " I pray for them," to

contain a warning rejection of all self-imagined

or hypocritical believing and knowing. It may
also be compared with the npN3> " in truth,"

of P?a. cxlv. 18. Well for us, if we do not
merely utter our own We have believed and we
have known, but are also acknowledged before

the Father by the dXtfOwi of his Son.

Verse 9. What he had promised in Matt.

X. 32, he now begins to fulfill ; as well as what
he had said in John xiv. 16— I will ask the Fa-
ther for you ; we therefore plainly perceive

that that denial of any intercession, which bad
intervened in chap. xvi. 26, 27, has a sense by
no means inconsistent with this. As the high

priest, who has no sin of his own, yea, whose
own infirmity itself became the power of God
in him for the world's redemption, lie has hither-

to only presented his own person and work in

the Father's presence, and the disciples only as

they are the fruit of that work which he brings

with him. Tlie twice-spoken Glorify ine was
less a petition than a claim, resting upon
tXt'iXvQey f) Spa, " the hour has come," and
uai yvv, "and now"—a confident expectation,

consistent with the testimony which he had ut-

tered concerning the vk'hole relation between the

Fatiier and himself. But now, as the represen-

tative of weak and sinful men, he uses for the

first time an express iparoj, "I pray "*—this,

however, being dignified by the 'Eycj, " I,"

which emphatically precedes. All that we
have heard, in the discourses which prepare

for this prayer, concerning the distinction, now
made perlect, between believers and the world,

must be applied to our understanding of the

sense in which Jesus here rigidly distinguishes

his praying for his own from his praying for

the world. For, that he does not deny and
renounce all prayer for the world, is as certain

as that he now offers that intercession for his

own which nevertheless he had before relatively

denied. The prayer for his enemies upon the

cross, the testimony of the Holy Spirit in sub-

sequent apostolical teaching (Heb. vii. 25),

yea, the very close itself of t?iis prayer, vers.

20, 21, 23, all declare his intercession for the

world. Not indeed for the world which con-

tinues because it will continue in its ungodly
character, which therefore receiveth not the

Spirit ol truth, and can never " come unto God
through him" (hence this limitation in Heb.
vii. 25)—but still for all who should believe,

and even for the weighty testimony of believers

in ordtr that the world may believe and know.
Thus an unconditional exclusion of the world
from Chiist's intercession is contrary to the

mind of Christ and the entire Scripture; as

certainly and us universally as he died for all,

he mediates for all ; for his intercession is the

fruit, consequence, and power of his redeeming

* The critical distinction between this aud
atrco has been referred to on chap xiv. 16 and
xvi. 26.
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work. Calvin and those who follow him find

in this Ipray not for the world their dccrehim re-

probafionis pronounced upon ihe vasa ine ; but
what we have already said renders any further
refutation of this unnecessary. Lampe's fri<>ht-

ful conclusion is ipevfectiy perverse : "When
Jesus thus excludes them from his intercession,

he declares that he is not their high priest, and
therefore that he was not about to die for Ihem.

For these are the two inseparable offices of the
high priest, and they have an equal extent of

operation. The rather is this true, as it would
have been a much less thing to pray for sinners
than to die for them. Hence we may argue
here from the less to the greater." This is to

place one single misunderstood word in opposi-
tion to the simplest, clearest, most abundant
testimonies of Scripture. Luther at first seem-
ed, alas I to assent to this (in his exposition of

John xvii) : "From this nothing can follow

but that they must be altogether lost, as those
of whom Christ will know nothing." But in

another place he corrects himself :
" To prav

for the world, and not to pray for the world,

must both be right in their place. For he
afterwards says himself, ver. 20—for them also

which shall believe. But these must be as yet
of the world, and therefore he must pray for

the world, on account of those who should be
brought out of it." (See the whole passage in

Tholuck.) Since the believing and the coming to

him rests finally in our own decision—that, how-
ever, being possible only through the power
which has been obtained by him and extended
to us*—it cannot bebut that the intercession

of him who " willeth not that any should
perish, but that all should come to repentance"

(2 Pet. iii. 9), should actually apply to the

whole world, in order that all may be able to

believe, if they will. During the great term of

long forbearance before the final decision, he
maketh intercession for the transgressors (Isa.

liii. 12), restraining judgment, demanding faith,

and offering its blessings to man. If we say

to the believer. He prayeth for thee, that thy
faith fail not—so may we say to the unbe-
liever, He prayeth for thee, that thou mayest
believe. The conflict between the divine will

and the freedom of man, which is solved by the
prescience of the issue, but without any repro-

bating predestination, enters deeply into the

high-priestly praver, as we shall see upon ver.

12.

A well-meaning distinction is generally in-

troduced hei'e—I pray not nvio, in this place,

for the world ; but this is certainly insufficient,

and the correction is better which reads, I pray
not in this manner for the world. For in its

* B.-Crusius does not understand this: "The
theological question as to how this power could be
prayed for, whereas man himself is appealed to as
having it in his own decision, concerns not the
Spirit of the New Testament," etc. 0, no; all is

actually prayed for and obtained by prayer ; but
not for the irresistible constraint of a free crea-
ture.

connection with vers. 6-8, the word means,
first—I pray not indeed for such as are un-
worthy, but for such as have become thine,

who have already believed; but as such he
could not present the world to the Father, that
he might regard them with complacency, de-
fend and love them like his own. It has been
said. This is the testament, and none but tho
heirs are spoken of; but we would add mor©
specifically, None but those who have already
entered into the inheritance. " The prayer of

Christ for tlie world takes quite a different

form from that for the Church. The former is

to tho effect that the world may cease to be
what it is ; the latter, that the Church may bo
perfected in that which it has received into it-

self" (Olshausen). The prophetic word, Psa.

xvi. 3, 4, where certainly priestly intercession

may be admitted,* has the same sense as here,

the exclusion of the world from the specific

complacency of approving intercession. As
the typical high priest prayed only for Israel,

bore only the twelve tribes on his breastplate,

so there is a corresponding prayer of the eter-

nal high priest only for the true people of God
—which, however, by no means excludes the
calling of the Gentiles to enter into the true
Israel. It is altogether in harmony with the
Apostle's word, 1 Tim. iv. 10, which has its

force f^r the prayers oi the Church also—He ia

the Saviour of all men, especially of them that
believe. " Every one enters into the precious

privilege of this special intercession, so soon as

he Oldens his heart for the acceptance and ob-

servance of the words of Christ as widely as

the disciples did in their, years of pupilage "

(Eieger). All others, as long as their unbelief

;ind hatred of God is not yet perfect, and they
do not altogether Tcnoio ichat titey do, their re-

pentance unto remission being possible, par-
take in the "Father, forgive them!" of the

cross, and the continuous energy of Gospel
testimony which is the fruit of his intercession

—that the world may believe.

Concerning those who already believe, those

already given to him, the Lord says once
more to the Father—For they are thine. This
does not mean merely, They were, they became
thine, therefore thou couldst give them to me;
but it refers to their present condition, They
are and continue thine even as given to me ; by
me they are to be fully given back to thyself.

This is established by what follows.

Verse 10. This leads us back to chap,

xvi. 15. But what a word of majesty and
divine power to be found in prayer before

God! "It would not have been so much if

he had said simply. All that is mine, is thine.

For every one may say that all he has is

God's. But he inverts the words, and says.

All that is thine, is mine. No creature could

thus speak before God " (Luther). Yes, truly,

this Ttdvra, "all things"—not Travrs?, "all

men "—includes the eternal divinity, and

* This we now fully admit, though it was denied
in our Commentary on the Psalms.
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changes the prayer into a free, rightful, and
unrestricted taking from the fuhies?, power,
and love of tiie Father—in whose presence he
can say, We are one. But the conclusion,

Aiid I am glorified in them, goes yet further,

And all that is thine and mine belongs also

to them. Thus every Christian may, m the

joyful confidence of faith, utter the same word
to Christ, All that is thine is mine (1 Cor. iii.

21-23). It is obvious again, that the Son
presents his discinles to the Father as those in

whom he himself already lived. Grotius

:

" Itanne in ipsorum persona mea res verlitur."

De Wette and Stolz very incorrectlv translate,

I am glorified by them. This hy iliem (which
cannot be found in the kv) was yet entirely in

the future ; but the glorification of the Lord in

them had already its living commencement, so

that he could pre-suppose and build upon their

future in anticipation. Certainly, there was
much wanting to the full truth and reality of

this Ss^6^a6nai, as Schmieder says, " he
knew that the revelation of himself in their

minds was still exposed to many obscurations,

and that he wa.s not yet fully glorified in

them "—but the Lord confidently looked for-

ward to its consummation.* For he had de-

clared in vers. 6-8 the foundation to have been
fully laid ; but this is a wonderful prolepsis, as

of the justifying and sanctifying good pleasure

of God toward us in Christ, so also of our own
apprehending faith—the consummation being
regarded in the beginning. We need not,

therefore, qualify the words, as Bengel himself

does, " Tales se prajbuerunt, in quibus plorifi-

carer." The Lord contemplates the end and
issue, in its first principle, ijy anticipation.

Verse 11. But nov/ comes the development
of the specific object of his intercession, lohat

he prays for on behalf of these men who are his

—their being kept, that is, to the sure consum-
mation of that glorification of Christ in them
which had now begun. They are as yet men
in tlie tcorld, although given to him out of the

world, and " the Saviour well knew tohat it loas to

"be in the world" (Hofacker). This last feeling

is in the sympathizing heart of the high priest,

•when he says first, anticipating already the

victory—I am no more in the world. He no
more, but they still in the world—both to be
understood not so much concerning the place

as the cowiilion. The thoughts which proceed so

peacefully in their mutual qualifications, flow

also from the mighty impulses of equally deep
feeling. Therefore the Lord, standing upon the

threshold and conscious of the way which he
has yet to walk, limits by 1 come\ the I am no

* " Which is the more wonderful, the Lord's
consciousness of his fellowship with the Father,
or his (jlance into the future of these weak disci-

ples "?
" (Braune). Who Imt he cou'd have seen

in these Eleven the teachers of the world, the
overturners of heatheni!>ni, the foundations of the
Church 1

\ For in ver. 13 wo perceiro that Jesus well
knows himself to be still in the world. His words
go DOW backward, now forward (Schmieder).

more in the tcorld. Although in some de.gree

still remaining in them, he yet learen his belov-
ed disciples on going to the Father. This
thought touches his heart with the feeling of all

their future need. His personal presence with
them in the flesh was " a protecting might"

—

sec chap. xvi. 4. Bat now was needed the
power and protection of the Father, through
the Spirit to be obtained by Jesus for men.
His intercession is, therefore, properly, the
prayer, the promised prayer for the sending of

the Holy Spirit.

As he comes to the Father (rrpo's ds) and
presents himself before him, he uses in his in-

vocation that all-holy name (by the Pope so

miserably desecrated) which here alone is found
in the lips of Jesus

—

Ilohj Father! Tnis is

assuredly something different from and moro
than the subsequent Righteous Father, ver. 25.

Both appellatives are added for the sake of the
disciples whom he prays for; for he never used
any such in addressing his Father on his own
behalf. The holiness of God, a word which per-

vades the whole Scripture,* is but little under-
stood and often very inadequately explained.

There is in it, indeed, something transcendent,

which cannot be reproduced in any other
words ;t and even the classical expressions

which correspond to it have in the obscurity of

their etymology, and the amplitude of their

application, something of the same character a3

the dark and mysterious scriptural \y\lp>
T

"holy" But the Bible, when the whole of it

is appealed to, gives us light enough for the re*

jcction of every false and insufficient meaning.
it is plain that not merely purity or separation

from all evil (justitia interna, dyaiuaprrjdioc

Dei) is the idea of God's holiness; for theu
would it be one with his righteousness. Nor
is it merely the incomparable, unapproachable
hoUiieHS of God which is meant (as it were the

"trenunda majestas") ; for it is the joy of his

worshippers to call him holy, and, still more,

we also are to be made holy as he is holy.

Men exhaust themselves in all kinds of indis-

tinct ima^nings about this dread mystery;

and when they speak of " the majesty of grace."

come nearer perhaps to a right feeling of its

import. Liicke interprets it in this place as
" tnc power of God which preserves the good
in the world from being defiled and dissipat-

ed:" this appears to be deduced from the con-

text, but needs to be explained, and even to be

modified, since the Holy One condescends in

* Yet (as Achrlis observes) this previously fre-

quent attribute of God is rare in the N. T. He is

right, but says incorrectly that the only passages
are John xvii. 11 ; 1 I'et. i. 10 (ver. 15 too); and
Rev. iv. 8. lie forgets Luke i. 49 ; 1 John ii. 20

;

in the Revelation chap. vi. 10 (iii. 7), xv. 4, xvi. 5,

and also Ileb. xii. 10.

f So Harms in lus well-known 36 :h Thesis
boldly challenged : Let him who can master by
his reason the first letter of all religion, that is,

the word " holy," come forward and declare it to

mo!
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his sanctifying power even to sinners. B.-

Crusius : "'ayioS is he who is exalted above

the world, saving out of it." This also is a

right feeling after the truth ; but the great

point is that which mediates between these

two clauses— it is the condescending love it-

self which shows him to be thus exalted.

We have on many passages avowed that the

primary truth in MenKen's otherwise one-sided

view must be regarded as strictly scriptural

—

God is holy in his condescending, compassionate,

saving love. The two great words, God is holy

—God is love, are assuredly correlative. We
cannot at the outset do other than repeat what
we said upon the Epistle to the Hebrews (li.

306), "God is holy, that is, exalted in his

ineffable and incomparable praiseworthiness

above all praise of the creature, while he in

pure love condescends to the creature, even to

liis fallen creatures, in order to re-establish in

them this his honor and glory, that he is love."

That he as absolute purity cannot be hurt or

touched by the evil of sin, but remains sublime
above tlie world, is certainly the first idea from
which the word proceeds, but is far from being

the only thing which Revelation discloses to us

in this expression ; for the Lord presently

declares himself to be holy in this and through
this, that his love is sanctified again even in the

wnholy, and he by this condescension to us

is raised still higher for our adoration. Conse-
quently, it is not 30 much in itself, in the circle

of angelic intelligences, and in the heavenly
"light of the pure creation, as in and among men
that his holiness is displayed—where he draws
iiigh to sinners, to bless and unite them to

himself, there is the KHp, or " holy place," in
V

the temple as before in the holy ground, Exod.
iii. 5. Therefore, the seraphim call him holy in

that sanctuary from which his glory should go
forth over all the earth, Isa. vi. The devils and
the damned reach not to the acknowledgment
and sense of his holiness ; in hell they feel no
more than that he is almighty, omniscient,

juat. Where the praise of his hve dwells,

there alone is heard Holy. That in K'np the
T

idea of such condescension is distinctive and
essential, is taught by Isaiah's bsiti^^ ti'ilp,

" Holy One of Israel," which would otherwise

have no meaning—for the normal passage,

among many, we may refer to Isa. xli. 14. See,

moreover, Psa. xxii. 4-7, Ixxxix. 16-19, ciii. 1,

but especially the entire Psa. xcix., vers. 1-5 of

•which pre-announce a proper exposition of the

holiness of God, which is given vers. 6-9. All

these, and many similar passages, are not to be
summarily explained by that old first notion,

which, strangely enough, that enlightened in-

quirer, Meyer, retains—" Separate from all

that is evil and impure, and unapproachable

by it ; hence supremely to be honored, and
above all possibility of being injured, inviolable

in sanctity." Kor are they to be satisfied by
" the most perfect accordance between his will

and his knowledge "—or the like.* Are pas-

sages desired which almost explicitly make
holy equivalent to merciful, redeeming, forgiv-

ing? Weigh well the simple connection in

Mary's song of praise, Luke i. 49, 50, compared
with Isa. Ivii. 15, 16; Psa. cii. 20, 21. We
would unceasingly urge these latter passages

upon all who cannot reconcile themselves to

the incontrovertible scriptural interpretation of

this word. But most decisive appears to us,

finally, Hos. xi. S, 9, when rightly read, where
we hear in express terras—I will not execute
the fierceness of mine anger, I will not return

to destroy Ephraim : for I am God and not

man ; the Holy One in the midst of thee, and
[ will not come with wrath.

f

Thus much then is certain, that in all these

passages of Scripture the fundamental idea of

the word is that of merciful, condescending,

wrath-restraining love. We cannot altogether,

however, agree with Menken that holy and mer-

ciful are synonymous ; nor would we say with
him that the word expresses only the self-

abasing love or lowliness of God. Most as-

suredly God is holy also in his anger, in his

judgments, in the unchangeable truth of his

nature, which permits him not to forgive

the sinners to whom he is merciful without
chastisement of their sin, the taking away of

their evil, and revelation of his own righteous-

ness; and of this Psa. xcix. 8 might be taken
as a normal passage which gives its solution.

Hoy love, with all its compassion of conde-
scension, retains its enmity and opposition to

the evil as such ; though this concomitant con-
sequence is by no means the fundamental idea,

as Schoborlein says, " the essential self-preserve

ing attitude of God's personality as opposed to

the sinner."t For God is in Scripture termed
holy, not in his opposition to the sinner, but as

stooping to him—" di'awing nigh to Israel," as

Achelis says. How otherwise could we ever
become holy ? How could the application of

the word pass, as it does in the New Testa-

ment, from God to us, if its fundamental idea

was the self-defence of God against sin? Nitzsch
comes nearest to the truth, on this side of the

question, when he says, " Not saving and con-

descending love in itself is the idea of the di-

* For instance, Kahnis says almost oracularly

:

" In the knowle.lge of himself wise, in his own
will holy, in his own love blessed."

\ Here is " love the ground-tone of the word."
The holiness of God is not opposed to a wrath
" which not so restrained would cease to be di-

vine " (as Miinchmeyer says), but to the fierce-

iiess of a righteous wrath already kindled.

X Conip. in Schmieder, p. 125, and S. u. K.
1847, i., the whole tractate of Achelis, who finally

admits that " Menken paved the way for a true

understanding of the word." Sartorius fails back
again upon the favorile " self-preserving purity,"

and adds {S. u. K. 1847, iv. p. 1002), "Redemp-
tion is not base-d upon the holiness of love, but

upon compassion !" but this can hardly be recon-

ciled with Luke i. 49, 60.
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vine holiness, but the correcting iruih of love

which in this condescension and self-communi-
cation punishes the evil." But we would sub-

stitute—Not so much the former as the latter,

not the former alone, God is not merely holy in

the unity of his love with his truth and right-

eousness; but, inasmuch as love in him (to

Bpeak humanly) restrains the wrath of his

punitive justice, and, as in Hosea, overcomes
it, he may be said not to leave man to his

judgment until all the methods of mercy are

exhausted. Hence the acknowledgment of his

holiness is the last and greatest tribute in the

glorification of his works—after " Righteous in

all his ways" comes "Holy in all his works"
(where, indeed, we have TDn, " merciful,"

most fitly instead of t'Hp—making this mean-
T

ing most clear). Thus God, finally, as the

Merciful One, who is at the same time just and
true in this communication of his saving love,

abides forever the only God, worthy of all

praise, to be adored with the deepest rever-

ence (hence sometimes the Kiij, "to be
T

feared," is connected with the ^1p)—but
T

this holiness in its fullest and profoundest
sense has its New-Testament di.^closure in

the equally sublime and condescending Futlur-

nuine. Thus the formula which Christ here

uses—Jloly Father—condenses the Old and
New-Testament expressions into one, uniting
the deepest word of the past revelation with
the new name which was now to be revealed,

and both being one in their meaning. Let us
weigh attentively Hob. xii. 5-10, where the

paternal holiness of the Fathtr of spirits, of

which we are to be partakers, is presented to us

as the union of paternal love with the judicial

(and properly speaking equally p/^^r/ia/) sever-

ity against sin. We would say, with Liebner,

" Ijote is the positive essence of holiness which
only takes for granted the negative ; in saying
mmma in Deo puritas—what is denied and ex-

cluded ? Essentially all evil, that is, all seljish-

ness, and therefore all ne/jation of hte" (C'hrisl-

ologie, i. 108). Once more, not " the self-preser-

vation of God, notwithstanding his condescen-

sion " (Schmieder), but rather his condescension

in conjunction with his self-preservation, and
even in order to it—for the securing of his

highest honor.

It is, consequently, as humbly praying in the

name of the sinners whose representative he
is, and at the same time as confidently speak-
ing in his own name, that Jesus appeals to the
holy paternity, and paternal holiness of God,
for the preservation and defence, and (what is

inseparable from it) for the progressive pu-
rification and sanctification of his depend-
ents. Keep them in thy name—on which
Francke says simply, "which name he had
even now named, ' and this precisely ex-
presses the sense. It is certainly wrong to in-

terrupt here, through thy name,* that is, by thy

In the English Bible we find in rer. U Ihrowjh

power—through thine aid, Chrys., Theophyl.,
Euthym. Equally incorrect is that which Klee
prefers—For thine own sake. For we must
hold fast the connection with ver. 6; and ver. 12
plainly expresses the meaning. The abiding in

the knowledge of the revealed name, the abid-
ing with and in God, is meant, and nothing
else. Luther :

" This is to be kept in the name
of God, to keep his word pure and living in

our hearts. For this is God's name, or honor,
or praise, that he should be thus known ami
acknowledged," etc. Looking still more in-

tently upon it, we may say that Christ, who
bears in himself and brings to the world the
name of the Father, prays as if he should say,

Keep them in me.

With this seems to agree very well the read-

ing CO dedcoKoci fioi which is generally pre-
ferred to ovi— . It must be admitted that ovi
has for it the weakest authorities (only Cod. D.,

and there as an emendation, with some of the
versions, where it might have passed over from
ver. 6), while qj was received generally by the
ancients.* But internal criticism will not al-

low US to regard the oS with many " as a read-
ing which commends itself" For what could
it mean here, that the Father had given his

name to Christ? Alford replies by saying,
" The name of God is that which was to be in

(he Angel of the Covenant, Exod. xxiii, 21, see

also Isa. ix. 6 ; Jer. xxiii. 6." But this Old-
Testament and obscure expression could not be
found interposed in the full unfolded simplicity
of this prayer, wi{,h any meaning xft^<^^07tps-
/TgJs (befitting Christ). We would farther
ask, What could it mean here ? here where the
Father-name is introduced? Such su{)erficiality

as that of De Wette, " Which, that is, the
revelation of which thou hast entrusted to me,"
and all kindred interpretations, condemn them-
selves as opposed to that deep meaning of
name which we cannot but recognize here.

Such a one is that of Hess—" Of which thou
hast thought me worthy (to be called thy
Son)." Tiie Father did indeed give his word
and his words to the Snn, for his work upon
earth, in the flesh ; but that he had given
his name also to him (first revealed to the Son,
as then by the Son to us?) is opposed alike to

the essential unity and the essential distinction,

between the Son and the Father. Nor are
we helped by Schmieder's—Keep them in thy
name, through which thou hast given them to

me—the disciples being represented in the same
clause as in the name through which they were
given to me.j This reading, therefore, will

admit of no kind of consistent exnosition.

Nevertheless, we would not retain tne very
slenderly supported reading ouS; but agree
with Bengel, who gives the reading o the

thine own name ; and Wesley both in ver. 11 and
ver. 12, through thj name.

* S.mler's conjecture oJ5 deserves no remark.

f Better tiian this W(,uld be Lange's In which
thou hast given them to me—if only the cp could
be taken literally lor tv (p.
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preference ;* not referring, however, this 6 to

ovojua, but in the same sense of comprehen-

dveruss in the neuter as the Ttav o deScoMai
connected with the avroii, in ver. 2. This is

strongly supported also, as Bengel observes, by
the eV whicii immediately follows; and in ver.

24 we have the same reading recurring, u

SedcoHa? jiis, which plainly shows that it

was not referred to the oro/.ia by those who
introduced it. Thus the sr is an allusion to

the Ttdr of the earlier verse—Keep them in thy

name, (all) that, tohich thou hast given me, that

this all may be one. This very unusual, but

profound collocation of o with avvov'i, has

misled the copyists, though ver. 2 might have

assisted them to understand it. Hence the

various readings!.

That they may le one! Here at the com-
mencement of the interceding Tj']prf6oy, "keep"
—before the specific development of their de-

fence against evil, and sanctification in the

truth, which follows vers. 12-19—the prayer

glances forward for a moment to the great end

of their preservation, as it is made prominent
afterward in a new paragraph, vers. 21-2-3. It is

obviously to be understood, One among them-
selves, because one with me and thee, with us.

But now the unity of believers is by an abso-

lute as placed in comparison with the unity of

the Father and the Son—this application being

as bold as the exalted v/.ieU, "us," and un-

less this equality be justified, too bold. How is

this as to be rightly understood? But the

Father and the Son are in the 6fx6ov6ia one

in an essentially difl'erent sense from that in

which we can be one with each other or one

with God in Christ. Certainly in chap. x. 30,

where the ev edjuev laid the strong emphasis
upon the unity of power, and thus absolutely

of the divine nature, such a juxtaposition could

have no place ; but here in the as we are one

the diidvoia (unanimity) alone .is prominent,

and in that sense our unity will admit of com-
parison, just as our serving, loving, and dying
for the brethren, may be compared with the

self-sacrifice of Christ. (See, e. g., that impres-

sive passage, Eph. v. 25-28.) This is the first

explanation, but it by no means exhausts the

meaning of our Lord's prayer that they may
he one; for he not only compares this union by
the as with the union of the Father and the

Son, but unites it inseparably with the latter,

and makes that its foundation. (Ver. 21. And
they in us. Ver. 22. I in them.) By this the

one is not reduced,^ but the other is exalted

—

* We do not regard this, with Liicke, as having
originated from the <a ; but, conversely, the at-

traction was a grammatical correction which mis-
understood the meaning.

f We cannot see how the pluial axStv opposes
(as Luthardt thinks) the appHcation to the dis-

ciples ; but refer again, and more expressly to

ver. 2.

% That Christ should be one with the Father,
as the deniers of his divinity say, xard xijv
ixtvaniv HaididQedir rrji ufiocppoviai.

this is the often used expression which just
maintains the truth. Athanasius himself, in

his zeal to take this passage out of the hands
of the heretics, reduced its meaning too much—

" Quemadmodum Pater et filius sunt unum
essentha, ita nos aliqua similitudine et rudi for'
mula, dum in eum respicimus, efficimur unum,
una inter nos et mutua concordia animi et

Spiritus unitate." But this very " Spiritus

unitas" points to a profounder meaning. If

we are in Christ and Christ in us by the Spirit,

this extends to a depth of reality in our union,

with God, such as Peter points to in his second
Epistle (chap. i. 4)

—
" partakers of the divine

nature"—in connection with which, however,
the "that ye may "be made" retains the true
distinction as concerns us. Bengel remarks,
" Jesus does not ask that he may be one with
the Father; he asks that believers may be.

The former unity is by nature, the latter

by grace ;

" but we may add " tending to that

of nature," and point to the TerEAstco/iievot

sii EVy "made perfect in one," ver. 23. Au-
gustine distinguishes still more precisely

:

" Non ait, ut nobiscum sint unum, aut simiis

unum ipsi et nos, sicut unum sumus nos."

Finally, let it be observed that as the Lord
had never previously united himself with men
by any We, in the presence of God and in rela-

tion to him, so even in this prayer, which
finally embraces his disciples all in one, and
unites them most fully to himself, he still

utters no such " We," but on the contrary

places himself with God in another We which
is distinguished from that. This, too, in prayer,

which makes it still more emphatic than in

chap. xiv. 23. But, again, in this unity of

nature tliere is still the distinction eyai xai
6i, " I and thou."*

Verse 12. ^vXdd6Eiv, to guard, is manifest-

ly more than zr/psiv, to keep [both rendered

"kept" in the English Vers.], inasmuch as it

makes prominent the more specific profection

against present danger which is included in the

more general idea of preservation. It is true

that afterwards, when- no longer in the world

by visible, audible, human presence, the Son
himself keeps and defends his own—see chap.

X. 28-30. But there is yet a difference, so that

he who is going presently to return and remain

can truly say. When I was with them—as we
have found and expounded this in the previous

chapters. Again, this bold expression (as

Cyril observed) in which the Lord makes his

own and the Father's keeping one, must rest

upon their equal power and dignity.f To the

* On this it was scarcely for Bengel to say,
" Nor is it befitting that believers in praying to

the Father and the Son should say Ye. This

language, however, some practical divines use."

The living exercise of prayer can address and in-

voke only the one God, whether in the Father, or

in the Son, or (as the Spirit has taught the Church)

in the Holy Ghost.

f
" What our Saviour here says could be said

by no man, by no angel, of himself. It was im«
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Holy Father, Keep ihou—as a divine work
;

and now, 1 have liitherto kept. AVho, leaving

the world, could thus speak to God but he who
is one with him? Peter's denial, the oftence

and forsaking of all, were already in ver. S pro-

phetically overlooked, as no real apostacy; it

now comes out more strongly that the Eleven

are, notwithstanding, those who are kept and
not lost. But the one miserable apostate—the

good Shepherd thinks of him now, and it is a

drop of sorrow in the cup of his joy—now once

more, and this once only, since the rvy idolai-

ehij, " now is glorified," of chap. xiii. 31. Here
lies the deep mystery of evil, which continues

even after redeeming grace, yea, continues to

strive against it. Did not ie&wsdc&ire, as much
as in him lay, to preserve and save even Judas
also? Does he say—Whom I have let go, given

up, or any thing equivalent to that;*? God for-

bid ! On the contrary he here calls to witness

what he had done for his disciples as a justitica

lion of himself against what might have the ap-

pearance of neglect. It must be admitted that

&l fn'i, except ("but"), elsewhere sometimes
stands merely for dWd, " but," without in-

troducing any exception to what precedes ; but

the simple reader must yield to the conviction

that the one is here excepted from the twelve.

The broken number of the xYpostles is referred

to throughout as one—with them, I have kept
them, and so, not one of them ; and the thought
and ieeling of the Lord in this prayer is pre-

cisely the same as in the previous expression

of his sorrow

—

One of you, chap. xiii. 21.* This

is the one, who was chosen and yet not chosen

—the former being as real as the latter. This

one did no« comply with that condition which
was already described in ver. 6 as the decision

of man's freedom corresponding to his grace

—

the leqnng the teord. 27ierefore he is lost, dzai-
Aero—which must assuredly be taken in strict

connection with the didcona?, "thou hast

fiven." The Lord bears this wifncss against

im, while he mourns over him before the Fa-
ther, and appeals to his own fidelity—/ have
not neglected him If Thus this word stands

in the high-priestly prayer, with all its ]
vo-

found, solemn, weighty significance of tcarniu'j

—Let no man depend upon the keeping of the

Father and the Son, or upon the intercession

of the high-priest, as upon an irresisitible grace

which will render this t»ei?)^ lod impossible.

Jesus names not the lost one, for several rea-

sons: through sorrow (as in chap. xiii. 2G)

—

because he is reprobate (Fsa. xvi. 4)—but,

finally, because his person is regarded as the

type of all whom the Lord sees in the future as

possible to every creature, God alone could keep
his own in liis name. J fwve kept them in thy name
is widely difTerent from whatever the most faithful

servant of God could do " (A. H, Francke).
• Glassius, incorrectly :

" Non excipitur ex
Christo datorum numero Judas, sed iis tantum
opi)onitur per adversativam."

f " Nos sane individuorum amissorum redde-

nras rationem " (Bengel).

lost with him. This last is assumed afterwards
by the the Holy Spirit, 2 Thess. ii. 3, where
tlv« Antichrist who will close the series receives

the condemning name of his forerunner

—

son of
penliti n. This construction as deiived from
ihe Hebrew }3 is plain enough ; but it is too

often forgotten that it involves as its funda-
mental principle the necessary attribution of

personal guilt, the note of what is a man's own,
and out which springs his character and his

fate. Thus we have ^y>_^3-]3, nji^y-in, nio'ia:

in Isa. Ivii. 4, j;E'3"n^', Sept. rejiva dna-

Xeiai, parallel with Ip'j' jniJ* Ecclus. xvi. 9,

i'Oyoi dTToaXeia? ; in the New Testament vio?

yEEVvTji, Matt, x.^iii. 15; vioi ZTJi dnsiOeia?,

Eph. ii. 2 ; but also viui Eiprjyj/?, Luke x. 6;
TSHva VTiaxoT/?, 1 Pet. i. 14. Thus in tho

v/J?, " Son," is involved tho unsalvability of

thi.s lost one, and his own guilt, | as in 2 Thess.

ii. 3, dvOpcoTtoi rvs duapriai, " man of sin,"

precedes as the principle and reason of the per-

dition. Further the dncJAeia after the aTtoj-

Xero is by no means tautological— I have lost

none but him who is lost : but as in the first

place the being lost included the perdition, so

now the latter is made prominent uy the dnca-
Xeia; and, penetrating more deeply into the
root of the matter, the damnation is viewed as

one with tho sin. 'ylreooXfia is at the same
time ytJ'S, as in Isa. Ivii. This expression paves

the way for the Ttovijpov, " evil," ver. 15, and
regards the sin and all its consequences as one,

and it is of great significance (for the right in-

terpretation of ver. 15 afterwards) that the

Lord does not descend in this prayer to men-
tion the author of sin, the father of poxliiion ,X

but abides in the abstraction, albeit an ab-
straction very concrete.

Having come to that dark boundary where
sin and its resulting perdition contend even
against his grace, the Lord finds his solace, now
as ever, in the foreseeing counsel of tho Father,

which, while it never could will sin, neverthe-

less victoriously takes it up into its purposes
of grace to the saved. I have foretold thee of

this—such consolation in such experience need-

ed even the Son as Man. The quotation of

Scripture as referring to Judas? ha.s (he same
force here as in chap. xiii. IS ; but here there

* To this passage there miy be direct alhis'on

here. But not, a.s Laiige thinks, tlint tho Scrip-

ture here said to be fuUilled is to he found in this

chapter (where the plurals gradually pass into the
singular), especially vers. 12, 13. There areother
and plainer Scriptures wliich point to Judas' per-

son.

f Braiine. therefore, contradicts the text, wlif^n

he says—"He calls hira son, and that is his love;

but lost, that is his holiness."

t So Nonnus inaptly interjects tl ju?) Satjuo"
viov tpOi6}/yopui viu? uXeOpov.

^ Concerning this Bahrdt said, Who can mistake
the marginal gloss here 1
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is a broader view of all lliose passages of Scrip-

ture generally which prophesy of this Judas
personally, and of that which was illustrated

in him—the being loved in vain and lost. The
word does indeed primarily refer to specific

prophecy concerning this son of perJitio7i ; we
must not forget this, and think with Junius
that " Jesus regarded the universal truth of the
law of Moses and the prophetical Scriptures,

and their unanimous consent in this, that not

all to whom the word of God was preached
should be saved." Again, what Braune says re-

mains true, "Jesus caused it not, still less the

Scripture, least of all God"—but Judas him-
self, although a child of Satan, is at the same
time author and father of his own sin and his

own perdition, as cxTroXAv/iievoi and aTtoXcj-

AcJs the S071 and heir of his self-willed ruin.

Verse 13. I come to thee—see on ver. 11.

We have already admitted that our Lord, as he
here plainly says, prayed aloud in the hearing
of his disciples for their instruction and com-
fort—the XaX(3, " I speak,"* with 'iya, " that,"

makes it here undeniable. In the world ; that
is, he utters this prayer now finally before his

coming to the Father, pre-eminently for his

own in the world.f And this shows, as Liicke
observes, the difference between the interces-

sion in this world and that continued in the

other. For the Son will above speak to the

Father, and before him, otherwise than here
below in the flesh : there is an antithesis which
nevertheless rests upon their essential unity

;

for these things are the same wliich he here
would begin to say, and will there continue to

say. Concerning the fulfillment of Christ's joy
in his disciples, see upon chap. xv. 11 and xvi.

24. Here there is a direct anticipation of this

glorious end of all. " This high-priestly inter-

cession is the object and the ground of never-
failing joy." Who can, indeed, apprehend him-
self by laith to be included in it* without an
increase of joy in the faith which anticipates

victory and eternal glory, just as it was anti-

cipated in this prayer uttered then in the
world ? Jesus did not even now think only of
his first disciples—we hear John, 1 John i. 4,

appropriating to all believers the promise of a
joy which is full, and yet ever increasing ; and
in his private Epistle hoping that bis own
spoken words may, through the grace of his

Lord, contribute to the fulness of the disciple's

joy, 2 John 12. That which the intercession

of Jesus prayed and assured to his own, is

made in the hands of the Spirit a blessing dis-

tributed in ever-increasing measure to all.

Whoever speaks and writes under the bene-
diction of this discourse of Jesus, increases and

* To this Nonnus adds very improperly a 6oi:
nai rads 6oi ^v/mtavra dujioy—all this have
I said to thee, Father !

f What other mysteries in yet higher words, or
in silence, might he have spoken of to his Father,
if his aim had not been to speak a\lfor us, that toe

also might know his intercessory prayer ! Conix3.

Bchmieder, p, 148.

fulfills the joy of those who hear and read

;

especially whoever can pray after this pattern
of all liturgical service and prayer.

Verses 14—16. The ffoal of perfect joy, of

that peace the principle of which through their

union with Christ by faith is already given to

them, and which will inci'ease more and more,
has now been expressed. But the great danger

of the way has had a fearful exhibition in tiiat

one among the twelve. We know already
how the Lord had applied this example to the

humiliation and warning of the rest. Hence
the intercession now first begins with definite

precision, entering more deeply and plainly into

the necessity of their condition : Keep them

—

from the evil! First stands the repetition of

the foundation, vers. 6-8, on which his petition

rests—I have, on my part, given them thy
word. Indeed, this is enough, enough for the
foundation of their defence, in this one treasure

lies all—that is, with the Spirit (as is more
plainly expressed in ver. 17), who is regarded
by anticipation as being already in the word.
Nevertheless, there is connected with this bene-

Jkium or an ine-jinmodum hide natum{a,s Lampe
says)—Therefore the world hateth them. Let
all that was said upon chap. xv. 19, 20 be call-

ed to mind ; and especially that the hatred for

the word's sake falls upon the persons, because
of the diflference in character of which those

who hold it bear witness. The hatred of the
world is the always resulting consequence, in

the degree in which the word has been given
to us—hence £ni6j]6Ev parallel with dedooKa.
But now comes the disclosure of the reason

—

For they are not of the world. As there was in

chap. XV. 19, the emphatically repeated designa-

tion of this relation, so now we have the same be-

fore and after, in ver. 14 and ver. 16, as the reason
of the petition ccming between in ver. 15. As
/—on this comparison and reason we have
spoken already upon chap. xv. After the cre-

ation of the new man, which is now their proper
person, after their union with Christ through
the regeneration by the word, they are no longer
of the world. He himself, otherwise than we,
was originally not of it: "During the whole time
of his being in the world, he had not been, for

one moment, of the world—but had been ele-

vated above it in kingly majesty" (Albertini).

But in the case of the disciples, the same world
which hateth them hath still something of its

own in their hearts. This is the inmost reason
why they must remain in the world; they must
pursue the conflict into victory.

I pray not that thou shouldst take them
(now at once, with me) out of the world. This
also he speaks, most assuredly, for ihe instruc-

tion of the hearers of his prayer. He thus
admits that it might be reasonable to ask this:

on the one hand, it must appear to the disciples

a good and desirable thing, while, on the other
hand, he by declining such a prayer intimates
that it would be the reverse. He gives them
to understand that they should yet remain a
long time in the world, even after he had gone
to the Father. Not, therefore, as that prema-
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ture wish, chap. xiii. 37, desired; not as their

Bomewhat clearer apprehension might now
earnestly prefer, " How good for us if he would
remove us with himself" (Fi-ancke). So, also,

contrary to the deep desire which all his future
disciples would feel—a desire which is not to

be compared, however, with that of Elijah, op-
pressed by despondency (1 Kings xix. 4), nor
to bo regarded as the desire of lethargy and
idleness, but such as the Apostle expressed in

Phil. i. 23. I;i their first conversion and joy
almost all feci more or less a desire to be at

once with him above, as Alberlini'shymn sings,
" I have seen thy throne, Lord, from afar, and
would fain be with thee : gladly would I com-
mit to tliee, Creator of spirits, my weary life."

Often we think concerning others, Well for

them now to die, for then they would be safe in

heaven ! But the Lord knows better, and Ave

should learn a better lesson from his words on
this occasion. He asks not for this ; then ask
it not thyself, either for thyself or for others.

Reply with the Apostle to thine own desire to

depart, Nevertheless it is hettcr, for it is more
netilful, to remain in the flesh and in the world.

Content thyself with praying for thy preserva-

tion, until thou hast fulfilled all thy work, and
art thyself made perfect.

This gives us the two reasons, which pass
into each other, for which it was better that

they should remain. First, believers are to

continue the witness and work of the Lord in

the world ; like Paul they must have fruit of

their labors. Luther makes this the prominent
reason, " The question must not be of their go-
ing out of the world with me; for I have much
to do by their means, my kingdom to spread,

and my little flock to be increased." But with
this must be connected the other ; only in the

struggle to accomplish this are we oiirsleves per-

fected and sanctified; thus only do we bring
forth fruit unto our own ripe fitness for heaven.
So the same hymn of Albertini proceeds :

" But
I am sinful, still stooping to the earth, and this

his Holy Spirit hath tauglit me more convinc-
ingly: I must abide in this world yet longer
that I may be wholly sanctified by his Spirit,

my mind must learn to enter more deeply into

his, my feet must learn to stand immovably !"

For a oelicver to accomplish his final salvation,

and reach the haven without making ship-

wreck of faith, is no light thing, but possible

only through the power of the intercession of

the Mediator, and the strength of God obtained
through him. " Men wonder when a believer

falls ; but they should much more wonder to

see him stand fast to the end, and finish his

course with joy " (Ilofacker). But the great

vrise, the full fruit, of our discipline is this, to

be able to say throughout the conflict and at

the end—But in all tliese we are more tlian con-

qucrorn, Bom. viii. 37.

All this is sufficiently grounded and explained

in the petition—But that thou wouldst keep
them from the evil. Is the evil masculine or

neuter? Many from the earliest times have
assumed the farmer, regarding the Lord as

pointing to the great enemy from whom tlio

disciples are to be defended ;' Bengel is among
them, as was also Nonnus before him.* Wes-
ley correcta (he Eng. trans, from the nil into
from the evil one. But our opinion is difl'erent,

and we hold to Luther's translation. There
are passages, such as 2 Thess. iii. 3, which
speak of the «?<7 PHd ; but the sense and con-
nection are not the same in them. In 1 John
V. 19 (which is generally adduced as decisive),

the evil one is not referred to, for he Iiad been
mentioned in the previous verse ; there is the
same connection there as there is here between
the novrfpov and the x66j:ioi and w'.iat is

meant is the evil which ihtit evilnne had brought
into the world, and into which he had brought
the world, so that it now lies fast in it. lios-

enrnuUer well says. It is the neuter, with allu-

sion to the masculine which precedes. It would
be a strange thing to read there

—

Lieth in the

icided one. The ty, "in," in this passage per-
fectly corresponds with the tn " from," in ours

;

and this opposes the reference to Satan, since

elsewhere we find only rt^pslv drto—e.xccpling

in Rev. iii. 10, where Ih r;/? cj/oas of tempta-
tion has the same meaning as here, something
being indicated in which they are found who
are to be saved out of it by preservation.

We gave our reasons in Vol. i. for not un-
derstanding the evil one to be mentioned in the

last petition of the Lord's Prayer, referring to

the important parallel, 2 Tim. iv. 17, 13 ; and
had previously exhibited upon Matt. v. 39 the

fundamental idea of itovrjpov as used by our
Lord. The repugnance which we there ex-

pressed to the introduction of the conquered
,

enemy, is strengthened when he is regarded as

entering into this final prayer of victory and
glorification. Luthardt may utter his protest,

and declare it to be most appropriate that both
in the Lord's Prayer and in this the devil

should be alluded to

—

de guslibus non eat dispii-

tandiim. We regard it as a very important
argument for our view, that the Lord is here

dealing with the simply impersonal neidrnl

and general fundamental elements both of evil

and good. First, we have the two designa-

tions in strict parallel, he tov 7i66nov—Ik
rot Ttovjjpov. As far as the disciples are still

in the world (ver. 11), they are also in the evil,

but they are to be sanctified in the truth, ver.

17. These are all plain correlatives; and more-

over we have seen that in ver. 12 the neuter

perdition is used, the name of the author, the

destroyer, being however avoided. Olshauseu

thinks'the Ijc, as parallel with Ik rot Ku6j:toy,

decisive against explaining it of the devil :

" If the Lord had intended to bring a person-

ality into the parallel, he would have been

more pointed in designating him, for instance,

by prince of this world." Certainly this name
was near enough at hand. So B.-Crusiu3

thinks the Ik more appropriate to the neut,er.

*'A\X "ii'a ixiv (iX.t(p(Xftoi6iv anoutijrotd't

q)v\a£,rf';daif.ioyo<ia.px£>iolKoio8v6avz)'jzcoy

and Bedftcoy.
'
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Throughout the whole New Testament we have
the rrjpety, with such a qualification, only in

James i. 27, besides this passage and Hev. iii.

10 : there it is with dno, wnich generally accom-
panies xbvXd66£iv, and dito would stand here

also, if Luther's simple view " "against the evil"
were quite correct. It is certain that Ik, in

the unusual pregnant construction of this pas-

sage, has a corresponding ev to be supplied,

which could refer only to Ttovr^pvv.* Even
Lampe, unlike the reformed, prefers here and
in the Lord's Prayer, the neuter.f

The evil is really the same comprehensive
term here as there : sin, the " malitia mun-
dana" (though not with Grotius' external ap-
plication, who explains Ik by ah) is the ground,
as we find evil loorld in Gal. i. 4 ; but it includes

all the miserable fruits and consequences of sin,

from the equally tempting as profitable Hania
of every day (Matt. vi. 34), up to the tremen-
dous aTtooXeia of eternity. In Joseph's word.

Gen, xxxix. 9, H^inJn n'p-^n, " this great wick-

edness," is the first prelude of this sense ; for

even there his meaning was, that to sin against
God must bring upon him greater ruin and
evil than his refusal to do it. Only by taking
his disciples fully out of the elemental evil of

sin, can Jesus make them perfectly happy
; but

this is not attained by the taking away of the
unsanctified prematurely out of the world.
The Tijpe'iv kxy "keep from"—is a pregnant
construction of great significance, by which
the immediately following dyid'^^iv, "sanc-
tify," is prepared for. A. H. Francke says in

explanation, " That thou wouldst keep {hem,
as they are fast in the midst of the evil; and
keep them in such a manner that they may
come out of the evil finally unharmed and un-
sullied "—but "in the midst" is too strong,

the meaning is their being helped entirely out

of it : the saving preservation is only the con-
tinuation and completion of their first deliver-

ance, and election out of the world. " The pre-
servation in the name of God is their preserva-
tion in that which sanctifies the disciples ; their

defence against the evil is their defence against
that which would defile them "—says Schmie-
der: but it must not be forgotten that the
progressive sandijication itself pre-supposes in

them the unholiness which has yet to be en-
tirely taken away.
When ver. 16 follows again upon this, the

design is to obviate the error of putting too
Btrong a construction upon the fellowship of

the disciples with the evil; and, further, the
Master would in this teaching prayer say for

all futurity—All ye for whom I pray must be
right in this respect above all. Apply to your-
selves this test. Similarly, we may say that
what in ver. 14 is the ground of the world's

Bruckner admits that the kx would be more
appropriate to the neuter.

f Evil as well physical as moral—he says, inex-
actly indeed ; for the latter is not the root of the
former, and in ihs perdition both are one.

hatred, is here made the reason for hi-s prayer
being heard. But the former explanation goes
more deeply into the matter.

Verse 17.- The connection with what pre-
cedes, the development of this prayer from the
previous, is to be sought in this important con-
sideration—There is still something of the
world in them ; they are still in the evil, as

not only afflicted and tempted from without, but
also from wjlhin ; they are not yet altogether
released froiii this element of the world (go
back to chap. xvi. 33, and mark the deep
meaning of in the vforld there). Therefore
they need to be sanctified: first, for their own
sake and in themselves ; then also, as ver. 18
shows, for the sake of the world, and for their

mission to it. In fact, this " Sanctify them " in

connection with "I sanctify myselt," ver 19, is

the proper centre of the whole prayer; nor
must we let that be taken away by any super-
ficial interpretation of this word. Assuredly,
dyid^Eiv as corresponding to the O.-T. cHj?

and t:>''Tpn, means primarily—To separate for

God, to consecrate; and so far is used with ref-

erence to impersonal things in the region of

rites and types, as we find it also used bv our
Lord, Matt, xxiii. 17, 19. But in the New-
Testament fulfillment this typical phraseology
discloses all its meaning ; and is no longer

used with lower application, except by way of

transition, as in the holy city, the holy cove-
nant, holy place, ro dyiov, Matt. vii. 6.

Thenceforward, it is used in what we call its

moral meaning, consecration to God through
separation from sin. Even in 1 Cor. vii. 14,

and Rom. xi. 16, it has this meaning in part.

And can we suppose that here, where the Lord
is speaking out of the very centre of New-Tes-
tament truth and fulfillment, a typical and
external idea was all that he attached to the

word ? It is in vain that B.-Crusius decrees,
" We cannot think, with Grotius, of a moral
sanctification "—nothing else can possibly sat-

isfy the Lord's meaning. If we itnderstand—Separate them, and the question arises, _/?'o/rt

what ? the answer is at hand—;/>wft the evil. If

we read first, in the Old-Testament sense (which
indeed has its truth), Consecrate them, and then
ask to what ? the connection with the following

verse is not enough ; we must carefully observe
all that precedes, and that will lead us to the

full preservation and salvation from sin for the

holy Father. It may be said (with Hammond,
Semler, Kuinol) : They were to be conse-

crated and separated to their vocation of

teaching, their mission to the world*—but in

the mouth of Christ that very congecration can

be no other than what the entire New Testa-

ment terms sanctification. A reference to ver.

19 may oblige us to admit a, priestly consecraticv

* Chrysostom : " Separate them to the word
and preaching." But he adds, " Their own sanc-

tification seems to be something different from
that." Theophylact says plainly, *' Make them
hyly."
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of those who were to be sent, as Lampe, fol-

lowing Theophyl. and Amnion, maintained

;

but, as he allows, the New-Testament priests

are now sanctified truly and in the truth. The
Bame word applies to us all ; but how shall the

priests of God bring for themselves or for others

spiritual sacrifices excepting as sanctified from
their sins? Finally, let it ba weiglied well

that the Lord has already acknowledged much
and great things in regard to his disciples

—

They are thine, Father—no more of the

world—They are given to me— I am glorified

in them ; but he never says coni^erning them
—They are already sanctified. But, alter all

that, would a consecration have been wanting,

understood, that is, as a mere external separa-

tion and setting apart ? If taken out of the

world, if they had been given to God and to

Christ, that must already have take;i place.

. In fact, so far as they are already pure througli

the word given unto them (chap. xv. 3), and
Christ lives in thom through the commence-
ment of their world-renouncing faith, they are

already sanctified in the sense of 1 Cor. vi. 11

—but that is not enough for the dyicxdov yel

in reserve, which must be explained according

to 2 Cor. vii. 1 ; Acts xxvi. IS, xx. 32.

The great means of this tanctification, by
which also the internal, moral meaning of the

expression is established, is the truth, that is,

the word of truth, just as in Acts xx. 32.

Doubtless, as we have hinted before, t'/i iAe truth

here means, primarily and in transition, tru'y,

reuUy, in opposition to the prophetic type
;

but to go no further than this* is wrong on the

other hand, being inconsistent with the added
Thy truth. Lachmann's text, indeed (and the

Vulg.), omits this important 6ov, " thy; " but

the omission is to be accounted for by a \nsh

to conform this verse to ver. 19; as transi-

tional, however, to the explanatory " Thy
tpord is truth," it could not be wanting here.

(Even if spurious it must be supplied in

thought.) Such superficialities as taking iy

for i>,
" ergo veritati, i. e., ministerio ejus," and

Meyer's in the service of the truth, condemn
themselves, when we only consider the depth

of moaning which i y has in the New Testament
and in John, and which certainly it retains to

the full in this chapter. Nor is this iy the

fer of Erasmus, as Liicke thinks, " by means
}f "—turn to chap. iv. 23 and chap. viii. 31, 32
again. The truth, or tie revealed, communi-
cated reality of the knowledge of God is the

element or medium of sanctilication ; the icord

which contains this truth, yea, is identical with

it, becomes then ihomeansor medium in another

sense. The truth of God is pre-eminently

all that Christ hath said, see vers. 6, 8, 14,

chap. viii. 40, xviii. 37. But Christ included,

too, the ancient word of God, confirming and
fulfilling it; and therefore " Thy truth" and

This is all that Luther expresses, but its mean-
ing is ri^ht :

' May they be soundly sanctified by
tbee "—referring to Eph. i?. 21 also.

" 2'hy word " embrace even here every Old-
Testament word also, concerning which Psa.

cxix. IGO gloried

—

Thy tcord is true from the

h'ffinning, or—The sum, the essential substance
of thy word, is truth. But the former inter-

pretation of this last passage declares that even
the beginning of the word of God, of Scripture,

is pure revealed truth, the witness of God
against all delusion and error.

But now it is obvious that " if the word of

God is thus consecrated as a sanctifying me-
dium," it receives this consecration as a living

word, not regarded therefore as without and
independent of the iSj>irit. For every word
without the Spirit is a lie ; but God's word to

men was never from the beginning without the

Spirit in it and with it (even the law was
\6yia ^ojytix, Acts vii. 38). Even the be-

lieving and waiting keeping of tlie word which

preceded the outpouring of the Spirit—who
gives life to us as well as the word—is not pos-

sible without a preliminary participation of

the Spirit of the word. Not as a letter, but by
its spirit, the Old-Testament word imperfectly

sanctified all who were, and as far as they

were sanctified ; on the other hantl, the holding

fast and perverting the letter without sincerity

of heart, and without entering into the truth

of the word—was turned into the most fearful

lie (1 John ii. 4), and crucified the incarnate

Word himself. Thus we understand how lar

the Lord attributes to the previous word the

beginning of a sanctification, while he prays for

that fulfillment of it which the Old Testament

was not capable of producing—prays anticipat-

ingly that the Father, when the Spirit shall

have been sent with the perfect words which

the Son had spoken, which sanctify his own
more and more, even unto perfection, in this

full living reality of the word. Though the

IlAy Spirit is not named throughout this prayer

—remarkable enough after the previous dis-

courses—because the Lord prays altogether in

the Spirit, yet it must not be forgotten that in

all the influences and energies of grace which

are prayed for, from the first g'ving of life to

the final union and glorifrMion, nothing else is

meant and prayed for " but the selfsame Holy
Spirit. The entire prayer prays in the Spirit

for the Spirit; and in this centre of it the

truth, which is regarded as one with the word,

can have no other meaning than that we found

in the Spirit and truth, of chap. iv. 23. Did not

the Lord, in the great promise which preceded

the prayer, expressly terra the Paraclete the

Spirit of t/is truth ? If there in the beginning

this referred especially, yea, almost exclusively,

to a revelation to knowledge, to true teaching,

so we see now at the end that the word deepens

its meaning, and that Spirit of tlie truth be-

comes actually a most profound and all-embrac-

ing name. The truth and reality of the self-

communication of God to man, which quickens

and sanctifies by means of the word offered to

his knowledge, is now the Spirit (1 John v. 6),

and is at the same time the glorified word, as
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life giving as it is living* This last 6 \ 6yo?
6 do? f" thy word," should be pondered by
all who talk about the Lord's intercession for a
Spirit and about a truth independent of the ca-

nonical word which is here strictly bound up
with it, as given by God through {he prophets
and 'finally by his Son.

But the prayed-for sanc'iflcation, although it

proceeds throughout the whole life of believers,

cannot be made in the fullest sense perfect be-

fore death ; for death remains as the final test

of faith and its perseverance, and this full con-
summation embraces really the reception of the

inheritance—^just as is signified by among those

who are sanctified in Acts xxvi. 18, and accord-

ing to the comprehensive sense of they loho are

sanctified, Heb. ii. 11. It is the Son who sanc-

tifies us in himself; it is the Father who sanc-

tifies U3 through the Son in the Spirit ; spe-

cifically and conclusively it is thus the Spirit,

as the living truth of God, who prodrces this

sanctification. But, on the other hand, as be-

fore the defence, so now the sanctification of

believers is not without their own faith and
fidelity, their obedience to the truth (1 Pet. i. 15,

16, 22). Hence the Spirit himself exhorts, as

in John's first Epistle, " He that hath tlTis hope
in him

—

purifieth himself," chap. iii. 3. (In

this dyvi^Eiv mark, at the same time, the

true meaning of dytd^Eiv.) And in chap. v.

18, 19 of that Epistle this sanctifieih himself is

connected with keeping himself, as 7iot sinning,

as the entire deliverance/?ww the evil in which
the world lieth—so that we have at the close

of the companion Epistle, as it were, a specific

quotation and exposition of the very words
with which the Gospel here closes.

Verse 18. Now first, after having referred

to the necessity of a sanctification for the dis-

ciples themselves, in order to their being fully

delivered from every ipEvSoi, the Lord directs

his view to their official vocation, as strictly

bound up with their personal advancement in

faith (Acts xx. 24 ; 2 Tim. iv. 7). The Lord
here anticipates the word which was afterwards

spoken, chap. xx. 21 (which directly and fully

could not be spoken to them until after the

resurrection) ; and in this word their calling,

their appointment, their need, advance to a

higher meaning. He does not merely leave

them in the world, he sends them to it and into

it. He appoints them not merely to keep there

the word itself, to receive it fully in its truth

to the sanctification of their own persons, but
to carry about this word as a testimony (Acts

viii. 15) ; to continue their testimony to the

truth, as he himself in chap, xviii. 37. But
the personal and official calling are ever one
in their several spheres; and most certainly

so in the Apostles, as their name testifies. It

is only in the world, while we live and contend
in it as not of it, and keep ourselves in the

word of truth, that our full sanctification is

possible. As he himself in the flesh overcame

* This may be snpplementarily added- to what
was already said upon chap, xiv, 17.

through conflict, and by true obedience sowed
the seed which was now to produce l!ie lull

harvest of his glory—so also is it with us. He
here condescends to equality with us, in respect
to his mission in his humanity ; afterwards in
ver. 19 his own specific / sanctify myself fol-

lows, in which we must recognize the great dis-

tinction which subsists in this equality. To
hearfruit in ourselves and also in others, is but
one and the same; even as he, Avhile he was
himself perfected, at the same time perfected
all (Heb. v. 9 ; x. 14). This we have already
seen in the parable of the vine.* Assuredly,
this mission to the world applies, according to
his ability, to the most private individual, who
goes most quietly through life, working out hia
own salvation— for how can any one be a light
in the world without diffusing his light ; how
can he have the graces of Christ without mak-
ing them known ; how can he be sanctified in
the truth, without bearing witness for the
truth? Again, who can be sanctified without
the discipline of this conflict with the unholy
world? Thus we have here the strongest rea-

son why he will not take his own out of the
world ; why we should not wish to forsake tlie

society of men, and be at rest before the time ;

why we should rather persevere in our mission,
ashe did {\lo\in iv. 17). The distinction in

this similarity between him and us is already
denoted in this, that now the Son sendeth iiis

own, even as the Father had sent him. Tliua

through us, as the Father's sub- delegates, so to

speak, the work upon earth proceeds, so far a3

it has yet to be accomplished. Nevertheless,
with all this co-reference of the word to fidnre

disciples, the Lord's view rests in vei\ IS upon
these first, specific Aiwstles ;\ on which account
in ver. 20 its express extension is resumed—

•

Not for these only.

Verse 19. But before this there is one soli-

tary, but all-comprehensive word in the middle
of the prayer—the high-priestly vn £ p avrcoy
" for their sak^s," which lays the fowulatio)%

for the TtEpi avraiv, "for them," as a conclu-

sive testimony to his redeeming tcork, his redeem-

ing death. Let us now seek rightly to under-
stand this I sanctify myself. According to chap,

x. 36 the Father had already sanctified liim, in

sending him into the world ; from his birlli he
had been the Holy One of God in the unholy
world. This I sanctify myself in the present

tense cannot, therefore, refer generally to his

vocation and mission generallj', to his whole
life of teaching and action. | A sanctification

* Compare Rothe's Ethilc, iii. 57.

\ Luther :
" lie hereby ap]ioints his Apostles (o

be doctors and preachers, and binds tis all to llieir

words, whetlier we be learned or unlearned ; s<i

that, howevor wise we may be, we must lunnble

ourselves to let these poor fisheinien teacli us and
guide us, hearing them as we Avould Christ liini-

self."

X Liicke rightly remarks, against the Socinians

and Rationalists—" He had not in this sense sanc-

tified and sent himself, but the Father had saijcti-
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rom sin he needed not like us. Luther says

to the simple, or to the perverse, " Thou must

not understand this word as if he was to be-

come bolv in a sense in which he was not so

before ; for he was holy in his mother's womb,
Luke i. 35." This is sufficiently obvious ; but

how is the same word used of him, which had

just been used of us? It is plain at the out-

set, that he in a certain sense condescends to

fellowship with them ; and we must, first of all,

and before a deeper meaning is established con-

tent ourselves with Grotius' explanation—He
repeats the word sanctify in a sense somewhat
changed.

But wliat is that sense? Here recurs the

game fundamental idea of the y«lj5 and t^^^ipn

derived from the 0. T., and which we showed
to be the first meaning of the word ; that

meaning is now brought to its complete fulfill-

mentin the sanctification of the PrkHt and the

mcrifice, the i/tavroy, " myself," showing that

Christ is both in one. I consecrate, devote my-
self as the Lamb of God to sacred, sacrificial

service—such is the main meaning, as the

Apostles might and must have understood it.

Clirys. :
" 1 bring before thee an offering."

Euthym. :
" 1 voluntarily sacrifice myself."

Thus have most orthodox expositors under-

stood it down to our own day ; and rightly so,

for consecration to God, and offering to God, is

really the common fundamental idea in vers.

17 and 19. But this by no means exhausts the

reason of the use of the same word in both

cases. Olshausen says too much :
" But the

respective position oi' Christ and his di:ciples

requires us to assume that dyid^eiv a.s used
concerning him means o«'y to 'consecrate;'

while as used of the disciples it must have the

subordinate idea of a preparatory sanctification

of nature." For making holy is the essential,

irremovable idea oi dyid'siv, it is not a sub-
ordinate idea which may be removed from it

;

the connection between his ciytd'^£iy and ours

is once more brought most impressively for-

ward in this same verse, in the too-often over-

looked but most emphatic ira nai avvoi,
" that they also." Consequently, there must
be even in him something corrcxponding to our
purification and deliverance from sin ; some-
thing which is the fundamental, essential ground
of the latter. Tho common theory of atone-

fied and sent liim." Tlius the interpretation is

fal.-e, Wiiich Heumann, Scniler, Kuiiiol, and De
Uelie advocate— •' 1 hnve consecrated my.self to
tijpp, to thy ministry ; I liave undertaken for their
sake llic office of thy ambassador." S'mler's ' I

h.ivp allo2ether devoted and cons,ecrated myself in
tlieir i)lace and for llieir sake," may bear a gor.d
meaniniT, though 'le is wroni; in makins that all.

Hezel lias given a lamentable inter[)re'ation : "For
llieir .sake I liave e.xliibited myself in e.\tiaordi-
na-y way.s, by a life of virtue and llie greatest
miiacles, by ihe strange v;ci.s^illldes of my lot

—

for iheir sake, that ilicy may know my doctrine to
be divine, woriby of their acceptation, and of the
many sacrifices ia which it may involve them."

raent, which does not penetrate into the living

oneness of the true humanity of Chiist with

the fallen children of Adam, will never be able

to understand this memorable saying ; lor it

leaves Jesus apart in his holiness, just where
he nevertheless, descending to and penetrating

our humanity, sanctifies himself for us—with

all its words about the mediation and substitu-

tion of Christ, it has no true notion of his ac-

tually taking our place. Christ's standing in

our stead necessarily involves this, that the

doing away and overcoming of sin must bo

the fundamental idea even in his own dytd^Eiv.
Does he only so bear and atone for the sin of

the world, does he only so perfect the purging

of our sins (Heb. i. 3), that the df-tapria by
imputation alono (then an impossible thing)

lies only ?/;;ort him? Is it not rather, accord-

ing to all Scripture, in his flesh, the same flesh

of sin in the oi^oionna of which he was sent

and was born ; so that in this flesh, this human
nature and human person of the incarnate Son,

sin was condemned and done away? (Rom. viii.

3). Hence Schmieder says unhesitatingly:
" The sell-sanctification of Jesus was, in this

relation, subjected to the same conditions under

which the sanctification of his disciples stands;

it was necessary that he should ofler up the

human in him as that Vhich was contrary to

God." This points us to the truth of that

which is generally known as Menken's theory

—to the truth which, rightly understood, is

found in connection with much that is false.

The author's theory (which must not be con-

founded with Menken's) is in some degree

known, and cannot here be fully unfolded

anew.* Thus much is certain, that we must,
if we would do justice to this word, John xvii.

19, admit, whether we understand it or not, a
certain sanctification, renovation, or restoration

of human nature even in ihe very person of
Christ, as the root or germ of our sanctifica-

tion—by means of which he himself was re-

leased from a certain real connection with our sin,

and thus became the first-born of all the breth-

ren sanctified in and through himself. Rotho
(in his Ethik, ii. 307) approaches the truth of

the matter, when he connects with the atone-
ment for our sin by the " second Adam " the
personal and perfected sanctification of the Re-
deemer himselfj—who thus through his abso-
lute unity on the one side with God, and on the

other side with mankind, becomes the sufficient

principle or cause of sanctification to the sinful

world of humanity. (Thus Rothe expounds,
too, our present verse.) Wo must, however,
protest against the strange, unscriptural notion

I refer particularly, in connection with the
Ussay in the Andeutungen, ii. 24, to my exposition
of the llebrew.s, where my first views iiave receiv-
ed much extension and modification. Lar.go also
rightly understood, will be found to bo in accord-
ance with them.

t This Petersen
(
Von der Kirche, i. 337) calls the

discii)line or asceticism of Christ, perfected iu sol-

itude.
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wliich he blends with it as regards the con-
nection of the Holy Spirit with the true body
of Christ; and, further, must add that he by
means of his JlesJi bore in and upon himself the
power of sin which was to be overcome, the
power of sin in humanity as fallen in Adam, a
member of which humanity he must become in

order to be its head. Not indeed as positive,

actual sill, but still in a real connection with
that resisting power in it which gives occasion
to the warfare and the suffering issuing in the
victory of obedience. True, indeed, it^is that
he had never prayed to the Father, and does
not now so pray

—

Sanctify thou me! but he
could, and it was needful that he should, sim-
ply as the Holy One in the Spirit, from the be-
ginning sanctify himself in the flesh.* This
self-sanctification, however, reached its proper
perfection first in the sifferings of death (so that
these are spoken of as his being perfected^—that
passion of death in which the willing spirit

subdues the weak flesh in sharp conflict of the
soul coming betv;een them, constraining it to
the great offering and merit of an obedience
which was learnetl and persevered in, Heb. v. 7,
S, X. 9, 10, 14. The pres. dyt(xZ,c!) speaks of
this impending sacrifice in death as of such a
sanctification, analogous with our own ; the
U7CEO in addition points back manifestly to the
Last Supper (2 Cor. v. 15; Tit. li. 1). Thus
only out of the death of Christ comes our new
life, lor the djuoioanct ("likeness"), of his

death becomes efficient in us as our actual
" dying to sin"—Eom. vi. 3-11 ;t 1 Pet. ii. 2-1.

Thus we see the great truth of the words—

I

sanctify myself in order that they may be
sanctified

; and it is only through this in order
?(9 that we reach our sanctification. I sanctify
myself for them— is not merely mo)-e than, I

pray for them. That alone is the ground and
strength of his intercession, which is here
placed upon its true foundation for a testimony
before us and before the Father. Before the
Father

—

Lo, I come, let my off'ering be well-
pleasing to thee! Thus was it Drophetically
and comprehensively said, when he came into
the world (Heb. x. 5)—but now, when he is

leaving the world and coming to the Father
with the merit of his obedience, the blood of
his sacrifice, the purging of our sins obtained
by himself, it becomes a fall and decisive truth.

In proportion as sin becomes to us, through
the fellowship of his holy and willing Spirit, a
bittei'ness, we are also sanctified in the truth, es-

sentially in truth. This is assuredly, ^^rs;!, and
without the article still more evidently. dXij-
Gooi, trulyj—that is not, however, sufficient,

* Sc^e Ihe extract from Athana«ius in Dorner, p.
951, and Lampe also, who says almost the .same.

•t If the death of our sm did not lie essentially
and energeticaKy in his death, how could it pro-
ceed therefrom as stated here, and elbewhere in

apostolical teaching 1

X Mich. Weber :
" Vere, i. e., non trpice, non

symbolice." Bengel :
" In truth, although it may

but the word looks back to ver. 17. The tridh
of God is the objective element and goal of
actual, essential sanctification. Still less does
it suflSce to understand this of the sincere faith
with which we on our part lay hold of and ap-
propriate the sacrifice of our Lord— this sub-
jective condition is only silently pre-supposed,
Luther exhibits here a want of doctrinal clear-

ness, arising from his anxiety to deduce every
thing connected with justification from faith

"alone;" he speaks, indeed, properly enough
of the fruits and works of faith, but he is lack-
ing upon the scriptural teaching concerning
sanctification.* He tells lis on this passage,
that we must preach here about nothing bub
Christ's sanctification (although Christ preaches
of ours)—" that we must simply hang on his

word, and creep into Christ's sanctification."

He most incorrectly imposes this meaning upon
our passage, and goes on, "Thereforeil was that
he so diligently repeated the words in truth,

laying that down in opposition to all the world,

and all human holiness. 3Ig sanctifeat ion, he
saith, malceth them truly holy." True, but would
this reckoning ourselves (Rom. vi. 11) in appre-
hending faith be a truth, a true snnctfcation, if

believers did not furthermore make that their

end and object, which Eom. vi. 12-22 goes on
in such amplitude to set forth? In 1 Cor. i.

30 there is a distinction between dixazodvvr/,
"righteousness," and a.yia(jnui, "sanctifica-

tion," which must be carefully noted; but the

Lord speaks distinctively of the latter, of the

great design to be periectly accomplished in

and by the justified. Euthymius is right in

referring it to the idea of sacrifice
—"in order

that they also may be sacrificed in a true offer-

ing"—but this must be understood in the new
sense of Eom. xii. 1 ; 2 ;Eph. v. 1, 2. Sanctified

are we first in the perfection of our obedience,

likewise, when nothing but the holy will of

divine love dwells and lives in us, just as in

Christ. Not forgiveness of sins and justifica-

tion, which is only the ground and beginning,

but sanctification unto entire unblamableness of

our nature, is the goal, the end contemplated in

the redeeming death of our Lord, Eph. i. 4, v.

25-27; Col, i. 22. But this design may be
rendered abortive, even in the case of the just-

ified, through their unfaithfulness; hence tlia

urgent exhortations of the Paraclete in the

word and in our hearts, and the intercessions

of the Paraclete above. Lampe maintains, ac-

cording to the hard abstract logic of his theory
of predestination, that " it follows from this

connection that no sanctification is to be ex-

pected but through the merit of the sacrifice of

not externally appear." This is opposed to cere-

monial holiness.

* I may assure Mtlnchmeyer, who nnt';rnl'y

enough takes offence at this, that I also with Lu-
ther understand sanctification to be no nther tlian

the fruit of faith ; but I cannot find in Luther a
sufficiently full development of all that Scripture

saj's concerning our own diligence and zeal, and
their fruit and reward.
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Christ ; and Jesus would lose the fruit of his

death if any one, for whom he died, should not

actually t'c sanctified ; there is a iiecessttnj bond
of connection between the death of Christ and
the sanctification of the elect, which the Lord's

train of thought takes for granted"—but all

this shows that he did not rightly read the }Va,
for the sense of which we point to John i. 7,

iii. 17, and even Korn. xL 32. This is as if the

branches had not been spoken of which abide

not in him. and, just before, a Judas given to

him, watched over, and yet lost; as if the

Scripture, Rom. xiv. lo ; 2 Pet. ii. 11, and else-

where, did not testify literally concerning the

lost lor whom nevertheless Christ died, and
whom he had bought.* Consequently, Christ

merely sanctifies himself for all, to the eml tliat

all may be capable of sanctification. It is true

that he now prays only for his own, whose
faith and perseverance he contemplates in an-

ticipation ; but while his thought here pene-

trates into the depth of this fundamental work

of salvation, he is impelled to enlarge the

range of his intercession, as widely as the tes-

timony itself in ver. 21

—

T'lat the world may
believe.

Thus we have now the widest comprehen-
sion of all future believers, brought to faith by
the continued mediation of the word, down to

the end. Isot only so, we have at the same
time the prosecution of the previous interces-

sion up to its ultimate end in glory. The
glorious conclusion of the prayer, as it stretches

forward into eternity, can only in eternity be

fully understood. As, to the Lord himself, his

closely impending sufierings were merged in

bis glorification, so now—after the intimations

of vers. 1-1-19, in which their sufferings and
struggles appear as their sanctification—he
says nothing more of their afflictions in the

world, of their entering through much tribula-

tion the kingdom of God. After ver. 17 it only

remained to pray for the glorificaticn of his

own in him, the consummation and manifesta-

tion of that which was spoken of in ver. 10

;

but he takes as the way to this (what was
hinted at in ver. 11) tlieir heing united into vne,

from which their glorification, not properly to

be first prayed for, follows as his own and his

Father's will. Hence we may say that he first

prays for the unity of all who should believe in

him and the Father (vers. 20, 21), and then
he immediately given, promines, ajtpnnts the

(flory of these thus united in one (that glory

* It is quite consistent with this quota'.ion, that,

defendin<i the doctrine of final perseverance
ag:iinst the Lutherans, Lampe ai)pend3 t^ ver. 15

the strange and nielanclioly restriction, that the

Lnrd did not j>vay against their fore een, permit-

ted, and thus appointed sin—but only against their

prceata gravwra. Such a sy.stcm i.s in practice al-

logetlier untenable, misapprehends John's that ye

tin not, and takes away all force from the law, S n

not ! Compare what Thiersch (Katfiol. u. Protest.

2d ed. ii. 141 fT.) says upon these danjjerous ei-

travaganccs of reformed teaching.

being in vers. 22, 23, regarded as already inter-

nally present in them, and as beaming forth

upon the world in their unity, while in ver.

2i it is to be regarded as to be revealed
in the future); thus passing altogether from
praying (now become a SsAca, / will) into the
final promise of vers. 25, 26, which again con-

nects itself with the present of these first dis-

ciples, excluding once more the unbelieving
world.

Verse 20. -A-ll these things is obviously to be
supplied alter the I pray ; so that the extension

of his view to his future disciples appropriates

to them also all that he had just said, as on the

other hand the continuation of his prayer
refers also to his first disciples. Through tlieir

word ascribes to all future disciples the same
basis for our Lord's intercession which in vers.

6-S had been assigned as the reason of his in-

tercession for the Apostles ; and in ver. 21 the

first disciples themselves are again merged in

the all. Could there be a permanent and
essential distinction among those who believe

in him unto holiness and salvation ".' It is to

make this prominent—the equal validity of his

prayer for all—and not merely as bringing (he

future into the present, that the zidTEvovToovy
" that believe," is used ; for the iri6r£v66vrcoy,
" that shall believe," of the Text. Pa-c. appears

to be an unsupported correction.* As in Matt.
xxviii. 20 and Mark xvi. 17 all that was com-
manded and forbidden to the Apostles is imposed
at the close upon all future believers, so is it

here with all things that are prayed lor. That
which was intimated by their being smt into

the world, ver. 18, is now expressly stated—that

many disciples would from age to age be won
from the world. These many are presently

referred to with the strongest emphasis as all.

Who can at any time reckon up tiieir number,
the multitudes of those who are concealed from
the world and tlieir fellow disciples, and all

down to the last whom faith shall save? In
this intercessory prayer, the beginning and
pledge of that intercession which still prevails

on high, every one who believeth has his place.
" If he thought of us when we were among the

people who were yet to be formed for him, how
can he forget us now, when he sees us in the

midst of the world, and beholds the struggle of

our faith?" (Pieger). If the first heirs of

faith are sympathizing witnesses—surely he,

the autiior and finisher of the faith, to whom wo
look, looks down upon us as more than a mere
witness (lleb. xii. 1, 2).

Faith itself is not prayed for or given ; here

as in ver. 8 it is the condition of the validity

and eflfect of the intercession. The preachers

who in their well-meaning zeal lay so much
stress upon the grace of calling, election, and
perseverance should ponder well the language
of Scripture itself, and beware of placing too

* Two isolated iCodd. read it£ni6TEVH6Toovy
which is error again—for the disciples of that

time are not referred tu, as distinguished from the

Apostles.
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absolutely in the hand, and gift, and purpose of

God, the first decisioa also by which man be-

comes a believer.*

All faith in all ages comes through the word.

This, on the one hand, maintains the doctrine

of prevenient grace, the grace of him who calls,

as universal for the world and as special for

the individual, without which faith could not

be spoken of at all: while, on the other hand,

it recognzies the freedom of our own decision,

for through the word " means the free way of light

and conviction" (as Braune well remarks, hold-

ing the right mean). See John xx. 31; Acts

ii. 40, 41 ; Rom. x. 16, 17, and the entire Scrip-

ture. The word of the Father and the Son be-

fore, is now their word—the avrdiv depends

immediately on the rovroov, and as in ver. 18

it declares the Apostles to be the first medium of

the tcord of God for all futurity, giving at the

same time the reason why the Lord prayed

specifically first for them, and in their persons

for all. No man in after times should ever be-

lieve in Christ without the mediation of the

testimony of these first witnesses ; even Paul,

to whom the Lord himself appeared, was in

eecret prepared for his obedience to the heav-

enly vision, and was strengthened in his faith by

the apostolical Church which was in Christ be-

fore him. Nevertheless, true as this is—and

too much emphasis cannot be laid upon it

against those who despise the apostolical doc-

trine under pretext of going straight back to

the Lord himself—it is also promised to every

believer that others through his tcord should be

brought to faith. "Thus the instrumental

agencies, by which salvation is carried on, are

sanctified.
' The word tradition is a good word

in itselt, when not perverted" (Berlenb. Bihel).

Verse 21. In the former passage the fir»t

unity of all, the future as well as the present

disciples, was expressed as their equal /ai^A, the

sole distinguishing condition. It is this unity

* A. H. Francke, whose challenge of faith, and
exhortation to it, is so good, yet says, " Tt^.us did

he pr.iy to the Father for that faith which I now
liave." Again, " I have to thank that same prayer

that I have received his word, that I can now
quicken and strengthen my faith through his

word." This is wrong even as regards believers

in distvidion from the world ; for a petition con-

cerning believing occurs only in ver. 21, with a 'iva

for the whole world, which might believe if they

would. The Apostle says in 2 Tim. iv. 7, not

—

The Lord gav3 me faith: comp. 1 Tim. i. 16.

XCfpid^a Tov Beov is not itidri?, but ^aar)

aioiivtoif the 6a)rT]picc—and that navri Top

iridTEvoyrt. Thus my position is incontroverti-

ble, howver much offence it may give, that faith

itself, that is, our own decisive acceptance of the

divine influence and gift, is not in its subjective

principle to be prayed for and given, but is de-

manded of us, Lange asks how this may be re-

conciled wilh Mark ix. 24 ; Luke xvii. 5 1 The
answer is obvious : the former passage exhibits

the 7tL6rEv(x) of ihe man, elsewhere found want-
ing by our Lord, as a willingness on his own part

;

and in the other passage the Lord answers the
itpoCOei of the Apostles by only cl e/"^£rc.

which must in its increase prove itself, and be-

come a mighty testimony for believers who are to

be won continually from the world. The three-

iold iva, " that," exhibits a development in

their connection—even the second brings by mws
the deeper consequence and fruit from the first

unity in the received word, while the third

plainly points to the end and fruit still con-

templated. Four years before Lampe wrote,
" VocLila enim iVa non tam argumentumqusim
scopwwi precum indigitat," Francke had preached

in Halle, " If it indicated the further matter of

his prayer, it would have run thus: I pray

—

also for those

—

tJiat thuu wnuldd give them, that

they all may be one. But he is expressing the

final object which he had in view in thus pray-

ing for his disciples still—that he might bring

all his own together in one." He then supple-

ments his words thus :
" But this does not ex-

clude our regarding this as also the subject of

our Lord's prayer. We may safely put the

two together—both the scopus precum and the

argumentum. precum." With regard, however,

to the third tya Larape's " not so much—as " is

of great importance ; for in regard to the whole

world, it is only the design, the aim that all

who believe not might believe, which the 'iva

expresses.

What diversities are found among the mem-
bers of the great body the Church, in external

relation to the world, as well as in vocation

gifts, knowledge ! and yet all are one. These
two words most significantly meet here. This

casts down the wall of partition between Israel

(in this prayer having no longer a distinctive

place) and the Gentiles (John xi. 52) ; as also

all such distinctions as the ancient world rec-

ognized, according to Gal. iii. 28; Rom. i. 14.

Similarly, by anticipation, all the distinctions

which the modern world, and, alas ! the Chris-

tian world itself, has set up. Here is the in-

most principle of the union which seeks to find

its external expression. The faith of the lowest

and least is an equally precious faith with that

of the Apostles, with that of Peter (2 Pet. i. 1)

—there is a Hoivoovia riji TttdreuH, "commu-
nication of faith," Phil. 6. The heartfelt faith

of one who is theologically unformed and un-
taught, who knows nothing of dogmatic the-

ology, must be recognized in its validity as

idoTt/ioi, "like orecious," by the most ortho-

dox guides of faith. Distinctions and grada-

tions there are, but unity may be secured and
even illustrated in these. An enforced, exter-

nal, deceptive unity is far from being the thing

spoken of here; but the one word on which
faith rests, the one end of the one way in the

imitation of the one Lord and Shepherd, the

one Spirit by whom all have access to one Fa-
ther, make the essential unity of all who believe,

and according to the proportion of their faith,

know and live in believing : not only among
those who live near each other, and know
themselves and their unity ; but also among
those who are distant from each other and un-
known to each other, in all countries and
through all times. The first fulfillment is found
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in Acta iv. 32, as the prototype expression of

the Lreat end. For, as this 'iva itself indicates,

and the rf rcAfj&ji/eVo/ in ver. 23, yet more

Htroiigly, " the unity is then first consummate
when the sanctification becomes complete," as

Fikenscher excellently says, in wo:ds of com-

fort as well as exhortation. First, always the

cne heart and one $oul—then, on this foundation,

and flowing from this, the exhortation to speak

the same thinj:, in the same mind and the same
judgment (1 Cor. i. 10), the growing un in ihe

unity of love into the unity of faith and of the

knowledge of the Son of God, Eph. iv. 13. Oh
that our ecclesiastical bodies would hear and

understand this!

"In their glasses men are brethren—when
those are empty the union breaks up" (Braunc).

This holds good of the intoxicating cup of van-

ity and delusion, over which men imagine a

brotherhood of mankind independent of Christ

—Pantheism, Communism, and thelik>. Bui
where tliose believers in me are, of whom Christ

speaks, there i» already unity, on the ground

of which a further and more pefect unity will

follow. This deepening advancement in the

meaning is expressed by the in u*,* introduced

through the mediating clause as thou, etc. Such
interpretations as thatof Grotius, " Sicut nos con-

junctis operibus evangelium promovemus," and

afterwards, " iv y)uiv, i. e., nobis obediendo,"

we will leave to the acceptance of the friends

of false light. "The heinQ one of believers is

not only a being one after the similitude of the

Fatlier and the Son, but it is bound up with

their being one; it is at the same time a being

one mth Father and Son, since God througli

Christ and his Spirit essentially dwells in t hem.t

1 John [. 3." The in u», not merely with m, is

now a deepening of the a* tee, ver. 1 1 . and is to he

understood according to Col. iii. 3. But not again

(to quote Glassius), "pro ea, quam somniant
WeigelianietStiefeliani.credentium dnoOec^dei

xai xP'<i^ov6ia
;
" or in the sense of the

Pantheist all-God and humanity-Christ of our

modern dreamers. " The infinite is and remain?

infinite; the finite is still finite, even though

it be united with the infinite nature of God"

—

this position of A. H. Francke the tconl, from

which the unity of faith proceeds, teaches us

to apprehend ; and our adoratiyn in the blessed-

ness of glory will one day seal to us its truth.

But the word alone, which we receive, does not

accomplish this; it does not in itself eflect that

* The ey once more added, though Bometime^

wanting in the MS3., is essenti il. The xai
avToi refers to llie xaOojs, a.s Lilcke remarks.

But the second i'va is not, on that account, a

mere resumption of the former.

t So Meyer, Bl. fur hoh. W.\\\. 161. The res

titution conspqupiitly l)rin2s us abundantly more
than min's original prerogative at the creation

;

althmish Mallet said well in his sermon, " Who
can hear this petition from the heart and voice of

Jegr.s—That they may be one, as we are—without

th'iikin;; of ibe word, Let ub make man, ao image
of oursolvei.'*

union which here begins and there will be con-

summated, but tne power and the Spirit of God
in the word.

The third 'iva must not be immediately con-

nected with the ifjvrco;* but the world is,

nevertheless, in some sense the object of inter-

cession—That they may believe; so that Wesley
may say concisely, " Here Christ prays for the

world." He, however, proceeds with less ex-

actness :
" Observe the sum of his whole prayer,

1. Receive me into thy own and my glory ; 2.

Let my Apostles share therein ; 3. And all

other believers; 4. And let all the world be-

lieve." For, as we have seen, we cannot sup-

pose our Lord to pr.ay directly (and with such

a general " let " as so often occurs in our

prayers) for the faith of his disciples; any such

I pray that they may believe, is, strictly speak-

ing, quite inappropri :<te to our Lord's thought

and the teaching of Scripture— if we take the

'iva as the matter and argument of the pray-

er. Yet Wesley is perfectly right in placing

"the world " so strikingly after and over and
above "all believers." But in this there seems

to be a self-contradiction, which has not been

much noticed, but which guides us to the solu-

tion of the mystery : for if in the previous m-
6tevoyTEi all who were to believe are already

included, there can remain only the perma-

nently unbelieving world, according to the or-

dinary phrase. Thus it is not as Lampe says :

" Y'lrh. the Apostles: then the first Christians,

the first-fruits ot their word, the apostolical

Church ; then the residue of the company to be

brought from the Jews and the Gentiles into

the Church, down to the end of time." For

these sated oul of the world (as Camerarius ex-

plains the world here) were already included

under the all of the second ivoc, but there is

still remaining, over and above, the world, ver.

25. Still less admissible is Calvin's view (which

even Lampe opposes): "That the world may
believe, in the third clause, refers only to his-

orical faith." For the Lord could not thus

reduce the meaning of this great word, so

sacred throughout the prayer; he never gives

this meaning to believing; and certainly the

miserable deception of an unsaving historical

faith could not stand here as the object of

Christ's desire. Is then " that the world iruiy

k-now," ver. 23, to be interpreted (as it has been)

of an enforced acknowleugment, which is only

the ground of comdemnalion? Oil, no; the Lord

could not thus either speak or pray ; and in the

apparent parallel. Rev. iii. 9 (according to Isa.

XIV. 14, xlix. 23) they are a remnant, saved out

of Sitan's synagogue, who are to come and

worship and see the love of the Lord to his

Church. Nor is what Rieger says enough :

"The world is regarded under the most favor-

able light, as the region out of which the future

* This would me.in, I pray for them, that tfiey

nU may he one in faith—yea, that thn u/iole world

may believe. But nirainst this view, that all who
wrre to be one and the uorli helteving are the saiM

Mubjtet, Larape justly protests.
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bplievers are received and collectedinto one."

The petition would then be—I pray tor all who
shall believe on me, that they may be one, in

Older (hot—those thus won from the world
might believe. The bare repetition of believing,

and of world, instead of those who should be

saved cut of the world, cannot pos.^ibly be re-

ceived. Nothing therefore remains but the

comparison with that the world might lie snvcd,

chap. iii. 17, and that all mi<,dit believe, chap,

i. 7. The intercession reaches its limit, where
it recoils from unbelief and can find no fullill-

nient; for while we do find was helieved on in

the world (1 Tim. iii. 16), we never find the

world hath helieved. This, nevertheless, is the

simple meaning of the word; the Lord testifies

now at the end his own desire and will that all

the world might believe.

Still more: he suggests this aim of univer-

sal, all-seeking grace to his Church ; and would
teach his people to regard this as the goal, how-
ever unattainable in itself, of all the efforts ot

their united love

—

'iva 6 «o6//o? Ttidrsvdp.

As Paul, Rom xi. 13, 14, contemplates a cer-

tain number gained from his own hardened Is-

rael, as the last and most blessed fruit of his

whole mission to the Gentiles—so should the

entire believing Church never cease, when re-

garding the unbelieving world in its opposi-

tion, to imitate the Apostle's spirit—If by any
means 1 may provoke to emulation them which
are my flesh, and might save some of them.

This is perfectly appropriate to us since we
draw no distinction between some of them and
the world : this is what the Lord teaches us in

the prayer which he permits us to listen to,

wherein he includes in his petition even that

which will not be fulfilled, just according to

the will of the divine counsel that all men
might be saved, though all men are not.

Thus "the Church should become an external

Church " (as Von Gerlach says), that is, should

exhibit the unity of its faith and of its love

betore the world and for the world, as an au-

tracting and urgent witness; it should never

cease, even in the strictest conlederation of its

living unity, to send forth the light and power
of a universal mission, through that external-

ity* of aim which is only the revelation of its

internal truth and glory. That unity which
alone gives power to its missions, and those

missions which rest solely upon unity, are in

their union the end of the Church. This is also

an intimation from above, that the greatest ob-

stacle to the world's believing is the want of

manifest unity in faith and love on the part of

the imperfect Church. What condemnation,
wliat admonition in these words of our Lord!
Alas, alas ! unbelief still hardens itself against

the clearest testimony, ridicules the wonderful
unity of love, and puts still its blasphemoivs
construction upon the glory of Christ, beaming
fi>rth Irom his disciples; we however should
n.^t share its guilt, but always remember that

* Not, indeed, externalization—see Petersen,

TV/« der Kirehe, i. 85.

our Lord himself haa put a strict eonnecfion
between " That the world may believe " and our
being one.

Verses 22, 23. This might seem to be in

part a repetition, but it is not so. for the
unity now appears as the glory already given,

and even already shining before the world
;

the establishment of this unity is placed for-

ward as the end of perfection which we must
reach to; and, finalh'', there is here a know-
ledge predicated of the world, corresponding
to their believing before. Kai eyas, " and I,"

standing at the beginning, depends on the

previous That thou hast sent me—for the
Saviour living in the Church, was to be con-
templated in it as the Saviour of all men,
and especially of these only because they be-

lieved. Thus the xai eyoo is an explanatory
etenim. Even because vers. 22, 23, are paral-

lel with ver. 21, and an immediate develop-

ment of it, those many tame interpretations

of du:a, "glory," which have been devised,

are proved to be wholly out of the question.*

Chrys. and Theophyl. took a step in advance;
for they added to the working of miracles, and
the wonderful teaching, the unity of love also,

and the greater 86^<x tT/? o^ovoiai (glory of

unanimity), thus embracing the whole furnish-

ing of the Apostles. But, as the Apostles are

no longer especiallv spoken of here, we regard

the miraculous endowments and gifts of teach-

ing as not taken into the account at all—the

being one is itself and alone the glorj'. This

is already given, that is, not merely appointed

to them.t not merely reserved and laid up (as

the crown, 2 Tim. iv. 8). but is actually in its

principle one and the same -with that glory

which was -to be beheld in the future, and then

fully enjoyed, ver. 24. That following verse is

not to be distinguished from these, as contain-

ing a contrast ; for throughout this prayer the

Lord uses great words and ideas, fundamen-
tally the same in meaning throughout ; there

is no more a two-fold glory than a two-fold be-

lieving. But their developments and aspects

are difTerent. Here, The glory which thou hast

given me is that same glory of grace and truth,

of love, of unity with the Father, which ac-

cording to John i. 14, beamed forth to faith

from the humanity of Jesus ; and this he had
truly given to his disciples upon earth already,

because and so far as he is in them. Just as

this 6nS,a of our Lord, given to his humanity,
was distinguished in ver. 5, from that which
he had eternally in the Godhead, but yet this

distinction appeared only when it was to be
abolished, and all is merged into one 86ca—
even so must the unity and the distinction be
understood here. Even the slightest glimmer-
ing of heavenly light which begins to shine

• Grotius (like Ammoniiis and Zu'nglins) :
" The

power of workins; miracles;" for which he com-
pares chap. ii. 11 and chap. xi. 40.

t B.-Crusius, incorrectly :
" To give is h^re no

other than to decidedly appoisit." Gable:- niakea
it at once " to promise."
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ciit of tlie countenance of a justifieti publican,

is an oiubeatnin;,' ot his fuiure glonlication
;

and so is the still brighter an^tel-iaco ot the

crowned martyr at liis trial. Tliose who are

risen aeain wiih Christ in I'aith are already sit-

ting with him Iv roli litovpcxvioii, " in

hpa"\-enlv places" (Eph. ii. 6). Those whom
God haih ju.«titied he hath already glorilied

(Rom. viii. 30). Bengel's well-meant r.ote is

insufncienr, " Already, alheit hidJenlii," or the

BubjecL here is the ouibeaming ol this in-

wardly commencing, and already present glorv,

before the eyes ot the world (however wilfully

Ehut). The preacher lias litre a practical cx-

positi'^n of our Lord's word, which he sloald

use without cea.«ing—Kegard each other, at

least, O believers, with respect. Learn, ye

children ot God, to stand in awe of your own
<lignity, that ye defile not vourselves with sin.

Let your thanksgivings for what hath been

already given invigorate your praysT and eflbrt

after holiness and periection (Col. i. 12 : Eph.

i. 18).

All this through faith ! "A drop of faith is

lar more noble than a whole sea of mere sci-

ence, though it be the historical science of the

divine word" (Francke). "Every Christian

must thus deeply sink himself into Christ by
believing—this is every thing. This decides

'his laitii, this decides his works, his li/e, his

p-aces. All this is in the words

—

I in them and
thou in me" (Gossner). Again, as Eieger says

of this heavenly ladder, standing upon earth

but reaching liie throne of God, "We must
not begin at the top, but look well that we
seize rightly the first steps." First in the faith

of the heart to love Jesus ; in the Iloly Spirit,

under whose discipline we stand obedient, to be

one with the whole living Church ; and ot the

unitv of knowlt^dge, and of its expression in

svmbol and dogma, it may then be said

—

" It will follow ;" that is, always taking for

granted that the first unity of faith in the word
ot truth is present. For, where the founda-

tion of Christ's prayer, ver. C-S, is not laid,

there can be no love, no unity, no glory result-

ing, but odivm hoerdicoium, schism between
Zion here and Zion there, the old envy between
Ephraim and Judah, stumbling-blocks and
Bcorn. All through faith—thus, still further

back, all through the word, in which we be-

lieve; this, indeed, being the honest acknow-
led'_'ment of its authority, but nothing beside

being the visible centre of the unity of the

Church.
Verses 22, 23 contain the samo three-fold

zva which is found in ver. 21, in the same re-

lation and progression; hence the and before

the third of them may well be struck out. But
it is here more clearly developed and promi-
nent, that the union with the Father and the

Son, and thereby with one another, which had
been given from the early beginning of faith as

a glory— is, nevertheless, a glorv which un-
folds, progresses, and increases. This is plainly

contained in That they may bo pcribcted into

one, the £ / s , into (" m "), being as important

as the T£\Eiov6hai, " perfected ;" comp. 1 John
V. 18. Concerning the individual it is made
perfect in love, but ht're made perfect into one

through love.

Our exposition of ver. 21 will have shown
that these words cannot refer to an efl'octual

knowledge of the love of God in Christ, to

which tlie world is brought^even thougii it

should be at the end of the Gospel kingdom,

when the company of believers shall sliine forth

Lielbre the world holy and glorious. Otherwise

it might follow that it would be necessary only

to show the New Jerusalem at lost to tiio

damned, in order to attract them to the Ihe.i

acknowledged eternal love of God. We reject

at once allthose explanations of the relations

of heliemiig and huncint], which assume tlie

world to be those to be saved out of the world.*

it is, assuredly, the Lord's purpose to say, witli

additional emphasis, that the world (if as wo: Id

it would and subjectively could) might not

merely believe, convinced by the lustre of grafe

which does now and which will at last most

fully, shine forth in the Church—but actual,

y

altogether like ihe believers (vers. 7, S) in-

telligently and experimentally believe.f Tl;o

revelation of lovs leads to kuoicleJge, as we

alreadv observed in connection Y>rith tlie first

That {he world may know, chap. xiv. 31, anti-

cipating its application to the Church. Tiio

present word of our Lord points back directly

to chap. xiii. 35, and is to be interpreted by u.

The world might and should have seen and h.urd

what the glorified Christ poured out for il;e

glorification of his followers (Acts ii. 33). P. it

he sceth a:;d heareth not—it seelh not //«3

Holy Spirit, neither knoweth him (chap. xiv. 17).

It will not learn and understand what the La
of God in believers is.

The reading i)y(xift]6(Xy " I have loved," is

not suitable \o the connection, which leads

every thing back to the Father, from ver. ^21

downward ; and the nai, without a new on

* Among thorn is Benuel, who says with his

usual i)enotrati()n : "Willi t!ie u-oricl the fi:st

principles ot/i77//( precede the ulterior and fiiller

knowledge: with bilirvcrs themselves—a fuW fuiih

loHcws upon a so. id knowledge."

t After all, wo are thus constrained to diffi^r in

our interpretat on Irom those who think the pr:;y-

ing lor SdUiething n( t granlel,or the at:estatlon

of an mtoitwn to save the who'o world, iiico;i.si-t-

ent in ihis prayer, and th'.'iefo.e lower the jikuii

words to siiziiity sonielhing wliich has t:ikon place,

is tnkiiig place, or will take ji'ace. So Schmieder

:

"They must in i-\V.Q of themselves nt last con-

fess''—but is that bcUcviiig and knowing m the fiill

sense of those worvis ? Luiliardt-siiu larly cnn-

cltidcs that tlie ])o:t;on of mankind outside liio

Church will at last he constrained to ai'kriowledL'o

iho Clnnch, and bo lirovmlit to obedience tow,i;d

Christ and his cause, liiit where is this written ?

Does not a.l Scripturo jiiediet the contrary 1 Ink-

ing tlie uorld, that i:, accoidii'g to its meaniii*

Uiroughout this prayor an<l the whole Gospel.

This goes beyond a find reiiencratioii of humanity
into a final victorious kingdom upon earth.
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or iyof, shows plainly that T7io7i haat loved

hangs immediately on 2'hou hast sent. Finally,

to refer av t ov ? ,
" thevi," to the world, is

altogether out of the question ; for the special

love of the Father to his own, in whom he

seeth Christ, is something very different from

the universal love of compassion toward the

world : but here the former is evidently spoken

of This will be manifested to the world (in

vain) for its knowledge, therein to take know-
ledge of the love which sent the Son for all.*

Verse 24. Hitherto it has been the already

given internal glory of believers, beaming forth

in ever fuller light and radiance—but now the

final glance forward to the goal demands its

revelation, through the perfect fellowship with

Christ, in all its eternal glorification both of

body and soul. They alone shall be partakers

of this full glory, who have been previously

(this side the grave or the other) rereXeio)-

jusvot £ii 'iv—but these shall most assuredly.

The Lord, when he reaches this point, elevates

his tone, changes his petition into an authoriz-

ed demand, and sets it before the hearers of his

prayer in the form of a strong promise. It is

perfectly in vain to attempt to degrade this

solitary and sublime Ae^cj, " I will," by all

kinds of observation upon it :t the immediate

feeling which the Holy Spirit, the true exposi-

tor, puts into our hearts as its best interpreta-

tion,' will always be its best defence. It is no

other than a testamentary word of the Son, who
in the unity of the Father is appointing what
he wills, at that second limit of his prayer

where its petitions cease. (Comp. / appoint,

Luke xxii. 29.) At the first limit, when con-

fronting the unbelieving world, his petition

sounds out in a I'va, the non-fulfillment ot

which he knows be.''orehand ; but at the second

limit, when his kept and perfected believers

are in view, the petition takes the higher tone

of a serene, majestic I zoUl ! (In the Heb.

N. T. very properly ^2n in contradistinction

from b^)^-)

Whom thou hast given to me—is not (as Ben-
gel thinks) a restriction to the Apostles once

more, for this follows first in ver. 25 with these;

all believers are referred to, as in ver. 20, and

* Wherew find dyiedzaiXs, it wiVfl-ys indicates

universal crace.

f Thus Groiius compares thi snpplicatmc) 5e\co
and ^sXoi.tEv , Mark vi. 25, s. 35—yea, even the ro;)!-

mendivg one ^latt. x 38—without observing that in

the case of Herod's daucjhter and the sons of Zebe-

dee there is involved a certain challenjieof prerosa-

tive and claim. So, alas ! Ben^el, "I desire"

—

though the Gnomon improvps upon this. So Tho-
hick took Se'llaJ for tTCiOv/tai. B.-Crusius ol

course decrees, " OeXu) has no spoc'al emphasis,

but is simply the expression of a tn'sh." Certain it

is that it does so occur, and John ii. 21 ; 1 Cor. vii.

7, are better examples; but it is equally certain

that there is strong emphasis in the word else-

where (in tl;e Lords, Br; it unto thee even as thou
vn!t—and e. g. John xr. 17)—and if any where
thus emphatic, certainly it is here.

the SsScoua'; is an anticipation equally with
the edoDHai as spoken of the glory. Assured-
ly, he who in his joyful faith knows himself

to be given of the Father to Christ, can and
will have in Christ through the Holy Spirit, or

rather Christ in hira will have, such an antici-

pating assurance of salvation and glory. Not-
withstanding, since this springs from the will

of Christ alone, and our will needs, down to the

final probation of death, to urge its humble
prayer, we would counsel no man to echo

Christ's words—Father in Christ, I will to be-

hold one day the glory of thy Son.* On the

"lohere I am" see already chap. xii. 26. Our
love teaches us that to be with Christ would
be in itself fully sufncient for blessedness ; lovo

desires, even in heaven, nothing beside him for

its unutterable joy :t hut faith knows at the

same time that his crowned love will endow his

own with an equal crown, and therefore scorns

not t!ie crown, the highest gift of the highest

giver. This is the resolution of the contest

between disinterested love and the regard to re-

ward. With the supremest majesty Christ here

speaks of Im oion glory and the leholding it, as

the highest blessedness of his glorified ones;

comp. Exod. xxxiii. 18. In " which thou hast

given " there does not lie, as Liicke say.s, " that

relation of subordination, which can never be

disengaged from the Johannean doctrine of the

Logos."! If we embrace the divinity and hu-

manity in one person, speaking after both re-

lations, every thing becomes more consistent.

The humanity says adooHoli uot, " thou gavest

me," concerning ihe same ghry which the di-

vinity at the same time calls riy £/<',V,

" mine ;
" just as in ver. 5 the glorify me and

the which I had are similarly related.

He does not, however, say "?«?/ glory" oth-

ervvise than as he appoints it to be shared by
tis. Behold is an experiencing and tasting (as

chap. viii. 51), for according to ver. 22 tho

Lord had given to us already his glory. When
we see him as he is (it cannot be otherwise,

hence the Apostle derives from this his expres-

sion, 1 John iii. 2), then shall we behold our-

selves also as his co-heirs, receive the manifes-

tation of that which we are and have become,

and this without obscuration through a bod'j

of humiliation, or the tribulation of the icorld.

Then, not till then, shall we perfectly under-

Francke carri?s th's too far. The child-lika

and simple " Father, I wiil," is someth'ng very

different, but even that would be used by no ex-

perienced Christian even in his highest devotion.

Even Luther's boldness of faith did not take the

word so rigorously, "Touching- all spiritual things

we might even pray confidently, like Ch^i^t,

Fathe", I will!" Bu', could he use this "i will
'

in h's own prayers constantly, and without repug-

nance 1

) So the same love ('n Fmncke's better words)

here also spoke in Christ—" I will and must have

all my children with me !

"

X It misht have been thoucrht that the Word vns

God would have been sufficient, at the very begin-

ning of his Gospel.
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rtand and enter into the fruition of this prayer.

But that all who believe on Christ shall attain

to this, to be co-heirs of the glory of Christ,

•was pre-arranged and fixed in the eternal coun-

sel of love between the Father and the Son.

For thou lovedat me before the foundation of the

world. Thus does the Lord, after ver. 5, speak
a second time, and takes his own with him into

the same hve, and consequently into the same
glory—by this J will corresponding to the will

of the Father. Here we have a better answer
to the question, " What was God doing before

he created the world?" than that well-known
one which Luther gave—" Preparing rods for

those who should ask him such questions."

The answer to the inquiry of faith, as humble
as it is bold, is here given—He loved the Son,

and, beholding them by anticipation in the

Son, he loved nis people redeemed from among
sinners, redeemed through the glorious ac-

compliskment of the ways of God in the crea-

ture.

Verse 25, Now before we close—wo might
say, in an accommodated sense, " that all right-

eousness might be fulfilled"—comes the other

side of the question, the complementary refer-

ence to the tcorld, and how the matter goes

with it. Not, however, the other part of the

world, that which w^ill remain in unbelief, after

those who had come to knowledge and salva-

tion are gathered out; this we have amply re-

futed already, and once more refute it by ob-

serving that now in ver. 25 tlie world remains,

as in chap. xii. 47, 48, xvi. 33, xviii. 36, comp.
1 John v. 19. But now follows an explanation

of the meaning and significance which alone

such expressions as tMt tlie loorld may le saved,

may believe, may Jcnoic, can have as used by the

Lord in solemn earnestness of truth and under
the inmost pressure of all-embracing love. He
thus also distinguishes once more at the conclu-

sion of his prayer between the world and his

own ; and it certainly refers to the final decis-

ion, penetrating into eternity just as does the

glorification of his own. He cannot plose with
" and I in all," or even " and I in the world "

—only " in them."

Having reached this point he appeals appro-

priately to the " righteous Father ;
" this being

the only instance, even as the "holy Father"'

was before. They are by no means identical

;

for the assertion that ayioi and Sinaioi are

one and the same in John springs only from a

misunderstanding of the true meaning of the

former.* First, it is plain that the Lord tes-

tifies, acknowledges, addresses the righteous-

ness also of the Father, because this essentially

belongs—though not as punitive justice so

much as righteousness to be acknowledged, as

affectually condemning and abolishing sin—to

the work of redemption and atonement. This

expression of the Piedeemer, now going to his

death, remains a firm dictum jivobans, pointing

to the reason why thus and thus only ne must
sanctify himself for those who are to be sancti-

* So Neander understands and translates it.

fied.* Let him who would take away from tho
offering for sin all reference to the Father's
righteousness, that a vainly imagined lovo
alone might remain, humble his ignorance to

hear this word of the Son himself

—

Righteous
Father, / know thee ; and in thy righteousness

;

that righteousness which spares not me. But
this is not enough; nor is the fundamental
sense of the word, as preceding the subsequent
words—it is rather something included and
pre-supposed. For the consecration of Christ
to death for the sanctification of sinners, the
Sixaioiy " righteous," was already involved
and merged in the a y to?," holy ; " and chap,

xvi. 10 taught that the communication of tl«

righteousness of Christ to believers was at tho

same time itself righteousness before God.
Thus the further and especial reference of the

Righteous Father lies m the separation be-

tween believers and the world, in tne judgment
which will follow even after a universal re-

demption. " He appeals, finally, to the right-

eousness of the Father, in regard to the issue

of the great hour of conflict impending between
himself and the world which Knew not God."
So says Liicke, feeling after but oot quite find-

ing the truth ; for this concluding part of the

prayer does not merely refer to the coming
hour of conflict, nor merely to the decision be-

tween him and the world; for his disciples

stand with him in opposition to it. C. H.
Rieger writes better, though rather hinting

than unfolding the truth, concerning this " final

testimony" (as Schmieder terms it): "These
final words contain no longer any express peti-

tions ; they rather seal with an Amen all that

precedes. Th3 beloved Son of God gives over

all things, which he had contemplated on his

own behalf, on behalf of his disciples, and^ all

other believers (wo would add—on behalf of

the world's believing), to the righteousness of

his heavenly Father, and thus testifies his con-

fidence that the Righteous Father will do all

things well with regard to all these." It is the

unfolding which is wanted here : he will do

all things justly and well—in regard to his

Son's sufferings, the condemnation of the un-

believing world, the blessedness of believers

—

in regard to these three, for his righteousness'

sake. This last testimony is a confession, an

acknowledgment before God, a d^oXoyia and
ojitoXoyrjaii before the Father, just like that

preliminary and prophetic one, Matt. xi. 25.

Luther makes one aspect of it prominent in

words which are too rough for the gentle love

of Christ, but true enough in themselves:

"Thou doest right in letting them (wlio know
not thee and me) go in their obdurate blind-

ness to their father the devil ; so that they

must not behold any thing of my glory either

in the word and knowledge of faith, or in fu-

ture direct contemplation." Christ cannot say,

or ask, or will—Righteous Father, let also the

Lange speaks of Christ's presentiment that ho

must now experience the full severity of tlie right-

eousness of Uod, even as ho knew it in his Spirit.
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nnsanctified benold my glory, let sinners in

llieir sin come to the bliss of heaven. Let

those who have not known thee and me have,

notwithstanding, eternal life. |[Mark the glance

back to ver. 3 in this 6e ovx eyvoo.) The
other aspect is thus expressed by Grotius :

" In-

asmuch as it becomes the Father's equity, that

those should be rewarded who have renounced
the world, and worshipped hira." It is true

that the Scripture admits from the begin-

ning such , a benign npIV, " righteousness,"

toward the just, acknowledging, saving, and
blessing them, in contradistinction to the evil

;

although pny is never of itself and as such

benevolent, yet benevolence itself is strictly con-

nected with relative righteousness. God is not

unrighteous, that he should not respond to the

faith and love of those who apprehend his grace

(Heb. vi. 10). For "it would be to his holy

grace an unrighteousness, if he did not respond
with all his faithfulness both as God and Crea-

tor, to every approach of his creatures "—as
we have said elsewhere upon this passage. But
it would be one-sided, to regard this alone as

signified here. Olshausen combines both, hold-

ing fast the connection of this righteous Father

even with ver. 24 (out of which it immediate-
ly arose) :

" For the Son appeals, for the grant-

ing of this prayer, to the righteousness of the

Father,* who both excludes the God-estranged
world from beholding his glory, and brings all

believers filled with God to that great consum-
mation." See 2 Thess. i. 4-10, according to

which it is a righteous thing with God to recom-
pense tribulation to some, rest to others

—

ven-

geance on those who know not God, but glory to

his holy believers. Compare, once more, the
inSiHtfdt?, " avenging," of Luke xviii. 7.t God
remains righteous even in the redemption which
justifies sinners, and makes them holy : partly,

inasmuch as he has set forth the iXadr^ptov,
or " propitiation," for faith, in the blood of

Jesus (Rom. iii. 26) ; and partly, because he
disciplines even believers, in the fellowship of

the DiijK' npl», "bond of peace," with the

sanctifying correction of grace, cleansing them
from tlieir sins that they may become worthy
of his kingdom, 2 Thess. i. 5. " Nothing is

more wholesome and refreshing for every one
of us, nothing more effectually secures the
peace of the soul, than to say after the Saviour—Righteous Father ! that is, when he can ac-
cept all—the death of his flesh, the life of his
spirit, the destruction of his sin, the service of
the living God, the loss of his portion in this
life, with the corresponding heirship of God,
and co-heirship with Christ—as grounded in
the righteousness of the Father." So Rieger
once more ; and we would only add—When he
can also, like Christ in this last word of solace,

* Still better, Grounds his SeXa upon this, that
he himself knoweth and beareth in himself the
eternal counsel of the righteous Father.

t Compare what we said upon it, vol, i.

accept it as right that its part in the tree of

life and the holy city should be taken away
from the world.

But how is the immediately following xai,
"and,"* to be construed and understood?
Lampe regarded it as although, Tho'luck simi-

larly for xairoiys (though this does not hold
good of chap. iii. 13) ; but Winer protests,

connecting it thus with what precedes :
" Right-

eous Father, and (yet), although thou hast been

so compassionate toward men, the world knoweth
thee not.| Thus, nevertheless, after all I must
now say— !

" This might be accepted, as
Grotius puts it, " Cohaeret sententia cum praece-

dentibus ort 7jyditTf6ai—itaque non est inter-

disstinquendum complete post xodjuov." But
when we punctuate it thus (as Lachm. does)
the inappropriateness of such a connection with
what precedes becomes manifest. Certainly, the
pregnant invocation Righteous Father cannot
possibly be a mere parenthesis ; this new and
most impressive epithet indicates an altogether
new topic, and the Hoci must be construed
with what follows. There is a contrast in the
two-fold xai (the subsequent Si being put for

«ai), here as often elsewhere ; and the entire

clause runs just as if the words were o re Hod/noi
—eyoi de, " while the world—yet I." Then
comes out distinctly the distinction and separa-

tion to which the righteous emphatically refers.

In the form " hath not known thee," instead

of "knoweth thee not," the Lord thinks of the
then present world (as of the then present dis-

ciples), of the world to which, equally with
the disciples, he had preached and borne his

witness ; and to whose persistent hatred of

God he was now in act to surrender him-
self a victim. The world will, before the
righteous Father, persist in its unrighteous-
ness and sin, will rush to its destruction.

The not knowing is its own proper guilt, on
account of which God can manifest himself to
it as only just; nor must we invert the sense,

after the predestinarian manner of Augustine

:

"Propterea itaque mundus te non cognovit,
quia Justus es et meritis ejus, ut non c gnoseret

tribuisii." For although this were established by
Matt. xi. 25, 26, to be a possible interpretation,

yet here after That the world may know in ver.

23, such cannot be the meaning. The mourn-
ful fact alone is here stated, and, given up to

its righteous punishment—The world hath not
known thee, comp. chap. xv. 21, xvi. 3. But
this first fact, which the Lord must bring with
his atoning sacrifice before the righteous Fa-
ther, continues from age to age, as the farewell

* This, though wanting in many Codd. and in

the Vulg., we regard with Liicke as genuine, even
on account of its difficulty.

f Better, at least, than Meyer's strange reference
to the KarafioXr/ h66uov previously (which is

an entirely different idea)

—

Even this world know-
eth tbee not. In the Lord's own language,

efjpaidri (John xx. 16), it is probable the two
ideas would be distinguished by two different

words.
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discourses predict. Hence it is not—But one

day this world must and will acknowledge

thee; nor—The time is coming when there

will be no " world left," but / in all; or any
thing similar. Ah, no ! the fruitless i'ycc of

compassionate love which looked for a faith

and acknowledgment on the part of the world,

is followed now by the protest—But the world

will still remain the world I That the positive,

actual hath not known is not turned into an

express future, is to be explained by the sorrow

of compassion which, here as in ver. 12, is not

wanting to this prayer of joy ; and further, by
the considerate love which would utter no
word that might be perverted into a fore-doom-

ing of the world to ruin. This high-prieUly

{)rayer reveals to us only the intercession of

lini who still beareth the sin of men, leaving

them space of repentance and opportunity of

being blessed ; and not yet the first and final

curse of the Kingly Judge—though the curse

which hovers over the head of the unbelieving

is warningly announced from afar.

The world, even the Christian world knowelh
not the righteous Father, even to this day,

knoweth not the Son who revealeth him

—

although naming and calling upon both, like

the Jews with tneir God and their Messiah.

The Lord looks out upon not merely the Jewish
world, but also upon the darkness of the Gen-
tiles upon earth, when he opposes to this the

sublime word

—

But I know thee. We have
not a single word to add to its sublimity ; but
would humbly observe in what sense the Lord
graciously unites with himself his own. And
these—refers now, returning to the present,

especially to the Apostles who surround him.

The substance even of their knowledge is

embraced in the same that thou hast sent me,

which in ver. 23 was spoken concerning the

knowledge of the world ; and this is a supple-

mentary proof that it was not an enforced ac-

knowledgment merely that was there intended,

and similarly proves, that in ver. 3 the knowledge
of him who was sent is just itself the knowledge

of God. They knew me as sent of thee and as

thy Son (as Christ, the Son of the living God),

and thus through me and in me thyself also as

my Father, holy and righteous—and this they

know with me, in opposition to the world from

which they are saved, mundo relicto, as Grotius

said. All this lies in the simple expression, so

that ver. 2G, with its / have declared to them,

connects itself with this, and is its continua-

tion.

Verse 26. Righteom—and yet Father, in

himself eternal hte before the foundation of the

world, and then in the fulness of time revealed

as redeeming love throu^ih the sending of the

iSon into the world

—

Thus liave t/ie disciples

known him. Thus the righteous Father is in

his right'"ousne3s holy, as in his holiness right-

eous ; as the righteous Father he lovcth through
Christ all penitent believing, and thus sancti-

fied, sinners. Yea, as he loveth Christ he loveth

us, for he giveth him up for us all. Therefore,

now, after all that has been said, the i y r cJ-

pt(S a TO oyojud dov, " I have declared [made
known] thy name," is stronger than the £(pa-

v£pa>6a,"l have manifested," ver. 6—compare
the yvoofti^eiv ndvza, chap. xv. 15. In the

name known, in the disclosed nature of the Fa-
ther consists the truth, which had been spoken
of before ;* and because the disciples were not

yet fully sanctified in this truth, it follows now
—Awl will declare it yet morefiiMy. This is the

last great promise, in which at the same time

the Son attributes to himself what he had
prayed for before as from the Father; for it is

as much as if he had said— I will sanctify them
in thy truth. That which is promised in Psa.

xxii. 23 proceeds in its accomplishment, until

the brethren of the first-begotten are all made
perfect. Assuredly, it is included here that

this declaring of the name should be vouchsafed

to all who were to be called in the future;!

therefore there is no to them following I loill

declare, but rather in the last in them the latter

and the former are merged into one, as vers.

20-24. Grotius remarks on / will dec are—
"Still more in colloquies after the resurrec-

tion ; " Bengel refers to John xx. 17 ; but all

this is far from enough. This making known
as resulting in a true, growing, and perfect

knowledge, takes place through the llobj Spirit,

according to chap. xvi. 13-15; and goes on in

the Church (Psa. xxii. 23, ^n[5 T]in3, in the

midst of the Church, comp. Heb. ii. 12). It is

to be noted that, through the Spirit, the Ciiurch

of Christ is truly led to the knowledge of the

Father.

But, finally, all knowledge through the word
in the Spirit is living knowledge, the licing in

the hve of God ; this therefore must now fullow

with a final i'va. The accus. i'jv, " wherewith,"

is stronger than ^ would be, points to that love

with which the Father hath loved the Son from

all eternity as being love absolutely, without
measure ; nevertheless, this same love of God
is presently shared with believers, as implanted
in them, for the Son loveth his own with the

same love with which the Father loveth him,

and grounds upon that his evangelical precept

—Continue ye in my (and the Father's) love,

chap. XV. 9, 10. As it was there, so it is here,

intended : Love is in them—as the love of God
to them, their love to God, and their mutual
love among themselves. To omit either of

these three references is to qualify the full

meaning of the passage. I'Ove (not faith, not

eternal life, not glory)—only love is the last

word here : let every one ponder this and feel

it. " With this end of creation, redemption,

andsanctification, the Piedeemer closes his high-

priestly prayer. Love created the world, love

took compassion upon the sinful world, love

* We m.y well ctill it the pprfoction of n\l

knowledge of God, to 1)0 able to utter, to pray, to

confess before God, with full under.standine;, these

two words in their unity, " Righteous—Father! "

\ B.-Crusius: I hm-e declared and will declare,

thus the present and the future.
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will unite in one the sanctified. Love is the

eternal essence of God, and the principle of all

his dealings " (Fikenscher). The indwelling

of his love is not simply " the practical end " of

the knowledge of the name and nature of God,

as it is very generally distinguished; but

Vie love leing in them is itself the living, con-

summate hiowledge, even as it is the trans-

figuring unity and ghi'y (Gal. iv. 9; 1 Cor. viii.

3 ; Eph. iii. 18, 19 ; 1 John iv. 7-16). But the

love of the Father dwelleth in us only through

the mediation of the Son ; we know and we
have the Father only as the Father of Christ,

nor shall we possess him throughout eternity

otherwise ; thus the last word of all after the

last is, I IN THEM. Let this conclusion, also,

be well pondered and felt. The Lord does not

conclude by saying—And thou in them.* Let

* As if that should be fulfilled even in eternity

which Fichte referred to the present time :
" AVhen

Christ hath brought men to God, he himself, in

liis person and name, as the way and the guide,

will be forgotten!" Not only his ««?««, but his

vertoH as mediating, abidetb ; the mysterious word

ver. 23 be carefully compared. Finally, Christ

in us, the love of the Father in us—is no other

in its truth and power than the communion of the

Holy Spirit, who bringeth through the grace of

Christ the love of God to man—this therefore

proves itself as the final aim and end of thia

petition.

Such a conclusion is a more sublime seal than
any Doxology, than any Amen of other suppli-

cation—which indeed could find no place here.

That all things which he prays for and promises

may be Yea and Amen—the Lord of glory

went, after these words, over the brook Cedron,

to the woe of Gethsemane, to the death of the

cross, and, through the death endured for our
sins, to his holy and righteous Father. This

death is the centre of all that grace and truth

of which the word bears witness to faith ; out

of this death cometh life, and love, and sancti-

fication, and unity, and eternal glory.

of 1 Cor. XV. 24 is certainly not to be understood

as if the power of Christ, the Abolisher, was to b«
abolished.
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